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PREFACE TO VoL. VI.

OWING to the important character of many of the Economic

Products dealt with in the sixth volume Sugar, Silk,

Tea, Wool, and Wheat), it has been found necessary to expand

the volume into four parts which are designated as VI, Parts i,

ii, iii, and iv, respectively. The adoption of this numbering,

in preference to the designation of the last three volumes as VII,

VIII, IX, has been made necessary by the circumstance that, in

the first five volumes, Economic Products falling under the con-

cluding letters of the alphabet have been referred to as described

in Volume VI.

The price of the Dictionary will not be affected by the expan-

sion of the sixth volume into four parts.

The opportunity is taken to state that an index is under pre-

paration, and will be published soon after the completion of the

sixth volume, in which vernacular names of products used or

quoted in the Dictionary are brought together in geographical

groups.

With the aid of the index, the article describing any pro-

duct, of which the vernacular name only is known, can be readily

traced, provided that the vernacular term was on record at the

time when the Dictionary was compiled.

The occasion of issuing the final volume is taken to acknow-

ledge the services rendered to the Editor of the Dictionary by

Mr. F. M. W. Schofield, Superintendent of the Statistical Branch

of the Revenue and Agricultural Department of the Government

of India, and by Mr. A. R. Tucker, Registrar of the same

Department, who superintended the administrative arrangements

under which the records in the Office of the Department were pro-

vided for the use of the Editor.



,l^inally:the.j5Qyernor General in Council desires to place on

his high, appreciation of the industry, ability and research

d|[-the Editor, >Dr. George Watt, Q.I.E.
;

of whose merits the

Di^tionafy itself affords the best testimony, and to thank his

official . cbllaborateurs Mr. J. F. Duthie and Surgeons-Captain

Murray and W. R. Clark for their valuable assistance.

E. C. BUCK,

Secy, to the Govt, of India.

Revenue and Agricultural Department :

Simla, the 6th August i8$2.
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TUbem for Tm, Coffw. ladiKO, and other OmM. if. Murray.) PACKIHG CASSa

PACHYRHIZUS, HicA, / GeUa PL, /., 5^0,

Pachyriiizus angulatus, Ptek. / 17. Br. Ind., IL, st'oj ; Lbguminosje.

Yaka or Wayaka.

Sja.—DOLICHO8 BULBOSUSf UHn.f PaCHYRHIZUB TRIL0BU8> DC.

Vtna^SdHkdlu, Bing.; Sankhdlu, Sans.

Habitat.—A large climbing herbi cultivated throughout India, but not
known in a wild state.

Food.—The tuberous ROOT, which is from 6 to 8 feet in length and as
thick an a man's thigh, resembles a turnip in taste and consistence. It is

eaten both raw and boiled. When cooked it has a dirty white colour, and
an insipid flavour, but is palatable enough and is considerably us^ in

tiroes ol scarcity.

PACKING Ci^ES.
I

TEA, COFFEE, INDIGO, TOBACCO, OPIUM, AND CINCHONA
I

CHESTS, CASKS, AND PACKING CASES, Timbers used for-

AUes WebbUuu; Conifera ; packing cases.

Aceroesinm; *)

A. Cambfllii ; > Sapjnoagbjb ; tea chests.

A. Issrigatum;)
Acrocaiiiiia Ikmadiiifoliasi ; LsouiiTMosiB ; tea-chests.

Adina cordifolia ; RufiiAcsat ; opium boxes.
JEscnlns indlca ; Safindacejb ; tea chests, packing cases.

Leouminosje j tea chests.

Alans aepalensis ; Bbtulace.s ; tea chests.

Alstonla schoiaris ; Apoctnacba ; tea chests, coflins.

Aaacaidinm oeddentale ; Anacardiacbjb ; packing cases.

Aatiiocqihahis Cadamba ; Rvbiacbak ; tea chests.

Artocanms Chaplasha ; Urticaoejb ; tea chests.
Basaia latifoUa ; Sapotaoeac ; tea chests.

BeUsebmiedia Roaibaigbiaaa ; Laurinejs ; tea chests.

BaAaieria ragnloaa ; URTicACEja 1 tobacco boxes.
Bmabaac naduaticam ; Mai.vacbji l tea cheats, packing cases, coffins.

Cnaitai baagaktnaa ; BuRSBRACEis } tea chests.

‘ p* 3
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Root,
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PAOERIA
foetida.

Timbers for Tea, Coffee, Indigo, and other Chests.

1

Casearia glomerata ; Camydaceab ; tea chests.

Cedrela Toona ; Meliacb^e ; tea & indigo chests, also cigar boxes.
1 Cordia Myxa ; (3oragin£^ ; tea chests.

Daphnidium pulcherrimum ; Laurinea ; tea chests.

Derris robusta ; Leouminosae ; tea chests.

Duabanga sonneratoides ; Lythrace^ ; tea chests.
Echinocarpus dasycarpus ; Tiliaceae ; tea chests.

Ehretia Wallichiana; Boragineab ; tea chests.

I Elsocarpus lancesfolius ; Tiliace^; tea chests.

I

Engelhardtia spicata ; JuoLAND£;fi ; tea chests.

Eiythrina indica ; Leguminoste ; tea chests.

I
Ficus religiosa ; Urticace^ ; packinf^ cases.
Gmelina arborea ; Vekbenace>b ; tea chests» packing cases.
Guazuma tomentosa ; Sterculiace^e ; packing cases.

Hymenodictyon thyrsiflorum ; Kubiace^as; packing cases.
Lag^troemia Flos-Reginae ; Lythraceas ; casks.
L. microcarpa ; co0ee cases^

Machilus odoratissima ; Laurine;e ; tea chests.

Mangifera indica; Anacardiace^e; indigo & tea chests, packing cases.
M. aylvatica

; tea chests.

Melta Azadirachta; Mkliace^; trunks, packing cases.
M, dubia ; tea chests.

Michelia Cathcartii ; Magnoliace/e ; tea chests.
Monis indica ; Urticaceas ; tea chests.
Pentace burmanica ; Tiliace^ ; tea che.sts.

Phoebe attenuata ; I^aurinete ; tea chests.
Picea morinda (Abies Smithiana) ; Conii'eRvE; packing cases.
Pinus excelsa ; Conjeer^ jtea chests.
P. longifolia

; tea chests.
I Polyalthia Jenkinsii ; Anonace^ ; tea chests.

P. lon^olia
; tea chests.

P. aimiarum ; tea chests.

j

Prunus communis
; Rosace iE

;
papier-mach6 boxes.

I
Pyrus larata ; Uo-SACEiE ; tea chests.
Sozmeratia apetala ; LYTHRACEas ;

packing cases.
Sterculia villosa ; STERcuLiACEiE ; tea chests
Stereospermum chelonoides ; Bignoniaceae ; tea chests.
Terminalia belerica; Comhretace^

; coffee cases, packing cases.
T. myriocatpa

; tea chests.

Tetrameles nudiflora ; Datisceas ; tea chests.
Vateria indica ; I)ii'Terocarpe;e ; coffins.

For further information regarding these timbers, the reader is referred
to the description of each in its respective alphabetical position in this
work.

PAddy) see Oryza sativa, Linn,: Graminb/e; Vol, V., 502,

4

PiEDERIA, Linn, ; Gen, Pl.y //., /jj.

PdCdcriA fostidS) FI, Br, Ind., Ill,, ; RuBiACEa.
Sya.—P. OVATA, MUj, ; P. SESS’LIFLORA, DC,

Var. microcarpa, Kure,

frnndhuh, so martiji, s6mriij\ hacucki. Hind.; Gandhahkd*
dulta, Beng.; Gandali, Uriya; Bedoli sutia, Assam ; PadehiH, Nepa!-:
Takf^drikt Lkpcha; Pacdchtri, Pahariya; Prasdram, Bomb.; Hiran^
vi'U Mar.; CandhtinafG\}7,i Savirela,’\'v\.,) Prasdrani,SMi%,
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The Paeony Rose. (y. Murray,)

References.— FU Ind.^ Ed, C.B,C„ 229; Voigi, Ifart. Sub, Cal.,

3SS; Kure, Ft». FI. Burnt,, II,, 26 ; Gamble, Man, Timb., 219; Elliot,

FI. Andhr., ift"] ; Sir W. Jones, Treat, Pl.lnd,, V., 94; U. C, Dult,
Mat, Med. Hind., 178, 3t4! Dymoch Mat. Med. W. Ind,, 2nd Ed.,
401 ; Dymoch, Warden Of Htwper, Pharmacog. Ind., II., 229 ; Drury,
U. PL, 32S,

Habitat.—An extensive climber, met with in the Central and Eastern
Himdlaya, up to 5,000 feet, and extending southward to Malacca and
westward to Bengal and Assam,

Fibre.—The plant yields a fibre which has recently attracted consider-
able attention. It is strong and llexiblc, and has a silk-like appearance.
The best quality is obtained from plants growing on alluvial deposits, such
as those on the banks of the Brdhmaputra.

Medicine.—The leaves and root were considered of medicinal value
by the Sanskrit writers. The former, boiled and made into a soup, arc con-
sidered wholesome and a suitable diet for the sick and convalescent. The
entire plant, including the stem, leaves, and root, is used both internally

and externally in rheumatic affections, for which it is regarded as a specific

{U, C. Dutt). Roxburgh remarks that the Hindus employ the root as an
emetic. Dymock states that the properties of this plant do not appear to

j

be known to Muhammadan writers.
|

Chemical Composition.—The plant has recently been analysed by '

the authors of the Phartnacographia Indica, who stale that a volatile oil
’

is obtained by distillation with water, which has the highly offensive bi*

sulphide of carbon odour of the fresh drug. Evidence was also obtained
of the presence of at least two alkaloids, one soluble in ether, from which
it coula be deposited as minute needles, the other apparently non crys-

talline, and only slightly soluble in amylic alcohol, chloroform, and ben/ene.

Eor these principles the names of a. and /3. piederine have been provision-

ally proposed.
Special Opinions.—

§

The leaves are much used in Bengal as s
constituent of stews and curries in convalescence from all kinds of di.scasc.

They are certainly wholesome and tonic ” {Surgeon R, L. Dutt, M.D,,
Pubna), “Soup prepared from thelcjivcs is wholesome and is frequently

given in convalescence from icv&c?,'' {Assistant Surgeon S. C. Bhattaiharji,
Chanda). “The juice of the leaves is considered astringent, and is given
to children when suffering from diarrhoea ; dose 1 drachm ’* {Surgeon A.
C, Mukerji, Noakhally).

Food.—The leaves are used as an article of invalid diet.

PiEONIA, Linn.; Gen. PL, 10.

Paeonia emodi, Wall.; FL Br. ind., /., 30

;

Ranunci lacevE.

The P^ony Ro.se.

Syn.—P. OFFICINALIS, // f.&T.
I

Var., I emodi, proper
,

follicles strigose. i

Var., 2 glabrata ; follicles glabrous.
|

Vem.— Ud'sdlap, Hind.; Bhuma-madiya, yet .gAas, Bmut. ; Mamekh,
Pb.; Chandra (the plant), sujaniya (the young eelliWc shrKits), N.-W. P.

j

References.— Gam^/r, Man. Timb., i ; Stewart, Pb. PI., 4; Pharmacog,
Ind,. 29, 37 ; Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed.. 17 , Murray,
PI. dr Drugs, Sind, 75/ Year-Book of Pharmacy, 187$, 622 f Atkinson,
Him.Dii,t., 304,74^ ; Smith, Die,, 3i7 ; Gazetteer, Peshawar, 28; Ind.
Forester, IX., 1517.

Habitat.—An erect, stout, leafy herb, fr»und in the west Temperate Him.'i-
laya, from Kumdnn and liazar.i, at altitudes of 5,000 to io,ik>o feet.

p. II

PiEONIA'
emodi.

FIBRE.
Plant.

5

MEDICINE.
Leaves.

6
Root.

7
stem.

8

Chemistry.

9

FOOD.
Leaves.

10

II
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PANDANUS
furcatus.

The Pandanus Fibre.

MEDICINE.
Tubers.

12

Flowers.

13
Seeds.

14
Root.

15
FOOn.
Shoots.

16

17

TIMBER.
18

I

Medicine.—The tubers of this plant, like those of P. officinalis, Z.,

arc highly esteemed as a medicine for uterine diseases, colic, bilious ob-
structions, dropsy, epilepsy, convulsions, and hysteria. Ud-sdlap is

generally given to children as a blood-purifier. It was a common belief

in ancient times, and is so even now among the peasantry of Europe,
that pajony root, if worn by children round their necks, has the power of

preventing epileptic attacks. If taken in full doses, the drug produces
iiead-ache, noise in the ears, confused vision and vomiting {Dymock).
The infusion of the dried flowers is highly valued as a remedy for diar-

rheea. The skeps are emetic and cathartic. Madden mentions that the
long ROOT may furnish one of the kinds of bikh used in Kumaon (generally

Aconite, q. v., Vol. I., 87).

Food.—The >oung shoots are eaten in Kumdon as a vegetable.

PAJANELIA, DC.; Gen. PL, //., lo^y.

[ ^343-44 ; Bignoniace.®.

Pajanelia Rheedii, DC,; FL Br. Ind., IV,, 384 ; Wight, Ic,, it.

Syn.—

H

ignonia indica, VMt. /3 . Ltnn.; H. Pajanelia, Ham.; U. iongi-
lOLIA, Wtlld., B. MUITIJUGA, Wall.: Payanelia multijuga, A'wrxr.

Vcm.

—

Kyomtf^douk, kint*alnn, liuKM.; Kaukonda, And.
References.— Man. Timb., 279: Kura, Far. FL, //., 237; Gazet-

teer, N.^W. !>., J., 82.

H.'ibitat.—A large cvcrglcen tree of Burma and the Andaman Islands.
Structure of the Wood.—Orange-brown, very hard, close-grained;

weight 52IIJ per tiibic foot. A fine timber which is used for canoes by
the Andam.mese.

Pala indigo, sec Wrightiatinctoria, Hr.; Ai'OCYNAcea2, Vol. VI., Pt. II.

Pale catechu, see Uncarla Gambler, Koxb,; Rubiaceae, Vol. VI., Pt. II.

Paltna christi, see Rlclnus communis, Linn. ; EuPHORBiACEiE.

Palm Wine or Toddy, see Borassus flabelliformis, Linn , ; Palmas, Vol.

1., 495 ; sec Caryota urens, Linn., Vol. II., 20S ; Cocos nucifera,

/.;«//.) Vol. II., 451; Phoenix sylvestris, A'oxt. ; also Spirits under
Narcotics, Vol. V., 332.

Palmyra Palm, Borassus flabelliformis, Linn,: Palma, Vol. I., 495.

19

FIBRE.

20

21

PANDANUS, Linn. ; Gen, PL. III., g^g.
[Pandanea.

Pandanus andamanensium, Kurz; For. FL Burnt., II., 308 ;

Habitat. — An e>ergreen tree, frequent in the tropical forests of the

Andamans, espeeialU in the neighbourhood of the sea.

Fibre.— It > lelds a fibre which is employed in the Andamans for making
various articles of apparel, such as the “ tails worn by the w'omen.

P, furcatus, Roxb. ; Kurz. For. Fl. Bunn., II., 507.

Vem.—Jarika, NfcPVLj Bor, Lefchaj Thabaw, tagyet, BuRM.; OkaU
ye^a. Sing.

R^erences.— KoaIk, Fl. Ind., Kd. C.B.C., 708 ,* Gamble. Man. Timb., ^5;
Li^t of Treii>, Shrubs, of DarieeUng, 86; Beddome, For. Man,,
itxxx'ui.: ]da.son, Burma C-*' Its People. 521, iS’15; Gaaetteer, Bomb.,
AT., Pt. 44S , Ind. Forester IV., 241 ; VI., 237 : K/V., 341.

Habitat.—A palm-hkt tree of Ncrthcrn and Eastern Bengal, Western
! India, and Bui mn.

p. 21
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The Keora. (y. Murray.)
PANDANUS

odoratissimus.

Fibre.—The leaves are used in Burma for making mats. Mason
states that the leaves of a species of Pandanus (probably this plant) are

by the Burmans sewn together to make sails.

Structure of the Wood.—Outer wood moderately hard, containing

satiny vascular bundles, inner wood soft and spongy; weight 2olb per

cubic foot; employed in Burma to make floats for fishing nets.

FIBRE.
Leaves.

22

TIMBER.

23

Pandanus Mellori.

A species of Pandanus (described under this name in “ A vocabulary

of fhe Dialects spoken in Ihc Nicobar and Andanuin Islands”) is said to

yield a fruit from which bread is made. “ It grows to perfection in

this warm, moist climate and in half swampy soil. It requires, however,
great labour to extract and cook the edible farinaceous part.**

P. odoratissimus, Wdld. ; Kurz^ For. FI. Burnt., 11., yo8.
Vem.

—

Keord, ketgl, gaf^andhul. Hind.; Keya, ketuk'i, krfki-keynj keori,

Beng. ; Kedgi, Ue(.; Kettda, keur. Bomb.; Keora, Mak. ;
Kewoda,

Guz. ; Talum, taahai, Mcf/av, Tam. ; Mugah-, ffdjamfi, ^t'dau^ri, kt'taki,

Tel.; Mogaltsandlit, moyili nara, Nei.lore ; lale mara^ kyad-ae^e-

fi'ida, ketaki, Kan.; Panda in;, katda, thala, Malay.; Tsat‘tha-l>u,
Waita keyiva, ntiidu keyiya. Sing.; I^'rani, NicouaR; Kelaki,

ketaka. Sans.
;
Cadhi, kazi, kadar, Arab. ; Kadi, Pprs.

References.— h'l. Jnd., kd. C.D.C., 707 ; Ihddomc, For. Man.,
ccxxvin. f Kttrs. For. FI. Barm., II., soS ; Gamble, Man. Timb.. ;

Thnwtes, Kn. Ceylon Pl.,JJ7, Cletrhorn, I i.anls of Soulhern Jnd.,

Hlliot, FI. Andhr,, $6, Sg, fa, go, 116; U. C. Dull, Mat. Med. llind., 304;
S. Arjun, Bomb. Drutu,, I4g ; Lidjoa, U. IH. Bomb . 207, j37 : fhni-
•mood. Bomb. Pr.,

,
Koyle, HI. Him. Bol., 40's' ; Boyle, lub. PL. ;

f.iotnrd, Pafier^makinif Mat., 7, //, 75, *»<>, linlltr. Tof. i«' Stalls , Oudh
Sultanfur, 33 ; Smtlh, Die., 372 , hew Off. Guide to Bol. Gaideiiit

tV Arboretum. Jg, 40 ; Gaaeffeers .—Mvsore & Loorjy, 1., f>f>

;

//., 7;
III., 24, Bomb., V., 2S'

, .KV., /;5; N.^W. If, I., -''V; iy.,lxxnn ;
Jnd. Forester '— JJI., 46, 207 ; V., 32<) ; X , 175; Man, Mad. Adm.,
J-t ^sg ; JJ., S5 ; W. IV'. Hunter, Orissa, JI., iJ3 , lyg ; Disfriit
Manuals' Truhtuopoiy,72 ; Nellore, 117, 12S, Ay^ri.-Iiorti., Sac. Jour.
{Old Senes), JJ., gj ; ‘IV., 232 ; JX., 17b, 177 ; X., 353, 3S4.

Habitat.—A common, much-branched shrub, frequently planted on
account of the powerful fragrance of its flowers, but wild on the coasts of
South India, Burma, and the Andamans. It is found abundantly in Ben-
gal, Madras, the Straits Settlements, and the .South Sea Islands.

Fibre.—The leaves are composed of lough, longitudinal, while, glossy
fibre.s, which are employed for covering huts, making matting, for

cordage, and in South India for the larger kinds of hunting nets, and for
the drag-ropes of large fishing nets. In Mauritius the fibre is employed for

making sacks for coffee, sugar, and grain. The reader is referred for

a full description of the method of preparation of the filire in Mauritius to
a paper by Mr. Henley in the Agri.^JIorti Soc. Jnd. Jour., II., oj. It

is said to be a good paper-making material. The leaves are cut every
second year, and each plant yields sufficient fibre to make two large bags.
The ROOTS also are fibrous and .arc used by basket-makers for binding.
When cut into lengths and beaten out, they are very commonly used as
brushes for painting and white* washing. It is possible that this "root-fibre
might be found suitable for brush-making as a substitute for bristle, a form
of fibre which is now in great demand.

Oil.—An oil called keora oil is obtained by dislill.ation from the
fragrant bracts. An aromatic water or olio, keora~drak, also distilled
from the bracts Both are employed medicinally.

Medicine.—The oil and otto, obtained from the bracts, areconsidcred
stimulant and antispasmodic, and are administered foi head.ache and *

2+

Fruit.

25

26

FIBRE.
Leaves.

27

Roots.

28
OIL.

Bracts.

29

MEDICINE.
Oil.

Otto.

31
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Fodder Grasses.

rheumatism. A medicinal oil is prepared from the roots. The aerial
ROOT is used medicinally by the Sinhalese.

Food.—The tender floral leaves are eaten raw, or cooked with

various condiments; the pulp contained in the lower part of the drupe is

also edible, and is eaten by the Natives of Southern India in times of

scarcity. The flowers, together with catechu and certain spices, form a
substance known as ked hhoir, which is used in pdn.

Domestic & Sacred.—Stretteil states that the women of Upper
Burma adorn their hair with the fragrant blossoms, and use the fruit
for hackling thread The thick aerial rope-like roots, cut into lengths, are
beaten out at one end to form brushes, and are also employed as a substi-

tute for corks* In Southern India the leaves are used to make umbrellas.
The plant is recommended by Cleghorn as “ a very strong sand-binder.”

Fruit. Lisboa writes, “ Outpicr III. of Kartik Mahatma relates that this plant is

38
I

cursed by Shiv for telling a lie and giving false evidence on the occasion of

R^s.
I

a dispute between Shiv and Vishnu. But he again took pity on it, and

39 I

ordered that he {Shiv) should be worshipped with this plant on the day of
Leaves ' Shivratt 1 . 'I’he plant is also employed in the worship of many other gods.”
40

; {J. F. Duthie.)

41 PANICUM, Linn,; Gen. PI., III., iioo.

'rhiii, the lai;;est genus <»f the grass family, contains nearly 300 species. Of
the Indian sjiltics several arc much valued as fuddei ’grasses, owing to their
abundant yield nf grain ; and on this account many kinds, such as chena, sanwdk,
kutki. &c., known as minor millets, are cultivated in various parts of India, and
alToid a large amount of food for the lower classes. In addition to the more impoi t-

ant kinds about to be dcsciibed, the following deserve to be briefly mentioned :

—

P. citnicinum, Rete.
,
Syn,—Coridociiloa fimbriata, ./Verj., a native of the

hilly parts of Not them and Cential India, abundant along the base of the
Ihinalayan range ; this grass, when drying, emits a strong perfume resembling
that of the snuct-scented Anthoxanthum of Europe, and might be used with
adv.intage in hay mixtures. P, distachyUm, Linn,, Vern .—Motia (Doab);
as a Iuddc r giiiss this is probably as nutritious as any of the other indigenous
species of Panicum, but it is less pl«*ntiful ; in Australia it is largely used as
hay. P. enicxforme, Sihth. & Sm., Syn.—P, caucasicum, Tnn., Vern.—
TiLiva, thinWiiri (Uundelkh.inJ)

; Guhria. laidan-siput, sarpot, sarput (C.
' Pmv.)

; abundant on cultivated giound, especially on the black soil of Centra!
India, It yields a very laige amount of giain. P. fluitans, Retz., Syn.

—

P.
' brizoides, AV/0. (not of Lm«.), VvMH.—Fetinar {[ieng.) 1 Dusa (Tel.); an

aquatic s|)ecies allied to P. flavidum, pioduces an abundant quantity of grain.
P. humile, Necs,, Vern.

—

Kaikt, urdtya (C. Prov.) ; common in Northern
and Central Invha, generally on cultivated ground, and reckoned a good fodder
glass. P. pabulare, y!/^r/i. dr' //cW. in Journ. Lmn, Soc,, XVIII. { idSo)^

p. iQO, wasdisroveicd by Dr. AitchisOn in the Kuram Valley, and is consi-
der'd to be th« best fodder grass for cattle in that district. P. paludosum,
AWi .SvN.-P. decompositum, R. Rr., Vbrn.—

/

tM/iw/mr (Bcng.);
^ ^ aquati* species, but not common ; it is valued in Australia for

fiKldei , and the giain is made into cakes by the aboiigincs. P, Petiverii, Trin,,
VkRN.— Ltiaprur, chaprnra (N.-\V. India)

; abundant in Northern
India, anti valuable as green fodder. P. psiloptkiium, Trin., allied to P.
millRTC, of which it may be the wild form

; a good fodder grass, abundant in
Northern India and up to modeiate elevations on the Himalaya. P, tenui-
florum, A’. Br., Syn. -Paspalum brevifolium, Fhiffire , not uncommon in
Northern India. It is used f01 fodder in Australia, and yields plenty of grain.
P. turgidum, Foisk., a coarse perennial species found in Sind and in Central
India, p\t'*n(ling to Aiabia and Egypt, where the grain is used for making
Kind of b.ead.
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Products of India.
1

Fodder Grasses. (7. F. Duthie.)

f Gramine^.
Panicum antidotale, Reiz.; Duthie, Fodder Grasses, PI, in,

;

Syn.—p. SUBALBIDUM, Kuntk.
Vem.—Gwwarrt, Hind. ; Layo-gundli.^MiTM.-, Gamur, ghamor, N.-W.

P. ; Gharam, ghamur, t>hamrur, ghirrty garm, girdi, bam, mangr&r,
Pb.; Male, shamukha, Pushtu ; Barwan, ban ga'gli, R \j ; KrimUastru,
SlNH.

References.—5/tfWrtr/, Pb.Pl.,2s8 t Aiuhison, Cat. Pb. & Sind PI ,
r^S

,

Coldstream, Grasses of S. Panjtih, Nos. / &in. ; Bmss., FI. Or , V., 440 ;
U. C.Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind., 299; Kev> Rehort, 18S0, if>

, Gazetteer s,

N.-W. P., I., SS ! IV., Ixxix.

Habitat.—A rather tall coarse grass, usually growing in clumps, or in

the shelter of bushes and hedges. Abundant in the plains of Northern
India and extends to Baluchistdn and Afghanistan. It occurs also in

Africa and in Australia.

Medicine.— Dr. Stewart says that the smoke of the burning plant is used
for fumigating wounds, also as a disinfectant in small-pox. In Madras it

is said to be employed medicinally in throat affections ; it is staled by
Thwaites to be used medicinally by the Sinhalese.

Fodder.—Opinions difler as to the utility of this grass for fodder pur-

poses. Mr. Coldstream, writing from Hissar, says that it is grazed only
when quite young, as it afterwards acquires a bitter or saltish taste. In the

Sirsa Settlement Report it is mentumed that cattle feed onl\ on the dry
grass, for if thev eat it when it is green and young, poisonous, and sometimes
fatal, results follow. Captain Wingate informs us that it is very abundant 1

at Changa Manga near Lahore, where more than three-fourths of the gr.'os

herbage, in the actual forest plantation, is composed of this species, .ind

that Natives feed their cattle on the green fodder. Like dab (Eragrostis

cynosuroides) and other coarse deep-rooting grasses, its real value probably
commences at those periods when the better class of fodder grasses fail.

P« COlonum, Linn. ; Duthie, Fodder Grasses, 4, PL /V*.

Syn.—P. HR 1701 DES, Z.ZNU, ; OpLISMENUH COIONUS, ATz/a/Zz., Lchinoch-
LOA COtONA, Kunth.

Vem .

—

Samdnk, Hind.; ^hama, Heng. ;
.SVwrt, Sanial Sawan. j’angli

sdraank, sartvak, shamak, N.-W. P. ; Sivaen, Oupa ; Sdwnnk saun,
jangli mandtra, garnira, \ Sdnmak, tans'll sdmnk, sirmakar,
ehatta, Ph. ; Saiauk, jangh saii'uk, SiNU; Shamakh, C P. ; Siiwrlt,

Hkrar; Borrur, BoMit. ; Wnndu, Tfl.
References.— FI. Ind , hd.C B C., 99;J)alz. Gibs., Bomb.

Steroart, Pb. PL, 258 1 Aitchison, Cat. Pb. & Sind PI., 161 ; Boi\s,,

FI, Or., V., 43^; Coldstream, Fodder Grasses of S. Panjub, No. j;
Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 24s ; Lisboa, U. PI. Bomb., 2j6 ; Royle, III. IItm,
Bot., 422; Church, Food Grains of India, 50, Kion. t*rod. N.-W.
Prov., Pt. V., 99 ; Gazetteers .

—N.-W. J\, /., <V5 ; Giirgaon, // ; Karnal,
19 ; Ind. Forester, XII., App., 22 ; Settle. Rept., Montgomery, 22

, Land
Revenue Settle. Rept., Nurstngporc, 52.

Habitat.—An annual grass, abundant throughout the plains, ascc'nding

to moderate elevations on the Him.-ilaya. It prefers a rich soil, ind is

consequent!) often met with as a weed of cultivali<in. In parts of the

Panjdb it is cultivated for its grain. Out of India it occurs in South
Europe, North Africa, and North America.

Food & Fodder.—The grain is collected for food h\ the poorer people,

in many parts of Northern India. In the Montgomery disliitt it is inade

into a paste, called bat or phai, and eaten with milk. Stewart mentions
that this preparation constituted the chief food of the AkhimcJ of Swat,
and that the plant was cultivated for that purpose. Another preparation
called a7/tV, made by boiling the grain In milk, is t.ilcn by Hindus on 1

their fast days. '

PANICUM
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PANICUM
flavidum.

Fodder Grasses.

FOOD ft

FODDER.
The following analysis of the husked grain is given by Professor

Church, in his Food Grains of India
In loo parts.

Water
Aibumenoids
Starch
Oil

Fibre .

Ash . ,

12*0

9*6

74’3
•<)

**5

2*0

Grass.

47

The nutrient ratio being i : 8, and the nutrient value 85.

This GRASS is generally considered one of the best fodder grasses in

India. It is greedily eaten by all kinds of cattle, both before and
after it has flowered, the abundant crop of grain which it yields adding
materially to its nutritive value.
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Panicum Cnis-Galli, Linn. ; Duihie, Fodder Grasses*

Sjrn.—P. Crus-Corvi, Linn.; Oplismrnus Crus-Galli, Kunth. ; Ecni-
NOCHLOA Crus-Galli, Beauv.i Orthopogon Crus-Galli, Spreng. ; P,
STAGNINUM, Linn.; P. HISPIDULUM, Roxb. ; P. TOMFNTOSUM, Roxb,

Vem.— Sdnwak. Hind.; Bura shama, dul, Beng. ; Dhand. jal-sawank.
N.-W. P. ; Bhatii, bora, sdnwak, jarntha, dhand, Pb. ; Sama, horma,
Rajput \NA; Bati hhodorCt hharta, datia, kunda butiam godi» C. P.

;

Peada todndM. Tel.
References.*— FI. Ind.. Ed. C.B.C., qq; Dalz. & Cibs.f Bomb. FI.,

292 : Royle^ HI. Htm. Bot.,, 420 ; Coldstream^ Fodder Grasses of S. Pan}.,
No. S; F. von Mueller, Select Extra-Trop, Pl.y 2^2.

Habitat.—Some of the forms of this variable species approach P.
colonum, but it is usually a larger and coarser plant, and prefers wet
ground, such as the borders oi jhtU and edges of streams. It is abundant
all over India, and is found on the Himalaya up to 6,000 feet. It is

distributed throughout the w'orld except in the Arctic regions.

Food & Fodder.—^The grain is collected and used as food by the lower

classes, and is also made into khir. It is said to be cultivated in parts

of the l^ahore district for its grain.

When young, this grass is much relished by cattle, especially by buf-

faloes. In America, where it is known under the name of “ liarn-yard
grass, ’*

it is highly valued as hay.

SO

Cultivation.
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P. iUlvidum, Relz.; Duthie, Fodder Grasses

,

7.

Syn,— P. KKizoiDEs, facq.
Vem.— (Dehra-Dun), N.-W. P. ; sitiya,
Ounn; Katigna,pdlon, bharti.Pn.} Chida sdiodn. homa (Abu), Raj.;
Paddatitnga. kura-tuka. chtchrot, C. P. ; Barti. bauti. Bomb.;
Bartif Mar. ; Banh, Gu7. ; Uda-gaddi. viida gaddi, 'fPL.

References.— FL Ind., Ed. C.B.C., gS ; Dais. & Gibs., Bomb. FI.,
290 ; Elliot, FI Andhr., tSs, rpj • Baden I'oToell, Pb, Pr., 2^7 ; Birdnood,
Bomb Pr., iw ; Royle,Hl. Him. Bot.,420; Casetteers—Bombay, VIII.,
1S2; N.-W, P., /., Ss, Ind. Forester, XII., App., 22; Bombay Man., Rev.
Aats., loi ; Bulletin, R. Gardens, Kew {iStlj), No. 12; F von Mueller,
Select Extra-Trop. PL, zj3.

Habitat.—Common throughout the plains and up to moderate eleva-
tions on the Himalaya. It is cultivated as a rainy season crop in some
parts of India for its grain. It is found also in Australia.

Cultivation.— I n certain districts of the Bombay Presidency this grass
is regularly grown to a limited extent. The returns for 1888-89 showed
an area of 45,613 acres. Comparing this with the acreage given for the
tlu. preceding years, the cultivation of this crop appears to be rapidly
extending. The Agia Canal letums for 1 878-79 gave 80 acres under

P, 51
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Quick Growing Millet. {J. F. Duthie.)
PANICUM

frumentaceum.

hharii in the Gurgaon district of the Panjab. It is said to be the cheapest

grain grown, and will keep many years without being eaten by insects

;

for this reason it is stored up as a provision against years of scarcity

and famine.
Food & Fodder.—An analysis, lately made by Professor Ohurch,

show's that the grain of this grass contains much more indig^estible fibre

than that of any species yet examined, but that it is exceptionally rich

in oil or fat since it possesses nearly twice as much of that constituent as

any other kind.

Affords excellent fodder both for bullocks and horses.

Panicum frumentaceum, Roxh.; Duthie. Fodder Grasses, 8.

Syn.—

O

plismenus fkumentaceus, Kunth

;

Echinochloa frumenta-
CEA, Link.

Vem.

—

Shamula, suwa, sdnwa, skama, samak. Hind.; Skamula. sanwa,

saon, samra-shama, syunui dhdn, Beng. ; Samu, UkiyA; Sdnmin.
itdwdn, sdma, sama, Saman, sdnwnn. sdwan-hkadcha, satnti,

samei, 0 [jmi; ^hun^ara, sdman, adwan, N.-W. P. ; Mandxra. jhanyo-
ra. koni, kunytti, Kumaon; yA«w^ar«,GARliWAL; Souk, karin, Kashmir;
Saniuka, samd, sdmoak, snmank, soak, chandra, Pb. ;

Saon saron, Sind ;

Sawa, aema, C. P. ; Buvto, Bomb. ; Shatnula, katht, kangra, saioa,

santoa, suon, shama, kathli. Dec. ; Bonta-shama, bonth-shnma, sawn,
bonfa chdmalu, chunialu, chama.'VKi..; Sdmr, save, Kan.; Wclmarukku,
Sing. ; Sydmdk, shydmaka. Sans. ; Bajri, Pers.

References — Roxb., FI. Ind., Kd. C.B C., 102 ; Dale. & Gibs., Bomb. FI.,

Suppt., qR; Stevaari, Pb. PI,, 257 ; Aitchison, Cat. Pb, Sinti PI., '6r ;

hlhot, FI Andhr., 30, 33 ; U. C. Duit, Mat. Med. Hind., 320; Baden
Powell, Pb. Pr., 237 : Atkinson, Him. Di\t., 6Rp • Duthie 6f Fuller, Field

Garden Crops, pt. 1/ , 3 ; Lisboa, U. PI. Bomb,, 184,276; Birdwood,
Bomb. Pr., m ; Koyle, III. Him. Boi., 421 ; Church, Food Grains f
India, 49 ; Balfour, Cyclop., 111., in; Rep. Agri. Station, Cawnpore,
1884, 7; Gaeetteers:—Mysore & Loorg, II., n ; C. P.,So; Cujrdt 79;
Mueaffargarh, 93 ; IJoshiarpur, g4 ; Meerut, 225 ; Settle. Repts—
Upper Gdddvery, 3$ ; Bareilly, 82 ; hungra, 25 / Azam\>arh, 114 ; Chanda,
8i . Betul,, 63 ; Lahore, to ; Grierson, Bihar Peasant Life, 226 {under P.
miliaceum) ; F. von Mueller, Select kxtra-Trop PI., 274.

Habitat.— Extensively cultivated as a rainy season crop over the gprcaler

part of India, and on the Himalayan range up to 6,500 feet.

Cultivation.—This is the quickest growing of all the millets, and in

some localities can be harvested within six weeks after being sown. It

thrives best in light sandy soils, and is often cultivated, when the rains are
over, on the banks of rich silt deposited by rivers. According to Roxburgh
it yields fifty-fold in a good soil. In the North-Western Provinces it is

generally sown at the commencement of the rainy season, and a spring
crop usually follows it. It is grown most extensively in the Rohilkhand
and Benares Divisions in the tracts bordering the hills. The seed is sown
at the rate of lolb to the acre, and the young plants require at least two
weedings. In the drier districts of the Doab it is oftener grown as a
subordinate crop along with judr. The crop is liable to damage from
excessive rains, and suffers from blight, but is, as a rule, a generous one,
producing from 8 to 10 maunds of grain to the acre {Field Garden
Cropsy Mr. Atkinson (Him. Districts) says that on the Himdiaya it is

sown in July and gathered in September. It is not much grown in the
Panjab, except near the hills, in the eastern districts. In Gujrdt it

is cultivated as a subordinate crop along with maize, on well-irrigated

land. In the Muzaffargarh district it is sown in August and September
on the large flats of quicksand which border the rivers; and as the
mud dries, the plants spring up and produce grain in October. In the
Upper Godaveri district of the Central Provinces it is sown in forest
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PANICUM
jumentorum.
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clearings ; also on river banks, the seed being dropped into the water by
men m canoes.

Food & Fodder.—The grain is consumed chiefly bj the poorer classes of

people, for whom it has a special utility in its ripening early and afford-

ing a cheap article of food before hdjra "and other millets. It is eaten
either boiled in milk, or parched. It is said to be heating, but becomes
more wholesome by keeping. Hindus consider it to be a very pure grain,

and it is preferred by them for religious offerings. An analysis of the grain

(with husk) made b> Professor Church gave the following result :

—

Straw.

56

Water
Albutncnoids
Starch .

Oil
Fibre .

Ash

In 100 parts.

. I2’0

. 8*4

. 72*5

. 3*0

. 2*2

. 1*9

The nutrient ratio is here i : 9*5, and the nutrient value 88.

The STRAW is much used in the Madras Presidency and in Mysore as
cattle fodder, though considered to be inferior to that of rdgi or rice. In
the Meerut district it is sometimes grown as a fodder crop. On the
Himalaya the ears arc first cut, and the stalks are afterwards given to
cattle.
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Panicum Helopus, Trin.; Duihkf Fodder Grasses^ 8,

Syn.—p. SETiLrERUM, Refg.; P. iiiksutum, Keen,

;

P. Kcenigii, Spreng.

;

Ukuchloa puuescbns, Beauv.
Vem.-— A'*/r/, kuriya. Hind.; Bara fal-ganiit jal-gantt, Beng. ; Ba^aun-

tOt N.-W. P.
; Chatta^ kowtH, thun, Pb. ; Kuri, Bomb. ; Salla-wAdii, Tel.

References.— FI, Ind., Kd, C,B.C\, wo, 10 1 ; Voigt, Hart, Sub.
Cal,, 70! / Boyle, III. Him. Bot., 420.

Habitat.—Common in the plains on »*ich or cultivated land, and on the
Himdlaya up to about 5,000 feet. The short awn-like point terminating
the fruiting glume is said lobe the best character by which it may be dis-
tinguished from other species.

Food & Fodder.—Royle mentions this species as yielding a grain
eaten by the poorer classes. In the Baroda district of Bombay Kuri is

said to be grown as a rain> season crop. It is reckoned as one of the best
of Indian fodder-grasses for both horses and cattle.
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P. jlltncntorum, Ptrj. / Duthie, Folder Grasses, g.

Guinen Grass.
Syn.— p. mnnimom,
Vern,~—Gint ganuif. Mak,; Gini gh>!:>. Go/.; Grnro-pulIu, T\m. ; Gini

hullu, K\n. ; Xau'ka-thau~hau. Burm.
;
Kata-tana, SiNci.

References. — Kjjj 4//, Hart. Sub, Cal., 700; Thwaitcs, Kn. Ceylon PI.,

; Dais. ^ Gibs., Bomb Ft., SufpL, thV; DC., Origin Cult. / /., 11$;
Mason, Burma tt\ People, ^77, .S/ft; Atkinson, Him. Disi,, 320

;

F. von-Afueller, Selnf Extra Trop. PI , 275 i Balfour, Lvt lop,. III,, tJ2 ;

Smith, Die,, 202; Rep. Agri. Dept. Madras, iS7S,p, j63 ; rS79, P» 105 ;

Assam, p. 10: Saidapet Farm Man. and Guide {1S79), 47 :

Rep. Madras Fxper. Farm, 1S7
1 , p. ij ; iSjj, p. 21 f i«V75, pp. 2g, 3o ;

if^77,P’ 9^ : P’ 23 ; ifiyi^tpp. 41, 105; Rep. Nagpur kxper. Farm,
iSS5.S6,p.4; Rep. hxper. Farm, Sindh, 1SS7-SS, p. u ; Rep. R. Gar-
dens, Few (i87y),p. ift ; Ind. Forester, X., ii t, 292 ; Journ. Agri’-Horti,

Sue., VI. (Old Series), Pt.II., 1/3 ; VI/. (New Series), in.
Habitat.— A tall perennial grass, native of Tropical Africa, and now

cultivated in most tropical countries

History.—Guinea grass appears to have been first cultivated in the
West Indies, having been grown in Jamaica since the middle of the last
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Guinea Grass. {J. F. Duthie.)
PANICUM

jumentorum.

century. It was recommended for cultivation in India as early as 1793 by
IVIr. W. Fitzmaurice in a Trciitise on the Cidtivotion or Sugorcane
and the Manufacture of Sugar, ” a work published in Calcutta and de-

dicated to Sir W. Jones. The extract relating to guinea grass will be
found in the Agri.'-Horticultnral Societfs journal, Vi., loc. ctt. As this

^ass is not mentioned in Roxburgh’s works, it could not have been cul-

tivated to any extent before his time. Mr. J. Bell, who was Secretary to

the Agri.- Horticultural Society, is reported to have grown it successfully

in 1831 ; and prizes were offer^ by the Society in 1837 for the best results.

The numerous experiments undertaken at Government gardens and
model farms, in different parts of India, as well as those carried out by
private individuals, sufficiently confirm the general opinion as to the ex-

cellent feeding qualities of this useful fodder grass.

Cultivation.—Although in India this grass secils freely in the plains, it

is best propagated by root cuttings, A sandy soil is found to be most
suitable. After the ground has been prepared in the ordinary way, the

roots should be planted out about 2 feet apart on parallel ridges, at the

commencement of the rains, care being taken to arrange the plants

so that they will form lines at right angles to the ridges. This arrange-

ment will facilitate weeding until the plants have established them-
selves. As soon as the roots have fairly taken hold of the ground very

little watering will be necessary ; indeed, the capabilities of this grass
for resisting the effects of the severest droughts have been fully tested.

For instance, in the Report of the Madras Agricultural Department
for /6’7(S-79, it is stated

“

A field of guinea grass about 2 acres in

extent, planted in September 1875, was, towards the beginning of May,
as brown and as dry as if it wore totally devoid of life; the heavy rains

in that month, however, led to its immediate revival, and before the third

day of rain was over, green «hoots had appeared throughout the field,

w'liich grew on and produced a good crop of fodder in two months,” “ Not
one per cent of the tufts failed to throw out shoots .after the rain refer-

red to, thus showing that the plant is capable of withstanding our longest
droughts.”
The writer of the Saidapet Farm Manual makes the following

remarks It is perfectly true that if guinea grass is planted in the hot
season or during dry weather, the plants will fail completely if not
watered a few times

; but there seldom can be any necessity for planting
under such circumstances. In the driest parts of the country there is

always a time w'hcn the sky is cloudy and the weather show^ery, and if

such opportunities are properly utilised for planting, the roots can be
established sufficiently well without the aid of irrigation. Irrigation, of
course, enables more cuttings to be obtained in a year, but is never neces-
sary for the maintenance of the crop. It is, how'ever, most necessary
to m.anlire land for guinea grass well.” "It is advisable to pass a
plough or ciiltiv.ator occasionally through and across tlie crop, as the
absorptive powers of the soil can in this way be kept up. This plough-
ing or cultivating should be repeated at any rate once after the removal of
each cutting. Before the end of the second year the plants from frequent
cutting will have formed large tussucks ; these should be reduced by
simple chopping with a spade <jr hoe. It has been found best lo make two
cuts across the tussucks at right angles to each other, thus dividing it into
four parts. Of these, three may be removed and they will form excellent
beddin||for cattle stalls, the fourth remaining to perpetuate the crop.
In this way, there is no necessity to remove the plants to other ground,
but care must be exercised to st^e that the soil is properly manured, as
a crop which fields such large returns necessarily makes large demands
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PANICUM
miliaceum.

The Common Millet.

CULTIVATION on the soil. ” During the cold weather of Northern India the plants dry up,

and remain dormant until the approach of spring. In places where frost

is prevalent manure should be applied to the roots at the commencement
of the cold season.

FODDER. Fodder.—Guinea grass, when carefully cultivated, yields during the year

62 several cuttings of good fodder suitable for all kinds of stock. ** At first,”

says the writer of the Saidapet Experimental Farm Manual, ” it seems to

disturb the digestive organs of some animals, but this is only temporary

;

cattle and sheep have been fed or it exclusively for months with the most
satisfactory results. A guinea grass field is a capital place in which to

graze working cattle during the hot season, while for ewes with young
lambs better pasture could scarcely be discovered. It produces an abun-
dant flow of milk in the ewes, without, what is common in such cases,

disturbing the health of either mother or lamb. Care must, however, be
always observed never to graze guinea grass too closely.” In favourable
seasons, and when the climate is suitable, it has been found possible to

obtain five or six cuttings during the year, and excellent hay may be pre-

pared from the crop which matures at the close of the rainy season. In
Assam, according to the report of the Agricultural Department for 1885-

86, the weight of six cuttings was equivalent to 500 maunds per acre, and
the cost of cultivating one acre was estimated at RS4. In the Coim-
batore Municipal Garden the cuttings, obtained during the year 1876,
were reported to have averaged g6o maunds per acre. In 1881, in the
Government Garden at .Saharunpur, the yield was at the rate of 600
maunds per acre. Mr. Fuller in his report on the kharif season of 1880,
at the Cawnporc Model Farm, says that a single cutting will yield as
much as 180 maunds of green fodder to the pakha bighd»

63 Panicum miliaceum, Linn. ; Du/hie, Fodder Grasses, g, PL A,, Fig. 2.

Common Millet.
Syn.

—

P. MILIUM, Vers.; P. aspertmum. Lag.
Vera .

—

Chena, chin. Hind.; China, Beno. ; Chinna, china, chink,
Bmiau ; Phtkai, rali, hanst, BuNDFL. ; Chehna, chiniva, chirwa,
sdwan-chaitwa, sdnan-jet/vwa, kuri, N.-W. P. ; Chiniva, Kash-
mir ; China, chini, chena, anno, sdlan, sdlar, Pn. j Tzedse, Ladak ;

Chinu, Sind.
; Wadi, sdioa, varisdva, chtno, chenah, sdma, varika-

anu, vari. Bomb.; Vari, hdva, barag. Mar.; Vari, china, sdmli,
Guz. ; Suva, sawi.ivari, shamakh, Dkc.; Katakanai, varagu, Tam.;
Worga, varagalu, Tel. ; Bdi baragii, karibaragu, sdve, baragu, Kan. ;

Mainairi. Sing.
; China, chini, rad, vrihtb~heda, anu. Sans. ; Worga.

worglo, dokhu, Arab. ; Arsan, Pi-rs.

References.—AVw/a , FI. Ind., Ed. C.B C., 104 ; Stewart, Pb. PL, 258 ;

Attihison, Cat, Pb. & Sind PL, IS9 : Bot. Afghan Del. Com., 122 ; DC.,
Origin Cult. PL, 37^ ; U. C, Dutt, Mat. Med, Hind., 2gs •' Btdte, Cat,

Raw Pr., Parii Kxh., 71 ; Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 2M ; Atkinson, Him,
Dist., fiS8 : Duthie & Fuller, Field & Garden Crops, Pt. 11., / ;

Lishna, U.PL Bomb., 184, 276 f Birdwood, Bomb. Pr„ iiJ ; Royle, 111-

Him. Bat., 420 ; Church, Food Grains ofIndia, 42 ; F. von-Mueller. Select,

F.xtra-Trop. PL, 275 ; Balfour, Cyclop., Ill,, 112 ; Gazetteers :—Mysore
& Coorg, 1,

f>8 ; 11., 11; Bombay, IV., S3 ; Vll., 30; XI11., 2S9

;

XVI., 91 ; N.-IP. P., /., 8s : 111., 22$ / IV., Ixxix ; Gurgdon, 86 ; Hoshi-
drpur, 94 ; Simla. $7 ; Gujerdt, 79 ; Kdngra, /., is8 ; Montgomery, irs ;
Jhang, US; Settle. Repts. :—Simla. App. xxxix. ; Jhang, 8$, 94;
Lahore, jo ; Bareilly, 82 ; Montgomery, 107 , Chanda, 8i ; Moore,
Man., Trichinopolv.ji ; Nicholson, Man., Coimbatore, 22i ; Buchanan,
Journey through Mysore and Canara, /., 290, 37 J, 381, 411 ; Grierson,
Bihar Peasant Life, 227 {under P.frumcntosum), .

Habitat.—This small millet is easily recognised by its bright green
foliage, and spikelets of flowers arranged in lax drooping panicles. It is

supposed to have been introduced originallx from Egypt or Arabia, but
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The Common Millet. (y. F. Duthie.)
PANICUM
miliare.

its cultivation in India probably dates from a very early period. It is

grown in various parts of the country, even up to 10,000 feet on the

Himalaya, but nowhere to any great extent.
,

Cultivation.— In the plains of the North-Western Provinces Chehna

is almost invariably grown as a hot weather crop and is irrigated from

wells. It is sown in March at the rale of about loft to the acre, and

the crop ripens towards the end of May, during which period it may have

required as many as fourteen waterings. It is liable to be damaged by

the hot winds which are prevalent at this season, the grain being quickly

scattered when fully ripe. Six to eight maunds of grain per acre is con-

sidered a fair average yield. In Bundelkhand there are two varietiM,

called phikai and ra/i , both of which are grown as rainy season crops. The

former is sown a little earlier than the other and yields a heavier outturn

{Field fsf Garden Crops, II., /). On the Himalaya it is cultivated near

villages as a summer crop, the grain being used for home consumption.

In the Panjdb it is chiefly grown in the northern districts, both a

spring and as an autumn crop. I'he latter season is usually preferred,

there being less wind at that time. In many districts the crop is cut as

green fodder before it ripens. In the Baroda district it is sown on

irrigated land in January. It takes 45 days to ripen, and requires as

many as fifteen waterings. In the Panjdb the crop is sometimes attacks

by tela and hummi, the latter being caused by a small red, tortoise-shaped

insect, which feeds on the pollen.
, .

Food & Fodder.—I'he grain is considered to be digestible and nutri-

tious, and In many places is eaten unground and cooked like nee. In

Bihdr, it is called, when boiled and parched, morha, mdnhra or mar.

Prepared with milk and sugar it constitutes a favourite food at marriage

ceremonies; it is also eaten by Hindus during their religious fasts. In

the neighbourhood of Simla it is sometimes used as bread in the mrm of

chapatties, called chinaiti. The following is given by Professor Church

as the chemical composition of the grain
In loo parts.

Water 12 o

Albumenoids 12*6

Starch b9'4

Oil 3*<>

Fibre
Ash 1*4

Cultivation.

64

FOOD ft

FODDER.
Grain.

65

The nutrient ratio is here i : 6, and the nutrient value 89.

This millet in the green slate affords excellent fodder for cattle and
horses, and in parts of the Panjdb is nut unfrequcntly grown for this pur-

pose only ; or it has occasionally to be used as such should the rains fail,

and grass fodder become scarce.

The dry straw, called prdl or prdli in the Montgomery district, is

sometimes given to cattle, but is considered heating. In Northern India, as

a rule, it is either used as bedding, or as a contribution to the manure
heap. In Mysore and in the Madras Presideiicy, however, the straw is

regarded as being neaHy equal in value to that of nee.

Panicum miliare, Lamk. ; Duthie, Fodder Grasses, 10, PL xlvi.

Little Millet.
Vem.—Kungu, kutki. Hind.; Gondula, Deng.; Cundli, Santal ;

Kutki, mighri, N.-W. P. ; Kutki, Pb. ; Chika, C.P. ;
Warm, Bomb.;

Shamai, samai, chdmai, Tam.; Nella-shama, nella-shatnalu, nalla~

chdmalu, sauntai, Tll.; Meneri,SinG,
References.— /?/. Ind., Ed, C.B.C,, 104; Simart, Pb. PI., 259;

Aitchison, Cat. Vb.&SindPl., tS9 S Elliot, FI. Andhr., 124: Ptdte*

Cat KawPr, Paris h.xk., H ; Athmon, Hint. Dist., ^20 , Duthie &

Straw.

66

67
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PANICUM
miliare.

Cultivation.

68

FOOD &
FODDER.
Grain.

69

The UtUe HUlet.

Puller, Field & Garden Crops, 7 {under P. psilotodium) ; BirdvMod,

Bomb. Pr., nt / Royle, III. Him. Bot., 421 ; Church, Food^Grains of India,

44 : Balfour, Cycl^.t HI-, 112 ; Gazetteers ’.--^Bombay, VII., 30i X., 147 ;

XL, 96 f XVL 91; L, 8s ; IV., Ixxix. ; Settlement Rep., Betul,

fi3 ; Madras Man., Administration, I, 2881 Nicholson, Man., Coimba-

tore, 221 f Buchanan, Journey through Mysore and Canara, I., wb, ^7,
376 408 ; II., WS, 223, 452 ; III., 440.

HaWtat.—This is another of the minor millets, smaller in all its parts

than chena (P. miliaceiun). It is cultivated to some extent by the

poorer people and aboriginal tribes of Central India and the Central

Provinces. A nearly allied species, P. psilopodiumi Trin., grows wild in

Northern India, ana up to moderate elevations on the Himdlaya. It is

cultivated in the same way as P. miliare, under the name of mijhri, and may
possibly constitute one ot its so-called varieties.

Cultivation.—This crop is usually sown at the commencement of

the rainy season in the poorer soils of the elevated tracts of Central and
Southern India. In Mysore it is sown in the worst descriptions of soils,

and manure is given only when it can be spared. It ripens in three

months, is then cut close by the ground, and stacked, and after five or

six days is spread out and the grain trodden out by oxen. There are

said to be three distinct varieties in Mysore, which are never inter-mixed.

In Coimbatore, according to Mr. Nicholson, samei is grown mainly as

a dry crop, and is sown usually in Aujjust-September, but in some places

May-June is the sowing season. It is either grown by itself or mixed with

various pulses, and is reaped before the latter ripen. There are several

varieties, one of which, known as pillu-samei, has a superior grain, equal,

it is said, to the best rice in delicacy. (This is probably P. miliaceum or

some other distinct species.) Samei is weeded, but not interploughed,

about four weeks after sowing. The maximum yield is said to be 400 mea-
sures for a giirden crop, and somewhat less for a dry crop. Only two or

three waterings are required, and when grown in gardens manure is freely

applied.

In the Report of the Madras Agricultural Department, 1S71, it is

described as a useful dry crop for sandy soils. It is sown, lofti to the

acre, in October and harvested in February. The average yield per acre

is given as 27oIb, and its value about 2ofl) per rupee. In the North-

West Provinces its cultivation is chiefly confined to the southern hilly

districts. It is sown in June and reaped in October, forming, together

with kudon, the crop which is generally taken from the poorest land in

the village. Indeed it is often grown on soils, which could hardly produce

a crop of kodon ( Field ist Garden Crops).

Food & Fodder.—The grain is of an inferior kind, and is mostly

consumed by the poorer classes of people. It is sometimes boiled whole
like rice or ground into flour for cakes {Buchanan, Journey, /., io6)»

An analysis bj Professor Church gave the following results :
—

Water .

Alhumcnoidb
Starch .

Oil
Fibre
Ash

10*2

9*1

69*0
3*6

4-6

3‘5

lOO’O

straw.

70

The nutrient ratio is i : .S*4, and the nutrient value 85.

Cattle are very fond of the straw, which is largely used in Southern

India as fodder. It is considered, however, inferior to that of rice and
rdgi.
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Fodder Grasses. {J. F. Duthie ) PAPAVER.

Domestic.—Buchanan remarks that in Mysore the straw of this

grass is considered to be the best for stuffing pack-saddles.

Panicum prostratunii / Duthie, Fodder Grasses^ //, PU xlv^

Syn.

—

P. PROCUMBENS, Itees,

DOMESTIC.
Straw.

71
72

Vem.—Chaurilat Bundel. ; Chnti setntU, sarpur, C. P.

References.—Dah, & Gibs., Bomb. FI., 290 : Aitchison, Cat. Ph &
Bind PI,, 160 f F. von Mueller , Select hxtra-Trop. PI., 2-6.

Habitat.—A perennial with creeping stems which root at the nodes;
common all over the plains. It assumes a more erect habit of growth in

rich cultivated CTound.
Food & Fodder.—The grain is collected as food in times of scat city,

while the plant is one of the most nutritious of Indian fodder grasses.

P. repenSi Linn.; Duthie, Fodder Grasses, //.

Vem.— Sing.
References.—Roxh., FI. Ind.,Ed. C.B.C., no; Thwaites, Rn, Ceyl. PL,

3b0; Trimen, Syst. Cat. Ceyl. PL, /o7; Royle, III. Him. Bat., 422;
F, von Mueller, Select Extra-Trop. PI,, 2j6.

FODDER.
Groin.

73
Plant.

74
75

Habitat.—A perennial species with glaucous-tinted foliage, not uncom-
mon in wet places in the plains. It is found also in South Europe, North
Africa, and Australia, as well as on the coast of Brazil.

Fodder.—Both Roxburgh and Royle have stated that cattle are fond FODDER,

of this grass. In Ceylon it is said to be much valued as a good fodder 7^
for cattle.

P. sanguinalei Linn.; Duthie, fodder Grasses, 12,

Syn.—P. iCGYPTiAcuM, Re'.B.; Digitakia sanguinams, Scop.; Dacty-
LON SANGUINALE, VtlL ; PaSPALUM SANGUINAr.K, DC.

Vem.—Takri takria. Hind.; Kemat, charmara, N -W. P. ; Khurdsh
(Trans-lndu.s), moit khabbal, takkri, farro, dubra, barn lahna, Pu.

,

Hen, Raj.; KorkoLjodi, C.P. : Chtkhari, Hkhar.
References.— /rtrf., Ed C.B.C.,97 ; Dais, df Gibs., Bomb. FL,

291/ Steroart, Pb. PL, 2S4; Atichison, Cat. Pb. & Sind PL, 161

;

F. von Mueller, Select Extra-Trop., PL, 277 ; Ind. Forester, XJI,, App., 23.

Habitat.—A very common grass in India, and in many other coun-
tries. Easily recognised by its finger-like spikes of flowers terminating
the long peduncle. Its general resemblance to a magnified form of dub is

indicated in some of the vernacular names. Its typical form is confined
chiefly to the Himalaya.

F^der.—Universally regarded as an excellent fodder grass, whether
green or dry, both for horses and cattle. In the United States of America
It is also highly valued under the name of ** brab grass.”

Var. ciliare.

Syn.

—

P CILIARE, Rets.

Makur-jali, Beng. ; Sinri, kabdai, keroai, N.-W. P. ; Dohra, Pb. •

Chobar, Baluch. ; Chkinke, Raj. ; Mandiya, rdha, C. P. ; Shangalim
gaddi, Tel.

In the plains of India this variety is more abundant than the typical
form. It differs by having the lateral nerves and margins of the inner
glumes more or less densely clothed with white silky hairs.

PAn«l6af| see Piper betel in this volume.

(G. Watt.)

PAPAVER, Linn,; Gen. PI., I,, ^r.

Papaver is the Latin classical name for the Poppy, the equivalent of
the Greek fx^xwv.

77

FODDER.
Grass.

78

19

So
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PAPAVER

8z Papaver dubium, Linn. ; FL Br. Ind,, 7/7; Papaveracea.
References.—Aitchison, Afghan Delim. Com. Report ; Stewart, fournal

of a Tour in Hazdra; Atkinson, Him. Dist., 304; Royle, III. Him.
Bot., 67.

Habitat.—A species more frequently met with in India than the allied

form P. Rheeas, tnough occasional in the Western Himalaya from Garhwdl
and Kumdon to Hazara, Afghdnistdn, Baluchistdn, Persia, and Europe.

It is, in fact, separable from P. Rhoeas by minor characters, such as its

more glabrous nature, narrower leaf segments, the hairs on the scape be-

ing appressed, and the capsule sessile.

It is fairly abundant in the wheat fields of the temperate tracts of India,

and is even found as a cold season weed in the plains. It nowhere, however,
attains such a degree of prevalence as in Europe, and the flowers are often

not more than half an inch in diameter, the plant being correspondingly

diminutive,

82 P. Rhccas, Linn. ; FL Br. Ind., /., iif.

Red Poppy or Corn Rose.

The classical name of this species fpofas') gave origin to its botanical and
to most of the vernaculars by w'hich it is distinguished by popular writers.

It is probably also the yiiKutr poias of Dioscorides. The red poppy is

recognised as distinct from the opium-yielding species by even the most
primitive of savage races and bears its o^^n distinctive names. In the plains

of India, these literally mean ** red poppy-” It is, however, doubtful how
far P. Rheeas is separately recognised from P. dubium, and of the two forms
the latter is undoubtedly the more prevalent in India; indeed, the former
can only be said to exist in a wild state in Kashmir, while the latter occurs

throughout the temperate tracts in wheat and barley fields, but nowhere to

such an extent, nor so prolific, as the red-poppy of Europe,
Vem.—Laid, Idl-pdst, Hind.; Lal-poshta, ldl-f>osktdr-gdckh, Beng.; yanj?*-

li~mudrika. Bomb.; Tdmbada^khasa~khas(i-‘cha'^hdda,^kR.i Laid, Idl-

khas-khas^nu-jhadn, Guz. ; Ldl-khash~khash~kd^hdr, Dec.; Shivappu^
gasha-gashd-chedi, shigappu-pdstakd-chedi, TaM.; Krra~gasa-gasala~
chethe, crra-poi,ta-kdya~chethe, ’I'el. ; Kempu-khasa-khasi-gida, Kan.;
Chovanno’kasha-kashach-rhrti, Malay. ; JBhin-bto-ami, or bh-ain-4)in~
ami, Bukm.; Rakta-pd^ta-vrikshaha, Sans.; Nabatdl~khask-khaskul~
ahmar, Arab.; K6knare-surkh, Pers.

References.— O'Shaughnessy, Beng. Dispens., ryt ; Moodeen Sheriff, Supp.
Pharm. Ind., 192; Pharmacog. Jndxca, I., to8; Dytnock, Mat. Med.
]V. Ind., 2nd Kd., 4S-49 ; Flnck. & Hanb., Pharmacog., Jp ; U. S. Dis-
pens., /5/A Kd., 1243 ; Bent. & Trim., Med. PI., tg ; Year-Book Pharm.^

493, 49s ; 1S74, f>^2; tSyff, 2f{ff ; Kew Off. Guide to the Mus. of
Rc. Bot., 12 ; Agri.-Hort. Soc. Ind., Transactions, VII., 45 ; Gazetteer,
Mysore & Caorg, /., 57.

Habitat.—Met with in Kashmir and Pangi, but frequently cultivated in

gardens throughout the plains of India, and often, as at Patna in Behar,
seen .as an escape from g.ardens in the neighbouring wheat fields.

Medicine.—The red poppy seems to be the Khashkhdsh-i-Mansur of
the Arabs and Persians, which gets the name manstir from the ease with
w'hich it sheds its petals. It is by the Indian Muhammadans viewed as
the Laid of their Persian poets, .and by the Hindus the capsules are often
designated Mudrikot from their resemblance to the Mudra, a seal used to
give impressions on the forehead. All these characters might, however,
.apply w'lth equal force to P. dubium, a plant which is plentiful in Afghdnis-
l.an and Persia; where P. Rhoeas only doubtfully occurs. The red poppy
IS, how'cver, frequently cultiv.ated in g.ardens, and in India the petals are
sometimes collected and used in colouring drugs, much after the fashion

Capsules. 1
of their former employ ment in Europe. The milk from the capsules is

85 narcotic .and has slighll\ scd.'itivc properties.

P. 85
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The Opan. cr WMte (g. Watt.)

Chemistry.—The milky sap from the capsules has, in a weak form, the
same properties as opium, and M. Filhol even held that it contained mor-
phine in exceedingly minute proportions, and the same alkaloid, OhevalMer
thought he had detected in an extract prepared from the petals. This
statement has, houev’er, been denied by Attfield, who could not detect the
alkaloid in an extract prepared from a pound of the petals. The colouring
principle is that for which the petals are chiefly valued, and, according to
Meier, this is due to two acids, which he denominates rhieadic and papa*
vertc.

j

O. Hesse has, however, devoted the greatest attention to the chemistry
of this poppy, and has discovered an alkaloid in it for which he assigns the
name rhceadtne It was found to pervade all the parts of the plant. It

may be isolated in small white prismatic crystals, tasteless, fusible at

S32'2®C. It is almost insoluble in water, alcohol, ether, chloroform, benzol,

ammonia, solution of carbonate of sodium, and lime water, but is dissolved

by dilute acids which produce from it colourless solutions. It may be re-

presented by the formula of CaiHj^NO*. It does not appear to be poison-

ous. It may be detected by its rMuction with hydrochloric and sulphuric

acids moderately concentrated, giving a deep purple colour to water even
when diluted to 800,000 parts. By this means traces of it may be detected

in all parts of P. Rhoeas, in the ripe capsules of the opium poppy, and in

opium itself. According to Hesse, the milky sap of P. Rheeas also contains

Meeonic Acid.

Special Opinion.—§
“ Profuse in Kashmir, where it is collected.

When cows are fed on it, their milk becomes flavoured with opium (i'ar*

geon^Afajor J, E T. Aitchison^ Simla).

Papaver somniferum, Linn.; Fl, Br. Ind., /., if 7.

The Opium, or White Poppy,

Vem*^Afiyun^ €^im, koshkash, HiND.
; Post, Bbno. ; Aphim,\

Nepal; Pasta, Ouuh; Poskt, KumXon; Khash~khask, post, doda, af^m,
khish-kkash, Pb, ; Apkim, appo, kkaskhas, post. Bomb.; Aphu, posta,
khuskhus {afirke~thar). Mam.; Aphin.a,po:tta, khuskhus, Qvz. ; Aftm,
hhashkhask'k^-b6nd^, khashkkash, Dec. ; Abtni, ^ashagasha. poUaka~
tol, gaskagaska-tdl, casa-casut Tam.; Abhtni, gasagasala-t6lu, gasa-
gasdld, easa-casa, Tfl,; Khasakhasi, gasagase^ afim, Kan.; Kasha-
kasha-karuppa,

^

kashkashat~t6l, kasha-kashak kuru, afiun, Malay. •

Bkain, bh<nn~»i^ Bl’RM.; Ahin, SiNG. ; Ahtphena [c'kosa, according to

Fleming), {khaskhasa, pdstubejamt). Sans.; Afiun. qiskrul-khash-
khdsh, biarul’khashkhash, abunom, Akab. ; Khashkkdsk, afiun, pdsti’
kdkndr, tukhme-koknar, Pkrs.

Notk.—

T

he distinction into Opium, Poppy seeds. Poppy capsules, Poppy
plant, and beverage from Poppy, has not been attempted in the above enu-
meration of vernacular names.

References.— Fl. Orient.^ /., n6 ; Roxb.. PL Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 426 ;

Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal., 5 ; Dalm. & Gibs., Bomb. PL, Supp., 3 ; Steroart,
Pb. PL, 10; Aitrkison, Cat. Pb, & Sind PL, 4; Kuram Valley Rept.,
Pt. /., 0; Rept. PL Coll. Afgh. Del. Com,, i2 ; DC., Orig. Cult. PL,

, Grakam, Cat. Bomb. PL, 6 ; Mason, Burma A* Its Pe'^le, 4S7 ;

Enumeration Plants of China Proper bv^ Forbes & Hemsley {Linn.
Soc. Jour., Vol. XXIII., 34); Hooker, h^mdlayan Journals, I., 86;
Pharm. Ind.,, 13, f5-2i; Briitsh Pharm. {Ed. i8b's), 995*2(17. 999,
Pluck. & Hanh., Pharmacog., 40A4 ; U. S. Dispens., 15th Ed., 977,
£054-1078, 1082; Martindale, Extra Pharm., 20, 151, 236-241, 244,

259 ; Fleming, Med. PI. & Drugs (Asiatic Res., XI.), 174 i Ainslte,
Mat. Ind., 1., 27 T, 326; II., 339; O'Shaughnessy, B&ng. Dispens., 170-

f83; Irvine, Mai. Med. Patna, 6, 77 ; Moodeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm.
Ind., 87, 7^, 194, 358; Mat. Med. S. Ind. {in MSS.), 18; V. C,

Dutt, Mat, Med. Hindus, it2, 280; Sakharam Arjun, Cat. Bomb.
Drugs, 9; K. L, De, Indig. Drugs, Ind., 82-83 ,

Murray, PI. 6f Drugs,
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Sind^ jS ; BidUt Cat, Raw Pr,, Paris Exh,, 2, 84, Jo3 ; Waring, Botar
Med., 104; Bent, & Trim., Med, Pl.^ t. 18 ; D^mock, Mat. Med. W,
Ind.t 2nd Ed., 3g-48 ; Dymock, Warden & Hooper, Pharmacog, Ind.,
Vol. I., 73-i(^ ; Oficiaf Corre&p. on Proposed New Pharm. Ind., nu^
merous references f Watts, Die. Chemistry, IV., 207-210, 338: VI.,
882, 8g6; v1I.,87S~877 : VIII., 1437 ; Johnston {Church Ed.), Chemis^
try of Common Life, 3og-33i ; R^rt of Opium Commission, Part IV.,
Rules, &c., for Guidance of Officers M Patna & Ghatipur Opium
Factories, i883; J. Scott, Man. Opium Husbandry ; Selections, Records,
Bengal Govt,, No. t {1851)/ The Opium Poppy by Dr. Ratwell , also
No, XXV. of i8s7 ; Notes by Dr. Lyall ; Cennoe, Notes on Poppy CuUiva-
tion ; Selections, Records, Financial Department, 1871 ; Blight in Poppy
Crop in the Behar Cf Benares Agencies ; Selections, Records, N.- W. P,
Govt,, Vol. VI. (1873), 42g ; Birdwood, Bomb. Prod., 6, 18, 12^, ig8,

27s ; Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 2g3 ; Drury, U. PI. Ind., 327 ; Atkinson,
Him. Dist. {Vol. X., N.-W. P. Gat.), 304, 704, 7S7 f Duihie & Fuller,
Field & Garden Crops, 64-68 ; Us^ul PI. Bomb. {Vol. XXV., Bomb.
Gag.), 144; Econ. Prod. N.-W. Prov., Pt. V. {Vegetables, Spices,

& Fruits), 27 ; Royle, Prod. Res., 102-107 ; Cooke, Oils & Oilseeds,
63-64 / Hawkes, Report on the Oils of South India, ig, 20, 31 / Tropical
Agriculture. 422, ; Ayeen Akbary, Gladwin's Trans., Vol. I., 82;
II., 44; Ain-i-Akoari, Rlochmann’s Trans., Vol. I., 378, 384 ; Lm-
schoten. Voyage to East Indies {Ed. Burnell, Tiele & Yule), Vol. II.,

112; Milburn, Oriental Commerce {182$), 2g3-4; Hovels Journal of a
Tour in Bombay in 1787, 59^, 111 ; Man. Madras Adm., Vol. I.,

4S6"S9t //.» 29! ; Nicholson, Mon. Coimbatore, 8; ^Boswell, Man.,
Nellore, 3os , Madden, Offictal Rept,, Kumdon, 279; Bomb. Man., Rev.
Acets., 102; Quarterly Jour,, Agri., X., 87; XI., 120; Adm. Kept.,
C. P., 1866-67, 69; Settlement Reports—Panjab, Dtra Ismail Khan,
7^ ; Jhanti, 85 ; Kangra, 2f:, ^ ; Montgomery, 107 ; Dera Ghazi Khan,
10; Lahore, 8; Haedra, 98; N.-W. P., Hardoi, 1$; Kumdon, App.,
33 ; Aeamgarh, j3s ; Shahjehanpur, 1$ ; Allahabad, 3$ ; Central Prov-
inces, Nimar, 199; Baitool, 68 ; Ckhii^wdrd, 28 ; Upper Godavery, 36;
Nagpur, 274; Wardha, ; Administration Report, Bombay, 1889-90,

143-144 {instructive statement) ; Administration^ Report, Bengal, 1889-

90, 34-36 with three maps showing produce per Ugha of land irrigated,
and also percentage of culttvaUon, 33

1 ; Gazetteers:—Bengal, VII.,
307 ; XI., 146, 2^-292; XIII., 92-98, 269-271; XV., 98-101 ; XVI.,
3so-3^2; Bombay, VII., 97, 152, 480; XII., 167; Panjab, Montgomery,
19; Shahpur, 6$; Dera Ghazi Khan, 82 ; Simla, t N,-W. P., I., 79 ;
II., S06 ; IV., 525, Ixvii. : Oudh, I., i63, 23s, 41$ ; HI., 81, 419; Central
Provinces, 50, 290, 3j8, 38^; Mysore & Coorg, /., 57 ; II., 11 ; Rajpu-
tana, 98, 109, 75/, 227, 269; Agri.-Horti. Sac. Ind.—Trans., I., 50, 5/,
S4’‘>8; JI., 226, App. 314; V., 1119; VI., i-3 ; VII., 45, Pro., 95,
VIII., 9 ; Journals {Old Series), II., 319-322, Sel., 46s; IV., 199, Sel.,
tm, 211 i VI., 34; VIJI., 143; XII., 3S4t 3sSt 4^3-417, Pro., 46-48 ;
XIII., 390, Pro. {1862), 2, 17 {i863), 9, 10; XIV., 1 13-119 ; {New Series),
II., Pro. {1870), 10; V., Pro. {1875), 28 ; Ind. Forester, II., 292;
Spon^* Eucycl., II., j3o8-i324; Encyrlop. Brit., XVII., 787-794; Balfour,
Cyclop. Ind., III., 28-89, Ure, Diet. Ind., Arts. & Man., III., 312

;

Smith, Ec. Did., 33$, 6ft., &c.
Habitot.-— DeOandoile says that botanists arc aprreed in regarding the

opium-yielding poppy to be a cultivated state of Papaver setigenim,—

a

species which is wild on the shores of the Mediterranean, notably in
Spain, Algeria, Corsica, Sicily, Greece, and the Island of Cyprus. He
adds, “ Its cultivation must have begun in Europe or in the north of Africa.
In support of this theory we find that the Swiss lake-dwellers of the stone
age cultivated a poppy which is nearer to P. setigerum than to P. somni-
ferum. Heer has not been able to find any of the leaves, but the capsule
is surmounted by eight stigmas, as in P. setigerum, and not by 10 or 12,
as in the cultivated poppy. This latter form, unknown in nature, seems
therefore to have been developed within historic times. P. setigerum is

still cultivated in the north of France, together with P. somnifenim, for
the sake of its oil»seed.”
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The Opium or White (<?• Watt.)
goin^f^tH

In India the opium-poppy is g^wn here and there throughout the

country, especiall> so in Native States, but its cultivation is mainly confined
to three centres, which afford the following opiums ;— Patna Opium ”

in Behar, “ Benares Opium ” in the North-West Provinces, and “ Malwa
Opium ” in Central India and certain parts of R^jputana. It nowhere
manifests in India a tendency to escape from cultivation, still less to

become naturalised ; it thus confirms so far the historic facts which point
to its intn>d action within comparatively recent times, though long anterior

to the British conquests and influence.

Oil.— In France a form of poppy is specially grown on account of its

oil-yielding seed. In India this is very rarely the case, permission to grow
the plant being, in British India, governed by the regulations regarding
opium. The seed obtained from the ripe capsules (after the removal of the

drug) constitutes, however, a regular article of trade. It is also to some
extent eaten or employed in the preparation of certain curry-powders. At
the same time poppy-seed oil is edible or is employed for illumination,

and the cake left after the expression of the oil is an article of diet amongst
the poor or is used for feeding cattle. The >ield of oil is said to be propcjr-

tioned to the freshness of the seed, and as much as 14 ozs. are sometimes
obtained from 4lb. The oil readily bleaches bv exposure to the sun, and
becomes transparent and almost tasteless. Mr. Bingham wrote an
account of the oil and seed in connection with Sasserara {Jour. Agri.-Hort.
Soc. Ind., XII t 34S)i he there states that the yield of oil is .about 30 per
cent. It has no intoxicating properties; the seed has a sweet taste and
is Ccaten parched, and largely employed by the sweetmeat -makers as an
addition in their wares. In 1862 oil solcf at about 5 seers to the rupee.
**

It appears to me that this oil, if properly prepared, would, from its thin

and limpid character, be admirably adapted to supersede many of the
purposes, if not all, where the more expensive olive oils of Southern France
and Italy arc now used, and would be an admirable watch-maker’s oil.”

Hawkes furnished for 1855 m^>re detailed information regarding the Malwa
source of this oil

“

There arc three lakhs of bfghds under poppy cultiva-

tion in Malwa, the average produce of seed per highd being 2 maunds,
each of 40 seers, or Szlb, which gives a ioia.\ of 6,00,000 maunds of seed,

worth from Kt to 1^ per maund. From these six lakhs, deduct 1} seers

per bighd required for seed, and there remains 5,90,623 maunds of seed,

for oil. The oil extracted from one maund of seed being about 13 setrs,

the above quantity of seed would yield a total of 1,91,952 maunds of oil,

which sells at from K4-8-8to R5 per mauhd, or £40-6 per ton. The w'hole

of the oil at present made here appears to be consumed in Malwa Mr.
Anson, the First Assistant to the Governor General and Superintendent
of the Opium Department at Indore, concludes that 5,000 maunds might
be available for export at Indore alone ” Hawkes then discussed the ad-
vantages of the tw'O possible routes by which the seed or oil could pass
from the " Malwa ” poppy fields, namely, to Bombay, or to Calcutta ; and
he concluded his account of this oil in the following words :—“ By simple
exposure to the rays of the sun, in shallow vessels, this oil is rendered
perfectly colourless. Il is supposed by the Natives to produce sleep and to

strengthen the brain. Poppy oil is peculiarly suitable for mixing with

paints; * with white lead it leaves a beautiful surface which does not after-

wards change by the action of light into a dirty yellow'” {Hawkes,

J/-32). “ In Oudh, each rayat sows from two to four bighds in the month
of October. The oil is extracted by the common native press. The cost

of the seed is 10 seers for the rupee, and the oil sells for 3 seers for the
rupee ; two-fifths of the weight of the seed employed is about the proportion
of oil yielded by the native process. The poppy seed is eaten by the
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OIL. Natives made into sweetmeats, provided the opium has been extracted from
the seed vessels, otherwise, it is bitter and narcotic, and under these cir-

cumstances the oil extracted is also bitter” {Simmonds, Trop, As[ri.t 423).

One or two similar brief passages occur in Indian works on this subject,

but for the past forty years no writer of any note appears to have dealt with

poppy seed or oil. All that has appeared on the subject might, in fact, be
characterised as a republication of the statements made by Hawkes and
Bingham, in which the oil is commended as one likely to find a place in

European commerce. Silently it has, however, advanced, and, at the present

moment, it holds a distinct place among the oil*seeds of India.

TKADE
In

Seed.

89

Trade in Poppy Seed.

The following table exhibits the Foreign Imports and Exports to and
from India in poppy seed for the past ten years

Years. Imports. Exports.

I880.S1
Cwt.

892
R
6,526

Cwt.
579,544

R
39,76,254

1881-82 430 3.096 603,2^ 39,04,065
1882-83 1,201 9,768 57>,S42 30,26,401

1883-84 109 723 5/4,228 30,30,184
1884-85 • • • • 709 4,348 659,900 40,91,595

I88S-86 • • • • 320 1,857 695,097 40,28,685
1886-87 • • • • 583 3,609 612,654 34,10,452
1887-88 246 1,769 456,308 27,76,57*
1888-89 1,198 8,464 730,455 47,61,731
1889-90 2,191 16,059 482,893 36,79,626

Valwa Seed.

Coastwise.

90

InternaL

91

The fact that India imports from foreign countries any poppy seed at

all seems surprising. Taking the last of the above series of years for the

subject of special enquiry, it is found that the major portion of the imports

came from Persia (vis., 2,161 cwt.) and was received by Bombay (vib,,

2,073 cwt.), with the balance to Sind and Madras. It is not known whether
any special merit is attributed to the Persian seed, but, Mr. J. E. 0*Oonor,
in a letter to the Editor on this subject, says that it is believed the Persian

seed is imported, as the supply from which much of the Malwa Opium is

raised. If this be so the fact is of some interest in the light it throws on the

difference between Bengal and Malwa Opiums, and on the discussion,

W'hich will be found below, on«the botanical nature of the forms of poppy
grown in these centres. It is probable that these imports are to some ex-

tent, however, the expression only of one of those abnormal but conservative

features of trade which adjust the balance of exchange in other commodi-
ties. Of the exports for 1889-90 by far the larger quantity went to Bel-
gium (vis,, 220,849 cwt ); next in importance came France (192,929 cwt.),

followed by the United Kingdom (64,839 cwt ). The larg^est exporting pro-
vince appears to be Bombay, which issued 279,981 cwt., and was followed by
Bengal as exporting 202,1 16 cwt. This analysis of the returns of any one
of the above years would express very nearly the features of the present
trade.

Of the Coastwise Transaction—No separate record appears in the
trade returns. The interchanges between the provinces along the coast

must, therefore, be unimportant and included in the collective list of “ Other
Seeds ” which is supplementary to those separately dealt with.

Of the Internal Trade by Land Routes—The North-West Pro-
vinces are shown to export the largest quantity. In 1888-89, these Provin-
ces consigned to Bombay port 4,98,223 maunds (say 355,873 cwt), and to
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Calcutta 2,10,328 maiinds (150,234 cwt.). The internal trade returns for

1889-90 have not as yet been published, so that the imports into Bombay
port and Calcutta, given above, were not the sources from which the foreign

exports were drawn in 1889*90. An inspection of the returns of foreign

trade for 1888-89 reveals the fact, however, that Bombay exported 428,7^
cwt., so that by far the larger portion of the Bombay foreign exports in

peppy seed were in that year drawn from the North-west Provinces ; only

a small amount, if any, of the Malwa poppy seed was exported. Rdjputana
and Central India are, however, shown to have exported a consiaerable

amount of poppy seed to Bombay port In 1888-80 these exports amount-
ed to 83,083 maunds. Here, again, then the nature of the poppy seed

exported from Bombay is of some interest, in connection with the discus-

sion which w'ill be found below, as to the Malwa poppy being possibly

the dark-seeded plant, Papaver somntferum, var. glabrum. But the writer

can find no direct evidence on this point, and only offers the suggestion as

worthy of consideration. That the poppy seed exported from India is

mainly, if not exclusively, drawn from the Patna and Benares Agencies
there would seem to be no doubt. Bengal, however, figures second on
the list of internal trade in poppy seed. The Province consigned its

supplies (available for export) almost exclusively to Calcutta.

Poppy Oil.—There would appear to be little or no export in this sub-

stance from India. The oil obtained from the Bengal seed seems to be of

superior quality to that from the Malwa plant, since the former is more
generally eaten than the latter, Malwa poppy oil is, on the other hand,
apparently more largely used for illumination purposes than the Bengal.

In the article on Oils (in this work) it will be found, however, that poppy
oil is recorded under the sections of oils suitable for candles, soap, illu-

mination, food, and medicine. In Europe it appears to be largely employed
in adulteration of olive oil and as a substitute for linseed and other oils in

the preparation of paint, especially artists* colours.

Me^cine.—Opium is so well known to the medical profession that it

W'ould be quite beside the character of this work to deal with its therapeu -

tic properties. As stated in the special chapter under Opium below, the

medicinal drug of Europe is mainly derived from Asia Minor and is the

produce of P. somniferum var. glabnim. Egyptian opium, though now-a-
days little used, is still met with in Europe. In India a specially prepared
article is issued from the Government Agencies to the medical department,
and this takes the place, in this country, of the European form of the

drug. The alkaloids are also specially prepared and issued from the

Government factories, so that, as far as the .supply of this dnig or its alka-

loids are concerned, India is quite independent of Asia Minor.
In the words of the Pharmacofacia of India it may be said that

opium, in its primary effects medicinally, is stimulant, and its secondary
action narcotic, anodyne, and antispasmodic. “ It operates chiefly on
the cerebro-spinal system, and, through the nerves arising therefrom,

it affects more or less every organ of the body. It tends to diminish
every secretion excepting that of the skin, which i. creases under its use.

In overdoses it is a powerful poison.** “In inflammation, especially of

scArous membranes, it has been employed extensively, either alone, or in

combination with calomel, antimony, and other remedies. As a general
rule it is less applicable to inflammatory and other diseases, in which
the tendency to death is by coma or by apneea, than to those which
produce death by asthenia. In the latter, as in peritonitis, it holds the

first place as a remedial agent. In fevers, especially in the advanc^
stages, it is of the highest value, either alone, or in combination with

antimony, camphor, &c., allaying vascular and nervous excitement, and
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procuring sleep ; but, as a general rule, it is inadmissible when contrac-

tion of the pupil is strongly marked. In painful spasmodic affections,

opium in large and repeated doses often affords immediate relief. In
various morbid states of the abdominal viscera, e.g,, simple or cancerous
ulceration of the stomach, chronic gastritis, i^astrodynia, nervous and
sympathetic vomiting, diarrhoea, dysentery, colica pictonum, strangulated

hernia, visceral obstructions, &c., it is often given with the best results.

In diseases of the genito-urinary system, eg., cystitis, c> stirrhaia, spasmo-
dic stricture of the urethra, also in menorrhagia, dysmenorrhaea, irritable

states of the uterus, metritis, &c., it is a remedy of the highest value.

Tetanus, acute rheumatism, and delirium tremens are amongst the other

diseases in which opium has been employed as a sheet anchor. In cholera

it has been used but with doubtful results. In cancerous and gangrenous
ulceration, opium, by allaying constitutional disturbances, often exercises

a favourable influence on the local symptoms. As an external applica-

tion, opium proves valuable in various rheumatic, neuralgic, and other

painful affections ; also in ophthalmia and other diseases of the eye.”
“ Dose.—From a quarter of a grain to two grains or more according to

circumstances. In many painful affections the sole criterion for the regu-
lation of the dose is the amount of relief afforded.”

Opinions differ very materially as to the effect of habitual use of small
doses of opium as a luxury or indulgence. The bulk of the medical evidence
goes to support the verdict that it is not more injurious than the moderate
use of alcohol, and that even its abusive use is less destructive to the victim

and his friends than intemperance. In tropical countries the protection it

affords against fever and other depressing influences is contended to
justify Its use as almost a necessity of life. The danger lies in its greater
power to retain its victims than prevails w'ith alcohol. But to the
people of India this feature of opium seems far less serious than in

Europe. A very large community are known to take a small amount
daily and to continue to do so throughout life, w'ithout ever showing any
tenacncy or desire to increase the daily allowance. It is even contended
that in China, where opium indulgence attains its greatest proportions, the
people are strong, healthy, active, and lose none of their national charac-
teristics through the daily use of opium. That, on the contrary, the majority
of the working classes manifest far less evidence of demoralisation and
physical degeneracy than occurs with the labouring classes of Europe,
who participate daily in an allowance of spirits. The moral and physiolo-
gical aspects of the opium question are, however, entirely beyond the scope
of this article, which has to deal with its production, uses, and traffic, apart
altogether from party opinions as to its value or otherwise to the human
race.

Chemistry.—

T

he chemistry of opium will be found discussed in a fur-
ther paragraph in connection with the process of purification of the crude
drug and manufacture of the alkaloids.

Food.—Throughout the pages devoted below to the subject of Opium^
frequent mention will be found to the manner in which the poppy plant, its

seeds and narcotic, are eaten. Briefly it may be here said that sometimes
the PLANT is grown as a salad and eaten in a young state like lettuce.' In
other cases the >oung plants weeded from the opium fields are so eaten.
The SEEDS form a valuable article of food in the districts where poppy
cultivation occurs. They are also exported from these districts all over
India, and are extensively employed by the sw’eetmeat-makers or in the
manufacture of certain curries The oil obtained from the seeds is also
largely eaten or used for culinary purposes. The narcotic, opium, is eaten
in many parts of India, or a liquid is prepared by maceration in water and
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then drunk. A beverage called post or koknar is also prepared from the

CAPSULES and consumed in many parts of India. But opium-smoking is

by no means uncommon, two special preparations being used for this pur-

pose, viz.i Madttk and Chandu. Though the expression opium-smoking-shop
raises at once the picture uf Chinese demoralization, which for years past

has been flaunted before the eyes of a sympathetic public, yet were the vic-

tims and materials of the indulgence changed for those of a drinking den in

London or any other Kuropcan town, the picture of the one scene might be
substituted for the other. So general is the moderate use of opium, in

many parts of India, that the comparison is practically legitimate between
the people of this country and the inhabitants of Europe in their use of

beers, wines, and spirits. It is, as already remarked, almost a necessity of

life, and so much faith do the people place in the drug that they by no
means infrequently give it to their horses when an exceptionally heavy
task has to be renacred. Barnes alludes to this practice as specially pre-

valent with the Cutchees. Indeed, some difficulty is experienced in check-

ing a certain amount of illicit importation of the drug through the habit of

Afghan and Shan horse-de.alers bringing opium with them for their horses,

the unused surplus of which they sell in India, or cover absolute contraband
traffic under pretence of the surplus provision for their horses. The Rdj-
puts and other Hindus also frequently present opium at ceremonial visits

and religious entertainments with the same familiarity, Forbes remarks,
|

as the snuff-box was formerly handed round the friendly circle in Europe.

OPIUM.
An inspissated juice obtained by scratching the unripe capsules of Papa-

cr somnifenim, Li/i/i., and allowing the milky sap, which exudes thereby,
to dry spontaneously. The bulk of the medicinal article is obtained from
Asia Minor, at the presentday, as it has been for nearly the past 2,000 years.

Indian Opium is, however, the most important form commercially, being
that vshich is smoked, eaten, or drunk, in various preparations, by the
inhabitants of Asiatic countrUis, chiefly the Chinese.

HISTORY OF OPIUM, OF OPIUM-EATING, AND
OF SMOKING.

Historically there would appear to have been several phases in the
growth of our knowledge of this substance. Various species of poppy are
mentioned by early writers as ornamental garden plants : the merits of the
seed, as affording oil and as being medicinal and edible, were early recog-
nised, perhaps before the discovery of the somniferous property of the cap-
sules, and certainly anterior to the recognition of the value of their milky
sap : the plant was grown, as it is at the present day, in most parts of India
and Central Asia, as a vegetable, similar in its action to lettuce : the capsules
were employed in the preparation of soporific drugs or in the manufacture
of a stimulating and soothing beverage : and lastly came I he discovery of the
more potent nature of the inspissated sap. It seems probable these phases
were evolved in the order named, and that Papaver somniferum was grown in
Asia .Minor for its capsules which the Arabs carried all over the liast even
to China, some time befo'-e the Greek discovery of the value of the juice.

Opium w'as probably originally detected in Papaver setigerum, though that
species must have been rapidly displaced by P. somniferum, a form which
took its origin apparently in Asia Minor and was itself very likely but a
sport from P. setigerum.

We learn, at all events, that the poppy was grown as a garden plant, and
its medicinal properties understood during the early aassic periods of
Greece and Rome. Homer gives us the simile of the exhausted warrior
hanging his heavily helmctt^ head, like the drooping poppy flower buds.
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Livy tells the story of one of the last of the Roman Kings sending the

message to his son, Sextus Tarquinlus, to remove the headmen of one of

the Etrurian cities. That message was symbolically conveyed by the king

striking off the capsules from the tallest poppy plants in his garden.

Theophrastus, who lived in the beginning of the third century, was ac-

quainted with a preparation from the poppy which he called

or the juice [ovas) of the plant. From the fact that all nations of the

world have adopted some form of the word dsriJr orovtofior the inspissated

juice, while they often possess indigenous names for the plant, its seed or

medicinal capsules, it may safely be inferred that the discovery of the

isolation of opium proceeded from the Greeks. Subsequent writers cer-

tainly dwell with ^ater significance on the soporific properties of the

poppy (after the date of Theophrastus), than the earlier authors thought it

necessary to do, so that the discovery whether made by Greeks or

Arabs took place somewhere about that date. By the beginning of the

Christian Era the knowledge in opium may be said to have become univer-

sal. Virgil speaks of the lethean virtue of the plant (" IaIIkbo peifusa

papavera somno'* Georg. /., 78). Unger failed to find any record of the

poppy or of opium in connection with ancient Egypt, but tne Egyptians of

the first century A.D., used the capsules, if not the opium, as a mewicameaL
Pliny {Lib. XX.y c. 76) pays special attention to them^icinal value xA opion.

Amongst his contemporaries Dioscorides narrates with the minutest

detail the process of extracting the 6v6s or bveor, and distinguishes it from

fitlK^retoy, From his remarks it maybe inferred that in his time the art of

extracting the drug constituted an important industry in Asia Minor. In-

deed during the classic period of the Roman Empire, as also the early

Middle Ages, the only sort of opium known was that of Asia Minor. Infhe
thirteenth century Simon Januensis, physician to Pope Nicholas IV.,
refers to Opium thebaicum, although Meconium was even then still in use.

But if to the Greeks be due the discovery of opium, the Arabs most
undoubtedly carried, to the utmost corners of the Eastern countries, the

knowledge of that drug. In the first instance, they made it known to
Persia and subsequently to India and China. That the followers of
the faith of Islim proclaimed the properties of opium to the people of
India there can be no doubt, since Itc Sanskrit and all the vernacular
names in this country are traceable to the Semitic corruption of ottos or
biTioy into AfyUn. Thus its best known Sansknt name is Ahiphena
and its Hindi Afint. But direct historic records exist which also leave
no room for doubt that the poppy was not known to the people of India
prior to the Arab influence. The early Chinese works tell of the Arab
traders exchanging poppy capsules for the merchandise of China, and
its Arabic name became in the Chinese tongue Ya^pien, In the tinrte

of the Caliphs, the Arabs certainly visited India and China, especially
after the founding of Baghdad (A. D. 763) ;

previous to the Tdng dy-
nasty the poppy was aprarently not known to the Chinese. When first

shown to them its urn-snaped capsule*;, full of millet-like seeds, suggested
the names Mi-nang (=millet vessels) and Ving-su (=jar-nullet). The
Arab doctors directed the Chinese to prepare of these capsules a soporific
beverage and medicine. Hence it may be stated that the intrcxluction of
the y<i />!>// followed the Interest in the oil-yielding seeds and
medicinal capsules had thus been fullv aroused in Asiatic countries, long
anterior to the introduction of opium. It is, therefore, not difficult to under-
stand the existence of names for these parts of the plant that are un-
doabledly more ancient than the word opium ; some of which, indeed, even
seem, if they are not actually, of an indigenous character in the countries
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where used. Thus, for example, as has been stated, the Greeks were HISTORY

:

acquainted with the value of the seeds and capsules prior to their know- Clastie
ledge of the inspissated juice. Virgil commemorates not only the poppy periods.

as possessing, like the river Lethe, the power of producing forgetfulness,

but he connects the opium plant with the goddess Ceres. The contention
here advanced (of the discovery of opium being intimately associated
with the Greeks) bv no means, however, precludes the inhabitants of

Asiatic countries, where species of Papaver were found wild, from having
Contemporaneously, or even at an earlier date than the classic records of

Greece and Rome, recognised the value of these plants as vegetables, as
sources of oil, or as medicines. Some of the Asiatic names for these parts

of the plant may, therefore, be spontaneous ; that is to say, they were
not necessarily imported with a communication of the value of opium.
Several species of Papaver are met within India— some very plentifully.

In Kashmir P. Rhoeas is perhaps as abundant as in Europe IP. dubium,
P. comigerum, and P. pavoninum, are described as wild species found in

Afghanistan and Baluchistdn and in considerable abundance. The first

mentioned species is in fact plentiful in fields throughout the northern
plains of India, during the winter months, and in summer it is common in

similar situations on the temperate tracts. P. hybridum also is fairly com-
mon on the plains of the Panjdb, and is distributed to Afghdnistdn. Bois-
sler describes, in his Flora OnentaliSy some 38 wild species, including P.
setigemm, besides the cultivated conditions of P. somniferum. Aitchison
(Nates on the Products of IPestern Afghanistan and of North-Eastern
Persia) gives an instructive account of opium cultivation accompanied with
the vernacular names for the various parts of the plant and the apparatus Value of
used in the preparation of opium ** The plant,” he says, “ is known as Vernaeulap
kokndr ; the capsules, gostu khol-a kSkndr, posUa^koknar ; the seed,
fukhm-i-khask-khask; the milky juice skira; the needles set in wax which
are used in scratching the capsules, sanesh; the inspissated juice opium,
^un, taridh ; and the oil of the seeds, roghan-% khash khashf* But
it is perhaps questionable as to the value of even so complete a vocabulaiy
of vernacular names as that given by Aitchison, in proving the antiquity
of opium cultivation. It is a highly remunerative crop, and hence
specially adapted or newly coined names (the original meanings of which
may be now lost to philology) would be necessitated for every state and
process of cultivation and manufacture. 1 hus, for example, Mr! Grierson,
in his Behar Peasant Life^ gives an infinitely more complete enumeration,
than Aitchison’s, for one of the chief opium-producing provinces of India
(Behar), but of which there can be no possible doubt the cultivation does
not date further back than a couple of centuries.

Moorcroft states that in Garhw^l the young plant is used as a vege- Various Uses
table, raw or cooked with buttermilk. This same fact has been observed the Poppy,
by the writer in connection with many parts of the Panjab Himalaya, where 107
wnite, red, or white and red variegated, forms are grown. Throughout the
opium-producing provinces of the plains the young plants obtained from
the early weedings are universally eaten as a saUd The plant is, how-
ever, never exclusively cultivated* as a vegetable, but the superabundant
seedlings are weeded out from time to time and eaten, thus leaving the
healthiest to mature their capsules. In many parts of the Mimdlaya these
are not scratched for their opium though that property is fully known.
Thus Mr. Baden Powell informs us that this is the case in j;ilandhar where
the poppy is grown for its capsules which are used in making post^ an in- Post.
fusion consumed as a beverage. The post of the Panjab appears to closely jq3’
resemble the kukndr which was a luxury among the Muhammadans in
the time of Akbar. Bontius, writing of Batavia in 1658, tells us that the
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Indians were there divided popularly into two seciions—those called pusti*

who smoke an inferior opium prepared from the leaves, stems, and the

capsules of the poppy, and those called afyuni, who could afford to pur-

chase ordinary opium. Throughout India the seeds of the poppy are
Cfiokcd in various sweetmeats or are employed in the extraction of an oil

which IS used for culinary and other purposes. It need not, therefore, be
a subject of much surprise that in the Persian, Arabic, and Indian lan-

guages there should exist names (some of which became like post or
pu!>t) widely diffused, and which appear quite independent of Greek litera-

ture. Indeed, had the cultivation ol the poppy proceeded exclusively from
the Greeks and diffused eastward, prior to the Aryan invasion of India,

the people of Kgypt and Palestine might have been expected to have pos-

sessed an earlier knowledge of it than the Roman epoch. Far from this

being so, it can hardly be said to be mentioned in Hebrew literature, since

the Jerusalem Talmud (seventh century) is the earliest work that alludes to

o/»/;you— a poisonous drug—and Pliny in the first century is the earliest

author who refers to Egyptian opium. It seems, therefore, highly probable
that the merits of the poppy seed and poppy capsules were known to the
Arabs and to the people of large tracts of (Icntral Asia and even of Upper
India anterior to the supposed Greek discovery of opium. But the silence

of the early Sanskrit authors leaves no room for doubt that right down to

the commencement of Muhammadan influence in India the various wild
poppies of the country attracted very little attention. We have no evidence
that Papaver somnifemm ever existed in any part of India, Baluchistan,
Afghanistdn, or even Persia, in a wild state, and even now, after at least a
thousand years of cultivation, it has nowhere manifested any tendency to
become naturalized. It ihus seems likely that for many years the early

Aral) tr.aders brought by land and sea the capsules of the poppy just as
they carried them to China, and it need only be here added that long
after poppy cultivation had been started in India, the Arabs continued to

bring to this country Arabian opium in competition with that of Cambay.
Chinese I'radb.—A Chinese writer (Ch’en Ts'ang-ch‘i) of the eighth

century quotes Sung Yang-tzu as stating that the poppy has four petals.

It IS white and red. Above is a pale red rim. This last expression
probably denotes the poppy often seen on the Himalaya with petals
white below but w'ith a purple b.and on their extremities. Dr. Edkins in

his Historical Note on the Poppy %n China comments on the above state-

ment that “ at this time, the Arabs had been trading with China for at
least a century, for Mahomet’s death occurred A.D. 632 and that of his
uncle” (an immigrant to China), “ not long afterwards. It was easy for
the poppy to be cultivated with the jasmine and the rose everywhere
throughout the country.” We know, indeed, from the Nan-fang ts"ao~mu-
chuangj a work which dates from the beginning of the fourth century, that
the jasmine and the henna plants, which must have come with the Arabian
commerce, were already in China when that book was written. Though
there are thus early indications of Arab influence in China, the first dis-
tinct mention of the poppy is in the wwk of Ch‘6n Ts*ang-ch'l quoted
above. A poem written at the close of the T‘ang dynasty shows fhat at
that time the popm was cultivated at Ch‘feng-tu-fu in Szechwan.

The Emperor Sung T‘ai-tsu in 973 A.D. gave orders that the medi-
cal work K*ai’pao-peH’ts'ao should be prepared. In that work the poppy
is called ying-tea»su, and the seeds have medicinal virtues given them.
The name ying-su means “jar-millet.” About this same period a poet
speaks of the poppy as being eaten like the vegetables of spring. Its
seeds are like autumn millet. When ground they yield a sap like cow’s
milk ; when boiled they become a drink fit fur Buddha,
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The Emperor JdnTsung ordeicd the compilation of a second great

medical work, and for this pui^ose the magistrates were directed to fur-

nish the compiler Su Sung with all information regarding drugs. In that

work (which appeared in 1057) it is stated “the poppy is found every,

where. Many persons cultivate it ns an ornamental flower. There are two
kinds, one with red flowers and another with white.** As pointed out by
Dr. Edkins it is safe to infer from that statement that, though the name
by which opium was subsequently known to the Chinese, had not then
found its w ay to that country’, the two chief forms of the plant (red and white),

which afford the drug, were widely cultivated in the eleventh century. Lin
Hung in the twelfth century is the first Chinese author who definitely

alludes to the preparations of the milk from poppy-heads. A poem of Hsieh
K‘o written in the Sung dynasty speaks of the white flowers as resembling
snow, but that author says the seeds are black. It is customary to read,

at the present day, that the white-flowered form has white, and the red-
flowered black, seeds. Most of the Sung dynasty medical writers and from
them downwards extol the merits of poppy capsules in the treatment of

dysentery', especially when combined with astringent drugs. Thus Wang
Shih in his work I-chienfun^ says their action in dysentery is simply
magical. In the Yuan dynasty a medical author alludes to the prepara-
tions of the poppy capsule as “ killing like a knife,” hence the true opium-
yielding plant must have been employed.

During the Ming dynasty, which lasted during the fifteenth, sixteenth*

and part of the seventeenth centuries, the Chinese trade with India.

Arabia, and the islands of the Eastern Archipelago greatly increased, and
the extension of the Mongol Empire to Persia also helped to facilitate

intercourse with China. Commenting on this .subject Dr. Edkins .says,

“ Cheng Ho, who was sent on a diplomatic mission to all important
.seaports from Canton to Aden, succeeded .so well on his first voyage that

he was repeatedly despatched afterwards, and brought back a fairly

minute account of the places he visited. He was in diplomatic commu-
nication with the chief persons in authority in Aden and some other Arabian
ports, in Hormu on the Persian Gulf, in several cities of India, such
as Goa, Cochin, Quilon, and Calicut, as well as other centres of trade
nearer home. Can we wonder that all the principal exports in those coun-
tries became known to the merchants of Canton and Amoy I* They were
then probably, next to the Arabs, the chief traders in the Indian seas.

“ When the Portuguese appeared unexpectedly at Ccx:hin in 1498, they
commenced at once a career of conquest, and quickly made thcm.sclves
masters of Aden, Hormuz, Goa, Cochin, Calicut, Malacca, and many
other cities. With military prestige they joined gre.at activity in com-
merce, and became the chief merchants in the East. At this time, as wc
learn from Barbosa, opium was among the articles brought to Malacca
by Arabs and Gentile merchants, to exchange for the cargoes of Chinese
junk.s. He also slate.s that opium was taken from Arabia to Calicut, and
from Cambay to the .same place, the Arabian being unc-third higher in price

than the Cambay. The opium exported from this seaport may be
assumed to have been manufactured in Malwa, which lies quite near to it.

“ The Arabs, then, had begun to grow opium in India in the sixteenth

century. In addition to this we are told that from places on the Coroman-
del Coast opium was exported to Siam and Pegu. Here wc also find clear

indications of the activity of Arab traders in extending the cultivation of

the poppy in India. The Chinese also at this time imported opium them-
selves, to be used medicinally. It is important to note this for the proper
understanding of the history of Opium m China.”
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From about the fifteenth century, therefore, interest in pop^ capsriles is

in Chinese works diverted to opium. Wang Hsi^ who died A.O. 1488, says
it is obtained in Arabia from a poppy with fed flowers. He gives a minute
description of its use in dysentery, and as he was governor of the province
of Kansuh for 20 years and had. thus to look after a large Muhammadan
community, his knowledge of opium must have proceeded from more than
casual report. He died ten years before the arnval of Vasco de Gama in

India. But not only does Wang Hsi describe the uses of opium, but also

the cultivation of the plant and the extraction of the narcotic. Thus, there
can be no doubt that the Chinese had commenced the cultivation and the
preparation of opium as early as the fifteenth century. Several of the Ming
dynasty writers describe the cultivation and extraction of opium, but only
for medicinal purposes. The prohibition against foreigners trading with
China (1523), consequent on the raids made by the Japanese on the coast,

caused foreign drugs to become scarce, hence directions were actually
issued for the more careful cultivation of opium in China itself, and the
value of the poppy, as an agricultural crop, was thereby enhanced and
greatly extended.

In the year 1589 an import duty was imposed on opium in common
with Myrrh, Olibanum, Asafoetida, and other goods. 'I'his was modified
in 1615, opium being rated at mace for each 10 catties.

*** In the work called Wu-li~hsiao~sUih written at the end of the Ming
dynasty and the beginning of the present, it is stated of the poppv that it

is sown in the middle month of autumn, at noon. After flouering, the
seed vessel grows into the shape of a vase. The tiny seeds can be eaten
as porridge. Oil is also obtained from them, and the capsules are useful
in medicine ; they are powerfully astringent. When the capsules are
still g^eon, if a needle be u.sed to puncture them in ten or fifteen places,

the sap will come out. This should be received into an earthenware cup,
which may be covered carefully with paper pasted round the edge. Let
the cup be exposed to the sun for fourteen days ; it is then opium, ready
for use as an astringent, and restrains reproduction most powerfully.*

“ Carefully weighing w'hat is said in the passages preceding, it appears
plain that from the latter part of the fifteenth century the manufacture of
Native opium has existed in China ; it is not only in recent years that there
has been both Native an^ Foreign opium in this country. Let the reader
examine the various accounts of the manipulation by four different authors.
Wang Hsi’s book cannot be now' procured, but judging by what is quoted
from him in LI Shih>chen*s w'ork, he meant to describe the method of
Poppy culture in Arabia, and spoke particularly of a kind which yielded,
the opium sap in the seventh and eighth months or later. When, however,
bespeaks, as in the passage translated from the Tung-fpaockien, of obsti-
nate diarrhoea needing opium to cure it, and advises the physician to make
opiuin direct from the Poppy, in a w-ay which he describes, he must be
speaking of a Chinese article. Li T‘mg’s account differs in too many
points from that of Wang Hsi to be regarded as a second-hand statement
based exclusively upon it If so, then Li T*ing is a third and indepen-
dent w'ltness on this subject, the fourth being the author of the work Wu-li-
hsiao'shih** {Dr. Edkins, Note on Opium).

The brief extracts given above, of the chief historic facts which bear on the
introduction of opium into China,will be found to correspond very closely with
the sketch written by Dr. F. Porter Smith {Mat, Med. £5* Natural History
of China, pp, 162-164) and with the learned discoveries made known
from time to time by Dr. Bretschnelder—the indefatigable student of
Chinese classic literature. Dr. Edkins, in the further pages of his admir-
able paper, deals with the growth of the indulgence of opium-smoking. To-
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wards the end of the Ming dynasty, he says, the legitimate practice of tak-

ing ^ium medicinally was destined to soon change for the habit of smoking
it. This new phase of the opium question was intimately associated with
the introduction of tobacco-smoking. Tobacco w'as introduced into China
from the Philippine Islands. On these Islands the Spaniards had settled,

and being in intimate relations with America, they conveyed the tobacco

&
lant to the Philippines : from these Islands it soon after crossed to Amoy,
eing conveyed there ^ Fuhkien sailors trading with Manilla.

It thus reached China about 1620 A.D., iust at the time King
James 1 . published his Counterblast to Tobacco. Dr. Edkins remarks that

though tobacco-smoking was prohibited by the last Ming Emperor, the

habit rapidly spread, and in the provinces of China various substances
were mixed with it in the prepaiation of smoking-mixtures. Amongst
these were opium and arsenic. The first of the Manchu Kmperorsin 1641

accused his nobility of neglecting to set the soldiery and populace a go(^
example, instead of leading them into the vicious practice of tobacco-smok-
ing. But the edicts against tobacco were just as inefTectual as were those

framed in far more stringent terms against opium-smoking. “ The immense
popularity of tobacco-smoking was an indication of the readiness of the

Chinese nation to adopt the use of narcotics. The same thing which took
place in the nineteenth century with opium-smoking occurred in the seven-
teenth century with tobacco-smoking. The Confucian mind was shocked,
the sense of propriety was wounded ; but this did not prevent the rapid
spread of both of these modes of indulgence in all circles. Prohibitory edicts

were issued in vam by Emperors animated by paternal affection for their

people. Tobacco was a less evil than they supposed ; opium-smoking
was a far greater evil than they feared. In both case; the Emperor was
powerless. The Enmeror Ch*£ng Tsung, as we should call him, but who
is better known as Tao Kuang, is much to be respected for his strong
moral convictions on the subject of opium. He made really great efforts

to cope with this evil, but it was in vain. The fondness of the people for

inhaling a narcotic was loo strong for him to overcome. He failed utterly

in the attempt to put down opium-smoking even in the city of Peking.”
“ The habit of tobacco-smoking became national, and w'ent on extending
itself for a century, till soon after the close of the long reign of Kang Hsi
the attention of the Government was drawn to opium-smoking as a new vice

in Formosa and at Amoy.” The first edict against opium-smoking was
issued about 1729, and by 1746 the practice had become firmly established
in Formosa. Several writers about that period mention that this form of

indulgence came from Java. It thus took its birth in the country where
tobacco-smoking had been indulged in for the longest time. Dr. Bret-
schneider (in a letter to M. deOandolle) says that according to Don
Binibaldo di Mas, the Chinese took the practice of opium-smoking from
the people of Assam “ where the custom had long existcjd.” This is very
probably a mistake ; at all events, there is no sufhcienl grounds for suppos-
ing that the people of India anywhere smoked opium prior to the Chinese,
and it seems much more natural to suppose that it came to China from the
same source as the earlier indulgence—tobacco-smoking.

Dr. Edkins, who has been placed under contnbution for the chief

facts given above, regarding China, turns from the ancient writings of

that country to the journal of the great Westphalian traveller Kampfer.
That indefatigable explorer was born in 1651 ; visited Persia in 1683—
85 ; India, Java, and Siam in 165^; Japan in 1690—92; returned to
Leiden in 1(594, and died at Lemgo in 1710. His great work Amaenitates
E^oticce was published in 1 71 2. In that publication he deals with tobacco,
hemp, and opium, and gives the Erst authentic description of an opium-
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smoking shop. In his account of the method of smoking oj^ium, in which
tobacco was saturated with a dilute infusion of the narcotic, he uses the

term hnuno. That the tobacco impregnated with opium was actually

smoked there can be no doubt, and indeed the expression of “drinking,

tobacco ” was at one time in use in England just as it is at the present day
with the people of India. Kampfer, in speaking of Persia, says the best

sorts of opium were flavoured with spices and were called theriaka pre-

parations ; these were held in great esteem during the Middle Ages. Dr.
Edkins in his concluding pages deals with the various Chinese accounts of

the special preparations used in opium-smoking from the year 1723 down
to the present date. He is strongly of opinion that the practice came from
Java to Amoy, and Formosa, because of the fact that the earliest Chinese
works describe the system of smoking in almost the same words as those

employed by Kampfer when speaking of the method of indulgence which
he saw in Java Dr. Bretschneider is of opinion that opium-smoking is

a Chinese invention and modern. “ Nothing,” he says, “proves that the
Chinese smoked opium before the middle of the last century.”

Dr. Edkins, however, reviews the various edicts that were issued (from

1729 to 1796) against opium-smoking, and shows that the connivance of the
Chinese authorities, from the highest to the lowest, served to render repres-

sive measures futile. Every person, except the opium-smoker, was, by the
laws of China, to be meted out the severest punishment, even death, for

participation in the opium traffic. The people were stronger, however, than
their lawgivers and found the means of establishing with impunity, under
the very eyes of the authorities, the agencies and shops necessary' for the
import traffic, and we know that they also r.apidly began to partake in the
profits of production, for the cultivation of the poppy was soon extended
throughout the empire until the home manufacture of opium far exceeded
the quantity imported. While discussing the spread of opium-smoking in

the eighteenth century. Dr. Edkins says :
“ It sprang up in a lawless locality

at a great distance from Peking; there was, therefore, no inclination to

leniency from the fear of offending persons or classes whom the Govern-
ment would not like to offend. The law was in consequence promptly
made decided in tone, and severe in detail. Was this law acted upon ?

No allusion was made to it by the Jesuit Missionaries in the Lettres idi^

fiantes or in the Alhnoires concernant les C/iinois, The habit of opium-
smoking is not mentioned in these works. The trade in opium ccrtainlv
remained as before. Two hundred chests a year continued to be imported,
and in 1767 that quantity had gradually increased to 1,000 chests. The
duty was Taels 3 a chest. It would appear, then, that the old tariff of the
Mnig dynasty was still followed in the main. The sale of opium was pro-
hibited by Statute, but we do not find proof that it was refused as a drug at
the Custom Houses of Amov and Canton. The import steadily increased
duiing the time it was in tfie hands of the Portuguese, till English mer-
chants took it up in 1773, after the conquest of Bengal by Clive. The
East India Company took the opium trade into its hands in 1781. At
that time I he minor portion only of ihe imported opium was devoted to
^ium-smoking,—at least wc may assume this. The Superintendent of
Customs in those days would continue to take the duty on opium as a
drug. What uas (,ontrab.and they would say was ya-pien-yen, which
means opium for smoking : the dvwg ya^pten would still pass the Customs
as a medicine.” Thus the opium monopoly was a legacy from the Mu-
hammadan rulers of India to the British conquerors at Plasscy in 1757,
but the external traffic in it was not taken up until some time after when
its direct control became a necessity in the administration of India.

The habit of opium-smoking had reached Peking in 1790 and assumed
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there so alarming proportions as to call forth fresh edicts against it. At
about the same time the local authorities at Canton began to complain of

rapid increase in the trade in opium. In 1800 there was an edict issued

prohibiting opium from being brought to Chinii in any ship. It was from
this time that the more distinctly smuggling period commenced. It was a
contraband trade, but connivedf at by Viceroys and Governors; they felt

a difficulty, and concluded not to touch the evil with any firm intention

to heal, flow to treat it they knew not The evil grew beyond their

power of control They regarded it as the “ vile dirt of foreign countries

they feared it would spread among all the people of the inner land, wasting
their time and destroying their property; they advocated the prohibition

of the trade, and the Goveinment consented to their advice, and frequently

issued prohibitory edicts, but too often some of the officials themselves
smoked, or their nearest friends smoked, and so the hand of interfer-

ence was paralysed, and the demand for opium continuing, the import
w’as never seriously checked till the time of Lin Ts6-hsU, and the war of
1841.”

The unconstitutional and unauthorised action of the provincial Com-
missioner Lin in destroying £2,000,000 sterling w'orth of opium, the pro-
perty (-f British traders, while the Imperial negotiations were proceeding
which were intended to meet the wishes of the Chinese Goveinment, could
have resulted in nothing but war. It was clearly not the duty of external

Go\’ernmcnts to superintend the commerce of their subjects, on the stand-
point of what they conceived should be the moral character of the Chinese
people, even if the pcmiciousness of opium-smoking be admitted. It would
na\e been the duly of these Governments, how'cver, to see that their traders
did not violate the treaties made w’*<h China. Had the Chinese* Government
taken the course open to it, and th.at too without arbitrary injury to a trade
of large proportions which had been fostered by the go\crning com-
mercial principle of demand, to impose a gradually i^prcasing taxation i 1

impoitfd opium; had it exercised al«o the powder, which it should have
possc'ssed if it did not do so, of restricting or prohibiting the cultivation of
the p<ippy within its own territory, little would have been heard of the per-
plexing opium question of the present day. But that the Chinese Gov-
ernment was either helpless against the popular desires of its people or
never earnestly intended to combat the evil there seems no doubt. Mailers
were therefore left to drift along in a state of lawlessness, and the con-
flicting interests of the Chinese Imperial and Provincial tiovernments
encouraged rather than prevented the spirit of high-handedness and
robbery' which culminated in a violation of international law. "I he Chinese
Government had thus to pay 2i,()Oo,(x)o dollars towards the war which its

y'acillation and weakness entailed, as well as the further sum of £1,250,000
in compensation to the British merchants whose property had been con-
fiscated or destroyed. But even losses of such severity did not teach the
Chinese Government that the suppression of the opium traffic (if that was
actually its object) depended on a reform in its own fiscal administration.
In spite of all the prohibitory measures which had been taken, the habit of
opium-smoking became firmly established, and that, too, long before British
commerce had anything to say to it. But the foreign supply, at no
period since the introduction of opium-smoking, has been able to keep
pace with the demand. Local production has accordingly grown into in-

finitely greater importance. Had the Indian Government desired, did it

desire now*, to repress Chinese production, and competition with Indian
opium,^ a reduction of the export duty w'ould very probably have the
immediate effect, provided (and this is the keynote to tfie whole question) the
Chinese Government refrained from imposing a correspondingly increased
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import duty. The limits of possibility in Indian production are not the con-

trolling factors in the exports to China. The Indian duty is such as to

make our opium the luxury of the rich, and a reduction in the export duties

from India would but transfer a larger share in the profits of the traffic

from India to China without either lowering the price to the Chinese-
smokcr or restricting the amount consumed. That the Chinese Govern-
ment are fully alive to their own interest and do not now and never have
desired to lose their opium revenue is a fact that no student of the question

can be ignorant of.
**

It appears thus to be certain that, while the Court
at Peking was endeavouring to suppress the foreign trade in opium from
1796 to 1840, it did not or could not put a stop to home cultivation of the

drug, since a Chinese Censor in 1830 represented to the throne that the

poppy was grown over one half of the province of Chekeang, and in 1836
another (Cho Tsun) stated that the annual production of opium in Yunnan
could not be less than several thousand piculs ** {Encycl. BriU),

But on tracing out the expansion of Chinese cultivation to more recent

times it is seen to have attained, as might have been expected, alarming

g
roportions. The following brief passages exhibit this fact :

—“ Mr. Donald
ipence, British Consul at Ch‘ung.ch*ing-fu, in Szechwan, in the year

1881, made enquiries into the amount of opium produced at that time in

the four south-western provinces. He states that in Szechwan the con-
sumption of Native opium within the province amounts to 54,000 piculs,

while 123,000 piculs are sent to other provinces ; of these 70,000 piculs

are exported in an easterly direction, 40,000 piculs paying duty, and 30,000

E
iculs being smuggled. Yunnan produces annually 35,000 piculs, and
Lweichow 10,000 piculs, while Hupeh supplies to the market not more

than 2,000 piculs. In all, the production of Native opium amounts to

224,000. Mr. Spence’s Report on the Native production of Opium was
forwarded to the Foreign Office of the British Government, and subse-

quently presentecLto Parliament and printed. If a comparison be made
of the amount m opium produced in the four above-mentioned pro-
vinces, vtB., 224,000 piculs, with the quantity of Foreign opium imported
in 1882, viz., 66,000 piculs, it will be seen that the opium of Native pro-
duction is more than three times as much in quantity as that introduced
from India and elsewhere.”

On the subject of the growth of the Chinese production and import-
ation of Indian opium, there appeared in the Gazette of the Government of
India for February 23rd, 1871,3. long and instructive nistoric sketch of the
trade. In that very able and detailed statement the progress made in the
cultivation of the drug in China and its effect on the Indian market was
fully dealt with, from 1848 to the year of publication. For early inform-
ation on this subject, therefore, the reader should consult the Gazette in ques-
tion, as'also the report issued in 1869 on the Trade of the Treaty Ports of

China, to which is appended a special report drawn up by a native of Hu-
peh regarding the cultivation in Szechwan. I n the Consular Reports of

China will also be found the figures, year by year, of the continued ex-
pansion of poppy cultivation.

The cultivation and production of opium was at first prohibited in

China by equally severe edicts to those published regarding the importation

of the drug. But the one series of laws were as futile as the other. The de-
mand for opium which from the fifteenth to the nineteenth century had steadi-

ly increasea was not to be repressed by law. A large community could not
do, or did not care to do, without the drug. The foreign supply obtained from
India, Arabia, £gypti ^nd Persia was not sufficient. It naturally followed

that just as the dimculties of importation were overcome by the corruption

of the officials, the same loophole allowed the cultivators in the most rural
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districts to not only produce opium but to have it conveyed throughout the

length and breadth of the land. Awakened at last to the reality of the

case, the Chinese Government saw that the supply of opium was a national

demand, similar to that for tobacco and spirits in other countries. That
the attempts to stifle it by the high hand of law had but led to a deeper

moral corruption which stultified the humane desires of the refined and
cultured reformers. All restriction was therefore removed. Importation

and cultivation w'cre legalised, and a fiscal revenue, which could be made
to control the traffic far more effectually, was thus drawn into the 1 imperial

treasury, instead of being swallowed up by unscrupulous officials in the

form of blackmail. For some years past the influences of this wise

decision have been felt powerfully by all opium-producing countries. Th#*

Malwa opium of India, which resembles most that produced in China, has

proved a less and less remunerative enterprise. The competition which

has, for some years, been carried on bet>veen the Chinese and Indian drug,

appears at length to have appreciably affected the latter, especially the

Malwa description. Prices have fallen heavily, and the Government of

India has found it expedient, in view of representations from the traders of

increasing losses, to reduce the transit duty to the level at which it stood

before 1877. The duty has been levied at the following rates since 1845 '

China reeoff-
nises trua
oharaotep
Opium
Traffle.

14S

1S45 .

K
. . 300 1862 .

R
. 600

1847 . . 400 1877 . . 650
1859 • . . 500 1879 . . 700
i860 . • . 600 1882 . . 650
1801 . . . 700 1890 • . 600

Although the price of Bengal opium has also fallen seriously, its superior

quality has largely saved it from feeling the full effects of the Chinese

production, and it seems probable that, as an expensive luxury and a medi-

cine, it will for some years to come be able to hold its own against China.

Indian Trade.—Turning now to the Indian side of the history oi'

OPIUM it has to be repeated that none of the Sanskrit authors deal with the

subject. Dr. U. C. Dutt, in his Materia Mcdica of the Sanskrit medical

writers, says ;—** Opium appears to have been brought to India by the

Mussulmans, a^ its Sanskrit name is evidently derived from the Arabic

Afyun, and as it is not mentioned by the older Sanskrit writers. The cap-

sules of the poppy arc called khdkhas, and the seeds khnsatila, in Sanskrit.”

DeCandolle, on the other hand (on what is probably very doubtful

authority), seems to regard the Sanskrit and Persian names as denoting

an ancient cultivation. After pointing to the defect cf knowledge indi-

cated in the Hebrew literature he says: “On the other hand, there are

one or two Sanskrit names. Piddin^on gives chosa, and Adolphe Picket,

khashhasa, which recurs in the Persian chash^chdsh, the Armenian chash-

chash, and in the Arabic. Another Persian name (given by Ainslie) is

kouknar. These names, and others I could quote, very different from the

maikon (/iijxcvy) of the Greeks, are an indication of an ancient cultivation

in Europe and Western Asia.” It need scarcely be repeated that these

are names that point to a knowledge in the capsules and seeds, not to

opium, and were very probably originally derived from the Arabic, certain-

ly not from the Sanskrit. Indeed, the two w'ords given by DeOandolle as

Sanskrit do not occur in standard works on the subject and should ther^

fore be set aside. Thus, for example, Ainslie remarks on cAnsa :
“ This

is more properly the Sanskrit name of the Poppy plant ; but, for cither it

is not given with much confidence.” The only word in Sanskrit, which dis-

tinctly refers to Opium, is Ahiphena from through the Arabic A/yun.

Thus the literature of the Hindu physicians throws little or no light on the
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subject of the Indian acquaintance with opium, while that of the Muham-
madans is unfortunately of a comparatively speaking modern character.

Prior to the Emperor Akbar, the Arabian, Persian, and Afghan invaders
and conquerors of India had enough to do in holding the country and
enforcing tribute, as a military right, without thinking of organised sys-

tems of Government and Revenue Administration. Hence it followed

that the Arab trading influence did not extend far beyond the coast,

more than did that of the early European settlers. We know, however,
that they had succeeded during the fifteenth century in introducing
poppy cultivation into Cambay and Malwa,and that when Akbar reduced
the lawless Muhammadan oppressors and fugitive Hindu chieftains to an
Empire, he found Malwa opium a characteristic feature of that county.
Abu I FazI specially states, however, that the poppy culture was chiefly

practised in Fatehpur, Allahabad, and Ghazipur. We learn that the
founder of the Mogul civil dynasty and his successors regarded opium as
of necessity a State monopoly. They found it, however, at once’.tne most
convenient and successful course to farm out the right to manufacture and
to sell the drug, and they imposed a very consider^ly heavier land tax on
poppy cultivation than on any other crop.

In the Records of the Government of India much interesting information

exists on the early hi.story of opium culture. From these sources of informa-

tion many of the facts here given have been culled. In Abul Fazl’s time,

all the districts from which the Benares Agency Opium is now provided

were included in the Subahs of Agra, Oudh, and Allahabad. The Subah of

Allahabad comprised nearly the whole of the present districts of Fatehpur,

Allahabad. Benares, Afirzapur, Jaunpur, Ghazipur, and Ballia; also

parts of the districts of Jalaun, Hamirpnir, Banda. Cawnpore, Partabgarh,

and Azamgarh. I'he seasons were supposed to undergo a complete
revolution in the course of nineteen years—a cycle of the moon. In the
tables of nineteen years* rates lor the Subahs noted in the text, the highest
and lowest rates for land under wheat and under poppy are thus stated

1 WHFAT. 1 POPPY.

Highest. Lowest. Highest., Lowest.

SunAii.

0
B ti fiC be

’V
0

B ti

?•§ i Si
? W

i ‘5

CL 5 ja.

(L Kg. CL K 0.
CL

OS g.

Agra
Ha. Ma.

ist to 4th 2 4 loth year . • 3 ist to 4th 4 loth to 19th 3 4

Allahabad .

year.

Ditto 2 4 9th „ . • 9

year.
Ditto . 4 0

year.

9th year . 3 4
Oudh Ditto 2 4 Uth „ . 1 1 Ditto . 4 0 9th ,» 3 4
Delhi Ditto 2 4 •4th „ . 1 0 6th to 9th 3 8 1st to 5th a II

Lahore ist and 2nd 2 4 i3th „ . 0 10

year.

1st to 4th 4 0
year.
nth year . 3 8

Multan
year. year.

loth and * 5 •3th „ . 0 10 loth year . 3 4 12th to 14th 3 8

Malwa
nth year. year.

ist to 14th 1 4 iSth to 19th 1 2 15th to 19th 2 8 ist to 9th 1 4
year. year. year. year.

Note.—Tho bighd in Akbar’s time was 3,025 square yards, and thus equhraleot
to the present opium bighd or |th of an acre.
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There is, however, no mention of the poppy being grown in Beh^, but,

as an instance of how agricultural systems nave changed in India, it ma}
be added that Abul FazI (the historian of Akbar's reign) specially points

out that judr and bdjrd were not ^own in Allahabad. At tne present day
these might be described as the chief autumn crops of that district.

Thus the State Monopoly in Opium and the policy which is practicalK

that pursued at the present day, was a hereditary gift to tne British

successors of the great Mogul Emperors. The extent to which opium was
in use by the people of India (from the peasant to the noble) may be
judged of from one or two passages from the Ain, In QIadwin’s Transla-
tion we learn that the people of Mahoa "gave their children opium to

eat till they were three years old.” Abul FazI, the intimate adviser and
historian of Akbar, feels no sense of odium attach^ to the confession that

"whenever His Majesty is inclined to drink wine, or take opium, or

kukndrt trays of fruit are set before him. He eats a few, but the greatest

part is distributed amongst the attendants and nobility.** The kukndr
alluded to was, no doubt, a beverage prepared from poppy capsules, and
the word rendered “opium** in the translation shows that both the in^is-

sated juice and the poppy capsules were in use in Akbar's time. The
dissipation of the grandees at the courts of Akbar and his son Jahangir is,

perhaps, one of the most striking features of the annals of that period, when
It is remembered that the tenets of Isldm forbid the use of wine. In Bloch-
mann’s biographical notes of these noblemen, the remark, in varying form,
" that he fell a victim to the vice of the age and died from excessive wine-
drinking,** will be found some twenty to thirty times, while, not infrequently,

the addition of some reference to opium occurs. Thus of Shabeg Khan it

is stated, " he was much given to wine-drinking. He drank, in fact, wine,
hemp, opium, and kukndr, mixed together, and called his beverage of four
ingredients Char Bughra,** Jalal-uddin Maa’ud, referred to in the Tuauk,
\s sa\d to bave " ate op\uin Wbe cbeese out ol tV\e bands of bis mother.**
Barkhurdar (^Mirza Kban AlamJ, Governor of Uibar, was much " given
to kukndr (opium and hemp) and neglected his duties.** But it is,

perhaps, unnecessary to quote other indications of the extent to which the
habit of eating opium or drinking a beverage made from poppy capsules
prevailed in India during the sixteenth century; suffice it to acid that, in

none of these passages does any mention occur of smoking opium in the
form of madak or chandu, the special preparations which are in use at the
present day.

Reference has already been made to the Portuguese traveller Barbosa
as the earliest European writer who deals with the subject of Indian opium.
He wrote of the years 1511 to 1516. The reference to Barbosa, given in

Orawfurd’s Descriptive Dictionary of the Indian Islands, p. ji2, may
be here reproduced :

—" The earliest account we have of the use of Opium,
not only from the Archipelago, but also from India and China, is by the
faithful, intelligent Barbosa. He rates it among the articles brought by
the Moorish and Gentile merchants of Western India, to exchange for the
cargoes of Chine.se junks.*’ Garcia D’Orta, who wrote half a century later

(*574)* tells us that the opium exported from Cambay was chiefly obtained
from Malwa ; it was soft and yellowish. John Huyghen van Linschoten,
the account of whose voyage to the East Indies was published in 1596,
says, " Amfion, so called by the Portingales, is by the Arabians, Mores and
Indians called Affion, in Latin opio or opium. It commeth out of Cairo
in Egypt and out of Aden, upon the coast of Arabia, which is the point of

the land entering into the Rea Sea, sometimes belonging to the Portingales

;

but most part out of Cambaia and from Deccan. That of Cairo is whitish
and is called meceni ** f/.r., the Arabic «/isr#= Egypt) ;

" that of Aden and
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above what would be the common selling rate of the subsequent month of

Bysakh, as it was in that month that the rate or price of tne opium was
fixed, according to the smaller or greater quantity of the produce, being

first settled at about 2 rupees per seer of So sicca weight : and the Patna
merchants at this rate, receiving according to their stipulations, with interest,

&c., the commodity for the advances they had made, they brought it into

town and prepared the same carefully in their houses, so that it might suit

the European purchasers. There were also smaller dealers, known by the

names of Pyhars^ resident throughout the country at large who made
purchases and prepared the opium in their houses from lo to 50 maunds,
but the commodity thus received from the Pykars was never genuine.

After the opium-growers had delivered to the Patna opium merchants as

much of the commodity as liquidated their advances, they then heightened

their prices. In the month of October, the opium being prepared, the

merchant used first to offer it for sale to the Dutch, and all the merchants
joining together fixed a price and agreement with the Dutch Chief, a
merchant having 500 maunds in his house, contracting to deliver 200

maunds, and receiving payment thereof to that amount. After thus

settling with the Dutch, the merchants used to make further contracts with

the English, but with an enhanced price above what the Dutch had agreed
for; and thereafter they went ana contracted with the French at a still

higher price than they had stipulated for with the English. Thereafter, in

the month of Novemoer, the Dutch made a second contract with the mer-
chants at a higher price than they had at first agreed for, and the commodity
began to be delivered ; and the mofussil Pykars taking something by way
of Arat or brokerage, disposed of their goods to the Patna merchants ; but
there was very little thereof found of such a quality as to be accept^, it

being, on the contrary, for the most part rejected. If in any year the
demand for opium was more urgent than usual, the Pykars, by collecting

the article from Shahabad, &c., made it sink very much in quality by which
means the commodity became in general very much ^ulterated; the
purchasing price of the Europeans ran then from 100 to 150 rupees per
maund, though, in some years, by reason of the urgency of the demand
and the competition among ^e gentlemen, the price has now and then
risen to 200 rupees, whereby ma^ native merchants made fortunes, whilst,

on the other hand, by reason of European wars and other causes, the price

has fallen as low as 70 or 75 rupees, in which time both the merchants and
Pykars were great sufferers. Thus the purchasing price of opium was
various, but that variety never affected the revenue rate of the poppy lands.”

In the official papers which the writer has had the privilege of consult-
ing, the historic facts of the period of whicb Ram Ohand wrote down to
the establishment of the Honourable the East India Company’s monopoly
has been ably reviewed. A few passages from these records may be here
reproduced :

—
“ The triumphs of Suraj-ud-Daula over the European Companies in

1756 brought ruin to Patna opium-dealers, who, in default of competition
from the English Company, were compelled to dispose of their opium to
the Dutch at R70 the maund. The dealers being impoverished were
unable to make advances to the cultivators ; and on the restoration of
peace in 1765, so little opium was to be had, that even the produce of
former seasons, which had lain by in the dealer’s houses, fetch^ as much
as R200 the maund. The rise in price stimulated the cultivation, and the
servants of the Companies began to send their own agents into the districts

to piirchase direct from the cultivators. Quarrels ensued between these
agents, and in 1767 the Companies made a joint concern of the trade, with
one general agent, for all the opium produced. The servants, however,
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of the Companies continued to trade clandestinely on their own account in

the drug, with the result that a large quantity of adulterated opium was
brought into market. At length, in 1773, an end was put to all disputes

by the Governor of Bengal ^Warren Hastings), who assumed, on behalf

of the English East India Company, a monopoly of all the opium produced
in Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, promising to the Danes, the Dutch, and
the French, a certain quantity of opium annually, to be received by them
from the English Company’s agent.” “ The arrangement with the French
and the Dutch was terminate by the taking of all the possessions in

India and Ceylon, of those nations, in 1793 and 1795. That with the

Danes continued in force for some years later. But the arrangement
with the French wasrenewed in 1815 by Articled of a Convention executed

in London on the 7th of March of that year.” By that article the French
were to recei ve upon requisition duly made opium to the maximum extent

of 300 chests. The right thus conveyed is still exercised by the French
Administration in India, Delivery of the opium is never taken for sale or

consumption in the French settlements ; but on the issue of the notification

of opium sales for the ensuing ve.'.r, the privilege to receive the 300
chests is put up for sale to the highest bidder. The purchaser is by
means of it able to keep back from sale part of the whole of the reserved

chests, and thus raises the price (a form of opium gambling) at a given
sale. Delivery is rarely taken, and the loss on rc-salc (often considerable)

falls upon the British Government. From the remarks below on the opium
Fiscal Administration it will be found that for some years past the right

to this claim, 300 chests, has been sold to the Indian Government for an
annual sum, so the difficulty indictated above has for the present been
overcome.

But to return to the historic facts which bear on the Indian Opium
monopoly, it may be said that from 1773 to 1797 the right to the excli. .ive

manufacture of opium on account of the Company was sold annually in

the first instance, but from the year 1781 by four-year contracts (vr:* ()th

Report of a Select Committee of the House of Commons, 1783; also Cole-
brooke^s Digest of the Regulations, isfe. {Calcutta, 1807), pp. 306 10423)
** The contracts were disposed of by private bargain and favour till the year

*785, when they were opened to puDli«K:ompctition, and were assigned to

the highest bidder. Definite stipulations were thenceforward exacted for

protecting the cultivators from being compelled to grow the poppy, for

securing to them freedom from vexatious imposts, and a fair price for the
raw-juice delivered by them to the contractors, and for the payment by the
contractors of certain charitable allowances. The cultivators, on the other
hand, were made liable to penalties for keeping back the opium produced
by them, and to a deduction of batta (to be assessed by arbitrators) upon
opium with which water had been mixed. Opium delivered by the growers
adulterated otherwise than with water was made liable to confiscation;
and, under certain conditions, became the property of the contractors, who
were allowed to dispose of it as they pleased, except as part of the G^m-
pany’s provision. Dealing in opium, contrary to the monopoly, was made
punishable, in the case of Britisn subjects, by forfeiiu»*e of the Company's
protection and deportation to Europe ; and m the case of other pers^ms, by
fine recoverable ‘by the mode of process laid down in the judicial regula-
tions for enforcement of decrees.* ** {Official papers in the Department of
Finance Commerce.) Golebrooke {Remarks on the Husbandry of
Bengal, Calcutta, 1804, and London, 1806) alludes to the system of enforced
cultivation of poppy that seems to have been engendered by the contract
system. The Provincial Council of Revenue also, in a notification on this

subject, expressed their strongest displeasure (1st August 1777) at a high-
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handed proceeding which had come to their notice in which “ a considerable

tract of land in the neighbourhood of Ghya was covered with green com,

and which would have been fit to cut in about a month or six weeks : this

corn was suddenly cut down, in order that the land might be prepared

for the immediate cultivation of poppy.” Frequent mention occurs in the

records of the period that the farmers of the opium monopoly insisted that

when once a cultivator had produced opium on a field he inust, year after

year, continue to do so. That thwr v(^ed rights were infringed by a

spasmodic cultivation. That if a rayat did not wish to continue the opium
cultivation, he should forfeit his right to the land and allow the contractors

to find a rayat who would be willing to continue the cultivation. The
instances of abuse in spite of the most stringent injunctions madeW the

Company with the contractors became so rife and flagrant, that the Board

of Directors were forced to seek some other plan of operations than that of

farming out the right to produce a drug of such potency. Moreover, the

opening of the contracts to competition compelled the contractors to lower

their prices and to adopt false contrivances to secure their profit. Amongst
others they incited aaulteration or themselves directly adulterated the

opium, ana thus coming into possession of large quantities that the Company
would not lake from them they became retail vendors to an alarming

extent. Year by year the provision opium became worse and worse,

the revenue fell |in consequence until, in the early part of 1797, it was
decided to abandon the contract system and to o^n direct Government
agencies.

In 1775, the issue was raised as to whether the profits of the opium traf-

fic shall be credited to Commerce or Revenue. Ultimately, much to the

honour of the great trading Company, the question was decided in favour

of the latter. It thus became all the more necessary that no intermediary

C
rofits should be tolerated, but that the country at large should get the full

enefit of the savings which could be effected by a proper administration

of ihe Opium Department. The vested interests of the community at

large were thus early recognised as having a direct claim on the proper

control and profits derived from opium. This change was highly com-
mended by Colebrooke {Remarks on Husbandry, &c,), and even Ram
Ghand Pundit, who could conti^t the old free-trade system, in which he
formerly particip.ated, with the subsequent contract system, after discussing

the grievances of the rayats, amid bribery and corruption, the enforced

cultivation and dishonest weighments of their produce, admitted ‘ If the

grievances above stated, supposing them still to exist, were fairly obviated.

It appears to me that the carrying on the opium business as a monopoly is

the b^t mode, as well for the rayat as for the preservation of the quality and
the good of the country at large, including the advantage of the Company.”
After discussing the many recommendations of the new system, vig,, a con-
stant market, liberal advances, freedom from all compulsion to cultivate, he
adds : “ The rayais should never be let off without punishment whenever
detected either in delivering the juice of the poppy in unadulterated state or
in disposing of it elsewhere; ana finally, after its receipt into the warehouse,
it should be made up with the greatest care, that to whatever region it may
be exported its go^ quality may redound to the honour of the agent. ”

It will thus be seen that the free trade, as also the contract systems, had
been found by the East India Company, as well as by the community at

large, defective and pernicious, and that direct control was hailed by the
enlightened people of India as a greatly needed and valuable reform.

It is to be regretted that definite statistics do not exist of the consumption
of opium in Inoia for more than the past twenty or thirty years. From the
general terms in which it is spoken of, however, by the seventeenth and
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eighteenth century writers, there would appear no doubt that it was more
prevalent formerly than at the present da^. One of the direct results of the
control of Government has been to restnct cultivation to narrow limits and
thus to remove temptation from the door of the peasant. This would appear
to have altered the form of indulgence, for the capsules and plant could not so
readily be obtained as formerly, and, in many parts of the country, the bever-
age post or hukndr rapidly became unknown. The consumption of opium
itself by eating it or making a water decoction from it, to be drunk in place of
kukndr, seems to have been unaffected by the chan^. Down to the
beginning of the present century no writer appears to have recorded the
existence in India of the Chinese special form of indulgence, namely, the
smoking of the drug. To the ordinal^ student of Indian questions of poli-

tical economy, the tact of opium being actually smoked in this country
appeal j to have escaped observation—probably owing to the returns of the
traffic appearing undfer the names of the two chief smoking preparations,
madak and chandu. How or when opium-smoking was commenced in India
it is difficult to say. The practice is most undoubtedly of a modem nature-
very considerably after the date of its appearance m China. It has for-
tunately, however, by no means assumed so formidable a character, nor in-

deed dues it show such a tendency, as in China, to become widely popular
with the people of India. But it would be quite incorrect to continue the
statement, current in works on this subject, that the people of India eat and
drink opium but do not smoke it. They most undoubtedly do smoke it, and
in some parts of the countir to an almost equal extent with the practice of
eating and drinking it. The majority of opmm-smokers, however, take the
drug only to a very slight extent ana continue to use that limited amount
for years without ever showing any desire to increase their daily consump-
tion. It is chiefly used as a flavourng ingredient along with other substances
in the cakes of prepared tobacco smoked in the hukah. The habituee
resorts to madak or chandu, and he belongs to the lowest and^ost despised
of the Indian community. The picture of an Indian smoking den, how-
ever, might be transcribed from the literature of the demoralization of
China which is kept ever before the eyes of a sympathetic community, as if

Europe did not, under other names and in other disguises, possess moral
corruptions and depravities that call in even louder terms for the sav-
ing hand of the reformer than do the opium-smoking dens of China and
India.

The subject of the introduction of opium-smoking into India may be
said to be involved in an obscurity far more unaccountable than that of
ga»y<t-smoking—a vice apparently more injurious than that of opium ; for
the ganja inebriate cannot always be said to be in a state of " harmless irra-
tionality and helpless intoxication.” Opium-smoking has insidiously ap-
peared and become diffused throughout the country, here and there, but no
one seems to have considered from where or how. The whole volume of
evidence consulted by the writerproves conclusively, however, that far from
having expanded, since the acivent of British rule, the total consumption
of opium by all methods collectively has vastly declin^. It is still eaten
and, in many parts of the country, certain writers hold that to the degree to
which indulged in, it is, far from being pernicious, a much less injurious
luxury than the beer and spirits of England. Be that as it may, the total
consumption in India bears little or no comparison to that in ’China and
other eastern countries. This may be shown by one fact (brought out in a
Despatch of the Government of India in 1882}, namely, that the opium ex-
cise revenue of this country amounted, for the average of the three years
prior to 1882, to only £381,000, while the corresponding average profit on
the foreign exports (chiefly to China) was £5,000,000.
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THE ATTITUDE OF THE INDIAN GOVERNMENT ON THE CHINESE OPIUM
QUESTION*

It would be foreign to the purpose of the present article to enter fully

on the arguments that have been advanced in support of, or against, the

attitude taken up by the Indian Government in the opium question. The
controversy may oe said to have assumed a voluminous form with the details

of which the public are already conversant. The despatch (alluded to

above) which issued from the marquis of Ripon’s Government and was
presented to both Houses of Parliament by Command of Her Majesty,

sets forth the chief difficulties that exist. In that despatch the following

succinct passages occur ;
“ The economic objections to the manner in which

the opium revenue is raised, whether in Bengal or Bombay, may be ad-

mittea to be considerable. In the former case, the Government itself en-

gages in private trade, a course which is open to obvious objections. In

the second case, a very heavy export duty is imposed. In both cases the

course adopted interferes with and restricts the free production of and
trade in opium. It cannot be doubted that it would be highly profitable to

any private trader to pay for crude opium a very much higher sum than is

now paid by the Government to the cultivators of Bengal. If, therefore,

supposing such a thing to be possible, no restriction were placed upon the

cultivation of the poppy, and if, at the same time, the export duty were
taken off, it is certain that an immense stimulus would be given to the

production of opium, and that China w'ould be flooded with the Indian

drug. Thus, in direct proportion to the removal of the economic
objections, the moral objections would be intensified in degree. So long,

therefore, as the plea of the Anti-Opium Society is confined to the con-

tention that the Indian Government should cease its direct connection

with the opium trade, it may be said, with perfect truth, that their policy

is based purely on theory. Not only can it effect no practical good, but
it almost cgrtainly would do a great deal of harm. It would increase the

consumption of opium in China. It would, W cheapening the price of

the Indian drug, cause the poorer classes of (Jhinamen, who now smoke
native opium, to substitute Indian opium in its place. It would, moreover,
encourage the use of opium amongst the native population of India, some
of whom, notably the Sikhs, are already addicted to the practice; and
it would result in a diminution of the food-supply of India by reason of

the cultivation of the poppy over tracts where cereals are now grown. If,

therefore, the policy is to be not merely theoretical, but is to be productive
of some practical good, it must aim, not only at the disconnection of the
Indian Government with the opium trade, but at the total suppression of

the trade itself.

“ As to whether it be more immoral for the Government to be directly

connected with the manufacture and sale of opium than merely to derive
a revenue from the manufacture and sale of the drug by others, that is a

S
oint on which, without doubt, much difference of opinion may exist. We
o not think that any useful object would be gained by a discussion of

this point, or of the cognate question of whether, in Mr. Fawcett’s words
{Times, 5th June 1880), there is ‘ much difference between raising revenue
from opium and raising 26 millions as we do in this country (England) to

a great extent out of the intemperance, improvidence, and vice of the
people.”

“We turn to the second point, in respect to which the position of the
Government of India is especially open to attack, namely, the policy pur-
sued towards the Chine^ Government in relation to the opium trade.
This branch of the question requires ample treatment. It is stated that
the treaty under which opium is admitted into China was extorted from
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the Chinese Government ; that the Chinese Government are now forced to

admit opium, and that th^ are both able and willing to put a stop to the
consumption of opium in China, if the foreign import trade were stopped.

“ These are grave accusations. We think, however, that we can show
that, whatever opinions may be entertained as regards the policy of the
various wars wag^ with China, it is wholly incorrect to say that the article

in the Treaty of Tientsin, which provided for the admission of opium, was
extorted from the Chinese Government ; that Indian opium is in no way
forced upon China, but that, on the contrary, the Chinese Government
derives a large revenue from the import trade, which it is very unwilling to

sacrifice ; that the statement that the Chinese Government is willing to put
down the use of opium must be received with great qualifications, and that
irresistible evidence is forthcoming to show that they arc not able to stop
it, even if their willingness to do so be freely admittecl.

“ Wc need not go into the history of the various wars which have from
time to time been waged with China, nor examine whether the policy of

those wars was justifiable or the reverse. It may be very true that the
Chinese were with difficulty got to assent to the terms of the Treaty of

Tientsin* There is nothing very remarkable in the fact that, at the close of

a war, the vanquished party should accept, with great reluctance, the terms
on which the victors insist. But as regards the particular point which we
are now discussing, namely, the admission of opium into China, we have
excellent evidence to show that it is wholly incorrect to say that this pro-

vision of the treaty was extorted from the Chinese. Mr. Lay, who was
Chinese Secretary to Lord Elgin’s Mission, and who personally conducted
the tariff ne^tiations, has specially stated that *the Chinese Government
admitted opium as a legal article of import, not under constraint, but of

their own free will deliberately.* Mr. Laurence Oiiphant, who was Sec-
retary to the Mission, has confirmed Mr. Lay’s statement, and has added
that he informed the Chinese Commissioner that he had ‘received instr’c-

tions from Lord Elgin not to insist on the insertion of the drug in the
tariff, should the Chinese Government wish to omit it. This he declined to

do. I then proposed that the duty should be increased beyond the figure

suggested in the tariff, but to this he objected, on the ground that it would
increase the inducements to smuggling*. Mr. Lay’s and Mr. Oliphant’s
statements appeared in the Times of the 22nd October and 25th October
]88o. 'I'lipir evidence, we venture to think, is conclusive answer to the
charge that the clause of the Tientsin Treaty, under which opium was
admitted into China, was extorted from the Chinese.

“In point of fact, it is quite clear that a constant struggle is going on
in China between the Imperial and the local authorities. The former en-

deavour to check the consumption of native opium, and are not so much
averse to the use of the foreign drug, inasmuch as they derive more reve-

nue from the latter than from the former. The interests of the local author-

ities are in a totally different direction. To them the use of the native is

far more lucrative than that of the foreign drug.”
The Government of India in dealing with th'' question of the power of

the Chinese Government— its ability and willingness—to check the use of

opium wrote

“

Nominally (the despatch continues) the laws against the use
01 (mium in China are exceedingly stringent.” “ In issuing these decrees,

the Chinese Government may be credited with a certain amount of sincerity.

Without doubt, the Emperor of China, and his Ministers, and the most
enlightened portion of the population of China, deplore the extensive use
of opium If they could afford the loss of imperial revenue consequent on
the importation of foreign opium,— if they could exercise any real control

over the numberless corrupt officials who earn a livelihood from the use of
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the native drug,—if they thought it were possible to deal with a gfreat social

evil of this sort by legislation, and to coerce a large part of the population

of a vast empire into a groove contrary to their inveterate habits and the

current of their every-day life,—it is not improbable that they would gladly
see the use of opium abandoned. Mr. Fraser, the Charge d’Affaires at

Pekin, writing on the loth October 1878, says

*

Although the Imperial
Government must undoubtedly have fixed principles, it is apt to be wanting
indefinite policy; and there is no question upon which its attitude is so
uncertain as the opium question. It is impossible not to believe that the
Emperor’s Ministers are convinced of the expediency of checking the con-
sumption of the drug by every available means ; but it is certain that they
have not been able to satisfy the interests involved, and enforce their con-
viction in the provinces, for more and more opium appears to be produced
and used each year in China.* But, whatever be the views which the
Chinese Ministers entertain on this question in the abstract, nothing is more
certain than that they, equally with the Indian Government, are embarrassed
by the loss of revenue which would be caused by a cessation of the opium
trade ; that, save on rare occasions, when some specially energetic official

may have produced a temporary effect, they have up to the present time
never earnestly endeavours to check the use of the drug, and that they
rec^nise their complete inability to do so.**

The despatch from which the above passages have been taken deals so
fully with every feature of the opium controversy, that it is difficult to ex-
tract a limited number of sentences with any hope of conveying even the
leading features. Adverting to the argument advanced by some writers that
India should cease to cultivate the poppy entirely, the Government of India
state in reply to Mr. Pease (who had instituted a comparison between the
suppression of the opium trade with the abolition of slavery) that he
“ appears to have thought this was merely a question of money, and that
if England were again prepared to pay, the use of opium in China might
be suppressed. We submit that there is but a very slight analogy between
the suppression of the opium traffic and the abolition of the slave trade.**

“Even supposing England were prepared to compensate India for the
loss of her opium revenue,— and to do so in any adequate measure, would,
we may observe, cost a great deal more than £20,000,000,—and that, in
consequence, the cultivation of the poppy in India were to be altogether
suppressed, the result would, indeed, oe tnat a connexion, which is by some
regarded ^ involving a moral stigma, would be terminated, l^t the cessa-
tion of opium-smoking in China would be as far off as ever. India would
suffer, and China would not gain. The use of opium has taken deep root
amongst the Chinese; and we venture to think that the idea that the
habits of the Chinese people can be changed by any other means than
the slow process of education and moral training, which shall impart to
those who are vicious a power of self-control to resist their favourite vice,
is illusory and chimerical.** (For a further elaboration of the policy of the
Government of India, the reader should consult Sir E. Barings Financial
Statement for 1882-83.)

“ India ” by Sir John Strachey, though in no way an official publica-
tion, may be here quoted, since the utterances of that distinguished States-
man seem to be cast very much on the same lines as the declared policy
of the Indian Government. In the work mentioned Sir John gives a
brief but very pointed statement of the opium question. “ The first thing,**

he writes, “ to oe learned is this, that, although the finest opium consumed
in China is Indian, China does not depend on India for her supply. It is

a common but complete mistake to suppose that the prohibUion of the
export of opium from India would have the result of putting a stop to
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opium-smoking in China. If the supply of opium from India were to cease,
j

the richer classes in China would be aeprived of a luxuir which they prize,

but, so far as the general population was concerned, the consumption of

opium would remain much as it was before. Long before Indian opium
went to China, opium was consumed there ; no one can say how long the
custom of opium-smoking has prevailed. A single province of Western
China produces more opium than the whole of India ; the cultivation is

carried on, so far as tne Chinese Government is concerned, with perfect

freedom, and it is constantly and rapidly increasing. The population of

China practically depends for its supply on the opium produced at home.
“ If, therefore, all that is said about the ruin of the Chinese by opium

were true, the prohibition of imports from India would affonl no remedy.
But it is certainly not true. Excess in opium, so far as the individual con-
sumer is concerned, may probably be as bad as excess in alcohol ; it cannot
be worse, and its effects upon his neighbours are comparatively harmless.

Used in moderation, as the vast majority of Chinese smokers use it, there

is no reason to believe that opium is injurious. I do not doubt that the
people of France, and Italy, and Spain are, on the whole, better for their

wine, and that the people of England and Germany are better for their beer.

Neither do I doubt that, on the whole, the Chinese are better for their

opium.
** It is often said that the Chinese Government views the opium trade with

dislike and desires its abolition. Whatever may once have been the case,

it undoubtedly now desires that the trade should flourish, because it derives

from duties on Indian opium a large and highly prized revenue. It has
officially disclaimed any wish to see the imports from India diminished.
Its real and reasonable object, for which it has long been striving, has Ix^n
to obtain for itself a larger share of the profit derived by a foreign State
from the consumption of opium by Chinese subjects.”

One of the chief difficulties in the Chinese opium question is that which
has been briefly touched on above, in the remarks regarding the compli-
cation of the Chinese Imperial and Provincial interests. By the Treaty of

Tientsin (i860) the Impenal Government of China received 30 taels (R95) on
every chest imported. But besides that duty opium has always been made
to pay a far heavier Provincial charge known as the likin du^. These dues
were, till within the past few months, imposed by the Provincial Govern-
ments at rates Axed by them not only on imported opium but also on
what was produced in the countiy- The latter being greater in volume,
and that volume bein|^ increaseci by the decrease of the foreign imports,

the Provincial authonties naturally put greater value on local produc-
tion. Their interests were thus diametrically opposed to the Impwial
Government, since the latter obtained no revenue from local production.

But these lihin dues were a never-failing source of annoyance both to

the people and to the administration, from the difficulty of collection

and the countless facilities for blackmail, over and above the authorised

charges, rendered possible in a trade which by Imp^ial legislation fell

under the severest bane of the law. Formerly the likin charge on im-
ported opium was not a constant one but often indeed assumed the form
of an accumulative transit charge. By the Convention of Chefoo, Anally

ratiAed by the British Government February 1887, the likin taxes on im-

ported opium were consolidated with the Imperial import duty. All iin-

ported opium by present arrangement is debited in bond, from which it

IS remo^ only on payment of the entire duty due to the Covwnment
Finding that the reform thus set on foot was by no means sufficient, the

Imperial Government of China has recently advanced further and placed

the entire traffic in opium and poppy cultivation under Imperial supervision.
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The likin dues are now collected by the Provincial Governments and
credited to the Imperial revenue. Opium is thus in China as in India a Staie

Monopoly. Of imported opium, however, it is currently reported that the
working of this new arrangement is not giving satisfaction to the traders.

The chances of contraband traffic and of escaping the lildn charges through
the easy bribery of the humbler officials has been greatly minimised, and
that being so the profits are much less to the smaller native dealers, hence
their purchasing limit has been considerably lowered. There seems little

doubt, however, that as f^ as the Chinese Government is concerned, the
traffic, by being thus legalised, is at last placed on a more certain footing,

and one from which such restrictions, as may be found necessary to the
expansion of consumption, will be within the power of the Government to
effect on perf^tly constitutional grounds. At present the revenue realised

by China on its imported opium alone cannot be far short of £1,500,000;
the Indian Government realises on its exports (mainly to China) a net
revenue of, say, £5,5oo,ooo.* These two sums are, therefore, additional
charges to the cost of production of the article, and though they do not
very probably express much more than half the total profits made from
the consumer of Indian opium, they show conclusively that if taxation can
repress luxurious indulgences, opium is being fully brought under that in-

fluence. Opium, in fact, pays quite as heavy a tax as the corresponding
indulgence of the working classes of Great Britain— spirits—which gives
to the Government a little over £14,000,000 sterling a year. The actual
revenue from opium in China is of course very considerably greater than
here shown, since to the figures given have to be added the excise dues
and license fees imposed both on Chinese-grown opium as well as on the
imported drug.

CULTIVATION
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CULTIVATION OF THE POPPY.
In the historic chapter above, reference will be found to the earliest men-

tion of poppy culture in India. From the facts there brought out it will

have been seen that the plant was apparently first introduced into India by
the Arab traders at Cambay and Malwa, and that its cultivation spread
all over the peninsula, chiefly on the higher tracts of the tableland, but
ultimately, as a cold season annual, to the plains. On the subject of
the cultivation of the poppy in India numerous valuable papers have
appeared. The literature of the subject is, in fact, so accessible to the
members of the Opium Department and others interested in the subject that
it is unnecessary to give in this work more than the merest’oulline, sufficient
to convey a general impression, to those outside the limits of the country.
For full details the reader should consult the Transactions and Journals
of the Agri.-Horticultural Society cf India

:

Dr. W. O. B. Eatwell’s
Poppy Cultivation and the Benares Opium Agency, 1851 ; Dr. R. Lyell’s
Notes on the^ Patna Opium Agency^ 1857

;

Mr. T, A. M. Gennoe’s Notes
on the CnUivatton of the Poppy, 1861; and Mr. J. Scott’s Manual of
Opium Husbandry, 1877. The late Mr. Scott’s w’ork deals with the subject
in an able manner, and though it occasionally enlarges on side issues,
general agricultural principles, and even speculative problems of plant life,

it embodies the results of patient and careful study by one of the foremost
horticulturists who has ever lived in this country. It may in passing be
said that the chief lessons taught by Mr. Scott’s deputation to study the
opium plant are that, with judicious cultivation, more manure and deeper
ploughing, combined with careful selection of se^,the yield and the quanty
of the drug can be considerably improved. On the importance of a careful
flection of the forms of the plant, and the discovery of the special suitabi*
lity of these to certain soils and climates, Mr. Scott has much to say of great
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value. Thus in one part of his work while commenting on the analysis of

opium produced on certain soils, he remarks ;—** The opium was the produce
of one variety ; different varieties vary considerably in their relative richness

in alkaloids. 1 should state,” he continues, “that when these experimental

analyses were made, I had not then observed the remarkable differences jn

the drug-producing functions of different individuals,—capsules of certain

plants producing scarcely one grain of drug, while others \ielded from i8
to grainst—^xidi 1 had not thus adopted any selective system with a view
to the elimination of the scanty drug-yielding plants and the multiplication

of the most copious drug-producers only. With such individual differences

then, it is easy to see that the relative drug-produce of the respective plots

can afford us no criterion of the comparative fertilities of the soil, as being
largely, indeed wholly, dependent on the proportion of scanty and copious

drug-producing plants on each plot.” Referring to this same subject Dr.

Lyell (many years before the aate of Scott’s discoveries) wrote “ Only
the white variety of poppy is grown in the Patna and Benares Agencies,

—

a circumstance which probably affects in no slight degree the quality of the

drug, for trials made several years ago in Germany tend to show that of the

three varieties,— the white, red^, and purple, —the white poppy yields the least

opium and the purple the most of all, and the opium from the last kind con-

tains nearly three times as much morphia as the white, but only an eighth

part of its narcotine, while the opium from the red poppy is intermediate

between the two. The reason, according to Mr. Fleming, who was for a
long period Opium Agent at Patna, why the white variety is preferred is

because it is known to suit the climate best. The purple flourishes, how-
ever, luxuriantly in Malwa.” But in this connection it may be added that

Mr. Scott found that there were vast differences in the forms of even
the white poppy.

There would seem to underlie these opinions a far greater importance
than the authorities of the Opium Department appear to have given
Mr. Scott credit for. If his views have been, or can be, confirmed by
other investigators, the first step towards improvement w'ould seem naturally

to be the distribution of seed of the peculiar form or race that yields opium
of the desired quality when considered in relation to its quantitative pro-

duction. Taking this view of the case the writer feels it incumbent on him
to republish the more important facts brought out by Mr, Scott, regarding
the Indian forms of the opium poppy. {Conf, with the concluding remarks
on the Varieties and Races of the roppy, p. 55.)
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CULTIVATED VARIETIES & RACES OF THE POPPY.
Varieties.—In support of the theory that Papaver somniferum has been

derived from P. setigerum by cultivation, it may be stated that Mr. John
Scott, who was specially deputed to study the various forms of the poppy
grown at the Government Agencies, discovered in a field a solitary plant with
bristly or setigerous flower* stalks. He does not expressly state that he re-

garded the sport alluded to as P. setigerum of botanists, but shortly after-

wards he obtained from Spain, seed of a poppy whiK.h, when reared, he found
to closely resemble the sport above mentioned and which he had ever since

continued to cultivate under its vernacular name of darhi. According to

Boissier there are three varieties of P. somnifenun. These may be briefly

defined

:

Var. ZSt, setigerum— Leaves rather acutely denticulate and setose on the ter-
minal lobe ; peduncles and calyx sparsely setigerous; stigma 7 to 8, with openings
below.
A spontaneous form met with both wild and cultivated in the Mediterranean region.
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Vat. And, glabmin—A rather more robust, often profusely branched glabrous
plant, having the leaves less densely lobed than in the preceding; flowers red or purple
or variegated and the petals^often deeply laciniated ; capsulesalmost spherical, stigmas
10 to 12, dehiscing with openings below the stigmatic lobes.

Cultivated for its opium in Asia Minor, Egfypt, and Persia.

Vor. 3rd, album—A glabrous plant with ovate globose capsules, devoid of the
openings telow the stigmatic surface which are met with in the other forms. It seems

E
robable that red and even vari^mted flowers occur in this variety, though of course
»s frequently than in the second form mentioned above.
Cultivated for its opium in India and parts of Persia.

Races.—In the Bengal plantations (an expression which will beunderstood
to cover the area from which Patna and Benares Agencies derive their sup-
plies) the plant generally grown is a white-flowered form of Papaver somiii-

temm with pale-colourea capsules, safaid dherri (1 s., white capsuled). As
already remarked, Mr. Scott devoted much careful study to the subject of the
races of Indian ctiltivated poppies. He describes three sets of forms ; first,

three depauperated states (escapes from careful cultivation) which he speaks
of as ** degenerated or wild forms which are so often seen under neglected hus-
bandry ;

” second, three cross-bred forms, which he produced from one of his

so-called wild species with certain well-known Indian races; and, third, some
20 cultivated states, known to the opium-growers, of which four had been ob-
tained from Malwa. These 20 forms might be view^ as the I ndian produced
races of the plant. Before proceeding to deal with these it may perhaps
be as well to state here that although Mr. Scott devoted his well-known
energies to the subject, all that hhs as yet been a^omplished has been the
establishment of the relative value of the various races grown. Much
still remains to be done both of a practical and scientific character. It

may, in faet, be said that absolutely no progress has been made towards a
scientific classification of the cultivatea poppies of India. And it need
scarcely be remarked that such a classification should naturally precede
practical generalisations. Far from this being so, the greatest ambiguity
and confusion prevails in works on the subject. Thus the authors of the
Pharmacographia tea say, “ The poppy generally cultivated in India
is the P. aomnifenmi var. album, with white flowers and white seeds ; but
a red-flowered and black seeded variety is met with in the Himdlayas.’*
Speaking of the Malwa poppy these authors add, It is stated that the
variety grown there is the P. glabnun.” Messrs. Duthie & Fuller {Field

& Garien Crops), on the other hand, inform us that the varieties grown in

the North-West Provinces “ are all of the white flowered kind, which is

found better suited to the climate than the red or purple flowered kind,
extensively grown in Malwa.*' In the passage quot^ above. Dr. Lyell

makes mention of the Malwa poppy being the purple plant, a form
probably quite distinct from what is generally spoken of as the red. In
the Himalaya a red flowered plant is certainly by no means so prevalent
as the white, and, indeed, a parti-coloured stock is sometimes seen as
more common than the pure coloured forms. If, therefore, any part of

India could be specialised as having a red poppy, it would be Malwa, but
whether that is actually P. somnifenun var. glabnim does not appear to

have been determined by any competent botanist. Scott, who cultivated

at Patna four forms of the Malwa poppy, vis., lukria, l{la,gungajuU, and
uggarya, while he says their flowers were coloured or partly coloured, does
not say that they were forms of the variety glabmm. He was perhaps not
botanist enough to have been able to recognise the varieties of the species,

but as he furnishes careful descriptions of the numerous plants grown by
him, it would scarcely bejustifiable to assume that he failed to recognise

that the capsules of the Malwa poppy opened by small pores below the
stigmatic folds, while the Ben^l poppies were indehiscent, if that was
actually characteristic of them. The fact, therefore, of his not observing
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a peculiar dehiscence in his Mafwa pnppies ar^es against the possibility

of their having belonged to var. glabrum. The definition of P. somniferum,
however, as gfiven by most botanists, provides for a considerable vari-

ability in the shape of the leaves and the form and colour of the petals.

It is, therefore, by no means a matter of necessity that the red coloured

poppies of Malwa belong to the variety glabrum. This discussion, as
to the possible botanical nature of the opium poppies of India, founded
on the peculiar expressions used by Indian authors, has been forced on
the writer, owing to his not having had the opportunity of investigating

the subject personally. It will, therefore, perhaps, be readily admitted
as desirable that we should not much longer remain ignorant on so

all-important a feature of the poppy industry. The subject is by no means
one of purely botanical interest. The recognised merits of the opium of this

country ancfof that depend upon a number of circumstances, such as climate,

soil, systems of agriculture, mcthoils of preparation and purity ; but it can-

not be denied that into that category must also be placed (and perhaps
foremost of all other considerations) the peculiar merits of the variety or

race of poppy grown. Even when cultivated side by side in the garden,
Mr. Scott noted that the various races which he found in the hands of the

cultivators, or w hich he was able to pick up as mere sports, or to produce by
cross-breeding, yielded materially different results in quantity ana quality of

the drug. It is freely admitted that the highly valued medicinal form of

opium obtained from’ Asia Minor is the produce of the variety glabrum. At
the present moment wc possess no proof as to whether or not that plant is

grown in India. But to return to the forms of the Indian poppy, described

b) Mr. Scott, it wcmld seem that man\ were, as he states, mere dc'genera-

tions through neglect or from poverty of soil. Others were hybrid.s, if they

may be so called (between recognised races), wdiich he had himself pro-

duced, while a third class were sports, found in the fields and which he had
cultivated m the hope of discovering more profitable strains than already
evisted. The writer has verj carcfull) considered all the statements made
b} Mr. Scott, and has come to the conclusion that the following forms
described by him arc probably recognisable races, most of which seem to

be know'n to the opium growers of India. A selection of Mr, Scott’s
forms must of ncccssit) , however, be made with considerable diffidence,

since that painstaking observer is the only writer who has dealt with the

subject, and any such selection may tend to detract from the value of his

work. At the same time it seems desirable to separate Mr. Scott’s

experiments in the production of what he calls " Mongrels from old

established cultivated races.

/sfg w'hite capsuled poppy is the most common of

the vanetics, and is chiefly distinguished by its roundish, oblong, and
glaucous, or powdery— t.g., covered with a fine bloom or w'htle powdery
substance—capsules. Mixed with it, less or more, however, w'e find varieties

with rather small sized, round or oblate, and pow'dcry capsules, which as a

rule arc very scant\ drug-producers. So also another sort with roundish

oblong capsules of a dull olive green colour, and but slightly, if at all,

powdery. The rind of this variety gets dry, hard, and almost woody before

the capsule is full grown, and rarely affords more than one drug incision.

In selecting seed, therefore, it is well to avoid cither of those, and especially

the latter. The true whitc-capsulcd variety, as indic.'ited above, is, as a drug-

producer, with the exception of the teyleah, one of our best.” It gives a
discharge of drug with from four to nine or more incisions with ordinanr

4-bladed nashtar or lancet. “ The drug is also of excellent quality, and,

in the sample analysed for me by Dr. Dura nt, contained in nearly equal

proportions, a total of 7 04 per cent, in morphine and narcotine
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2nd, ** Kalodanthi** or Black-stalked " This is a compact
branchy plant of a somewhat dwarfer habit than any of our other local

varieties. It is readily distinguished from these by the stem and flower

stalks acquiring a purply-blacK colour shortly after the fall of the flower,

and before the maturation of the capsule. The latter are rather small,

globose or roundish-oblong, glaucous, and from if to 2 inches long by
to 2 in diameter. It is an excellent variety, though not so copious a drug-
producer—on the lands here at least—as the teyleah variety. It would
also appear to produce a drug less rich in alkaloids than some of the
others, as in a sample analysed for me by Dr. Durant the total 2.1kaloids

at 70* consistence, was only 6*38, of which 2*98, however, was morphine**
3rd, “ Monaria*'—“ A local varie^ so-called, and sent to me in the

season of 1873-74 by the Sub-Deputy Opium A^ent of Patna. It is dis-

tinguished by its iar§‘e, round or spherical, i.e., vertically depressed,
capsules (from 2 to 2f inches by 2f to 2^ in diameter), covered with a fine

white powdery matter. The better capsules afford a fairly copious dis-

charge of drug to from five to nine incisions; but crops from the ordinary
unselected seeds of the district cover a very large percentage of such as
are wholly exhausted of their drug by the third or fourth incision. It

would appear, according to the analysis of the sample sent by me to

Dr. Durant, to be less than any of our other varieties suitable for officinal

use, as deficient in alkaloid matters, the total narcotine and morphine
being only 6' 19 per cent. Of this, however, 2*88 consist of the latter.”^

4th, Teyleah, or Sahea-dherri.—“This is perhaps the most copious
drug-producing variety of the opium poppy. Unfortunately it is far less

generally cultivated than some of the other varieties, especially the snfaid-
dherri : No. 6 of this list. In habit it is very similar to the latter variety,

but the capsules are ovate-oblong (from 2 to 2\ inches long Iw i to 2
inches broad) and of a dull-green colour, destitute of the fine white
pow'dery matter of the above. It appears, however, to produce a drug
less rich in alkaloids than that of some of the other varieties, as the sample
analysed for me by Dr. Durant contained only 6’57 per cent., of which
3*i6 was morphia. It has all the physical characters, however, of a first-

class commercial article, and its comparative paucity in alkaloids does not
at all lessen its value in the China market.”

5th, **Kutila** or “ kat-patta**—“ This is a very distinct variety, and
readily distinguished by its foliage being deeply cut into less or more
narrow segments. The plant is of robust habit, the main stem giving off

upwards a few simple branches ; the leaves thick-textured, of a glaucous
or pale sea-green colour, oblong-ovate, from 5 to 9 inches long by 4 to 5
inches broad, and bipinnately cut into narrow and bluntish segments ; the
capsules 2 to 2\ inches long by to 2 inches broad, oblong or ovate-
oblong, and covered with a fine white powdery matter. This variety is

decid^ly worthy of a more extended cultivation. As I will subsequently
show, it is less liable to be seriously infected with the poppy-mould than
any of the other varieties commonly cultivated. Again, the thick and
comparatively firm texture of the leaves, divided as they are (nearly to the
mid-rib and primary veins) into narrow segments, enables it to withstand
hailstorms of force sufficient to wholly mince the broad and but slightly

divided foliage of the other varieties. It is a fairly copious drug-producer,
and in the sample analysed for me by Dr. Durant the total alkaloids was
7*21 per cent., of which 3*56, or nearly half, was morphia.”

6th, “ Sabea kutila,**—“ This is a very rare variety as yet, but, like

the other green-capsuled sorts, promises to be a copious drug-producer.
It is only distinguished from the preceding variety by its capsules, which
are of a dull-green colour, entirely void of the fine powdery matter which
covers the capsules of that variety. I first observed a single slender speci-
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men of this variety in one of my plots of huHla in the season 1873-74. I

sowed the seed, but unfortunately none germinated. Again, in the follow-

ing season. 1 found another plant which has this season afforded me a few
more. I have also une.\pectedly got an addition to these from a mongrel
progeny raised first in the season 1874-75. The cross was with kutila as

the female and the safaid’-dhcrrt, or common glaucous capsuled poppy,
as male. The effects of the cross were clear on the first season’s progeny

;

as with many of the i&«//74j-foliaged variety, there was also a considerable

percentage with the leaves of the maic parent— the remainder intermediate.

This season’s progeny presents a very small percentage of the male
variety, nearly all having the kutila foliage, and considerably the major
part of the remainder differing chiefly from it in having more entire leaves.

Curiously enough, this season I observed that not a few of the

foliaged plants had capsules of a dull-green colour, quite destitute of

powdery matter. This is also the case, and more generally, with the more
entire-foliaged forms. I was surprised to observe this, as in the orevious

season, without an exception, every plant bore glaucous capsules.’*

ytht ** Dusra kutila, —“ This is another very distinct variety of more
robust habit than the kutila : plants rather branchy; leaves oblong-ovate,

from 6 to 12 inches long by 5 to 7 broad, rather deeply cut from about
the middle upwards into from 4 to 6 broad, coarsely toothed, blunt, and
wavy-margined lobes ; texture thick and firm ; the ^olour a pale sea-green,

the capsules roundish, about two inches in both diameters, covered with a
fine white p<nvdery matter. It affords, as a rule, a fait ly copious discharge
of drug to from five to eight incisions. I have, however, as yet only a

very few plants of this variety.”
<SY/i, Chaura^ or ** Ttsra kutila.**-^** A robust but sp^tringly branched

vanet), with oblong, irregularly lobed leaves of a dull sea-green colour,

from 12 to 20 inches long b) 4 to 7 broad; the lobes acute or taperints
the margins coarsely toothed and wavy. The capsules arc of .an oblong
shape, from 2 to 2* inches long by li* to 2^ in diameter, gl.iucous, and
fairi> copious drug-producers. The opium, as judged by the sample
analysed for me by Dr. Durant, is somewhat richer in alkaloids than the

true kutila, yielding in equal proportions 7*42 per cent, of morphia and
narcotine.”

teULTIVATIOW
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Of the other forms described bv Mr. Scott two arc striking sports, the

others are admittedly hybrids. The special sports may be here dealt

with ;

—

gth, “ Darhi, or Muedardanthi.**—“This is a well-marked new variety,

with bristly flower-stalks which I first observed in one of the poppy plots

here in the season 1873-7 1. (A Spanish variety of the opium poppy
which I had this season from the Board of Revenue, and directly imported
from that country, pre.sents the same peculiarities in the flower-stalks, but

is very distinct in habit and foliage.) There was but a single plant of it.

I collected the seed, and in the following season raised from it .a s’milarly

characterised progeny. The plant is of a robust, somewhat branchy, habit,

and re.idily distinguished by its strongly setigerous flower-stalk. The
capsules are large, glaucous, and very similar in size and shape to the

preceding variety. It has hitherto proved a less copious drug-producer
than that variety, but this will no doubt be remedied by the selection of

seed from the best producing capsules. The drug, however, is of excellent

quality, being richer in total alkaloids by i'03 per cent, (thus in morphine

3 48, narcotine 5'03) than any of our other cultivated sorts: another im-

portant quality is its comparative immunity from the mould infection.

During tne season of 1874-75, when the mould was so mischievously pre-

valent on all the other common varieties in the gardens here, this plant

was but very slightly affected. Indeed, for weeks after the sorts on the

Darhi,
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sorts which I have this season separated from the others. They are
of vigorous but somewhat dwar habit, 3^ to 4 feet high, rather branchy,
the leaves ovate!y oblong, 9 to 12 inches long by 5 to 7 broad, the
margins but slightly lobed and coarsely toothed ; the texture rather
thick and firm ; the colour a dull sea-green ; the flowers large, white, with
entire margins ; the capsules roundish-oblong (2^ to 3 nches long by 2^^

to 24 broad) and glaucous in the one variety

—

leela ; in the other

—

sabza
leela^raXh&c globose, about 24 inches in both diameters, of a dull-gfreen

colour, and void of the white powdery matter coating the rind of the other.
This season (1875-76) they have yielded an average of 5s. Jc. of opium
per bighd**

iStn, Gungajulee,—“This sort is very like lukria in habit and growth.
The leaves oblong to ovate-oblong, from 10 to 16 inches long by 5 to 8
broad, of a pale-green colour, the margins less or more lobed and coarsely
toothed ; flowers large, white, with or without rosy or pink margins, and
deeply fringed ; the capsules large, oblongi 3 to 3^ inches long by 2^ to

3 broad, less or more furrowed longitudinally, and covered with a fine

white powdery matter. The drug-produce this season averages 8s. \2\c.

per bighd**
i4tli, Uggarya.^** This is the least robust of all the Malwa kinds above

described. The stems slender, and nearly simple, from 3 to 4 feet high

;

the leaves oblong, from 9 to 12 inches long by 5 to 7 broad, of a pale-green
colour ; the margins sinuous and toothed ; the flowers smaller than those
of the other varieties ; the base of the cup stained with dull purple, the
margins carmine-red or lilac, and generally deeply fringed ; the capsules
oblong or ovate-oblong, from 2 to 2| inches long by to 2^ in diameter,
glaucous, and containing seeds of a pale purply-grcy colour, very similar
to the maw-seed. The drug-produce of this variety averaged only 35. 14!^,

btghd**
“ u has been a m.itter of surprise to many that the Malwa varieties

should have proved so ill-suited to the climate or soil of the opium tracts
in Bchar and Benares. I have already remarked that four of the most
productive of the Malwa poppies have now been cultivated for five succes-
sive seasons here, and it must be confessed they have not yet attained
their normal standard of productiveness in Malwa, though now exceeding
the average produce of the local varieties in the Behar Agency for the
past ten seasons, the highest average being that of 1863-64, which was 65.

ic, per bfg/id. The local poppy of Behar succeeded much better in Malwa,
the minimum produce of the directly imported seed, according to the Su-
perintendent of Rutlam, being 35 5c. per bighd^ the maximum 5J5., thus
affording an average of 35. 7c. per highd. '1 his, 1 may remark, exceeds
the average produce of the local poppy infour of the tvoelve divisions of the
Behar Agency in 1870-71, by 6r. per btghd, and indeed is only 5c. under
the general average. A consideration of the climatic conditions of the two
provinces affords, as 1 think, an explanation of the indifferent success of
the Malwa plant in Behar. Malwa has a very uniformly mild and humid
temperature, the cold season being extremely agreeable, and many of the
products of the gai den in temperate latitudes, which are destroy^ by the
heat of the Lower Provinces, succeed well on the table-land. The soil is

extremely fertile, very generally consisting of a black vegetable loam, pro-
ducing fine crops of cotton, indigo, opium, tobacco, wheat, &c. The cold
season in Malwa, it is to be observed, differs much from that of Behar.
It is never subject to the dry westerly winds so prevalent in the latter, nor
is there those extremes between the day and night temperature. These
with the atmospheric aridity are, as 1 think, the main cause of the indiffer-
ent succ^s of the Malwa poppy in Behar. The foliage of the plant is of a
much thinner and delicate texture than that of the local poppy, and it
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is thus exceedingly susceptible, in the early stages of its growth, especially,

to the cooling of the soil bj the rapid and incessant evaporation of mois-
ture. As illustrating this, 1 may observe that some of the most healthy
of my Malwa plants have always been those sheltered less or more from
the westerly winds. I have observed also that under a soft and moist
easterly wind they quickly acquire a more healthy appearance. Again, if

slightly overshadowed by a tree, they are also greatly more vigorous than
when fully exposed : this can be only due to decreased radiation and its

consequent chilling efTects, and some little perhaps to the plants being
slightly screened from the direct rays of the sun. The chilling effects,

however, of radiation is, as I believe, the mdin cause of the hitherto in-

different success of the Malwa plant here, and only when it has acquired
a thicker and firmer textured foliage (as it now evidently has) will it afford
a remunerative crop” (i^rtM. Opium Husbandry, pp. 44-52).

In a further page it will be found that Mr. Scott, while dealing with
the subject of the fungoid diseases to which the poppy plant is liable,

pointed out that an even greater interest centres around his discovery of
the existence of distinct varieties and cultivated races, than the fact of

these affording varying proportions of the drug or of its separate alka-
loids. As with the potato and mary other cultivated plants so w'ith the
poppy, Mr. Scott noted, that while one race was invariablv severely in-

lurcd by disease others enjoyed a comparative or even complete immunity
from it. It may thus be inferred that one of the most hopeful courses of

improvement vvould be to foster the cultivation of the races of poppy
which yield the maximum of the drug commensurate with the minimum
tendency to disease.

CULTIVATION
Raees.

Possible
Improvement.
(Conf, with

P- 73.)

AREA OF POPPY CULTIVATION & YIELD.

In modern language ** Bengal opium ** means opium manufactured
at Patna and Gnaijipur as distinct from Turkey, Malwa, and other
opiums. The area and yield of Bengal opium are annually known with
the utmost accuracy, but that which falls under the definition of “ Malwa ”

and “Other Indian Opiums” can only be learned from the reports fur-

nished by the chief producing Native States. In the Panjdb, opium
is grow'n in almost every district, more or less, but the area is regularly

declared. The permission to grow the plant and to manufacture the
drug in the Panjdb is looked upon as too unimportant to call for special

interference more than is done in the case of opium cultivation in certain

mountainous tracts and petty Native Slates within British districts. The
Panjdb opium is consumed locally, and the fact that it does not prove
sufficient to meet the demand seems satisfactory evidence that the supervi-

sion and restriction imposed are .sufficient to keep the traffic within legitimate

bounds. Throughout the length of the Himalaya the poppy is grown, but

little or no control is exercised, since nothing has as yet transpired to

show that there is any export from these tracts. It may thus be said that

wherever semi-independent Native States an<^ wild mountainous country

occur, a limited poppy cultivation is permitted, through the habit of non-
interference, but that, with the exception of the Panjdb, no other British

province is allowed to grow the plant save in the tracts that have been brought

under the direct supervision of the Agencies of Patna and Benares. The
accuracy of the returns of area furnished by the chief Native States that

^

produce the Malwa opium, is doubtless open to suspicion. Further, the

amounts registered at the weighment stations cannot be used as a factor to

check these returns, since it is well known that, in spite of all precautions, con-

siderable quantities do actually percolate illicitly into British districts. At
the same time the local consumption within Native States is not known, so

that the returns, such as they are, have to be accepted. Speaking generally,
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therefore, it may be said that the opium-producing area of British India lies

in the Gangetic basin and follows the natural configuration of the country

from Monghyr (87* E. long.) to Agra, Muttra, and almost Delhi (78®

E. long.), and between a line on the south from Gya, Allahabad, Banda,
Jalaon, and Agra (24® to 26° N. lat.)to a similar line on the north from Cham-
parun (Moteeharee), and Keri to Moradabad (28® N. lat.). Beyond
these limits a casual or insignificant cultivation of course exists from Ruch
Behar in the east to Peshawar and Dera Ismail Khan in the west, but

the British districts of Bengal, east of Monghyr, which formerly were per-

mitted to grow the drug, have been prohibited from doing so since 1840.

The area defined approximately embraces the region that produces the

Bei^al opium.
The following three tables exhibit certain important features of the

Bengal opium traffic :

—

Poppy
area in

acres.

Opium
produced

in

maunds.

Number of

Abkan
chests
made.

Number of

Provision
chests
made.

Produce per Bigh a.

Years.
Behar. Benar s.

1860-fi 272,086 58,168 3 . 107 ^ 29,398

Sr. Ch.

4 >2*

Sr. Ch.
6 6f

1861-62 388,228 75,044 3,01 oj 39,656 4 9 5 4 f

1862-63 . 445.221 93.583 3,190 40,727 6 if 5 H
1863-64 505.408 1,19,517 2,622 64,269 6 0 5 iiJf

1864-65 478,241 86,276 2,384 47,785 4 8 4 H
1865-66 . 398,644 81,327 4,157 40,901 4 »4i 5 12 S

1866.67 . 438,798 93,136 4,596 48,895 5 65
1867-68 • 453,159 83.750 5,277 43,610 4 6|
i8(^»8-69 . 430,863 86,019 4,458 46,89411 4 iii 5 5l
1869-70 485,016 99,124 2,579 54,072/n

40,9814
5 5i 4 12*

1870-71 515,851 76,739 3,114 3 12 3 io5
1871-72 535,452 81.431 3,431. 42,975 4 2i 3 4i
1872-73 . 509,053 88,104

1,03,862

4,oi6i 45,770 4 loi 3 ' 4
,

1873-74 - 456,069 3,6374 54,716 5 15 5 64
1874-75 . 543,541 98,178 3,8924 51,754 4 10 4 si
i87w6 • 530,730 1,28,817

1,25,256
3,9724 6S,o5 I 5 i 3i

1876-77 • 556,013 4,326 67,167 4 14^ 6 9!
1877-78 467,665 79,383 4,261 43,140 3 5f 5 4i
1878-79 506,943 97,905 5,6054 49,961 3 »5 f 5 114
1879-80 562,261 99,070 4,221 52,969 ! 4 lot 4 24
1880-81 536,017 94,708 4,378, 49,733 4 8f 4 4 ’i

18S1-82 . 531,275 1,00,889 3,9594 54,039 4 4 ? 5 4*
1882 83 . 495,740 69,287 5914 38,2-4 2 13 4 3 ^
1883-84 . 505,843 1

,26,597 2,146.4 65,91^3 5 i 5t 6 84
1884-85 . 565.246 1.33,803 4,32 >

A

64,930 5 2+ 6 10
1885-86 . 594,921 1,21,500 2,291 64.500

j
5 4i 4 154

1886-87 . 562.052 1 ,07,577 2,8314 57,500 4 54 5 44
6 2I1887-88 . 536,607 1,23,043 3,367 6o,5<hi

j
5 6

18S8-S9 . 459,864 67,732 3,485 38,305
i 3 25 4 34

1889-90
! 482,557 95,868 6,320 44,760 4 3f 5 9f

It will thus be seen that during the past 30 years the average annual
area under the crop in the Government Agencies, has been 490,000
acres (approximately), and that it has never attained 600,000 acres. From
that acreage the annual production, during the period shown, has been
about ^,000 maunds, of which less than 2,500 maunds have been con-
sumed in India. The balance on total production would be approximately
the amount which has been consigned to China.

The totals shown in the above table, for the past seven years, may now
be anal\sed under the headings of the two Government Agencies-*—
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From these tables it will thus be seen that the area under the poppy, the
production of opium, and the consumption of the drug in India have been
practically stationary, during the past thirty >ears, as far as the Patna and
Benares Agencies are concerned.

Turning now to the other Indian opiums it may be said that thePanjdb
has on an average a little over 13,000 acres under the poppy (and a pro-
duction of about 1,400 maunds); the Rajputana States, 178,757 acres (and
a produce of 40,000 maunds) ; Ajmir-Mcrwara, 2,854 acres ; Central Indian
States, 243,494 acres (and a produce of 65,500 maunds) ; and the Native
States of Bonabay, the Central Provinces, and Madras a small annual
acreage of which at present no definite information exists. In the Bombay
Gazetteer, for Baroda, for example, it is stated that prior to the establishment
of a State monopoly by the Gaikwar’s Administration the area under opium
was 8,301 acres in 1878, but that it fell off to 1,376 acres and has since re-

covered (1880) to 5,936 acres. Cultivation on a small scale exists in

Mysore, in the Bangalore and Kolar Districts, and formerly there was a
little also by the hill tribes of Madras (Nilghiri hills chiefly). This has
been since prohibited, and the opium required by Madras is imported from
Bombay. Reference has been made to the fact that throughout the
Himalaya a limited cultivation exists, but the same may be said of Assam
and Burma in tracts outside the limits of the British possessions. In Assam
proper, cultivation is not only prohibited but severely punished, so that it is

met with only in the mountainous country inhabited by the aboriginal
tribes, such as the Dufllas, Miris, Abors, Mishmis, Singphos,M.'mipuris, &c.
In this connection it may be said that, with the exception of the Miris, the hill

tribes of Assam, like the people of the valley, eat or drink the drug, the
consumers of it being known as kanins. The Miris appear to smoke iC

but the habit of opium-smoking is .so little indulged in by the people of the
eastern frontier of India at the present day as to throw grave doubt on the

accuracy of the statement, quoted in the historic chapter, that the inhabit-

ants of China learned the practice from the people of Assam. With the

Nepalese it may be said that opium cultivation (though very extensive at

the present day, and smuggling into British territory often carried on to a
serious extent) is comparatively a modem branch of agricultural enterprise.

Jt does not appear to have been seen by* Dr. Buchanan-Hamilton during
his residence in that country which led to the publication (in 1819) of his

“Account of the Kingdom of Nepal.”
Modifications Effected in the Area of "Bengal Opium.”—By

Regulation XIII. (section 6) of 1816 the production of (>pium in the districts

of Bengal proper was legalised and a Commercial Resident was appointed
(in special charge of opium) at Rungpore. But so inferior was the quality

of the drug that it was determined to prohibit its exportation to China, the

opium being reserved for Indian consumption. After a trial of four years

the Agency was abolished and opium cultivation in Bengal prohibited.

The keen competition of Malwa and Turkey opiums, however, induced
the authorities to endeavour to lower the price, by extending cultivation,

and in 1830-34 the present opium districts of Bliagulpore and Monghyr
were accordingly added to the Behar Agency. The demand for opium
continuing to increase, poppy culture was once again extended over the

Bengal Districts (but this time under the Behar Agency), to Purneah,

Dinajpur, South Rungpore, Hazaribagh, and Lohardugga. Similarly the

Benares Agency was expanded to Jalaun, Banda, Hamirpur, Cawnpore,

Fatehgarh, Etawah, Mainpuri, and Meerut. At the same time it must
have also reached Nepal, since we read of permission being granted to the

Agents to purchase the drug obtained from that kingdom. In 1839-40 came
the collapse due to over-production, for instead of stamping out the Malwa
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opium, the latter had similarly increased and the doom of the opium trade

seemed then not far off. The less productive districts, and those which

yielded inferior opium, were once again barred from cultivation. Affairs

were wound up in Hazaribagh, Lohardugga, Rungpore, Dinajpur,

Meerut, Allahabad, Jalaun, Etawah, Mainpuri, and Banda. But at the

close of the Chinese war in i R42 prospects once more revived, but it was
then resolved to extend cultivation within existing districts and not again to

open up those lately abandoned. The Behar Agency, with the exception of

the discontinuance in 1848 of Purneah and the re-introduction of the poppy
into Chutia Nagpur in 1869-70 and its re-abandonment in 1877-78, has
remained stationary since 1840. It is thus quite incorrect to say (as in the

Phannacogruphia fndica) that the eastern limits of opium production of

the present day is Dinajpur and its southern Hazaribagh.

In the Benares Agency changes have been more frequent and the ex-

pansion larger. From 1840 to 18O1 the only addition was the re-cultivation

of the poppy in Mainpuri and in Banda. But after the disturbances of

1S57 and the annexation of Oudh, opium-producing districts had either to

be permitted to continue as they haa been doing during Native rule or be
prohibited. The conditions and necessities of the country were vastly

changed and opium cultivation was accordingly permitted (in i860 to 1864)
In many new districts or restored in others, such as Saharanpur, Dehra
Dun, Meerut, Mu/affarnagar, Aligarh, Bulandshahr, Muttra, Agra,
Hudaun, Moradabad, Bareillv, Fyzabad, Bara Banki, Unao, Lucknow,
Gonda, Bahraich, Hardoi, Sitapur, Sultanpur, Partabgarh, and Rae
Bareli. But as it became impossible to exercise proper supervision and con-
trol over the opium production and consumption, Meerut, Agra, Muttra,
Muzaffamagar, Bulandshahr, and Aligarh were given up and Ktah added
in 1864-65 to the North-\Vc.st opium-growing tract. Moradabad, Dehra
Dun, and Saharanpur were abandoned, while Kheri and Shahjahanpur
were added in 1871-73. In 1881-82 a fresh re-arrangement and slight

expansion of the area took place, but not such as to materially increase the
total of all India, and, indeed, some contraction has since taken place in the
North-West area. The changes that have occurred were governed by many
considerations, chief among which appear to have been the administrative
necessities of the country, and the discovery that one locality produced a
better quality of the drug than another.

Total area. In concluding this brief review, of the opium-producing area of
217 India, it is perhaps safe to say that it does not now and has never under

British domination ip India materially exceeded 1,000,000 acres. The total
annual production of opium might, therefore, be put at about 1,50,000
maunds. This statement assumes an average yield of 10 seers the acre,
Duthie & Fuller in the's Field Garden Crops think, that, while the
average yield recorded at Ghazipur, for the North-West Provinces, during
16 years prior to their estimate was 9 seers, the well-known fact that the
consumption of Government opium in poppy-growing, is much lower than
in non-poppy growing districts, proves, these authors contend, that the culti-

vators always retain a portion of the produce. On that account they
regard a yield of 10 seers as more nearly correct. In most parts of the
Behar Agency the yield is considerably less than in the North-West Prov-
inces, but in Malwa it is greater, so that a yield of 10 seers is very probably
not far from the average production for all India. The figure arrived at
by such an estimate corresponds to the actual returns plus an allowance
for illicit consumption. In conclusion, it may be said that the number of
licensed cultivators in the Government Agencies \s, as a rule, a little over
1,000,000.
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Preparation of the Land & Methods of Cultivation.
I

1.—Patna and Bbnares Aorncies.

In these agencies the opium year is considered to commence in Sep-

tember. It is customary to follow poppy cultivation 'ifter Indian-corn

as a kharif crop, the soil being at once prepared after the collection of

the corn. This is done by passing the plough and hinpih (clod-crusher)

over it, at intervals of a week or ten days, till the middle of October,

when the earliest sowings commence. The sowing may, however, be

extended to the middle of November. Land in the immediate vicinity ol

the villages is generally selected for the poppy on account of its being more

highly manured. A soil which might be described as a sandy-loam is

considered the ^st. The seed is generally that saved from last year’s

crop, but care is taken to select for this purpose the healthiest and most

productive rapsulcs. In some cases the raynts, however, recognise the

advantage of getting seed from districts remote from their own, and indeed

the seed from certain parts of the country they recognise as of special

merit.
,

Manure.-^ln the words used by Dr. Eatwell it may be said that the

poppy lands are “ manured to the extent which the means of the cultivator

will admit.** Mr. Gen noe suggests as one of the best of manures that

goats and sheep should be penned in the fields, “ as the manure thus

obtained opeiates favourably on and is peculiarly invigorating for the soil.
’

He also speaks of the poppy lands being highly manured. Mr. Scott devotes

Chapters V., VI , and Vll. {pfi. 14 to 41) of his Optum /Jushandry to the

subject of manures. He there furnishes a useful essay on the principles of

scientific manuring and the different kinds of manure, but has little to say

either as to the native methods of manuring the poppy fields or the system

which he regards as the best. He occasionally speaks of certain manures

as useful. For example, of green manures he urges the superior nicriU m
s/j»t (Crotolaria juncea), and he commends the value of the water in which

both safz hemp and jute have been retted. The poppy stalks he says,

would naturally be expected to prove valuable, but iirforlunatcly they arc

far too often used as fuel and only return to the ground in the fornri of

ashes. Of oil-cakcs, he says, castor oil has perhaps a more immediate

action than any of the others. Ashes (rak/t), he remarks, arc peculiarly

valuable as a poppy land manure, provided the potash has not been allowed

to be washeci out of them through carelessness. Nitrate of pot.ash

\shorah) in Mr. Scott’s opinion is one of the best mineral manures for poppy

and may either be applied as a top-dressing at different stages of t^he eny

or scattered over the field after the sowing and first watering of the seed.

It may be applied at from one tofour maunds per bighd. Commenting

on top-dressing he says ;
—** It is to be observed that the main object in

view in the manurial top-dressing of the opium plant is to supply direct to

the leaves certain compounds which, under atmospheric action, may be

induced to afford, in a readily available form, materials likel^^to promote

the secretion and enrich the quality of the drug in the plant. ror this

purpose he suggests the following as the best top dressings :—
(jst) Oil-cakes —These should bo applied as a first top-dressing when t^

plants have been finally thinned. Cowdung,he adds, in a fresh state dried

and broken up with ashes, makes an excellent top-dressing.

{2nd) Shorah 40 seers, lime 160 seers, with 20 maunds of nontmattee, 10

be applied after the flower-buds make their appeanmee.

isrd) Khareenoon 40 seers, lime 160 seers, mixed with 20 maunds of

nonimattee and applied as in No, 2,
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{4th) Lime 6 maunds, mixed with 3 maunds charcoal dust, to be applied

at the early stages of growth in place of No. I.

isth) Shorah 4 maunds, with 4 maunds charcoal dust, all well pulverized

and mixed, to be applied in a more advanced stage, say with the first

appearance of the flower-buds.

{6th) Common salt 20 seers, shorah 40 seers, mixed with 160 seers of

lime, to be applied as in No. 5.

Three seers of seed are sufficient for a bighd of land (3,025
square yards) and the seed is generally, though not always, steeped in water
the evening before being sown. Scott discusses the merits of the various

manurial substances recommended as advantageous if added to the w'ater

in which the seeds are steeped {see Chapter VIL, pp, 31 to 37 of Opium Hus-
bandry). “ It will be observed,” he says, ** that tne ammoniacal liquor and
iron sulphate steeps proved the most active stimulants. Fhe camphorated
water is singularly active, the germination commencing on the fourth day,
and copious on the sixth. The young plants were also extremely healthy
and of a darker colour than the generality of those otherwise treated.

Seeds steeped in the saturated solution of alcohol and camphor germinated
tardily and sparely, the plants being all of a pale, sickly green colour, and
in very few cases survived the cotylidonary stage.” . . . .

” Besides
accelerating germination and invigorating the young plant, these cam-
phor steeps appear to be a very effective antidote to the mould-blight,

which penodu ally causes so much damage to the poppy.” In this con-

nection the writer would offer the suggestion that as a steeping material

more convenient to the opium cultivator (since the plant grows on every
road-side adjoining his fields), a decoction of Adhatoda Vasica should be
tried. The reader will find full particulars of that substance under the

articles*** Manure” and ** Oryza sativa—Rice.” In connection with the latter

subject it will be found that the decoction here recommended is actually

used to hasten germination in Afghanistan. If the fungoid pest that

attacks the poppy exists, in its early stage, in the seed (as maintained by
Scott), it doubtless would be more or less destroyed by some of the steeping
agents (notably camphor) employed by him, but by none very probably of

those so effectually as by the decoction here ^recommended. On this

subject, however, the writer can offer no personal opinions, since he has
not had the opportunity of studying the poppy pests (see the paragraph
below on Pests).

Irrif^aiion.—As soon as the seed begins to germinate, which is about a
week after it is sown, the field is divided by a cross series of ridges into

rectangular compartments, about eight feet in length by four feet in breadth,
the alternate ridges being made somewhat broader than the others, to form
the water channels for the irrigation of the plant. The field should be
watered as soon as the plants appear above ground, and seed again sown
in those places in which g[ermination has failed. Irrigation must be con-
tinued at regular intervals till the crop is matured, but care should be taken
not to allow the entire seedlings to be under water. Upon unirrigated
lands it is of course unnecessary to divide the field into compartments.
Qennoe recommends that the beds should be parallel, so that they may be
easily irrigated. A drain or outlet should intervene between every two
beds for the passage of water. Lands bordering on rivers andjAws, he
adds, as they retain their moisture till December, do not require to be laid

out in beds. Wells are essentially necessary for poppy fields, and hence every
assistance and encouragement for their construction should be afforded.

Thinning and Weeding.—When the young plants are about two to
three inches high they are thinned out This is repeated perhaps two or

* Vol. V., 174 & 615-619.
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three times, the sickly and superfluous plants being got rid of and the
vigorous plants left at a distance of seven to eight inches from each other.
Dr. Lyell says of Behar that the young plants which are removed at the
first weedings “ are sold and eaten as a salad, those of second and third
thinnings possess narcotic properties and are seldom used.**

Flowering and Period of Collection of the The plants take
from 75 to 8o days after germination to reach tne flowering condition.
The petals, which are four in number, are gently removed when fully

matured, which is on the third day after expansion. These petals consti-
tute the “ Flower Leaves** of the manufacturers and are employed in the
formation of the outer casing of the opium-cakes. In the course of another
eight or ten days the capsules are sufficiently advanced for the extraction of

the drug. The earliest collections in Behar may thus take place at the
end of January, but operations are continued throughout February and
even up to the middle of March. In the Benares Agency the season of
collection is a little later. The plants do not flower as a rule in the North-
West Provinces till March, and the collection of the drug is accordingly
sometimes extended to the second week in April.

Subsequent Treatment of the Land.—After the poppy is off the soil, the
land is usually allowed to lie fallow till the kharif sowings begin. In
some cases china is sown at once, then followed by a /feA/in/ crop, or some-
times the poppy is succeeded by indigo. In rare instances the fields arc
specially reserved for poppy culture and left fallow between each crop,

II.—North-West Provinces &: Oudh.
These remarks apply to the average opium cultivation under the Govern-

ment Agencies. As exhibiting, however, special features and amplifying
the facts given, the following passages may be taken from the Fteld S
Garden Crops of the North-West Provinces

The system on which opium is grown for

Government is not unlike that on which badni indigo is grown for an
indigo factory. Every cultivator w’ishing to grow that plant must obtain

a written license to do so, and receives at the same time an advance in

cash of from R12 to R13 an acre, paid in two instalments, one, two
months before the poppy is sown, and the second, one month after sow-
ing. The w'hole of the produce is purchased by Government, at a rale

varying between R4-8 and R6 a seer. This is the only form of cultiva-

tion in w'hich th^easant can get his seed without paying interest to the

money-lender. The price paid by Government for the drug alone is, in

districts where the soil is good and the cultivation moderately careful, not

'

much less than R50 per acre. Something more is realised from the

seed and dried capsules. While the profits per acre are at least as

large as they are from wheat or any other ordinary crop not requiring

unusual care and expense for its production, the market is absolutely

certain, and the cultivator has to fear none of the sudden changes in price

which a diminished demand makes not infrequent in the case of other

products. In times of scarcity and famine th" advantages of this form of

cultivation are very great. The crop is almost invariably grown close to a
well, and is therefore less dependent than others on the vicissitudes of the

season. This certainty enables the Opium Department to make further

advances on the crop besides those that had originally been given for seed,

and supplies the cultivators with money, which could not otherwise have
been obtained at all, or except at an exorbitant rate of interest. Under
these circumstances it is not surprising that this crop is extremely popular

with all classes of cultivators, though in a few districts the landlords have

shown at its first introduction some signs of the hostility which is aroused
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in every case by the direct dealings of a Government department with the

people on their lands, a feeling which has at other times, with even less

reason, led them to oppose the making of new canals. The ultimate gain

to the landlord from opium cultivation differs only in degree from what he

owes to canals. He is able to charge the highest rate of rent on the land

devoted to it, and has little to fear from irrecoverable balances.”

Opium Cultivators,-—** The Kachi was formerly the opium cultivator

par excellence, and owes his very name to the process of scraping the juice

off the capsules (kachna), which is one of the most distinctive features in

opium-gfrowing. The cultivation has now, however, extended ta Kurmis
and Lodhas in equal proportion with the Kachis, and is graduallv spread-

ing to the higher castes, even Thakurs and Brahmins occasionally taking

to it.”

Seasons,
—** In the hills of Jaunsar the opium season is from Febru-

ary to June, but in the plains it is from October to March and the poppy
may therefore be classed as a rabt crop. If grown on very highly manured
land, it often follows a crop of maize or millet in the preceding kharif,

which, by exhausting some of the richness of the soil, prevents all risk of the

poppy running unduly to stalk and leaf. It is most commonly ^rown
alone, but occasionally the cultivator leaves the maize to be of service in

attracting the attacks of insects which might otherwise injure the poppy
plants.”

Soils and Manuring,—** A strong loam is preferred, and the field invari-

ably lies in the highly manured circle round the village, known as goind or
gauhani, receiving from 150 to 200 maunds of cattle dung to the acre each
year. In Fatehpur the land is often manured by herding sheep or goats
on It, the dung[ of which is supposed to be of peculiar value. The plants
benefit greatly if they are irrigated from a well the water of which is

impregnated with nitnites (khari), and, as in the case of tobacco, the selec-

tion of a field for opium cultivation is greatly dependent on the accessibility

of any well of this description. Earth impregnated with saltpetre {nona~
mitti) is also extensively used, chiefly as a top-dressing after the plants
have come up (Mainpuri), in which manner, too, well-rotted cowdung and
ashes are often applied.”

Tillage,— ** A finely powdered tilth is absolutely essential, and opium
land is

]
3oughcd as many times as the cultivator has leisure for.”

Sowing.
—“ The seed is sown in October, broadcast, at the rate of

about 3lb to the acre, having been mixed with earth to assist in its even
distribution and the log clod-crusher is then run over the ground.”

Irrigation ,
—“ The ground is almost always prepared for sowing by a

watering, and in the drier portions of the Provinces the plants are irrigat-

ed once in every fortnight or three weeks between germination and har-
vest time. In tlie Benares Division four or five waterings are generally
sufficient.”

6 6/
“ If the crop can be irrigated with water containing nitrates so much

the better, but it is above all things important that the watering should be
timed exactly to the requirements of the plants, and opium cultivators in
consequence are shy of the canal. The field is kept scrupulously free from
weeds, at least three weedings being as a rule given.**

Cost of Cultivation,'—** The cost of cultivating an acre of poppy is.

given below

It a. p.

Ploughing (eight times) 600
Clod-crushing . . . . • . . • .040
Seed . . . • • • . • • .030
Sowing . • •03a
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Making water beds o
Watcnnjsf (six times) 9
Weeding (four times) 8
Harvesting (8 coolies at 2 annas a day for 15 days) , . 15
* Manure (200 maunds; |rds of cost) .... 4

a a. p.

* Rent (|rds of annual)

Total

38 4
10 o

48 4

CULTIVATION
In

N.-W. P.
& Oudb.

• Only irds of the cost of manure and of the annual rent arc charged, since at least

|rd of each must be debited to the crop of maize which nearly always precedes opium
in the kharif.

III.—Malwa & OTHER Native States.

Dr. Impey who resided for some years in Malwa furnishes useful

information on the system of poppy cultivation which he witnessed. He
writes :—“ For the successful cultivation of opium, a mild climate, plenti-

ful irrigation, a rich soil, and diligent husbandry, arc indispensable. In

reference to the first of these, Malwa is placed most favourably. The
country is, in general, from 1,300 to 2,000 feet above the level of the <*ea

;

the mean temperature is moderate, and range of the thermometer .small.

(Dpium is always cultivated in ground near a tank or running stream, so

as to be insured at all times of an abundant supply of water. The rich

black loam supposed to be produced by the decomposition of trap, and

known by the name of * Cotton soil,* is preferred for opium ; though

fertile and rich enough to produce thirty successive crops of wheal without

fallowing, it is not sufficiently rich fur the growth of the poppy wcl

manured ; there is, in fact, no crop known to the agriculturist, uidess

sugar-cane, that requires .so much care and labour as the poppy. * he

ground is first four times ploughed on four .successive days, then carefully

harrowed, when manure, at the rate of from eight to ten cart-loads an acre,

is applied to it ; this is .scarcely half what is allowed to a turnip crop in

Britain. The crop is after this watered once every eight or ten days, the

total number of waterings never exceeding nine in all. One bighd takes two

days to soak thoroughly in the cold weather, and four as the hot reason

approaches. Water applied after the petals drop froni the flow'crs causc.s

the whole to wither and decay. When the plants arc six inches high, they

are weeded and thinned, leaving about a foot and a half betwixt each

plant ; in three months they reach maturity, and are then about four feel

in height if well cultivated. The full-grown seed-pod measures three and

a half inches vertically, and two and a half in horizontal diameter.

IV.—Baroda.

« The poppy is grown in all the Sub-Divisions except Dchgam.

Land intended for it is, as a rule, left fallow for about
^

four months

and ploughed ten times before the seed is i-own. But in some Sub-

Divisions, it is usual to take a crop of hdjri before the land is

for poppy. In such cases immediately after the bdjrt is removed, the

ground IS ploughed three times and saturated with and when com-

pletely dry, is again ploughed three times. The yield from fallow

the greater, and the opium of a lighter colour. Manure is cam«l to the

field in the month of June, and applied after the first rain at the rate of

1,400ft or more per Hghd every third year. C^tle manure is most use ,

mixed with alluvial deposits when available. Poppy is sown in small

rectangular beds of from five to eight feet each, nearly square, ami so made .

as to allow water to spread evenly. The seed is thrown broadcast over
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these beds, the earth is then turned over with an implement called the

khandit and is watered immediately afterr Care is required in selecting

the seed : it should be a year old and free from damp, and the cultivators,

as a rule, preserve a stock from the crop of the previous year. The pro-
portion sown is about 2lb to the bighd* In poppy cultivation irrigation

requires attention, channels having to be made for the even watenng of
the beds. Poppy fields are watered seven times : the first watering com-
mences with the sowing, the second four days after, and others follow at

intervals of about a fortnight, and after the flowers appear there is one
watering. Weeding is a laborious process. It has to be gone through
three times, and on each occasion, oesidcs removing strange growth, the
poppy plants are thinned until they are left at a distance of eight inches
from one another. The first weeding is done twenty days after the plants

appear, the other two at intervals of a fortnight. Withered or jogida plants

are removed. But barren or vdnjia plants are kept for the s^, ahnough
they produce no juice. The plants, when tender, are used as a vegetable
by many classes. The earlier sowing is in flower in January, and the
later in February The poppy-heads are considered ready for scarifica-

tion when they present a coating of a light brown colour and do not yield

easily to the touch. The process of scanfication commences in February
or March according to the date of the sowing ’’ {Gazetteer, p, qS),

PANJAB.
23c

V.—Panjab.
There is no district in the Panjab that produces more of this

drug than Sh^hpur. The poppy plant requires a rich soil and abund-
ance of moisture. The mode of culture is this ; the land which it is

proposed to sow with this crop is allowed to lie fallow for one season
at least. During the rains it is repeatedly ploughed and well manured.
It then remains untouched till the beginning of November, when it is pre-
pared to receive the seed, which, at the rate of half a seer to the acre, is

sown broadcast, mixed with equal parts of sand to ensure equal distribu-
tion. Water is supplied as often as the surface shows signs of dryness.
The young plants begin to show themselves about the twelfth day, and
from this time, till the pods begin to ripen, the successful cultivation of the
crop depends on the attention paid to watering, weeding, s-nd manuring.
The pods begin to swell in March, and towards the end of this month, an
estimate can be framed of the probable yield of opium. Traders then
come forward and buy the standing crop, after which the cultivator has
nothing to do but supply water as required. The drug is obtained by
making incisions in the pod with a three* bladed lancet. The incisions are
made vertically, about half an inch in length, in the centre of the pod.
Three strokes are made with the instrument each time, making nine cuts,
and this is repeated four times at intervals of as many diiys, making 36
incisions in all, the whole operation extending over about a fortnight. The
work is carried on during the middle of the day, as it is found that the
heat assists the exudation of the juice. The morning following the making
of each set of incisions, the juice which has exuded Som the cuts is scooped
off with shells, and collectedf in cups made of the leaves of the plant itself.

It is estimated that one man (women and children are not much employed
in this work) can, on an average, incise the pods, and collect the juice of
about 10 marlrts (A acre) ot the crop in a day; and as this is repeated
four times, and the labourers are paid from two to four annas a day, the
cost of extraction varies from eight to sixteen rupees an acre. The produce
of an acre is from four to eight seers, the selling price from eight to twelve
rupees. In the process of drying, the extract loses about a fourth of its

weight. In i8lli-S2 the area under poppy cultivation was little below
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3,500 acres, the produce of which, at an average of six seers per acre,

amounts to 525 maunds. Even reducing this by a fourth to allow for loss

in drying, we have still the large quantity of 394 maunds, which, at ten
rupees a seer, represent no less a sum than R 1,57,500. Careful enquiry
has shown that, of the produce of the district, all but a few maunds leave
it, the destination of by far the greater part being the great Sikh centres
of Lahore and Amritsar^’ {Panjab GaBetteer, pp. 6$ ^

VI.—Central Provinces.

Formerly poppy cultivation appears to have been fairly abundant in
these provinces. Some few years a^ it was prohibited, but the following
passage from one of the Settlement Reports conveys an idea of the system
of culture which was pursued and the methods of extracting the crude
drug and of disposing of the same to the dealers

“ Opium cultivation is chiefly pursued in the Mooltye pergunnah. It

can be grown upon almost any soil by means of manure, but generally the
kharee land near the villages is preferred. The land is prepared in much
the same way as sugarcane, only that less ploughing is required. Similarly,

the ground is divided into little beds in wnich the seed is sown broadcast.
The sowing generally begins in November. In about ten days it springs
up and soon afterwards is weeded and thinned out. Each part of the
field is watered once in about four or five days and weeding is a^in re-

quired in the intervals ; in February the plant flowers, and when the pods
are fully formed, irrigation is stoppikl for about a fortnight when the plant

is supposed to be ripe. Small incisions are then made in the pods, and the
juice tnat exudes is collected the day following. This operation is repeat-

ed three times, when the whole of the juice is supposed to be extracted.

It is deposited in earthen vessels and is called chik by the people; It is

exported in this state to Indore, where it is manufactured into opium and
mixed with that of Malwa which is a superior article.

“The whole almost of the ‘chik* produced in the district is bought
up by Mahajuns in Mooltye who export it on bullocks.

“ Much opium is grown under the system of lawanee, as it is termed, by
which the cultivator receives an advance of money from the Mahajun
and binds himself to deliver his produce to him in payment at a certain

rate. The Mahajun of course derives a large profit on this transaction,

and I am happy to say that the system is going out owing to the growth
of intelligence and capital among the cultivating classes.

“ I append an index of the cost of production and profits of an opium
field of from two to three acres ;

—

jCULTIVAIIOII
In

FniUatL.

CENTRAL
PROVINCBA

Expenses.
Seed . • • .

Waees of 2 men for 4 months
Leamern bag for well

Repairs, &c.
Weeding four times . •

Hire of bullocks for 4 months
Rent of land

K
I

24
5
I

8
35

4

Total • 68

x
. • •

Produce,
20 seers at R;^*

“ Over and above, however, the raw juice there is produce—
oil, manooat and poppy seed, worth not less than Rio, and in the same

• This appears to be a misprint.—Erf.
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field is also sown a little garlic or patches of barley. There are about
2,500 acres under opium cultivation, yielding an average of 180 maunds of

chik annually.
“ The chief inducement to grow opium is that it requires so much less

labour than sugarcane, and being only four months in the ground requires

but comparatively little water, and many streams which run quite dry
during the hot weather are available for tne irrigation of it, ripening as ft

does by the end of February” {Report on the Land Revenue Settlement

of the Boitool District, Nerhudda Division, Central Provinces, by
W, Ramsay

t pp. 68-70).

DISEASES OF THE POPPY PLANT.
The late Mr. Scott gave this subject much patient study, and the able

chapter which he devoted to it in his Opium Husbandry should be con-
sulted by all interested in the matter. It is impossible to devote to the
diseases of the poppy the space in this work which its importance demands.
It may be said at the outset that the life-history of the most injurious para-
sitic fungus has not apparently been as yet worked out to its final issue.
Mr. Scott presumed that the recuperative germs that cariy on the growth
exist in the seed and is thus sown with the crop instead of coming to it

from some other plant. On this supposition he explained the observation
that seeds saturated in camphorated water were less attacked owing, as
he thought, to the germs of the fungus having been killed. The writer has
alluded to this subject above in the paragraph devoted to the manurial
materials employed in steeping the seeds.

Scott discusses the diseases of the poppy under the following heading^

:

(l) Specific diseases of a functional or organic nature, caused by an
excess or deficiency of those agents which are necessary for the vigorous
growth of plant, such as soil, light, heat, and moisture', (2) Injuries
caused by parasitic plants (u) of the higher or flowering plants, e.g., the
broom-rapes and (6) of the lower or so-called flowerless class, limit^ to
the natural order of Eungi ; (3) Mechanical injuries of various kinds,
chiefly the attacks of insects.

ist. Specific Diseases.—Mr. Scott desetibes under this heading the
following

(a) Root-canher,-—lr\ stiff clayey soils, in which there is an excess of the
oxides of iron or manganese, the poppy is frequently seriously affected
with the above disease. It also prevails even on the lighter class of soils
when there is an excess of alkaline salts. Plants subject to this disease have
the root variously affected ; very frequently it breaks out in isolated patches
or again it extends less or more over the whole tap-root from the point
upwards. The following, Mr. Scott says, are the more characteristic symp-
toms The leaves gradually wither from below upwards, and individually
from the apex and circumference to the base, the central parts thus be-
ing fresh and green, while the margins are quite withered. All ultimately
assume a pale-brownish yellow with veins of a deeper colour, while the
lowCT surface is generally less or more freely speckled with black resiny
exudations.
A second form of root disease is also mentioned by Mr. Scott, in which

therwi IS ringed immediately below the soil. The softer outer tissues
sre ab^ptly corroded and this not unfrcqucntly to the central woody
cord.

^

The cause of this ringing, he adds, appears due in many cases to
abrasion of the softer outer tissues in a dry and baked soil. This may be
a result either of an unnatural shrinking of the soil or to the irrigation of
the crop in windy weather.

(A) Sun-burning.—-{ his is the moorka or jookka of the cultivators (the
assamees as they are called), which occurs on light sandy soils in hot sea-
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sons. The symptoms are a general drying up of the upper or younger

parts of the plant, the leaves becoming shrivelled and variously contort-

ed, with the veins of a brownish or purpic-black colour, while a longitudi-

nal section of the plant shows a dry ana shrivelled apex, and the pith less

or more decayed from above downwards. As showing that this injury is

caused purely by heat, it is frequentlv observed that the stem throws oft

lateral snoots immediately after irrigation.

(c) Sclerosis .—The symptoms of this affection, says Mr. Scott, are a

g
radual drying and hardening of the whole tissues of the plant ; it is evi-

ently a constitutional disease. It appears to be rather a prevalent fewra

and occurs indifferently in crops on irrigated and unirrigated lands, on dry

and poor soils, as well as on those which lack neither manurial conditions

nor moisture. It would appear to be due to a partial arrestmem of the

vegetative functions as the plant attains the flowering stage. The first

symptom of it is ordinarily the slight persistence of the sepals, imperf^t

expansion of the petals, and less or more complete persistence of the

stamens which are often found even in the ripe capsule as a fringe around

its base. The capsules arc generally of a small size, and very nu-

merous (from 12 to 20, or 30 on each plant) and rarely yield the drug to

more than two incisions and even that scantily. Where prevalent it thus

seriously damages the crop. Mr. Scott found there was a strong tendency

for this disease to become hereditary. It thus becomes necessary that the

cultivators should be taught to avoid collecting seed from such diseased

(d) Petechia .—In this disease the cuticle of the leaves becomes more

or less densely covered with specks or spots, somewhat resembling those

caused by the bite of insects. In moist weather plants thus affected are hr

from uncommon in our poppy-fields. The first sign of the disease is

shown by the leaves acquiring a pale, dull, yellowish-grcen tinge, and soon

after the whole surface becomes studded with specks and patches of purpl y-

black. The affection is much less developed on the lower than on the upper

surface of the leaf j the latter ultimately acquires a nearly uniform purply-

black colour. The discoloration is mainly confined to the leaves, very

rarely accompanied by any external exudations from the tissues, though

all parts of the plants are soft and juicy ; indeed, in a </w<isf-dri)psical con-

dition. In many cases this disease seems largely attributable to over-

crowding of the plants.
, « ^ j

(c) Gangrene.—The soft herbaceous parts of the plant are most anected

by this disease. It frequently breaks out on injured parts of the plant but

is more or less local. But when due to an excess of moisture and low

temperature, the whole plant may be affected. Indeed, cold and damp

seem frequent causes of this disease. The affected parts are, Mr. Scott

says, easily recognised by their curved or depressed shoots and drooping

and even revolute leaves. The flowers expand imperfectly and the stamens

are always more or less persistent, forming a shrivelled fringe around the

base of tne capsule. The latter is also very generally arrestra in an early

stage of its growth, and very rarely are the seeds perfected. As the disease

progresses, the stems, leaves, and capsules are spotted w'ith black resmy

exudations. If healthy plants are inoculated with this disease, it spreads

upwards from the point of inoculation.

2nd, Injuries Caused by Parasites.—These have been already explained.

Mr. Scott refers to two sections, the higher flowering para^tic plant and the

lower or flowerless plants—fungi. Of the former he noted two members of

the same genus —Orobuiche inSca and O. cemua—the broomjapes. 1 hese

occur parasitically on a great many other plants, such as tobacco, brinjai,

rape, and mustard ; indeed, the last-mentioned species affects the tobacco
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more than the poppy. They grow up from the roots of the crop sending
above ground a tuft of beautiful spikes of bluish flowers. When very pre-

valent they do considerable injury to the crop, but as they are large and
easily seen can be exterminated. Indeed, unless when very prevalent, they
rarely do any appreciable injury.

ig) Peronospora.-^IYit fungoid pests are far more destructive. Mr.
Scott devotes, however, so many pages to this subject that it is impossible
to produce a brief abstract of his views. The chief disease is Peronospora
arborescens-'the poppy-mould. This appeared the first year ( 1872-73), as
seen by Mr. Scott, to so slight an extent that he was disposed to view it

as of no great moment. In the following season it was manifested to an
almost alarming extent. But Mr. Scott may be allowed to describe this

disease in his own words. Speaking of the disease as seen in 1873-74 he
says !—“ This was quite a periodic phenomenon, and extended from about
the middle of December to the middle of February. At the latter period
fully more than half the leaf surface of every plant was invaded and dis-

coloured by the mould. The invaded portions of the leaf are readily dis-
tinguished by their dry, escharotic appearance, and dull-brownish colour.

On examining the lower surface of these in February 1874, 1 found every
patch crowded with spore-bearing filaments. The mould had apparently
exhausted itself in this high repr^uctive fertility : it made no further exten-
sion, and the invaded parts dried up and withered, without causing rot or
further injury to the uninvaded parls of the leaf. From the result of that
season’s observations of the mould, I had concluded that it was not at all

likely to prove a serious enemy to the poppy. The less succulent structure,
as compared with that of the potato, as I then wrote,* is evidently
unfavourable to any rapid or general extension of the mycelial processes,
and out of the many thousands of poppy plants which I have now seen,
with their whole leaf surface teeming more or less with the fertile shoots of
the mould, 1 have not seen a single plant succumb to it i all have flowered,
yielded drug,

—

lam indesdnot prepared to say in undiminished quantity,
and borne their normal quantity of good seeds.’ Well-founded, apparently,
though the above view was, ihe following season’s observations proved it

to be anything but true ; and the escape of the crops from a virulent
blight, proved simply to be due to the mode of development, as I will now
attempt to show in the following resumi, of the mould’s extension and
morbific action on the poppy crops in the season 1874-75.

“The first appearance of the mould on the poppy in the experimental
gardens for the above season was towards the close of November 1874,
and, as in the previous season, I found it entirely confined to the lower
and mature leaves. It had again a periodic extension from the lower to
the upper c>xle of leaves, and by the middle of February the whole leaf
senes presented patches and streaks of a dark-brown colour, indicative of
mould invasion. Hitherto it had given me no anxiety, my observations on
extensively-affected specimens in the preceding season having afforded me
grounds for the belief that the drug-yielding qualities of the poppy would
not be sensibly impaired by the infection, nor did it appear in any marked
way to have weakened the plants, as even those with the older leaves very
extensively affected (the mycelium, as I should here observe, hems fertile
or spore-hearing) continued in good health. . . . Each mould-patch
fructified copiously, and thus, as it would appear, utterly exhausted the
mycelium or spawn in the inner tissues ; so that the latter and its fostering
matrix simply dried up, without communicating disease or rot to any un-
invaded portion of the leaf tissues. On the other hand, in the season
*874-75* the inner tissues of the leaves appear to have been wholly inter-
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woven by a sterile mycdinm, the decay of which caused their discolor.alion

and death. Again, the fungal discolorations and disease of the leaves
were communicated to the noJes^—i.e., the points of union of the leaf and
the stem,-—thence extending upwards and downwards from each as a
centre, until the w'holc stem not unfrequently assumed a nearly uniform
glaucous bluish-black. At this stage all subsequent gniwth was arrested,
and the plant sooner or later died. The cuticle, or skin of the stem, was
seen to shrink and dry, but, unlike that of mould-affected potato>stalks, it

continued firmly adherent to the dry woody layers beneath. This close
adhesion of the epidermal laj ers to the woody zone tends, as I think, to
show that neither the (ambiiim layer nor liber, or inner bark, has been
actually invaded by the m<mld ; othcrw ise one might have expectcHl a
separation of the epidermal or upper lajcrs on the death of the myielitnn
and softer tissues investing the wtxid. . . . The pith of plants aflectc'd

with mould acquires a brownish green colour, and in the earlier stages of

the disease becomes gorged with sap. As this is exhausted- apparently
in the supply of the capsules, w hich frequently continue green and soft,

and even mature their seeds after the leaves of the plants are dry and
w'ithered— the pith also dries up, and the whole plant dies. . . . The
weather during the period of this mould-invasion w'as upon the whole dry,
with only light, occasional showers of rain. I do not doubt that with cold,

rainy weather those mould-blighted plants would have become
so surcharged with sap, that all their p.ar(s wouh’ h.^ve become soft, and
instead of withering and drying as they did, w'ould have become a pulpy,

i

rotten mass. This 1 now strongly suspect has been the case in the pt>ppy

blight of 1871-72, as it appears to have been everywhere prec(‘di'd by told,

foggy, and rainy weather. It thus appears that, under certain unknown
conditions, there may occur either a merely vegetative extension of the

spawn or mycelium in the tissues of the poppy leaves, or, on the other

hand, vegetative development may be in abeyance, and the n'prodiu t.vo

correspondingly exalted, to the complete cxh.iuslion of the mycelial

processes. Now, in the latter case, we have a comparatively harmless

parasitism^ the injury to the tissues of the fosU*r parent being local,

and limited to those in immediate contact with the mycelium; whereas
in the other case, with the reproductive function in abcy.mcc, and a
purely vegetative development in force, the results arc most mischievous:

this, as it appears to me, is due to the decay of the unexhausted mycelium
in the tissues of its nurse. In all circumstances the spawm is but short-

lived, decay fast following development ; and it is thus that the soft, almost

sebaceous tissues of the mycelium^ full as they arc of protoplasmic matter

and juices, cause alterations in the cellulose and cell contents of the sur-

rounding tissues, and generate a y«a5/-fcrmcntive process, which being

communicated to the surrounding tissues, the whole organ, or indeed the

entire plant, undergoes decay. Now, it is easy to see that if this should

occur in cold, wet, and cloudy weather, when transpiration is checked,

and the tissues consequently less or more gorged with juices, the plant

will present all the symptomatic appearances of moist gangrene; the

leaves becoming soft, flaccid, and drooping with the first break of the

sun, while the softer tissues of the stem will speedily rot. In a dry and
hot atmosphere, on the other hand, while transpiration is increased and
the absorption of moisture from the soil impeded, by the decay of the

mould in the tissues, and the functional derangements thereby occasioned,

the fluid contents of the cells being neaily exhausted, the several parts of

the plant, as might be anticipated, do simply wither nnd die. 1 bus in the

first instance, we have one of those virulent rut~blights which ruined the

poppy-crops in 1871-725 and in the second it assumes the dry and less
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Pcronospora. deals with the manner in which the mycelial disease
progresses. Starting from the first leaf on the seedling, he says, it ascends
(never descends) attacking in succession each cycle of leaves until the
whole plant is involved, the onward progress being temporarily arrested
between each new cycle.

“ From the above summary of a series of careful observations, there
can, 1 think, be no question as to the correlation of periodicity in the
development of the mould and its foster-parent, each periodic invasion of
the former being strictly limited to a single leaf cycle of the latter. In its

limitation to the fully mature leaves, and in presenting well-marked
periods of rest and activity, the poppy-mould appears to differ altogether
from its ally, the potato-mould, in which, so far as I am aware, no such
phenomena have been observed. It is also important to note that the
poppy-mould does not necessarily extend wherever a green leaf matrix
presents itself. This, as it appears, is a clear proof that atmosphe-
ric influences have really little to do with the extension of the mould, but
that, on the other hand, it is largely, if not wholly, dependent on the degree
of maturation of the matrix ; that is to say, on certain peculiar chemical
changes which occur in the juices of the nurse plant at that period, and
that these arc alone favourable to any high degree of vital activity in
the mould. This is a matter of high importance. Hitherto, it has
been customary to correlate the sudden appearance and rapid extension
of various fungoid-blights to certain peculiar atmospheric conditions.
Now, there may be some such relation in the spread and extension of the
truly terrestrial or even epiphytal species ; but I do think that careful
observations will show that this scarcely, if at all, holds in those of a truly
parasitic cliaractcr, and especially such as the poppy and potato-moulds,
\\hich arc wholly dependent for their development on a supply of the juices
afforded by tliese plants in the period of their vegetation. As regards the
poppy-mould especially, I am convinced that its development and exten-
sion are largely dependent on certain changes in the juices of the maturing
leaves, though 1 admit that there are grounds for the belief that the parti-
cular mode of development—that is, the dominance of the reproductive or
vegetative function—may be partly due to certain obscure atmospheric
conditions. This, of course, is an important influence, inducing, as I have
shown, in the one case a comparatively harmless, in the other a most mis-
chievous, parasitism.”

The above passages from Mr, Scott’s account have been reproduced
since, though his conclusions may be subject to modification, his practical
observations of the progression of the disease are doubtless of much prac-
tical value. Subsequent to the publication of Mr. Scott’s Opium Manual,
Surgeon-Major D. D. Ounnmgham tookup the subject of the OpiumBlighi
(Peronospora arborescens), and through his careful microscopic studies
greatly advanced our knowledge of the structural peculiarities of the fungus
.and it^^methods of penetration .and destruction of the poppy tissues. Dr.
Cunningham, however, admits of his studies that “ They refer solely to
the appearances presented by the parasite and the lesions resulting from
its pre^nce as they occur in the leaves, as, partly owing to the difficulty of
procuring perfectly fresh plants for study and partly to want of time, the
examinations were almost entirely devoted to those points ; and, even as
regards them, are confessedly imperfect, experiments on the infection of
previously healthy tissues not having been carried out for want of growing
plants.”

Dr. Cunningham found, however, that all the specimens examined by -
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him, from whatever locality obtained, agreed in showing the presence of
Peronospota arborescens, a fungus closely allied to that which occurs in

potato disease. “ The fungi,” he says, " which belong to this genus, besides
the two species mentioned above, include various others affecting other
host-plants, are true entoph^tes, their mycelium or vegetative apparatus
being developed within the tissues of the plants which play the part of hosts,
whilst their reproductive apparatus consists partly of filaments bearing
the so-called spores or conidia which emerge from the substance of the
leaves and project on the surface as a whitish mouldy layer, and partly of
larger repre^uctive bodies termed Oogonia which are developed within the
substance of the affected tissues. These consist of a sac containing a mass
of living protoplasm which subsequently forms the Oospore, and is ulti-

mately investca with a thickened membrane, frequently marked with pro-
jecting tubercles, ridges or reticulations. The former class of reproductive
bodies, the conidia, are produced in extreme abundance and serve for

the rapid diffusion of the parasite from plant to plant, whilst the latter,

wrapped up in the tissues of the host and additionally protected by the
thickened character of their envelopes, are supposed to be capable of

retaining their vitality under conditions destructive to that of the myce-
lium and conidia, and to be thus endowed with a capacity for germination
after prolonged periods of rest. This process has, however, never been actu-

ally observed to occur in them, but is only inferred to exist from what has been
observed in regard to the corresponding bodies in the allied genus Cystopus.
It is by means of such Oospores that the species of Peronospora affecting

various plants at home are supposed to survive the winter and to be ena-
bled to appear year after year.” Dr. Cunningham next alludes to a method
of survival which pertains in perennial host-plants. ** For example,
Oogonia and their contained Oospores have never been delected on the

Peronospora infestans, as that parasite exists in Europe on the potato

plant, and yet it survives the rigours of the winter and appears year after

year because portions of its mycelium affecting the tissues of the tubers

remain protected and dormant, wrapped up in the substance of the latter

and ready to grow and spread outwards with the young shoots arising

from the tubers when they are planted.” In the case of the potato

disease Dr. Cunningham says that so far as the evidence goes it would
seem as if certain breeds of the potato had a hereditary predisposition to

attack or exemption, co-existant with perfect health in the host. This well-

accepted view,regarding the potato disease and some other parasitic diseases,

makes it very probable that Mr. Scott’s observation is correct, namely,

that certain forms of the poppy plant are less liable to the attacks of

the disease than others. In support of the idea it may be added that

Dr. Cunningham noted that the disease presented different appearances

according to the nature of the leaves in which it was found. In nis micros-

copical investigations also he failed to detect any haustoria or penetrating

portions of the mycelium. The filaments were seen to ^ closely adapted
to their containing intercellular spaces and to exhibit projections and dilata-

tions corresponding with the irregularities of the intercellular spaces of the

leaf-tissue within which they freely anastomosed, but were never seen to pene-

trate the cells of the host. The filaments were also observed to be devoid of

any septa. “ The fertile filaments are erect, strong, and persistent, many
remaining recognisable adherent to dried fragments of leaves attached to

dead plants, or obtained from the neighbouring soil. When quite fresh,

they are perfectly colourless and full of finely molecular protoplasm ; but

on Keeping, the latter shrinks into granular masses of bright yellow colour

and remains without further change for many months in dried specimens.
“ The conidia appear very rapidly to lose the power of germinating. In
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several instances in which fresh specimens were sown in water, germi-
nation was observed to take place, the method, curiously enough, being in

general somewhat different from any of those described by De Bary as
characteristic of the genus. The protoplasm at first became divided into

several, generally four, distinct masses, as though a formation of zoos<
pores were about to occur, but in place of this each mass gave origin to

a simple germinal tube. The latter elongated considerably, but remained
undivideaf, and showed no further development in water, and, owing to the
want of fresh-growing plants, experiments on their behaviour towards the
living tissues of the host could not be carried out.’*

“ Prolonged and careful search was made for Oogonia and Oospores^
but entirely without avail, for, although fresh leaves in every stage of the
disease and withered ones which adhered to blighted plants or had fallen

on the surrounding soil, as well as specimens of the soil itself, were care-
fully examined, in no instance could any such bodies be detected. This
absence of Oospores, however, may have been a peculiarity in the leaves
examined, or may be dependent on their development being confined to
some part or parts of the host not submitted to examination, such as the
capsules, cotyledons, first developed true leaves, &c.** Dr. Cunningham
also examined specimens of the common weed (allied to the poppy and met
with throughout the plains of India) Argemone mesdeana, in the hope
of detecting the Oospores of Peronospora on that plant, but in this
also he failed. **The absence of (9o5/>or^5,** he adds, “ in all the speci-
mens submitted to examination is remarkable, as there can be little doubt
that they must be pioduced, the recurrence of the disease from year
to year being otherwise almost inexplicable, as the conidia are, in
so far as observation goes, incapable of retaining their vitality when
dried, or of germination after any length of time. The possibility of
their development being confined to special parts of the host has been
already alluded to, and it is also possible that the germs of the my-
celium may be^ contained in the seed.** This opinion was held by the late
Mr. Scott, that reproduction must pass through the seed. The
only other likely method would be by the production of the Oospores on
some altogether different plant in the vicinity of the poppy fields. This
suggestion is of course at variance with the accepted life-history of the
belter known Peronosfor®, but it is within the bounds of possibility
that some such migration from one host to another is specially adapted
to bridge over the period during which the poppy is off the fields. Dr.
Cunningham suggests at least a safe precaution that no diseased parts of
the plant should be left on the field from one season to another. It might
further be recommended that the Bombay system of burning the surface soil
i^bbing) might be tried as a prevention against the possible survival of
Oospores in the soil or attached to the roots of the plant.

The al^ve detailed extract from Dr. Cunningham’s valuable paper
has been given in the hope of its proving useful to persons interested in
the subject who may not have access to the Annual Report of the Sanitary
Commissioner with the Government of India (1873) in which the original
paper occurs. The life-histor}% so far elaborated by Dr. Cunningham,
gives the key to the natural course of future investigation by which the
concluding admission of failure made by Dr. Cunningham may be re-
moved from a subject of vast imporiance to Indian agriculture and an in-
valuable source of revenue to this country, namely, the failure to detect the
location of the Oospores or to discover the existence of any other arrange-
ment which could provide for the recurrence of the Opium Blight

In summing up his views, Mr. Scott (a practical horticulturist) offers
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certain further remarks regarding poppy mould and other fungi seen on
the opium plant.

“ From these personal observations 1 was thus rather prepared for the

periodicity in the mould attack, of which we are afforded unmistakable
evidence in the Gya and Tehta returns, for the last quarter of a century

or so. In conjunction with my own observations, these crop statistics

indicate intervals of from three to four seasons in the appearance of the

mould in a more or less severe blight form. Admitting, then, the opera-

tions of a law of periodicity, I would explain the apparent triennial or

quadrennial recurrence of mould in a virulent form^ thus Firsts I am
led to assume, on a careful reconsideration of the results of all my obser-

vations and experiments, that the degree of virulence, cr at least the

particular form—f.«., the dry, or humid, and rotting^xs a certain

extent modified by prevailing atmospherical conditions during the latter

stages of the mould’s maturity, which, as a rule, is from about the close of

February until the middle of March. Again, however, in seasons when

the mould has attained a very extensive development on the crops, it, irre-

spective of the weather, tends to induce certain obscure chemical changes

in the cell-contents and juices of its foster-parent, which would appear to

entail an active resumption of the vegetative function and the complete

abeyance of the reproductive.**

^me of the moulds observed by Mr. Scott are common Saprophytes,

by no means confined to the Opium plant. It may, however, be found of

some service to complete very briefly his enumeration.

“(A) Sporocybe.—A genus affecting the decaying parts of plants, and

usually forming a blackish stratum thereon. The species have erect,

simple, or branched peduncles, terminating in a capitate head studded

with spores. The species found on the poppy much resembles the S.

bult^a, chiefly distinguished by its rigid, erect peduncles, slightly inflated

at the base, and ending in a globose head of brownish-coloured spores.

As affecting only the dead organs of the poppy, it is, of course, quite

innocuous, and only alluded to here as being of common occurrence on the

^^^^^{i)^^elmintho5porivm.’-T\ie species of this rather extensive genus of

dark threaded moulds affect rotten wood pd the decaying parts of plants

generally. They have a gelatinous or indistinct mycelium, from which

spring up erect, rigid, fertile filaments, terminating in large less or ^ore

elongated, often club-shaped, many-septate spores of a browiush-black

colour The species occurring on the poppy has erect septate filaments,

with oblong and club shaped, 6 to lo septate spores.

“ (/) Macrosporium.—h genus affecting similar habitats to the precea-

ing, and distinguished from it by its large, transversely and veitically

septate spores. Species of this genus are very abundant in India, but are

perfectly innocuous to vegetable life, springing up only on the rotten or

decaying parts of plants. The spores of this and the preceding genus are

among the most abundant of the organic products found in the examin-

ation of the air at Calcutta. . . i j
“ (iH Cladosporium.-^Pi genus affecting both decaying animal and vege-

table substances, and found in nearly every habitable part of i^e g •

C heibuiun is the species found on the poppy, forminp

green patches, which consist of jointed
olllntir

varicose, simple, or branched, and bearing on their sides ^^blo g P

spores of an olive-colour, with one or two transverse divisi
.

r ?

common on the older gummy exudations of the P^PPy*,. ^

on the injured capsules ; indeed, on all injured or P
c,ihc;tafice«; I

“ (/) Uspergillue.^A genus found everywhere on decay ng

and accelerating decomposition. A well-known species is the . g » .
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which forms the blue mouldiness on cheese. It is distin^ished by its

necklaces of spores, rising from a less or more globular head, and support-

ed by erect, septate, microscopic threads.

“ (w) Dactylium.^h genus of thread-moulds found on the decaying or

living tissues of plants and animals. The species are distinguished by
their erect, jointea, and branched hyaline threads, bearing at their tips

septate spores. D. roaeum, the species found on the poppy, is thus de-

scribed by the Rev. Mr. Berkeley

“

It consists of a creeping mycelium,
from which arise short erect threads, crowned above with a few obovate
uniseptate spores. The mass is first white, but at length acquires a pale

rose colour, by which it is readily distinguished. The plant grows very
abundantly on various object**, whether dead or living, and is sometimes
highly destructive to cucumber plants, forming broad patches on the leaves

and stems. It occurs also not unfrcquently in closed cavities, as in nuts,

to which it must have made its way from without through the tissues. A
solution of bisulphide of soda, or indeed anything which contains sulphuric

acid, will facilitate the destruction of this mould when requisite.” The
pale rose-coloured patches of this mould are very common on the poppy in

moist, warm weather, occurring alike on the leaves and stems, and in the

interior of the capsules, then densely webbing the seeds. It is very com-
mon in capsules which have been injured by grubs. In the opium go-
downs, indeed, as on opium everywhere, when exposed to a moist and high
temperature, it evidently finds a favourite nidus, covering the surface with

its rosy web, when left for any time undisturbed. Dr. Durant, the
present Principal Assistant in the Behar Agency however, informs me that

it does really no injury to the opium. His only fungoid dread is the black-
mould— wf —which will be subsequently described.

” («) Sporotrichum.—A genus of obscure thread-moulds, affecting decay-
ing vegetable substances. They have tufted, jointed, ascending threads,

with spores at first concealed, simple, and scattered. A species apparently
belonging to this genus is found on the roots of the poppy. It occurs in

oblong or roundish patches of a strawy colour, the threads forming a close-

ly woven web, and bearing numerous minute subglobosc spores. Plants
with their roots affected by this mould have been sent me by the Sub-
Deputy Opium Agent of Chuprah. The plants had withered in the
ground ; the roots were covered with the above mould, and had assumed
quite a dry and woody texture. I suspect this mould had been the main
cause of the destruction of the plants.

“ (o) Tric/wderwa.—A genus found on decaying wood and other parts
of plants. It is characterised bv a roundish peridium, composed of inter-

woven, branched, and jointed filaments, at length disappearing in the
centre j spores minute and spread over the disc. T. viride is not at all un-
frequent on the base of the stem and roots of the poppy, but generally con-
fin^ to diseased or injured parts. It forms roundish, intertangled tufts of
snowy-white threads, on which rest numerous globose spores of a dusky-
green colour.

**(/») Mucor,—^The typical genus of the mucorinous moulds, character-
ised by a globf>se sporangium, into which the tip of the stem often enters in

the giiise of a clavate columella, and indefinite sporidia produced irregpi-

larly in the cavity ; the spores are mostly elliptic— ....
M. mucedo is the blackish-coloured mould so frequent on the opium shells

during moist weather. It has a dense cobweb-like mycelium, consisting of

tubular, jointed, simple threads, which bear at their apex a roundish
membranous spore case, at first white, but which ultimately with the
spores assumes a brownish black colour. Dr. Durant, the Principal

Assistant in the Behar Agency, refers to it as the only serious cause of
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injury to which the China opium cakes are liable. It appears to destroy
the aroma and other physical qualities of the opium if allowed to affect it

seriously. With regard to the conditions favourable or otherwise to this

mould on the cakes, Dr. Durant remarks;—‘I am much inclined to

attribute it to the use of an undue proportion of /ewn, as it is a well known
fact that all adulterated opium of the kind and quality generally confiscat-

ed as unfit for use, if kept for a short time, will generate this fungus to any
extent. This fungus also may be seen to perfection during the rainy
season on the surface of all contraband opium classed as fourth quality,

which, as a rule, is chiefly composed of foreign extracts, and is kept in

large wooden boxes until destroyed. The only remedy for infected cakes
is to strip off at once all affected parts of the shell, and to replace it by a
new one well smeared with fresh leuoa* A moist and hot atmosphere is

peculiarly favourable to its development and rapid extension, and really the

only practical mode of suppressing it, for example, in our opium godowns,
as in other closed structures, is to supplement free ventilation with a per-

fectly dry atmosphere—conditions which, throughout the rainy season at

least, could only be secured by introducing hot air pipes or other heating

apparatus into the godowns. The black mould is of that class technically

called hysterophvtesi w'hich chiefly affects dead or decaying matters, and
like many others characterised by a high selective power, absorbing and
assimilating nutritious and rejecting noxious matter*?, so as to flourish

amongst the most poisonous of chemical substances, if not of a coirosivc

rature It is thus useless to attempt its suppression by the artificial ap-

plication of mineral salts, &c , to its nidus.**

3rd, Mechanical Injuries.—Mr. Scott devotes some six or seven pages

of his Opium Husbandry to this subject. Space cannot be afforded

to deal with all the insects, birds, &c., which healludesto. Suffice it to say

that several caterpillars are very destructive, but that thcsc'are greedily

devoured by the crow and the mina. Crickets often do considerable damage
to the young poppy plants A hemipterous insect known to the cultivators

as Lhi is often dfestructive during dry weather. Similarly, during dry

weather a mite does harm by spinning its web over the surface of the poppy
leaves. The seed reserved for next year’s crop is also attacked by various

species of mites, beetles, and grubs; for these pests Mr. Scott recommends
the use of camphor in the vessels used for storing the seed. (For further

information on Insects destructive to the Poppy crop and to Opium, see

the article Pests below.)

Of birds Mr. Scott specially mentions the parrakect {totha or soogha)

which feeds on the seeds in the capsules. To get at these it slits open the

capsules and does much harm to the opium crop. If disturbed, it dex-

terously darts down from a height and nips off a capsule, the seeds of

which are devoured leisurely on a neighbouring tree. Mr. Scott never

observed the white-ants to eat opium, and thus disbelieves in the common
report that they do so.

In many of the reports which the writer has consulted a further enemy, to

the poppy crop, is said to exist in monkeys, who eat the leaves but do more

damage by breaking down the plants than by their removal of the leaves.
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EXTRACTION OF CRUDE DRUG FROM THE POPPY, AND
MANUFACTURE OF OPIUM, MORPHIA, &c.

The cultivation of the poppy yields to the rayat several substances, from

each of which he obtains a pecuniary return for his labours. 1 hese may
briefly be said to be the (a) inspissated sap of the unripe capsules— opium

—

* in its crude form ; (6) the moisture and soluble ingredients known as pasevsa

which drain from the opium; (r) poppy petals (technically known as

MANUFAC-
TURE.
25X
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leaves ; (d)
** trash ” or a powder prepared from the dried stems and

leaves ; {e) capsules ; and (/) seed. The first mentioned three substances
are those alone with which the Opium Department is concerned. They
will, therefore, be dealt with in some detail in this place.

Extraction of the Drug.—'The method of extracting the drug is de«
scribed at page 74 of Mr. Scott’s Manual. The capsules are lanced in

the afternoon with an instrument known as the nashfar ; this consists of

four sharp blades tied together with cotton, the cotton being passed between
the blades so as to keep them about Vuth of an inch apart. The incisions

are drawn from below upwards, in perpendicular lines, but much care and
great practice are necessary to ensure their being made of exactly the right

depth. A merely superficial scratch is of no use, but, on the other hand,
the walls of the capsule must not be cut through. Each capsule is usually

lanced in this manner three or four times at intervals of two or three days,

but sometimes a single incision exhausts the drug, while occasionally a
productive capsule will pfive five, eight, or even ten discharges. The opium
from the early sowings is thinner and more plentiful ; that from the later

sowings is more scanty, but of higher consistence. In the operation of

lancing, a whole field is not taken in hand at once ; it is divided into two
or three portions, which are taken up on successive days. The work is

g^enerally performed, not by hired labour but by the rayat himself and his

mmily. The object of the division of the fields is to make the labour con-
tinuous, by providing employment for each day.

The drug is collected in the early morning of the day following that on
which the capsule has been lanced. The juice which has exuded from the
incisions is scraped off with a small trowel -shaped scoop of thin iron,

called a setwah (or sutwa). As the scoop is filled, the opium is transferred

to a metal or earthen vessel, and is taken to the rayat*s house for further

manipulation. The subsequent treatment of the drug differs somewhat in

the two Agencies. The Benares standard of consistence being 70 per cent,

opium to 30 moisture, the Benares keeps his opium in an earthen pan,
which is slightly tilted to allow the pasevia to drain off. The pasewa is

poured away into a separate vessel, and the opium is turned over by hand
from time to time, at intervals of not more than a week. But as the standard
in Bchar is higher than that of Benares, ws., 75, it is the object of the Behar
rayai to raise the consistence of his opium more than this process would en-

able him to do. Accordingly after the pasewa has drained off, he puts the
opium on a cloth tied over an earthen aish. This absorbs a good deal of

the moisture, but a portion of the opium necessarily adheres to the cloth.

This cloth is technically known as kuffa or kaffd, and is purchased by Gov-
ernment at a price proportioned to the quantity of opium it contains. The
term kaffd or iaohd is also given to the special preparation of opium used in

the manufacture of ntadak {Conf. with Narcotics, V., 328). Pastwa is

purchased by Government at a fixed rate of R3-8 per seer. Fresh
opium as collected contains about 50 per cent, of moisture. The average
yield for each scarification is about 10 grains, but a healthy plant may
yield 75 grains in all, vis., with five to eight scarifications.

The above notes (compiled from official papers and from Mr. Scott’s
Manual) may be said to represent the chief facts of the extraction of crude
opium, as practised in Behar and Benares. The following passages from
Dr. Innpey^s account of Malwa convey the leading peculiarities of the
methods pursued in Native States “ Early in February and March the

bleeding process commences. Three small Lancet-shaped pieces of iron are

bound together with cotton, about one-twelfth of an inch alone protruding,

so that no discretion as to the depth qf the wound to be inflict^ shall be
left to the operator ; and this is drawn sharply up from the top of the stalk
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at the base tcf the summit of the pod. Three sets of people are so arrang-
ed that each plant is bled all over once every three or four days, the bleed-
ings being three or four times repeated on each plant. This operation
always begins to be performed about three or four o^clock in the afternoon,
the hottest part of the day. The juice appears almost immediately on the
wound being inflicted, in the shape of a thick, gummy milk, which is

soon thickly covered with a brown pellicle. The exudation is greatest
over-night, when the incisions are washed and kept open by the dew. The
opium thus derived is scraped off next morning with a blunt iron tool re-
sembling a cleaver in miniature. Here the work of adulteration begins —
the scraper being passed heavily over the seed pod, so as to carry with it

a considerable portion of the beard, or pubescence, which contaminates
the drug and increases its apparent quantity. The work of scraping
begins at dawn, and must be continued till lo o’clock ; during this time a
workman will collect 7 or 8 ounces of what is called chick. The drug is

next thrown into an earthen vessel, and covered over or drowned in linseed

oil at the rate of two parts of oil to one of chick, so as to prevent evapora-
tion. This is the second process of adulteration, the rnyat desiring to sell

the drug as much drenched with oil as possible, the retailers at the same
lime refusing to purchase that which is thinner than half-dried glue. One
acre of well cultivated ground will yield from 70 to 100 pounds of chick.

The price of chick vanes from 3 to 6 rupees a pound, so that an acre will

yield from 200 to 600 rupees* worth of opium at one crop. Three pounds
of chick will produce about two pounds of opium, from the third to the

fifth of the weight being lost in evaporation. It now passes into the hands
of i^he bunueah, who prepares it and brings it to market. From 25 to 50
pounds having been collected is tied up in parcels in double bags of sheet-

ing cloth, which are suspended from the ceiling so as to avoid air and
light, while the spare linseed cil is allowed to drop through. This opera-
tion is completed in a week or ten days, but the bags are allowed to

remain for a month or six weeks, during which period the last of the oil

which can be separated comes away, the rest probably absorbs oxygen
and becomes thicker, as in paint. This process occupies from April to June
or July, when the rains begin. The bags are next taken down, and their

contents carefully emptied into large vats from 10 to 15 feet in diameter
and six or eight inches deep. Here it is mixed together and worked up
with the hands five to six hours, until it has acquired an uniform colour and
consistence throughout, and become tough and cap.ible of being formed
into masses. This process is peculiar to Malwa, It is now made up into

balls of from 8 to 10 ounces each, these being thrown, as formed, into a
basket full of the chaff of the seed pods. It is next spread on ground
previously covered with leaves and stalks of the poppy ; here it remains
for a week or so, when it is turned over and left to consolidate, until hard

enough to bear packing ; it is ready for weighing in October or Novem-
ber, and is then sent to market. It is next packed in chests of 150 cakes,

the total cost of the manufacture at the place of production being about

R 14 per chest.”

Pasewa or Pasewha.—This is the dark coffee-coloured fluid which col-

lects in the bottom of the vessels in which the freshly gathered juice of the

capsules is placed by the cultivators when brought home. The shallow ves-

sels are tilted to such a degree that the pa^evta can drain off and be collected

and sent in separately for weighment. The reason for its separation is that

pasewa, if allowed to remain in opium, injures the physical characters of

the drug, causing it to look black and liouid, whilst at the same time it

gives the drug an unduly high assay wnen tested by evaporation on the

steam table. Fasswa consists of the most soluble of the principles of opium
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dissolved in dew or in moisture absorbed from the atmosphere ; it has
peculiar smell, is strongly acid in reaction, and contains meconic acid,

resin, morphia, and narcotine. Pasevoa does not appear to be always
present in opium, but is produced under certain atmospheric conditions. It

IS said to be never present, for example, in opium collected during strong
westerly winds or in the absence of dew.

Leaves.—The flowering period of the poppy crop is from about the
middle or end of January until the beginning of March. The formation of

the petals is carefully watched by the cultivators. When ready to fall

they are collected in the following manner. The base of the flower is

encircled by the operator’s forefinger and thumb ; the hand is drawn gently
upwards and the matured petals at once detached withoutany injury to the
capsule. Care is taken not to fluck the petals before they are mature, as
that would cause a loss of juice from the wounded surface ; nor are the
petals gathered when moist, as they are then apt to become discoloured

and to partially ferment. The petals are then made into what is depart-
mentally known as “ leaves.” For this purpose an earthen plate is placed
over a slow fire and on it is spread a handful of petals. These are covered
with a moist cloth, above which is pressed a damp cloth pad until the
steam from the cloth, acting upon the resinous matter contained in the
petals, cause them to adhere together. The thin cake of petals thus
formed is turned over in the earthen plate, and the process of pressing and
consolidation repeated on the reverse side. These thin sheets pasted to-

gether with leiioa form the shell or outer casing of the •* provision ” or
Chinese opium. When fresh they have a pleasant fragrant smell which is

supposed to impart to the Bengal drug its superior aroma. Clothr silk,

wax, and many other substances have been recommended and even tried,

though unsuccessfully, as substitutes for the tissue of cemented petals.

For cake-making three qualities of petal tissue are recognised. The first

quality is known as chanat : it includes the silver-like petals of fine texture

and colour : the second quality is known as daman: the third quality as
gatha or the thicker and coarser kinds. The terms daman ^ndgatha arc
chiefly in use in the Benares Agency ; in Behar the terms are first, second,
and third Qualities of chandi.

The collection of the petals and the preparation of the “ leaves ” is a
favourite task of the females of the cultivator’s family, who generally ap-
propriate the proceeds. The females of high caste cultivators, however,
who are not accustomed to work in the fields (such as Brahmins, Rajputs,
&c.) do not make “leaves.” Hence these cultivators having to employ
hired labour regard the preparation of “ leaves ” as a hardship. Where
fuel is also scarce the preparation of leaves is looked upon with consider-
able disfavour, and for the^ two reasons it would appear to be more
difficult to procure “ leaves ” in Behar than in Benares. The “leaves”
are packed in baskets and brought into the Agencies by the cultivators on
dates fixed by the departmental officers usuauy commencing in the Behar
Agfcncy about the loih or 15th March, and in the Benares Agency a little

later. Each cultivator’s leaves are separately sorted and weighed, after

which their value is placed to his credit in the accounts at the prescribed
rates of Rio, R;, and R5 for leaves of the first, second, and third quality
respectively. The weighments of “ leaves ” begin earlier than that for

opium, and are usually over in 15 days. The sum paid for leaves is

generally about from R 70,000 to R1,40,000 in each of the Agencies.
Trash.—The pounded stalks and leaves of the poppy plant are known

technically by this name. The substance is employed in packing the
cakes. To prepare trash” the plants arc left standing in the fields till

dry. The leaves and thinner parts of the stem are then collected and
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broken up for “ trash, ” and the thicker parts of the stem are generally used
for fuel or thatching. l*he quantity of “ trash” required annually is regu-
lated by the amount of opium manufactured.

The " trash ” is usually delivered at the Sub-Agencies in bags of about
I maund each. On arrival at the Agencies these bags are again weighed.
One or more bags in each consignment are opened, and all foreign mat-
ter, such as earth and sticks, removed and separately weighed : lo per
cent, of foreign matter is allowed to pass, but, for any quantity in excess
of that, a proportionate reduction is made from the weighment of the
whole despatch. At each of the Agencies from Rio,ooo to Ri5,ooo are
paid annually for ** trash.”

Lewa—Is the paste by which the layers of the shell of the ‘provision
opium* cake are held together. In the preparation of lewa all the
opium of inferior quality, unfit for the central mass of a cake by reason of
its consistence or the presence in undue cmantity of pasewa, is used,
supplemented if necessary by good opium. The pasewa delivered is also
employed to the extent of 5 per cent, in making lewa^ to give greater ad-
hesiveness to the paste.

Seed & Oil.-—In another part of this article full particulars will be
found of poppy seed and oil. The best seed is yielded by capsules which
have not been lanced. The bland oil obtained from them is used at the
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opium factories in the manufacture of excise opium, a few drops being
smeared on the inner paper wrapper to prevent this adhering to the
Abkari cake.
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ESTIMATION OF THE VALUE OF OPIUM.
Mr. Gregory gives the following practical notes on the subject of esti-

mating the value of the crude opium presented by the rayats at the
Government Agencies

“The points that an Opium Examiner keeps before him, and that

intuitively pass through his mind, in the physical examination of the drug,
are

—

() consistence,
|

(c) texture,

() colour,
I

{d) aroma.

“ Each one of the above points gives him some indication as to the

quality of the drug and its ultimate appraisement, and also as to its dis-

posal for factory uses.
“ Consistence.—By this term we mean the actual percentage of solid

and non-volatile matter in any given sample of the drug, if it were
subjected to evaporation and reduced to dryness at a temperature of 200^

Fahr.
“ Pure opium being paid for by Government at a fixed rale for a certain

standard of consistence, and being subject to a pro raid increase or de-

crease in price according as it is above or below that standard, it will be
readily seen that the importance of arriving at the true consistence of any

given parcel of the drug stands second to none of the many duties devolv-

ing on the Opium Examiner.
“ By the help of sensitive balances and metallic tables heated by steam

accurate results in the estimation of consistence can be relied on, and the

mechanical method pursued at the present day has already been noticed.

Such a delicate operation, however, as the ‘ assaying * of opium (as the

estimation of the true consistence by steam tables is termed) can be applied

to a very limited portion of the many thousand tons of the drug that pass

through the factories. Every 100 grains of the drug, therefore, that is

placed on the steam table is a representative sample of a large bulk that

6 P. 259
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has been adjudged of nearly equal consistence by the remarkable power
of hand estimation pr^tised at the factories, a power that is gained only
by years of experience in the examination of the drug.

“ It would be difficult therefore^nay impossible—to lay down rules for
arriving at results that can be satisfactorily obtained only by practice. A
few guiding principles will, however, be touched on here.

“ As a rule the consistence of opium freshly collected from the capsule
varies considerably, according to peculiarities of soil and weather, ranging
from 30° to So®, that is, it contains from 30 to 50 per cent, of solid
matter.

“ Between the time of collection, and of weighment and examination of
the drug at the Government scales, there is generally an interval of from
one to even three months, and during this period it is within the power of
the cultivator so to manipulate his drug as to raise it to any standard of

spissitude. Experience, however, shows that the cultivator is not so easily
schooled into turning out an article exactly suitable to the requirements of
our factories, and it is no uncommon thing to find in one season two jars
lying side by side, one of which contains opium yielding a clean section if

cut with a spatula, the other containing a drug so fluid as to be poured
out of the jar by tilting it over.

“ The practical impossibility of guessing with certainty to a degree the
consi^ence of any given sample of opium has given rise to the ‘ classes

'

of opium now obtaining at the two Agencies. Each class includes in it

a range of three degrees of consistence, and between the first and the last
class is included all the opium that is ordinarily brought to the Govern-
ment scales.

“ The following is the classification table adopted for good opium at the
two factories at Patna and Ghazipur, together with the distinctive mark of
each class

“ For purposes of district classification the above table answers admits
ably, and it is also adhered to at the factories when re-classifying by touch
the classification of district officers, prior to the ultimate appraisement of
the opium by the help of steam tables. During this final classification,
however, when the object at the factories is to arrive at the true consistence
of every parcel of opium, drug of a spissitude estimated by touch to be
above the highest or below the lowest class is assayed separately on the
steam table, and its true consistence adjudged.
“We have thus seen that there are two methods practised at the Agencies

for estimating consistence, (a) by steam tables, (6) by touch. The second is a
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rough-and-ready method of assigning into one class masses of opium the true MANUPAC-
average consistence of which is finally settled by the first method. TURK

:

“ For the determination of consistence which is dependent only on the Valuation,
quantity of moisture contained in -the drug the mode of procedure is a
simple one and the results satisfactory. In practice, however, disturbing
elements are very often introduced, and one of these is pasewha. Opium
with an admixture of paaewha is deceptive to the touch.

“ In drug free from pasewha the granular texture appears to maintain
cohesion between the particles which, as it were, support each other and
offer a certain amount of resistance to pressure. In drug with a copious
admixture of pasewha the ^anular texture is destroyed by the gradual
mergin^r of the tears into caA other throu|fh the medium of the tenaceous
and shiny pasewha, the cohesion existing ts thus lessened, but the tenacity
of the drug is increased.

“ Where the bulk of the produce at the factories lies somewhere interme-
diate, with regard to the admixture of pasewha between the two descrip-
tions of drug given above, the sense of touch is regul.ated by what comes
most in its way. When dealing, therefore, with varieties bordering on the
two extremes of the drug we are apt to go astray, and we are thus able to
account in a] large number of cases ror what is known as being ‘out in
parakh

'

yudg^ent). We have thus prepared for ourselves an arbitrary
and indefinable standard of ‘touch;' it is, nevcrthele'^s, a standard so
generally accepted by all examiners of opium in ihc Agencies that it is

practically a fixed one, and it is a recognised maxim that opium entirely
free from will assap lower than this our accepted standard of tout h,
and that opium with a copious admixture of that substance will assay corre-
spondingly higher. A good ‘parkhia* (examiner) will always, therefore,
make due allowance for the absence or presence of pasewna in any sai^le
of the drug that is being subjected to examincation for consistence. The
remarks made here refer entirely to good opium.

“ Another disturbing clement in estimating consistence is heat, parti-
cularly on drug charged with pasewha. Drug of this character, under the
influence of heat, undergoes liquefaction to a moderate extent in the process
of drying. Opium to be examined for consistence by touch should in-

variably be placed, therefore, in shaded and cooled verandahs, and the
examination should be concluded by 9 or 10 o’clock in the morning, and
before the sun gets hot. When, for want of accommodation, jars have to
be placed in open yards, their examination should invariably be undertaken
first, and in the early morning. The examination by touch, for consistence,
of opium that is lying exposed to the sun’s rays in the months of April,
May, June, and July, when all the examination at the factories is conducted,
must always be faulty and conjectural, and should never be attempted.

“ Colour.—The natural colour of the drug runs through infinite shades
,

Colour.

of brown, from a dull or even bright chestnut to a reddish-brown, and from
1

a dark mahogany to a blackish-brown. It even appears black at times
when viewed in bulk.

" These variations are due to causes with which we have no concern here,
suffice it to say that they are natural, and to a practised eye easily dis-

cernible as the true colours of opium. Age and exposure may darken the
colour of the drug but cannot alter its characteristics ; and where an altera-
tion appears it may be accepted as a sure indication of adulteration or

sophistication of some sort, although, again^ sophistication of the drug is

possible without any perc^tiblc alteration of colour.
“ Tlte true colour of opium is clearly seen when the drug is viewed in a

wy thin film; this is best accomplished by pressing a small portion
between two glass slips against the light, or by rubbing it down with the
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finger on a white earthenware plate. Here it is that we see clearly the
various shades of chestnut, reddisVbrown, dark brown or mahogany, but
never black. When rubbed between the fingers opium displays a shining
surface and a waxy lustre.

“ The colour of opium is a valuable indication as to its purity.
** Texture.—Like consistence and colour the drug delivered at the Gov-

ernment Factories may be said to differ, one sample from another, in tex-

ture. At the two extreme poles of variation there are the distinctly granu-
lar, and the perfectly homogeneous, and the bulk of the produce lies, as to

texture, somewhere intermwiate between those extremes.
“ The primary causes of variation, into which our enquiry does not ex-

tend, are undoubtedly due to differences in soil, and to conditions of

weather obtaining at the time of collecting the drug ; they are also due, to

some extent, to manipulation of the drug after collection. A light-coloured,

chestnut or reddish-brown variety of the drug, which is free from pnsevfha,

will, as a rule, be found to be distinctly granular, while the dark, or black-
ish-brown variety, which has more or less of pasewha in its composition, or
an excess of moisture, will, on the other hand, tend to the homogeneous
type.

“ Ordinary manipulation, without the aid of sophistication, has little

effect on texture, but long-continued manipulation will affect it materially.

The presence of pa^ewha* again, affects it in a very marked degree, and so
does an excess of moisture.

“ As already explained under the head “ consistence ” to the presence of

pasewha in varying quantities is due the merging, more or less, of the tears

into each other whereby the granular nature of the drug passes by imper-
ceptible gradations to the homogeneous. The presence of pasewha also

alters the dull waxy appearance of the drug to one that is more or less

smooth and shiny, adding to it tenacity, and making it more glutinous.

Ordinarily, opium, free from pasewha, is moderately ductile, but the pre-

sence of pasewha, by adding tenacity, increases also the ductility of the
drug. This is seen by drawing out with both hands opium of high con-
sistence. If free from pasewha it will be found to be ductile to an extent
varying according to consistence, with a uniform and minutely granular
texture. When there is pasewha present this ductility is increased, while
the granular texture is less marked, according to the proportion of pasewha
present. The drug when thus drawn out breaks with an irregular fracture

;

It adheres to the fingers, is viscid, and of a plastic nature. The texture of

the drug is also well seen in high consistence opium when a section is

exposed with a spatula.
“ Opium of the lower consistences—below about 66®—being in a some-

what fluid state, will not draw out at all but breaks off with ragged edges.
Its texture is subject to change, under the same conditions, as in opium of
higher consistences.

“ The texture of any given sample of pure drug is always uniform. A
practised eye can at once detect any irregularity, and where such exists it

betrays the presence of a foreign substance in the composition of the drug.
“ Aroma.—Chemistry has not yet isolated the volatile odorous principles

of opium. Its .aroma, however, is peculiar and characteristic. Some con-
sider it not unplc.asant, while others relegate it to the class of disagreeable
odours. In well-prepared, fresh drug the aroma is decidedly fruity, but it

varies with age, and is even said to vary somewhat with the description of
soil on which the plant is grown, and with the manure used.

“ Careless preparation of the drug, such as its collection or manipulation
in plates not scrupulously clean, or allowing it to come in contact with
animal substances, such .as bladders for storing it away in, or keeping it in
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ill'Ventilated and smoky closets, or shutting it up for security in small,

close receptacles, will dissipate and destroy the aroma in drug that is

otherwise intrinsically good, and will even give it an offensive odour.
“ The aroma of the drug is one of its chief commercial cnterions, and as

such should be carefully guarded by the cultivator. To the Opium Exa-

miner it gives a very important indication as to the suitability of the drug

for the various factory purposes. It is only by chemical tests that the

Examiner can be certain that opium that is devoid of aroma or offensive

to the smell, although apparently good as to texture and colour, has not

also a foreign substance in its composition, assuming that the foreign sub-

stance, if present, has not given the clue by its own specific odour. Under
any circumstances, opium deteriorated in its aroma, although it may ^
otherwise pure, should be set aside and utilised for other than the main

factory purpose, that is, amalgamation with drug intended for the central

mass of cakes, otherwise there will be risk of the deteriorated drug tainting

a much larger mass of good opium” {Pharmacog. Indtca, loi to 107).

Adulteration of Opium. —The late Surgeon-Major Sheppard, Principal

Assistant Opium Agent, Benares, drew up the following enumeration of

the adulterants generally used by the cultivators :
—

“ I. Adulteration with fresh green parts of the poppy plant, including

watery extracts.
“ 2. Adulteration with foreign extractives, and vegetable matter, such

as the inspissated juice of the Opuntia Dillenii and Calotropis gigantea,

extracts of the tobacco plant, datura, and hemp.
“ 3. Gums and resinous matters. A gum resin derived from different

species of Ficus, and called lassa. The resin of Shorea robusta {sal),

pulp of Bael fruit, gum from seeds of TaUi^makhana (Hygrophylla

spinosa), tamarind pulp, gum from Acacia aiabica.

“4« Farinaceous admixtures, including linseed, poppy seed, seeds of

leguminous plants, and esculent tubers and roots, 'rhe starcliy matter is

often heated for a long time before being used ; hence iodine reaction may
fail.

** 5 * Vegetable substances containing tannin and Colouring matteis.

Catechu, (Diospyros Embryopteris, juice of fruit), turmeric, flowers

of Bassia latifolia, ^tel-nut, extract of pomegranate bark.
“6. Saccharine matter; vegetable oils and ght: soot, charcoal, and

semi-burnt opium; cotton and paper; cowdung; earthy and siliceous

matter
;
pounded burnt bricks; impure carbonate of soda, &c. ”

Scott in his Opium Husbandry gives an instructive review of the

adulterants employed in opium, see pp. 121 10127. He regards those

alluded to in paragraph 4 above as the most important since the materials

are at hand to every cultivator.

PROCESS OF MANUFACTURE AT THE GOVERNMENT
AGENCIES.

The earliest and to the present day the best detailed account of the

various stages and manipulations in the manufacture of opium, is given

by Dr. Eatwell (in 1851). Most subsequent writers have satisfied them-

selves by reproducing Dr, Eatwell’s account and have altered his expres-

sions and sentences only so far as seemed necessary to lay claim to origin-

ality. Perhaps the most concise version of Dr. Eatwell’s description is that

given in Spans' Encyclopaedia, which, from its being rendered in a less tech-

nical form than the original, may preferentially be reproduced here :
—

“ When weight into store, the opium is kept in large wooden boxes, hold-

ing about locwt. ; if below the standard, it is occasionally stirred up, to

favour its thickening; and if very low is placed in shallow wooden
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drawers, and constantly turned over. Whilst keeping, it becomes coated
with a thin blackish crust, and deepens in colour according to the degree

of exposure to the air and light. From this general store (malkhana), it is

taken daily, in quantities of about 250 maunds (of 82f9)), for manufacture
into

* cakes. ’ Various portions are selected (by test assay) so as to

ensure the mass beir^ofthe standard consistence, and these, weighing
exactly 10 seers (2ilEj each, are thrown promiscuously into shallow
drawers, and rapidly and thoroughly kneaded up together. The mass is

filled into boxes, all of one size, from each of which a specimen is drawn
and assayed. The mean is taken as the average. Before evening, these

boxes are emptied into wooden vats, 20 feet long, 3} feet wide, and feet

deep, and the opium is further kneaded and mixed by men wading knee-
deep through it from end to end, till the consistence appears uniform.

** Next morning the manufacture of the cakes commences. Each
cake-maker sits on a wooden stand, and is provided with a brass cup and
a graduated tin vessel. The * leaves * for forming the shells of the cakes
are weighed out over-night, tied in bundles, and damped to make them
supple ; and boxes are provided containing lewo, for agglutinating the
* leaves ’ to form the shells of the cakes. This lewa consists of an admix-
ture of inferior opium, pnsewa, and the washings of vessels that have con-
tained good opium, forming a semi-fluid paste of such a consistence that

100 gr. evaporated to dryness at 93J® (200® F.) leave 53 gr. residue. The
lewa, * leaves, * and opium are accurately weighed out for each cake. In
his brass cup, the operator rapidly forms the lower segment of the shell

of the cake, pasting ‘ leaf ’ over ' leaf, ’ till*a thickness of J inch is reached,
and allowing a certain free portion of the most external ‘ leaves * to
hang down around and over the sides of the cup. The cake of opium
brought from the scales is now inserted, and held away from the sides
with the left hand, while one * leaf ' after another is tucked in, well

smeared with lewa, and imbricated one over the other, till the circle is

complete. The free portions of the ‘ leaves * left hanging over are drawn
up tightly, and the opium cake is well compressed within the casing. A
small aperture remains at the top ; this is closed by adding more • leaves,’

and finally the cake is completed by applying a single Targe * leaf ’ to
the entire exposed half. The finished ball or ‘ cake * resembles a Dutch
cheese in size and shape. It is rolled in a little findy powdered poppy
trash, which adheres to its surface, is at once placed in a small earthen
cup of the same dimensions as the brass cup used in shaping it, and is

carried out and exposed in small dishes to the sun. It is so exposed for
three days, and is meantime constantly turned and examined ; should it

become distended, it is opened to liberate the gas, and again tightly
closed. On the third evening, still in their earthen cups, the cakes arc
placed on the ‘ frames, ’—open battens allowing free circulation of air.
The operation thus far is terminated by the end of July. The constituents
of the average perfect cake are :

—

Standard opium seer 7*50 chittacks
Lewa 3*75 ,,
‘Leavfts* (poppy peUls) .... 5*43 „
Poppy trash 0*50 „

3 seers 1.18 chks.>-4% 3|oz.

" The number of cakes made by one man in a single day is about yo,
though some can turn out 90—100. After manufacture, the cakes require
much attention, and constant turning, on account of the mildew wnich
attacks them. This is removed by rolling and rubbing in dry poppy-
trash. Weak places are f^so looked for, and strengthened with extra
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‘leaves / By October, the cakes are perfectly dry to the touch, and MANDFAC-
fairly solid ; they are then packed in chests, furnish^ with a double tier

TURK

:

of wooden partitions, each tier with twenty square compartments for the pSftorY
reception ot so many cakes, which latter are steadied and packed around
with loose poppy trash. The chests must be most carefully kept from
damp for a length of time ; but ultimately the opium in the cake ceases
to yield any more moisture to the shell, and the latter acquires extreme
solidity, ^ch case contains 120 catties (about 160ft). The foregoing
remarks refer exclusively to the Government-prepared opium for the
Chinese market, which includes the great bulk of the entire product.

** Bengal opium intended for internal consumption, and known as abkari
opium, is prepared in the following manner;— It is inspissated by expo-
sure to direct sun-heat till its standard is 90 per cent., and its consistence

resembles wax. It is then moulded into square bricks weighing one seer

each, which are wrapped in oiled Nepal paper, and packed in boxes fur-

nish^ with compartments for their reception. Put up in this way, it has
not the powerful aroma of the ‘ cake * drug, but it is more concentrated,

and more easily packed. It is sometimes also made into flat square
tablets.”

I

CHEMISTRY OF OPIUM.

The complex nature chemically of the inspissated sap of poppy capsules
has been dealt with so fully by writers on the subject that it is perhaps
scarcely necessary to review here the history of the development of our
knowledge of the subject. The Journals and Transactions of the Royal
Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain teem with papers on the chemistry
of opium, and a large series of special works exist which arc accessible to

the student. The recent publication by Dymock, Warden, & Hooper
{PhtirmacographiaIndica),\{o^eveT, contains much of a practical and spe-

cially Indian nature on the chemistry of opium It will perhaps, therefore,

serve the purposes of the present publication better to reprint the special

chemical chapter of that work rather than to attempt a separate compilation
from the voluminous literature that exists:

—

“ The alkaloids which have been separated from opium are Hydroco-
tarnine, C12 Hib NO3; Morphine, Cjy H 19 NO5; Pseudomorphine, C17
NO4; Codeine, Cj^ Hj, NO,,; Thebaine, C,9 NO.,; Protopine, C2„H|9
NOb; Laudanine, Hog NO4; Codamine, €39 Hjg NO4; Papaverine, Co,,

Hgi NO4; Rhccadinc, Cgi Hji NO^; Opianine, Cgj Hj, NO7; Mcconidine,

C„i H23 NO4; Cryptopine, Cji NUg; Laudanosine, Cg, Hj- NO4;
Narcotine, C32 H03 NO,; Lanthopine, C^g Hjg NO4; Narceine, C23 Hoy
NO9; Gnoscopine, C34 Hgg N, O^. A bitter principle, Meconin, C,,, H,o
O4, is also present in opium, accompanied by Meconic acid, Cj H4 O7.

Porphyroxin, first described by Merck, occurs in East Indian, in Smyrna,
and probably other opiums. The principle is of interest, because it has
the property of being reddened by hydrochloric acid, a reaction which has
been utilised for many years in testing for opium in medico-legal analysis

in the Bengal Chemical Examiner’s Department. In testing viscera for

opium the ethereal extract obtained by Stas’s process is evaporated in a i

porcelain capsule, and the dry residue moistened with dilute hydrochloric
|

acid ; on the application of a gentle heat a red coloration is developed should

opium be present. A good plan of applying the test is to place on the

bottom of the capsule containing the dry ether extract, a very small watch I

glass moistened with a few drops of concentrated hydrochloric ^id ; the

capsule is then covered with a glass plate; after standing some time a red

or violet reddish coloration appears on the sides of the capsule should por-

'

phyroxin be present. The application of heat is unnecessary when the test is '
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applied in this manner.* The chemical composition of porphjjroxin

appears to be a matter of some uncertainty ; according to^ O. Hesse it is a

mixture of several distinct principles. Pedfer & Warden isolated in 1886

from Bengal opium a neutral principle insoluble in water, but disserving in

ether, chloroform, bensol, &c., ana yielding solutions which exhibited^ a

magnificent blue fluorescence. The morphine in opium is combined with

meconic acid. The nature of these two substances was made known by
SertCrner in 18 16, who at the same time pointed out the difference between
morphia and narcotine, a substance which had been discovered in opium
by Derosne in 1803 and also by Seguin. There can be no doubt that these

two chemists also obtained morphine, but failed to distinguish it from

narcotine. Warden (Chem, News, 38, 146) has examined the ash of Behar
opium. It was of a light grey colour and contained *857 per cent, of char-

coal, which was deducted oefore calculalii^ the percent^e composition,

which is as follows Og. 1*983; Ca O, 7*134 ; Mg O, 2*310 ; K, O,
37*240 ; Naj O, 1*700 ; SOj,, 23*141 ; P» O5, 10*902 ; Si O^, I5'274* There
were also traces of alumina, manganese, carbon dioxide and chlorine

present.

The examinations of various kinds of Indian opium conducted by Dp.
Burl in Professor FiUckfger’s laboratory (PAarm. Journ., April 24^ 187$)
gave the following results

Patna

garden

opium,

1838.

Indian

medical

opium,

i8s2.

Abkari

provi.

sion

opium.

||

Garden

Behar

opium.

Il

Malwa

opium,

flat

cake.

Sind

opium.

|

1

!*UI

Khandesh.

|

Persian,

1872.

|

a—Ethereal extract, t.r., residue dried
after the evaporation of the ether

.

24*2 21*7 22*0 20*6
1

114’1 * 7*4 30*4 35*0

6—Crude narcotine .... 10*0 9*0 8*5 7*6 7*6 8*0 9*7 ... 10*2

c—Wax ; difference between a & 6 14*2 12*7 ‘ 3*5 13*0 6*5 9*4 10*7 ... #4d—Purified narcotine «... 4*0 6*1 5*5 4*5 4*7 3*1 5*4 7*7

€—Crude morphine . . . .
|

11*2 11*2 > 4*1 10*6 14*4

ys
... ...

/—Purified morphine ,

.

8*6 4*3 3*5 4
*6

'

6*1 3*2 6*07 7
*«

Professor FlUckiger remarks ;

—

“ The process for the estimation of narcoline and morphine was that

described in the Pharmacographiat p, 59. The extract a of the above
table is that afforded by means of boiling ether, with which the powdered
opium had almost absolutely been exhausted by repeating the treatment

with ether from about twenty to thirty times. '1 he extract remaining aftw
the evaporation of the ether was boiled with acetic acid, 1*04 sp. This
liquid, after the acid had been driven off, yielded b, crude narcotine, as

a crystalline brownish mass. It was washed with ether, and then afforded

dt purified narcotine. Under c the difference betw^n a and b, represent-

ing the amount of waxy matter, is calculated. It includes also the oily

matter with which the Persian opium is impregnated, as well as a little wax
in the case of sample I.

** In exhausting the opium with ether, a slightly yellowish fluid is ob-

tained, which displays a bluish fluorescence, due to an unknown constituent

of the drug.
“ Before precipitating the morphine, the aqueous solution was concen-

trated in order to get a smaller volume.

• It is necessary to note that this test is only employed as a corroboratiye one for

the presence of opium.
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It afforded e, the crude, dried morphine, which, after twice or three MANUFAC-

tim^ repeated recrystallisation, finally furnish^ purified morphine. This TURK:
purification of morphine cannot be performed without a loss ot morphine

;
Chemlstiy.

the real practical percentage of that alkaloid may, therefore, more correctly
be regarded as somewhat superior to the figurej^. It would be desirable
to apply a process furnishing the exact percentage; yet there is, as far as
I know, no such method thoroughly satisfactory. I have been struck with
the very lars^ discrepancy, in the Indian opium, of the figures under e and
/, which, I think, is larger than in opium from Asia Minor. Another fact
well worth considering is the usually low percentage of morphine of Indian
opium, narcotine being frequently present to a larger amount. This has
already been pointed out in the Pharmacographia, p. $7. It would appear,
however, that this is of no consequence for the Chinese consumption, yet,

possibly, it will be so some day if the home production of the Chinese fur-

ther increases. Perhaps a more careful preparation of the Indian opium
would at least prove of importance, not so much with regard to the smokers
of the drug as to the possibility of extracting morphine from Indian opium
profitably. It is not needful to point out that this would be highly
desirable.’*

In the following table is shown the analyses of sanmlcs of Patna and
Behar provision opium, Malwa opium ana pasewa. These analyses are
interesting, as they indicate the amount of extractive obtained by the action

of cold and hot water on the drug. The amount of extractive as well as
the alkaloidal content varies within narrow limits from year to year. Ana-
lyses of Behar and Patna provision opium, arranged as shown in this

table, are yearly placed before the merchants at the annual inspection of

opium, which takes place before the first sale of the season :

—

Variety of Opium.

«

Moisture
at

100° C.

Cold-water
extract on
anhydrous
opium at

100' C.

llot-water
extract on
anhydrous
opium at
100° C.

Narco-
tine on
anhy-
drous
opium.

Morphia
on anhy-
drous
opium.

1

Total

alka-
loids.

Behar cake No. i, manufac-
tured 26th May 1883 26-43 64-25 65-54 5

-

9 > 3*86

Benares cake No. 4, manu-
factured ist January
1883 . . . . 29-97 63-8 64-57 5-91 4-58

Malwa opium, 31st March
1883 .... 8-56 65-90 68-58 6-81 4-92 >«*73

Pasewa from Benares
District, 1886 . . >9*75 66-31 70-46 5-04 3-19 8-23

Pasewa from Benares
District^ 1888 22-00 72-05 76-16 4-10 •8S 4*95

Regarding the amount of morphia in Malwa opium, according to

Dr. Smyttan, formerly Opium Inspector, Bombay, the best Malwa opium

yields 8 per cent., FlUckIger’s analysis g^ves 14*4 per cent, of crude and

6*1 per cent, of purified morphia, a larger yield than that obtained by Mr,

Gregory, who only found 4*92 per cent.^ On the other hand, while

FlUckiger found only 4*7 per cent of narcotine, the Opium Factory ana-

lysis affords 6*8
1
per cent. Flucklger’s analysis of Patna garden opium, in

which 8’6 per cent, is gdven on the content of purified morphia, is an excep-

tional yield of the alkaloid for Bengal opium. The analyses of fasewa
are of sp^ial interest as indicating the very wide differences which may
occur in its composition. '
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MANUFACTURE OF ALKALOIDS.
In the Pharmacographia Indica the following account of the manufac-

ture of the alkaloids as practised at Benares is given, froir the pen of Mr.
Gregory, Officiating Principal Assistant Opium Agent :

—
** The opium usS at Ghazipore for manufacture of alkaloids, consists

of confiscated opium so adulterated as to be unfit for provision or dbkdri
purposes ; adulterated contraband opium and dhoi. Tne average amount
of opium used, taking the figures for three years from 1886 to 1888,
amounts to about 16.626ft annually.

The yield of alkaloids during 1887-88 was as follows

Hydrochlorate of Morphia • • • • . 24281 14^ oz.

Acetate „ *> 34 m n „
Sulphate „ •* 19,, loi ,,

Codeine 3u** 10^ «>

No narcotinc has been manufactured since 1881-82, there being no de-

mand for it. In 1879-80, the yield was 188ft.

Morphia is manufactured by the Qregory-Robertson system modified

in a few minor details. The opium is steeped in small vats with water,

and the liquor passed through blanket filters : the maceration of the resi-

due is repeatea until the filtrate is colourless. The mixed filtrates are

evaporated by steam to a thin syrupy consistence. Chloride of calcium is

then added in the proportion of about 5 per cent, of the weight of the

opium used, and the mixture evaporated until it solidifies on cooling. The
crystalline magma is then powerfully pressed. The dry cake is dissolved

in boiling distilled water, filtered, and the filtrate evaporated until it soli-

difies on cooling. Pressure is again applied to the magma ; and the re-

sulting cake again dissolved in water, and this process is repeated perhaps

a dozen times, until the cake is almdkt white. The expressed mother
liquors are again worked up for morphia. The nearly white cake is finally

dissolved in boiling distilled water, and ammonia in slight excess added.

The precipitate is collected and worked with cold distilled water, until it

ceases to give the reaction for chlorides. The precipitated morphia is

then neutralised with hydrochloric acid, and the solution crystallised. The
crystals are pressed, and mixed with twice their weight of water, and
wood charcoal added in the proportion of 2 oz. to each ft of the mass.

This mixture is heated to 200® K. for about twenty minutes, and then

filtered. On cooling, the hydrochlorate of morphia separates in crystals.

Codeia is obtained from the mother liquor, left after the precipitation of the

morphia bv ammonia. The liquor is concentrated to a moist mass and
strongly pressed ; the cake is moistened with water and again pressed,

and this is repeated until the alkaloid is nearly white. The cake is

broken up in water, and caustic potash added in considerable excess.

The codeia separates in crystals slightly coloured. It is finally purified

by crystallisation from alcohol. Narcotine is obtained by digesting

With hydrochloric acid the insoluble residue left by the action of water

on opium, and precipitating with ammonia. The impure narcotine is

purified by repeated solution and crystallisation from acohol, and de-

colorised by charcoal.**

The authors of the Pharmacographia Indica give the following re-

marks regarding the Indian prepared alkaloids of opium
“ Indian Manufactured Alkaloids.—We have examined morphia,

codeine and narcotine manufactured at Ghazipore.

The morphia hydrochlorate was in white acicular prisms of silky lustre

and free from odour. Dried at ioo®C., the crystals lost 12*74 percent.

The hydrochlorate is usually stated to contain three molecules of water
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which would be equal to I4‘38 per cent. The chlorine calculate as H. C.

amounted to 9*42 per cent., the sample was consequently deficient in com-

bined acid to the extent of *3 per cent. The ash amounted to ’003 per

cent. By the action of chloroform *812 per cent, of extract!w was ojtmn-

ed. The precise nature of this extractive was not determined ; it probablv

contained a trace of morphia ; it was tested specially for narcotine with

negative results. Uncombined morphia to the extent of *828 per cent, was

detected in the sample. .

The codeine was a perfectly white powder, and free from odour. UriM
at 100° C., it lost 5* 16 per cent. The ash amounted to *056 per cent. The
saturating power of the alkaloid for standard acid corresponded closely

with that acquired by theory.

The narcotine was in faintly yellowish crystals. It contained only a

minute trace of ash, and was free from morphia.**

MANUFAC-
TURE:

FISCAL ADMINISTRATION OF OPIUM IN INDIA AND
THE REVENUE THEREFROM.

Having now worked out the leading historic facts that have a bearing

on the Indian and Chinese Opium question, it may not be out of place to

record here the chief facts regarding the Indian localities where opium is

produced ; to exhibit the enactments by which the cultivation and manu-
tacture are controlled ; to explain the degree to which the Indian Govern-
ment is directly in the position of a private individual who holds the sole

right to cultivate and sell an article of commerce; and to show the revenue
derived by India from the drug. These objects cannot be better met than

^ republishing a memorandun recently issued by the Department of

Finance and Commerce

ADMINISTRA-
TION.

265

BENGAL OPIUM.
“In British India the manufacture of opium for export to the Straits

^ttlements and China is restricted to two agencies in Uehar and Benares
in the Bengal Presidency. These are under the administration of the
Government of Bengal, though the so-called Benares Agency includes sub-
divisions which arc partly situated in Oudh and are established in terri-

toiy under the Government of the North-Western Provinces and Oudh.
“ The cultivation of poppy and the manufacture of opium in these two

Agencies are regulated by Act XI II. of 1857, under the general control of
the Government of Bengal and the Board of Revenue, and the immediate
supervision of the Opium Agents in charge of the Agencies. The posses-
sion, transport, import and export of opium are regulated by the provisions
of the Rules passed under section 5 of the Opium Act of 1878. The Col-
lectors of Land Revenue in the districts within the range of the Agencies
are Deputy Agents for the enforcement of some of the provisions of Act
XIIL of 1857, but they do not otherwise take part in the details of supervi-
sion which are conducted by Sub-Deputy Opium Agents acting under the
orders of Opium Agents.

“The extent of cultivation and the quantity of opium to be annually
brought forward for sale are regulated by the Government of India in

communication with the Government of Bengal, while the limits of cultiva-
tion within each sub-division, and the persons by whom the poppy may be
cultivated, are arranged annually by the Opium Department. The cul-

tivators, though free to decline the cultivation, are restrained from selling

their produce to any but the Opium Department.
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The produce is purchased, in the form of crude opium, at a price, per

seer of a standard consistence of 70 degrees, which is fixed from time to

time by the Government of India, any change in the price being notified

to the cultivators at the time of their entering into the annual engagements
with the Department.

** Settlements are made with the cultivators or their accredited agents at

the end of July or early in August, when the license to cultivate is granted
by the Sub-Deputy Agent or his Assistant, and after the details are settled

an advance is paid to the lumherdar by the gomashta in their presence.
“ The number of advances made during the year in the Behar Agency

are not to exceed five, as follow

In September, at a rate not exceeding R5 per btghd excepting
when the Agent permits a higher rate.

“ 2nd^hi the end of December or beginning of January, after the crops
are above ground and the prospects are favour^le, at a rate not exceeding
R4 per highdf including any advance for poppy leaves.

" jr/f—At the end of March, after the chief part of the crop has been
gathered and the taidad or estimate of the probable outturn of the season
has been completed, at a rate not exceeding R3 per biglid.

“ 4th—At the time of weighment, the rate of the advance being regulated
by the quality of the drug delivered at the rates here specified

For class I and above up to
Ditto II ditto
Ditto III ditto

Benares.

a a.

5 o

4 12

4 8
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“ On obtaining from tne Agent the godown receipts.

The number of advances during the year in the Benares Agency are
not to exceed four, as follow

" /s/—In September, at the rate of R4 per bighd, a higher rate being
granted to parties living at a long distance to obviate the necessity of a
second journey to receive the second advance.

“ 2nd—In January or February, after the crop is above ground and
the prospects are favourable, at the same rate as the first.

—At the time of weighment, according to the quality of the drug
and the rates specified above.

** 4th—On obtaining from the Agent the godown receipts.
“ The different rates of advances are not to be exceeded except with the

permission of the Agent.
‘‘ By the end of July the manufacture is finished, but the airing and

drying are continued until October, by which time the balls are ready for
packing.

" Forty balls are allotted to each chest of provision opium. The manif
factured opium is classed as Provision Opium for export to China, and
ABAARi or EXCISE OPIUM, for consumption in the country. The provision
opium is brought down to Calcutta, where it is sold by auction to the
highest bidder**

“ By a convention with the French Government, dated 7th March 1815,
the authorities at Chandernagore are entitled to demand a quantity not
exceeding in the aggregate 300 chests in each year, the price of the quan-
tity claimed at any one of the periodical sales during the year being deter-
mined by the average price at which the rest of the opium is sold at such
sale, and the requisition for such opium being " addressed to the Governor
General at Calcutta within 30 days after the notice of the intended sales
shall have been published in the Government Gazette.” The French
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Government having proposed to commute for a period of five years their
opium rights for a money payment, it was agreed by a convention exe-
cuted between the Government of India and the French authorities at
Chandernagore on the i6th July 1884 to fix the annual commutation
payment at R3,ooo. The convention terminated at the end of 1888 and
was renewed for a further period of five years. By the new convention
the annual commutation payment has been raised to R5,ooo, conditionally
on the French administration undertaking that no opium, except opium
provided from the Hooghly Treasury, shall be admitted for consunmtion
or for any other purpose into Chandernagore, and that the French officials
endeavour to prevent contraband dealing in opium.”

” The years provision is not sold at once. Originally there were five
sales in a year, then nine, but since 1848 they have been monthly. Of
late years to check speculation, the quantity to be sold in any calendar
year was, if the outturn was sufficient, noiified in the previous year, and,
as a further means of steadying prices, it w'as determined to accumulate a
sufficient reserve^ for supplying a deficiency of out-turn in bad seasons.

” The Abkari or Excise Opium manufactured in the two Agencies is

supplied at R7-4 a seer to the Governments of Bengal and the North-
Western Provinces, and the Administrations of Burma, Assam, and
Central Provinces, who permit its sale within their respective jurisdictions
in accordance with rules framed under the Opium Act, I of 1878. Excise
opium is issued to licensed dealers from the different District Treasuries
in quantities of not less than one seer at a time, and at prices which are
fixed by the Local Governments at their discretion, but never so low as to
encourage the exportation of Abkari Opium to China in preference to pro-
vision opium.

** The consistence of the manufacturcxl opium differs in the two Agencies.
The moisture in i<^ grain? of crude opium being thoroughly evaporated,
the residue is weighc^, each grain after dryage being taken at i®. If the
cultivate delivers his drug of standard consistence, he receives for it the
regulated price, otherwise a pro rata increase or deduction is made accord-
ing^as the drug is above or below standard.

“ ThegTMs and net weight of a chest of opium, and the consistence of
provision and abkari opium, are as follows ;

—

i

Bchar Provi
sion Opium.

Benares
MaJwa Opium*
Opium for con-
sumption in
India.

Persian Opium.

75“

90®

So'*

Gross weight
of chest.

Net weight
or quantity of
opium in each

chest.

Weight
or quan-
tity of
fine

opium
in each
chest.

One
chest of

excise
opium

equal to

Mds. Srs. Mds. Srs. Chs. Srs.

3 20 * 28 2 5 >*09375 I '05688

.
3

abt. 2

2

20

10

I

1

28
28
20

2
2
0

47*6875
61*3125

1*132372

Fair quality about loj to 11 shamans, 13^81
avoir. 0*1 shaman.

I md. a8 Rrs. a
chkR. of Bena-
res opium at
70'’— I md. 23
srs. chks
when rained
to the consist-
ence of Bcliar.

Qo
the consistence of Malwa opium exported from Bombay is about

cent. At the lower of these two consistencies a chest of Malwa contains

niiai;?
opium. The duty on Malwa opium is levied without reference to

quality or consistence.
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MALWA OPIUM.
“The revenue derived from the trade in opium known as Malwa

Opium, which is produced in Central India and parts of Rdjputana, con-
sists chiefly of the auty charged for passes granted at the scales to cover the
transit of the opium through the British territories to Bombay for exporta-
tion thence to China, or for consumption in India. The export is now rege-
lated by rules framed under the Opium Act, I. of 1878. The Act and the
rules framed under sections 5 and thereof were introduced into the
Bombay Presidency on the 1st April 1878. Previous to the year 1831 the
British Government reserved to itself a monopoly of Malwa opium which
was purchased by the British Resident at Indore and sold by auction either

at Bombay or at Calcutta. But in that year it was deemed advisable,
chiefly on account of the large quantity of opium smuggled to the Portu-
guese Settlements of Damaun, &c., on the Coast, to relinquish the mono-
poly, to open the trade to the operations of private enterprise, and to substi-

tute as a source of revenue, in place of the abandoned system, the grant,
at a specified rate, of passes to cover the transit of opium throu^ the
Company’s territories to Bombay. In determining the amount of transit

duty it was proposed to be guided by a comparison of the cost of transit

direct to Bombay with that of the transmission of the drug to the Coast by
the cheapest of the more circuitous routes through the territories of Native
States ; and on the basis of such a comparison it was fixed at R175 per
chest of 140ft each. In 1835 the results of the preceding ofiicial year
having been unfavourable and the shipments of opium from Bombay having
largely declined, while those from Damaun had greatly increased, the rate
was rrauced to R 125 per chest.

“ The annexation of Sind facilitated the levy of a higher rate. Until
then a large portion of the opium of Malwa had been conveyed through
Sind to Kardchi, and thence onward to the Portuguese ports of Diu and
Damaun. That route being now closed, it was reasonably expected that
an advance might be made in the charge for passes, without risk of loss

to the revenue from a diminished demand. The rate was accordingly
increased in October 1843 from R125 to R200 per chest. Upon the prin-

ciple that the duty should be fixed at the highest amount which could be
levied without forcing the trade into other channels, a further increase was
made in 1845, when it was determined that the charge should be R300 per
chest. For the same reason it was, on 1st June i£t7, raised to R400 per
chest and subsequently as follows :

—

i 8t July 1859
ist September i860
1st October 1861 .

ist „ 1862 .

16th luly 1877
16th September 1879

s8th June 1S82

5th July 1890

500
Ooo
700
600
650
700

^675*. If weighed at
Ajmerc for ex-
port by sea front

Hombav ; 650, if

weighed else-

where for export
by sea from
Bombay.

R625 and K600.

“ Opium imported into Bombay for the declared purpose of export into

China, may, on arrival, he sold for home consumption. The pass duty on
opium consumed in India is at present R725 per chest if weighed at Ajmere,.
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and R700 if weighed elsewhere. The pass duty on all opium consumed in

India is credited to Provincial Revenue, and that on opium exported to

China to Imperial Revenue. Under orders issued in August iSHp the

duty levied on Malwa opium imported to the Native States of the Panjdb
is now assigned to those States : the concession was granted with the

object of interesting the States in an excise system and the suppression of

opium smuggled from Rdjputana.
“ The poppy is sown in Malwa in November; the plants are in flower in

the beginning of February, and by the end of March the whole of the opium
is collected by the cultivators and ready for sale. The village bankers,

who get possession of the raw opium, retain it till the end ofApril, and
during May and June it is bought by the large dealers who make it up
into cakes of 12 ounces each, and expose it in store-houses to dry for the

next two months, after which it is ready for the scales. Generally the opium
is ready tor export in September, but as considerable dryage takes place

in its transport to Bombay while new, it is usually kept until October,

unless an expected increase of duty or pecuniary aifificulties of the dealer

compel the owners to bring the drug earlier to the scales. Before Septem-
ber 1,866 chests were sent to Bombay from Indore via Manpiir, Scindwa,
and Manmad, the transit occupying twenty days on an average. In that

month a new route was adopted via Simrol and Barwari to the Great
Indian Peninsula Railway at Khandwa which reduced the time of transit

to eight days. The only authorised routes by which opium can now be
imported by land into Bombay (after leaving the scales) are—(a) direct

into the town of Ahmedabad from any place on the frontier of the Kadi
division in the territory of His Highness the Gaekwar, which the local

Government may from time to time appoint ; (b) by rail from Khandwa or

vid Palanpur and Ahmedabad ; (c) and in the case of opium belonging to

His Highness the Maharaval of Dungarpur, from Kherwada, by Vich-
wada, Samera, Sambagi, Tintoi, Bakrol, Lembhoi, Dhakrol, Madhuka,
Harsol, Uidia, Dehgam, Naroda, to Ahmedabad under an escort fur-

nished by His Highness and subject to examination as to number, weight,
and tampering in transit at any of the above places which the Local Gov-
ernment may appoint in this biehalf.

"Passports nave been granted since January 1858 at Ahmedabad where
the scales are superintended by an officer of the Opium Department,
Bombay, and, since February 1877, Ajmere. Passports are now granted
by the Government Opium Agent at Indore and Ajmere (or by an officer

authorised by one of these Agents) or Ahmedabad, or by some other
officer duly authorised in that behalf by the Governor General in Council
or the Local Government. The Ajmere scales were made use of for the
first time in November 1877. A chest of Malwa opium contains 140ft net
weight, to which an allowance of 4 oz. is added for leaf and dust, making
a total of i4o}ft.

" The rules in force at the Malwa Agency (and the same are applicable
at Ahmedabad and Ajmere) for the weighment of opium and the grant
of passports are as follow The opium ready packed in half chests (for

tne convenience of carriage), is brought to the Government godown by the
merchants and brokers, who tender for the duty hundis bearing interest at

five per cent, per annum, drawn on some trustworthy firm in Bombay, and
payable at six days’ sight to the General Treasury at the Bank of Bombay.
These, on being approved, registered, and numbered, are forwarded with
the register to the Accountant General, Bombay. At the Ahmedabad
Agency the duty (R650) may be paid cash or by hundi, payable at sight

at the Bank of Bombay, and at the Ajmere Agency also by cash or by
kundi, drawn on some trustworthy firm at Bombay and payable at sight.
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The Government duty on opium weighed at Ajmere for export by sea

from Bombay is at present R675 per chest containing 140^81 net weight
including dust and leaf. The duty on opium weighed at Ajmere was
raised from R625 per chest to R6715 on the i6th July 1877, and to R72S on
the 15th September 1879, and again reduced to R07S per chest from 28th

June 1 882. The hundis tendered having been receivecl and approved, the

half chests are arranged in the godown and numbered consecutively in

English. '1 he merchants provide and pay for porters, carpenters, and men
for screwing up the chests opened for weighment. On the arrival of the

officer who maices the weighment, he selects at hazard two half-chests out
of every ten of each consignment brought to the scales. From these an
average is struck ; when the average falls short of the allowance made by
Government, vie.t 708) 20z. per half-chest, the deficiency is allowed to be
made good ; when it is in excess, the number of pounds in excess is with-

drawn. This is called net weighment,
“ When the net weighment is completed, the boxes are nailed up, and

repacked and the gross weighments are proceeded with—that is, the chests

as ready for conveyance, are weighed and marked in English. Full par-

ticulars are then entered in the passport granted for each weighment.
The gross weight exceeds the net by about 508) in each half-chest. To
prevent molestation on the road, a vernacular pass is granted to the person
appointed by the merchant to accompany the despatch, in which the parti-

culars of the consignment are inserted, and the weekly register of the
passports is sent to the Commissioner of Customs, Opium and Abkari,
Bombay. Tlie passport is valid for two years from the date of its issue.

The gtiards necessary for the escort of the consignments are supplied or
paid for by the merchants or insurers. Advice of each despaten is for-

warded to the Commissioner of Customs, Salt and Opium, Bombay, the
day after it occurs. There are seven subordinate offices attached to the
Malwa Agency (Indore),—Ujjain, Rutlam, Dhar, Udaipur, Joara, Man-
desar, and Bhopal, the officers in charge of which forward their hundis to

the head office, and in return receive passports bearing the head office

registered number.
“ At Bombay the process observed with the pass fees levied on opium is

as follows :—The Malwa-Ahmcdabad or Ajmere Agent, as the case may
be, grants the pass, receives a htindi\T\ payment of the pass fee, and hands
it on to the Accountant-General, The Accountant-General sends the hundi
to the General 'I'reasurv to be realised, and informs the Commissioner
of Customs that he has done so. The Commissioner of Customs at once
records it as a debt due by him and takes care that the amount is re-

covered. The Treasury receives the amount of the hundis and informs the
Commissioner of Customs to that effect. The Commissioner of Customs,
on the arrival of the opium at Bombay, receives it, and, as a check against
smuggling on the way^ sees that the chest corresponds with the pass,
that the weighment also corresponds, less a certain amount of dryage,
and that the pass fees have been duly recovered. If the pass fees have not
been paid, he seizes the opium and recovers the amount of the hundi and
the interest thereon. Beiore the export of the opium to China from
Bombay, the Commissioner of Customs weighs it, examines the pass under
which it was imported, and checks off therefrom the quantity to be export-

It will thus be seen from the above brief sketch of the Opium Policy,

that at every stage in the cultivation, manufacture, sale and export, the
Government of India exercises the most direct supervision that is possible.

It thus holds the traffic in its power, and, by the imposition of hea^ taxes,
restricts to the utmost the consumption in India by retaining the pricc^ at
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hich opium is pn>curable in this country, at a figure considerably above
that at which it can be obtained in China and other parts of the world.

'J'his not only saves contraband exportation in excise opium, but makes
the governing price in the country with greatest demand and highest
ruling price determine the Indian consumption. It need only be necessary,
therefore, in concluding this chapter to furnish a table of the revenue
derived by India from the drug.

REVENUE DERIVED FROM OPIUM.
The follow'ing table analyses the official returns of this subject for a

period of 23 \ears, the figures being given in the conventional Rx. as equi-

valent to one pound sterling. The figures for Net Revenue are approxi-
mately as shown below, a few minor details of revenue and expenditure
having been purposely left out of account
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i, 55<>»207 1,720,11

1
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0,130,872
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1870-71
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•,W'i,33 » 2,014,425 6,031,034 356,175 0,387 ,2<'9

1871-72 1 ,5»>0,040 7 .057,2 « 3 256,910 7 ,9 14, '23
I,(/)4,824 i,8t4,?6S 0,870,423 4 * 3 , >78 7,283,601

1S7.V74 1,851,208
2 .' 7Bt443

2,001,280
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»« 74
*
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1882-83 ' 2,110,313 2,281,231 7,2*8,031 819,517 8.<*37,55o

188VB4 1,681,964 i,853,4 »o: 7,702,380 845,634 8,548,014
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18S9-90 *,447,R49 1,003,596

1
6,979,394

1

928,928
j

7,908,322

When it is recollected that the amounts sh«)wn in the firs? column of
the above table are practically the sums paid in each year to the cultiva-

tors in the Behar and Benares Agencies, for the produce of a little under
526,cxx) acres (the average of the past five years* returns), some idea is

obtained of the importance of the crop and of the vested interests concerned
in the production of opium. But the cultivators arc not the only persons
in India who have to be considered as having the right of centuries in

justification of their claims on the opium trade. From the time of Akbar
to the present day that traffic has been authorised and protected by Gov-
ernment. The vested mercantile interests concontratctl on it are very
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extensive, far more so than with any other single article of Indian Com-
merce. Should occasion ever arise, therefore, to prohibit that traffic, the

loss to the cultivators would be the least important item that would have
to be considered ; for no administration would be justified in bringing ruin

to a large mercantile community by any sudden and arbitrary interference

with a trade which it has hitherto protected and legalised. The amounts
of Malwa and other opiums purchased by Government are very small, so
that it is fairly safe to say that Government paid, for the past five years,

an average of, say, 2^ million pounds sterling for the opium grown in

British districts. The value of the opium crop to the cultivators within

our territory is thus by no means inconsiderable, but the saving in

taxation effected by the profits of the trade is by far its most important
feature. But there are other considerations. By taking the traffic under
direct supervision the Government is enabled most effectually to check
the abuses that would otherwise prevail and have prevailed. A pure
article is furnished in place of an adulterated one. To the cultivators the

crop is by no means unimportant. Its value is not represented by dividing
the amounts shown as annually paid by Govemmentiby the returned acreage.
'1 he crop occupies the field for but a short period. The system of poppy
cultivation enriches the soil so that another crop may be taken off it at a
nominal cost. The cultivator has the poppy seed and other bye-products
of the opium crop as an additional source of income. Opium production
is therefore highly remunerative, and the advances made on the crops come
opportunely.

EXCISE REGULATIONS AND THE CONSUMPTION OF
OPIUM IN INDIA.

Repeated reference has been made in the foregoing chapters to the
consumption of opium in India. In connection with the History of the
drug, it has been shown that, long before the British conquests, the practice
of using opium was widely diffused throughout the country. It would be
beside the scope of this work to deal with the moral aspects of the traffic

or the perniciousness or otherw'ise of the habit of opium indulgence. The
fact that opium-eating, drinking, or smoking existed in the country, neces-
sitated supervision and control. For many years now', it has been the habit
to vest local Governments with the management of all forms of Excise
Administration, and opium is, therefore, a Provincial revenue, A large
proportion of the opium used in India is specially prepared at Patna and
Benares under the name of Excise Opium ”

; it is issued at cost price to
the local Governments and Administrations. From the district authorities
it IS issued to the licensed dealers on payment of the exci.se dues. But in
certain parts of India locally-grown opium is used, or specially selected
Malwa opium takes the place of the “ Excise Opium ” of the Bengal
Agencies. The table given at page 97 shows the total excise net reve-
nue from opium, but, as exhibiting in some degree the relative consump-
tion in each province, the analysis of the returns for ten years, given on
the next page, may be cited.* That table will be observed to be an
elaboration of the information furnished at page 56. The three most
important consuming provinces of Excise Opium may be said to be
Burma, Assam, and Bengal. Perhaps the most noticeable feature of the
Indian provincial consumption is the increasing traffic with Burma, a fact
which is doubtless largely due to Chinese influence and Chinese immigration.
It would, however, appear from other than purely statistical evidence that
the Sikhs are the community of India most addicted to the use of opium,
and they are certainly not an effeminate and emaciate race. The moderate
indulgence authorised by religion and habit does not appear to be more
injurious to them than the m(^erate use of wine or tobacco is in Europe.
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The above provincial shares of the Excise Net Revenue from Opium
cannot, however, be acc^ted as exhibiting the amounts actually consumed,
since the degree of taxation is not uniform in the provinces. Nor can the

number of chests of Government Abkari Opium be taken as an absolute
statement of the amount of opium used up in India. The figures of net

revenue include the proceeds derived from all opium (f.e.. Government
Abkari, Malwa, locally-g^own, &c.), but it can safely be said that the
Abkari opium is b^ far the most important item in Indian consumption.
Additional information on this subject will be found in the chapter below
on the Trade in Opium, more especially the sections Coastwise and
Internal.

The following instructive account of the Bombay opium traffic (taken
from the Administration Report for 1889-90) deals with the subject of

Malwa opium whether consumed in India or exported to China. It may,
therefore, fitW conclude these remarks, since it links together what has been
said, under Fiscal Administration, with the sketch given of the Excise
Opium of India:—

“ No change was made during th^ear in the number or location of the
scales for the weighmcnt of opium. The rate of duty on opium intended
for export to China and otner foreign countries remained at R650 per
chest up to 4th July 1890 inclusive, after which date it was reduced to
R600. The rate on opium imported fop local consumption in the Bombay
Presidency remained at R7C0 per chest. The rates levied at the scales
at Ajmere were as usual R25 per chest higher in each case.

“ The following table show's the numb^ of opium chests imported from
Mdlwa, MeywAr, MArw'ar, and the territories of His Highness the GAek*
wAr into Bombay, the amount of pass-duty realised, and the number of
chests exported to China and otherwise disposed of in the year 1889-90, as
compared with corresponding particulars for the two previous years ;

—

Years.

Number
of chests
imported

into

Bombay.

Amount of
pass fee
actually

realised and
brought to

account.

Number
of chests
exported
to China.

Number
of chests
bought for

home con-
sumption.

Number
of chests
otherwise
disposed

of.

Total.

1R87-88 . 38.716I

R
2,5».3*,30o 38,353 *,575 1 19* 38,047*

1888-89 • 3',<5 i 7 2,05,67,800 39,777* 1,57** 9** 31,440*
1889-90 . 38,835* 1,86,56,125 38,373 1,74** 78 30,191*

•* The quantity of opium exported during the year to China was less by
If405j chests than the quantity exported in 1888-89. Fifteen.and a-half
chests were exported to African ports, 60J chests to Cochin and Allepy,
and 2 to London.

“ Tlie average prices of opium in Bombay during the year under review
were lower than those prevailing in the previous year, being R 1,165 per
chest of one year old opium, and R 1,226 per chest of two and three years
old opium, against Ri^23 per chest of the former, and Ri,38o per chest of
the latter in 1888-89.

“Opium was issued from the Government dep6ts at the rate of Rio per
1b throughout the year under review. From the Government dep6ts
61,702ft of opium w'ere issued to British retail vendors or to Native
Chiefs. Besides this quantity, 955^ chests, equal to 130,054 ft, were bought
in the Bombay maiket, and 440J chests, equal to 59,957®, were imported
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from M ilwa by Chiefs and vendors permitted on payment of duty to sup-
ply themselves directly with opium for retail distribution.

“ The licit sales of the year under review exceeded.those of the preced-
ing year by 9,664ft. The increase was noticeable in the districts of Kaira,
Broach, and Khandesh, while there was a considerable decrease in the
district of Ahmedabad. In the Native States of the Presidency the licit

sales amounted to I54i555ft» of which 62,844ft were sold in the dominions
of the Gdekwir of Baroda, io,S8oft in Cutch, 46,8631b in Kathiawar, and
3 i»375ft other States in Gujarat. The opium required by Native Chiefs
in the Konkan, Deccan, and the Southern Maratha Country amounted to

2,593ft obtain^ by the Chiefs from the nearest British dep6t or

from the Collector of Customs, Bombay.
“The total pass-fee realisations from opium amounted to 81,87,35,185.

of which 812,61,260, representing duty on excised opium bought for home
consumption on account of Government by British licensed vendors and
by Native Chiefs in the Bombay and Madras Presidencies, were transferred

to the account head of “Excise,** leaving 81.74,73,925 to the credit of

Imperial revenues. Adding to the latter sum the fees levied on account of

the transhipment of opium chests in the Bombay Harbour and miscella-

neous receipts, the total receipts for the year credited to imperial revenues
amounted to 81,75,01,507 or 820,09,5591088 than in the previous year.

The decrease was wholly due to smaller imports into Bombay of opium
fromMilwa for export to China. The total excise realisations from opium,
allowing for refunds of duty to Native States., were 81 1.68,269 against

812,13,858 in the previous year. They included the pass-fee on opium
consumed in British territoiy, two-thifds of the pass-duly on opium
consumed in Kathidwar and Cutch, nine-tenths of the pass-duty on opium
consumed in the Sitara Jighirs, and four-fifths of the pci5.s-duty .supplied

toother Native Chiefs except those in Rewa Kdntha, Mahi K.intha,

Pdl.anpur, and Cambay. The last-mentioned States are entitled to receive

opium free of duty. In Baroda consumption was confined to the opium
grown in the State and no duty was paid to Government.

“ The expenditure on account of a portion of the opium establishment

employed in Bombay and that employed at the Ahmedabad opium
agency, which is debited to Imperial services under the head ‘ Opium,*
amounted to 825,233 against 825,021 in the previous \ ear. 'Fhc provin-

cial expenditure of the Opium Department is included in that of the AbUari
Department and cannot be accurately distinguished, but maybe estimated
approximately at 830,000.**
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TRADE IN OPIUM.
In the chapter on History above, some of the leading ideas regarding

the early opium trade have already been dealt with. In the succeeding
chapters on Cultivation and Fiscal Administration, additional facts

have been brought out, as to area and yield, manufacture, purchase of the
drug, and the system under which it is sold to the highest bidder. Very
little remains, therefore, to be discussed in this place. The table at pa?e
56 shows the number of chests of Provision Opium manufactured at the

Government Agencies since i860, and the table at page 57 shows the num-
ber of maunds of opium produced at the Patna (Behar) Agency during the

past five years, while the table at page 58 gives the same information for

the Benares Agency. As exhibiting certain facts of historic interest, the
following brief account of opium may be taken from Milburn's Oriental
Commerce (published in 1825, pp. 294-295). It shows^ the constancy of

the policy pursued in the traffic, and also gives certain fibres of early

transactions :—“ The monopoly in the trade of opium, or the cultivation

P. 304
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TBADE. of the poppy, may be traced at lea«:t as far back as the commencement of

the British influence in Bengal. The advantages resulting from it were
for several years merely considered as a part of the emoluments of certain

officers under the Government. In the year 1 773, it was taken out of

their hands, and the profit of the trade assumed for the benefit of the Com-
pany. The provision of the article was for many years let out upon con-
tract. Tfte opium concern continued under the direction of the Board of
Revenue till 1793, when it was transferred to the Board of Trade. On the
expiration of the contracts in 1797, the cultivation of opium was restricted

to Behar and Benares, and discontinued in Bengal ; the mode of provision

by agency was resorted to, and still continues in practice. In July 1799,
some regulations were published ‘ for the guidance of all persons concern-
ed in the provision of opium on the part of Government, and for prevent-
ing the illicit cultivation of the poppy, and the illicit importation or traffic

in the article of opium.* Under these regulations, which were further

modified in 1807, the cultivation of the poppy, except on account of Gov-
ernment, is expressly prohibited, but it is left entirely at the option of the
cultivator to enter into engagements on account of Government at a settled

price, or to decline it altogether. The quantity grown, which is limited, is

sold by public auction at two annual sales at Calcutta, in December and
February. It is usually about 4,000 chests. The trade in opium is liable

to be affected by many contingencies, not only from adverse seasons, but
by the state of the markets to the eastward, which fluctuate considerably.
1 he superior advantages of the agency system, and the measures resorted

to for securing the provision of the drug pure and unadulterated, have
proved of essential service.**

“The Bengal opium is distinguished in commerce into two kinds,
Patna and Benares ; the former is most esteemed. There is another kind
of India opium, less esteemed, produced in considerable quantity in the

P
rovince of Malwa ; it usually fetches little more than half the price of

atna opium.
“The quantity of opium 'exported by sea from Calcutta, in 1821, was

4»337 chests, of which 3,137 were to China and Macao, 632 to Penang and
eastward, 420 to Java, the rest in small quantities to various parts.

’*

It is scarcely necessary to trace out the growth of the trade from 1821
up to the present time. Suffice it to say that it manifests no period of
spasmodic expan.sion. Year by year it gradually increased, being little

alTected even by the troubles of 1840 or of 1857. In 1831, the total exports
were 1 1,726 chests, in 1841, 29,432 chests, and in 1851, 52,040 chests. The
following table furnishes a complete statement of the traffic from i860 to

1890; it distinguishes the Bengal from the Malwa and shows the pro-
portion of each kind sent to the chief consuming countries. One of the
most striking features of the trade will be seen to be the immense im-
portance of the Indore exports. Should occasion arise for the Government
of India to abandon its opium supervision and to discontinue the Bengal
traffic, the difficulty in prohibiting the cultivation of opium in the Native
States of Central and Western India would be almost unsurmountablc.
If cultivated it would find its way all over India and even to China, in

spite of every regulation that might be ^ssed against the traffic. Such
illicit traffic is at present checked powerfully by the natural effects of com-
petition in trade, but were Malwa Opium to enjoy a monopoly no such
restrictions would then exist.
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Imports.— India imports but a very small amount of opium from
foreign countries ; during the past five years the imports have amounted to

about 2509^, valued at between and R4,ioo. Of these foreign im-
ports none appears to be re-exported.

Exports.—Of the exports to foreign countries of Indian opium the
following table may be given for the traffic during the past five years :

—

Chests . .
^

1885-86. 1886.87. 1887-88. 1888-89. 1889-90.

Weighing Cwt.

Value in Rupees

87,0.'»6

120,995

« 0
,73,55, tSo

95.830

*3 ',630

11,07,76,689

90,096

125,871

10,06,77,636

87,789

122,160

10,50,80,808

85,166

118,598

*0,11,59,362

The table in the previous page exhibits the countries to which the above
opium was consigned, and the present table has been given to show the
weight of the chests and their declared values.

Coastwise Trappic.—The chief items of this trade in the year 1889-90
were the exports from Bombay to Madras and from Bombay to the
Native States of Cutch, Kathywar, and Travancore. Last year, for ex-
ample, Bombay sent to Madras opium to the value of R56,59i, to Cutch
K 1,26,875, to Kathywar R655, and to Travancore R3o,5oo. These are
Apparently commercial transactions. Under the heading ‘ Government
Stores* entries also occur in the A nnu/i I S^afemen/s of the Trade and Navu
gation of British India Coa&twise. The following were the chief transac-
tions Bengal exported opium to the value of R 15,57,668, of which Burma
took K 1 1,20,560, and ports within Bengal itself the remainder. Bombay
exported opium to the value of R 1,96,330, of which Ri,Qf),638 went to
Smd, and the balance to ports within the Presidency. The supplies for
Madras do not appear to be drawn from Government Stores; they have
already been recorded under general mercantile coastwise transactions.

Inland Trade.—During the ^car 1888-89 (the most recent year for
which returns arc available) Bengal imported from the North-West
Provinces and Oudh opium to the value of R3, 16,100, the North-West
Provinces imported from Beng.al R9 240, the Central Provinces imported
R2,24,75o from the North-West Provinces, and Assam imported R 1,08,000
worth from Calcutta. These were the chief transactions bj land routes be-
tween British Provinces, but from RAjputana and Central India the fol-
lowing amounts of onium were consigned to British Provinces Madras
R6,ii2 worth, Bombay R4,24,532 worth, the Nonh-West Provinces
R6,q6o worth, the Central Provinces R 1,920 w’orth, and Berar R 2,2 1,318
worth. The imports into the chief seaports furnish the supply from which
the foreign exports are mainly drawn. Calcutta received from Bengal
opium to the value of R 1,89,57 ,620, and from the North-West Provinces
1^2,07,32,970 worth. Bombay drew its supplies mainly from Rdjputana
and Central India, namely, opium to the value of R4,65,8 1,524.

The movements of opium by land routes and coastwise convey a fairly

accurate conception of tne Indian consumption. The amounts recorded
above in money value, less the imports into the chief port towns (which
met foreign marts chiefly), were the interprovincial aajustments to meet
the Indian consumption.

Trans-frontier Land Traffic.—This is comparatively unimportant,
though it gives considerable trouble, since large quantities are constantly
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imported illicitly, especially from Nepal. The following table exhibits
the traffic for the past three years

Weight ra Cwt. .

Value in Rupees.

IMPORTS
INTO BRITISH INDIA.

EXPORTS
FROM BRITISH IN»IA.

Countries from
WHENCE—Kashmir

AND Nepal.

Countries to which

—

Naoa and Mishmi
Hills.

1887-88. 1888-89 1889-90. 1887-88. 1888-89. 1889-90.

167
2,68,650

506
4,20,088

200

2.38.490
4 1

2,102
4

8,695

TRADE.
Trans-
Frontier.

The exports from Nepal (which represent the major portion of the im-
ports into l^ritish India) are received by the province of Hengal. The ex-
ports from British India go from the province of Assam to the frontier
Hill States.

ii %(y. Murray.)

^ PAPER & PAPER FIBRES.
Paper & Paper Fibres.

The first authentic account of paper-making in India dates from the
time of the Emperor Akbar, when the art is said to have been introduced
into Kashmir. It spread rapidly all over India, displacing the birch-
bark used by the hill tribes and the palm-leaves in the case of the people
of the plains. It is probable, however, that the art ol Nep.il paper-making
came from China to the inhabitants of the Eastern litmdla^a long an-
terior to^ the introduction of the P^Jper industry into Kashmir by Akbar.
The art is one that has advanced little, save under immediate European
supervision, and even at the present day the paper-making of the Natives
of India is very much like their glass-blowdng, since it largely consists it

remaking from waste manufactured material.
In a country teeming with fibres, it is a surprising fact that the ques-

tion of a paper-fibre should still be under consideration. Europe.an writers
seem always to forget the immense size of the continent of India, and to
assume that a few hundred miles arc of htlle consiclcnition in most In-
dian questions, but, when this distance entails a heavy raibvay freight
upon a bulky article, it becomes prohibitive, even to industries that c.in
afford to pay more than paper-making. To cultivate fibre specially for
paper has many drawbacks, of which but one need be mentioned—the lost
of land near commercial centres is so high as to preclude the idea as a
practicable consideration. Moreover, the paper fibre must, like esparto,
be fit almost for immediate immersion in the vats, for paper-making
can never pay the cost of separation or preparation how'ever simple and
inexpensive. No fibre known to commerce can compete w'ith jute in point
of cheapness, yet the paper-maker can afford to purchase jute waste and
jute cuttings only, so that but for the dem-^nd for an altogether different
pur^se, the paper-maker could never procure jute.

The two most important indigenous paper grass-fibres in India are
munj Hind bhabar. 'lhe.se are now being largely used by our Indian
paper mills, the supply at a remunerative price iJcing the chief obst.'icle

to their further utilisation. The roots and lower stems of rice have been
suggested as a paper material, and if it be proved that these arc worth the
trouble of collecting, the supply might be practically unlimited ; but it is

doubtful whether the paper-maker could pay sufficient to cover freight and
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expense of collection. It has been demonstrated that bamboo affords

excellent paper, but, in this case also, practical difficulties exist, which have,
for the present at least, dispelled the hopes once entertained of the im-
mense tracts of bamboo forest becoming of commercial value. The most
valuable paper materials in India are old rags, waste gunny bags and
jute in other forms, sunn ropes, &c., &c.

Paper Mills.—Mr. O’Conor, in the Fourteenth Issue of h\s Statistical

Tables, enumerates nine paper mills as existing in India in 18S8, of which
five arc in Bombay, two in Bengal, one in the North-West Provinces,
and one in Central India. The tot;il nominal capital of six of these, which
belong to Joint-Stock Companies, amounts to nearly 39 lakhs of rupees, the
average daily number of hands emplcwed aggregate 1,687, and the yearly
outturn is 18,363,6651b, valued at ^26,84,431. The descriptions of paper,
said to be manufactured, include;—-writing, printing, blotting, cartriage,

hadanii, coloured, and brown papers. The quality of the finer papers pro-

duced is improving year by year, as will be seen by the returns of Govern-
ment imports ; the yearly decrease in these manifests the fact that stationery

made by Indian mills is ousting European-made paper from office use.

Trade.—Returns of trade connected with paper show that India ex-
ports no manufactured goods, but supplies a considerable and increasing

amount of paper-making materials. The imports, on the other hand, con-
sist entirely of paper and paste-board, and, notwithstanding the increased
number and outturn of Indian paper mills, these imports have largely in-

creased during the past few years. A considerable decrease is, however,
apparent (as already remarked) in the imports on account of Government,
a decrease due to the large extent to which office stationery is now supplied

by Indian mills. The exports of rags and other paper materials for the
past five years were—

Cwt.

1884-

S5

1885-

86

1886-

87
1 88 7-88
1888-89

96,408
»«7»53'

89,522
125,988

'35,‘X>9

R
3»7o.';33

3,98,269
3,45,697
4,73,916
5,64,87*

The following analvsis may be given of the exports for the year 1S8S

8y :
—

Pre.sidcncv from which
j

Value in I

1

Country to which Value in

i.x)ioitcd 1
Ku|mes. expoited. Rupees.

ncn;'.il .... 4,75,816 1
Unred Kin^ifdoiii . 93,614

Bombay .... 81,531
1

United .States . , 4 ,70,687
Sind
Madras .... 7,534

!

10 1

1 Other Count lies .

i

570

The imports of paper and pasteboard for the past five years were

—

1884-

85
18S5-86

1886-

87

1887-

88

1885-

89

General. Government.

R
35,21,026

33,36,753
31,66,767

4 *,83.070
4 >,05,349

R
»3.7*,o95

10,01,247

7.59,448
*0,79,993

7,84.574

R
48,92,121

43,38,000
39,36,215
52,63,063
48,89,923

It is perhaps needless to attempt to specialise all the fibres of India
which might be used in paper-making. It has already been indicated that
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the only obstacle is one of price* Any fibre may be used for paper, but
the following are a few of those most deserving of mention :

—

Adansonia digitata, Linn. ; Malvaceje.
The Baobab Tree or the Monkey Bread Tree of Africa.

Cultivated in some parts of India to a small extent. The bark yields
a fibre, which seems likely to come into use in paper manufacture.

Agave americana, Linn.: Amaryllideje. The American Aloe.
A native of America, now naturalised in many parts of India.
The leaves and the root yield an excellent fibre, which might ea.sily be-

come an important paper material but for its high price. During experi-
ments performed at the Bally Paper Mills, it was discovered that one of
the gfreatest difficulties in the way of Agave fibre for paper manufacture
was the fact that the young leaves yielded loo fine a pulp ; the best
leaves were those three years old. A mixture was found injurious, and
therefore a difficulty exists in getting uniformity.

Antiaris toxicaria, Le&ch. 2 Urticaceje. The Travancore Sacking Trek.
A gigantic tree of the evergreen forests of Burma, Western Glidts,

and Ceylon. It seems probable that the bark of this tree may come into

use as a paper fibre.

Bambuseae ; Gramine^e. The various species of Bamboo.
Mr* Routledge, in his pamphlet on ** Bamboo as a paper-mahing

material^* makes the following remarks :
—"Of all the fibre-yielding plants

known to Botanical science, there is not one so well calculated to mc'ct the
pressing requirements of the paper-trade as bamboo, both as regards

j

facility and economy of production, as well as the ciuality of the ‘ paper-
stock ’ which can be manufactured therefrom While this is doubtless
correct, there are practical difficulties which render it extremely improb-
able that bamboo will ever come into use as a paper material. The diffi-

culty of getting a continuous supply of young shoots without injuring, if

not killing, the clumps, after two or three' years, the heavy charges likelv

to be incurrc'd in conveying the material from malarious jungles to the mill,

and the fact of the scales and young stems being covered with hairs which
cannot be removed, render the bamboo practically unsuitable for paper-
making. Experiments recently conducted have proved that a clump of

bamlKw is killed after a very few years if a large percentage of the shoofs
be systematically removed. The natives of India, and of China, however,
do make paper from bamboo, but they do nt>t appear to regard it as abso-
lutely necessary to use the young shoots only.

Broussonetia papyrifera, Vent.; Urticace.®.
A small tree, said to be wild in the Martaban hills. The Japanese

make paper from the bark. There is, perhaps, no plant that olTers a
better future than this as a source of paper, and if extensively culti-

vated by the villagers as a hedge, it uould undoubtedly become a dis-

tinct source of revenue. Samples of native-made Broussonetia paper were
exhibited at the Colonial & Indian Exhibition.

Corchorus olitorius, Linn, ; and C. capsularis, Linn.

;

'I'iliace®. Jute.
These plants are extensively cultivated for their fibre. The rejections

and cuttings are largely employed in paper-making both in India and
Europe.

Crotolaria juncea, Atnn. ; Leguminos®, Sunn.
The plant is extensively cultivated all over I ndia for Its fi bre. The waste

is utilised in paper manufacture, but it would never pay to cultivate the
plant solely for paper, and the uses of sunn are limited, so that the amount
of waste available is comparatively small.
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rTHYMKL^ACBiB.
Daphne longifolia, Afeissn. ; D. papyracea, Wall.

:

and D Wallichii, Mnssn.\
The barks of the above plants are used in the manufacture of paper.

The so-called NepAl paper is prepared fr»)m the bark of the first two. As
these plants, however, require a warm temperate climate, the cultivation

would have to be conducted on the hilts and therefore at a distance from
commercial centres and paper mills, so that, although the fibre affords a
remai kably strong paper, it does not seem likely to ever become of much
importance.

Edgeworthia Gardeneri, Meissn.: THYMELiCACB^.
A large, elegant bush, found along the Himdlaya from Nep&l to Sikkim

and Bhutan, and recently found plentifully on the mountains of Manipur,
extending to the northern frontier of Burma.

The finest Nepdl paper is said to be made from the fibre of this plant,

and to be purer and cleaner than the paper from Daphne pBp3rTacea. The
same remark as already made, with regard to a possible development
of the trade in Daphne fibre, is also applicable to this plant.

Helicteres Isora, Linn.

;

Sterculiacea.
A large shrub in the tropical and sub-tropical regions of India. The

fibre from the bark mip^ht become serviceable as a paper material were it

not for the fact that it will scarcely pay to cultivate any fibre that requires

to be extracted for paper alone. 'I'he plant could be cultivated to any
extent throughout India as a hedge.

Hibiscus cannabintiSi Linn,; Malvackas. The Hemp-leaved Hibiscus.
A small, herbaceous shrub, apparently wild on the Northern Ghdts,

largely cultivated for its fibre, especially iii the North-West Provinces and
the Panjdb. It yields the chief fibre used in the manufacture of paper in

the Dacca district, Ben^fal, and is also largely employed in the Madras
Presidenev. The fibre is too valuable, however, to be cultivated on a
commercial scale for the purpose of paper alone. [ Grass.

I

Ischoemum angustifoliom, Hack.; Graminbje. The Bhabar or Bhaboi
A CTass, met with throughout the central table-land of India from

Bengal to Madras, the North-West Provinces and Central India; in some
parts of the country extremely abundant. Asa paper material this grass
has been reported as little inferior to esparto, and tne paper made from it

I

as of good quality. The great drawback to the fibre is that it would not
pay to cultivate the grass purely fur the purpose of a paper supply, and
the wild plant has to be collected over wide and distant areas. As
already stated, the question of freight is in India one of most serious

consequence, for if a bulk> substance has to be carried for ^eat distances

^ railway the price of the article is enhanced to a prohibitive extent.

Ine Indian paper mills, however, use bhabar grass largely, and samples
of paper and paper-stuff made of it were exhibited by the Bally Paper
Mills at the Colonial & Indian Exhibition.

Mnta Mpieatnm, Linn.; Scitaminrab. The Banana or Plantain.
Considerable attention has of late years been attracted to the subject

of plantain fibre as affording a paper material. It has been stated that

a great future is before the paper industry of India, and that the enormous
quantities of plantain stems which are annually thrown away as useless

may yet come to be greedily purchased for paper manufacture. The
principal objection to this idea is that unless cultivated within a definite

area, it would never pay to collect the .<;tems all over the country, unless

some simple process could be suggested by which the people could reduce
the stems to fibre, and thus to lessen the charges of freight.
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Opnntia Dillenii, //aw. ; Cactea. The Prickly Pear. PAPER-
An erect, fleshv* thorny shrub common all over the arid and dry zones

of India; ori^nally brought from America but now quite naturalised. Dr.
Bidie, speaking of this plant in the Madras Presidency, says : “ This
abounds in every part of the country, and has become such a nuisance
that large sums are expended annually in cutting it down and burying it,

on sanitary p-ounds.” If found suitable as a paper material, this nuis-

ance might be converted into a source of wealth.

Saccharum Sara, Roxb,; Gramine.£. The Munj Grass.
The g^ass is common from Bengal to North India. Muni and several

other species of Saccharum are largely used in the Upper India Paper Mill

near Lucknow. Indeed, this is one of the most valuable of Indian paper
materials, in some respects being even superior to bhabar (Isdicemum)
grass. The great obstacle to it is the difficulty of procuring a large and
constant supply, and the fact that from greed the collectors reap the

grass too near the ground, injuring materially the quality of paper
through the amount of hard stems mixed with the leaves.

Sansevieria zeylanica, Willd.; H^modorace^. The Bowstring Hemi\
A stemless bush found on the coast of Bengal extending to the Madras

Presidency, and common on the Coromandel Coast. The fibre from the
leaves makes a very superior paper, but the price precludes an extended

Yucca gloriosa, Linn, ; Liliace^. Adam’s Needle.
A native of America introduced into India. It yields, like Agave, an

excellent fibre suitable for paper manufacture, but too valuable to be put
to paper manufacture alone. The fibre is not employed in the textile

industries to any appreciable extent, hence it is impossible to obtain a large
supply of waste.

For further Information regarding these fibre-yielding plants, the reader
is referred to the article on each in its respective alphabetical position.

PARABAIK.
Parabaik.—This is the Burmese name for a description of paper tablet

or slate, made from the fibrous materials of the bamboo or from the bark
of Broussonetia papyrifera (q.v,, Vol, /., 53S), These tablets are
either black or white, the former being coloured with a preparation of

starch and teak-wood charcoal, made into a paint with the juice of Cy-
amopsis psoralioides, DC, To prepare the tablets the bamboo is cut into

short lengths, the knots discarded, and the outer bark stripped off. The
pieces are then soaked in lime water until the fibre separates. This is

reduced to a pulp by pounding and again soaked in lime water lor a
week. It is tnen transferred to clean vessels and is ready for moulding.
The mould consists of a frame with a bottom formed of cloth, upon which
the pulp is floated layerupon layer until the desired thickness is obtained.

The preparation of tablets from Broussonetia differs in no essential point

from that of bamboo, and paper prepared from these fibres in Burma
differs, from the tablets described, in thickness only.

PARAMERIA, JSentk. ; Gen, PL, II,, y/j.

[ Ic,, /. /J07 ; Apocynacbai.

Parameria glanduUfera, Benth. ; Fl. Br. Ini., ill , 660 Wight,

Syn.

—

Ecdysanthera glandulifera, A. DC. ; E. barbata, Miq. ;

EcHITES GLANDULIFERA & MONILIFERA, IVai/. / PaRSONSIA BARBATA,
BL

Vem.

—

Taline-nO’thce, Burn.

313
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PARKINSONIA
aculeata.

The Jerusalem Thom.

Habitat.^An extensivelclimber, in the tidal forests of Burma, extending
to Malacca, Singapore, and the Andaman Islands; distributed to Java
and Borneo.

GUM. Gum.—This plant has recently attracted considerable attention as a
315 source of India-rubber. See India-rubber, Vol. IV., 361, 363.

316

MEDICINE.
Root.

317

TIMBER.

318

I
PARAMIGNYA, Wight; Gen. PL, I., 305.

[ /.. j/0 ; Rutaceje.

Paramignya monophylla, Wight, 111
,

log, /. 42 ; FI Br. Ind.,

Vera.—Natkanta, Nep.; Jhunok, Lbpcha; Kurni •adgeti, karirwdgeti.
Bomb. & Goa.

References.—Gamble, Man, Timb., 59 ; Kurz, For, FI. Burm., /., 193 ;

Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 133 ; Dymock, Warden, & Hooper, Pharma-
cogtaphia Ind., I., 268.

Habitat.—A stout, climbing, evergreeen shrub, native of the Sikkim
Himalaya and the Khasia mountains, from 2,000 to 5,000 feet; also met
with in Bhutan, the Western Peninsula, and Ceylon.

Medicine.—Dymock writes, “In the Konkan, the root is given to

cattle suflering from bloody urine, or bloody fluxes, from the abdomen.
When on a visit to Goa I observed that the country people made use of

the root as an alterative tonic.” The part used has a scabrous brown
bark ; it possesses a bitter saline taste, and abounds in large crystals of

oxalate of lime.

Structure of the Wood.—White, hard, close-grained.

Pareira or Parii see Cissampelos Pareira, Linn.

;

Vol. II., 327.

Paritium tiliaceum, see Hibiscus tiliaceus, Linn.; Vol. IV., 247.

319

RESIN«

320

TIMBER.
321

22

PARKIA, Br. / Gen. PI, L, 588.

Parkia insignis, Kur% / Fl. Br. Ind,, II., 2go ; Leguminosae.
Vern.

—

Myouk-ta-gnyeM, Burm.
References.

—

Kurz, For. Fl. Burm., /., 134 ; Gazetteer^ Burm., /., 134.

Habitat.—An erect tree from 80 to 100 feel high, not infrequent in the

tropical forests of Martaban, east of Tounghoo (Kurz).
Resin,— It exudes a red resin, about which no information is obtain*

able.

Structure of the Wood.—Yellowish, turning pale brown, rather heavy,

of a somewhat unequal coarse fibre, soon attacked by xylophages
{Kitrz).

PARKINSONIA, Linn. ; Gen. PI, /., 570.

Parkinsonia aculeata, Linn.; Fl. Br. Ind., II., 260;
The Jerusalem Thorn. [Leguminos^.
Wtm.— Wilaydti hkar, Pb. ; Vilayti babul or kikdr. Si ND ; Devi babul,

vilayti kikar. Bomb. ; Simajtluga, Teu
Rtferences.—Kurz, For. Fl. Bunn., I., 403; Beddome, Fl. Syfv., gt ;

Gamble, Man. Timb., 124; Stewart, Pb. PI., 73 ; Cleghorn, Plants of
Southern India, 145 ; Elliot, Flora Andhr., 168 ; Murray, PI. & Drugs,
Sind, ; Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., $87 ; Lisboa, U. PI, Bomb., 278, 392 ;

Boyle, Fib, PI., 298, 391 ; Cross, Bevan, & King, Rep. on Indian Fibres,

to, 55 / Gazetteers ;—Mysore & Coorg, I., 59 ; Bombay, XV., 74 ; XVII.,

23

1

AT.-ir. P., /., bO; iV., Ixxi.; Shahpur, 70 ; Raj., 27 ; hid. Forester,

VI., 240 ; XII., App., 27.
, ,

Habitat.—An introduced shrub, or small tree, native of Troipcal Ame-
rica, now almost naturalised in India, especially m the hotter regions

where it is grown as a hedge plant.
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Rope Bridges. (J.Murr.y,

Fibre.— It yields a fibre of a beautiful white colour, but short, and
somewhat brittle. It is considered to be wanting in strength, though it

might be made useful for paper-making by mixing with other fibrous
sub^stances and beating into a half stuff (Royle), Examined by Messrs.
Cross, Beyan, & King it was found to yield 65*2 percent, of cemilose and
I2‘5 per cent, of moisture.

Fodder.— In the Panjdb it is lopped of its smaller rranches, which are
given to goats as fodder.

Structure of the Wood. - Whitish, close-grained, used for fuel ; it also
makes good charcoal.

Domestic, &C.—The plant is well adapted for fences, and is largely
planted for that purpose.

Parmelia, see Lichens, Vol. IV., 635-639.

PARROTTIA, C. A, Mey.; Gen. PL, 6b6.

Parrottia Jacquemontiana, Dene. ; M, Br. Ind., II.. 426 ;

[ Hamamelideje.
Syn.—

F

othfkgilla involucrata, Falc,

Vem.—Psher, pi.\h(yr, pdhu, po, killar, kirrti, pare, ska, spilecha, Pb. ;

Spilccha, Pushtu.
Ref^euces.

—

Brandis. For. FI., 2t6, i. xxinii. ; Gamble, Man. Timh,, ,

Stewart, Pb. PI., / to ; Attchtson, Flora of the Kuram Valley, 59 , Baden
Powell, Ph. Pr., sHy ; Gaaetteers.—Banntt, 2,?. Gurdtispm, 5S ; Dera
Ismail Khan, ig t Rawalpindi, tS;Ind. Forester, IV., 34S ; V., 184 ;

VIII., 37* 38; XIV., 99.

Habitat.—A large, deciduous shrub or small tree of the North-West
Himalaya from the Indus to the Ravi, between 2,800 and 8,soo feet.

Fibre. I'he strong fibr»^us twigs are used in the Panjdb for binding

loads, making baskets, .and very largely for constructing the rope or twig-

bridges of the Himdlayan rivers. These bridges or 7 /////«j are generally

constructed entirely of the twigs of this shrub, but occasionally the branche*!

of Cotoneaster, Olea, and Indigofera heteranthera {q. v.) arc mixed with

them. Stewart writes, “ For the bridges, &c., Parrottia is cut ;it all

seasons, and is not very lasting, requiring frequent piece-meal renewal.

Willow is said to be employed in Spiti, Zanskar, Ladak, &c. Near
Mozaffarabad, there are several bridges of the same construction, ivh*,

one longitudinal rope to walk on, and two lateral <mcs to hold by, connect-

ed with the former by thinner ropes), but made of twisted hide, and one is

mentioned by Hutton in Kunawar made of Yak’s hair.
”

Fodder..—The leaves are said to be browsed by cattle (Stewart),

Structure of the Wood,—Light pinkish red, hard, he;ivy, very close-

grained, grow’th slow, weight 56ft per cubic foot. Highly esteemed for

walking-sticks, tent pegs, charpoys, and rice pestles, also for native bow's

used in throwing pellets.

Pashm, pashmina, see Wool ; Vol. VI.

(J. F. Duthie.)

PASPALUM, Linn.; Gen. PL, III., logj.

This genus is largely represented in America, where several of the species

are highly valued both for grazing and stacking.

[ Gramine;e.

Paspalum scrobiculatum, Linn, / Duthie, Fodder Grasses, / /

Vem.— ATorff?, kodaka. Hind.; Kodod dhdn, Bfng.; Koda, kodai, HihaR ;

Janhe, Santal ; Kodon, hoda, kodrdm, N.-W.P. ;
Kodo, kodra, kodrdm,

Kumaon; Kodra, kodon, Ph.; Kodo, kodte, C. P. ; Kodra, kodri, hank,
pakoiii, pakod, kodroa-kora, fcodro. Bomb.; Kodra, kodru, hank. Mar. ;

I
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~~PASPALUM
scrobiculatum.

The Kodo Millet.

Menytty kodra, Guz. ; Kiraruga, aruga, alu^ dllu, arikalu, drike, pita~
artge, "I el. ; Harik, Kan. ; Wal-atnu, Sing. ; Kodrava, korddusha.
Sans.

References.— Roxh.^ FI. Jnd.^ Ed, C.B.C.tgSi Thtoaites, En. Ceylon Pl.^

J5<¥; Data. Gtbs , Bomb. FI. Suppl., ^ ; Sipwart^ Pb. PL, 2S9;
Aitrhi\on, Cat. Pb. 6f Sind PL, is/i ; Sir W. Elliot, FI. Andhr., rj, j 6,

146, i8(j ; U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hindus, J05 ; Birdwood, Bomb. Prod.,
112 Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 2^8; Atkinson, Him. Dht. {X., N.-W.
P. Gas.). 6b8 • Duthte & Fuller, Field & Garden Crops, JI., 8;
Useful PL Bomb. (XX V,, Bomb. Gag.), 141, 184, po, 276; Royle, III.

Him. Bot., 420; Church, Food-Grains Jnd.,3g ; Tropical Agriculture,
342 ; Mueller, Select Extra 7 rop. PL, 282 ; Buchanan, Journey through
Mysore A* Canara, &c., I., J06, 287, 379 • JI., 223 ; III., 352 ; Grier-
son, Bihar Peasant Life, 2Z7 ; Settlement Reports'—Pan^ab, Kdngra,
25; N.-W. P., Banda, 49; Azamgarh, 115 ; Central Provtntes, Upper
Godavari, 35 ; Betul, 63, 64 ; Chanda, 81 ; Land Rt'V. Settle. Rept., Hos-
huneahad, j8i ; Rep. Agri. Station Covonpur, 1884,7; Gagetteers
Bombay, 11., M ; VI., 39 ; X., 146 ; XI., 97 ; XIII., Pt I., 289 ; ^.-W. P.,

/.. f'S; I V., Ixxix.; Ind. Forester, XJI., App. 22; Balfour, Cyclop. Ind.^

111., 155.
. : .

Habitat.—A native of India, and extensively’ cnllivatcd in many parts

of the country during the rainy season. It is an eiect-growing annual
grass, the stems averaging two feet in height.

Cultivation. Cultivation — In the North-West Provinces it is grown far more exten-
333 sivc’ly than any of the other minor millets, and over a large portion of the

Province it is the favourite crop for inferior outlying land This is, how-
(.ver, on account of the readiness with which it grows on the poorest soil,

and not by reason of thegualitvof its grain, w'hich »s by no means a popular
article of food. It is cultivated chiefly in the districts south of the Jumna,
the Allahabad and Lalitpur districts comprising the largest area. It is

sown, as a rule, at the commencement of the rams, at the rate of from 12

to 2olb, to the acre, and is cut in October. It is either grown alone or (in

the Dodb) is often mixed with cotton, and in the Benares Division with

arJiar. It is never succeeded by a spring crop, partly because it ripens

too late to be olT the ground in time, and also because the soil on which
it is grown is too poor to bear two crops within the year. Careful weeding
is needed to secure a good outturn, which is estimated at from 10 to 12

maunds of grain to tlie acre. 'I'he plants have to lie for a w'eck or so

after being reaped, in order to loosen the grain, w'hich is even then not

thrashed out without a good deal of trouble (Held S’ Garden Crops, Part
II., 8).

In the Bombay Presidency several varieties are recognised by the

natives, the differences probably resulting from the nature of the soil, the

method of cultivation, &.c 'Fwo sorts are, however, well known, vie., the

wholesome and the unwholesome. The grain of the former is smaller and
paler, and is knowm by the name of bcchadi or hnrkiii in the Konkan. In

Goa It is called paiod. The unw’nolesome variety is called dhone or

mo/ari-hartk in the Konkan, and mana kodra in Gujarat. It is the

Sanskrit kodrava (injurious). The grain is the only poisonous part of the

plant. All the varieties arc, as a matter of fact, more or less poisonous

(Useful PL Bomb., 141). Hank is one of the principal crops of the

Ratnagiri District. It is growm chiefly on the more elevated tracts, or on
steep hill slopes. The seed is sowm broadcast soon after the rains have
commenced. The crop is once weeded, and ripens about the end of Octo-
ber or beginning of November. In the Kaira District this millet forms the

staple food of the lower classes along with Pennisetom typhoideum, to

which they consider it as next in importance.

In the Central Provinces the area occupied by this crop is greater than

in any other part of India, constituting in many districts the staple
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The Kodo MUlet a narcotic poison. (J. F. Duthie.)

food of a large portion of the poorer classes. It is much appreciated for

its prolific yield and satisfying properties ; also because it does not require

so much water as rice. In the Bildspur District it is rarely grown fcr more
than two years on the same land {Gae., Cent. Prov.).

This crop is said to suffer considerably from the attacks of insects in

the North-West Provinces; in the Bombay Presidency, however, it is stated

to be proof against all insect attacks. Mr. Benson mentions the ^rasitic

growth of a species of Striga as being a cause of injury in ihe^urnus
District of Madras.

Food & Fodder.—Though used as food by a very large number of

people in India, the grain can by no means be considered a wholesome
article of diet ; and unless special precautions are taken, it is liable to act as

a narcotic poison. Chemical anal) sis has not as yet revealed the poisonous

principle ; out whatever it may prove to be, the deleterious effects are well

known in the variousparts of India where this crop is grown. Dr. Stewart,

in his account of the Bijnor District, remarks, “That kodon at times pro-

duces delirium and vomiting is universally believed in the Bijnor District,

and 1 find that various authors mention a similar phenomenon as occa-

sionally occurring in many parts of all the three Presidencies. The Natives

generally hold that with and among the ordinary kodoriy and undistin-

gfuishable in appearance from it, grows a kind which they call niajtin or

mojntf and which produces the above effects ; but it has been suggested,

with greater probability, that these depend on the use of the new grain

under certain conditions.” Regarding the variety known in the Bombay
Presidency as “the black kodra*^ the following account is taken fiom ihc

Bomhiiy Gazetteer, Vol A'-VP. “The outer coat or husk has, according

to Surgeon-Major Pyrie, a dark outline of a fungus-likc character,

and on the internal surface it appears to consist of minute roundish cells

containing dark sporules. Several authoiitics have failed to recognise this

ftingus-like character, in which is supposed to reside the poisonous pnn-

ciple. The fact, how’ever, that kodra grain, freshly reaped, if left un-

stacked in the fields for some days when it was nilny and wet, had become
possessed of decidedly more poisonous properties than grain from the

same field harvested and stacked when the weather was dry, together with

the generally acknowledged truth that a very poisonous seed has, under

peculiarities of soil and cultivation, yielded a comparatively harmless

grain, seems to bear out the fungus theory,” “ Though every part of the

grain is poisonous, the husk and testa are more so ; hence the natives

take good care to separate the light grain, by means of w'ater in which it

floats, from the heavy and less injurious one. Kodra grain is a common
article of food w'lth all the poor people in India. They prepare it by
macerating it for three or femr hours or more in a watery solution of

cowdung, when the scum and hollow grain which rise to the surface are

separated, and the good grain removed and spread out in the sun to dry.

This process is repeated so long as any poison is suspected to remain in

the grain. Boiling does not entirely destroy the poison, but if the grain

is kept for a number of years, its poisonous prupe**ties are found to diminish.

When required for use it is ground in earthen mills, which remove the

pericarp ; it is then pounded and winnowed, and the grain is fit for use.”

Kodra is much used in the Konkan, eaten with whey, which is supposed

to have the property of neutralising the poison.
Tlie symptoms of kodra poisoning, as described by Dr. Pyrie, are :

“ Unconsciousness, delirium with violent tremors of the voluntary muscles,

pupils dilated, pulse weak, skin cold and covered with profuse perspiration,

and difficulty in swallowing.” Animals appear to suffer rnuch more
than men from the evil effects of unwholesome ZW/rr, espixi ally in the case
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of those which are unable to vomit ; and it should also be borne in mind
that animals usually eat husk with the grain. Some native antidotes

for koetra poisoning arc Gruel made of the flour of urd (Phaseolus
xadiatus) ; the juice of the plantain stem ; the astringent juice of the gua-
va, or the leaves of Nyctanthes Arbor-tristis.

The following analysis by Professor Church shows the chemical com-
posit^n of the husked grain in 100 parts ;

—
Water 117
Albumenoids 7*0

Starch • . . . 77*2

Oil 2*1

Fibre 0*7

Ash 1*3

The nutrient ratio being 1 : ii*7) and the nutrient value 89.

Cattle, and especially buffaloes, eat the grass readily when it is young.
The STRAW is occasionally used as fodder, but on no account shonla cattle

be allowed to stray into fields of this crop when it is ripening.

(7. Murray^

PASSIFLORA, Linn. ; Gen. PL, /., 810.

A genus of twining shrubs which belongs to the Natural Order Pas-
8irLORE.£, and comprises a large number of species, mostly natives of Tro-
pical and Subtropical America. Two, M. Leschenanltii, Z7C., and M.
nepalensis, Wall.t are natives of India, but neither appears to be of econo-
mic value. M. quadrangularis, the Square-stalked Passion Flower, or
Common Granadilla, is cultivated in the hotter parts of India and Burma
on account of its flower and its sweet acid fruit, which is much esteemed,
especially in the hot weather. Mason states that it has been introduced
among the Karens in Burma, who highly appreciate the fruit.

Pastures & Pasture Lands, see Fodder, Vol. III., 407.

Patchouli oil, see Plectranthus Patchouli, Clarke, p. 291 ; see Pogoste-

[ mon Patchouli, Pelle., p. 307.

PAVETTA, Linn.; Gen. PL, II., 114.

[ 148, 186. 106$ ; RuBIACEiE.

Pavetta indica, Linn.; Fl. Br. Ind., III., IJO; Wight, Ic., it.

Var. indica proper,—?, indica, Linn. / P. Finlaysoniana, Wall.

;

P. gra-
CILIFLOKA, Wall. ; P. ALBA, Vahl. ; P. PETIOLARIS, Wall, i IXORA PANI-
culata, Lamk.; I. Pavetta, Roxb.

Var. polyantha. Wall, (sp.),—P. indica, Wall.

;

P. Rothiana, DC. / P.
villosa, Heyne, not of Vahl.; IxoRA tomentosa, var. glabrescbns,
Kura.

Var. tomentosa, Roxh. fsp.),—Ixora tomentosa, DC.; Pavetta Bru.
nonis, Wight, Ic., t. io6S’, P. velutina, mollis, and canescenSv
Wall.

Var. montana. This. Mss. (sp.).

Var. minor.

Menu-^Kankra, carniedra, canchra, caVhachampa, pdpari. Hind. ; Kuk4’
ra-chdra, var. tomentOSassj«£, Beng. ; Sikriba sikirdp, K6l. ; Buri,

Kharwar ; Biidhx tilai, budhi ghasit, Santal ;
var. tomentosaw^wn

ddk, Lepcha; var. tomentosa-Padera, N.-W. P.j Papat, Bomb.;
Mar ; Tam. ; Pdpata, nine^dpata, pdputta^

vayru, Tbl. ; Pavati, pappddi, Kan.; Pavaetta, Sing.; Pdppdna,
carniedra, SaNS.

References.—ParA., P/. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 129; Brandis, For. FI., 2fJSs
Kurz, For. FI. Burnt., II., 18, 19 ; Thwattes, En. Ceylon Pl^ ^55 ; DaJz,
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The Pavonia Fibre. {J, Murray^

& Gibs,, BonUf. FI., 112 i Elliot, Flora Andhr,, t38, 144, tjS f Sir W,
yones. Treat. PI. Ind., V.,8i ; Air^lie, Mat. Ind.,II,,2Sg; Dymock,
Mat, Med. W. Ind

, 2rCd Ed., 400 ; vymock. Warden & Hooper, Phar-
macog, Ind., JI., 211 ; Bidie, Cat. Paw Pr., Paris Exh,, S4 : Drury,
V, PI., 333 ! Lisboa, V. PI. Bomb., 162; Gaaetteers Mysore & Coorg,

1., 70; Bomb., XV., 436; Dist. Manual, Nellore, 133 ; Ind, Forester,

111., 203.

Habitat. A common and very variable bush or small tree, found
throughout India from the Western Himalaya in Girhwal (var. toihentosa)

ascending to 4,000 feet, to Bhutdn and Burma, also southwards to Ceylon,
Malacca, and Penang.

Medicine.—Ainslie, who appears to have been the first English writer

to notice the medicinal properties of this plant, writes ;
—“ This is a bitter but

not unpleasant tasted root, possessing at the same time aperient qualities,

and is one of those medicines commonly prescribed by the Native doctors

in visceral obstructions ; given in powder to children, the dose about a
drachm or more.” Bidie states that “ in Madras the root is considered
diuretic and given in dropsy. It is also said to be purgative. An infusion

of the LEAVES is used externally as a local application in certain com-
plaints.”

Chemical Composition.—The authors of the Pharmacographia In^
dica state that the root contains a bitter glucoside, closely related to sali-

cin, but differing from that substance in its optical inactivity and its

greater solubility in water.

Food.—According to Lisboa the fruit is pickled and eaten in some
parts of Madras ; and the flowers arc used as food by the hill people of
Matherdn.

Pavia indica, see .^sculus indica, Colehr. ; Vol. I., 126.

PAVONIA, Cav.; Gen. Pl„ /., 20$.

Pavonia odorata, Willd. ; Fl. Br. Ind,, /., 331

;

Malvace.®.
Syn,—Hibiscus odoratus, Koxb,

;

Pavonia sidoides, Horn. * P. rosba.
VPa//.; P. RomBORUA, W'rt/Z

y^ni.—Sugandhabdld, hdld, HiND. ; Bald, sugandhbala, Beng. ; Bdld,
Bomb.; /C,ild~vdld, Mar.; Pcrdmdttver, paramuttv, mudda pulagam,
Tam.; hrra kuti, Tel. ; Bdlarakkasi-gtda, K^N, ; Bdld, hrivera, S\NS.

References,— Fl. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., s3o; Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal.,
US , fhwattr.s, kn. Ceylon PL, 26; Elliot, Fl. Andhr,, 52; Ainslie, Mat.
Djd., II., 2fj7, U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind., 123, 2g3, 3oo ; Dymock,
Mat. Med. W. Ind., 2nd hd., 109 ; Dymock, Warden, Hooper, Phar-
matog.Intina,!., 224! Murray, PI. & Drugs, Sind, 61 ; Irvine, Mat.

' L'aylor, Topography of Dacca, 55; Drury, U. PL,
334 , H fitt. Selections from Records of Govt, of India, R. & A. DtpL,
Lt >79 I Cross, Bevan, & Eing, Rep. on Indian Fibtes,
Gazetteers —Mysore & Coorg, /, 57; N.-W. P.. IV., Ixvtn.

:

Manual, 128 ; Ind. Forester, XII., App., 7 ; XIV., 269.
Ha^tat.—An erect herb, covered with sticky hairs; found in the North-

west Provinces, Sind, and Banda, the Western Peninsula, Burma, and
consider.ably cultivated in gardens for its fragrant flowers.

Fibre. I his species, and P. zeylanica, Cav., both yield a fibre of excel-
lent quality, \\hich somewhat resembles that obtained from the fibre-yielding
species of Hibiscus. It is, if anything, of a finer texture, softer ancf whiter,
and stands a good chance of coming into commercial use as a substitute for
Hibiscus, and even for jute (W'af^). Both species deserve to be more care-
fully cultivated and their fibres thoroughly tested. Specimens examined by
Messrs. Oross, Bevan, & King were found to contain—Moisture, 8*8 per
cent.; ash, 3*4; and cellulose, 74*7 per cent. The loss by hydrolysis on
boiling with caustic soda for five minutes was ii per cent., when boiled for
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one hour, 13*5 per cent. Though the chemical composition indicates high
excellence, the short length otrthe ultimate fibre, i—1*5 mm., places it low
in the scale of commercial value.

Medicine.—The fragrant root is esteemed in Hindu medicine, being
consid^ed aromatic, cooling, and stomachic. It is much used, in combina-
tion with other drugs, as a remedy for fever, inflammation, and haemor-
rhage from intcnial organs, and enters into the composition of a well-
known fever drink calkxl shadanga pdniya {U, C. Duit), Ainslie notices
the utilisation of the plant by the Hindus, but expresses no opinion as to
its m^icinal virtues. Taylor describes a preparation of hdld with other
carminatives and hel fruit. This, he says, is frequently prescribed as an
astringent and tonic in cases of dysentery. Dymock states that in
Bombay, ser^ntary root, imported from Europe, is universally substituted
for hdld. The therapeutic properties of the root are probably due to the
carminative quality of the odorous matter it contains, together with the
mucilagin(jus character commonly met with in members of the Natural
Order Malvace^s.

347

FIBRE.
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Pavonia zeylanica, Cav. ; Fl. Br. Ind,, /., 331.
Syn.

—

Hibiscus zbylanicus, Linn.
Vern.—/Vra mutti, Tel.; ChiUamutht ckinna muddapulagam^ Tam,
References.— Fl. Jnd., Kd. C.B.C., s3o ; Thwaties, En. Ceylon PI.,

; Dalz. & Gtbs., Bomb. Fl , 2/ ; Burm. Fl. Ind., t. 48, f. 3 ; Elliot,
FL Andkr,, /5/y Murray, PI. & Dtugs of Sind» 61 ; Cross, Bevan, &
King, Rep. on Jnd. Fibres, 9, 41 ; Watt, Set.from Rec. of Govt, of India,
B. ^ A. Dept., /., 779; Gazettetr, N.^W. P., IV., Ixviii.; Nellore
Manual, t2i.

Habitat.—A much branched perennial, fairly abundant in the North-
West Provinces, Sind, Bombay, Madras, and Ceylon.

Fibre.—See the paragraph “ Fibre ” under the preceding species.

PAYENA, A. DC. f Gen. PL, II., 639.

A genus of trees which belongs to the Natural Order Sapotacete,
and comprises from eight to ten species, natives of the Malay Peninsula
and islands Of these at least two, vie

,

P. Maingayi, Clarke, and P.
lucida, A. DC, {hi. Br. Ind., III., $47), are stated to yield Guttapercha
(see Vol. III., 108) The latter is also said to have a hard red wood,
weighing 451b per cubic foot, which is used for planking {Gamble, Man.
Timb., 243).

I

Pea, see Pisum sativum, Linn , p. 277.

Peach, see Fruits, Vol. III., 449; see Prunus persica, Benth. fsf Hook.

350
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Peacock

; Pavo cristatus, Linn.
Pkau, Germ.; Paon, Fr. ; PauiJw, Dutch.; Pavone, Ital.

Vem.— mohr. Hind.; Mab-ja, Bhot. ; Mong~yung, Lbpcha ; Mur,
Mak.; Mail, maylA, Tam.; Nemilie, Tel.; Navelu, Kan.; Mirrtk,
marak, to-gei, ^fALAY. ; Tokei, SiNG. ; Nilkantha, mayura, varhi.
Sans. ; Tdous, taon, Arab. ; Maragh, Pers.

References.— Watson, Ind. Survey, II.,3g2; Ainslie, Mat. Ind.,
/., 290 ; Bidfour, Cyclop, of India, IIf., i6s, iby ; Tennant, Natural
Histo^ of Ceylon, 2447.

Habitat.—The common pea-fowl is widely spread over India and Cey-
lon, of both of which countries it is a native. It is readily domesticated, and
is bred in large numbers in the neighbourhood of many Hindu temples.
The domestic pea-fowl of Europe is identical with that of India, and must
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have been introduced from the latter country in very remote times. Setting

aside its importation to Palestine by Solomon (/. Kings, x., 22 ; //.

Chronicles^ ix., 21) its assignment in classical mythology as the favourite

bird of Hera or Juno, testifies to the early acquaintance the Greeks must I

have had of it. Notwithstanding this, however, and the fact that it is men-
tioned by Aristophanes and other older writers. It is probable that the

bird was little known in Europe till after the conquest of India by Alex-
ander. Besides the common P. cristatus, Linn., another species, P. muti-

ens, Linn., occurs in Assam, Burma, and the Malay Peninsula, but is of

no interest from an economic point of view.
Medicine. —The flbsh of the pea-fowl is amongst the medicines of the

Hindus, and, according to Ainslie, is prescribed by Tamil medical writers

as a valuable remedy in cases of contracted limbs. Peacock-grease has
also long been esteemed as an article of therapeutic value.

Food.—The peacock has been an esteemed dish from classical times.

The first to present it at table is said to have been Hortensius, the orator.

It subsequently became a famous dish towards the decline of the Roman
republic, and was highly recommended as a wholesome flesh by Celsus
and Pliny. In mediseval bills of fare on State occasions the peacock

—

which seems to have been served up garnished with its gaudy plumage—
was a constant feature, and one of the most solemn oaths of the days of

chivalry was taken “ on the Peacock.” It is not an uncommon article of

food amongst Europeans in India to the present day, though the religious

objections of the Hindus render it less commonly eaten than it otherwise
might be. The young bird, at certain seasons, very much resembles turkey
in flavour, and is in no way inferior; but if not in proper season it is taste-

less and uninviting.

Domestic & Sacred.—The ffathers are much used in India for mak-
ing fans and hand pankdhs. They are collected into the desired form, and
sewn together with pieces of prepared quills and sholn, the colou. gen-
erally being lac dye. A wooden handle is then attached, by means of lac,

at one of the corners. Large hand pankdhs thus made are used for fanning
idols and people of importance on ceremonial occasions. The brilliantly

coloured tail-feather of the peacock is also used to decorate the turban of the
Rajput. A bunch of feathers is still the implement of conjuring, and is

earned by mendicants who pretend to skill in magic, especially oy Jaina
v.igrants.

The peacock enters largely into Hindu mythology, and is considered
sacred or .semi -sacred.

Pear, see Fruits, Vol. III., 449; sec Pjrrus communis, Linn 374.

Pearl Barley, sec Hordeum vulgare, Linn,

;

Vol. IV., p. 2S3.
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PEARLS.
Pearls are found in .several mollu.scs which inhabit shallow seas and

sandbanks in the Old and New World ; the mo.st productive is the so-

called “ Pearl Oyster.” This name is, strictly speaking a misnomer, since

the so-called “ 0>ster” is in reality a mussel—Meleagjina margaritife^
Lam. It is a matter of contention whether it should remain Meleagrina
as Lamarck separated it, or whether it should be relegated to the genus
Avicula. Dr. Kelaart, who made valuable reports on the fisheries of

Southern India in 1857, 1858, and 1859, preferred Lamarck’s name, and
as a consequence much of Indian literature of the subject retains his no-

menclature. But modern classification favours its reduction to Avicula.

Thus in Tryon’s Conchology, 1884, the pearl-bearing mussel is named
Avicula fMeleagrina) margaritifera ; older synonyms arc Mytilus marga-
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ritifems, Linn., Margarita sinensis, Leach, Avicula meleagrina, Blain,

and Aricula radiata, Leach.

Mr. E. Smith has recentlY separated the Cevlon pearl oyster from
Avicula (Meleagrina) margariwera, on the grouna that it is more convex

than that species ; also that it does not attain the same size, and does not

yield “motW of pearl.*’ He names it Avicula (Meleagrina) fneata,

Gould,
[^Fisheries, 1884.

355 Pearls & Pearl Fisheries, Thomas, Rep, on Pearl & Chank
Vem.—MoH, Hind.; MutH, Guz. ; Muthu, muthu-chippi, Tam.; MuH’-
amu, Tel.; Muti, mutya, mutiyara lulu, Malay.; Muthu-chippi,
Sing. ; Mukid, mardkata. Sans. ; Ldld,juhar,* gamdn, sheuazir, Arab. ;

Marmarld, Pbrs.
e A common name for all precious stones, but more particularly applied to

the pearl.

References.—Forhes Watson, Ind, Survey, /., 368 ; Dr, Kelaart, Reports
on Pearl Oyster & Pearl Fisheries, 1857, 1858, 1859; y. //. Van Lins-

choten. Voyage to the East Indies, 1596, Ed, Burnell, Tiele, & Yule,

I,, 4S, 125, i tl,, j33; Tavernier, Travels in India (1640^1667), Ed,
by Ball {1889), /., t37, 259, 287, 3os, 897 ; IL, 107, 122, i3o-j3i ; Ains-
He, Mat, Ind,, /., 292 ; Irvine, Mat, Med , Patna, 68 ; Med, Top,
AJmir, 146; Dutt, Mat, Med,, Hindus, 98 ; Balfour, Cyclop,, III,, 168

;

Trop, Agriculturist, April, 1888, 667 ; February, jSSq, 55J/ Gazetteers
Bombay, VIII,, 98; XIII,, 55; District Manuals',—Tinnevelly, 78,80,
S54; Sel, Records, Bomb, Govt,, XVII, (1847),

Formation. Formation.- It is believed that most pearls are formed by the pre-

35^ sence of some forei^ substance, which becomes imbedded in the interstices

of the mantle, and forms a source of irritation. This irritation causes the
deposition of nacreous matter (similar to that lining the interior of the
shell), in concentric layers, until the substance becomes completely encyst-

ed. The popular notion that the foreign matter is generally a ^ain of

sand is untenable. According to several eminent conchologists it is in

most cases a minute parasite, but Dr. Kelaart believes the nucleus to be,

in most cases at least, an ovum, or ova escaped through the distended
coats of an overgrown ovary, and become imbedded in the interstices of

the mantle. “ 1 have repeatedly examined seed or young pearl,” he writes,
” in process of formation, and with a magnifying power of |th inch lens I

was able to see distinctly the outlines of two or three ova through the first

or superficial layer of nacre, surrounded by groups of ova.” His theory is

further support^ by the fact that pearls are most frequently found imbed-
ded in the mantle near the hinge (the place where the ovarium is most
likely to be liable to rupture), and by the fact that, with careful examina-
tion he was generally able to find, when the pearls were not actually found
in the interstices of the mantle near that locality, cicatrices on the struc-

ture where they once existed.

Though it is generally admitted that pearls originate in the mantle,
they nevertheless, when large, frequently work their way out and lie loose
between it and the shell, or become attached by subsequent nacreous
deposit to the ** mother of pearl ” surface of the latter. In this position a
pearl may become in time so covered up as to form a mass of hemispherical
shape, which, when cut from the shell, forms what is known by jewellers as
a *'perle bouton," Occasionally, by a continuation of the process of
deposit, a pearl may become completely hidden. It has thus happened
that fine pearls have been occasionally brought to light in cutting up
mother of pearl.

The hollow wartty pearl, known as ** blister pearl,” is supposed to be
produced by a deposit of nacreous ^matter at the point of invasion of a
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boring parasite. Solid pearls of irregular form frequently occur, which FORMATION,

are termed “ pearles baroques,” or “ barrok pearls ** in the trade. These
are supposed to be formed by deposition on rough and irregular sub-

stances, but it seems to be possible that they may originate similarly to
|

round pearls, wV., by deposit on an irregular group of ova.

Structure of the Pearl.—The substance of a pearl is, as will be

gathered from the above description of its formation, essentially similar

to that of the nacre, or " mother of pearl,” lining the shell. Both owe
their iridescence to the interference in the rays of light caused by the

microscopic corrugations on their surfaces.

A pearl of the first water should be of delicate texture, free from

speck or flaw, and of clear, almost translucent white colour, with a subdued

iridescent sheen. It should also be perfectly spherical, or, if not, of a

symmetrical pear shape. On removing the outer layer the undei lying

surface is generally dull, but it sometimes happens that a poor pearl

encloses a “ lively kernel,” and may therefore be improved by careful

peeling. Pearls of a bluish tinge are less valued, and when yellow they

are still less esteemed. Tavernier wrote, however, that the pearls of Bchrcn

and El Katif, though of a yellowish tinge, were quite as highly esteem-

ed in the East as the gems of purer w^ater obtained from Manar, be-

cause the former were supposed to be mature or ripe and never to change

colour.

Indian Pearl Fiaheriea.—The pearl fisheries uf India have been famous

from the remotest times ;
indeed, the ancients obtained their pearls almost

entirely from India and the Persian Gulf. In the latter locally the

industry has been carried on since the days of the Macedonians. Oystc**

beds are said to extend along the entire Arabian coast of the Gulf,

but the most important are on sandbanks off the island of Bahren.

These were visited (/5p5) and described by Linschoten, who writes 1 he

principall and the best that are found in all the Orientall Countries, and

the right orientall pearles, are [some] between Ormus and Baswra in the

straights or Sinus Persicus, in the places called Bareyn, Catilla, jullrir,

Camaron, and other places in the said Sinus Persicus, froq' whence they

are brought into Ormus. The King of Portingale hath al^ his factor in

Bareyn, that stayeth there onlie for the fishing of pearles. i here is

trafficke used with them, as well in Ormus as in Goa ’ Tavernier visited

the Persian pearl fisheries nearly a century later, when they had been

regained by the Persians. He writes

“

In the first place ificre is a

pearl fishery round the island of Behren in the Persian Gulf. It belongs

to the King of Persia, and there is a good fortress there with a garrison

of 300 men.” “While the Portuguese held Hermuz and Muscat each

Urrate or boat which used to fish, was obliged to take out a license

from them, which cost 15 abassis (^1-2-61 and many brigantines were

maintain^ there, to sink those who were unwilling to take out licenses.

But since the Arabs have retaken Muscat, and the Portuguese arc no

longer supreme in the Gulf, every man who fishes pays

Persia only 5 abassis, whether his fishing is successful or not. 1 he

chant also pays the King something small for every iqo oysters.
.

“ The second pearl fishery is opposite Bahren, on tfie coast Arabi -

Felix, close to thVtown of El Katif, which, with all the neighbouring

country, belongs to an Arab prince.”
, ,, ,

.

The pearls fished in these places, Tavernier states, were ^ ,

in India, but some were also taken to Bassora, and some to
, ,

’

connection with these fisheries he mentions a
then in the possession of the Emir of Vodana.
only 12^^ carats, it was perfect in shape and “so clear and so ‘

^ ^
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that you can almost see the light through it.” The value of this gem is

stated to have been £32,000.
The best beds in the Gulf are said to consist of coral with beds of

white sand lying in clear water. According to Colonel Felly’s report

there were in 1863, 1,500 boats in Bahren alone, and the annual profit

from the whole fishery amounted to about £400,000. In 1879 value

of the pearls taken in the Persian Gulf was estimated at about £3oo,(>oo.

In the same year about 7,000,000 were obtained, and it was believed that

but for frequent interruption by weather, 2,000,000 more might have been
lifted From these figures it would appear that Colonel Felly’s state-

ment of an annual value of £400,000 must be very nearly correct.

The chief centre of the pearl trade in the Persian Gulf is Lingah.
Most of the products of this fishery arc known as “ Bombay pearls,

”

from the fact that many of the best are sold there. As already stated, the
pearls have frequently a distinctly yellow water. These are chiefly sent

to Bombay, since they have now, as in Tavernier’s time, a ready sale in

India. The whitest and purest gems go to Bagdad.
The pearl fisheries on the Gulf of Manar are, however, the most im-

portant in India. On the Ceylon side the oyster banks lie from 6 to 8
miles off the western shore a little to the south of the island of Manar,
while those on the Madras side are situated off Tinnevelli and Madura.
Fishing has been conducted for pearls in the Gulf from time immemorial.
Thus in the earliest writings of Europeans on the East we find frequent
reference m ade to the fisheries. The head-quarters of the fishery ap-
pears to have been the Koru of Ptolemy, the Kolkhi of Aryan, the
Coh or Chayl of the travellers of the Middle Age-*, the Ramana-Koil
(temple of Rama) of the natives. This place is the sandy promontory
of Ramnad, which sends off the reef of rocks known as Adam’s Bridge
towards Ceylon.

According to Friar Jordanus, 8,000 boats were engaged in the Manar
Gulf in 1330. Linschoten writes in the sixteenth century ; “ There are also
other fishings for pearle, as betweene the Island of Seylon, and the Cape
dc Comriin, where great numbers are yearlie found, for that the Kinge of

Portingale hath a captaine there with [certaine] soldiers that looketh unto
it ; they have yearlie at the lest above three or four thousand duckers, yt

live onlie by fishing pearles, and so maint.iine themselves.” He then fully

describes the method of fishing which appears to have been very similar to
that of the present time, and adds some interesting remarks concerning the
Portuguese method of working the fisheries When they have made
an end of the day’s fishing,” he writes, “ all the fishers with the capta ne
soldiers, labourers and watchmen for the King, goe together, and taking
all the pearles that are caught that day, they divide them into certaine
hCi^pes, that is, one part for the King, another part for the captaine and
soldiers, the third part for the Jesuits, because they have their Gloyster
in that place, and brought the countne first into the Christian Faith, and
the last p.art for the Fishers, which is done with great Justice and Equalitie.
This fishing is done in the summer tyme, and there passeth not any
yeare but that divers Fishers are drowned by the Cape de Comriin
(which is called the King's Fishin|f) and manie dievoured by fishes, so that
when the fishing is done there is great and pitifull noyse and cry of

women and children heard [upon the land, for tne losse of their husbands
and friends]. Yet the next yeare they must do the same work againe,
for that they have no other meanes to live, as also for that they are partlie
compelled thereunto by the Portingales. but most part (are content to
doe It,) because of the gaine [they get thereby after all the danger is

past].” The observant traveller then goes on to state that the pearls
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were sold according to their size, being passed through sieves, each sifting PEARL
having its constant value. He also remarks that the pearls were rubbed FISHERIES,

with rice beaten with a little salt to give them “ a fairc colour,** and that
they then became “ as faire and cleane as christall, and so continue.**

Tavernier also notices these fisheries a hundred yt^ars later, remark-
ing, “The pearls found there are the most beautiful, both as regards
water and roundness of all the fisheries ; but one is rarely found which
exceeds 3 or 4 carats in weight.**

In the seventeenth century, with the growth of Dutch commercial power
in the south of India, the fisheries fell into the hands of Holland, and were
conducted for many years by that power. In 1704, the Madras Gov-
ernment undertook the management of the pearl fisheries on the south-

east coast of the Peninsula, and in 1706 the Ceylon pearl fisherio** also

came under the British Government. During the first 8]? years the former
realised about 12 lakhs of rupees, their annual expenditure being about
R6,ooo. The Ceylon fisheries have proved much more valuable. In the

first 40 years, namely, from 1796 to 1837, the total receipts amounted, ac-

cording to one computation, to £964,803, and the expenditure to £51,752

;

according to another the total net revenue for that period was only

£524f52l. In the past fifty years (from 1838 to 1888), the total revenue
has amounted to £437,110, and the expenditure to £105,656, or a net

average annual profit, inclusive of many years when there was no fishing,

of upwards of £6,600. The average number of oysters annually obtriined

during the same period amounted to about ‘?,575*6oo. In the year 1880,

according to the Colonial Exhibition Handbook of Ceylon, 25,000,000

oysters sold for only £20,000, whereas in 1881, 18,000,000 sold for £59,000.
The revenue derived frem pearl-fisheries is necessarily of a very pre-

carious nature, since the molluscs possess locomotive powers and frequently

disappear from certain banks and migrate to more favourable situations.

New beds are thus formed from time to time, which can only be fo^.nd at

the expense of considerable time and money. Fhc Dutch, probably owing
to this reason, had no fishery from 1732 to 1746, and again from 1768 to

1796, while from 1820 to 1828, and 1838 to 1854 there was similarly no
fishery on the Madras coast. Mr, Thomas states that ag.ain, between

1860-O1 and 1884, fishing operations were suspended in Madras The
Ceylon and Madras fisheries are each under the charge of a Govern-

ment officer, who spends a certain part of each year on inspection duty,
j

and keeps an accurate record of the condition, at different limes, of the
|

various b'inks. 'I'hese officers regulate the fisheries, and permit fishery
]

only when they consider the banks to be in a satisfactory condition.
j

„ . -

M FTiiOD.—Off the coast of Ceylon the fishery season is in.augurated by
,

numerous ceremonies, and the fleet of boats then puts to sea. Fishing, when i
359

allowed, generally commences in the second week of March, .and lasts

fionffour to six weeks, according to the season. The boats are grouped
in fleets of from sixty to seventy, and usually start at midnight so as to

reach the oyster-banks at sun-rise. Each boat generally carries the divers,

and is manned by ten rowers, a steersman, ^nd a shark-charmer {Pillal

karras.). On reaching the bank a signal-gun is fired and diving com-

mences. To facilitate the descent of the diver, a stone of granite, weigh-

ing about 4oIb, is attached to the cord by which he i^- let down. The men
work in pairs, one going down, the t'lher stiying on board and w'atching

the signal cord When this is pulled the latter draws up the sink-stone

first, then the basket of ** oysters,** and last of all the- diver himself.

Divers remain below on an average for from fifty to eighty seconds, thou^
some can endure a much longer submergence. Exceptional cases, indeed,

are recorded of men who could remain as long as six minutes under water.
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Each man makes forty to fift3r descents daily, and when exhausted, is re-

lieved by the watcher. Notwithstanding the fact that the water is infested

with sharks, accidents almost never occur. The divers, however, always arm
themselves with a short pointed piece of iron wood for defence, and place
implicit faith in the shark-charmers. The constant life of exposure, excite-

ment, and exhaustion in a tropical climate is necessarily a very trying one,

consequently the diver is generally a short-lived man. Work is continued
from about sun-rise to noon, at which time a gun is fired and operations stop.

On the arrival of the fleet at the shore, the oysters are thrown on the
beach to putrify, or are carried to the Government hottus at once, where
they are divided into four heaps. The divers then receive their share (one
heap), and the remaining three are sold for Government to the highest
bidder. The oysters generally fetch an average of from R30 to R40 per
thousand. After removal from the dead oysters, the pearls are classed by
being passed through a number of small brass cullenders, known as
“ baskets,** the holes in the successive vessels being smaller and smaller.

Having been sired in this way they are sorted as to colour, weighed, and
valued.

Medicine.—Pearls have been used in medicine from a very ancient
period, and are mentioned in Sanskrit literature by Susruta. They are puri-

fied for use by being boiled with the juice of the leaves of Sesbaniaaculeata
{jaya»ii)t or of the flowers of Sesbania grandiflora {vaka). They are then
calcined in covered crucibles and reduced to powder. The powder thus
formed is believed to be similar in properties to coral, and is generally
used in combination with that substance. It is esteemed in urinary diseases,

consumption. &c., and is said to increase the strength, nutrition, and
energy of weak patients. U. O. Dutt describes in full, two preparations of
pearl, one containing nutmegs, mace, jatdmdnsi root, kushta root, leaves
of PimiB Webbiana, aconite, iron pyrites, iron, talc, and realgar ; the other
gold, camphor, tin, lead, iron, and talc in addition to the pearl. The latter

compouna is supposed to be useful in diseases caused by “deranged bile,**

such as dyspepsia, jaundice. &c., the former is considered a valuable alter-

ative tonic in chronic gonorrhoea and spermatorrhoea {JIfitt. Afed. Iftnd.).

Ainslie writes, “ Arabian physicians suppose the powder of the pearl
to have virtues in weak eyes ; they also consider it as having efncacy
when administered ii^alpitations, nervous tremors, atrabilarious affections,

and haemorrhage. They have, besides, this strange notion, that when
applied externally, while in its embryo state in the shell, it cures leprosy.**

“Indian practitioners, especially the Vytians, recommend it as an aflluent,

calcined in cases of lientery, heart-burn and * typhus fever.* The Arabians
place it amongst their ‘ Cardiaca,***

The only virtue possessed by the gem is doubtless that of an antacid,
a property for which it was used at one time in European medicine, and
even neld a position in the British Pharmacopoeia. Thus LinschotSKi writes
in the sixteenth centu^ of “ seed^arls ** ;—“ They are sold by the ounce,
and used by Potticaries and by Physitions, and to that end many of them
are carried into Portingall and Venice, and are very good and cheap.**

PEAT.
361 Pt^tiBall, in Man, GeoL Ind,, IIJ,, 120,

True peat is to be found in several localities in India, but in most
places it appears to be too impure to be of much economic value. According
to Ball it is to be found on the Nilghiris in Madras ; in several parts of

Lower Bengal ; in Pertabgurh in Oudh ; in Kashmir; at Bhim Tal, near
Naini Tal, North-West Provinces; in Nepdl, in Assam, and in Burma.
Of the localities mentioned the peat likely, however, to prove of value is that
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Pea Stakes ; Farid-buti. (7. Murray.)

found on the Nilghiris. Propositions have frequently been made to employ
the deposit of that locality as fuel for Indian railways. It is largely used
locally for burning, but no data are available as to its working power in

lopmotives. According to Ball, the cost of the peat at the Nilghiri depdt
might be about 105. a ton, but its price would be increased by about 305.

by Its conveyance from Beypur to Bombay ; the total cost when landed
being £2 per ton. As the cost of coal at Bombay is now much less than
this, there would appear to be very little chance of the Nilghiri peat ever
competing with it as a fuel.

PEA STAKED PAN HOUSES; WATTLE IN HUT
CONSTRUCTION^ Timbers used for—

Acada arabica, Catechu, &c.
Agiceras majua (native huts).

Albizaia procera (used by tea-

planters for stakes and by
natives for huts).

Areca gracilis (native huts).

Bamboo, various species.

Calligoflum polygonoides (walls

and roofs of huts).

Corchoms capsnlaris (pea stakes).

Cynometra ramiflota (posts).

Dodoncsa viscosa.

Evodia fraxinifolia (posts of huts).

Helicteres Isora.

Leea robnsta (stakes, huts), &c.
Macaianga denticulata (huts).

M. g^immiflua.

Salix daphnoides.
Sesbania aegpytiaca.

S. gtandiflora (posts for native houses).

Vitex Negvndo (wattle work;.
I Ac., &c.

Pebbles, see Camelian, &c., Vol. II., 167 ; see Flint, Vol. III., 404.

PEDALIUM, Linn, ; Gen. PI., II., 1036,

[ PEDALINEiE.

Pedalium Murex, Linn.; Fl. Br. Ind., IV., 386; Wight, Ic., /.

Vem.—Farid'HH,* bard-gdkhr&fHlWi. i Bara-ghdkru, Beng.; Gokshurd,
Uriya ; Gokrd kcUdn, Pb. ; Bara~gh6kri, hatH'-gh6kr&, Dec. ; Karonia,
Go^j HattirehardtU, mothe gokharu. Mar.; Motto-ghdkru, mothan
gokharu. Guz.; Peru^nerunji. dnai-nerunu, ana-nenngie, Tam.; Enu^
ga~palUnfmulltt, yea-nugapullerd. pedda-paUiru, yenuga palleru,

Tel.; Anne’-galu-gidd. Kan.; Kathewtierinnil, dna-nertnnil, kdkka-
Malay. ;

Burm. ; Atuneranehi, Sing.; Khasake-kabir,

Arab. ; Kkahake~kaldn, Pers.

• This name, according to certain authorities, is applied to Cocculus villosus,

DC.; see Vol. 11 ., 397.
References. Fl. Ind , Ed. C.B.C., 487, 49S. S29 ; Rheede, Hovt.

Malab., X., 143, t. 72 ; Dcda. & Gibs., Bomb Fl., 162; Elliot, Flora

Andkr.,s^, 149 / Pharnt. Ind., iSi ; Ainslie, Mat. Ind., II., 15 ; O^Shaugh-
nessy, Beng. Distens., 479, 480; Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 2nd Kd,,

555 / S. Arjun, Bomb. Drugs, 92; Murray, PI. & Drugs, Sind, 176;
Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 864 ; Druty, U. Pi , 384 ; Birdwood, Bomb. Pr.,

S7 ; Gaaetteers Mysore & Coorg, /., 68; Bomb., V.,27; N.-W. P.,
' I., 82 ; IV., Ixxiv.; Agri.^Horti. Soc., Ind., Journals {Old Series), IX.,

177 *

Habitat.—>A common plant in many parts of the Deccan Peninsula,

especially near the sea ; abundant in Kathiawdr and Guzerat ; also met
with in Ceylon.

Medicine.—The leaves, or whole herb, and fruit have been valued

from remote times by the Natives of Southern India. When agitated

with water they render it very mucilaginous without materially altering

the taste, colour, or smell of the liquid. Though Muhammadan writers do
not appear to mention it, the Faridimti (or herb on which Shaik Farfd-ud-

dfn Smkar Ganj sustained life while he acquired the everlasting treasure of

knowledge) is supposed to have been this plant. It was first brought to

the notice of Europeans by Rheede who wrote, " The mucilaginous water
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PEGANUM The Farid-buti.
Harmala^

MEDICINE.

Juice.

367

Seeds

368

FOOD.

369

370

MEDICINE.
Leaves.

371

372

I
derived from the leaves is useful in unnatural beat of the kidneys and

I

in ardor urinae. It relieves strangury, and dissolves calculi.'’ Ainslie

I

states that the Vyiians employed the mucilaee prepared both from the

I

leaves and fruit in cases of dysuria and gonorrncea, and adds, ** It would
I

seem to be a valuable medicine in all such cases as require mucilaginous
mixtures.” The plant obtained a place in the secondary list of the Phar-
macopoeia of India, in which it is remarked on as follows, “ Facts com-
muniuited to the editor leave little doubt that in cases of gonorrhoea and
dysuria it is a remedy of considerable value, and that as a diuretic its

action is speedy and marked. Dr. Ives ( Voyage to India, 466) speaks
very favourably of the virtues of this plant, and he adds, to his own
testimony, that of Dr. Thomas, as to the power of the mucilage to cure
gonorrhoea, without the aid of any other medicine. Water thus rendered
mucilaginous*soon returns to its original fluidity and it therefore requires

to be frc'-hly prepared each time before its exhibition. Its virtues are
well deserving of further investigation.” Of late years it has been intro-

duced into European medicine as a remedy for spermatorrhoea, incon-
tinence of urine and impotence {Practitioner, XVII., 381),

According to Dr. Emerson the jurcR is used as a local application to
aphthae. Dymock states that in the Konkan a paushtik, taken with
milk, is made of the powdered fruit with ghi^ sugar, and spices. Dymock
states that the value of the dried fruit in Bombay, to which it is imported
from Guzerat and Kathiawdr, is R5 per Surat maund of 37ijb.

Special Opinions.—§ “Leaves and seeds demulcent diuretic; cold
infusion freely used as a drink” {Thomas Ward, Apothecary, Madana-
pnlle). “ Much used as demulcent in gonorrhoea” {Honorary Surgeon
E. A, Morris, Tranquebar), “The juice of the fruit is used in aplithae.

It is also an emmenagogue ; it is employed in puerperal diseases, and to
promote the lochial discharge. The leaves are u^.ed as a carry in splenic

enlargements. Decoction of the root is antibilious” { Surgeon^Major
D. R. Thomas, M.D-t C LE., M^tdras). “Demulcent, diuretic, doses "^ss.

to ^ii used in gonorrhoea, spermatorrhoea, irritability of the bladder and
kidney” {Choonna Lall, Hospital Assistant, ^ubhntpore).

Food.— In cert.sin parts of the country butter milk diluted with water
is said to be thickened w'ith the leaves to make it look rich.

PHDICULARIS, Linn.; Gen. PI., IT., gyS.

A genus of annual or perennial herbs, w'hich belongs to the Natural
Order Scrophularineas, and comprises about 120 species, natives of
northern and alpine regions, with a few South American and South Indian.
Of these 37 are regarded by Sir J. D. Hooker (in the Flora of British
India, IV., 306^31 7) as Indian. Dr. D. Prain in a recent monograph on
the genus has, however, described several new species, making in all 70
(7*>ur. As. .*foc Benfial, LVIll (/88g), 233-278); also Annals of the Royal
ibotanic Gardens, Calcutta

Few members of the genus are of economic interest. P. pectinata,
WalL, and P. siphonantha, Don, are, however, described by Stewart {Pb.
PI., r6j) as of medicinal value. The pounded leaves of the former are em-
ployed as an internal remedy for haemoptysis in Kandwar, where the plant
IS known as michren, and the species is probably that described by Honig-
berger as officinal at his time, in Kashmir.

PEGANUM, Linn. ; Gen. PI., /., oSy.

Peganum Harmala, Linn.; Fl. Br. ind., /., 486; RuxACEiE.
Hurmul, harmal, ishand-lahouri, lahouri-hurmul. Hind.; Ishand

Beno. ; Hurmul, isbund-lahoMri,\ahouri-hurmul, spelane, Pb. ; Spait
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The Hamial. {J, Mutt ay.)
PEGANUM
Harmala.

ana«» Pushtu; SpandfSpanj^ ispanthan, N. BALUCHtsTAN^ Hurmult
isbund-lahourif lahouri-hurmul, Sind; Vildyati’^mhindi, vildyatu
isband^ Dec.; HurmaU hurmarot ij'Aant/, Bomb.; ^arma/a, NIar. ;

Ispun, Guz. ; Hurmaro^ mldyati-isbana^ Dec. ; Shimai-aravandt-viraiit
shimauastha-vanai-^irait Tam.; Sima~goronti’Vittulu,'TKL, ; Hurmul
or hartncUf Arab. ; Isband* or ispand,* Pers.

* These names are, in Southern India, incorrectly applied to the seeds of

Lawsonia alba.

References.-—Da/a. & Gibs., Bomb. FI., 4S ; Stewart, Pb. Tl., 3S ; Boiss,,

FI. Orient., I., 917 ; Pharm. Ind., 49: O'Shaughnessy, Betig. Dispens.,

260; Moodeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm. Ind., 19^ g Mat. Med. of Southern
Ind., 84 g^Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 124 ; Dymock, Warden
& Hotter, Pharmacog. Indica, I., 2Si ; Murray, PI. & Drugs, Sind, 91 ;

Year-Book Pharm., 1878, p. 288; Irvine, Mat. Med., Patna, ^ g Baden
Powell, Pb. Pr., 425, 4S2, 466 g Drury, U. PI., 3SS i Birdwood, Bomb. Pr.,

17; Gaaetteers ; P., IV., Ixtx. g Montgomery, 20 ; Peshawar, 26 ;

Gujrdt, 12 { Muaaffargarh, 27 / Rajputdna, 3o g Settle. Rep., Montgomery,

20; Ind. Forester, I V., 233 ; XII., App., 9; Agri.-Horti. Soc., India,

Journals {New Series), 84.

Habitat.—A bushy herb, i to 3 feet in height, much branched, and pro-

fusely clothed with leaves; met with in North-Western India from Sind,

the Panjab, and Kashmir, to Delhi, Agra, and the Western Dcccan ; dis-

tributed to Arabia, North Africa, Hungary, and Spam.
Dye.—The seeds yield a red dye, employed for browns and blacks,

which was, at one time, imported into England from the Crimea. Accord-

ing to Stewart, endeavours were made, .some years ago, to send the seeds

to Europe from the Panjdb, but it was found that they would have no
chance against the cheaper aniline dyes.

Oil.— Baden Powell mentions the seeds in his List of Oils and Oil-

seeds of the Panjab, but, beyond stating that it is employed in medicine,

he gives no accounts of its properties or uses.

Medicine.—In native works on Materia Medica, harmal is desc.Ibed

as alterative, purifying, aphrodisiac, and lactagogue. The author of the

Makkean-el-Adittiya describes it as useful in diseases due to atrabilis,

or in those which arise from cold humours, such as palsy, lumbago, &c.,

and he recommends its administration as a concentrated decoction, mixed

with sweet oil and honev, or as an alcoholic preparation formed by boiling

the crushed seeds in wine {Dymock), Stewart writes of the Panj4b:
“ T he burned seeds are in some places applied to the cut navel-string, and
other wounds. The seeds are officinal and considered narcotic, being

given in fevers and colic. A decoction of the leaves is ^iven for rheuma-

tism, and the powdered root with mustard oil is applied to the hair to

destroy vermin.” Dymock stales that the drug has recently been experi-

mented with by Dr. P. Qopal, a medical graduate of the Bombay Uni-

versity. He ifound that an infusion or tincture acted as a mild emine-

nagogue, and produced slight intoxication like that of Cannabis sativa.

He gave the tincture in h^f-drachm doses to a female suffering from

amenorrhoea, with the effect of producing a free menstrual discharge, and

found that it was sometimes employed by native midwives to procure

abortion. He believed the drug to have properties similar to those of er-

got, savine, and rue [Mat. Med, W. Ind. 12$). /farma/ occupies a place

in the secondary list of the Pharmacopoeia of India, in which it is said to

be considered anthelmintic, in addition to possessing the properties above

detailed.
, ,

Moodeen Sheriff (ifaf. Med. of Southern India) selects the seeds as

the most powerful part of the plant, and states that they are narcotic,

antispasmodic, h>pnotic, anodyne, nauseant, emetic and emmenagogue.

He recommends trieir employment in cases of asthma, hiccough, hysteria,
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PBNNISBTUM. Pegs and Poles.

MEDICINE. rheumatism, impaction of calculus in the ureter, and of gallstone in the
gall-duct, colic, jaundice, dysmenorrhoea and neuralgia; in all of which
Uiey relieve pain and procure sleep. The best preparation, he says, is

a simple powder prepared in the usual way and kept in a closed vessel.

The dose as an anodyne is from thirty grains to two drachms, increased
gradually, but in the latter dose it is apt to act as a nauseant and depres-
sant emetic. He sums up his account of the drug in these words, ” no
hospital should be, in my humble opinion, without a drug so cheap and
with so many go(^ qualities as harmal** In the Panjdb and Northern
India generally, the seeds are frequently burned near the sick with the
object of keeping of! evil spirits, and averting the eyil eye. It has been
surmised that the smoke may in reality be antiseptic, thus exercising a
beneficial action.

Chemistry. Chemical Composition.—The seeds contain two alkaloids, Harma^
37^ Unit C,, H ,4

N,0, and Harmine^ C,, Hj, NjO. According to Fritszche,
the discoverer of the latter, the yield of the two alkaloids is 4 per cent., of

which one-third is Harmine, and two-thirds Harmaline, The seeds also
contain a soft resin of a deep carmine-lake colour having a heavy narcotic

odour, like that of the resin of Cannabia aativa {Pharmacy. Inaica),
Special Opinions.— The infusion is administered with benefit in

asthma” {Surgeon-Major A, S. (r. yayakar, Muskat). ** In Peshawar the
shrub is collected in great quantity and burnt by the Pathans as a remedy
to drive off cholera” {Surgeon^Major E. T. Aitchison, Simla). “The
smoke arising from the burning seikis is used in painful sores, especially
venereal, as a sedative” {Assisiani Surgeon Nehal Singhs Saharunpore),
“The seeds are disinfectant and, cooked in oil, are applied to sores, the
latter being used while the seeds are thrown away. Wounds are also
fumigated by burning the seeds” {Civil Surgeon P, Gray, Lahore).
“ The seeds are generally burnt by the Natives to remove foul smells
from sick roomsf especially those of patients suffering from wounds ”

(Assistant Surgeon Bhagwan Das, Rawal Pindi),

PEGS & POLES, Timbers used for—
Acer pictnm ^shoulder-poles). Gynocardia odorata (posts)

Auogeissus latifolia (shoulder-poles). Heritiera littoralis (posts).

Bamboo, var.ous species. H. Papilio (cart-poles).

Boraasus flabellifonnis (posts). Parrottia Jacquemontiana. (tent pegs).

Bniguiera gymnorhiza Proaopis glandulosa.
Butea frondoaa (piles). Quercus dilatata.

Caaaia Fiatula (posts), Q. aemecarpifolia.
Caataaopaia rufeaceua (posts). Rhododendron arboreum (posts).

Cocoa nucifera (ridge poles). Salix tetraapenna.
Cupresaus toruloaa (poles). Seabania aegpytiaca.
Dioapyroa melanoxylon (shoulder Shorea robuata.

poles). S. Tnmbuggaia (posts).

Excmcaiia Agallocha (posts). Styrax aemilatum (Bhutias’ prayer
Ficua bengalenaia (tent & banghy poles).

poles). Taxua baccata (carrying poles.)

Fraxinna floribunda (jampan poles). Xylia dolabrifonnis(telegraph posts).
Grewia tilimfolia (shoulder poles). &c., &c.
G. veatita (shoulder poles).

(7. F. Duthie.)

379 PENNISETUM, Pers. ; Gen, PL, IIL, //05.

A genus which contains between forty and fifty species, chiefly African. The
flowers are arranged in cylindrical spikes, as in Sbtari a, but the bristly involucre
falls off together with the pedicel as m Cenchru s. Of the Indian species, about
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The Ciimboo Millet. (7 . F, Duihie,)
PENNISETUM
typhoideum.

6ve, includinj^ the cultivated bdjra (P. t]rphoideuill\ occur in the plains^ and
about the same numW are Himaldyan. P, triflorum *s abundant on the outer

rangfes, and P, flaccidum is characteristic of the inner and drier Himdlayan
r^ions. Nearly all the species afford fairly good fodder.

[GRAMlNEiE.

Pennisetum Alopecuros, Suud. Duthie, Fodder Grasset, 17;
Sjn.—Gymnothrix Alopecurus, Nees ; Cbnchrus HoRDEipoRHts,

RotiU
Vem.— Bundel.

\ Moiyar^ Raj. ; Mono, morthan, C. P.
Hatiitat.^A coarse perennial grass, plentiful near water in jputana

and on the black soil of Central India.
Fibre.—On Mount Abu the strong tough leaves are collected as fibre

for making ropes.

P, cenchroideS) Rich, ; Duthie^ Fodder GrasseSy /7 ; PL XII,yXTlL
Syn.—Cenchrus ciliaris, Linn,

Vem.— kusoy Bundel. ; Kusuy charway N.-W. P. ; Anjany dhd-
many kurkdny Pb.j Tauruy Pushtu; Andhoy dhoulay bharbhunt, Raj.;
Kusuy gulniy Tel.

References.—S'/tfwar/, Pb, Pl.y 259 ; Murrayy PI. & DrugSy Sind, to

;

Baden Powll, Pb. Pr,, 24s ; Atkimon, Him. Dist.y 320 ; Duthie &
Fullert Field & Garden CropSy 10 ; Coldstrcamy Fodder Grasses
of S, Punj.y No. rif Muellery Select Extra^Trop, Pl.y 284; Gaaetteers :—C,
P.y SOS; N,‘IV. P.y IV.y Ixxix. ; Ind Forestery X,y 220; XII., App., 23 .

Habitat.—A perennial tufted grass, usually with decumbent stems,
common all over the plains of North-Western India, where the soil is

sandy. Not distinguished by natives from Cenchrus montanus, a grass
occurring in similar localities, and known also under the names of anjan
and dhdman. It is probably often confused also with C. pennisetiformis,

a common grass which becomes subscandent when growing amongst
bushes.

Food & Fodder.—Edgeworth mentions that near Multdn the grain is

swept up from the ground to be used as human food. In the Panjdb this

is generally considered to be one of the best of fodder grasses for both
horses and cattle. But in the Montgomery district it is stated that horses
will not eat it because of its bitterness ; tnis, however, may prove to be
due to some local peculiarity of the soil. In many districts, where dub
(Cypodon Dactylon) is scarce, this is reported to be the best of all grasses
for increasing the milk of cows. In the Jhang Settlement Report it is

stated that zamindars believe that it is liable to give a scmi-intoxicating

property to the milk of buffaloes.

P. typhoideum, Rich ; Duthie
y
Fodder Grasses, 18 .

The Bulrush, Cumboo or Spiked Millet; Dekkel^, Fr.
Syn.—Hoi.cus spicatus, Ltnif. ; Panicuu spicatum, Roxb .\ Penicil-

LARIA spicata, Lindl .

Vem.— bdjriy bajeray lahray kasa-jonar. Hind.; Jondhariyay

rn.; joujaruy \ aajrjy oajeruy oajruy oumo, j n.umouy iam., vrm*
teldy sajjeduy pedda-gantiy saxaay Tel.; SajjOy Kan.; Mattariy Malav.

References.—^0155., Fl, Orient.y V,,44f; Roxh,y FI, Ind.y Ed. C.B.C.yOSi
Trimen, Sys, Cat. Cey. Pl.y ro8 ; Dale. & Gibs., Bomb. Fl,, Suppl., 99:
Stewarty Pb. Pl.y 2S9i Aitchison, Cat, Pb, & Sind Pl.y 163; Sir W.
Elliot, Fl. Andkr.y s8, 165 ; Bidie, Cat. Raw Pr., Paris Exh., 69 ; Bird^
woody Bomb. Prod., tt2\ Baden Powell Pb. Pr., 238, 383 ; Drury, U. PI,

Ind.y 33S; Atkinson, Him, Dist, {X., N.^W, P. Gax.), 690; Useful
PI. Bomb. {XXV., Bomb. Gax.), tSsi Econ.Prod. N.’W.Prov., Pi. IV.
{Cultivated Food- Grains), 18; Royle, III. Him. Bot., 421 Mueller, Select
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PENNISETUM
typhoideum.

Cultivation of the

Cultivation.

38s

Extra PL, 28s ; Nicholson, Man, Coimbatore, 218, 2tg, 22g\ Moore,
Man. Trichinopoly, jrj Grihhle, Man, Cuddapah^ 43 ; Grierson, Bihar
Peasant Life, 22$ \ Settlement Report x—Panjab, Gu}rat,App, xxxviit,

;

Haxdra, 88: Jhang, 8$, g2, g3; Montgomery, 107 ; Lahore, lO ; Kangra,
2$ ; N.-JV, P,, Allahabad, 2$ ; Bareilly, 82 ; Central Provinces, ChaMa,
88 i Upper Godavery, Land Rev. Settle., NursingPore, $2} Bomb,
Man,, Ren, Accts,, toi ; Rip, Internal Trade, Punjab, {884-8$, 29; Rep,
Agr., Station Cavanpore, 1884, 7 ; Ganetteers ---‘Bombay, //., w, Bfi, 26g. rjS,

277, 280, 284, 287,390, $36,$4T, $44, $47; IV., $4 ; V„ 29; VIII,, 182; XII.,

149 \XVI., gr,g8; XVII,, 264 ; Panjdb, Karnal, 172, 178; Hoskidrpur, 94 ;
Kangra 6g\ Bannu, 1^,142; Dera Ismail Khdn, 126; Montgomery,
no; Rohtak,94; Shdhpur, 6$; Rawal Pindt, 81; Kohdt, 10$; N.~W,
P-» I‘*SI* ^5* {s^t 19^ i tII-% 22$; IV,, Ixxix,; Mysore & Coorg,II,,
n ; Balfour, Cyclop. Ind„III,, 178,

Habitat.—A tall erect grass, 5 to 6 feet high, most probably of African
origin. The spikelets of flowers are crowded into a compact, cylindrical
spike, sometimes over a foot long, each spikelet being girt at the base with
an involucre of bristles. Mr. Bentham, in his Notes on Graminece {Linn.
Soc, Journ., XIX., 49), says

“

The involucres sometimes remain persist-
ent after the spikelet have fallen away, and the filiform styles are
remarkably long; but many cultivated specimens, and some East African
ones, possibly wild, offer so much variety in those respects, that it seems

f

irobable that the peculiarities of habit have arisen from long cultivation.*’
t is largely cultivated in India as a rainy season crop, especially in the
Bombay Presidency. It is also grown in Egypt, but the heads are much
smaller.

Cultivation.—Though grown to a less extent than judr, its cultiva-
tion is geographically very similar, comprising extensive tracts in North-
West, Central, and Southern India. In the Bombay Presidency the area
occupied by bdjra is considerably over four millions of acres, and in many
parts it forms the staple food of the people. It is extensively cultivated in
Klidndesh, Guzarat, and the Deccan. In the Nasik district it is grown
in red or mdl lands mixed with tur (Cajanus indicus). The seed is sown
in June and the croj) ripens towards the end of September. It requires
very little artificial irrigation, but if grown on garden land it is some-
times watered from a well It is the most important kharif crop in Sind.
Some interesting cultural experiments have been conducted within the last
few' years at the Hyderabad Farm of that province, one result of which
tends to show the advantage of selecting seed for sowing from the middle
portion of the spike only.

In the Madras Presidency, according to the statistical returns for
1888-89, the area under kambu was nearly 2^ millions of acres. In the
Goddvari District it is grow'n on regada, lanka, and sandy soils. The
ground is manured in March by means of cattle or sheep picketed upon
It ; and in May it is ploughed twice every six days for three weeks. The
ground then, as well as at the time of sowing, should be moist. The seed,
which should be of the previous year's produce and carefully preserved for
the purpose, is sown in June at the rate of four seers to the acre. The
heads are cut off when ripe, %.e„ about three months after sowing, they are
left to dry for three or four days, and are then threshed in the usual manner
{Settlement Rep., p, 137), This crop is grown pretty generally in the
Coimbatore District in garden lands, the garden variety being 'arisi or
aruvathan (60 days) kambu. As a rule, it is sown in April and harvested
in June-July. The cultivation is similar to that of cholam (Sorg^mn
vulgare). It is cultivated throughout the district on dry lands, except black.
It is not sown, as a rule, after the middle of September, for the north-east
monsoon would be prejudicial, but in parts of Coimbatore taluk and else-
where it is occasionally sown in November. Being the staple crop of the
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Cu-boo MUlet. (7. />».;»>)

district, upon which both rayats and labourers depend for food, the outturn CULTIVATION
of this crop is all important. It is, however, a delicate crop, deficient or
excessive rain being equally prejudicial, while failure at particular crises, or
rain coming when the plant is in flower, is very fatal. A kamhu crop is

seldom good on the low-class dry lands, both stalk and ears being poor.
It is often grown as a mixed crop with cotton, castor-oil, pulses, &c.
In the sub-division, especially in the Erode taluk, lines of mochai, castor,
&c., are marked features in a kambu field, and it is to these that the
rayat looks to pay his kist, while he uses the kambu for his family and
labourers.

The plagues of kamhu are navei-puchi and asifgant\ both of insect ori-

gin, and they occasionally cause immense loss. When properly cultivated,
the land is ploughed in the April heavy rains, after having been manured
in the usual way according to the rayafs means. In July-August it is

again ploughed, and the seed, mixed with various pulses, is sown broad-
cast, with ddl or beans in rows of a few feet apart. After six weeks the
crop is interploughed and occasionally weeded, partly for the sake of the
crop, and partly for the value of the resulting fodder. In November-
December the kambu is reaped by cutting off the ears as they ripen, the

harvest thus extending over several weehs, since the crop matures in

stages according to the nature and condition of the soil, seed, &c. The
pulses are gathered gradually up to February, when the stalks of kambu,
beans, &c,, are all pulled up together, leaving the cotton and castor only.

The practice is the same in all ordinary lands, but manure seldom reaches
the dry lands of the poorer rayats, except that of the casual droppings of

cattle in search of food, and occasional village refuse {Extract /torn

Ntcholson^s Manual of the Coimbatore District, pp. 218^220),
Bdjra is largely grown in the districts of the Panjdb, and in the dry

elevated tracts south of Rawal Pindi, it constitutes the principal khartf
crop. In Dera Ghdzi Khdn it is the most important crop after wheat. In

favourable years the yield’ is enormous, but it often suffers from drought
or excessive rain ; it is also occasionally injured by blight and locusts, and
late sowings are sometimes spoilt by the north-west wind, which dries up
the ears {Gazetteer, p, j26). It is the staple crop of the autumn harvest

in the Rawal Pindi District. It thrives everywhere in the plains at the

base of the Salt Range, and in unfavourable seasons is replaced by til (Sesa-

mum indicum) or some of the pulses. In the Karndl District it thrives

best on a sandy soil, and is sparsely sown immediately after the first rain-

fall, mixed with the seed of some small pulse. Rain falling on the pollen

spoils the crop, but nothing else affects it {Gazetteer, p. 178). In Rohat
it is sowm between April and August, and is the principal kharif crop on

the barani lands of the district. The crop is generally cut in October, at

whatever time sown. Flocks of small birds do much injury in August
and September {Gazetteer, p, /05). In the Bannu District it is laigely

grown bn the stiffer thal soils. It is sown at the rate of 2 to 5 seers per

acre, from the middle of March till the end of July ;
that which is earliest

sown affording the best hope of heavy returns. The first sown crops

ripen about the middle of August, and ears are plucked as they ripen till

oarly \n DecembeT {Gazetteer, p. 142),
In the North-West Provinces bdjra is extensively cultivated, especially

in the western districts. It is sown a little later and reaped a little

than /inf^ (Sorghum vulgare) ; and is occasionally grown on land intended

for judr, should the sowing time be delayed in consequence of floods or

failure of rain. It is generally mixed with some minor crop, such as moth

(Phaseolus aconitifolius). If y«ar be taken as the counterpart of

wheat, bdjra may be still more aptly compared with barley. Like barley
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it often occupies very good as well as very bad soil, but, as a general rule,

it IS the crop of pow light-soUed outlying land, and requires perhaps rather

less rainfall than juar. It is never manured, and but rarely irrigated.

The land is ploughed once to four times, and the seed, mixed with tnat of
the subordinate crops, is sown broadcast and ploughed in at the rate of 2^
to 3 seers per acre. There should be at least one weeding, if possible, but
the place of this is often taken by ploughing up the ground between the
plants, exactly as is done to judr. The crop should be watched if possible
to keep off birds and squirrels for about twenty days before it is cut. The
grain ripens towards the beginning of November, when the heads are cut off

and carried to the threshing floor, the stalks being frequently left standing
on the ground for some weeks. Next to an absolute failure of rain hdjra
suffers most from damp or rainy weather when in flower. 1 1 is sometimes
attacked by a kind of bunt, and is reported to be often infected with a
species of mildew called bagulia (Puccinia penniseti, Barclay). But it owes
its liability to these diseases in great measure to the poverty of the soil on
which it is cultivated, and the mildew alluded to above is said to be most
destructive in cases where hdjra has been grown too frequently on the same
land. The cost of cultivation has been estimated at R9-8 per acre, includ-
ing R3 for rent of land. The outturn varies from 5 i maunds in the damp-
er localities to 7 maunds in places where the climate is drier. The area
under hdjra and bdjra*^rhar {hdjra mixed with Cajanus indicus) in the thirty

temporarily-settled districts of the North-West Provinces has been given
as not far short of two million acres {Field & Garden Crops^ Norths
Western Provinces & Oudh, Pari I.^p. 30).

In Rdjputana, hdjra is the principal crop west of the Aravalli range.
It thrives well in the Bikanfr district, yielding on an average five maunds
to the acre.

Dye.—The ashes of this plant are used as an alkali in dyeing.
Food & Fodder.—The grain is used chiefly by the lower classes of

Natives, and in many parts of India it is their principal food. It is sup-
posed to be heating, and is, therefore, in Northern India, consumed mostly
in the cold weather. The flour, made into cakes or bread w'ith butter-milk,

is the staple food of many, and is more nutritious than rice. In Khdn-
desh It is often eaten with butter and various condiments by the well-to-do.

The following is the composition of a sample of the unhusked grain
according to an analysis made by Professor Uhurch :

—

In 100 parts.

Water
Albumenoidh
Starch

Fibre
Ash

10*4

7*'5
3*3
1-5

a'u

Stalks.

388

The nutrient ratio being i • 7*6, and the nutrient value Sgi. The
grain contains *42 per cent, of potash and '68 per cent, of phosphoric
acid.

In the Panjdb hdjra is occasionally grown for fodder; and in un-
favourable seasons, although sown as a grain crop, it is sometimes given
to cattle as green fodder. The stalks, after the grain has ripened, are
more or less utilised as fodder in various parts of India They are sel-

dom used, however, where chari {judr straw) is available, whilst in some
districts they are thrown away as useless. In (he Gazetteer of the Karndl
District it is said that in some of the higher villages, the stalks, called

ddndar^ arc carefully stacked and preserved, and when required for use are
chopped up and given to the cattle with green fodder, or even with the dta of
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The Pentace tree. {J, Murray.)
PENTATROPIS
microphylla.

grain. In parts of the Bombay Presidency, the stalks {yarmad) are given to

cattle, but unless trodden into chaff they are said to be very inferioras fodder.
They are much more generally used for fodder in the Madras Presidency,
where very probably they contain more nutriment than in Northern India;
so also with rice-straw, which appears to be much more valued as fodder
in Southern India than in the North.

Trade.—This grain is to some extent exported to other countries by
sea, but the trade returns include it under juir.

{J. Murray.)

PENTACE, Hassk, ; Gen. PI., /., 2j/.

Pentace burmannica, Kurz; Fl. Br. Ind., /., 381

;

Tiliaceje.
Vem.—Tkitkuy kathitkay BuRM.
References.—ATwr^r, For. Fl. Burm.y /., rs4; GamhUy Man. Timb., 52;

Ind, Forestery l.yZOTj; XII.. 73 f Kill., 134.
Habitat.—A tall evergreen tree of Burma, frequent in the tropical

forests of the eastern and southern slopes of the Pegu Yomah, and from
Martaban down to Upper Tenasserim.

Resin.—Kurz states that the tree exudes a red resin ; nothing is, how-
ever, known of its properties.

Structure of the Wood.—Yellowish-red, shining, soft, even-grained,
takes a good polish ; average weight 42ft per cubic foot. It is largely
used in Burma for boats, boxes, and other purposes for which a light wood
is required. Considerable quantities are annually exported both to Assam
and to Europe. In the former country it is employed for making tea
boxes.

PENTAPETES, Linn. ; Gen. PLy /., 22Z,

Pentapetes phcenicea, Linn. / Fl. Br. Ind., /,, yy/ / SiERcuLiACEiE,
Syn.—Domheya phcenicea, Cav.
Vem.—Dopahariyoy (iopohortdyUiuX).-, Kdt-ldUy hdndhuhy 6eng. : Bart

baha, Santal ; Gttl dupaharia, Pb. ; 1 ambri-dupdrty Mar.; Ndga-bu,
1am.; Bandhukuy bandnujtvay bandukamu^ arka'^allabhay pushparakta.
Sans.

References.— Fi. Ind.y Ed. C.B.C., sti ; Rheedcy Hort. Mai., X.y t.

5^ ; Stewarty Pb. /*/., 25 / Campbelly Be. Prod. Chutia Nagpur, No.

g882 ; Elhoty Fl. Andhr., 22; U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hindus, 2g3;
Pharmacog. Indicay /., 2J6.

Habitat.—Found in rice-fields and other wet places, during the mon-
soon, throughout the hotter parts of India from the Panjdb to Burma
and the Western Peninsula.

Medicine.—The capsules are used medicinally on account of their

rnucilaginous properties, and according to Stewart were at one time offi-

cinal in the Panjab. Campbell slates that the root is employed as a
medicine by the Santals.

PENTATROPIS, Br.; Gen. PI., II., 764.

[ Wight, Ic., t. 3S2 ; Asclepiadeje.

Pentatropis microphylla, Wight Csf Am.; Fl. Br. Ind., IV., 20

;

Syn.—Asclepias microphylla, Roxb.; Cynanchum acuminatum,
Thunb.; EuTROPis (gkn. NOV.), Falconer.

^tXtx.’^Parparam, Tam.; CMkurti tiwa, pnlapdla, Tel.

References.—Roxb., Fl.Ind.,Ed. C.B.C., 253; Dale. & Gibs.. Bomb.

Fl,yi4g; Grah., Cat. Bomb. PI., no; Elliot, Fl. Andhr., 36y tsS

;

Gaxetteers :^Bombayy IV., Ixxiv. ; V,, ay.
.

Habitat.—A small, delicate, twining perennial, met with in theSundar-

bans, the Deccan Peninsula from Bombay southwards, and Burm^. It

is similar to the following in habit and characters.
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PEORI
Dye.

The Peori or

397 Pentatropis spiralis, Dene. ; Fl. Br. Ind^^ IV,, tg
Syn.

—

P. MICROPHYLLA, FPo//. ; OXYSTBLM \ CAUDATUM. /fam.; AsCLBPIAS
SPIRALIS, Forsk.

Vem.

—

Ambarvelt (barar flower—arib pushpi), Pb. ; Singarota,
Bomb. ; Shigaroti, Guz.

Reference.

—

Stewart^ Pb. PI., 146.

Habitat.—A slender climber, found in the Panjdb, Sind, and the country

extending eastwards to the fuinna; distributed to Afghanistan, and west-

wards to the Red Sea and Nubia.
MEDICINE.
Flowers.

398
Roots.

DD.
Tubers.

400

Medicine.—Stewart writes, “ The flowers of this are apparently
officinal in the Panjdb under the above name. ” According to a note
received from Sakharam Arjun Ravat the dry roots given in decoction

are considered astringent.

Food.—The small tubers which grow on the roots in spring are

peeled and eaten in the Panjdb. Siewart states that they are “ sweet and
filling.”

PEORI DYE.
401

DYE.
402

Peori Dye.
References.—-AfcCflwn, Dyes & Tans of Bengal

^

92/ 7*. N. Mukharji,
Rept. on Peori dye^ Aug. rjlh^ tb‘83, republished in Tour. Soc. of Arts,

XkXlI., 16 {i8Ss) / M. C. Grtebe, Report on Indian Yellow ; Archives des
Sciences Physiques et Naturelles, Series III., xxii., 497*

Dye.—This curious yellow dye-stuff has long attracted the attention

of chemists and physiologists in Europe. In India it has always been
reputed to be made irom the urine of cows fed entirely on mango leaves,

a fact which was, however, doubted in England till quite recently. The
ideas previously held regarding its origin were very numerous. Some
maintained, like the Natives of India, that it was of animal origin, and
probably a deposit formed in the urine of the camel, the elephant, or the
buffalo, or an intestinal concretion. In the early part of tne last decade
enquiries were made at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, to have the
question cleared up, and as a result Mr. Mukharji was deputed to investi-

gate the matter. Since the publication of his report by the India Office

in the Journal of the Society of Arts, the origin of peori from the urine
of cowsnas become an established fact.

It is stated that the dye is rarely employed in India to dye fabrics on
account of the offensive odour of cow’s urine which the cloth retains, but
is chiefly used as a pigment for colouring doors, railings, walls, &c. It is

made entirely by inhabitants of a village called Mirzapur near Monghyr,
and is prepared as follows ;

—

I'he cows, from the urine of which the dye is to be manufactured, are
fed exclusively on mango leaves and w’ater, with the result that the colour-
ing matter of the urine becomes greatly increased. It is said that the
cows thus treated die after two years, but according to Mr. Mukharji, the
cow-keepers informed him that this was false, and he himself has seen
cows six or seven years old which had furnished peori for at least four
years. These cows, however, appeared very ill and poorly nourished, and
the villagers stated that it was necessary to give them other food from
time to lime, but that this admixture at once reduced the quantity of

peori in the urine. Owing to this the keepers who trade in the dye are
despised as cow-destroyers.

The cows are trained to urinate at certain times only, and are said to

become so habituated to this, that they are incapable of doing so without
the presence of their masters. The urine is collected, allowed to cool for

some time, and then heated. By this means the yellow colouring matter
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is precipitated. It is then collected and partly dried in cloth. The
sediment is then rolled into small balls, which are first of all dried by

means of a charcoal fire, afterwards by being placed in the rays of the

sun. It is sold in this form to merchants, who also advance money to the

cow-keepers. It sells at from R4 to R2 per seer, and is taken by the

merchants to Patna and Calcutta, where it is said to fetch R8 per seer.

The high price of the dye is owing to the early death of the cow's. and to

the comparatively expensive mango leaves, of which the quantity pro-

duced by a tree of moderate size (about 20 feet) costs about R2. One
cow is said to furnish daily three quarts of urine, and 2 ozs. of peori. It has

been said that the annual production of this substance is as much as from

10,000 to i5,ooolb; but Mr. Mukharji states that this estimate is too

high, when one takes into consideration the small number of cows employ-

ed to produce it. The trade seems to be profitable, for McCann in-

forms us, one or two dealers in peori have paid income tax on the

profits.

Method of Dyeing.—** The peori is dissolved in hot water and the

cloth dipped in it. One and a half chitiacks of pdori will dye one yard of

cloth a good yellow.’* As already stated, however, the great objection

exists, that the dye imparts an exceedingly offensive odour to cloth,

which is retained even after repeated washings. In Europe it is chiefly

used as a pigment for water colour drawing under the name of “ Indian

Yellow.”
Characters and Chemical Composition.—Peori consists of small

roundish balls weighing from 2 to 4 ozs., of which the interior has a

fine yellow colour, w'hile the outer coat is brown or ^eenish. Its odour

is very characteristic and i ecalls that of castor. 1 he interior yellow

substance has been carefully analysed by M. Qraebe, who found that

it contained;

—

Euxauthinic acid, 51 ; magnesium, 4*2 j calcium, 3*45

silica iiad albumina, water and volatile matter, 39 per cent. Com-
menting on this result he remarks that in preparing the different qual-

ities of pure Indian yellow for use in water colour drawing, the crude

peori is submitted to a series of washings. The best qualities are those

which are most rich in euxanthinic acid and magnesium, and which

contain only a very small quantity of calcium. The more ordinary kinds

contain, in addition to the acid above mentioned, one of its products of de-

composition, namely, euxanthone, in large quantities. Thus M. Graebe,

in analysing seven distinct commercial forms of Indian yellow, found
euxanthinic acid to vary from 72*3 per cent, in the best, to 33'34 per cent,

in the w’orst, while euxanthone varied from o per cent, in the former to 33
per cent, in the latter. Of magnesium 5*35 per cent, w'as found in the best

quality, and, like euxanthinic acid, gradually diminished in the inferior

qualities, being found only to the extent of 37 in the worst.

The euxanthinic acid is always found in the condition of a salt, and the

composition of the best quality of Indian yellow approaches to that of the

euxanthonate of magnesium,—CmHioO^Mg+S H3O ; or euxanthinic

acid 78-16, magnesium 4-57, and water 16-67 percent. Thus purified

Indian Yellow contains a little less organic, and more inorganic, matter

than the pure salt.

In the inferior qualities euxanthone exists partly free, partly as a salt

of magnesium or calcium. Thus in the worst quality M, Qraebe found 20

per cent, in the free state, 13 per cent, as a salt. 'J he first scientific re-

searches on Indian Yellow were published in 1:^44 by Stenhouse, and by

Erdmann. These chemists proved that the composition of euxanthinic

acid was as above described. The free acid has a pale yellow colour, but

all its salts are of a deep yellow tinge, and of these the salt of magnesium
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Chemistry of the Peoii Dye.

CHEMISTRY. is remarkable for its beauty. By heating the acid with other acids or with
water it becomes decomposed into two substances, of which one is colourless,
the other yellow. The first of these is chiefly of physiological interest, be-
ing an acid which is formed in the body of man and other animals. This
substance, glycuronic acid, is one of a series of compounds which appears
in the urine of man and of the dog, after the administration of several
orp^anic drugs such as camphor or chloral. These latter, like euxanthinic
acid, are all complex bodies, which decompose easily, and in so doing set
the glycuronic acid at liberty, thus :

—

C^jHjbOij = CgHjop; 4- C,3Hg04.

Euxanthinic acid=glycuronic acid+euxanthone.
Glycuronic acid may be considered a derivative of saccharine matter,

a product of oxidation intermediate between glucose and saccharic
acid. It has not been possible, however, up to the present, to produce
it artificially. The coloured product obtained by the decomposition
above mentioned is euxanthone, an aromatic compound. This sub-
stance, when given to a dog or rabbit, can be recovered in the urine as
euxanthinic acid, having become combined in the body with glycuronic
acid. From this fact it would appear that mango leaves contain either
euxanthone, or a body capable of being transformed into that substance
in the organs of the cow, and which again combining with glycuronic acid
produces the colouring matter. It is difficult to ascertain from whence the
magnesium, which plays such an important part in the composition of
Indian Yellow, is derived. It may exist in considerable quantity in the
water, or in the mango leaves which form the entire nourishment of the
peori-yielding cows. But M. Qraebe considers that it may probably by
mixed artificially with the food, though the circumstance has not been
recorded.

Euxanthone is a beautiful yellow compound which sublimes and crys-
tallines in long needle-like crystals, until recently it had never beentallines in long needle-like crystals, until recently it had never been
prepared synthetically, but M. Qraebe has succeeded in obtaining euxan-
thone “in every way identical with that of Indian Yellow” by combining
hydroquinone and resorcine. He states that euxanthone can, up to a cer-
tain point, be compared to alizarine. Both have basic properties, and
the salts of both are distinguished by their fine colouration (M, Grecbe,
Arch, des Sc. Phys, et Nat.). It would thus appear that the only thing
now wanting in chemical knowledge to admit of Indian Yellow being artifi-
cially made is a method of synthetically preparing glycuronic acid.

Pepper, Bell, see Capsicum grossnm, Willd.; Vol. II., 139.

Pepper, Black, see Piper nignim, Linn.

;

p, 260.

_ _ ^ *37.
Pepper, Cayenne, Goat or Spur, see Capsicum frutescens* Linn. ; Vol.

Pepper Red, see Capsicum aauuum, Linn.; Vol II., 134.

Peppermint, see Mentha piperita, Linn.

;

Vol. V., 229.

PERFUMES & PERFUMERY.

Baden Powell, Ph. Prod., g26 ; Aitchison. FI. Kuram Valley, 25 ; U. d.
DhH, Mat. Med. Hindus, 31 1 ; Indian Agritulturist : Aprtl 27th, i88g\»
August 24tk, 1889 ; November 2nd, 1889; Bomb. Admn. Rep., 1871*72,
37S, 376,• Bomb. Gaaetteer, VIII., 26.

Perhaps no branch of industry purely devoted to the supply of
luxuries is of such importance in the East as that of Perfumery. Per-
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fumed oils for dressing the hair and beard and for anointing the
body, perfumed waters for the bath, and, in the case of the rich, per-
fumed vapours for scenting the atmosphere of rooms, are all largely
employed by all classes who can afford them, and have been so from the
earliest times. Thus we find Abul FazI in the Atn-i-Akbdri devoting
many pages to a consideration of the subject, and giving receipts for the
perfumes held in greatest estimation during the reign of Akbar. He com-
mences the chapter as follows ; “His Majesty is very fond of perfumes,
and encourages this department from religious motives. The court-hall
is continually scented with ambergris, aloewood, and compositions accord-
ing to ancient recipes, or mixtures invented by His Majesty ; and incense is

daily burnt in gold and silver censers of various shapes, whilst sweet
smelling flowers are used in large q^uantities. Oils are also extracted from
flowers and used for the skin and hair” (Atn-i-Akbari, Blochmann'^s Trans.,
73’82). He then proceeds to give a list of sweet-scented flowers, and other
substances used in perfumery, most of which will be found in the list

below.
Perfumes are manufactured and sold in India in the form of scented

oil—called atar-^not scented spirit or essence as in Europe. The sweet oil

generally employed as the basis of the perfume is til, but that of sandal
wood is also occasionally used. The method of extraction, which it will be
seen is similar to that familiar to European perfumers under the name of

enfleurage, is as follows :

—

A layer of the flowers from which the perfume is to be derived is

placed on a clean masonry floor, to a thickness of half an inch ; over this

is spread a layer of til seed a quarter of an inch thick, then another
layer of flowers and another of seed, and so on till eight or ten alto-

gether have been laid down. This heap is left all night j next morning
the flowers are removed, and the seeds are left all day to dry in the sun-

shine. In the evening the process is repeated, layers of fresh flowers are

laid down alternating with l^ers of the now partly perfumed seeds, and
this goes on for ten days. The scented Ul is then put in bags or jars,

till sufficient seed has been collected to press conveniently. It can be
kept thus stored for a long time without losing the scent, Asa rule, it is

laid by for about a year, since the pressing can be done at any time

under cover, while the perfuming can be carried on only during the dry
season in the open air.

The scented seeds are ground in a kolhu or native press, a rough
wooden mill consisting of the lower part of the trunk of a tree, fixed in the

ground. This has the top hollowed into a large round cup, like a large

mortar, in which rests the lai, a huge wooden pestle to which a bullock is

harnessed. As he goes round the lat leans over the side of the hollow in

the kolhu, pressing the seed. The oil thus extracted flows out through a

small channel into a vessel set to catch the liquid. 1 he oil after being

purified is decanted into kupis, or leather bottles, of various shapes and
sizes \lnd. Agri., April 27th, i88g).

Attar of Roses and other essential oils are made by a rude process of

distillation, for an account of which the reader is referred to Rosa. Besides

these perfumed oils, and pure essential oils, many substances of a solid

nature are largely employed in Indian perfumery, such as certain gums,

resins, woods, musk, and other animal products.

The following list, classified according as they are of animal, vegetable,

or mineral origin, will be found to contain the chief perfumes, and sub-

stances from which perfume is obtained in India. For an account of the

special properties, and methods of preparation of these, the reader is re-

ferred to the article on each in its respective position in this work.
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I^RFUMES & Perfume-yieldinfi: Products.
Perfumery. 1

VEGETABLE. LIST OF PERFUMES AND PERFUME-YIELDING PRODUCTS.

406 I* Vegetable.

Abir. A perfumed powder which is mixed with the red Guldl and used

at the Ifoli festival ; see Vol. 1 ., 6-7.

Acacia Famesiana, Willd.; The Cassib Flower. The round yellow

heads are much used in perfumery; see Vol. I., 49.
Acorns Calamus, Z.tM>2. ; The Sweet Flag. This yields an essen-

tial oil employed by perfumers in Europe; see Vol. 1„ 99.

Andropogon citratus, DC,: The Lemon Grass; see Vol. I., 242.

A. muricatus, ; The Khus-khus Grass; see Vol. I., 245.

A. Nardus, Linn.: The Citronblla. A scented grass, largely

exported from Ceylon ; see Vol. I., 247.
A. Schcenanthus, Linn. : The Geranium Grass; see Vol. I., 250.

Aquilaria Agallocha, Roxh : Calambac, Agallochum or Aloe
wood; see Vol. 1 ., 279-281.

Amebia Griffithii, Bohs, : FI, Br, Ind.^ IV. ^ 1 76, This species is said

by Dr. Forbes Watson to be used in perfumery in the Panjdb, where
it is known as paijhambdri-phul, sparhi-gtil, or mumnnnie.

Artemisia vulgaris, Linn : Indian worm-wood. Used as a perfume
for clothes, &c., also in the preparation of an afar*, see Vol. I., 328.

Balsamodendron ; various species, which yield the Myrrhs, Bdelt iums,
and Gum Gugul of commerce. The two first are very largely employed
in the East in the preparation of perfumes ; see Vol. I., 365-370.

Blumea balsamifera, DC , and B. densiflora, Z>C., yield camphor; see
Vol. I.. tSS. Vol. 11,85.

Boswellia; various species, which yield the true Frankincense or
Olibanum of commerce. Many forms, obtained from different species, are
highly prized in Eastern perfumery; see Vol. 1 ., 51 1-517.

Cananga odorata, /f. /. ^ T.; The Ilang-ilang of European pei-

fumers. One of the most valuable and highly prized of Indian perfumes;
see Vol II., 94.

CarumCaruiy Linn.; The Caraway. The volatile oil is employed
in the manufacture of cheap essences; see Vol. II., 197.

C. copticum, ; The Bishop’s weed, or Ajwain. The fruit

affords an aromatic volatile oil which, on evaporation, yields a sterertplone,

sold as a perfume in Western India, under the name of ajvaain-ka-phul s
see Vol. 11 , 199.

Caryopbyllus aromaticus, ZlfVi/i. ; The Clove. The oil is extensively
utilised in perfumery; see Vol. II., 203.

Chiysanthemum coronarium, Linn, A perfume called Sounii Atiir
is prepared fiom the fragrant flowers; see Vol. II., 272.

Ciimamomum Camphora, Ni’es.j The Japan Camphor of commerce
is obtained from this tree; see Vol. 11 ., 84-93, 317.

C. glanduliferum. Meissn.; The Nepal Camphor wood has a highly
scented wood see Vol. II., 17.

C. zeylanicum. Breyn.; The Cinnamon; see Vol. II., 324.
Citrus Aurantium, Linn.^ vars. Aurantium proper, and Bigaradia.

These yield the Nerali oil of European commerce; see Vol. II., 345-347

;

var. Bergamia; The Bergamot Orange; yields the oil of Bergamot;
see Vol. II., 347-348.

Citrus Medica, Linn. All the varieties of this species are used in per-
fumcry% but the most important are var. Medica proper, the Citron, and
var. Limonum, the Lemon, the essential oils of which are both extensively
utilised ; see Vol. II., 351, 352.

Clerodendron inenue, Gcertn. An exquisite perfume is said to be de-
rived from the flowers ; see Vol II., 372.
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Costus speciosus, Thk Kust root; maybe used as a substi- VEGETABLE,
tute for Orris root, but it is possible that the economic literature on the
subject confuses this with two species of Saussurea ; see Vol. II., 579.

Crocra sativus, Linn.: The Saffron ; is largely used in India in the
preparation of Jufrdn atar : see Vol. II., 592.

Cncumis sativus, Linn. ; The Cucumber. A perfume called Sasa afar,
made from some part of this plant, was exhibited by Dr. Kanny Lall Dey
at the Colonial & Indian Exhibition; see Vol. II., 632

Cupressus torulosa, Don, The wood yields a resin often burned as
incense ; see Vol. II., 646.

Curcuma aromatica, Salisb.; The Wild Turmeric. The powdered
rhizome is employed by Hindu women as a fragrant cosmetic; see Vol.
II., 657.

Cyperus rotundus, Linn. An essential oil obtained from the rhizomes
is used in Upper India to perfume clothes ; in Bengal the dried and pow-
dered root is used as a perfume, and in dyeing to impart a scent to the
fabric; see Vol. II., 686.

C. scariosus, R, Br.^ is similarly employed ; see Vol. II., 687.

C. stoloniferus, Retz The tubers of this species are also used in

perfumery
; see Vol II., 688.

Didymocarpus aromatica, Wall. The whole plant is said to be used
as a perfume; see Vol. III., in.

Dryobalanops Camphora, Coleh.. sec Vol. II., 84-93.
Elettaria Cardamomum, Maton. ; The Lesser Cardamom. An essential

oil in perfumery is distilled from the seeds; see Vol. III., 236.

Ferula suaveolens, Aitch. et Hansh, and F. Sumhult Hook. /,, yield

the musk-scented medicinal root Sumbul: sec Vol. Ill
, 339.

Fceniculum ulgajre, The Fennfl; contains an essential oil

used in the preparation of Mouri atar; see Vol, III., 406.

Hedychium spicatum, Ham. The aromatic root-stocks are used as an
auxiliary in djeing to impart a pleasant odour to fabrics, and when pow-
dered, form an important ingredient of Ahir : see Vol. IV., 207.

Hibiscus Abelmoschus, Linn.; The Musk. Mallow ; has musk-scent-
ed seeds, employed as a substitute for that perfume; sec Vol. IV., 229.

H. ficulneus, Linn, The seeds are employed in Arabia to impart a
fragrance to coffee; see Vol. IV., 241.

Illicum verum; Hook /. ; The Star Anise. An oil very much re-

sembling that of Anise, is occasionally used in Indian perfumery; see Vol.

IV., 333.
Iris florentina, Linn.; Ihe Iris or Orris Root; is occasionally cul-

tivated in India ; see Vol. IV., 497.
Jasminum, various species. The essential oil largely used in Indian

perfumery; see Vol. I V., 541-5^.
Juniperus, several species. The roots of these are largely collected in

the Noith-West Himdlaya for utilisation as incense ; see Vol. IV., 552-55^-

Jurinea macrocephala, Benth. The roots are used as incense ; see Vol.

IV., 556-
Lavandula. Several Indian species are fragrant and probably might

be ultilised in the manufacture of Oil of Lavender; see Vol. IV., 595.

Lawsonia alba, Lam. ; The Henna plant. The flowers are u.sed in

perfumery ; see Vol. IV., 597.
Mangifera indica, Linn.; The Mango Tree. One of theper fumes

exhibited at the Colonial & Indian Exhibition, and called Amb atar,

was prepared from some part of this tree ; see Vol. V , p }M'
Melaleuca Leucadendron, Linn. Cajput oil is occasionally employed

in perfumery ; see Vol. V., 204.
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VEGBTABLB. MenthEy various species ; see VoK V.» 229.

Mesua ferrea, Linn.; said by Forbes Watson to be employed as a

perfume j see Vol., V., 236.

Michelia Champaca, Linn. The flowers yield a highly fragrant atar ;

see Vol. V., 241.

Mimusops Elengi, Linn. This plant is the source of a perfume called

Bakul Ainr; see Vol. V., 249.
Morina Coulteriana, Royle; used as incense; see Vol. V., 260.

Myristica fragransy Houtt.; The Nutmeg. The nut and mace both
yield essential oils largely used ; see Vol. V., 31 1.

M;ptu8 communis, Ltnn.; The Common Myrtle. Is occasionally

met with in cultivation in India, but the essential oil, obtainable from the

leaves, does not appear to be prepared ; see Vol. V-, 316.

Nardostachys Jatamansi, DC.: The Spikenard. The root enters

largely into the composition of native perfumery, but chiefly in combination
with valerian, forming a mixture anything but a favourite with Euro-
peans ; see Vol. V., 338.
N^um odorum, Solnnd. An essential oil may be obtained from the

flowers of this plant— the Sweetly-scented Oleander'; see Vol. V.,348.
Nyctanthes Arbor-tristis, Linn. The flowers contain an essential oil

employed in making Sewfi atar ; see Vol. V., 434.
Ocimnm Basilicum, Linn, It is believed that the Natives of various

parts of India distil atars from the different species of Basil or

j

sec Vol. V., 440*
Pandanus odoratisaimus. Willd.; employed in the manufacture of a

scent called Kaora atar ; see Vol. VI., 5.

Pergularia minor, Andr,; used in the preparation of an atar; see Vol.

VI., 139.

Peucedanum graveolens, Benth. The crushed fruit yields an essential

oil on being submitted to aqueous distillation, which may be used in

mixtures for perfuming soap. The distillate—DiLL-water—is chiefly used
medicinally; see Vol. VI#, 181.

Phoenix dactylifera, Linn.; The Date Palm ; used to prepare an
atar

;

see Vol. VI , 199.
Pimpinella Anisum, Linn ; The True Anise-seed.; introduced from

Europe, and occasionally cultivated in gardens in India; see Vol. VI., 236.
Pinus long^olia, Roxh.\ is known in Oudh as Dhub, and employed for

incense; see Vol. VI., 242.
Pistacia vera, Linn. The aromatic oil obtained from the Kernels of

the Pistachio nut is occasionally used as a perfume ; see Vol. VI., 273.
Pogostemon Patchouli, Pelle. The essential oil of this plant is a very

important perfume called by the Natives Pachapal atar ; see Vol. VI., 307.
Polyanthes tuberosa, Linn.; yields ataroi Tuberose ; see Vol. VI., 312.
Prunus amygdalus, Baillon.; yields essential oil of Bitter almonds ; sec

Vol. VI., 342.
Psidium Guyava, Linn.; The Guava.; is used to make a perfume

called Payitra atar

;

see Vol. VI., 351.
Rosa, various species. Atar of Roses is perhaps the most favourite

of all perfumes with the rich in India ; see Vol. VI.
Salix sp. The flowers of certain species of this genus are used to

make a perfume called atar^bed-muskh ; see Vol. VI.
Santalum album, Linn. The aromatic wood, and the essential oil dis-

tilled from it, are highly esteemed perfumes; see Vol. VI.
Sanssurea Lappa, Clarke.; The Sacred Costus Root.; is largely

exported from K^hmfr and used in the preparation of perfumery and
expensive forms of incense; see Vol. VI.
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incanus.

Styraz benzoini Dryand. A volatile oil is distilled from Gum Benzoin
by the Natives of the Eastern Archipelago, and the balsam itself is also
used as a perfume; see Vol. VI.

Valeriana Wallichii, DC. Aitch Ison states that the root-stalks of this
VALERiAir are collected in the Kuram Valley for export to India where they
are used in perfumery ; see Vol. VI.

2.—Animal.

Ambergris ; an animal concretion used in the preparation of atar-i-
ambar ; see Vol. I., 217.

Civet; the pouch of the civet cat (Viverra zibetha, Linn.) contains
an unctuous odorous secretion, which is extracted and used in perfumery

;

see Tigers & Cats, Vol. VI.
Musk, see Deer, Vol. HI., 58 ; also Musk, Vol. V., 307.

VEGETABLE.

ANIMAL.

407

3.—Mineral.

Earth atar. A perfume called atar-^l is prepared by distillation from
earth mixed with a little sandal wood oil. It is said to be used chiefly

by Muhammadans, who consider that it exudes the odour of earth just
after a shower of rain.

According to the recent article in the Indian Agriculturist

^

above
quoted, the prices of the most important perfumes at Jaunpore (one of the
chief centres of the Indian perfumery trade) are as follows :

—

Perfume.

Rose atar • .

Rose water . •

Sandal wood oil
.

^
.

Oil of Spanish Jasmine
{Chamheli\

Oil of Arabian Jasmine
{Bela)

Keora oil (Pandanus
odoratissmus)

Keora water .

Per seer. Perfume. Per seer.

R R
40 to 50 Oil of Marigold {Gehnda) .

R
40

as. 8 Oil of Khas-khas (AndrO-
28 pogon muricutus) 40

2 to 4
Oil of Cajeput {elldebt)

Lemon-peel oil . . •

Oil of clove ....
3«
20

2 to 4
20

Geranium oil ... 10

Earth atar .... 40
2 Atar of Henna flowers . 50
as. 8

MINERAL.

408

PRICES.

409

PERGULARIA, Linn. ; Gen, Pl.^ II., 77J.

A genus of twining sub-glabrous under-shrubs, which belongs to the
Naturm Order Asclefiaoe.s, and comprises about ten species, natives of
Asia and Africa. Of these, P. minor, Andr. {FI. Br. Ind., IV., jfi), Kanja
luia, kunjaltt^^ViG., Sitd manoharam, Tel., a native of the Himalaya
and the Tregai hills in Burma, is cultivated throughout India as an orna-
mental and fragrant plant. The flowers are also employed in the prepara-
tion of an atar.

PERICAMPYLUS, Miers ; Gen. Pl.^ /., g6 i.

[CE/C.

Pericampylus incanus, Miers / FI. Br. Ind., /., 102 ; Menispkrma-
The authors of the Pharmacographia Indica state that slender Meni-

spermaceous stems, apparently belonging to this species, are sold in the

Bengal bazArs under the name of Birak^kdn^a {Pharmacog. Ind., /.,

64).
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A Rope-making Fibre.

PERIDERMIUMy Chev.; Cooke, British Fungi, $34-

A genus of parasitic fungi which attacks several Indian forest trees,

especially CoiriFERyE, see Fungoid Pests, Vol. III., 456.
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PERILLA, Linn,; Gen, PI,, II,, 1182,

Perilla ocimoides, Linn. ; FI. Br, Ind., IV., 646 ; Labiate.

Syn.— P. MACROSTACHYA, Benth.

;

OciMUM FRUTESCENS, Lintt. f Melissa
MAXIMA, Arduin; Mentha perilloides, Willd.

Vem.

—

Bhanjira, Hind.; Kenia, Naga; Bhangara, jhuiela, Kumaon.
References.— Rc, Prod., ChuHa Nagpur, No. 563 ; Atkinson,
Him Dist., J08 / Ec, Prod., N.-W. P,, Pt. V., 42 ; Settle. Kept., Kumdon,
App.34; Madden, Off, Rept., Kumdon, 279 ; Darrah, Note on Cotton
in Assam, Sj.

Habitat.—A coarse aromatic herb, found in the Tropical and Tem-
perate Himalaya, from Kashmir to Bhotan, at altitudes of 1,000 to 10,000
feet ; also in the Khdsia Mountains from 3,000 to 6,000 feet. It is fre-

quently cultivated on the Himalaya from 4,000 to 5,000 feet for the sake
of its small aromatic seeds.

Dye.—The see d is used as a dye auxiliary ; see Rubia sikkimensis,

Kurz ; Vol. VI.
Oil.—The SEED yields an aromatic oil by expression, which is used by

the hill-men of the North-West Himalaya for culinary purposes and for

burning.
Food.—The seed is used for food, the leaves are employed as a vege-

table, and the oil, above mentioned, is used as an adjunct to other sub-
stances in the diet of the hill-men of the North-West Himalaya. Dr.
Watt notes that the seed and leaves are similarly utilised in Manipur.

PERIPLOCA, Linn.; Gen. PL, IL, 746.

Periploca aphylla, Dene.; Fl. Br. Ind., IV., 12

;

AscLEPiADEiE.

Sjrn.—

C

ampelepis viminea. Fate.

Vern.

—

Bdta, harrl, harrarra, Pb. ; Shahbi, harrarra, PuSHTU ; Hum,
hnma, Afg.; Um, uma, Baluchistan; Buraye, Sind.

References.

—

BrandU, For, FL, 33o ; Gamble, Man. Timh., ; Stewart,
Pb. PL, 146; Bot. Tour tn Hazara, &c., in ffour. Agri.~Hortt. Soc. of
Jnd,, XIV. {Old Series), 15 f Aitihtson, Bot. Afgh. Del. Com., 87

;

Murray, PI. & Drugs, Sind, 159 ; Royle, Fib. PL, 306 ; Gazetteers :

—

Bomb., V., 26, N.-W. P., IV., Ixxiv. ; Peshawar, 27 ; Ind. Forester, IV,,
233 ; V., j8o; XII., App., 16 ; XIV., 36i, 37 1.

Habitat.—A shrub of the arid, dry zones of the Western Panjab and
Sind ; distributed to Baluchistin, Afghdnistdn, Persia, Arabia, and Nubia.

Fibre.—According to Dr. Stocks the fibre of this plant is employed
in Smd with that of Leptadenia Spartium, for making into ropes and bands
used for wells. Both these fibres are particularly prized for this purpose, as
they are supposed to be impervious to the action of water.

Medicine.—The milky juice is used in Sind as an external applica-
tion to tumours and swellings.

Food & Fodder.—The flower-buds are sweet, and are eaten, raw
or cooked, as a vegetable. The plant is cropped by goats and camels,
and is largely cut and collected for fodder.

Domestic & Sacred.—The dry shrub is used for fuel. It appears
probable that this species is closely connected with the Homa of the
Parsfs (see Vol. III., 346-251}.
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PERISTROPHE, Nets; Gen. PI. II., 1121.

[ THACEJS.

Peristrophe bicalyculata, N^es ; FL Br. Ind,, IV,, $54: Acan-
Syn.—P. Kotschyana, Nee&

;

Justicia bicalyculata, Vahl,; ligu-
LATA, Lamk.

;

Dianthbka maladakica, Linn,; D. bicalyculata.
Rate.; Rukllia paniculata, Ltnn,

Var. rivinoides = p. rivinoides; Wall.; P. bicalyculata, var. /3, Nees,
Vern.—Atrilal, Hind. ; Nam bhatra, Beng. ; Barge khode baha, Santal ;

Kali andi jahrta, Mbkwara ; Nazpat, Sind; Fit^apra, Bomb.; Ckati-
pitta papada. Mar. ; Chebira, Tkl. ; Maha-nelu, Sing.

References.— FI. Ind., Ed. C.B,C., Elliot, Flora Andhr., 3s ;

Airislie, Mat. Ind., IJ,, 65 ; Dymock, Mat. Med., W, Ind., S94;S.
Arjun, Bomb, Drugs, to8 ; Atkinson, Him. Dist.,3iS; Gazetteers :

—

Bomb., V., 27; N.-W, P., I., S3; IV., Ixxvi,

Habitat.—An erect annual, very common in waste places throughout
Tropical and Subtropical India, from the Panjdb and Sind, to Assam,
Pegu, and Madras.

Medicine.—According to Rheede the whole plant, macerated in

an infusion of rice, is said, on the Malabar coast, to be a useful remedy in

cases of poisonous snake-bites. Mr. Sakharam Arjun {List of Bombay
Drugs) says that it is supposed to have the properties of Fumariaparviflora,

and is used in its stead, but has not the bitterness of that plant.

P. tinctoria, Nees ; FL Br. Ind., IV., $$6.
Syn.—Justicia tinctoria, Roxb. ; J. Roxburqhiana, Roem. & Sch.
Vem,— bet or batia-rang, Beng.
References.— F/. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 41; McCann, Dyes & Tanst

Beng., 66, rgi ; Wardlc, Rep. on Indian Dyes, 2.

Habitat.—An erect spreading herb, doubtfully wild, bufc frequently

cultivated in India from Assam to Ceylon, especially near Midnapur,
Bengal.

Dye.—The twigs cut into short pieces are used in dyeing, to colour

the masland mats of Midnapur. Roxburgh, though he gives a full de-
scription of th’s plant, and names it tinctoria, makes no mention of the
dye obtained- from it. A similar silence prevails in the works of other
writers, with the exception of McCann, from whom the following

passage may be quoted in entirety, giving as it does the only information
available on the subject :

—

“ Detailed information regarding the cultivation, growth, and use in

dyeing of this plant, has been received from Midnapur, in which district it

seems to give rise to an industry of some importance in connection with

the manufacture of masland mats. No mention of it is, however, made
in the returns from any other district. A specimen of the growing plant

was forwarded from Midnapur, and was iaentified by Dr. Ring as Peris-

trophe tinctoria.
“ From the account given by the (Jollector of Midnapur it app^rs that

this plant is cultivated in the jurisdictions of thanas Sabang, JPatdspur,

NArayangarh, PdnchkurA, and Raghunithpur by the classes of people

called Vaishnavs, Biitfs, Suktis, and Kaibarttas. The plant js propa-

gated either by cuttings or from seed, but the former method is prefer-

red, as the growth is quicker. The ground is dug up with a koddli in

Kdrtik (October-November), and again in the month of Jatshtha (Mav-

June) (?) next following, when it is also manured with mud. In the

month of Ashdr (June-July), when the ground has been sufficiently

moistened by the rain, the cuttings are planted; they begin to grow in

about ten or twelve days. The ground is afterwards dug up w'lth a kodali

once a month, and weeds arc carefully removed. The plants grow to a
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height of about two cubits, and flower in Kdriik (October-November), in

which month their twigs and the matted extremities of the branches are

lopped off, to be used in dyeing the sticks for masland mats. The
twigs arc cut into small chips, and are then broken into thin pieces by
means of a dhenkt ; they are then dried in the shade and stored in gunny*
bags till required. Sometimes a portion of the roots is taken and TOund^
with the twigs. The same plant serves for two or three years. The area
under cultivation of rang is estimated at i,noo bighas (in a previous
letter it is given as 2,000 acres), and about 10,000 maunds of the dye-
stuff are prepared annually. It sells at R15 per maund.

“ Rang is used exclusively in dyeing the sticks from which masland
m.^ts arc manufactured. The sticks are made into convenient bundles,
and pounded rang is placed upon the parts to be dyed, which are se-

parated from the rest by palm-leaf knots at both ends. One seer of

pounded rang is then mixed with 20 seers of water, and the whole
boiled. The part of the bundle to be dyed is dipped in this and boiled in

It for three hours ; then removed and dried. It has acquired a red colour.

Although exclusively used for this purpose, a piece of cloth dyed with

rang by way of experiment has been forwarded from Midnapur, the
process adopted being the following For dyeing a yard of cloth a
pound of rang is cut or broken into very small chips, and is boiled in about
Stb of water until about 3tb of water remain. The solution is then allowed
to cool. A pice-weight of alum (about ^oz.) is then pounded and mixed
with the solution. The cloth to be dyed is washed in pure water, and the
moisture well wrung out of it. It is then steeped in the above solution
and is afterwards put to dry in the shade. The steeping and dyeing is

repeated two or three times. ** The result of this process was a dull red
{McCann, Dyes ^ Tans, Bengal, p, 66).

Speiimcns experimented with by Mr Ward le were found to produce
colours varying from drab, to red, and browmish red, with tussur, mul-
berry silk, and w'ool. Mr. Wardle, w'rites in his report: “This dye-
stuff produces good colours .and contains a fair amount of colouring
m.atter. It would be a valuable acquisition to the dye-house if it could
be procured at a price which would enable it to compete with other red
colouring nriatlers. ’ There would appear to be no reason why it should
not be obtained cheaply .and plentifully, since the plant is frequent, culli-

v.ated, and spontaneous in the neighbourhood of Calcutta.

PEROWSKIA, Karel. ; Gen. PI., IL, iigg.

Perowskia abrotanoides, A7r/7. ,• /’/. Br. Ind., IV., 6$2

;

Labiat.®.
Vern.—Shan:ih0bnt, I’ushi V.

References.— Ri. Orient., IV., sA’g ; AiUhison, Dot. Afgh. Del.

Com., 9S ; h' J- 7/, Lace, E^q.

Habitat.—A much br.anched twiggy shrub or undershrub, from 2 to

4 feet high, with the habit of a Lavandula, met wiih in Western Tibet, from

S.ooo to i2,cx)o feet, and distributed to Afghanistan, Baluchistan, Persia,

and Turcom.ania.
Medicine.—Mr. Lace, in a note in his herbarium, states that, at Ziarat,

the plant is used as a cooling medicine.

Fodder.—“ Eaten by camels, sheep, and goats, but not by cows*’

PESTS.
Pests.

References.—K. T. Atkinson, K. C. Cotes, and I., de Nice^'illc, in Indian
Museum Notes, To/. J.,Pts. /., //., IV . ; FxtraUsfrom above tn Indian
Agriculturist, Aug. 10, Aug. 24, Aug. 3i, Sept. 14, Sept. 21, Sept.
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Oct. 5, Oct, f2, Dec. 7, i88g
; J, Wood-Mason, Rice Pest of British Burma /

Indian Forester^ 299,- ///., 25, H8 ; IV, ^
go, igT, 243 ; VIII.^ 204;

IX., gi : X., 230, 280 / XII., S02; XIII., 87, 383, 387, 487 : XIV., 167, rg2,

232; Thompson, Rep. on Insects injurious to Woods andF)rests (1867);
Tropical Agriculturist, Jan., Mav, July, i88g ; Kew Bulletin, iSSg, i3 ;

Balfour, Agricul. Pests of India ; Cyclop., II., 356^65, 6g4 ; Agricul-
tural Dept. Reports, in many passages.

The pests which affect our crops, trees, and live stock may conveniently
be divided into two great classes, vie.— i. Fungoid ; 2, Insect. '1 he former
have already been dealt with in Vol. III., 455-458, and space does not
admit of a furthe r consideration of that subject. It may be mentioned, how-
ever, that a valuable paper has recently been written by Dr. Barclay on
the subject of Rust in India, which it is hoped will shortly be published,
and which contains much useful and interesting information to all inter-

ested in the question.

The subject of Insect Pests has lately attracted considerable attention
from the able entomologists of the Indian Museum, and it is to be hoped
that the labours of these naturalists in economic entomology may be pro-

ductive of very valunble results. It is of recent years only that any seri-

ous attempt has bvcn made to study insect pests as they ou^ht to be
studied, a fact which is the more remarkable when one considers the
enormous harm which must annually result to all our most valuable crops
from their ravages. Within recent* times, however, the public in Europe
and America have become alive to the great importance of the subject, and
interest has been further aroused by the ravages of insects on such crops
as the vine, and coffee crops, which, within a short space of time, suffered

very severe loss, and in some cases were almost exterminated. Public

attention was, perhaps, most fully aroused in England at the time of the
threatened invasion of the ** Colorado beetle ” some few years ago.

The Government of the United States has done much to advance a
knowledge of the subject through the labours of the State entomologist,
Dr. Riley ; but the work of Miss Ormerod in England has also been
productive of very valuable results.

Notwithstanding the fact that in an agricultural country like India
the subject must be one of paramount importance, it has, as already
stated, received very little attention till alxuit the beginning of i88y. Up
to that time scattered articles in the Indian Forester, and in the publica-

tions of the Agri.- Horticultural Society of India, constituted almost the

entire literature on the subject.

This information was carefully and laboriously compllM by Surgeon-
Qeneral Balfour in his Cyclopcedta, and later in his small book on “ The
Agricultural Pests of India.” But the first necessary step—the correct

identification of the insect and the study of its life-history—does not appear
to have been seriously attempted.

Of recent years, however, the Government of India has bestirred itself

in the matter, and by inviting contributions and communications from all

parts of the country, has succeeded in placing, in the hands of the Indian

Museum authorities, sufficient material to have enabled them, in the end of

1889, to publish a scries of most valuable papers in the Indian Museum
Notes. A study of these publications shows still further the enormous extent

to which insects carry on depredations on our most valuable crops, and the

large amount of thorough work already accomplished leads to the liopc

that much more may still be done, and tfiat the subject may emerge from
the obscurity in which it has been heretofore involved.

It is impossible with the space at the disposal of the writer, to enter in-

to a complete resumi of the papers which have already appeared, but a
short account of perhaps the most important pests already determined,
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may be jjiven. For further information the reader is referred to the papers
of Mr. Atkinson, Mr. Cote8,andMr. de Niceville, in the Indian Museum
Notes.

LIST OF IMPORTANT INSECT PESTS.

(Arranged according to the plants they infest.)

1. CACAO.
Helopeltis antonii, Si/rnoref, is found on the Cacao in Ceylon, and, ac*

cording to Thwaites, is the only formidable enemy of that tree.

2. CARDAMOM.
Lampides elpis, Godart. Mr. L. deNiceville reports that this species

of butterfly, the larva of which is a serious enemy to the cardamom planta-

tions of Ceylon, bores a circular hole in the capsule and cleans out the
interior of the fruit. It has been estimated by Mr. Owen {Note on Cardif
mom Cultivation^ Colombo^ i88s) that the damage sometimes done by
this post IS as much as 8o to 90 per cent, to young plantations ; but
another observer states, that 5 to 10 per cent, of the capsules are ordinarily

perforated. Mr. deNiceville writes, “ The only remedy I can suggest is

to catch and kill all the butterflies that can be seen. . . . The
butterflies have a slow flapping flight and are very conspicuous, so their

capture is very easy. Once the eggs are laid no further remedy is pos-
sible, I think.*’

3. CASTOR OIL.
Achoea melicerte, Drury. The larva of this Noctues moth has been

reported as destructive to the castor oil plants in Lower Bengal, Assam,
and Madras. The insect is a common one and occurs in India, Ceylon,
the Celebes, and Australia. The report from Assam states that in July
1889 the caterpillar appeared in ‘'millions,” rapidly overspread every plant

in a large plantation kept for silk-worms, and by the third or fourth day,
notwith-jtanding every exertion, “ left literally not a leaf throughout the
entire area.”

4. CINCHONA.
Helopeltis bradyi, Witterh. Docs much damage to cinchona in Java.
Helopeltis febriculosa, Bertrroth, Has been collected in the cinchona

plantations at Mungphu in Sikkim. Mr. Atkinson writes, “It has not
occurred >et in suflicient numbers to do much damage, but as it belongs
to the same genus as the destructive ‘mosquito pc.st * of the tea, its

operations should be carcfullj watched.”
Pseudopniyiiiaria sikkimensis, Atkinson, see under Pests of “Forest

Trees,” p. 149.
Cerataphis sp.—This r^cntly discovered aphis has been found infest-

ing the leaves of cinchona in Sikkim.
Pemphigus cinchonae, Buckton.—An aphis, found infesting cinchona

in the same locality.

Disphinctus humeralis, Walker.—This is another pest belonging to the
Rhynchota, family Capsid;*:, which, according to Mr. Atkinson, has also
been lately discovered attacking the cinchona at Mungphu in Sikkim.
It does not appear to have done much damage.
Lecanium viride. Sec Pests of “Forest Trees,” p. 149, also “Coffee Pests.**

5. COFFEE
Lecanium coffue, L. nigrum, and L. yiride—The Brown, Black,

AND Green Coffee Scale Insects, also Dactylopius adonidum, Linn.—
occur in the coffee districts of India, and have done incalculable harm to the

E
lant as well as to several forest trees. The attack is always accompanied

y a curious fungoid growth, which covers the twigs, and effectually rfits

and kills them. I'hat which accompanies L. nigrum in Ceylon has been
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found to be due to the fungus Trisporinni Gardnerl, Berkely, Mr. Nietner,
who carefully described and named the pests, believes the fungoid growth
to be dependent on the glutinous saccharine secretion (** honey^ew **)

secreted by the insects. Besides forming a nidus for the fungus this
sugary secretion does much harm by stopping upthe stomata of the leaves.
The injury done by these pests to the cof]^ industry, especially in
Ceylon, has been enormous, and has in many cases caused the planters to
direct their attention exclusively to the cultivation of tea instead of coffee.
It would appear, however, from the articles in the Indian Museum Notes,
that they may be entirely got rid of by applying an emulsion of kefosine
oil and milk, or kerosine oil and soap solution to the plants by means of a
powerful spray. For a full description of the pests, their ravages, and the
methods which have been employed to destroy them, the reader is referred
to an interesting account by Mr. Qreen, republished in the Indian Mu-
seum Notes, I., 116-122.

Xylotrechusquadrupes, Chevr, The « Coffee Borer. "—The larva of
this boring beetle attacks the stems of the coffee plant in South India.

6. COTTON.
A pest, commonly known as the ‘‘Boll worm,” causes much damage

to the cotton crop in many parts of India. It is apparently not described
in the Indian Museum Notes, but is possibly identical with Heliothis
armigera, the American *‘Boll worm,” which has been frequently reported
to be.a very harmful opium pest in India, see p. 151.

Ozycarenus lugubris, Motschulsky^ is a small Lygacid, which infests
the ripe pod of the cotton in Ceylon, discolouring anci caking the floss.

Lohita grandis, Gray^ the kaOdsi-poka of Chuadanga, occurs very com-
monly throughout Bengal and Assam, and is supposed to do much harm

|

to the crop.

7. FOOIMSRAINS;
(n) CEREALS AND MILLETS.

Perhaps the most important of this group is the weevil, to which Mr.
Ootes has devoted much attention.

Calandra ory2«.—The wheat, barley, maize, and rice weevil —
It appears that this small beetle may not only attack the crops above
enumerated, but that it also commits ravages on judri. Numerous careful
experiments have proved that—(i) The weevil is a purely granary pest
and that ^ain can therefore be preserved by isolation and other precau-
tions against infection after it leaves the fields; harder grains being
easily protected, the softer with considerable difficulty. (2) The weevil
has great wandering propensities, which makes isolation very difficult to
procure in the neighbourhood of infected localities. (3) That rice is free
from the attacks of the insect so long as it lies in husk, which seems to
afford complete protection. (4.) That the weevil does not develop in grain
to^ any extent after it reaches England. (5) That bisulphide of carbon,
ntm leaves, sulphur fumes (generally believed to exert a preservative
action) are but doubtfully efficacious in keeping grain stored in an infect-
ed spot free from the insect, (6) That though in wheat and notably in
rice the ear protection against weevils, barley, on the other hand, is

as much subject to attack when in the ear as when husked.
Chaetocnema basalit, Stephen .—A beetle determined as belonging to

this species by Mr. A. E. Shipley, F.L.8., is said to do much damage to the
young rice in the Taungyas of the northern part of the Tharrawaddy divi-
sion of Burma. The insects appear in June, when the paddy is about six
inches high, and first attack tne leaves, afterwards passing on to the
stem and roots. It appears to be well known to the Karens, who state that
It has appeared in the same locality before, but the Burmans are doubtful
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if this is so. It is known to the nativesW wetpo. As the life-history of

the insect has not been properly worked out, it is difficult to suggest any
means of combating it. Mr. Shipley, however, $ug^ests that some of the

following means, which have been found effectual with other members of

the Halticida, might be found effectual i—(i) Sprinkling the plants with

any finely divided matter such as lime, soot, road-dust, ashes, &c.

(2) Syringing or sprinkling with whale-oil, soap solution, or an extract of

wormwood. (3) Taking great care to keep the land clean. (4) Deeper
cultivation. (5) Collecting the insects in kerosine or cloths soaked in

kerosine.

CuT-WoRMa.—Injuries to rice from insects which are probably “Cut
Worms** (Agrotis suffuMU ffvbn.) have been reported from Balasore and
Chittagong, while, according to Mr. Cotea, “ it is not improbable that

much of the damage, report^ from other districts as due to objure Lepi-

dopterous larvje, may also have been done by insects belonging to this

group.** These larvae attack the young crop just as it shows above
OTound, and not only feed on the young leaves, but cut through the stems,

dragging the tender plant into their underground burrows where they
feed on them at night. The followii^ method of destroying the larvae

has been found effectual by Dr. Riley in America “ Bundles ^cabbage,
turnip or clover are sprinkled with Paris-green water, and laid at intervals

between the rows of the crop to be protected. Before the plants come up
these poison the cut-worm, which are thus got rid of before the appear-
ance of the crop which they would otherwise attack.**

Leptocorisa acuta, Thunb,—Thb Rick sapfbr ; Bhoma* Bbng. ; Ghanii^
Ch. Nagpur, N -W, P., and Assam; Mohua^ Ausam ; Munju vandu,
Tinnevblly; Vandu^ Tam,; Goyan messa. Sing—is an insect which
appears to do considerable damage to the rice crops in Bengal, the

North-West Provinces, and Tinnevelly. The Deputy Commissioner of

Hazaribagh reports that this pest attacks the gora and badhi rice

while in the ear, destroys up to three-fourths of the crop, and generally
appears when the rain sets in early (May). The insect is most de-
structive in the larval state, sucking out the juices from the halm, which
withers and turns yellow. Nothing is known of its life-history, and
the only cure suggested for the pest is that of smoking the fields by burn-
ing vegetable refuse to windward.

Hispa Benescens, The Bengal Rice Hispa,—This rice pest is

widely distnbuted in India, a number of reports having been received by
the Indian Museum, of damage done by it in various parts of Bengal. It

is a tieetlc belonging to the family Chr^omelidK, almost all the species
of which feed on leaves, both in the larval and mature stage, by far the
grearter part of the damage, however, being done by the larvae. Mr.
Ootes writes, “ From tV-c reports that have been received, it seems that the
pest appears often in vast numbers during the rains, when the rice has
just b^n planted out, and is still young and tender, the insect feeding on
the parenchyma of the leaves and stalks, leaving the fibre exposed so as
to give the plants ai^hiteand withered appearance. The effect of the
pest would seem to be to stunt and weaken the plants ai|d cause them to
yield but a small crop.** The rice is apparently in no case completely
destroyed by the insect, but the outturn may be reduced by from twelve
to fifty per cent.

Only two remedies are mentioned as adopted by cultivators, vis.,

smoking the insects out of the field by means of fires of paddy-straw,
covered over with green leaves to increase the smoke ; and by letting out
the water from the fields. The latter is not always practicable, but is re-

commended by Mr. Cotes as likely to be most efficacious. This is the
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more likely, since it appears that rice which is almost completely submerged INSECT
is atUcked only, the attack lasting so long as the water remains in the field. "NSTN«

The insect is known locally as burma chandali, pdmari, and shanki poka.
Hieroglyphus furdfer, Servilte, H., nor. sp., and Enprepocnemia

bramina, de Saussure.—These orthopterous insects, known in the Central
Provinces as pap/ia, are reported to have done much damage to young
rice and kodo (small millet) in that locality, during the rains of i88g; and
are also said to have been prevalent in Raipur in 1886.

Leucania loreyi.—Specimens of this Noctuid moth were received at the
Museum, in 1888, from Sambalpur, Central Provinces, with the informa-
tion Chat the larva had done gieat damage to the rice crop in that district.

The insect is allied to the ** cut-worms.** Several other species of Lepidop-
tcrous pests on rice and other food-grain crops are mentioned in various
parts or ihe Indian Museum Notes, but these are too numerous and as yet

too incompletely known to render their quotation useful in this work. Mr.
Wood-Mason described one in 1885 as Paraponyz oryzalia, a pest
which attacks the rice crop in Burma, where it is known as tenidoung bo

and palan lyu. Another, Tinea granella, the ‘‘ wolf moth,’* has on several
occasions done great damage to cargoes of rice shipped from Calcutta
and London, while lying in Kingston, Jamaica.

Lachnostema impressa.—The larva either of this species, or of a beetle

very closely related to it, attacks the roots of rice, kachu^ and Indian corn,

in Chittagong, emerging from the gfround in July and August. Paddy,
kept covered with water in July and August, is said to be unaffected.

Cantharis sp.—A species of this beetle is reported to have eaten up
the leaves of yellow chain a (millet) in Karnul, and thus destroyed the
crop in one village of that district.

Trogodenna sp.—The larx'se of a Dormestes beetle of this genus were
observed in wheat godowns in the Delhi market in 1888 by Mr. Ootes.
This pest, known as kapra^ is said to sometimes destroy as much as six
or seven per cent, of the wheat.

Cecidomjria This insect, which is of special in-

terest as belonging to the same genus as the -destructive ** Hessian fly
”

of Europe and America, w'as described and named by Mr. Wood-Mason
about ten years ago. It was sent from Monghyr in 1880, where it was
said to have placed great havoc amongst the rice of the Kurruckporc
thana. Nothing appears to have been heard of it since,

Suastns gremins, Fabr. {pattonai, Reng.), is said to be extremely de-
structive, while in the larval stage, to rice, consuming the young and tender
leaves. Mr. deNicevifle considers, hosvever, that the damage it effects

must only be slight, but recommends its destruction by raising the earthen
walls, or bands, round the affected fields, and submerging the crop under
W'ater for a lime.

The Sorghitm-Rorer,—is the larva of a moth which has not as yet been
identified It attacks the stalks of the judr or jowari (great millet. Sor-
ghum vulgare), in much the same way as the sugarcane is tunnelled by
the •* sugar-cane borer.** The larva bears a strong resemblance to that
found in sugar-cane, and Mr. Cotes suggests that it may, like the latter,

set up decomposition and so produce the poisonous symptoms frequently
observed to occur in cattle fed on diseased juar. Tnc prevailing belief

amongst Natives is, that the cause of this poisonous property is an insect,

and it is worthy of notice that the disease occurs at similar times as it does
in sugar-cane, vis,, during an exceptionally dry season. The insect,

supposed to produce the poisonous property in Sorg^hum, is called in the
North-West Provinces bhaunri (uuthie fsf Fuller, Field ^ Garden
CtOpS, 37).
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INSECT
PESTS. Leucaniaeztranea.—A Noctubs moth said to attack the pea» Pisnm

sativuffli Linn.
Agrotis soffusa, Hubn.^Th^ cuUworm is reported to have attacked

Lathyms satiyusi Linn,, in Patna.
Plusia nigrisigma.—Another Noctubs moth, which is said to have

infested the gram plant, Cicer arietinum, Linn., in the same locality.

In addition to these certain insects, mentioned under *' Miscellaneous
Pests,” attack leguminus along with other crops. Several were lately

received from Patna at the Indian Museum, amongst which was Heliothis
armigera (see Opium Pests), one of the larvae of which was found with its

body half inserted in a full-grown kke^dri pod (Lathyms sativus), and is

also said to largely attack other pulses, especially Dolichos Lablab.
Others, undeternnned, were found infesting Ervum Lens, and arhar,
Cajanua indicns.

8. FOREST TREES.
CaBl08teniaBcabrata(?), Fabr., Thb SIl Girder Beetle.— During the

rains of 1888 coppice adl saplings in Oudh suffered from this insect, which
ringed the bark generally within a foot or two of the root. The part above
conseoucntly died, and the coppice shoot became crooked or bifurcated

( Wood, Indian Forester {iS88),joj). Mr. Ootes remarks that in the case of

the allied American Hickory T^wio Girder, the eggs are deposited above
the groove, and the larvae on emerging feed on the dead wood. If this

also be the case with the sal beetle, similar damage in future years might
be prevented by collecting and burning the dead tops of the shoots.

Neo-ceimm^z holosericeus, Fabr., a species of Ccrambycid beetle,

attacks the wood of sal (Shorea robusta) and sa? (Termiiialia tomentosa).
Specimens have been received in the Museum from Calcutta, Murshid-
abad, Assam, the Ndga Hills, Bangalore, Ellore, Kullu, Rangoon, Perdk,
the Andamans, and the Nicobar Islands. Its range is therefore consider-

able. The larva: appear to live in the first instance upon the sapwood,
and afterwards to bore into the heart, which finally becomes riddl^ with
burrows. It attacks the timber only after the tree has been killed, and
when the bark has been allowed to remain on, and its ravages can be pre-

vented by removing the bark from felled trees as soon as possible.

Plocedenis pedestris, White, a beetle of the same family, has been
found in Debra Dun in sdl and mjineham (Odina Wodier.) Mr. Thomp-
son gives an account of apparently tW same insect as attacking the latter

timber, also Butea frondosa (the dhdk), and Bombax malabiSicum (the

simul). Specimens of the insect have been recorded from Calcutta, Mal-
dah, Sikkim, Sibsdgar, the Ndga Hills, Dehra Dun, Ceylon, and the
Andaman Islands. Mr. Ootes writes:—“Though no definite informa-
tion has yet been received of the extent of the injury that the insect does
by boring into timber, it is representative of a group of insects of which
very little has yet been recorded in India, though they are probably
amongst the most destructive with which the forester has to deal.” Like
the species above described, this pest appears to attack felled trees, laying
its eggs betw'een the bark and the wood.

Mr. Cotes describes several other Coleopterous insects, one of which,
Tomiens sp., is said to be injurious to the makai tree (Shorea assamica,

Dyer), in Assam; another, the Kuti, a species of Bostiychidae beetles

(Apatides), is very destructive to bamboos, wattles, many jungle woods,
solah pith hats, basket w'ork, mats, &c. It is also said to attack horse-

gram (Dolichos nniflonis). The bainboo, however, appears to suffer

most, but, according to Mr. Cotes, it can be completely protected by-

coating i with kerusine.
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Magiria robnsta, Moore , the “ Cbdrela Tooka Moth.”—The larva of

this insect attacks the tree from which it is named, devouring the succulent

tops, the pith of the young branches, and the leaf-stalks. It is also said

to infest young mahogany trees.

Zeuzera sp.—The re«i caterpillars of a moth, probably belonging to

this genus, have been sent to the Museum from Travancore, where they are

reported to do very serious injury to teak by boring into the stems.

The damage caused, is reported to be entirely due to lopping the trees, as

manure for paddy-fields. By this process large open surfaces of soft

rotting wood are gradually formed on the trees, by means of which the

insect is supposed to gain access to the wood.
Pseudopulvinaria sikkimensis, Atkinson .—A species of Coccio which

attacks the oak, chestnut, and cinchona in Sikkim. It appears in the cold

weather in the form of a flour-like substance on the underside of the

leaves, and matures about April. Mr. Atkinson states that it has not

yet spread sufficiently to do any considerable damage.
Lecanium viride, The Green Scale Bug,does not confine its attacks

to coffee, but is frequently found on several species of Cinchona, also on
orange, lime, and guava trees and a large number of forest trees.

L. nigrum, The Black Scale Bug, according to Mr. Qreen, is

sometimes found in large numbers on the croton-oil plant, and the Ceara
Rubber tree, on both of which it produces the usual effects, vie , a heavy
fall of leaf and black fungus.

9. FRUIT TREES.
Cryptorhynchus mangifum, Fair.—The Mango Weevil— is a pest which

docs not as yet affect all the mango-producing districts, but its march is

progressive. Restricted at one time to Dacca and the South-Eastern Dis-
tricts, Bnckergiinge, Faridpur, &c., it is said now to be working its a ay
northward and westward, throughout Bengal and the neighbouring dis-

tricts. The larval and pupal stages are passed, and the imago form
attained in the fruit, and in infected localities nearly every fruit is fre-

quently found attacked.
Idiocerus niveosparsus, atldnsoni and clypealis, have been found

attacking the Mango at Saharanpur. Unlike the common Bengal man-
go pest It does not attack the fruit, but appears to subsist on the juices of
the flowers, young leaves, and young shoots. According to Mr. Gollan,
“ they are found upon the mango all summer, but do most harm when the
trees are in flower by damaging the productive organs. ... I have
tried mixtures of soap, tobacco, sulphur, kerosine diluted with milk, &c.,
upon them, but without noticeable effect.” Mr. Ootes suggests that a
further trial should be given to kerosine emulsion,

Pi^lio erithonius, Cramer.—Caterpillars of this butterfly were sent to
the Museum in 1888 from Bangalore, with the information that they
attacked l^mon trees ; and models of thes^me were sent from Saharanpur
in 1889 with the report that they had done much damage to young budded
oranges, " not a plant of which could be raised if boys were not kept to
pick off the caterpillars.” This pest is said to occur in Lower I ndia most
frequently on the Bdl (^gle Mannelos), but also to feed on the Orange,
Pomelo, Lime, bir (Zizyphus jujuba), and on the low-growing wild Glycoa-
mis pentaphylla. Mr. Qollan found London Pur^e to be a complete
success in destro>ing the pest at Saharanpur.

Viiachola isocrastes, Fabr., a very abundant butterfly throughout the
plains of India (except in desert tracts), and in Ceylon, but not found in

Assam or Burma. It attacks the Tx>quat, the Guava, the Pomegranate, and
Randia dometonun, Lamk. Mr. de Nicevilie, who describes it in the Indian
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INSECT Museum Notes, states that no reports have as yet been received regarding
PESTS. damage to fruit caused by this insect, but that, under certain circumstances,

it might cause immense loss. The larva bores into the heart of the young
fruit, and appears to live more on the seeds than on the pulpy portions.

Catching the butterflies and burning all infected fruits have been recom-
mended as likely to exterminate the pest.

Gangaim thjrais, Fabr.-^TYi^ caterpillar of this butterfly has been
reported from North Malabar as very destructive to young Cocoa-nut
palms.

Rivcllia perticc*—This is a Dipterous insect, which is reported as most
destructive to Peaches in Chutia Ndgpur, to a great extent preventing
their ripening in that district. The larvae, besides being found in vast

numbers in that fruit, occur sparingly in Mangoes and Guavas. An ob-

server writes to Mr. Ootes, ** 1 think it safe to assert that in Ranchi from

4 to I of the peach crop is annually destroyed by this pest, according to

whether we have early or late rain.” It has been suggested, as a remedy,
to remove at least six inches of soil from under the trees, during the cold

weather, and to kill the contained pupae by thoroughly baking it.

Diptera (undetermined).—Larvae, pupae, and two imagos of a "small
dipterous insect not unlike that found on decaying fruit in Bengal ” were
lately forwarded to the Museum from Simla, but have not yet been
identified. These larvae were found inside diseased grapes in the Bashahr
District, and were supposed to be the cause of the disease which has
ruined the grape industry of that locality.

Lecanium viride, The Green Scale Insect. Sec Pests of "Forest
Trees,” p. 149 ; also " Coffee Pests,” p. 144,

L. aemmnatum, has been found on the mango in Ceylon, and is

reported to do much damage. It causes the leaves to wither and fall off.

SchizoneuFR laiiigera.~%pecimcns of a scale insect, supposed to belong
to this species, have been recently received at the Museum from Kuniir,
with the information that it has done great damage to nearly eveiy Apple
orchard in that district. The insect is said to attack the roots and to be
extremely difficult of detection. Tomato planted round the trees is said to
preserve them from attack, but this requires confirmation. Mr. Ootes re-

commends kerosine emulsion spray at an early stage.

10. INDIGO.
Chrotogonus sp.—A species of this genus, together with another of

Acridid Orthoptera, known as caihao in the North-West Provinces, are
reported to have done considerable damage to the young indigo plant in

the middle and lower Doab in 18S9, They are also said to feed largely on
the leaves of Carrots and Cabbages.

It. JUTE,
Spilarctiasuffuaa.—A moth, probably of this species, has been reported

as injurious, while in the larval stage, to jute in Malwa.
12. OPIUM.

The Opium Cut-Worm.—This pest, probably the Agrotis suffnsa
elsewhere mentioned, often does great harm to the young opium poppy in

the North-West Provinces and other parts of India. Scott, in his Opium
Reports for 1874, 1877, and 1878, describes it as specially destructi^'e to
young crops in dry seasons, often stripping btgah after btgah of plants in
a few nights. He estimates that youn^f caterpillars will cut down at
least from fifty to one hundred plants in a single night, while another
observer estimates that four caterpillars will clear a bed six feet square in
a week. Mr. Oockburn (Assistant Sub-Deputy Opium Agent, Auchin)
wrote in 1889 :—•* Here, in the Fatebgarh District, their ravages are

I
in full swing among the smaller plants. I have this year seen scores of
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acres to effectually swept as they cduld have been by any swarm of locusts, INSECT
and the lafva must do damage to the value of many thousand pounds PESTl.
annually, both to Government and the rayat.*^ The habits of the larVa
are similar to those of Agrostis sufiilsa already described, W'hether the
ispecies be identical of not, and the same methra of destroying the pest
might doubtless be equally effectual in both.

Heli6this tomigera.—This is another opium pest, which has been fully
dealt with by Mr. John Scott in his reports for 1874, 1876, 1877, and
1878. It becomes developed from the egg while the plant is young, and
subsists at first on the tender leaves. As the plant matures it eats its

Way up the stem, and finally bores into and eats the interior of the older
capsules, from which much of the drug has been extracted, or which are
naturally deficient in narcotic juice. The moth is cosmopolitan and
infests many crops. In America the larva is commonly known as the
“ boll worm,” and is perhaps one of the chief agricultural pests of that
country. It does the greatest amount of damage to the cotton crop of the
Southern Slates, and Maixe also suffers more from it than from any
other pest. Tomatoes, Peas, Beans, and other leguminous crops suffer to
a less extent, though much damage is occasionally done locally. Mr.
Ootes does not state whether this is the same pest which is known in

India as the “boll worm*’ and which does so much harm to our cotton
crops.

Several remedies have been suggested and tried in America, Top-
ping the cotton has been much advocated, but Dr. Riley is of opinion that
this measure is of little value. Good results have been obtained by
catching the moths in lantern traps, and also by basins containing a
mixture of molasses and vinegar. Dr. Riley thinks that much may also
be done by hand-picking the earlier broods of the larvrn. l^raying the
plants with arsenical poisons, such as London Purple and Paris Gr en,
destroys the worms when feeding in the open, but docs not reach them if

they arc in the bolls. Dr. Riley considers that spraying with P3rrethrum
IS a promi.sing remedy, for it appears to destroy the worms both outside
and inside the bolls, but this insecticide has only been tried on an experi-
mental scale.

Ltoiodentia testHceum.*—This beetle infests the leaf covering of opium
balls, and is also freniiently found in Manilla and Indian cheroots.
Mr. Cotes writes “ The writer learns that in England the sale of Indian
cheroots (especially Trichinopoly cheroots) is seriously interfered with on
account of a boring insect, which is probably this species,**

13. SILK.
Dermestes vulpinus, Fahr.^-TuK Leather Beetle—has recently been

sent to the Museum with the information that the larva; attack the
eggs, worms, chrysalids, and moths of the mulberry siIk-worm. Fully de-
veloped insects have been obtained from many parts of India, amongst
others from Hazaribagh, where the larva, are said to attack stored tus-
ser cocoons (Wood--Mason). In Rajshahye the insect is reported to be
most abundant during the rains, ana frequently to destroy cocoons to the
extent of Ri 2 per maund (Cleghorn).

Trycolyga bumbycis—The Bengal Silk-worm Fly —causes consi-
derable loss to silk-rearers in Bengal, but somewhat contradictory state-

ments have been made as to the extent of the evil.* Thus Mr. Cotes
writes, “ Louis estimates this loss in Bengal at between £200,000 and
^300,000 annually

; Cleghorn notices a loss of five lakhs of rupees m a
single crop as indirectly due to the fly ; Mukharji recounts how the fly

destroyed 90 per cent, of a lot of silfc-worms he attempted to rear in

Berhampore, while his two village nurseries, which might have been ex-
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INSECT pcctcd to yield 40 khaons each, if the fly had been kept off, produced only
PESTS. 8 1 and 3^ khaons respectively.** The flies are noted by the last men-

tioned writer to be specially injurious in the Augfust-September bund.

The larvae are said to be subject to the attacks of a 'midge* (a Dip-
terous insect, belonging to the family Muscida), and it has been suggest-

ed that the latter might be bred for the purpose of keeping down the silk-

worm fly. Too little is, however, known ol the life-history of this midge,

to admit of this proposal being put forward in a practical form.

Masicera grudis, Walker

,

is a Tachinid fly, said to be parasitic on
the Tusser-worm in Singhbum.

Flacherie— is a fungoid disease which attacks the Mulberry silkworm,

and has recently been found also to affect the Eri worm in Assam. See
Silk.

14. SUGARCANE.
Oseatn^ saccharalia, FnAr.—

T

hf “Sugarcane Borer Moth *'~

is fully described by Mr. Ootes. The larva of this insect commits
great depredations in sugarcane fields, boring into the stalks, often there-

by setting up putrefaction, so that the stalks become worthless. Mr. Ootes
writes, “Sugarcane, in different parts of the world, has, for at least the last

hundred years, been known to be subject to the attack, either of this pest

or of others so closely allied, as to be scarcely distinguishable from it, and
during the last year information has been sent to the Museum of damage
done to sugarcane in several parts of India, where the pest would seem
to have long been known, though but little has been recorded concerning
it

** Amongst these reports is one written in 1857 which describes thetot^
destruction by the pest {dhosah) of an imported form of sugarcane (known
as Bombay or Red sugarcane) in the districts of Rungpore, Hooghly, and a
portion of Burdwan, Another describes the insect as having done great
damage in Dhulia in 1885 ; while in 1888, reports were received from the
North-West Provinces that the pest, which appears in dry seasons, had
destroyed as much as one-fourth of the crop in the ncighbourho^ of
the Cawnpore Experimental Farm. In the same year the manager of the
Dhankora Wards estate wrote that the pest (known locally as mandranah)
had done considerable injury to the crop; and the Collector of Gan-
jam also noted injury done by the same insect, known in that district

as monjikila purugu. A similar report to that received from Cawnpore
came also from the Agricultural Officer of Burdwan and Seebpore, wnere
the pest is known as majera. This insect is almost universally supposed to
make its appearance only when moisture is deficient.

Mr. Ootes writes, “A large number of remedies have been proposed
for the pest, and it seems to be pretty well established that it can be to a
great extent controlled by burning or burying all the discarded tops, and
clearing the fields of all waste sugarcane stalks after the crop has been
taken ; for, as the insect passes the winter as a larva inside the sugarcane,
if these are destroyed there are no moths in the spring to lay the eggs
which produce the next year*s ‘borers.* The waste tops, however,
should be carefully gathered together and removed from the field before
being burnt, for if they are burnt carelessly on the field itself, many preda-
ceous insects will be liable to be destroyed, which take shelter in the ground
and assist in reducing the number of pests.**

Dragmiia pansalis.—This small moth has been reported to be injurious
to sugarcane. Nothing is known of its life-history, nor of the injuries it

causes.

IB. TEA.
Helopeltistheivofm, TfaVrAer/5e,THB Musquito TTA-BLiGHT,IFiif/2e;iee,

Assam,—has been fully described by Mr. Atkinson {Indian Museum
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NoUSi This insect is the most serious of all tea pests in Assam, INSECT
where it is known by the above name, or as “black blig'ht or smut.** It PBSTS.

appears to attack the crop under all conditions of soil and climate. At
first the buds and young leaves and shoots alone are attacked, and the
more tender and succulent the shoots, the more they suffer. These shew
at first only a few small brown spots, but .after a time they become com- .

pletely brown and withered. The dead leaves fall off, the young shoots
freshly formed are in their turn attacked, and the whole plant finally loses

vitality to such an extent that it ceases to make any endeavour to shoot
nut. If the insect attack the plants two years in succession they die alto-

gether, and become covered with moss, lichens, &c. On one tea estate in

Sikkim alone, the loss caused by this blight in 1889 was estim.nted at 300
maunds of tea valued at R2o,ooo.

Many remedies have been recommended, amongst others picking off

the insects, cutting down the surrounding jungle, anointing the bushes
with tar, spraying with kerosine emulsion, Ike, Mr. Atkinson considers that

the last mentioned remedy appears to promise gc^ results. Cutting
down the jungle can at least do no harm, and according to several reports

does much good, for the post lives on and amongst the jungle grasses,

creepers, and trees. One planter highly recommends thorough pruning,

burning the leaves and twigs in the neighbourhood of the tea bushes, and
carefully hoeing round the plants, removing the stale soil, and filling in

fresh earth.

Ceroplastes sp., is de'^cribed by Mr. Atkinson as attacking tea in the

Kangra Valley. Its attack is evidenced by small ceroid nodules about the

size of a pea, attached to the twigs. Mr. Atkinson writes, “ I do not
think that there is any danger of this insect doing much damage to tea.

If it does become troublesome, the application of kerosine emulsion by
spraying the leaves containing the larva; will quickly destroy them, and
prevent their spreading.”

Tetranychns bioculatus, The “Red Spider,*’ is a most destructive

pest on lea in Sikkim, where it is reported to do even greater damage
than the mosquito blight. It attacks the crop in spring and early sum-
mer. Sprinkling with flour of sulphur and washing with a solution of

whale oil soap (ilh of soap to 5 gallons) have been found useful against
the allied rust mite of orange trees in Florida, and would probably be
efficacious against the Red Spider.

Diapromoipha melanopua.—A Phytophagous beetle, which is said to
attack the tea plant in Assam, eating the shoots so that they wither and
droop.

Dasychira thwaitesU, Moore ,—The larva of this moth has been re-

ported to be very destructive to the tea plant and the sdl. In 1878, it is

said to have denuded the sdl trees in a forest extending over a tract of two
hundred square miles in the Eastern Doars and Goalpdra; and in 1888,

lea gardens in the same district sustained serious damage from the pest.

Enmeta crameriL—A larva of a Psychid moth ;
probably this species

is said to have attacked a tea garden in Assam, in the autumn of 1889,
and to have spread over half the garden.

Osdnis sp.—The larva of a new species of this genus was received at

the Museum in 1889, Ceylon, with the information that it attacked
the old leaves, boring below the cuticle. It appears to be of little import-

ance.
Lecaninm coffeae.—The Brown Coffer Scale Insect—occasionally

attacks tea. See “ Coffee Pests,” p 144.
L. theae has been reported from the Kdngra Valley. It is similar to
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insect the coffee pests of the ^cnus, and can no doubt be destroyed in the same
PESTS.

^y j^efosine and soap emulsion.

Psychidie (undetermined).— Larvae of a Psychid moth have been sent

from Ranchi, with the information that they attack tea, and other
plants. In the case of tea they are removed by hand-picking.

Enmeta cramerii, an allied species to the above, has long been known
as injurious to tea in Darjiling while in the larval stage.

16. MISCELLANEOUS.
Locusts—Have from time to time committed extensive depredations

in many parts of India. The term is employed in a very loose manner,
but in India ought to be restricted to various species of Acridid;e which
have at different times invaded the country. At the present time the litera-

ture of the subject is very scanty, being confined to accounts of their

depredations at various times, with little or no attempt at scientific classi-

fication. Mr. Cotes, however, states that he has under preparation a
detailed account of the various species of the AcRininai which have at

different times invaded sections of India. This will doubtless prove a
valuable addition to the literature of the subject.

The year 1889 was marked hs a general invasion of locusts, which
Mread over Sind, R^jputana, the Panjdb, North-Western Provinces and
Oudh, besides penetrating sporadically into Guzerdt, Ahmedabad, Barod.a,

KhAndcsb, and other parts of Central India, and even extending so far as

the Kistna District of Madras. Specimens forwarded to the Museum all

proved, according to Mr. Ootes, to be Acridium peregriniim, ** which is

said to range throughout the dry country from Algeria on the west, to

North-Western India, on the east.** “ This species has often proved
most destructive in Algeria, and is supposed to be the locust of the Bible,

but it must not be confounded either with the locust which has appeared
in Algeria during the past two years, or with the locust ^hich invaded the

Deccan in 1882-83, though the latter insect was often referred to in reports

under the name of Acridium peregrinum. The locust which has proved
destructive in A Igcria during the past two years is Stauronotus marocca-
nos, while that which invaded the Ueccan in 1882-83 probably belonged to

the species Acridium succintum. It is particularly necessary to distinguish

carefully between the latter and the R^jputaha species, for there are
important differences in their habits which make it probable that measures
applicable for the destruction of the one may not always be successful

with the other.”

White ants.—The ravages of these pests in many parts of India are
too well known to require recapitulation in this place. They appear to be
particularly injurious to tea and sugar cane, of which they are said to eat
up the roots and thus cause complete destruction of the crops. They can
be more or less effectually checked by heavy watering, and by constant
deep-hoeing.

Clothes moths.—Several larvae are very destructive to clothing,

among which one may be mentioned, probably that of Tineola baseliella,

Hum , which was received at the Indian Museum after having destroyed
a bale of countrv blanketing. Specimens were also received of Tinea
tapetzella. The most efficacious method of guarding against their attacks
appears to be by pouring a little naphthaline into the centre of a bale.

Leather-beetles, see Silk Pests, p. 131.

Tinea Incidelia, Walktr,—The larva of this Micro-lepidopterous insect

is said to be “very destructive to the horns of hollow-hornea ruminants.’*

No further information is available regarding it.

Oestridm. The insects of this family, generally known as “ Bot Flies,**

< appear to do much harm in India. Miss Eleanor Ormerod has notic^
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that hides shipped from C.alcutta, Madras, and Bombay, are occasionally praSJ
damaged to the extent of 50 per cent, on 10 per cent.'of the skins, while ®

certain consignments from Karachi had an average of about a quarter

damaged to the extent of 60 or 70 per cent. From a recent report by a

Calcutta hide merchant, it would appear that damaged or “ warbled ”

hides are chiefly found in consignments which come down from the North-

West Provinces and Panjab, fully 50 to 75 per cent, of which are affected,

while in Bengal proper there are no“ warbles ” at all. The affected hides

are chiefly found amongst those which come into the market between

November and January. The damage is sometimes so ^cat as to reduce

the price to but an eighth of the value the goods would otherwise have.

Hides are most affected, but deer, horse, and goat skins also suffer.

Mr. Cotes writes, “ Beyond the fact of the very serious loss which is

annually occasioned by Bot Flies in India, little seems to be known ablaut

them, though it is probable that their habits are very similar to those of

Bot Flies in Europe, where, however, it is likely that the insects belong to

a distinct species. Miss Ormerod has shown that much can be done to

prevent injury from these insects in England, and it would appear most
desirable to study them in India ivith a view to recording their life-

histories, and ascertaining to what extent it may be possible to combat
them here.”

Aulacophora abdominalis, Gemminger tst Harold.—** Has been sent to

the Indian Museum as destructive to various crops in different parts

of India. In Saharanpur it was found to be destructive to all Cuc’L'KHi-

TACE^E; London Purple insecticide was tried upon it, but this appeared
only to have the effect of making the beetle fly off the plant. Elsewhere
in the North-West Provinces it attacks Water Caltrop (Trapa bispinosa).

In Nuddea it was reported to be injurious to plants and vegetables. In

Ganjam it was destructive to cotton, red gram, and cucumber ”
( Cotes). Its

habits do not appear to have yet been studied, and no reliable ink 1 ma-
tion IS available as to its •life-history, the amount of injury it occasioffs,

nor as to the most promising methods of dealing with it.

Bruchus chinensis.— 'I his beetle, known in Ganjam as pesalu purutru,
and in Nuddea as ghora poka, is reported to infest Green Gram. A large
grey species of the same genus attacks stored Peas in Calcutta, eating out
the interior and leaving little more than an empty skin.

Aulacophora abdominalis and Palaeopeda sexmaculata are reported to
destroy cotton, red gram, and cucumber in the same district, where they
are known as kunkudiya purugu. The former is probably the true pest.

Shizodactylus monstrosus.—Specimens of this insect were forwarded
to the Museum from Darbhunga (where they are known as bherua) with
the information that it cuts the roots of young plants of mokai, tobacco,
morwa, and other crops plowing on high lands, and also injures the
leaves of tobacco and cauliflower,

Nezara viridula, The Green Bug—Mr. Atkinson writes,
“ This cosmopolitan insect, found almost in every country in the world,
has b^n reported as occurring on potato halms in Bangalore.’*

Diatrsea saccharalis, Fabr., The Sugarcane Borer.—A caterpillar
identical with or very nearly allied to this pest has been found doing
injury to brinjdl, paddy, and sugarcane by boring into the stem. It is

known in Ganjam as monjihtla purugu.
Many other caterpillars of less importance injure these and other crops

throughout the country.
INSECTICIDES. INSECTl

With the increase in the knowledge of the habits and life-histories of
insect pests, numerous means of destroying them by chemical solutions 434
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I

have been tried. Of these the following, issued by the Entomological
Bureau of the Washington Department of Agriculture, are perhaps the

most useful and generally employed
London Purple.—To 20lb of flour from i to ilb of the dye is added,

and mixed well. This powder is applied with a sifter or blower, or after

mixing the same amount with 40 gallons of water, it may be used as a
spr^.

Paris Green.—

F

rom f to ift is mixed with 20ft of flour, or with 40
gallons of water and applied in the same way.

Bisulphite op Carbon.—

F

or use in the ground, a quantity is poured
or injected among the roots that are being infected. Against insects

damaging stored grains or museum material, a small quantity is used in an
air-tight vessel.

Carbolic Acid.—

A

solution of one part in one hundred of water is

used against parasites on domestic animals, and insects infesting barns
and sheds ; also on the surface of plants and among roots in the ground.

Hellebore.—The powder is sifted on the affected plants alone, or

mixed (one part to twenty) with flour. With one gallon of water |lb is

used for spraying.

Kerosine milr emulsion.—To of milk add two parts kerosine,

and churn by means of the force-pump or other agitator. I'he butter

milk emulsion is diluted ad libiium with water. An easier method is

simply to mix one part of kerosine with eight of milk.

Soap emulsion.— In one gallon of hot water, whale oil soap is

dissolved. This may be mixed with kerosine instead of the milk above
described in the same manner and proportion.

Pyrethrum (Persian Insect Powder) —May be blown or sifted

on dry, or applied with water, in the proportion of one tea-spoonful to a
gallon, well stirred and then sprayed.

Tobacco decoction.—1 his is made as strong as possible, and is

4ised as a wash or spray to kill insect pests both on animals and plants.

Of these insecticides the kerosine soap emulsion is highly recommended in

the Indian Museum Notes as a cure for all ** scale insect” blights. It is

dir€M:ted that the liquids should be at blood heat ; that the emulsion should
be diluted with from nine to fifty parts of water, according to the insect

to be dealt with, as well as to the nature of the plant ; and that it should be
applied by means of a forcepump through a spray nozzle, the best of which
is the “ eddy ” or “ cyclone nozzle.

London purple has also been used in India with considerable success
against several pestsi notably the mango Cicadid, and the larva of Papilio
erithonias.

Dr. Q. Watt has recommended Adhatoda Vasica, a common wild plant
all over India, as likely to prove a valuable insecticide in at least some
cases. The ^moke of Aiauha oil cake, made from the seeds of Bassia
iatifolia, has been reported to prove efficacious in blight on rice and other
plants.

PETROLEUM.
A variaty of liquids known by the immes of petroleum, earth-oil, naphtha,

maltha, mineral tar or oil, Erdol, Steindi, bitume liquids, and corresponding
with vegetable and animal oils in the characters of inflammability and insolubi-

lity in water, occur in many localities. 1 hey all agree in possessing a marked
bituminous odour, but differ considerably in other physical characters. Thus
some are thin, transparent, and clear coloured, ^hers are thick or viscid,

opaque and almost bUu:k. The name naphtha or rock oil has generally

been applied to the former class, the latter have been termed hinbkal tak,
while intermediate forms are known as pstroleum.

The countries in which these mineral-oils are produced in greatest abun-
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dance aw Persia, the Caucasus and Georgia, Burm, the West indiM, and

North America, and by far th« largest amount is obtained from the Palaosoic

rocks of the United States. They also occur in less abundance m the counter

to the north of the Danube, in Ital^ Bavaria, Hanover, Zante, Switrerland,

China, India, and to some ex^ent in England and France.

Petroleum has been known by civilised man from the earliest times.

Herodotus described the springs of Zacynthus (Zante) and the fountains

oi Hit are frequently mentioned by Persian and Arabian writers, Pliny and

Dioscorides describe the oil of Agrigentum which was used in lamps under

the name of “Sicilian oil.” Mention is made of petroleum springs in China

in the earliest records of that country. The abundance of petroleum in the

neighbourhood of the Caspian and the fire-temple at Baku, have formed sub-

jects of description at the hands of many travellers from the time of Marco
Polo onwards.

. ^ ,

The occurrence of petroleum in North America (the country from which the

greater part of the world’s supply has practically been derived for many years)

was first noticed by a Franciscan Missionary in 1629. In extra-peninsular

India petroleum has long been known and its value recognised by the Natives.

The most important source (the wells of Burma) are said to have been known
to a certain extent for over 2,000 years.

Petroleum, in Man, Gcol, Ind„ III, {Economic), 12^- 1^4,

Vera.—Mitti-kd-Ul, Hind.; Maitl-koriailam, matti-kd'-tel, Dec. ; Mdtiyd-
]

tail, Bbng.; Kala salajit (:=bitumen), Nepal; SaUjit (--bitumen), ,

Kumaon ;
Matti‘cha~tela, minak tanah. Mar.; MattUnu-tH, Guz. ;|

Man-yenney, man-tayilam, Tam.; Mantutayilam, bhumi-tayilam,
^

mantt-ndne, Tel, ; A/annuzyantte, Kas. ; Afaft~tai/am, Malay.; Yd-nd.

yend,yenan, HuRM.; Pruthvi-tailam, San.s. ; Ni/t, qafrai-yahdd, Arab.;
Kafral-yahdd, PsKS.

References.— Ptmell, Ph.Trod., 20, 5<?, ns; Mason, Burma df
its People, S7^$ 735! Hunter, Statistical Acet, of Assam, I., 281,290,
209, 379 ; 11,, 340, 427 t Yule & Oldham, Mission to Court ofAva, 18,

3i6; Balfour, Cyclop., 111., 191 ; Govt. Rep. on Burma Oil’toells, Riv. df
Agri, Dept., Nov. 2'Xfd, 1888; Noetling, Report on Oil-fields tf Twing-
oinig and Beme, 1889 ; Ttrnnsend, Reports on Baluchistan Oil Explora-
tions ; Report on the Assam Petroleum Deposits, Rev. & Agri. Dept. Pros,,

No, 6., 1889; Medlicott, Note on the Occurrence of Petroleum in India,
Rees. Geol. Survey, Ind,, XIX., Pt. 4, i88f) ; Oldham, Rep. on the Geology
Pfc., of the country adjoining the Sind-Pishin Railway, Rees. Geol.
Surv., Ind., XXIll., Pt. 3, 1890; Rev. & A^i. Dept. Pros., Nos. 3 to 9,
and 12, 1S90 (regarding Shirdni hills) ; Warden, Rep, on Petroleum
from Shirani Hills, (S^t. 3oth, /^*po); Oldham, Prelim. Reb. on Oil
near Moghal Kot (Sherdni hills), Nov. 29th, 1890 ; Redwood, Petroleum
Deposits, India, in four Soc, of Chem. Indust., April 3oth, 1890 ; Watts,
Chemistry, IV,, 383 ; VI11., pt. ii., 15V8 / Govt, of India, Rev. & Agri.
Dept., Statement of Quantites & Values of Indian Minerals, 1889 ; In-
dian Agriculturist, March 17th June 9tn, and i6th, July 7th, t888 ;

Fehy. 2nd and 23rd, June tst, July 6th and 27th, August 3rd, Oct. sth,
12th and 26th, Nov. 23rd, Dec. t4ih, and 21st, 1889 ; Settlement Reports :—Bannu, 91, 92 ; Kokat,32 ; Gazetteers, Bannu, 21 ; Also many papers
in the Jour. As. Soc. Beng., and the Rec. Geol. Survey Ind., for an
enumeration of which the reader is referred to the Man, Geol, Ina,, Vol.
111., 60s.
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Occurrence.—The following account of the occurrence of petroleum in OCCURRENCE.
India is mainly compiled from Ball’s exhaustive article, with the addition 437
of more recent information on the oil-wells of Burma, Assam, and Baluchis-
tdn, obtained from several sources.

According to Ball, petroleum, so far as our knowledge goes, is wholly
absent from Peninsular India ; supposed discoveries, which have been
made from time to time, having proved to be fallacious. Perhaps one of
the most notorious of these cases occurred at Khona Oopalapad in Madras

;

for there the supposed petroleum proved to be merely a substance derived
from the accumulated droppings of bats. Passing from Peninsular
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OCCURRENCE India/* writes Ball, **to the extra-peninsular countries where the rocks
belong to formations closely related to those of Europe, we meet with

abundant supplies of petroleum, some of which are of considerable economic
importance. The nature of this product varies at different localities ; in

some it consists largely of the lighter hydrocarbons, such as naphtha ; in

others the heavier and less readily combustible varieties prevail, and these,

on exposure to the atmosphere, become oxidised and change into the con-
dition of asphalt. There can be little doubt that the formation of petro-
leum is intimatelv, though obscurely, associated with the presence of salt,

otherwise it would, be difficult to account for the simultaneous occurrence
of petnileum and lime springs which have been observed in India as well

as in Pennsylvania and Virginia.” Of recent years the oil-industry in As-
s;im, Burma, the Punjab, and Baluchistan has received much attention

and undergone considerable expansion. In Assam the practical results

are as yet small, and in the Punjab little success has attended European
enterprise. But in Burma and Baluchistan the outturn has greatly in-

creased, and in i88(j the production of all India is returned at 3,298,737
gallons, valued at R2,51,1 14.

The following are the more important localities from which petroleum
has been reported

Alwar. Alwar.—A bituminous deposit was discovered in this State, in 1874,
438 near Tijarah. Surgeon Ffrench Mullen reported in that year that the

deposit had been found in two fields, in patches from 3 to 4 inches thick,

and at an average depth of 3 inches from the surface. The substance was
turned up by the plough and was found to be combustible. The Chemical
Examiner of the North-Western Provinces and Oudh found that it yield-

ed 25*56 per cent, of bitumen, and 3*72 of fixed carbon, while other
samples forwarded to the Geological Survey Office yielded from 30 to 60

C
or cent, of combustible matter. ” The bitumen had probably been formed

y the alteration of the cellulose of an accumulated mass of vegetable
matter, in contact with a saliferous soil ’* {Ball). The small quantity ob-
tained rendered the discovery of no real value. This deposit was again
investigated in 1887 by Mr. R. D. Oldham, with the result that the de-
scription in the Manual of Geology of India was fully confirmed, and the
material was again stated to be of no value,

Cutch. CUTCH.-—Small resinous and bituminous masses have been found in

439 the friable brown shales contained in the sub-nummuliiic and next succeed-
ing beds in this district, near Mohurr, Julerai, and Lukput. They are
called bhut kliana, or “ spirit-food/’ in the first mentioned locality and are
burned as incense in the native temples.

BaluehlsUn. Baluchistan.—The existence of petroleum at Khdtan, in the Mari
440 Hills, has long been known to the Natives, Khdtan being indeed prima-

rily the name of the substance, and only secondarily the name of the place
at which it occurs. It is within only the last few years, however, that any
attempt to explore the region has been made. With the opening up of
the locality by the Sind-Pishin Railway, GiA^ernment recognised the great
value of a fuel, such as petroleum, wnthin easy access, and organised a
petroleum exploration under the superintendence of Mr. Townsend. Oil
was found flowing in small Quantities from the surface, and issuing from
fissures in rocks along with an abundance of hot sulphurous matter.
Besides this, abundant traces were discovered of former flows in the river
gravels at Khdtan, and at intervals up the valley for at least 10 miles.

The petroleum at Khatan exudes close to sulphur springs. Three
trial borings were at first made, one of which was 524 feet deep and

4-J-

inches in diameter. Oil was oUained at 28,62, 92, 115, 125, 133 and
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374 feet, but owing to breaks and fractures in the rock, the process of

boring was found to be extremely difficult.

According to the official report of the Director General of Railways
for 1887-88, experiments made bv pumping four of the wells in the pre-
ceding year showed that the yield of each was from 400 to 600 barrels in

the 24 Hours. ** Thus any one of the existing wells is more than compe-
tent to deliver the entire supply of 50,000 barrels of oil a year, which is

estimated to be the amount required for the Sind-Pishin Section of the
North*Western Railway.** In the eleven months ending December i88g,

218490 gallons of oil were actually despatched from Khdtan, the highest
monthly total having been 39,070 gallons in June. The works suffered

somewhat from the unprecedentedly heavy rains in the following months,
with the result that much oil was lost and the outturn became conse-
quently greatly decreased. The total outturn in Baluchistan during the
year 1889 was 309,990 gallons, valued at Ri7,7i^ Mr. Oldham, in a
Note on the Country adjoining the Sind^Pishin Railway, written in 1890,
states that at the time of his visit four wells were being pumped, of which
one was yielding 10 barrels of oil a day ; in the other three a go^ deal of

water was being raised, mixed with oil to the extent of 10, 6, and 4 barrels

a day respectively, or an average of barrels a day. “ At this rate, ** he
remarks, “ it would require at least 25 wells to supply the 50,000 barrels per
annum, which is the amount that would be reoiiired by the railway alone.

It is possible that future borings may yield a Higher average than this, as
the rocks at the site of the present borings are very much shattered and
intersected by fissures, along which the oil finds an outlet to the surface,

while to the south of Khiitan, there are some three or four square miles
over which the shales lie horizontal or nearly so. The cover here is much
better than at Khdtan itself, and it may be that oil w'ould be found
under greater pressure than in the present borings. The experiment will

probably be tried in the present working season.** In 1889, Mr. Town-
send made an experimental boring near Kirta on the Bolan, and at 360
feet found a very good show below a thin stratum of limestone. He
writes, **

1 had great hopes of the Kirta locality furnishing a supply of oil

in paying quantity.**

In Mr. Oldham's paper above quoted, it is stated that shows of petro-
leum have also recently been found between Spintangi and Harnai in the
Dunghan limestone of the Harnai Valley, but none of the oil actually
flows on the surface. This Mr. Oldham thought to be probably due to
the fact that the conditions under which it exists do not allow of its rising
to the ground. He further arrived at the conclusion that there is probably
an abundant underground supply of oil in this district, and that borings
judiciously placed would yield it in paying quantities ; at any rate, that
the experiment was worth trying. It is believed that orders have re-

cently been issued to make experimental borings near Spintangi as soon
as possible. The locality, in its nearness to the railway and superior
climate, possesses many great advantages over Khdtan, and the experi-
ments, if successful, would doubtless yield most valuable results.

Unfortunately the Kh^tan oil is of remarkably high specific gra-
vity and viscosity, which greatly increases the difficult of working it.

Mr. Boverton Redwood, reports on it as follows:—Tne oil is bla^ or
extremely dark-brown in colour by transmitted light, with comparatively
little fluorescence, and it possesses very little odour. Its flashing point
is 280^ F. (Abel’s test) and it contains no hydrocarbons availAle for

use as ordinary burning oil. If 50 per cent, be distilled off, the first

third of the product will be found to have a specific gravity of about
*910, and the remaining two-thirds of about '930, but the viscosity of
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these distillates is extraordinarily low in relation to the specific gravity.

By careful distillation with superheated steam about one-fourth of the
product (one-eighth of the crude oil) may, however, be obtained of sp. gr.

•958 and viscosity 168 at 70® F. (rape oil at 60° F.=ioo). This oil

would be available for use as a lubricant. The residue in the still, where
50 per cent of the volatile matters have been removed, forms, on cooling,

a moderately hard pitch of jet black colour and lustrous fracture. The
material might be employed in the manufacture of “patent fuel ** and for

other purposes. When distilled to dr3rness the crude petroleum yields

rather more than 70 per cent, by volume of a heavy oil containing very
little paraffin, and the residue then consists of about 26 per cent, by
weight of hard coke. The last portions of the distillate when exposed to

a temperature of 3a® F. assume the consistence and appearance of

vaseline.

Kh^tan petroleum is by far the most refractory oil to which Professor
Dewar and 1 have applied our new process of distillation, but we have
succeeded in obtaining from it about 40 per cent, of kerosine, with a sp.

gr. of *810** (Redv)0(3, Otl Fields of Indta. Jour. Soc. of Chem» Indust.,

IX., No. 4).
The petroleum in question is, however, like!y to be of value chiefly as a

fuel, and from this point of view is of the utmost importance. It has been
proposed to get over much of the present difficulty of imperfect means of

transport, by removing the oil from the field to Sibi by a pipe-line a pro-
ject which is, however, likely to be rendered difficult Ijy the great viscosity

of the oil.

It is to be hoped that the efforts still being continued may be productive
of even more marked success than in the past, for not only must an
excellent fuel of this description be of the greatest value to the Govern-
ment for railway purposes, &c., but in a country such as Baluchistan,
where fuel is scarcely obtainable at all, it would prove of the greatest value
to the people. In addition to other advantages, an abundance of petro-

leum fuel might also be expected to put a'stop to the destruction of forests,

which until recently nas been going on at an alarming rate.

The attention of the Government of India has been drawn this year

(1890) to a mineral oil s^d to be obtained from Tcrai in the Shir4ni Hills

near the Chin Kheyl village of Mogul Kot, in the vicinity of Dera Ismail
Khin, and brought to notice by the Superintendent of Police of that

district. It is said to issue from small springs in a hill in the pass of the
district occupied by the Tsor Kheyl tribe of Shir^nis, to be collected by
the natives in small holes dug in the ground, and is used for outward
application to sores on horses, &c. A sample collected by a Shirdni
Police Sergeant, acting under the orders of the Superintendent, was sent
to Dr. Wai^en, Chemical Examiner to the Government of Bengal, who
reported that it had a sp.gr. at I5‘5®C. of ’8209, a flashing point by
the Abel instrument of qi° F., and that it was of lemon-yellow colour,

aromatic odour, and marked fluorescence. He believed the sample not to

be a crude oil, but a commercial kerosine oil of Russian origin. Another
sample, guaranteed genuine, was again sent from the PaniAb Govern-
ment and was reported on by Dr. Warden as equal to American or
Russian commercial kerosine.

He states that it is of a rich straw colour, is perfectly clear, has no
sediment, and possesses a well marked blue fluorescence. It is not quite

so aromatic as American kerosine, has specific gravity of ’8154 at I5*5°C,

and on cooling to o”C becomes opalescent and of the consistence of ghi,
from crystallization of paraffin or other solid hydrocarbon. Its flashing

point is 84*29® F. (Abers test). On being subjected to fractional distilla-
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tion, it yielded 90 per cent, of kerosine with sp. gr. between *7557 OCCURRENCE

*85^. The lowest fractions were practically colourless, the intermediate Baluchistan,

had faint fluorecesnce, while the last 30 per cent, had a marked yellow-

ish fluorescence. The fraction distilled after 90 per cent, amounted
^

to

7'6 per cent., and was a thickish vcllow unpleasant smelling oil, which

became of the consistence of ght at I5°C. The small residue left in

the retort was solid at 85° F., and had a dark reddish-brown colour.

Dr. Warden continues :
** Equal volumes of the first nine fractions (90°

per cent, of the whole) were mixed and treated with sulphuric acid and
caustic soda, the purified oil had a sp. gr. of *8008 at IS'SC., and a
flashing point of 85*29'' F. (Abel's test). In colour it was nearly * water
white,* with a slight fluorescence.

** It will be noted that the amount of burning oil, afforded by distilling

the sample under report, exceeds that yielded by any of the specimens
examined by Mr. Redwood ** (see table, p. 175). “ The highest yield Mr.
Redwood obtained was from the Persian oil, which amounted to 87*5 per

cent. But the sample under report might be placed on the market with-

out any previous aistillation, its speciBc gravity and flash point being
those of commercial kerosine. The colour is rather higher than oils

usually now met with, but certainly not darker than the grades formerly
imported, while by distillation, on the other hand, at least 90 per cent,

of a very superior nearly * water white * oil would be obtained. Assum-
ing the sample of oil to be what it is stated to be—crude petroleum— its

value commercially, if it can be procured in suflicient amount, can
hardly be over-estimated. A large supply of a natural oil of this quality

woulcf simply drive out all foreign oil from the market ; there could be no
competition.” Since the above was written a report has appeared on the
Shirani oil loc.ality by Mr. Oldham, F.Q.8., who has personally visited

and inspected the springs. He found that the petroleum issues in several

spots from a band of hard, unfossihferous sandstone, probably of creta-

01*005 age and about Ooo feet in thickness. The most abundant springs
arc close to the base of this band of sandstone, and the actual points of

issue, determined by the profile of the outcrop of the oil-bearing strata, are
in the river-bed. Traces of old flow's are found for a height of 60 feet

above the water, and thus, according to Mr, Oldham, demonstrate ** that
the flow of oil has been continuous for at least the period rci^uired to deep-
en the gorge by 60 feet.” The oil, as it issues from the rock, is clear, limpid,
of a pale yellow' colour, and perfectly free from water, and leaves no reason
for doubt as to the genuine character of the samples previously submitted.
The actual outflow is probably not more than 10 gallons a day, but this

could doubtless be increased to some extent by pits or borings. Mr. Old-
ham concludes as follows :

—“The general conclusions to be drawn from
what I have seen are, that there can be no doubt of the existence of oil of
excellent quality and of great value, in the district, but that it would be pre-
mature to undertake any expensive operations at present. It is, however,
important that, as soon as the country is sufficiently settled to allow of it,

.1 thorough and systematic exploration should be undertaken, with a view
to determining whether there are any localities where it is probable that oil

occurs in sufficient quantity, and at a depth which would render its profit-

able extraction possible.**

AFOHiNiSTiN.—Bituminous products are believed to occur in several Afghanistan,

localities, and are commonly sola in the bazdrs under the name of mumiai 44^
or momtai. A mineral pitch bearing this name is said by Oaptain Hutton
to be found in the Shah Makh.sud range, but certain samples collected else-

w'hcre have been found to consist of the excreta of birds or bats, mixed W'ith

salts of lime, and to contain no trace of bitumen (see Vol. 11 -, pp. 115-116).
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1. pANJiB.—Petroleum exists in several localities in this province, and
is utilised to a considerable extent for local Native consumption. In 1870

a Mining Engineer, Mr. Lyman, brought out by Government to report on
the petroleum-yielding districts of India, made an exhaustive enquiry

into the oil of the Panjdb. His general conclusion was, that by properly

opening up the known localities about 100 gallons a day for eight years

might probably be obtained The accumulated asphalt, he thought, might
further yield 100 gallons a day for three or four years, so that in all twelve

years* supply might be forthcoming for the gas works at Rawal Pindi at

this rate of consumption, after which the railway might make other gas
material available. The Superintendent of the Gas Works submitted a
report in 1881, from which it appears that the total quantity of oil collect-

ed during the preceding year, 1880, was 2,850 gallons, at a total cost

when brought to Rawal Pindi of R 1,3 17-0-3. or 7 annas 4^ pie per gallon.

The average production of gas per gallon of oil during the year was 320
cubic feet, with an illuminating power equal to from 14 to 15 standard
candles.

The districts from which oil has been reported are the following :

—

Shahpur.—Deposits of a tarry or asphalt-like exudation occur on
a sandy bed at Duma in this district. Mr, Lyman reported unfavourably
on the substance, and discouraged the idea that boring would increase

the )ield to a profitable extent. Similar reports were made regarding a
tarry exudation at Chinnur. A th'ck bituminous rock oil has also been
obtained from a brownish-grey sandstone bed at Hanguch, near the

village of Dhuddow.
Jhelum ,—.Small and unimportant exudations are said to occur at

Sadiali and Sulgi.

Bannu ,—Three or four springs exist within a distance of 60 yards
along the western bank of the Barra Kutta, and at about the water-level,

ij miles south of Jaba, 10^ miles south-east of Kalabagh, and 95 miles
south-west by west of Rawal. Pindi. The oil comes from fissures in a
gray limestone rock through a space of about 100 feet in thickness. The
main soring is some 6 feet long, a foot or two wide, and quite shallow.
The oil is at first dark green, but quickly turns dark brown or black,
and tarry. Mr, Lyman examined tlic spot and estimated the natural
yield at three pints dailj, but considered the locality of sufficient promise
to render boring advisable. The sandstone V>ed is continuous with that
at Chota Kutta, and may possibly be oil-beanng throughout.

Since Mr. Lyman’s report, these wells have been utilised to ascertain
extent. Five springs were found in which the oil rises with the water
and is skimmed oft the top, and from a small bore hole 4 inches in

diameter and 12 feet deep about 1 gallon a day has been obtained. In
1880, the total yield from this locality was 1,400 gallons. At Chota
Kutta similar springs occur, three of which are situated on the eastern
side of the stream near the water’s edge. The oil rises with, and floats

upon, water. The csiimated natural \ield is said to be 3 gallons a day.
Considerable deposits of asphalt occur at Basti Algad, a locality loj

miles south of Isa-khcl, and 124 miles south-west by west of Raw'al Pindi.
They are said to extend in spots for about a quarter of a mile along the
east side of a brook, and to amount in all to about 350 cubic yards.

/sTo/ia/.—Springs exist near Panoba, some 87 miles distant from Rawal
Pindi, w’hich have been reported to yield, naturally, from half a gallon to

5 gallons a day. The oil is used for buming by Natives.
Rawal Pindi,—Petroleum has been found in many localities in this

district, the chief of which are Dulla, Jafir, Boari, Churhut, Gunda or
Sudkal, Luiidigar, Basala, Chirpar, and Rata Otur. At Dulla (a locality
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38J miles due west of Rawal Pindi and 16 miles west-north-west of OCCURRENCE
Futtehjang), there is no liquid oil exposed, a small amount of accumulated PanJab.
asphalt only having been found. Borings do not promise success. At
Jafir boring has revealed a trace of oil, but none is now to be seen at

the surface. The quantity of petroleum apparently obtainable at Boari
is also small, and the rock from which it has been drawn appears to be
only very locall\ bituminous.

An oil well occurs at Churhut. in rocks of nummulitic limestone. The
yield, however, is small ; operations carried on in i86g resulted in only half

a gallon daily, and it is not considered likely that borings would be suc-

cessful. Wells are also found at Gunda or Sudkal about 23 miles slightly

south-west of Rawal Pindi and 2i north-west of Futtehjang, in nummu-
litic rocks. Oil was first dug for in this locality in 1866, at which time
one well, know-n as the main w'ell,” yielded about 5 gallons a day.
When deepened to 35 feet it yielded at first about 25 gallons, and when
a boring w'as made to a depth of 75 feet from the surface, the first day’s
jield was about 50 gallons, Betw-cen April and October 1870 1,963
gallons were collectecT from this source. Mr. Lyman estimated at that

time, that about 1,000 gallons might be expected, after which the yield

would be insignificant. The amount of asphalt on the surface was esti-

mated at about 19 tons, which would give about 11,000 cubic feet of gas.

Various borings W'ere recommended by Mr. Lyman to further develop
thc)ield. Ball states that about 18S0, the annual yield exceeded 2,000
gallons.

Unimportant traces of petroleum occur at Lundigar near Murat, at

Basala, and at Chirpar, and a deposit of asphalt at Rata Otur, at which
place Mr. Lyman retom inenvled a small experimental boring.

In March 1888 a concession was granted by Government to Mr.
Noble (an American oil refiner of great experience, who represented a
syndicate of Canadian capitalists) for the development of the e.'irlh oi*

deposits of the Panjab. Tins agreement granted to the concessionaire the
exclusive right of boring for oil in the northern part of the Panjab, with the
power (if the boring should prove successful) of selecting five square blocks
of land at different points, each block containing ten thousand acre®. Up
to date it may be gathered that prospects have not been very successful.

The total outturn in the province, during 1889, is returned as 2,830 gal-
lon*,, valued at R 1,073.

Himirn .—Accordmg to Captain Abbott three springs exist in the Serra
moui^ins, one yielding bitumen, another sulphate of iron, and the third
a “ nrocilaginous substance, resembling the pulp of an orange, and having
a pleasant odour.” TViis is piobably prirafiin. Torches are made of the
bitumen, but the use of tlie other substance is not known.

Kumaon —Bitumen is said by Captain Herbert to exude from the
crevices in a limestone rotk on the summit of the range between the Sarju
and the Ramaganga. It is used by Nntivcs for medicinal purposes, and
fromits high price it is concluded that it is nc't abundant.

11. Assam.—-The petroleum of Assam has attracted notice for many Assam,
years. Ball writes, “ Mitherlo attempts to work it have not been very sue- 443
cessf ul as commercial speculations ; but the failure seems to be due to causes
other than those which could be attributed to any delects in the (quality or
quantity of the substance. The consensus of opinion by geologists, and
others competent to express judgment on the subject, is favourable to the
prospect of a profitable industry being possible when the means of com-
munication shall have been improved, and w'hen other difficulties w'hich

base hitherto operated prejudicially shall have been removed.” Petroleum
in Assam has been show n to be most intimately connected with the presence
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of coal-bearing rocks. Indeed, according to Mr. Mallet, there is no record

of its having been found in Upper Assam except within the limits or in the

immediate vicinity of coal-fields. Ball states that marsh gas commonly
occurs with the petroleum, and that there appears to be more than chance
in the fact of the contiguity of saline and petroleum springs.

The oil fields of Assam were first thoroughly reported on by Mr. Mallet

{Mem. G. S. /., XII. » 3$^)* and have been again recently examined by Mr.
R. A. Townsend, Superintendent of the Petroleum Works, BalucnistAn.

The following information has been summarised from the reports of these

gentlemen ;

—

According to Mr. Mallet the oil springs or pungs may be conveniently

classified for commercial or leasing purposes into the following districts ;

—

(1) those of the Tipam Hill north of the Dihing

;

(2) those of the range between the Dihing and Disang

;

(3) those of the Makum coal-field, south of the Dihing between the

Dirak and Tirap rivers ; and
(4) those to the east of the 'I'irap.

Petroleum springs have been recorded from Supkong in the Bari
Dihing, near an outcrop of coal; at Namrup Pathar on the Namrup
River, in which the yield is considerable, and at Namchick Pathar near
the mouth of the Namchick River, where white mud mixed with petro-

leum is said to be thrown up in certain basins or pools intermittently

and with considerable violence. The chief locality, however, is the Makum
coal-field. In 1865, the springs in this region were visited by Mr. H. B.
Medlicott, who slated that, though their discharge was small, they were the
most promising which he had seen. In 1867, boring was attempted by a
Calcutta firm with the result that oil was struck, and a large quantity was
obtained, but owing to difficulties of transport the enterprise had to be dis-

continued. A sample of the oil obtained at that period was black, liquid,

of rather strong odour, and had a specific gravity of *071. One thousand
parts submitted to distillation yielded eight distinct distillates at different

temperatures, and a small residue of coke. The first six fractions were fit

for lamp oil, though of rather higher specific gravity than American
petroleum. The seventh and eighth distillate contained solid paraffin,
which might easily be separated and employed for making candles, while
the liquid residue would be a useful lubricant.

The Makum coal-field area was recently carefully prospected by Mr.
R. A. Townsend, Superintendent of Government Petroleum Works, Balu-
chistan, and he has furnished a most favourable report. He writes^at the
failure above de.scribed resulted not from want of demonstration of the
existence of oil in large quantities, but chiefly from want of facilities of
cheap and eas> transport of the article to consuming markets, and because
of general inexperience in making and securing against damage artesian
borings, so far back as the time referred to.” ” All such difficulties,” he
continues, “ have now disappeared. A splendid steam flotilla traverses
the Brahmaputra River from Calcutta to Debrughur ; a railway cuts through
the very centre of that portion of the field under consideration in its course
from Debrughur to Margherita ; the present methods of sinking artesian
borings are reduced almost to a science ; and the introduction of cheap
foreign kerosine into India and the East has created such ademand for that
class of illuminant as to have established it as almost a necessity of life to
the millions who require it.** ” The Government of India many years ago
gave various leases conveying the right to search for and mine petroleum in
these parts. None of the holders of such leases have done much in the
way of testing or developing the lands covered by them. Without giving
the history of these transactions it may be said that the Assam Railway
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and Trading Companv hold the only lease from Government now ex- OCCUBRENC

isting, which conveys tlie right to mine for petroleum in the Makum district. Assam.
This lease covers an area of 30 square miles, south of the Dihing River,

and is, I believe, conterminous with the Company's coal lease over the

same area. The Company has lately started a boring near the site of

some old ones about 2^ miles s<mth of the Dihing Railway bridge.”

Regarding the actual oil tracts and the old borings he writes, ** Evi-

dences of the oil yielded by these old borings still remain in the form of

rude tanks dug into the soil, the sides of whi^ are secured by wood poles

still saturated with oil, and which are in a good state of preservation after

twenty years of exposure in a climate very destructive to fallen timber. The
soil surrounding is also saturated with petroleum, which exudes with pres-

sure from the foot, especially if the foot be that of an elephant. In a hill

close by and to the north, there is, I am told, a seam of coal about three

feet thick cropping up, which we were unable to find upon searching ; coal

was also, as stated, penetrated by the boring now in progress.”
“ Sulphuretted hydrogen gas is escaping in considerable quantities from

the old borings, especially from No. 5, which is cased with wrought-iron

casing to an unknown depth ; the hole is filled with water to the surface,

within the casing, and is kept in a state of violent ebullition by a constant

and copious discharge of gas, having the characteristic odour of oil-gas, and

which is highly inflammable. 1 caused it to be lighted and a splendid

flame mounted several feet upwards and burned fiercely until extinguislicd

by smothering at the casing nead.
“ fhe gas has been steadily flowing in this way for twenty ye.'irs past

;

and an idea of the waste of valuable fuel can be formed when it is considered

that the pre.scnt supply is suflfieJent to fire an 8-H. P. steam-boiler,

doing its full work, say, at a pressure of 5oto6oIb of steam. Gai; may be

seen escaping from some of the shallower borings, but in less quantity. It

is evident that the soil and rock near the surface in this locality over a con-

sideraVjle area is saturated with petroleum. A hundred yards up the

stream globules of oil rose to the watcrsiirface on the removal of e.ach stone

from the bottom by coolies who were fishing them out for work-purposes.”

Mr. Townsend afterwards explored the Tipp.am Hills, regarding which

his conclusions are .as follow ;—“ Throughout these hills, so far as examined,

the oil shows are abundant and of the most surprising character. The pnd-
stones bordering the chief nallas are dripping with oil ; the loose sand in the

stream beds is so charged with it in places, that a hole made with a walk-

ing stick is immediately filled, and a handful of sand, if squeezed, parts

with Its oil as a sponge with water. Numerous holes on the hill sides are

half filled with oil, mud, and leaves ; and there are places so charged with oil

vapours or gases as to be unpleasant to one unaccustomed to the fumes of

an oil refinery. Nowhere have I seen such shows of oil in .a state of nature;

they are not confined to one or two isolated places but extend for miles

ci.nVmuously, every hill-side or nalla being more or less marked by its pre-

sence. Associated with the oil-springs, there are several places where salt

or brackish water comes to the surface, and these arc much frequented by

wild elephants, deer, and other animals.” .... “A few miles east of the

place under consideration these Tippam H ills sink very gradually to the level

of, and below, the closing alluvial plain to the west and south ; they continue

increasing in width and height until they join the Naga range a little to the

south of Jaipore, the whole Torming an ideal anticlinal fold for the storage

of petroleum beneath it.”

In the hills to the south of Jaipur Mr. Townsend found oil show's

similar to those above described, except that they were not so numerous, and
the oil was darker, and had a stronger odour. He states that the failure of
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boring in this region is probably due to the fact that they were much too
shallow. He concludes his remarks on the Makum held by stating that
wells sunk to, say, 400 or 600 feet will penetrate the oil measures in

most parts of the field. He was unable, from want of time, to examine the
vast tract of country south-east of Jaipore, w’hich is “known to contain
shows of petroleum ^long the northern border of the Nagas and far up the
valleys within them.** Though unable to speak decisively of their value,
he remarks, “They, together with other shows found in water wells on
many tea plantations, such as at Bazalona and Talup, far out in the plains,

stamp the country in which they appear as being in connection with, and
a continuation of, the Makum area, and collectively form an index to an oil

deposit of vast extent, and probably of surprising richness.** Mr. Town-
send’s suggestions for the development of these very valuable oil-fields may
be found useful. “ The time having arrived,** he writes, “ when the oil

deposits of Ass.am are likely to be worked in a practical way, it will be
well for the Government of India to devise some satisfactory method of
dividing up the lands into plots for leasing on terms of mutual advantage to

all concerned, and it will be found necessary also to establish rules governing
their treatment when made, and esperially when abandoned. The rainfall

of Assam is a phenomenal one, and the bulk of the country in which oil is

likely to be found is a flat plain,—conditions w'hich require great care in

preventing surface water from flooding the oil measures by means of
carelessly or ignorantly constructed boring. It may also be found neces-
sary to relax somewhat the rules governing the reserved forests covering
the tracts, at any rate in the pioneering stages of development, if for no
other than sanitary reasons affecting the skilled labourers who will be
forced to live near their works w'hen once started.**

Though the above quoted interesting report has done much to add to

our knowledge of the Assam oil-fields, it may be interesting and perhaps
of value to give in continuation a short resumi of the exact localities men-
tioned by Ball as especially oil-yielding.

Jaipur, —Petroleum has been reported from the bands of a stream
close to the Hukanjuri path, about tw'o miles from this tow'n, where it

exudes from below a nine feet seam of coal ; and from the Sub-Himalay-
an sandstones, at Nahor Pung, quarter of a mile distant. Boring has
been attempted, as already stated, in this region but without success, pro-
bably as the attempt (195 feet) was too shallow.

Disung River .—At least two springs are situated in this stream half a
mile north of Disang.

Teak River .—The Sub-Him.^l.ayan sandstones on the bank of this river
areata certain spot (l.At. 27°; Long. 95°i5*) impregnated with petro-
leum. Petroleum has also been reported as issuing from sandstone, coal,

and pyrilous and carbonaceous shales, on the banks of the Suffrai River,
the Tiru River, at Tel-pung im the Dikhii River, at Tiriigaon on the Hit
Jan stream, and in the Disai Valley.

A good oil spring has recently been struck near Digboi in the Lakhim-
pur District. The oil from this source has been recently reported on by
Dr. Warden, whose ani^lysis, more fully treated of below', tends to show
that it contains more illuminating oil constituents than most others from
Assam.

Chemical Character.—Samples of Assam crude petroleum examined
on more than one occasion by Mr. Redwood, have been reported on by
him as follows :—“ The oil is dark browm in colour, of rather high viscosity

(the viscosity of a sample of sp. gr. *940 was 14*2 at 9<? F., rape
oil at 60** F.saioo) and has a slight and not unpleasant odour. Its speci-

fic gravity appears usually to range from *933 to *940, and its flashing
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point is sometimes as hi^h as 212“ F. (Abel’s test). It begins to distil

treely at 280* F., but considerably less than 20 per cent, volatilises within

the range of the mercurial thermometer. The oil contains none of the kero-

sine hydrocarbons, but it yields by the ordinary process of distillation, 89
per cent, by weight of lubricating oil distillates. The proportion of^ solid

hydrocarbons is not large. The carbonaceous residue varies according to

my experiments from between 3 and 4 per cent to over 8 per cent.” The
Digboi oil, above referred to, is said by Dr. Warden to be semi-solid at

85° F., and to have a dark brown colour and aromatic odour. Fractional

distillation yielded 83*8 per cent, of volatile constituents, vanning from

•7309 to *8510 sp. gr. The residue in the retort was solid and of a dark

colour. The fractions (of 10 per cent, each) over the 5th could not be blended

with the first 50 per cent., owing to the presence of solid paraffins, but by
redistillation very slowly they affiirdcd 10 per cent, of their bulk, which

could be utilised for this purpose. Though a little difficulty was ex-

perienced in obtaining a large percentage of oil suitable for illuminating

purposes, owing to the large proportion of light hydrocarbons in the early

fractions, and consequent low flashing point, such an oil was eventually

prepared. Dr. Warden sums up, “My examination demonstrates con-

clusively that the crude oil under report is capable of yielding at least over

45 per cent, of a burning oil of practically as good a colour and high flash

as the usual grades of American and Russian petroleum now being im-

ported into the market, and I consider the results eminently satisfactory,

Doth as regards yield and quality.” The large proportion of solid hydro-

carbons, and the amount of naphtha and lubricating oil, present, would

also be of commercial value.

OCCURRENC

Assam.

I

Chemistry

Cachar .— Reports have at various times been made of the occurrence

of petroleum at Sialtckh on the liarak River, in hills to the norther' Cachar
(locality not definitely stated), on the banks of the Harak and Sarang
rivers, and in other localities not specified. No further information is at

present available as to Cachar petroleum.
III. Hukma.—

W

hether it be true or not that the exploitation of the

mineral oils of Upper Hurma has been going on for 2,000 years, it is cer-

tain that there has been an unfailing supply from this source f(*r some con-

siderable time. As compared with this region, the discovery and working of

oil springs in Lower Burma, except on the smallest scale, is still in its infancy,

though It is probable that the Natives have collected oil to a limited extent

for their own use in the islands off the coa.st of Arakan for a long period.

Though oil has been reported from many parts of the country, and
may exi.st in quantity in certain of these, only three localities have been

regularly worked, viz.^ Kyaukpyu and Akyab, in the Arakan Division;

Thayctmv* and Henzada inthc Irrawaddy Division, and Pakokku and
Magw'6 in the .Southern Division of Upper Burma. lAir a description of

the other localities of minor importance the reader is referred to Ball’s

account above cited.

Arakan .—The oil industry of the islands south of Akyab has been

carried on in a primitive fashion for many years, shallow wells being dug
and a small supply of crude oil obtained morning and evening. An ex-

cellent account of the Boronga, Ramri,and Cheduba islands w'as given by

Mr. Mallet, F.Q S , in 1878, from which it appears that the oil season,

with the Natives, lasts from December or the beginning of January to the

rains. Mr. Mallet states that the wells are of two classes—those which

appear to be in communication w'ith a natural reservoir, from which the

oil, generally accompanied by large quantities of gas, rises w'lth con.sider-

able rapidity, and those sunk in rock more or less soaked with petroleum,

from w'iiich the oil slowly percolates into the well. 1

Burma.

445
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Burma. former class, those of Minbyin, about so miles from Kyaukpyu in

Ramri, are re^^arded as the most important of the latter. In the year
1877 the attention of capitalists was attracted to this region, and scientific

methods of obtaining the oil were adopted. The** Boronga Oil Works
Company ” was granted a lease for thirty years of the right of extracting
oil over 2 square miles, and erected a refinery on a large scale. The efforts

were not attended with financial success, and the property was disposed
of to a Mr, Senior who continues to work the business. In 1884 a Com-
pany styled the ** Ramree Oil Prospecting Company ” was granted a

j

prospecting lease over 1 square mile of Leikmaw on the west coast of
i Ramri island, but the experiment again proved a failure and the Com-

j

pany broke up. An attempt to work oil was made on the west side of
the old cantonment of Kyaukpyu by Messrs. Bell, but after sinking 18 wells

j

they also abandoned tne enterprise. In a note by the Burma Govern-
ment in 1888 we find the following:

—

“ The only Oil Company which is still in existence in Arakan is the
Arakan Petroleum Company, which commenced work in August 1883.
This Company hold 75 wells, of which 20 are now worked with the assist-
ance of steam power under the supervision of Canadian experts. The
remainder of the wells in Kyaukpyu are held by Arakanese merchants.
The wells have been worked for many years and the outturn is decreas-
ing yearly. Attempts have been made by clearing and deepening old
wells to penetrate to lower oil deposits, but with little or no success. The

j

following statement shows the number of wells worked and abandoned in
the Kyaukpyu district with the output in gallons

Locality.

1. Minbyin, near thc\
wnHt»*rn coast of <

Kamri island /

2 . Leedaung, soiith-wnst
edge ol Kamri.

3 lj«ikmaw, west coast
of Kamri.

4. Kyaukpyu, west side
of cantonment.

5. Chrdulia island

Wells. Yearly

Holders.

Working. Abandoned.
Imperial
gallons.

Mr. Senior
Arakan Petroleum

18 2 36,648

Company .

Five Arakanese
20 55 50,080

merchants. . 1 45 53 I 37.5<5o
Arakanese . 22

j

3.756

Arakanese . '5 ... 1
1 500

Messrs. Bell 18

Arakanese . 124 20,000

'I'hc thirU \e.Hrs’ lease granted to the Roronga Oil Company and now held
by Mr. Senier is at present rent-free, but from the ist April i8g3 a roy-
afty ot 5 per cent, on the gross outturn will become payable. The Ara-
kan Petroleum Compan) and the Arakanese merchants pay a tax of R2
per annum for each well,

“In the Akyab District, the onlv place where oil is found is the Eastern
Boronga island. Attention was first attracted to the Boronga oil sup-
ply by the Akyab Exhibition of 1875, In 1877 prospecting was under-
taken by three persons, and two of these, Mr. W. Savage and Mr. Wil-
liam Gillam, persevered. Mr. Savage obtained a lease of 1 square mile
for thirty years, rent-free for three years, and subject at the end of that
period to a royalty of 5 per cent, on the value of the crude oil. He is
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working two wells and is boring five others. Eight have been abandoned. OCCURRENCE
One well yields about 180 gallons a day, the other, being unfinished, is Burma,
not fully worked. Mr. Qillam obtained, on the same terms as Mr.
Savage, a lease of 4 square miles. He transferred his concession to the
Boronga Company, and the property is now in the hands of Mr. Senior.
Four wells are in use, five have been abandoned, and one is being bored.
The yield of the four wells which are worked is small, being about 43
gallons a day.”

Though commercial enterprise in this region w^ould thus appear to have
been as yet productive of little success, it is worthy of notice that in the

opinion of Mr. Medlicott (1886), “There are no doubt very large supplies

of high class petroleum to be got from this region, but it must be won
by suitable methods. ”

Character op Oil,—Much of the oil obtained in the Arakan District CharMter
IS of very high quality; it has the appearance of brandy or sherry,

and can be burn^ in lamps in its crude state. Specimens from East- 446
ern and Western Boronga submitted to Mr. Boverton Redwood, for

examination in 1878, are reported on by that gentleman as follow;—
“ The Eastern Boronga oil was dark brown in colour, and had a pleasant
odour. Its sp. gr. was *835, and I obtained from it 66 per cent, of kerosine

of sp. gr. *810, besides from 2 to 3 per cent, of more volatile products.
Owing to the small quantity at my disposal I was not able to ascertain

with any approach to precision the percentage of the solid hydrocarbons
present, but I formed the opinion that about 3 to 4 per cent, of paraffine,

together with lubricating oils, might be obtained from it.

“
'I'hc Western Boronga oil was of similar colour and odour, but of

higher specific gravity, w., *888, and it yielded only 7 per cent, of kerosine
of sp. gr. *815. The residue, however, yielded an excellent lubricating
oil. ATOUt the same lime I examined samples of oil from the mud vol-
canoes near K>aukpyu, and from the wells (10 to 20 feet deep) and
Minbyin. The former was an oil of pale colour, and of sp. gr. ’818.

It yielded 56 per cent, of kerosine of remarkably high ouaMty, but almost
the whole of the material was available for use as burning oil. The
Minbyin oil had a specific gravity of *866, and yielded only 15 per cent, of
kerosine of sp. gr. ’810,

”

A sample of Arakan petroleum of unknown origin examined by
Dr. Romanis, Chemical Examiner, Burma, was found to have a flashing
point of 40® F. by Abel’s test, to begin to give off gas at 30®C, and to
boil at 70*0. Distilled in a current of steam it yielded, up to I30®C., 85’6
per cent, of light oil, and gave a residue of 13*3 per cent, of heavy oil.

Irrawaddy Division. — Only one well-known well exists in the Henzada
District, uhich is not now worked. The wells in the Thayctmyo District are
only two in number, another, that was formerly used, being now filled with
Mater. The works are conducted by a Native contractor. The yearly
outturn is about 2400 uiw (768 gallons), the oil sells at from R15 to
K2() per hundred viss or from 5 to 7 annas per gallon, and the lessee is be-
lieved to make a profit out of the business. The oil is similar to but thin-
ner than that of upper Burma, burns rather fast, and is said to be used by
Natives for varnishing boats (Note by Burma Government^ i888).

Upper Burma.— The most important oil-fields of Burma are those
generally but wrongly called the fields of Yenangyaung which means the
'* creek of oil,” or literally “ creek of stinking water.” These fields are sit-

uated li miles to the east of Yenangyaung near the villages of Twingaung
(Hill of wells) and Berne. They have always attracted much attention
from European travellers, and have been worked by Natives from remote
times. This oil district has recently (June 1889) been officially reported on
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OCCURRENCE by Dr. Fritz Noetling, Palneontologist, Geological Survey of India. He
points out that the field lies on the eastern side of the river Irrawaddy,
and is distant about 300 miles from Rangoon, or about 80 miles from
Allanmyo. The country forms a tolerably level and flat plateau, rising to

260 feet above the low level of the Irrawaddy at Yenangaung, and con-

sists of strata which, according to Dr. Noetling, unquestionably belong to

the tertiary formation, and probably arc of miocenc age. The strata in

descending order may be divided into four groups. The upper consists of

sandstones varying in colour from yellowish-white to brown ; the second
of bluish-grey sandstones and clays alternating, and in its lower part

is fairly soaked, with oil, though it is not to be considered as the oil-

bearing formation proper ; the third is of stiff blue clunch, is usually

found at a depth of 200 feet, when the well is on the top of a hill, or 100 feet,

when in the ravine, and immediately overlies the true oil-bearing strata

;

the fourth, or oil-bearing group, consists of more or less soft, coarse, or

fine micaceous sandstones of bluish-grey colour, changed into more or less

yellowish green according to the amount of oil present, and interstratified

with hard sandstone and blue clunch.

The superficial area of the Twingaung oil-field, which lies between the

villages of Twingaung and Mansu, is about 90 acres, in which space
all the productive oil-wells of the district are situated. The total

number amounts to 375 wells, of which 166 (44*3 per cent.) are un-
productive. Of the remainder 209 (55*7 per cent.) Dr. Noetling w'rites,

“ We may call them productive wells, but we have again to distmguish
between wells from which oil is regularl) drawn, and those from which it

is only occasionally drawn,” “ Of the first class, ‘ productive wells,* there

are 120 (32 per cent, of the total number); of the second class, ‘ scarcely

productive wells,’ there are 89 (23*7 per cent, of the total number). *' With
the exception of two, one (»f which reaches 310, and the other 305 feet, all

the wells are less than 300 feet in depth ; indeed, only 33 exceed 250 feet.

The greater number of * pnxluctive * and ‘ scarcely productive * wells are be-

tween 200 and 250 feet in depth, but of the 30 between 250 and 300 feet, 20
are ‘productive’ and 10 ‘scarcely productive.* Dr. Noetling remarks on
this point, “ There could hardly be a better illustration to prove the
unreasonable style of Burmese working. Beyond 230 feet the difficulties

of digging increase so greatly that they could hardly be vanquished. Only
33 wells out of a total of 209 wells could be sunk beyond that limit/*

The oil-bearing sandstone is known to have a thickness of at least 200
feet ; therefore these wells which we have to consider as being the main
oil-producers do not drain more than 30 feet of the upper and worst part
of tne oil-bearing sandstone, and only 33 wells drain the oii-bearing sand-
stone up to 80 feet. To work to a greater depth is impossible for the
Burmese style of working. Therefore, all over the place where the Burm-
ese wells are situated, nearly 100 feet of oil-bearing sandstone remain un-
touched, and its wealth of oil, measuring millions of viss^ unraised.*’ The
production of the well.s v.^rie- greatly, but Dr. Noetling takes as an aver-
age for the ‘ scarcely productive’ wells 10 viss per diem, and for the * pro-
ductive * w’ells from So to go vUs a day. The yield of the latter is probably
greater than this estimate, and miv even on the average be as much as 120
to 130 r#w. The daily total >ieldfor all the wells would thus be from 12,000
to 17,000 viss. Some of the wells yield from ii^o to 300 viss a day, and one
is stated to produce 500 viss. Redwood states that Messrs. Finlay,

Fleming & Co. estimate the present total production of the Yenangyaung
fields at 200,000 to 250,000 gallons a month. From Dr. Noetling°s data
it is evident, as might be expected, that the deeper wells are the more
productive.
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The Burman wells are shafts from 4 to 45- feet square, and are dug by OCCURRENCE
means of a tool called taymven. This implement consists of a wooden Burma,
handle, flattened on the top and deeply notched 6 inches below that part,

provided with an iron shoe. The man in working grasps it with his two
hands, and, leaning his shoulder against the notch, forces the tool into the

ground with all his strength. Such an instrument can obviously be used
with effect only in soft strata. Over the well a cross-beam supported on
stanchions at each side is placed. In the centre of this is a small wooden
drum and axis, made out of a single piece of wood, and running in natur-
ally grown fork-shaped supports. The leather-rope used in hauling up
oil, and to raise and lower the workmen is passed over the drum. The
w'ooden drum is known as gyin, the oil-pot as yenanotc. If possible, the

well is so placed that the men or women who are drawing up either the

pot filled with oil, or the workmen, walk down an inclined plain along
the slope of the hill.

The shaft is roughly lined throughout with timber, which requires per-

manent supervision and frequent repair. The workman is lowered in a
rope sling, and as no artificial light can be used in the w'ell, owing to the

presence of inflammable gas or vapour, his eyes are bandaged previous to

his descent, so that time may not be lost in becoming accustomed to the

darkness below. The petroleum vapour renders breathing very difficult,

the difficulty increasing with the depth of the well, and Dr. Noetling
found that the maximum time during which a young and strong man was
able to stay dowm, was 290 seconds.

Dr. Noetiing estimates the average cost of making a well, 250 feet deep,
to be about R 1,500, and strtes that the time occupied in the operation is

from eight to twelve months. From a calculation made in the case of one
of the most expensive w'clls, w'hich cost R3,ooo to make, he arrives at the
conclusion that, after paying interest on the original outlay, 15 per cent,

for incidental loss, and the same for wages and necessary expenses, a ne*

monthly profit of R34, or a net interest of 13*6 per cent., is obtained. From
general calculations he arrives at the conclusion that the wells, as a whole,
^ield a high interest, ranging from 23*6 per cent, upward with amortiza-
tion of the invested capital after ten years. As a rule four men arc actually
employed in digging a well, with others for draught purposes. The oil is

drawm up in the earthenware pot already alluded to, and is poured into
another earthenware vessel of the same shape, which holds from 10 to 16
viss. Twelve of these are packed in each country cart for conveyance to
the river-side.

The Berne oil-field is much smaller than that above described. It

occupies an area of about 35 acres, and the total number of wells does
not exceed 151, Of these 72 (47'6 per cent.) are productive. Fifty of
the productive wells yield more than 20 viss per day, and 22 less than 20
viss per day, the daily average amounting to 60 to 70 viss. The depth of
the wells is not so great as that of the Twingaung wells, and their yield

is smaller, none producing more than i()5 viss per day, while those
giving more than 100 viss are scarce. According to Dr. Noetiing the
total daily production amounts to about 3,658 viss.

He sums up by stating that the Twingaung oil-field is at present in the
zenith of its production, though a small increase may be expected for the
next few years ; that the Berne field, on the contrary, is in its decadence,
and that a decrease of production is to be expected ; that the industry is

not capable of increase by Native methods; but that if worked in the

European style by bores, it is susceptible of considerable development.
The total outturn of petroleum in the whole of Burma during 1889 is re-

turned as 2,985 gallons, valued at R 2,32,327.
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Prospects of the Oil Industry.—The only wells which have as yet been
drilled in the European way are those of Messrs. Finlay, Flemins &Oo.
at Kodoung. Operations were commenced in 1887, and up to this time
nine wells have l^en bored by Canadian and Pennsylvanian drillers. Of
these five have proved productive. The yield varies from 3 to 15 barrels

E
er well each 24 hours. These results do not appear very encouraging,
ut it must be remembered that in the short time auring which the Com-
pany has been at work many difficulti^ have had to be overcome. The
transport of machinery has been laborious and expensive, owing to the
broken nature of the ground ; in every new oil region there is always much to

be learnt, and, apart from the difficulties attending all such enterprises, the

work has been much interfered with by dacoits. Arrangements are being
made to bore new wells, and to seek a greater depth in hopes of obtaining

an increased yield, and though the cost of wording is great, the Com-
pany appears to have no doubt whatever of future success. Transported
by country cart to the river-side, the oil is easily conveyed to Rangoon, in

native boats or in specially-made flats. A small proportion is mso con-

veyed up and down the river for local sale to Natives, by whom it can be
bought wholesale at the river-side for about \\d. per gallon.

Physical and Chemical Characters.—Mr. Redwood nas published
reports of analyses of various samples of the crude oil, obtained from
Messrs. Finlay,' Fleming & Oo. All were opac^ue in bulk, and of dark
greenish colour by reflected light; they had little odour, and many
samples, owing to the presence of an unusually large proportion of solid

hydrocarbon, were solia at ordinary temperatures.

The physical characters of five samples are well shown in the following

table

Locality.
Specific
gravity.

1

Setting
point.

Flashing
point

(Abel’s
test).

Viscosity by
Redwood’s
viscometer,
rape oil at
60° F.*ioo,

'’F. ® F. At 90*^ F.

Ycnangoung (from Twinza*s wells) •R87 82 110 10*21

Ditto do. do. *937 ! Remains
!

fluid at

1

o''F.

150 25*86

Ditto (from F. F. & Co.*s old

No. 1 bore).

•869 i 80

1

62 ...

Ditto (from F. F. & Co.’s Ame-
rican bore No. 2, at 260 ft.).

•S70
1 78 So ...

Ditto (from F. F. & Co.’s Ame-
rican bore No. 4, at 272 to

330 it.).

•875 1 82

i
:

S3 10*07

Mr* Redwood writes, ''There is a remarkable absence of uniformity in

the character of the oil obtained from native wells, even where the wells

are contiguous and of the same depth.” The wells on the Berne field

“show that there are at least two descriptions of oil, vis., one which has
a high specific gravity and viscosity, but containing practically no solid
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hydrocarbons, and another of much lower specific gravity but containing

a very large proportion of paraffin.** The oil containing no paraffin is of

higher sf>^ific gravity than that which contains a fair proportion. The
heavier oils containing but little solid hydrocarbons are to some extent

separately collected and employed in the manufacture of lubricating oil

of high viscosity.

The sample from Messrs. Finlay, Fleming & Oo>*8 well No. 2 bore
began to distil at 260° F. and yielded 27^ per cent., by volume, of

kerosine of sp. gr. *823, and flashing point 73° F. This product was
easily refined and of go^ quality. By the adoption of a new process

devised by Mr. Redwood and Professor Dewar, it was found possible

to increase the yield of kerosine to from ^o to 80 per cent.

Up to thirty-Bve years ago Rangoon oil, which had been well known from
remote times, was always used in the crude state. In 1854 Mr. Warren
de la Rue obtained a patent for improvements in treating products from
petroleum, the crude oil with which he experimented being imported from
Rangoon. For some time afterwards tne material was much used and
refined hy Price*s Patent Candle Company, and by Messrs. Charles
Price & Co. From that time onwards the oil has frequently been made
the subject of chemical examination and experiment, and ** in 1865*66

Messrs. O. M. Warren and F. H. Storer obtained from Rangoon petro-

leum the olefines C,o to C,a H,,,; also probably C« Hjg, and the

paraffins C7 to Cg H30. They also found naphthalene, and their

experiments indicated the probable presence of xylene and cumene. In
this investigation the more volatile portions of the crude oil only were dealt

with, and the results obtained appear to indicate a preponderance of

olefines over paraffins.*’ The revival of the old Rangoon oil industry
under the altered conditions of improved methods of obtaining the crude
oil, and the adoption of the principle of manufacturing the commercial
products at the port of shipment, dates from 1870, when the Rangoon Oil
Company, Limited, erected a refinery at Rangoon. Owing to political diffi-

culties with Upper Burma oil could not be obtained in sufficient quantity
to ensure profit, and in 1876 the concern was wound up. Shortly after the
annexation of Upper Burma in 1886, the work having been carried on
under great difficulties in the interval by Messrs. Finlay, Fleming & Oo.,
the Burma Oil Company, Limited, was formed, and at once proceeded with
the extension of the refinery on the bank of the river at Dunniedaw, close
to Rangoon. This factory is capable of refining about ^oo,uoo gallons
per month, but at present the total yield of the oil-fields is less than half
that quantitv. ** The crude oil is found to yield on the average about 27
per cent, of fair standard kerosine, but the Company manufacture princi-
pally a burning oil of higher specific gravity for use by Natives and Eura-
sians, and of such oil a much larger percentage is obtained. A sample
of this product has a sp. gr. of '840 and a flashing point of 121° F. (Abel
test). Much of the crude petroleum from the Yenangoung field contains,

p already stated, from 10 to 12 per cent, of solid hydrocarbons, but it

is important to note that, in consequence of the unfavourable conditions
under which the work is necessarily conducted, Messrs. Finlay, Fleming
& Oo. do not practically obtain from the average raw material more
than 4^ per cent, of paraffin. The * melting point ’ (English test) of the
crude article is 125^° F., and of the refin^ is no less than 132® F.
The Company has a candle-making department, but finds it impossible
to compete against the Dutch stearin candles, which are sold at an ex-

test) ubricating

CHBHISTRT.
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449

that samples of the latter furnish the followings results on examination :

—

Flashing
Point.

Viscosity*
Rape Oil at
60® F. = 100.

Cold Test.

a ^
a >
Ui

Closed. Open.
At

70® F.
At

140® F.

op. °F.
Lubricating oil (3) *920 238 266 34*23 9*24 Ceases to flow at 30® F.

.. „ (4 ) '930 33« 354 73*76 12*47 *> .* at 30® F.

>i fi (s)
“ Valvoline ' (6)

93* 33G 360 124*02 •5*7* „ ,, at 42° F.

949 400 422
(at 200^

25*95
' F. *02)

„ at 45® F.

* By Redwood’s viscometer.

The colour of the first sample (3) by Lovibond’s tintometer, in a 2-inch

cell, scries 500, is 130; and of the second sample (4) is 224. The specific

gravity of these oils is in each case very high in relation to the viscosity,

and the viscosity is alTectcd to somewhat more than the average extent by
alterations in temperature.

** More than once during the past few years I have had occasion to

report upon the commercial products obtained by the Burma Oil Com-
pany, and 1 am in a position to state that the difficulties which at first

attended the manufacture have to a large extent been overcome. The
extreme heat of the climate, however, is a great drawback, and neces-

sarily renders costly the operations connected with the separation and
purification of the paraffin” {Redwood, Pet Deposits of Ind,),

USES.

The uses of this valuable mineral are too well known to require a de-
tailed account in this place ; the following passage from Watts’ Chemistry
may, however, be useful as indicating the chief products of commercial
value which may be obtained from crude petroleums by fractional distilla-

tion :

—

“ By fractional distillation, sometimes with the aid of steam, ordinary
or superheated, and purification of the distillates with caustic potash, a
number of commercial products are obtained vihich are applied to various
purposes, the lighter oils chiefly as solvents for resins, &.C., the heavier for

burning in lamps, and as fuel for steam boilers. The following account of

them IS taken mainly from Damme r’s ‘ Kurzes Handwurterhuch der
Chemie

:

’

Rliigoleue, boiling point 30°, used as an anaesthetic.

Pitroleum-efher {Kerosolvnc, Rhigolene, Sherwood-oil) : distils at
45°—60® : clear, colourless oil, having only a faint odour of petroleum ;

boiling point 50®—6o°;sp. gr. 0*665; absorbs oxygen from the air and
becomes heavier (0*670—0*675) ; extremely inflammable ; used as a remedy
for rheumatic pains and as a local anmsthetic.

“ Petroleum-ether, II. (Gasoline, Canadol) *. distillate between 60® and
70®; has a sp. gr of 0*665 ; second distillate between 70° and 90°.

Petroleum bensin : distillate between 70® and 120®; has a sp. gr. of

o*68o to 0*700 ; dissolves in alcohol and ether ; boils at 60®—80°
; absorbs

oxygen and becomes heavier; dissolves fats, caoutchouc, asphalt, and
turpentine; less easily colophony, mastic, and dammar resin; kills all

small animal organisms, and is used externally as a remedy for itch and
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other skin diseases, internally for gastric pains ; also for the extraction of
oil, the preservation of anatomical preparations, the carbonation of illu-

minating gas, and for the preparation of lacquers and varnishes.
Ligroin is a similar distillate used for feeding the so-called ‘LigroYn or

Wonder-lamps.*
Artificial Turpeniine^oily Pctroleunfspirit, Polishing Oil: distillate

between 120°— 1
70®

; obtained also with superheated steam ; sp. gr. 0*740

—

o‘745 5 does not dissolve resins; used for diluting linseed-oil varnish and
for cleaning printers’ t>pe.

Illuminating Oil, Petroleum, Kerosine, Paraffin Oil, Refined Petro^
leiim, have a large and increasing consumption for lamps, also for warming
greenhouses, &c., sp. gr. 0*78 to 0 81 ; flashing point (in the open vessel)

9^®7"1 Io® F.; igniting point iio°— 130® F.; includes all the intermediate
distillates from crude petroleum, ranging from sp. gr. 076 to 0*83. The
finest quality of illuminating oil is produced from distillates ranging
only from 0*775 0790; this, when treated by mration, is the water-
white high-test oil used largely b> the higher classes. It has a very high
flashing point (120®— 140® F. in the open vessel), as it contains none of
the lighter constituents of the crude oil.

Lubricating OiL—Sp. gr. o*8so to 0*915; of a pale amber colour;
coming largely into use as an efficient lubricant in combination with rape,
olive, or lard oil. The best qualities have a sp. gr. of about 0*895, the
heavier oils from 0*900 to 0*915 containing solid parafline.

The residues of the distillation are utilised for gas-making.
The present production of petroleum, in the United States only, exceeds

50,000 barrels or 2,500,000 American gallons daily. The quantity ex-
ported thence during the year 1879 exceeded 400,000,000 gallons” {Henry
Watts, Dictionary of ChemUiry, VJIL, ii., i$oS),

Of these prodiicts the most important commercially is the kerosine or
burning oil, so largely employed for illuminating purposes. The following
results published b\ Mr. Redwood indicate the yield of this product from
the crude petroleums from various localities, and arc of interest as shew- 1

ing the relative proportions obtained from Indian and other sources

1

-

1 YiFLIJ Oh

bperific 1

giavity.

Commercial
IXJCALITV. PRoiiuns.

1 Burning oil.

CharACTE US.

Per Specific

1. Persia 777
cent.

875
gravity.

Stiaw colour; strong and

2. East India

3. *Biirtna, mud volcantics

Kyouk Phyau

•821
disagreeable odour.

02*5 *Soo Amber; pleasant odou*-.

*SiS 55* 7 *800 Rcddtsh-biown colour;

4. Burma, native pits.
slight and pleasant odour.

Mmb}in *800 15’

1

*810 Dark-brown colour ; slight

5. Burma, Western Bo-
and pleasant odour.

ronga . *883 7*2 *815 Chestnut brown colour

;

6. Burma, Eastern Bo-
slight and pleasant odour.

ronga . •835 00*1 •Sio Dark-brown colour; slight

7. Assam
and pleasant odour.

*933 None. Dark-brown colour ; viscid

;

slight and pleasant odour.
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Locality.
Specific

gravky.

Yield op
Commercial
Products.

Characters.

Burning oil.

Per
cent.

Specific

gravity.

8. India ‘935 20*0 •805 Very dark-biown colour;
viscid.

9. Russia •836 40*0 iDark reddish-brown colour

;

mobile, slight and pleasant

odour.
10. „ ... •942 None. ... Brownish-black colour ; vis-

cid; very little odour.
11. Hanover . ‘843 60*0 •812 Dark-brown colour; slight

and pleasant odour.
12. South America . •852 50*0 *808 Dark reddish-brown colour

;

little odour.

*3* »• n • • *900 None. Dark-brown colour; some-
what viscid; scarcely any
odour.

14. New Zealand .

1

*8a8 60*0 •808 Brownish-colour; little

odour.
15. Italy, near Milan

16. United States, Wyom-

•787 450 *806 Straw colour; pleasant

odour.

ing. •910 27‘5 Black colour; disagreeable
odour.

17* »» » »» *945 lO’O Black colour; disagreeable
odour.

{pfournal Soc, of Artsy XXXI 823 to 878.)

FLASHING
POINT.

4SO

Tests and Legislative measures regarding Flashing point,
See.—The term ‘ Flashing-point ’ is technically employed to designate the
temperature at which any sample of pciroleum or its products begins to

give off sensible quantities of inflammable vapour. The more volatile

kinds give off suen vapours even at ordinary temperatures, and these
vapours, mingling with the air, form explosive mixtures ; hence the use of

such oil in lamps is attended with great danger. To prevent accidents

from this source, it was enacted by the American Petroleum Act, and by
the British Petroleum Act of 1871, that no petroleum oil should be used for

burning in lamps which should be found to give off inflammable vapours
of any temperature below 100^ F. (38®C) when tested in an open. cup,
described in the schedule of the Act. The great increase in the consump-
tion of the article, however, between 1871 and 1877, necessitated the adop-
tion of a system of testing less liable to vary in the hands of different

operators. This question having been refen*ed to Professor Abel, he
proposed the use of a closed vessel to be healed in hot water, with a stan-

dard flashing point of 73** F., which was found to be equivalent to 100°

on the open cup system. This proposal, having been favourably reported

on by the Petroleum Trade Association, was eventually adopted as the basis

of the English Petroleum Act of 1879. Abel’s testing apparatus consists,

in its original form, of a small closed oil-cup fitting into a water bath. On
the top of the cup is a brass slide and a minute oil-lamp with a jet. A
thermometer is also fixed with its bulb in the oil-cup. The operator
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watches the thermometer, and at intervals draws out the brass slide, thus

causing a jet of flame to dip into the oil-cup, the rate of opening and
closing the slide being regulated by observing the oscillations of a pendu-
lum. The ‘flashing point' is thereby ascertained {Watts* Chemistry).

The law under which petroleum is now tested in India is Act XII. of i886.

I n this Act the testing apparatus prescribed is an improved form of Abel’s,

u ith an automatic form of slide, worked by clock-work. Several other

modifications, based on the special conditions attendant on the application

of the test in a tropical climate, have also been incorporated in the schedule

of the Act. As changes of pressure influence the flash-point of an oil, a
table showing the corrections to be applied for variations in barometric
pressure is also appended. “ Dangerous petroleum " is defined by the Act
as “ petroleum having its flashing point oelow 76 degrees of Fahrenheit’s

thermometer,” but a consignment guaranteed to be uniform is not to be
considered dangerous if it have an average ‘ flash-point’ of 73" and no
sample flashes below 70® F. Dr. Warden states that since the intro-

duction of Act XII. of 1886 the quality of oil imported into Calcutta —based
on the flash-point—has much improved, an oil having a flash-point below
70®F. being now rarely met with. In Germany the modified Abel appa-
ratus is used, the minimum flash point being 69‘8®F., and an allowance
made for variation of barometric pressure. In Russia the legal flash-point

for sale or exportation is 82'4®F. I n France and Switzerland the limit is 95®
F., and in Austria and some of the States of the American Union, 99‘5®F.

{Alleut Commercial Organic Chemisfryt //., 397). Dr, Waiden informs the
writer that the ‘fire test 'or * burning point,’ w/z.,the temperature at which
.an oil must be heated before it will permanently inflame, though most
unreliable, is still much used in America. The writer has to thank Dr.
Warden, Chemical Examiner to Government, Calcutta, for supplying much
of the information regarding the above tests and for kindly revising the
proc»fs.

Petroleum Companies.—Mr. O'Oonor (Sfafistirnl Tables, 65) returns 1

six oil-mills and well-boring concerns as existing in India. Of these, two oil
j

reimerics exist in Akyab, one in Kyaukpyu, and one in Magwd. The other
two, viz., the Arakan Petroleum Oil Company, Limited, and Messrs.
Finlay, Fleming & Co.’s Oil Works, have already been mentioned as
.actually working oil.

In addition to these Mr. Noble’s concession is engaged in prospecting
in the Panjab, and the Assam Railways & Trading Company in Assam.
'I'lie Burma Oil Works Company, the largest refinery in India, is said to
have had, in 1888-89, an outturn of 2,81,367 maunds, valued at R6,33,075,
and to have employed an average daily number of 650 persons.

FLASHING
POINT.

TRADE.
Internal.—Kcrosine is now thoroughly recognised as a most valu-

able illuminant by the Native population, and is preferred, whenever it

can be cheaply procured, to vegetable oils. Its extended consumption dc-
Dcnds to a very great extent on questions of cost and difificulty of transit.
Where railways and water transport are available, the oil is very largely
emplojed ; but since conveyance by carts on rough roads necessarily en-
tails considerable loss and increased expense, it is but little used in villages
far from towns.

In 1888-89 the total recorded internal trade transactions by road, rail,
and river amounted to 18,15,032 maunds, valued at R 78,27,432* Of this
Calcutta exported 11,03,959 maunds, Bombay town 4,13,307, Kardchi
*»34 .* 54 » and Madras seaports 84,712, while Bengal, Bombay, and Sind
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also exported small quantities to other provinces. The chief importers

were Bengal with 8,13,020 maunds, the North-West Provinces and Oudh
with 1,59,206 maunds, the Pamab with i>5o,ii2, Bombay with 1,4.8,087,

Assam with 1,30,751, and the Central Provinces with 1,08401 maunds.
Madras and Sind are relatively much smaller consumers.

The total coastwise imports of foreign kerosine in 1888-89 amounted
to 4,016,107 gallons, value 1^20,61,792. The largest importer was Bombay,
which received in all 2,071,952 gallons, nearly all from other ports within

• the Presidency. Madras imported 1,042,137 gallons, most of which came
from Bomb^. Bengal received 376,765 gallons, chiefly from British ports

within the Presidency. Sind and Burma imported atiout 250,000 gallons

each, the former from Bombay, the latter from ports within the Presidency.

The transactions in foreign mineral oil, not kerosine, were unimportant.

The coastwise trade in mineral oil of Indian produce (not kerosine)

was, however, large. The imports amounted to 965,294 gallons, value

R4,83,382, of which 700,196 gallons were imported by Bengal from Burma,
and 247,114 gallons by Burma from ports within the Presidency.

External.—^The transfrontier, like other branches of trade in petro-

leum, shows a very marked and steady increase, if the large exports which
took place to Upper Burma before its annexation be left out of account.

Thus, during the past five years, the exports have been as follows :

—

1885-86. 1886-87.
1

1887-88. 1888-89. 1889-90.

Cwt.
1

^ Cwt. R Cwt. R Cwt. K Cwt. K

118 *•383 392 4.419 6,223 42,961 22,443 1,48,040 28,270 1,84,096

Imports.

4S3

The development has principally been in the exports to Nepdl, which
in 1889-90 received 153,89 cwt., in comparison with 1,918 cwt. in 1886-87
(the first recorded). The only other important items in the exports during
1888-89 were trans-frontier by the Sind-Pishin Railway, 6,964 cwt. and
Kashmir with 3,458 cwt. Lus Bela, Seweslan, Tirah, Kabul, Ladakh,
Thibet, Sikkim, Manipur, Hill Tipperah, Siam, the Shan States, and
Karennee, all import small quantities for the use of the better class of
population.

Excluding Upper Burma the imports are very small, having amounted
in 1889-90 to only 13 cwt., value R180, from Kashmir. Up to 1888-89
inclusive, the imports from Upper Burma were returned in trans-frontier
trade statistics. During four years there were;— 1885-86, 122,992 cwt.,
value R6,68,974 ; 1886-87, 138,396 cwt., value R7.26,649; 1887-88, 139,002
cwt., value R6,36, 853; 1888-89, 201,676 cwt., value R9,9o,255.

The trade by sea with foreign countries has increased extremely
rapidly, owing to the rapidly extending consumption of mineral oil as an
illuminant by the Native population of India. Thus in 1875-76 (the first

year in which the quantity of mineral oil imported is separately return^),
the imports amounted to 621,530 gallons, in 1879-80 they increased to

7,888,247 gallons, in 1884*85 they were 26,299,091 gallons, while in 1889-90
they attained the large figure of 53,390,000 gallons. The value has simi-
larly increased from R85,i8,ooo in 1885-86 to R2,47,88,000 in 1889-90.

The bulk of the oil thus imported during the past year was kerosine,
only about li million gallons being other mineral oils, used for batching
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jute and lubricating machinery. The share taken by each port in the trade
during the past year was as follows :

—

Port. Kerosine. Other kinds.

Gallons. R Gallons. R

K, : : : :

Sind
Madras . . . .

Burma. . . . .

26.788,881
i3*704*»'72

2,391*404
2*509*893
6.445. *50

1,14,43,660
64,18,850
11,48,788

12,98,329

33,57*

i

»2

**374.928
166,130

3,327
82

6*391

7*01,175
2,03,727

3*394

*3*038

Total 5 i*839*4<x> 2,38,66,839 **550,758 9*21*426

All mineral oil, except petroleum, with a flashing point at or above 200®
F., and which is proved to be used exclusively for batching jute or other
fibre, or for lubricating purposes, is subject to a duty of six pies per Impe-
nalgallon.

j r r r

The amount of “other kinds ” free of duty, was 1,504,860 gallons.
The imports were derived from—

Country. Kerosine. Other kinds.

Ignited Kingdom . ,

United States
Russia in Asia . . ,

Straits Settlements . ,

Other countries

Gallons.

8.796
35.840,059
15,961,875

27.667
1,003

R

5*701
1*64,23,845

74**7,163
*9*495

67*

Gallons.

1*507,621

42,061

1,076

R

8,99,021
20,885

*,520

1 OTAL 51,839.400 2,38,06,839 *,550,758 9,21,426

Regarding Russian kerosine, Mr. O’Oonor writes:—“ Russian oil, of
which not a gallon was imported before 1886, has taken a firm hold of the
market, as will be seen from the subjoined figures showing the imports in
each ot the Iasi five years from the Uniled States and Russia in Asia, the
^’o^countnes whence most of the imported mineral oil is received :

—

1885-

86 .

1886-

87 .

1887^8 .

18S8.89 .

t88()-90 .

United Staleb.

Gallons.

20.229.000
29.145.000
25.040.000
20.654.000
35>882,ooo

Russia in Asia.

Gallons.

i.S77fOoo
5,036,000
17,516,000
1*596,000

The enormous increase in the imports from the United States during
the > ear would seem to have been mainly speculative, and to have been
designed to keep Russian oil out of the market. Russian oil has, how-
ever, come into use far more largely at Bombay than at Calcutta, the
im^irH into Bombay last year having been about 10^ million gallons,
while Calcutta imm>rted only about i,wx>,ooo gallons, this being half the
quantity imported in 1888-89. This decline in the imports into Calcutta
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has been attributed to a prejudice created against the oil in the beginning

not being satisfactory. But the oil is freely used in the Western Presi-

dency and in Northern India, and no prejuaice against it has ever exist^

there. It seems more likely that it is not a question of lack of demand in

Calcutta, but of convenience of a market. For the steamers which bring

oil to India, Bombay is a more convenient port than Calcutta, in which to

obtain return cargoes of the merchandise which Russia takes from us in

greatest bulk, namely, cotton and seeds” {Review cf Trade of India,

i88g^go, 20).

In the previous trade review (i888-8g, 26), the following interesting

passage occurs :
—“ These large importations of mineral oil have affected

the domestic economy of the Natives in two ways; the oil has displaced

vegetable oils, and the tinned iron cans in which the import is made have in

many places displaced the earthen jar and the brass pot to a large extent.

An importation of 30 or 40 million gallons of oil means also an importa-

tion of from 6 to 8 million cans of 5 gallons each. These millions of cans

were for some considerable time cut up by tinplate workers for the manu-
facture of other articles, but now they are also commonly used to hold and
convey grain and other stores, water and other liquids, and they are

amongst the most common objects in an Indian baz^r. They are also

used, ingeniously, if unomamcntally, as building materials in the repair

of roofs.”

The re-export trade has increased during the past twenty years with

increased imports, but has rather decreased than otherwise during the past

five. The figures for these years (1885-86 to 1889-90) are as follows :

—

Year. Kerosine. Other mineral oils.

Gallons. R Gallons. R

1885.86 .... 36 *»3o5 >,57, *03 740 404
1886-87 .... 272,805 1,22,209 250 392
1887-88 .... 358,365 1,66,847 80 240
1888-89 .... 535,016 2,69,129 i,49 > 2,970
1889.90 .... 258,634 1,23,044 455 870

The largest exporters are Bombay and Karachi, the largest importers
Persia, Turkey in Asia, the Eastern Coast of Africa, and Ceylon.

Exports—The €»Kports of mineral oil of Indian production are small
and unimportant and show little tendency to increase. During the past
five years the figures have been—

Year, Gallons. I R

1885-86 . . 19,830 11,028
1886.87 . . . 33,824 15,701
1887-8S . . • 29,249 16,583
188S-89 . . . 26,417 >5»343
1SS9-90 . • 24,339 16,120

These exports are " Oils other than kerosine,” and are all shipped from
Burma, to the United Kingdom, Ceylon, the Straits Settlements, and other
countries.
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A genus of herbs which belongs to the Natural Order Umbrllifera,
and comprises only one species of economic importance, vis., Petroselinum
sativum, ^ Koch (DC. Prodr.. IV.. 102). The Parsley. This
biennial herb is wild in the south of Europe from Spain to Turkey, and in

Sardinia, and is cultivated in many parts of the world for the sake of its

finely-cut leaves, which are largely used for flavouring dishes. In India
it is frequently met with in market gardens, but is probably cultivated
only for European residents. In the Genera Plantarium this genus has
been reduced to Carom.

PEUCEDANUM, Linn.; Gen. PL. /., 918.

A genus of perennial glabrous or pubescent herlM, which comprises about
too species^ of which 9 or 10 are natives of India.

[ UMBELLIFERiE.
Peucedanum gjande, Clarke ; FI. Br. Ind.. II., 710 ;

SyiL—PASTINACA GlANDIS, Dale. & Gibs.

Vem.

—

Bdphali. BoMB. ; Dukd, HiND. & Pers.
References.

—

Dale. 6* Gibs., Bomb. FI.. 107; Dymock. Mat. Med. IV.
Jnd.. 2nd Bd.,379,' Dymock. Warden & Hooper, Pharmacog. Jndica,
U.. J26.

Habitat.—A tall, glabrous herb, found on the Bombay Ghdts.
Medicine.—Dymock writes, ** From the description of duku in Arabic

and Persian works we ^father that it was a kind of wild carrot (ddkd^
dgria of the Greeks), with small fruit and a flnely>divided leaf. In India
this term has been transferred to quite a different plant. In Royle*s Materia
Medica, Falconer is quoted as describing duku as a fruit resembling
(hat of asafcctida, and as probably derived from some species of Ferula.
The duku of the Muhammadan druggists of Bombay answers to this de-
scription, but the same fruit is called by the Hindus, bdphali. Three years
ago I planted some of it, and this year (1880) it has produced a flowering
stem and proves to be the Pastinaca grandia of Dalzell & Gibson, a
native of the Gh&ts near Bombay.” Duku was considered by the ancients
as carminative, stimulant, and diuretic.

The authors of the Pharmacographia Indica state that other umbelli-
ferous fruits are not unfrequently substituted for this drug, and that they
have received those of Dorema Ammoniacum from Bengal, and of an asa-
feetida plant from Northern India, under the name of duku.

Chemical Composition.—The authors of the Pharmacographia
Indica publish an exhaustive analysis of the fruit, from which it appears
that twenty-five pounds distilled with water yielded 6-fluid ounces of a
light yellow essential oil having the odour of the fruit. It was dextogyre, a
column of 100 m.m. rotating 36 degrees. At 15*5 C. its sp. gr. was *9008,
cooled to—I4®C. it w'as still liquid and no crystals separated. After dchy.

j

dration the oil commenced to boil at 76®C., and up to l85®C. 2 per cent,
distilled over. More and more passed off cs the temperature was raised,
till from 226° to 228° C. a residue (26 per cent.), viscid and of a deep yel-
low tint, was left in the flask. The fractions up to 2io”C. were colourless,
the others were of a deep yellow colour.

Trade.—The fruit, collected from the hills of the Konkan, is sold in

Bombay at R6 per parrah (about 25ft).

P. gjaveolens, Benlh. ; FI. Br. Ind.. II.. 709.
The Dill, or Sowa.
Sya.—p. Sowa, Kure t Pmwthvu Sowa, Roxb. ; A graveolens, Ltnn.
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46a
Fr
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.465
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66
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Vera.— Sov)&t soya^ sutotska. Hind. ; SAlpha, sona, shul^a, sAlpa, Bbnq. ;
Sowa, soya, sdwa, w.-W. P. ; St^a, Kumaon; Sot, Kashmir; Soya,
Pb.; Balunishep, Bomb.; Surva% s4ah, Guz.; Sata kuppi, Tam.; Sa

I
myeit, Burm.; Misreyd, satapuskpi. Sans.; Shuhii, Arab.

I

References.— FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C*, 272/ Kura, in Journ. As, Soc.,
ifilltpt . , 116 : O'Shaughnessy, Beng. Dispins., 366 ; (/. C. Dutt, Mat.
Med. Hind., 3(hf 3i7 t Dymoek, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 3^4;
Fleming, Med. PI. & Drugs, in As. Res., XI., 309, 313 ; Fluck &
Hanb., Pharmacog., 327 ! Bent. & Trim., Med. PL, T32; S. Arjun,
Bomb. Drugs, 62; Murray, PI. & Drugs, Sind, tggf Year-Book Pharm.,
1S74, 144 f i^g, 214, 466 ; Irvine, Mat. Med. Patna, g7 ; Butler, Med.
Top. & Siatis. Oudh Gf Sultanpur, 3 i ; Med. Top. Aim., igo; Trans,
of Med. Gf Pky. Soc. Bomb. {New Series), IV., 136; VI., 33o; Atkinson,
Him. Dist.,3 it, 70s, 74S ; Lisboa, U. Pl.'Bomb., I., i6r, 24s, 3Srt Birdwood,
Bomb. Pr., 3ft, 220 ; Smith, Die., 3^6 ; Kew Off, Guide to the Mus. of Ec.
Boi., 74 / Gazetteer, N.-W. P., IV.t Ixxit. ; Settle. Rep. Chanda, 83 ;
Cribble, Man. Cuddapah, igg; Nellore Manual, 135 ; Agri.-Horti. Soc.,
Ind. -.—Transactions, IV., to3 f VII., SO, $1 ; journals {Old Series),

IV., 200; X., g.

Habitat.—A glabrous herb, found throughout tropical and sub-tropical

India; often cultivated in the cold season for use as a vegetable, and for

its carminative seed, the latter of which is employed both for culinary and
medicinal purposes, and is met with in every market.

Oil.— Dill FRUIT yields by distillation with water from 3 to 4 percent,
of an essential oil (known as " Bishop's we^ oil "). It has a pale yellow
colour, a pungent odour, and a hot sweetish taste. Its principal consti-

tuent is a fluid hydrocarbon, C,® H,*, to which the name of anethene
has been given. Another hydrocarbon is said by Nietzki to be probably
present ; while the oil contains a third constituent, an oxygenated oil,

probably identical with carool, obtained from carraway fruit. Dill oil

possesses similar properties to the fruit, and is employed medicinally, and
in mixtures for perfuming soap.

Medicine.

—

Dill is commonly regarded as the of Dlosecrides,
and the anethum of Palladius and other ancient writers, as well as of the

New Testament, In Greek the name aijv0ov is at present applied to a
plant of very similar appearance, vie., Cunm Ridolha, Benin, et Hook.
[Fluck. tSf Ilanbury).

The properties of dill-oil, dill-water, and the other preparations in which
the fruit is ^ministered, are too well known to require detailed description.

Much less employed in Europe than they were at one time, they are still

very popular remedies with the people of India. It is consider^ a warm
remedy, is much used as a cure for colic, also for all forms of indigestion
and abdominal pains in women, and is considered lactagogue. An infu-

sion is given as a cordial drink to women after confinement. The leaves
moistened with oil are used as a stimulating poultice or suppurative.
Muhammadan writers describe the fruit as resolvent and deobstruent,
carminative, diuretic, and emmenagogue.

Food.—The fruit and the leaves are both employed to impart a
flavour to curries.

PHASEOLUS, Linn.; Gen. PL, ^38.

A genus of twiners, usually heibaceous, which comprises about sixtv species,
mostly ttopical, many of which are widely cultivtated, especially in America. Of

I

these some fifteen are natives of, or occur spontaneously in, India.

!

Phaseolus aconitifolius, Fl. Br . lnd., 11., 202 ; Leguminosje.
The Aconite-leaved Kidney Beak.
Syn.—P. TRiLOBUs, Wall.g Dolichos dissbctu^ Lam.
Vera.— Moth, mothi,mat, bhringga, urad, meth-kalai, Hind.; Banmudga*

P. 4^
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kheri, Bbno.; Birmung^ mock, bit mSch SantaL; Maiti-kalaie^ Assam /

Moih^ N.-W. P. / Moth, Pb. ; Mohar, mukri, SiNO; Moi, C. P. ; Math,
matha, matki. Mar.; Miit, math^ Guz. ; Mote, mut, Dec.; Tulka-pyre,

"IhU.i KuncAma-pesalA, minumulu, Tel.; Madki, Kan.; Bassunta,
vasuntot makushtaka. Sans.; Adas, PSRS.

References.—Roxb,, FL Ind., Ed. C.B.C., SS^ i Voigt, Hori. Sub. Cal

,

23

1

/ Stewart, Pb. PI., 73 : DC., Grig. Cult. PI., 34s; Rev. A. Campbell,

Rep. Scon. PI., Chutia Nagpur, Nos. 7S57» SiOfj, 949^; U. C. Dutt,

Mat. Med. Hindus, 30^ s Arjun, Cat. Bomb. Drugs, 20Qf Murray

t

PI. & Drugs, Sind, 126 ; Birdvaood, Bomb. Prod., rso ; Baden Powell,

Pb. Pr., 240, 342; Atkinson, Him, Dist, {X., N.^W, P. Gae.), 309*

604 : Duthte & Fuller, Field and Garden Crops, 41, Pi. xi. ; Useful

Pi. Bomb. {XXV., Bomb. Gax,), 132, 377 i Church, Food-Grains,
Ind,, 132, f, 29; Guide to the Mus. of Ex. Bot. Kew, 44; Stocks, Rep. on
Sind; Bomb. Man., Rev. Acets, tot; Settlement Report: PanjAb,
Haadra, 88 ; Montgomery, /07 / Kdngra, 23; Lahore, 9 ; Jhang, 83, 93 ;

N.-W. P., Bareilly, 82; Central Provinces, Baitool, 77; Chanda, 8t ;

Gazetteers :--Bomhay, IV., 33 i V.,29; VIII., 182, 188: XVIII., Vt. 11.,

43 ; Panjdb, Hoshidrpur, 93 ; Ludhiana, 140; Karnal, 172; Gurgaon,

84 i N.-W. P., I., 80; III., 223, 433 ; IV.,lxxi.\ Rdjputana, 234, 269

;

Agri-Horti. Soc., Panjdb, Select P^ers up to 1862, Index, 42 ; Rept. of
Agri. Dept. Bombay, App. viii. ; Cent. Prov., Statement D.

Habitat.—A perennial or annual herb« with stems trailing to a length

of 1 to 2 feet; found throughout India from the Himalaya to Ceylon, and
extending from the tropical region up to 4,000 feet in the North-West. It

is closely related to P. trilobua, Ait., with which it ames in flowers and
general habit. It is cultivated in many parts of India, and in certain

localities is quite as important a crop as urd. DeOandoMe remarks
that the absence of a Sanskrit name (by which he probably means an
ancient Sanskrit name), and the variety of names in modem Indian lan-

guages, point to a recent cultivation. U. O. Dutt gives it the Sanskrit

name of Makushtaka, a word which, according toBirMonier Williams,

is applied to a ** species of kidney bean, or of rice.**

tuLTivATioN.—This bean is generally cultivated as a hot-weather or

kharif cro9 in the plains, in dry, light, sandy soil, bein^ sown in Jui.e-

July and reaped in October-November. It is impossible to give the

total area annually under the crop in all India, but that it is by no means
small is indicated by the figures given for areas when available. The fol-

lowing account of the method of cultivation in different districts and prov-
inces, may be taken as typical ;

—

jst. Panjdb.—No details exist as to the extent of area under the crop in

the whole province. The crop is, however, a fairly important one, and the
method of cultivating it may be gathered from the following :—“ Moth is an
extremely hardy plant, and the zamindars say that if it once puts forth

sufficient leaves to cover its root, no amount of dry weather affects it. It is

supposed to be a capital *grain,* and the green plant first class fodder for

horses. The bhusa is also highly prized. The bhdsa of this pulse is of two
kinds—* phalidi,' the broken shreds of the pods and stalks, ana * pattari* the

leaves. Two ploughings are deemed sufficient. The seed is sown broad-
cast and ploughed in, about the same quantity being used as of mwng
(Phaseolus Mungo). The sowings are made rather earlier than those of

mast mungin the Hathar, as the cultivator has not the fear of floods before
his eyes, and the harvest is consequently also earlier ** {Settlement Report,

Jhang District). In the Gazetteer of the Hoshidrpur District it is stated

that tTie crop thrives best /n years when the rainfall is scanty, that it i*.

sown on the poorest lands, and on dry sloping hill-sides, and that the
experimental returns show an average yield of about two maunds an acre.

In Ludhidna it is generally grown mixed with mung or mdsh (P.

Mungo and P. Mungo, var, radiatut)> in light sandy soils. In richer soils

CULTIVATION
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these pulses are grown mixed with millets. The method of this mixed

cultivation is as follows The great millet is either sown wide, when

the object is to develop the heads tor grain {.jowAr), or thick, with a view

to the fodder {charri). The times of sowing and reaping are the same as

for the pulses. Where, as in the eastern portion of the district, there is a

great deal of irrigation, and the well cattle are dependent on the fodder

raised in the unirrigated land, the crop is always the mixture of moth, &c.,

with charri, except where the soil is sandy, and only a pulse can be grown.

The crop gfrows up very dense, the millet having a very small head,

and never reaching more than a height of about four feet. The people

begin cutting the whole as green fodder in Au^st, and go on using it

for about two months till the crop has ripened. The heads of the charri

are occasionally picked for grain; but generally the mixed crop is

cut down, and “given without any attempt to get the grain of the pulses.

It is intended that the cattle should get the gram as well as the straw, for

it would be a short-sighted policy to keep out the former, as the cultiva-

tor well knows. In Jagraon iahstl there is not the same necessity for a

strengthening fodder, and very fineyewaV is grown. There is the same
mixture of pulses ; but the millet seed is in very small amount. The
stalks come up at intervals, and grow to a height often of 8 or 10 feet,

and have very fine heads, which almost weight them down. The pulses

also have a fair yield of grain ; and only the straw and iovsdr stalks are

used for fodder. In the Jangal villages the spiked millet (bajra) som^
limes takes the place of jowdr. In the Bet, charri or fodder alone is

grown, the soil not suiting the pulses of the Dhdia. There is no yield of

grain ** {Gazetteer, 140),

In Karnil it is cultivated in the same way ; the soil receives two plough-

ings, and 5 seers of seed are sown per acre.

In Gurgaon 124,347 acres are estimated to be under the crop. It is

generally grown mix^ with bdjra, but if sown separately the land is

ploughed three or four times, about 10 seers per acre is sown, the crim is

weeded once and harvested in October-November. A more spreading

and more climbing form, called gora moth, is sown under cotton. The
estimated yield of moth averaged about 4 maunds 6 seers per acre

{Gixzetteer, 84, 85). ^

and. Sind,—Stocks states that mvhar is a rabi crop, buti n the Gazet-
teer the remark is made that the other principal kidney beans are kharif
crops. In 1886-87, 8,041 acres were under mohar in the Karachi district,

in 1887-88, 8,539 acres, and in 1888-89, 1,153, Kardchi, and 23 acres

in the Hyderabad, district.

3rd. North-West Prow*wm.—Messrs. Duthie 8t Fuller write, JIfoth

in the khartf answers to the coarse pea known as kesdri** (Lathyrus
sativns), “ in the rabi, both being grown on the worst land which can be
made to bear a crop. It is in consequence grown much more commonly
as a sole crop than either miing or /o6ta, and the area which it occupies
on its own account is very nearly equal to that under urd. It also forms
a very common mixture in miilet’fields, especially in the case of the spiked
or bulrush millet {bdjra), w'hich it resembles in its preference for light

sandy soils, and also in its liability to damage from ill-timed rainfall.

“Its cultivation when grown alone is of the roughest possible descrip-

tion. A couple or at most three ploughings are held sufficient, and the
seed is sown broadcast at the rate of 4 seers to the acre.

" In a favourable season its produce is often very heavy, but taking into

consideration the poverty of the land on which a great portion of it is

grown, and its liability to damage from rain while in flower, the highest
outturn of g^ain which can be taken as the average is 8 maunds to the
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acre, with rather less than double this amount of fodder. The grain is an
article of human food, but there are many prejudices against it, the most
notable being that it is liable to produce worms in the bowel. On the

other hand, it is considered a useful remedy for flatulency. But it is prin-

cipally used as cattle food, and is said to be a fattening diet, as are also

the leaves and stalks ** {Field (harden Crops),

During the three years ending 1882, the average total area under
moth as a sole crop in the thirty temporarily-settled districts, was 211,906

acres, of which 5,879 only were irrigated. The largest area was in the

Meerut Division, which had 84,835 acres; then came Rohilkhand with

67,977 ; Agra, with 31,988 ; Benares, with 15,662 ; Allahabad, with 9,853;
Kumdon, with 1,012, and Jhansi, with 579.

These figures do not include the large quantity grown as a mixed
crop with millets.

4th, Bombay.^Moth is an important crop in this Presidency. It is

chiefly grown mixed with bajra, in shallow, black, or light stony soils.

Sowing takes place in June-July, and the crop is harvested in November.
The method of cultivation is similar to that already described under the

Pamdb and North-West Provinces.

The average area under the crop in Bombay during the past three

years (1886-87 to i888-8g) was 263,424 acres.^ Cultivation appears to

have been decreasing during that period, thus in 1886-87 the area was
309,847 acres, in 1887-88 it was 279,193 acres, while in 1888-89, it dimi-

nished to 201,234 acres. The chief mo^A-growing districts are, Sdtara,

with 53,566 acres in 1888-89, Ahmadabad w'lth 39,176, Poona w'ith 23,905,
Kaira with 22,735, Sholdpur with 21,910, and Dharwdr with 10,491. All

the other districts in Gujardt and the Karnatak are returned as having
small areas (less than 10,000 acres) under the crop. None appears to be
grown in the Konkan. Of the total area, 162,665 acres were rayaiwdri,
21,081 belonged to other Governments, and 17,488 were alienated.

$th. Central Provinces .— In these provinces moth is a non-irrigated
kharif crop, grown under the same conditions and in the same sc t ol

soil as dcscrib^ elsewhere. Figures are not available as to the area under
moth alone, that crop being returned together with mung and urad (see
P. Mungo, p. 189-191).

6th. Central India and Rdjputana.—Moth is cultivated to some con-
siderable extent in these provinces, both alone, and mixed with bdjra. In
the State of Dholpur 40,000 acres are said to be under the crop, of which
the largest proportion is in Bdri. The averse outturn per acre is 10
maunds of pulse and 8 maunds of husk. The latter fetches R2, the
former Rio, and since the total cost of cultivation is given as Rp-ia-g, the
profit to the cultivator is about R2-3-3.

yih. Bengal.—Moth is cultivated to a small extent in most of the dis-
tricts of this province, particularly in Furruckdbdd, Patna, Piirneah, and
Gorakhpur. It is sown in August and reaped in December or January,
and is said to yield " 15 maunds (i i cwt.) of good pulse per acre ” {Hunter,
Stat, Acet., Bengal^ XIV. t I2i).

8th. Assnm.—'lhe crop is cultivated in most of the districts in a
similar manner to that in Bengal. No statistics are available regarding
the area under it.

Medicine.—The pulse is said to be a useful medicinal diet in cases
of flatulence, and is also used as a food in cases of fever ; the root, as
well as that of P. radiatus, is stated by Royle to be narcotic.

Food & Fodder.—The beans are considerably enmioyed in certain
parts of India, especially in Bombay, as a vegetable. The pulse is split

and eaten as ddl^ cooked in various ways. Thus it is ground to flour and
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used with other grains in making cakes ; and is eaten parched or boiled

whole with condiments. In the Panjdb and North-West Provinces it is

little esteemed, being considered heating and apt to give rise to worms
in the bowel.

The whole plant is a valuable fodder, and, as already stated, is fre-

quently grown, either alone or mixed with some millet, for this purpose.

The gram is employed as a food for fattening oxen and horses, but is

said not to be given to milch cattle, for it is supposed to prevent the flow

of milk. When given to oxen it is bruised and steeped in water for a few
hours to soften ; when for horses it is generally mixed with bdjra. The
stalks are fairly nutritious and are also used as fodder. According to

Church the composition of the pulse is as follows :

—

Water, ii‘2 : albumenoids, 23*8 ; starch, 56*6 ; fat, *6 ; fibre, 4*2 ; ash
3*6 (o*8 of phosphoric acid) per cent.

Ic.f i. 43*

Phaseolus adenanthus, G. F, Meyer ; Ft. Br, Ind,, //,, 200
;
Wight,

Syn.—Phasbolus rostratus, (To//.; P. alatus, Roxb.; P. aiiarus,
Roxb, mss.; P. ciKRHOsus and TRuxiLLENSis, H. B. K.

;

P. sbnega-
LENSIS, Guxll. & Per.

Vem.—Banbarbaii, Beng.; Kullounda, hullonla. Bomb.; Kdralsonaf
Tam.; Karalasatta. kdru alachanda, Tel.

References.— Flora Andhr., Ss; Drury, U. PI., 33^; Lisboa,U. PI.

Bomb,, IS2 ; A^ri.^fJorii. Soc., Jnd., yournal (Old Series), IX,, 417 f
Jndm Forester, ill,, 237 ; XllJ,, $6.

Habitat.—A sub-glabrous perennial with firmer leaves than the culti-

vated species, found wild all over the plains from the Himalaya to Ceylon

;

not cultivated.

Food.—The tuberous root is cooked and eaten, especially in time of

famine.

P. calcaratus, Roxh, / Ft. Br, Ind,, II., 203.
Syn.—Phaseolus sublobatus, Wall.;P. hirtus. Wall,; P. Mungo,

Wall Cat., 55^9 C, ex-parte ; P. pubbscbns, Blume.
P. torosns, Roxh , is probably a cultivated form of this species, with short

suberect stems, and subsessile congested racemes.
Vem.—Butri, ghurush, } Sutri, Santali; Sita mas, pau main,
Nrpal; Ghurdsh, Pb. ; Gurdsh, gurounsh, Kumaon.

References—Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed.C.B.C., 555, 55«; Campbell, Ec. Prod*,
Chutia Nagpur, No. 8137 ; Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 240 ; Atkinson, Him.
Dist., 69$; Settlement Rep. Kumdon, App., 32; Mcidden, Off. Rept.
Kumdon, 2S0 ; Agri.’Hortt. Soc. Ind., Trans,, IV., W2.

Habitat.— Cultivated and wild throughout the tropical zone from the
Himalaya to Ceylon. It may be grown to a higher elevation than most
other pulses, reaching an altitude of 6,500 feet in the N orth-West Prov-
inces and to 5,000 feet in the Khdsia Hills.

Cultivation.—

T

wo forms are said to exist—one with red, and the other
Rith cream-coloured, seed. The cultiv.'ition of neither is extensive. Like
tnoili it is a kharif crop, being sown in June-July and reaped in October-
November.

Food & Fodder.—It is used, like the other pulses of this genus, for

food and fodder.

P. lunatUSi Linn. ; FL Br. Ind., //., 200.

The Lima or Duffin Bean.
Syn.—Phaseolus vulgaris, Wall, non Linn.;V. inamcenus, Linn,*

P. XuARBSii, ^Mrr. ; P. puberulus, H. B. K., and P. tunkinbnsis,
£am., are cultivated varieties of this species.

Vtnk.-^KursumbullepuUie, Hind.; Bunbur-butti, Beng.; Lobiya, Pe.
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Reference.— FI. Ind., Ed. C. B. C.. SS4; DC., Origin Cult. PI.,

344 s Lisboa, U. PI. Bomb., 1S3 / Darrah, Note on the Petrie of Assam,
18S8 ; Church, Food-Grains of India, ISS t Firminger, Man, Gard. for

^
India, 158.

Habitat.—A tall, biennial plant, the legfume of which is 2 to 3 inches
long, scimitar-shaped, with large se^s, and variable in colour. It resembles
the “ French Bean ” in general aspect, but has smaller and more numerous
flowers. It is very commonly cultivated throughout India, for use as a
vegetable ; indeed, it is fre^ently termed the “ French Bean ” by Anglo-
Indians. According to DeCandolle it is a native of Brazil, and is believed
to have come to India originally from the Mauritius.

Cultivation.—The see^s should be sown in October when the rains are
over, about 4 inches apart, in rows. The plants are of extensive growth,
and require strong sticks for their support. A moderately-shaded situa-
tion suits them best (Firminger).

Food.—The young beans may be cooked in the same way as the
French bean. When old they are rather coarse, and are shelled, the
large, flat, ivory-like seeds being alone eaten. These may be boiled, or
fried in oil, and have in either case a ver^ agreeable roast-chestnut-like
flavour. The best variety for cultivation is the large, oval, white-seeded
kind, with at the most a brown or black mark close to the hilum. Seeds
of this forrn are much preferable to those which arc flattened, and rather
reniform with blotches of red or black veinings.

A white-seeded form from Mysore was analysed by Church with the
kdlowing result :—Water, 13*3; albumenoids, 197 ; starch, S7’8 ; oil, i’2

;

fibre, 4*3; ash, 37 per cent. One of these seeds weighed 16^ grains.
It is well to remember that this species sometimes exhibits markedly

poisonous properties.

rdJt. 3Q2
Phaseolus multiflorus,iri7«./ FI. Br.Ind., II., 200 , DC., Predr.',

The Scarlet-Runner.
Sya. —P. COCCI NBUS, Lam.
Mtttnct9.^Firminger, Man. Gard. for Ind., igi; Smith, Ee. Die.,

3J\i Bomb. Gazetteer, VIII., 184; Jour. AgH.-Horti. Soc. (Nem Series),
IV., 7.&1dtat.>—A climbing bean which differs from P. vulgaris, Linn., in its

bright scarlet, casually white, flowers, arranged in long racemes which
often overtop the leaves. It is a native of Mexico, but is commonly culti-
vated in Inaia for the sake of its tender green pods. The plant is
remarkable as being one of the few that twine in a contrary direction to
the sun, that is, from right to left.

Cultivation. The seed should be sown in October when the rains are
at a distance of three inches apart. Firminger states

that he has sown them earlier, and had plants in blossom in the rains,
but the flowers dropped off without forming a single pod. When about
3 inches high they should have sticks for their support. This species does
not bear heat well, and, therefore, though perennial, must be raised from^ed each seapn afresh. In the warmer parts of the country its cultiva-
tion is attended with but little success {^Firminger).

Food. The tender young pods are a most excellent vegetable.

P. Mungo, Linn.; FI. Br. Ind., II., 203.
Green Gram.

Roxh.; p. AUREUS, Ham.; P. hirtus, Retz.
Var. glaber, Mungo, Wall. Cat.,ssli9>

ex parte; P. GLABRE-
SCEW8, Steud.

Var. Wightianus, Grab.

;

P. Wichtii, W* &A. ; P. subvolubilis. Ham,
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Var. radiatuSf Linn, (sp.) ;P. Roxburohii, W. & A.; P. Munqo, Wall,
Cat. SS^9* ex parte; P. setulosus, Dalz, ; ViONA opisotRicha,
A, Rich. It is convenient for the purpose of this work to consider Phas-
eolus Mungo, type form, and varieties glaber and Wightianus to-
ge.ther, separating VAR. radiatus as a distinct product, since it is cultivated
and recognised as a separate crop

Vern.

—

Mun^, karri mUn^, walli m^ng, munj, pessara. Hind.;
MAng, tnugf hari-mung, hheruya, hulat, ghnra muga, sona viAga,
krtshna muga, Beng.; Kala mug, sauli mug, dheila mug, Uriya;
MAng, Sanial; Mu, mung, Nepal; Mung, chhimi, chikan, N.-W. P.;
MAng, Kumaon; Mung, mungi, mAJi, Pb. ; Mai, Pushtu; MAng,
Raj.; MAng, mah,S\mi\ MAng, mAngu, C.P.; MAng, Bomb.; MAg,
Mar.; Mag, Guz.; Pucha-payarA, strApayarA, patche paira, Tam.;
WAthAlA, patchapessara {gTB.m^patchapessalA), tel. ; nesaru hesarn-
hele, Kan.; Painouk, pai, Burm.; Munmee, Sing.; Sans.;
Mung, mung, Pbrs.

References. FI. Jnd., Ed. C.B.C., 55^5/ Voigt, Hort. Sub. CaL, 280 ;
Stewart, Pb. PI., j3 ; DC., Orig. Cult. PL, 346 ; Mason, Burma & its
People, 46J, y68 ; Str W. Elliot, FI. Andhr., 126, 140, 15/ ; U, C. Dutt,
Mat. Med. Hindus, 149, SoQ; S. Arjun, Cat. Bomb. Drugs, 42; Murray,
PL & Drugs, Sind, 1^ ; Birdwood, Bomb. Prod., I2t ; Baden Powell,
Pb. Pr.,239; Drury, U, PL lnd.,33*j; Atkinson, Him. Dist. {X.,
H.-W.P, Qaz.), 69s; Duthie & Fuller, Field and Garden Crops,37,
pl. ix.; Useful PL Bomb. (XXV., Bomb. Gaz.), i‘i2, 77 i Ckuten,
Food-Grains, Ind., 148, f.28 ; Guide to the Mus.f Ec. Bot., Kew, 44,
Rep. Agrt. Station Cawnpore, 1884, 7 ; Man. Madras Adm., J.,^9;
Madden, Off. Rept., Kumaon, afjg; Bomb. Man. Rev. Acets., loi ; Set-
tlement Report :-“Panjdb, Montgomery, 107 ; Lahore, W ; Gujrdt, Apt,,
xxxviii.; Hazara, 88 ; Peshawar, cxvii., App., ix.; N.-W, P., Bareilly,
82 ; Kumdon, App., 32; Allahabad, 27 ; Central Provinces, Chanda, 81 •

Baitool, 77 ; Upper Godavery, 3$ ; Land Rev. Settle., Nursingpore, $2 :

Papers relating to Settle, of Chellumbrum and ManargAdi, South
Arcot, tw; Gazetteers—Bombay, JJ., 63; IV., $3; V., 2S ; VII., 30,
79.89; VIII., 182; XII., isi ; XIII., 289; XVI., 100; XVII., 2f>9;

Panjdb. Hoshidrpur, 93 ; Ludhiana, 140 ; Gurgaon, 84; Kamcil, i'j2

1

N.-W.P., III., 225, 463; IV„ Ixxi.; Orissa, II., IS, 45. 133, r8o

;

Mysore & Coorg, I, $9; II., H; Rajputana, 2f>9 ; Agri.-Hortx. Sot.,
Ind.:—Trans., I., 41 ; II., wi, 128; VIII., 2S9 ; Journals (Old Series),
IX. (Sel.), 59; XJlI.,SeL,Sh 52.

Habitat.—This pulse is a native of India, and has been cultivated for
at least 3,000 years. It is met with, both wild and cultivated, throughout
the plains, ascending to 6,ouo feet in the outer ranges of the North-West
Himalaya.

CULTI^TION Cultivation.

—

Mung is one of four pulses which resemble each other

497 very closely in appearance and habit of growth, the other three being
moth (P. aconitiiolius), lobia, rausa or rawas (Vigna Catiang, Endl.),
and urd or mash (P. Mungo var, radiatus). It can be easily distinguished
from the two first, but belonging to the same species as the last, the
resemblance between the two is very great. The most popular distinction

between the two, as met with in the field, lidfe in the fact that mung has
dark CTeen, and urd yellowish green, leaves, but the chief difference is in

the shape of the grain, that of the latter being much larger and longer
than that of mung. “Exclusive of urd,y Messrs. Duthie & {Fuller
write, “ there are three well-marked varieties, having respectively green,
yellow, and black seeds.” The g^een-seeded is the typical and common-
est variety (harri-mdng), that with yellow seed (sona-mung) has been
described as Pbaseolus aureus, while that with black seeds (krishna-

mung) has also been described by Roxburgh as distinct under the name
of Pbueolus Max.

Mung is cultivated all over the Peninsula, and an idea of its import-
ance may be gathered from provincial figures, which are cited \shen
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available, though no estimate can be given of the total area under the

crop.

isi. The Panjdh.—The cultivation of P. Mungo in this province is yery
extensive, but no idea of the area can be given from the fact that it is

almost always sown mixed with either moth (P. aconitifolius), or with

mdih {par. radiatus), and that all are generally cultivated as mixed crops

with certain of the millets. In the Karndl Gazetteer, it is stated that this

is more particularly so in the case of mung^ which is nearly always grown
with judr or bdjra. It is also occasionally sown broadcast with cotton,,

the tall plants of the latter affording the shade so beneficial to its growth.
The method of cultivation differs in no essential point from that of P.

aconitifolius already described. The plant grows well in loams and light

soils, is not suited to clays, and succeeds best with a fair amount of moisture

in the soil, though a heavy rainfall is deleterious. The seed is sown broad-

cast in July or August after one or two plou^hings and is then ploughed
in. It ripens at the same time as moth (in October-November) and is

cut in certain districts, in others it is pulledi In the Settlement Report of

the Jhang District it is stated that fields that have been cropp^ with

mung are usually covered with a strong after-crop of talla grass (Cyno-
don Dactylon, Pers.), The plants when young are said to suffer from the

attacks of grasshoppers {tidda), and later from caterpillars which attack

the pods.
2nd. Sind,—The crop is gfrown in a similar manner to mothi in the kharit

season. It is apparently increasing in Importance at the expense of P.

aconitifolius, the area of which, as already stated, is steadily decreasing.

The only area from which it is returned is the Kardchi district. During
the past three years, the average area has been 10,822 acres; in 1886-87
it was only 5,624 acres, while in 1887-88 it increased to 13,553, and in

1888-89, to 13,288 acres.

3rd. North-West Provinces Duthle & Fuller write, ** Mung
is grown in every district of the Provinces, but almost invariably as a
subordinate crop in fields of millet or cotton, and very seldom by itself.

It IS therefore a kharff evo^, being sown at the commencement of the rains,

and reaped in October. It is in some respects remarkable that it is not
more frequently grown alone, since its grain commands a far higher price

than that of millet, but this is no doubt partly explained by the precarious-
ness of its growth ; heavy and continuous rain, especially in September
(when it is in flower), often causing absolute ruin. But, as a counterpoise
to this, it bears, and justly, the reputation of being able to withstand a
great deal of drought, and in a season of scanty rainfall, when millets have
utterly failed, it, with urd, lobia, and moth, forms a most valuable food
resource, the so-called ‘subordinate’ crop, becoming, in this case, of first-

rate importance. Another advantage which these pulses share with arhar
is that of not impoverishing the spil, or, at all events, not to the extent of
gramineous crops, such as the millets. Not only does the depth to which
the roots penetrate, enable them to gain moisture from land on which their

shallow-rooted companions wither of drought, but it also leads to the
aeration of the ground, and whether it be true or not that they actually
add to the fertility of the soil by fixing atmospheric nitrogen, they at all

events increase the fertility of its surface by accumulating from below food-
substances which were beyond the reach of shallow-rooted plants.

Its cultivation is exactly the same as that of cotton or millet. When
grown alone it is sown at the rate of about 12 seers to the acre. When
associated with millet or cotton it shares the benefit of the weeding which
these crops receive, and only receives irrigation when they require it. It

is reaped about a fortnight before the millets and is threshed out by bul-
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locks in the usual manner. The crushed stalks and leaves are much
prized as fodder, and arc used to give a tempting flavour to trash that

even Indian cattle might otherwise reject as uneatable. Its cost of cultiva-

tion may be assumed to be the same as that of judr or hdjra ” (from

K 1 2-13 to R 13-13 per acre). “ When grown alone, the average outturn per
acre is reported from most districts as about 5 maunds of g^ain and three

times the weight of fodder.”

In 1881, 29,684 acres were returned as being under mung in the thirty

temporarily-settled districts of the North-West Provinces. Of this

amount the Rohilkhand Division was returned as having 15,235 acres ;

Meerut had 8,256 ;Jhansi, 2,799; Agra, 1,988; Allahafed, 1,357; and
Benares 49 acres. Tnese figures, however, give no real idea of the im-
portance of the crop in the agriculture of the Provinces. Mr. Fuller

states that it is grown in greater or less amount on fully one-fourth of the
total area under crops, and represents, so to speak, the cultivator’s

insurance against a shorter allowance of rainfall than his millets can
make shift with.

4#/i. Bombay.—The crop is grown to a greater or less extent in all dis-

tricts of the Province, but is cultivated on much the largest scale in the dis-

tricts of the Karnatak, a locality in which moth is but little grown. It is

cullivatfd, cither by itself or mixed with millets, in shallow, light, stony

soils, and often as a first crop on rich lands. Sown in June it is harvestetl

in September. A variety called mugi is said to be most frequently grown
as a mixed crop with bdjra.

The average area under the crop during the past three years has been
158,868 acres, vis., 178,973 in 1886-87, 156,839 in 1887-88, and 140,793
acres in 1888-89. bast year this area was distributed as follows:

—

I )hdrwdr, 43,035 acres, Biidpur, 37,667 acres, Sdtara, 15,383 acres, Bel-
gauni, 8,367 acres, and the other districts with smaller areas.

5//1. Central Provinces.—Mung is cultivated as an unirrigated kharif
crop in the same way as P. aconitifolius, and, together with that pulse and
urdd (7'rtr . radiatus), covers a large area. The areas under these three crops
returned during the past three years have been :—1886-87, 207,157 acres;

1887-88, 181,247 acres ; 1888-89, 169,138 acres. The falling off is due to a
diminution of the figures from Rdipur and Bilaspur. The districts which had
the largest areas under the crt»p in 1888-89 were :—Bhanddrd with 37,032
.acres, RAipur with 32,709, B.ilaghat with 27,250, Nimdr with 22,380, and
jabalpur with 13,550. All the other districts, except Bilaspur and Sam-
balpur, were returned as having small areas (less than 10,000 acres) under
the crop. The rcm.arks m.^dc above regarding figures of area in the
North-West Provinces ap^y equally to these.

In several Settlement Reports it is stated that though chiefly grown
with jowdri as a kharif crop it is also cultivated in the rabi season. In
the report on the Nagpur Experimental Farm for 1887-88, it is said that

the average outturn ptT acre, obtained at the farm in 1887, was 45ofl) to

the acre.

6th. Rdjputana and Central India.—No statistics are available regard-
ing the area, but it ma\ be gathered that the crop is cultivated to a consider-

ame extent in the same wav as elsewhere. In the Rdjputana Gazetteer it

is stated that the estimated outturn is 8 seers of mung^ and 3^ seers of the

millet with which it is grown, per acre. The cost of cultivation is estimated

at R 10-0-9, the value of the crop at R13-6-3, and the profit at R3-5-() per

acre.

Madras yih. Madras.-^\i is grown in this province in calcareous loamy soils, and

504 *** considered a gixxl rotation after cereal crops. It is sow n Iwth as a kharif
^ ^

and rabi crop, cither alone or mixed w ith rdgi (Eleusine Coracana) and the
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great and the spiked millets. Drury states that it forms a very large portion

of the pulse crops, and that large Quantities are annually shipped from
Madras^ to Pegu, Bengal, Bombay, Mauritius, and other places. In the

Madras Experimental Farms Report for 1871 it is stated, that sown in

October ana reaped in February, 24® of s^ yielded on an average

480® of pulse. Statistics of the area under the crop are not available.

Bengal.—Mung is grown to a large extent as a rotation after aus paddy,
and is followed by the same crop, arahar, kachu, or begun. In the Agri.

Dept. Reportfor 1886, it is stated that three varieties, sona mug, krishna

mugg and ghora mug are grown. All reouire a light friable soil, high

and well drained, and cannot be grown in clay. Four or five ploughings

suffice, but the soil should be fairly pulverised. The seed is sown in Sep-

tember-October, about 1^ seers being thrown broadcast over a bigha.

The after cultivation consists in hoeing the field once with the koaalt.

Harvest time is the end of December and beginning of January, and a
yield of 2 to 2\ maunds per bigha is obtained.

The pulse if heated in any way is liable to the attacks of weevils, and
should consequently be kept in a cool place. Some mix the grain with

sand, some rub it with oil, and others mix with tamarind seeds to preserve

it. The last is said to be the most efficacious remedy {Agri. Dept, Report,

j886). No figures can be given of the area under the crop.

Medicine.—The pulse is employed as a diet in cases of fever, and
j

thoi^h difficult to digest is considered cool, light, and astringent. Thus
I

U. 0 . Dutt writes, “ Mudga, especially its green variety, is considered
most wholesome and suited to sick persons. A soup made of this pulse

is often the first article of diet prescribed after recovery from acute ill-

ness.*’ It is also said to be “ used to strengthen the eyes.**

Food & Fodder.—The green pods are eaten as a vegetable. The
ripe PULSE is used boiled whole, or split like ddl. Parched, and ground
to flour, it IS made into balls with spice, or is employed for making a sort

of porridge, and in times of scarcity for bread. It is also eaten parched,
or boiled whole with condiments. The grain has a pleasant taste, is

wholesome and nutritious, and commands a comparatively high price. By
some authorities it is stated to cause flatulence unless eaten with asafee-
tida, but it must be remembered that all pulse has this tendency, if it

form too large a proportion of the day’s ration, or be insufficiently cooked.
The pulse is a valued food for cattle and horses, being considered

very fattening. The crushed stalks and leaves, though not so valuable
as those of P. aconitifolius, are useful as fodder, and are said to be much
prized, since they give a tempting flavour to “trash that even Indian cattle
might otherwise reject as uneatable.”

Chemical Composition.—According to Church a large number of
analyses have been made of the different forms of mung without dis-
closing any decided difference in chemical composition. One hundred
parts contain water, iO‘8 to ir4 ; albumenoids, 22*2 to 23*8; starch, 54*1
to 54 8 ; oil, 2*7 to 2*0 ; fibre, 5*8 to 4*2 ; ash, 4*4 to 3*8. The former figures
are for typical green-seeded mung, the latter for typical yellow-seeded.
In unhuskra beans the fibre is reduced to i*i per cent., all the other cons-
tituents being proportionately increased.

Domestic.—The flour of the green form is said to be an excellent
substitute for soap. It leaves the skin soft and smooth, and is an invari-
able concomitant of the Hindu bath {Elliot).

Phaseolus MungfO, Linn. ; var. radiatus, Linn. / FI. Br, Ind.,’II.f 20J,
Syn.

—

P. RoxnuRGHii, W. & A.; P. sbtulosus, Dalg.
Vem.— l/rwd, urid, dord, thikiri. Hind. ; Tircorai-kalai, mdsh-kuldi,

Beno. ; Ramra, bit sang, SantaL; t^rd, Kumaon j Mask, mdk, urad.
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^ PHASEOLUS
radiatus.

Cultivation of Urd.

CULTIVATION

514

Pb. j M&ht maeut urad, Sind. ; Udid, maga^ Mar.; Adad^ arad, Guz. /
Urud, kata rfrrf, udid» Dbc. ; Patchay~pyye, panny-pyre, Tam. ; Minu-
mulut karu-minumtdut patsa-pesalu, Tel.; Hasaru, uddu, Kan.;
Cheru-poiaati Malay.; ulundu^nuut Sing.; Huritaf mdsha, dante-
mdsha. Sans. ; Afdsh, Arab. ; Bend masht Pers.

References.— FI, Ind„ Ed, C,B.C., SS7 ; Voigt, Hort, Sub. Cal.,

231 ; Stewart, Pb. PL, 73; Rev. A. Campbell, Kept, Econ, PI. Chutia
Nagpur, Nos. 814S f Sir]V. Elliot, FI, Andhr., S7, its; O'Shaugh-
ftessy, Beng, Dtsbens., 317 ; U. C, Dutt, Mat, Med. Hindus, /, 49» 309 ;
Murray, PI, & Drugs, Sind., 126; Baden Powell, Pb, Pr,, 239 ; Drury,
U. PI. Jnd., 33S ; Man. Madras Adm., 1,, 288 ; Nicholson, Man.
Coimbatore, 223 ; Moore, Man,, Trichinopoly, 71, 72; Madden, Off. Kept,
KumAon, 280 ; Bomb. Man. Rev. Accts., App., 32:—Settlement Report-,
Pnnjdb, Lahore, w ; Montgomery, to7 ; Haedra, 88 ; Kdngra, 25,27;
Simla, App. it., H

;

—3hang, 85, 93; N.~W. P,, Bareilly, 82 ; Kumaon,
App., 32; Allahabad, 27 ; Aaaingarh, ti6; Central Provinces, Chanda,
81 ; Upper Godavery, 36 ; Baitool, 77 ; Land Rev. Settle,, Nursingpore,
52 ; Ganettecrs

.

—Bomhay, II., 63, 269, 273, 277, 280, 284, 283, 291, 295,
390, SJ6, 538,54'* 544* 547 t IV^» S3; VII., 30; VIII., 182; XIII., 2S9;
XVI., 91, too; Panjdb, Ludhiana, 140 ; Hoshidrpur, 93 ; Gurgaon, 84;
Karnal, 172; Simla, 58 ; N.-'W. P., I., 80 ; III., 2, 25, 463 ; Agri.-Horti.
Soc. Ind. Irons., IV., 128 ; Journals {Old Serie:^, IV., 185-189, Set.

56; XIII., 387, Sel. 51,52; {New Sertes), II., Set. j6 .

Habitat.—This variety, which has a similar distribution to the typical

P. MungOi differs in having a longer and more trailing habit, in the

greater hairiness of the plant, and in the seeds being fewer, larger, longer,

and usually of a dark brown colour.

Urd has two distinct cultivated forms, one with large black seeds,

which ripens in August and September, the other with smaller green seeds,

ripening in October and November. Both are, however, sown at the
commencement of the rains, but may be also occasionally grown as a
spring crop in low wet fields, in which case it is sown in February and
reaped in May.

Cultivation.—Urd is the most highly prized of all the pulses of the

genus PhaseoluB, and is largely cultivatca in all parts of India, 'i'hc

method followed is exactly the same as that with moth and mung, with

the exception that it thrives best on the heavier classes of soil, and it is

therefore unnecessary to repeat the information already given, province

by province. Like the others it is generally grown as a subsidiary crop

to certain of the millets, rice, and Indian corn, and to cotton, but is

sometimes cultivated alone. Messrs. Duthie & Fuljer state that the

average area under this crop in the thirty temporarily-settled districts

of the North-West Provinces, was, during the three yearsending 1881,

258, 495 acres. Of the total area under kharIf croipsii constituted a per-

centage of 3’6 in the Meerut Division, 4*7 in Rohilkhand, *2 in Agra, *2 in

Allahabad, 1*4 in Benares, 1*2 in Jhansi, and 3*1 in Kumaon. This,

however, as in the case of P. Mungo, represents but a very small fraction

of the total area on which the crop is grown. Mr. Fuller indeed states

that, if the area were included on which it is cultivated as a subordinate

crop, the total would be at least twelve times increased.

The average amount of seed sown is from 4 to 6 seers per acre, the

average outturn (when grown as a sole crop) is 5 maunds of grain, with

three times its weight of straw. The plants suffer much from mildew if

there be a long continuance of damp winds, and are also much damaged
by heavy rain.

It is the most important leguminous crop in the valley of Nepdl, and
constitutes a considerable portion of the area under kidney beans in the

Central Provinces (see P. Mungo, p. 190).

In certain districts of Madras it is grown as a separate crop, either

P. SM
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(Urd) in India. ( 7 - Murray,)
PHASEOLUS
Mungo.

in gardens or on dry lands. It is sr)wn in August or September, and

reaped from December to January. The crop is said to obtain greater

attention in this Presidency than it does elsewiiere ;
sheep manure is used,

the soil is well ploughed, and it is weeded by hand after about six weeks.

As much as yoolb per acre is said to be sometimes obtained {Coimbatore

Dist. Man,

)

Medicine.—Mash is a highly valued article of Hindu medicine. It is

prescribed both internally and externally in paralysis, rheumatism, and

affections of the nervous system, and enters into the composition of

several decoctions recommended by Chakradatta for these diseases.

Several oils for external application also contain this pulse as their basis

or principal ingredient, for example, the gvalpa mdsha taila, a prepara-

tion said to be useful in rheumatism, contracted knee, stiff shoulder,

&c. {U, C.DuU),
. , u c 1

•

In modern Indian medicine it is prescribed as laid down by Sanskrit

writers, and is also considered hot and tonic, and useful in piles, paralysis,

and affections of the liver. The root is supposed to be narcotic, and

according to Campbell is prescribed by the Santals as a remedy for

“ aching bones. ”

Special Opinions.— §
“ Used as a poultice for abscess” {Assistant

Surgeon Nehal Stng, SaUarunpore). “ Sometimes used as a lactagogue in

the form of ordArxarWy ddl {Assistant Surgeon S, C. Bhattacharji,

Chanda). ** A poultice of the seeds is used in inflammation ” {Assistant

Surgeon T. N. Gho<:e, Meerut). « A/nj/i A-rt/fV is the most commonly used

pulse in Bengal. In seasons when cholera prevails i\\\s ddl is often

preferred. It is considered an easily digestible and cooling article of

diet. My personal experience accords with this popular impression

{Surgeon H, L, Dutt^ M.V.t Pabnd),

Food & Fodder.—The ripe grain is the most esteemed of all pulses

in India, and fetthes the highest price. It is eaten in the same way as
mdng, namely, in the form of dal, bread, boiled whole, parched, or as
spice bails, ftc. , and is the chief constituent of the wafer biscuits known
in Bombay as pdpad. In the Panjab it is also used in the form of two
propar.itions known as bdri and sepa. Both of these are similarly prepared,

b) soaking the seed for a couple of days in slightly warmed water. It is

then crushed to a pulp by means of a stone, dried, and eaten mixed with

ghi, or ^^lth biitter-milk. According to Stewart it is not so highly es-

teemed in this province as elsewhere, being considered the most heating,

.and apt to give colic, of all pulses. The green pods are used as a
vegetable. Like all other pulses it is well adapted, from its chemical
composiiion, to supply the food elements wanting in the ordinary diet of

a rice-eating people. It is of interest to note in this connection that the
ASH of the straw, or .stems and leaves, is sometimes eaten, f.g., in Dinajpur,
in pl.ace of salt, probably because it satisfies the craving for inineral matter
brought about by the marked deficiency of rice in ash constituents. The
grain is a valuable fattening cattle and horse food, and the straw is a
highly esteemed fodder.

Chemical Composition.—One hundred parts of the unhusked grain
contain;—water, io*i ; albumenoids, 227 ; starch, 55*8; oil, 2*2; fibre,

4*8; and ash, 4*4 (of which i*i consists of phosphoric acid) {Church), It

therefore resembles the typical species very closely in all its constituents,

but has a larger proportion of starch, oil, and ash than the yellow-seeded
form of P. Mungo.

Domestic & Sacred.—The seed is the reputed origin of the weight
known as mdsha, twelve of which go to the tola, and 960 to the seer (^db).

•3 P. 522
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PHASEOLUS
vulgaris.

The French Bean.

S?3

MEDICINB.
Leaves.

FOOD a
FODDER.
Pulse.

S^.
5*7
5*8

5*9

530

Bread made from the finely ground pulse is said to be used in many of

the religious ceremonies of the Hindus (Roxburgh).

Phaseolus trilobus, Ait. ; FI. Br. Ind., II. t
201 : Wight, Ic., t.

The Thrse-lobed Kidney Bean.
^n.—

D

olichos trilobatus, Linn,
Vem.

—

Mugdni, iriangilu Hind.; Mug&ni^ Bbng.; Arkmut, mukuva.
Bomb.; Pani-pyte, nari-payir, Tam.; Pilli persara, Tel.; Mudga-
parni. Sans.

Referencee.— FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., ssdi Burm., FI. Ind., i. so* fig-
/. ; Voigt, Hart. Sub. Cal.,231 ; Dal». df Gxhs., Bomb. FI., 7* S DC., Origin
Cult. PI., 34s ; Elliot, Flora Andhr., 152; Mason, Burma & Its People,

768 ; Drury, U. PI., 338 ; Lisboa, U. PI. Bomb., I$2, 198, rj7 ; Balfour,
Cyclop., 111., 196; Gametteers t-^Mysore & Coorg,!., S9 i Bomb., XV.,

^2 fJH.-W. P.,\I., 80; IV, Ixxi. ; Madras Man., AdministraHon, /., ;

Nicholson, Man., Coimbatore, 223.

Habitat.—‘A pulse which is distributed throughout India, wild and
cultivated, from the Him iilaya, where it attains an altitude of 7,000 feet,

to Ceylon and Burma. It is chiefly cultivated as a mixed crop for fodder
purposes, and as food for the poorer classes.

Medicine.—I'he leaves are alleged to be tonic and sedative, and are
used in the form of a cataplasm for weak eyes. According to Ainslie,
they are given by the Vytians in Behar, in decoction, as a remedy for
** irregular fever

”

Food ft Fodder,—The pulse, though highly nutritious and much es-

teemed in certain localities, is generally eaten only by the poorer classes.

The ROOT is said to be eaten in China, and a sort of arrowroot is ob-
tained from it in the same country. It is also employed as a cattle food.

The STRAW is said to afford good fodder.

P, trinervius, Heyne : FI. Br. Ind., II„ 203,
Syn.

—

Phaseolus fakinosus, Linn.
Wem.-“Mukani, mataki. Bomb.
References.— a* GiT*., Bomb.Fl.,7l ; Lisboa, U. VI. Bomb., 198;

Gaeetteer, Bombay, XV. (Kanara), 432 ; Agri.-Horti. Soc. Ind., Jour.
(Old Series), VI., 43.

«

Habitat —A pulse, closely allied to P. Mung^, which is found on the

plains of the Western Peninsula and Ceylon, ascending to 4,000 feet.

Food.—The seed, which is said to be rich in nitrogenous principles,

was largely used as food in the Deccan famines.

P. vulgaris, Zinn. ; FI. Br. Ind., II., 200.
The Kidney, French, or Haricot Bean.
Syn—p. NANUS, Linn. ; P. compressus, oblongus, saponaceus, tu Mi-

nus, HAMATOCARPUS, 8PHAIR1CUS, aod GONOSPERMUS, DC.
Vtm.'^Bakla, loba. Hind.; Sheto teru, Nepal ; Shiuchana, bdkula, N.-W.

P.; BHbri, Pb.; Barigali, Tel.; Dambala, Sing.
References.— FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 554; DC., Orig. Cult. PI.,

338; Atkinson, Him. Dist . 694; Lisboa, U. PI. Bomb., 152 / Birdwood," ’ ”
'

f; Church, Food Grains of India, 147 ; Firminger,Bomb. Prod., J22
Mat'' ' - ’

Ind.
Man. Card,for India, 152'; Ind. Oard., l63~l64 ; Agri.-Horti. Soe. cf
' • - '

^
; IV.,t^, 14A* 215 ; V^.,d.—Trans., /., App., 248 ; III., Pro., 226 ; IV., 145, 146, 225 i

; VII., Pro., 108, 284 ; Journals (New Series), IV., 24 ; Gametteers r—
Mysore & Coorg, I., 59 ; N.-W. P., I., 80 ; Moore, Man. Trichinopoly,
to, 67 ; Gribble, Man. Cuddapah, 43 ; Settlement Repts. :^Simla, A^.,
ii., H, xli. ; Kumdon, App. 33. ...

Habitat.—The common French Bean is universally cultivated in tropi-

cal, sub-tropical, and temperate regions, but is nowhere clearly knemn
to be a wild plant. Botanists held for a long time that it was of Indian
or Kashmir origin, but DeOandolle {Orig. of Cul. PI.) has proved this

P. 530
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The Haricot Bean. if Murray.) PHEASANTS.

not to be the case. According to that learned writer, the concensus of

evidence supports the theory that the plant was originally American.
In favour of this view, he sums up as follows (i) Phaseolus vulgaris

has not been long cultivated in India, the South-West of Asia, and Egypt

;

(2) it is not certain that it was known in Europe before the discovery of

America ; (3) at this epoch the number of varieties suddenly increased in

European gardens, and all authors commenced to mention them ; (4) the

majority of the species of the genus exist in South America ; (5) se^s
apparently belonging to the species have been discovered in Peruvian
tombs of an uncertain date, iiftermixed with many species, all American.”

Cultivation.— Many cultivated races of this species are cultivated in

gardens all over India for the sake of their young green pods. The follow-

ing extract from Firminger may be quot^ as describing the method of

cultivation most likely to prove successful : —
‘*(1) Runner French Beans I have found to be far less

prolific in this country than the Dwarf kinds ; and as they in no way
compensate by their flavour for the scanty produce, it is perhaps advisable

to make the principal sowings consist of the Dwarf kinds. The Dutch,
bearing small ivory-like seeds, next to the Dwarf kinds, has proved to be
the most productive. The plant is of slender habit, does not grow high,

and bears long, narrow, very delicate pods. The seed should be sown in

October, in a row, about three inches apart. I have had the plants in

blossom in the rains, but found them utterly unproductive at that season.
** Dwarfs.—Of the Dwarf kinds of French Bean, as those are called

which require no sticks for their support, there are a great many named
varieties. The principal, or only, difference, however, between them seems
to consist in the form and colour of the ripened seeds. In flavour, at least

as regards those cultivated in this country, the several varieties are as much
alike as possible. The first sowing may be made about the beginning of

October in a good soil. The seeds should be put in two inches apart, about
.an inch deep, in rows, two feet between each row. The seed, if sound, will

germinate in three or four days ; and the plants will come into full bearing
in a^ut six weeks from the time of sowing. As the crops are of short
continuance, sowings should be made in succession, at intervals of about
ten days, to keep up a constant supply.

“ 1 have not found Dwarf French Beans thrive well except in a situation
considerably shaded. Where much exposed to the sun the plants not only
make slow growth, but are apt to have their leaves preyed upon and much
injured by insects ; they then become entirely unproductive” {Firmin’'
ger. Manual of Gardeningfor India).

Food.—The young po ns are a well known green vegetable, and are FOOD,
cooked in India in the same way as elsewhere, for the use of Europeans. Pods.

They are scarcely, if ever, used by the Natives, who prefer the cheaper 534
and better known pulses.

The dried srkd is highly nutritious, is largely employed as a vegetable. Seed,
and has much to recommend it as a portable diet for camp and field use. 535
According to Church, one hundred parts of the bean contains : —water,
14; albumenoids, 23; starch, 52*3; oil, 2*3; fibre, 5*5; and ash, 2*9

parts.

PHEASANTS, JUNGLE-FOWL, PARTRIDGES, &c.

Pheasants, &C., ATumf ^ Matsh.y Game Birds, 18jet seq.; Murray, 53^
Avifauna of Br. Ind., //., 529 et seq.

The pheasant families of birds Phasianid.^, Megapodid.®. and Gal-
ling, comprise the pea-fowl, pheasant, jungle-fowl, and spur-fowl, while the

'3 * P. 536
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PHEASANTS. Pheasants, Jimg^le-Fowl, &c.

partridge family, Tetraonid.£, include the partridge, snow cock, and
certain forms of quail. It would probably be of little value to describe at

length each species in a work such as the present ; the reader may, therefore,

be referred to the two works above quoted for zoological descriptions of

each species with an account of its habitat, &c. The forthcoming Second
volume of Birds, in the series of the Fauna cf Brtish India, will also

soon be available for reference.

The Indian birds included in the above enumerated families are as
follow

Fam. Phasiam)d.£.

Pavo cristatus, Linn,: The Peacock.
P. muticus, Linn,: The Burmese Pea-fowl.
Argusianus argus, Linn.: The Ar^s Pheasant.
Polyplectron thibetanum, Om,

:

The Grey Peacock Pheasant.

Fam. MEGAFODID.S.

Megapodiua nicobariensis, Blyth: The Nicobar Mound Bird, or Mcga-
p^e.

Crossoptilon thibetanum, Hodgson: Hodgson’s Eared Pheasant.
Lophophorus Impeyanus, Lath.

:

The Monaul Pheasant.
L. Sclateri, V Sclater’sCrestless Monaul
Ceriomts satjrra, Linn, : The Sikkim Horned Pheasant, or Indian Crimson
Tragopan.

C. melanocephalus. Gray: The Simla Horned Pheasant, or Western
Tragopan.

Ithaginis cnientus, Hardw.

:

The Green Blood Pheasant.
Pucrasia macrolopha. Lesson : 'J'he Koklds Pheasant.
Phasianus Wallichii, Haraw.

:

The Chi'r Pheasant.
Euplocamus albocristatus. Vigors : The White Crested Kalij Pheasant.
E. leucomelanus, Lath.: The NepSl Kalij.

E. melanonotus, Blyth ; The Black-backed Kalij.

E, horsfieldi, G. R, Gray,: The Black-breasted Kalij.

E. lineatus, Elliot : The Lineated Silver Pheasant.
E. Cuvieri, Temvi.

:

The Arracan Silver Pheasant.
E. Andersoni, Elliot

:

Anderson’s Silver Pheasant.
E. Vieilloti, G, R, Gray : Vieillot’s Fire-backed Pheasant.

Fam. Galling.

Gallus femig^eus, Gm,: The Common Jungle Fowl.
G. Sonneratti, Tern,

:

The Grey Jungle Fo^^T.

Galloperdix spadiceus, Gmel.

:

’The Red Spur Fowl.
G. limulatus, Valenc,

:

The Painted Spur Fowl.

Fam. Tetr\onid.«.

Tetraogallus himalayensis, G. R, Gray: The Hjmdlayan Snow Cixrk.
T. thibetanus, Gould

:

The Thibetan Snow Cock.
Lerwa nivicola, Hotigs.

:

The Snow Partridge.
Francolinus vulgaris, Steph.

:

The Black Partridge.

F. pictns, Jerd, & Selby,

:

The Painted Partridge.

F. chinensis, Osb.

:

The Chinese Francolin.

Caccabis chukor, Gray: The Chukor Partridge.

Ammoperdix bonhami, Gray,

:

The Seesec Partridge.

Ortygomis ponticeriana, Gmel.: The Common Grey Partridge.

O. gularis, Temm,: The Kyah Partridge.
Aiboricola torqueola, Valenc.

:

The Common Hill Partridge.
A. atrogularis, Blyth : The Black-throated Hill Partridge.
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and Saline Well Waters. [G. Wait.)

absorption wells* thus returning the salt to its natural destination, the under-
ground water. It is a law that a well will absorb as much water without
raising its level as it would give out without sensibly lowering it. This

n 1 u means has been used in some cases to get rid of
y ar r cu ure.

liquid sewage, but was found to poison the wells.

The plantation of trees is also proved to be a very efficient means of cure.

The kikar is well known as capable of flourishing in such soils. They not
only assist in moderating excessive evaporation by shade, but they also

absorb and remove a certain amount of salt from the soil. As the alkali

exists chietfly in the surface soil and in much less amount at a small depth,
trees may gfrow readily where annual crops could not. The latter have
their rootles only in the surface soil, and are poisoned by the excess of salt

;

while the roots of trees extend deeper into less saline ground ; also plants
not only consume portion of the salt, but they prevent its concentration on
the surface. A most conclusive experiment made near the Western Jumna
Canal by the Irrigation Department is reported by Colonel Fulton. A
piece of utterly useless reh land, for which revenue was remitted, was taken
up by the Department and planted with kikar trees. These flourished and
a very fine crop of doab grass, two feit high, came annually up under the

trees, and the efflorescence disappeared. The villagers, seeing that the land
was improved and fearing it would be alienated by the new settlement, ap-
plied for the restoration of both trees and land, and carried their point in

the courts of law. A few days after the restoration the wood was sold to a
wood merchant and every tree cut down. At present the doab grass is all

gone, and the soil is encrusted with salt Such an experiment madeamong
American farmers would have excited the keenest interest and given rise

to numerous trials of the same.
“ The method of cure by nitrate of lime as a manure, suggested by Dr.

,
Brown, would act in two wavs. It would partly

emica manure.
serve as a manure favouring" vegetation, and in

addition it would act on the alkaline and magnesian sulphate by double
decomposition, producing nitrate of alkali and sulphate of lime, which last

is a slightly soluble salt w'hich is not hurtful to vegetation and would not

form an efnoresi ence. Carbonate of soda would be similarly neutralised,

but the sodium chloride would remain unaltered. The natives arc well

acquainted with this use of nitrous efflorescences, which can be distinguish-

ed from the sulphate of soda by its moistness due to deliquescence and by
the brown colour and by not efflorescing in fine powder. It consists mainly
of common salt .and nitrates of lime and soda. This production of nitrate

IS due to the decomposition of nitrogenous animal or vegetable matter,

first producing ammonia which is afterwards oxidised to nitric acid. An
essential condition of the nitrific.it ion process is the presence of alk.iline

carbonate or carbonate of lime to fix the nitric acid. For example, ordi-

nary dung-heaps may produce plentiful supplies of ammonia, but no nitric

acid. Indeed, nitric acid, if present, is changed by the reducing action of the
decomposing organic matter to ammonia. If wood-ashes containing car-

bonate of potash or lime be mixed with the heap, the acid becomes fixed

Artificial nitre beds, called nitrieres or nitre plantations were first intro-

duced by the chemists of France to supply nitre for gunpowder during the

wars of the Revolution, when the ports of France were blockaded by the

English and imports prevented. Anim.il manure is mixed with carbon-
ate of lime and wood-ashes and frequently watered with urine, which pro-

duces much ammonia. This is cultivated for two or three years. In
tropical countries the production of nitrates is more plentiful and rapid.

A manure of a valuable quality could probably be made by municipalities

or b> the zamindars themselves by mixing pounded kankar, or even marly

R. 70
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Meadow Cat’s Tail Grass.

Cultivation.

542

FODDER
543

References.—Hook., Students* Flora Brit, Islands, 427 ; Sutton, Per-
manent & Temporary Pastures, 58 ; Stabler & Schroter, Best Forage
Plants, 52 (Eng. Ed.).

Habitat.—A medium-sized perennial grass, growing in tufts, and
thriving on moist retentive soils. It is indigenous in Europe and in North
America, and is extensively cultivated as a pasture grass. Royle found
it on the Chor near Simla, and it doubtless occurs in other localities on the
HimAlaya. The popular name of “Timothy Grass” was named after

Timothy Hansen, who first cultivated it in Carolina about the middle of
the last century, soon after which time it came into general cultivation in

Europe.
Cultivation.— Usually grown mixed with clovers and other glasses.

It gives a large yield, since the hay is very heavy, heavier, in fact, than
that of any other grass, a cubic yard weighing from 600 to 85ofi}. For
hay it should be cut before flowering.

Fodder.—** Timothy,” w’hethcr by itself, or forming a large proportion
fjf a clover mixture, makes an excellent green ft>dder, much esteemed for
horses, 'fhe hay is excellent, conuiining a large amount of nutritive matter
in small bulk.

544

TIMBER.

545

PHLOGACANTHUS, A’icJ; Ge?t. PI,, II,, 1 100.

[Acanthacea.
Phlogacanthus thyrsiflorus, Ntes ; FI, Br. Ind,, IV., 5/2;

Syn. —JesriciA thyrsiflora, Koxh.
yitm.^Tita phul, hnkha tita, Assam; Sua, shechnn, Nepal; Sumcher^

• I.kpcua; Bashkah,}<\\c^\,

I

References.— A' For, Ft. Burm , IJ., 246 ,
Gamble, Man. Timb., 281 ;

!
Atkinson, Him. Dtst., JiS , 'Journ. Agri. Horh. Soc., Ind, (New Series),

j

IV., ; Gaaetteer, N.- W, P., /., 83 ; IV., Ixxm.

I

Habitat. —A large evergreen shrub, found in the sub-Himdlayan tract

j

from KumAonlo Assam, the Ivh.isia Hills, and Burma. Often cultivated,
for It is a very handsome shrub with long spikes of flame-coloured flowers.

}

Structure of the Wood.—White, moderately hard, close-grained.
Weight 37llj per cubic fi>ot.

546

TIMBER.

547

548

PH(EBE, Nces ; Gen. PL, III., 757 .

I [ Laurinr;e,
• Phoebe lanceolata, IVees ; Fl.Br. In I., 141 ; Wight, Ic,, t. 1821 ;

Syn.— OrOThA I NNC'FOI ATA, AVcv , I.AIJKIS LANCF UI.ARIA, Roxh.; L.
iancioiata, Wall ; L. SALiciFoi lA and L. ? camphorata, //aw///.

Vera. Han!to, dandorla, kowal, kauln, sun kdwal, bilphari. Hind.;
hauUi, laii, DvRjiLiNt. ; Dupatli, Mfcmi; Nuni ajhar, Garo; Sun
kanwul, Kv'maon ; Chan, chandra, badror, shalanght, Pb.

References. Brandts, For, FL, S77 • Kura, For. Fl. Burm., 11., 2go

;

Gamble, Man. Timb , 3o8 ; Beddome, For, Man,, 184; Ind, Forester, I.,
Q*!, . V., ; Vl/l , ro6, 404; Gaoetteer, N.-W. P., X,, 316.

Habitat. —A small evergreen tree, found in the sub-Tropical Himalaya
fioni Simla to Bhutan, ascending to 6,000 feet ; also met with in the Khdsia
Hills, Sylhet, Burma, and the mountains of South India.

Structure of the Wood.—White, hard, close-grained ; turns brown
on exposure, .and varies in colour in different localities ; weight 46 to 55^
per cubic foot. It is used for planking, especially in native houses.

P. paniculata, Nees; Fl. Br. Ind., V., 142 ; Wight, Ic., t. 1820 .

I

S3rn.

—

Phcebe pubescbns, Nees ; P. Wightii, Meissn.; Ocotea pubes*
' CRNS and PANICULATA, Nees ; Laurus paniculata. Wall.; L. PUBBS-

cens. Wall. ; Cinnamomum tomentosum, and C. Cathia, Don.

P. 548
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The Dwarf Date Palm. (7* Murray,)
PHGENIX

dactylifera.

Vem—Boliigachu, Garo; Kapua kanndl, KUMAON; Kumara, NiL-
GHiRis; Chekio, Magh.

References. —Brandis, For, Ft,, 377 ; Kur0, For, Ft, Burm., //., 290 #

Beddome, For, Ft., t, 2g2.

Habitat.—An evergreen tree found in the Central Himalaya, Burma,
and the Nilghiri Hills, where it attains an altitude of 5,000 to 6,000 feet.

Structure of the Wood.— Dense, heavy, close-grained, soft, of a light

red colour
; used by the Natives of Southern India for many purposes. In

Burma it is soon attacked by xylophages \Jieddome, Kurs),

PHCENIX, Linn, ; Gen, PL, III,, gar,

A genus of Palms which comprises some five or six species, all of which yield

more or less edible fruits, and are of very great interest from an economic
point of view. Considerable confusion, however, still exists as to the names
of the various palms of India. The following descriptions of the species of

Phoenix and their synonomy have been adopted from Brandis.

Pheenix acaulis, ; Brandis, For, Fl,,S55i Palmx.
The Dwarf Date Palm.
Syn.— P. OusBLEYANA, and P. pbdunculata, Griffith ; a variety with black

fruit is described by Griffith as P. acaulis, var. melanocarfa.

\ftm,—Khaittri, pind khajur, jangli khajur,\iliiT>.i Schap, Lepcha;
Chindi, Hindi, jhart sindi, Gond. ; Juno, Kurku ; Find khajdr, Pb. ;

Boichtnd, Mar.; Yita, Tel.; Tkin-boung, Burm.
References.— FL Ind,, Ed. C.B.C., 722 ; Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal.,

642 ; Griffith, Palms of Br. East India, j37, 139, pi, ccxxvtii. ; Kuru,
Bor. FI. Burm., //., $35! Gamble, Man, Timh , 419 f Stewart, Pb. PI.,

243 f Atkinson, Him. Dist., 318 ; Simmonds, Trap. Agri,, 418j For,
Adm. Rept., Chutia-Nagpur, 188$, 6, 34 1 Jour. As. Soc., PI. Ji.f No,
//., tS67, 82; GanHteers, Mysore and Coorg, /., bO i Central Provinces,
286, Settlement Report, C. P„ Upper Godavery, 3g i Jnd, Forester,
VIII., 30T ; IX., 399! X., 325! Xlff., 55/ XIV., jpj.

Habitat.—A low, often almost stemless, palm ; commonly met with in dry
ground in the sub-Himdlayan tract from the Jumna eastward to Behar,
and southwards to Central India; found also in Burma. It flowers in

the cold season, and ripens its fruit in April and May,
The tree described by Griffith as P. pedunculata is referred by

Brandis to this species. It is common and gregarious on open ground of

the hilly country about Courtallum and Kunur on the Nilgniris, at 6,000
feet elevation.

Fibre.—Stewart states that in certain localities rope is made from the
bruised leaves. The fibrous leaves are also used, in the Central Prov-
inces, to thatch houses.

Food.—The fruit is small but eatable. The Natives of Chutia Nag-
pur make a sort of sago from the pith, but the stem is apparently no-
where tapped for its juice.

P. dactyUfera, Linn, ; Brandis, lor, FL, jja.
The Edible Date.
Vem.—Tree Khajdr, khhaji, fruit = kkurma,chdhdra, kukydn, khujiydn,

kujran, ^ndakhejur. Hind.; iT^e^Khdjdr,iTvM^khurmd,pindakMidr,
Brno. i Kasser, Bhot.; tree Khajur, khaji, fruit — bind, chirwi, bag~
ti, khajdr, kukydn, khufnyan, cabbage of leaves •=> gaada, galli, gum >»

hokmchU, gond, sher^’darakhid-khurma, Pb. ; tree Mach, fruit

A/iMrma, N. Baluch. ; Kayura, Pushtu

;

JTarmaA, Turk i ; Pindchir-
di, kurma,tdr, khaji, ixvixt - jartkha, clanuko, SiND; tree ^ Khajdr,
fruit “ tamara, rdjib, nakel, kurma, chuara. Bomb.; Kharjdr, Mar. ;

Khajdr, kdrek, Guz. ; fruit ^Plrich-chankay, Tam. ; Kharjdrabu, perita;
muddakharidraPu, irvai karjdru-kdya, Tel.; Kharjdra, Kan.; fruit

» Tenich~enan~kdya, Malay.; tree =* Swonpalwon, fruit sombldn-mi,
Burm.; Indi, Sing.; Pindakharjura, fruit = kharjjdraha. Sans.;
fruit -• Khurmdt’ydbis, Arab. ; fruit Khurmae-khushk, nakhl, Pbrs.

P* 555
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The Edible Date Palm.

References.— /y/. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 7^3; Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal.,

642; Griffith, Palms of Br. East Ind., 142; Gamble, Man. Timb., 419 ;
Stewart, Pb. PI., 243; Aiichison, R^t. Pl. Coll. Afgh. Del. Com ,120 j
DC., Orig. Cult. PL, jot ; Mason, Burma Its People, 42s ; Sir Iv,
Elliot, FI. Andhr., 90, ti7, tst ; O'Shaughnessy, Beng, D%!ipens., 641 ;

Irvine, Mat. Med. Patna, 21, jot ; U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hindus, 313 ;

Murray, PI. & Drugs, Sind, 16 ; Med. Top., Ajm., T30 ; Birdwood, Bomb.
Prod., 184 1 Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., ^9 ; Useful PI. Bomb. {XXV.,
Bomb. Gaa.), 18 1 ; Econ. Prod. N.~W. Prov., Pt.V. {Vegetables, Spices,& FrutL), 89 ; Royle, Fibrous PL, 96 ; Shortt, Man. ofAgriculture, 217 ;E Bonavia, The Future of the Date Palm in India, 1885 ; Kew Bulletin,
1889, 28 ; Stocks, Rep. on Sind • Guide to the Mus.of Ec. Bot.,3s ; Ayeen
Akhary, Gladwin's Trans., /., 83 { Ain-uAkbari, Blochmann's Trans.,
I.,66,7i ; Linschoten, Voyage 'to East Indies (Kd. Burnell, Tiele, &
Yule), I., 48; II,, 119; Westland, Rept. on Jessore, i6\’‘i76 ; Settle-
ment Reports:—Panjdb, Peshawar, 13 f Reports of Agrt. Depts., Bom-
bay, N.-W. P., Bengal, & Madras i Proceedings of Agri., Rev. <&*

Commerce Dept., 1871, November, Nos. 9 ton ; 1782, March, No. 8,
October, Nos. 18 19 ; Proceedings of Rev. & Agri. Dept., 1886,
May, Nos. t to 6 f Sept., Nos. 19 & 20 ; Gaaetieers :

—Bombay, VIII.,
98% 0 ! XVII., 2$; Panfdb, Rohtdk, 14, Orissa, II., 5/ Mysore &
Coorg, I., M f Trans, of Med. & Phys. Soc., Bombay (New Series), VI.,
7fi ; Agri -Horti. Soc. Ind.:—Journals (Old Series), II., 198; VII.,
pro. 28 ; VIII., 143 sX., 381 tXI.,263 ; i^ew Series), VI., 8 ; Agri.-Hortu,
^oc., Panj db. Select Papers up to 1862, 20S, 238 ; Tropical Agriculturist,
March 1889, 64$; July 1889, 40, Ind. Forester, XIV., 116, 321 ;
Indian Agriculturist, Sept. i8fh, i886 ; January tst, and Sept. 3rd,
1887 ; March r7th, §888; Smith, Es. Diet., 151.

Ifabitat.—A tall tree, attaining 100 to 120 feet, but which differs from
P.Sjlv^triSy Roxb. (The Wild Date Palm of India), in having the foot of the
stem often surrounded by root-suckers and in the leaflets, forming a very
acute angle with the common petiole. It is cultivated and self-sown in Sind
and the Southern Panjdb, particularly near Multan, Muzaffargarh, the Sind
Sagar Doab, and in Trans*Indus territory. Near Dera Ghdzi Khdn the
trees are very numerous on a strip 10 to 12 miles long from north to south.
A few are found planted at many places in the Eastern Panjdb, at Saharan-

I pur, here and t^erc in the Ganges Doab, and in Bandelkhand. It is also
I grown in the Dekhan and Guzerdt, but does not thrive in Bengal.

1 he date-palm, according to DeCandolle, has existed from prehistoric

T dry zone, which extends from Senegal to the basin of
I

the Indus, principally between parallels 15 and 20. From Egyptian and

j

Assyrian remains, it is evident that the tree was knowm, and its value
appreciated, by the ancient peoples of these nations. Herodotus, in a

I

recent age (fifth century before Christ), mentions the date-palms of

I

tsabylonia, and still later Strabo refers to those of Arabia. A certain

j

a^oimt of doubt exists as to whether the palm of the early books of the
Uld 1 estament was the true date-palm, but it appears certain that if so, it

I was then a much less valuable fruit tree than it is at the present time.

I

Uavid, about 1,000 years before Chirst, and 700 after Moses, does not
j

mention the date-palm in the list of trees to be planted in his gardens, andmany years later Herodotus and 8trabo principally remark on the wood
^ ^*^^.*^deed the former says of the date-palms of Babylonia

that only the majority produced fruit sufficiently good to be used for food.Un this point DeCandolle remarks, “This seems to indicate the begin-
ning of a cultivation, perfected by the selection of varieties and of the
transport of male fjowers into the middle of the branches of female trees,
but It perhaps signifies also that Herodotus was ignorant of the existence
of the male plant.”

To the w’est of Egypt it had probably existed for centuries before Hero-
dotus mentioned them. Philological evidence points to its great antiquity
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The True Date Palm. (J. Murray.

S

in Africa and Western Asia ; indeed, the number of Persian, Arabian, and HISTORY.
Berber names is incredible. Some of these are said to be derived from the
Hebrew, others are of unknown origin. The Greek name ‘ Phoenix,* refers

to Phoenicia and the Phoenicians, who possessed the date-palm ; the
names “ Dactylus,” and “date** are, according to Henn, derived from
dachel in a Hebrew dialect {Origin Cult, PL). The origin of the modern
Sanskrit and vernacular names of India is evidently from the Persian or
Arabic ; a fact which, along with other evidence, tends to the inference that

the plantations in North-Western India are not very ancient. In Sind, two
legends exist regarding the introduction of this palm—one that the trees

originated from aate sc^s thrown away by the army of Alexander the Great,
the other that the seeds were introduced in a similar way by the western
conquerors of Multdn and Sind, in the seventh century A.D. {Bonavta,
Date-palm in Indian -^5).

According to certain writers the plant is derived from the Indian wild
species—P. sylvestns. floxburgh, and following him Brandis and most
other Indian botanists, have, however, agreed in separating the two species,

though Griffith remarks that the materials at his disposal did not enable
him to establish any specific distinction. In any case, DeCandolle has
arrived at the conclusion, from geographical, hikorical, and philological

evidence, that if the two do in reality belong to one species, the so-called

wild P. sylvcatris must have been derived from the true date-palm by the
results “ of recent naturalization in an unfavourable soil,’* and would thus
become reduced to a variety of P. dactylifera. The universal distribution

of P sylvestris in India, the very large extent to which it grows in many
localities, and the absence of any evidence of intermediate forms, tendf,

however, to controvert this view', and these facts, together with the con-
stant characters in which the two trees are said to dilfer, render it more pro-
bable that thc\ are, as Roxburgh considered them to be, distinct, though
nearly allied, species.

From Persia the date-palm spread farther east to China in the th'.id

century A.D., where its cultivation was spasmodically resumed at differ-

ent limes, but has now been abandoned. DeCandolle, remarking on this
fact, sums up his interesting account of the history of the tree as follows
“Asa rule, be>ond the arid region which lies between the Euphrates and
the south of Atlas and the Canaries, the date-palm has not succeeded in
similar latitudes, or at least it has not become an important culture. It
might be grown with success in Australia and at the Cape, but the
Europeans who have colonised these regions are not satisfied, like the
Arabs, with figs and dates for their staple food. I think, in fine, that in
times anterior to the earliest Egyptian dynasties, the date-palm already
existed, wild or sown here and there by wandering tribes, in a narrow zone
extending from the Euphrates to the Canaries, and that its cultivation began
later as far as the North-West of India on the one hand, and the Cape do
Verd Islands on the other, so that the natural area has remained ver}
nearly the same for about five thousand years. What it was previously
palaeontological discoveries may one day reve.al.**

Cultivation.— 'I he true date-palm, as already stated, occurs in large CULTIVATION
numbers over the dry arid tracts of the Western Panj 4b and Sind, both 556
in a state of cultivation and self-sown. Some idea of the extent to which
it is grown may be gathered from the following remarks by Mr. O’Brien,
Deputy Commissioner of Multan, quoted by Brigade-Surgeon Bonavia :—
“ The date palm grow's literally iti hundreds of thousands in the Multin,
Muzaffargarh, Dera Ghdzi Khan, and Dera Ismail Khdn Districts, and per-
haps tn Bannu; also in Jhang. Bhawalpur, and Sindh. I Ctin form no
idea of their number, but the Government revenue, at a nominal rate of
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In

Multan.

one anna per female tree, comes, in this district (Miiltdn), to R 12,084.

There are, however, many exemptions,
** From experiments made in the Muzaffargarh District, I made out

the average produce of a date-palm to be 20 seers ; but I have seen a tree

which prcSuced three maunds of dates. The Settlement Officer here esti -

mated the average outturn, per tree, at from i i to 2^ maunds, and the
price at two maunds per rupee, thus making the value of the g^oss pro-

duce from 12 annas to R1-4 per tree.” With regard to fertilisation and
cultivation he writes:—

“ 1 have heard of owners of date-palms placing a cluster of male flow-

ers among those of a female tree, but I have never seen this done. The
date tree grows everywhere, so I should say that artificial fertilisation was
not necessary, and that insects would do all that was wanted. The date-

palm grows spontaneously everywhere from seed ; occasionally one sees an
offset planted by watercourses. With this exception, the date-palm here
is never cultivated.”

Later information received from the Panjdb Government shows that the
number of assessed (female) trees in the Province were, in 1886;— Muzaf-
fargarh, 4141509, Multan (excluding two tahsils in which the number is not

known), 86,041; Dera Ismail Khdn, 95,659; Jhang, 4,819; and Dera
Ghdzi Khdn, 239,869

Though the tree is thus a very important one in these districts of the
Panjdb, and is admirably suited to the soil and climate, it is allowed to

grow altogether spontaneously from seed, and no attempt appears to be
made to improve it by cultivation, nor to propagate the best kinds by
means of offsets. Nor is artificial propagation apparently practised any-
where. As a consequence, though many eatable and fairly palatable fruits

are produced, they are much inferior to those imported from Arabia, and
the surplus production over local consumption is exported only to the
adjoining districts of the PanjSb and North-West Provinces. The rea-

son of this is not far to seek. The Arabs devote the greatest attention to

the cultivation of the date, and, as a consequence, by careful selection and
by rearing from offshoots, are constantly improving the cultivated races.

More than a hundred of these are known by distinct names, races which
differ in their adaptability to surroundings and in the quality of their

fruits. Vigorous offsets, from three to four years old, are planted in

groves, a locality being selected where abundance of water is available, or
where it is possible to irrigate during the rainy season. The grove, which
consists of 80 to 200 trees, is surrounded by a high hand for the purpose
of retaining water. For the first two or three months the offsets are
watered separately, and daily,by hand. After they have struck root they
are watered weekly, fortnightly, or at longer intervals as necessary. This
interval should not exceed one month, and even after they have grown
and attained some age, watering should be continued monthly during the
hot dry weather. When water is abundant the grove is irrigated by means
of deep trenches between the rows, where less plentiful by small channels
leading to a depression round the foot of each tree. Occasionally vege-
tables are grown between the trees, and in every case the soil is said to be
ploughed and turned once a year. In localities near the sea a fish manure
^ employed, in other cases the dung of cows, sheep, goats, &c., is used.

Excessive rain and consequent flooding, and a damp atmosphere
when the fruit is forming, are prejudicial.

As a rule, only oneor two male trees are planted in each gfrove, and the
female trees are artificially fertilised by detaching the male flower, splitting

the spathCf and when the female flowers are fit for impregnation, inserting

one or two sprigs of the former into each branch of the latter. Each tree
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is capable of yielding only a certain number of fruits, and more than twelve CULTIVATIOM

bunches are seldom left, the weakest and least promising bein^ care- Multan,
fully removed. The pollen of the male flower is said to remain active for

one to two months after its removal from the tree, so the flower is care-

fully kept and used as occasion demands. After fertilisation of the female
flower, water is considered injurious, and the supply is cut off for one and-
a-half to two months.

Offsets for planting are removed from the parent tree, when of suffi-

cient size and vigour. Under favourable conditions they are generally

ready for removal at the age of three or four years. The average weight
of a shoot suitable for removal is said to be 6®, though heavier offsets are

more hardy and vigorous, and require less after-care. The young shoots

if not wanted for propagation, and any buds or offsets which may appear
on the crown or stem, should be removed in the spring of each year, since

they derive their nourishment at the expense of the main stem {Bonavia,

S4-6o).
It is not surprising then, that with such a careful and advanced

method of cultivation the dates of Arabia should be infinitely superior

to the product of the neglected palm of Sind and the Panjdb. Dr.

Bonavia recommends that offsets or carefully collected seed from the

better varieties should be obtained on a large scale and cultivated with

care, with the view of obtaining a stock from which finer races might be
distributed. He recommends that the offsets should be planted in Sep-
tember or October on the east side of other trees, so as to obtain shade
during the hotter part of the day, that they should be transplanted next
rams to high ground within reach of water, and that otherwise they
should be carefully cultivated in the manner above indicated. If propa-
gated from seeds, these should be selected from good fruit, and sown
in September and October in richly manured beds ; the seedlings should be
very carefully tended and watered, and finally transplanted when suffici-

ently vigorous.

In 1871-72 attempts were made by Government to introduce the true

date-palm into Oudh, through the Lucknow gardens. The experiments
w ere attended with a fair amount of success, and scattered specimens of

the tree now occur here and there in that Province and in the North-West
Provinces. Of recent years the attention of the Government of India
has been attracted by Brigade-Surgeon Bonavia to the great value of
the date as a famine food, in the districts in which it already grows, and it

has been suggested by that gentleman that further endeavours might be
made to increase the cultivation of such a valuable tree. He also pointed out
that the tree grows in Arabia in ground strongly impregnated with salt,

w'hich seems to suit it; that the young palms could be planted in soil

the w'ater of which is so strongly impregnated with salt as to be undrink-
able even by the Natives, and that on the whole it might be said to thrive
best in sandy, granitic, schistic and calcareous soils. He therefore re-

commended that experiments should be carried out with seedlings in loca-

lities in which the subsoil water was salt, on fisar or rih soils, and in other
lands, using a manure of mixed salt and lime. This scheme wm warmly
supported by the Kew authorities, and arrangements were m^e in 1886 to
obtain seed and shoots from Her Majesty’s Consul General in Algiers.

There would appear to be no doubt from the large array of facts

brought forward by Dr. Bonavia in support of his proposal, that with a
little preliminary care and expenditure, the cultivation of the date-palm
might be very largely extended in such localities as those indicated by him,
and the security of a good crop of valuable food-stuff, in dry seasons
when the ordinary food staples of the people inhabiting the more arid
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Date Sugar.
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tracts of India are apt to fail, cannot but be a question worthy of much
consideration.

Dr. Bonavia, in concluding his description of the tree, sums up as foU
lows (i) It is eminently suited to tiacts of country in India which nor-
mally have a rainfall. (2) It is also well suited to tracts of country with
sometimes good, and sometimes scanty, rains ; for these reasons (a) that
it stands rain well, and that even if the moisture be too great for it to fruit

well, the other crops will be good, and that the unnpe fruit, which is

extremely nourishing, will always be obtained ; {b) that it fruits best w'hen
the rain fails, and when other crops may be deficient to the verge of
famine. (3) In Sind and adjoining localities, where it already grows,
there is great room for the cultivation of the finer races of Persian Gulf
dates. (4) date tree, when once fairly esta lished, will grow and
fruit with comparatively less labour and attentio ) than any other fruit

tree. (5) The tree will grow in tracts and in classes of soil in which no
other timber tree will thrive, and that, consequently, the annual decay of
the lower whorl of woody leaves might be made to yield a valuable supply
of fuel in such localities.

Gum.—The tree yields a gum, called huhm cbil, which is used medi-
cinally in the Panjdb.

Fibre.—In the Panjdb mats, fans, baskets, and ropes are made from
the LEAVES, which are known as bhfUfdt pattra, and khushab. The peti-
oles {chhari] make excellent light walking sticks, and, when split up, fur-

nish material for making crates and baskets. The fibrous net-work which
forms the sheathing base of the petioles, called kMlt khap'ir ka bokla,
or khajuf munf is used for making pack saddles for oxen, and the fibre
separated from it for cordage. The bunch of fruit stalks, buhard^ is

said to make a good broom, and is employed for that purpose in the
Panjdb. In Arabia the green flower spathes are also used for rope-
making, yielding a quantity of fibre on being beaten with a wooden mallet.

Perfumery.—The Assistant of the Political Res-dent, Persian Gulf,
writes, “ From the fresh spathes (called tara), is obtained, by distillation,

-water. This has a strong but agreeable scent, and is mostly prepared
at liusra and Bahrain. It is sold in carboys at to 2 rupees each, and
is used for making sherbet. It is greatly prized by Arabs and Persians.*'
This “water** does not appear to be known or preparc*d in India.

Medicine.

—

Dates are considered demulcent, expectorant, laxative,
nutrient, and aphrodisiac. They are prescribed in cases of cough, asthma,
and other chest complaints, also in fever, gonorrhoea, &c. The gum is

esteemed as a useful remedy in diarrhoea and diseases of the genito-urinary
system. Long continued use of the fruit is said to produce soreness of the
gums {Emerson'). Honigberger states that the inspissated juicB was, in
his time, officinal in Lahore.

Special Opinions.—§ “The Natives of South India make a paste of
the SEEDS by trituration w'ith water, and apply it over the eyelids for opacity
of the cornea** {.Surgeon W, F. Thomas^ Af. N. /., Atangalore). “ The
paste of the seeds is used in opthalmia and keratitis. The fruit is used in

foetid breath ” {Surgeon-AIajor D. R. Thomson, AI.D., C.I.E., Madras).
“ The fresh juice is cooling and laxative. In the cold season, when the
juice does not s()on undergo fermentation, it is an excellent medicine.
Date Sugar **

is more nutritious and agreeable than cane sugar. It can
be used as a substitute for maltine and its various preparations ** iSurjreon
R. L. Dutt, M.D., Pubua).

Food & Fodder.—The date forms a very large part of the food-supply
of the countries in which it grows. Even in the Panjdb and Sind, where it

is, comparatively speaking, neglected, and is onl> a secondary source of
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largely utilised. Thus Mr. O’Brien, when Commissioner JPilPncB
ol Multdn, wrote, * The fruit is ripe all July and in the first fifteen days of

FODDER.

August. The people eat it universally in large quantities.” All the
great pilgrimages take place in these months, because date-picking is

going on, and the pickers are allowed to give a handful of the fruit to each
passer-by. The date remains in good condition after picking for six months.
“ ^Iso be preserved by boiling in water, and then frying in oil, in
which state it will last for a year. It is largely exported into the Northern
Panjdb from Multdn.

In the Persian Gulf the fruit is eaten in all stages of its growth. It
begins to form about May, and does not ripen thoroughly till Septem-
ber. The young green dates which fall from the tree are called hha~
mdl. In June or July it becomes red or yellow according to the variety,
and IS then known as kharak. A considerable portion of the total yield is

cut down while in this state and sold. In August it nearly reaches maturity,
becoming sweet, soft, and juicy, and is then known as rutub. In this
condition it is sold in the bazdrs, but can only be kept for two or three
days, as it readily ferments. In September the date ripens thoroughly,
and at this stage is called khurma. It is now removed from the tree,
gathered in troughs and exposed to the air and sun, when it throws out
Its surplus juice, doshab, and becomes drier and harder. It is then pack-
ed and prepared for exportation. The juice or doshab is used for pre-
serving dates with other fruits and spices, in jars, and is also employed
as a substitute for sugar by the poorer classes.

Certain races do not ripen beyond the hard or kharak stage. These
are preserved by first boiling them in water, and then exposing them till

^
1

‘^*^”*^*'1* called kharak pokhia^ and if carefully packed
will keep a long time. Many preparations arc made of this kharak^ all of
which, though not so palatable as those of the ripe fruit, are valuable arti-
cles of food. In India a similar preparation of unripe dates, known in
INlultdn as bhn^rian, is made, and it is probable, according to Dr. Bonavia,

prepared
brought down by Afghdn merchants are similarly

Other kinds of date, called z&hidi^ do not ripen beyond the rutub stage.
1 he truit of these is allowed to remain on the trees till it hardens, and is
then collect^ and packed in baskets for export to India, where it is in great
request by distillers of

**

Fully ripe or khurma dates are made into preparations of various
kinds, besides being packed for export. The best, intended for sale, are
very carefully packed one by one in small card-boxes, or boxes lined with

* "6 crushed fruit sold in foreign markets consists of the inferiorand damaged sorts.

Multan the hard and unripe date is called gandord, when it just
turns yellow when one side becomes soft dang, and when quite ripe
ptna. J^^nd dates may be •van di pind, ripened on the tree, or pind Uni,
ipened after gathering. Dates which have shrivelled on the tree arcknown as kuk or kukan. In Sind, the fruit is called khurma when ripe,and chuvjarar when plucked before it is fully ripe, in which case it is boiled,

Muzaffargarh, according to Coldstream, the
. esteemed kind is called chirni. This is the date from the best palms

spilt in the middle and dried in the sun. The second best is called pind -,n IS eaten as it comes from the tree, without further preparation. The least
est^med kind, bugrt, is taken from inferior trees, and boiled in oil and
water,

bunch or heart of young leaves (gdcht, within which is Young leaves,me tender cabbagc-like edible part, gari) is preserved when a tree is cut 571
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down and eaten as a vegetable, both raw and cooked, by Natives. It is

said to be excellent, and Coldstream vouches for its making a good
cur^.

The true Date-Palm, like P. sylvestris, yields a saccharine juice, from
which SUGAR and a fermented drink may be made. It is, however, but
little used for this purpose, since the fruit is more valuable. Mr. Edgeworth,
when Commissioner of Multdn, employed Natives of Jessore for the purpose
of trying to make sugar from trees in the district, but found the trial unsuc-
ccsstul, only a small quantity of sugar, unequal in value to the loss of
fruit entailed, being obtained. The method followed is similar to that with
the toddy-yielding date-palm, P. sylvestris (see p. 208).

The hard kernel of the fruit is ground for food for camels, goats,
sheep, horses, and other domestic animals. The green date or khamdl is

also given as food to sheep and cattle.

Of recent years the roasted kernels have been considerably used as a
substitute for coffee ; a Company has been found for its preparation and
sale under the name of “ Date Coffee.**

Structure of the Wood.—Light, soft internally, but fairly durable

;

used in Miilt^n and Sind as beams for supporting roofs in native architec-

ture, also for water channels, bridges, ana other purposes. In the coun-
tries adjoining the Persian Gulf, the midribs or leaf-stalks called gore are
made into jhowlies for covering sheds, roofs of houses, and for various
other economic purposes. The lower and thicker parts of the midribs
called iapul are generally used for fuel, but when broad and light they are
made into floats for fishing-nets. In the Panj»ib the midribs are known
as chhari and are employed to make light .strong walking sticks, and
enclosures, called khori^ within which the dates are dried ; split up they
furnish excellent material for crates and baskets.
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Phoenix farinifera, Wtlld,; Roxh„ FL Ind,, Ed, C.B.C,, 722.
Vern.— Hind.; Chilta-eita^ chittUat ita^koyya, Tkui Itcham

thattu, kasangu, 1am.; Jchal^ Kan.
References.

—

Brandibj For. FI.,556; Griffith^ Palms of Br, East India,
' 14O; Elliot, FI . Andhr., 44 f Gamble, Man. Timb,, 419; Drury, U. PI.,
i 3^9 f Eisboa, U. PI. Bomb., 207 , Ind. Forester, III., 287 ; Madras, Man.
' Adoun., I., : Gazetteers -— Mysore & Coorg, /., 49 , III,, 24 ; Bom~

bay, XV., 445 ; Settlement Kept., Upper Godavary Dist., C. P., 38.

Habitat.—A considerable amount of confusion regarding this species
appears to exi.st amongst botanists. Since Roxburgh’s description no

I

writer appears to have been able to identify the plant meant by him.

,
Brandis writes that were it not for the description of the stem and

I
leaves he would be disposed to identify P. farinifera with a slender-stemmed

i
form, found in South and Central India, and doubtfully referred by Dalzell

to P. paludosa. It is, how'e\er, desirable in the present state of our know-
ledge, to retain Roxburgh’s species, for the purpose of recording the
various uses to which it is said to be put.

According to Roxburgh it is a dwarf species w'ith scarcely any stem,
a native of dry barren ground, chiefly of the sandy lands at a small dis-

tance from the sea near Coringa. It flowers in January and February,

I

and the fruit ripens in May.
I

Fibre.—The leaflets are, by the poorer classes, wrought into coarse

I

mats, for sleeping on, &c. The common petioles are split into three or

i four, and used to make baskets of various kinds, but are less valuable for

this purpose than the bamboo, which is more elastic, much more durable,

and splits more easily.

1 Food.—The fruit has a small quantity of pulp, but it is sweet and
I mealy, is said to have the flavour of clicstnut, ana is eaten by the Natives.
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The Indigenous Date Palms of India. (y. ifurrny.)
PHGENES
rupicola.

The TRUNK of the tree yields a farinaceous substance, eaten by the

Natives, the account of >vhich, by Dr. Roxburgh, is of much interest and
may be quoted in full :

—

“ The small trunk, when divested of its leaves, and the strong, brown
fibrous web that surrounds It at their insertions, is generally about fifteen

or eighteen inches long, and six in diameter at the thickest part ; its exte-

rior or woody part consists of white fibres matted together; these envelope

a large quantity of farinaceous substance which the Natives use for food in

times of scarcity. To procure this meal, the small trunk is split into six

or eight pieces, dried, and beat in wooden mortars, till the farinaceous

part is detached from the fibres ; it is then sifted to separate them ; the

meal is then fit for use. The only further preparation it undergoes is the

boiling It into a thick g^el, or as it is called in India, kangi; it seems to

possess less nourishment than the common sago, and is less palatable,

being considerably bitter when boiled
;
probably a little care in the pre-

paration and varying the mode might improve it ; however, it certainly

deserves attention, for during the end of the last, and beginning of this,

year, and even again at this present time. May 1792, it has saved many
lives. Rice was too dear, and at times not to hie had, which forced many
of the poor to have recourse to these sorts of food. Fortunately it is one
of the most common plants on this part of the coast, particularly near the

sea.*’ The identification of Roxburgh's P, farinifera is thus a matter of

some considerable importance.

According to a writer in the Indian Forester^ the cabbage or young
top of leaf-buds, is eaten similarly to that of P. dactylifera.

FOOD.
Trank.

580

Cabbage.

581

Phoenix paludosa, Roxh,,- FL Ind,, Ed. C.B.C,, ^24.

Vera.

—

HmUU httal, ftolpaita. Beng.; Thinhoung, Burm.; Giruka tdh,
hintalamu, Tel. j Hintdla, Sans.

References.'— Palms Br. East Ind., 14^ pi. ccxxix., A and B

;

Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal, 643; Brandis, For. FI., 55^/ Kurz, For. FI.
Burm., II., $36 / Gamble, Man. 7 imb., 419 / Elliot, Fl. Andhr., 60, 69 ;
Mason, Burma & Its People, 426, 8i2; U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind.,
300/ Gazetteer, Mysore & Coorg, 1I.,8 j Ind. Forester, I., 7, 9 / III.,
46 ; VIII., 401 , IX., 324.

Habitat.—A gregarious palm, which forms impenetrable thorny thickets
throughout the Sundarbans, and in the deltas of rivers in Burma and the
Andaman Islands.

Fibre.—Its leaves are used in the Sundarbans to make rough ropes
for tv’ing boats and logs, and also for thatching.

S^ucture of the Wood.—** The trunks of the smaller trees serve for
walking sticks, and the Natives have an idea that snakes get out of the way
of any person having such a staff. The longer ones serve for rahers to
their houses ” {Roxburgh).

Domestic, &c.~Qriffith states that this species is well worth cultivat-
ing on account of its elegance, and owing to its being so well adapted for
** back scenery.”

582
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P. rupicola, T, A nd. ; Jour, Linn, Soc., XI., 4g, p. 13, i86g.

Vern.— Lepcha.

References.— Man. Timb., 419 f List, PI. of Darjiling, 8^.

Habitat.—** A beautiful palm of the lower hills of Darjfling and Bhu-
tAn^enerally growing on rocks, often to a height of 20 feet ” {Gamble),

I^od.—The interior of the stem is, according to Gamble, often eaten
by the Lepchas.
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Phcsnix sylvestris, Roxh.; Brandis, For. FL, S54*
The Wild Date, or Date-sugar Palm.
Syn.— Phcenix humilis,
Vem.

—

Sendhi,kejur,kha)%r, khaji, salma, thalma, thahilt Hind, j Kajar,
kejur, IJbng. ; khcfurty Uriya ; Khajuty K6l. ; Khijuty Santal j Sindt,
Gond ; Khajuty khaji, juice « sendhi, tdri, Tb.; Seindi, Bkrar; Sendi,
khaiuray khajurty Bomb.; Boichand, scndri, shindi. Mar.; Kharaky
Guz. ; Sandole-ka-naty Dec.; Itchumpannay, peria-itcham, itcham-
nar, itham pannay. 'I am. ; Jta, pedda ita, ita-nara, ishan-chediy Tel. ;

Jchal, kulluy tckalu mara, Kan ; Khurjjdri, kharjura, madhukshiry
Sans.

References.— FLIndy Hd. C.B.C., 723; Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal.,

642; Griffithy Palms Br. East Ind., 141, t ccxxviii. ; BrandtSy For. PL,

S^4 ; KurZy For. FI. Burm., //., 5J5 ; Gamble, Man. Timb., 4ig; Dala.
Gibs.y Bomb. FL, XJfi ; Stewart, Ph, PL, 24^; Rev. A. Campbell,

Rekt. Kron. PL, Chutia Nae^ptir, No. 924b; Mason, Burma and Its

People, 42s, 812 ,
Sir W. FAHot, FI. Andhr., \7t, 148 ; Irvine, Mat. Med.

Patna, toi ; U. C Dntl, Mat. Med. Hind., 250, 30$; Dymock, Mat.
Med. W. Jtid.y 2nd Ed.,801 ; Birdwood, Bomb. Prod., 214, 250, 338;
Baden Powell. Ph. Pr , 5<V7 ,* I>ritry, U. PI. Ind., 340 ; Atkinson, Him.
Lhst. {X., N.-W. P. Giiz.), 3i8; Useful PI. Bomb. {XXV., Bomb.
Gaz.), i 34, 181, 206, 212, 2^7, 398 ; Rnyle, Fibrous Pl.,9Ty gh ; Liotard,
Mem. Paper-making Mat., ti, 19, Cooke, Gums and Resins, 24, 28;
Indian Fibres and Fibrous Substances, Cross, Bevan,Ktng& Watt,f>j •

Kew Off. Guide to Bot. Cardens and Arboretum, 3^ ; Buchanan, Statis-

tits, Dinafpur, if^o;Man. Madras, Adm., 11. ,27, 59 ; Boswell, Man.
Nellore,97y 1 17 ; Westland, Rcpt. on Jessore, 161-/76, Bomb. Man. Rev,
Acct^.y 102; For. Adm. Rept, Chutia Nagpur, J8bs, 6,34; DollarA,
Med. Top., Kulu, Kumdon and Shore Valley, 32 ; Settlement Reports' —
N.-W. I*., Shajchdnpur, ix, ; Central Provinces, Upper Godavery, 38,

39; Mandla, 8g; Chanda, App.vi.; Gazetteers'.—Bombay, II., 3g,

, V.y 23, 28, 107 ; VI. y i3, 38; VII., 38, 39 1 VIII., 2f, 9S, 96;
. XV., 443; XVII.y 26; XVIII., 48 ; Panjdb, KarndL 16 ; Muzaffargarh,

23; Shahpur, 69; Sialkote, n ; N.-W. P., I., 84 ; III., 33 ; IV., Ixxvtti.;

Orissa, 11 , 180 ; Mysore & Coorg,!., 49, 66; II., 7, 8; Rev. f'f

Ai'ri. Dept., Note on Sugar Plants and Sugar, i8S8 ; A^ri .-Horti,

Soi. Ind. -^Journals {Old Serie.s), V., Sel.,7S; X., 2^; XII., 148;
{New Senes\ I., ; IV., Sel., 49 ; V., 73; Ind. Forester, III., 237 f
A',, 30S ; XL, 6 ; Smith, Die., 801.

Habitat. —A tree which attains a height of 30 to 40 feet, and which
may be distinguished from P. dactyiifera, by the fact that it has no root-

suckers, and that the leaflets make half a right angle with the common
petiole. It is indigenous in many parts of India, being most abundant
in Bengal, Behar, on the Coromandel Coast, and in Guzerat. It also

forms extensive forests in Rohilkhand, on the low ground along the Ram-
ganga river, and on the plateau of My.sore between Shimoga and Tum-
Kiir. It is not uncommon in the Siwalik tract and outer Himdlaya,
attaining an altitude of 5,000 feet in Kumaon It is also commonly culti-

valcd and self-.sown in most parts of India and Ceylon, except in Sind,

and the South-Western Panjab, where P. dactyiifera takes ‘its place. The
wild date flowers in March and ripens its fruit in September and October.

Gum.—This species, like P. dactyiifera, yields a gum of which little is

known.
Fibre.—The LEWES are employed in Bengal for making mats, baskets,

and bags, and in Bombay, for brooms and fans. The petioles are beaten

and twisted into ropes, which are employed ior drawing water from wells.

According to Lisboa, the fibre obtained from the leaves is plentiful, soft,

bleaches well, and is admirably adapted for paper-making.
Medicine.—The fruit, pounded and mixed unth almonds, quince

seeds, pistachio nuts, spices and sugar forms a paushtik, or restorative

remedy, much in vogue. A paste formed of the kernels, and the root of
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and the methods used by Native merchants impart to the sugar all the
puri^ which is required by the consumers.**

Tne method ot cultivation and manufacture of date-sugar cannot be
better described than in the following excellent account extracted from
Mr. Westland’s Report on the District of Jessore, 1874 •

—

Planting.—** The ground chosen for date cultivation is the higher
ground, that which is too high for rice to grow well, and the rent paid for
such ground is at least three times that paid for rice land. One often finds
date trees ranged round the borders of fields cultivated with cold weather
crops, and, indeed, in the west and north of the district almost every vill^e
is thickly studded with these trees ; but a very large amount of cultivation

is upon land especially set apart for it. The trees are planted in regular
rows, each tree Dcing about twelve feet from its neighbour. If so planted,
and left for seven years before being touched, goc^ healthy trees may be
expected. Those who cultivate dates, keep the land, especially in the
cold season, perfectly bare of any vegetation, ploughing up the turf, so
that the whole strength of the ground may expend itself in the trees. Of
course, there are people who cultivate other crops upon the land where the
date trees grow, and there are very many who have not patience enough
to wait for the expiration of the full seven years ; such people, however,
lose in the end by their trees failing to give the same richness in juice that
is obtained from trees more carefully tended.

TAPPiNO.—** When the tree is ripe the process of tapping begins, and it

is continued each year thereafter. There are in the aate-palm two series^

or stories as it were, of leaves ; the crown leaves, which rise straight out
from the top of the trunk, being, so to speak, a continuation of it ; and the
lateral leaves, which spring out of the side of the top part of the trunk.
When the rainy season has completely passed, and there is no more fear of
rain, the cultivator cuts off the lateral leaves for one-half of the circumference,
and thus leaves bare a surface measuring about ten or twelve inches each
way. This surface is at first a brilliant white, but becomes Iw exposure
quite brown, and puts on the appearance of coarse matting. The surface
thus laid bare is not the woody fibre of the tree, but is a bark formed of
many thin layers, and it is these layers which thus change their colour
and texture.

“ After the tree has remained for a few days thus exposed, the tapping
is performed by making a cut into this exposed surface, in the shape of
a very broad V, about three inches across and a quarter or half inch deep.
Then the surface inside the angle of the V is cut down, so that a triangu-
lar surface is cut into the tree. From this surface exudation of the sap
takes place, and caught by the sides of the V, it runs down to the angle,
where a bamboo of the size of a lead pencil is inserted in the tree to catch
the dropping sap and carry it out as by a spout.

••The tapping is arranged, throughout the season, by periods of six

days each. Un the first evening a cut is made as just described, and
the juice is allowed to run during the night. The juice so flowing is the
strongect and best, and is called jiran juice. In the morning tra juice
collected in a pot hanging beneath the bamboo spout is removed, and
the heat of the sun causes the exuding juice to ferment over and shut
up the pores in the tree. So in the evening the new cut is made, not
nearly so d^ as the last, but rather a mere paring, and for the second
night the juice is allowed to run. This juice is termed do^kat and is not
quite so abundant or so good as the jiran. The third night no new
cutting is made, but the exuding surface is merely made quite clean, and
the juice which then runs is call^ jarra.
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The Toddy Palm of India. {J, Murray,)

•'ll is still less abundant and less rich than the do^kat, and towards the
end of the season, when it is getting hot, it is unfit even for sugar manu-
facture, the gur made from it being sold simply as * droppings.'

" These three nights are the periods of activity in the tree, and after

these three it is allowed to remain for three nights at rest, when the
same process again begins. Of course, every tree in the same grove
does not run in the same cycle. Some are at their first, some at their

second night, and so on ; and thus the owner is always busy.

Since every sixth day a new cut is made over the previous one, it

follows that the tree gets more and more hewed into as the season progresses,

and towards the end of the season the exuding surface may be, and often

is, as much as four inches below the surface above and below. The cuts

are during the whole of one season made about the same place, but in

alternate seasons alternate sides of the tree are used for the tapping ; and
as each season's cutting is thus above the previous season's and on the

^posite side, the stem of the tree has a curious zigzag appearance.

The age of a tree can of course be at once counted up by enuma*ating
the notches and adding six or seven, the number of years passed before

the first year's notch. 1 have count^ more than forty notches on a tree,

but one rarely sees them so old as that, and when they are forty-six years

old they are worth little as produce-bearing trees. I have said that at

first the size of the bared surface, previous to the notching, is about ten

inches square; but it gets less and less as the notches come to the higher

and narrower part of the trunk, and I have seen old trees where not more
than four inches square could be found.

** It is somewhat remarkable that the notches are almost always on the
cast and west sides of the tree '’.nd very rarely on the north and south

sides; also, the first notch appears to oe made in by far the majority of

instances on the east side.

Produce of one tree.—‘'As to the produce of one tree, one may
expect from a good tree a regular average of five seers per night (excluding
the quiescent nights). The colder and clearer the weather, the more copious
and rich the produce. In the beginning of November tapping has begun.
In December and January the juice flows best, beginning sometimes as
early as 3 p.m., and dwindles away as the warm days of March come.
If the cultivator begins too early, or carries on too late, he will lose in

quality and quantity as much as he will gain by extending the tappinng
season. But high prices begin in October, and 1 am afraid there are not
many who can resist the temptation of running into market with their

premature produce.
“ During the whole of the tapping season a good cultivator will keep

his grove perfectly clean and free from jungle or even grass.
Boilino.—" So much then for the tapping ; the next process is the boil-

ing, and this every raj/at does for himself, and usually within the limits of

the grove. Without boiling, the juice speedily ferments and becomes use-

less ; but once boiled down into gdr, it may be kept for very long periods.

The juice is, therefore, boiled at once in large pots placed on a perforated
dome, beneath which a strong wood-fire is kg)t burrung, the pared leaves
of the trees being used among other fuel. The juice, which was at first

brilliant and limpid, becomes now a dark brown, half-viscid, half-solid

mass, which is called gdr (molasses), and when it is still warm, it is

easily poured from the boiling pan into the earthenware pots (small

gkarras) in which it is ordinarily kept.
, .

Produce op oiJr.—"As it takes from seven to ten seers of juice

to produce one seer of gdr or molasses, we can calculate the amount of

goor which one (xrdinarily good tree can produce in a season* We may
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The Wild Date or Date-Sngar Palm of India.

count four and a half months for the tapping season, or about sixty-seven

tapping nights. These, at five seers each, produce 335 seers of juice,

which will give about forty seers, or one maund of gur^ the value of

which, at present rates, is from R2 to R2-4. A higah containing one
hundred trees will therefore produce from R200 to R225 worth of gur
if all the trees are in good bearing.

Pottery.—** It is not all sorts of pottery which will bear the continuous
hard firing required for boiling down the juice, and some potters have
obtained a special reputation for the excellence of their wares in this re-

spect. The whole of the r^ion about Chaugachha and Kotchandpur is

supplied principally from a village, Bagdanga, a little west of Jessor,

where the clay seems to be of an unusually good quality. The southern
part of the district, again, is supplied chi^y from Alaipur, a bazar near
iChulna.

Repining.—** A rayai, after boiling down his juice into gmr, does not
ordinarily do more; it is then sold tome refiners, and by them manufac-
tured into sugar. Near Keshabpur, however, a large number of rayats

manufacture theirown sugar, and sell it to the exporters only after manufac-
ture. There are also in almost all parts of the district a class of refiners,

different from those who are refiners and only refiners by profession.

These are the larger rayats in the villages, many of whom combine com-
mercial dealing with agriculture. They receive the gur from the rayats
in their vicinity, and sometimes also purchase it in the adjacent hats, and
after manufacturing what they thus purchase, they take their sugar to

some exporting mart and sell it there to the larger merchants.
“ These, however, are the outsiders in the sugar trade, for by far the

greater quantity of the sugar is manufactured b^ regular refiners, and it

becomes necessary to describe how the g4r finds its way from the rayats*

hands into theirs.
“ Few of the su^ar refiners purchase direct from the rayats, for the

small quantities which each man brings would render this inconvenient

;

there are consequently a number of middlemen established, called hyopdris
or dalldls (the latter name prevails principally near Chaugachha), who
collect the produce from the rayats and sell it at a small profit to the re-

finers. 'I'hey do it sometimes by giving advances to the rayats to aid them
in their culiivation, getting the advances repaid in produce ; but the rayats
are not, as a rule, dependent on such advances, and the greater number of
byapdris simply make excursions round the country, buying up the gur
from rayats and bringing it in to the merchants.

“ On hat days also another class of byapdris will be seen (some of whom

twos from the smaller class of cultivators and profit by selling them in bulk
to the refiner. Rayats who have extensive cultivation sometimes bring in

quantities large enough to be sold direct to refiners, but by far the bulk
of the gifr comes through the hands of intermediaries, in the various
methods just described. Of course, the earthen pot is transferred along
with the gur that is in it ; separation is in fact impossible, and the refiners

always smash the pots to get out the gur. Hence there is a great trade
in pottery during the whole of the sugar season, for every rayat must buy
for himself as many new pots as he sells pots of gdr. Those rayats who
bring their own produce to the hdt always buy and take away with them the

new pots they require.
“ Manupacturr of dhulua sugar.—“ There arc several methods of

refining, and two or three sorts of sugar produced. We shall take them
in order, and describe first the method of manufacturing ** dhulua **
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sugar—that soft, moist, non-granular, powdery sugar used chiefly by
Natives, and specially in the manufacture of Native sweetmeats.

The pots of ff&r received by the reflner are broken up and the gtir

tumbled out into baskets, which hold about a maund each and are al^ut
fifteen inches deep ; the surface is beaten down so as to be pretty level,

and the baskets are placed over open pans. Left thus for eight days, the
molasses passes through the basket, dropping into the open pan beneath
and leaving the more solid part, namely, the sugar, in the basket. Gur
is, in fact, a mixture of sugar and molasses, and tne object of the refining
is to drive off the molasses which gives the dark colour to the gir,

'*rhis eight days* standing allows a great deal of the molasses to drop
out, but not nearly enough ; and to carry the process further, a certain
river weed, called syala ” (Hydrilla vcrticillata) ** which grows freely in the
Kabadak especially, is placed on the baskets so as to rest on the top of
the sugar. The effect of this weed is to keep up a continual moisture, and
this moisture, descending through the sugar, carries the molasses with it,

leaving the sugar comparative!)' white and free from molasses. After
eight days* exposure with sydla leaves, about four inches on the surface of

the mass will be found purified, and these four inches are cut off and
sy&la applied on the newly-exposed surface. This and one other applica-
tion will be sufficient to purify the whole mass.

** The su^ar thus collected is moist, and it is, therefore, put out to dry in

the sun, being first chopped up so as to prevent caking. When dry it

is a fair, lumpy, raw sugar, and weighs about thirty per cent, of the
original mass, the rest of the gar having passed off in molasses. Dis-
honest refiners can get more weight out m it by diminishing the exposure
under sydla weed, so as to leave it only five or six days, instead of eight.
The molasses is less perfectly driven out, and the sugar, therefore, weighs
more. Of course it has also a deeper colour, but that is in a measure
remedied by pounding under a dhenki. There are also other dishonest
means of increasing the weight ; for example, the floors of the refineries
are sometimes a foot or more beneath the level of the ground outside, the
difference representing the amount of dust which has b^n carefully swept
up with the sugar when it is gathered up after drying. Also, it is very
easy so to break the pots that fragments of them remain among the
sugar.

The Droppings. —** The * first droppings, ’ gathered in the open pans
in the manner described above, are rich in sugar, and are used, especially
in the North-West, for mixing with food. It entirely depends, therefore,
upon the price offered for them for this purpose, whether they are sold at
once or reserved for a second process of sugar manufacture. In this
second process the first droppings are first boiled and then placed under
ground in large earthenware pots to cool. Unless thus boiled they
would ferment, out after l^ng boiled in this fashion they, on cooling, form
into a mass sonnewhat like gur, but not nearly so rich. After this the
previous process is again gone through, and about ten per cent, more
weight in sugar is obtained. This sugar is, however, coarser and darker
in colour than the first.

MANUFAC-
TURE

of Sugar
in Jmiop.

Dhnlaa.

Dri^^gs.

“If the refiner is not very honest, and if he is sure of finding immediate
sale, he will use a much more speedy process. Taking the cooled gdr,
he will squeeze out the molasses by compressing the mass in a sack, and
then, drying and breaking up the remainder, wiU sell it as sugar. It does
not look much different from that prepared in the more elaborate way, but
it will likely soon ferment, and hence the necessity of finding an immediate
purchaser.

“The remainder, after all this sugar has been squeezed out, is molasses,
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AREA.
6X0

* ehitiya g4r
* as it is called. It forms a separate article of commerce,

being exported to various places.

Manufacture or* pucka* sugar.—“The sugar poduced by the method
just prescribed is callea dhulua sugar—a soft yellowish sugar. It can
never be clean, because it is clear, from the process used, that whatever im-
purity there may originally be in the gur, or whatever impurity may creep
into the sugar during its somewhat rough process of manufacture, must
always appear in the finished article. Another objection to it is that it

tends slightly to liquefaction, and cannot, therefore, oe kept for any consi-

derable time.

“The * pucka* sugar, the manufacture of which I am now about to

describe, is a much clWiner and more permanent article. It has also a
granular structure, which the dhulua has not. The manufacture of it is

more expensive than the other, and the price when finished is about Rio,
whereas dhulua costs only about R6 per maund.

“In this process the is first cast upon flat platforms, and as much
of the molasses as then nows off is collected as first droppings. The rest

is collected, put into sacks and soueezed, and a great deal of molasses is

thus separated out. The sugar wnich remains behind is then boiled with
water in large open pans, and as it boils all scum is taken off. It is then
strained and boiled a second time and left to cool in flat basins. When
cooled it is already sugar of a rough sort, and now sydla leaves are put
over it and it is left to drop. The result is good white sup^ar, and should
any remain at the bottom of the vessels still unrefined, it is again treated

with sydla,
“ The first droppin|^s, and the droppings under the sydla leaves, are

collected, squeezed again in the sacks, and from the sugar left behind, a
second small quantity of refined sugar is prepared in exactly the same
way by twice boiling. The droppings from the sacks are chitya gur^
and are not used for further sugar mauufacture. About thirty per cent,

of the original weight of the gur is turned out in the form of pure pucka
sugar.

**

Another method peculiar to Keshabpur is also described in which the
gur is first boiled in large open pots, into each of which a handful of

fichh (the last droppings under the sydla leaf, burnt) is put. It is then
left to cool and in doing so coagulates, after which it is treated with sydla
leaf and thus refined.

Besides these methods the English system of refining is used in the
few existing factories. In this the raw material is mixed with a certain
amount of water, and boiled in cisterns by means of steam. The lighter
impurities float and are skimmed off, while the boiling solution is made
to flow away through blanket strainers into another cistern. The sugar
solution thus formed is then evaporated slowly in vacuum pans, and the
resulting viscid mass is run off into sugar loaf moulds. These have a hole
at the vertex, and being placed upside down, allow the small amount of
molasses remaining to percolate away by its own weight, aided by the
addition of a little moistened sugar on the top.

If the raw material used be gsr the result is a yellowish sparkling
loaf-sugar, while if native refined dhulua sugar be employed the loaf is

brilliantly white.

The total area in Jessor under date trees is given in 1875 as 17,500
acres. The produce of one acre at 9 tons of gur fetches from R500 to
Rfioo, and the rent of one acre is Rq to R15.

The area under the crop in all India is given as follows in the Revenue
and Agricultural Department’s Statistics of Sugar-plants and Sugar
in 1888:-^
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New Zealand Flax : Common Reed. (J, Murray,) PHRAGMITBS
communis.

Outturn.
Maunds.
I,2I>000

3.53.000
3.90fioo

(say) 6,00,000

Area.
Acres.

Madras 1,600

Benpal i 24-Perffunnali8 . . . 15,000^ ijessore .... 15.000
Mysore ...... 29,000

More complete figures are not available, though date-sugar is extracted

to a minor extent in other localities.

A small propc^tion of the juice, instead of being used in the two ways
above describea, is consumed as a drink either unfermented or fermented,

under the name of taru l‘he popularity of this liquor is said to be in-

creasing. For a description of the revenue derivea from these trees, the

amount of tari consumed, and the method of manufacture, the reader is

referred to Spirits, under the article Narcotics, Vol. V., 332 ; also the article

SUGAR under Saccharum officinanim.

Trade.—The proportion of the total trade in sugar, which consists of

the produce of the date, cannot be accurately ascertained. According
to Westland, exports from Jessor are made chiefly to Calcutta and Nai-

chiti: nearly all tne dhulua sugar produced in the district is said to And
its way to the latter market, while a small proportion of dhulua and
nearly all the pucka sugar goes to Calcutta for export to Europe.

The chitiya gur or refuse of the sugar-refining process is employed
to a small extent locally for mixing with tobacco, but the bulk is exported
to Calcutta, Nalchiti, and Serajganj.

Mr. Westland estimates the whole trading profit in Jessor, distributed

among rayats and professional traders, to amount to at least six or seven
lakhs of rupees. For an account of the trade in Sugar as a whole, the
reader is referred to the article on that subject in Vol. VI., where further

particulars regarding the date palm cultivation and sugar manufacture
will also be fout.d.

TRADE.
6zz

PHORMlUM, Forst. ; Gen* PI., ///., 775.

Phormium tenax, Linn.f.; Linn, Soc, Jour,, XL, S57 / Liliackje.

New Zealand Flax.
Habitat.—Originally a native of New Zealand, now largely cultivated in

waste lands bordering on the sea in tropical or warm temperate countries,
such as St. Helena, Algiers, and South France. It has been introduced
into Southern India of late years.

Fibre.—The plant yieldfs a soft white fibre, with a silky lustre, which
is now largely used for making sail cloth, cordage, and paper. Many re-
commendations have been made that the plant should oe introduced into

India, and it is said to succeed well in tne South Wynaad (Cameron).
But there does not seem much chance of its ever becoming introduced to
any large extent. India already teems with valuable fibre-yielding plants,
many of which are almost entirely n^lected, while several are probably
at least as valuable as New Zealand Flax.

PHRAGMITES, Tnn, ; Gen, PL, III.,

Phragmites communis, Trin.; Duthie, Fodder Grasses, 60 ;

Common Keeo. [Graminea.
Syn.—-Arundo Phraomitbs, Linn, Vem.

—

Dila, Pb.
Refmocet.—S/tfwor/, Pb, PL, 250; Aitchison, Cat. Pb. & Sind PL,
rw ; Boiss,, FL Or., V,, 564; Treasury o/Bot., II., 879} Ii*d. Forester,
X-IV,, 372,

HaMtat.—A coarse perennial grass with creeping root-stock, found in
the plains of North-West India, and up to 14,000 feet on the Panjiib
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PHRTNIUM
dichotomum.

The Sital-pati Mats.

VODDER.
Orasi.

4>OMeA'1C.
Stalk.

6x6
Clrasi.

617
di8

FIBRE.
Stemi.
6ra

Flowerl^ki
620

reDDBR.
621

DOMBSnC.
Stems.
622

sulks.

623
62^

625

FIBRE.
626

Himilajra. It is an excellent plant for binding loose soils, and on this

account is valued in many parts of India.

Fodder.—Cattle cat the young grass, and, according to Aitchison, it

is collected largely for fodder in Northern Afghanistan.
Domestic.-— In the Panjab the stalks are emplcwed for making san-

dals, and in Lahoul the grass is much used for roofing (Stewart),

Phras^mites Roxburghii, Eunth. ; Duthie, Fodder Grasses, 60.
Syn.—Arundo karka, Roxh,

Vtm,~^Narkul, Hind.; Nal, Brno.; Karka, nal, hhaila, khailuwa,
KumIon; Bichhra, GarhwIl; Nor, nara, naria, nal, hag-narri, ndi,
nalu, Pb. ; DrAmbi, dwdrena, ghwarga, Pl'SHTU ; Naga^sara maitantos,
Tel.; Kaing tname applied also to other similar reed-like grasses),
Burm.; Nala,SAfiS,

References.— FL Ind., Ed. C.B.C,, 117 1 Stewart, Pb. PI., sgo

;

Aitchison, Cat. Pb.& Stnd Pl.^ t66 ; U, C. Dutt, Mat, Med, Hind.,
3ii ,• Taylor, Topograbh. Dacca, §9; Atkinson, Him. Dist., 806,

Habitat.—A tall reed with stems 8 to 12 feet high, common in the plains
along the banks of streams and in marshy places ; ascending to 3,500 feet

in the Himdlayan valleys.

Fihare.—Stewart says that a fibre is extracted from the upper part of the
STEMS; and according to Atkinson (Htm. Dist.) the fibre of the flower
stalks is manufactured into rope in the KumAon BhAbar.

Fodder.—Watson mentions that this grass has proved poisonous to
cattle in Kumdon ; it is in any case much too coarse a grase for fodder
purposes.

Domestic Uses.—The stems are used for making baskets, chairs, hur-
dles, chiks (screens), and the tubes of hukahs. According to Roxburgh
the common durma mats are made of the stalks split open ; he also adds

;

—“ Vessels from the port of Calcutta are generally dunnaged with them.**

(Conf. with Mats and Matting, Vol. V., 196.)

PHRYNIUM, Willd.; Gen. PI., III., 632.
Two of the species described by Roxburgh as belonging to this genus

have been iwlated in the Genera Plantarum under the generic name Clino-
gyne, Salisb, Since the FI. Br. Ind. containing these plants has not as yet

appeared, we have preferred to retain P. dichotomum, Roxb.,—the species

of economic interest—in this place. This at least would appear a more correct

position, than to assign the Indian species (as was done by Wallich) to the

American genus Maranta, Ltnn.

Phrynium dichotomum, Roxh., Fl. Ind., Ed. C.B.C.

;

SciXAMiNEjE.
Syn.

—

Maranta dichotoma. Wall.

;

Dunax arundastrum. Lour.
Wtm.— Muktd~pdta, pati~pafd, sitalpAtir gdeh, madar-Za/f, the mat--

sxtal-pati, Beng. ; Thtn pin, pin pwa, then, Burm.; Sttalapa-trikd,
Sans. Roxburgh gives m addition the following Sanskrit names:—
Goduniku, bhddra, ohudrouduni, shurdkasthika, kilianini, bhudrd'bdla,
ghata, pati, vulahwa.

R^erences.— Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal , 575; Mason, Burma & Its People,
$21, 806 / O'Shaughnessy, Beng. Dtspens., 647 ; U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med,
Hind., 3iS ; Treasury of Bot., 720.

Habitat.— Found in Eastern Bengal, Assam, the Coromandel Coast,
and Burma.

Fibre.—This plant yields a sufficient quantity of fibre to be useful

for paper-making ; while it is highly probable that other and entirely new
uses may be found for it, such as the manufacture of hats, table mats,
straw braid, &c.

The following interesting note is extracted from Royle’s Fibrous
P/anfj.*—**The stems, which are straight and tapering, about as thick as
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The Emblic Myrobalan. (7. Murray.)
phyllanthus

Emblica.

a man’s thumb, and from three to five or six feet high, of a beautiful

highly polished green colour, are employed in making some of the mats

for which Calcutta is famous. Mr. Colebrooke says Mats made
the split stems of this plant, being smooth and particularly cool and
refreshing, are termed in Hindu ntal-pnii, which signifies a cool mat,

whence the plant itself is said to bear the name. Suspecting, however,

this to be a misappropriation of the term, 1 have enquired of Natives^
the eastern parts of Bengal, who assure me that the plant is named
muhta-paia or patti^patn, and the mat only is called sital-pati.' The
split stems, as prepared for making mats, are about four feet in length,

one-twentieth of an inch in breadth, thin as paper, greyish coloured,

compact and shining almost like cane on the outside ; finely striated on the

in side, and apparently made up by the agglutination of very fine fibres.*

These mats are much employed by Europeans as well as by Natives

in the hot weather owing to their coolness, being placed for this reason

beneath the sheet of the bedding. Some of the finest are said to cost

about R50 each, while those in general use average from R2 to R3.

(Con/, with Mats and Matting, Vol. V., 196.)

FIBRE.

PHYLLANTHUS. Linn. ; Gen. PI., IIL, 272.

Phyllanthus distichus. Muell. Arg.; FI. Br.lnd., V.,304;
[EuPHORBlACEiE.

Syn.—P. Cherpmila, Roxh.; P. longifolius, Jacq.; P. Cicca, Muell.
Arg. } P. TETRANDRUS, Wall. ; CiCCA DISTICHA, Lxntt.

Vem.—Harfarauri, chalmeri^ Hind.; Nodri, loda, fruit hariphul,
Brng. j Narkuli. Uriva; Cherambola, Goa; Arunelli, Tam.; Rdcha
u<iirxke,'VKL.i KirnHlit Kan.; Nelli, Malay.; ThxnhoBthpyu, thinbaw^
nxbyu, Burm ; Rata-nelli, Sing.; Lavani, Sans.

References. FI. Ind., Rd. C.B.C., 684; Kure, For. FI. Burnt.,
II., 3s3 ; Beddome. For. Man., igi ; Gamble, Man. Txmb., J5/ ; Graft.,
Cat. Bomb. PL, iffo ; Dale, fii’ Gibx., Bomb. FI., Suppl., 78 ; Klliot, FI,
Andhr., 162 ; U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hxnd.,3o7 ; Lisboa, fj.Pl, Bomb.,
lit, 17 T • Bxrdwood, Bomb. Pr., 76, 175, 2291 Bidie, Cat. Raw Pr.,
Parts Exh., 57 / Hunter, Orissa, II,, 180 ; Ind. Forester, VI.

Habitat.—A small elegant tree, common in gardens in South India,
Burma, and the Andaman Islands.

Medicine.—The fruit is acid and astringent, the root is an active
purgative, and the seed is also cathartic.

rood.—It produces numerous small reddish flowers at the beginning ol

the hot season, which are succeeded by fleshy fruit not unlike goose-
berries. These are much used as an article of food, either raw or dressed
in various fashions, pickled, or made into preserves.

P. Hmblica. Linn.; FI. Br. Ind., V,, 28y ; Wight, Ic., t, i8g6.
The Emblic Myrobalan.
Syn.—Emblica officinalis, Geertn.

;

Cicca Emblica, Kure ; ?Phyllan-
THUS TAXIFOLIUS, Don; P. GLOMBRATUS, Herb. Roxh,

Vem.—Aonld, dndli, dmlaki, ddngra, dnwerd, dnvuld, dnvurah, dmalaci,
dnold, dunra, ddula, dtnla, dura. Hind.; Amid, dmlaki, dunlah,
yeonlah, ambolati, amulati, Beng.; Gondhona, amlaki, okalu, Uriva

;
Aid thanda, Cuttack; Aura, Kol. ; Meral, Santal; Ambari, GAro

;

Amluki, sohmyrlaxn, Assam; Amla, NbpAl; Suom, Lepcha; Nelle,
Mal. (S.P.); Nillx, millx, nalli, dunri, usir, lalla, Gond; Aunre,
Kurku ; Amla, doula, N.-W. P. ; Ambal, dmhli, dmla, donla, Pb.

;
Amla, dnla,C.P.\ Avalkati, dvala, dvla, dmla. Bomb.; Aonli,bhu%
dwali, avoid. Mar. ; Bhoea dmalx, dmla, dmhala, Guz. ; Owla, ownla,
dmla, Dec.} Nellx-kdi, tdppi, Tam.; Usereki, wdsheriko, osirka,
Hsri, usirHia, nelli, vusirtia, Tel. ; Nelli, nilika, Kan. ; Boa-maiacca,
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PHYLLANTHUS
Bmblica.

The Embllc Myrotialan.

Gum.

SATAN.

Bark.

635
Leavaa.

636

Malay. ; Shahju, iasha^ hai-phyA^ aipkiyu-si, Burm. ; NelHt nellika,

awusada-nsUt,^ Sing.; AmulkU untrita, dmalaki, dhdtri, dmala, kamu.
Sans.; Amlaj^ Arab ; Amulek, dmelak, Pers.

References.— Fl.Ind., Ed, C.B.C., 684; Voigt, Hort, Suh. Cal,,

1^3; Brandis, For. FI,, 4S4, t, S^t Kura, For, iH, Burm,, II., 3S2 ;
Beddome, FI. Svlv., t. 2581 Gamble, Man. Timb., 3Sr ; Tkwaites, En,
Ceyl, PI., 282; bala. & Gibs., Bomb. FI., 235 ; Stewart, Pb., PL, tg3 ;
Rev. A. Campbell, Rept. Rcon. PI., Ckutia Nagpur, No, 9228 ; Grakam,
Cat. Bomb* PL, 180 ; Mason, Burma and Its People, 4>8, f Sir W,
Elliot, FI, Andhr,, 14, 187 ; Sir W, Jones, Treat. PI. Ind., V., tst

;

Pkarm. Ind,, 204; Ainslie, Mat, Ind., I., 240 ; II,, 244; 0*Skaugk^
nessy, Beng. Dispens., 55// Irvine, Mat. Med. Patna, 7, 106: U. C.
Dutt, Mat. Med. Hindus, 22$, 2QO ; Murrav, PI. & Drugs, Stnd, 3$ ;

Dymock, Mat. Med. W* Ind., 2nd Ed., 699 ; Cat. Baroda Durbar, Col, Of
Ind. Exhib., Nos. {49, tSO; Year-Book Pkarm., 1880,249; Med. Top.,
Ajm., 124; Birdwood, Bomb. Prod,, 78, 17$, 229; Bad^ Powell, Pb,

3T4i Drury, U, PL Ind,, 194; Atkinson, Him, Dist. (X., iV.-

IV. P. Gae.), 317, 74$ 777 ; Useful PI. Bomb. (XXV., Bomb. Goa,),
it$, tjf, 249, 2$3, 2$9, 279, 284, 388 ; Eron. Prod,, N.-W. P., Pt. III.

(Dyes Of Tans'), ^,84; Pt V. {Veatables. Spices, & Fruits), 87;
Ltoiard, Dyes, App. ii., v., vii. ; Mctann, Dyes Of Tans, Beng., 137,

138,140, 143-44, itk), 16$, 167; Wardle, Dye Report, 9, 20, 24, 44,
; Darrah, Note on Cotton in Assam, 33; Kew Bulletin, 1889, 26 ; Cat.

Col, & Ind. Exhib., Raw Products, No. 2481 ; Selections, Records Govt.
India (R. & A Dept.), 1888-89, 86,91, 92; Kew Off. Guide to tke Mus.
of Ec, Bot,, tl6; Linschoten, Voyage to East Indies (Ed. Burnell, Tiele
& Yule), II., 124; Buckanan, StatUtics Dxnajpur, 162 ; Man. Madras
Adm,, I„ 313 , Boswell, Man., Nellore, lot, 14;; Moore, Man., Tricki-
nopoly, 79 f Gribble. Man., Cuddapah, 263; Aplin, Rep, on Shan States,
l887’^8 ; Settlement Reports:—Pan^nb, Guardt, 134; N.-W. P., Skakje-
kanpore, ix ; Central Provintes, Chandwara, no; Baitool, 127 ; Bhun-
dara, 20 1 Chanda App vi. ; Seonee, to ; Raipore, 76 ; Nimar, 307 ; Gaaet-
teers—Bombay, V., 28$; VII., 37, 39, 4i ; VIII., n ; XIII., 23 ; XV.,
74; XVII., 23 ; XVIII., 42 ; Punjab, Peshawar, 27 ; Sialkot, ft ; Ho^hi-
drpur, to f Gujrdt,ti ; N,-W. P,, I,, 84; IV., Ixxvii. ; Central Prov-
inces,!., 138 ; Burma, I., 138; Orissa, II., 27, t8o; Mysore & Coorg,
/•. 48. $3, 36, 6$; II., 7 : III., 23 f Agri.-Horti. Soc. Ind., Journals :

—

(Old Series),X., 34; XIII., 303; (New Series), II., 234 1 VII., 13$; Ind,
Forester,!!., 19, 171 ; III., 23, 204; IV., 321 ; VI., 104; VIII., 29,30,
270, 439; IX., 438; X., 32$; XI., 48$; XII., App., 21 ; XIII., 121;
XIV., t47 ; Trans. Med. and Phys. Soc., Bombay (New Series), XII%,

174-

Habitat.—A moderate-sized deciduous tree, met with, wild or planted,
throughout the forests of Tropical India and Burma.

Gum.— It yields a gum, of which little is known.
Dye & Tan.—'Fhc fruit, known as the Emblic Myrobalan, is used

as a medicine, and in dyeing and tanning. The dye from the fruit is

said by McOann to be a blackish-grey, but it is very rarely used alone,

being generally employed like other "myrobalans to produce a black with
salts ofiron, or the barks of other trees. According to Liotard it plays
the part more of a colour concentrator than of a dye. Wardle obtained
several beautiful light brown colours on silk, both tussur and mulberry,
and remarks that the Emblic Myrobalan appears to be valuable when used
alone as a dye-stuff. The results obtained with cotton were poor. The
BARK and LRAVBS are also similarly employed, and produce the same colours.

Wardle found that the leaves contain^ a small amount of colouring

matter, and produced, by various processes, light drab and brownish-fellow
colours. He writes of a sample received from the Central Provinces,

these leaves, of which I have received a very small sample for examin*
ation, contain a brownish-yellow colouring matter, soluble in water, which
gives very beautiful, although somewhat faint, shades of colour to tussur
silk, mulberry silk, and wool.’*

p. 636
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The Emblic Myrobalan. {J. Murray,")
PHYLLANTHUS

Emblica.

The fruit, leaves, and bark all contain tannin, and are all used for tan-

ning purposes in various parts of the country* generally in combination
with some stronger tanning material, such as the true myrobalan. Profes-
sor Hummel examined samples of the fruit and leaves, sent to the Colonial

& Indian Exhibition, and reported as follows:—“The concentration of

tannic acid in the leaves of Phyllanthus Emblica, while the fruit contains

mere traces, is remarkable. Unless, therefore, the sample of fruit ex-

amined has been damaged, or that it is wrongly labelled, the Hindus
make a great mistake in employing it as a tannin matter.’* Dr. Watt
commenting on this report states that the fruits were correctly labelled,

but conjectures that they may have been too ripe {StU Rec, GovUof Ind,^

R. & A. Dept, 1888-89, 9^)- It is a well known fact that the percentage
of tannic acid diminishes in many fruits as they ripen, and in the case of

this fruit it is certain that when young it is intensely bitter, while when ripe

it becomes edible and even pleasant to eat. Professor Humrners ana-
lysis proved the leaves to contain 18 per cent, of tannic acid, to yield a de-

coction of a pale yellow colour (slightly turbid), and to have a commercial
value relatively to Divi-divi of 4/io|id.,to Valonia cups of gli\d., to Ground
Sumuch of i2/2\d., and to Ground Myrobalans of 5/ioirf. The leaves

appeared to contain some essential oil or fat. Professor Hummel was of

opinion that the leaves, carefully dried and ground, ought to find a ready
sale in England.

It IS to be hoped that the fruits may be subjected to a similar

analysis and compared with standard tanning materials, to enable the
question of theii^ossible success as a commercial tan to be settled. The
remark of Dr. JE. Ross (see “ Medicine**) regarding the product obtain-

able from the root also appears well worthy of investigation.

McCann states that the price given for the fruit in Bengal varies from
R2 to R5 per maund, while Sir E. C. Buck writes that the leaves
(which appear to be more largely employed in the North-West Provinces
than the fruit) are valued at about R4, and that in 1875, 128 cwt. was ex-

ported from the Gorakhpur forests at that average price. According to
Atkinson the annual export from the Kumdon forest division is about four
tons, and Daveis* Trade Report gives the annual export via Peshawar
to Afghanistan at 50 maunds.

M^dne-^The Emblic Myrobalan is an important article in Hindu
Materia Medica. It is mentioned by Chakradatta, and in the Bhdva-
prakdsa, many preparations in which it plays an important part being de-
scribed at length. Generally used in combination with the two other myro-
balans, it is supposed to possess much the same properties. The juicb of
the fresh fruit is considered cooling, refrigerant, diuretic and laxative, and
enters into many prescriptions for dyspepsia. It is also ordered to be given
with honey as a diuretic. The dried fruit is said to be astringent and
useful in haemorrhage, and together with iron is considered a valuable
remedy in anaemia, jaundice, and dyspepsia. A paste of the fruit is also
described as a useful external application over the public region in irri-

tability of the bladder. The exudation from incisions made in the fruit,

while on the tree, is believed to be a useful external application in recent
inflanimation of the conjunctiva. A fermented liquor prepared from the
fruit is used in jaundice, dyspepsis^ cough, Ac. (U* C, Dutt, Mat Med,
Hind.),
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Dymock states that Muhammadan physicians esteem it ^ually with
the Hindus. They describe it as astringent, refrigerant, cardiacal, and a
purifier of the humours of the body. It is much prescribed by them in
“ fluxes,** and is also applied externally on account of its cooling and as-
tringent properties.

p. 640
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PHYLLANTHUS
Emblica.

The Effiblic Myrobalan.
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By the people of India generally, the fresh fruit is used as a purgative,

while a sherbet prepared from it, sweetened with honey or sugar, is a
favourite cooling drink, and is believed to be diuretic. Campbell states

that in Chutia Nagpur, it is, when boiled till it becomes like oil, applied as a
remedy for khasra, a skin disease. The dried fruit is much prescribed as

an astringent in diarrheea and dysentery. Bontius {Diseases of India, 200)

testifies to its value in the treatment of tnese diseases. Antiscorbutic virtues

have also been attributed to it by Dr. McNab {Cal. Med Phys., Trans.,

VIII.), and by Dr. Irvine {Mat. Med, Patna, 7). Ainslie writes, ** The um-
bcllea yellow flowers of this species have an odour much resembling that

of lemon-peel, and are supposed, by the Vitians, to have virtues of a cooling

and aperient nature ; they are prescribed, in conjunction with other articles

in the form of an electuary, in the quantity of about a tea-spronful twice

daily. The bark partakes of the astringency of the fruit, ana is similarlv

employed. Dymock states that the juice of the fresh bark is given with

honey and turmeric in the Konkan, as a remedy for gonorrhoea. The edi-

tor of the Pharmacopoeia of India (in the secondai^ list of which the plant

occupies a place) states, upon the authority of Dr. Ross, that the root, by
decoction and evaporation, yields an astringent extract equal to catechu,

both for medicinal purposes and in the arts. The leaves are, in Baroda,
used as an infusion with fenugreek seeds in cases of chronic dysentery, and
are also considered a bitter tonic. In the same localiW the milky juice
is considered a good application to offensive sores {Cat, Baroda Durbar,
Collections at Col. & Ind. Exhib., No,

Special Opinions.—§ “ An excellent astringent for genito-urinary dis-

charges when used with belenc myrobalans in decoction ; laxative when
combined with chebulic myrobalans” {Surgeon^Major H. D, Cook, Cali*

cut). “The fresh fruit preserved as a confection is used for bilious

affections” {Surgeon-Major Robb, Ahmedabad), “Astringent, demul-
cent, tonic, dose 5i to used in diarrhoea, dysenteiy* haemoptysis and
haematemesis ** {Hospital Assistant Choonna Lai, yubbulpore), “ In

some cases of disturbed cerebral circulation, attended by a burning
sensation at the crown of the head, a tendency to headache, confusion

of ihouehts, and probably loss of hail, 1 have used, with great success,

mustard oil in which amloki fruit had been afiowed to remain for some
time. The oil so prepared was applied on the head ; in a few days the

burning sensation diminished, the mental faculties became relieved of con-

fusion. and in two cases the hair grew very rapidly on the part ” {Civil

Surgeon D. Basu, Faridpore, Bengal). “ Infusion of seeds used in eye
diseases’* {Assistant Surgeon Nehal Sing, Saharunpore). “ Infusion

of amloki is cooling and astringent and a useful adjunct to other medi-
cines in diarrheea and dysentery ; also found efficacious in haematurea.

It is an ingredient of iriphula, that is, the infusion of three myrobalans—
emblic, cnebulic, and bcleric. This infusion has been found to be a cool-

ing, stomachic, and genera^ tonic to the digestive system ” {Assistant Sur^
geon S. C. Bhattacharji, Chanda), “The pulp is used for the same pur»

poses as liquorice, vis., for cough, &c.’* {Surgeon-Major Lionel Beech,

Cocanada). “ It is one of the ingredients of triphala (three fruits) com-
monly used by natives as stomachic and laxative primarily ; and astrin-

gent finally. The other two are karar and baherd ** (Assistant Surgeon
Bhagvtan Dass, Rawal Pindi). " A decoction of the fruit is useful in

chronic dysentery and diarrhe^ *’ (Civil Surgeon S. M, Shircore, Mur-,

shedahad). “ It is a stimulating expectorant in chronic bronchitis. It

is also antibilious. An infusion of the roots is given to all^ thirst**

{Surgeon-Major D. R, Thomson, M.D,, C.I.E., Madras), “The pre-

served, as well as the dried, fruit, is exported as a medicinal agent to

p. 645
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The Emblic Myrobalan. (y. Murray.) PHYLLANTHUS
maderaspatensh

Yarkhand from the Panjib” (Surgeon~Major J. E, T. Aitchison, Simla),
“ Fresh fruit useful in chronic dysentery when eaten rather freely ” (Af~
othecary Thomas Ward, Malanapalloe), “ The dried fruits, immersed in

water in a new earthen vessel a whole night, yield a decoction which is

used as a collyrium in ophthalmia. It may be applied cold or warmed”
{Surgeon R. Gray, Lahore).

Food & Fodder.—The acid fruit, which is of the size of a small goose-
berry, with a fleshy outer covering, and a hard three-celled nut containing
six seeds, is used, among other purposes, for food and preserves by the

Natives. It is made into a sweet-meat with sugar, or eaten raw as a con-
diment and is also prepared as a pickle. The fruit is said to be eaten
greedily by cattle and the leaves arc considered good fodder.

Structure of the Wood.—Red, hard, close-grained, warps and splits in

seasoning ; no heartwood ; weight from 45 to 56ft per cubic foot. Though
apt to warp, it is flexible, touch, and tolerably straight-grained, and when
well season^ is much used tor building purposes, furniture, agricultural

implements, and gun-stocks, and is adapted for turning. It is durable
under water, and partly for this reason, partly because it is supposed
to clear muddy water, it is considerably employed for making well rings.

Domestic & Sacred.—Chips of the wood and small branches are said

to clear muddy water effectually, and are considerably used for this purpose.

The dried fruit is detergent and is employed.for washing the head instead

of soap. It is also used for making ink, and enters into the composition
of a number of hair dyes. The tree is included by Lisboa in his list

of sacred plants, where he states that Chapter I. of Kartik Mdhdtma
orders the worship of this tree, and that a Brahmin couple should feed
under it, whereby all their sins are washed off. At page 73 of the
yral Kaumudi also, the vrai and worship of the tree are ordered.
Buchanan records an interesting superstition regarding the fruit, as fol-

lows:—“The Natives have an iaea that the fruit of Chebula Myro-
balan (Terminalia Chebula) have never been found ripe except by some
very holy persons, and it is supposed that such as have been favoured
witti eating such a rarity have been ever afterwards exempted from
hunger *’ {Statistics of Dindjpur, 162).

Phyllanthus indicus, Muell. Arg./ FI. Br, Ind., V., joj.
Syn.— Prosorus indica, Lalo,; Phyllanthus Stocksii. Muell. Arg.g

P. ANOMALUS, Muell. Arg. ; P. HY8TERANTHU8, Muell. Arg.; CiCCA
ANOMALA, Baill. ; BriDELIA BbRRYANA, Wall.

References.—Beddome, For, Man,, 191 ; Dale & Gibs., Bomb. FI,, 236 ;
Thwaites, En Ceylon PL, 281 ; Lis^a, U, PL Bomb., 116.

Habitat.—A deciduous tree found on the Ghitts of the Konkan and
Kanara, and in the Central and Southern forests of Ceylon.

Structure of the Wood. —White and tough, used for building purposes

[ /• J-
P. maderaspatensis, Linn.; FI. Br. Ind., V., 292; wight, ic. /.,

Syn.—Phyllanthus andrachnoidbs, Willd.; P. obcordatus, Willd.i
P. javanicus, Poir.

;

P. ANCBPS, Herb. Heyne. / P. malabaricus. Herb,
Wight; P. Niruri, Wall, not of Linn,

Vem.—Kanocha, Hind.; Nala usereki, Tel.
References—Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 678, 679; Grdh., Cat. Bomb. PL,

tSo; Dalm. & Gtbs., Bomb. FI., 233; Ainslie, Mat, Ind,, II., 243.
Habitat.—A herb or small shrub, met with throughout the di ler parts

of India, from Banda through the Deccan Peninsula to Ceylon.
Me^cine.— Ainslie informs us that the wedge-shaped leaves are used

in infusion by the Vytians, as a remedy for headache.
Fodder.—Cattle eat the herb {Roxb^.
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PHYLLANTHUS
Niruri.

The Bhui-emU.
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Pbyllanthus Niruri, Linn. / FI. Br. Ind., V., 298 ; Wight, Ic., 1. 1894.

Syn.—• Phvllanthus urinakia, Hfth. Russ.t not of Linn.f P. Lonphali
Herb, Madr.f P. polyphyllus. Herb. Wight; Nymphanthus Niruri
Lour,

Jaramid, bhdin-dn-wddh, sada^hanur^ani. Hind. ; Bhui^dmld,
sada-hamur-mani, Bbng. ; BhuLdold, Uriya ; Niruri, Sind ; Bkui-dva-
Id, Bomb.; Bhutn-dnvaldk, Dec.; Kimhkdy-nelli, kimhd-nelli, Tam.;
Ndla-usirika, ndla-^usari, Tel. ; Kiranelli-jfidd, Kan. ; Kirganelli, kiM~
hd-nelli, kiMhkkdyi-nelli, Malay. ; Mi-mphiyu, BuRM. ; Pittawdka,
SiNO. ; Bkumydmalaki, Sans.

ReferenceB.— Fl, Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 680j Voigt, Hort. Sub Cal.,
tS4 ! Thnaites, En. Ceylon PI., 282; Elliot, Fl. AMhr,, t33 { Pharm,
Ind., J05; Ainslie, Mat. Ind., II., ISO; 0*Shaughnessy, Beng, Dis^
pens., SSI ; Moodeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm. Ind., 108 ; U. C, Dutt,
Mat. Med. Hind., 294 ; Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed., foi

;

Arjun, Bomb. Drugs, 12s ; Murray, PI, & Drugs, Sind., 3S ! Bidie,
Cat, Ram Pr., Parts > Exh., 42 ; Year-Book of Pharm., 1880, 249 ; At-
kinson, Him. Dist., 3t7 ; Drury, V. PI., 342 ; Gagetteers :—Mysore& Coorg, I., fis ; Bomb., V., 28 ; VI., IS ; XV., 442$ Orissa, II., iKog
N.-W. P., I., 84 ; IV., Ixxxni.; Boswell, ManualjNeUore, 132; Irans.
Med. & Phys. Soc., Bomb. (New Series), IV., ISS*

Habitat.—'A small herb met with throughout the hotter parts of India
from the Panjdb eastward to Assam, and southward to Travancore, Ma-
lacca, and Ceylon, ascending the hills to 3,000 feet.

Medicine.—According to Muhammadan writers the milky juice is a
good application to offensive sores; a poultice of the leaves with salt
cures scabby affections, and without salt may be applied to bruises, &c-
(Dymock), Roxburgh noticed the medicinal value of the root, writing,
“ The Rev. Dr. John informs me that he has known the fresh root prove
an excellent remedy for jaundice. About half an ounce, while fresh, was
given, rubbed up in a cup of milk, night and morning; the cure was com-
pleted in a few days, without any sensible operation of the medicine.**
According to Ainslie, the white root, small bitter leaves, and tender
SHOOTS arc all used in medicine by Indian practitioners, who consider
them to be deobstruent, diuretic, and healing. The two first are com-
monly prescribed in powder or decoction, in cases of over-secreted acrid
bile, and in jaundice; an infusion of the latter, together with fenugreek
seeds, is supposed to be a valuable medicine in chronic dysentery. The
dose of the powdered leaves is about a tea-spoonful. The whole plant is

also considered a useful diuretic, and is said to be much employed in native
practice for dropsy, gonorrheea, and other genito-urinary affections. It has
obtained a place in the secondary list of the Pharmacopoeia of India, along
with P. urinaria, Linn,, both of which are said to have been very favour-
ably reported on by Horsfield and others. Dymock states that in the
Konkan the root rubbed down with rice water is g^ven as a remedy for
menorrhagia.

Sprcial Opinions.—§ “The tender leaves are ground into a paste
with a few corns of pepper, and a piece of this paste, about the size of a
nutmeg, is taken internally with good effect in the milder forms of inter-
mittent fever. The bruised leaves are applied in scabies and aphthae ’*

(Surgdon-Major D. R. Ikomson, M.D., C.I.E., Madras). "The leaves
bruised with milk are used in urinary and dropsical disorders** (Surgeon^
Major IV. D. Stewart, Cuttack). “ The leaves are used locally in de-
coction, to the scalp, as a refrigerant** (Native Surgeon T. Ruthnum
Moodelliar, Chingleput). ** A usaul remedy for jaundHX **

( Vmmtgu^
dien, Mettapolliam, Madras).
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The Phyllanthnt Dye. {J. Murray.) PHYLLANTHUS
simplex.

Phylianthus reticulatus, Poir. ; FI. Br. Ind., v., a88 ; Wight^ Ic.,

[/. 1899.
Syn. PHYLLANTHUS MICROCARPUS. Muell. Arg.i P. MULTIFLORUS,

Willd,; P. Kiroanflia, Herb. Ham,., Of Rokb.;^, DALBERGIOides,
MYRTIPOLIUS, WiGHTIANUS, &GRISEUS, IPia//. ; P. PRIEURIANUS,
Arg.

;

p. SINENSIS, Muell. Arg.

;

P. PUBERULUS, Miouel ; P. pbntand-
Rus, Herb. Roxb. ; P. viRosus, & spinbscens, IVall,/ Anisonbma
RBTICULATUM, A. ^USS. / A. MULTIFLORUM, Wight; A. ZOLLINOBRI,
Miquel; A. dubium, Blume

;

Kirganblia multiflora, Thmaites;
CiccA reticulata, Kutm ; C. microcarpa, Bentk.i Rhamnus zbyla-
NICUS, Burm.

Vern.—PanjoH, mdkhi, buiunmla, kdli^madhkA-^ir, HiND. ; Panjdli,
Beng.; Panjuli, Pb.; Kabonan, Raj. / Kdmohi,tTVL\t^pikapiTd,\eu.yt6x^
kdmohi'go^pun, hsLrlt.’^kdmohi’jo^hoao, Sind; Pavana, Bomb. ; Datwatt,
Guz. ; Butn~0'a>la, kdle-madk-kd-jhdr, Dec.; Pdlavayr-puttay, pilldnji,
karabpu^pilldnji,TKU.% Nalla-purugudu, puruyudu, nella-purddAdd^karappU'pilldnji,lKU.i Nalla-purugudu, purugudu, nella-puridddd^
phuls f» Tel.; Welkyla, Sing.; Krishna^kdmbojt, Sans.

References.— FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 681 ; Voigt, Hort. Svb. Cal.,

tS4: Brandis, For. FI., 4S3 ; Kura, For. FI. Burm., II., 354, 3SS ; Hed-
dome. For. Man., 190 ; Gamble, Man. Timb., SS3 ; 4Jst, Flowering
PI., &c., Darjiling, 68; Thwaites, En. Ceylon PI., 2S2 ; Grah.,
Cat. Bomb. PL, 180 ; Data. & Gibs., Bomb. FI., 234; Ainslie, Mat. Ind.,

II., 323 ; Moodeen Skertff, Supp. Pharm. Ind., 198 ; Dymock, Mat. Med.
W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 7o3 ; Murray, PI. and Drugs, Sind, 3$ ; Bidie, Cat.
Raw Pr., Parts Exh.,s8, 1 15 ; Agri.-Horti. Soc., Ind., Jour. {New Series),

VII., Sel., 20s ; Gaaetteers Mysore & Coorg, I.,S6; Bomb., XV.,
442 ; Ind. Forester, III., 204 ; XII., App. 2r.

Habitat.—A large, often scandent, shrub, common throughout Tropi-
cal India, Burma, and Ceylon, especially on low moist ground, along river

banks.
Dye.—Dr, Bidie states that the root is used in Madras as a dye for

producing a red colour.

Medicine.—The leaves arc employed as a diuretic and cooling medicine
in Sind {Stocks). Ainslie writes, “ The bark, as it appears in the Indian
bazars, is commonly in pieces about a foot long and as thick as the wrist,

of a dark colour outside, and of a faint sweetish taste ; it is considered as
alterative and attenuant, and is prescribed in decoction in the quantit^^ of
four ounces or more twice daily.” According to Bidie and Murray it is

similarly employed in Madras and Sind at the present time. Dymock
remarks that the juice of the leaves is used medicinally in the Konkan.
It is made into a pill with camphor and cubebs, which is allowed to dissolve
in the mouth as a remedy for bleeding from the gums ; it is also reduced
to a thin extract along with the juice of other alterative plants and made
into a pill with aromatics. This pill is given twice a day rubbed down in

milk as an alterative in " heat of the blood.”

I/, 3
P. simplex, Retz. ; Fl. Br. Ind., V., 293 ; Wight, Ic., t. 1902, ff.

Syn.—P. simplex proper = P. simplex, Roxb.; P. ancbps, Heyne;
P. simplex, VAR. gbnuinuf, Muell.

Var. oblongifoUa, Muell. Arg.
Var. Gardneriana, Muell. Arg.,^P. Gardnbri, Thw., P. Gardneria-

UMS, Baill. ; P. MiguELlANUS, Muell. Arg.; P. fruticosus. Herb.
Heyne ;P.DaB\\.\s, Wight

;

P. marginATUS, Herb. Heyne ;

Gardneriana, 8l ovalifolia, Wight.
Var. pubescena.
Vtm.^Tandi moral, 5antal ; Bhuiavali, Mar. ; Uchchi usirika, Tel.

References.— Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 678; Dale. & Gibs., Bomb. Fl.,

434; En. Ceylon PL, 282 ; Campbell, Ec. PL, Chutxa Nagpur,
Na 7593; Elltot, Fl. Andkr., ¥8$; O^Shaughnessr, Beng. Dt^ns.,
SSn Gaaetteers i^Bombay, XV., 442; N.-W,K /., h: tV* i^xmi.
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The Phyealis Fruit.

Habitat.—A most variable shrub» native of the plains and low hills

throughout India, from Kumdon to Assam and southward to Travancore^
Malacca, and Ceylon, ascending to 6,000 feet.

Medicine.—Roxburgh writes, ** The Natives use the fresh leaves,
FLOWERS, and fruit, with common ’* (? cummin) seeds and sugar, of each*

equal parts, made into an electus^, for the cure of gonorrhoea ; a tea
spoonful is given twice a day. The fresh leaves bruised and mixed with
buttermilk make a wash to cure the itch in children.** With the exception
of O’Shaughnessy, who quotes Roxburgh*8 observation, no writer on
Materia Medica appears to have noticed these uses. Campbell states

that the root is used in Chutia Nagpur as an external application for

mammary abscess.

I 4'

Phyllanthus urinaria, Linn / FI. Sr. Ind., V., sgj; Wight, Ic., t.

Syn.—Phyllanthus leprocarpus, Wight; P. alatus, Blume ; P. echi-
NATHS, Herb. Ham.

MEDICINE.
Root.
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Var. Hookeri-P. Huokbri, Muell. Arg.

LaUbhuin-'anvalah^ kaMor mani. Hind.; Hagar manl, Bbno.;
Badar ghapni, SakTal ; Shivafipu-nelli, Tam.; Erra~usirika, TsL.f
Chvru-kighukti-nellx^ chukanna-ktg^kdnelli, Malay.; Kempu-kiranelli,
Can.; Rat-pittawdka^ Sing.; Muntphtyu^aniy Burn.

References.— FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C,, Mo ; Grah., Cat. Bomb. PI.,

tb'o ; I'hwaites, En. Cey. PI., 2S2 ; Campbell, Ec. PI., Chutia Nagpur,
Nos. 94/7, 9ftt4 ; Elliot, FI. Andhr., SjifPharm. Ind., 20$ ; Moodeen
Sheriff, Suppl. Pharm. Ind., tgS ; Ainslie, Mat. Ind,, II., ISJ,437;
Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind. 2nd. Ed., 701.

Habitat.—A tall branched erect or decumbent herb, met with through-
out 1 ndi a, from the Panjdb to Assam, Burma, Malacca, Penang, and
Ceylon.

Medicine.—It would appear from the descriptions of writers on Indian
Materia Medica that the properties of this species are identical with
those of P. Niruri (see p. 222). Campbell informs us also that in Chutia
Nagpur the root is believed to be sudorific, being given to sleepless child'

ren along with iandi ghapni (Zorma diphylla, Pers.).

Fodder.— Cattle eat the leaves (Roxb.).

PHYLLOSTACHYS, Sieb. 6* Zucc.; Gen. PL, III., 1208.

[^27;GRAMrNEJE,
Phyllostach3rS bambusoides, Sieb. &* Zucc. ; Gamble, Man. limb,.

Habitat.—A bamboo, met with in the Mishmi Hills.

Structure of the Wood.—Walking sticks are made of the stems, similar

to the Chinese Whangee cane.

678

PHYSALIS, Linn.; Gen. PL, II., 890.

Physalis flexuosai Link., see Withania sonmifera, Dun. ; Vol. VI.

[SolanACEJU

P, minima, Linn. ; Fl. Br. Ind., IV., 238 ; Wight, III., 166 b.,f. 6 ;
Syn.—P. PA HVlFLORA, Fr.; P, DIVARICATA, Don; P. VILLOSA, /

P. Rothiana, Roem. and Sch.; P. PUBBSCBNS, Wight, not of Linn.
Var. indica»P. pseudo-anoulata, Blume

;

P. angulata, WalL mss. f
Nicanoka indica, Roem. & Sch.

Vem.—Tdlati'Pati, Hind.; £an>^i^artya,

B

eng. ; Handi hhandi, Sahtal.
Var. ISDICA^ rdlati-pati. Hind.; Ban tepariya, Bbng. ; Fruit-habbi

kdkmn, kdknaj, Pb. ; Thdnmori, nanvachx-mel. Bomb. ; Phopdti, chir-
boii, kappdrpkodi, lahan popti. Mar.; Kupanti, Tel.

R^^erencca

—

Roxh., Fl. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., tSg g Stewart, Fb. PL, tsS

;

Rev. A. Campbell, Rept. Bcon. PI., Chutia Nagpur, No. 9S18 ; Ainslie,
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The Cape Gooseberry. (J, Murray^)
PHYSALIS
peruviana.

Mat^ Ind,, //., tS t Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind,, and Ed., 643 ; Baden
Powell, Pb. Prod,, 864 ; Atkinson, Him, Dist., 314; Gaaetteers :-^N.~W.
P., S3 ; IV., Ixxv. s Pb., Gujrdt, t2 ; Ind. Forester, XII., App., iS /
Agri.-Horti. Soc., Ind„ journals {Old Series), VI„ 50 / X., tj.

Habitat—An herbaceous, pubescent annual, found commonly through-
out Tropical India.

Medidne.—The fruit of variety indica is used medicinally in the Pan-
jdb, where it is considered tonic, diuretic, and purgative, and a useful
remedy in ulceration of the bladder {Stewart, Baden Powell). Royle
made the remark in 1839 that the plant was at that time successfully
grown (cultivated) and converted into extract for medical dep6ts, in several
stations in the plains of Northern India and the Himalaya. Cultivation
for this purpose, if it ever existed, must have been very short-lived, since
Stewart writes only a few years later, ** So far as 1 am aware, this is not
cultivated in the Panjdb.** AinsHe states that the plant has been noticed
by Dr. Heyne as medicinal amongst the Hindus, but adds, “He says
nothing about its supposed virtues.” Dymock informs us that in the
Konkan the plant is made into a paste with rice-water and applied to
restore flaccid breasts, in accordance with the doctrine of signatures.

Food.—The fruit of the cultivated P. minima is eaten by Natives.

Physalis peruviana, Linn. ; FL Br, Ind,, IV., 238,

The Cape Gooseberry.
Syn.— P. EDULis, Sims.; P. pubbscens, Don.
Vem,’-~M(uao, apart, icpdriyo. Hind. ; Tepurid, tepiriya, iophli, tekdri,

tipdrtya, N.-W. P. ; Chirput, Goa 8i Konkan ; PhopH,
Mar. j Buddomhusara, pdmbudda, hdsara kdya, Tbl.! Pune-hen, bone-
^in, Burm.; ran/fean*. Sans.

a b

References.— FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., tSo; Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal,,
St4! Dale. & Gibs., Bomb. FI., App., 6r ; Mason, Burma & Its People,
4SS. 79fif Elhot, Flora Andhr., 32, §43 C. Dull, Mat. Med. Ihnd.,
320; Atkinson, Him. Dtst.,314: Econ. Prod., N.-W. P„ Pt. V. to •

Lisboa, i/, FI. Bomb., 167 ; Birdwood, Bomb. Pr., 170 ; Firminger, Mari.
Garden, India ; Gazetteers .—Mysore& Coorg,!., 63 • N.-W P. I S3 •

IV., Ixxv.: Agri.-Horti. Soc., Ind.:--Transactions, III. iProc.), 220 VI \

Habitat—A weak sub-erect plant, native of tropical America; culti-
vated to a limited extent throughout India for its fine-flavoured, luscious
fruit ; occasionally spontaneous from cultivation, especially in certain parts
of Ceylon, Burma, and here and there in India.

r
fruit, which closely resembles that of the Winter Cherry

of English gardens (P. Alkekengi), is enclosed in a large inflated calyx.U IS of the size and shape of a cherry and has a bright amber colour
Being very palatable it is eaten raw by all classes, and is largely used
by Europeans to make jams, preserves, tarts, &c.

According to Firminger the seeds should be sown in May or Tune,
and the seedlings planted out two feet distant from each other in the
open ground in rows four feet apart. They thrive in common garden
soil, but do better if manured ; when about eight inches high they should
be earthy up to half their height. As soon as they come into blossom the
ends of the shoots should be nipped off. The fruit ripens in January and
February. Although naturally perennial, the plants must be raised
annually from seed, since they are not fruitful after the first year. They
thrive best in a climate in which they are not subject to extreme cold.

In ^rtain legalities, especially of Burma and Ceylon, it has run wild
freely from cultivation, and it may be said to form a not unimportant part
of the food-supply of these and the warmer regions of India generally.
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PHYTOLACCA
acinosa.

The Lac Plant

684

HEDICINE.
Leaves.
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Physalis sommferai Link,^ see Withania somnifera, Dunal. ; S ola-
[nace« Vol. VI.

Physic-nut plant, s ec Jatropha Curcaa, Zf ; Euphorbiaceac Vol.

[IV., 545.

PHYSOCHLAINA, G. Don, ; Gen. PL, II,, 902.

Phsrsochlaina praealta> Hook.f.i FL Br. Ind,, IV., 244 / SoLANACEiE.
Syn.

—

P. GKANDI FLORA, Hook,f, f BblENIA PRyEALTA, Dcfie. / HyOSCYA-
MUS PRiEALTUS, Wtdp, ; ^COPOLIA PK.AALTA, Dunol,

Vera.

—

Sholar, hajar-bang, nandri, dandama, lang tkang, khardag, Pb.

Reference.— Th, Pl„ iS9»

Habitat.—An erect, nearly glabrous, herb, met with in North Kashmfr
and Western 'I'lbel, at altitudes of 12,000 to 15,000 feet; distributed to

Kashgar and Yarkand.
Medicine.—Stewart states that this plant occurs in the Chenib basin,

Zanskar, and Spiti, occasionally Trans-Indus, and perhaps in one place

near Lahore. Regarding its properties he writes, " In the hills the leaves
are applied to boils, and are also said to be poisonous, the mouth swelling

from their touch, and the head and throat being affected when they are

eaten. A man was poisonously affected by eating the plant gathered in

the Lahore habitat, and the Negf of Lahoul, when at Le in 1867, suffered

from Its narcotic effects for two or three days, some of its leaves having
been gathered by mistake with his sag. At the same time they can hard-
ly be vcT) poisonous to all anim«alb, for in Lahoul they are browsed by
cattle. In a recent communication to the Agri.-Horticullural Society of

India, Dr. Christison of Edinburgh states that this has the same property
of dilating the pupils as Belladonna.”

Fodder.—As remarked above the leaves are reported to be browsed
by cattle in Lahoul (Stewar^j,

PHYTOLACCA, /»/ . ///.,
A genus of herbaceous or arborescent plants, which comprises some ten

species ; mostly American and tropical or sub-tropical. The ^neric name is

dei ived from ** phyton ”= a plant, and “ lacca ” = lac, in allusion to the crimson

fruits of certain of the species. Several American forms such as P* decandra,
/.inn, P. diotca, Linn., and P. OCtandra, Jtfag., are of considerable value
in medicine and in the arts.

Ph3rtolacca acinosa, Po,xb,; Fl, Br, Ind,, V,, 21

;

PnYTOT.AccACEiE.

Syn.~l\ UECANUHA, VAR. (3, ACINOSA, Afoq./ P, KiEMPFERI, A. Gray ; PlR-

CUNIA I.ATBENIA, Mt>q.

Vera.

—

Jirrag, Kum.aon ; Libar, burgii, denturu, rinsdg, jirka, maiazor,
t>aruHga, PlJ.

References.—Roxb., Fl. Ind., Ed, C,B,C,, sSg f Brandis, For, Fl,, gli /
SU'wiirf, Pb. Fl., 176 ; O'Shaughnessy, Beng, DLpens,, S27 ; U* S. Dts-
Prm,., I too; Rovle, III. Htm, Bot., 320 ; Atkinson, Him. Dist., 708;
h. Prod., N.-W. P., Pt. V. {Foods), 42 ; Balfour, Cyclop,, III., 209.

Habitat.—An herbaceous erect plant from 3 to 5 feet in height ; met
with in the Temperate HimdIaya,from Kashmfr and Hazirato fiiutdn,at
altitudes of from 5,000 to 9,000 feet.

Medicine. —The Natives do not appear to use any part of the plant as
a medicine, but in every district in which it is cultivated they seem
to be fully aware of its power of producing delirium. It is commonly
stated that the pensonous property ts only destroyed by complete boiling.

The narcotic virtues of certain American species are well known, and it is

possible that the Indian plant may be equally valuable.
Food.—The fruit is said to be occasionally eaten, and in the Simla

district it is certainly used to flavour curries. Stewart states that it is

reported, in some localities, to produce cerebral symptoms. The leaves
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A Substitute for Quassia. (7. Murray.)
quassioidcs.

are eaten as a pot.herb or as a vegetable in curries. Royle states as the FOOD,

result of his own experience that they are very palatable. Stewart

remarks that a “ variety ” occurs in Kanawar with Idark green petioles,

which is said to produce delirium.

PICEA, Link, : Gen, PL, III,,

Picea Morinda, Link,,- Fl, Br, Ind,, V, 6s3; CONIFERJE.
Syn.

—

Abies Smithiana, A. spinulosa. Griff,; Pinus Smith-
lANA, Lamb,; P. Kotrow, Royle,

This tree has been already treated of under the name of Abies Smith-
iana, Forbes (Vol. to which the reader is referred. Since that article

was written, however, the fifth volume of the Flora of British India has
appeared, in which this species has been reduced to Picea Morinda, Link,,

with the synonymy above detailed.

(S92

PICRASMA, Blume; Gen, Pl„ /., 311.

Picrasma quassioides, Benn,; Fl, Br, Ind,, /., 520/ SiMARUBEiE.

Syn.—SiMABA QUAssioiDEs, Ham.; Nima quassioiobs, Ham,
Vem.—CharattgL kashshing, ? bharangi. Hind.: ? Bhurungi, Beno. ;
Shama N epal ; Putkorin, hera, mdthu, mont, bering, pesho,
khashhar, birgo, iuthai, tithu, hala, Pb.; Thitydhen, Burm.

References.— Man, Timb,, 64; Stenart, Pb, PL, 39;Pharm,
Ind,, SO; 0*ShaHghnessy, Beng, Dispens,, 269; Irvine, Mai. Med.,
Patna, 16 ; Dymock ,

Warden & Hooper, Pharmacog. Ind., /., 287;
Pharmaceutical Journal, July 20, 1689 ; Atkinson, Him, Disi,, 309 $
Royle, III. Him. Bot., 158.

Habitat. lar^e scrambling shrub, with stout, often spotted branches,
and very bitter bark ; common in the su^Tropical Himalaya, from Jamu to

Nepd1,and met with from 3,000 to 8,000 feet m altitude.

Medicine.—Royle first drew attention to the bark, wood, and root of
this plant A^hich he described to be quite as bitter as the true Quassia of
the West Indies, and suggested that any of these parts would doubtless
prove an excellent substitute for that drug. Some years later Stewart
remarked that the leaves were used in Chamba to cure itch. The bark has
been recommended by Macardieu as a* febrifuge, and is noticed in the
secondary list of the Indian Phatmacopeeia as a likely substitute for quas-
sia. In that work it is stated (probably quoting from Irvine, who made
the same remark) that the bark is brought to Bengal from the hills, and is

sold under the name of bharan^ii as a heating and stimulating medicine
{Mat. Med. Patna, 16). The authors of the Pharmacographia Indica are
unable to confirm this, and state that all specimens of bharangi which they
have been able to secure have proved to be the roots and stems of Clero-
dendron serratum (see Vol. 11 , 374). I

Chemical Composition.—The wood of this plant has recently
been subjected to careful chemical examination by Drs. Dymock &
Warden, the full details of which were published in the Pharmaceutical
Journal, July 20, i88g, while a condensed account appears in the Phar^
macographia Indica, /., 287, from which the following extracts may be taken:

“ (3ur experiments indicate that the wood contains a crystallisable prin-

ciple, probably quasnin, a fluorescing, bitter, resin-like principle, and at
least one other non-crystallisable, bitter, resinous body, probably the un-
crystallisable quassiin of Adrin & Mordeaux. There are several points
of interest connected with the examination of P. qnassioides to which we
would refer. Firstly, the wood is not so bitter to the taste as ordinary
quassia wood. Secondly, the authors of the Pharmacograthia state that
they obtained 7*8 per cent, of ash from quassia wood dried at ioo*C. ; the
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PICRORHIZA
Kurroo^*

The Kntki Root.

CHEMISTRY.
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ash of P. quAssioidee obtained by us amounted to only 17 per cent.

Thirdly, a watery solution of ordinary quassia wood is stated to displ av
a slight fluorescence, especially if a little caustic lime has been added.
According to Fluckiger & Hanbury this is apparently due to quassiin.

We have repeated the experiment with a sample of ordinary quassia
wood with negative results. The P. qnassioides wood, when treat^ with
water or alcohol, affords solutions which display a very marked greenish
fluorescence. Regarding the content of quassiin it appears to vary con-
siderably.** The yield recorded by various chemists varies from o*oi

to o‘i5 per cent. Drs. Dymock & Warden write, ** The amount of crystal-

lisable principle present in the wood we examined we are unable to

accurately give ; as a rough approximatiort, we do not consider that it

would amount to more than *02 to *03 per cent, as an outside limit.**

“ Regarding the methods of analysis, extraction of the wood by alcohol,

and subsequent boiling of the dry alcoholic extract with water, concentra-
ting and precipitating with tannin, appears to give the best results, as far

as a crystalline product is concern^.**
Further experiments were made later in order to ascertain whether

any of the JaWandi alkaloids were present in the wood. As a result,

the presence of a distinctly alkaloidal principle, in addition to other matters,
was distinctly indicated, but the analysts write, “ As far as our experi-
ments have gone there is no evidence to show that the alkaloidal princi-

ple is related to the Jaborandi alkaloids. We have also examined
P. nepalensis for these alkaloids with a negative result. It, however, con-
tains an alkaloid, which does not appear to be identical with that found
in P. quassioides.**

These experiments, though not quite conclusive, point to the probabi-
lity that quassiin does exist in P. quassioides, and that possibly to as
great an extent as in average specimens of quassia wood, thus confirming
Royle's supposition that it might be utilised as an efficient substitute for

the officinal drug.
Food & Fodder.—The shrub produces green flowers, and a small red

FRUIT or drupe which is eaten by Natives in certain localities "^he
SHRUB is browsed by goats and sheep.

PICRORHIZA, ; Gen, PL, JL, 962.

Picrorhiza Kurrooa, Benth,; FI. Br, Ind., IV,, 290; ScROPHULA-
Syn.—Valekiana? Lindleyana, Wall, [rineac.

Vem.

—

Kutki^ katki, kuru, HiND, di* Beng.; Kutki, Nepal; Kuruwa,
Kumaon i Kaur, karri, 9.0iyT^karrA,kdl%kAtki,PB,i Kali kutki,bdlkadu,
Bomh.

; Mak. ; /i'adu, Guz. ; Kali-kutki,Viv.c. i Katuku-rogani,
Tam.; Katuku-rom, katuka-rogani, Tel.; Katukd, kalurohini. Sans.;
Kharbaijc-himli, Akab. & Pbks.

References.'— Pb, PL, Pharm, Ind., 160; O^Shaughnessy,
Bcng, Dtspens., 47S ; Jrvine,Mat. Med, Patna, 58; U, C, Dull, Mat,
Med. Hindus, 2#^ ,* Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed., §77 ; Cat,
haroda Durbar, Col, & Ind. Rxhib., No. 151 ; Official Corresp. on Proposed
New Pharm, Jnd„ 234, 289,291, 320: Year-Book Pharm., 1874, US; ^878,
289; Atkinson, Him, Disf. (X., N.-W, P. Gag.) 814, 746; Boyle, III.
Him. Bot„ 291, t.71 : Bidie, Cat. Raw Pr., Paris Exk,, ^ ; Cat, Col. &
Ind, Kxhib, Raw Products, No, go ; Kew Off. Guide to the Mus, of He,
Bot., 102; Gazetteer, Panjdb, Simla, 12 ; Agri.-Horti, Soc, Ind.,Jour‘
nals (Old Series), XIII., 889.

Habitat,—'A low, more or less hairy, herb, with a perennial, woody,
bitter root-stock, common on the Alpine Himiila)a from Kashmir to Sik-
.kirn, at altitudes of g,ooo to 15,000 feet.
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The Kutki Root. [J, Murray.)

Medicine.—The root is described in Sanskrit medicine as bitter, acrid*

and stomachic, and in large doses as a moderate cathartic. It is directed to

be used in fever and dyspepsia, and as an ingredient of various purgative

combinations. Ohakradatta recommends two drachms of the powdered
root in sugar and warm water as a mild purgative, and a compound decoc-

tion with aromatics and nim bark, as a remedy for "bilious fever” {U. C,

Dutt), Muhammadan writers have caused great confusion by assigning

the name hutki to Black Hellebore, at the same time describing a totally

different drug, probably, in certain cases, P. Kurrooa. This subject has
been already dealt with under Actaea {Vol. /., /oj), Cimicifuga {vol, //.,

288), Coptis Teta {VoL //., 522), Gentiana Kurroo (VoU IIL, 486), and
at length under Hellebonis niger ( Vol. IV,, 2i6~j 7). It, therefore, need not

be again entered into here.

Although some doubt exists regarding the exact plant meant by
Muhammadan writers, the kutki of the bazars is certainly in some cases

the root of this plant.

Royle notices it as bitter, and employed medicinally by the Natives.

Irvine (Mnt. Med, of Patna) mentions its use as a “ tonic in purges.” Anti-

periodic virtues have been assigned to it by Dr. Tripe {Madras Med, Re*

(orts, i8ss, 422), and later by Moodeen Sheriff, Dymock, and others.

Thus Dymock writes, " I can state from personal observation that it is

used successfully as an antipcriodic in native practice in Bombay; its

slight laxative action is rather beneficial than otherwise.” The dose as a
tonic is from 10 to 20 grains, as an antiperiodic, from 40 to 50 grains; it

is best administered in combination with aromatics. Surgeon Gimlette,
j

Residency Surgeon in Nepdl, states that it is brought from the Thibetan
border, and that the root is used in ague and enlargement of the spleen,

in doses of from four to eight mashas. The plant occupies a place in the
non-oflicinal list of the Indian Pharmacopoeia,

Special Opinions.—§
" From my experience of the root of P, Kurrooa

I can say that it is a good stomachic and very useful in almost all forms
of dyspepsia and in nervous pain of the stomach and bowels. Doses, as
an antiperiodic, from 20 to 40 grains, and as a stomachic and tonic, from
10 to 15 grains, three or four times a day ” {Honorary Surgeon Moodeen
Sheriff, Khan Bahadur, G.M.M C,, Tripltcane, Madias), “ If a strong
dcc<x:tion of this drug be given three or tour times a day and continued for

three or four days in cases of dropsy, copious watery evacuations are dis-

charged, and the dropsical effusion is relieved. In some cases the medicine
must be continued for about a week to bring about the desired result”
{Surgeon*Major D. R. Thomson, M,D., C.LE„ Madras),

PIERIS
ovalifolia.

MEDICINE.
Root.

7OX

PlERISj Don. ; Gen, PL, 21., ^88.
[Ericack*.

Pieris ovalifolia, Don, ; FI, Br, Ind,, III,, 460 ; Wight, Ic., t. It99;
Syn.— Andromeda ovalifolia. Wall, ; Kkllwtick, Sieh, &Zucc.;

Thibaudia, Grijf.

Var. laQceo]ata=P. lanckolata, D,Don; Andromeda lancbolata.
Wall.; A. SQUAMULOSA, D. Don.

Vem.

—

Aydr. Hind.; Anjir, angiar, aigiri, jagr^ekal, Nepal; Piaaay,
Bhutia ; Kangshior, Lepcha ; Rattankdt, arur, eilan, eilaur, eran, ellal,

bhel, erana, ayatta, sarlakhtei, arwan, aira, yarta, piru, Pb.

References.— h. PI, AM., i. 514; Brandis, For. FL, 2S0 ; Kurz,
For. FI, Burnt., II., g2 ; Gamble, Man. Timh., 23$ ; Cat., Trees, Shrubs,
&c., Darjiling, 50 ; Stewart, Pb. PL, /,??/ Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 5/57 ;

Gazetteers, Panjdb, Simla, to ; Agri.~IIttrti. Sor. Ind.i'-^Journals {Old
Senes}, VI., 167 ; XHI., 384; XIV., 26/; {New Series), II., Pro, iHlo,
37 ; Ind. Forester, XI,, 4, 284; XIII., S9: Smith, Kc, Diet,, 16,
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PIOBONS ft
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The Pigeons ft Doves of India.
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Habitat.—>A small deciduous tree found in the outer Himalaya from
the Indus to Assam, usually between 4,000 and 8,000 feet, also met with
on the Khdsia Hills and Hills of Martaban from 5,000 to 7,000 feet.

Medicine.—An infusion of the young leaves and buds is used as
an external application in certain cutaneous diseases {Gamble).

Structure of the Wood.—Light reddish-brown, moderately hard, weight
41ft per cubic foot. It is not durable, warps and shrinks badly in season-
ing, and is consequently only employed for fuel and for making charcoal.

The smoke of the burning wood is said to cause inflammation of the eyes
and face.

Domestic, &c.—The young leaves and buds, according to Stewart,
are poisonous to goats in the spring months only. They are said to pro-
duce cerebral symptoms, which can be cured by administerin|f lassi (sour

milk) to the affected animals. This poisonous property is said to render
the young leaves a useful insecticide. According to Madden honey
collected from the flowers is poisonous.

PIGEONS & DOVES.
Pigeons & Doves. Murray^ Avifauna of Br. Ind., //.,

These birds are comprised in the families Treronida, Columbidjb,
and Gourida of the Natural Order Gbmitores, and are nearly all of

economic value. The following occur in India :
—

Trbronid^.
Treron nipaleiiBiti Hodgs.: The Thick-billed Green Pigeon.
Crocopus phcenicopterus, Lath.

:

The Bengal Green Pigeon.

C. chlorigfister, Blyth ; The Southern Green Pigeon.

C. viridifrons, Blyth; The Yellow-fronted Green P^eon of Burma.
Osmotreron \ilcmcXia, Jerd,

;

The Orange-breasted Green Pigeon.

O. vemans, Linn.; The Pink-necked Green Pigeon.
O. malabarica, Jerd.

;

The Grey-fronted or Malabar Green Pigeon.
O. Pha3rrii, Blyth Phayre’s Green Pigeon.
O- fulTicollis, Wagler

;

The Ruddy Green Pigeon.

O pompadoura, Gmel.

;

The Yellow-fronted Green Pigeon of South India.

Sphenocercus sphenurus. Vigors: The Wedge-tailed Green Pigeon or
the Kokla.

S. apicaudus, Hodgs.

;

The Pin-tailed Green Pi^on.
Carpophaga mnea, Linn,

;

The Imperial Green Pigeon.
C. insiguis, Hodgs ; The Bronze-backed Imperial Pigeon.
C. griseicapilla, Wald.; The Grey-headed Imperial ngeon.
C. bicolor, Scop.; The Red Imperial Pigeon.

CoLUMBIDiB.

Palumbus pulchricollis, Hodgs,

;

The Darjiling Wood Pigeon.
P. casiotis, Bon^ip. ; The Himalayan Cushat.
P. Elphinstonei, Sykes.

;

The Nilghiri Wood Pigeon.
Palnmbmna aversmanni. Bp.

;

The Indian Stock Pigeon.
Columba intermedia, Strickl, ; The Indian Blue Rock Pigeon.
C. livia. Bp,

;

The Rock Dove.
C. mpestna, Pall.; The Blue Hill Pigeon.

C. leuconota. Vigors ; The White-bellied, or Imperial Rock Pigeon.
Alsocomns punlcena, Tiekell

;

The Purple Wood Pigeon.
A. Hodgsonii, Vigors ; The Speckled Wood Pigeon.

MacfOpygia l^ogrammica, Tremnu: The Bar-tailed Cuckoo Dove.
M. assimilis, Hume; The Tenasserim Cuckoo Dove.
Tnrtur pnlchratns, Hodgs.

;

The Ashy Turtle Dove.
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Pigment!. {J. Murray.) PIGMENTS*

Tnrtnr meena, Sykes: The Rufous Turtle Dove.
T. tenegalensis, Linn.; The Little Brown Dove.
T. snratensis, Gm. ; The Spotted Dove.
T. tigrinus, 7Vm. / The Malayan Spotted Dove.
T. risoritts, Linn . ; The Indian Ring Dove.
T. hnmilis, Temm.: The Red Turtle Dove.

Gouridjb.

Chalcophaps indica, Linn.

;

The Emerald Ground Dove.
Geopelia striata, Linn.

:

The Barred Ground Dove.
Caloenas nicobarica» Linn.

;

The Hackled Ground Pigeon.

Medicine.—The Arabs and Persians place pigeons and pigeons’ eggs
amongst their aphrodisiars (Ainslie, /., ,?/.?).

Food.—^The pigeons are all used as articles of food, and are prized by
most of the Natives of India, who consider them specially stimulating and
nourishing. The most highly appreciated by Europeans are the green
pigeons.

Domestic & Sacred.—The feathers like those of most other birds are
very little utilised in India. Siva and his spouse are said by Hindu
Pandits to have dwelt at Mecca in the form of pigeons. The pigeon is

closely connected with certain traditions of the Muhammadan mith, and
is carefully protected in certain localities such as Mecca.

PIGMENTS.
Pigments are coloured powders which, when mixed with some fluid

such as oil, water, varnishes, &c., in which they are in.soluble, form paints.

They differ from dyes and washes in their entire insolubility in the media
in which they are mixed. Such insoluble colours, when used in printing,

or colouring textile fabrics, are distinguished as pigment colours.

It will seen from the foregoing definition that the class of pigments
must be very large. Any powder possessed of colour, whether of animal,
vegetable, or mineral origin, and at the same time insoluble in the medium
with which it is mixed for use, may be employed as a pigment. But the
colour must, to be of value, be more or less unaffected by atmospheric
influence, must possess a certain amount of depth, covering power or
“ body,” must be unaffected in appearance by the medium with which it is

made into paint, and must dry in an even, uniform, and adhesive coat.

From an artistic point of view they must also, as satisfactory decorative
or pictorial materials, possess purity or lightness of tone, with intensity,

and a capacity for mixing with other colours so as to produce an agree-
able compound tint.

The following note by Mr. J. L. Kipling, Principal, School of Art,

Lahore, on the methods of house decoration in India, is of interest, and as
it has an important bearing on the pigments of this country, may be quoted
in full :—** House painting in^ the European sense of painting in oil is

entirely unknown. The oxidising or drying properties of linseed oil may
be known, but practically the country is in the state of Europe before the

invention of oiLpainting, popularly attributed to Hubert Van Eyck, but
probably of earlier date.

“ Large surfaces are seldom, indeed never, covered with coats of colour

with a brush, even in distemper or water-colour. Wood-work, when it is

painted at all, is done in water-colour, which is afterwards covered with a
resinous varnish. The decoration of large mosque fronts in colour was
accomplished by men whose largest paint-pot was no bigger than a tea-

saucer. The supply of colour, thus sparingly used, has always bc^ irre-

gular and fortuitous, and it is only in recent years, when oil-painting has
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been introduced by the railway workshops, and colour washing by the

Public Works Department, that a regular trade has arisen in colours,

with w'hich in former times the painter supplied himself after much research

and a considerable expenditure of labour in their preparation.
** All the indigenous notions of painting involve the use of water as a

medium. In fresco-painting, now seldom practised, no other vehicle is

used, and the colours being laid on fresh, wet chunam, with which they

are mechanically and chemically incorporated as the lime sets. In ordi-

nary painting on wood or dry plaster, gum, starch, or rice water is used

to bind the colours. It is obvious, however, that most of the colours used

can be worked in oil as well as water.”

Pigments.
References.—Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 22-24: Forbes Watson^ Jnd. Survey,

/., 418 ; Mason, Burma & Its People, SfiT, 7jO i Reportsfrtm various

Governments on Pigments, in answer to Government of India's Circular

Ito. s~~S4-iG., 2nd February
In enumerating the chief pigments produced, or largely used, through-

out India, it is convenient to follow the usual custom of grouping them
according to their colours.

(X) White.

WiiiTE-LFAD (sec Vol. IV., 602,603).—This, One of thc mosl important

colours in wall-painting, and largelv used as a ground colour and white

paint, is the chief white pigment. It is extensively employed by Native

painters and washers all over India, and is chieflyjmported, though manu-
factured to a sm.ill extent.

ZiNowiiixE.—The above remarks apply also to this pigment.

White earth.—Mr. Kipling stales that a w^hitc earth, karya mitit,

which IS not true whiting or chalk, serves in the Panj^b as white in water-

colour. It IS much employed also by the poorer classes as a whitewash,
and is sold at about six annas a maund (8olh). No good indigenous

white appears to exist. A white earth called soonko kul, or mauve son-

kan (Tam.), is obtained in the Tiruvallur taluk in Madras, w’hcrc it is

employed as a primary coat and for making ca.ste marks. Another called

baitur padi is obtained in the Nizam’s dominions near Beder, and is used
as a suustitule for w hitening.

Limf— Is extensively used for whitewashing all over thc country. Cal-
cined chalk from shells w'as formerly much utilised in Madras under the

j

names of velloi, Tam., and thelupu, Tel ,
as a high class white paint. It

I

is now almost entirely superseded by white lead.

(2) Blue.

SuLFHATE OF I RON (sec Iron Salts, Vol. IV., 523).—This salt is

used as a pigment either in its natural state or artificially manufactured.
It is sold for about Ri for i61b.

SuLi’HATE OF CoppER (sec Vol. 11., 649J
—Also occurs naturally and

as a manufactured salt. Its rupee price varies from 2^ to 4lb.

Arsenic.—Arsenic, sankhia, is used with sulphate of copper and pot-
ash to produce various shades of blue and green ; it costs about eight
annas per pound.

Lapis lazuli, or Ultramarine (see Vol. IV., ^87)—Was formerly
extensively used in paintings, illuminated manuscripts, and fine decora-
tive wall-painting. It is now- almost entirely superseded by imported
English or German artificial blues; indeed, its name has been
applied to these colours.

Indigo (see Vol. IV., 389-469).—This colour is used not onl) as a
dye but also as a pigment. Alone, it is employed for blue tints, mixed
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with yellows it forms green, with reds it produces purple, and with salts of

iron, black.

(3) Yellow.

Yellow orpiment.

—

A sulphuret of arsenic of a heavy liver yellow
colour, known as hartal^ is imported chiefly from China, and sells for 2 to

4ft) per rupee. According to Mr. Kipling it was probably formerly employed
in painted decoration. It is a favourite colour with the water-colour paint-

ing of wood-work, and the lac-turner\s yellow is generally orpiment. It is

used in the Panjab by liners, and for the lines in horoscopes, round the

margins of manuscripts'^ and other paper-work. See Vol. I. 321-22.

Yellow ochre (.see Iron, Vol. IV.,520,521)— Is, like red ochre, much
used in painting, and as a pigment colour for cloth. It sells for about
27ft per rupee. Mr. Kipling states that though cheaper than anything
imported, and when well ground quite satisfactory as to colour, the

trouble of grinding and its comparative dulness, when compared with

English chromes, are causing it to become less and less used in the Panjdb.

MtfLTANi MATi.—A soft saponaccous earth, varying in colour from yel-

low, to red, sometimes greenish or lavender-coloured, is much employed
as a pigment colour by the poorer classes near Multdn and in the Ddra-
jat (see Clays, Vol. II., 362). It is e.xportcd to other parts of India, and
sells in Bombay for 6 to I2lb per rupee.

Yellow oxide op lead (see Lead, Vol. IV,, 602).

Yellow chromate op lead (sec Lead, Vol. IV., 603).—This pig-

ment is rapidly increasing in popularity and is taking the place of the

indigenous yellows formerl) uscci.

Gamboge (see Gardnia, Vol. III., 472.)
Peori (see p. 132).
Pevadi.—

A

yellow pigment, said to be obtained by .soaking pounded
flowers of Butea frondosa, in cow's urine, is used for decorative house
painting in Bombay, where it costs R20 per cwt.

Nakli peori.—.^n artificial yellow pigment, prepared from the
yellow colour extracted from the flowers of the (Butea frondosa). This
colour, called tessiit is mixed with lime to form the pigment. It is manufac-
tured at Agra and Hattras, and co.sts about three annas a seer. It gives

a dull yellow colour, not so brilliant as that of true peori, but is cheaper,
and is said to be used in large quantities in Delhi.

(4) Green.

Verdigris.

—

Jangal, eangar, a subacetate of copper, of a very beauti-
ful bluish-green colour, is much used for painting on paper and in decorative
house-painting, and in the Panjab and North-Western Provinces is made
by treatment to produce a turquoise as well as greener tints. It fetches
Ri for ^ to 2lb.

Green chromate op lead—Is imported to a small extent as a
pigment.

Emerald green.—A cupric arsenitc and acetate, is largely imported
from Europe, and from its brilliancy and crudity is a favourite colour.

Silicate of Protoxide op Iron.—An earth composed of this

mineral is described by Mr. Baden Powell as formerly much used,
under the name of sangsabe, Mr. Kipling states that it is a bluish green
like the tena verte of European colour boxes, is now less frequently met
with in the bazdrs than it used to be, and costs about K5 per seer. Sur-
geon-Major Lyon found what appears to be the same colour in the Ajanta
caves, Bombay.
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Many greens are also formed by mixing yellow pigments, such as chro-
mate of lead, sulphuret of arsenic, &c., with inaigo, or some imported
colour, such as Victoria blue.

(5) Red-

Red pigments embrace two distinct series of colours, wi£r., the reds of
inorganic origin, and the red lakes obtained from animal and vegetable
colours. The most important of these in India belongs to the former class,

of which the following are chiefly used.

Red ochre (see Iron Oxides, Vol. IV., 520).—Red ochre is largely
used in all parts of India for colouring cloth a red or brownish-red colour,

and as a paint for walls and woodwork. It sells in Bombay for 12 to
20ft per rupee, but a specially good kind, distinguished as hapiU fetches as
much as R 1 for 4ft. Of recent years the oxide has been extensively mined in

Jabalpur for the purpose of manufacturing Olpherts* patent mineral paint.

Mr. Kipling distinguishes two forms in the Panjdb, one called hurmachi,
a fine, rich, madder-like, deep Indian red, costing about i anna a pound,
and a cheaper light bnck-red ochre, known as gtru, which is useful for

light tones. The former is described as varying in quality, but the best
samples are said to be remarkably solid and rich in colour. It works
equally well in water and oil, and when finely ground its covering qualities

are equal to those of any other pigment. Mr. Kipling writes, “In old
plaster work hurmachi was sometimes mixed with chunam for coloured
dados and afterwards polished to resemble red or pink marble. It is the
predominant colour in much good mosque painted decoration. Nothing
imported is half so good or cheap.”

Vermillion (see Mercury, Vol. V. 232)—Is manufactured to a small
extent in India, but is chiefly imported from China. It is much employed
in India as a pigment for all purposes for which a brilliant red is required,

and in Bombay sells for about ^lo per rupee.

Red lead (sec Lead, Vol. IV., 602, 603).—This important pigment
is very largely used in India for ordinary purposes of paintine, washing, &c„
also for making caste marks, and for adorning sacred objects. It is

manufactured in the country and also imported, and sells at about Sfii

per rupee in Bombay, and 5© per rupee in tne Panjab.
Realgar (see Vol. VI., )— Is much used in the preparation of

saflron-coloured pigments, and sells at about alb Iper rupee. It is ichiefly

imported.
Cinnabar (see Vol II., 316; Vol. V,, 233).—Crude cinnabar, under the

name of shingarf, was formerly much employed as a brilliant metallic
red, but has been almost entirely superseded by the small packets of
Chinese vermillion now universally obtainable. It is imported into

Northern India from Calcutta and Central India, and sells at about
R2-8 a seer.

Lakes.—A lake prepared from lac-dye (see Vol. IV., 516) is used to
some extent in India as a paint for wood. Lac-dye has greatly diminish-
ed in commercial value of late years and now sells for about R24 the cwt.
or 5ft for the rupee. A lake is also prepared for use as a pigment from
cochineal, with tartrate of potash and alum. The cochineal from which it

is made costs R2-8 per pound in the North-Western Provinces.

(6) Piuple.

Dark purple is a favourite colour in hieh class house decoration, and
is producM by various mixtures of vermillion and indigo, vermillion and
Victoria blue, red-lead and Victoria blue, and lake with indigo.
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(7) Grey. COLOORS.

At Bijapur a pearl-grey pigment is said by Mr. Ozanne lo be largely Grey,
used for painting walls. It consists of mica mixed with the mucilage of *J2X}
hhendi (Hibiscus esculentus). The chief ingredient, mica, sells at Bijapur
for 4ft per rupee.

Other gfreys are generally prepared by mixing some white pigment with
charcoal, or black earth.

KH 4 Kf.—The term khdH was originally the name of a sect of Vaish-
nava Hindus founded by Kil, a disciple of Krishna Das. They apply
ashes of cow-dung to their dress and persons, hence the name has come to
be a[)plied to a grey-coloured dye. In many parts of the country this
kh4kico\o\ir 's given to cloth by means of a natural grey-coloured earth, but
the use of such colouring matter, which from its nature is always fleeting

and requires renewal, is being gradually superseded by that of khdkT-
coloured dyes, generally prepared with myrobalans, galls, and sulphate of
iron. One of the most important khaki clays is the Leingang of Manipur.
Major Trotter in his report on that country describes it as occurring
nearly everywhere in the valley. Two tolas of the clay is mixed with
1
^
quarts of water, coloured with a chittdk of haldi im\A turmeric),

S
int of milk is added, the whole strained, and the cloth steeped in the

^
uid. It is then wrung out, dried in the sun, again steeped, wrung out

in water and dried in the shade. Major Trotter states that the
colour may be made permanent by boiling in alum solution. If so, the
earth must not act as a simple pigment, but also as a true dye.

(8) Black. Blaek.

Most black pigments owe their colour to carbon, obtained by charring *J2t
animal or vegetable substances.

Lamp black, or Kajal, is the most important pigment of this class in

India. It is generally collected from earthen .shades or reeds placed over
burning oil lamps, and sells from R4 to R8 per rupee. Of recent years,

however, this pure lamp black has been largely ousted from the market
by the much cheaper, but equally inferior, imported chimney soot.

CocoANUT BLACK and Almond black are obtained by burning these

nuts. They are chiefly used as a colour fur tinting whitewash. By variety

in the amount added several shades of grey may be obtained.

Black earth.—A black earth is used for colour washing in Rajpu-
tana, and is said to be procurable in the bazar at Abu for 3 pie a basketful.

The foregoing list includes the indigenous pigments chiefly employed in

the baziirs of India, and though it would be possible to mention a few others,

the enumeration includes all that can be reckoned of practical value.

Commenting on the short list of pigments available in the Panjab, Mr.
Kipling remarks : — I am not certain that it indicates the mineral poverty
of the country, but it shows, at least, with how limited a colour scale, skil-

ful ornamentists could produce artistic effects,” This remark applies

to India generally, and though European importations have placed many
new and brilliant colours at the disposal of the Indian workman, the re.

suit has been by no means an improvement in the class of work turned out.

The question of pigments in India may be fittingly summed up by the

remark tnat most if not all chemically prepared colours are more cheaply

procured and of better quality when imported, than when of native make

;

and that, with the exception of the ochres, the supply of naturally coloured

mineral and vegetable colours of indigenous origin is small, and not likely

to exceed local demands. In the case of the red and yellow ferruginous

earths, however, this is not so. Already they have been utilised in the
manufacture of mineral paints for European purposes, and it appears not
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unlikely that the large deposits existing in India may be still further taken
advantage of for this purpose.

Trade.—A considerable foreign trade exists in paints and colours, which,
however, consists chiefly of imports. This impoK trade has increased
considerably during the past ten years, the average for the five years
ending 1883-84 having been 115,196 cwt., value 817,13,699; while that of
a similar period ending 1888-89 was 139,670 cwt., value 8x9,15445. In
188S-89 it reached the amount of 184,383 cwt., value 824,16,086; and
in 1889-90, 154,124, cwt., value 820,40443.

The chief source of supply is the United Kingdom (with, in 1889-90,
*23475cwt.), followed by Persia, Belgium, France, the Straits Settlements,
and Arabia, named in order of importance. Bombay takes the greatest
share (73,383 cwt. in 1889-90), followed by Bengal (60,131 cwt.), while
Madras, Sind, and Burma import insignificant quantities.

The re-export trade is small. During the five years ending 1883-84 it

averaged 1,351 cwt., value 825,838; during a similar period ending 1888-89,
2,61 5 cwt., value 837,352. Like the imports, however, the re-exports shew-
ed a sudden rise in 1888-89, ws., to 3,364 cwt., value 841,199, and to 3,180
cwt. valued at 840,781 in 1889-90. Nearly the whole re-export trade is

from Bombay, which supplies small quantities of foreign colours to the
Eastern Coast of Africa, Aden, Arabia, Ceylon, Hong-Kong, Persia,
Siam, Turkey in Asia, and other countries.

The exports of Indian pigments are very unimportant and shew no
tendency to increase. Thus in 1883-84 they were 205 cwt., valued at
R*5»79<^» in 1888-89 227 cwt., value 814,286. The exports arc made from
Madras, Bengal, and Bombay, and received by Arabia. Aden, and other
countries.

Pis. sec Hog, Vol. IV., 253.

PILEA, Lindl,; Gen. PL, IIL, 384.

Pilea SCripta, Wedd. ; Fl. Br. Ind., V., 336 i Urticack«.
Syn—P. Goglado, Wedd.

;

Urtica scripta. Ham.; U. Hamiltoniana,
Wall, i U. FRIPLINERVIS, Ham.

Reference. son. Him. Dtst., N.-W. P., 317.
Habitat.—A tail-branched, glabrous, large-leaved herb, native of the

Temperate Himdlaya from Dalhousie to Bhutdn, from 3,500 to 6,000 feet

;

also met with in the Khdsia Mountains and Manipur.
Fibre.— This is referred to by Royle as one of the fibrous plants of the

North-West Himdlaya.

P. smilacifolia, Wedd.; Fl. Br. Ind.^ V., 333.
Syn,—P, Goglado and GLARERRiMA, P. mcoNiiEFOLiA, Mia.;

Urtica glabkrrima, U. smilacifolia. Wall.; U. Goqlado,
Ham.

Habitat.—A herbaceous or suflruticose glabrous plant, found in the
Eastern Tropical Himalaya from Sikkim to Mishmi, between the alti-

tudes of 2,000 and 4,000 feet, also in Assam, the Khdsia Mountains,
Sylhet, and Chittagong.

Fibre.— It is stated to yield a fibre, regarding which no definite in-
formation can be found.

PIMPINELLA, Linn.; Gen. PL, /., 8^3.

Pimpinelia Anisunii Linn.; Bent. & Trim., Med. PL, i. 122 ;

The Anise.
[ UMBELUFERiE.

Vem.

—

Saurif, sadnf, somp*? anisun. Hind.; Muhurt, souf-ka-jar,
miiha-Jirti, Beng.; Pan^mahtirt, Uriya; Sop, Nepal; *Anisun, manori,
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The Anise-seed. (y. Murray^ PIMPINELLA
Anisum,

sauraf, N.-W. P. ; *Anis^n, sounf, Pb. ; Badidn, WEST Afg. ; Erva-
dos, echra, sat^hushpha^ sonf. Bomb.; Sdmp, hadi-shep. Mar.; Sewo,
anisa^ varialit Guz. ; Burri~sMpt s6nf, Dec.; SombA, shdmbutPerunshi-
ragam, T\u,i Kuppi, pedda-jUakara^ s^u, pedda sadapa, Tel.;
Dodda-jiraget s6mpu, subbasije, Kan.; yeramanis, perin-chirakam,
Malay,; Sa-mung-sa-4)a, samusaba, BuRM.; Mahd-duru, ddva-duru,
lokka^uru, sinhala-asamodagant Sing.; SetaPushpa, Sans.; AnesAn^*
antsAn,* ruBtynnaj, shatndr, Arab. ; Raaaneh-rAmi, raaani, rumi,
rdBiyanah, bddiydn, vdldne-buBarg, Pbrs.

* According to Moodeen Sheriff, these names (all of Arabic origin) ought to

be properly applied to the fruit of Carum Roxburghiulum.
References.—5^ew<ir/, Pb, Pl„ 107 ; Mason, Burma] & Its People, 4g6,

740 ; Sir ]V, Elliot, FI, Andhr,, 104; Pharm, Ind,, 100 ; British Pharm,,
112, 2ig s Fluck. & Hanh,, Pharmacog,, 3io ; U, S, Disbens,, isth Ed„
194, 1000; 0'Shaughnessy,Beng, Dispens., SsS; Irvine, Mat, Med,, Patna,

^ 9(5 ; Moodeen Sheriff, Supp, Pharm, Ind„ igo; Sakharam Arjun, Cat,
Bomb. Drugs, 64 ; Murray, PI, & Drugs, ^tnd, 107 ; Dymock, Mat,
Med, W. Ind,, 2nd Ed., yj7 ; Dymock, Warden & Hooper, Pharmacog,
Ind,, II,, i3i i Year-Book Pharm,, i^3, 348 ; 1879, 465 ; Med, Top,, Ajm,,
12S ; Butler, Med, Top. di* States,, Oudh & Sultanpore,^ ; Vety. Aide
Memo., i3 ; BirdwoM, Bomb, Prod,, 42, 222 ; Baden Povaell, Pb. Pr,;
3ot ; Econ, Prod., N,-W, P,,Pt. V. {Vegetables, Spices, & Fruits), 3o

;

Cat. Cal.\& Ind. Exhib. Ran Prods., No, 8$'; Piesse, Perfumery, 90 ;

Mys, Cat, (C. JSjr.), 22 ; Bomb. Man, Rev. Accts., io3; Settlement Report

:

—Panjdb, Kdnp^a, 25,28; Agri.-HorH. Soc,,Ind.:—Transactions,!.,
dt ; VI,, 241 ; Spons, Encycl., I., 334; Balfour, Cyclop, Ind,, 109; Smith,
Ec, Diet., 17,

Habitat.—An annual herb, with an erect stem, native of Egypt, Crete,

Cyprus, and many islands of the Greek Archipelago, inir^uced from
Persia into Northern India, where it is cultivated, by the Muhammadans.
The chief part of the supply, however, still comes from Per.sia. It is also

said to be cultivated to a small extent in other parts of India, e,g,, Orissa
(Hunter, Orissa, II., 134).

Oil & Perfumery.—An odorous principle is obtained by distilling the
FRUIT, the product being the '* oil of aniseed ” of commerce. The perfume
is very powerful, and is well adapted for toilet soap and for scenting
pomatums, but is not a favourite for mixing with handkerchief perfumes.
Arak badidn or water of anise is a favourite perfume in India (see

Perfumes, p. 138).

Oil of anise is colourless, of a pale yellow tint, and has an aromatic
spiev taste. Its specific gravity vanes from 0*977 to 0*983. At 10° to I5°C.
it solidifies to a hard crystalline mass which does not again become fluid

under X7®C. It agrees very closely in character with the oil of Star Anise,
and like oil of fennel consists almost entirely of anbthol (see Vol. IV.,

330 -

Medicine.—Anise is amongst the oldest of medicines and spices, and
is mentioned in many classical and early European writings. It docs not,

however, appear to have been known to the ancient Hindus, and is not
mentioned in Sanskrit works. After its introduction into Northern India
by the Muhammadans, the knowledge of its virtues appears to have spread
rapidly, and now it is used by Native practitioners in the same way as by
Europeans. Thus Irvine states that in Patna it is imported for use as a
carminative and deobstruent, and to promote digestion. The on. and
an ESSENCE prepared from that product are officinal in the Pharmacopoeia

of India, The properties and actions of the drug are too well-known

to warrant any description in a work such as the present. Irvine states

that the root is supposed in Patna to have similar properties to the fruit

Special Opinions.— § “ Is much used as a carminative in the form of

bruised and cleaned fruit, and also as a water of Anise, Araq Badian **

(Assistant Surgeon Bhagwan Das, Raioal Pindi).
** Semi-parched seeds
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mixed with sugar are useful in mild cases of dysentery” [Surpon R. Gray,
Lahore), “ Useful in cardialgia, pyrosis, bilious giddiness ana indigestion ”

{Surgeon-Major D, R» Thomson, Af.D,, C.I E,, Madras),
Food.—Stewart states on the authority of Bellow that the leaves are

used as a vegetable in the Peshawar Valley. The fruit is largely
employed in Europe as an ingredient in cordial liqueurs, and in India is

employed to a considerable extent as a flavouring agent in native con-
fectionery.

Pimpinella crinitam, Boiss,, see Psammogeton bitematiim, Edgv), : p.

[351 FER.E; Vol II ,
20f.

P. involucrata, W, & sceCamm Roxburghianum, Benth,: Umbelli.
Pine-apple, see Ananas sativa, Linn, 2 BRoMELiAcEiG ; Vol. I., 236.

PINUS, Linn,; Gen, PL, 111., 438,

A genus of coniferous forest trees of great economic value. In addition to the
s|>ecics, described fieluw, several are < ultivated to a greater or less extent in

India, but not sufliciently to warrant their being includ^ amongst the economic
plants of the country. Thtee at least of the Indian forms promise well as
sources of turpentine, and it is possible that the wood of certain species may
be found suitable for the manufacture of wood wool, pine wood paper, pine fibre

cloth, &c., no V extensively made in Europe from that of the “Silver Fir,“

Pinus sylvestris.

Pinus Deodara, ,
see Cednis Deodara, Loudon 2 Vol. II., 235,

now reduced to C. Libaoi, Barrel,, var, Deodua, FI, Br. Ind,, V,, 65

P. excelsa, fValL ; Fl, Br, Ind,, V,, 6y ; CoNiFERiK.

The Indian Blue or Fivk-lkaved Pine.
Syn,— PBNDULA, Griff.; H. Grippithii, McClelland,

Vem.

—

Tongsihi, lamshing, Bhutan; Chila, karchilla, chit, chir, chilu,

katlt N.-W. P,; Raisalla, lamshing, byans, ^Ichilla^ Kumaon;
Ydrt, yara, yur, viro, katar, tser, chtl^ Kashmir; Bidr,yero,ydri, kdiar,

tser, chiL chir, kachtr, darchir, keitri, Ihim, chitij bidr, shim^ partal,

andttl, Ihim tscr, sam, pdlsam, ddrehil, som shtng, kdil, Itm, Pb,;
Lintansa, piuni, Fushtu.

R^erences.

—

Lambert, Pm, Ed. 2, 40, t, 26; Brandis, For, Fl„ sro

;

Griffith, Notid., JV,, iS ; Ic, PI. Asiat., J^5, 366 ; Gamble, Man, Ttmb,,
JoV, Stevjart, Pb. PL, 22$, Aitihison, Lahoul, Journ, Linn. Soc,,

A'., 79; Cleghorn, Ptnes of N.-W. Him., t 2; Baden Powell, Pb,
Pr.$SS; Drury, U. PI. Iml., 343 ; Atkinson, Him. Dist,{X„ N,-W,P,
Gas.), 3ifi, ; Gums & Resinous Prod. iP. W. Dept. Rept.), $3,

$6, SS,6i ; Cooke, Gums & Resins, 124 ; Wardie. Dye Rept., 26 ; Brown,
Forester, 322 ; Kew Off". Guide to theMus. Rc. Bot., i34 ; Kew Off, Guide
to Bot. Gardens Arboretum, 20, in, iSO, 154; Settlement Reports

Vanidb, Hasdra, 10 ; Kdngra, 140 ; Simla, App. 11. H.,xliii.; Gaset-
teers —Punjab, Rawalpindi, 1$ ; Bannu, 23 ; Gurddspur, $4 ; Simla, to;
Hasdra, I4; M\'i>ore ^ Coorg, 1., 66; Agri.-Horti. Soc., Ind,:

—

Journals (Old Senes), IV., Sel. 223, 226-22ft, 243, 264; VI., 167 ; Vll.,

77, SO-S3 ; Vlll., Sel. 2$, 192, 193, 197 ; Kill., 363 ; XIV., 12, 265, 26lt,

2JO, 272 ;
Agrt.-Horh Site., Panjdb, Select papers to 1862, p, 48 ; Ind. For-

ester, /., 55, 3o6 ; 11 , 182, i83 18$, 186, 188 ; Vll., 208, 211 ; Vlll., 37,

106, ny,' 127, 723, 269, 307, 37s, 399, 404, 4o8> 74, 780. 277,

3o3 ; X., 2, 72, $6, 759; XI., s, 44, 270 ; Xll., 262 ; Xlll., 67, 62. 63, 66,

70, 3 17 ; XIV., 27, 63, 69, 247, 255, 2s6; Balfour, Cyclop. Ind,, III., 220.

Habitat—A lofty symmetrical gregarious tree, found on the Temper-

ate Himalaya between C,ooo and 12,500 feet, but most common up to

8 000 feet. It is readiU recognised by the blue tint of its tufted foliage,

the long penduous cone, the compact greenish blue bark of the young

stems and leaves remaining on the tree for three years

Oleo-resin.—The wood is highly resinous and affords turpentine and

lar. These are, however, rarely extracted, and though Stewart men-
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tions that the resin is a Kdngra export, little is known of the extent of its

preparation, or the uses to which it is put. The more highly resinous
parts of the wood are much employea for torches, which are known
as mashdl in Hindustani and Panjabi, jagni in Pushtu. The resinous
cones are valuable for lighting fires. In certain dry winter seasons the
leaves and twigs, together with those of the deodar (C. Libani, var.
Deodara), Pinus longifolia, and a few other trees not conifers, become
covered with a copious sweet exudation. This occurred to a large extent
during the winter of 1889-90 in the Simla District, and has already been
noticed under Fraxinus orous, Vol. III., 443, and Manna, Vol. V., p. 165.
The “ Manna ” thus found is collected and eaten by Natives, and is said
to have been used in Bnshahr for adulterating honey. A similar shed-
ding of manna was noticed by Madden as having occurred in Kumdon.

Dye.—The bark contains a fair amount of colouring matter. Samples
experimented with by Mr. Wardle were found to produce tints which varied
much with different mordants. With one process it produced good yellows
on bleached Indian tussur and corah silk, and a deep orange on wool.
Mr. Wardle writes, “ The effect of this process on wool is remarkable
and promises a great utility for this dye stuff. The yellow on corah silk

is a very good colour which might be brought to use with little pains.”
“As for the other colouis” (varying from blackish-brown to drao) “on
the card they an* not very remarkable, and do not vary much. A cotton
sample has not been able to be dyed on account of the smallness of the
sample of bark.” The bark possesses a small quantity of tannin which is

show’n by the dark colour it produces with an iron salt. Should the dyeing
property of chil bark become of commercial value, as Mr. Wardle predicts,
large (piantitics of the material might be easily and cheaply obtained from
the North.West Himalaya.

Structure of the Wood.—Sapwood whitish; heartwood, distinct red,
compact, even -grained, soft and easy to work ; weight from 26 to 331b p^r
cubic foot, average 3olb. Of all the North-West Himalayan Conifers it

ranks next to the Deodar as regards durability, and is preferred to P.
longifolia and the species of Abies. Brandis states that it is said to last

7-8 jears as shingles, 8-10 years as beams in walls, and 15 years as
ordmarx inside planking. It is largely used for house-building, shingles,
water-channels, water-troughs, wooden spades, and other implements.
According to Stewart, quoting Mr. Watson, it is the best of all PanjIb
w'oods for pattern-making, since it works easily. Stewart, however,
remarks that this can be the ca.se only with carefully selected wood which
contains little resin. It yields an excellent charcoal for iron-smelting.
In short, wherever Deodar is not available or is very expensive, the wood
of this tree, though only fairly durable and liable to warp and rot, is

employed for all purposes of construction. Brandis states that a variety
of the wood, valued less than the ordinary kind, is called dar chil at the
Kavi and Chendb timber dcp6ts. Trees grown on the southern aspect of
a lull are said to yield heavier and more highly resinous wood than those
on the Northern slope.

Domestic.—The more resinous parts of the wood arc largely used for

torches ; chips and small pieces of the wood form an article of traffic in the
trc*eless Inner Himalaya, under the name of Idshi^ or clanshing

:

and the
CONES are employed for lighting fires The bark is used to roof huts,
and the trees are often from this cause denuded of their bark to a con-
siderable height. The leavfs and Twics form admirable litter, and in

certain k)calitic*s the leaves are mixed with mortar and plaster in building
{Btaudis),
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Pinus Gerardiana, Wall, ; FL Br. Ind., V., 6^2.

The Neosia or Edible Pine.

Vern.—Gunobor^ rhi, ncwTt chiltfoza, iiroga. Hind.; Kannuchtt
knniiinflut kamnthiy \V. liuFT; Roneihdy rolnhoy SEhDS=
itrostiy Kumaon; khi,ri, shan^tiy Kunawak; Chiriy prita, mirriy gal-
hojay f'dl^o/dy ka^hhy rty rhty ncoza^shani'tiy ticwry ruminchcy roniumhiy
Pu • Lhir ikily ka^htiy ean-f'husoy ii]:.)Ll>ii=chil}!;huaayjalghozay ean-ghoa;
Ai'O.; Chtlgoedy ViLKS.

References.

—

Brandti,y For, FL, ^7; OamblCy Man. Timb.y 3Qfi

,

Stcwarty I'h ri.y JJ5 . Clfghorny Pines of N.-W. Himal.y t. 4 ,
Sakha-

ram Aiiitiiy Cat. Bomb. DrngSy 133 , Murray ^
PL & Drugs, Sindy 2^ ,

Badrn Ponull, Pb. Pr.y 26S\ SyH, t^SS ; Atkinson, Him. Dist. (A'., N
ir iuis ), 31'^, h'ovle. III. Him. But., 3^:3, t. ; Gums & Re-
sinous I'rnd {P IP D(M Rtjd.)y fit ; Cooke, Gums & Resms, 126;
C hunk, Food-Grains, Ind., 177 ,

Brown, Forester, 305 ; Kew Off. Guide
to the Museum of he, Bot , 149, Gazittcer —Panjub, Simla, 10 , Agri.-

H 'rti Sm Ind — fournals {Old Scries), JV., Sel. 223, 22t<, 2f>S , VI.,

Pro ^
.
VI I., 77 y S3, A./. VII/., SO. 25 , iQi ; MU , 3^3, ,

RIV., 49,

7f<, /tib, *17,270,272, Pamnh, Sthit. pafers to iSbi, Index, .t^’, Ind.
Fioi til, V, i''J, iS t, I'sb, I'lII,, 4ijS

,
/V., 15- XIII.

, 70, Balfour,
Cyclop. Ind , III., 221.

Habitat.— A mocltT.itc-si/cd tree of I he inner dr) and and valleys of

llir N(ji lli-W< llim.il.i\a fiom Kun.iwar westwards, and >n (iarhwal,

found in isol.itcd au ;is of no tjieat extent, and j^entrall) at altitudes

l)tlw«’en 0,< ().) and 12,000 fett.

Olco-resiii.- I'lie \n ood is \ ery resinous and though general)) consider-

ed the lx si loi torches and fuel, on account of the \aliie c)f the fruit,

IS seldom cut f(tr these* purposes. Stewart statt‘s,on theauthonl) of Major
Longden, that the K.an.i\van's do not use the resin as it “ gets too hard,”

hut that excellent tar ma\ be extracted from the wood b) destructive dis-

till.ition. According to Gordon it atTords abundance of fine turpentine,

and the ( (jnks exude a copious white resin

Oil.
—

'Idle ouK>-Ki SIN ) 11 Ids tuipcntine, and an oil used medicinally is

said to lx extracted from tlu* seeil.

Medicine.—The si kps are ** idly supposed b> the Natives to have many
g'K d iiualities ” {Invin). TIua are consulei etl anodyne anil stimulant. '1 he

on. exti.ulid horn I him is highlx csleemeil for its stimul.iting and healing

puwiTs w hen a])plied as a diessing to wounds, ulieis, \c. It is also said

h\ Stewart to he employed as an external application in diseases of the

head
Food —The chief product of this tree is the almond-hke shtn, contained

in the lotus. The cones ripen in October, are j)liKkL‘d before tlie\ open,
:md lu ali'd to make the scales expand. The seed is then easil\ taken
out. '^hl^ are largely eaten bx the Natixos, and are stored for winter

use. Aicoiding to Brandis they form a staple food of the inhabit-

anis (il Kunawar, bx wlu»m ihex are often eaten ground and mixed with
lloiii. Amongst till si* people the proxerh is current. “ one tree, a m.irTs

hie in winter.” I lu*v aix* .dso exp >rled to the plains, from the lulls of the

Pani/ib, and laigt iju.antities are imporled annually’ into India from
Atghanisl.'in by the Khyl>er .ind Holan passis.

No st.ilislics are .ixail.ible of the proh.able annual production, but a full-

sized cone yields mote than 100 sitds, and each tree produces from 15 to

25 cones. I he seed is sold in the Simla ha/ar at from (i to 8 ^eers per

lupec, .and is considerably eaten as a dessirt truit bx Kuropc'’ns, in the

same wax as pistachio nuts. It is somewhat oily and difficult of digestion,

but has a x ery delic.ilc tcrehiiUhinoiis llaxour.

Aiuudiug to Church the xhi-imca] com posit i -n of the seed is as
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The Khasya Tuqjentine. {‘J AJnrmy )

follows :—Water 8*7 per cent. ; allmmenoidb, 136; starch, &c
, 22 5 ; oil,

5r3 ; hbrc, o-g, and ash, 3 per cent.

Structure of the Wood.— Heartwood >rllo\vish brow n. hard, durable,

ver\ rc'sinniis, weii^hl 44 lo 47]h per cubic foot. It is r.nely utilised, siiu

e

the tree is so much valued for its seeds that it is rarely felled ; it is, howe\er,
sometimes hollowed out for water-courses, and, according to Brandis, is

used for the hook whu h siippfjrts the seat on the single rope swing bridge,

so Common on the 1

1

im.il.i\ an stieams. It is, therelore, probabK tough
and dm able

Domestic.—The wood IS occasionally emplo\cd foi torches, th<’ ri* si n

for patt lung cracked wooden vessels, and the HARK foi making baskets and
lough water buckc'ts.

Pinus khasya, ; /7. Br. hid., I"., (i$2.

Syii.— P. ^^s^A, Kurz
. P. MiASYANA, Gnff.; P, Ki-slva,

Vern.—

K

hasia; Ttnvit, IUjkm.
References, —f, ;/,-/////, Nolut . JV , /.V; It. PL Asmt.. il., ^07,

i , iliniiil 'Joittu., II . , lirantiis, btn, b( , SoA • hurz, tuu b'l

Pnrm
, II,

, {>(} mbit , Man . Tnub., .^t/J ; Aphn , I\i port outfit S/i.m
bi/a/t 5, Ilouu th pt.. Pro: Fan sts, Aitou'^t /<^ V* Fas. i(t to 21 ,

ifftrniber, /Vsf, A'os A'/ fo i(tl ; Gaztttcor —M\sort‘i'’tooti^, I , (r>
,

I lilt Porrstil, I., .Pyi ; I’l . IJ>S\ Jo.V
,

r//., 2 ff;, VI I L, ,,vyy, /ly,

tx
,
/A / . A ///., 56 .

A/f' , 6v, (>4.

Habitat — 'I'his sjxcies is a native of theKha'»ia Mountains, (.hillagong,
and the lulls of Ibirnia, at altitudes between 3,eM)o and 7,000 IclI In

A^-am If IS .1 sm.ill tree, but m Ibirma attains a height of k > to

-00 hel, will! a tinnk 10 leet in giilh. d he forests of this litc* :ir«

( .1 'Mi.il < d f <» u i\ ei .iboiii J70 scjuare mil(‘s, of w hic h 2^0 .in in As>-am,ilM‘
nnii'iidti Ml Ihnma. It is bth(\ed th.it the sm.iller are.i m the I'tlii

«oiint!\ (in Im laigel> ixtcndid and impro\c‘d, nothing but fin ton-
* i\,iiK\ ln'iig i<(|uii<d to tr.insform the hill-sidc s into jmi

c
piiu- t<.u .^Is

Oleo-resin. - I lu n sin of this puu ispcihapsthe nu'Sl v.ihiablc* (»bl. nr
abh lioni an\ I nebaii |)r( n s of t he g< nus In Ass mi it is c olh c ii d, ;ind

I iidc (.il of till p( ntine IS m.ide from the h sinons w ood. Mu nuthodfol-
!"»\t«l has bef'i liillv (hsctibed b} Mr, Mann (//.c////// bortster. 17/, / -j),

w h" sl:it • s that highlv n sinons c hips of I he wcmkI an ‘eld in llu b.uaisoi
llu Khrisia 1

1

ills, and .ire ustd by .\. fives .md I'.uiopc.ins for kindl.ng
Inc -. 1 his wiiod s [)r</diiei‘d ,'irtificirdl\, by cutting .1 h<»li into the lowii
pill of the trunk cd the tree, ab«»ul c*ne f«»ol .djovc gieund. A bla/c

.d'fjiit 4 feet long and 12 imhes wide is then made .ibcai this notch
A good deal of nsin c \udes liom tlu bla/e, and is colh-cted, and the c on-
‘lant oiitllow in one dm 1 1 ion c \i Mes .in urmsuallv cj'jimns ‘-ci ret.on of

tismiii the tiunk '1 he wood, at h a<-l in the vicinitv cjflhc bla/e. In-
comes so.iki d w itli oleo-ic sin l'wc.l\e months aftci the ticc has becnthii-.

tri.,tcd,it :s f(‘11t J Mr . Mann c .ah iilalc s that .« full grown ticf will >.ild

fiSlb ol crude ri sin fiom «ine ol tin se wciunds, andtli.il I lit 1 1 sin-eiic nisi 1 d
wcjod toiil.iins in .iddil on i(»pcrcnt c>f its fot.d weight i»l crude icsin

I MjUiei t MI pc ntine IS ( \tr .It tc d froDi t his w 00c' as follov. >•
.

—
'J he woc^J is c iit

inlochips. .ind plaecal cio^swise m lave rs 111 an oidin.n \ e.utlu nware c ookinj
pot, the mouth of winch is clow d f»v 1,nge sniootii 1< .i\ c s perloi.iu dw it h

' mall IujIc s. 1 he vessel IS then invt rlid cm a siipj) 'll o\c r .another n.ip-
l.ade, .md /.re is made on or above it, the vc - cl being smioiiruhd with

bol .ashes and burning charcoal. As a tonsi epu n< e the liMpinl'ru

evades from llu w cjod .ind di ops through the lude . in the le.if-c.o\c 1 mg into

(he p t be low

The resinous wood used in this process is s.ud b\ Mr Mann fn h.m
'old in 1S82 in Shillong .it the rate (*f ab<nil K i foi 8->ji)
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The Long-Leaved Pine

In Burma no resin is collected from this tree. In 1884-85 the subject

of the turpentine yield from this species, along with that from P. longifolia

and P. Merknsii, came before the Government of India, the possibility of

opening up an extensive trade in the oil between India, and England
being under consideration. Papers received from the Forest Department
and other sources showed that the cost of crude turpentine amounted to

R32 per loolb delivered in Calcutta, and that the supply was limited

though no doubt capable of increase by careful conservancy of the forests.

The very high price of the crude product, compared with that of the

oil obtainable from P. longifolia, and with that of American or French
turpentine in Europe, render prospects of any development in the trade

very small.

A specimen of the turpentine from Pinus khasya, however, sent from
the Indian Museum to Professor Armstrong, F.R.S., appears to show
that the product is purer, and probably of higher commercial value than
other turpentines. It was reported on as follows :

—“ Of all the substances
which you sent me from the India Collection some time ago, the only one
which has hitherto furnished any result of interest is that labelled Crude
Turpentine (Pinus khasyana, Burma). It consists of a solid resin similar

to colophony and of a liquid ‘ turpentine oil.* The latter is remarkably
pure and free from smell, and ought, I should say, to be very valuable for

purposes for which the French and American oils are used. Scientifically

It is interesting in several ways; it has the greatest amount of action on
polarized light of any comferom oil of turpentine with which I am
acquainted, the rotatory power of a 200 mm. column being about 76® for

light of the rcfrangibility of the D line, whereas that of French oil of tur-

pentine is about 60®, and that of American oil about 30® on the average.
Neither French nor American oil, especially the latter, are homogeneous ;

but this P. khasyana oil, so far as 1 can judge from the examination of

the small quantity at my command, is almost a pure substance. It may,
therefore, be N\orth while to call attention to it.**

Structure of the ^Wood.—Very resinous, heartwood red, weight 38ft)

per cubic foot. It is extensively used in the Khasia Hills for building
purposes, and in Burma for torenes.

760 Pinus longifolia, Roxh, ; FI, Br, Ind., F., 652.
The Long-1 kavkd, or Thrke-leaved Pine.
Vem.— saral, chir^ ckil^oVB.o~'RE.Sin~ganda-btroBa, chir~ka-gond,
H iNU. j Dhup, snla, dhup, sula, t*LEo~KESiS'"dhup, koto^ Nepal ; Gniet,
I.EPCHA ; Teadong, Bhutia ; Kolattf chir^ salla, sapin, kolon, kolain,
EEVUmmktilghoza^ chalhatUt N.-W. P ; Dhip^ Oudh ; Chir, salluy sapin,
koUm, iolan, kolain, Kumaon j Salla, sari, Kashmir ; Chir, chit, drab
ihir, uashtur, nakhtar, ranzuru, gula, thansa, anander, saral, OLKO-
EESiN ^ganda-biroza, purified OLRO-RE9iN^biroza, sai-htroza, Pb.;
Nashtar, nakhtar, Pushtu; 0\.EO-ees\h ^Gandah-hirozak, Bomb.;
Sarala, OLEiy-RESis ^sarala drava, srivdsa, kshira, Sass, ; OLEO-EESlN
^Btrozvh, PerS.

References.

—

Lambert, Pinafum, Ed. 2, 32, t. 22 ; Roxh., FI, Ind,, Ed,
t>77 ; Griffith, Nfltul., 1 V„ 18 ; Ic, PI. Asiat., tt. 36g, 370 •,

Braitdiy, For. FI., 506: Gamble, Man. Timb., $96; Cat,, Trees, Shrubs,
F^c., Darjiling, 81 ; Stewart, Pb. PI., 22ft; Cleghorn, Pines of N.~W,
Himdl.,t. 3 ; Pharm. Ind., 22$; U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med. Htnd

, 316,
3 l8 ; Sakharam Arjun, Cat. Bomb, Drugs, §33 ; K. L, De, Indig. Drugs,
Ind., 88; Murray, PI. & Drugs, Sind, 26; Dymock, Mat, Med. W,
Ind., 2nd Ed., 756; Official Cortesp. on Proposed New Pharm. Ind.,
234* 283; Year-Book Pharm., 1880, 25/; Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 378,
^O, £88 ; Drury, U. PI. Ind., 348; Atkinson, Him. Dist. \X,, N.-W.
P. Gaz.), 7ffi, 824 : Royle, III. Him. Bot., 3S3, t. 8$, f, 1 ; Protl,

Fes., 2JJ ; Gums & Resinous Prod. {P. W. Dept. Fept.), 37, $2, 53, S4»
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or Gandabiroza Tree. {J, Murray:)

5<5, 57, 55. 60; Cooke, Gums & Resins, 125; Wardlt, Vyc ^ !

Cat., Raw Prods., Col. & Ind. Exhib,, No, 97 ; Hamilton, Acct , Nepal, 6j,

igy ; Kew Off. Guide to the Mus. of Ec. Bot., 134 ! Nome Dept, ^ocfs..

Forests, 1S84, Nos. tfi to 2t ; i88s. Nos. 84 to 101 ; Gaaetteers :-~Panjeb,

Rawalpindi, 15; N.-W. P., IV.. Ixxviii. ; Mysore & '•»

Agri.-Horti. Soc. Ind.:—Trans., VII , Pro. go ;
journals {Old Senes),

IK Sel , 223—226, 253 ; VI/., 7S-SO, 162, 163 : VIII., Sel., 2$, 150 , tS», JS4»
tot, 192; Kill., 3t3t 3t3,383:XIV.,i2,4i» 265, 2f>8. 270, 27% ; Ind.

Forester, I., 82, 3o6 ; II., 172, 182, 390, 892 ; III., 88, 02, 3SS. ffi6, 3/0,

37r; V., i83, igo; VI., 15, 148, 308, 809; VII., 24S; I HI., 87, 102, 106,

ti3, 118, J20, 123, 124, 12s, 128, t3o, t8s, 271, 301, 37 1, 374» 875* ^8, 3^9,

404, 40s, 4cri, 408, 412 ; IX., 13, 125, 126, 21!, 801, 331, 361*402 ; X., 2, $6*

i2S, 176, 183 ; XI., 270,387* 3fi8;XII., 63, 262, 418 ; XIII., 2,38,56*

57, 59* 60, 61, 63, 67* 70, 280, 314; Balfour, Cyclop. Ind.* III.* 22t.

Habitat.—A large gregarious tree of the outer and drier Himdlayan
slopes, from the Indus to Bhutdn, met with as low down as 1,500 feet and
ascending to 7,000 feet; distributed to Afghanistan. In a recent report

called for on the subject of turpentine, the area under this species in the

North-Western Provinces (Kumdon, British Garhwdl, Naini Tal, and
Ranikhet) is estimated at 615,914 acres, and the total area in North-West-

ern India, including Kashmir and other Native States at from 2,000 to

4,000 souare miles. The tree is easily recognised by its pale green tint,

rounded, large, cone, brown corky bark, breaking off in slabs, and by the

leaves (at least in Simla) falling every year, about the beginning of the

rains (June).
Oleo-resifl.—The oleo-resin ol this species is more largely collected

and u.sed than that of any other Himdlayan conifer. A certain amount
naturally exudes from the bark ; it is known as herja in the Panjdb and is

occasionally collected. The oleo-resin is, however, more generally procur-
ed by incision, conducted so carelessly as to be detrimental and finally

destructive to the tree. The product is valued by the Natives chiefly for

Its resin, which is obtained by exposing the oleo-resin to heat, by which
means the oil or more valuable product is dissipated. Oil of turpentine is,

however, extracted to a small extent by the Natives, but the practice was
probably introduced by the Europeans, with that of preparing tar by de-
structive distillation of the wood. This latter process, which is much more
common than the former, is conducted as follows :—Dry chips of wood are
put into a large earthen pot \\ith a narrow neck, in the bottom of which
four or five small holes are drilled. The pot so filled is luted over with
stiff wet mud on the sides and top ; a hole is dug in the ground, in which a
smaller pot holding about 3 seers is placed, ancTthe larger one is put on
the top. The joint is then luted, the sorrounding space is filled up with
earth, and a fire of cow-dung fuel is lit over the whole. The fire is kept up
from eight to nine hours, at the end of which time 5 chittaks of tar and 1

seer of charcoal are obtained from a pot which originally held about 10
seers of chips. Four men easily make 2J maunds, or nine large pots full of
tar in a month, and the cost is about R21, or 3 annas 8 pie per seer. The
product appears to be equal to tar imported from Europe. Several im-
provements on the native method have been used from time to time with
considerable success. Thus it was found at the Madhapore workshops that
by conducting the process in several pots close together at once, and by
Slightly modifying the native apparatus, i seer of tar could be produced
from o seers 4 chittaks of fresh chips as a charge, and 2 maunds 2 seers of
chips for fuel. The estimated cost was only i anna per seer.

^
The tar thus obtained is said to be of a superior description. It is a

mixture of resin and oil of turpentine, blackened by the presence of
empyreumatic products; it thickens after exposure to the atmosphere,
ana may be used in ifithe same way as ordinary coal tar.

16 A

It is also
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OLBO-RESm. employed in the preparation of the large skin floats, on which) rivers are
crossed.

The method of obtaining the oleo-resin followed by Natives has formed
the subject of an exhaustive note by Mr. Fernandez. From this it appears
that the tapping season commences in February and ends in June. A
notch is cut in the tree about 3 feet from the ^ound ; the bottom of this

notch is hollowed out to receive the resin, which is collected as the cup.

thus formed, fills, sometimes as often as every second or third day, but

usually between the fourth and eighth days. The notch is deepened and
lengthened from time to time, so as to freshen the wound and favour the

flow of resin ; and unless this is done the old resin hardens over the
walls, and thus effectually prevents the exudation of fresh material.

The same cut is, as a rule, used for two years, and sometimes even for

three, when no fire occurs in the time to scorch or burn the resin incrusted

wfMid The yield of resin per tree, obtained by this process, is ven’ variable.

Brandis, quoting Mr. Thompson, estimates it at from 10 to I2w in Garh-
wdl. The Conservator of Forests, School Circle, North-Western Provin-
ces, stales that in NainiTal it is said to be from 4 to 6\b. the first year, and
about half that amount, the second. The largest flow is said, by the same
authority, to take place when the niche is freshly made, as much as ilb

being obtained in the first collection from an average tree. In 188^ expe-
riments in tapping according to the European method were started in the

n<5ra Dun Senool Circle, and it was found as a result, that the average
yield by the system of gemmate a vie (that is, tapping the tree so as
not to injure it;, was an average of 3 to 3 5 seers in trees from 7 to 9 feet

in girth. Mr. Greig states that trees from 4 to 6 feet in girth may be
made to vicld an average of 5 to 6fli each, for a period of eight to ten

years, without causing death.

No estimate can be given of the present production, but it may be
worth notice that Mr. Thompson, in 1867, estimated the quantity annually
exported from Garhw4l to the markets at the foot of the hills, to be between
1,000 to 1,200 maunds. Reports called for by the Government of India, in

1885, shew that the cost of collection and delivery is very variable. One
maund collected in Hazdra was delivered in Raw'alpindi for about R2-8, and
sold for R7. Oleo-resin collected in the Beds valley cost, at the Railway,
Ri)-8 per maund ; in Chamba the cost of collection and carriage was es-

timated at R6-12 per m.nund, and in Kalel and Ranikh6t at R5- 1 2 It w'as

found possible to collect the resin in the School Circle, North-Western
Provinces, and convey it to Dcoban at R4 per maund, but this price was
said to be susceptible of great reduction, if large quantities w'ere collected.

The crude product is said to sell in Bombay for R6 to R6^ per maund of

4 lib. From these figures it would appear that the average cost of i maund
(82tb) of oleo-resin collected and delivered at one of the stations in the
Panj

4b or North-West Provinces might amount to about R6, though
with increased care in collection under intelligent supervision, it might be
considerably reduced.

It must,'however, be observed that increased tapping for pure resin

would necessarily entail a greatly augmented risk of forest fires, and that,

therefore, strict fire protection on a large scale would be indispensable to the
success of the operations. This would involve increased outlay, which would
only be warranted if the extraction promised to be a financial success, a
question w'hich depends entirely on the price the crude product, or tur-

pentine distilled from it, would be likely to fetch in the English market.

It may be mentioned that the Government of India have taken steps
to settle Inis question, and have it at present under consideration.
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or Ganda-biroza Tree. Muiray)

Chemical Composition ~ Mr. Fernandez states that he obtained i*

from the crude oleo-rcsin about 30 per cent, of oil of turpentine, equal
to the best imported oil, except that its odour was much less pun^^ent.

Dymock, on the othe- hand, writes that 56fi> of the crude drug, distilled 1

with water, yielded only 81b (or about 1*43 per cent.) of a colourless limpid
j

oil having the peculiar odour of gandah-hirozah. The resin remaining in !

the still was of a dull brown colour; after straining, to remove impurities
|

and stirred with a small quantity of boiling water until hard, it was found
to weigh 43lbi and afforded a very fair substitute for Burgundy Pitch.

1

The oil, according to Lyon, has a specific gravity of *875 at 82° Fh. ;
'

it commences to boil at about *310® hh., and is dextro-rotatory. .

Oil of turpentine is extracted from the crude product m the Panjdb, 1

Bijnaur, and ilsewhere in North-west India; in the former locality the'
oleo-resin is first mixed with water and carbonate of soda. The residue \

(pale resin, colophony) is called sundras m Bqnaur. The value of colo-
'

phony and of turpentine in the arts is too well known to necessitate re-

petition in this work. In India the crude product is chiefly used medicinally \

and is also said to be a common adulterant of lac ; the tar is employed in

the same way as elsewhere, and the purified resin is used by the tinsmith

in soldering 'metals.

Dye & Tan.— The bark is used for tanning ; the charcoal of the leaves
mixed with rice-water is used for the purposes of ink. Samples of the

bark examined by Mr. Wardle gave results W’hich w'ould seem, like those

with P. excelsa, to promise a new and valuable economic use. He writes :

—

This bark seems to be rather remarkable for its )eI)ow'ish dye on bleached
Indian tussur and ana silk, and for its rich orange vhadc on wool, this

bark and that of Pinus excelsa forming remarkable exceptions to the
majority of Indian barks yielding with the aid of the new mordant.s,
very rich colours. On unbleached Indian tussur, w'hen an iron salt is

used as a mordant, a darkish drab is produced owing to the small quantity
of tannin the bark contains ; the unbleached Indian tiissur dyed In a bath
of the extracted colour alone produces a nice pale-brown shade.”

Oil —Oil of turpentine is obtained fronr the oleo-resin, see remarks
under “ Resin.”

Medicine.—The aromatic wood and the oleo-rksin are mentioned
in Sanskrit wcjrks as rredicinal. Oil of turpentine, however, does not
appear to ha\e been known,— at all events it is not mentioned by Sanskri!
writers. The wood is considered stimulant, diaphoretic, and useful in
“ burning of the body,” couf'h, fainting, and ulcerations, and is generally
present ed in combination with other drugs. The crude olef;-resin is de-
scribed as useful in the preparation of plasters, ointments, and pastilles for 1

fumigations, and is also directed to be ^plied to buboes and abscesses
for the purpo.se of promoting absorption Chakradatta describes a jias-

tille made of turpentine, bdellium, wood of Aqiiilaria Agallocha, and resin

of Shorea robusta as useful for the fumigation of unhealthy and painful

ulcers {U.C Duit), '1 he purified and crude olcK>-resins are found in all

Indian bazdrs and are employed both as external and internal remedies
They appear to have the properties of ordin.iry turpentine, and are chiefly

useci for making a pectoral plaster, like the pitch-plaster of hurope. They
have also a reputation in vctcrinarv practice as a remedy tor mange,
Dynnock states that the Voids obtain from the olco-resin, by distillation

W'ithout water, a limpid, sherry-coloured oil, having the peculiar odour of the
drug, which they call Khanvo oil in the Deccan ; it is m much repute as
a remedy for gleet or long-standing gonorrhoea. According to Baden
Powell the crude oleo-resin is used in the njab .'^s a stimulant diuretic

in diseases of the urinary organs, chronic bronchitis, and haemorrhages.
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also in rheumatism and fevers. The tar \,sift rumi) is employed in

chronic bronchitis, phthisis, and skin diseases, and as an application to

the skin of camels for “ itching’ ** in the cold season. In Nepd' turpen-
tine is imported from Bhutdn, and given in doses of four to eight mashas
in cases of ague and splenic enlargement.

Special O PI Ni ONS. The turpentine, ganda-birosa^ is distilled at the
Bombay Medical Store DepOt for tne sake of the oil which is issued to

vetei inary charges in the Central Provinces and Berars as a remedy for

mange in horses, under the name of Chir Pine oil. The native vaids also

distil it and call it Khanno oit ; they prescribe it in gleet. It resembles oil

of turpentine, but has a peculiar agreeable aromatic odour like that of the
(.hir turpentine. One cwt. of Ganda-hiroza yields i6th of oil. The resin

which remains has a similar agreeable odour, is of a light brown colour,

and is used by us as a substitute for Pix Bargundica” \Dr, Dym)ck,
Bnmbtiy). “ The oleo-resin, mixed with cocoa oil or glycerine, is a useful

applic;ition to buboes ”
( W. Forsyth^ F. R C.S. Edin.^ Civil Medical Ofcert

IHnajpur). The appication of gand-hiroza has been found to dissipate

buboes and other glandular swellings. b> preventing suppuration ” (.?. C.

Bhaitacharjt, Chanda). “The resin of Pinus longifolia is soft, opaque,
ductile, and greenish white. It is stimulant both internally and externally.

Internally it acts chiefly on the mucus membrane of the genito-urinary

org.ins, and is therefore a very gtxid rt medy for gonorrhoea. I have
used it with success in many cases of this disease, and in a few, with decided

benefit ; after the failure'of copaiba, cubebs, gurjan balsam, and turpentine.

Hose, from one to three drachms in emulsion wuth mucilage, four times in

the 24. hours. As it is very thick it requires to be mixed well and
gradually with the mucilage ” {Honorary Surgeon Moodeen Sheriffs Khan
Bahadurt G M M.C., TripUcane. Madras) “A good stimulant appli-

cation especially for boils ” (Assistant Surgeon Nehal Singh. Saharunpore).
“ 1 have found ^andha haroea to be .an excellent application for the ulcers

known as Frontier sores in the P.anjdb ; it is a powerful external stimulant **

(Civ I Surgeon J. Mullane. Gauhati, Assam “ Have used it externally

to ripen boils, abscesses, and buboes with good effect*’ {Surgeon D. Pica-

chy. Purneah). “ Gondh-biroea certainly promotes suppuration when ex-

ternally applied, and is specially useful in indolent abscesses and buboes*'

{Civil Surgcjn S, M. Shircore, Murshedabad). “ A decoction of the chips

is given for the purpose of checking suppurative swellings ’*
\ V. Ummegu-

dicn. Mctfapolliam, Madras).
Food. —Dr. Stewart writes : “In parts of the Jhelum basin, the tur-

pentine sKKD is at times Cciten when food is scarce, but it cannot be a
pleasant, .and is probably not a nutritious, food.**

Structure of the wood. —Yellowdsh, reddish white or brown, no dis-

tinct hcart-w'(K>d, weight from 37 to 451b per cubic foot when unseasoned,
about 271b when seasoned. It it easy to work and is extensively employed
in the hills for Diiilding purposes, rafters, shingles, tea-boxes, and the bot-

toms of boats. Though durable when used for interior house-work—roof-

trees are said io last two generations in Kumdon— it decays rapidly w'hen

exposed to w’ct, and is nut valued for exterior work, except where deodar

is not available. Brandis states that in Kumdon, about Piura, and in

several places on the w'ardw'an branch of the Chendb, a large proportion

of the trees have the bark and the fibres of the wood spirally twisted,

in the same way as, though to a much smaller degree than, is often seen

in the horse-chestnut in Europe. The wood of the twisted trees is useless

for any purpose save fuel. The wood is much used for making charcoal.

The TIMBER of stumps and trees which have been notched and mutilated

is often so full of the resin as to be translucent, and is much employed for
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torch^ in houses and mines {Brandis). Stewart states that in certain

localities in the Panj^b baskets are made of thin slips of the wood. The
|

BARK is used as a fuel in iron-smelting.

Pinus Merkusii, 6* De Vriese ; FI. Br. I nd.^ V., 652. i

Syn.—P. Lattbri, Mason fP. sumatrana^ Jungk. / P. Finlaysoniana,
Wall,

Vera.— ktenr^, Burm.
Refereaces.—Kurg, For. FI. Burm.^ //., 4991 Gamble, Man, Timb.,

398 ; Mason, Burma & Its People, S^, 8o3 ; Aplin, Report on the
Shan States, 5 ; Home Dept. Progs., Forests, 1885, Nos. 84 to tot ;

Ind. Forester, VI., 128, 3o8 f VIII,, 399, 403; XIII., $6 f XIV., 63,
69.

Habitat.—A tree, of 50 to 60 feet in height, found in the Shan States,

Martaban, and Upper Tenasserim, between 500 and 2,800 feet, and in

Lower Tenasserim oetvv'een 3,000 and 4,000 feet ; distributed to Sumatra
and Borneo, where it sometimes attains the height of 100 feet. In Burma
it almost always grows mixed with Dipterocarpua tuberculatus. In the

Tenasserim Circle alone it occupies an area of about 50 square miles.

Oleo-resin.—Perhaps the first Indian writer to notice tne abundance of

resinous matter in the wood of this tree was Mason, who wrote that

it appeared to contain more than any other species of conifer he had ever

seen, and that large quantities of both pitch and tar might be manufac-
tured in the forests. Reports called for by the Government of India in

connection with the enquiry on turpentine, shew that the trees have been
much cut up bv taungya cultivation ; but it is stated that successful 6re
protection would suffice to restock the area now denuded, and that forests

could be extended without difficulty by propagating the tree. Experi-

ments have shown that the olco-resin can be extracted without killing the

tree, and that a tree of six feet girth can yield 12% at the first tapping.

The quantity decreases in the second and third years, after which the tree

requires a lengthy period of rest. The cost of delivering looft of crude
turpentine at Moulmein amounts at present to R12, and the quantity

available is small, though capable of considerable increase. With aug-
mented facilities for transport and more careful conservancy of the forests,

the supply could be largely increased and the price diminished.
Structure of the Wood.— Heart-wood yellowish brown with dark streaks,

moderately hard, exceedingly resinous, weight from 51 to 54ft per cubic

foot. The wood is sometimes brought to Moulmein for mast pieces, but
the difficulties of land and water transport are very great, almost prevent-

ing its being exported at a profit. Splinters are extensively employed for

torches {Gamble),

PIPER, Linn. ; Gen. PL, III., izp.

A p^enns of shrubs, rarely herbs or trees, which comprises about five hun-
dred named species (probably greatly exaggerated), all tropical or subtro-
pical. Of these forty-five arc described in the Flora of British India as
natives of, or long established in, this country. Several are of great economic
interest and value.

[ PiPERACEJE.

Piper Betie, Linn.; FI. Br. Ini., V., 8$; Wight, Ic., t, 2926

;

S3rn.— P. SiRiBOA, Linn. / P. peepuloidrs. Wall. / P. Chavya, Ham. /

Chavica Betlb, Miq. ; C. Chuvya, Miq. ; C. Siriboa, Mt^.

VersL-^Pdn, tdmbuli. Hind.; Pan, Keng. ;
Pin, vilyadele, Bomb. ;

Videcha-pAna, Mar. ;
Pan, ndgur^l, Guz. ;

Pan. Dtc. ; Vettilat

Tam.
; Tamalapdku. ndgavalli, Tel. ;

VtlePUle, Kan. ; Vetta, vej^la,

vettila, Malay. ; Kdnvoe, kwdn, kwanynet, ktoon’reaet, BuRM. ; Baldt,
Sing.

; Tdmhula, ndgavalli, Sans. ; Tanbdl, Arab. ; Barge^tanbdl,
tambdl, Peks.
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Reference8.~^<7;i:&., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., ss, 5<5p; Voij^t, Hart. Sub. Cal.,

2g9 ! Thwaite^t En, Ceyl. PI., ^2; Data. & Gibs., Bomb, tl., Supf>l.,

Sq ; Mason, Burma & Its Peoble, 49s, 778 ; Burmann, FI, Ind., 14

;

Thesaurus, Zey., t. b8, f. 2 ; Pharm. Ind., 208 ; Fluck. & Hanh., Phar^
macog., 5#J, Mg ; U, S, Dispens., iSth Ed., 3S0 ; Amslte, Mat. Ind

,

II.* ^5; CyShaughnessy, Bong. DisPens., 575; Beng. Pharm., 89;
Moodeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm. Ind., 97 : U. C. Dutt, Mat, Med.
Hind., 92, 244, 3l0, 320 ; Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 727 ;

Drury, U. PI. Ind., 1^9: Useful PI. Bomb. (XXK, Bomb. Gag.),

173 ; Econ. Prod. N.-W. Prov., Pt. \ V. {Vegetables, Spices, & Fruits'^,

32; Butler, Top., & Statis., Oudh and Sultanpur, 40 ; Ayeen Akbary,
Gladmin's Trans., II., 27, 28, 89, 44 ; Airu-i-Ahhart, Blochmann's Trans.,

/., 72, 7J; Ltnschoten, Voyage to East Indies (Ed. Burnell, 7 tele &
Yule), I., 213, 214, 2/5 ; H.* 53* 66, 1.3O ;Man. Madras Adm., 289 ;

Nicholson, Man. Coimbatore, 2?/, 232 ; Morris, Account Godavery, fo ;

Boswell, Man. Nellore, 137 ; Moore, Man. Trtchinopoly, 74 ; Adm. Rep,
Deng., 1882-83, 13 ; Bombay, Man. Rev. Accts., 103 ; Darrah, Note on
the Condition of the People^Assam, App. D ; Settlement Reports •

—

N.-W. P., Allahabad, .?7 ; Central Provinces, Bhandara, para. 177 ;

Naf’Pofre, Suppl., 274 ; Wardah, 60, 61 ; Nimar, 199-200 ; Madras, Goda-
ver\, 148 ; Gaeetteers .

—Bomhav, XI., 97 ,
XIII., 298 ,

XV., Pt. it , it ;

XVI., 104 ! XVII., 276 ; N.-W. P., /., 84 ; Central Provinces, 56 ; Orissa,

11., i36, App. iv., 160 / Myjtore df Coorg, /., 66, i36 ; II., 11 , Agri.-
Ilorti So(., Ind. :—Trans., III., 08, 200 ,* VI., 289 ; Journals {Old
Senes), VII., 68 ,

IX., Sel., 50, 59 ; X., 48; XIII,, Sel., 64 • Indian Agrt-
(ulturist, 17-7-86; 8-4-88 ; Spans, EncycL, 1805 f Balfour, Cyclop. Ind.,

111., 222.

Habitat.—A perennial dioecious creeper, probably a native of Java,
cultivated, for the sake of its leaves, in the hotter and damper regions of

India and Ceylon
Cultivation.—The cultivation of betel leaf is attended with many difficul-

ties, and requires a constant temperature, a fairly steady degree of moisture,

and much attention on the part of the husbandman. The methods pursued
vary considerably in different localities, and may, perhaps, be best con-
sidered under the heads of the Presidencies and Provinces in which betel

leaf IS chiefly grown.
Mxhras.—

T

he plant is very widely distributed under cultivation in

this Presidency, being chiefly found in the moister regions. It is spe-
cially described in the District Manuals of Coimbatore, Godavery, Nellore,
and Trichinopoly, in all of which districts the method followed appears
to be much the same. It is described as follows in Nicholson’s Coim-
batore Manual :

—

“ The land, which has been w'cll prepared, is divided by w'ater channels
into beds of about two feet wide, and in August, agatlii (Sesbania grandi-
flora) seeds arc soun and occasionally W'atered till October. Betel cut-
tings from a two-year old garden are then planted between the agatht
trees, at two per tree, and during three months are watered on alternate
davs for the first fortnight, after w'hich they are watered once a week.
In January the dung of cattle, asses, and pigs is applied to the roots, and
covered w ith silt from the w'ater-channels, and the creepers are then tied

to the agatht trees. As they grow they are repeatedly tied on with plan-
tain fibre, till at the end of die first year they tw'ine naturally. In July
manure is again applied. From the' end of the first year leaves are
picked dady for about sixteen months, if the soil be good and well
manured.

The best monthly yield of a good plantation, per acre, is said to be 15
konies==2AO palageis, each palagei containing 25 kattus (bundles) of 100
leaves each. The palagei is ordinarily sold at two annas, so that the
monthly yield is worth R30 per acre, being for the sixteen months of crop,
a gross yield of R480 during the three years of cultivation. The labour is
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great and the profits long deferred, so that it is not much engaged in,

though so profitable.”

Central Provinces.—In these provinces the crop is apparently an
important one, and is described at length in the Settlement Reports of the
districts of Bhandard, Nagpur, Wardha, and Nimdr The method of cul-

tivation is described as follows in the account of Wardha :
—“ The pan leaf

is cultivated by a class of people called Bnrehs and the pan garden is

Bureja, or sometimes Pan^ka-tanda» 'Ihe plant is very delicate and
susceptible in a high degree of the influence of heat, light, disease, See.

;

great care and watchfulness is, therefore, necessary in rearing it. If,

however, a good crop is obtained, the profit is fair and suflicient to com-
pensate for the anxiety of two years of watching. The pan gardens are
generally held by a cultivating brotherhood of old standing, forming
quite an independent section in the village, who pay their rent to the lan(i-

holder through the head of their body. A portion of the villagejlands is re-

cognised as belonging to this caste ; in this they dig wells or tanks, and make
|

their gardens, ana, being careful and steady cultivators, contribute much'
to the general prosperity of the neighbourhood. The garden is enclosed

j

on all sides with a bamboo and mat covering to shield the delicate plant!

from the weather, and cool plantain leaves and the graceful wide-spread- i

ing leaves of the Arunj which shelter and support the young plant, arc

;

massed within the walls. The interior of these gardens is strikingly pretty

and inviting, the pan leaf carefully trellised in all directions, the broad '

leaves of the plants grouped besiac it, affording a grateful shade, whilst

the constant supply of water renders the garden agreeably cool, even in

the hottest weatner. These spots are fully appreciated by tigers and
panthers, which often seek shelter here during the hot weather, and the
cultivators on going to their work not unfrequently find one of these animals
entangled in the maze of the trellised plants.

“ The leaf is planted in ridges, varying of course in length w ith the area
of the enclosure. After the leaf is planted the ridges or di ills are measured,
and the garden is found to contain a certain number of units of length
called /aw*, which are portioned off among the brotherhood. The betel

leaf requires constant care and much water. Manure too is essential.

When young and delicate, the plant is even fed with milk, which is found
to be an excellent manure. It ceases bearing leaves of any marketable
value in two years. New gardens are then made. The first year of cultiva-

tion is called Wotuk^ and the second Korixsa^ the produce of the latter

being much more esteemed and sought after, and fetching a higher price

than the leaves yielded by the first year’s crop. At the expiration of the
second year the ground is allowed to remain fallow for periods varying,
according to the nature of the soil, from two to three years.

“The betel-grow'ing brotherhood are so careful, and are so much
respected, that landholders allow them many privileges that are not
granted to the ordinary race of agriculiurists. Thus custom has pre-
scribed that no rent is to be paid or demanded during the time the land
remains uncultivated. Rent, too, is only paid on the exact quantity of

land sow'n, the rent is paid per lam^ the rate on which varies in the
first and second year of cultivation. Although ail the members of the

brotherhood or caste give their labour tow^ards the construction of the

garden, share in the expenses of watering, weeding, watching, &c., yet at

the same time each individual is the owner of a fraction of either one or
more lants, the produce of which he himself gathers, and disposes of on
his own account, and each has an independent interest in the undertaking.”

In Nimar the method differs from that just described, and presents
several features of interest. Instead of only lasting two or three years a
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fyn tunda once established is said to yield steadily for ten to twelve years.

The ground is similarly prepared by repeated ploughing and manuring,
but, a« in Madras, trees are sown to afford shade. In this case they
consis. of saora fSesbania sgyptiaca), a tree which shoots up ^rapidly and
affords good ?hade for two or three years. 'I'he plantation is also surround-
ed by poles of pdngrd (Erythrina indica) to which bamboo mats arc attached.

After the saora trees die down they are replaced by poles of the sales

(Boswellia serrata), of which the bark is believed to give a specially favour-

able hold to the climber. These poles give no shade, but in the meantime
plantains have been planted all over the garden at intervals of 10 nr 12

yards, and thus supply complete protection. No matting is used overhead
or for partitions as in Wardha. Every year after the leaves have been
gathered the creeper is coiled down at the root until only some 3 feet of it

are left above ground ; a fresh ror »t is thus struck and the old coil is next year
cut away altogether. The crop is irrigated steadily at all seasons except
during the rains, and at the commencement of each hot season (March;
the plants arc pruned, manure is applied to the roots, and fresh earth,

brought from another field for the purpose, is piled up round them. This
supplies the new soil necessary, and which, in other systems of cultivation,

renoers a short-lived crop and long fallow essential. Owing to this

superposition of fresh earth the garden soil increases in depth by about
2 feet, before the ten or twelve years are over. After that time the garden is

removed, hemp is sown to clean the land, and alternate fallows and irriga-

ted spring crops, with liberal manuring, follow for some years to render
the soil ag.ain fit for another crop of pan y^SHilement Rtp.^ Nimdr, 1 00^200).

This system appears to be preferable in many ways to that ordinarily

followed ; it entails less labour, less retardation of profit, and with the
annual supply of fresh earth ought to produce as good a yield. It will

be seen Inat much the same method, though combined with artificial

shade, is pursued in Bengal and other localities in which betel cultivation

is extensively carried on.
Bengal.—Pan is largely cultivated in Bengal, but the system adopted

would appear to be fairh constant, and the following report on the method
pursued in Burdwdn may be taken as topical

“ Betel is extensively grown in some parts of the division, especially

along the banks of the Hooghly. The following is a description of the
mode of cultivation folli)W'ed in the village of Bantul, in the iJluberia sub-
division, which has the reputation of producing the finest betel leaves in

Bengal.
“ Three different varieties of betel are grown here, via., the

bangla or country, the khas, generally known by the name of sanchi pan,
and the karpuihatk, or the sweet. The cultivation of this last variety,

which has a very fine flavour and an odour like camphor, is very limited.

It grows only in a few' fields, and even in these few plants out of many
planted succeed.

“.yoiZ.— Betel grows best in the friable black clay resembling pond mud
and containing a large amount of organic matter. It is, however, worthy
of notice that the beiel gardens at Bantul, which u.sed to grow the most
highly flavoured karpurka*h, consist of a rather light loam, very slightly

reddish. Soils of this description are no longer available in the village,

and new' gardens are mostly made of the ordinary clay of the description

mentioned above. The land must be high and well drained, stagnant
w'ater being most injurious to betel.

** Preparation o/gardenr^To make a new betel garden, or iorojr, as it

is called by the cultivator, a plot of land situated on high ground, well-

drained, and close to a pond or khal, is selected. The soil generally is a
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in Bengal. ( 7. Murray,)

blackish clay, containing a large percentage of decomposed vegetable
matter. Underbushes, if there oe any, are cut down, and their roots dug
out with the spade. The whole land is then thoroughly turned over by
the same implement to a depth of 18 inches. Trenches are dug around
the field, and the earth thereby raised is spread over it. In some places,
when making a new boroB^ the whole field is raised by 5 or 6 inches with
pond mud, but this is not the practice at Bantul. By the repeated use of
the kodali the ground is thoroughly stirred to more than a foot, and pul-
verised as fine as possible. The land is levelled, and over it a roof is

placed made of bamboo slips and jute stalks supported on bamboo posts
to a height of cubits from the ground. The four sides of the boroz are
enclosed by tattis made of the same materials as the roof. Great care
is taken in making the bamboo supports.* Good, sound, and well-ripe

bamboos are cut into pieces, each about 10 feet long. These are slit

in the middle, dried in the sun, and then kept under water for about a
month. T'he uprights are placed in parallel lines alternately 18 and 27
inches apart. The opposite uprights of lines 18 inches apart are made to
intersect one another a little over half the way up. The betel cuttings arc
planted between the other two lines of uprights at intervals of 6 inches.

** Planting,—Cuttings are made fiom plants taken from old boroses.
These cuttings are about 12 to 18 inches long, and contain five or six

joints each, of which two arc buried in the earth, and the portions left above
ground are made to recline on the surface. These are then covered with
date leaves, and watered every morning and evening till they strike root
and put forth buds. The planting time extends from Jaistya to Kartik'*
(May to November), “in some places the cuttings* are first planted in

nurseries, and when they have struck root and sent forth new leaves and
buds, they are taken out for transplantation.

** After-treatment.—As the plants go on increa.sing in length, one or two
jute .stalks are struck into the ground clo.se to each, the upper ends of the
stalks reaching the rcKif The betel plants are tied to these supports by
the straw of vlu cut into lengths of one foot j when the plants reach
the roof they are pulled down, and a portion is made to rest on the ground
in a coil which is covered w'ith a little earth. This process is repeated as
often as necessary, and every time this is done two or three leaves are
plucked from below.

“ Pond mud and other kinds of earth w’ell-dried and pulverised are
placed between the lines, and arc used as occasion requires in earthing up
the plants. In this way the whole ground is slowly raised ; and to keep
the roof at the proper height from the ground, it has to be changed every
second year, dome of the old borozes at B«ntul have in this way been
raised above the level of the first floor of surrounding buildings.

** Manures.—The manures generally used are~(i) cowdung dried and
well ground into a fine powder, (2) pond mud dried and powdered, and (3)
oil-cake. The mode of applying these manures is to put them round the
roots and cover them witli a little earth. Mustard cake only is used in

borozes. Castor cake destroys the plants. Brick-dust is likewise some-
times used. All through the summer the borozes require to be constantly
irrigated, but excessive watering is very injurious, and stagnant water
should on no account be allowed to accumulate.

Diseases.—Betel is liable to the attack of many diseases, most of which
seem to be of a fungoid nature. Some attack the leaves only, others the
stalk and whole plant.” The following are described :

—

“ Black stains, which increase in size and destroy the entire
leaves; Bont angdre—irom which the leaf stalks rot; Afowrf— from
which the leaf stalks wither away; TVisar#—from which the edges of
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leaves turn red ; Chiiiigdbru—^from which the ed^cs of leaves rot. The
diseases above enumerated will be seen to affect the leaves only ; those
mentioned below attack the whole plant:

—

Angdre is an infectious

disease from which the joints of the plant turn black and then rot. Any
plant on w'hich water from the affected parts of the diseased plant falls is

attacked. Diseased plants are therefore carefully removed and thrown
aw'ay, tojfether with a portion of the earth on which the plant was growing

;

the part of the plant close to the ground is allectcd. The plant

turns red and dies. Onion juice and cowdung mixed together and
sprinkled over the plant are said to arrest the attack to a certain extent

{Agri Dept. Rept.^ Beng., 1886, Ivi.),

Orissa.—Cultivation is c;irried on in this province in the same way
as in Bengal. Shoots are planted in July, the plant reaches maturity in

twelve or fifteen m<mths, and yields leaves for fifty or sixty years. The
crop is constantly irrigated, and protected from the sun by a reed roofing,
“ so that a pan garden is simply a vast mat green-house, very steamy
inside, but of a uniform temperature all the year round.” An acre is said

to yield from £88 to £100, of which, from £50 to £/5 represent the
capital laid out by the cultivator, including rent ; a fair average profit to

the husbandman is thus from £25 to £35 per acre {W, W. Hunter,
Ori'^sa, II., 136).

Bombay.—Pan is an important crop in Dharwdr, the Deccan, and
the Konkan. The system of cultivation diffcrsi n no essential particular

from the method followed in other localities, but the accounts in several

District Gazetteers present minor points of interest which may be briefly

noticed.

In Ahmednagcir, it is grown in open fields. As much as 75 cart-loads of

manure is said to be applied per acre, and the plantation is surrounded by
a thorn fence. Shoots of shevri (Sesbania aeg^yptiaca) are sown for the

young plant to climb on. These die down in three to six years and are

replaced by pdnqdra (Erythrina indica) or sheoga (Moringa pterygosperma),
which in their turn are allowed to ctow to 8 or 9 feet high and are then
pollarded. The plants are watered at least once in ten days, and do not
yield leaves fit for consumption till the third year, after which time a crop

is plucked every eight to ten days. The vine is cut to the ground once a
year, and remanured, after which new shoots spring up and are trained

on the trees.

In Kliiindesh the method is verv similar to that in vogue in the districts

of Ahmednagar and Nasik. Wfien the vine, which is reared on the
same trees, has grown to the proper height, it is turned back and trained

down till it reaches the ground, where it is covered for a short distance
with earth and again turned up. This is repeated till the tree stem is

fully clothed with vines, when the whole is firmly tied with lavdli grass.

The lea\ es are gathered .after from i J to 2 years, by pickers who haw
the thumbs sheathed in sharp.edged thimble-like plates which nip the

leaves clean ofl without w-renching the plant. A wicker-work fence of

split bamboo ;is made outside the thorn hedge, and castor oil plants are
frequently planted inside. The leaves retail at 1 to 2 annas per hundred.

In Puoua it is said to be an important garden crop, especially in the

Haveli villages of Kondvi Budnik, Kondvi Kurd, Undri, Muhammadvadi,
and Phursangi. It is grown in light red soils, requires much manure and
constant watering, and if w'ell cared for, lasts from fifteen to twenty years.

The pan mala or betel-garden generally covers about an acre, the vines

are trained on slender had^a, pdngdra, slicvri, and bakdn trees planted in

rows and pollarded, and the whole garden is sheltered by high hedges, or

screens of grass or mats. Every year in March, April, and May, the
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in BomlMiy. {J, Murray,)

upper half of the vine is cut, while the lower half is coiled aw'ay and buried
under fresh red earth and manure. The other details of cultivation are
similar to those practised elsewhere. Irrigation is always by well-water.

In Ndsik the method is very similar, but an outer fence of coarse grass
matting is added to that of thorn. The garden is divided into beds three
feet long by two wide, each with its own water channel and trench in which
the shoots are planted. At the end of the first year the top shoots are
drawn down, covered with earth, and are thus made to shoot afresh. New
earth is added as described in Bengal, and owing to the consequent vari-

ability of the height of the soil, the plots are always watered from wells,

never from rivers. The plants furnish eatable leaves after one year, and
the acre yield is said to value R150 to R700 annually. From H400 to
R600 is often spent, however, before the crop yields any return. Stunted
shoots {nakhi) are said to give the best leaves, soft, smooth, and full of

flavour, while those on a more luxuriant shoot are coarse. Two kinds of

vines are distinguished in the district, vie.^ bakshi and tdmhdya^ of which
the latter yields the quicker return, the former the better and larger crop.

In Dhdrwdr pdn is the most important garden crop, but the method of

cultivation is apparently less elaborate than in many other districts. The
shoots are planted in the open, trained on quick-growing trees, an acre of
land containing upwards of two thousand plants, and the crop lasts only
from four to seven years. The vines are then dug up, the leaves of the
trees on which they were trained are used for vegetable manure, and the
wood for fuel. The garden is deeply dug all over, allowed to he fallow for

one year and afterwards planted with sugar-cane. After the sugar-cane it

enjoys another 3 ear of fallow, and betel vines plantains are again laid out.

In Kdnara the plant is described as cultivated in gardens on mango
trees. The leaves are picked three years after planting the young shoots,

and the yield is estimated at loo to 200 leaves from a full-grown vine ever>
fortnight. An acre of spice-garden containing 500 plants is said to pro-
duce some 40,000 leaves annually, worth R20, and costing R8 to grow.

In Thdna the crop is grown on any soil, if not salt, stony or too damp
and stiff. Such land is generally selected after a crop of rice, and a booln
is built to cover the young plants. Pits are dug one foot and a half across
and one foot deep, at a distance of feet apart; in December and
January they are filled with water, and when the ground i-^ -till moist four
shoots, 18 inches long, are set in each. These shoots are liberally watered,
till they begin to grow freely, after which they are trained on reeds,
and 5 ozs. of oil-cake is given to each pit, A month after this first man-
uring, of oil-cake is ugain put into each pit, and the young plants are
watered every second day till the rams. About the end of June the plants
have attained a considerable height, they are unfastened from their sup-
ports, allowed to droop to w'ithin a foot of the ground, and the side shoots
are gathered into the pits, and covered with earth so as to produce new
roots. Half pound oil-cake is again applied to each pit, and the main stem
is again bound to the reeds and trained. A second thatched booth is reared
over the first in September, and the creeper is trained up its posts and
allowed to climb over the roof. The leaves are ready for cutting after 12

months, and yield a steady crop for another year, after w'hich time the
vine IS cut dowm and young shoots planted in another place.

In Koldba the cuttings are planted in ridges, trained on tur slicks,

shaded with palm leaves and manured with fish. They yield leaves in the
first year.

Lisboa states that in Bombay the best pdn leaves are grown in

Poona, Satara, and above the Ghdts, and that a large quantity is exported
from these h^aiities to the town of Bombay.
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The total area under the crop in 1 888-89 is returned by the Bombay
Agricultural Dept, as 4,492 acres, of which 1,204 were in Dhdrwdr, 904 in

Poona, 41 2 in Ahmednagar, 380 in Khdndesh, 365 in Sdtdra, 264 in Kiinara,

205 in Thdna, 194 in Belgaum, and 179 in Ndsik.
North-West Provinces.—Atkinson, in his account of quotes

Roxburgh’s description as applicable to these Provinces. The plants are
raised from slips and cuttings, carefully planted in a rich moist soil, well

inclosed and shaded, so that they are in a great measure protected from
both sun and wind. In certain localities small plantations of Sesbania girnn-

diflora are laid out, for support and to keep off the sun, in others poles are
employed for the former, and a thin shed of mats for the latter purpose;
the plants require to be frequently watered during the dry weather. “ Pin
cultivation,** writes Atkinson, ** is extensively pursued in these Provinces,

and the ‘ variety * grown in Bundelkhand is celebrated over Upper India.

Betel cultivation requires considerable care and labour, and is conducted
by Barehs or Tamolis, the betel garden being known as bareh~ja in Bun-
delkhand. The garden is enclosed on all sides by matting attached to

poles which are also thickly studded within to support the plants.”

Burma.—No statistics are available as to the extent to which pin is

cultivated in Burma. The only information the writer is able to procure
is the short note by Mason, who writes, “ Karens plant the vines on their

uplands, where there are tall forest trees. The br.mches of the trunks are

lopped off, leaving only the topmost boughs, and the vines readily climb
up and weave their dark, glossy leaves all over the summits, making a
betel-vine form a most beautiful object, Karen boys and maidens engage
in these leaf harvests with great zest, and it is not uncommon for young
men, in seeking companions, to enquire who are the most agile climbers of

poo-lah or betel-leaf trees.” He further states that the Karen forests pro-

duce a wild species of pepper, the leaf of which is used as a substitute for

the common betel-leaf.

From the above, it will be seen that the cultivation of pin is one of the

most widely spread and highly developed forms of agriculture in India.

Unfortunately, no statistics are available of the total area under the crop,

nor of the outturn and consumption in the country.
Medicine.—The following account of the medicinal use of pin in India

is extracted from U. C. DutPs Materia Medica of the ” The
LEAVES of this creeper are, as is well known, masticated by the Natives of

India. The poorer classes make their packet of betle with the addition of

lime, catechu, and betle-nuts. The rich add cardamoms, nutmegs, cloves,

camphor, and other aromatics. Betlc-leaf thus chewed acts as a gentle

stimulant and exhilarant. Those accustomed to its use feel a sense of

languor when deprived of it. Ancient Hindu writers recommend that

li^tte-lcaf should oe taken early in the morning, after meals, and at bed-
time. According to Susruta, it is aromatic, carminative, stimulant, and
astringent. It sweetens the breath, improves the voice, and removes all

foulness from the mouth. According to other writers it acts as an aphro-
disiac.

Medicinally it is said to be useful in diseases supposed to be caused hy
deranged phlegm and its juice is much used as an adjunct to pills ad-
ministered in these diseases ; that is, the pills are rubbed into an emulsion

with the juice of the betel-leaf and licked up. Being always at hand pin
leaves are used as a domestic remedy in various w'ays. The stalk, of the

leaf smeared with oil is introduced into the rectum in the constipation and
tympanitis of children, w'ith the object of inducing the bowels to act. The
leaves are applied to the temples in headache for relieving pain, to painful

and swollen glands for promoting absorption, and to the mammary glands
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with the object of checking the secretion of milk. Pan leaves are used as
a ready dressir^ for foul ulcers which seem to improve under them.” Ex-
cessive use produces effects somewhat similar to those of alcoholic intoxi-
cation.

MBDICINB.

In the Konkan the fruit is employed with honey as a remedy for
cough, and in Orissa the root is said to be used to prevent child-
bearing. Ainslie states that the warm juice of the leaf is prescribed by the
Vytians as a febrifuge, in the quantity of a small lea-spoonful twice daily ;

it is also given in the indigestion of children, and in conjunction with
milk in cases of hysteria. A paste composed of the root of a “ cotton
plant,” beaten up with juice of betle leaves, is employed by Sanskrit chem-
ists in the process of reducing a diamond to dust for medicinal pur-
poses Vol. IIL, tot).

It is somewhat astonishing that a narcotic stimulant so much used by
all Natives of India, and which has been known for so long by European
physicians, should have attracted so little attention in writings on medicine.
The plant is included in the secondary list of the Indian Pharmacopceia,
but nothing is said as to its therapeutic value. The editor, however,
notices an interesting form of utilisation of the leaves : “ amongst the
Indo-Britons of Southern India,” he writes, "a use is made of the leaves
which merits notice. In catarrhal and pulmonary affections generally,
especially of children, the leaves warmed and smeared with oil are applied
in layers over the chest j and the editor from personal observation in many
instances can testify to the relief afforded to the cough and dyspnoea, far
more than can be accounted for by the warmth and exclusion of air, or
by any rubefacient effect it produces, which indeed is very slight in
most cases. Dr. Qilson, who corroborates this statement, states that he
has often seen the application afford marked relief in congestion and
other affections of the liver. Mr. J. Wood reports that the leaves warmed
by the fire and applied in layers over the mammae are used effectually for
arresting the secretion of milk. Their use in this manner is also noticed
by Dr. J. Shortt. who adds that the leaves are similarly employed as a
resolvent to granular swellings.'*

But no European physician in India appears to have experimented on
the value of the drug as a tonic, stomachic, and slight stimulant. In Java,
on the contrary, it has attracted considerable attention. Acting on the great
reputation enjoyed by pdn all over the East, and on the remarks made on
the drug by such early travellers as Marco Polo, Dutch botanists and phy-
sicians have used it experimentally, and have come to the conclusion that
the chewing of betel-leaves promote health in the dan^ and miasma-
tic climate of that country. The Netherlands Indian Government has
enjoined that the leaves be served out to invalids and even convicts, under
the belief that .sickness is thereby reduced. The favourable effect of the
drug on catarrhal and pulmonary disease has also been noticed. Probably
the reason that the drug has not attracted a greater share of attention in

Europe is, that the fresh leaves alone are active; when dry they wholly lose
their aromatic volatile oil, and with it all their valuable c^^ualities. It ap-
pears to be possible, however, that the volatile oil which is separable by
distillation may be a fairly stable therapeutic agent of some value. It has
already been exported to Germany from Java, and appears to have been
favourably reported on. Dymock states that D. 8. Kemp in 1885 obtain-
ed two pale yellow oils by distilling the fresh leaves with water, one heavy
and the other light. Both had the peculiar odour of the leaf, but the
light was the more aromatic of the two. From an ethereal solution of
the leavw an alkaloid, called arakene, has also been recently obtained,
from which salts similar to those of cocain have been produced. The
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taste of the alkaloid and its salts is slightly acrid. They increase the

flow of saliva, slow the action of the heart, and have a purgative effect.

Experiments on the physiological and therapeutic actions of this oil and
the alkaloid would be of great interest, and might lead to valuable results.

Special Opinions.—§
“ The juice of the leaves is dropped into the

eye in painful affections of that organ ; it is also used to relieve cerebral

congestions and satyriasis, and to allay thirst ” (Surgeon-Major D, R,
Thomson, M.D., C.i.E., Madras)* “'Ihe juice of the leaves is prescrib-

ed as a stimulant** (Surgeon--Major Robb, Civil Surgeon, Ahmedabad),
” The lbaf-stalks dipped in HI oil are put in the anus of young children

and infants to promote the action of the bowels** (Assistant Surgeon

N. R* Banerjee, Etawah), “ Fresh juice is applied to the eyes as a colly-

num in conjunctivitis, and is a reputed remedy for hemeralopia** (i4s5f5#-

ant Surgeon T. N. Ghose, Meerut)* " I have used the leaves warmed
over a fiVe and mixed with mustard oil in cases of sore-throat with good
effect ** (Surgeon D. Picachy, Purneah). “ The slender roots taken with

i black pepper are used to produce sterility in women. It is said that

' they proauce paralysis and subsequent atrophy of the ovaries. The juice

of the leaves is stomachic, carminative, astringent, and expectorant”

(Civil Surgeon J. //. Thornton, B.A., M*B., Monghyr)^ ** Baugla pan
is especially valued for alLaying bronchial irritation. The practice of

introducing the mid-rib of the leaves into the anus of infants, to relieve

constipation, is very common among Natives** (Surgeon A* C. Mukerji,

Noakhally), ** The powdered root in combination with honey and liquor-

ice is useful in catarrhal affections. The root is commonly chewed by
public .singers and criers to improve their voices’* (tiarain Mxsr,Ho~
shangahad)* “Juice of leaves is stimulant, carminative, and stomachic.

1 have frequently used it with honey in coughs of children with decided

benofil ** (Assistant Surgeon S, C. Bhnttacharji, Chanda). “ The juice

of the leaves is a good expectorant for children *’ (Surgeon W. F. Thomas,

7 ^rd M* N. /., Mangalore). ** The leaves administered in the form of

syrup with spires are useful in general debility in doses of an ounce

three limes a day*’ (Lai Mahomed, Hospital Assistant, Central Pruv-

inccs).

Piper Chaba, Hunter ; Ft. Br. Ind., V., 8^ • Wight, Jc., t. r()2y.

Syn.—FirKK mariTIMUM, P. longum, Blumr (cxcl. various sy-

nonyms); P. CALLOSUM, / P. OFFICINARIIM, Cas. DC., P. Ar-
noitianum, Cas. DC, ; P. glabruu, Roxb. ; P. feepuloides, Wall. ;

Chavica officinarum, Miq.

;

C. maritima, ; C. pekpuloidks,
Wight (not of Roxb ).

* Vern. ^Chab. chavi, IliND. ; Chai, choi, wood and voois^chaikath, Beng. ;

Kankala, Bomu. ; ChavtkA, chuve. Sans.
References.— , FI. Ind., Fd. C.B.C , 52, 5J ; Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal.^

JOO f C. Butt, Mat. Mtd. Bind., 244, 2gs / MtCann, Dyes & Tans,
Bcng , rj6 ; Wardle, Dye Reft., 13, 32.

Habitat.—A native of the Moluccas, cultivated in India for the sake of

its fruit, the Chaba of Indian medicine.

Dya.—The wood and root are used in Bengal for dyeing ; by itself

chaikath gives a pale brown on cotton, mixed with hakam (Caesalpinia Sap-
pan) it communicates a brownish-red colour to the same fabric. Speci-

mens examined by Mr, Wardle were reported on as yielding a small

amount of colouring matter readily given up to boiling water. I hc colours

produced were, on corah silk, light drab to light-brown ; on tussur, eria

silk and wool, a fawny-drab ; and on cotton a light-grey. Mr. Wardle
states that the amount of colouring matter is not sufficient to bring the

wo^ into use as a dye in Europe.
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Medicine.—The fruit is considered stimulant, anti-catarrhal, and
carminative, and is much employed as an adjunct to medicines for coughs
cold, and hoarseness C. Duit), TaleefShereef mentions its use in

haemorrhoids.

Piper Cubeba, Linn./. ; Km Bulletin^ Dec, t88y, 2 / Baillon,

Cubebs. [ Histoire des Plantes^ IJL, ^08,
Syn.~ CUBEBA OFFICINALIS, Miq,

Vem.—KabdbHikinif val-milakut Hind.; Kdbdb^ckini, Bbno. ; Timmue,

Nepal ; Luit~mar0, Kashmir ; Kahdh-ckiniy Bomb. ; kababa^htni,

kimst-mtre, ckinnkabalet kankola. Mar. ; Kabdb~ckini, tada^miri, ckinnr
kabale, Guz . ; Kabdb^kini, dumki miriki, Dec. ; Val-mellagku , vdU
milaku, Tam. ; Ckalavamiriydlu, tdka-miriydlu, sinban^karawa, Tel. ;

Bdla-menasu , Kan. ; Komunkus, vdl-^mulakat lada barekor^ Malay. ;

Sinban-karataat Burm. ; Walguntdris, vdlmolagu^ val-molavu , vtaU
gummerist Sing. ; Sugaudka^muricka, Sans. ; Kabdbak, Arab. ; Kiba^
bek, kabdb-ckini, Fers.

References.—^0;cA., Ft. Ind., Ed, C,B.C,, S3 ; Pharm. Ind., 206 • Flick,
6f Hanb.t Pharmacog., 584 ; Irvine, Mai, Med, Patna, 20 / Moodeen
Skeriff, Supp, Pharm, Ind,, t2t ; Sakkaram Arjun, Cat, Bomb, Drugs,
t2H ; Murray, PL & Drugs, Sind, JO6; Dymock, Mat, Med, W. Ind.,
2nd Ed., 724 f Year-Book Pharm., 187S, 362 ; j879, 466 ; Med. Top,,
Ajm., 130 ; Trans., Med. & Pkys. Soc., Bomb,, No. t2, 173 ; Birdv>ood,
Bomb. Prod,, 80 ; Kero Bulletin, 1887, Dec. tsi ; Kero Off, Guide to the
Mus. of Rc. Bot., tog ; Butler, Top. & Siatis., Oudh & Sultanpur, 38 f
Linschoten, Yoyage toEart Indies {Ed, Burnell, Tiele 6f Yule), II.,

t3o ; Trohical Agriculturist, May 1888, 781 ; Indian Agriculturist, 4tk
Aug. t888 ; Balfour, Cyclop. Ind., III., 223,

Habitat.—A native of Java and the Moluccas, cultivated to a small
extent in India and the fruit imported.

Gum-resin.— It yields an unimportant gum-resin.

Oil.—Four to thirteen per cent, of a thick, colourless essential oil, with
a faint aromatic odour and a warm flavour of camphor and peppermint, is

obtained from the fruit. It is a mixture of an oil H|e with two
others of the formula Hs4. On cooling it deposits camphor of cubebs,

Cjo H48 -f *01^ {Phartnacographia),
M^cine.—The fruit, commonly known as cubebs, has been known

and used in European medicine from the middle ages. It is mentioned as
a production of Java by Marco Polo and later by Linschoten, the latter

of whom writes, The Javers hold it in so great estimation, that they sell

it not before it is sodden, because the strangers that buy it should not
plant it.” The action of cubebs on the mucous membrane of the genito-

urinary tract was known to the old Arabian physicians, but the drug
appears to have been chiefly used|as a carminative spice up to the present
century. Linschoten describes it as a powerful aphrodisiac, but makes
no mention of its value in gonorrheea, &c., dwelling at length on its power
as a carminative and dispeller of ** phlegm.”

Cubebs was a favourite condiment in Europe in ancient times, but
was displaced by black pepper, and, according to FlUckiger & Hanbury,
quoting Crawford, its importation into Europe, which had long been dis-

continued, recommenced in 1815, in consequence of its medicinal virtues

having been brought to the knowlec^e of English Medical Officers, serving
in Java, by their native servants. The majority of Indian hohims regard
it as stimulant, resolvent, and diuretic, and presenbe it in the same manner
as black pepper, but its special use in affections of the genito-urinary sys-
tem is now becoming well known throughout the country. Thus Dymock
states that in Bombay, which is suppli^ by Singapore, a ^ood demand
for the drug exists, and that its consumption in native practice appears to
be increasing. The virtues of the drug are well known, and since the
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product is not, strictly speaking, an Indian one, they need not be further
discussed in this work.

Special Opinions.—! Is used as an expectorant and is believed
to have the power of producing tension of the vocal cords and of clearing
the throat of tenacious mucus. It is much used by singers in this coun-
try” {Civil Surgeon 7. H, Thornton, B.A,, M.d., Monghyr), “The
fruit is kept in the mouth, fcr stomatitis” {Surgeon-Major Robb, Ahmed--
abad), ** Used by singers to remove hoarseness of voice” {Surgeon R,
Cray, Lahore). ” Procurable of good quality in all bazdrs. The powder
is best taken in milk, the oil in mucilage” {Civil Surgeon C. M. Russell,
Sarun). ** Kabdb-chini and cubebs sold in the bazdrs d^iffer very material-
ly from each other in their physical properties. The former looks quite
like the heads of cloves with a small thin appendix as a tail. It is a very
effectual remedy in dysentery if given comoined with opium in pills, but
Native Doctors invariably prescribe along with this treatment a curry
composed entirely of green gram and raw plantains with rice, cooked
according to native taste. The medicine proves efficacious only when
this diet is prescribed” {Surgeon-Major U, R. Thomson, M.D., CJ.E.^
Madras).

Piper longum, Linn.; Fl. Dr. Ind., V,, Wight, Ic., t. igzS.

Long Pepper.

Sjrn.—

C

havica Roxburohii, Mtq.

;

C. sarmentosa, Miq. / Piper sar-
MENTOSUU, Wall ; P. LATIF04.IUM,

VerJi.— pt^H, pipaU gaa ptpal, SLOOi^^Mpla-mil, pipaUki-jer,
Hind. ; t*%pul, pipU, Woo's^pipla~mul,pipla-mor, Bbng. ; HaMi, Santal ;

Ptpla mol, papal ptpal, Nepal ; Pipal, magha~pipal,Jilfil darda, darfil-

fil, ptpla miil, Pb. ; Filfildray, SiND ; PipU, hangdlt-ptm-pali, root<m
pipia-mil, Bomb. ; Pimph, Mar.; Ptpli, pipdr, Guz. ; Ptpulmul, pip-
pUv, Dec. ; 7 ippili, pipili.pippaltu, lippilimHam, Tau.; Pippa-
li katte, pipilt,i EL. ; Kan. ; Lada, mulagu, cutta terpali, cha-
bat, jawa, tipptli, Malay. ; Peik-khyen, peainng-oun, pe^k chin^ Burn. ;

Tippilt, SiNo. ; Ptppali, hand, krishnd, pippalu, upuKulya, videki, ma-
gudhi, chupula, kuna, ushuna, pippuU, &houndi, kola, Sans. ; Ddr-filjil,
Arab. ; Ftlfildray, pipal, maghz-pxpal, ptlptl, filfil-i-darda, Pers.

References.— /?<)X6., Fl. Ind., hd. C.B.C., 52. 5^; Voigt, Hart. Sub. Cal.,

299 / Data. & Gibs., Bomb. Fl. Suppl., 84 ; Rev. A. Campbell, Rept. Econ,
PI., Chutia Nagpur, No. 8iqi ; Graham, Cat. Bomb. PI., 199 ; Mason,
Burma Its People, 494, 778 ; Sir W. Elliot, Fl. Andhr., ts3 ; Pharm.
Jnd., 208 ; Fluck. Hanb., Pharmacog., S82 ; U. S. Dispens., iSth Ed.,
1120 ; Fleming, Med. PI. & Drugs {Asiatic Reset., XI.), 174 ; Ainslie,
Mat. Ind., I., 509 ; O'Shaughnessy, Bang. Dispens., S74; Beng. Pharm.,
89 , Irvine, Mat. Med. Patna, 82 ; Moodeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm. Ind.,
9# ; U. C, Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind., 243, 3i3 ; K. L. De, Indig. Drugs,
Ind., QO ; Murray, PL & Drugs, Sind, /05 ; Bent. & Trim., Med. PL,
III.,244; Dymock, Hat.Med. IP. Ind., and Ed., 721 ; Official Corresp. on
Proposed Nem Pharm. Ind., 238 ; Year-Book Pharm., >874, 301, 324 ;
1880, 250 , Macleod, Med. Top., Bishnath, 16 ; Baden Vovaell, Pb. Pr.,
3^fi ; Drury, C. PI. Ind., j3o; Cat., Raw Prods., Col. & Ind. Exhib., Nos.
94, r^4 : hew Off. Guide to the Mus. of Ec. Bot., toQ; Linschoten, Voyage
to East Indies {Ed. Burnell, Tide Bf Yule), II., 73 ; Hove, Tour in
Bombay, 119 ; Settlement Report —N.~W. P., Kumdon, App., 34 ; Agri.-
Horti. Sot., Ind, '—-Trans., //., 200 ; III., 60, 67 ; Journals {Old Series),
VI,, 46 ; X., 43 ; Balfour, Cyilop. Ind,, III., 223.

Habitat—A perennial shrub, native of the hotter parts of India from
East Nepiil, eastwards to Assam, the Khdsia Mountains, and Bengal, west-
wards to Bombay, and southwards to Travancore, Ceylon, and Malacca.
It is cultivated extensively in Bengal and the Southern Presidency on
account of its fruit The plant flowers in August and September, aiM the
fruit matures in ]anuary.
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Long Pepper. {J. Murray )

Cultivation.—No recent account of the cultivation of long pepper
appears to exist, the following description of the method pursued in Ben-
gal is, therefore, compiled from the descriptions of Roxburgh and of

Major Bruce (Agriftiorii, Soc. cf Ind. Transit IIL, 60).

The plant is propagated by suckers, and requires a rich, high and dry
soil. The suckers are transplanted soon after the periodical rains set in,

and are placed at a distance of five feet between each, so that a bigah
contains 196 plants. Each bigah is said to produce two maundsof pepper
the first year, four maunds tne second, anid six maunds the thira, after

which the plant becomes annually less and less productive ; the roots are
therefore grubbed up, dried, and sold, and fresh roots or young shoots
are set in their place, the soil requiring no treatment, save a slight covering

of manure. The plants require no irrigation, but at the comirencement
of the hot season the roots are carefully covered with straw to preserve

them against the heat of the sun. Radishes, barley or btinjals are usually

cultivated in the space between the plants. Tne fruit ripens and is

picked annually in January. It is gathered when green or unripe, and
preserved by drying in the sun. Roxburgh states that in his time large

quantities of the fruit and roots were exported to Bombay, the former for

culinary, the latter for medicinal, purposes. Dymock writes that Bengal
is still the chief source of true long pepper in Bombay, and that the fruit

fetches Ro, the root R7 to per maund of 4ilb. The root is, however,

also obtained from Mirzapore and Malwa, ard appears to be more
valuable when brought from these localities, that from the former fetching

Rio to R40, that from the latter R50 per maund of 41 lb.

Medicine.—The dried unripe fruit and the root have long been used
in medicine. “ They are considered heating, stimulant, carminative, alter-

ative, laxative, and useful in cough, hoarseness, asthma, dyspepsia, para-

lysis, &c. Old long pepper is said to be more efficacious than the fresh

article. In the form of trikatu, or the three acrids, it is much used as an
|

aromatic adjunct in compound prescriptions. Powdered long pepper,
administered with honey, is saidT to relieve cough, asthma, hoarseness,

j

hiccough, and sleeplessness. A mixture of long pepper, long pepper root,

lalack pepper and ginger in equal parts, is prescribed by several writers as

a useful combination for catarrh and hoarseness.

As an alterative tonic long pepper is recommended for use in a peculiar

manner. An infusion of three long peppers is to be taken with honey on
the first day, then for ten successive aays the dose is to be increased by
three peppers escry day, so that on the tenth day the patient will take
thirty at one dose. Then the dose is to be gradually reduced by three

daily, and finally the medicine is to be omitted. Thus administered it is

said to act as a valuable alterative tonic in paraplegia, chronic cough,
enlargements of the spleen and other abdominal viscera, &c." The fore-

going passages arc translations by U. O. Dutt from the Bhava prakasha
and Chakradatta. The same authority states that long pepper and black

pepper enter into the composition of several irritating snufis, for adminis-
tration in coma and drowsiness, and also describes a rubefacient oil con-

taining long pepper and ginger, which is prescribed by Chakradatta for

application in sciatica and paraplegia.

Dymock stales that Muhammadan wTiters describe the drug as a
resolvent of cold humours ; they say that it removes obstructions of the
liver and spleen, and promotes digestion by its tonic properties, and is

also aphrodisiac, diuretic, and emmenagogue. Both the fruit and the root

are much prescribed in palsy, gout, lumbago, and other diseases of a
similar nature. A collyrium of long pepper is recommended for night
blindness; made into a liniment it is applied to the bites of venomous
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Cultivation of Pepper

reptiles {Mai, Med, W, Ind,)» Ainslie writes, *'The Vytiam on the
Coromandel coast prescribe it in infusion, mix^ with a little honey, in

catarrhal affections, when the chest is loaded with phleg^.** " The root

is a favourite medicine with the Hindus; it possesses the virtues of the
berry but in a weaker degree; and is prescribed by them in cases of

palsy, tetanus, and apoplexy.*’ The plant has obtained a place in the
secondary list of the PfUrmncopeeta of India, where it is stated that the
fruit possesses stimulant and carminative properties similar to, but more
powerful than, those of black pepper. Dr. Herklots is said to report

favourably on a combination of this drug with black pepper, ginger, and
arak in Beri^beru The root, in infusion, is prescribed in Travancore after

parturition, with the view of causing the expulsion of the placenta.

In the Panjdb the fruit is considered vermifuge, in addition to the
other properties generally ascribed to it by Muhammadans. Cannpbell
stales that in Chutia Nagpur a preparation of the root is given to women
who have “ cough complicated by some menstrual complaint,*' and that it

is also eaten raw to allay thrist in fever and employed as an application

to reduce swelling. According to Dymock the “ roasted aments ** are,

in the Konkan, beaten up with honey and given in rheumatism.
Chemical Composition.—The active constituents of long pepper

appear to be the same as those of black pepper, and consist essentially of

a volatile oil, a resin, and pipet in. The two former are contained entirely

in the pericarp.

Special Opinion.s.—§
“ Prescribed for children in lung affection as a

stimulating expectorant ** {Civil Surgeon John McConaghey, M,D,t Shaja-
hanpore), ** Used in charitable hospital as a stimulating*expectorant *'

{Civil Surgeon S, M, Shircore, Moorshedabad), “ Have given it in asthma
iind spleen without any mark^ effect** {Surgeon D. Punchy, Purneah).
*• The pepper when triturated for a few days is considered a very powerful

tunic and stimulant, and the longer it is rubbed in a mortar the more
powerful is considered its effect. Long pepper is a very common in-

gredient of most native prescriptions ** {Surgeon^Major Robb, Civil Sur*
geon, Ahmedabad), ** Is stomachic and carminative, and said to be one
of the best medicines for colic. Is largely used by Native physicians in

cases of fevers, colic, indigestion and bronchitis, and is given to women
after the time of delivery 10 check hoemorrhage and ward off fever**

(Cm/ Surgeon J, H, Thornton, B.A., M.B,, Monghyr), “ Used as a
confection with noney in catarrhal affections of children ** {Surgeon E,
Borill, Motihori, Champarun), ** Found useful in coughs and colds.

Invariably used by native midwives in the puerperal state, along with
other durgs, to restore the womb to its normal state *’ {Assistant Surgeon
S» C. Bhaitacherji, Chanda).

Food.--l^No pepper, though considered inferior to black, is consi-

derably used as a spice. The root is said by Campbell to be used
in Chutia Nagpur to ferment rice-beer.

Piper nigrumi Linn. ; Fl. Br, Ind,, K, go ; Wight, Ic., t, igjs-
Syn-"~PiPER TRioiruM, P nigrum, var, TRioicuM, Cas.DC.g

malabakrnsb & bACCatom (the Indian synonyms only), Cos. DC.;
MulDSRA MULTINERVIS, & WlGHTlANA, Miq,

Vcm.'^Gulmirch.filjilf'iri, mirch, kdll-mirch, habush, chocamirch, white
form ^ safddmirch, Hivd. ; Vellajung, murtekung, kolukung, muricka,
kdld-mutrich, g6l-morich, hvLKG, I Sp6t, Bhote; Afar^a, Kashmir; Co/-
mirich, Pb.

; Ddru^garm, daur-garm, march, Afg.; Gulmirien, Sin0 i

ifiW, ia/a-mfW, white (orm sa/ed-mtri, pdndkdri’OHiri, Bomb.; Kali
mirch,^ mird. Mar. ; Kdldmari, kdla-mirick, miri, Guz. ; Ckoca, kali
mirekingay, kdli-mirchi, Dec. ; Mildgu, Tam.; Mirydla hge, miriydlu
Tel.; Mena^u, kare menasu, moUvukodt, mirialu, Kak. ; Lada, kuru
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in Madras. {J, Murray.)

mulaka, Malay.; Sayomai, nya^oke koung, ndyukon, Buttu.}Gam-
mirris-wil, gam-mirist kalu^miris. Sing. ; Maricha. uthana^ hapushd^
Sans.; FUfilusnud, •, Hlfile^siydh/pilpiltfilJUe-asvadtfilfile^gird,
Pers.

References.—Roxh,, FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C.t 5f, 5J; TkwaiteSf Bn. Ceyl. PI.,

Suppl.f 84 ; Mason, Burma & Its People, 494,^777 ! Sir IV. Elliot, FI.

Andhr., Jt6; Rheede, Hart. Mai., P//., 23, t. 12 ; Burmann, FI. Ind^
j3 ; Pharm. Ind., 205/ British Pharm., 241 : Fluck. 6f Hanb., Pharma-
^og., $76 ; U. S. Di^ens., iSth Ed., trig ; Fleming, Med. PI. & Drugs
{Asiatic Reser., Xf.), 174 ; Ainslie, Mat. Ind., I., 3o2, 621 ; II., 38s

;

CPShaughnes^, Beng. Dispens., S7 f ; Moodeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm.
Ind . 200; U. C. Dutt, Mai. Med. Hind., 241, 299, S09 ; Sakharam
Arjun, Cat. Bomb. Drugs, 129; K. L. De, Indig. Drugs, Ind., 90

;

Murray, PI. & Drugs, Stnd., los ; Bent. & Trim., Med. PI., t. 24s ; Dy-
mock. Mat. Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 718 ; Official Corresp. on Proposed
Nete Pharm. Ind, 234,292; Year-Book Pharm., t88o, $06; Med. Top.,

Ajm., 140 ; Trans. Med. and Phys. Soc., Bombay {New Series), No. 4,

JS3, No. 12, 173 ; Birdwood, Bomb. Prod., 8t, 230 ; Baden Powell, Ph.

Pr., 376; Drury, U. PI. Ind., i3i : Useful PI. Bomb. {XXV., Bomb.
Caa.), 173: Royle, Prod. Res., S3; Christy, New Com. PI., VII., 18 ; Lin-
schoten. Voyage to East Indies (Ed. Burnell, Tiele & Yule), II.. 73 ;

Mtlburn, Oriental Commerce {182$), ; Man. Madras Adm.,
II., 69 ; Bomb. Man., Rev. Accts., to3 ; Rett. Director, Land Rec. &
Agri.,.1889, App. X., xi, ; Gaxetteer t—JBomSay, XV., Pt.it., to ; Agri.-
Horti. Soc. Ina.\:—Trans., II., 60, 67; VII., 88 ; VIII., 247-2^, Pro,,

36s, 377 ; Journals {Old Series), XIII., sel., 58 ; Spans, EncycL, 142$;
Balfour, Cyclop. Ind., Ill , 223 ; Smith, Ec. Die., 3 i7 .

Habitat.—A climber, which is usually dioecious though the female often

bears two anthers, and the male a pistillode. It is found wild in the forests

of the Circars, doubtfully indigenous in those of Assam and Malabar, and
IS cultivated in the hot clamp focalities of Southern India.

Cultivation —Pepper was one of the earliest articles of Indo-Euro-

g
ean trade, and has been extensively cultivated on the Western Coast of

outhern India for many centuries. Linschoten in 1598 fives perhaps the

first detailed account of the method of growing and gatnering the spice,

stating that ** much pepper ” was there to be found along the whole coast

of Malabar. Though cultivated from remote times in Sumatra, the
Straits, Siam, and the Malay Peninsula generally, Malabar has always
been considered to produce the best pepper.

Madras.—The method of cultivation followed is very simple. Cuttinj^s

are put down before the commencement of the rains in June, in rich soil,

not subject to excessive accumulation of moisture. Places at the foot of
trees which have rough or prickly bark are chosen, such as the jack tree,

Erythrina indica, the cashew nut, mango tree,and others of a similar
description. The vines shoot up, and if allowed, will grow to a height of
20 to 30 feet, but are generally kept down by cutting and pruning. AH
suckers should be removed, and the ground around should be kept
clear of weeds. In three years the vine begins to bear, producing long
clusters of 20 to 50 berries abundantly from all its branches. From the
third to the seventh year the plant improves, after that time it remains in

good condition for three to four years, and then deteriorates for about the
same period, until it is no longer worth keeping. It is then cut down and
new shoots are planted. The fruit is gathered as soon as the berries at the
base of the spike begin to change colour from green to red, since if allowed
to ripen fully it becomes less pungent, and easily falls off. The day after
they are gathered the berrie^ are separated from the stalk by hand-rub-
bing, and picked clean. They are then dried by exposure to the sun, or
more frequently by the heat of a gentle fire. During this process hand-
rubbing IS occasionally performed to separate any remaining portions of

j

stalk. " White pepper ” is prepared by divesting the ripe berry of its
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skin by maceration in water, after which it is nibbed and hnally bleached

in the sun. It is occasionally bleached still further by means of chlorine.

It is twice as expensive as black pepper, but is in little demand.

Towards the end of last century Dr. Roxburgh discovered the plant

growing wild in the hills north of Samulcottah, and commenced a large

plantation in that neighbourhood. In 1789 this garden contained about

40,000 or 50,000 vines occupying about 50 acres of land. Considerable
success was attained, about i,udo vines yielding from 500 to i,ooo& of

berries. Many of the plants, however, were found to bear only male or

female flowers, and the latter if not associated with a hermaphrodite flower

on the same ament, were found to produce pepper less pungent than the

ordinary spice. The attempt was abandoned in a few years. No recent

statistics are available regarding the total yield of the Malabar Coast.

Milburn in 1825 estimated it at 30,000 piculs (1 picul^i^^Vb). Drury esti-

mates the average annual production of the hilly districts of Travancore to

be 5,000 candies.

Bombay.—The only district in which pepper is grown to any extent

in this Presidency is Kanara, in w'hich 1,096 acres were under the crop in

1888-89. The pepper-vine cuttings are planted in August in betle-palm

gardens when the trees are thirteen years old. Four cuttings, about 2 feet

3 inches long, are made for every betle-palm. One end of each is set four to

six inches deep and the other is trained on to the palm. The vine requires

no further care except tying its branches once a year in May. It bears in

six or seven years and lives about twenty-five, so that one betle-palm out-

lives three or four sets of vines. The pepper is picked from ladders in

March and April as soon as the berries are full grown but before they are

ripe. One man gathers and cures at the most about three pounds a day.
Tne bunches are piled in a heap under shelter and kept for three days.
They are then rubbed with the foot, to separate the stalks and all foreign

matter, after which the pepper is fit for sale.

Three different forms of vine are recognised, called respectively, hart
malisaru, sambar, and arsina murtifra, which differ, not in quality but
in yield. Of these the first is the best bearer, each vine yielding as much
as 3 pounds a year, bat it is not so easy to g^ow as the others, since it

thrives only on strong red soil. The other two grow well in the 01 dinary
light-coloured soil known as arsina munnii, but sambar yields only about

^ of a pound, and arsina murtiga i^lb annually. The average yearly
yield of each pepper vine, taking all forms into consideration, is saia to be
about The acreage outturn averages aSolb in a first class, i4otb in

a second class, and 56% in a third class garden. The selling price is about
a pound (R4 the man of 289^).

In K^nara the vine is not only cultivated, but also gfrows spontaneously
in “ pepper forests,” or menasu bans. These are occasionally tended for

the sake of the fruit. The branches of the vines should be stripped of all

other climbing plants, all the bushes in the forest should be cut down every
third year, and every fifth \ear the side branches of the trees ought to be
lopped, as the vine clings best round straight slender stems. Where the
supporting trees are too far apart, a branch or cutting should be planted,

and if no pepper vine be near, a shoot or two should be set in the earth
near the young tree. When thus cared for a vine is said to live about ten
years. When an old vine dies a young shoot must be trained to take its

place. Nothing is done besides attending to the training and distribution

of the vines. When a tree w'lthers its branches are lopped off, and a circle

round the foot is stripped of bark. Under this treatment the dead tree

gp'adually rots, and does not fall, which is necessary since the fall might
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spice. The drug yields from 1*6 to a*2 per cent, of this volatile oil, which
agrees with oil of turpentine in composition as well as in specific gravity and
boiling point. The most interesting constituent of pepper is piferin, of

which the spice contains from 2 to 8 per cent. Like morphine it agrees
with the formula C17 H|g N though without alkaline reaction it com-
bines with hvdrochloric acid in the presence of mercuric and other metallic

chlorides. Anderson, in 1850, resolved piperin into piperic acid, Cj,

04, and piperidine, Cg Hj, N. The latter is a liquid colourless alkaloid,

boiling at io6^C, having the odour of pepper and ammonia, and directly

yielding crystallizable salts {Fluekiger & Hanhury, Pharmacop^aphia),
Special Opinions.—§ “ Made into infusion and given in colic and

cholera ” {Surgeon H. D, Masani, 30th Bo. N. Karachi), “ Stimulant,
carminative, antiperiodic ; dose 5 to 20 grains ; used in intermittent fever,

debility, haemorrhoids, prolapsus ani, gonorrhoea, and cholera ** {Chunna
Loll, Hospital Assistant, Juhbulpore). “ It is us^ extensively as an ex-
ternal application to inflammation ** (Civil Surgeon J. McConaghey, M.D,,
Shaiahanpore), ** A very strong decoction of pepper given in that stage of

cholera in which all vomiting and purging cease and the abdomen becomes
tympanitic affords great rehel** (Surgeon^Major D, R, Thompson, M.D.,
CJ.E., Madras). ** Valuable carminative and stomachic. Highly useful

in indigestion and dyspepsia. Forms a useful ingredient in tooth powder ’*

{Assistant Surgeon S. C, Bhattacharji, Chanda). ** Black pepper powder
mixed with ghl is said to be a useful application in cases of urticaria’*

(Surgeon Joseph Parker, M.D., Poona). ** Used as antiperiodic, also in
haemorrhoids and cholera** (Assistant Surgeon Nehal Sinp Saharanpore).
** Is a useful application to boils and pimples. It is carminative, antacid,
and^ stomachic, and is used in dyspepsia, diarrhoea, and indigestioni

**

(Brigade Surgeon J. H, Thornton, B.A., M.B., Monghyr). Aromatic,
stimulant, and stomachic. Combined with calumba and bismuth, it is

useful in dyspepsia ; also with asafoetida and camphor in the flatulency
of dyspepsia. Largely used by me in preparation of cholera pills for
distribution during epidemic outbreaks of the disease ** {Civil Surgeon
5. M. Shircore, Murshedahad). ** Locally it is applied to boils, &c., in the
form of a thin paste as a resolvent** (Assistant Surgeon T. N. Ghose,
Meerut).

Food.—The use of black and white pepper as condiments is too well
known to require any remark in this work.

Trade.—History.—The trade in Pepper is perhaps the oldest, and
during the Middle Ages was certainly muen the most important branch of
commerce between Europe and the East. The history of its development
from earliest times is well brought out in the interesting and exhaustive
account given in the Pharmacographia. According to Fluekiger &
Hanbury, the learned authors of that work, the spice was well known
at least as early as the fourth century B.C. Arrian, the author of Periplus
of the Erythrean Sea, written about A.D. 618, states that pepper was
then imported from Baraka the shipping place of Nelkunda, localities

which have been identified with points on the Malabar Coast. During
the Middle Ages it was the mo^t esteemed and important of all spices,

indeed it formed “the very symbol of the spice trade, to which Venice,
Genoa, and the commercial cities of Central Europe were indebted for a
large part of their wealth.”

Tribute was levied on pepper, the ransom demanded from Rome in 408
A.D , by Alaric, King of the Goths, included 3,000 pounds of pepper, and
after the conquest of Cassarea in 1101 A.D., by the Genoese each soldier
received two pounds of pepper as part of his booty. Pepper rents were also
not uncommon, by means of which the wealthier classes secured from
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their tenants a supply of their favourite condiment, at a time when the
market was by no means certain.

The earliest reference to a trade in pepper in England is in the statutes

of Ethelred, A.D. 978—1016, where it is enacted that traders bringing their

ships to Billingsgate should pay at Christmas and Easter, with other tri-

bute, 10 pounds of pepper. The ** Pepperers ** formed a fraternity mentioned
as existing in London in the reign of Henry II., and subsequently became
incorporated as the Grocers’ Company. The price of the spice during the

Middle Ages was always very high, owing to the large tax imposed on it in

its passage through Egypt. Thus in England in the thirteenth and four-

teenth centuries it averaged u per pound, equivalent to about 85. of our
present money. This high price, amongst other reasons, incited the Portu-

guese to seek for a sea-passage to India, after the discovery of which (1498
A.D.) the price fell considerably, and the cultivation was extended to the

Western Islands of the Malay Archipelago. The trade then departed from
the ports of Central Europe, and became practically a monopoly of Portu-

gal till the eighteenth century (Fluckiger ^ Hanhury^ Pharmacografhia)
During this period of Portugese supremacy in the trade we find Linschoten
writing that the “ King of Portingal ” contracted with middlemen in each of

his “Forts” on the Coast of Malabar for an annual supply of thirty

thousand “ quintales ”of pepper, and bound himself to send five ships every

jcar to export that amount. All risk was held by the middlemen or
“ farmers,” who obtained the price of twelve ducats a quintal for all pepper

landed in Portugal. Asa compensation for this risk the middlemen had
“ great and strong priviledges : first that no man of what estate or condition

so ever he bee, either Portingall, or of any place in India, may deale or

trade in pepper, but they, upon paineof death, which is very sharply looked

unto.” And “although the pepper were for the King’s own person, vet

must the farmer’s pepper be first laden, to whome the Viceroy and other

officers and Captaines of India, must give all assistance, heipe and favour

with watching tne same, and all other things whatsoever that shall by thr

said farmers be required for the safetie and benefite of the saide pepper.”

In more recent times the Malabar Coast monopoly in the trade became
gradually destroyed. More and more pepper was cultivated in, and ex-

ported from, the Malay Archipelago, and localities further east, till, as early

as the beginning of this century, we find the Indian trade much smalleriin

proportion than that of other places. Thus Milburn in 1829 states that

the produce of Sumatra was estimated at 168,000 peculs, that of the islands

at tne mouth of the Straits (Burtang, Linga, &c.) 12,000 peculs, the Malay
Peninsula produced 28,000 peculs, the east coast of the Gulf of Siam 60,000
peculs, Borneo 20,000 peculs, and the west coast of India, only 30,000
peculs. But he remarks “ the pepper of Malabar is esteemed the best.”

A review of the present percentage imports into Great Britain shews a
still further decrease in the relative importance of India as a source of

supply. Thus, in 1872, the imports amounted to 27,576,7 lofc, of which the

Straits Settlements supplied 25,000,ooolb, and British India only 256,000ft.

In 1889 the total imports from the British East Indies (including the Straits

Settlements, Ceylon, &c., along with India) amounted to 28,555,394ft, of

which 28,041,096ft came from the Straits Settlements.
Internal ,—It is impossible, in considering internal trade, in pepper, to Internal,

separate that in the Indian and foreign articles, since they are dealt with SiQ
conjointly in trade returns.

The total registered transactions by road, rail, and river are small, near-
ly all the Indian pepper being shipped from Madras coastwise to the large
centres of demand. Thus, in 1888-89, amounted to only 80,114
maunds, valued at R27, 13,393. Of this amount Madras seaports exported
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History of the Trade

5,373 maunds; Madras Presidency, 6,629; Bombay Port, 19*973 maunds;
Bombay Presidency, 2,868; Calcutta, 32,149 maunds; Benc^a), 3,263; and
Karichi, 8,760 maunds. The largest in^rters were Bengal with 36,152
maunds; the North-West Provinces and Oudh with 9,700; the Panjdb with

9489; and Madras with 7,173. It will be seen from these figures that the

trade results almost entirely from the distribution of European and Madras
pepper from the large seaport towns, to the various inland provinces.

The coastwise trade in Indian pepper, which represents tne first stage in

this distribution, is fairly large and important. In 1889-90 the total im-
ports into all ports amounted to 10,539,6761b, value {(39,24,141,01 which
^,063,2 II came from Madras District Seaports, and 1,373,699 from
Travancore. The largest importing provinces were Bombay with
5,i54«o36Ib, and Bengal with 2402,56281, Madras, Sind, and Burma
received smaller amounts. The coastwise trade in foreigfn pepper is in-

cluded in the general class of “ spices,** and cannot be ^iven separately.
Notwithstanding the fact brought out in the previous re-

sume of the history of Indian trade in pepper, namely, that this country,
once the centre of supply for the whole world, has been to a very large extent
supplanted by the great development of Malayan trade, it is encouraging
to note a considerable and steady increase in the exports from India during
the past twenty years; and not only has the quantity exported increased,

but the proportionate value has risen to a marked extent. The averages
during the past fifteen years have been as follows

Quinquennial period. S) R

1875-76 to 1879-80
1880-81 to 1884-85
1885-86 to 1889-90

54»fi,963
5,()6 1,098

7,652,334

9.77,924
12,20,083

28,91,80s

In 1889-90, the total amounted to 8,r.(9,ioo&, of which Madras exported

6,154,380, Bombay, 2,078,131, Sind, 9,244, and Bengal, 7,345lb., probably all

received from Malabar by coastwise traffic. The distribution of these
exports during the past three years may be shown by the following

table :
—

Importing Countries. 1887-88. 1888-S9. 1889-90.

fi) lb ft

United Kingdom 830,361 898,309 869,837
Austria . ... 11,200

78,400
33.600

Belgium • 39,200 44.800
France • . 3,763,9*4 4,692,830 4,049,238
Germany . 75.824 229,376 377,948
Holland . . 33,600
Greece 5,488 4.480
Italy

Malta
509,600 305. *72

**,592
450,900

Turkey in Europe
Russia .

6,944
10,528 67,200...

Abyssinia 5,320 3,024 *2,655

East Coast of Africa H
[Mozambique
[Zanzibar

7,112

73,885

6,188

59,521

**,*5 *

99,365
E/ypt

.

Mauritius . .

• . • 3*3.292 ! 223,083 271,426
• • . *9,7*2 4*,552 32.504

Natal • • • 5,656 8,204 18,788
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Importing Countries. 1887-S8. 18SS-S9. 1889-90.

& lb ft

United States . 63,000 14,860
Aden . 321,972 223,649 287,196
Arabia 352,5-<3 280,601 269,476
Ceylon . . . 36,774 19.030 76,348
Mekran and SonmUni 3.57a 3.716 5,026
Persia . . . 275,470 227,139 717.713
Turkey in Asia . 397.0 >8 320.969 518,129
Australia . 23,8to
Other countries 5.268 3.112 2,210

Total • 7,146,236 7,666,007 8,249,100

The from foreign countries are, on the contrary, steadily de-

creasing. During the past fifteen years the averages have been as

follows :

—

Quinquennial period. th

1875-76 to 1879-80 ....
1880-81 to 1884-85 ....
1885-86101889-90 , . . .

7.322,176

4,705,934
,

2,816,798

»3>8»»545
11,03,452
» 0,43*673

In 1889-90 the imports were, however, considerably above the average,
amounting to 5,707,147ft, value ^20,04,850. Of this 5,649,629& were
received n’ora the Straits Settlements, and unimportant quantities from
Ceylon, Zanzibar, Java, and other countries. The largest importer was
Bengal with 3,82S,4ooft, followed hy Bombay with i} million lb, Burma
and Madras with insignificant quantities.

The re-export trade is small and unimportant, but, like the export
trade, has increased to a slight extent during the past ten years. In the

five years ending 1884-85 it amounted to 79,699ft, valued at 619,569, while

in a similar period ending 1889-90, it attained the quantity of 119,123ft,

value ^47,763. In 1889-90 the re-exports were 141,817ft, valued at

R56,o57. Of this amount 52.416ft went to China, 20,081 to Mauritius,

17,920 to Persia, and insignificant quantities to Cape Colony, Australia,

Natal, Egypt, and other countries. The lai^est re-exporting province is

Bengal, which shipped 103,278ft out of the total.

Piper ^Ivaticum, Poxb. / FI. Br. Ind., V,, 8^ ; Wightt P- 1. ig^o,
S3m.— ? Piper Bbtle, Wall ; P. Malamiri, 8oxb .

;

Chavica svlvatica,
Miq.

Vtm,^Pahari pipalt Beng.
References.

—

Roxb., FI . Ind,, Ed. C.B.C., 52; O'Shaughnessy, Beng.

^
Dtspens ^ S7S ; Irvine, Mat. Med., Patna, ^5.

Habitat.—A low creeping species, met with in thojhils and low hills

of Bengal, in Upper and Lower Assam, and in Burma.
Medicine.—The fruit is used by the Natives of Bengal as a carminative

siimlarly to long pepper. Atkinson confuses this species with P. longixm,

Districts, 705, and in the Economic Products of the N.»
P', 32,
Food.—Roxburgh states that the Natives use this pepper both green

and ripe in their dishes.
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Pipal Tree, see Flcnt relisiota, Unn. s Vol. III., 357.

PISONIA, Zinn.; Gin. PI., III., g.

[,
1763-4 ; Ntctaginem.

Pisonia aculeate, Linn./ Pi. Sr. Ind., IV.. jn ; Wight, le., t.

Sjn.—P. Gkosoina, Wallj P. villosa. Pair.; -Tragulakia horrida,
Koen,

Vtxtk.’^Baghachura, Beng. ; Hdii-dnkusdf Uriya ; Emhudi chettu, konku
kankiputri, Tel.

References.—Roxh.,Fl. Ind., Ed., C.B.C., 312; Gamhle, Man. Timb.,

3o2 ; Kurs, For. FI. Burm., 12., 279; Beddome, For. Man., clxxv., t.

xxii., f. 3 ; Elliot, FI. Andhr., 50, 82, 98 ; Graham, Cat. Bomb. Pi., 167 ;

Gaaetteers t-^Mysore & Coorg, I., 65 ; Orissa, II., 181.

Habitat.-—A very common, strong, large, straggling shrub, met with

in South India and the coast forests of Burma, the Andaman Islands, and
Ceylon.
Medicine.—The bark and the leavbs are used as a counter-irritant in

cases of inflammation and rheumatism.
Special Opinion.—

§

“The juice mixed with pepper and other in-

gredients is given to children suffering from pulmonary complaints **

{V, Ummegudien, Mettapoliam. Madras).
Domeatic.—The shrub makes most excellent impenetrable fences

(Foxb.).

P. alba, Spanoghe; FI. Sr. Ind., IV., gti Wight, Jc., 1. 1763.
Syn.— ? p. INERMIS, Forst; ? P. MORINDAEPOLIA, Br, ; ? P MALABARICA,

Pair,

;

? P. MITIS, Linn,

Vem.—CAtNai sdlii. Bomb.

References.—Afurv, For. Fl„ Burm., II., 279; Dalx. & Gibs. Bomb. FI.,

Subpl., 72 ; Dymock, Mat. Med W. Ind,, 2nd Ed„ 656 ; S, Arfun, Bomb,
Drugs, 220 ; Lisboa, U. PI. Bomb., 109 ; Gasetteer, Mysore & Coorg, /.,

05-

Habitat.—A tree from 30 to 40 feet high, found sparsely wild in the

beach forests of the Andaman Islands; cultivated to a small extent in India
and Ceylon.

Medicine.—The fresh leaves, moistened with Eau de Cologne, are

used to subdue “ inflammation of an elephantoid nature “ in the legs and
other parts (5. Arjun).

Structure of tM Wood.—Lisboa states that this tree is occasionally,

though rarely, cut down for the sake of its wood.

PISTACIA, Linn.; Gen, PL, I., 41 g.

A geniit of trees or shrubs which comprises some six species, natives of West-
ern Asia and the Meditcrranein regrion, one Mexican. Several of these are found
in AfghAnistAn and BaluchistAn. but do not cross the frontier, only one bein? a
native of India. Nearly all are of economic importance, however, and yield vsuu-
able articles of trade with India, besides being occasionally cultivated in this

country. They are, therefore, worthy of brief consideration.

[diacejc.

Pistacia integerrima, Stewart ; Pi, Br, Ind., II., 13; Anacar-
Syn.—Rhus intbgbrrima, Wall;R. Kakrasinobe, Royle.

Vern — /fiiAra, gallsssAWAroWngf, Hind., Mar., Goz. ; galls—ATaAra-srm-

f
i, Beng. ; Kakkar, drek, furgd, Kashmir; Kangar, khangar, kakar,
akkar, knaikar, kakkrei, kakrd, kakkeran, kakrain, kakkrangche, kakla,

drekigurgd, tdnhdri, tdngi, shni, sarawdn, masna, galls-=kakra singi,

(niit=:sdmak, Pb.; Sarawdn, shni, masna, Pushtu; galls =/irdAAa-
tasking*, Tam. ; galls^Edkara-shingi, Tel ; gdX\3=:Dushtapuchattu,
Kan. ;

g^\s—Karkata sringt. Sans.
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References.—Brandis, For, Ft., 122 ; Gamble, Man, Timb., 106; StewarU
Ph, PI., 47; Aiichison, Kuram Valley Rep., Pi. J.. 42; Pi. IJ.,is6

;

O'Skaughnessy, Beng, Dispens., 282; Sakharam Arjun, Cat. Bomb,
Drugs, 33 ; Dymock, Mai. Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed., tgt ;D^ock, Warden
& hooper, Pharmacog. Ind., I., 374 » Birdnood, Bomb. Prod., tg ;

Baden rowell, Pb. Pr., 5^9 / Atkinson, Him. Dist, {X., N.^W, P.
Gaa.), 746; Royle, III, Him. Boi., tJS ; Settlement Report'. Punjab,
Haadra, // ; Gagetteers :— Panjdb, Bannu, 23; D^a Ismail Khan, 19 ;

Rawalpindi, 15 ; Hoshidrpur, ti ; Haadra, 14 ; Guirdt, 12 ; Gurddspur,
55 ; Shdhpur, 6g ; Agri.~Horti. Soc. Ind. :—journals {Old Series), Vll.,

t6o ; XI V., 14, rs ; {New Series), I., 8$ ; Agrt.-Horh. Soc., Panjdb, Select,

papers to 1862, Ind. 43 ; Ind, Forester, V., 180 ; VIII., 38 ; IX.,

IS, 68, 2gi ; XI., 32o ; XIII., s8, S43 ; Balfour, Cyclop. Ind., III., 226.

Habitat.—A talli nearly glabrous tree, from 40 feet upwards in height,

met with on the North-Western Frontier, the Peshawar valley and Salt

range, and on the hot slopes of the Western Himalaya from the Indus to

Kum^n, at altitudes of 1,200 to 8,000 feet.

Dye 8l Tan.—The hard, rugose, hollow, irregular galls, which form
in October on the leaves and petioles, are us^ to a small extent for dyeing
and tanning. These galls sometimes attain a very large size, and from
their peculiar shape well warrant the name of singhi or “ horns.** The
writer has recently seen them growing* near Simla, to a length of more
than a foot, though Dymock states the average to be inches.

Me^cine.— ** The galls have long held a place in the Materia Medica of

the Hindus. They are considered tonic, expectorant, and useful in cough,
phthisis, asthma, fever, want of appetite, and irritability of the stomach.
The usual dose is about 20 grains combined with demulcents and aro-

matics. Muhammadan writers describe them as hot and dxy, useful in

chronic pulmonary affections, especially those of children, also in dyspeptic
vomiting and diarrhoea ; they notice their use in fever and want of appe-
tite, and say that they are a good external application in cases of psoriasis

**

{Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind.).

Stewart states that the drug known in the Panj ^b bazdri> as sumdk is

the FRUIT of this tree ; it is administered to strengthen digestion.

Chemical CoMPOSiTiON.~The authors of the Phartnacographia
Indica state that, according to Prebble, the galls contain 75 per cent, of

tannin.

Trade.—The drug is exported from Northern India to bazars in other
localities, Atkinson states that the average annual export from the Ku-
mion forest division is about yamaunds. Dymock writes that In Bombay
the galls fetch from Rz-d to R3 per maund of 37

Special Opinions.—§ ** Twenty grains of the powdered gall may be
given in cream, twice daily, in the treatment of dysentery ** {Surgeon % Me-
Cloghey, Jakobabad, Sind). “ The galls, also called kadu kagtpu in Tamil,
powder^, fried with gkt, and a little sugar added, may be given internally
with good effect in cases of dysentery ** (Surgeon-Major D. R, Thompson,
M.D.,C.IE., Madras).

Fodder.—The leaves are lopped for fcidder for buffaloes and camels.
Structure of the Wood.—Hard, close, and even-gained, brown, beauti-

fully mottled with yellow and dark veins, capable of a fine polish, weight
54ft per cubic foot. The sapwood is liable to be attacked oy insects, but
the heartwood is durable, and highly prized. The tree is consequently
often cut recklessly. In Hazdra the timber is used for roofing, and for
making spinning wheels, furniture, &c. Elsewhere it is chiefly employed
Jot furniture, for which its beautiful grain renders it specially suitable.
Gamble states that it is generally obtainable in the bazirs of the North-
West Himilaya, and particularly at Simla, in the form of thick, short
planks.
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Pistacia Lentiscus^ Z*««. / Bom., FI, Orient., II,, 8,

The Mastic Tree, or Mastiche.

Vem.—Resin mastiki, ktindur-rtimi. Hind. ; Rtimi mastunj^i,
kiindur-riimi, IBesq. ; ? seeds'^ianfarfA, Pb.; resin •"araA, auluk-hag^
dadifuluk haghdani,muitoka, Amkb.\ Kandar-i’-ruml, kundar^i-rumi,
mastakd^i-rumi, kinneh, kinnoli, Pbrs.

ReferenceSs*— Hort. Sub, Cal., 2^4; Stewart,Ph. PI., 46; AUchison,
Notes on Products W, Afgh&nistdn and N. R, Persia, 154; Pharm.
Ind., S8; Ainslie, Mat. Ind., I., 214; 0*Shaughnesiy, Beng, Dispens, 278 ;
Pluck. & Hanh., Pharmacog., t6t,S9S; 17. S. Dispens., rsih Ed., 93t

;

S. Afjun, Bomb, Drugs, 32; Murray, PI. & Drugs, Sind, 86 ; Med.
Top., Ajmir, 149 ; Year Book Pharm,, 1874,624; 187s, 260; Irvine, Mat,
Med., Patna, ^4. 90 ; Birdwood, Bomb Pr,, tg ; P. W, D, Rep, on Gums
& Gum-resins, tS, 22, 60 ; Cooke, Gums & Gum-resins, 104; Smith,
Die., 3f, 269; Keva Off. Guide to the Mus. of Rc. Bot., 36; Kew Off.
Guide to Bot. Gardens and Arboretum, 72, 127 ; Jnd. Forester, XL, 55 /

XIII., S8 ; Agn.-Horti. Soc, Ind., Trans., Ill,, 41.

Habitat.—A dioecious evergreen shrub of the Mediterranean region,

which yields the mastic of Chios, imported into India.

Resin.—The resin, mastic, occurs in small irregular, yellowish tears,

brittle and of a vitreous fracture, but soft and ductile when chewed.
It has a faint agreeable odour, which is increased by the application of

heat or friction. It has been known and much valued in m^icine and
the arts from the earliest period, and has until comparatively late years
been obtained almost entirely from the island of Scio. It is collect^ in

that island as follows :
—** About the middle of June incisions are made in

the bark of the stem and principal branches. From these incisions, which
are vertical and very close together, the resin speedily flows, and soon
hardens and dries. After fifteen to twenty days it is collected with much
care in little baskets lined with white paper, or i lean cotton wx)ol. The
ground below the trees is kept hard and clean, and flat pieces of stone are

often laid on it, so that the droppings of the resin may be saved uninjured

by dirt. There is also some spontaneous exudation from the branches,
wnich is of very fine quality. The operations are carried on by women and
children, and last for a couple of months. A fine tree may yield as much
as 8 to 10 pounds of mastich. The dealers in Scio distinguish three or

four qualities of the drug, of which the two finer are called KvXttrrb

and iphioKapi, that collected from the ground Tr^rra, and the worst of all

^XovBa {Fluchiger Hanhury).
Chemical Composition.—The authors of the PItarmacographia state

that mastic consists of two resins called, respectively, a Ik (i resin of
mastich. The former constitutes about 90 per cent, of the whole, possesses
acid properties, has the formula Cj^ Hjj O^,—and is soluble in cold alcohol.
The latter, left as an insoluble residue, is translucent, colourless, tough
and soluble in ether or oil of turpentine. It is somewhat less rich in

oxygen than the a. resin. Mastic also contains a little volatile oil.

Trade.—According to Aitchlson mastic is imported from Turkey to
Western Afghanistan and North-Eastern Persia, for re-export to India.

Medicine.—Mastic is considered by Hindu physicians to be corro-
borant and balsamic, and is generally ordered by them along with salcp,

Muhammadan women of high rank employ it as a masticatory to preserve
the teeth and sweeten the breath, and Muhammadan physicians consider
it aphrodisiac, stimulant, and diuretic.

In the middle ages it held a high reputation in Europe, and appears to
have entered into a large number of the prescriptions of that period. It is

now, however, regpirded as devoid of any important therapeutic property,
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Terebinthus.

and as a medicine is becoming* obsolete. Dentists employ it to a consider-
able extent for stopping teeth.

Domestic, &c.—In India mastic is used in the preparation of a
perfume. The Turks employ it in the manufacture of a liqueur called raku
A varnish made from mastic is still commonly used in the arts for pictures,
maps, &c., on paper and canvas, but its value for this purpose is rapidly
decreasing, with the great number of other less expensive resins which
are daily becoming more and more utilised.

. , t Orient, II,, 6,

PlStacia Terebinthus, Linn^ var. mutica, A itch, et Hemsley i Boiss,,

The Terebinth Tree.
Syn.—PiSTACiA MUTiCA, Fisch. et Mey,; P. Khinjuk, Stocks ; P. cabu-

LiCA, Stocks.

Vem.—Rcsirn^yiastuki, kdbuli mastaki, gul-i^pista, husghani,
HiND.f Bomb, j ? Khxnjaky shne, Pb. j Ban, •wan, wana, gwa, gwana,
Baluch, ; Kan^‘ak, ktnjak, kunjad, resin—kunjad, kunjada, khunjad,
khunjada, kinjad, ktnjada, •manjad, waniaad, kandur, kundar, kund-
arud, kunderu, shilm, leavesae’o^A-wara, harg-a~bana, oA^^reghan-
i-kanjak, W. Afghan. & N.-E. Peksia.

References.— Voigt, Hart. Sub. Cal , 273 ; Stewart, Pb. PL, 46 ; Aitekison,
Kuram Valley Kept., Vt. J,, 42 ; Pt. II., 156; Kept. PI. Coll. Afgh. Del.
Com,, 47 ; DC., Orig. Cult. PL, 316 ; Pharnt. Ind., 59 ; Finch. & Hanh.,
Pharmacog., 165, 59^; U. S. Dispens., iSth Ed., 1428, 1430 ; Ainslie,
Mat. ind., J., 458; O'Shaughnessy, Beng. Dupens., 277; Moodeen Sheriff,
Supp. Pharm. Ind,, 201 ; Murray, PL & Drugs, Sind., 86 ; Bent. 6*
Trim., Med. PL, 69 / Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 1^4 ; Dy-
mock. Warden ^Hooper, Pharmacog. Ind., J.,377 : Year-Book Pharm.,
1879, 4^6; ib8o, 234; tb8r, 142 ; Trans. Med. & Phys. Soc., Bom,
(New Series). Ill,, 146 ; Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 589 ; Atfehtson, Note^ on
Products of W. Ajghdn. and N.-E. Persia, 155 ; Gums & Kesinous
Prod. (P. W Dept. Kept.) 22, 5$; Cooke, Gums & Kesins, 104, 20$;
Christy, New Com. PI. IV., 40 ; V., $8 ; VI,, 91, 99 ; Kew Off. Guide to
the Mus. of Et. But., 36 ; Kew Off. Guide to Dot, Gardens and Arbo-
retum, 127 ; Gazetteers :

— Panjdb, Bannu, 23; Ind. Forester, X.,
$16 : XI., 55 / XIII., $8 ; XIV., 3^1, 3^1 ; Balfour, Cyclop. Ind., III.,

226 ; Smith, Ec. Diet., 409,

Habitat.—>The plant defined as P. Terebinthus, Linn., is generally a
tree, 20 to 40 feet tir more in height, in some countries a shrub, common
on the islands and shores of the Mediterranean, as well as throughout
Asia Minor. It has many varieties extending as P. palsstina to Syria and
Palestine, and eastward as P. cabulica, P. mutica or P. Khinjuk to Balu-
chistdn and Afghanistan. It is found and has been described as P. at-
lantica in Northern Africa, where it grows to a large size, and in the Canary
Islands. Aitchlson describes var. mutica, to which the four last mention-
ed have been reduced, as follows This is the tree of Baluchistdn, and
hence its name ban, -wan, gwan j on Persian territory and near Herat its

name is altered to kinjad, kunjad. It is usually a small tree about 18
feet in height and with a bole of from 3 to 5 feet in circumference, occur-
ring occasionally in clusters, but usually scattered singly at long distances
on limestone formation.”

Resia.— The typical species, and the Asian var. mutica, appear to pro-
duce resinous products varying in character and composition. That of ,

the former is the terebinth of the ancients, the T8pfitv$os of Theophrastus,
|

repe^iv$os of other authors, and the alah of the Old Testament. It is an
oleo-resin and was the true primitive turpentine, pr^rivri Te^jU-ivd/vij, cele-
brated as the finest of all analogous products and preferred both to naas-

pinic resins. Like mastic it is produced chiefly in the island
of ocio where it is collected from incisions made in the stem and branches
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in spring {Phartnacographta). Of late years it has again, under the

name of Chian-turpentine, bei^me of importance in European medicine.

The resin of var. mutica resembles that of P. Lentiscns and is used in

the East as a substitute for that substance. It also bears the same verna-
cular names and is in every way considered identical with the resin of

P. vent. Aitchison states that throughout the region where the tree grows,
the resin is not usually to.be found for sale, but is|to be met with in all house-
holds, since it is looked upon as an every-day remedy for cuts and bruises.

A turpentine is also occasionally obtains from the resin, but only by any
one specially making it for himself (Notes on Prods, of W. AfghdnUidn and
N.^E. Persia). In Christy's New Commercial Plants, V., 58, the resin of

var. mutica is recommend^ for the preparation of varnishes for articles

requiring ‘washing with soap, such as oil cloth, painted surfaces, floor-

cloth, &c., since it is not aflected by soda.

Chemical Composition.—Chian turpentine consists of a resin, prob-

ably identical with the a. resin of mastic (see p. 270), and an essential oil.

The former dissolves entirely in alcohol. FlUckiger & Hanbury obtain-

ed Hi per cent, of an essential oil from the drug, which had the odour
of Chian turpentine, a specific gfravity of 0*869, a boiling point of
l6i®C. and deviated the ray of polarised light 12*1® to the right. By com-
bination with sodium it lost a small proportion of oxygenated oil and
changed its characters, becoming more agreeable in odour, and resem-
bling a mixture of cajeput, mace, and camphor. After this treatment and
rectification the oil was found to have the same composition as oil of tur-

pentine (Pharmacographia),
The resin of var. mutica is also entirely soluble in alcohol, but differs

from true mastic in being partly insoluble in turpentine, and from the
resin of European Chian turpentine in being quite soluble in ether. In
solution with acetone or benzol it has the same optical properties as true

mastic.

Dye & Tan.—Aitchison writes, “ The leaves, almost without excep-
tion, are affected by a flat horse-shoe shaped gall, that extends round the
margin of the leaf ; the gall is so very distinct in form, much resembling
the lobe of the ear, that the leaves get their name gd^hwdra, meaning^ear-
like, owing to this resemblance; by these ^lls alone the leaves of

this species may be identified from those of P. vera. These galls, the
Natives say, are of no use, but the leaves are valued for dyeing and tan-
ning. May not the presence of the galls on the leaves be the reason why
these leaves are employed, and the galls really be the active agent V*
The galls are small and succular, are of a pink colour, have a terebin-

thinate and astringent taste, and appear to be caused by the presence of

an Aphis. The authors of the Pharmacographia Indica state that they
observed the galls in the Bombay market for the first time in 1889, where
they were offered for sale as Pistachio galls.

Oil.—From the kernels is obtained a mixture of an essential and a
fatty oil, which is eaten as a relish with karut (dried oxygal) and bread

(Aitchison)* This substance is the original oil of turpentine, repf/S/ydivov-

fAaiov.

Medicine.—In Afghdnistin the fruit is considered warm,lstimulating,
and stomachic, and is prescribed in colic and dyspepsia (Stewart).
The OALLS are employed as an astringent. The resin is used in every
way similarly to that of P. Lentisciis, the true mastic, and is almost uni-
versally employed as a substitute for that drug in India, Persia, Baluchis-
tdn, and Afghanistan. It is also said to be used in Sind and Afghdn-
istin, like true mastic in Europe, for stopping decayed teeth. The ver-
nacular names borne by it imply the belief in its virtues as an external
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The Pistachio Nut. » J. Murray^

styptic application to wounds, signifyine “the remedy (or resin) for stop-
ping blood,” or “for dressing wounds,” or **tht tree-resin ” {jkiichison).

The greater part of the mastic imported into India consists of this drug

;

only a small quantity of the true mastic being obtained direct, or through
Persia and Afghdnistiin, from Turkey. The price of the former, known
commercially as Bombay mastic, ranges in Bombay from 8 to 12 annas a
pound {Dytnock),

Chian turpentine has stimulant and diuretic properties, and was for-

merly used for these purposes in European medicine. Of late years it

dropped almost completely out of use, until in 1880 Professor Olay of
Birmingham recommended its employment in cases of uterine cancer.

Food & Fodder.—Mr. Lace informs the writer that the leaves are
eaten by camels, ^oats, and sheep in Southern Afghanistan, and that the
FRUIT, called shtni, is eaten by Natives in the same locality. Aitchison
makes a similar statement regarding Northern Baluchistdn.

Structure of the Wood.—Aitchison writes, “ In the districts where it is

to be met with, trees are so scarce that to cut one down would be almost
sa acrilege, hence I can say nothing regarding its value as timber, but its

dry branches make excellent fuel.”

Pist&cia. vera, Linn, • Boiss., II, Orient.^ II.

y

5.
The P1.STACH10 Nut.
Syn.—PisTACiA Narbonensis, Linn.fP. reticulata, Willd.

Vem.—Tree and nvX=zPista, pistd. Hind., Beng , Homr., Apoh.,
Pers. ; country where the treeabounds=Ai5/«/i/fe, paUs=

,

gum-
re8in=:-the same as the names of that of P. Terebinthus, var. mutica,
Pers. and W. Afghan.

References.~5/««<irf, Ph. PL, 47 ; Aitchison^ Rept. PI, CnlL Afgh, Del,
Com., 47$ DC., Oriif. Cult, PL, 3 i6 ; O'Shaughue^sv, Benf; uispens ,

Sfjfi I Irvine, Mat. Med., Patna, 84, 86; Sakharnm Arjun, Cat. Bomb.
Drugs, 33 ; Murray, PI. & Drug's, Sind. 8s : Dymock, Warden &
Hooper, Pharmarog. lnd.,I., 3yg ;Bird’mood,Bomh. Prod., ; Aitchison,
Notes on Products erf W. Afghanistan & N.-K. Persia, 156 ; Liotard,
Dyes, I ! ; Wardle, Dye Rept., 8 ; Aveen Akbary, Gladwin*s Trans,, I.,

8r, 84; Gazetteer, Bombay, XII1 . , S84 ; Agri -Horti.Soc. Ind., Trans,,
III., 41 ; Agru’-Horti Soc., Panjdb, Select papers to 1862, 197 ; Ind.
Forester, XIV., 36s, 367 i Smith, Er, Diet , 325.

Habitat.—A small tree, forming forests at altitudes of 3,000 feet and
upwards, usually on sandstone formations, in Syria, Damascus, Meso-
potamia, Terek, Orfa, the Badghis, and Khorasan ; extensively cultivated

in Syria, Palestine, and Persia {Boissier, Aitchison), The tree was intro-

duced into Italy by Vitellius in the end of the reign of Tiberius,
and thence into Spain by Flavius Pompeius. DeUandolle writes,
“ There is no reason to believe that the cultivation of the pistachio was
ancient even in its primitive country, but it is practised in our own day
in the East, as well as in Sicily and Tunis. In the south of France and
Sicily it is of little importance.”

Brigade-Burgeon Aitchison, in his recent interesting and valuable
Notes on the Products of Western Afghdnisidn and North-Eastern Persia,
gives a full account of the occurrence of the tree in the tracts over
w'hich he has travelled,— the country from which India draws its large
supply. He states that in suitable localities it forms large forests, the
most celebrated of which occur in Badghis, near Kala-nao,and at Znifikar.
Others exist in the hills of Khorasan, and small clumps lo the south of
Bezd. In Persia it is cultivated in orchards, but it is not grown anifici-
ally in Afghdnistdn. “It is, however,” he writes, “ a common thing to
see trees of the indigenous pistachio growing round shrines where they
are carefully protected. The cultivated tree of orchards has usually a

Oceiprenea.
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good stem, showing a fair amount of wood, and growing altogether more
luxuriantly and more like a tree than the wild form.

The value of the forests of indigenous pistachio lies in their yield of

nuts, but the harvest is a precarious one, generally due to the tree being
dioecious, and to fertilisation being frequently unaccomplished. The
appearance of staminate flowers on these trees are the first signs of spring,

and as they appear long before there is any sign of the leaves, they are
unprotected and easily injured by frost, and 1 have no doubt but that a late

recurrence of frost is one of the most frequent causes of a bad nut harvest.

The Natives say that there is only a good nut harvest every second year,
and that when the nuts fail, the galls on the leaves are more numerous.

“The nuts on some of the trees are partially dehiscent, whereas in

others they are quite indehiscent. So well is this known to the people
of the country that in collecting nuts for eating, should they chance to
come on a tree of which the nuts are indehiscent, they just move on until

they come to a tree bearing dehiscing nuts. In the latter case a slight

crushing of the nut with the fingers gives exit to the kernels, whereas in

the former each nut has to be broken up, as we would a hazel, before the
kernel can be g^ot at. On many trees the female flowers are found not to

have been fertilised ; these develop into a nut-like form, and when these
unfertilised ovaries are examined they are found to be quite hollow, the
walls being apparently analogous to the covering of the fertilised nut. ”

“ From the great trade-value of the nuts and of the galls, there is much
jealousy as to the forest rights, as to whom they belong, and m what pro-
portion to each tribe. Half the blood-feuds of the nomads originate in

their quarrels over the rights of produce in their forests.
“ All persons connected in the rights to the forest and produce unitedly

collect the nuts, and the general harvest is subsequently divided in the
allotted proportions to those to whom they may belong. In the meanwhile
the Amir’s tax collectors are at hand ready to carry off the usual tax
imposed on produce before it is permitted to leave the ground. ”

A few trees have been cultiviited here and there in North-Western
India \vith success. Thus Aitchfson mentions some large bushes in

Rawalpindi, and a very fine fruit-bearing tree in Srinagar, Kashmir.
'I'hcre appears to be no reason why, with a little trouble, the cultivation of
this valuable tree should not be carried on with success, at least along
the whole North-Western Frontier.

Resin.—A r(»in, similar to mastic, and employed in every way like
that of P. Terebinthus, var. mutica, is obtained from this species. It is

chiefly consumed locally, and is known by the same names as the resin of
the preceding species. Aitchison states that when fresh it has a most
pleasant fruity odour ; at first it is very liquid, but gradually hardens on
exposure, till it becomes very brittle, and almost transparent.

Dye, Tan, & Mordant.—The leaves are very frequently affected by
GALLS, which arc irregularly-shaped spheroids, from the size of a cherry
to that of a large gooseberry, borne on a short stalk and usually growing
from the surface of the leaf. These, with the pericarp of the fruit, and the
unfertilised fruit-like ovaries above described are used locally for dyeing
silk, and are also largely exported to Persia and Turkistan, and a small
proportion to India {^Aitchison), In this country the galls are known as

btiB-ganj or bosa-ganj, the fruit husks as post~i~pista, and are
imported into Bombay from the Persian Gulf, and into Northern India trans-
frontier. Davies’ Trade Report gave the quantity annually imported from
Afghiinist^n into Peshawar as 50 maunds, and about loomaunds in addi-
tion are said to be brought down by the Bolan Pass yearly, 'fhey are used
as a dye, or as a mordant for silks, and as a tan.
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The p^alls contain 45 per cent, of tannin allied to eallo-tannic acid, also

gallic acid, and 7 per cent, of an oIeo*resin to which the odour is due (/’/tar-

ntacogr. Jnd,),

Oil.—The NUTS contain about 60 per cent, of a fatty oil which is occa-

sionally extracted for use in medicine. It is of a greenish colour, sweet-

flavoured, and aromatic.

Medicine.—Eastern writers consider the nut warm, digestive, reslora-

tive, tonic and, aphrodisiac, and prescribe it also as a sedative in nausea
and vomiting. Arabian physicians prepare a /ofA with them known in

French Pharmacy as ‘ Looch vert des pistaches.* The galls are used as

an astringent, and the rrsin for the same purposes as mastic. The oil
above described is employed medicinally as a demulcent and restorative.

The BARK is believed to be tonic and useful in indigestion.

Food & Fooder.—The fruit, well known as the pistachio nut, is

oval-shaped and varies in size with the amount of cultivation which the

tree has received. It has a brittle shell, enclosing a kernel, generally

about half an inch in length, of a greenish colour and agreeable flavour.

I'hese nuts are exported in immense quantities from the localities above
enumerated to Afghdnistdn proper, and to India, as well as to Persia and
Turkistan. No exact estimate of the quantity annually imported into India

ckn be formed, since they are included in trade returns under the heading
of Fruits, Nuts, and Vegetables. The wild fruit is smaller and more tere-

binthinate in flavour than the cultivated, but is preferred by many. In

India the nut is much appreciated by all classes, is a very common article

of food with the more well-to-do classes, and a frequent ingredient of

confectionery. It is also considerably used in dessert at the tables of
Europeans. By Natives, he nuts are generally roasted in their shells in

hot sand, and then thrown into a hot paste of salt-water, and stirred so
as to make the salt adhere to the shell, much as sugar does to a burnt
almond. The\ arejhawked about the streets of large towns under the name
of Khara pistd (salted Pistachio nuts). The oil is said to be also occ«i-

sionally used as food, but rapidly becomes rancid. Ohurch gives the
chemical composition of the nut as follows:—Water, 5'g; albumenoids,
24*4 ; starch, 3*5; oil, 62*5 ; fibre, 1-3; asb, 2*4 per cent., and states that
this (an Afghan) sample contained ii per cent, more oil than European
kernels. Sheep, camels, and goats feed greedily on ihe foliage, hence the
name applied to the galls, " the goats’ store {Aitchtson).

Structure of the Wood.—Aitchison informs us that the wood is highly
valued in Afghanistan and Persia for the manufacture of agricultural
implements, especially ploughs, and for making spoons, also that it cer-

tainly affords the best fire-wood of any tree in these countries.

PISTIA, Linn, ; Gen, PL, III,, ^64,

Pistia Stratiotes* Linn,; DC,,Monogr,Phaner,, II., Aroide.®.
Var. o cuNEATA, Enel.; P. Stratiotbs, Linn., Roxh., in FI, Ind., and

following; him other Indian writers; KiAMBAM KiTSli, Rumph, ; P. CKIS-
pata, Blume.

Three other varieties are described, and each has many synonyms, but as they
arc nut Indian they need not be enumerated in this work.

Vem.

—

yal'-kunbhi, jalkhumbi, tdkdpdnd, HiND. ; Tdkdpdnd, Beng.;
Baujhdnjhe, Uriya

; Prashni, gondala. Bomb. ; Pra^ni, gonddla. Mar. ;

Anter^ghunaa, Dec. ; Agedatamari, Tam. ; Akdsa tdmara, autara
tdmara, n^ru budiki, Tel.; Kodda-pail, Malay.; Deya-parandella,
Sing.; Kufnbhikd,^K^s.

References.— FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., $02 ; Mawn, Burma & lis

People, S04, SIS ,
Sir W. Elliot, FI. Andhr.,13, ts, i3s ; Rheede, Jlort, MaL,

XI.,63, t, 32 i Rumphius, Amb., VI., nii Aimlte, Mat, Ind,, II., yf
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The Grey or Field Pea.

C, Duti, Mat. Med. Hind,, 306 ; Sakharam Arjun, Cat. Bomb. Drugs,
2og; Dvmock, Mat. Med W. Ind., 2nd Ed.,8ii; Drurv, U. PL Jnd., 3^ :

Boswell, Man, Netlore, 118; Gaaetteers Orissa, //., 182 ; Mysore &
Coorg, J.,66 ; Ai(ri.-Horti. Soc. Ind. ‘Journals \Old Series'), IV., 233 ;

X., 340; Ind. Forester, XIV., 3go, 392 ; Smith, Ec. Diet., 43$.
Habitat.—An aquatic herb, found widely dispersed in the tropical

and subtropical regions of both hemispheres. The Indian variety a
CUNEATA has been recorded from Bengal, the Coromandel Coast, Madras,
the Deccan, Burma, and Ceylon.

Medicine.—Ainslle writes, ‘*The Hindu Doctors consider a decoc-
tion or infusion of this plant as cooling and demulcent, and prescribe it

in cases of dysuria, in the quantity of about ten pagodas weight twice
daily ; the leaves are made into poultice for piles.*^ Mixed with rice and
cocoanut milk they are also given in dysentery, and with rose water and
sugar in cough and asthma. The root is laxative and emollient. The
ASHES are applied to ringworm of the scalp, and in some parts of India
are known as pdnd salt.

Chemical Composition.—Dr. Warden has kindly furnished the fol-

lowing note, the result of his analysis of the plant, which has been fully

described in the Chemical News :

—

** The incinerated plant yields a saline substance, which is known as pdnd
salt, and which is almost entirely used for medicinal purposes. A speci-

men of the plant, obtained from the Dinajpur district, yielded 31*4 per
cent, of mineral matter, calculated upon the plant dried at i3o®C., of which
6*1 per cent, was soluble in water. Pdnd salt consists of the soluble por-
tions of the ash. A specimen from the same district contained 75 per
cent of chloride, and 22*6 of sulphate of potassium.”

Food.—The herb was eaten in the Poona district during the Deccan
famine of 1877-78.

Domestic.—Mason notes that the herb is frequently transferred to

tubs of water near public buildings to keep the water fresh, but remarks
that it is well to remember that in Jamaica the same plant, in hot dry
weather, has been observed “ to impregnate the w'ater in the tanks with
its particles to such a degree as to give rise to the bloody flux.”

Special Opinion.—§“ The plant purifies w’ater in which it grows,
and Natives use it largely in their drinking tanks” {Stirgeon-Ueneral
W. R, Cornish, F.R.C.S., C.LE., Madras).

PISUM, Linn.; Gen. Pl.^ /., 527.

Pisum arvense, Linn.; Fl. Br. Ind., II., 181

;

Leguminosje,
The Grey or Field Pea,
Vem.— mattar rewari^ kulon, desLmaftar. chota mattar. Hind. '

Keiao, desi-mattar, chota mattar. BbNO.; Kalon, kiilaihatana, N.-W. P ;

A'w/on, Ki'MAON ; Korant, knrain, Kashmir; Kuldman. kdla muttar,
matar rewari. karat n, ghale, kalao. kulah. Pb. ; Karain, Guz.

References.— Fl. Ind., hd. C.B.C.. 566 ; DC . Orig. Cult. PL, 327;
Birdwood, Bomb. Prod., 122; Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 242; Atkinson,
Him. Dist. (A'., N.- IV. P. Gam.), 694 ; Duthie is* Fuller, Field & Garden
traps, II., t7, PL xxxii., b. ; Rovle, III. Him. Bot., 200 ; Church, Food-
Grains, Ind., 120, 13$; Madden, Note on Kumdon, 279 ; Settlement
Report ;

—

Panjdb, Simla, App. II., H., xxxix. ; Kangra, 24; N.-W. P.,

Bareilly, 82; Kumdon, App., i32 ; Gaaetteers: - Panjdb, Simla, $6

;

Balfour, Cyclop. Ind., III., 227.

Habitat.—This pea is, according to DeOandolle, undoubtedly wild in

Italy, where it grows, not onl} in hedges and near cultivated ground, but
also in forests and wild mountainous districts. Evidence regarding its

being truly wild in Spain, Algeria, Greece, the South of Russia, and the
East affords no positive proof. It has, however, for long been extensively
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it as probably but a cultivated race, variety or at most sub-species of

P. arvense, but further observation and experiment is required before this

view can be entertained. Evidence, at present available, points to the follow-

ing facts, summarised by the learned author of the Origin of Cultivated
Plants, “ The species seems to have existed in Western Asia, perhaps
from the south of the Caucasus to Persia, before it was cultivated. The
Aryans introduced it into Europe, but it perhaps existed in Northern India
before the arrival of the Eastern Aryans. It no longer exists in a wild
state, and when it occurs in fields, half-wild, it is said not to have a modi-
fied form, so as to approach some other species.

Cultivation.—The field-pea and garden-pea are, as already stated,

generally considered together in Agricultural Reports, and by writers on
Indian crops. The true garden-pea, P. sativum, is, however, much the
more valuable and prolific of the two.

In all parts of the country it is a rahi crop, and, as will be seen from the
following provincial accounts, the methods employed differ but little.

PanjnL--\r\ this Province, peas are cultivated, as a field crop, almost
entirely for fodder. The seed is sown on satldb lands in October and
November, by means of a drill, after a couple of ploughings at the most.
It is sometimes sown broadcast on the same description of soil when too
moist to plough at all, and even under these conditions frequently yields a
good crop. The average amount of seed per acre is from 20 to 30 seers,

'rhe crop is pulled, not reaped, in April, an outturn in grain of from 3
(Muzaffargarh) to 8 maunds (Dera Ismail Khan) being obtained. In the
Gazetteer of the latter district it is stated that good matar crops sell at
from Ri to R2 a hmal (j^ acre) even in remote villages, and are bought

by graziers, especially such as own buffaloes. The finer kinds of garden-
pea are al.so extensively grown here, as elsewhere, for the use of Europeans
by native gardeners, both in the plains and in the hills near large stations.
Stewart states that P. sativum may be found under cultivation in Kana-
war, Spiti, Lahoul, and Lad^k, up to 13,000 or 14,000 feet. At the latter

height It does not ripen its seeds, but is chiefly used for fodder. No statis-

tics are available of the total area under the crop.
North-West Provinces,— fAessrs. Duthie & Fuller write that both

species of pea are largely grown in certain districts of these Piovinces. Two
distinct kinds of P. sativum are recognised, called, respectively, kabli and
patnni, and distinguished by their difference in size. As in the Panjdb,
peas are a robt crop, being sown from the end of September to the middle
of October, and reaped in March. In the western and central districts
they are most commonly grown as a second crop after indigo or nee in the
preceding khar/f, and since they are rarely irrigated the outturn is very
small. As a rule, they are sown on very heavy soil, which receives very
little, if any, previous preparation, and is rarely,’ if at all, manured. The
seed is sown broadcast at the rate of J to i maund per acre, and ploughed
in. In the Oudh and Benares Division the crop is once watered, in other
localities it is not always irrigated. It is harvested in the same manner as
other rnbi crops, but the green pods are regularly picked for home con-
suniption from the time when they first reach their full size.

The whole crop, but especially the finer kinds of garden-pea, suffer from
frost, and from the ravages of a caterpillar called the “ bahadura **

The average outturn m the Meerut, Rohilkhand, Agra, Allahabad, and
Jhansi Divisions is said to be about 10 maunds per irrigated, and 7 maunds
per unirrigated, acre. In Oudh, it rises to 16 maunds, and in Benares it is
said to be 8 maunds. The average outturn of chaff {hhusa) may be taken
as equal to that of the grain. The cost of production per acre may be put
at R 12-13 for the coarse kinds when no irrigation is used, and R 17-13 for
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the fine kinds, assuming that two waterings are given and that the land
i

is of rather higher rent.
'

Regarding the area under the crop, Messrs. Duthte & Fuller state that,
j

in the years 1 879>8o and i88 1 , the average total acreage in the 30 temporarily-
;

settled districts was 379.852, of whicn 262,034 was irrigated and 117,818
unirrigated. The division which grew the crop to the largest extent was
Benares with 271,907 acres, follow^ by Meerut with 47,350 acres, Allahabad
with 42,783, Rohilkhand with 10,323, and Agra, Jhansi, and Kumaon with
insignificant areas. It will be seen from these figures that, with the excep-

tion of the Meerut district, in which the average area amounts to nearly 4
per cent, of the rafr/-cropped area, the cultivation of peas is carried on only
on a very trifling scale in the localities west of Allahabad. In the Allah-

abad District the area rises to 5’^ per cent, on the raft/'-cropped area, while

in the districts of the Benares Division and of the east of Oudh, it forms
an important part of agfriculture, being largely grown, with careful tillage

and irrigation. In Azamgarh, Gorakhpore, and Basti the area amounts
to 13*4 per cent, of the total rabi crop, and in wet seasons, when the ground
is too damp to admit of wheat being sown in time, peas frequently take

U place.

The figures above given are as accurate as can be obtained w'ith present

statistics, but are believed to include a certain amount of land under
kesdri, a crop which, as already stated, is veiy similar to the coarse field-

pea, and is largely cultivated in the Allahabad Division {Field

Garden Crops)*

Central Provinces.—Pea cultivation in these Provinces very much re*

sembles that already described in the North-West Provinces and need
not be again detailed. The crop is, however, never irrigated. The area in

1888*89 amounted to 94,569 acres, of which 50,007 were in the Raipur
District.

^

1

Peas arc grown to a considerable extent in this Province.
They arc sown in moist land in October and November, receive, as a rule,

no manure nor irrigation, and little care during the lime of their growth.
The crop takes four-and-a-half months to ripen, and is reaped in the end
of February and March. The green pod s picked before ripening to be
used as a vegetable, or is allowed to mature, the seed being used as an
article of food either whole or split. In Ahmadnagor, however, it is said

never to be split for use as ddl. The leaves and stalks are much valued
as fodder, under the name of haleem, and appear to be considered the most
valuable part of the crop.

In 1888-89, 17,307 acres were returned as under peas, of which 5,263
were in Belgaum, 2,256 in Nisik, 1,967 in Khindesh, 1,802 in Poona,

1,394 in Broach, 1,359 *ti Ahmadnagar, and 1,342 in SdtAra. All the
districts of the Deccan thus cultivate tfe crop to some considerable extent

;

with the exception of Belgaum it is unimportant in the Kirndtak, while in

Gujarat and the Konkan it is scarcely grown at all.

Bengal .

—

Ip the Report of the Director of Land Records and AgricuU
ture for 1886, a full account of the method of cultivation of peas in the

,

Burdwan Division is given. From this it appears that the field pea, known
as deshi and bhurro, and three distinct kinds of P. sativiuii, namely, the
white or the pahari, SLtxd the piyara are grown. In addition to

^

these, peas fiom an English stock, ** olondo/* are grown for the Calcutta
market near the railway line between Howrah and Hughli. These arci
soldgreen and fetch a high price.

|

The pea crop comes after dus paddy and is follow'cd by the same crop '

or by sugar-cane or bachu (Colocasia antlquonun). It is sown by prefer-

ence on a naturally rich soil, especially loam, and the land is carefully
I
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ploughed unless it receives a yearly deposit of river silt. A good crop is

not usually obtained with fewer than eight or nine ploughings. The crop
is sown either alone or mixed with mustard, in both cases 20 seers per bigha

acre) bein^ sown, in the end of October and beginning of November.
No after-cultivation, weeding, or irrigation is required. The produce is

harvested in the end of Februa^ and beginning of March by pulling the
entire plants up by the hand. They are then spread out and expose to

the sun, for if kept in heaps the colour becomes rapidly spoiled. The
seed is threshed out in the usual manner, by subjecting the whole to the
treading action of bullocks. In lands which receive a yearly deposit of silt,

the seed is often sown broadcast immediately after the inundation water
recedes, without any previous cultivation.

The outturn is very variable, but 4 maunds per (about 12 maunds
per acre) is considered an average crop. This outturn is, however, liable

to be considerably affected by various aiseases to which the crop is subject.

In cloudy weather it is said to be sometimes attacked by a yellowish-green

fly which lays its eggs on the immature pods, and these, developing into

larvae, may do immense damage. Stagnant water exercises a very injurious

influence, and too much organic matter in the soil causes the plants to

grow very rankly and produce little fruit. A kind of weevil is said to

att.ack the seed when stored in bams, especially, in the opinion of the rnyai,
when the grain heated in the sun has not been allowed to cool properly
before being stored.

Madras,^Peas are mentioned in the Madras Manual of Administra^
Hon as one of the pulse crops of that Presidency, but no information is

available as to the extent of its cultivation, from which it may be assumed
to be unimportant.

Food & Fodder.—The GREEN pods are collected in many localities

while the plant is growing, and are either cooked and eaten whole, or the
young seed is extracted and eaten in the same way as by Europeans The
roasted green pods are known in the Panjab under the name of dadhridn
and dmidnrn The ripe seed is used, whole, split as daV, or ground
and made into bread. In some districts it is little esteemed in comparison
with other pulses. It undoubtedly has a tendency to produce flatulence
and is unwholesome when imperfectly cooked, or carelessly freed from
the tough coat of the seed. Indeed, in the south of the Pumeah District,

where it is eaten uncooked to some extent, it is believed to cause dysentery
and diarrhoea, and certainly aggravates these diseases. In certain district’s

of the Panjdb sleeping in a pea field is believed to produce a kind of
paralysis called monda^ and a diet of peas is said to cause the disease
Known as wd {Mnaaffargarh Gaaetteer).

The composition of peas is given as follows by Church, in 100 parts

Httsked .

Unhusked

Water.
Albume-
noids.

Starch.

.

Oil. Fibre. Ash.

11.8 2S.2 55-0 1.5 1.0 a.S
12.5 23.6 54-5 '.3 5-7 2.4

The ash of the husked grain contains I'o, that of the unhusked o 8, of phos-

f

ihoric acid. As already stated, the whole plant and the ** straw** (stems,
eaves, and empty pods) are both extensively used and highly valued as
fodder for cattle, sheep, and goats. It is generally considers to be as
nourishing as hay, ana is in many localities, especially of the Panjdb and
Bombay, the most highly valued part of the crop. Analyses of pea straw
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Manilla Tamarind. \J. Murrny.)
PITHECOLOBIUM

dulce.

made in Europe by Mayer and others, shew it to contain 12 per cent,

nitrogenous matter, 21*9 matter soluble in potash, ^7*5 non-nitrogenous

matter insoluble in potash, 6*o ash, and i2*o water. The ash of pea straw

from Dudcrstat was found by Hertwig to consist of Carbonate of Calcium

47*8 per cent., Sulphate of Potassium. 10*7 per cent.. Carbonates of Sodium
and Potassium, 12*4 per cent., Phosphates of Calcium and Magnesium, 9*5

per cent., and smaller quantities of other salts ( WattSt Die* Chem.),

Pita Fibre, see Agave amcncana, Amaryllidbje ; Vol. I., 134-

Pitch, see Pious, pp. 238—247.

PITHECOLOBIUM, Mart. ; Gen. PI., /., S97 .

[Leguminosx.

Pithecolobium bigeminum, Benth. ; FI. Br. Ind., //., 303

;

Syn.—Mimosa BiGBMiNA, Z,tnM. ; M. lucida, Roxb.t M. monadrt.pha*
Roxb.; Inga biuemina, Willd.f I. lucida. Wall.; I. annulari.s,
Grah. ; I. WiGHTiANA, Grah.

Vem.

—

Kachlora, Hind.; Kachlora, Bomb.; Ta-nyen, Burm. ; Calateya^
Sing.

References.—£)C, Priwfr., II.. 439 ; Roxb.. FI. Ind.. Ed. C.B.C..417;
Brandis. For. FU. 1^3 : Beddome. For. Man.. g6 ; Gamble. Man. Timb .

I4S f Thwaites. Rn. teylon PL. too ; Dal*. Gibs.. Bomb. FI., 89 ;

Mason. Burma & Its People. 4S9* 77 Atkinson, Him, Dist., 746

;

Lisboa, U. PL Bomb., 71 ; Gaaetteer, Bombay. A V., 4j3.

Habitat.—A large tree, met with in the forests of the outer Himalaya
from the Ganges eastward, ascending to 3,000 feet, also m South India
and Ceylon.

Medicine. —A decoction of the leavb.s is used externally in the North-
West Provinces as a remedy for leprosy and, as a stimulant, to pro.motethe
growth of hair (Atkinson). There is no record of the plant being recog-
nised as medicinal in other parts of India.

Food.—Mason states that, though the seeds are poisonous and some-
times produce disastrous consequences, the Burmese and Karens are
extravagantly fond of them as a condiment with preserved fish. They are
said to fetch a high price in the bazdrs of Burma.

Structure of the Wood.—Dark' coloured, heavy, sometimes called Iron-
wood. **

P, dulce, Benth. / FI. Br. Ind., II., 302 ; Wight. Ic.. t. igS.

Manilla Tamarind.
Sjru-

—

Mimosa dulcis, Roxb.; Inga dulcis, WUld.
Vem.

—

Vilaiti imli. dakhani babuLH^no.', Dakhini babul, N.-W. P.

;

Vtlayti ambi. chinch, deccani babul, vilaiti dmli, Bomh. ; Hatxchxnch.
Mar.; Karkapilli. korukdpuli, Tam.; Sima chinduga, sima chinta.
Tel.; Sime hunase. Kan.; Kwayfanyeng, kywltanyin, Uurm.

References.— FL Ind., Kd. C.B C., 421 ; Brandis, For. FL, i73

;

Kurm, For, FL Burm.. I., 4^1 ; Beddome. FL Sylv., t. 188, For. Man.,
96; Gamble, Man. Timb., 145 ; Dalx. & Gibs., Bomb. FI. SuppL, 2$ ;

Sir W. Ellint , FL Andhr., 167; Murray, PI. & Drugs, Sind, i3s

;

Dymori, Warden & Hooper, Pharmacog. Ind., I., SS3 : Drury,
U. PL Ind., 2*7; Us^ul PL Bomb. (XXV., Bomh. Gax.). 71, fi4.

217 ; Cooke. Oils & Oilseeds, 6$; Church, Food-Grains. Ind., 173;
Kew Bulletin. 1889, 24; Man. Madras Adm.. II., i38 ; Moore,
Man. Trichinopoly, 78; Bombay Agri. Dept, Rept.. 1884^85, ;

t88s-86, 37 ; Madras Experimented Farms Rept.. 1879. 131 ; 1885-86, 44 ;

Gaxetteers r^^.-W, P,, /., 80 ; IV., Ixxi. ; Mysore & Coorg. /., 59 / Ind.
Forester, III., 237 ; IV., 96, 200 ; VI., 240 ; VII., 180, 3^7; IX.. 200;
Spans, EncycL, II., 141$; Balfour, Cyclop, Ind., III., 229; Smith, He.
Diet., ///.
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PITHECOLOBIUM
'

'
Manilla Tamarind,

lobatum.

GUM.
i

901
I

OIL.
Seeds.

902

I

I

i

1

FOOD.
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903

TIMBER.
904

DOMESTIC. !

905
!

906

Habitat.—A large tree, ’‘ntroduced from Mexico and now cultivated

throughout India, especially along railway lines in the Madras Presi-

dency.
In this country it flowers during the cold season, and annually pro-

duces many pods from 4 to 5 inches in length and J inch in breadth with
SIX to eight seeds.

Gum.—The authors of the Pharmacographia Indica state that this tree

yields a gum, usually in spheroidal tears, about half an inch in diameter,
of a deep reddish-brown colour, transparent, and with a polished surface.

It is said to be freely soluble in water, forming a thick brown mucilage.
The solution is unaffected by neutral acetate of lead, but is gelatinized by
the basic acetate, ferric chloride, and borax. It freely reduces Fehling’s
solution.

Oil.—The SFEns yield a fatty oil, light coloured, and as thick as castor

c.il. It was first brought to notice, in 1857, by Lieutenant Hawkes, w'ho

exhibited a sample .it M.'idras, but its qualities and uses do not appear to

have been determined. Church states that the bean contains 17*1 percent,
of fatty matter.

Food.—The fruit, which ripens from April to June, consists of a num-
lier of large seeds, each of wh»ch is enveloped in a sweet, wholesome,
whitish pulp. 'I'hesc are cont.ained in a c>lindrical, irregularly swollen

pod curled at the end. The pulpy aril is eaten by the poorer classes.

Church states that 100 parts of the bean cont.ain : -Water, 13.5 parts;
.'ilbumcnoids, I7'6; .starch, 41*4; fat, 17*1 ; fibre, 7 8, and ash, 2*6.

Structure of the Wood.—Sapw^ood small, heartw’ood reddi.sh brown

;

weight when .seasoned, 4olb per cubic foot; smells unpleasantly when
fresh saw’n ; used for making country carts, packing boxes, and the panel-

ling of doors. It coppices well in South India, where it is largely grown
for fuel

Domestic, &c.— It is a good avenue tree, and is also extensively culti-

vated as a hedge plant. The following account of the best method of

cultivating it for this purpose is of interest ;—“ The ground was dug about
a foot deep and then hca\ily manured. The seed w as sown in small beds
in lines 9 inches ap.art ; after sowing, the beds were w.atered at first

every day, and after the seed had germinated every second or third day,

until the plants were abiiut 0 inches high, w'hcn gradually the supply of

water was diminished, and, w'hcn about one foot high, watering was dis-

continued. This .stopped the growth of the plants, but they still remained
green; they wore then transplanted out to form a hedge. In a few small

beds enough plants w'ere raised to form a hedge 500 yards long. Nearly
all the plants grew after being transplanted ; w.ater was applied occasion-

ally. By this means a cheap hedge can be raised very conveniently in a
short time ; the planting may be performed at any time during the dry
season when there is little circulation of sap m the pl.ants ” {Afadras Exp,
Farm Rep-t /,?/). This same fact has been urged by many writers

;

it is a useful hedge, grow's rapidly, and affords food for men and fodder

for horses.

Pithecolobium lobatum, Een/h, ; FI, Br. JnJ„ JI„ 30^,
Sjn.—Mimosa Koeringa, Koxh,; M. jiRiNG.\, Jack.; Inga lobat.s,

Grah.f I. attknuata, (irah,

Vem.— tanyen^, Burm. ; Kcermgat Malays.
References.— Fl. Ind , Ed, C.B,C., 41^ ,

Kure, For. Fl, Burm.t
/., 429.

Habitat.—A large unarmed tree, met with in the tropical forests of

Pegu, Tenasserim, and Malacca ; distributed to the Malaya Islands and
the Phillipines.
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The Rain-tree. (y. Afurray,)
PITTOSPORUM
floribundum.

Resin.—The wood exudes a blackish resin {Kurd),

Food. -Roxburgh describes the fruit as very similar to that of P.

dulce, and states that the seeds are covered with a quantity of edible,

fleshy pulp.

Pithecolobium Saman, Benth,: Lond,,Jottr. Bot,, //., 423.
The Uango or Rain-tree.
Syn.— Inga Saman. Willd,

References.—DC., Prodr., IJ., 441 ; Drury, U.PL, 257 ; Dymock, Warden
& Hooper, Pharmacof:. Ind., /., $^3; Balfour, Cyclop., HI,, 22g ;

Man. Madras Adm., II., 138; Agrt.’-Horti. Sor., Ind., Journals
{New Series), VI.,*xxxiv. xxxvi, : Ind. Forester, III., 314, 313 ; IV., y6,

isr, if;2, 174. igg, 200, 2S8, 347 ; V., 461 , VL 149,326; VII., iSi, 185,

232 ; VIII., 38,
7A7

,
IX., 60^, 606 ; X., 4()S ; AlV., 378.

Habitat.—A small, low-branching tree, native of America, introduced

into the neighbourhood of Calcutta, the plantations of Kaddpah and
Kadur, the horticultural gardens of I.ucknow and Saharanpur, and other

parts of India, as an ornamental tree of rapid growth.
Gum.— It yields a clear yellow gum which, according to the authors of

the Pharma' ographta Indica, is of very inferior quality. It occurs in

irregular tears and vermicular pieces with waved transverse ridges, is soft

and tough, swells up in water into tough cartilage-like mas<^cs, and on
keeping turns a deep reddish brown, or black colour.

Structure of the Wood.—“ Sapwood white, hcartwood brown, soft,

perishable, and to judge by our specimen by no means so good as it has
been reported to be; weight 2 ^i1d per cubic foot” {Gamble). Thwaites
recommended it as likely to be a tree of great value for railway fuel.

PITTOSPORUM, Banks; Gin. PL, I., 131,

[PiTTOSi OREJE.

Pittosporum floribundum, ir, & A.; FI. Br. Ind, /., /pp/
Syn.—Sfnacia nffalensis, DC.

;

Calastrus verticillata, Koxh.
Wtm.-^Tibihti, Nepal; Prongeam, Lfpcha; Yekdi, yckaddi. Bomb.;

Vehkali, vikhari, vehyenti, yckoddt. Mar.
References.—Foxh., FI. ind,, hd. C B.C., 209; Brandis, For. FI, ig;

Gamble, Man. limb,, 19; Data. & Gibs., Bomb. FI , 44 , Dyniock, War-
den & Hooper, Pharmacog. Ind., I., 1^3 , Atkinson, Him. Dist., 30$ ;
Lisboa, U. PI. Bomb., 8 ; Apltn, Hept. on the Shan States.

Habitat.—A small tree, found in the sub-Tropical Himdla^a, from Sikkim
to Garhwiil, ascending to 5,000 feel on the hills, and at Mishmi, also
in the Western Peninsula from the Konkan to the Nilghiris. Mr. Aplin,
while travelling with the Southern Shan Expeditionary Column in 1887-88,
found it in Burma also.

Oleo-resin.—See paragraph ** Chemical Composition.”
Medicine.—The medicinal virtues and utilisation of this plant have

been brought to light by the authors of the Pharmacographia Indica, who
state that the hark is bitter and aromatic, and is said by Natives of the
Western Ghdts to possess narcotic properties. It is used in doses of 5 to

10 grains as a febrifuge, and, in doses of 50 grains, is believed to be a
specific for snake TOisoning. The Maratha names signify, “an antidote
for poison.” A Brahmin practitioner of Poona is cited as having given

5 to lo-grain doses of the dried bark with benefit in chronic bronchitis.

He found it to be a good expectorant and never found any objectionable
symptoms arise from its use. In one or two cases, however, in which it was
tried in Bombay, it is said to have given rise to djsentoric diarrhcca.

Chemical Composition.—The plant yields a similar principle to the
bitter glucoside Pittosporin, obtained by Baron F. von Mueller from
P. undulatum, Vent., a species found in New South Wales. It also contains
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PLANTAGO Plantago Herbs,
lanceolata.

TIMBER
915

916

TIMBER.

917

an aromatic yellow resin or olco-resin having very tenacious properties

(Pharniacog. Ind I.

Structure of the Wood.—Light-coloured, strong and tough, but of

small siac.

PLANCHONIA, Blume / Gen. PI., 72/.
[ ck«.

Planchonia littoralis, Van HoutU ; FL Br. Ind., II., 5// / Myrta-
Syn.—PiRIGARDA VALIDA, Blume

;

Gustavia valida, DC.
Vem.—Bamwhay nee, liURM. ; Baxla dd. And.
References.

—

Kurs, For. Fl. Burm., /., 500/ Gamble, Man. Timh., 1^.
Habitat.—A moderate-sized evergreen tree, frequent in the coast forests

of the Andamar Islands.

Structure of the Wood.—Yellowish or reddish brown, with yellow

specks, very hard and close-grained ; weight from 61 to 64ft per cubic

foot ; seasons well and takes a fine polish. Gamble remarks that it is a
valuable wood which should be better known.

918

919

MEDICINE
920

921

MEDICINE.
Leaves.
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PLANTAGO, Linn. ; Gen. PL, II., 1224.

A genus of herbs which comprises about 50 species, of which ten are
natives of India. Besides the properties noticed below under the various

specie's. It is worthy of notice that, according to Gmelin, the leaves of several

members of the genus yield, on fermentation, a volatile oil, which may be obtained

by distilling the feimented mass. These oils do not exist ready formed in the
fresh plant, and differ fiom ordinary volatile oils in their more ready solubility

in water.

[gineae.

PlantaRo amplexicaulis, Cav. ; Fl. Br., Ind., IV., *jo6 / Planta-
Syn.— P. Bauphula, Hdgew.

;

P. salina. Dene . ; P. laoopoidbs, Desf.

Vetn.’^Spighwol, isafghol, gajpipali, Pb.
References.—

5

mm.. P7. Onent., IV., 8S3 ; Stewart, Pb. Tl., t73 / DC.»
Vro<tr., XIII., i., 719; S. Arjun, Bomb. Drug':, lio ; Baden Powell, Pb*
Pr., 3^9 ; Agri.’’Hortt. See., Ind., Journals {Old Series), XIV., 6, 7, 40.

Habitat.—A stcmlcss or sub-caulcscent herb, found in the ]^ains of the
Panidb from the Sutlej westwards, also in Malwa, and on the Bugta Hills

in Smd.
Medicine. —Baden Powell states that it is said to be astringent, useful

in intermittent fever, and as an application to the eyes in ophthalmia; and
is also used as a remedy for snake-bite and pulmonic diseases. Dr.
Dymock, in a note to the editor, throws some doubt on these remarks
referring to a Plantago, and states that the gajpipal of Bombay appears
to be a Balanophora.

P. brachyphylla, Edgao., Fl. Br. Ind., IV., ^06.
Syn— P, REMOTIFLORA,
Vem.—Parhar pdngi, Pushtu.

Hatntat.—A herb found in the Western Himdlaya from KumSon to
Kashmir, at 9,000 to i3,<x)o feel, m Western Tibet, from 11,000 to 14,000
feet ; distributed to Afghanistan.

Medicine.— Mr. Lace informs the writer that the leaves, slightly

bruised, are, in Ziarat, used as an application to w'ounds.

P. lanceolata, Linn. ; Fl. Br. Ind., / PI, yod.
Syn.— P. ATTEVUATA, Wall,
Vera.—Baltanga, Hind.: Baltung, bartung, Bbng.; Parhar pang*,

parbar pang*, bartang, Pushtu.
Ruerences. — TAwai/M, Enum, Cey. PL, 245: Aitchison, Bat, Afgh, Del,

Com., 100 ; Lace, MSS. on Quetta PI. ; MSS. notes by collector, Trans-
Indus, in Mr, Duthie^s Herb. ; Irvine, Mat. Med., Patna, i3 ; Ind. For-
ester, VI.,2sS; Agri.-Horti. Soc., Ind., Jour, (Old Series), XIV., Jf.
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PtanUgro HeAs. ij. Murray.')

Habitat.—A variable herb, met with in the Western Himalaya from
Kashmir to Simla, the Salt Range, and Waziristan ; distributed to Europe
and Northern Asia.

Medicine.—The leaves are similarly employed to those of the last

species, as an application to wounds, inflamed surfaces and sores. Mr.
Duthie’s collector states that the seeds are used with sugar as a drastic

purgative, while Irvine believed certain angular glassy-looking seeds im-

ported into Patna under the name of bartung and employed as an astrin-

gent and cooling remedy for diarrhoea, to be the produce of this species.

Irvine’s seeds may possibly be those of P. major, Linn.

HEDICIKE.
Leaves.

024.
Seeds.

925

Plantar major, Linn. ; H. Br. Ind^, IV., 70 f.

S3rn.— P. EROSA, Wall. ; P. ASIATICA, Lifttt.g P. LONGISCAPA, Jacqucm.
Vem.—Luhufivat Hind.; Luhuriya^ Kumaon ; Gvl^ isafghol, Kashmir;

Gul, isafgol, karet, ghuebe, fruit-— pipal, Pb.; Ghttabhe, Pushtu ;

Bdrtang. barhang^ BOMn. ; Biirtang^ ba^avg, PkRS.

References.— FI. Orient., IV.,87ft; Thwaiies, Fit. Ceylon PI., 24s;
Stewart, Pb. PI., 174; Bot. Afgh. Del. Com., 100 ; &Skaughnessy, Beng.
Dispens., Sn ; Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 650 ; Year-Book of
Pharmacy, t^4, 628 ; Atkinson, Him. Dist., 5/^, 74^ ; Gag., Mysore &

ts; Ind. Forester, VI., 238 ; Agrx.-Horti. Sov., Ind., Journal,

Habitat.—A large herb, found on the Temperate and Alpine Himalaya*
from Peshdwar and Kashmir to Bhotan, from 2,000 to 8,000 feet ; and in

Western Tibet, at 10,000 to 12,000 feet. It has also been reported from
Assam, the Khdsia Mountains, Burma, Malacca, Singapore, Bombay, the
Nilghiri Hills, and the higher parts of Ceylon.

Dye.
—

'1 he root and leaves contain a red colouring matter, which,
when these parts are chewed, tinges the saliva red.

Medicine.—This plant, known as “ Plantago ” to the Romans, and as

apvoy XwiTtTov to the Greeks, had medicinal properties ascribed to it in

ancient times, Dioscopdes recommends the leaves and root m a number
of diseases .as a valuable astringent and febrifuge, and the seeds in wine
as a cure for “bloody fluxes.” Dymock informs us that Arabian and
Persian writers describe it under the name of Itsan-el-hamal, and state that
It is the kasrat-el azlaa, and sabaat azlaa of Dioscorides (Arabian transla-

tions of tKToiTtXiuoov and voFvveupov) meaning “ seven-ribbed ” and
“ many-ribbed,” These writers repeat with .'i few trifling additions the
observations of the Greeks. The seeds at the present time are the part
most utilised in Indian medicine. They have the same properties asenbed
to them as those of P. ovata, being considered an cflicient remedy in
dysentery', stimulant, warm, and tonic. Dymock states that they are
Largely imported from Persia. The root and leaves possess slightly
bitter and astringent qualities, and, according to O’Shaughnessy, were
formerly much used as a febrifuge, though now justly neglected. They
are, however, still employed as a domestic remedy in England, and in

Tuscany a decoction of the leaves is believed to form an excellent eye-
w'ash, and to have styptic properties.

P. ovata, Forsk. ; FI. Br. Ind., IV,,
gyn.— p. DECUMBEN.S, Forsk.gP. ISPACHUL, Roxb. ; P. LANATA, Wall.
Vera.—/spagh ul, isbaghdl, isabgkul, issufgdl. Hind. ; kshopgdl, upaghdl,

tsabgul, Beng. ; hahgul, Uriya; Ispaghul, N.-W. P. ; Is-m6-gul, Kash-
mir; Bartang, isafghol, tspaghdl, % abghol, Pb.; Jshpagul, iaafgdl,
Pushtu; Ispungur, Sind; Jsapghol, Bomb.; habagdla, lUhR.iIsap-
gh6l, urthamuiir4, isafghol, Guz. ; Isapgh6l, xsPoghul, Dec ; Ishappu^
kdt’^irni, iskdl^virai, ispoghol verai, xspoghol, 1am.; Isapag dla'^ittulu,
isphagula, Tel.; IsabakoUt, tsabgvlu, Kan.; Baare-quaUnd, bagre-
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PLANTAGO
ovata.

The Ispag^hul.

MEDICINE.
Seeds.
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kalitna, Arab.; Ispoghul, ispaghoU isbagh6l, isparMuh, shikam-daridah,
Pbks.

References.— FI. Orient., IV., 88$; Roxh.,Fl,Ind.,Ed. C.B.C.,

tSS ; Voigt, Hort. Sub, Cal., ^7; Steroari, Pb. PL, 174; Sir W, Elliot,

FI. Andhr., 7/ ; Phaftn. Ind., iHZ; FUck. & Hanb., Phamtacog., Ago;
Fleming, Med. PL & Drugs (Asiatic Resrr.,X/.), 174 ; Ainslie, Mat.
Ind., II., ii6; O'Shaugknessy, Bettg. Dispens., Sto; Irvine, Mat. Med.
Patna, 40 ; Moodeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm. Ind., 201 ; Sakharam Arjun,
Cat. Bomb. Drugs, 1 to ; Murray, PL & Drugs, Sind,, 168 ; Waring, Baear
Med,, Jt8 f Bent. & Trim., Med. PL, t. 211 ; Dymock, Mat, Med. W.
Ind., 2nd Ed., 648 ; Official Corresp. on Proposed New Pharm. Ind , 223

;

Med. Top., Ajmere, 148 ; Birdwood, Bomb. Prod., 68 ; Baden Powell,
Pb. Pr., 368; Drury, U. PL Ind., 347 1 Atkinson, Him. Di\t. (X.,

N.‘W. P. Gat.), 3i6 ; Royle, III. Him. BoU, 3*2; Stocks, Rep. on Sind;
Christy, Com. PL & Drui»s, IV., 45; VI., gg ; Rept. on the Govt. Bot.
Gardens & Park on the Neilgherries, i88t~82 ; Gaaetteers

:

—Bombay,
VI., IS ; Panjfib, Gujrdt, 12 ; N.-W,P.,II., SC^;IV., Ixxvi. ; Orissa,

IE* tSV; Agri.-Horti. Soc., Ind. Journal X., 28; Balfour, Cyclop.
Ind., III., 23 1.

Habitat.—A herb found in the Panjdb plains and low hills, from the
Sutlej westwards; distributed westwards to Spain and the Canaries.
Edgeworth states that it was, in 'his time, cultivated at Multdn, but
according to Stewart it is'ncver cultivated int he Panjdb, except, perhaps,
sparingly at Lahore, It is also said to be cultivatea to a small extent in

Bengal, Mysore, and the Coromandel coast.

Medicine.— or " spogel ” seeds arc not mentioned by Sanskrit
writers on medicine, and were apparently unknown to them. They (and
probably the seeds of several other species of Plantago) arc, however,
very frequently referred to by Arabian and Persian writers, who appear
to have long held the medicine in high esteem. The Persian physician
Alhervi mentions them in the tenth century, a little later Avicenna refers to

the drug, and nearly all subsequent writers on Muhammadan medicine
ascribe valuable properties to Ispaghul or baBre-kaiuna. FlUckiger
Hanburjf state that its valuable qualities were first brought to the notice

of European science in 1719 by Luick, and, towards the end of the century,
Fleming, Ainslie, and Roxburgh have all something to say in its favour.
Ainslie writes, “ These seeds are of a very cooling nature, and form a rich

mucilage with boiling water, w'hich is much used by Native practitioners,

and indeed of late years by the European medical officers of India, in cases
of catarrh, gonorrheea, and nephritic affections ” Fleming makes a similar

statement regarding the utilisation of the drug in Bengal, ** in all diseases
in which acrimony is to be obviated or palliated.” Later, the valuable
demulcent properties which they possess in cases of dysentery and certain

forms of diarrhoea, were forcibly brought to notice b^*^ Twining (Diseases

of Bengal, /., 212), and in 1868 the seeds were admitted as officinal to
the Indian Fharmacopceia, Some authors recommend that the seeds
should administered dry in doses of two and a half drachms; others
prefer its exhibition as a mucilaginous decoction, four drachms being
Doiled in two pints of water, till the quantity is reduced to a pint, and the
whole given, in divided doses, in the course of a day. The latter course
appear to ^ best adapted for cases of dysentery, while the former is most
efficacious in diarrhoea, especially the chronic diarrhoea of children, and

hill ” diarrhoea. A slight degree of astringency may, it is said, be
imparted to the seeds by slightly heating them. By Natives they are
considered cooling and demulcent, and are chiefly employed in diarrhoea,
dysentery, other inflammatory and functional derangements of the diges-
tive organs, and fever. The crushed seeds made into a poultice are
applied to rheumatic and gouty swellings. A cooling lotion for the head
is prepared from the mucilage ; and a decoction is prescribed in cases of
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The Ispas^hul. {J, Murray*) plantago
ovata.

cough and colds. There is little doubt that the mucilaginous decoction is

a valuable adjunct to other curative agents in the treatment of dysentery

and diarrhoea, important points in its favour being that it has no un-
pleasant taste, and may be prescribed, while any other drug is bein^,

at the same time, administerea. Upaghul has attracted little attention in

European medicine outside India, though it is probably worthy of a fair

trial in cases of ordinary and summer diarrhoea. Mr. Christy recom-
mends the seeds as a valuable remedy in fowl-diarrhcca.

Chemical Composition.— ** Mucilage is so abundantly yielded by
these seeds that one part of them, with 20 parts of water, forms a thick

tasteless jelly. On addition of a larger quantity of water and filtering, but
little mucilage passes, the majority adhering tt) the seeds. The mucilage
separated b\ straining with pressure does not redden litmus, is not affcctra

by iodine, nor precipitated by borax, alcohol or ferric chloride {Pharma-*
cographia). A fat ml and alhumenvus matter also exist in the seed, but
neither of these has been carefully examined.

Large quantities of the seed are said to be imported into Bombay
from Persia ;

value R4 per maund of 37^!^ {Dymock),
Special Opinions Is most useful as a drink in dysentery

and diarrhoea when giving other remedies ” {Civil Surgeon G. C.

Ross, Delhi, Panjdb). “A very valuable remedy in the treatment of

chronic dysentery. 1 have used it largely with good results and can bear
personal testimony of its efficacy. 1 use it in spoonful doses of the whole
seed, steeped for 15 or 70 minutes in water, the resulting mucilaginous mass
being swallowed. Many of the sw'ollen seeds pass out whole with the
motions, and I believe their actions to be mechanical as ucll as astringent
to the intestinal ulcers. I h ive used it largely for dysentery and chronic
diarrhoea in both Europeans and Natives, and consider it a very valuable
medicine*' {Singeon C. H.Joubetf, DarjUtngf “Useful in gonorrhoea,
as well as in diarrhoea and dysentery** {Assistant Surgeon T, N. Ghose,
Meerut), “ Extremely useful in inflammatory affections of the mucus
membrane of the alimentary canal. The seeds alone may be eaten,
powdered and mixed with sugar, or may be soaked in a small quantity of
water. Dose one to two drachms of the seeds frequently during the day '*

{Surgeon G. Price, Shahabad), “ The mucilage prepared from this seed
is useful in cases of chronic diarrhoea and dysentery** {Officiating Civil
Surgeon E. Borill, Motiliari, Champarun), “ Useful in chronic dysentery.
The seeds should be given intact mixed with sugar** {Surgeon J. Mait-
land, M.B., Madras), “ A good demulcent in dysentery, diarrhoea, acute
catarrh *’ {Assistant Surgeon Nehal Sing, Saharunpore), “ Is a useful
demulcent in gonorrhoea*’ {W, Forsyth, F,R.C.S., Edin,, Civil Medical
Officer, Dinajpore). “ The seeds when steeped in water yield a mucil.aginous
matter which is demulcent and soothing in gonorrhoea. The seeds should
be strained off and the mucilage beaten up w’ith the water and taken ad
libitum. The seeds, warmed and reduced to powder, are of signal use in

diarrhoea and dysentery. Dose fo 5**” {Civil Surgeon C. M. Russell,
Sarun), “ The mucilage is very useful in cases of heat and scalding during
micturition, taken in the form of a sherbet with sugarcandy ” (Assistant
Surgeon S. C, Bhattacharji, Chanda, Central Provinces). “ It is very
useful in cases of suppression of urine, ardor urine, and irritability of bladder,
&c., either alone or combined with alkalies and diuretics, &c. It is much
used by the Natives here in similar cases ” {Apothecary J. G. Ashworth,
Kumbakonam, Madras), “Is emollient, demulcent, and laxative ; also diu-
retic and is useful as an internal remedy for piles. Poultices made with
the seeds are used for unhealthy ulcers, sores, and sinuses ” (Civil Surgeon

J, Id, Thornton, B.A., M.B., Monghyr), “ I have seen this medicine do good 1

MEDICINE.

Chemlstpjr.
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PLATINUM. The Plane Tree; Platinum.
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in mucous-dysentery when other remedies failed to influence the disease*^

( V, Richards, Civil Medical Officer, Goalundo, Bengal). ” Demulcent
and mild astringent combined with Ipecacuanha, useful in dysentery,

but not in diarrhoea. With cubebs and nitrate of potash most useful in

gonorrhoea ’*
( Civil Surgeon S, M., Shircore, Murshedabad^. “ Is also

used for piles ” {Surgeon-Major P. N. Mukerjt, Cuttack, Orissa),

Plantain, see Musa sapientum, Linn.: VoL V., 290.

Plasma.—A bright to leek-green form of Chalcedony, used in the Panjib
as a substitute for Jade—see Vol. 11., 172 ; also Vof. IV., 541.

Plaster, see Cements ; Vol. 11., 245*

Plaster of Paris, see Gjrpsum; Vol. IV., 195.

PLATANUS, Linn.: Gen. PL, III., 396,

Platanus orientalis, Linn.; FI, Br. Ind., V., 394. Platanace A.

The Plane Tree.
S3rn. — P. VULGARIS, A.

Vcm.— hHna, h6in, bonin, KASHMIR; B&in, buna, ckindr, chandr,
Pli. ; Chtniar, chindr, PusHTU; Chindr, Pers.

References.—Boiss., FI. Orient., JV., Ii6j; Brandis, For. FI., 434 ; Gamble,
Man. T\mb , 34$: Stewart, Pb. PL, 202; Bot. Afgh, Del. Com., iio;
Notes on Prods.. W.Affihdmstan & N.-E. Persia, t6o ; Baden Powell,
Ph. Pr., Sfig ; Smith, Die., 328; Gametteer<i—Panjah, Rawalpindi, rj ;

Dera Ismail Khan, 19; Bannu, 23 ; Ind. Forester, JI., i8i,jp8 ; IV.,
a$2 ; V„ 180, 181, 478 ; IX., t4; XI., $$ ; XIV., 37! ; Settle, kept.. Pan-
Jab, Kohat,30; Agri.-Horti. Soc., India '.—Journals {Old Series), XIV.,
!$ / Agri.-Horti. Soc., Panjdh, Select Papers to 1862, Index, 48.

Habitat.—A large, deciduous tree, cultivated in the North-West
Himalaya, from the Sutlej westwards between the altitudes of 5,000 and
8,oi.o feet. Indigenous from Northern Persia (w'est of Meshad, according

to Aitchison), westwards to Southern Italy. It is chiefly valued for its

wood, but it is also much admired as an ornamental tree, and attains a
great size and immense age.

Medicine.—Honigberger states that the fresh leaves were in his time

bruised and applied to the eyes in cases of ophthalmia, and that the bark,
boiled in vinegar, was given ip diarrhoea.

Structure of the Wood.—Yellowish white, somewhat resembling Beech*
wood ; no distinct heart wood ; weight from 38 to 41 ft per cubic foot.

It is compact, fine-gained, but not strong ; and in Kashmir, where other

timber is plentiful, is valued only because it is easily worked, being made
into small boxes, trays, pen-cases, and similar articles which are painted
and lacquered. Aitchison, however, informs us that it is largely employed
in Northern Persia for making much larger articles, such as the large

gateways of villages, doors, lintels, and sometimes roofing. In Afgh^i-
istdn, it is said to be used for making gun-carriages. Brandis states that

it takes a beautiful polish and recommends it for cabinet-work.

platinum, Ball, Jllan, Geol. Ind., III. i6y, 60^.

This metal rarely if ever occurs pure in nature. It is generally found com-
bined with one or ottener more of the rare metals, palladium, rhodium, iridium,

ruthenium, and osmium, in an ore called polyxene. It is also found in associa-

tion with stream gold.

Platinum, Jifallet, Man. Gtol. Ind., IV., 3.

VtXVL^'^Safed sand, lliNP. ; Skintan, shwephyu, Bukm.
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Localities in which Platinum occurs. {J. Murray.) PLATINUM

References. PowelU Ph. Prod., id: Forbes Watson, Industrial

Sur%Hy, II., 406 1 Balfour. Cyclop. Ind., III., 2841 *'«

the publications of the Geological Survey of India, and of the Asiatic

Society of Bengal,for an enumeration of vikich the reader is referred to

the Manual of the Geology of India, I c.

Occurrence.*—-According to Balt, platinum, where it has been found in

India, is originally derived from metamorphic rocks. It has been found
only in association with gold in auriferous sands. There is no trade in

Indian platinum, and, since the gold-washers are ijrnorant of its value, our

knowledge of the possible productiveness of Indian platiniferous sands
IS far from accurate. The following are the localities cited by Ball and
Medlicott, from which platinum has been recorded :

—

Madras.—According to Mr. Rice platinum in snnall quantities has
been obtained in the gold-washings in tne Kolar District.

Bombav.--'Xhe metal has been stated to occur as fine particles in the

gold dust'obtained in the Kappatgode region. Ball throws doubt on
these particles being really platinum, and draws attention to the fact that

native silver has been obtained in the same locality.

Baden Powell states that grains of platinum are occasion-

ally found in small quantities, along with gold, in the Indus valley in the

Tavi river, and in the Kabul river at Naushfra. The gold-seekers called

it safid sond and reject it as useless.

Medlicott informs us that minute grains of platinum were,
in 1882, noticed in stream gold from the Guram river, near Dhadka in

Manbhum, from Ldndu in Chaibassa, and from the Brdhmini river in the
Tributary Mahals of Orissa. In all cases, however, the amount was ex-
tremely small, being not more than a trace, in comparison with the accom-
panying gold.

TibH.—Dr. Saunders {Turner's Embassy to Tibet (rSoo), 40$) records
that he extracted 12 per cent, of refuse from some gold dust obtained
between Eastern Bhutdn and the Sangpo river, and on examination found
it to be sand and filings of iron *' which last was not likely to have been with
it in its native slate, but probably employed for the purpose of adultera-
tion.” Medlicott commenting on this statement writes, “ Was the sup-
posed iron platinum ? The former metal would be a very clumsy adulter-
ant of gold on account of its colour.”

Assam,—Gold sand, obtained from the Noa Dihing river in Upper
Assam, has been found to contain platinum.

Burma.— As far as our present knowledge extends, platinum appears
to be more plentiful in Burma than in any other part of India. In 1831 a
button, obtained by melting some metallic grains ** having every ap-
pearance of iron/* which had been found mixed with gold from
the Chindwin river in Upper Burma, was subjected to analysis by
Mr. J. Prinsep. He found it to be a mixture of platinum, gold
iridium and osmium, arsenic and lead, with doubtful traces of rhodium and
palladium. Twenty-five per cent, consisted of platinum, forty per cent,
of iridium and osmium. A sample of the original ore, afterwards examined
by the same chemist, gave about twenty per cent, of platinum and twice at
much iridium. Medlicott considers it likely that the substance in ques-
tion was a mixture of platinum and iridosmine, not a definite ore. '1 he
gold dust, with which this ore was obtained, was collected by means of
wild cow horns, placed in the stream (see Gold, Vol. HI » 53l)* It is

stated that considerable quantities are collected, and that the Burmans are
supposed to be able to work the metal.

Platinum has also been obtained from the streams which fall into the
Irrawadi in the direction of Bhdmo, and from certain parts of the Shan

‘9 P. 948
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PLECTOCOMIA Gumbengfong Dye.
hin^layMaL

States. A sample of gold from the Meya valley, recently analysed by
Dr. Romanis, contained 2*53 per cent, of platinum, mixed with a little

indium.
USES. Uses.—The qualities of platinum are too well known to require notice

949 in such a work as the present. Unsuited by its unattractive appearance
to the jewellers* purposes,— though one of the ** noble metals*’ chemically,
—it has never been utilised in India. Almost all the metal now made is

employed for making chemical utensils, for w hich it is admirably suited
owing to its infusibility and chemical inertness.

950

WQoa.

952

TIMBER.

953

DOMESTIC.

954

PLECOSPERMUM, Trk. ; Gen, PL, IIL, 361,

[/. /pdj; Urticaceji:,

Plecospermum spinosam, Trtc, ; FL Br, Ind., K., 4^1 ; Wight, Ic.,

Syn.—Batis spinosa, Roxh,

;

B. aurantiaca. Wall.

;

Trophis spinosa,
Heyne

;

T. aculeata, Roth.

Vem.—BanahanUt Uriya; Mainakat-lara, maidal-lora, Nepal ; Cuw
bengfong, Michi; Alasdle, koriti, salt, gonti, goriti donka, Tel.;
Kattolimbul, SiNo.

References.—Roxh,^ FI. Ind., Ed, C.B.C., 7ts ; Brandis, For. FI., 401 /
Beddome, For. Man., 220; Gamble, Man. Ttmb., 337; Elliot, FI.

Andhr., 33,62, g8, lOdt ; McCann, Dyes & Tans, Beng., 90 • Wardle,
Dye Re/'ort, 4S.

Habitat.—A large thorny shrub, or small tree, met with from the Salt

Range, altitude 3,000 feet, eastwards along the foot of the Himalaya, and
southwards to Travancore and Ceylon.

D3fe.—Gamble states that the wood is used in the Darjiling Terai
in colouring silks yellow. According to McCann this bark is generally

employed along with turmeric and the bark of Symplocos racemosa. The
latter author further states that some of the specimens he had received as
gumbengfong belonged to a pecies of Morinda. This remark makes the
following report by Wardle doubtfully referable to Plecospennum. “ This
specimen *’ {Gumbengfong) “of Morinda root appears to contain less colour-

ing matter than any 1 have examined.** The colours he obtained with
uimleached tussur varied from brownish yellow to light brown ; those with
bleached tussur were light brownish yellow ; those with corah silk and
wool a brown gold. But the authenticity of his sample may be doubted

;

he himself certainly considered it to be a root of a species of Morinda.
Structure of the Wood.—Greyish-white, with a small bright orange-

yellow heartwood, which is very hard and is filled with a yellow resinous

matter ; growth slow ; weight 5olb per cubic foot. It makes an excellent

fuel.

Domestic.—Roxburgh and Beddome state that the shrub is well adapt-
ed for planting as a hedge.

955

PLECTOCOMIA, Mari.; Gen. PL, /, 934.
A genus of canes which belongs to the Natural Order Pal MiG, and which,

according to Indian writers, comprises four species, natives of this country.
They are probably all utilised in the same way as other canes. The follow-
ing are the species described up to the present.

Plectocomia assamica, Griff., Palms, Br, East India, 107.
Habitat.—A canc met with in Upper Assam. It resembles P. khasy-

ana, and is united to that species by T. Anderson.

956 i P. himalasrana, Griff., Palms, Br. East India,

! Vera.

—

Taki bet, Nepal; Runnl, Lbpcha.

I

References.— Crum^/r, Man, Timb,, 424^ Trees, Shrubs, &e., Darjd*
\ ing, S8 ,
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A Subetstute for Senna. (y. Murray.)
PLUCHEA
lanceolata.

Habitat.—A cane met with in the Sikkim hills at 4,000 to 7,000 feet

altitude.

PlectXKomia khassrana, Grijf.^ Palm, Br, East India, to6. 957
Habitat.—Found in the Khasia hills.

P, macrostachya, Kurz, For, FI. Burnt., II., SH* 95^
Habitat.—An evergreen lofty climber, met with on the Bithoko range

in Tcnasserim at an altitude of 3,000 feet.

PLECTRANTHUS, Lher., Gen. PL, IL, 1175-

Piectranthus Patchouli, Clarke ; FI. Br. Ind., IV., 624 ; see Pogos-
temon Patchouli, Ptlle . ; Labiate ; p.

P. rugosus, Wall. : FI. Br. Ind,, IV., 620,

Vtm.~^Solei, Kashmir; Bui, (-flea-killer), chd/fu, sola,

solei, hot, siringri, pek, rosbang, chichri, tsarbs, kviangere, itsit, Pb.

References.— Man. Timb.,300; Stewart, Pb. PI., 171 ; Agri-
Horti. Soc. Ind., Journals {Old Series), XIV., 26.

Habitat.—A small shrub with slender branches, found on the dry hills

of the Western Himalaya from Kashmir to GarhwAl, at altitudes from
3,000 to 8,000 feet; also met with in Bhutdn and Merwar; distributed to

Afghan istdn.

Domestic— The plant is, in certain places, used as bedding to keep
oi? fleas {Stewart),

•

PLUCHEA, Cass,/ Gen. PL, II., 2go,

[{colour of dower wrong) / Composite.
Pluchea indica, Less. ; FI. Br. Ind., Ill,, 272 ; Wight, III., t. tji

Syn.—P, FOLioLosA, DC.

;

Conyza corvbdosa, Roxb. / C indica, Miq. j

Baccharis indica, Linn,
Vem.—Munjkd rukha, kukronda, Beng. ; Kayu, BuRM.
References.— FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 601 ; Kurw, For. FI. Burm.,

IL, S3; Gamble, Man. Timb., 232; Irvine, Mat, Med. Patna, 73;
Gaxetteers :—Mysore & Coorg, /., 62; Bombay, V., 26.

Habitat.—A low cvergfreen shrub, met with from the Sundarbans to

Malacca and Penang ; distributed to the Malay Islands and China.
Medicine.—Irvine states that the root and leaves are employed

medicinally in Patna as astringents and in cases of fever.

P, lanceolata, OUv.; FI. Br. Ind,, III., 272.
Syn.

—

Berthelotia lanceolata, DC.; Convza lanceolata. Wall,
Vem.—Reshce, marmandai, reshami, reskam~huti, sdrmei, leaves—r^san-

na, Pb.; Marwande, Pushtu ; Choia kalia, Raj.; K&ra-sanna, SiND.
References.—Stewart, Pb.\Pl., 122 ; Lace, Quetta PL,MBS,; Dymock, Mat.

Med. W. Ind., 2nd Kd., 449; Murray, PI, & Drugs, Sind, 1S3 ;
Dymock, Warden & Hooper, Pharmacog. Ind., //., 236; Baden Powell,
Pb, Pr., 3sS ; Ind. Forester, XII., App., !$.

Habitat.—An annual shrub which g^ows abundantly in Upper Bengal,
Oudh, and westwards to the Panjdb and Sind; distributed to Afghinistdn,
Baluchistdn, and North Africa. It has long-spreading roots which extend
to several yards and send up shoots as tteygo. Though, according to
Stewart, not considered particularly troublesome to the ranjdb cultivator,
it is said to be one of the chief agricultural evils against which cultivators
near Agra, Jau^ur, &c., have to contend.

Medicine —The leaves are aperient and are used as a substitute or
adulterant for senna,
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LUMBAGO. Localities in which Graphite or

Plum-tree> see Pmnus commiinis, Huds; var.domestica, Rosacbje; p. 347.

PLUMBAGO, Ball, in Man. Geol. Ind., IIL, 50, 597.

Plumbago or Graphite, a mineral form of Carbon, occurs in many
parts of the world, always in rocks belonc^n^ to the earliest formations.

It exists native in two varieties, one of which, like the Bonorodale graphite,

is hne-grained and amorphous; the other, of which Ceylon plumbago is an
example, is composed of small flat plates. The crystalline structure of the
mineral is that of a flat hexagon, it has a metallic lustre, a black or dark-
grey colour and streak, it feels greasy, and conducts electricity. Chemi-
cally native graphite contains from 95 to nearly 100 per cent, of carbon,
the impurity generally consisting of small quantities of silicates. At the

present day nearly all the plumbago of commerce comes from Ceylon.

Plumbago, Mallet, in Man. Geol. Ind., IV., g.

Graphite, Black Lead.

References.~^a5on, Burma & Its People, 574 ; Theobald, Natural
Productions, Burma, 2nd Kd., 10; Baden Poroell, Pb. Prod., 17, $7;
Atkinson, Him. Di^t., 292; Ec. MUieralogy Hill States, N.~W. P. U^);
Madras Man. of Admin., JJ , 32; Balfour, Cyclop. Ind., /., 1245; also

Madras.

969

many pamphlets in the publications m the Geological Survey of India
and of the Asiatic Society,for a list of which the reader is referred to the
Man, Geol. Ind,, l.c.

OCCURRENCE
968

Occurrence.—The localities where graphite has been found most abun-
dantly in India are in the Madras Presidency, especially in Travancore.
The evidence of experts on the mineral from this locality, however, where
it is of better quality than elsewhere , was unfavourable, and it appears to
be doubtful whether the Indian deposits could ever be worked with finan-
cial success. It may, however, be noted that Ball takes a rather more
favourable view. "It is conceivable," he writes, "that an increased
demand, and improved and more economical methods of|purification, might
render its exploitation a profitable undertaking. At the same lime the
possibility of further search proving the existence of a quality equal to
the better kinds found in Ceylon cannot be denied, as the probability is

that the including rocks are of identical age.” With these prefatory
remarks a short account of the localities enumerated by Ball and Mecf-
licolt may be given.

Madras.’— \n 1845 General Oullen discovered graphite in Travancore
and traced it in the gneiss from the south of Trivandram northwards as far
as Cochin. Samples sent to the Asiatic Society w'ere reported on as too
soft and scaly for the manufacture of pencils by the old method, and Ball
states that from the specimens in the Geological Museum he considers that
the 'Iravancore graphite could not be made available even for inferior
purposes, without much grinding and washing.

Specimens of apparently better quality were described by Dr. Royle
in 1855, and though these also wer e reported on as too gritty and impure
to be of much value, a crucible manufacturer estimated the value of the
mineral for his purposes at 8 shillings a cwt. About ten years ago
a still purer-looking gr^hite was found by Dr. King close to Vel-
lurnad near Arinand. Graphite has also been found in Tinnevelly,
in the red hills near Madras, in the Kistna district, and near Kasipuram,
and one or two other localities in Vizagapatam, but all apparently of little

value. That from the last-mentioned locality can, accordii^ to Ball, be
obtained in any quantity at Vizianagram at a rup ee for It is used
locally for giving a polish to pottery.
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Black Lead is found. (.7* Mtn ray,) PLUMBAGO

Bengal.—A loose fragment of gneiss containing lamella; of graphite

was found in the bed of the Koel river near the village of Hutar in the

Lohardaga District. Medlicott states that a peculiar carbonaceous minor
ral was recently discovered by Dr. Emil Stcehr in the Jamjura Copper-
mine, Singhbhum, 37 feet below the surface. On analysis it was found to

contain 94. per cent, of carbon, and was considered by Breithaupt as

intermediate between anthracite and graphite.

Central Provinces.—Graphite, probably commercially valueless, has
been found at Daramgarh and Domaipah in the Sambalpur District, as

a constituent of gneissose schist. Medlicott writes that in 18S2 a sample
of fairly good quality was sent to the Museum from the Clihattisgarh

Division with the remark that it was ** said to occur in large quantities near
the villages of Lanjigan and Dinsargi in the feudatory stale of Kala-
handi ” No report is given as to its possible commercial value.

Rdjputana .—Worthless deposits occur near Sohna in the Gurgaon
District. 972

Captain Drummond states that he obtained a speci- Afghanistan
men of graphite said to have been found in the vicinity of Koh-i-daman, 973
and includes the mineral as one of the regular productions of North
Afghanistan.

Baden Powell states that impure graphite has been found PanJab.
in Haripur, Kangra, where it is known as Kalimittit and in Sonah and 974
Bhundi, in Gurgaon. None of these appears to be of value.

Norths West Provinces. — Graphite was discox ered in the neighbour hood N.-W.
of Almora by Captain Herbert, which, when roughly analysed, was found Provinces,

to contain about 72 per cent, of carbon. In 1850 the Government of India 975
look measures to find ihe extent and value of the deposit, and though the
amount was found to be large, the opinions of several experts were de-
cidedly against the mineral having any commercial value. Samples, care-
fully .assayed by Mr. Medlicott, w'ere found to contain only ^2 per cent,

of carbon, together with much gritty, insoluble impurity. The graphite
also was much mixed with schist, occurred in unworkably thin layers, and
though great hopes were at the time held out of its being possible to work
It with financial success, all the conditions were in reality such that Ball

remarks, “ There arc no grounds for believing that the graphite can ever
be worked so as to become a profitable commercial commodity.” The
probable presence of iron in considerable quantity renders its utility doubt-
ful, even for the coarse purposes of the crucible maker.

Very worthless plumbago, which contains from 83 to 93 Darjiling,

per cent, of siliceous impurity, nas been found at the foot of the Darjiling 97^
Hills. Even the little carbon these shale-like deposits contain has only
been partially changed from the amorphous to the graphitic condition.

Needless to say they are utterly valueless.
Burma .—According to Mr. Theobald, **Golonel Bogle forwarded Burma,

specimens of graphite of fair quality from the Tenasserim Provinces, and 977
Dr. Mason records having seen fine specimens from the Kanee valley,

20 miles north-east of Toung-ngoo, where the Karens report the substance
abundant” Major Btrover, some years ago, reported that the mineral

was to be found in Upper Burma to the east of Nat-taik on a low
range of hills near the village of Nzoketoke. A carbonaceous mineral,

obtained from Tenasserim ana of doubtful affinity, has been called Trcmen-
heerite. Dr. Mason states that it is abundant in several localities in the
vicinity of both Tavoy and Moulmein, but Medlicott considers it not
altogether certain that the mineral he refers to is identical with the sub-
stance originally called Tremenheerile by Mr. Piddington. Analysis of

that substance showed it to contain nearly 86 per cent, of carbon, mixed

P- 977
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with water, sulphur and ferric peroxide (iron pyrites), and silica. Its

physical properties do not appear to be such as to render it of probable

commercial value, but this point cannot be determined without further

investigation. It differs from pure graphite and from anthracite. Dr.

Oldham states that it is not coal, Prorassor Dana suggests that it may
be “ impure graphite or between coal and graphite,” and Medlicott seems
to sug^st that it may be graphite, the physical characters of which are

altered by a large admixture of pyrites.

Uses.—Graphite is used in the manufacture of pencils, crucibles, m-ate

and iron work polish, as a lubricator for machine^ and wood work, for

electro-typing, as facings for moulds, for refractoi^ mixtures, and for

giving a protecting surtace to the interior of blowing cylinders in blast

furnaces {Ballh The native Indian mineral appears to be only occasionally

utilised, and then merely for polishing pottery.

979

MEDICINE.
Root.

PLUMBAGO, Zinn. ; Gen. PI., II., 62J.

Plumbas:o rosea, Linn. / Fl. Br. Ind., III., 481

;

Plumbaginem.
Syn.— P. cocci NBA, Boiss.

;

Thela coccinea. Lour.
Vtm.-^Ldl-chiiarak, ckiira, UUchitri, Idl-chitd, rakta-ckitrd, HiND. ; Ldl»

ckitd, takto-chitra. ckitra, rdkto ckxtd, Beng. ; Ldl^ckitd, Uriya ;

Ski'ray, skitranj, Kashmir; Ckiirak, C. P. ; LdUckitra, Bomb.; 7 am-
bada-ckiiraniAla. Mar.; LM-ckiirak, G\3 Z. % Shivappu-ckittira, ckittur^
mol, kodim&li, cxttra-molum, yetra-kodivaylie, Tam.; Ldl^ckitarmul, Idl*

ckitarmul, Idl-cktiarmulam, Dec. ; Yerra-ckitra, erra-cktiramdlam,
Kempu-^hitramdld, Kan.: Sekelfieeodtvalte, ckuhanna-kotuvSli,

chentt-hotuveli. Malay.; Ken^hkyoke^ni, kan-ch^ni, ckuvondacodu-
vallte, kin-khen-ni, BuRM. ; Rat^nxtid, rat-nettol, SiNQ. : Raktarkitraka,
aruna-chitraca, chitraea, rakta-shikha. Sans. ; Skitturrtdge, ckitiermU,
shiiaraie-ahmar, Arab. ; Skitarake-surkh, Pbrs.

References.— Fl. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., iSSf Kur0,in Jour. As. Soc.,
lS'77, Pt. it, 2t8 ; Dalo. & Gibs., Bomb. Fl., Buppl., 7/ ; Mason, Burma
& Its People, 432, 780: Pkarm, Ind., i6g ; Fleming, Med. PI. &
Drugs (Asiatic Resear., JT/.), 175; Ainslte, Mat. Ind., II., 78, 379;
O'Shaughnes^y, Beng. Dispens,, 142, 508; Irvine, Mat. Med., Patna,
22 f Moodeen Sheriff, Supp. Pkarm. Ind., 202 ; U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med.
Hindus, t86, 31$ • Sakl\aram Arjun, Cat. Bomb. Drugs. JOQ t K. L. De,
Indig. Drugs, Ind., g2 ; Murray, PI. & Drugs, Sind., 167 s Dymock.
Mat. Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 623 : Official Corresp. on Proposed New
Pkarm. Ind., 228 ; Birdwood, Bomb. Prod., 68 ; Drury, U. PI. Ind., 347 ;
Useful PI. Bomb. {XXV., Bomb. Gao.), 266 f Boswell, Man., Nellore,
143 ; Settlement Report v-^Central Provinces, Chanda, App. VII. / GaseU
leers—Bombay, VI., /5 / XV., 437 t Orissa, II., 178 ; Mysore O' Coorg,
/., A5

; Balfour, Cyclop, Ind., III., 237.

Habitat.—A shrubby perennial, frequently cultivated in gardens in
India. It is doubtfully wild in valleys in Sikkim and Khdsia, and may
be only a cultivated variety of P. s^lanica (C. B. Clarke).

MMicine.—The root is mentioned by ancient Sanskrit and Muham-
madan writers as an abortifacient and vesicant. It was noticed by Rum-
phius, Rheede, and Ainslie, all of whom remarked on its vesicant
qualities.^ The last mentioned author wrote, “The bruised root of this

plant is, in its natural state, acrid and stimulating, but when tempered
with a little bland oil, it is used as an external application in rheumatic and
paralytic affections ; it is also prescribe internally in small doses for the
same complaints in combination with other simple powders.” He then
remarks that, according to Dr, Horsfield, “ the root is used by the Javanese
for the purpose of blistering, and causes more inflammation than cantha*
rides, but produces less effusion.” More recent writers appear to have
directed their attention to the latter quality, hoping to prove the drug a
cheap and efficient substitute for cantharides. 0*8haughnessy instituted a
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A Vesicant Medidne. (y. Murray.) PLUMBAGO
zeylanica.

very complete series of trials of the root, and arrived at the conclusion that

it had proved itself a cheap and excellent substitute. He used the root-
bark rubbed into a paste with water and a little flour, and applied to the

skin for about half an hour. It was then removed, and within twelve or

eighteen hours afterwards a large uniform blister was found to result. Dr.
Waring, commenting on these opinions in the non-oflicinal list of the

Pharmacopceia of JtSia, expresses a much less favourable verdict. The
results which appeared to be shewn by his experience were that it caused
more pain than an ordinary blister, that the resulting vesication was less

uniform and not always easily healed. These remarks are supported by
Dr. Dymock. There is no doubt, however, that though perhaps inferior

to cantharides, it is nevertheless a powerful vesicant, which may be resorted

to with benefit when the officinal drug is not available.

Taken internally it is an acrid stimulant, and in large doses acts as an
acro-narcotic poison, in which character it is said to oe not infrequently

employed in Bengal. It is also taken internally for the purpose of pro-
curing abortion, and still more commonly the scraped root is introduced into

the os uteri for that purpose. Death not infrequently results from the
introduction of this highly acrid agent. In Southern India the dried, com-
paratively inert root is in high repute as a remedy for secondary syphilis

and leprosy.

Chemical Composition.—The active principle of the root, called

plumbagirtf occurs in delicate yellowish tufts of ne^les, slightly soluble in

cold water. An aqueous solution throws down a carmine precipitate with
basic acetate of lead. Plumbagin is freely soluble in ammonia or potassic
hydrate solutions {Dr, Wrden),

Special Opinions.—§
*' It is not only used to procure abortion but

also as a remedial agent for post partum and other hEemorrhages from
the uterus, hcncc its importance in medico-legal cases*’ {Assistant Surgeon
S. C. BhuHacharJit ChandatCentral Provinces). "The milky juice is useful

in ophthalmia. The stalk is introduced into the uterus to produce criminal
abortion** {Assistant Surgeon T. N. Ghose, Meerat). "The juice and the
tender twigs are used as an application to ulcers. The roots are used (per
vaginum) to produce abortion ** {Civil Surgeon J. H. Thornton, B.A

,

M.B., Monghyr). " The milky juice is useful as an external application for

scabies’* {Surgeon A. C. Mukerji, Noakhally). " Its vesicating properties
have been successfully utilised in curing certain cases of leucoderma.**
{Surgeon R. Gray, Lahore).

[ ^79-

Plumbago zeylanica, Linn.; FI. Br. Ind., III., 480; Wight, III.,

Syn.—P. auriculata, Blume Bijd. ; Thela alba. Lour.

Vem.— CA»Vra, child, chitarnk, chitawdr, chiti. Hind.; Child, chitruk
sufaid, Beng. ; Chita, chitdmdUnil, Uriya; Chitrak, Pb.; Chilra,
chitrack, IdoUB. i Chitra~mula, chitraha,yiKr..

',
Chitaro, Qmj.. \ Chttar~

mul, chitarmul, chitar^mulam, Drc. ; Ven-chittira-mulam, chittira-
mdlam, chittira, Tam.; Chitra^mdlam, agnimdia, iella-chitra-mdlam,
Tel.; Chitra-nt&ld, Kan.; Kotu-vdli, tumpa’>kotwvdli,lhKi.hW.’, Kin-
khenphiu, kan-chop-phiju, BURM.; Sudu~nitul, ella-nitul. Sing.; Agni-
shikha, chitraka-vrikshaha, chitraka. Sans. ; Shitaraj, Arab.; Shitarak,
shitirah, Pers.

References—Roxh., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., ISS : Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal.,

438; Kurx, in Jour. As. Soc., 1877, //., 217 ; Data. & Gibs., Bomb. FI.,

220; Stewart, Pb. PI., tjS ; Mason, Burma & Its People, 482, 78g ;
Sir W. hlliot, FI. Andhr., 12; Sir W. Jones, Treat. PI. Ind., V., 86 ;
Rheede, Hort. Mai., X., t. 8; Pharm. Ind., 170 1 Fleming, Med. PI. &
Drugs {.Asiatic Reser., XI.), 17S; Atmlie, Mat. Ind.,ll., 77; Irvine,
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Mnt. Med. Patna, 12 ; Medical Ajmlr, r3o ; Taylor, Topog.^
Dacca, ^4; Moodeen Sher^, Supp, Pharm, Jnd,, 202 ; U. C. Dutt, Mat.
Med. Hindus, 1^5,29$ t Sakharam, Arjun, Cat. Bomb. Drugs, no; K.
L. De, Indig. Drugs, Ind., g3 ; Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Jnd., 2nd Ed.,
620,' Cat. Baroda Durbar, Col. & Ind. Kxhh., No. 154; Official Corresp. on
Proposed Niw Pharm. Ind., ; Year-Book Pharm., 1^80,250; Trans.,
Med. & Phys. Soc., Bomb. {New Series), No. 4, ISS ; Drury, U. PI, Ind.,

3^ ; Atkinson, Him. Dist. {X., N.-W. P. Gob.), 746 ; Useful PI. Bomb.
{kXV., Bomb. Gag.), 266; Butler, Top. & Statis., Oudh & Sultan-
Pur, 3s ; Boswell, Man. Nellore, tit ; Gaeetteers

:

—Bombay, XV., 436 ;

N.-]V. P., I., 33 ; IV., Ixxiii. ; Orissa, II., App., iv., JS9: S^sore &
Coorg, I., 6$; Agri.-Horti. Soc.:—Ind., Trans., VI., 242; Journals
{Old Series), VII., Pro., w\ X., 28; Ind, Forester, VIII., 41S ; XII.,
App., !$ ; Balfour, Cyclop. Ind., III., 237.

Habitat.~A diffuse rambling herb or undershrub, much cultivated,

and readily spreading throughout India, probably wild in the Southern
Peninsula and Bengal.

Medicifle.-^The root appears to possess similar properties to those of
P. rosea though to a mucti milder degree. It was known to Sanskrit
writers, who stale that il increases the digestive powers, promotes the
appetite, and is useful in dyspepsia, piles, anasarca, diarrhoea, skin

diseases, and other complaints. It is much used as a stimulant adjunct to

other m^icines, several examples of such compounds being given by Dutt
from Ohakradatta and other writers. The root, like that of the former
species, was also highly esteemed as a local application. Reduced to a
paste it was applied to abscesses with the object of opening them, and it

also entered into the composition of several caustic preparations {Mat.
Med., Hindus). Dymock writes regarding its utilisation by Muhammad-
an physicians, ** Muhammadan writers treat of the drug under the name
of shitaraj, SL corruption of the Hindustani chitrak ; they describe it as
caustic and vesicant, and expellant of phlegmatic humours, useful in

rheumatism and spleen, digestive; it also causes abortion. For external

application it is made into a paste with milk, vinegar, or salt and water.
Such a paste may be applied externally in leprosy and other skin diseases
of an obstinate character, and be allow'ed to remain until a blister has
formed. In rhcum.*itism it should be removed after 15 or 20 minutes.
When administered internally the dose is one dirhem,”

This drug attracted the notice of several early European writers on
Indian drugs, among others Sir W. Jones, Fleming, Ainslie, Taylor,
and Irvine. They describe it as a vesicatory and useful tonic in dyspepsia,
and Taylor comments on its sialogogue properties. It is also mentioned
in the secondary list of the Pharmacopoeia of India, where it is said to be
well worthy of further trial. The supposed antiperiodic effects of a tincture

of the root-bark is specially drawn attention to, and Dr. Oswald is said to
have employed this preparation with good effect in the treatment of inter-

mittents. It acts as a powerful sudorific.

The drug is a common one in bazdrs all over India to this day, the
shops being supplied by herbalists who cultivate or collect the roots in the
neighbourhood. The virtues ascribed to it, and the uses to which it is put,

arc the same as those described by ancient writers. Like the root of the
former species it is occasionally employed criminally either as a local

application to procure abortion, or as an acrid poison.

Special Opinions.*—§ ” Parts of this plant have been brought to me
as having been used in causing abortion ” {E. Borill, Offg. Civil Surgeon,
MotiharifChamparam). “ The milky juice is used as an application to

unhealthy ulcers and in cases of scabies” {J. H. Thornton, B.A., M,B.,
Ciidl Surgeon, Monghyr).
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Caoutchouc from Plumeria. (J. F. Duthie.) POA.

PLUMERIA, Linn.; Gen. PL, II., 704.

[471 ; APOCYNACEiE.

Plumeria acutifolia, Poiret ; FI. Br. Ind., III., 641 ; Wight, Ic., t.

Syn —P. ACUMINATA, Roxh.

Vem.

—

Gulachin, goburchamp, golainchi. chameli. Hind. , Gorur-champa,
Bbng.; Fdtchdmpdy Uriya; Gulanj hahn, Santal; Champa pungdr,
€k)ND ; Khair-chantpa, dolochdpd, khadchampo, gutdchin, chameli.
Bomb.; Rhuruchi^kd^ khairchampa,fAMit.i RhadachaMpo,G\}Z.\ Vdda
^ann/rM, Tel. ; Kanagala, ganagalu,KhH.i Tayopsagah, china cham~
Pac, taroksaga, Burm.

Raerences.— FI. Ind,, Rd. C.B.C., 24s ; Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal.,

$28 ; Brandis, For. FI., 323 ; Kura, For. FI, Burm., II., 178; Gamble,
Man. Ttmh., 26r ; Dale. & Gibs.. Bomb. FI,, Suppl., $2 ; Mason, Bur-
ma & Its People, 406, 799: Ellwt, FI. Andhr., tSj ; Rev. A. Campbell,
Rept. Econ. PI., Chuha Nagpur, No. 7591 ; O'Shaughnessy, heng.
Ih^pens., 449 ; Dymock, Mat. Med. H-''. Ind., 2ud Ed., $08 ; S. Arjun,
Bomb. Drugs, 210; Cat. Baroda Durbar, Col. df Ind. Exhb., No. 148

;

LUboa, U. PI. Bomb., 99, 89'; Btrdwood, Bomb. Pr., 270; Gums &
Resinous Prod. {P. W. Dept. Rept.), 28 ; Aplin, Rept. on the Shan States ;

Gaeetteers'—Mysore Sf Coorg, I., 62; JV.-M'. P., I., 82; IV., Ixxiv.

;

Orissa, *11., \i78; Ind. Forester, III., 203; Agri.-Horti. Soc., Ind.,
journal, X., 16.

Habitat.^A small tree, which is a native of Tropical America, but is

cultivated and naturalised in many parts of India.

Caoutchouc.—Attempts have been made, with no success, to manu-
facture caoutchouc from the abundant, tenacious, milky juice which
exudes plentifully when any part of the tree is wounded.

Medicine.—By the Persians the bark, known as aaMn, is recom-
mended as a cure for gonorrhoea (ZjywocA). Dr. Hove, in 1787, found
the tree growing abun^intlj^ on Malabar Hill, and mentions that the
inhabitants used it for intermittents as we do cinchona. S. Arjun {Bombay
Drugs) writes that the leaves, made into a poultice, are used to dispel

swellings; the milkv JUICE is employed as a rubefacient in rheumatism,
and the blunt-ended branches are introduced into the uterus to procure
abortion. According to Dymock, the bark is given, in the Konkan, with
cocoanut, ght, and nee as a remedy for diarrhoea ; the plower-buds are
eaten with betel leaves in ague, and the juice with sandal wood oil and i

camphor is employed as a cure for itch. Oampbell states that in Chutia I

Nigpur the leaves and root are used medicinally, but that the part best

'

known to the forest tribes of Manbhum is the core of the young wood,
1

which is given to lying-in women to allay thirst and for cough. In the
|

Baroda Durbar Catalogue of Medicinal Plants at the Col. Ind. Exhb.,
it is stated that the bark is purgative and used in cases of leprosy.

|

Special Opinion.— §
** This plant is known as Daldna phula in North-

ern Bengal, where its milky juice has been tried and found to be an
effectual purgative. The dose is as much as a grain of parched rice

{khai) will absorb, the grain being administered as a pill ” {Surgeon^Major
C. T, Peters, M B.).

{J, F. Duthie.)

POA, Linn.; Gen. PL, III., iig6.

A genus containing nearly 100 species, inhabiting chiefly temperate or

mountainous regions. Several of them are well known as very nutritious pas-

ture grasses, and are cultivated as such. In addition to those specially men-
tioned below, about twenty others have been discovered at various elevations on
the Himalayas.

Poa annua, Linn.; Duthie, Fodder Grasses, 67; GRAMiNKiE.
Syn.—p. SUPINA, Schrad.
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PODOCARPUS
neriifolia.

Meadow Graaaes.

FODDER.w
ZOOO

FODDER.
ZOOZ

Z002

FODDER.
ZOO3

ZOO4

TIMBER.
ZOO5

ZOO6

VtXtL-’Ckiruay N.-W. P.

References.— Stnd, PI. Brit. Islands, 442; Boiss., PI. Or., V.,

601; Agri,-Horti. Soc,, India, Trans., VIJI., 105.

Habitat.—An annual with stems less than a foot high. It is common
on the Himalayas up to 9,000 feet^ descending as far as the plains in the
Panjdb, where, in some of the submontane districts, it forms in the early
spring a green sward.

Fodder—A very nutritious grass as long as it lasts, but the yield of
foliage is too small to be of much account.

Poa pratensisi Linn.
Smooth-stalked meadow grass.

Syn.— P. angustifolia, Linn.
References.— Hook., Stud. FI. Brit. Islands, Boiss., PI. Or., V., 6or ;

Sutton, Perm. & Temp. Pastures, 60 ; Stebler & Schroter, Best Forage
PL, 72 ( ^ng. Ed.).

Habitat.—A perennial stoloniferous grass, found within the temperate
and alpine zones of the Himdlayan range, and in the temperate regions
of Europe and America.

Fodder.—Much esteemed both in Europe and America as one of the
best kinds of pasture grasses. In the latter country it is known as Ken-
tucky Blue Grass.

P. triyialiSi Linn.
Rough meadow grass.

References.— Stud. PI. Brit. Islands,^ ; Boiss., FI. Or., V., 602 ;
Sutton, Perm, & Temp. Pastures, 62 ; Stebler & Schroter, Best Forage
PI., 7- {Eng. Ed.).

Habitat.— Confined to the Himalayan ranges in India. A common
European grass, extending through Siberia to Japan, and to North Africa.

Introducea into America. It differs from the preceding by its rough
stems, and by its stolons rooting above ground.

F^der.—In stiff moist soils this grass yields an abundance of excel-

lent fodder, but it is soon affected by drought.

(J. Murray.)

PODOCARPUS, LHerit. / Gen. PI., III., 434.

Podocarpus latifolia, Wall ; Fl. Br. Ind., V., 64^; Conifera.
Sjrn —Naghia latifolia. Cord
Vem.—Soplong, Khasia; Nirambali, Tinf-VELLY; Thitmin, BuRM.
References.— (Jorr/on, Pinetum, F38 ; Gamble, Man. Timh., 414; Bed‘

dome, Fl. Sylv.. t. 257 / Kurm, For. Fl. Burnt., II., $00; Madras, Man.
Admxn.,lf.,27;\lnd. Forester. III., 21 ; XI., pff, 48ft; XIV., 31 j

;

Agri.-Hortt, Soc. Ind. /P., Set. 2$/ ; Smith, Ec. Diet., 446.

Habitat.—A large, evergrwn, glabrous tree, found in the Khdsia moun-
tains, at 3,000 feet altitude, in the hill forests of Burma and the Malay
Peninsula, and in the mountains of South Tinnevelly, at altitudes of 3,000
to 5,000 feet.

Structure of tte Wood.— Grey, aromatic, similar in structure to that of

P. neriifolia; weight 331b per cubic foot. It is used for the same purposes
as the timber of the commoner species.

P, neriifolia, Don. ; Fl. Br. ind., V., 649.
Syn.—P. bractbata, F/./P. macrophylla. Wall; Nageia bractbata*

Kura.
Vtm.'^Dingsahleh,K\iK9ihi Jinari, Kachar; Cunsi, Nepal; Thitmin

(xprince of woods). Burn.; Welimdda, And.
RdTerences.— For, Fl., S4t ; Kurm, For, Fl. Burnt., JI,,$oo;

Gamble, Ust ef Trees, Shrubs, &c., ofDarjiling, 83 g Man. Timb., 414;
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The Mey Apple or Dnck*s Foot.

Rumphius, Amb.^ Ill,, 214^ r., 172, f, // Ind, Forester^ III,, iSr ; IV,,
24T ; XII, ^ 74 i Agri.-Horh. Soc. Im. :^Transactions, V,, ito : Journals
{Old Series), IV,, Sel„ 251 f VII„ 159-

Habitat.—A large, glabrous, ever^een tree, met with on the Tropical
Himalaya in Nepal and Sikkim, silso in the Khasia hills, Burma, the
Malay Peninsula, and the Andamans; distributed to Java, Sumatra, and
Borneo.

Structure of the Wood.—Grey, moderately hard, of very uniform grain
and texture ; weight, according to Brandis, 5olb, Gamble, 39&, and Bennett
34ft per cubic foot. It is highly esteemed by the Burmese, as is shewn by
their name for it, and is used for making oars, masts, and planking.

Mason states that the Burmans have a superstition that the beams of

balances should be made of it, and, according to Major Berdmore, a peg
driven into a house-post or boat is supposed to avert evil (Gamble),

(G. Wait)

PODOPHYLLUM, Linn,, Gen, PI., 4^-

A herbaceous genus of Berberidia, which contains in all some three or four
species, one met with in North America, a second in the Him&laya, and two in

China. The American species, P* peltatum, affords the officinal root of com-
mercx, the Indian P. emodi. Wall, has hitherto been entirely overlooked as a
possible source of the drug, and the Chinese forms. P. pleiantbum, Hance,
and P. veniipelle, Hance, appear to be only known botanically. The generic
name is derived from wowf, a foot, and 4>uAAov, a leaf, in allusion to the
resemblance of the leaf of the American species to the feet of certain aauatic
birds. ^

Podophyllum emodi, Wall; FI. Br. Ind., I., 113; Bbrberu)re.
The Mat Apple or Duck’s foot, sometimes also called the Amf-

RICAN hlANDRAKE J RiZONE DE PoDOPJlVLLUM, PoUOPHYT.L^E
Fr. ; Fussblattwarzel, Entenfuss, Germ.

’

Syn.— P, HEXANDRUM, Royle,

hhavanA,akra,hakrachimpaka, HiND.;PoAri, ban-
kakrx, banbakri, kdkra, bankdkra, chimydka, chijdkri, gul-kdkrd, wan-wdngan, Pb,

Rrferenc^-5<«»ar/, Pb. PU, B; Repmt of Tour in Haoira {Tour-
A^.-Hortx.Soc. Ind;, XIV..Bp: A%tchi-.on, Flora of Uhout, in four.
Ltn. Soc,, X., 7t s Kuram Valley Report, Pt, 32: Pharm, Ind
n-t2 ; British Phram,, 245 / Hanb., Pharmacog., 36 ; FluckigertnSonder-Abdruck ausder Apotheker^Zettung, 1890, Nos. 102, ros- U S
Dispens„ istkEdy 6^, naS.Jtsff; Mariindale, Extra Pharm., 288;
Carrod, Mat. Med., i63; Per. Mat. Med. (Ed. B, & R.), 1007 : O'Shaunh-
wssy, Beng. Dhpens., 170 ; Bentley, tn Pharm, Jour,, HI., gndS^es, 4S7 ; Hooper, in Pharm Jour. Jan. 26th, 1S89 • Bent & Trim.,

Warden & Hooper, Pharmacog. Ind,, I.,6Q i
Watt, Cal, hxh^ai., 1883, V,, No. 929: VI, No. 604; Atkini^on, Him.
Dtsi. (X , N.rW.P. Gag.), 304, 329 f Forbes Watson, Ind. Survey, 192 ;
Royle, 111. Him. Bot., 64 and note to 379; Henderson & Hume, Uhore
toYarkar^, 3^; Settle^nt Report Panjab, Simla, App. II., H,
alsop. xUn.^Kakra, said to be a small tree, which yields good wood,
canwt therefore he Podophyllum, though the vernacular namegiven to it
ts that generally applied to thisplant ; Indian Agriculturist, July 27lh,
1889; March i6th, 1890 f Treasury ef Botany, II., 909: Sponx, Encycl..
/., 820 ; Balfour, Cyclop. Ind., Ifl,, 238,* Smith, Diet icon. PI., 270.

Note.~-Some of the above references are to P. peltatum, but as they have a
direct bearing on P. emodi, its medicinal and chemical properties, they have been
here quoted as worthy of consultation.

Habitat.—A small, erect, herbaceous plant, met with in the higher, rich
and shady temperate forests from Sikkim to Simla, Kashmir, Hazdral
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Tibet, the Kuratn Valley, and Afghanistan. On the main line of the

Himiilaya it rarely occurs much below 9,000 feet, and ascends to 14,000
feet ; but in Kashmir it is said to occur as low down as 6,cx>o feet. It

chiefly abounds on the northern slopes of the outer ranges ; but in the more
interior tracts, becomes prolific on any exposure. As far as the writer’s

personal experience goes, it is less abundant on the Eastern than on the

Central and Westeni Himalaya. It approaches nearest to the plains of

India on the Chor mountain—a high ridge south-south-east of Simla—and
is fairly plentiful on the northern forest-clad slopes of the Shalai, north-

east o! Simla, and on the Nagkanda hill It oecomes abundant farther

to the north, namely, on the Murale hill and the Jalauri pass. It is also

plentiful in many parts of Kumdon, but to the west of Simla seems to

attain its greatest aegree of prevalence. In Kulu and in the Chumba
State there are many mixed forests with their glades almost exclusively

covered with this pscony-rose-like herb ; and the lower part of the valley

leading from the Sach Pass to Kilar in Pangi may be specially mentioned,.

Drscriftion.—Podophyllum emodi may popularly be described as a
herbaceous plant with a perennial rhizome, the part above ground being
annual. It appears about the middle of April, its reddish succulent stem
bearing a pair of curiouj^ reflexed leaves, which droop umbrella-like from
the top of the petiole. The stem rises to a height of 6 to 12 inches before

the leaves (which attain a diameter of 6 to 10 inches) are fully expanded.
The leaves are often quaintly spotted, and give origin in May to a large
subsessile pinkish-whiteflower, wnich appears to arise from the leaf-stalk of

one of the leaves, and to have passed maturity before the leaves have been
fully developed. The fruit ripens about August or September, when the
leaves have quite faded ; it becomes about the size of a small lemon, is of

a bright orange colour, and hangs suspended from the stout, naked, and
often mottled stem.

Medicine.—Theofficinal parts of the American plant are the rhizomb (or

underground stem) with its attached cord-like roots. From these rhizomes
and roots is prepared the so-called “Resin of Podophyllum.” Preparations
of the rhizomes are* now seldom, if ever, used airect in the practice of
medicine : it is the resin or podophyllin that is employed. The British

and also the Indian Pharmacopoeias direct the oflicinal resin to be pre-
pared as follows Take of rodophyllum root in coarse powder, one
pound ; rectified spirits, three parts, or a sufficiency ; w'ater, a sufficiency

;

hydrochloric acid, a sufficiency. Exhaust the Podophyllum with the
spirit by percolation ; place the tincture in a still, and draw off the greater
part of tne spirit. Acidulate the water w'ith 5^ of its bulk of hydro-
chloric acid, and slowly pour the liquid which remains after the distillation

of the tincture into three times its volume of the acidulated water, con-
stantly stirring. Allow the mixture to stand for 24 hours to deposit the
resin, wash the resin on a filter with distilled w’aler, and dry it in a stove.”
The resin is further described as “a small greenish-brown amorphous
powder, soluble in rectified spirit and in ammonia ; precipitated from the
former by water, from the latter by acids. Almost entirely soluble in pure
ether.” In the United States, in addition to the “ Resina ” there is also

an •* Extractum Podophylli ” authorised to be used officinally. The
process of preparation recommended for the resin differs but little from
that given above, and the resin is described as of “ a bright brown colour,

an acrid bitter taste, and a slight odour of the root.” Last year a corre-

spondence took place in the CJiemist and Druggist as to the advisability of

the British Pharmacopoeia method of preparing the resin. A correspond-
ent pointed out that, as prepared by him, following the’process prescribed
the resin was more often of a much paler colour than that dcscrioed above
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The Resin of Podophyllum. (G* Watt.)
PODOPHYLLUM

emodi.

The employment of acid to precipitate the resin was condemned by sub-

sequent correspondents, and alum water recommended instead. The fact

that the resin as sold to the dispensing chemist is found to be less soluble

in rectified spirit than stated in the Pharmacopoeia wascontended to be due

to a fraudulent or careless high percentage of ash being present in the resin.

A sample of resin prepared by Dr. Hooper from the Indian root assumed
a pale straw colour ; but doubtless this may have been due to the process

of manufacture which had been pursued^ and not to any special peculiarity

of the Indian root.

Mariindale (Extra Pharmacopceia) gives the following brief account of

the resin, which, for all practical purposes, may be accepted as expressing

the results of the chemical investigations of that substance up to date

:

“ The crude resin may be divided by treatment with ether, which dissolves

a portion and leaves another w'hich is soluble in alcohol but not in ether.

The former has a bright yellow colour, an herby odour and acrid taste

;

the latter has a pale brown colour, is odourless, and has a less acrid taste

than the other. The author found little difference in their purgative aclion.

The brow'n resin was more prompt. The crude resin is a slow and rather

uncertain purgative requiring from 12 to 20 hours to act.”
“ In a later research by PodwissotzkI, he obtains from a chloroformic

extract of the root an amorphous principle which is free from the fatty and
colouring matter of the officinal resin. This he names Podophyllotoxin ;

it is more certain in its action than Podophyllin and is given in doses of

to 8 grain j to children to grain. It is best administered by dis-

solving I grain in 2 drachms of rectified spirit. Dose, 2 to 12 drops in a
teaspoonful of syrup. Podophyllotoxin is in its turn capable of being
separated into a bitter crystalline acid (Pierofodophyllic acid), a bitter

crystalline neutral body (Ptcropodophyllin), the latter of which is the more
medicinally active, andf an amorphous substance (Podophyllic acid) which
is inert.”

Cadbury, Power, and others affirm that the medicinal virtue is due to

the resin soluble in ether, and that the other resin left behind in the alco-

holic medium is comparatively inert. The experiments of Power, Maisch,
Quereschi, Podwissotzki, and others prove that Podophyllum does not
contain berberine (as was announced by Mayer), or any alkaloid, and that

its activity is due to the resin or resins.

Care must be taken in handling the resin in quantity, since it is a
powerful irritant and may produce painful conjunctivitis.

Mr. Mariindale describes six preparations of Podophyllin as fol-

lows

1. Pilula Podophyllin,
2. Pilula Podophyllin Composita, U. C. H.
3. Pilula Podophyllin et Quininae.

4. Tinctura Podophyllin (Dobell).

5. 'J inctura Podophyllin (off.).

6. Tinctura Podophyllin Ammoniata.

Medicinal Properties and U8e8.-^It is commonly stated that Podq-
phyllin may be given in all cases where mercury is indicated. On this

account it is often designated “ vegetable calomel.'^ It may be described

as hydragogue carthartic in large doses, and alterative in small. It has
its more specific action on the liver, and differs from jalap or scammony
in causing an increased secretion or flow of bile. It is liable, however, to

cause severe griping, and is accordingly rarely prescribed by itself but is

combined with other purgatives, and aloes or colocynth are those generally

preferred. The Pilula Podophyllin et Quinines is a favourite ” dinner
pill ;

” it contains sulphate of quinine I grain, podophyllin ^ grain, sugar
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of milk grain, extract of belladonna J grain, and extract of socotrine

aloes I grain. The belladonna is given to check the tendency to griping,
and it seems desirable to adopt some such combination. 1 he Tincture of
Podophyllin Ammoniata is described as a powerful hepatic stimulant, and
in large doses a violent purgative. In dropsies, podophyllin is sometimes
given in combination with calomel and bitartrate of potash.

Externally applied, the resin of podophyllum acts as a powerful irritant,

and, dissolved in alcohol, it is sometimes employed as a counter-irritant.

Trade in Podoj^yllum Root.—No trustworthy statistics can be dis-

covered on this subject either as to the British or the Indian trade. It has
often been recommended that England should commence to grow her own
root. But to what extent this suggestion has been acted on the writer

cannot discover. At present she would seem to draw her entire supplies
from America, in which country a very considerable trade may be said to

be done (especially at Cincinnati) in the manufacture of podophyllin. But
recently a similar enterprise has been started in England. India ap-
parently imports podophyllin—the root in small quantities only coming to

this country. It is thus highly desirable that the Indian root should come
to be recognised. Were this done, the importation of American podo-
phyllin would at once be checked, and a large export trade of the native
drug most probably established. Lloyd’s podophyllin in Trade Reports
is generally put down at 7s. td. to los.* a pound in wholesale quantities,

{Chemist and Druggist) Since the Indian root affords 12 per cent, of

the resin as compared with the American 4 per cent., some idea oft he
likely profits from an Indian manufacture of podophyllin may be arrived
at. But should the technical knowledge be wanting in India, there still

remains what appears a possible lucrative trade, vig., the exportation of

the dried root. It is somewhat surprising that the natives of India, who
have discovered so many drugs, should have failed to detect the properties
of the podophyllum root. According to FlUckiger 8t Hanbury, the pro-

perties of the rhizome as an anthelminthic and emetic have been long
known to the natives of North America. Only one Indian writer makes
the slightest allusion to the medicinal properties of P. emodi, vig,. Dr.
Stewart. All he says, however, amounts to little: *' In Lahoul it seems
to be used medicinally.” Royle, in his Himalayan Botany, remarks :

“ I

know not if the Himalayan Podophyllums possess any of the properties

ascribed to the American species, but this could be easily grown.” Sir
W. O’Shaughnessy only briefly alludes to the drug, remarking that the
sample furnished by Dr, Falconer “ was too small for the requisite experi-

ments being instituted upon its virtues.” The Pharmacopoeia f India
says of P. emodi, “ its properties may be deserving of investigation.”

Thus, although the fact that India possesses a species of Podophyllum has
been known to Europeans for nearly a century, the root, until within the
past few months, has neither been chemically examined nor medicinally
experimented with.

The above account of Podophyllum emodi was drawn up by the Editor

in connection with a correspondence instituted by him which ultimately

appeared in the Selections from the Records of the Government of India

in 1889-90. Since considerable extra information was brought to light by
the correspondence, and the more so since that correspondence has been
conducted to the present date (Feb. 1891), a prids of the chief letters may
be of public interest.

* The root is sold at 5 pence a pound.
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Resia of Podophyllum. {G. Wait.)

From George Watt, M.B., CM., C.I.E., Reporter on Economic Products, to the

Secretary to the Government of India, Revenue and Agricultural Depart-
ment,—dated 4th March 18S9.

During a rapid botanical trip into Kullu in November i8S8,

1

col-

lected some of the roots of a wild plant—Podophyllum emodi—with the

object of having them chemically analysed. I knew that the resin obtained

from the North American plant—Podophyllum peltatum—had recently

been giving indications of Incoming daily a more and more important

drug. It, therefore, occuired to me that the Indian species might be found

to possess, in a profitable degree, the active principle. Dr. Dymock,
Medical Store-keeper, Bombay, was gixxi enough to offer to co-operate

with me in the matter ; and thus encouraged I took some little trouble to

discover the plant, though during the late season at which I visited Kullu,

only portions of the withered leaves could be found. The result has

provea highly satisfactory. From the letter below, it will be observed that

Dr. Hooper, Quinologist to the Madras Government, has discovered, on
analysing the roots furnished by me, that whereas the American root con-

tains only 4 per cent, of the resin, the Indian yields as much as 12 per

cent. ; and that the Podophyllin thus obtained has been found to possess

the same medicinal properties as that presently being used in Europe.
Under these circumstances, I venture to place before the Government

of India the results of the enquiry up to date, in the hope that they may
be deemed of such importance as to justify their publication. It would
seem highly probable, as suggested by Dr. Dymock, that, with a little

encouragement vouchsafed by Government during the initial stage of the

proposed new industry, a lucrative trade of the utmost value to the hill
1

tribes of the higher Hindlavas, might be organ’sed. With this object in
|

view I beg to submit a brief note which will be found to contain the main
I

facts regarding Indian and American Podophyllum, together with the
correspondence conducted on this subject.

Bombay, December 26ih, 1888,

You will be pleased to learn the Podophyllum emodi is a great suc-

cess. Dr. Hooper got 12 per cent, of resin (podophyllin) from it, whereas
'

the yield from P. peltatum is about 4 per cent. only. Medicinally the

resins act just in the same way as the officinal drug.

As Podophyllin is by far the most popular purgative at the present

time, your Department should take steps to collect some and put it in the

market. A good supply would drive the American drug out of the Euro-
pean market. I enclose a sample of the resin for your inspection.

Believe me, yours sincerely,

W. Dymock.

From Messrs. Kbmp & Co., Limited, Pharmaceutical Chemists, Bombay,
to the Reporter on Economic Products, dated 21st February 1889.

Mr. Hooper, Government Quinologist of Ootacarnund, has referred

us to you with the view of obtaining a supply of the rhizomes of Podo-
phyllum emodi which he, in conjunction with Dr. Dymock, have found to

contain a large percentage of Podophyllin. We should be glad of obtain-

ing a preliminary supply of about 20ft. As it is stated to grow very
plentifully, we presume that it could be obtained at a low rate.

Acomtum ferox and Napellnt, Nardoetachys Jatamansi, and Ophelia
chirata, we obtain in the Bombay ^zaar, but if they could be obtained at

a lower rate from Simla, we should be glad to purchase direct. Any
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Correipoiulencc Regardinfif the

formation regarding these and other drugs in ordinary use would g^atly
oblige. •

Extractfrom the Reporter on Economic Products* reply to the above, dated
March 4th, i88g.

I am laying the correspondence before Sir E. O. Buck, Secretary to

the Government of India, in the Revenue and Agricultural Department,
and shall, I trust, be able to report shortly. I shall also draw up a detailed

note on the subject which very probably the Government may consider of

such importance as to permit me to publish it in the Selections from the
Records of the Government of India which I edit. Such a note would set

forth the localities where the plant occurs, and might thus be expected to

bring to light many persons who would be willing to collect or sell the
root. It is probable that private enterprise would prove commercially
more sjitisfactory than official. In bringing a new drug into the market,
I am well aware that high prices are not likely to be paid at first, but as
the nxjt occurs abundantly at some distance from Simla only and would
thus have to bear heavy coolie charges, it would be of great value to know
the price vou would be disposed to offer and the amount approximately
you would be prepared to purchase annually. It might be thought worth
while to cultivate the plant in some of the forests where now it exists but
sparingly, so as to have at hand a larger supply than could be procured
except from the more distant forests.

Extractfrom a letter receivedfrom Sir B. Simpson, Surgeon»General, dated
20th March i88g.

If the Indian plant yield so much as 12 per cent, of Podophyllin resin,

and if the resin be of as good quality as the American drug, the initiation

of a trade in the Indian drug will require very little help from Govern-
ment.

In order to discover whether the Indian root, as is the case with the

American, possessed the greatest amount of Podophyllin when in fruit, the

writer visited, during March 18^, one of the Simla habitats of the plant,

and collected some of the roots. These were forwarded to Dr. Dymock,
and the following passage from the reply he i\as good enough to furnish

would appear to settle that point

Extractfrom letter by Dr, Dymock, Bombay, May 17th, i88g.

The root of Podophyllum emodi last sent contains 6 per cent of resin.

It gives just as much spirit extract as that collected when in fruit, so it

must contain a larger proportion of sugar and other nutritious materials

stored up for the use of the growing plant. The root must therefore be
collected when the plant is in fruit.

Captain C. W. Lotack at Gulmury in'Kashmirforwarded specimens of the

plant in August iSSg, in his letter accompanying these he says :

—

The specimen sent was collected here at an elevation of 8,000 feet.

It is not sufficiently abundant to make its collection remunerative. I learn,

however, that it is 'x’cry plentiful in other localities of Kashmir which I hope

to visit shortly.
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Several Mercantilefirms having asked the Reporter on Economic Products

vohether he could procure for them a supply of the roots the following

reply was issued

:

—

•

In my office I have no agency by which I could undertake to collect

the root. My connection with this or any other product must be confined

to merely placing in the hands of the public the facts I am able to collet

regarding the products. But I shall be very pleased to be of any service

in that direction ; and should you establish an agency of your own for

collecting the root, ! will further your views by furnishing your collector

with a dried specimen of the plant, and by identifying his collections

until he has been trained to recognise the plant. There are many localities

where it grows—the Black Mountains are literally covered with the plant.

It is fairly plentiful in Garhwal and Kumaon ; but in Pangi on the Chenab
(a tract of country belonging to the Raja of Chamba) it is particularly

plentiful, e^ecially in the valley leading from the Sach Pass to Kilar.

There is a Forest officer in Kilar and Pangfi ; and perhaps he might be
willing to procure the root for you. Although the plant occurs in the Simla
district, it would most probably not pay to collect it here unless the people

could be induced to cultivate the plant. I have a few plants of it growing
in pots in Simla now, and have no fear as to the possibility of its succeed-

ing as a regular crop if the price paid for the root would prove remunera-
tive.

In October j88g, the Reporter on Economic Products received, through
the Conservator of Forests, Panjab, two sets of specimens accompanied
with letters of explanation. It is perhaps unnecessary to print these letters,

since the following extract from the report on the samples analyses the

main facts brought to light by the Deputy Conservators in Kullii and
Chamba.

Extractft om a report by the Reporter on Economic Products, dated ijth

December iH8g.

“ It is remarkable that both from Kullu and from Chamba the vernacular
names given for the plants forwarded should be almost identical. Unless
these names were contained in the official correspondence and were thus
adopted, they may prove of considerable use hereafter in identifying the
root. In the new Pliarmacogrnphia Indica Podophyllum emodi is said to be
known as Pdpra or Pdpri, also Bhavnn-bakra or bakra ; hence the authors
of that work think it was probably one of the bile-expelling plants,
described by Sanskrit writers under the names of Parpata and its synonym
Vakta. The samples marked B. and C. forwarded by the Deputy Conser-
vator of Forests, Kullu, are Podojdiyllam emodi, and ne reports that on the
Rupi Range the plant is called Bankukri, gulkukri, while in the Seor^’
Range it is Guldkra. Both the Deputy Conservator of Forests, Kullu,
and the Deputy Conservator, Chamoa, however, forward fragmentary
specimens of the leaves and fruits of a Cucurbitaceous creeper (Zehneria
umbellata war. nepalensia), with red fruits, which of course is not Podo-
phyllum enu^. It would, therefore, appear that the roots of that creeper
possess a distinct medicinal value (since recognised by the inhabitants of
two regions so widely distinct) and probably that, like Podophyllum, it is

a purgative. As opposed to this idea, however, on microscopic examina-
tion, the roots are seen to contain a large quantity of starch, and, according
to the Rev. A. Oampbell, the Santals are said to eat the roots of Zehneria
umbellata. These roots require, therefore, more careful study, and they will

be examined hereafter and reported on, but it is worthy <n note thsU the
creeper should bear in Kullu the names Gulkukru, gulale^kukri, and
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^Idkri, while in Chamba the same plant is called Banhdkra, hankdkrd.
The singular uniformity in these names, if not the outcome of a suggestion
that the Podophyllum plant required, bore some such names, would point
to both plants having in native minds the same properties.

“ Most writers allude to the fact of the fruits ofP^ophyllnmbeing eaten,
but the Deputy Conservator of Forests in Kullu is the first person to have
recorded that the ground root is used as jalap. Hitherto it has always
been supposed that the natives of India were ignorant of the medicinal
properties of Podophyllum. Now we know that they use the plant as
a purgative, the development of trade may be simplified. It seems, how-
ever, probable that the word kdkru or kdhri which occurs in all the verna-
cular names mentioned above, means ‘ purgative ’ or ‘bile-expelling,* and
in that case the danger would have to be guarded against of sending into
trade the roots of the Cucurbitaceous plant here noticed.**

Food.—Podophyllum emodi produces handsome red fruits, which ripen
in September and October and are eaten by the Natives in most parts of
the 1 1 iim!ilaya. Europeans consider the fruit insipid.

(7. Murray.)

PCECILONEURON, Beddome ; Gen, P/., /., gSi.

Pceciloneuron indicum^ Bedd.; FL Br. Ind.y 7 ., 2^8 ; Guttifkiue.
Vern.‘~-'Kir6atht ballangi^ Kan,
References.—Beddome^ FI. Sylv.^ t. 3 ; Camblcy Man , Timb., at ; Gaaeb-

teer, Mysore iff Coorf*, /. 5 / / Ind, Forester, //., 20.

Habitat.—A large tree, found on the western slopes of the Gh 5ts,'from
South Kanara to Malabar, at altitudes between 3,0(K) and 4,000 feet.

Structure of the Wood.—-According to Beddome the timber, though
little known, is likely to be of value. It is very compact and hard, and is

employed, by the Natives of South Kanara, to make rice-pounders,

P, paucidorum, Bedd. / FI. Br. lnd.y /., 2^8.
Vem.

—

Fodungalt^ Tinnevelly.
References.—Beddome, Fl.Sylv., t.gS; Gamble, Man. Ttmb , at ; Ind.

Forester. 111., 22.

Habitot.—A large tree, abundant on banks of rivers on the hills of
South Tinnevelly and Travancorc, up to nearly 4,000 feet.

Structure of the Wood.—The timber is hard, reddish, and, according
to Beddome, valuable. It is used by the Natives for building, for making
walking-sticks, and for other purposes.

POGOSTEMON, Desf. ; Gen. //., PL, ii^g.

Pogostemon parviflorus, Benth. ; FL Br. Ind., IV., 632 ; Labiatji.
Syn-—p. PUBESCENS, Benth. ; P. PRUTESCENS, Grah. ; P. PURPURICAULIS,

Data.; P. iNTERUBDiu.s, Wall.
Vem.— Phdnfila, pdngla, phdng. Bomb.
References.— GraAam, Cat. Bomb. PI., I4g; Dalu. & Gibs., Bomb. FI.,

207 : Dymack, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 609, 888.
Hal^tat.—A small bush found on the sub-Tropical Himalaya from

Kumaon to Bhotan, between the altitudes of 500 and 4,000 feet ; also in

Assam, the Kh^sia mountains, Sylhet, Chittagong, Tenassenm, and
Western India from the Konkan to the Anamallays.

Medicine.—Dymock writes, “The whole plant has a strong black-
currant odour, . ., the fresh leaves have a slightly pungent taste, and
w'hen bruised are applied as a cataplasm in order to clean wounds and
promote healthy granulation. The roots are reputed to be a remedy for

the bite of the Phursa snake (Echis carinata) ; they are directed to be
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The Patchouli Oil. (7 - Murray.)
POGOSTEMON
Patchouli.

chewed, but as this plant, like other labiates, has simply stimulant proper-

ties, it is probable that peppermint would be just as efficient. The bite of

the Phursa, though very dangerous, is by no means always fatal ” {Mat.

Med. W. Ind.).

Food.—The leaves were eaten in Khindesh District during the famine

of 1877-78.

Pogostemon Patchouli, Pellet.; Fl. Br. Ind., IV., 633; Wight,

Patchouli. [ Ic., t. 1440.

MEDICINE.

FOOD.
Leavai.

XO23
ZO24

Syn.— P. Hbyneanus, Benth.

;

? Origanum indicum, Roth.

Var. 8uavis=p. suAvis, Tcnore; P. Patchouli, Hook., Kew Journ.
Bot., /., 32S, t. It, exel. ayn. putcha pat.

Vem.—Peholi, bachdli. Hind.; Pachdpdt, Beno. ; Panel, Sind; Pateha,
batchpan, malt. Mar.; Pachpanadi, Guz.; Poko nilam, bar kalif,

Malay. ; Gang-kolang-hola, Sing.
References.— En. Ceyl. PL, 23g ; Dale. & Gibs , Bomb. Fl., 20fj,

App., 66 ; Graham, Cat, Bomb. PI,, 149 ; Rheede, Hort. Mai., X., 77 /

Hooker, Him. Journals, II., 3i4 ; Pharm. Ind., 169; Moodcen Sheriff,
Supp. Pharm. Ind,, 201, Sakharam Arjun, Cat. Bomb. Drugs, io3 ;
Year Book Pharm., iftjg, 46^; Trans., Med. & Phys. Soc., Bomb. {Nem
Series), III., 149 ; Drury, u, PI. Ind., 349; Useful PI. Bomb. (XXV.,
Bomb. Gaz.), 224 ; Ptesse. Perfumery, 57, 174— 17SS Kero Bulletin, 18^8,

71—74, i33 f Kew Off. Guide to the Mus. of he. Bot,, 104; Kew Off. Guide
to Bot. Gardens & Arboretum, 73 ; Gazetteer —^Mysore Coarg, I.,

69, Agri.-Horti. Soc., Ind., Jour. (New Series), VIII., 283 ; Tropical
Agriculturist, I., ^3; II., Wi ; Ind, Agriculturist., May Sth, t888.

Habitat.— P. Patchouli, var. proper, is said to be found wild and culti-

vated in Western India from Bombay southwards and in Cej Ion. '1 he
Patchouli plant of commerce is, however, var. suavis, which, according to
Professor Oliver, is probably not indigenous in any part of India. The
same authority is of opinion that this variety may ultimately prove to have
originated in China. This opinion is supported by Mr. Wray, Ciuator of
the Government Museum, who, in a recent paper on the subject (Agri.^
Horti. Soc., Ind., Jour. (NevoSeries), 17//., 283), states that the plant is

doubtfully wild in the Malay Peninsula. “There appears to beno evi-
dence,” he i^rites, “that it has been met with in the jungle, except in

places where it could be clearly traced to some old cultivation. It is

grown and much esteemed by the aboriginal tribes of Perak and Pallang,
and this should be borne in mind when cases of its being found in out-of-
the-way places are brought forward in support of its l^ing a native of
the Peninsula.” It is abundantly cultivated in the Straits Settlements,
Perak, and other parts of the Malay Peninsula, and is grown as a garden
plant in several localities in India.

Oil & Perfume.—The plant is grown entirely for its value as a per-
fume-yielder. A full description of the method of cultivation, curing, and
preparation is given by Mr. Wray in the paper above quoted, to which the
reader may be referred for particulars. Shortly, it may be said that in the
Straits Settlements the cultivation is carried on almost exclusively by China-
men, each man cultivating a patch of only from a half to one acre. The
land is trenched, the plants are put in rows, two feet apart, during the wet
season, and are very carefully shaded until thoroughly rooted. After six

months the first crop is obtained, two others arc secured at intervals of six

months, after which the plants are dug up, and the land rc-trenched and
manured.

The plants are gathered by cutting down all except one stalk, and are
cured by being placed in the sun during the day and put under cover at
night. When thoroughly dry it is done up into bales, and sold, either to

OIL ft
PERFUME.
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the dealers or to distillers. Adulteration is said to be freely practised by
the former, either with the leaves of ruku (Ocimmn Basilicunv Linn.,
var. pilosum), or with those of perpulut (Urena lobata).

'i'he volatile oil of Patchouli is prepared by passing steam through
the leaves in a large copper cylinder and condensing the distillate. One
pikul (i33|Ib) of the raw material yields from 24 to 30 ounces of the oil,

and if free from the he-ivier stalks, about double that amount. Mr. Wray
states that the oil may be of tw’o kinds, one sage-green, the other golden-
brown, each of which possesses certain peculiar chemical and physical
properties, but both are of equal value commercially.

Patchouli oil is very largely employed in European perfume^. Its

odour is said to be the most powerful of any volatile oil ; accordingly, a
very small amount suffices to impart a powerful and permanent odour to

a large quantity of essence. Its introduction into the European market is

said to have been due to the Lyons* shawl manufacturers, who, finding that
the Indian shawls were always strongly scented with the perfume, import-
ed the oil from the East to scent goods of their own manufacture. The
dried LEAVi-s are also extensively employed for scenting linen and other

clothes in the same way as lavender, and are said to be a very efficacious

preventative against the attacks of insects, hence, probably, the use of the
material to scent Indian shawls.

In i8s8, selected leaves were valued in the Ixmdon market at from grf.

to 15, 3d. the pound, the flowering tops at 4d to is. per lb, and the pure
OIL at 25 , ()d. to 35 gd. per oz A letter from a Mincing Lane importer pub-
lished in the Kevi Bulletin^ t888^ states that at that time the demand was
good, and that 50 to 100 bales would sell if of ^ood quality. There would
appear to be no doubt that the demand certainly did exceed the supply
at that time, and possibly does so still, chiefly owing to the fact that the
steamers plying between Europe and the Straits refused to accept consign-
ments of patchouli on account of the danger of the oil communicating its

powerful odour to other goods.

The abo^e rather lengthy remarks on this oil, not of strictly Indian
origin, have been called for by the fact that it has been frequently suggest-
ed that it should be cultivcated on an extensive scale in this countr3\
Commcicial demand m Europe, the large profit derivable from its culti-

vation, and the fairly large market existing in India, all point to the possi-

bility of success. There appears to be no reason why it should not do well

in many localities, though the commercial variety does not occur w'ild in

aiu part of the country. The species var. proper, as already stated, is tru-

ly wild, but little of a definite nature is known regarding its perfume-yield-
ing powers. Lisboa states that the P. Patchouli of Dalzell & Gibs.,
{Bomb, hi , a^ldend. 66

>, which is var. proper, is employed for similar pur-
poses to the patchouli of commerce in Bombay, and in the Transactions of
the Med. and Bhys Soc. Bombav, it is remarked that it is similarly used in

Sind. Whether it or imported leaves furnished the material for scenting
Kashmir shawls, is doubtful, and the subject seems to be one worthy of
attention. The roots of a plant w'ith a distinct odour of the oil are occa-
sionally shipped to Europe from Bombay, and may be derived from the
same plant.

A doubtful species of Plectranthus (Plectranthus Patchouli, Clarke),

which occurs in Assam and Khasia, is said to have the characteristic odour
of the volatile oil, and may prove to be of commercial importance. The
material hitherto collected, how'ever, has not been sufficient to render it

possible to determine accurately its genus even, and the point is one which
calls for further enquiry.
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Articles used as Poisons. Murray*)

Medicine.—The plant is included in the secondary list of the Pharma-
copoeia of India, where, however, it is only stated that it is not highly
valued as a medicine. The writer can find no mention of its therapeutic
properties.

Special Opinion.—

$

“TheiiRiED tops are mixed with the ingredients
from which country-spirit is distilled in order to give to it an agreeable
flavour” {Surgeon A, C. Mukerji, Noakhally),

POINCIANA, Linn, ; Gen. PI., I., j6q.
Poinciana elata, Ltnn. ; Pi. Br. Ind., II., 260

,

Leguminosa.
Syn.— C.1iiiAI.PlNIA PLATA, SwartM.
Vem.— Vdyni, Romb.; SfinkiLs'dra, Mar.; Padenarayan, Tam.; C/iHi-

k» swarum, rhilikeswarapu, sunkeswaram, sunkesioar, Thl. ; Niranf^i,
sunkanthe mara, Kan.

References. Prodr.. II.. 484; Poxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.Ii.C., ;

Brnniii . For. FI.. 1S7 ; Beddome. FI. Sylv.,t. 178 ; Gamble. Man. Timb..

124 f hllint. FI. Andhr.. 48. 170 ; Lu^boa. U. PI. Bomb.. 62. 3g2 ; Gnerf-
terr - Mysore de Coorfr. $9 : ^^^d. Forester, JX. . 3^7 : XU., App., 77 ,

lio’twell, Man. Nellore, 97, 100, 121.

Habitat. —An erect tree found truly wild in the forests of South India,

cul 1 1\ .lied el sewhere.
Structure ofthe Wood.—Yellow, close, and even-grained, easily w'orked,

gi\es a smooth surface, warps slightly but does not crack; w'cight.when
seasoned, Irom 45 to 471b per cubic foot. It is W'cll suited for cabinet work
{Beddome . Gamble).

Domestic. - I hc leaves and tw'igs are said to l)e employed in Madras
.ns a manure.

P. pulcherrima, Linn.

;

see Caesalpinia pulcherrima, SwartB ; Vol: 11 ., 10.

P. reg^ia, Bojer. ; Fl. Br. Ind., //., 260.

Vem.— Gulmohr, Mar.
References.—Kurg. For. Fl. Burrn.. /., 404; Beddome, For. Man., gr

;

Gamble, Man. fimb.. t24, Mason, Burma Its People, 412 ,
Dymork,

Wardfn 6^ Hooper, Pharmaeon , Ind., I., S4g , I.idioa, V. PI. Bomb.,
ft? ; Birdwood. Bomb. Prod., 2^)6 ; Baden Powell, Ph. Prod., .Spo ; Mysore
Gametteer, I., 59 ; Ind. Forester, /., 154 ; X., 304.

Habitat.— A native of Madagascar, which was introduced into India
within the last 70 years, and is now to be found planted almost all over the
count ry.

Gum.—This tree yields a gum plentifully, which has been examined
and described by the authors of the Pharmacographia Indica as follows :

—
Irregular, granular or warty tears of a yellowish or reddish-brown colour,

soluble in water, forming a thick opalescent mucilage The solution is

gelatinized by basic acetate of lead and ferric chloride, but not by the
neutral acetate, nor by borax, Fehling’s solution is slightly reduced
I'he gum contains a large quantity of oxalate of lime. The surface of
some of the tears is of an opaque yellow colour ; this portion consists large-
ly of beautiful sphajro-crystals of oxalate of lime, closely resembling in

formation the sphaero-crystals of inulin. On moistening this gum with
water a cloud of small crystals often separates, and the sphajro-crystals

attempt to arrange themselves into bundles of acicular crystals.”

Structure of me Wood.—White, light, soft, and loose-grained, takes a
fine polish {Kurz),

POISONS.
Poisons, Articles used as,

—

Many articles are frequently employed in India as poisons, either cri-

minally, with the object of destroying the lives of human beings and cattle,

POISONS.

MEDICINE.
Plant
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Articles nsed as Poisons.

or for the purpose of intoxicating or killing fish, to secure them as articles
of food. The utili^tion of the various poisonous products for these objects
will be found detailed in the article on each in its respective position in this
work. It is, therefore, only necessary, here, to give a list of the articles
which fall under this designation.

For this purpose, poisons may be conveniently classified into I., those
which may be inadvertently eaten by, or criminally administered to,
human beings and cattle; and II., poisons, employeci to intoxicate or kill
fish. Each of these classes may be again sub-divided into A. Vegetable,
B. Mineral.

References.—5'^^war^, Ph. PL, g6 ; Lisboa, U, PL Bomb., 264; O'Shaugh-
nessy, Bengal Dispens., 718,

I.—Poison to Men and Cattle.

A.—Vegetable.

Aconitum ferox, Wall: Ranunculacea.
A. Napellus, Lxnn.
A. palmatum, Don.
Actaea spicata, Linn.: Ranunculace.£.
Ammania baccifera, Linn.: Lythrace.s?.
Anamirta Cocculus, W. ^ A : Mentspermace/e.
Andrac^e cordifolia, MuelL Arg : Euphorbiacea.
Andropogon sp, y possibly A. scandens, Roxb.; Graminbjb.
Arisaema curvatum, Kunth.: Aroideje.
A. speciosum, Mart.
Atropa Belladonna, Linn., Solanace^s.
Avena fatua, Z.r»n.; Gramineje.
Baliospermum axillare, Blume: £uphorbiace.£.
B. montanum, Muell. Arg.
Buxus sempervirens, Linn.: Euphorbiacea.
Calotropis procera, R. Br.: Ascl£Piade.«.
Caltha palustris, Linn,: Ra>unculacea.
Cannabis sativa, Linn.: Urt]Cace.£.
Casearia graveoiens, Dalz.: Samydacb.£.
Cerbera Odollam, Ga:rtn.: Apocynaceje.
Chrozophora plicata, A. Juss.: FI. Br. Ind., V„ 4og ; Euphorbiacejb.

The whole plant has acrid poisonous properties.

Coriaria nepalensis, Wall: Coriare.s.
Crinum asiaticum, Linn.: var. toxicarum, Herbert

:

Amaryllioeje.
Crocus sativus, Linn. 2 1ride.£.

Croton Tiglium, Linn.: Euphorbiacb/e.
Daphne oleoides, Schreb.: Tiiymeljbace.£.
Datura fastuosa, Linn.

:

SoLANACEiG.
D. Stramonium, Linn.
Dioscorea ? deltoidea. Wall.: Dioscoreacea.
Diospyros montana, Roxb.: Ebenacea.
Elaodendron glaucnm, Pers.-, Cflastrinea.
Euphorbia Timcalli, Linn.: Euphorbiacea.
Excmcaria Agalloc^ Linn.: Euphorbiacea.
Flueggea microcana, Blume {FI. Br. Ind., V., 32S): Euphorbiacea.

The bark is said to be poisonous.

Gloriosa snperba, Linn.

:

Liliacea (doubtfully poisonous).
Hura crepitans, Linn.: Euphorbiacea.
Hyoscjamns niger, Linn ; Solanacea.
Jatrof^ Curas, .-Euphorbiacea.
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Irtropha mnltifida, Linn. (FI Br. bid.. V.. is cultivated, and natu-

rali^ in India. The seeds are a powerful acrid poison, similar to CATTUL

those of the preceding. VegeUUs.
Kalanchoe spathulato, DC.: Crassulaceje.

Lactuca tataricai C. A. Meyer.

;

Compositje.

Lagenaria vulgaris, Seringes Cucarbitaceae.

Lasiosiphon criocephalus, Dene, i Thymelaeace^.
Lathyrus sativus, Linn.; Laguminos.®.

nicotiansfolia, Peytie. : Campanulace®.
Manihot utilissima, Pohl.; Euphorbiacr®.
Meconopsii aculeata, Royle; Papaverace®. e ’j .

MelUotus alba, Lamk. (FI. Br. Ind., //., 89); Leouminos®. Said to

produce ooisonous symptoms in cattle, which browse it.

Neriumodornm, Soland.; Apocynace®.
Papaver soniniferum, Ltfin.: Papaverace®.

Paspalum scrobiculatum, Linn.: Gramine®.
. « .

Phoenix sylvestris, Roxb. ; Palm® (fruit said to beloccasionally poisonous).

Physochlaina praealta, Hook.f. ; Solanace®.
Phytolacca uanoaa., Roxb.

:

Phytolaccace®.

Plumbago rosea, Ltnn* : Plumbagine®.
P. zeylanica, Ltnn*
Ranunculus arvensis, Linn.: Ranunculace®.
Rauwolfia serpentina, Benth,: Apocynace®.
Rhododendron arboreum, Sm.; Erjcace®.

R. campanulatum, Don.

Ricinus communis, Linn.} Ruphorbiace®.

Sapium insigne, Bcnih. : Eupiforbiacf®.

Semecarpus Anacardium, Lum. ; Anacardiace®.

Sophota mollis, Crah* ; var. hydospis; Leguminos®.
Sorghum halepensc, Pers.: Graviinb®.

Strychnos colubrina, Linn.: Loganiace®.

S. Nsx-vomica, Linn*

Taxus baccata, Linn.: Conifer®.
Thevetia neriifolia, DC.: Apocynace®.
Trianthema pentandra, Linn.: Ficoidk®.
Trigonella Foenum-gracum, Ltnn*: Leouminos®.
T. polycerata, Lmn.
Tylophora fasciculata, Ham.: Asclepiade®.
Withania somnifera, Dunal.: Solanace®.

The above list comprises most of the plants, parts of which are poison-

ous when eaten, or most commonly cause deleterious effects when browsed

for fodder by cattle, sheep, goats, or camels.

B.—Mineral. Mineral.

Acids.—The strong mineral acids are not infrequently used criminally
j

104*

for poisoning.

Antimony.

—

The tartrate of antimony and potash, or tartar emetic,

is occasionally employed criminally.

Arsenic.

—

The white arsenic of the bazdrs is perhaps the drug most

commonly resorted to in India for criminal poisoning.

Copper. The salts are occasionally employed.
Lead.

—

White lead (carbonate) being mu'-h used in the arts, and
readily obtainable in the bazars, is cKTcasionally used for poisoning.

Mercury,—

T

he crude m xture of chlorides of this metal, which con-

tains both mercuric and mercurous salts, and is easily obtainable in the

baz&i's, is considerably used for criminal purposes.
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II.—Poisons used for intoadcatins^ or kUlin^ fish.

A short list of the more important 6sh poisons is given in Volume
111., '^66 ; but as several others are worthy of notice, and as more than one
printer’s error unfortunately occurs in the former list, a more complete
enumeration may be given in this place.

A.—Vbgbtablb.
Albizsia procerai Benth.; Lbouminosa. The bark pounded and thrown

into water stupiBes Bsh.

Anagalis arvensis, Linn^t'W. coerulea ; Primulacba.
Anamirta Cocculus, W, & A.: Mbnispekmacsa.
Balanites Roxburghii, Planch.

;

SiMURABEie.
Barringtonia acutangula, Garin, j Myktack.^:.
Bassia latifolia, Roxb.; SAPOT^cB.fi:.

Casearia g^veolens, Dais.: Samydace^.
C. tomentosa, Roxb.
Eremostachys Vici^t Benth : LABrAT>B.
Euphorbia Tirucalli, Linn.: Euphokbiack^b.
Flueggea microcarpa, Blunte

:

Euphokbiac'i<

«

Gnetum scandens, Roxb.: Gnbtace^. Leaves used to poison lish in

the K(jnkan
Gynocardia odorata, R. Br. ; BixiNEiS.
Hydnocarpus venenata, Gatin.; Bixine.c.
H. Wightiana, Bl
Lasiosiphon eriocephalus, Dene.; Tuymblack as.

Maesa indica, Wnll.; Myrsjneab
Muodulea suberosa, Benth ; Lbguminos.^.
Ongeinia dalbergioides, Benth.; Lkocn iNos.e.
Randia dumetonim, Lamk.\ Kubiace^
Sapindus trifoliatus, Linn.\ Sapjndack/b.
Strychnos Nux-vomica, Linn. ; LouANiACEiB.
Walsura piscidia, Roxb. ; M rliac£.s
Zanthoxylnm alatum, Roxb.; Rutaceje

[riDF/E ; Vo). II., 370.
Polanisia icosandra, w. see Cleom* viscosa, L:nn. ; Cappa-

X043 POLIANTHES, Linn , Gtn. Pi. HI.. 7^;.

The name of this genus is sometimes wntten by ini'.t.ike Polyanthus or

Polyanthes. It IS, howevAr, evidently derived from 9roXiO^, uiiito ur gli'^ten-

ing, and avdo;, a flower, not from a city, nor from many, as

some authors try to make out. {Gen. Pi.)

Polianthes tuberosa, Z/nn. / Amaryllidea.
Vem.

—

iiuBhabbo. pulcheri, gulshabbd. Hind.; Rajantgandha, runjuni,
Beng. i Gul shabbo. Ps ; Gulchiri. BouB. ; Nila sampenga, viru
sampertga, Trl.; Hnendfen, Burn.; Raianigandha, Sans.

References --Roxb.. FI. Ind., Ed C.B.C.. 295 ; Stewart, Pb. PI , 2.15 ;
Eiliot, FI. Andhr., i3i. 192 ; Mason. Burma & Its People. 429,814;
Ainslte. Mat. Med., II., 481 ; U. C. Dutt. Mat. Med. Hind., 3iS ;

Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Jnd., 2nd Ed., 8j2 ; Murray, PI. & Drugs,
Stnd, 23 ; Piesse, Perfumery, 2 i3 ; Settlement Report, C. P .,

Chanda, 83 : GoMetteers ‘Mysore & Coorg, L, 67 , Bomb., VJI,, 40

;

N.-W. P.,1.,8s.
.r a ,

Habitat.—A native of Mexico or South America, cultivated in gardens
in India, Ceylon, and Java. It is much prized for the fragrance of its

flowers.
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The Indian Fir or Mast Tree. (3^. Murray,

\

POLYALTHIA
longifolia.

Oil & Perfume.—Attar of Tuberose is obtained from the flowers
this plant. One of the most exquisite of perfumes is obtained from the

flowers by enfleurage, that is, by extracting the odorous principle with oily

matter. From the ^matum thus manufactured, an extract is prepared
with rectified spirit. The essence, like that of jasmine, is exceedingly vola-

tile, and, consequently, is nut used alone. The best fixing ingredients with

which to mix it are tincture of storax or extract of Vcanilla (Ptesse).

Medicine.—Ainslie mentions that the plant was shown to him, by
Natives, as medicinal, but he had reason to doubt the assertion Dymock
states that it is considered to be hot, dry, diuretic, and emetic. The bulbs,
after being dried and powdered, are uslw as a remedy for gonorrhoea. In

the Konkan, when rubWd up with turmeric and butter, they are applied to

remove wattya, small red pimples which often trouble new-born children.

They are also rubbed into a paste with the juice of Durva grass (Cynodon
dactylon), and applied to buboes (Mni. Med, W, Ind.),

Pollard, see Coppice, Vol. 11., 520; also Hedges & Fences ; Vol. IV, 206.

OIL ft

PEKFUME.

Flowers.

1045

MEDICINE.
Plant.

1046
Bulbs.

1047

POLYALTHIA, BUme.i Gen. PL, I., 2S.

[ Anonacba.
Polyalthia cerasoides, Benth. & Hook. f. ; FI. Br. Ind., I., 63;

Syn.—UvARIA CSKASOIDRS, Roxh, ,* GUAITEKIA CERASODES, Dun.
Vem.—Kudumit Hind.; Panjon, Santal; Hunt, vubbinat Bums.; Hum,

Mar.; NakuUi, mAlili, Tam. ; Chilka dudugA,chitta dudaga, dudduka,
Tel.; San hee&are, vubbinat Kan.

References.

—

Roxb.,Fl, Ind., Ed, C.B C,, 456: Brandis, For, II,, 5/
Kuru, For. FL* Burm., /., SR ; Beddomr, FI. Svlv., t. i ; Gamble, Man.

. Ttmb,, g : DoIm. & Gtb^., Bomb FI., 3; Elliot, Ft, Andhr., 43, 47; Rev.
A. Campbell, Rept Eton PI., Chutia Nagpur, No. g46i ; Drury, V. PI.,

341 ; Ltsboa, U. PI. Bomb , J ; Birdroond, Bomb, Pr„ 32,1; Gauetieers :

—

Mysore Cff Coorg, 57 ; Bombay, XV., Pt. /., 74 ; Settle. Rept., Upper
Godavery, 37 : Ind. Forester, III., 200; Agri, Horti. Sttc, India, Trans.,
VII., 49.

Habitat.-—A large evergreen tree, found in dry forests on eastern expo-
sures from Behar to Travancore.

Structure of the Wood —Olive-grey, moderately hard, close-grained,

weight 52lb per cubic foot {Gamble). According to Beddome it is, in the
Central Provinces and Bombay, much u.sed in carpenlery and for miking
masts and small spars for boats. He rem.arUs tnat, notwithstanding the
abundance of the tree in dry forests near the foot of all the mountains
on the western side of the Madras Presidency, in the Salem forests, the
Nullay Muliays, Mysore, Orissa, and the Godavery forests,—the timber
is apparemly but little known in Madras.

P. COfTeoideS, Benth. ^ Hook. f. ; FI. Br. Ind., /., 62.

S3rn.~GuATiERiA COFFEOIDES, Thwaites.

Htdtrtaces.-^Beddome, Ic. PL Ind , t. 5J/ Thwaites, Enum. PI Cey., 10 ;
Gamble, Man Timb , ft.

Habitat.—A spreading tree found in the forests of the Wynaad and
Ceylon.

Fibre. -The bark is said to be made into ropes on the Western Ghats.

P. longifolia, Bth, & Hook, f.; FI. Br, Ind,, I,, 62 ; Wight, Ic., /. /.

The Indian Fir, or Mast tree.
Syn—Gl'atteria longifolia, IFa// ; Uvaria longifolia, Lam,
Vem.— debdari, divadaru, divaddr. Hind.; Divaddru, divaddr,

Brng.; Uriya; As6k, asoka, asdb^a, devadaru, dsopdlav,
dsubdl, Bomb. ; Ashopalo, Guz. ; Assothi, Tam. ; Asokd, devadaru,
asdkam, Tbl.j Atoka, putrajiva, Kan. ; Marailtepe, Sing.

1048

TIMBER.

. 1049

XO5O

FIBRE.
Bark.
ZO5Z
1052
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POLYCARP/EA
corymbosa.

The Indian Fir or Mast Tree.

FIBRE.

nark.

1053
MEDICINE.

1054
FOOD
Fruit

1055

TIMBER.
1056

DOMESTIC

Leaves.

1057

Referencea.--^-!>jrA., Bl. Ind., Ed. C.B.C.^aSS; Brandis, For. FI., 4/
Beddome^ FI. Sylv., t. 3S ; Gamble, Man. Timb., 8; Tkwaites, En.
Ceylon PI., 10 1 Dala. & Gibs., Bomb. FI. SuPpl., 2; Elliot, FU
Andhr., 17; Sir W. Jones, Treat., PI. Ind. V., /^/ Luboa, U.Pl.
Bomb., 2,399; Gazetteers:—Mysore & Coorg, I., 57 f Bombay, V,, 23,

360 ; Vll., ^2, 43 : Orissa, IJ., 68^ 179 ; fnd. Forester, IV., 389 ; X., 31 ;

Agti.^Hortx. Soc. India, Trans., VII., 49 ; Journals {Old Senes). IV,,
Sel., 246, i68 ; VII., Jia ; IX., 40I.

Habitat.—A large, erect, evergreen glabrous tree, wild in the drier parts

of Ceylon and Tanjore ; cultivate throughout the hotter parts of India.

It is commonly planted in avenues along roads in Bengal and South
India.

Fibre.— Dr. Q. Watt writes, “A ^ood bast fibre was shown me by
Babu T. N. Mukharji, which was said to have been 'prepared from the

inner bark of this tree, and was sent to the Amsterdam Exhibition.”

Medicine. -Hunter states that “it” (he does not mention what part

of the tree) “ is used as a febrifugj in the Balasor District of Orissa.”
Food.—The tree flowers in February, and during the rains ripens its

FRUIT, which IS ovoid or oblong, one-seeded, and purple. It is a favourite

food of birds, and is said to be eaten during times of scarcity.

Structure of the Wood. —White or whitish-yellow, light and very flexible,

tolerably close and even-grained ; weight when seasoned 37lb, when un-

seasoned 4 \. to 481b, per cubic foot {Beddome). It is used for making drum
cylinders in Southern India, and, according to the Rev. J. Long, is employed
in Hcng.al for making pencils and boxes, and, in China, for matches. Dr.

Watt remarks, “It might be found suitable for tea-boxes, as also the

wo<k1 of P. simiarum, Bth. & Hook. /., a large tree of Eastern Bengal
and Burma, and P. Jenkitisii, Bth. & Hook. /., which is found in

Assam and Sylhet.

Domestic 8t Sacred.—The tree, owing to its handsome appearance

and shade-giving powers, is much esteemed for avenue-making It bears

a semi-sacred character, as certain of the vernacular names imply. The
LEAVES, strung into wTeaths, are in Baroda hung up to adorn doors, on
Hindu festive occasions, and in Southern India generally, according to

Lisboa, they are employed in marriage ceremonies for covering mdndvds.

1058

TIMBER.

1059

Polyalthia subcrosa, 6* Hook./.
; Fl. Br, Ind., /., 6s,

Syn.

—

UVAKIA SUBEROSA, Roxb.; GUATTBRIA SUBEROSA, DC.
Vem.—Bara chali, Bilhq. i Sandt omcf, Kol.; Bandorkola, Ass\M ; Chi*

laka diduga, Irl.
References.

—

Roxb., Ft. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 4S6 ; Brandis, For. Fl.,S ; Rurz,
For. Fl. Burm , /., S8 ; Beddome, Ic. PI., Ind. Or., t. 5^ ; Gamble, Man.
Ttmb., 9: hlltot, Fl. Andhr., 33 ; For. Ad. Rep., Ch, Nagpur, iSSs, 28

;

Ind. Forester, III., 20o ; Agri.~llortt. Soc. Ind., Trans., VII., 49.

Habitat.—A small tree or shrub, with corky bark, met with in the
forests of Bengal, South-Western India, Tenasserim, and Ceylon.

Structure of the Wood.—Hard, close-grained, tough, and durable ;

weight, according to Brandis^ 4oIb, and Kyd, 451b, per cubic foot ; structure

similar to that of P. cerasoides. It is employed for similar purposes to

the wood of that species.

1060

POLYCARP./EA, Lam. ; Gen. PL, 154.

[ A., •;i2 ; Caryophylleje.

Polycarpaea corymbosa, Lamk.; li. Br. ind, /., 24$ : ic.

Syn.^p, SPADICEA, Lamk. ; P. DBNSIPLORA, Wall. ; P. INDICA, Lamk.;;
Paronychi.\ subulata, Lamk. ; Achyranthes corymbos.\, Linn.
CbLOSIA corymbosa, Willd.; MoLLIA SPADICEA & CORYMBOSA*
WiUd. i Lahaya SPADICEA corymbosa, SchuU.
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The Milkworts. {f, Murray.)
POLYGALA

crotalarioides.

Vem.—yawAtf nanjour, Santal ; Ntlai sedachi, Tam. j Bontma sart^

rajumot Tel.
Rtftrences.-^Roxb

, FL Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 229; Burm., Zeyl.» t. 6$,/. 2;
Rev. A. Campbell, Kcon. PI., Chutia Nagpur, No. SjSb ; Sir W. Elliot,

FI, Andhr.% SO ; Murray, PL & Drugs, Sind, 95 ; Dymock, Warden
& Hooper, Pharmacog . Ind,, /., ts8 ; Atkinson, Him, Dist,, 3o6 ;
Gazetteers:—Bombay, V., 2j ; N.^W. P., I., 79; IV., Ixviii.

Habitat.—An annual or perennial herb, found in many parts of India,
from the Western Himalaya, >\hore it ascends to 7,000 feet, and Burma
to Central and North-Western India, Sind, Southern India, and Ceylon.

M^cine.—The authors of the PUarmacographia Jndtca state that the
HRRB is ** administered in Pudukota, both externally and internally, as a
remedy for the bites of venomous reptiles.” They believe that it may
possibly contain a little saponin, but did not consider it of sufficient import-
ance to be worthy of examination.

POLYGALA, Linn, ; Gen, PL, /., /j6 .

Polygala chinensis, Linn.t Fl, Br, Ind,, I,, 204; PoLYCALEiE.
The Common Indian Milkwort.
Syn.—p. ARVENsis, Willd.; ^ P. prostrata, irz/W. ; P. Rothiana,

W. & A.; P. TRANQUEBARICA, Mart.; P. GLAUCOIDBS, Wight; P.
GRANOI FLORA, //^. Wight.; P. BRACHYSTACHYA, DC. (not of Blunie),

Var.—a, triflora, Linn, (sp.)

;

P. mui.tibractkata. Wall.; P. ramosa,
Hb. Wight; P. Kleinii, Hassk.; /3. brachystachya, Blume Bijd.

(sp.t not of DC.). The latter variety, accordinji to the Fl. Br. Ind,, is,

perhaps, a distinct species.

Vem.—MerddA, Hind.; Caighura, Santal; Nigli, Mar.
References.— p'l. Ind., Kd. C.B.C , $3; ; Thwaites, Rn. Ceylon Tl.%

400; Dale. & Gibs., Bomb. Fl,, t2$ Rev. A, Campbell, Kept., Ec, PI.,
Chutia Nagpur, No, 7592; Dymock, Warden Ff Hooper, Pharmacog.
Ind., I., /55; Atkinson, Him, Di\f., 30$; Gaeetteers .—Mysore &
Coorg. /., 57 ; bomb., XV., 427 ; N.-W. P. I,, 79 ; IV., Ixviii, ; Agri.^
Horti, Sac., Ind., Trans,, VII., 79 ; journals (Old Series^, IV., 205.

Habitat.—A very variable, usually procumbent, leafy, stout herb, found
throughout India, from the Panjdb to i3urma. South India, and Ceylon.

Medicine.—-'I'he authors of the PHarmacographia indtea stiate that this
^ecies is not used medicinally, but the Rev. A. Campbell writes that in
Chutia Nagpur the root is given medicinally in cases of fever and dizziness

Food.—In the Kaladgi District and other localities in Bombay the
young LEAVES are always more or less used as an article of food, and are
frwly employed in times of scpcily. They are eaten with salt, chillies, and
other condiments, and are said to be pleasant in flavour and perfectly
wholesome (Lisboa)

.

P. crotalarioides, Ham. ; It. Br, Ind,, /., 201,
Vem.—Lil kathi, Sxntali.
Rrfwencw.— A. Campbell, Rept. Econ. PL Chutia Nagpur, No,
8^4 ; Pharm. Ind., 29 ; G*Shaughnessy, Beng. Dhpens., 211 ; Dymock,
Warden & Hooper, Pharmacog. Ind., /., 134; Drury, U. PL Ind.,
3^; Atkinson, Him. Dtst.(X. N.’W. P. Gas.), 3os ; Royle, III. Him.
Hot,, 19.

Habitat.—An erect herb, found on the Temperafe Himalaya from
Sikkim, between 4,000 and 7,000 feet, also on the Kiiasia Hills.

Mediae.—The entire plant and root have a reputation as remedies
for cough and pulmonary catarrh. Royle states that the plant was sent
to nini with the information that the root was employed as a cure for
snake-bite by the hill-people of the Himalaya. This fact, though not
corroborated by other writers, is of interest, since P. senega is similarly
used in South America.

^
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POLYGONATUM
verticillatum.

Senega or Seneka ; Solomon's Seal.

ZO67

MEDICINE.

zo63

Polygala Senega, Linn, / BentL Trim., Med. PL, /. 2g.
Senega, or Seneka.

This species, which is the one most commonly used medicinally, is officinal

in all Pharmacopoeia. It is not a native of, nor is it cultivated m. India,
and as its properties are well known, it need not be discussed in this work.
‘1 he remark may, however, be made that certain of the Indian species may

g
rove efficien substitutes for the imported drug. This woulcf appear to
e the moret probable from the fact that analyses of P. chinensis, P. cro-

talarioides, and P. telphoides, by the authors of the Pharmacographia
Indica, have proved them, like Senega, to owe their medicinal properties
to the presence of a substance closely related to, if not identical with,
Saponin.

1069

MEDICINE.
1070

P. telephioidesi Willd. ; FI. Br. Ind., /., 205.
Syn.— P. SBKPYLLIFOLIA, Poir. ; P. BUXIFORMIS, Hassk.
References.<-^ox6 ., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., %3 t ; Drury, U. PI. Ind.,

352 ; Pharm. Inti., 2Q ; Dvmock, Warden & Hnoper, Phamacog. Ind.,
Lh rSS ! (tnaetieer, N.~W, P., /., jg ; Agri.-Horit. Soc. Ind., Trans.,
VII.. 79.

Habitat—Met with in the Karnalic, Travancore, and Ceylon.
Medicine. — This species, like P. crotalahoides, is used medicinally in

catarrhal alTections. Both species occupy a place in the secondary list of

the Indian Pharmacopaiia, where tl.ey aie recommended as worthy of

further attention.

1071

MEDICINE.
Bhlzomes.
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DOMESTIC.

Root

1073
1074

FOOD.
Root

1075

POLYGONATUM, Adans. ; Gen. PL, III., 76S.

Polygonatum multiflorum, All.; Baker, Linn. Soc. Jour., XIV.
Solomon s Seal. [J5J/ Liliaceje.
Syn. — CoNVALLARIA MULTIFLORA, ; C. GOVANIANA, Wall.

j

References. -^PaUs., P'l. Orient., V., sSi ; Aitchison, FI. Lahoul, Linn. Soc.

j
Jour. X.. 17^ Fl.Kuram Valley. Linn, ^or. Jour., XVlll., Ifig ; Afkin~

,
son. Him. Dist., X., 3ig; Foyle. III. Him. Bot.,38o, 382; Smith. Sc.

[

Diet., 384.

Habitat.—A perennial herb, found over the whole of Europe, also in

j

Siberia, Japan, Central Asia, Afghanistan, and the Western Tempeiate
Him.ala^a.

;

Medicine.—The rhizomes are used in Europe as a popular remedy
ft»r removing bruises, and discolouration of the skin resulting from blow’s.

The writer can find no record of its being utilised medicinally in India.

Domestic.—Aitchison informs us that the root is employed in Lahoul
instead of bj.’ip.

I p, verticillatum, All. ; Baker in Linn., Soc Jour., XIV.. ^60.
I Syn.— CONVALLAKIA VERTICILLATA, Linn. ; EVALLARIA VERTICILLATA,

Neck.

:

Campydorum verticillatum, Salisb.

;

Polygonatum lef-
TOI’HYLLUM, ; CONVALLAKIA LEFTOPHYLLA, D. Uon, ; P. JaCQUE-
MONiiANUM, Kunth.

yjtitk. Mitha diidta, rhizome^ shakdkahnisri. Hind.; rhitovne^^shakdkaL

Aigh.
References.—Botss.. Ft. Orient., V.,333; Artchison, FI. Lahoul, xn Jour.

Linn. Soc.. A'’*, luo , FI. Kuram I’allev, in Linn. Soc. Jour . XVlII., 103;

Rovlr. III. Hi'n. Bt>t., oBo, S'\2 ; Aitihiion, Notes on Products of W.
I Afghan, V.-A. Prrsut. i6i.

, .

' Habitat.— Mt t with over the whole of Europe, widely spread in Northern

i and Central Asa, also lound in the Kuram Valley (Afghanistan), and the

i
Temperate H malaya.

, , ,

I Food.—Aitchison s ales that the root is much sought after and valued

I as an article of food in the Kuram Valley. I'hey are also collected and
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The Knot-Grass. {J. Murray )

POLYGONUM
barbatum.

sent to Kabul, and are thence expc^rted, via Peshawar, to India, where
they are valued in the same way as orchis tubers, as a strength-giving

food. Royle states that the plant (he does not mention which part) is

considered poisonous by the hill-people on the Himalaya.

POLYGONUM, Linn, ; Gen. PL, III., 97-

[ POLYQONACE^
Polygonum alatum, var. nepalense; FL Br. Ind, V.,42;

Syn.—P. NEPALENSS, Meissn. ; P. GUTTULIFEKUM, Miq,
Vem.—Sat baton, Pb,

References.— Pb. PL, tSs ; Atktnson, Him. Dtst., 316.

Habitat.—An annual herb, abundant throughout the Himalaya from
Sikkim to Kashmir, between elevations of 4.000 and 10,000 feet.

Medicine.—In Kangra the leaves are employed as a local application

to swellings {Stewart).

P. aviculare, Linn. ; FL Br. Ind., V., 26.

The Knot-grass.

Syn.—P* AVICULARE, y diffusum, Meissn.

Vem.

—

Machoti, nisomali, ban-natia, endrani, bighund, hunraj. Hind.;
Machutte, Beng. ; Kesru, bandtike, Pb.; Tandulai, Pushiu; Mtromati,
nisotuali, Sans.

References. — Pb. PL, 184: Bot. Afgh. Del. Com., wsf OShaugh-
nessv, Beng. Dtsbens., 52J ; Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., ind Ed., 639;
Murrav, PI. dr Drugs, Stnd, 96 ; Jrvtne. Mat. Med,, Patna, 16 : Year-
Book Phartn., 1874,33; Atkinson, Htm. Dist., 316; Butler, Tot, &
Statts.,Oudh ^ Sultanftur, 34 { Balfour Cyclop., Ill,, 2S4f Agri.-Horti,
Sac., Panjnb, Select papers to 1862, 214.

Habitat.— Found in the North-West Himalaya from Kashmir to Kuma-
on, between 6,000 and 10,000 feet ; also in Western Tibet, between 10,000
and 12.000 feet

Dye.—According to Thunberg a blue dye, not much inferior to indigo,
IS prepared from the plant in Japan.

Medicine.— In Chamba the herb is applied externally as an anodyne
(Stewart). Honigberger states that in his time it was officinal in Kashmir.
The .SEEDS are said to be powerfully emetic and cathartic, and in Europe the
whole plant is considered vulnerary and astringent. In the Phatm. Jour.
above cited, an interesting account is given of the reputed value of the
decoction of the herb in cases of vesical calculus. A case is described in

which a dose of two tumblerfuls of the decoction is said to have been fol-

lowed by almost immediate relief.

Food & Fodder.—Mr. Duthie’s collector states that it is occasionally
employed in the Trans-Indus country, to make curry, but is generally
given as fodder to sheep and goats, for which purpose it is highly prized.

Domestic.—-A writer in the Publication of the Panjdb Agricultural and
Horticultural Society draws attention to the fact that knot-mss has been
used with success for feeding silk-worms in France, insteaa of mulberry,
and suggests that it be tried for the same purpose in the Panjdb during the
cold weather.

P, barbatum, Linn, ; FL Br. Ind
,

V., jy ; Wight, 2c., f. rygS.

Syn.— P. kivulakf. Keen.; P. Hornemanni, Meissn. f P, Marmoramae
afid KLUVIATILB, Herb Ham.

Vera.

—

Brkh-unjubam, Bfng. ; JVarrf,

P

b.; Atalari, Tam.; Konda malle,
niru ganneru, Tel. ; Velluta modela wukku, Malay.
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TOLYGONUM Tl,e Water-Pqipcr.
Hydropiper.

DYE.
Herb.

1085
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References.— 0*4., Fl. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 335; Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal.,

325; Graham, Cat., Bomb. PL, 172 ; Data. & Gibs., Btimb. Fl., 2141
Stewart, Pb. PL, 18$; Elliot, Fl. Andhr., pd, 1359 Ainslie, Mat. Ind.,
11., / ; O^Skatds^httessy, Beng. Dispens., 522, $23 ; Murray, PL & Drugs,
Stnd, g6; Irvine, Mat. Med., Patna, 15; Atkinson, Him. Dist,, 3i6;
Drury, U. PL, 352; Gaeetteers :—Mysore & Coorg, /., 65 ; Bombay,
X V., 441 i W. P.,1 V., Ixxvii.

Habitate—Common throughout the hotter parts of India, from Assam
to the Indus, and southwards to Malacca, Penang, and Ceylon.

Dye.—A blue dye, like indigo, is said to be obtained from this herb in

China and Japan.
Medicine.— The root, according to Irvine, is imported into Patna

from the North-West Provinces, and is used medicinally as an astringent

and cooling remedy. The seeds are said by Ainslie to be employed to

relieve colic in Southern India. In China, a decoction of the leaves and
STALKS is said to be used as a stimulating wash for ulcers.

Fodder.—Balfour remarks, “Cattle eat it greedily.”

Polygonum Fagopyrum. Linn. ,* see Fagopyrum esculentiim,6 KJ
>

[ Vol. III..3IO.

P. glabrum, Willd ; Ft. Br. Ind., V., 34; Wight, Ic., t. tjgg.

Syn.— F. Fkrsicaria, Wall.; F. Poiretii, Metssn.

Var. «• SCAHKI NERVIS, P. SCADRl NERVE, Royle

;

P. QUADRIFIDUM, Ham. ;

/3. MACRANTHA.

Vem.—Sattri arak\ itoti, Santal ;
Larhorna, bih a^i, bih langani,

patharua, Assam; Jiakta rohida, Bomb.; Aailaria,^Mk.', Sch(n.anna

mudela muecu, Malay.
References.—DC., Prodr., XIV., i., 115 ; Roxb., FL Ind., Ed. C.B.C.,

334 ,
Dale. & Gibs., Bomb. FL, 214: Rev. A. Cambell, Rep. Econ. PL,

Chufia Nagpur, Nos. 8227,8423, gi39 ; Graham, Cat. Bomb. PL, 172;
Rheede, Hort. MaL, XII., t. 77 ; Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed.,

<5 <;p ; Note on the Condition of the People of Assam, App. D ; Gazetteer,

N.-W. P., IV., Ixxvit. / Agrt.^IIorti. Soc., Punjab, Select papers to 1862,

214.

Habitat.—Found in ditches and wet places from Assam, Sylhet, and
Bengal, westwards to the Indus and Sina, and southwards to Burma, as-

cending the HimAlava to 6,400 feet in Garhwal ; also common in Ceylon.

Medicine.—An infusion of the leaves is used in Bombay to relieve

pain in cases of colic ; in Chutia Nagpur it is employed as a cure for

** stitch in the side,” and in Assam as a remedy for fever.

Food.—Campbell states that it is eaten as a pot-herb in Chutia Nagpur,

a custom which, according to Oarrah, also obtains in Assam. The latter

author states that the leaves and young shoots are always, when eaten,

cooked with other vegetables. They arc pungent m flavour, and are used

only in small quantities.

p. Hydropiper, Lmn.; Fl. Br. Ind., V., jp.

The Water-Pepper.
Syn.—P. MITE, Wall.

Vern.—PackurumAl, Beng.
References.—0*Shaughnessy, Beng. Dispens., 522; Irvine, Mat. Med,,

Patna, 82 ; Balfour, Cyclop., HI., 255.

Habitat.—Met with in wet places throughout India, from Assam, oylhet,

Chittagong, and Bengal to North-West India, ascending the Khasia

mountains to 5,000 feet, and the Himalaya to 7,000 feet ; also reported from

Madras.
Dye.—The plant can be made to dye wool yellow {O'Shaughnessy).

Medicine.— Irvine states that the root is stimulating, bitter, and tonic,

and is used for these properties in Patna. In other localities the juice is
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Polygronum Indigo. {J. Murray:) POLYGONUM
tortuosum>

said to be considered diuretic, carminative, and anthelmintic, and is also

employed externally as a wash in itching affections of the skin, O’Shaugh-
nessy states that the whole plant is reputed to be a powerful diuretic, but
to lose its activity on drying.

Domestic, &c.—The plant is said by Balfour to be “ used as a flux in

operating on metals.**

Polygonum microcephalum, Don,; FL Br. Ind,, F., 42,
Syn,— p. STATIC IFLORUM, Wall, i P.STRioosuM, Herb. Ham.; ? P. CILIA-

lOM, Ham.
Vcm .—Madhu fulong^ madu sulertg^ Assam.
References.*—Darr/iA, Note on the Condition of the People of Assam.

Habitat.— A large herb of Nepdl, Sikkim, the Khdsia mountains, and
Sylhet.

Food.—The young tops are sparingly used in Assam, as a flavouring
agent to other vegetables, but the plant is nc\er cooked nor eaten alone.

P. molle, Don. ; FI. Br. Ind.y K, 50.
S]^.—CoccoLOBA Totnea, Ham.
Vem.—Totnye, tuknn^ patd-swa, Nepal.
Reference.

—

Gamble. Man. Ttmh.. 303.
Habitat.—A robust shrub of the Central and Eastern Himalaya in

Nepal and Sikkim, between 5,000 and 7,000 feet, and of the Mishmi Hills.
Food.— •*

'file young shoots are pleasantly acid and are eaten like
rhubarb ** Gamble).

r/. 1808.
P. plebejum, Br.; var. indica, FI. Br. Ind., V., 28; Wight, Ic.,

Syn.-p. INDICVM, Hcyne.; P. KoxnuRGiiii, var. and Afmsn.

;

H. OkYANDRI, Wall.
Vtm.^Rantphul. Santal.

^ Bomb. FL, 2t4! Rev. A. Campbell, Kept.
PL. (Jiutia NaKfur. No. 7X59.

-- Habitat --Common in Mysore and the Karnatic; occurs also in ^Chutia
Nagpur and Hombay.

Medicine.—“The root is given for bowel complaint** (Campbell).

P. polyrtachyum, Wall FI. Br. Ind., V., so; Wight, Ic., t. i8ot.

.K*'
Four varictirs ar. enumprated in the FI. Br. Ind.,

but they have no important economic distinctions and need not be detailed
in tnis work.

mldandi, chichi, itor. Pb.
Refereuce.— 5'/<'war/, Pb. PL, iS^;.

Habitot—A shrub met with on the Temperate HimAlaya from Mishmi
to Kashmir, generally between the altitudes of 7,000 feet and 12.000 feet,
but reaching 14,000 feet in Sikkim

; distributed to Afghanistan.
Food.—Stewart informs us that in the Panjdb Himalaya the voungLEAVES are eaten as a pot-herb, while the stalks are consumed either raw

alter peeling, or stewed in imitation of rhubarb.
P. tinctorium, Lour. ; see Indigo substitutes, Vol. IV., ^51.
P. tortuosum, Don. ; FI. Br. Ind., V., 52.

Syn*— P. TATARICUM, Wall.
Vtm.-^Nidla, nidlo, Pb.
R^erences.

—

Sunart. Pb. PL, 18$ ; Aitchison, FI. Lahoul, in Jour. Linn

.
™wtat—Found in Garhwal, Kunawar, and Lahoul in the Western

Himalaya, between 9,000 and 13,000 feet, also in Western Tibet at 15,500
feet, and Ladak at 16,500 feet.
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Poonyet Wax.

Dye.—The plant is used in Lahoul for dyeing yellow {Stewart j
Aitchison).

Fodder.— It is browsed by goats and yaks in Laddk {Stewart).

Polygonum vivipanimi Linn.; FI. Br. Ind., V., ji.
Syn.—p BVLBIVEKVM t IfoyJe

;

P. AFFINE, Wall.; P. BISTORTA, Gwrcke •

P. ANGUSTl FOLIUM, Don.; P. BRACTEATUM, Spreng.
Vem. —Maslun^ Kashmir; MasHn^ mameck, dori, bajir, h'ilauri, root—

anjabdrt Pb. ** Not the anjubdr-i-rumi of the Bombay hazbn, which is

a drug imported from Persia.” {Dymotk).
References.— Pb. PI., Ib3 ; in Joum. of the Agri.-Horti.Soc.

Ind. {Old Senes), XIV., 42; 0*Shaughnessy, Beng. Dispens., 522/
Murray, PL & Drugs, Stnd, g6g Baden Powell, Pb. Prod., 37^; ind.
Forester, VI11., 273 / XI., 276.

Hatntat. — Found in the Alpine and Sub-Alpine Himalaya, from Kash-
mir to Sikkim, also in Western Tibet between 9,1.00 and 15,000 feet.

Medicine.—The root is powerfully astringent, containing a large quan-
tity of tannic and gallic acids, and is used as an injection in the treatment
of gleet and leucorrhoia, and internally in diarrhoea, dysentery, haimop-
lysls, passive hajmorrhage generally, and intermittent fever. It is also em-
ployed to make a gargle for sore-throat, and a wash for ulcers with much
discharge.

Food.—The young leaves are edible {Baden Powell). _ _

,

ylLd., 30^.
POLYPODIUM, Linn, f Hooker &* Baker, Synopsis Filicium, 2nd

A large genus of hERNS, which comprises some 400 species, of which
many arc natives of India. A common European species, P. vulgare,
Linn., has already been described in the article on ** Ferns” Vol. III., 323,
as possibly forming part oi hisfdij, a bazdr drug in common use in India.
Dymock states that an Indian species, P. querctfolium, Linn., {Hooker fef

Baker, Syn. Pel., 367 j {Kadikapana, Kadickpan, Bomb. ; Bdstngh, bashing,
wandar-bdsfling. Mar., Sae^mway-pa Burm.) is also employed medicinally
in phthisis, hectic fever, dyspepsia, and cough {Mat. Med. W. Ind., 2nd
Ed., The leaves of plants growing on Strychnos Nox-vomica are
said to be preferred.

j-

PolyporuS Fungi, see Agaricus, Vol. I., i2q; also Fungi, Vol. III., 453,

Pomegranate tree, see Pimica Granatum, Linn.; Lythrace.® ; p. 368.

POMETIA, Fotst.; Cen. Pi., I.,

Pometia tomentosa, Kwz ; Fl. Br., Ind., /., 6gi

;

SAPiNDACEiE.
Syn.— r. kximia, Bedd.; Ecckemanthus eximius, and Nephklium
KMMIUM, Thw.

Vem.— Thahyay, BuRM.; Badoh, And.
References.—Kura, For. FI., Burma, /., 2g4: Beddcme, FI. Sylv., t. I$7 /

Thwaites, Eu. Ce\. PL, <7 ; Gamble, Man. Ttmb., 98.

Habitat.— A large IrtH?, met with in the South Andamans, Malacca, and
the central province of Ceylon; distributed over the Malay Archipelago.

Strocture of the Wood.—Whitish, very light and coarsely fibrous, heart-

wood red ; weight 488) per cubic foot. Said by the authors of the Flora

of Biitish India, to be useful,

POONYET or PWENYET.
Poonyet, Pwenyet or Pwai-nsret.

References.— Mason, Burma& its People, 3^0 ; Madras Febortsof Rxh.,

r^57 :
Porah, Stience Gossip, 1S66, tgS ; Cooke, Gums &

Resins, 9$,
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The Black Resin of Burma. {J. Murray.) POONY-ET.

For many years the origin of the peculiar honey-combed black resin of RESIN.

Burma, employed by the natives or that country to caulk their boats, III9
has formed a subject for speculation. It is generally supposed that at
least a portion of the substance is derived from the Black Dammar Tree,
Cananinm strictnm. Thus Mr. Brown, in forwarding specimens of the
exudation of that tree to the Madras Exhibition of 1855, wrote, “ It seems
to be a great favourite of several species of insect, especially of one resem-
bling a bee, called by the hillmen, kuiliada^ which lives in holes in the
ground.” Mason described the substance as the “ wax ” of a bee which
built its ntel in trees, and his opinion was upheld by Heifer, who, however,
recorded it as "a kind of balsamic gum-resin.” McClelland, writing
three years later, stated that it was obtained from Shorea robnsta, a
remark which, according to Cooke, is manifestly an error.”

Three years later the subject was taken up by the Azri.^HoriicuUural
Society of India, the Secretary to which wrote to the Rev. C. 8. Parish
requesting him to supply the necessary information. That gentleman
consequently enquiry closely into the matter, and in 1866 wrote an inter-
esting account of his researches in Science Gossip. According to this
article (which the reader desiring further information will find extracted
in Cooke’s Report on Gums (9* Resins, 63’c.,), true Ooon-yet is “ a com-
bination of various gums or resins, and probably also of oils, gathered
frotn various sources while in a soft state by a bee ” (identified as Trigoua
Ixviceps), and built up, and moulded very much as wax is moulded, with
this difference, that whereas wax is formed by the honey-bee into cells of
perfect and uniform symmetry, the cells in pyaun^yet assume no regular
form at all.” Mr. Parish inclined to the belief, that the mass was built
up chiefly from the resin of Hopea odorata, Roxb., and the oils of the vari-
ous species of Dipterocarpus. He states that these opinions are strength-
ened by the fact that the tcxcure, colour, and smell of the substance are
all such as would apparently result from a combination of the two, and
that the trees are among the commonest in the forests in which poonyet is
generally found.

The bee generally builds its nest in the hollow of a tree, entering by
a small aperture. The cavity is lined with the resin, and if left undisturbed,
the insects build a large, projecting, wide-mouthed, trumpet-shaped en-
trance outside the tree. The mouth of this peculiar structure has a verti-
cal diameter of a foot or more, and a horizontal width of three or four
inches. 1 he nest may be built in any tree, or even in the hollow parts of
an old hut, the ground, or in a hollow amongst rocks,—facts which render
It certain that the substances from which it is built are collected by the

**5**” ether sources. From 5 to 10 vise (about 18 to 38flbl are^ generally obtained from one nest, and the substance sells for
about 4 annas a vtss. For use it is boiled in water, thus becoming soft,
and IS then mixed, and thoroughly kneaded with sufficient petroleum to
render it of the consistence of putty. In this state it is extremely viscid,
and tenacious, and is admirably fitted for the use to which it is put, viz.,
caulking boats.

r • >

Mr. Parish remarks that though true ptzai^ngyet is produced in the
manner described, the same name is frequently used in the bazdrs to
denote any kind of resin. Cooke, commenting on the available information
on the subject up to the time at which he wrote, sums up by stating that
It may reasonably be assumed that the name is applied in Burma to
at least three substances, vie., i. True Pwaungyet, formed as above
^scribed ; 2. Honey-combed or perforated black resin, with a strong elemi
CMour, found in amorphous mas.ses, often very large, and which may be
the internal structure above alluded to, although this seems doubtful j and
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PONGAMIA •
giabra. KEranja Free.

3 . Black dammar with a vitreous fracture and without odour. No further
information is available on the subject, and it will thus be seen that, not-
withstanding Mr. Parish’s careful investigation, much doubt still exists
reg^ding the source of the second and third kinds of poon-yet.

Chemistry. Characters and Chemical Composition.—Cooke describes the
1X20 specimens examined by him as follows

"

The samples in the Museum
collection from Burma differ from the ordinary black dammar of South-
ern India, in being less brittle, and making the fingers sticky after hand-
ling them, in having a more or less earthy and less shining fracture, and
in a more decided, and often very distinct and strong, bSsamic, elemi-
like odour when rubbed or broken.” “Samples of the honey-combed
resin from Burma are found to be partly soluble in spirits of wine and
partly in turpentine, but not wholly in either. It appears to consist of a
dark-coloured resin which is soluble in cold spirits of wine, and a pale
resin which is disintegrated, but not dissolved, by spirits of w'ine, but soluble
in turpentine. In this respect it differs from the black dammar of Tra-
vancore, and a similar black dammar from Burma, which are not at all

soluble in cold alcohol, but dissolve at once and entirely in turpentine.
This kind of pwai~ngyet is very similar to the Canara resin and the Peru-
vian rcstn of Venezuela, partaking more of the character of elemi than
of copal.”

**

PONGAMIA, Vent,! A 549^

[ LEGUMINOSiE.
Pongamia glabra, Vent,; Ft. Br, Ind., //., 240 ; Wight, h., t.

Syn.—Gacboopa inoica, Lam.; G. arbokka, ; Robinia miiis,
Ltnii.s Dalbpkgia akhorea, WtUd,

Vern.—Karanj, karanjh, pabar, kiramdl, karanjaca, Hind.; Karanja,
karttnTgdi hh, dalkaramcna, darkaranja, dahar karanja, khawdrtf
karmuf, Brng. / A'ora«;«, karotHtd, Uriya; Ar«rMm;, Santal ; Ga-
tonji, Gond; Pdbar, sukh-chain, KumaoN; Sukhchein, paphrt, rdrd-^
pod-htra karanj, Pb.; Chart, Raj.; Kurunji,C. P. Karanj, kiramdl,
Bomb.; Karanj, karanfuha~jhdda, karanja. Mar.; Karanj, karanj-nu,
jjhdda, kanajifGv/,. ; Karanj, karanjh, Dkc. ; Pungam-maram, pongd,
Tam.; Kdnnea, koggera, krdnuga, kanu-gamanu, kanga, pungu,
kaniga, ganuga, ranagu,'Tif.h ; Honge, knnaga, hinge, pong, Kan./
Vnna-tnaram, punnam, bongam, Malay.; Stmiou or timiau, thinwin,
tho’wen, Buhm ; Magdl-karanda, SlNG. ; Tamula-vrik^haha, karanja,

I

naktamdla. Sans.
' References.— FI. Ind., Kd. C.B.C.,S3fi: Voigt, Hort. Suh. Cal.,

23g, Braiuits, For. FI., tS3; Kura, For. FI. Burm., /., 33s ; Beddome,
FI. Svlv., t. 177 ; Gamble, Man. Ttmh., i33 , Dale. & Gibs., Bomb. FI.,
77,- Steviart, Pb. PI., 7j ; Rev. A. Campbell, Kept. Econ. PI., ChuHa
Nagpur, No, 7S4S : Mason, Burma Of Its Ptople, 504, 525, yf.g

^ Sir W.
hlltot,Fl. Andhr., 76, 82, 100 ; Sir W. Jones, Trent* PI. Ind., V., 146;
Rheede, Hort. Mai., VI., t. 3; Ainslte, Mat. Ind., II., 332; Moodeen
SheriF, Subp. Pharin. Ind., 205; V. C. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hindus, 153,
JoJ. J/O; Sakharam Arjum, Cat. Bomb. Drugs, 210 ; Murray, PI. Of
Drugs, Sind, 134; Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 243;Dymock,
W’ifin/r/i Hooper, Pharmacog. Ind , I., 468 ; Cat. Bnroda Dur-
bar, Col. & Ind. F.xhb., Nos. J52, tsj; OUnal Corresp.on Proposed New
Pharm. Ind., 234, 338 ; Trans., Med. & Phys. Soc., Bomb. {New Senes),
No. 4, t^S ! Btrdwooii, Bomb. Prod., 28 1 : Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., Sgoz
Drury, U, PI. Ind., 3S3 ; Atkinson, Him. Dt\t. (A’., N.-W. P. Gaz.),
309* 7*^ •*. Gseful PI. Bomb. (XXV., Bomb. Gaz.), fi2, 217, 2f,o, 3gg

;

Cooke,
^

Oils Of Oilseeds, 6$ ; Christy, New Coin. PI., VI., too, roj, VII.,
70 ; Nicholson, Man., Coimbatore, 41, igj ; Boswell, Man , Nellore, g8,
I2S; Moore, .Man., Trichinobolv, 79; Cribble, Man., Cuddapah, 14, 84,

I 2ti, 227 ; For. Adm. R*ft., Ch. Nagbnr, i88s, 80 ; Settlement Reports:—
Central ProHnees, Chanda, App, VI.; Burma,i Hathawuddy Of Pegu
Dists., i8S2-'‘3, 4s Gazetteers —Bombay, V., 28$ ; VI., i3 ; VII., 3q, 41
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Valuable Medicinal Oil. (7. Murray.) ** **

Vlll.,11 ; XII/., Js I XV., 74! XVI., 161 XVII., IS; XVIII., 41; Panjdt,
Curgaon, 16; N.-W. P., 8o ; JV., Ixxi. ; Orissa, //., 1^6, ijgf Mysore& Coorg, /., 50, 5p; I!., 7,^, // • Agru-Horti, Soc., Ind., JournalsiOld
Series), VIII., Sel., 141,1 Jfi

;

/A., 418; Sel„ s3, 54; X., 223, 224 1 Ind.
Forester, III., 201 ; IV., 322, 411 ; VI., 124; VIII., T17, 40J, 410; IX.,
J57 ; XII., tSS, App. I. (xxii.) ; XIII., 120 / Spons, Encycl., i3g3, 1694.

Habitat.—'A tall erect tree or climber, met with all over India from the
Central and Eastern Himalaya to Ceylon and Malacca.

yields a thick, black, opaque gum {Spons* Ency.). Dr.
Oymock informs the editor that he has never seen any gum on this tree,

and that gum does not exude when the tree is w'ounded.

Dye.—According to Mr. Oampbelt the ash of the wood is employed,
in Chutia Nagpur, for dyeing.

Fibre.—A coarse bark fibre of a brown colour, extracted from this tree,

was obtained by Dr. Watt from the Salem district. In the Poona Gazetteer
it IS stated that the “ rind or pend of the bark is pressed and rolled by
Pinjaris or cotton-teazers into a felt.”

9‘1-—The SEEDS yield a red-brown thick oil, used for illuminating and
medicinal purposes. In 1858, Mr. Qrose made some observations on this
product in the Journal, Agri.-Horti. Soc. Ind., from which it appears that
a maund of seed will yield 8 seers of oil, or allowing forty trees to a
Bengal bigah, lo maunds of oil w'ould be the produce of ore bigah; at
the then bazdr rate of Rio a maund, this amount would fetch R160, a
sum which would much more than cover the expenses of cultivation and
preparation.

Chemical Composition.— According to Lepfne (Pharm. Jour. O')XL , i 6 ,) the seeds jicld 27 per cent of ii yellow oil, having a sp. gr. of
0*94.5 and solidifying at 8®(J. It has been examined by the authors of the
Pharmneo^raphut Indica,\<\\o write: “The oil wdiich w'e have examined
(called oil in Mysore), and expressed purposely from fresh seeds,
w'as thick, of a light orange-brown colour, and bitter taste The sp. gr,
at i8'‘C ^was 09458, It yielded 93*3 per cent, of fatty acids melting at
about 30®, With sulphuric acid it became yellow with orange streaks, and
when stirred formed an orange-red mixture, which, after standing, became
\ellow. With nitric acid it formed an or.mge emulsion. With the
elaidin test it remained liquid for several hours, and was of the colour and
consistence of honey after two days. The fresh oil deposits solid white
fats if kept at the temperature of 16® for a few weeks, and the clear oil
then has the specific ^ayity of o 935. The bitter principle of the oil
appears to reside in a resin, and not in an alkaloid as is the case with
Margosa oil.”

Medicine.— In Sanskrit medicine the .seeds are described as a useful
application in skin diseases ; the expressed oil is said to be valuable in
these diseases as well as in rheumatism, and a poultice of the leaves is
mentioned as a good dressing for ulcers infested with worms {U. C. Dutt,
quoting Chakradatta). The value of the oil was early recognised by
European writers in India ; thus, Ainslie notices its use in itch and rheuma-
tism as well as the employment of the juice of the root as an applica-
tif>n for cleansing foul ulcers and closing fistulous sores. The plant
obtained a place on the secondary list of the Pharmacopada of India
in 1868, where it is stated that, according to Dr. Gibson, “ No article of

^.&^l-^ble kingdom is possessed of more marked properties ” as a
reinemal agent in cases of scabies, herpes, and other cutaneous diseases
than Pongamia oil. Dr. Dymock confirms this statement to a certain
extent, mentioning that he has employed a liniment of the oil and lime or
lemon juice with success in prurigo, pityriasis, and psoriasis. From these
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POPPY. Pongamia Oil.
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facts it would appear that.the juice of the stbm and root and the oil both
possess marked antiseptic properties.

The leaves are said to be given internally in leprosy along with those
of Plumbago, pepper, salt, and curds, and, accord-ng to Dymock, also enter
into the composition of many complicated prescriptions for " epilepsy and
abdominal enlargements.” The most recent writings on the subject are
given as follows in the Pharmacograpkia Indica :

—“Dr. P. 8. Mootoo-
swamy mentions the use of the juice of the root with cocoanut milk and
lime water as a remedy for gonorrhoea in Tanjore, and of the leaves in
flatulency, dyspepsia, and diarrhoea. He also informs us that broken rice
is boiled with the leaves and those of Morinda citrifoli^ dried in the
shade, cleaned and crushed, and from this preparation a thin salt gruel is

made, to feed young children with instead of cow's milk, which is sup-
posed to cause glandular enlargements of the abdomen. He has notice
the use of the flowers as a remedy for diabetes, and of the pods worn
round the neck as a protection against whooping cough (fnd, Med. One.,
j888). Dr. B. Evers has seen the seeds administered internally for the last-
named afleclion.**

Special Opinions.— § “The pulp of the seed said to be good in
leprosy” {*\urgeon H, IV. Hill, Manbhum). “'I he young leaves of
this plant have been recommended as an application for bleeding piles.
I have not used it myself, but 1 have known a case cured by its use ”
{Civil Sutgeon R. Macleod, Gya), “The expressed oil is used in rheu-
m.atism with good effect ” Qionorary Surgeon E. A. Morris, Tronque*
bar). “ Powder of rind of legumes useful in whooping cough, vide Jnd.
Med, Gaectte for March 187^, ^6” {Civil Surgeon B. Evers, M.D,^
Wardha). “ The milky juice of the root-bark is injected into fistulous
tracts to hasten the healing process. Kqual quantities of this milky juice,
and gingclly oil, together with sulphate of copper (3 grs. to Ji) is a good
prepar.alion for sinuses ” {Surgeon W. F. Thomas, 33rd Regiment, M. N.
Mangalore). “I have used the oil successfuily in pityriasis versicolor,
and prurigo capitis”

( W, Dymwk, Bombay).
Food & Fodder.—The fruit is eaten in Chutia Nagpur [Campbell),

I he LEAVES form a good fodder, and are said to act as a lactagogue on
cows.

Structure of the Wood.— Moder.alely hard, white, turning yellow on
exposure; lough, fibrous, coarse, and even-grained, not easily worked ; not
durable and e.isily attacked by insects, but improved by seasoning in
water; weight 401I) per cubic foot, when seasoned. In Lower Bengal it
IS emplo)ed for making oil-mills .and for firewood, while in Southern
India it is chiefly used fi»r m.aking solid cart-wheels (Beldomc).

Domestic. — The leavi-s are extensively employed as manure for wet
^iltiv.ation ; indeed, so much are they valued for this purpose that Mr.
Gribble states (J/d// till/ the Cuddapah Di<itnct, Mad i as,) that the ques-

of rights to the tree causes many of the disputes amongst the villagers.
Mr. Hardinge (Rep. Sett. Oper. Hanthawaddy and Pegu District. 1882^
83, 4), stales that the leaves are very effective in destroying blight if
taken in time, and that this fact is w’cll knowm to the Burmans. It would
be interesting to find out whether the use of the leaves as manure, w'hich
is e.\prc.s.sly staled to be speci.alK emplo\ed in vet cultivation, be not
similar in its cause to that of Adhatoda vasica, to which attention has been
drawn by Dr. Q Watt. All information on the qualities of the leaves
seems to point to their being more or less antiseptic, and scientific research
into their chemical composition might produce results of much interest.

Poppy, see Papaver Rhaeas, Linn., and P.
[ VERACE.«, p. 17

somoifenim, Linn.

2

Papa.
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The White Poplar. {J, Murray,)
POPULUS

balsamifera.

POPULUS, Linn, ; Gen, PL, ///., 412,

Populus alba, Linn, : FL Br, Ind,^ V,, 638 ; Salicine*.

The Able or White Poplar.

Vem,— /JVov, Kashmir; Safrda,chUn hagnA,fraSf jnngli-fra^i, rikkan,
prasii, prtst, sannaft, chanuni, mdl, baid^ Pb. ; Spcrdor^ spelda, speda,

Afg.
References.—Bohs., Fl, Orient^ IV., ngj; Brandis, For. FI., 4'73

;

Comhlr, Mon. Timh., ; Stewart, Ph. PI., 204 ; Baden Powell, Pb. Pr,,

3f^%»S9^: Gaeeifeers '.—‘Simla, to, Bannv, 23 ; Ind, Forester, V., rSi ;

XI., XUI., 70 : Agri.-Hortt. Sot,, Ind., journals {Old Series),

XIII., 3S4 ; Panjdh, Select Papers to 1362, Index, 44.

Habitat.—A I'Tre’e tree, wild And cultivated in the North-West Hima-
laya and Western Tibet from 4,000 to 10,000 feet ; distributed to Afghan-
istan, Baluchisldn, and Europe.

Medidne.—Baden Powell writes that it ” (? the bark) “ contains some
salicin, acts as a tonic, and is used for purifying the blood, and in skin

diseases. The bark is also said to be useful in strangury.” Dr. Warden
makes the following comment on these remarks :—

“ '1 he P. tumala, or aspen, according !o Braconnet, contains a white,

crystalline glucoside

—

Popttlin or Benzoylsaltrin—which is present both in

the bark and leaves. Nitric acid oxidises it into Benzohelicin, and by the

action of either sulphuric or hydrochloric acid, it is converted into sali-

gonol, benzoic acid, and glucose; by prolonged action of these acids
viligcnol is converted into salictin, and this principle, by the action of

other reagents, yields salicin and l>cnzoic acid. It would be interesting to

determine whether any of the Indian species contain populin, in addition
to salicin. It is well known that, like tlie willows, many species of poplar
contain salicin.”

Structure of the Wood.— F/ike that of all poplars it is soft, white,
easily worked and suited for carving. It is, however, neither strong nor
durable, and is little valued, except for making the small round boxes in

which grapes are exported from Afghdnistdn to India.

P. balsamifera, Lmn. ; Fl, Br, Ind,, V., 638.

Syn.—P SUAVEOLENS, Loud., P. LAURIFOLIA, Ledeh,

Vem.— Berfa, changma, yarpa, ninghal, niuhal, W. Tirft; Pkalsh,
makkal, p ikhsku, pakh, but, kramal, maal, changma, mtighal, yarpa,
Pb.

References.— Brandis, For. FL, 476 ; Gamble, Man. Timb., 37g ; Stewart,
Pb. PI., 204; Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., ggo.

Habitat.—‘A tall tree, from 60 to 70 feet in height, remarkable for its

handsome foliage and the pleasant balsamic odour of the leaves and buds.
It IS met with, wild and planted, in the inner ranges of the North-Western
Himdlaya, from Kunawar, altitude 8,000 to 13,000 feet, westwarns. In
Western Tibet it is found up to 14,000 feet.

Gum.—The leaves and branches are full of balsamic juice, which
also exudes on a fresh cut from between the bark and the w(X)d {Gamble).
The writer can find no account of this exudation being utilised.

Fodder.—The branches are lopped for cattle fodder.
Structure of the Wood.—Light grey, soft to moderately hard, weight

328) per cubic foot. It is much used for fuel in Nimar and the I-iimdlaya
{Gamble).

Sacred.—Aitchison states that it is never cut in Lahore, as it is sup-
posed to be the abode of a deva or god, and that festivals are celebrated
under some of the finer trees. . j
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The Poplar.

Populus ciliata, Wall.; FL Br. Ind., K, 638.
Syn.

—

P. hotundifolia. Griff.; P. pvriformis, Foyle.

Vern.

—

Bangikat^ Nepal; Sungribong, Lepcha; Garpipal, chalmyat
chauntya. chant Kumaon; Ftiluk, paldcht Kashmir; Su/ddatt shdwa.
bagndf phalja, suldlt, krambalt saki, krammal, paluch, asdn, ddd’-

frast supida. rikkatty pabOy chnnuny flassu, ban frastu, fuhhy talloii,

fdlung, (halon, paldchy chalonwny kramali, falis, sudli, pahdri pipal,
Pb.; Shodar, Pushtu.

References.—Z7C., Pradr.y XVI. y Szg; Brandisy For. FL, 47$; Gamble,
Man. Titnb.y 3T9 ; Sfewarty Pb. PI., 204; Griffith, Notuloe, fi2

; Ic.

PI. As.y t. S4^ ! Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., SPO; Atkinson, Him. Dist., 317,

747 ; Fovlr, III. Him. Bot., 84^, t. 84, and Notes on the Kc. PL, Balu-
chidtin; Gazetteers —Pan;ab, Hazara, 14; Gurdaspur, $$ ; Simla, 10

;

Fawalpindi, /5/ Jnd. Forester, IV., yo ; XIII., 67 ; Settle. Repts.,
Hitzara, ii; Simla, App.ll., {H.). p. xlii.

,
Agri.-Horti., Soc., ind.,

Journals (Old Series), VI., i6j • X/I., Pro. {fli^2), 3 ; XIII., 384.

Habitat.—A lar^e deciduous tree of the Himalaya, from the Indus to
Bhotan, between 4/»oo and 10,000 feet.

Fibre.—Baden Powell states that the coma of the seeds, which covers
the ground in many places, like snow, is a good paper-material.

Medicine.—Some part of the tree (P the bark) is, according to

Atkinson, occasionally used as a tonic stimulant and purifier of the blood*
Fodder.—The leaves are employed as fodder for goals.

Structure of the Wood.— Grey, or brownish-grey, shining, soft ; weight
on an average 29*5lb per cubic toot. It is of little value, but is used for

making water-troughs, and for fuel.

P. euphratica, Oliv. ; Fl. Br. Ind., V., 638.
Syn.— p. DiVKRSiFOLiA, Schrank

;

Balsamiflora deltoides. Griff.

Mtm.'^I/odung, hotung, Ladak; Bahan, hhan, bhant, labhin, jungli,
bend, sperawan, saftda, Pb. ; Pntki, Brahui (Baluch) ; Bahdn, Pash*
TU

; Pada, padak, w. Afghanistan ; Safeda, bhan, bahan, Sind.
References. DC , Pradr., XVI., ii., 326; Brandis, For. Fl. 474, t. 63;

Gamble, Man. Ttmb., 378 , Stewart, Pb. PI., 204; Rept. PI. Coll. Afgh.
Del. Com., in ; Notes on Prod W. Afgh. & N.~E. Persia, 161 ; Boiss.,
Fl. Orient., IV., 1194: Murray, PI. & Drugs, Sind, 29; Baden Poweli,
Pb. Pr., S90; Gazetteers.—Punjab, Jhang, 17 ; Mozaffergarh, 22;
Bannu, 2j, Dera Ismail Khan, i2, 19; Dei a Ghazi Khan, 10 ; Settle.
Repts., Jhang; 22. Dera Ghazi Khan, 4; Dera Ismail hhan, 23; Inti.

Forester, V.,478; IX., 174, XIV., 362, 371 .

Habitat.—A large, deciduous tree, met with on the banks of the Indus,
in Sind, in the Upper Valley of the Indus, and its tributaries in Western
Tibet, where it ascends to 13,500 feet.

Medicine. - In Sind and the Panjab the bark is employed as a vermi-
fuge.

Fodder.—The leaves form good fodder for sheep, goats, and camels.
Structure of the Wood.—Sapwood white heartwo^ red, often nearly

black in the centre, moderately hard, compact, even grained, fairly tough,
but not durable, and when unseasoned very subject to the attacks of white
ants; weight 32 to 371b per cubic foot (Gamble). In the S<mlhern Pan-
jdb it is, for the most part, used only for lining wells, in Ladak and Tibet
it is grown chiefly for firewood, and in Sind, the coppice shoots are em-
ployed for rafters, and the cut timber for other building purposes, and for

lacquered and turned w'ork. Aitchison informs us that though little valued
in Afghanistan except for fuel, it makes excellent rafts, owing to its

extreme lightness, and Stewart states that it is said to bejlargely employed
for boat-building on the Euphrates.

Domestic & Sacred.—The tree coppices well, and bears pollarding

long. The smaller trees are much cut in this way in Sind. Tne twigs
are used as tooth-brushes by Natives in the Panjiib and Smd and are said
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The Black or Lombardy Poplar. {J* Murray.)

to be imported into Lahore and other large towns in considerable quantities.

The INNER BARK IS made into gun matches in Sind. Aitchison states that

in the desert country of Baluchistdn the tree is cultivated only in the

neighbourhood of shrines. [ <5^^,

Populus nigfra, Linn., var. pyramidaliSi Spach ; FL Br. Ind,^ V,,

The Black or Lombardy Poplar.
Syn.

—

P. FASTfGiATA, Desf.

yarftat ynlaiit kahul^ kaull^ I.AD.; Frast, KASHMIR;
Frastf frost t farsht sufedat mnkkalf paihi,hu hut, biAns, kramali, do,

> sufeddr^ Pb.; Sa/eddr, saft'do, knhuda, Afg.
References.— FI. Orient., IV., 1194: Brandis, For. FI., 4Ji;

Gamble^ Man. Timh., 3yS ; Steroart, Pb. PL, 20$ i Atichtsott Bot. Afgh.
Drl. Com., ill ; Notes on Prod., 1V» Afghan., «5j' N.^E. Persia, it}2;

Year-Book of Pharmacy, J^j4, 629; Rovle, III. Htm. Bot., 344; Panjdb
Gaeettcer, Gtirdasfur, ; htd. Forester, XI.,SS,‘ Agri.~Horit . Soc.,

Ind., Journal (^Old Senes), IV., Set. 249,

Habitat.—This, the cupressiform or pyramidal variety of the Black

Poplar, is not uncommonlv planted in the North-Western Himdla\a, especi-

ally in Kashmir, and in the basins of the jhelam, Chenab, and Sutlej be-

tween 3,000 and 11,500 feet, and in Ladak as high as 12,500 feet. It is

also cKcasionally met with cultivated in the plains at Peshdwar, Lahore,

Hushidrpur, and elsewhere. It is commonly cultivated in certain parts of

Afgh.inislan, and, according to Griffiih, occurs truly wild at Shokkabad,
near Kabul, at 7,500 feet.

Medicine.—Stewart states that the bark ia employed medicinally in

the pl.iins of the Panjab, an ai'ak, which is considered depurative, being

extracted from it. Mr. Groves informs us {Vear-Pook Pharnt.) that in

Tiistany, an ointment prepared from the buds is u.sed for heemorrhoids,

and the balsam obtained frf»m the same source is a popular remedy for

colds.

Fodder.—The tree is lopped, in certain localities, for fodder.

Structure of the Wood.—Whitish-brown, very soft and even-grained

near the centre; structure similar to that of P. alba; weight 24 to 27’5lb

per cubic foot. It is little used except in AfghAnislAn, where, like that of

P. alba, it is employed for making the small round boxes in which grapes
arc packed for exp<irtalion,

PORANA, Burm.i Gen. PI., 11., SfO.

Porana racemosa, Boxb. ; FL Br. Ind., IV., 222 ; Wight, Ic., t.

The Snow-creeper. I
Vem.

—

Bhauri, gariya, Deccan. These names are said by Dymock
to be used indifferently for this plant and Ipomaea muricata.

References. -Z)C., Prodr., IX., 436; Roxb., FL Ind., Ed. C.B.C., rsb;
Dais, ft* Gibs., Bomb FI., ieti (/’); Atkinson, Pirn. IHst., 3 i4 ; Dymock,
Mai. Med. IV Ind., 2nd Ed., Sgo ; Ind. ForeUcr, II., 3̂ ; Agri.’Horti.
Soc., Ind., Journal (Old Series), VI., 47.

Habitat. —This, one of the most beautiful of Indian plants, occurs in

dense, not lofty, masses, climbing over other plants in the jungle, the daz-

zling white flowers clo.seU’ massed together, resembling patches of snow.

It is common in the sub-Tropical Himdlaya from the north-west to Bhotan,

at altitudes of 2,000 to 6,000 feet, and from Khdsia to Martaban between

the .same altitudes. Mr, O. B. Clarke (FL Br. Ind.) states that the plants

named P. racemosa by Dalzeil and collected in the Deccan, all belong in

reality to P. malabarica.
Food.—The PEDUNCLES are said by Dymock to be eaten in the Deccan,

during famine seasons, but his remarks probably refer to P malabarica, no
true specimen of P. racemosa having been recorded from that region.
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I

The vernacular names above cited would, in this case, also belong to

I P. mmlabsrica
’ Porana malabarica, Clarke; Fl. Br. Ind., IV,, 223,

Habitat.—A species, nearly allied to P. racemosa, found in Bombay,
Malabar, and the Konkan, Kanara, and Mysore—see remarks under
P. racemosa.

PORCUPINES.
A well-known group of animals, which derive their popular name (signify-

ing “ spiny-pig ”) from their large size, grunting voice, and dense armour of

quills. Ihc true porcupines constitute the genus Hystrix of the family

liYSTKIClU^.

!
Porcupines, Jerdon, Mammals of India, 218.

I

The species of economic value are the following s—
X. Hystrix bengalensis, Blythe ; Rodentia.

. Vera.—5prr, Beng.

I

Habitat.—The Bengal porcupine is found in Lower Bengal, extending
into Assam and Arracan, and also, if Blyth*s identification be correct, to

South Malabar (Jerdon).

2, H. leucuta, Blyth,

j

Vtttio-^Sajru, Beng.; Dum\i, Nepal; Hoif'u Gond.; Saori, Guz.

;

j

Salendta, Mar.; Yed, Kan.; Yeddu pandt, 'Ifi.,

Habitat.—This, the commonest species, generally known as the ** In-

dian porcupine,” is found over the greater part of India, from the lower
ranges of tne Himalaya to the extreme south, but does not occur in Lower
Bengal, where it is replaced by the preceding,

j

3. H. longicanda, Mart^den,
Vera.— dumsi, Nepal; Sathunf^t Lepcha; Limbus.

I Habitat.—The “crestless porcupine” is met with in the central region

j

of Nepal and Sikkim, and extends through Burma into the Malayan
1 peninsula and islands {Jerdon),'

j

Food.—All three species are eaten by Natives, the flesh of H. bengalen-
sis being more highly esteemed than that of the common Indian porcupine.

Even the latter is aescribed by Jerdon as “ not bad eating, the meat,
which is white, tasting something between pork and veal.” The crest-

less porcupine, however, .appears to .afford the best eating of all, and is

described as follows by Hodgson ;
“ The flesh is delicious, like pork, but

much more delicate flavoured, and they are easily tamed, so as to breed
in confinement. All tribes and classes,' even high-caste Hindus, eat them,
and it is deemed lucky to keep one or two alive in stables, where they are
encouraged to breed,'*^

Domestic.—In certain parts of the countrj' porcupines are very destruc-

tive to various crops, pot.aloes, carrots, and other vegetables. They may
generally be tracked and killed by means of dogs which take up their

scent very keenly. They .are also trapped or killed by spring guns. The

a
uills of all the Indian species are smaller and less handsomely marked
lan those of the porcupine of Africa and Southern Europe, and do not

appear to be utilised in any way.

PorpoiseSi see Whales. _ ^

[ togam., 2g^,
PORPHYRA, Ag, Baill., Train de Boianique Medicate Cryp-

A genus which belongs to the Porphyracb^, one of the lowest families of
Floride^e or coloured Algae, and which is characterised by a thallus formed in
its vegetation portion of a single layer of cells, and shaped like thin transparent
plate with an irregular outline. All the members of the genus are marine, and
are annual, dying down in winter and being reproduced from spores in spring.
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Sea-weed ; Indian Purslane. (.% Murray:^ **

Porphyra vulgaris, Lmn , ; PYoride^. 1176

The Purple Laver.
Vern —Last Sind.
References.—Murrayt Pi, & Drugs, Sind^ Dyntock, Mat. Med, W,

Ind., 2nd Ri., S74.

Habitat.—A ribbon-like sea-weed, met with on rocky coasts from the

United Kingfdom to the Mediterranean and the Indian Ocean. It has
been records in India only from the Manora Rocks, Sind.

Medicine.—The sea-weed is gathered just before the monsoon, and is

used as a demulcent and as an alterative in cases of scrofula. It owes the

latter property probably to a small quantity of iodine, the former to the

large amount of gelatinous matter which it contains.

Food.—The gelatinous matter it contains rcndeis it nutritious, and it

is fre(j[uently eaten in the south of England and the Western Isles. In

Sind It is used as food by the poorer classes near the coast, in times of

scarcity, and when dressed with lemon-juice is said to sometimes find a
place at the tables of the rich.

MEDICINF.
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PORTULACA, /./«»./ PL, /.. /jd.

Portulaca oleracea, Zinn. / F/. Br, Imi., /., 246

;

Portulaceae.
'J'he Common Indian Purslane.
Syn.— P. L.irvis, llum,

;

P. suffruticosa, Thw. {no', of Wight).
Var crecta,=P. oi kkacfa, vur. sylvestkis, lib. Kovlo {no*, of DC,),

Vern.—Khur\a, khurfah^ khurfe-hd^sog, Ionia, mam ho, idtna, kurfa,

manva* kalfa, lunuk, nnnkha, rhhota-lunui, bnralunm, nonkbu lunuk,
ItUiiYn-kHlinh ; s\ )S.nii—khurF kf’hmf, IliND.

;
Harn-lomya, mdnyn,

chhofalunul, kulh ; shhiiS-^^tukhm-kAlfha, boni loniya hij, Bi-.ng. ;

J*uruni-srlg, Ukiia ; Mota urit* along, San ial ; Lamya, vnotya, Idaak,

dc\i-kutfah, N.-VV. P. ; Luntya-kMfuh, lunuk, Kumaon ; Lonak, kulfa,

luniva, kondtir , Sb,}L\iS-^diinmm, P«. ; Murlai, turdmk, tvarkhdrai,

PusHivj; Ldnk, Sind ; Ghol, gholu, C.P.j Kurfuh, gul, mnti ghol,
Bomh.

;
Bhmgholi, Mak.

; Ijnit, (iir/.; Khulfr~ki~hhn}i ; SHEDS--*
khitlfd-kd'butj, Dec, ; Parpu-kire, fassrlte ktray, caril-ktray, pntiipu,

purot>A~ktrny, rarie-kiray ; sVKUSrr.parpu^kii'r-vtrat, peddn-pa'l'kuru,
bodilu^pavih'k/ira, gan/a-p.ivili-k/ira, bahhoJi aku ; sfhds*-^ ippu-kura-
V'ltolu, pedda~pm>ila-kuru vithdu, boddu-povih kurd-vttlulu, '1 AM.

;

lUtpptfkura, prdda-pdvilt~kura, boddu-puviltkura, ganga-pdvili~kdra
Til.; Duda gorai, K\n, ; K ric chirn, Malay.; Mya byU, Bukm.;
Gendakola, SiNO.

; Lomka, litiiia, loni. Sans.; hourfa kara-or, buqlatul
humqd, huklut-ul~kul'cnin, khur/a ; i»PE\n>'=^hagrul-b iglalMl-humqd-
Ar*b. ; Cholra, kburfdh, turuk, kurfdh, kherejeh, tark

;

SEEDS-*
fukhme-khurfah, Ph rs.

Relerences.— FI, Ind , Ed. C.B.C., 30J ; Thwnitc<;, Fn. Ceyl. Pf.,

24, Stewart, Pb. PI., grj
j DC., Orig. Cult. PI., f<7 ; Fev. A. Campbell,

Rrpi. Econ. Pi. Chutio Nagpur, No. ; Mason, Burma & Its
t eo/de, 413, 1^*3 ; Sir W. Elliot, FI. Andbr,, 2p, 57 ; Fheede, Horf, Mai.,
X., t. 36 ; Axnslte, Mat. hid., II., 2S7 ; 0*Shaughnessy, Beng. Dispens,,
353; Irvine, Mat. Med., Patna, 43, //j; Medical Topog., Ajmir, 142;
Mat. Med.S. Ind. [in MSS. -.7; U. C. Dull, Mat. Med. Hind., i08

;

Hakharam Arjun, Cat. Bomb. Drug^, 61 ; Murray, PI. & Drugs, Sind.,

P'5 ; Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 75/ Dymock, Worden &
Hooper, Pharmacog. Ind., /., is3 ; Birdwood, Bomb. Prod., 3fi,ifo

;

Baden Powell, Ph. Pr., 24^, 336 ; Drury, U, PI. Ind., 364 ; Atkinson,
Him. Disi, [X., N,‘W. P. Gag,), ^06, 708, ^4^ fUseful PI, Bomb. [XXV,,
Bomb. Gas.'\, 146; Pt. V, {Vegetables, Spices, & fruits^, 39 ; Stocks,
Rep. on Sind; Boswell, Man. Nellore, 116; Settlement Report :

—

Central Provinces, Chanda, 82 ; Abp. vi. ; Caoetfeets:—Bombay, V.,

2i : Punjab, Peshawar, 26 ; N.~W. P., /., 8i ; IV., Ixviii. ; Orissa, II.,
i8o , Mysore & Coorg, I., 68 ; Agrt.-Horti. Soc. —Ind., journals [Old
Series), X., 7 ; XIII., Set., 63; Ind. Forester, III., 237 ; XII., 329.
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Habitat.—An annual, usually prostrate, herb, found throughout India,

ascending to 5,000 feet in the Himalaya. According to DeCandolle the
evidence of philology, and botany alike, shows that the species is indigenous
in the whole of the region which extends from the Western Himalaya to

the south of Russia and Greece.

Medicine.—The PLANT has long been used as a domestic remedy by the
Hindus, and was early noticed by European writers. Thus Ainslie writes

of P. quadrifida which pf)ssesses the same properties :
" The bruised fresh

LE AVI'S of this acid and pleasant tasted purslane are prescribed by the
Tamool pnactitioners as an external application in akki, erysipelas ; an infu-

sion of them IS also ordered as a diuretic in dysuria to the extent of half a
teacupfiil twice daily.” He further mentions that in Jamaica P. oleraceais
employed as a cooling and moistening herb in “burning fevers,” bruised it

is applied to the temples to allay “ excessive heat ” and pain, and that the
JUICE is “ of use in spitting of blood.” Dymock informs us that both species

arc supposed by Arabian and Persian writers to be cold and moist, and to

have detergent and astringent properties. The pl.ant and seeds are
recommended by them in a great many diseases of the kidneys, bladder*

.and lungs which are supposed to be caused by hot or bilious humours.
They are .also praised .as an extcrn.al application in burns, scalds, and
various forms of skin dise.ase (Mat. Med W. Ind.). Moodeen Sheris, in

his forthcoming Mat, Med. of Southern Judia^ describes the seeds as
demulcent, slightly astringent, and diuretic; the leaves as refriger.ant, as-

tringent, diuretic, and emollient. He believes both to be “very useful ” in

some cases of strangury, dysurha, irnt.ation of the bladder, hiematuria,

haimatemosis, hmmoptysis, and gonorrhoea. “In addition to this,” he
writes, “ the seeds seem to have some beneluial influences over the mucous
membrane of theintestin.al carnal, and therefore relieve tormina, tenesmus,
.and other distressing svmptoms in many cases of dysentery .and mucous
diarrheea. This is p.articuharly the case when they .are combined with some
other drugs of similar nature.” He recommends the fresh succulent leaves

as a cooling external application in the place of ice or cold lotion. The
seeds and juice of the fresh leaves may be best .administered in the form
of a dr.aught, from thirty gnains to one drachm of the former, and from
one to two fluid ounces of the latter (obtained by pressing the leaves)

being the dose. He recommends cither of these .as substitutes for spirit

of nitrous ether, Pareir.a-brava, tragacanth, elm-bark, rhat.any, copaiba,

and ice.

By Natives, generally at the present day, the herb is chiefly valued as a
refrigerant and alier.ativc pot-herb, particularly useful as an article of diet in

scurvy and liver disease. In addition to the properties above detailed, the
s*seds arc believed in the PanjAb to be vermifuge.

The seeds cost about R4 per maund wholesale, retail about 3 annas per
pound. The leaves are verv cheap, suflicient for one or two doses may
be obtained for one pic {Moodeen Sheriff).

Chemical Composition —The authors of the Pharmacographia
Indira state that the leaves contain oxalate of potash and mucilage.

Food. —The 11 KRB is largely eaten as a v^etable, either as a simple

pot-herb or as a semi-medicinal, antiscorbutic article of diet. The young
nhoots make an excellent salad. Three varieties are to be met with in

g.ardens, vis , the Green, the Golden, and the Large-leaved Golden.

Portulaca quadrifida, /mn. ; FI. Br. Jnd., 7., 2^7.

Syn.— P. MERiniANA, Linn ; P. GENiCULATA, Royle ; IlLECEBRUM VERTI-
C1I.LATUM, Bunn.

'Vtm,—~Chounltiyi, loniyd, khate chavtaly Hind.
; Nuniya^ chhota luniva^

Beno. i Linak, haksha, lun-ki-biti, Pb. ; Kota, rhaval-ke-bhaji, bJrika
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Indian Purslane {J. Murray,)
POTAMOGETON

lucens.

ghola. Bomb.; Z.um, Guz. ; ChounUyi-kt-hhdjit ghol-ki-bhnji, chowli,

Dec.; Soin-parpu-Airai, pasarai-kirat, stru-pasarai-kirai, passeli-kirah
Tam.; Sanna-pappu, sanna^pdvili, goddu pavili, pedda paviliy SunpaU
kurot pdvili, kurot payalaku, sauna payala,iKL. ; /fait bachcheliy Kan. ;

Hht’-genda-kolat Sing. ; Vpadykt, Sans. ; Baqlatul-yamdniyah, baqlatuU
aarabbtyah, hudelui-ul-mobnrtk, Arab.

References.—Roxh,^ FI, Ind,, Ed. C.B.C., Sqi ; Slewarl, Pb. Pl.t ioo ;

Elliot, FI. Andhr.t 6t, 147, : Rev. A, Campbell, Rept. Ec. PL,
Chutia Nagpur, No. 87S6 ; Ainslie, Mat, Ind., If., aVtf; O*Skavghnessy,
Beng, Dhpen'i , 3s3 ; Moodeen Sheriff, Mat. Med. S. hid. (in MSS.),
3fl ; Dynwck, Mat. Med, IV. Ind., 2nd. Ed., 7s ; Dymock, Warden &
Hoober, Pharniacog. Ind., I., JSS ; S. Arjun, Bomb. Drugs, 2U) ; Year-

Book Pharm., ifijS, 290 ; Lisboa, U. PI. Bomb., 146; Royle, 111. Him.
Bof., 22t ; Caaetteers:—Mysore & Coorg, I., SS»6d; N.-W. P., J., Sf ;

IV., Ixvtii.; Boswell, Man., Nellore, i33 ; Agri.-Horti. Soc., Ind.,

Journals (New Series), I., 33.

Habitat.—A succulent herb, common throughout the warmer parts of

India, occasionally cultivated.

Medicine.—The leaves are simihar in every way to those of P. olera-

cca and need not be further described. The st<Ei>s also, according to the

authors of the Pharmacographia /«</*>«, possess identical qualities to those

of the former species; but they are rarely, if ever, obtainable in the bazars,

those of P. oleracea being alone sold.

Food.—The herb is much cheaper than the preceding species, and is

accordingly much used as a pot-herb by the poorer classes.

Portulaca tuberosa, Eoxb. ; FI. Br. Ind,, 24 j.

Syn.— P. CKisiATA, Ham.; P. hilosa, Hb, Made, in Wall, cat. (not of
Linn.),

Mtnx, — Liinuk, dhamni, Sind, Bodda kdra,TKL.
References.— ^oa-6 ., Fl. Ind., Ed., C.B C., 391 ; Rf'v. A. Camhbell, Rept.

h(. Pl.t Chntia Nagpur, No. S7S7 ; Sir W. Elliot, Fl. Andhr., 29;
Murray, PI. C'T Drugs, Sind, 96; Gazetteer, N.-W. P,, IV., Ixvtii.

Habitat.— Met with in Debar, Sind, the Western Peninsula, and Ceylon.
Medicine.—The fresh leaves are employed simil.arly to those ot the

preceding species.

Food.— h..iten as a pot-herb. Murray states that in Sind it is consi-
dered superior as a vc'getablc to P. Oleracea.

POTAMOGETON, Ltnn, ; Gen, PI,, III,, 1014.

Potamogeton crispus, Ltnn. ; Stewart, Pb, PL, 241 ; Naiadaceje.

Vern.— Pb.; Chdsbal, Ladak.
Rtierences,— Gazetteer, N.-W. P.,lV.,lxxviii.; Ind Foreder, XIV„ 39

;

Agri.-IIorti. Soc., Ind., Journals (Old Series), XIII., 3ij; XIV., 393.
Habitat.—“ Not uncommon in the Panjdb plains, and (apparently)

abundant at 9,000 to 11,000 feet in Ladak ** (Stewart),
Fodder.— It is said to be used for fodder in Ladak.
Domestic.—The plant “is probably one of those used in refining sugar

here as elsewhere ” (Stewart),

P. gramineus, Linn. ; Stewart, Pb, PL, 242, I

Vem.—Jdla, sawdli, Ladak ; Zimbil, ckupein, phus, Pb. ; Jhala, phas, ‘

Sind.

P. lucens, Linn. ; Siewarl, Pb, PL, 242 ; and P. natans, Linn. ;
Stewart, Pb, PL, loc. cit, ; Phas, SiND ; are all similarly employed in
the parts of the Panjdb plains, Sind, and North-West Himiilaya in
which they occur.

P. 1199
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POTENTILLA
Salessovii.

Potassium; Ratanjot.

POTASSIUM.
Z200

Z20Z

FOOD a
FODDER.
Leaves.

Z202

Z203

DYE.
Root.

Z204

MEDICINE.
Ashes.

Z205

Z206

MEDICINE.
Z207

Z208

Potassium.—The only important salts of this metal in India are the
c.^rbonate and the nitrate. Fora descrip' ion of the former the reader is

referred to the articles Alkaline ashes, Vol. I., 167, and Carbonate of
Potash, Vol. II., 152; and for an account of the latter toReh, Vol. VI.,
also Saltpetre Vol , VI. The other salts are of too little importance
to demand notice.

PotatO} see Solanum tuberosum, Linn,\ Solanacb^s; Vol. VI.

POTENTILLA, Linn. ; Gen. Pl., I., 620,

Potentilla fruticosa. Ltnn. / FI. Br. Ind., //., 34^ ; Rosaceae.
Sjrn.—p. RIGIDA, Wall. ; P. AkBUSCULA, Dofl.

Var. a. glabrata.

(i. ochreata, Lekm.;P. ochreata, Lindl,

y. pumiIa,=:F. Lindenbkrgii, Lehm.

lng:li8ii,=P. iNGLisii, Roylr.

e. armerioides.

Vem —PinjAnfr^penma. Ladak.; Spang jhd, mertiw, Pb.
References.

—

Strwarf. Ph. PL, Si ; Gamble. Mart. Ttmh,. i6j ; Rnyle. III.

Him. Bat.. 207. i. 41 ; Athinson, Him. Dist.. 2'^g.

Habitat.—A much bninchcd, rigid, robust, variable shrub, met with on
the Tempenatc and Sub-alpine Himalaya, from Kashmir to Sikkim, be-

tween the altitudes of 8,000 and 16,000 feet.

Food & Fodder.—Stewart states, on the authority of Aitchison and
Longden, that the fraafr.'int leaves are used in the upper parts of the

ChenAb basin as a substitute for tea, and that the plant is brow.sed by
sheep. Dr. Aitchison confirms the former remark in the case of Lahoul,

where, he informs the editor, the leaves of var. 3 Inglisii are kno^^n as
shang~cha.

P. nepalensis, Hook. / FL Br. Imi., //.,

Syn.— P. niFURCATA, lVaW.«; P. Formosa, ; P. colorata, Lehm*S
P. COCCI NEA, Hoffm.

Vem.—Rattanfot. Pb.
References. —5/cTOflr/, Pb. PI .St ; Atkinson. Him. Dht , 30Q.

Habitat.— Met with on the Western Temperate Himdlaya between

5,0^ o and 0.000 feet, from Marri to Kumdon.
Dye—The reddish root is said by Stewart to form part of the dye-

stuff and medicinal root exported under the name of raftanjot from the

hills to the plains. It is employed to impart a red colour to wool.

Medicine.

—

Raftanjot is considered depurative and is “ used externallv

in the Yunani system, the ashes being applied with oil to burns**

(SUivart).

P. reptans, Linn.
Habitat.—Found in Kashmir, and distributed to Afghdnistdn, Abyssinia^

Europe, North China, and Japan.
Medicine.—This species does not appear to be employed medicinally in

India, but is said to be used as a hwmostatic in Tuscany {Year-Book

Pharm., 1S74, 624).

P. Salessovii, steph.; FI. Br. Ind.. //„ 348.
Syn.— P. DISCOLOR, Cam&. ; Comarum S.albssovii, Bunge.

Vem.— Ladak.
Reference.— 5/fwar/, Pb. PL, So, Sr.
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Timbeis used for Pounders and Presses. {J, Murray ) POUNDERS.

Habitat.—Found in Western Tibet, Lahoul, and the northern border of

Kashmir, between 11,000 and 14,000 feet. The under-surface of the leaves

is covered with fine dust, which, when the plant is shaken, causes violent

sneezing.

Fodder.— It is browsed by sheep (Siewari).

Potentilla supina, Linn. / Fl. Br. Ind., II. 3S9 -

Syn.— P. DENTICULATA, Ser.

;

P. Heynii. Roth.f P. CANA, Wall.; P.
KUTHEMA, p Uam. ; COMARUM FLAVUM, Rox/f.

References.— A., Fl. Ind., Ed. C B.C., 400; Dymock, Mat. Med W.
J»d., 2nd Ed.^ 304 ; Murray, PI. 6f Drugs, Sind, 14J ; Atkinson, Hint.
Dist., S09; Gazetteers\—N.-W. P., /.. Si ; IV., Ixxi. / Ind. Forester, II.,

24 \ Agri.^IIorti. Soc., Ind., Jour. XIV., ti.

Habitat —Met with throughout the warmer parts of India from Kash-
mir to Malacca and the Nilghiri Hills, ascending the Himalaya to 8,500
feet in the North-West and in Tibet.

Medicine.—The root is employed in Sind as a febrifuge (Murray).
T.ike most other members of the genus it is rich in tannin, and is probably
astringent and tonic.

Pothos officinalis, Roxl,, see Scindapsus officinalis, Schott; Aroidea.

Pottenr clays, see Clay, Vol. II., 364-367.

Pounce.—A resinous substance obtained chiefly from Sandarac, and
used by paper-makers to prepare the surface of parchment and paper for

writing. See Callitris quadrivalvis, Vent, ; Volume II., 28.

FODDER.
1209
1210

MEDICINE.
Root
I2II

I2Z2

POUNDERS, PRESSES, &c.

Pounders, Presses, Rollers, Timbers used for—
Acacia arabica, Willd. : sugar, oil-presses, rice-pounders.

A. Catechu, Wtlld.; rice pestles, oil and sugarcane-crushers.

A. modesta. Wall. ; sugarcane-crushers.
^gle Marmelos, Corr. ; pestles of oil ancUsugar-mil Is.

Alangium Lamarckii, Thwaites; pestles for oil-mills.

Albizzia Lebbek, sugarcane-crushers, oil-mills.

A. odoratissima, Benth. ; oil-mills.

A. procera, Benth, ; sugarcane-crushers, rice-pounders.

Avicennia officinalis, Ltnn. ; mills for husking paddy, ricc-pounders, and
oil-mills.

Barring^onia acutang^ila, GeerIn.

;

rice-pounders.

Cappans aphylla, Rofh.

;

oil-mills.

Carallia integerrima, DC. ; rice-pounders.

Cassia Fistula, rice-poanders.

Cedrela Toona, Roxb. ; nce-pounders.
Chloroxylon Swietenia, DC. ; oil-mills.

Dtllenia pentagyna, Roxb.j rice-mills.

Eriolaena Candollei, HVi//;rice-poundeis.
Feronia Elephantum, Correa ; oil-crushers.

Mimusops hexandra, Roxb. ; sugar-mill beams, oil-presses.

Odina Wodier, Roxb. ; oil-pressers and rice-pounders.
Parrotia Jacquemontiana, Dene. : rice pestles.

Pong^ia glabra, ; oil-mills.

Schleicfaera trijuga, Willd, : oil, rice, and sugar-mills.
Sojrmi^ febrifugs, Juss.

;

oil-mills.

Tanuradus indica, Linn. ; rice, oil, and sugar-mills.
Terminalia tomentosa, Bedd,; rice-pounders.

1213
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FRANCOS
pabularia.

The Pouzolia Fibre.

Vitex alata, Heyne. 2 sugarcane-crushers.

Zizyphua Jujuba, Lamk,

Z2I4

FIBRE
1215
1216

FOOD.
Roots.

1217

1218

FIBRE.
Bark.
12X0
FOOD.
Leave.

1220

1221

POUZOLZIA, Gaudich.; Gen. PI., III., 3S7.
I [ 6g6, 20g6 ; Urticaceje.

Pouzolzia pentandra, Benn.; Fl, Br. Ind., V„ ^83; Wight, Ic., /.

Syn.--MEMORlALlS, PENTANDKA, ; M. CILIARIS, //am. ; Urtica
PBNTANDRA, Roxh. / U HIPPURIOIDES, G'^tg. ; GoNOSTEOI A OPPOSITIFO-
LIA, Tutcb.; Hyrtananora pentanura & javanica, Miq,

;

Bcehmbria
mblasiomoidfs. Griff.

Var. a. proper,=P. pentandra, Roeb.

/3 . Stocksii,=P. INTEGRIFOLIA, /3 . Dale.; P. Stocksii, flight.

7* ramosissima, HV^ri.=P. ramosissima, Wight, Ic., t, 209s, f-

^

17, and P. Dalzellii, t. 2096, f. 2U
®* integrifolia,=P. integri folia.
c. Walkeriana,=P. Walkbriana, Wight, Ic., t. 209s, f. 16, and

GLABRA, /. #5. MeMORIALIS AQUATlCA, Wedd. ; HyRTANANURA
VValkeriana. 2'hwaite^.

Yem.^Ptppira-sari, Hind.; JaiphaUjari, N.-\V. P.
References -~Roxh., FL Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 654.- Dale. & Gibs., Bomb. FI

,

340 i Jhwaites, Kn. Cey. PI., 261 1 Giff.,Jttn. Notes, 362 ; No uL, 3S6 ;
Ic. / /. Auat., IV., S63, f. 2. ; Atkinson. Him. Dist

, 79 '’.

Habitat.—'A stout variable annual, met with in the Tropical HimAlaya
from Kangra, eastwards to Assam, the Khasia mountains, and Bengal, and
soutliwards to Orissa and Kanara.

Fibre. - According to Atkinson it yields a useful cordage fibre.

P. tuberosa, Wight, FL Br. Ind., V., sfti; Wight, Ic., t. 6gy.
Sya.—UkritA tubkrosa. R.xb.

tUi-dumpa, ’Iaai.; Eddu mukka-dumim, eddu-mutte dnmpa,
I EL.

References.— FI. Ind,, Ed. C.B.C., 654; Sir W. Elliot, FI. Andhr.,
49 ; Lisboa, U. PI., Bomb,, 204.

Habitat.—A native of banks of water-courses, hedges, &c., in the

Circars.

Food. — “ The Roots are esculent and nutritious ; the Natives eat them
raw, boiled, or roasted ” {Roxburgh),

U-44.
P. viminea, Wedd,; Fl Br. Ind., V,, 38/; Wight, Ic., t. 2100,

Syn.—p. horronica, Wight; P. OVALIS, Miq. ; Bceumkkia VIMI.NLA,
WaV. ; Urtica viminea. Wall.; U. sanguini a, Blinne Btjd.; U.
CmPLE, PUNCTAIA & PARVIhOLIA, Ham.; MaKGAROCAKI'US VlMl-
NKUS, ITnW. ; LfPIOCNIDK BOKBONIC

Vem.— i hhota kuail,Uiip\\.i Kyingbi, Lepcha.
References.

—

Brandts, For. Fl., 46s ; Kura, For. Fl, Burnt., II., 42s i

Gamble^ Man. limb , 32s ; Atkinson, Htm, Dist., 3 i 7 .

Habitat.—A small shrub, found on the Tropical and Sub-tropical

Himalaya, from the Sutlej eastwards, ascending to 7,000 feet in Sikkim,

also from Assam to Tenasserim and Perak.

Fibre.—A cordage fibre is prepared from the bark in the Eastern

HimAlaya ((/'./

Food.—The leaves are eaten in .Sikkim {Brandis).

PRANGOS, Lindt.; Gen. PI., /., 90./.

Prangos pabularia, Lindt.; Fl. Br. Ind., II., dpj,* UMUELLiFERiE.

Syn — Laserpitium sp.. Wall.

P. 1221
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A Substitute for Rock Parsley. {J. Murray.")
FRANCOS
pabularia.

Vtxn.^Prangost'i LaDAK ; {rmt^FUrasiilUnt fitrdsdli&m, Pb., Sind;
Komdlt komal, bddidn-kShu Afgh.; Uvat^Fituras-ahydn, phattars-
dlam. Bomb.

References.*— Pb. PL. loS; Aitchison, Bot. Afgh. Del. Cowm.t
66 ; Notes on Products of N.'-W. Afghdntsidn. & N.-K. Persia, 164 ;

0*Shaughnessy, Beng. Dtspens., 36g ; Dymock, Mat. Med. W.
Ind., 2nd Ed., 378 f Dymock, Warden &f Hooper, Pharmarog. Jnd., 11.,

l38 ;S,Arjun, Bomb. Drugs, 64; Murray, PI. & Drugs, Sind, 20i j
Year-Book, Pharm., 1878, 2#7 ; Baden Powell, Pb. Prod., 3^2 t Sirdwooa,
Bomb. Prod., 44 • Royle, Prod. Res., 179, 22$ ; Smith, Die., SiS • Agrt.m
Horti. Son., Ind. :~—Tran\a(tions, I., 74-82; H-tiQi-iQS; lll.,App.,

(Pro.), 66, 8$; VI., 32, {Pro,) 51 ; VII. (Pro.) Sh 52, J/0 ;
Journals (New Serie.^), VII., 3S9.

Habitat.—A tall perennial herb, met with in Kashmir and BaluchisthAn
between the altitudes of 6,000 and it,000 feet ; distributed to Afghanistan
and Persia.

Medicine.— In ancient times this plant appears to have been held in con-
siderable repute by the physicians of Northern India. Thus, in a letter
Irom the Maharaja Ranji'l Singh to Lord Bentinck in 1833, it is stated that
the learned men of Lahore had extracted a treatise from their medical
books on the plant, a treatise which was forw'arded to the Secretary to
Government. The writer can, however, find no further reference to this,’nor
an} translation of the passage*! extracted. Even at the present day it

commands a certain amount of interest The root is considered diuretic
and emmenagoguo, and a valuable external application to itch. Murray
states tliat the plant is poisonous to lower animal life, a deioction
destroying snails. It might in all probability act as an efiicient antiseptic
wash. The fruit is generally obtainable in the bazars under some of the
ab<»ve cited vcmacular names, names which are corruptions of the Greek
7ri7fjoatXiuau, or Rock Parsley, a plant for w'hich H is employed as a
substitute. It is believed to be stomachic, stimulant, carminative, aphro-
disiac, and diuretic, and, Dymock informs us, it is also said to promote the
cxplusion of the foetus. In Kashmir a decoction of the fruit is employed
as a wash to cure “ rot ” (the ‘liver-fluke,” Fasctola hepatica) in .sheep.

Chkmical C'oMi’osiTioN.—An anal}sis of the air-dried fruit has
recent 1} been published by the authors of the Pharmacographia Indica,
from which it appears that the following con.stitiients occur in its composi-
tion;—-an essential oil, traces of a fixed oil, resins, traces of an alkaloid,
quercitrin in large amount, and an etherial salt of valeric acid. The oily
constituents amounted to only about half an ounce from sixty pound.s of
fruit, and were almost entirely soluble in the water of the distillate. The
etherial oil recalled the odour of menthol and Xanthoxylon oil, with an
a ter-odour of caraways. It was a mixture of more than one oil, but the
amount obtained was too small to admit of fractional distillation. The
alkaloid afforded marked precipitates with alkaloidal reagents : Concen-
trated nitric acid, yellow; sulphuric acid, brown ; no reaction with ferric
chloride. “An alcoholic extract w'as agitated with ether, and after driv-
ing off the ether, the etherial extract was healed with caustic soda, when
an odour was developed very similar to that of otto of roses.”

Fodder.—Much has been wTitten at different times regarding the pro-
perties of this plant as a fodder. The authors of the Pharmacographia
Indica are of opinion that the komal and avi-priya or “dear to
sheep ” of Sanskrit writers may have been P. pabularia. Royle believes that
it was, in all probability, the Silphium mentioned by Arrian, the historian of
the (^'impaigns^ of Alexander the Great, a plant which he describes as
growing with pines on Paropanessus, and attracting the sheep from afar
b} Its fragrance. In 1822, shortly after the formation of the Agricultural

MEDICINE.

Root.

1222
Plant.

1223
Fruit.

1224

Chemistry.

1225

FODDER.
1226
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PREMNA
herbacea.

FODDER.

The Premna Shrub.

and Horticultural Society of India^ the* attention of that Body was di-

rected by Mr. Moorcroft, a veterinary surgeon who was then on deputa-
tion in upper Asia, to the value of the plant as a fodder. It was described

by him as possessing highly nutritious qualities, giving a very large

yield, easy to cultivate, of great vitali^, and capable of flourishing on
lands of the poorest quality. “ When once in possession of the ground,**

he writes, “ for which the preparation is easy, it requires no subsequent
ploughing, weeding, manuring, nor other operation, save that of cutting

and of converting the foliage into hay.** He also commented on the facts

that it appeared to be heating, produced fatness, “ in a space of time sin-

gularly short,** and when eaten proved destructive to the liver-fluke in sheep.

He sent large consignments of the fruit, hay, and rewt to the Society ; but
though the first arrived apparently in good condition and every precau-

tion was taken for its preservation, it entirely failed to germinate. An
effort was subsequently made by the Society in 1834, through the inter,

vention of Lord William Bentinck, then Governor-General, with Maharaja
Ran) it Singh, to obtain more seed, but without success. Subsequently
seed was obtained in good condition and attempts were made to intro-

duce it into cultivation in England, the Cape, and other localities, but in

no case does it appear to have succeeded.

Stewart considers that Moorcroft unintentionally much exaggerated
the virtues of the plant, .and states that it is nowhere highly prized, not

even in Afghanistan, where almost every plant of any size is cut for fodder.

In opposition to this statement, it may, however, be remarked that Lieut.

Burnes, an early traveller in Afgh.inist^n, found it “ greedily cropped by
sheep,*’ and even eaten by his fellow-travellers on account of its supposed
fattening powers ; and th;it Aitchison, in his recent Notes on the Products

of Western Afghanti^Tan and NartifEmt Persia, states that it is a common
pl.int at Badgnis, where it is considered an excellent fodder for goats and
sheep.

It may be remarked, in conclusion, that horses fed on the fruit are said

to have suffered severely from inflammation of the eyes, and even from
temporary blindness.

Precious StoneSj sec Camellan ; Diamond ; Pearl ; Ruby &c., &c.

X227

1228

MEDICINE.
Loaves.

X220
POOD
Leaves
X230
X23I

PREMNA, Linn. ; Gen. PI., II., 11^2.

A genus of trees or shrubs, sometimes climbing, which comprises some 40
species, ol which 34 or 35 are natives ul India.

Premna esculenta, Nox^. ; Fl. Br. ind., IV., $80

;

Verbenace^e.
References —AWA.. Fl, Ind., Kl. C.B.t.,Afi^s Voi^t, Hort. Sub. Cal;

4^7 ; Kurg,^ For. Fl. Burnt., IJ., 2fii; Sir W. Elliot, Fi. Amihr., 104, l3j;
Drury, V. PI., »^55 ; Bosivrtl, Man. Ncllore, i32.

Habitat.—A branching shrub, recorded in India from Assam and Chit-

tagong. Mr. C. B. Clarke states, in the Flora of British India, that all

the specimens seen b> him appear to have been cultivated, and that the

native habitat is uncertain.

Medicine.—The Natives of Chittagong employ the lbwes medicinally

(Poxh,).

Food.—The lewls, in the same locality, arc used as an article of diet

(Pojib.l

P. herbacea, ; Fl. Br. inl., IV., sSi.
Syn.—P. PYGM.es, WalJ.

Vern.— Beng. ; AmLi Santal; Ntla nirtdu, Tel.; Shu'
mijambu, bhitnfjambika, S.VNs.
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The Premna Slirnb. [J Murray,)

References.— FI, Ind„ Ed, C,B,C„ 4S5; Brandis, For, Fl.,3e^i
BHiot, Fl, A"dhr,, t3i t Bsv, A, CaaUbell, FeOt, Bc^. PI,, Chuii<*

Nagpur, Nos, 7SS4» S7S9i U, C, Dutt, Mat, Mod, Hind,, 294; Atkinson,
Him, Dist,, 31$ / Gaaettrer, AT.- W, P,, IV,, Ixxvi.j Ind, Forester, IX„ 2SS’

Habitat'-A small undershrub, met with in the sub- tropical Himdlaya,
from Kumlon toBhotdn, between the altitudes of 500 and 3,000 feet; also

found in Southern India.
Medicine.—The Rev. Mr. Oampbelt remarks, ** a preparation of the

ROOT is given internally for rheumatism.*’

Premna integrifoliai Linn,; Fl, Br, lnd„ IV., $74: Wtghi, Ic,, /. 1469,
Syn.—p. SBRRATI FOLIA, Ifnn.; P. 8PINOSA, Roxh, { P. SAMBUCINA and

VIBURNOIDES, Wall,; P. OVALIFOLIA, Wall,; GUMIRA LITTORBA,
Rumph,

Vttn.^Agetka, ami,ustahunda,)A\w,j BhUt-hhiraw, ganidri, Bbng.^
Aguydbdt, Uriya; Gineri, Nepal; Bdkarcha, Garhwal; Ganniart,
OuDH: Arni, ndrvel. Bomb.; Chdmdri, Mar.; i4rnf, Guz. ; Munnay,
munnl-vayr, mdney kiray, Tam.; Ghehu-nelli, pinna-nelH, Tel. ; Appel,
Malay.; Toung-than’-gyee, Burm. ; Kamika, middugass, SiNO.; Agni-

\

mantha, ganikdrikd. Sans.

References.—Roxb,, Fl, Ind,, Ed, C,B,C„ ^4; Brandis, For, Fl,, 366 f

Kura, For. Fl. Burm., II,, 262 ; Beddome, For, Man,, 172; Gamble, Man,
Timb., 29s ; Thnaites, En, Ceylon PI,,2^ ; Mason, Burma & Its People,

jgi f Elliot, Fl. Andhr., 84, tSSsAinslte, Mat. Ind., II., 210 ; CySkaugk-
nessy, Beng. Dispens., 486; U . C. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hirid., 219, 28g, 298 g

Dvmock, Mat. Med. W. Ind,, 2nd Ed., 604 g Trans., Med, & Pkys, Soc,,

Bomb. {New Series), No. 4, 154 g Atkinson, Him. Dist., 747 ; Drury, U.
PI., 36s g Lisboa, U. PI. Bomb., 203 g Gaaetteers :—Mysore Coorg, I,,

64; Bombay, XIII., 24 g XV,, 440; Orissa, II,, 158 g Ind. Forester, III,,

237.

Habitat.~A small deciduous tree, or shrub, met with near the sea from
Bombay to Malacca; also in Sylhet, Ceylon, the Andamans, and the Nico-

bar Islands.

Medicine.^The root is described in Sanskrit works as bitter,

stomachic, and useful in fevers, anasarca, &c. Ohakradatta recommends
the root rubbed into a paste with water to be taken with clarified butter,

for a week, in cases of urticaria and ros^la. It also forms an ingredient of

dasamula, a favourite compound decoction of ten plants, and is thus largely

used in a variety of diseases. The leaves are said to be bitter and carmin-
ative, and a soup prepared from them is recommended as stomachic

{U. C. Dutt), Ainsiie states that the root is prescribed in decoction as a
gentle cordial and stomachic in fevers, to the miantity of half a tea-cupful

twice daily, and quotes Rheede to the effect that the leaves are employed
on the Coromandel Coast, for the purposes indicated above. Atkinson in-

forms us that the leaves, rubbed up with pepper, are administered in colds

and fever, and that the whole plant is used in the form of decoction, as a
remedy for rheumatism and neuralgia.

Food & Fodder.—The leaves are said by Rheede to be eaten on the

Coromandel Coast, probably as a semi-medicinal, carminative article of

diet. In certain localities they are used for feeding cattle.

Structure of the Wood.—White, with purple streaks, moderately hard,
close-grained ; weight 3581 per cubic foot; used for firewood {Gamble).

P. latifolia, Roxb. ; Fl. Br. Ind., IV., 577,

Var. cnneata,—p. viburnoidbs, Kura.
mollissima,—P. mollissima^ Rotkg P, viburnoidbs. Wail., Cat.,

2646, a.

inncrcMiata,—>P. mucronata, Roxb. considered separately, see below,

vibunioidcs, IVall., Cat, 2 6, b. P. latifolia, Wight, Ic., t. 869.
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PREMNA
tomentosa.

The Premna Shrub.

FOOD ft

FODDER.
Leaves.

1240
TIMBER.
Z24I

Vtm.^Gondhona, Uriya; var. cuneata=:Z>a»?ra seya, Santal; Dauli,
RajbaNJ»hi; Gineri, Nepal; Michapgang, Lepcha ; Chambadu cham-
bari, BOMB. : Tam.; Pedda-neUa-k^rat ntlli kAra^ pedda nelH
kurat Tel. ; Middi, Sing.

Referencee.— jP/. Ind., Ed, ^3; Brandis, Far. FI., 366 f
Kurm, For. FI. Burm., //., 261 ; Beddome, Fl. Sylv., 172; Gamble, Man.
Timb., 294 i DaU. & Gibs., Bomb. FL, 200, 2o3f Elliot, Fl. Andhr., i33,

149; Bev. A. Campbell, Report, Ec. PL, Chutia Nagpur, No. 94^1;
Atkinson, Him. Dist., j/5 / Drurv, U. PL, 3S4 ; Lisboa, U. PL Bomb.,
SCO, 202/ Gazetteers:^Mysore & Coorg, I., 64; Bombay, V., 28 f XV.,
4^ t Ind. Forester, III., 287.

Habitat.—A small deciduous tree of the Sub-Himilayan tract from
Kumdon eastwards, and of South India.

Food Bl Fodder.—The leaves, which have a strongs, but not un-
pleasant, odour, are eaten in curries by Natives, especially in South lndia»

and are also sometimes given as fodder to cattle.

Structure of the Wood.-“Grey, with yellow, green, and purple streaks

;

softer than that of P. tomentosa ; weight 38fi) to 43ft per cubic foot ; used
^the hill-tribes in Sikkim to obtain fire, by friction, and in the Darjiling

Terai for firewood and charcoal.

Z242

MEDICINE
Milk.

12A3
Juice.
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TIMBER.
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Premna latifolia, Roxh.; var. mucronata, Fl. Br. Ind., IV., s7S>
Syn.— P. MUCRONATA, Roxb.
yfenL-~-Bakar, hakarcha, bas6ta, dgniun, tumari, jhatela, HiNO.; Agnid,
Kumaon; Ganhila, gian, ganhin, bankdr, Pb.

References. -Roxb.,FL Ind., Ed. C.B.C.,48s; Brandis, For. Fl., 366;
Gamble, Man. Ttmb., 295; Stewart, Pb. PL, 166 ; Atkinson, Him. Dist.,

J/5» 747 i Gazetteer, Hoshiarpur, It ; Ind. Forester, VIII., 41O; Agrt.»
Hortt. Soc., Ind., journals (Old Series), Kill., 3t3.

Habitat.—A small tree of the sub«Himdlayan tract, from the Chenab
eastwards to Bhotdn and the Khdsia mountains, ascending to 5,000 feet.

Medicine.—Atkinson states that in Kumdon the milk of the bark is

applied to boils, and the juice given to cattle suffering from colic. Stewart
also writes that the juice is employed medicinally in the Panjdb.

Structure of the Wood.— Moderately hard, light purple, structure

similar to that of P. integrifolia. It is used, like that of the other varieties

of P. latifolia, for obtaining fire by fnction, and as fuel.

P, longifolia, Ro.vb. / Fl. Br. Ind., IV., 575.
Vem.—Gohora, Assam; Gwyhcli, Nepal; Sungna, Lepcha; Dkaoli,

MicHi; Tel.
References.— Fl. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 484; Gamble, Man. Timb.,

294 / Elltot, FL Andhr., 55.

Habitat.—An evergreen tree, found in the Eastern sub-Himdlayan tract

of Bengal and Assam.
Structure of the Wood.—Greyish-brown, hard, close-grained ; weight

47lb to 50ft per cubic foot. It is used in Assam for making house-posts
(Gamble).

P. tomentosa, WtVd./ H Br. ind., IV, s76; Wight, Ic., t. 1468.
Syn.—P. P^VESCENS, yi«25. ; CORNUTIA CORVMBOSA, Lamk.
Var. detergibilis.—p. latifolia, Thwaites, not of Roxb,
Vem.—Katokoi, Kol. ; Chambara, Mar. j Nagal, naoru, naura, nagaru,

navuru, Tel.; Kan.; Kyunnalin, Burm.; Busairu, gulseru,^inQ.
References.— Fl. Ind., Ed. C.B.C.,j83; Brandis, For. Fl.,367;
Kurz, FL Burm., II., 260 ; Beddome, Fl. Sylv., t. 2$! ; Thwaites, En.
Ceylon PI., 242 ; Elliot, FL Andhr., 122, i3o ; Drury, U. PL, 355 / Madras
Man. Admin,, iL, rej; Ind. Forester, III., 204 ; X., 3t.

Habitat.—A moderate-sued deciduous tree^ common in South India,
Burma, and Ceylon.
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Stracture of the Wood.—Smooth, light-brown, somewhet resembling
teak in colour, moderately hard, close and even-grained, seasons and
polishes well. It is used in Burma for making weaver’s shuttles, and has
been recommended as suitable for turning and fancy work.

TIKBER.

1244)

PRIMULA, Linn, ; Gen, PL, IL, 631.

Primula reticulata, Wall; Fl, Br, Ind,, IIL, 483; PRiMULACEa:.
Syn.—p, ALTissiMA and spbciosa, Don,
Vem.—Bishrkopra, jalAtuira, Kumaon.
References.—Atkinson, Him. Dist., 747 ; Gametioer, Gujrat, ir.

Found in the Central and I^stcrn Himalaya, Nepal, and
Sikkim, between the altitudes of 11,000 and 15,000 feet.

Medicine.—Atkinson writes that this plant is poisonous to cattle, and
is used externally as an anodyne.

PRINSEPIA, Gen.Pl„L,6ii,

Prinsepia utilis, Royle ; Fl, Br, Ind„ //., 323 ; Rosaceje.
Vern.

—

Bhekal,bekkra, 'karanga, cherara, dhatela, jhatela. Hind, j Chi-
rara,jhaMa, dhatela, phcJdwa, bhekle, dintiii, bhekara, b^kala, Ku-
maon ; Gurinda, chamba, arund, tatua, phUlmdra, rdri, jinti, bekkli,

behkut, bhdkhr, kamt^dra, bhekal, bekhar, behhdl, bekhwa, bekling, bhekal,
bhekar, garandu, bekrdl, oiL^baikar, Pb.

References.— Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cat., 265 ; Brandis, For. FL, 196 ; Gamble*
Man, Timb., 164; Stewart, Pb. PL, St ; O'Shaughnessy, Beng. Dihpens,*
2S f Bnden Powell, Pb, Pr.,346, 422, Sgt ; Atkinson, Him, Dist,,309,

747 ; Rcon, Prod., N.-W, P., Pt, V., 44, 6$ : Royle, III, Him, Bot., 206,
t. 38

, f, t f Cooke, Oils dr Oilteeds, 96 f Gaaetteers s-^Rdrralpindi, 83 ,

Simla, i2 : Settle. Rep., Simla, App.II. {H,), xliii,: Ind. Forester, Xl„
3 : Agri.'Horti. Sor., Ind., Trans. ill. (Pro.), 267/ youmais (Old Series);

If., Sel., 298 : XIII., 390 ; XIV., S3-
Habitat.—A deciduous, thorny shrub, found on the d^ rocky hills of

the Temperate Himalaya, from Hazdra to Sikkim and ohotdn, between
4,000 and 0,000 feet, also on the Khdsia hills.

Oil.—The SRED yields an oil by expression which is much used in the
North-West Himalaya, for food, illuminating, and occasionally in medi-
cine. Atkinson states that a small quantity is exported from the forests of

Garhwdl and Kumaon.
Medicine.—The oil is rubefacient and is applied externally for rheu-

matism and pains resulting from over-fatigue.

Food.—The oil is used as an article of food.

Structure of the Wood.—Sapwood white, heartwood red, very hard
and compact, close and even-grained but very liable to split; growth slow

;

weight 6^ per cubic foot. It is employed for fuel, and occasionally for

making walking!icks.

Domestic.—^The oil is burned for illuminating purposes.

PROSOPIS, Linn. ; Gen, PL, /., 59/.

A genus of erect trees or shrubs, which comprises about eighteen species,

dispersed over the tropical and sub-tropical regions of both hemispheres. Of
these two are natives of India. Several are of considerable economic value, and
since a few have been introduced into India, they are worthy of a short notice.

P. dulcis, the " Alagaroba,” or " Paray,” a native of America, produces

sweetish succulent pods, from 20(024 inches long, which are largely used for

feeding cattle. It has fa^n introduce into Madras, where it is planted along
railway lines, and is known locally as “ Tamarind.” P. glanduloM, Torr,,

the " Mesquit Bean,” is a native of the mountainous regions of Western
Texas. It nas been successfully introduced into the North-West Provinces.

The tree yields a large quantity of gum, resembling gum-arabic, and often used
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The Proeopit Been.

as a mucilai^ in making jujubes and other sweetmeats. The pods are filled

with a sweet pulp, which, by fermentation and boiling, makes a not unpleasant
drink. The seeds or beans, powdered and mixed with water, form a paste,
which, when dried, is used for food. The beans are also useful for fodder, and
have apparently been employed for this purpose in India {Atkinson), The
wood is very hard and durable, has a beautiful grain, and is much used for
furniture, tnd in the manufacture of charcoal {Gamble),

P. pallida, Kunth., a native of South America, has been successfully

introduced into^ Ceylon. Its pods contain as much as 90 per cent, of tannic
acid, and are highly v^ued in tanning. They are inerted into Europe under
the name of ** Algarobilla **

or ** Balsamocarpon {Gamble).
P. pnbeacens, BM., the ** Screw Bean," or " Screw Mesouit," also a

native of New Mexico and Texas, is being experimentally cultivated in the Royal
^tanic Gardens, Calcutta. 1 he bean of this species is of much economic
value. It is screw*shaped, is borne in abundance, and ripens at all times of

the year. It contains a large quantity of saccharine nutntious matter, from
which molasses may be made by boiling. The pods form an important article

of food to the Natives, and are a valuable fodder for cattle, but great caution

is said to be necessary in using them as fodder for horses {Gamble).

[ Sylv., t. $6 ; Legumino&s.

*459 Prosopis spicigera, Linn. ; Fl. Br. Ind.^ //., 288 { Btdd., FI.

Syn.—p. spiCATA, Burm. ; Adbnanthera aculbata, Roxh.

Jhand, jand. Hind, j Shami, wmi^ Bbno. ; Shami, savandal,
UaiYA ; Chaunkra. N.-W. P. ; Jhand, kkdr, sehjandi, jand, kanda,
kandi, khunda, jant, POD—Sangar^ sankhrt, shdngar, GALLS=itAa/>w

ndb Hindi, Pb. ; Aghmakat, aghaakdr, kandi. Push i u ; Khejra,
sang*i, kMta, sd, Raj. ; Kandi, kundi, kemdo, SiND. ; Kandi, shuml,
C. P. ; Shemi, sumri, sounder, shemd, saundad, shami, shemri,
shamn. Bomb. ; Shemi, sounder^ savandal. Mar. ; Semru, hamra,
khijro, khijudo, Guz. ; Soundar, Dec.; Perumhe, vunne, sambu, vanni,
Tam. ; Chant, shumi, priyadarsini, jammi, chami, Tel. ; Perumbe,
perumhai, vunne, Kan.

Kmtrtacta,^Boiss., FI. Orient., II., 634 ; Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C.,

361 ; Voigt, Hart. Sub. Cal., 2S9 f Brandis, For. FI., 169, t. 25 ; Gam-
ble, Man. Timh., 147; Dalm. & Gibs, Bomb. FI., 841 Stewart, Pb. PI.,

74 , Sir W. Elliot, Andhr., 72, 158} Murray, PI. & Drugs, Sind,
136 ; Dymock, Warden & Hooper, Pharmacy. Ind., /., 550 ; Bird-
wood, Bomb. Prod., 844 ; Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 263, 288, J97 ;

Drury, U. PI. Ind., 3S5 ; Useful PI. Bomb. {XXV., Bomb. Gae.),
06, tS4, 278, 279, 280, 290, 397; Liotard, Dyes, 33,’ Cooke, Gums
& Resins, 22; Watson, Rep., 3O, 51 ; Rept. Exper. Farms, N.-W.
P., 1883, App. if. ; Boswell, Man., Nellore, 97 ; Moore, Man., Trt-
chintpoly, 79 ; Stocks, Report on Sind. ; Settlement Report :—Panidb,
Dera Ismail Khdn, 25 ; Rohtdk, 78 ; Lahore, 14 ; Dera Ghdoi Khan,
4 ; Montgomery, ti ; Central Provinces, Chanda, App. VI ; Ratpore,
to ; Gaoetteers Bombay, II., 355 : ^5» 88$j VI., i3 ; VII., 3^,
39,40; XV., 74; XVII., 18, 26; XVIII., S8;Panjdb, Montgomery,
18; Bannu, 23 ; Mumaffargarh, 21 ; Ludhidna,9: Lahore, i3 ; Dera
Ismail Khdn, 19 ; Multan, 102 ; Karnal, 16 ; Rohtdk, 14 ; Amritsar, 4 ;
Dera Ghdai Khdn, to ; N.-W. A, /., 80 ; IV , Ixxi, ; Mysore & Coorg,
/•» 52, 59 i Agri.-Horti. Soc., Ind. :—Journals {Old Series), VIII,,
Sel., 176 ; Xlll., 172 {New Senes), VI., 6 ; Panjdb, Selkci Papers to
1S62, t8 ; Index, 44 ; Ind, Agnculturist, Oct., tSM ; Ind, Forester,
II., t7t ; III., 23, 202, 237 / IV., 153, 227 ; V., 330 ; VIII., 121, l3r,

489 ; IXt, 42, 174» 327 f Xl., 388 ; XII., 32 ; App., 1,2, 12 ; XIII., 120.

HaUtat.—A moderate^izoi, deciduous, thorny tree, found in the arid

dry zones of the Panjdb, Sind, Rdjputana, Guzerdt, Bundelkhand, and
Deccan. It is easily raised from seed and coppices well. It has an
enormously long tap root ; one specimen, of whicn pieces were sent to the
Paris Exhibition of 1878, had a root 86 feet long, penetrating vertically to

a d^th of 64 feet. The tree is said to specially favour a heavy soil.

GUM. unai.—Stawart writes, **From the stumps of pruned branches and
1260 other scars, a gum exudes similar to gum arabic, but 1 do not know that
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it is collected or used.” It has recently been examined by the authors of

the Pharmacographia Indicat who state that it is unusually fnable, occurs
in small angular fragments of a yellowish colour, more or less deep, some-
times in large ovoid tears about two inches long, of an amber colour inter-

nally, but having a frosted or candied appearance externally from the
presence of numerous minute cracks which cause the tears to crumble
under pressure. With water it forms rather dark-coloured tasteless muci-
lage of about the same viscosity as gum arabic. The solution is precipi-

tated by the normal acetate of lead, and gelatinized by the basic acetate,

also by ferric chloride, borax, and alk^uine silicates. It rather freely

reduces Fehling’s solution. This is a valuable gum, and appears to

resemble, except in its behaviour to reagents, the Mozquite gum ot Mexico
and Texas, which is now coming into use in America.” It would appear
from these remarks, that the g^m is well worthy of further investigation

as to its probable utility in the arts, and the d^free to which it could be
obtained.

Taii.~The bark is used as a tan.

Medicine.—The pod, according to Stewart, is probably sometimes
used in the Panjdb for medicinal purposes. On many trees, large ^ongy
wooden galls are produced, which are known in the bazdrs of the PanjlD
under the name of Kharnub Hindit and are believed to be astringent. In
the Setilemeni Report of Chanda Districtt Central Provinces, the bark is

said to be locally employ^ as a remedy for rheumatism.
Food & FMder.—The pods which ripen before and during the

rains contain, when scarcely ripe, a considerable quantity of a sweetish
farinaceous substance, which has the flavour of the fruit of the carob tree.

It is largely consumed as food in the Panjdb, Guzerdt, and the Deccan

;

in some localities by all clasres, in others by only the poor, and in times
of scarcity. It is eaten in various ways, green or dry, raw and alone,
boiled with salt, onions, and ght, with bread, or mixed with daht. Stewart
remarks that the quantity which may be consumed at once by a man, has
been variously stated to be from one chtttdk to a sir. During the grea*
Rdjputana famine of 1868-69 the bark was largely eaten, ground into

flour and made into cakes. A writer in the Indian Agriculturist states
that it was the means of saving thousands of lives. Grain was so scarce
as to be beyond the reach of the poor, who had consequently to depend to
a very large extent on this bark as almost their only article of food. It is

sweetish to the taste, and is said to be not at all unpleasant in flavour.
The pods are gCN^ food for camels, cattle and goats, and the loppings,

called lanji in iJera Ismail Khin, are said to be highly valued in the
Trans-Indus re^on as fodder for sheep and goats. The trees are care-
fully preserved for this purpose, and are pollards during the cold weather
when the grass and other fodder supply is short. The lanji is made to last
if possible for three months, from December to February. In other locali-
ties of the Panjib the lopp^ leaves seem to be equally valued.

Stmeture « the Wo<^.—Sapwood large, perishable ; heartwood pur-

C
lish brown, extremely hard ; weight about 581b per cubic foot. It is tough,
ut not durable, liable to dry, rot, and very easily destroyed by insects.

It is used for building, carts, well-curbs, furniture, and agricultural imple*
ments, but is chiefly valu^ for fuel, as its heating power is great
(Gamble), According to Brandis, 1,374ft were consumed in evaporating
11*8 cubic feet of water per hour during seven hours, the pressure of steam
being kept at 37ft per square inch, while 1,388ft of Aca^ arabica wood,
amd 1,627ft of Tamariz mlica, were required to produce the same result
Owing to the value of the wo^ for this purpose it has been extensively
consumed on loccmotives and steam boats in Sind and the Panjib, a fact
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The Almond.
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that is said to have brought about a steady decrease in the area under
the tree in certain districts (Settlement Report^ Montgomery), Good char-
coal is also made from the wood, though it is said to have the disadvan-
tage of emitting a great many sparks when burned.

Domestic & Sacred.— In the Panjdb the tree is found not uncommonly
planted near the ^ave of some saint, and when in such situations, it is

said not to be pollarded, and to be ^nerally protected. Mr. Duthio in-

forms us that in Rdjputana it is, worshipped at certain times of the year,

when large crowds of Natives form themselves into a procession, headed
by the Mahardja, Rajd or head ThAkur of the place, and make their way to

some particular tree set apart for worship. With the Hindus generally,

all over India, it is sacred. Its worship is enjoined in the Vratrdj to be
performed on the tenth of /Iskwin Sudhapaksha-^the Basera festival—be-
cause on this tree the five Pdndav princes hung up their arms when they
entered Hirdt Nagri in disguise. On the tree the arms turned to snakes
and remained untouched till the owners returned. It is also believed that
the tree is a transformation of the goddess that pleased Rdm. It is wor-
shipped to obtain pardon for sins, success over enemies, and the realisa-

tion of (he devotee’s wishes. The dry twigs are employed as samidhas
in feeding the sacred fire, and the leaves as patri (leaf-offeringSy in
the worship of Ganpatti ^(Lisboa),

Prosopis Stephaniana, Kunih. ; Fl, Br, Ind., //., 288,
Syn.—Laoonychium Stephanianum, M, Bieb,

;

Mimosa agrestis,
Sieb,

Wtxn.^Chiggak, chogakt khar-irjinghak, Afgh.
References.

—

Boiss, Fl. Orient., IJ., 63$ ; Brandis, For. Ft., /70 i

Aitchison, Rept. Bot. Afgh. Del. Com., 60 ; Jnd. Forester, IV., is3.

Habitat.—A low bushy tree, found in the Panjdb near Peshdwar, dis-

tributed to the Caucasus and Afghanistan.
Tan.—-Aitchison writes of the Perso-Afghdn border, “ The pods are

usually infested with insects, and become immensely large and irregular

in form. They are called He^chi, and are employee! in tanning, for which
purpose they are collected and exported.’*
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PRUNUS, Linn, / Gen, PI,, I,, Cog,

Prunus Am3^dalus, Baill. ; Fl. Br. Ind,, II., 313 ; RosACEft.

The Almond.
S]rn.—Amvgdalus communis, Linn,
Vem.—BAddm, Hind. & Pb. ; Bildti-baddm, Bbng.

; Badam, Mar. /
Baddm, Guj. ; Bddam, Dkc. j Vddam-kottai. Tam. ; Bidam-vittulu,
Tel. ; Bdddmi, Kan. ; Badam, vitam-kotta, Malay. ; Bddan, Burm. /
Rata-kotambd, Sing. ; Bmddmitte, Sans. ; Loue, Arab. ; Bdddm,
Pers.

Sweet and bitter almonds are distinguished by adding the necessary adjective to
the above names in ail the languages.

References.— I^. Ind., Ed, C.B.C., 403 ; Brandis, For. Fl., igo ;
Stewart, Pb. PI,, 77 ; Rept., Bot. Afgh. Del. Com., 62 : DC., Origin
Cult. PI., 218 ; Pkarm. Ind., 83 / Ainslie, Mat. Ina., /., <5

, ^2 ;
O^Shaughnessy, Beng. DisOens., 319: Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind.,
and Ed., 292 ; Dymock, Warden & Hooper^ Pharmacy. Ind., /.,

^3 ; Flack. & Hanb., Pharmacog., 244, 247 ; Bent. & Trim., Med,
Pi., t, 99 ; S. Arjun, Bomb. Drugs, 5/ ; Murray, PI. & Drugs, Sind,
140 ; Year-Book Pharm., J879 ^5 / Irvine, Mat, Med., Patna, II.,

3B ; Med. Top., Ajm., 1S7 : Trans. Med. & Phys. Soc., Bomb. (New
Series), No. Xll., 172 ; Baden Powell, Ph. Pr., /., 346, 421, 4SS ; Atkin^
son. Him. Dist., 711 ; Econ. Prod., N.-W,P., Pt. V.,44,f^2; Lisboa,
V. Pi. Bomb., iS4, dgo ; Bir&wood, Bomb. Pr., 32 : Butler, Top, &
States Oudh & Sultanpore, 33 ; Smith, Ec, Die,, // ; Kew Off, Guide to
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The Almond. (J, Murray,) PRUNU3
Amygdaiua.

the Mus, of Ec. Bat., S9t ^ » Ayeen Akbary^ Gladwin's Trans,, /., 83 ;

Rep. Horti. Gar, Lucknow, March 1884, 3 ; Gauetteer, Bomb,, XVIII.,

4^ ; Ind. Foreiter, JI., 291 ; Agri.-Horti. Soc., Ind., Trans,, /., 66 ; 11.

{App.), 307 ; Journals {Old Series), 11., Set., $39.

Habitat.—The original indi^nous area of the almond cannot be ascet^

tained with precision. DeCandolte, however, after considerin||[ the state-

ments of various authors, arrives at the conclusion that its native country
possibly originally extended from Persia westward to Asia Minor, Syria,

and even Algeria. It is culti\ated in Kashmir, the Panjdb, Afghdnistdn,
and Persia.

Two varieties are recognised, I'la., o. amaraand
j3.dulds, the bitter and

sweet almond, but these cannot be distinguished by any permanent bota-
nical character, and appear to occupy the same area of growth.

Gum.—This tree yields the Badam or " Hog-tragacanth ” exported from
Persia into Bombay and re-exported to Europe. It is used as a substitute

for true Tragacanth.
Oil.—The almond yields two distinct oils—an essential oil and a fixed

or fatty oil. The latter oil is obtained by expression from either bitter or

sweet almonds, the average produce being from 48 to 52ft from 1 cwt. of

fruit. The yield is greater by hot expression 2& 20Z. being obtained from
Sjlb. The oil is clear, yellow, with an agreeable flavour, but without
odour. It is much used by perfumers, but is frequently largely adultera-

ted with gingelly, poppy, or mustard, oil.

'i'he essential oil is obtained from var. anuum, and is well known under
the name of oil of bitter almonds.'* It is prepared by submitting bitter

almond cake, left after expression of the fixed oil, to distillation with water
either alone, or more commonly with salt. The yield^ is liable to great
variation, the amount obtained by Unmey having been, in some cases, as
much as 0*95 per cent., while in others it w'as only 0*42 percent. This oil

is a mixture of various substances (see paragraph ** Chemical Composi-
tion”), and is highly poisonous owing to the presence of prussic acid. An
essence prepared from it is largely used in perfumery and confectionery,
but great caution is necessary in employing it. The oil itself has medi-
cinal properties.

GUM.
1275

OIL.

1276

Medicine.—An interesting history of the almond may be found in the
Pharmaco^aphia, from which it appears that it has attracted much atten-
tion, and has been familiarly known in Europe for many centuries. In
India, on the other hand, it appears to have been but little esteemed. It is

but rarely mentioned in Sanskrit works and is not described as of medi-
cinal value by older writers on Hindu medicine. Dymock states, however,
that Arabian and Persian writers on materia medica discuss its properties
at considerable length. Two kinds of sweet almond are described—

a

thick-shelled, and a thin-shelled or Kaghagi {amendes des dames, or
amandes sultanes, Fr.), and the uses of these appear to have been essen-
tially the same as in Europe. The author of the Makhsan-el^adwiya,
however, describes almonds as having been employed to extract perfumes
of flowers by a sort of enfleurage, similar to that for which sesamum seeds
are now more commonly used in India (see Perfumery, p. 135). He also
notices the fact that the burnt shells are made into toothpowder, and
the unripe fruit {chugala) given as an astringent application to the
gums and mouth.

“Bitter Almokds (loug-el^murr) are described by Muhammadan
writers as attenuant and detergent ; they are recommended both externally
and internally for a variety of purposes. As a plaster made with vinegar
they are used to relieve neuralgic pains; as a collyrium, to strengthen the
sight ; in emulsion with starch and peppermint, to allay cough. They are

MEDICINE.

1277

Shells.

1278
Fruit.

1279
Bitter

Almonds.
Z28o
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PRUNUS
armeniaca.

Bitter Almonds ; Apricot.
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Root.
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FOOD.
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also considered to be lithontriptic and diuretic, and efficient in removing
obstructions of the liver and the spleen. Applied to the head they kill

lice ; as a suppository they relieve pain in difficult menstruation ; as a
poultice they are a valuable application to irritable sores and skin erup-
tions, The ROOT of the tree is described as discutient and alterative ; it

is used both internally and externally” {Mai, Med, W, Ind.), Emerson
states that the juice of the fruit with sugar is used in coughs, and that

almonds mixed with figs are considered to be laxative and to relieve intes-

tinal pain.

The therapeutic properties and uses of both bitter and sweet almonds,
as recognised in Europe, are too well known to require recapitulation.

Chemical Composition.—^The writer is indebted to Dr. Warden,
Chemical Examiner, Calcutta, for the following note

** Both the sweet and bitter almond contain about 50 per cent, of

fixed oil, which is slightly yellow and fluid, and does not solidify below
7*6® C. Almond oil, like castor oil, is soluble in alcohol. Both varieties of

almond also contain a white, albumenous substance—emulsin,—but in the

bitter almond there is, in addition, a white, crystalline glucoside—amyg-
dalin. Dry emulsin and amygdalin do not react, but when moisten^
with water a species of fermentative action ensues, by which the amygdalin
is decomposed into prussic acid, hydride of bmzole or essential oil of

almonds, grape sugar, and formic acid. A similar decomposition takes

place when bitter almonds are moistened with water. Amygdalin also

yields prussic acid when treated with acid. The volatile oil of bitter

almonds, when freed from prussic acid, is not poisonous, but commercial
samples usually contain a considerable amount of the acid, and several

fatal accidents have followed the incautious use of this popular flavouring

essence. On exposure to air, volatile oil of bitter almonds absorbs oxygen,
and a crystalline deposit of benzoic acid occurs. Artificial essence of

bitter almonds is a solution of nitrobenzol in alcohol, and is prepared by
the action of nitric acid on benzol, a volatile liquid obtained during the
distillation of coal-tar. In addition to bitter almonds, amygdalin is con-
tained in cherry, plum, and peach kernels, apple seeds, cherry laurel

leaves, and the bark of the Rhamus frangabi. The amount varies from 2*5

to 2'3 in bitter almonds and peach kernels. Apple seeds, cherry, and plum
kernels and the bark of R. fimngala contain under 1 per cent., while cherry
laurel leaves contain 1*38 per cent. In bitter almonds, apple seeds, &c.,

no prussic acid exists ready formed, but in the bark of R. fimngala and
in cherry laurel leaves free prussic acid has been detected.”

Fo^.—The seed lobes or kernels of the sweet almonds are largely

used as a dessert and in confectionery. Considerable quantities are im-
ported into India from Afghdnstin.

Prunus armcniaca, Linn, ; FI, Sr, Ind,, II,, 313,

The Apricot, Mishmus, or “ Moon of the faithful.”

Var. DASYCARPA, the Black-fruited Apricot.

Vem.—Chuari, gardalu, khibani. Hint), ;,Pating, chuli, Bhote; Chudru,
thola, gard^dru, jald^dru, kushm^aru, KuiiAON; Chili, Lad.; Galdam,
Tibet; her, gurddlu, cherkdsh, Kashmir; Hdri, gurdalu, jalddrd,
thiran, ch^roli, shdri,cherkdsh, serkuji, karian, chuh, chir, sari, ckiran,
kusk,jalddru chili, mandata, arti, eardalu, htshta, aid kashmiri, Pb. ;

Nakhier, mandata, f>n\Et}^khubdn%, MOiST^khista, Pushtu ; Zard^lu,
Arc. : Bin^hik, tuffa-urmena, Arab. ; Mishmuh, Psrs.

Rcferencea.—’Bow., Onent,, II/,, 641 ; Roxh,, Fl, Ind,, Bd,C,B,C,,
403: Brandis, For,Fl,,t9i: Gamble, Man, Timh,, ih2 ; Stewart, Pb,
PI,, 81 ; Aitchiaan, Cat, Pb, and Sind PI,, 56 ; Bept, PI, Call, Afgh, Del,
Cam,, 6t ; DC., Grig, Cult, PI., 215 ; Baden Powell, Pb„ Pr, 268, 20^, 345,
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The Apricot {J. Murray.)
PRUNUS
armeniaca.

Stflt 422, S67 ; Atkifwm, Him. Dist. {X., N.-W. P. Gaw.), 309t 7ir

;

Scon. Prod. N.~W. Prov., Pi. V. {Vegotahles, Spices, & Fruits), 44,

63 i Royle, III. Him. Bot., 204; Cooke, Oils & Oilseeds, 67 ; Ayeen
Akbdrv, Gladvin*s Trans., J., St, 83; //•> /J5> tOp. 170; Settlement
Report z'^Panjdb, Simla, App. II. {H.), xlii.; Kohat, 3o; Peshawar^ 13 ;
Agri.-Horti. Soc., Ind. Trans., I., 6^$ 9^; MI., p5» (Pro.), 254;
IV., 106, 141, I4fi, 148 i VI. (Pro.), 41 ; VII. (Pro.) 94, 132; Journals (Old
series), XIII., 371, 384, 390 (New Series), Vll., (Pro.) j ; Agri.~Horti.
Soc., Panjdh, Select Papers to 1S62, 46; Ind. Forester, VlII., 36 f Smith,
Ec. Diet., 20.

Habitat—A moderate-sized deciduous tree commonly cultivated be-
tween the Indus and Sarda, in the North-West Himalaya, in the plains

of the Panj4b,in Af^hdnistin, Western and Central Asia, Europe and
China. In the Himalaya the fruit ripens well up to xo,ooo feet, but is

best between 6,000 and 9,000 feet. The tree is,cultivated in West Tibet as
hi^h as 12,000 feet, but at that elevation, the fruit seldom ripens properly.

It IS very frequently spontaneous, and occurs far away from human habi-
tations, so much so that Stewart writes, “ 1 believe I have seen the apricot
wild in many places from 4,000 to 6,000 feet in the Panjdb Himalaya.”
In this opinion, however, he is opposed to the general opinion of other
Indian botanists. Older writers were of opinion that the tree was, as its

name implies, of Armenian or Caucasian origin, but DeCandolle fol-

lows Roxburgh in considering it to have been originally a native of
China. “ The Chinese,” he writes, ” knew it two or three thousand years
^fore the Christian era. Changkfen went as far as Bactriana, a century
before our era, and was the first to make the West known to his fellow-
countrymen. It was then, perhaps, that the apricot was introduced in

Western Asia, and that it was cultivated and became naturalised here and
there in the north-west of India, and at the foot of the Caucasus, beyond
the limit of population by the scattering of the stones.”

Gum.—The tree yields a gum similar to Tragacanth, which, as with most
of the gums from other members of this genus, is known commercially as
Cherrv gum. Of this series the gum from the true cherry is the most
valuable, being more soluble than the others, and is used commercially in
France.

Oil.—A clear oil, of a pale yellow colour, which smells strongly of
hydrocyanic acid, and which, indeed, contains a fairly large proportion of
that substance, is extracted from the SEED. This oil is usea in burning
and cooking, and for the hair. It is said to be one of the most largely
utilised oils in Kashmir, and has a pleasant flavour, with an odour of bitter
almonds.

Medicine.—In Tibet the apricot is employed after mastication as an
external application to the eye in cases of ophthalmia, and in Afghanistan
it IS considered laxative, and a refrigerant in cases of fever (Stewart).

Food.—In the North-West Himalaya, dried apricot forms a con-
siderable portion of the food of the people, particularly during autumn and
winter. It ripens from May to September according to elevation, and in
the apricot-districts, e.g., on the Sutlej, Tonse, and Jumna, the roofs of
all the houses are covered during that season with the fruit spread out
to dry. It is eaten both fresh and dried ; the kernels sometimes sepa-
rately, or more frequently pounded with the pulp to mitigate the acidity
of fne latter. By Europeans it is largely employed in the fresh state for
making jam, and when dried for cooking. The dried fruit is an important
article of trade, and is brought to the plains from the hills, and from
Afghdnistin. The black variety is not often met with, but is occasionally
cultivated in Kashmir. The oil, as already stated, is largely used as food
in Kashmir.

P. 1292
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PRUNUS
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I302
TinSR.
*303

The Sweet and Sour Cherries.

Structure of the Wood.—Sapwood white, heartwood gfreyish-brown,

mottled with dark-brown streaks ; weig^ht 49 tt i^r cubic foot, handsome,
and used for various purposes in the Panjdb Himalaya (Gamble), The
drinking*cups of Tibet, described by Cunningham are said to be made
from it (Stewarf). In Lahoul and Upper Kandwar it is the chief firewood.

Dome8tic.~The juice of the fruit is employed to clean brass-work.

Prunus Avium, Linn.; FI, Br. Ind.y //., j/j.

The Sweet Cherry, Gean or Wild Cherry.
Syu.- p. Cerasus, var. a. Avium, Brandis.
Vem— krusbdl, Kumaon.
References.—Boxss., FI. Orient,, JI., 649 ; Brandis, For. FI., igS ;DC,,

Origin Cult. PL, 205 ; Atkinson, Him. Dist., 'JiZ; Bcon. Prod,, N.^W.
P., Pt. V„u. 63,

Habitat.—The Sweet cherry, from which the white and black cherries

are developed, is indigenous in Europe, from the South of Sweden to the

mountainous parts ot Grece, It^, and Spain, in Algeria, in the Russian

?
rovinces to the south of the Caucasus, in Armenia, and in the north of

•ersia. It is cultivated in the North-West Himalaya up to 8,000 feet. It

is said to be most frequently met with in Kashmir, where it flowere in April-

May, and the fruit ripens in June. Many of the European varieties intro-

duce have not succeeded in these hills owing to the effect of the heavy rains

on the young fruit (Atkinson). The true cherry is a scarce fruit in India.

Food.—The fruit is well known and much valued for dessert pur-

poses. The cherry of Himdlayan writers is mostly P. Puddum.

P. Cerasus, Lmn. ;
FI, Br. Ind., II., 313.

The Sour Cherry or Dwarf Cherry.
Sya.—

C

erasus caproniana, DC. ; C. vulgaris. Miller,

Vtm.-^Alu’-bdlu, N.-W. P. ; Gtlds,olchi, Pb. ; Jerasayna, kerdsya, Arab.;
Alu'hadd, alu-bu^ali, Pers.

References.—Roxh,,Fl. Ind., Ed. C.D.C., 403; Stewart, Ph.Pl,7S;
DC., Origin Cult. PL, 207 ; Atkinson, Him. Dt.\f., 7 f2 ; Bcon. Prod,,

iV.-lV. F,, Pt. V., 44, 63 ; Birdwood, Bomb. Prod., 32 ; Smith, DiH., 107^

336 f Ayeen Akbary, Gladwin*s Trans, I,

,

32 ; //., /J5 / Aind-Akbarx,
Blothmann*s Irans., 228, 616 ; Agri.-Horti. Soc., Ind.

:

—Trans., I,, 65 /
///.. 05 ; IV., 106, t4i, 151 ! VI. KPro.), 60 / VII. .(Pro.), 94, 150, 151,

1S4 / Journ., VIII., 241 ; XIII,, 38$.

Habitat.—Like the preceding species, the natural habitat of this, accord-

ing to DeOandolle, extends from the Caspian Sea to Western Anatolia.

Available evidence points to its having been introduced at a later period

into India, where it is now cultivated in the Himalaya of the Panjab and
North-West Provinces up to 8,000 feet. It is the parent of the ** Mont-
morency,” •• Griotle,” and several other cultivated roces known to horti-

culturists (Origin 0/ Cultivated Plants), Atkinson states that several

kinds have been recently introduced from European stock, and thrive

where the rain is not excessive. In Kashmir it is commonly cultivated,

and several kinds are said to bear good fruit {Stewart (Conf. with remark
Vol. III., 449.)

Gum.—The tree yields a gum, similar in character to tragacanth.

Medidne.—The bark, which is bitter and astringent, is said to possess

febrifugal properties. The kernel is supposed to be a nerrine tonic, and

is used for the same purposes as hydrocyanic acid, of which it contains a
considerable proportion.

Food.—Tne kernel is used for flavouring in Europe several liqueurs.

The FRUIT is employed for making preser\’es, &c.

Structure of the Wood.—The timber of this and the preceding species

is highly valued in Europe by cabinet, musical instrument and pipe makers,

but is not utilised to any extent in India.
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The Plum and Damson {J, Murray,') PRUNUS
communis.

Prunus communis, Huds,, var. insititia ; Fl» Br, Ind.^ IL, j/5. 13^4
The Plum, Alucha.
Syn.—P. INSITITIA, Linn, (the Bullace) ; P. bokhariensis & P. aloocha,

Royle : & var. dombstica (the Damson or Sloe or Blackthorn.)

Vern.—The following vernacular names are used for the fruit :

—

A14, dl4 bo /
khdrdf Hind. & Beng. ; Alu-bukhdra (blue), alecha, aldcha (yellow),
chhota dlu (small kind), bholxya baddm (blue damson), laddkhi hadam
(large red plum), Kumaon ; Alucha, olchi, er, aor, gurdalu, did bokhdrd,
aru bukhdra, tardalu, luni, shaft dlu, Pb. ; Allocka, Pushtu ; Aid-
bokhdrd Guz.; Al/>ogddd~paBhant, Tam.; Alpogddd^pandlu, Tel. ; Adlu-
pakd, dlvrpakdrd, BuRM.; l^ds, Arab.; Alu, Pers.

Ruerences.— FI. Orient., If.. 6st, 652; Brandis, For. FI., ig2.
Gamble, Man. Timh., 162; Steroari, Pb. PI., 82; DC., Ortg. Cult. PI.,
2H, at4; Pharni. Jnd., 8ft; Flack, 6f Hanb., Phamtacog., 251;
O’Shaughnessy, Beng. Dispens., 324; Sakharam Arjun, Cat. Bomb,,
Drugs, S2'; Bent. & Trim., Med. PL, t. 96; Dymock, Mat. Med.W.
Ind., and Ed., 294; Dymock, Warden & Hooper, Phamacog. Ind.,
$68; Official torresp. on Proposed Hem Tharm. Ind., 234; Year-Book
Pharm., iSjg, ai3 ; Trans., Med. & Phys. Soc., Bomb (Nen Series),
No. 12. 174; Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 266, 270,815, 846, 8g6, sgt ; Atkin-
son, Him. Dist. {X., N.-W, P. Gao.), 8og, 712, 747 ; Eton. Prod.,
N.-W. Prov., Pt. V. (Vegetables, Spices, & Fruit^, 44, 64; Royle,
III. Him, Bot., 205 ; Settlement Report’.—-Panjdb, Peshawar, 13; Delhi,
27 ; App. XXV., ccii. ; Haadra, 12 ; Lohote, 12; Simla, App. II. (H),
xHi.: Gaaetierrs ’.—Panidb, Sidlkote, ti ; Delhi, rg ; Amritsar, 4; N.-W.
P,, III., 238 ; Mysore & Coorg, /., ,* Agri-Horti. Soc., Ind. Trans.,
I.* 6$; II., 254.256 (App.), 3tO; III., 103 (Pro.), 228 ; IV,, ro6, J45,
148,1^; VI1. (Pro.), ISO. tsi, 184; Journ. \Old Series), II., 258,
506 ; Smith. Be. Did., 68, 830.

Habitat.—Var ^ititia. the common yellow bullace, is wild in the
south of Europe, Cilicia, Armenia, and to tne south of the Caucasus, and
is believed by Thomson to be also truly wild in the Western Temperate
Himalaya, where it is very commonly met with from Garhwdl to Kashmir
between 5,000 and 7,000 feet. A dark blue damson, probably var. domes-
tica, and an orange red larger one, are said by Madden to be cultivated
about Almorah; they are fairly common throughout the North-West
Himalaya. The fruit succeeds admirably in all these localities. It is also
cultivated In gardens and orchards in the plains near large stations as far
south at least as Saharanpur, but is much less successful than in the hills,
(Conf. with remark Vol. 111., 449.)

Gum,—The plum tree yields a yellow gum of little value, which some- GUM.
what resembles g^m-arabic. 1305

Oil.—An OIL prepared from the KBRNBLS,the**Plum Oil” of Europe,
IS used for illuminating purposes. It is of little value, and rapidly becomes •SSf*
rancid. IJOO

Medidae.—The Bokhara plum, which Sir J. D. Hooker believes to MEDICINE,
be referable to the same variety as the Yellow Bullace, is commonly met

bazdrs, and in Native Materia Medica supplies the place 130/
of the Prune in Europe. According to Dymock it may be made use of
in the preparation of the confection of Senna and for any other purpose to
which prunes are applicable.” The same author informs us that it is
ransider^ the best plum for medicinal purposes by Persian writers, who
ascribe it as sub-acid, cold, and moist, digestive and aperient, especially

^^kenon an empty stomach, and usemlin bilious states of the system
and heat of the body. The root is considered astringent, and the oum a Boot,
substitute for gum-arabic. As met with in commerce the Bokhara plum X308
IS about the size and shape of the dry prune of Europe, but is of lighter Cum.
colour, the skin having been removed ; it is very acid, but on the addition 13^
of a little sugar, the taste is agreeable and refreshing (Mat. Mad. W. Ind.).
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PRUNUS
Padus.

The Plmn end Alndie.

MBDICINE.
ChemJetpy.
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POOD.
Fruit.

Z3ZZ

Chemical Composition.—The dried fruit has recently been subjected

to analytical examination by the authors of the Pharntacograpkia Indica,

who find it to have the following percentage composition Moisture in

vacuo over sulphuric acid, 6 24; ash, 3 39; extractive matter soluble in

jailing water, 74' 10; ash in extractive matter, 4*58 ; principles precipitated

by absolute alcohol from aqueous extract, 12*68; ash in absolute alcohol

palpitate, *226; saccharine matter possessing a i^ucing action on alka-

line copper solution, without previous ebullition with acids, 44*63 ; total

frbe ana combined citric acid, 3*05 ; total free and combing malic acid,

Z’98. The total alkalinity of the ash expressed as KHO was equal to 61*75

per cent., calculated on the ash, while the total free acidity of the fruit

express^ as NaHO was equivalent to 3*8 per cent.

Special Opinions.—§
** Digestive and aperient. Infusion of fruit useful

in fever ” {Assisiani Surgeon Nehal Sing, Saharanpore). “ Retained in

mouth to allay thirst or parched condition ** {Surpon^Major Robb, Civil

Surgeon, Ahmedabad). “Used to allay thirst in fever” (Surgeon A. C.

Mookerji, Noakhally). “A cooling laxative” (Civil Surgeon CM. Russell,

Sarun).
Food.—The fruit, when ripe, is large, yellow, sweet, and juicy. It is

eaten by all classes and much esteem^. Ihe dried fruit of the Bokhara
plum is imported from Afghinistdn in large quantities, and is much used

as an article of diet, being stewed or otherwise prepared by Europeans,

and eaten in various ways by Natives. It forms an ingredient of a com-

TIMBBR.
Z3Z2

X313

MBDICINI.
Korasls.

mon chatm.
Structure of the Wood.—Reddish-brown, hard, very close-grained, but

apt to warp and split ; weight*52lb per cubic foot. It is smooth to work,
and is used in Kashmir for the skeleton of the so-called papier machd
boxes (Gamble),

Prunus Matuileb, Linn. It. Br. Ind., II., 313.
Vtxn,’-~Makalih, Sind ; Gavala or gahula. Bomb. ; Priyunger, Sans. ;

Mahalib, Arab. ; Paiwand^i-miryant, Pers.

References.—5aAAaram Arjun, Cat. Bomb, Drugs, 32, 2t8 1 Dymoek,
Mat. Med. W. Ind,, 2nd Ed., 29s ; Dymock, Warden 6f Hooper, Phar~
macog. Ind., /., 567 / Trans,, Med. & Phys. Soc, Bomb. (New Series),
No. in., 14S,

Habitat.—A small tree, native of Central Asia and Europe, cultivated

in BaluchistSn, and probably in the North-West Frontier.

BAedicine.—The scented kernels, sold in the baxars of North-West
India, serve in Native practice as a substitute for prussic acid.

Domestic.^**The KERNELS, strung as necklace, are much valued by
the women of Sind” (Irons., Med. Phys. Soc., Bomb.)-

P. Padus» Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., II., J/j.

The Bird Cherry.
Syn.—Cerasus cornuta. Wall.

'VtnL'—Jamana, Hind.; Likh-aru, arupaiti, Nepal: Hlo sa hlot^king,
Lepcha; Jdmana, bombaksing, bombali, KumaON ; Jdman, mamh^hule,
Kashmir; Pdras, kdlakdt, gxdar^ddk, bart.adm, mam, mambu, jamd,
chAle, krmn, dddla, jamdn,jammd, jamna, Pb.

References.—Brandis, For. FI., 104; Gamble, Man. Timh., i63 ; Stewart

»

Pb. PI., 83; Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 3^, 574, SOh 504 • Atkinson, Hxm.
Diet.. 309, 7*2; Be. Prod., N.-W.r., Pt. F., 4^6$; Gametteers :

—

Hamdra, 14; Gurddspur, S5: Rawalpindi, tS; Simla, it ; Ind Forester,

IV., pf; V., 184. *86: XI., 3 ; XUI., 66; Agri.-HorH. Soc., Ind.,
foum.,Xm..3BS! Xlv.,iS.

Habitat.—A small deciduous tree, native of the Temperate Himdlaya
from Murri, at altitudes of 6,000 to 9,500 feet, to Sikkim between 8,000 and
12,000 feet, and Bhotin; distributed westward to Great Britain, north-

ward to Siberia. The specific name comnatm, gpven to it by Wallich, arose
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The Peach and Nectarine. (^. Murray.)

from the fact that the fruit is frequently punctured by an insect, and con-
sequently developes into a horn-uke irre^l^ mass.

Gum.~The tree yields an inferior gum in small quantities.

Oil.—Like most others of the genus, this species yields, by expression
from the kernels, a poisonous oil, like oil of bitter almonds, which may be
used medicinally.

iyiedicine.~See above.
Food.—The fruit, though mawkish, astringent, and not attractive to

European taste, is eaten by Natives, and, according to Atkinson, may be
employed for making liqueurs. The leaves form an excellent fodder for
cattle.

Structure of the Wood.—Sapwood large, whitish ; heartwood reddish-
brown, with an unpleasant smell, beautifully mottled, and moderately
hard ; average weight 41ft per cubic foot. It is little valued by Natives,
but is occasionally used for making railings, agricultural implements, and
spoons. Gamble remarks, however, that it has often a very handsome
grain and deserves to be b^er known.

Prunus persica, Benth. ed Hook.f; FI. Br. Ind., IL, 313.
The Peach and Nectarine.
Syn.—Amygdalus persica, Linn.

;

A. collinus. Wall. ; Persica salic-
NA, Royle; P. VULGARIS, MtUer.

Vem—Aru, Hind.; Takpo, Lbpcha : Aru, N.-W. P.; Ar4, siinnii,
tsunit^ arui, chimndnU. aor, hem beimt, bembi, katherti^ NBCTARiNS«>sAa/-
tdli^ iHdndla% arUf Pb.; MandatUf mandala. shd/tdlu* rktoates^ai.
ghargasktdi, PuSHTU ; Arn^ Raj. ; Ard^ shdftdld, Pbrs,

References.—Roxb
KwMt A

Stewarii

i
" •" , n.rM.K', tnuf. Mn»., J..

299 : O’Shaugkfiessy, Beng. Dxspens., 98 ; Baden Ptmell, Pb. Pr., s67 •

Atkinson, Him. Diet., 7// ; Ec. Prod., N-W. P., Pi V., 44, 62 : Lisboa
V. PI Bomb., J55 ; HL Him. Bot., 204; Wardle, Dye Kept., 29, 44

'

Strettell, Report on Ficus elastica inlBurma, 120 ; Gaaetteers—jy.-W P
*

IIL, 238 tiy., Ixxi, f Panjab, Sidlkot, tt ; Dira Ismail Khdn, lo: Settle
Reps., Delhi, 27 : HoMdra, 94 f Kokdt, Jo; Simla, App. II. {/}.), xiii.’t
I^hore, t2; Peshdvar, /j; Agri.-HorH. Soe., Ind.:—Trans., I., 64, 6S :
/A, i3-i6, 96, 2S4’2S6 {App.), 298, 307 ; III., K8, 66^, 70, 95, loSj IV.,

150, ^2-23s ; V/APro.), 60 ; VII. {Pro.), 94, 95, 184 : VIII.
390 i journals {Old Series), IV., 212 ; VI., 241, 242, Sel.,

tt2 {Pro.), 121; VIII., 241 ; X. {Pro.), 40 ; XI., Sel., 3lJ XIII 38A
{Nen S^s), V-iPro.

pyf), 25, 26; A^^HorH. Soc., i>anjdb, 'sVlLt
Papers to 1862, 46 ; Ind. Forester, VI., 24/0; XII., App. 27 / XIV., 391.

HabiUt.—The peach, according to DeOandolle (who devotes many
pages to an interesting discussion of the arguments for and against his
theory;, had its original habitat in China, where it was cultivated two
thousand years before its introduction into the Graeco-Roman world and
a thousand ye^s before it appears to have been known in the lands of the
Sanskrit-speaking race. It is, however, now widely spread all over the
North-West Himalaya, and, according to Dr. Watt, has a greater claim to
be considered indigenous than any of the fruit trees belonging to the genus,
except perhaps the cherry. It occurs near almost every village up lo
10,000 feet, though frequently entirely neglected, and not utilised in any
way. It IS foundT in the same naturalised state, in the cooler parts of the
maiM ^ Northern India, on the North-West Frontier, in Afghdnistiin,
North Persia, and in Trans-Caucasia. It was introduced into Europe from
Pereia about the commencement of the Christian era, and now grows well
as far north as Great Britain.
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The Peach and Nectarine.

In India it is extensively cultivated in the neighbourhood of European
centres throughout the plains, and, even in the neighbourhood of Calcutta,

produces excellent fruit. It is also cultivated in Southern India, Ceylon,
and Burma, though Strettell informs us that in the latter country it is valu-

ed only for its flower, the fruit never being eaten by the Burmans. The tree

flowers, according to elevation, from January to May, and the fruit ripens

between and October. (Cow/, with remark Vol. III., 445, also 449.)
Gum.—The peach , like other species of Prunus, yields small quantities

of an unimportant gum.
Dye.--Samples of the root-bark were sent to Mr. Wardle as a dye-

stuff employed in India; the writer can find no record of where, or how, it is

utilised. Mr. Wardle reports as follows, “ A likely-looking, colour-produc-

ing material, does not possess any more colouring matter than most of the

Indian barks sent to be examinea ; in fact they all, with a few exceptions,

give a peculiar reddish fawn tint. This bark does not possess much tannin

which may be seen by its not producing much colour with an iron salt.”

The colours obtained with silk varied from fawn to brown, while with wool
a rich golden fawn was produced.

Oil.—An oil is obtained, from the kernels, resembling that of bitter

almonds, for which it may be substituted. It is used by the Natives of the
North-West Himalaya and Kashmir for cookery, for illuminating purpose's,

and as a dressing for the hair.

Medicine.—The flowers are purgative, the leaves and kernels
yield prussic acid on distillation, the fruit is demulcent, antiscorbutic,

stomachic, and is believed by the Natives to have the property of killing

the intestinal worm kenchwa Inmbricoides). Vigne states that

in Ladak “ fool-rot ” in sheep is treated by a decoction of the leaves.

Food. -See Fruits, Vol. 111 ., 449.
Structure of the Wood.—Heartwood brown, compact, even-grained and

smooth to work. The timber of trees past bearing is used for building and
other work {Brandts),

Prunus pro^rata, Lahill, ; FI. Br, Ind.^ //., j/j.
Vcm.— PalH, tdra, ter, talle, Pb.
References. For. FI., 193 f Stewart, Ph, PI., 33; Aitekisont

Rept. PI. Coll. Afgh. Del. Comm., f>0, 6i.

Habitat.—A scraggy shrub from 5 to 6 feet in height, met with on the
Temperate Himdlaya, from the Sutlej westwards, at altitudes from 5,000
to 1 0,000 feet ; distributed westwards to Spain, ascending to 1 2,000 feet

in Afghdnistdn.
Food.—Produces a small ovoid fruit, reddish purple when ripe, with

scanty juicy pulp. It is by no means palatable, but is eaten by Natives.

P, Puddum, Roxh.; FL Br. Jnd., 1

1

., 314.

The Wild Cherry of the HimAlaya.
Sjrn.— p. CERASOIDES, Don; P, SYLVATICA, Roxb, ; CBRASUS PUDDUIT.

Wall.

;

C. Phoshia, Ham,
Vem.—Padiam, pdya, padma-kdshtha. Hind, i Konghi, Lepcha ; Pdya,
pdiva,padam, paddam, Kumaon; ChamUH, amalgAch, pdjd, Pajia,
Pajja, paddam, Pb. ; Padnwkasta, Bomb. ; Padma kastho, padmaka.
Mar. ; Padma kathi, padmak, Guz. ; Padmaka, padmaksh. Sans.

References.— Roxb., Fl. Jnd., Ed. C.B.C., 403 ; Brandis, For. FI., 194

;

Hurt, For. Fl, Barm., I., ^4 ; Gamble, Man. Timb., 163 ; Stewart, Pb,
PI,, 83; Dvmock, Mat, Med. W. Jnd., 2nd Ed., 29$; S. Arjun, Bomb.
Drugs, 52 ; Irvine, Mat, Med., Patna, 83 ; Dymock, Warden & Hooter,
Pkarmaeog. Jnd., /., 5^7 ; Baden PoweU, Pb. Pr,, S74 ; Atkinson, Ilim.
Dist., 7f0; Ec. Prod., N.~W. P., Pt. /., 3, // ; V., 44, 64; P. W. D.,
Rept. Gums & Gum^resins, 15 ; Cooke, Gums & Gum-resins, 23 / Aplin,
Report on the Shan States ; Ind. Forester VIII., 404 ; XI., 3$$ ; Agri.-
Horii. Soc.,Ind., Journ., VI. {Pro.), 128; XIV., 31.
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Himalayan Wild Cherry: The Guava. (% Murray^

Habitat.—A moderate-sized (in Sikkim^ a laree) deciduous tree, wild
on the Temperate Himdlaya, from Carhwdl, at altitudes of 3,000 to 6,000
feet, to Sikkim and Bhotdn, from 5,000 to 8,000 feet; also met with in

Burma. {Conf. with remark Vol. III., 449.)
Gum.—The tree yields a gfum similar to that obtained from other mem-

bers of the genus, and of little value.
Oil.—The KERNELS contain an oil similar to that of bitter almonds, and

with a strong flavour of prussic acid.
Medicine.—The bark contains amygdalin, and the smaller branches

are sold in the baz4rs as substitutes for hydrocyanic acid in native practice
The KERNEL is said to be employed as a remedy for stone and gravel.

Food.—The tree flowers in October-November, and produces an abund-
ance of small oblong fruit, with a scanty, yellow, orange, or reddish pulp
in spring. It is little, if at all, eaten by the Natives, but is largely collected
and sold to Europeans for making the well-known hill cherry-brandy.

Structure of the Wood.—Sapwood large, greenish-white ; heartwood
reddish, beautifully mottled; weight 44ft per cubic foot. In the Panjdb
Himitlaya it is employed for making walking-sticks and pipe-stalks, also
occasionally for building and for making furniture. Gamble remarks,
“It deseiwes to better known and to be more extensively used, as, at
any rate in Sikkim, it is common and reaches a large size."

PSAMMOGETON, i:dgw.; Gen, Pl„ /.,

[Umbklliferje.
Psammogeton biternatum, Edgw. ,• FI. Br. Ind„ IL, >jig;

CRINITUM, BotSS, ; PlMPINBLLA CRINITUM, BoXSS,
Vesn.^Car gtra^ Ptsiiru,
Rrferences.— FI. Orient., JI., mu ; Aitchison, hot. Afgh. Del.

Cow., 72 f Notes, Ec. PI., Baluchistan, No. $3; Murray, PI. & Drugs,
Sind., 201 ; Ganetteer, N.-W. P., IV., Ixxii.

Habitat.—A small pubescent annual, frequent in the Panjdb and Sind,
ascending the Himalaya to 3,000 feet.

®f®*^^*‘'“^^cputed stomachic in Sind The fruit of the
allied species, P. aetifolium, FI. Or., //., 1079 KKara-hia, N.-E.
Afghanistan,) is largely collected and employed in native medicine in
the Hari-rud valley {Aitchison).

PSEUDOSTACHYUM, Munro; Gen. PL, III., 1212.

nr f
scandent, tufted bamboos, which belongs to theNatural Order Graminea;, and comprises three Indian species which arc cver-

^een, except after they have flowered when they die off. Kurz describes two
«>®I»ctiflorum, Kurg, abamboo which growson the drier hill forests of Martaban, east of Tounghoo, at elevations between

» gregarious species met with inthe tropical and moLster upper mixe I forests of the Pegu Yomah and Martaban,
up to 3,000 feet. The other, P- polymoiphum, Munro {Gamble, Man.
Ittnb, 429) : [Purphiok, paphok, Lepcha j Filing, Nep.), is a small liamboo
found in Sikkim from 4,^1^ to 6,o<xi feet, and in Assam. The soft green stems
are used for baskets mats, &c., and for tying the rafters, &c.y of Native houses
and huts {Conf. Bflmboo, Vol. 3y0-^89).

PSIDIUM, Linn.; Gen. PL, /., ^/j.

Psidium Guyaya, Lmn. ; Fl. Br. Ind., II., 468; Myrtaceac.
The Guava.

Vet. pyriferum, Linn., sp.
Vbt. pomifenim, Linn., sp.
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PSIDIUM
Guyava,

The GtuiTa.

DTB a TAN.
Leaves.

1344
Bark.

1345

Vem.— amrAd^ dm. Hind. ; Peyara,^ydrd,g6adchhi^phal, Bbng.i
Madhuriam, mdhuriam, Assam ; Amuk, Nepal; Gaya, Magh. ; AmrAd^
piydra, N.-W. P. ; AmrAt, amrAd, anjir ward, Pb. ; AmrM, Raj.;
ZaiYuff,* Sind; Perala,peru, Bomb.; ^dmba, Piydra,
pdru, JamrAd, jamrukh, Guz. ; Guaiva,^ jdm, Dec. : Stgapu, koaya,
koyya, eoyyd^amham, Tam.; Jama, cova, jAm-^andu, gt^yd-pandu,
Tel.; Sehr, snibA-hannu, sh/pe, Kan.; Pela, pdra, pdrakka, mtddk-kap^
p4ra, Malay.; Mdlakd beng, mdlakd, BuRM. ; Pdra. pdra-gadi. SiNO.:
Amruta‘phalam,hahu*bija-pkalam, Sans.; Amrudfj Arab.; AmrAd,\
Pers.

* Stocks informs us that this name» thou^^h applied to the Guava* strictly signi-

fies the olive.

t Moodeen Sheriff remarks amrAd is a proper Arabic and Persian name for

the Pear* but in India is often used for the Guava. Jdm is applied to Guava in

Dukhni, but in Bengali to the fruit of Eugenia jambolana.

References.—Roxh,, FI, Ind., Ed, C.B.C,, 3g6; Brandis, For. PI,, 232;
Kura, For. PI. Burm., I., 476 ; Gamble, Man. 7'imb., igo ; Dal», & Gibs.,
Bomb. FI,, Suppl., 34; Stewart, Pb. PI,, g4; DC., Orig, Cult. PL, 241

;

Mason, Burma & Its People, 448, 744; Sir W. Elliot, FI. Andhr,, 72;
Rheede, Hart. Mai,, III., t. 34; Rumpktus, Amh., I., 121, t. 37 ; Pharm.
Ind., 92; O'Shaughnessy, Beng, Dispens., 33? ; Moodeen Sheriff, Supp.
Pharm. Ind., 206 ; Sakharam Arjun, Cat. Bomb. Drugs, 2rt ; Murray,
PL & Drugs, Sind, 192 ; Bidie, Cat. Raw Pr., Paris Exhib., 2g, 3o, 80 ;
Dvmock, Mat. Med, W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 334 / Official Corresp. on Proposed
Flew Pharm. Ind,, 238 ; Birdwood, Bomb. Prod., 154; Baden Pttwell,

Pb. Pr., 349, S9t i Drury, U. PL Ind., 3SS» 3s6; Useful PL Bomb.
(XXV., Bomb. Gaa.), 7g* ^Sb; Econ. Prod,, N.~W. Prov., PL III. (Dyes
& Tans), 84; Pt.y. (Vegetables, Spices, & Fruits), 44, 7J, 74; Royle,
Prod. Res., 40; Liotard, Dyes, ti6 ; Darrah, Note on Cotton in Assam,
30 ; Stocks, Rep. on Sind ; Note on the Condition of the Petff^le 0/Assam,
App. D; Boswell, Man,, Nellore, gtf ; Moore, Man.,Trichinopaly,79

;

Bombay, Man. Rev. Accts,, I02; Settlement Reports:—Panjdb, Lahore,
12 : Simla, App. xlii, ; Delhi, 27 ; Gujerdt, 13S ; Amritsar, 4; N.^W. P.,
Allahabad, 38 ; Central Provinces, Chdnda, 82 ; Ntmdr, 200 ; Port Blair,
33; Gaaetteers'.—Bombay, V.,2S; VII., 39,40; VIII., 184; XV., 74;
XVI., io3; XVIII., 50; N.^W.P., I.,8t; HI., 33. 238 ; IV., Ixxii.

;

Orissa, II., 180, 188; Mysore & Coorg, I.,S3,6i; III,, 18, 48 ; Agri,-
Horti.Soc., Ind,:— Trans., II., 298, App.,307 ; III,, 39,68,^ ; IV.,
105, 140, 234, Pro., 229; VI., 23s ; VII., 60, 6j, Pro., 95, 160 ; Journals
(Old Series), IV., 202; VI., J7/ IX., 423; Ind. Forester, VI., got:
XII., App., 28; Smith, Ec. Diet., 2or.

Habitat.—A small tree, ori^nally a native of the country* extending
from Mexico to Columbia and Peru* possibly including Brazil* before the
discovery of America {DeCandolle), now naturalised and largely culti-

vated throughout India. It was probably introduced into this country by
the Portuguese {Royle). Linnaeus and some later botanists admitted two
species, the one with elliptical or spherical fruit* P. pomifemm ; the other
with a pyriform fruit, arid white or pink flesh* P. pTriferum. These are
now considered to be simply varieties of one species. The trees are rais^
from seed, and planted out when three or four years old. They bear fruit

from the second or third year after planting, and continue to yield for

about six or seven years, after which the tree is destroyed. The fruit re-

quires to be protected whilst on the tree from rats and squirrels by which
it is greedily eaten.

Dje & Tan.—In Assam the leaves and bark are used for dyeing.
The latter, boiled with the bark of TermiaRliA dtrina, Mangifen indica,

and a species of Eugenia, produces a black colour in yam or cloth

{Darrah). In the North-West Provinces and Bengal the leaves are
occasionally employed in tanning by the poorer classes, either alone or

along with man^ or mahua leaves.
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The Goa'n. (J. Murray.)
SORALEAi

coiylifolfa.

llecGciiie.—The fruit is astringent, and is employed by
_
Natives as

a cure for diarrhcea. The bark, especially that of the root, is noticed in

the PhormacopaUi of India as an astringent worthy of notice. Dr.

Waitz {Dis. of Children in Hot CUmat^^ 22s) states that he employed it

with much success in chronic infantile diarrhoea. He administers it as a

decoction (| oz. of the root-bark, with 6 ozs. water, boiled down to 3 ozs.)

in doses of one or more tcaspoonfuls three times a day. He als recom-

mends this preparation as a local application in the prolapsus ani of child-

ren. Many other writers have noticed the astringent properti^ of the

bark, which appears to be worthy of more extended utilisatfon. The
LEAVES possess similar qualities, though perhaps to a less marked extent,

and are also said, when pounded down, to make an excellent poultice. In

cases of scurvy, a decoction is employed as a mouth-wash for swollen gums,

and has been used in cholera with some success, for arresting the vomiting

and diarrhoeaic symptoms.
Special Opinions.—f “The unripe fruit has been found s«’viceable in

diarrhoea” {Surgeon R. Gray, Lahore.), “As a poultice, leaves are useful

in unhealthy ulcers ” {Surgeon A. C. Muherji, Noakhally), “ While the

bark and leaves act as an astringent, the ripe fruit is generally used as a

good aperient ” {Assistant Surgeon N. L. Ghose, Banktpore). “ A decoc-

tion of the root-bark, and of the young leaves, is a useful astringent in

chronic diarrhoea complicated with dyspepsia. It may be specially recom-

mended for charitable dispensary practice, because it can be obtained

without cost in any part of Bengal ” {Civil Surgeon S. M. Shircote, Murshe^
dabiid). “ The young leaves w’lth the bud of the pome^anatc and babul

leaves, given in the form of a cold infusion, are useful in the diarrhoea of

children. A decoction of the unripe fruit is used with benefit in the diar-

rhoea of adults fa/ Assistant Lai Mahomed, Hoshangah^.
Food.— The PRiUT is eaten by all classes, and is a spectaf favoimte

with Natives who like its strong aromatic flavour. By Europeans it is

generally preferred stewed, and in the form of jelly, or of the well-known !

•• Guava cheese.” The fruit of more carefully cultivated trees has a thin,

bright yellow rind, and a pulpy cream-like or reddish coloured flesh with a
pleasantly acid sweet taste.

Structure of the Wood.—Whitish, moderately hard, even-grained

;

weight about 421b per cubic foot. It is said to work well and smoothly

and to be used for wood-engraving, spear handles, and instruments of

various kinds {Gamble),

MBDZCIlfSi

Fruit

*347
Root

*34S

Loaveih

Z349

POOD.
Fruit

1350

TIMBER.
I35r

PSORALEAi Linn,f Gen. PL, I., 4^1,

Psoralea corylifolia, Ltnn, ; FL Br, Ind., II,, loj ; Leguminosm.
Syn.—Trifolium unifolium, Forsk,
Vera.—Bhdvanj, bukchi, babchi, bdbachi, bdvanchiydn, bdvchiydn, bdvan-

chi. Hind.; Latakasiuri, hakuch, hdvachi, Bkng. ;
Bakuchi, Uriya;

Babchi, Pb.; Bawarhi, Bomb.; Bdvachya, bavachi. Mar.; Babcht,
bawacht, bdvachd, Guz. ; Kdrp6~karishi, kdrpuvd~arishi, Tam.; /Cala
ginja, bhdvanji, korjashtam, karM>6gi, kalu^gechcha, Tel.; Sugandka
kantak, avalguja, vdkdthi, s6ma rdja. Sans.

Reference!. FI, Ind„ Ed. C.B.C., 5S8; Dale. & Gibs., Bomb.
FI., 60 f Stewart, Pb, PI. 75; Sir W. Elliot, FI, Andhr., 25, 79, 99;
Burmann, FI, Ind., 172, t. 49, fig .2; Ainslie, Mat. Ind., It.,14f ;

0*Shaughnes^, ^ng, Dhpens.,, 3i6; Moodeen Sheriff, Supp, Pharm.
Ind,, S08; Dymock, Mat, Med. W, Ind., 2nd Ed., 216; XT. L. Dev,
Indig, Drugs, Ind,,g7 ; Dymock, Warden & Hooper, Pharmaeog. Ind
I., 412; Cat. BarodaDurbar, Col. & Ind, Exhib., No, 155; Baden Powll,
Pb. Pr., 339; Drury, U. PL, 357 ; Smith, Die., 4* ; Gat^tieers .‘-^Bom-

f^ay, VI., 15; XV., 43r; N.-W, P., I., 80 ; Orissa, II., 159 ; Agru-

»3 P. 1352
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PSYCHOTRIA. A Tonic Nervine.

1354

Chemistry.

1355

FODDER.
Plant.

1357
1358

Horii. Soc.t Ind., Journals {Old Series), IX,, 414; Ind, Forester,

VI., 240.

Habitat.—A common herbaceous weed found in the plains, from the

Himalaya through India to Ceylon.
Oil.—Dymock states that in the Konkan the seeds are used for

making a perfumed oil which is applied to the skin.

M^cine. - The seeds are described by certain authors as hot and
d^. by others as cold and dry, laxative, stimulant, and aphn)disiac.
“ They are recommended in leprosy and other skin diseases which depend
upon a vitiated state of the blood, and are given internally and applied

externally as a plaster, whence the synonym Kushtandsini ; they are

also said to be useful in febrile bilious affections and as an anthelmintic and
diuretic. The Hindus class them with their r/ijoya;!, or alchemic drugs **

{Pharmacog. Ind.) Ainslie .st.ates that they are used in South India as
stomachic and deobstruent, and are prescribed in cases of lepra and other

inveterate cutaneous affections. Of recent years they have been exten-

sively tried by various practitioners as a remedy for leprosy with a certain

amount of success {Dymock),
Dr. Kanai Lall De in particular strongly recommends an oleo-resinous

extract of the seeds, diluted with simple ointment, as an application in

cases of leucoderma. “ After applications for some days,” he writes, “ the
white patches appear to become red or vascular j sometimes a sli^tly pain-
ful sensation is felt. Occasionally some small vesicles or pimples appear,
and if these be allowed to remain undisturbed, they dry up. leaving a dark
spot of pigmental*)' matter, which forms, as it were, a nucleus. From this

point, as well as from the margin of the patch, pigmentary matters gradu-
ally devclope, which ultimately coalesce with each other, and thus the whole
p.atch disappears. It is also remarkable that the appearance of fresh patches
IS arrested by its application” {Pharm, Jour., Sept, 24th, j88i). The
authors of the Pharmacographi

a

commenting on this passage, state

that, in the hands of later investigators^ only negative results have been
obtained by this mode of tre.atment.

“ Several species of Psoralea have been used medicinally in America,
and have been found to act as gentle, stimulating, and tonic nervines'*

{Dymock).

Chemical Composition.—

A

long account is given in the Pharmaco-
graphia Indica, of a recent analysis of the seeds. It is worthy of notice that
one of the constituents separated was a colourless oil lighter than water,
and possessing in a marked degree the odour of the seeds, which was
obtained on distillation with water.

Special Opinion.—§ "In cases of leucoderma it does good tempo-
rarily. but the cilcct is not lasting” {Assistant Surgeon Nehal Stng, Snha-
ranpur).

Psoralea plicata, Delih; FI. Br, Ind., II., 103,
Bakkfmal, Pb.

Reference.— Ph. PL, 75.
Habitat —A low, much-branched shrub found In the arid plains of the

Panjab ; di.stributed to Arabia, Kgypt, and Tropical Africa.
Fodder.—Edgeworth states that camels are very fond of the plant.

PSYCHOTRIA, Linn.
;
Gen. Pf., II.. 123.

A TOnusof shrubs or small trees, rarely herbs, which belongs to the Natural
Order RUBiACE.fC, and comprises alwut 500 species, all tropical or sub-tropical.

Of these the only one of economic importance is P. emetica, Mutis, a native
of New Granada, the root of which is used as a substitute for ipecacuanha.
Though none of our fifty to sixty Indian species are known to possess roots
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The AndMian Redwood. {J. Murray.)

with emetic properties, it appears probable that some of them might do so. The
subject is, at all events, worthy of investigation#

PTERIS, Linn.; Syn. Hook. ^Bakery 1^3.

[ Filicks.

PteriS aquilina, Linn.; Beddome, Ferns of British India 7/5/
Brake or Bracken.

Vera.—Kakhashy kakei, luitgar, dio, Pb.
References.

—

Stewart^ Pb. Pi,, 266 ; Masotiy Burma & It» People, 441 i

821, 827 ; Atkinson, Him. Dist., 321 ; Aplin, Report on the Shafs States!
Agri.-Horti. Soc., Ind., journals (New Series), K/.» Sel., 64; Vll.*
Pro. (i88s)y 148 ; Smith, Ec. Diet., 58.

Habitat.—A fern, abundant in the Fanjdb Himdlaya.
Food.--The underground stems contain a quantity of mucilage and

starch, which, on being prepared by washing and pounding, and mixed
with meal, make bread in times of scarcity. Even in England attempts
have been made to use it as food. Dr. Clark considered it a wholesome
table vegetable when young and blanched like ^asparagus, but it is rather
astringent. The fronds, in quite a young state, are eaten, cooked as a
pot-herb, and are juicy, though rather insipid.

Domestic.—Bracken is extensively used by coffee planters in the Nil-
ghiris, Wynaad, and Coorg, as a litter for cattle, horses, &c. The “ box
manure,” thus formed, is said to be very valuable for coffee trees. Pro-
fessor WolfF found the ash of the fern to contain 42‘S per cent, of potash,

14 of lime, 10*2 of chlorine, 97 of phosphoric acid, 77 of magnesia, 6 of
silica, 51 of sulphuric acid, and 4-5 of soda. The total percentage of ash
was 7*01. A consideratibn of this analy.sis shows that more than one half
of the ash consists of the highly fertilizing minerals, phosphoric acid and
potash, both very essential constituents of soil on which coffee trees arc
growing.

I3»

FOOD.
Stems.
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Fronds.
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PTEROCARPUS, Linn.; Gen. PL, /., 34^.

Pterocarpus indicus, Willd.; FI. Br. Ind., II., 238; Leguminosj:.

The Andaman Redwood, or Padauk.
Syn.— p. DALBERGIOIDFS, Roxb.

;

P. Wai.i.ichii, W. & A.
^^^^’^t^rravegisa, Tel.; Padauk, toung-kha-yai, BURM.; Chalangada,

References.— FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., s37 ; Brandis, For. FI., tgS i

Kurg, For. FI. Burm., /., / Beddome, FI. Sylv., t. 23 ; Gambles
Man. Ttmb., i3o ; Mason, Burma 6f Its People, 40S* 4^4* 4^5, S3h
7^9 i f*.lliot,Fl. Andhr., 54; Cooke, Gums & Gum-resins, 37 ; F. W.
D. Rept. on Gums & Resinous Prods., 15 ; ApUn, Report on the Shan
States; Smith, Die., 336; Ind Forester, IV., 272, 411, 425 ; V., 497,
VIII., 29, 403, 414; X., 46% s32 ; XL, 490; XII., 85; MV., 373;
Agri.-Horti. See., Ind., Journals {Old Series), IV., 55; V., Sel., 145 ;
VII., 73 ; IX., Sel., 43, SI ; XL, 447 ; XU , Pro., 77 ; XIV., Pro., 69.

Habitat.—A large and lofty tree found in Burma and the Andaman
Islands.

Gum.—According to Mason this tree produces a gum almost identical

in characters with kino, which has long been known in the trade, since he
states that, “ long before Dr. Royle had written his valuable article on
gum-kino, more than one consignment had been made by parties in Moul-
mein, to houses in London, of gum-kmo to the amount of a thousand
pounds.” He then carefully discusses the identification of the padauk,
and arrives at the conclusion that it is Pterocarpus Wallichii, Wight,

different form is P. dalbergioides, Roxb., two forms now
united into one, the species under consideration. Mason then goes on to

P. 7364
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PTBROCARPUS
indicus.

The Andaman Redwood—Padauk.

state that “ these provinces can furnish the commercial world with a large
quantity of gum-Kino. The exudation of our padauk, one of the most
abundant forest trees, has been proven by expenment to possess all the
qualities of gum-kino, while the product of the neighbouring provinces,
whose only avenue to market is through our territories, has &en bought
by London druggists for the gum-kino of the Pharmacopoeia.” Subse-
quent to the date of the above, sam; les were submitted to Mr. Daniel
Hanbury for examination. He reported somewhat unfavourably, stating
that the liquid drug sent was intensely black and opaque, and did not give
a solution like good kino. The fault in colour may, however, have been
due to the sample having been sent in a vessel of tinned iron. Thus, while
in the fluid condition, it is quite unsaleable and valueless, there is, never-
theless, little doubt that it carefully dried by solar heat in vessels of
earthenware or wood, it is as good a drug as the true Indian kino derived
from Pterocarpus Maniupium.

Medicine.—The gum might be largely utilised as a substitute for true
kino.

Structure of the Wo6d.—Sapwood small ; heartwood dark-red, close-

grained, moderately hard to hard, with a slight aromatic scent It is dur-
able and not attacked by white-ants. When thoroughly seasoned it is

almost unaffected by alternate dryness and moisture of the atmosphere.
It seasons well, worlcs well, and takes a very fine polish. The weights of
specimens from Burma differ considerably from those from the Andamans,
tne latter being much lighter, the wood softer, and the colour rather paler.

The Burmese specimens give from 56 to 81ft per cubic foot, while those
from the Andamans weigh only about 49^1 per cubic foot.

It is used for furniture, carts, gun-carriages, and other purposes, and is

said to be the most useful wood in the Andamans, where it grows to an
enormous size. Major Protheroe describes a tree felled in 1876 with a
clear stem of 65 feet and a girth of 17 feet, and says that the wood of the
root is closer-grained, darker-coloured, and more b^utifully marked than
that of the stem. A plank sent to the Paris Exhibition of 1878 measured
nearly 4 feet across. In London, a portion of the same log from which the
plank was cut fetched a price of ^17-ios. per ton, or nearly R4 per cubic
foot, while three logs lately sold in Calcutta fetch^ R60 per ton. Furni-
ture made from Padnuk wood and exhibited at Paris in 1878 by Messrs.
Jackson and Qraham was much admired. They reported on it as fol-

low's :

—

“ This is a straight-grown wood, with rather a coarse open grain, but
without an> strong figfure or markings. When first cut it is of a reddish-
brown colour, but it fades to much the same colour as teak —a wood it

resembles very much, and it is about as hard, but much heavier. From
the six specimen trees sent us, w'e imagine that it does not grow to any great
size. The largest sent to us measurra 16 feet longXi foot 7 inches X 1

foot 6 inches. We consider it suitable for all kinds of furniture. We
manufactured it into a suite of morning-room furniture, which was exhibit-
ed at the Pans Exhibition, and which stood the test of a very hot summer
in a most satisfactory manner ” (Gamble), It may be mentioned that the
timber attracted much attention at the Colonial and Indian Exhibition in

1886, where it was considered to be specially suited for cabinet-work and
carriage-building. At a conference on the Timbers of the Indian Section
Dr. Brandis stated that teak could be profitably sold at from £\o to
;£i5 per load, and that Padauk could probably be obtained more cheaply.

Padauk is extremely abundant in the mixed forests from Martaban
down to Tenasserim in Burma, while in the Andamans Home’s valuation
survey gives an average of seven maiure trees per acre, so a large quantity
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The Indian Kino Tree. (7- Murray.)
PTEROCARPU3
Marsupium,

of the timber might be made available for export, should the demand
increase.

Pterocarpus macrocarpus, Kurz $ FI, Br, Ind., II,, 239.

Vem.—Po/AMit, Burm.
References.

—

KurstFor, FI. Surm,, I„349t Gamble, Man. Titnh., i30.

Habitat.—A deciduous tree, frequent in the In and upper mixed forests

of Martaban and Tenasserim.
Resin.^Yields a red resin, a sort of gum-kino (Kure). This resin may

possibly, like that of the preceding species, be occasionally used or even
exported as true gum-kino, but no information is available on the subject.

Structnre of tiie Wood.—Sapwood pale brown, streaked, rather light,

close-grained (Kura).

P. Marsupium, X^xi. ; FI. Br. Ini., It., a^g.

The Indian Kino Tree.

1367

REsm.
1368

nVEBR.
1360

1370

Syn.—P, BiLODUS,y/?ox3.

Vem. bijasdr, bijasal, piasdl,pii-shola, handa. Hind.; PUskdl, piU
sal, Rkng. j Bvasa, pineal, bijasa, Uriya: Httun, hid, hed, hilum,
Pulsar, Kol. ; SantaL; Peddei, Gond; Radat bera,
Bhilj Bijasal, biah, bija sak, dhorbenla, C. P.; Bijrkagho-
oarH; BihUi, bibla, huni,hont,honne,bibala,biJa,(>iasal„dorbenla,asan,
Bomb.; Dhorbeuld, asan, hum, asana. Mar.; Bibla, bia,GU7..; Bibla,
Icnba, bia, Dec .; Vrnffai, yeanga, ven^ai-mnram, Tam.; Peddagi,
yeanga, yeggt, yegisa, fedega, pedei, vdgtsa, Inisa,

vigi, pedyegi, Tei.. ;

Benga, hottne, bibla, honnemaradabanke, Kan ; Kartnlhaga^a, vinna,
Malay.; CummdlA, ganmalu,^\tiQ.; Kalitnukki, Arab.

1 he G\3U=Hird^d6khi,khular-manad,rang-barat, Hind.; Nat^kd^am~

mul-akkvain, Dfc. ; kdnddmiragatniratlam, Tam.; Gdndamrugam-
nrtturu, Tbl. ; Vennap pasha, MALAY. ; Dammul-akhvainc^hindi, Arab. ;

RhAne-siydvushdne'htndi, Pkrs.
References.—Roxb,, FI. Ind,, Ed. C.B.C., $36 ; Voigt, Hort. Sitb. Cal.,

242 ; Brandis, For. FI., 152 ; B»ddome, FI. Sylv., t. 21 ; Gamble, Man,
limb., ¥32; Dala. 6* Gibs,, Bomb. FI., ^6 ; Rev. A. Campbell, Rept.
Econ.Pl., Chutia Nagpur, Nos. g40S, ; Sir W. Elliot, FI. Andkr,, 4g,
igo : Pharm. Ind., 70 ; Fluck. & Hanb., Pharmacog., igk; Aiftslie, Mat.
Ind., II., 264; O'Shaughnessy, Beng. Dispens., 299; Medical Topog.,
Afm., i3i ; Moodeen Sheriff, Supp. rharm. Ind., 20S ; Murray, PI. &
Drugs, Sind., 128; Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 239, dftH

;

Dymnck, Warden & Hooper, Pharmacog. Ind., /., 464 ; Trans., Med.
andPhys, Soc , Bomb. (New Series), No. 12, 173 ; Birdwood, Bomb. Prod.,
30,26^, 31 r, 329; Drury, U. PI. Ind., J57; Useful PI. Bomb. (XXV.,
Bomb. Gaa.), 62, 251, 394; Rcon. Prod., N.^W. Prov,, Pt. /. (Gums &
Resins), 3 ; Gums & Resinous Prod. (P. W. Dept. Ripl.), 2, 3, 5, f, p,
^5 . 6s, 07 ; Cooke, Gums & Resins, 35: Wardle, Dye Rep., 26 ; Christy,
New Com. PI., V., 39, 40, 44; Man. Madras Adm., 3i3; II.,f)4;
Nicholson, Man, Coimbatore, 401 ; Boswell, Man., Nellore, lot ; Moore,
Man., Trichtnopoly, 79; Grxbhle, Man., Cuddnpah, ¥99,262: Settlement
Retort '.—Central Provinces, Nimdr, 3oS ; Ra^ore, 7S ; Ckdnda, App.
Vi.; Goddvery, J7 ; Seonee, ¥0 ; Chindwdra, ¥ 10, ¥§¥ ; Bhundara, iH

;

Caaetteer^.—Bombay, HI., 199; VII.,32, 3$, 39 ; XIII., 23 ; XV., Jj;
XVI., 19; XVII., 24; Central Provinces, 5^, 50J/ Mysore & Coorg, /.,

• 48,7¥ ; I/I., 21 ; Agri.’Horti. Soc,, Ind.'’—Journals (Old Series), IV.,
Pro.,2¥ ; V., ¥10 I ¥3; Vl/I., Set., 140; IX., 294, Set., St, Pro., ¥49;
XIV., Sel., j66 ; (New Series), IV., Pro. (¥873), 38; VII., i36; Jnd.
Foreder, /., 27d; 11., tS, /p ; III., 23, tSg, 20 1 ; IV., 292, 322, 366, 4t t

;

VI., 104, 304; VIII., los, it8, t2S, ¥26, s/8, 4¥t, 414, 4fS, 416, 417, 438,
439* 440 ; IX., 294, 3s6, 427 ; X., 33, 222, 32$, 326, S47, SSO, Sb^i XL,
23u;XJI., 8s, ¥88, 3i3; XIII., I20; XIV,, ¥$¥.

Habitat.

—

A large deciduous tree of Central and South India and
Ce> Ion, extending northwards as far as the Banda District of the North-
West Provinces.
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PTEROCARPUS Indian Kino Tree.
Marsupium.

GUM.

1371

Chemistry

1372

OIL.

1373

Gum.—This species yields the gfum kino of European Materia Mcdica.

The gum as it exudes has the appearance of red currant jelly, but hardens

in a few hours after exposure to the air. It is obtained as follows, “ A
perpendicular incision with lateral ones leading into it is made in the trunk,

at the foot of which is placed a vessel to receive the outflowing juice. This

juice soon thickens, and, when sufficiently dried by exposure to the sun and
air, is packed into wooden boxes for exportation ” {Hanbury, quoting

Cleifhorn), Dymock states that in the Kanara District of Bombay it is

collected in little cups made with leaves, and consequently assumes the

form of concavo-convex cakes 3 to 4 inches in diameter. The^ are said to

be always broken up and garbled by the wholesale dealers. The supplies

.are chiefly obtained from the Government Forests in Malabar, permission

to extract the drug being granted on payment of a small fee .and on the

understanding that the tapping be performed skilfully and without damage
to the timber. Fluckiger & Hanbury inform us that the introduction of

kino into European medicine is due to Fothergill, an eminent physician of

the hast century. The drug which he examined was brought from the river

Gambia in West Africa, .as a r.are sort of “ Dragon's Blood,'* and was
described by him in 1757 under the name of Gummi rubrum a^tringens

Gambtense. Twenty years before it had been noticed by Moore, factor

to the Royal African Company, who says th.at the tree yielding it is called

in the Mandingo language Kano, In 1805 specimens of the tree were sent

to England by Mungo Park, and were recognised some years later as
belonging to the species Pterocaipus erinaceus, Poivei, African kino con-

tinued to be the only kino (o reach Europe for some years, .and is found to

be regularly valued in the stock of London druggists up to 1792. In the

beginning of the present century substitutes from Jamaica, from Malabar,
and from New South Wales, all similar in properties, though obtained from
distinct trees, gradually began to oust the African drug, till in 1811 it is

recorded that the African kino is no longer to be met with. The Indian

gum gradually g.ained in favour, till in a few years it became the only

recognised legitimate kino in all the principal pharmacopoeias of Europe.

The first supply for the European market is said to have been prepared
on a plantation of the East Indi.a Company, called Anjarakandy, a few
miles from Tellicherry on the M.alabar Coast, the exudation being brought
from the Ghdts a few miles inland {Pharmacos;raphia),

Chemical Compo.sition.—By the .action of dilute mineral acids on
aqueous solutions of kino, kino-tannic acid is precipitated ; by boiling a
solution of this acid for some time a red precipitate of kino-red is obtained.

By destructive distillation kino affords pvro-catechtn^a.x\dy when melted W’ith

caustic alkalies, ^r<7^e'afrc/{f/tc ac.d, and phlo^ oglutin \ thus yielding the

same products as catechu. By the action of ether a small quantity of a
crystalline astringent principle can be separated. According to earlier in-

vestigators, this was assumed to be catechin. Fluckiger ot Hanbury are,

however, of opinion thiit it possesses rather the properties of pyrocatechin

than catechin. Pyrocatechin also occurs in the fresh leaves of the Virgi-

nian creeper. Broughton, late of the Oobacamund Cinchona Plantations,

failed to obtain any indication of pyrocatechin in the fresh bhrk, alniost

saturated with liquid kino, while in kino itself the reaction was distin^

{Pharmacographta), “ The tannin of kino, sometimes called mimotannic
acid, or catechu tannic acid, is, according to Btenhouse, distinct from

gallo-iannic acid, and the experiments desenbed by the authors of the

Pha^macographia appear to indicate that kino tannic does not agree in all

reactions w-ith catechu tannic acid. A red gummy matter is also a consti«

tuent of kino **
( Warden),

Oil.— It is said to yield an oil of which little is known.
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The Red Sandal Wood. (.7. Murray.) PTEROCARPUS
santalinus.

Dye & Tan.—The gum, if cheap enough, might be used in dyeing
and tanning. The bark—occasionally employed for dyeing — was found
by Mr. Wardie to contain a brownish-r^ colouring substance, which
produced reddish fawn colours uith tussur silk.

Medicine.—Rumphius is perhaps the fifst writer in India to notice the

GUM, neither Hindu nor Muhammadan authors making any mention of it.

He states that it cures diarrhoea, and that the bruised leaves arc useful

as an external application to boils, sores, and skin diseases. Ainslle

remarks that the Natives of the Coromandel Coast suppose the exudation
as well as the bark to have virtues in cases of toothache, but makes no men-
tion of its valuable astringent properties which he would appear not to

have been acquainted with. Even to the present day Malabar kino is

chiefly reserved for the European market, and there is little demand for it

in Native practice, in which Dragon’s Blood and Butea kino take its place

{Dymock). It is well known as a valuable astringent, with properties similar

to those of catechu, but milder in its action. It is, therefore, better adapted
for children and delicate patients.

Fodder.—The leaves are an excellent fodder for cattle and goats, and
are much in demand ; indeed, cattle-keepers are said to often do great

damage to the trees.

Stiracture of the Wood.—Sapwood small; heartwood brown, with
darker streaks, very hard, durable, seasons well, and takes .a fine polish;

it is full of red gum resin and stains yellow when damp ; weight 47!])

to 52fl) per cubic foot. It is much used for door and window frames, posts

and beams, furniture, agricultural implements, cart and boat building; and
has also been employed for sleepers. Twenty-five sk'cpers, which had
been down seven to eight years on the Mysore Slate Railway, were found,
when taken up, to comprise nine good, eleven still serviceable, and five

bad ; sleepers of this timber have also been used to a certain extent on the
Holkar and Neemuch and other lines {Gamble).

DTE ft TAN.
Gum.

5374
Bark.

HED^i^E.
Gum
T376
Leaves.

i357Bark.

1378

FODDER.
Leaves.

1379
TIMBER.
1380

Pterocarpus santalinus, FL Br. Ind., 11.^ ^^9.

The Sanders Red or Red Sanders Tree, sometimes also

called Red Sandal wood, Eng,; Sant ale Rouge, Fr. ;

Rothes Sandelholz, GVr. / Sandalo Rose, It. ; Sandel-
HOUT, Dan.

Vera.—Rukhto-chandan, undum, Idlchandan. rarat chandan. Hind.;
Knehunduna, tilnparni^ ranjana. rakta~chandana, raktachondon^ Idl

chandariy rukt chundun. Brno.; Raktachandan, Uriva; Chandan Ul,
Ph. ; Ratdnjlif rakta-chondarif Idlarhandana, Bomb.; Rakta-rhandan,
tdmhada chandana, tatHhada-^nnd-hdchaThekkd, Mar. ; Ratdnjli,Guz,

;

Lalchandaitf undum, Dec. ; Seynfiu chandanum, shen-shandanam. Ini
chandan, rakta chandan, Tam. ; Kuchandanam, erragandhupu~chekka,
rakla chandan, lal chandan, heyapu chandanxtm, chandam, erra chan-
danum, rakta gandham, rakta-chandanam, gerra chandan, Tei.. ; Kern-
pugandha-rhekr, honne, rakta-candana, agaru, Kan ; Uruttah-chun-
danum, rakta-rhannanam, Malay. ; Sandaku, nabu-ni, Burm. ; Rnct-
handin, rat-handun, i Raktachandana, agarui-gandhakdbhtaha,

.

rajana kuchundana, iilapari. Sans.; Sandaleahmar, unduin, Arab.;
Buckum, sandale-surkh, sun, unduin, dul-surkh, Prks.

References.— FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C.,S36 , Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal., 242;
Brandis, For. FL, rS3 ; BedJome, Fl.Sylv.,t.22 . Gamble, Man. Timb.,
r It ; Sir IV. Elliot, Fl.Andhr., 34, St, tot, 162 ; Pharm. Ind., 71 ,

Fluck.
Hanh., Pharmacog., 19^: Fleming, Med. PI. & Drugs {Astahe Reset.,
XI.), 17^ ; Ainslie, Mat. Ind., I., JJ5/ (TShaughnessy, Beng. Dispens,,
298 , Irvine, Mat. Med. Patna, 20 • Moodeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm. Ind.,
209; U.C. Dutt, Mat. MeJ. Hindus, 154, 3!^ ; Sakharam Atjun. Cat.
Bomb. Drugs, 45 ; Bent. & Trim., Med, PL, t 82; Dymock, Mat. Med. W.
Ind.,2Hd Ei., 287 ; Dymock, Warden & Hooper, Pharmacog. Ind., /.,

1381
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PTEROCARPUS
santalinus.

The Red Sandal Wood.

; Birdwood, Bornb^ Prod.^ 2tfJ ; Baden Powell^ Pb, Pr., 342 1 Drury U,
PL Ind., 3sSs Ui^ul PL Bomb, {XXV„ Bomb. Gam.), 243 ; Econ. Piod.
bf.-W. Prim., Pi. hi. (Eyes & Tans), 44 ; Liotard, Dyes, 60 ; McCann,
Dves & Tans, Beng^, 67 ; Boswell, Man., Nellote, g6, ioo; Gtibble,
Man.,Cuddapah,7, tgg, Gaaeiteers i^Orhsa, JL, 160, 179; Bfysore,
& Caorg, 1., 4S6,4^ ; //., 7 ; III‘»^ ; Agri.-HorH. Soc,

:

— Trans.,
JI., App., 314; Vl., 127 ; Journals (Cnd Series), V., Sel., tl2; Ind,
Forester, 111., 3S9 i IX., 1^-140, 3s6 ; X., 547, 548; XI., 186; Smith, Ec.
Diet., 367 .

Habitat.—A small tree of South India, chiefly found in Cuddapah^
North Arcot, and the southern portion of the Karnul District. Consider-
able plantations are now cultivated in these districts of Madras, and to a
smaller extent in Bombay and Bengal. It favours a dry, rather rocky soil,

and a hot fairly dry climate.

Cultivation. CuLTivATiON.—Xhe seeds are gathered in May or June, and sown in

1382 July in small beds about 8 feet square, within easy reach of water.
They are thrust into the light soil perpendicularly or at an angle, and
about an inch deep. From seven hundred to eight hundred may be put
into nursery beds of the above-mentioned dimensions. The seeds should
be watered by hand every second evening. They germinate, if previously
soaked for a night in cola water, in twenty to twenty-five days, if not so
treated, in thirty to thirty-five. After germination, the beefs should be
moderately watered, particu ar ca'-e in this respect being very necessary
during the first six months. Too much water proves equmly destructive to

giving none at all. At six months the shoot has attained some height and
requires the support of a forked stick. The nursery must be kept free of
weeds.

When six months* old the plants should be transferred to wicker and
bamboo baskets the removal being carefully performed so as not to injure

the long tap-roots. These baskets must be placed in a shady place, and
watered every second or third day. hen the roots have taken firm hold,
the baskets should be buried in pits and watered till the rains set in. The
shoots may then be put dowm in the plantation (Mvm Yarde, at For. Con/,
Meeting in 187$).

In Bombay it is reported to be cultivated in the Barsi taluk to the
extent of about 300 acres. It is there sown in September, and the plants
are allowed to grow for only three years, after w'hich they are pulled up,
the small roots are cut off and dned in the sun, and yield the dye. The
cost of cultivation is said to be about Ri^ per acre, and the profit R3.
About 600 maunds are thus annually produced, of which about 30 are
absorbed locally, and the rest exported to Sholapur, Poona, and Ahmed-
nugger. In the Ratnagiri District the tree is not cultivated but grows in

the woods, whence the dye-stuff is collected for export to Bombay
{Liotard).

dye Dye.—The wood contains a red colouring matter called sanialin.
Wood

i which is easily dissolved out by means of any alkaline solution, and is

1383 used as a dye In India it appears to be ch efly employed as a stain or pig-
ment for marking idols and the forehead in ceremonies. It is, however,
occasionally emploved as a red dye in the same way as sappan. The
cloth to be coloured is boiled w’ith the w'ood, not merely soaked in it, and
the tint produced is said to be lasting. In Europe, to which considerable
quantities are exported, it is employed as a colouring agent in pharmacy,
for dyeing leather, and for staining wood. The authors of the Pharmaco-
graphin inform us that red-sanoal-wood was noticed by Marco Polo,

i and later by Qarcia d’Orta who clearly distinguished the fragrant sandal
' of Timor, from the red inodorous wood of the Coromandel. During the

i middle ages it was well known and was used as a medicine, as well as for
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The Red Sandal Wood. (y. Murray,) PTEROCARPUS
santalinus.

an alkanet for culinary purposes, such as colouring sauces and other

articles of fcK>d. Ihe pnee in England, between 1326 and 1390, was
very variable, but on an average exceeded 3;. per ft (Fluckiger

Hanhury),
TRADB.~The felling of trees to obtain this dye-stuff is under strict

Government control, and yearly yields a considerable revenue. The price

varies considerably with the quantity in the market. In the North-Western
Provinces it is said to fetch R9-8 per cwt. {Buck) 2 in Bombay the averagje

price is said by Dymock to be R^ to R28 per kandy of 7^ cwt.

Medicine.—According to U. C. Dutt, Sanskrit writers describe several

varieties of sandal or chandana. Of these, srikhanda^ white
;
pitachan"

dana, yellow ; and rnktachandana, red ; are best known. The first two are
simply the wcx>d of the true sandal, Santalnm album, of different shades
The last is that at present under consideration. It has long been a matter
of question, how w'cx>ds differing so entirely in character as sandal-w(x>d

and red sanders-wood should have come to bear the same Sanskrit name
of chandana, and the same English appellation. On this subject Dutt
remarks, 1 am inclined to think that the name is owing to the similarity

in the uses to which Hindus put both these articles. Both sandal-wood
and red sandal-wood are rubbed on a piece of stone with water, and the

emulsions are used for painting the body after bathing and in religious

services.”

The same author states that Hindu physicians describe the wood as an
astringent tonic. It enters into numerous prescriptions of an astringent

character, and of cooling external applications for inflammation, headache,
&c., some of w'hich are given by Ohakradatta ; it is, however, rarely direct-

ed to be given alone. It is also much employed ns a colouring agent for

the preparation of mcdica'cd oils {Mai. Med, Hindus).
Oymock informs us that Muhammadan writers follow the Hindus in

describing the three kinds of sandal-wood and their uses. The author
of the Shafa-ehaskam** he writes, “ says that in bilious fluxes white sandal
is used, when blood is being passed, red sandal, and when the stools ».on-

tain both bile and blood, the tw'o woods are combined. This treatment
must be based upon the doctrine of signatures.” Ainslie states that in

Southern India it is little used medicinally, though the Indian medical
practitioners sometimes recommend it in powder, in conjunction with cer-

tain herbs, and mixed with gingelly oil, as an external application and
purifier of the skin after bathing. In the North, on the other hand, we
find it supposed to possess many virtues,—** Considered by Natives a hot
remedy ; useful in bilious affections and skin diseases ; also in fever, boils,

and to strengthen the sight. It also acts as a diaphoretic, and is applied
to the forehead in headache” {Baden Powell).

Though officinal in most modern pharmacopoeias, it is used only for

pharmaceutical purposes, as a colouring agent, and is believed to be inert.

Chemical Composition.—The wood contains a resinoid substance

—

Santalic acid, or Sontalin, which is readily soluble in ether, alcohol, alkaline

solutions or concentrated acetic acid, and is said to form ruby red crystals,

devoid of odour and taste. Weidel, in 1870, obtained from the w'ood

colourless crystals of Santal Cg Hg Og. By the action of ether on the

wood a red powder is obtained, having a green hue in reflected ligj;it,

and which, when melted with potash, yields Resorcin {Pharmaco^
graphia).

Special Opinions.— § "The wood is rubbed on a stone with water
and the resulting paste applied over boils and other inflammatory affec-

tions of the skin. It has a cooling effect” {Surgeon’Major A. S, G,
Jayakar, Muskat). *‘ The wood rubbed up with water is advantageously
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employed «is a wash in superficial excoriations of the ^nital organs” {JSur-
geon H. Gray^ Lahore). ” A decoction of the legume is useful as an astrin-
gent tonic in chronic dysentery after separation of the slough ” {Ctvil
Snrg.^on S. M. ShircofCt Murshedubud), “ Useful application in head-
ache” {Assisiaut Surgeon S. C» Bhaitacharjif Chanda, Central PreroinCes).

Structure of the Wood.— Sapwood white; heartwood purpli.sh-black,
dark orange-red when fresh cut, extremely hard, the shavings giving a
iDlood-red orange colour ; weight about 76ft per cubic foot {Gamble). It

is used for building and for turning, and is said to be much prized because
it is not subject to the attacks of white ants,

PTEROSPERMUM, Schreb.; Gen, Ph, /., 250 .

[Ic. t. 6?; Sterculiaceje.

Pterospermum acerifolium, Wind.; FI. Br. Ind., 368 ; Wight,
Syn.— p. ACEROIDE**, Wall.
Vem.— Kanak-chamba, knniar, katha-rhamf>a. Hind.; Kanak^champd ,

mus, liKNo.
; Machkunda,)rtKHr\i.‘ Hattipaila, Nepal; Gaik, Magh.

;

Laidcr, Mini I; Karm^kara, kanak-chatnpa. Bomb.; Mati>a kanda,
Tel.

;
Tounfrpetnoun, iha^mn jam wai-^oke, Burm. ; Karnikdra, Sans.

References.—^ritrA., FI. Ind., hd. C.B.C.. sn t Brandis, For. FI., 3s

;

Kurz, For. FI. Burm., /., ; Bt ddomr, FI. Sylv., t. 3s ; Gamble, Man.
Ttmb., 49; hthot. FI. Andhr,, 1 13 ; Mason, Burma C‘f It: People,

754 { Rev. A. Campbell, Rept. Kcon. PI,, Chutia Nas'Pur, Nos. 9276,
9‘ibj ; C, C. Dutt, Mat. Med, Htnd,, 3o3 ; Dvmock Warden &
Hooper, J., 233 : Baden P/mell, Pb. Pr,, 59/; Athinton, Him. Dist.,
3u6 ; Lisbon, U. PL Bomb,, 23 ; Gasetteer^ — Mvwre & Coorg, J,,68g
Bombay, A'V., 479 g Ind. Forester, /.. fi6 ; XIV., 2^ g Aqri,<.HorH.g
Sot., Ind.'—Trans,, VII,, bt ; journals {Old Scries), VIII,, Sel., 177
IX., 40b', Sel., 44 {New Series), VII., 150.

Habitat.'—A tall tree found in the sub-Himdlavan tract from the Jumna
eastwards to Bengal, Chittagong, and Burma ; also met with in the Kon-
kan. It is often planted for ornament.

Medicine.—The down on the leaves is used by the hill-people in

Sikkim to slop bleeding in wounds {Gamble). In the Konkan the
FLOWERS and bark, charred and mixed with kamala, are applied in
suppurating small-pox (Pharmacog. Ind.).

otnicture of the Wood.—Sapw'ood white; heartwood soft to moder-
ately hard, red ; weight on the average 47'5ft> cubic foot. In structure
it stimcwhat resembles Thitka (Pentace burmanica, Kurz), and is worthy
of notice ; it is occasionally used for planking in Bengal, is said to take
a fine polish, and to be suitable for making furniture.

Domestic.— In Bombay and Bengal the leaves are employed as
plates, and for packing tobacco. The flowers are used by Bengalis as a
disinfectant and to keep insects away from bed clothes, &c. They are
also .said to render water gelatinous,

P, suberifolium, Ldm.; FI. Br. Ind., /., 36";.

Syn.—P. CANESCENS, Roxb. ; p. OBLONGUM, Wall, g PBNTAPETBS SOBBRI-
folia, Linn.

Vera.—Muchkand, Hind. & Bbng.
; Baelo, giringa, Uriya ; Muchunda,

muchukunda. Bomb.; Taddo, I am. ; IjoUmu, Tel. j Naji, Burm.;
Velenge, venangu. Sing. ; Muchukunda, Sans.

References --Roxb., FI. Ind.. Ed. C.B.C., 512 ; Beddome, FI. .Sylv., t. 34;
Gumble, Man. Ttmb., 56 . Thwaiies, En. Ceylon PI., 30 g Dnlz. & Gibs.,
Bomb. FI., 24; Mason, Burma & Its People, 754; Bev. A. Camp-
bell, Rept. Econ. PL, Chutia Nagpur, No., 9595; 17. C Dutt, Mat. Med,
Hind,, 123, .W9; Dvmock, Mat, Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 114; Dymock,
Warden ^ Hooper, Pharmacog. Ind., /., 233 , Lisboa, U, PI. Bomb., 22;
ind. Forester, Jan. 1884, X., 26, 3t, $47*
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The Puenuie Tubers. (J. A/urrny.)

Habitat.—A moderate-sized tree of the Northern Circars, Carnatic.

Medicine.— “ The flower rubbed into paste with kdngika (rice vine-

gar) is an ancient and well known application for hemicrania. It is men-
tioned by many w-rilers, and is used c\en to the present day, as a domestic
remedy ( U. C. Duli),

Striicture of the Wood.—Light red, moderately hard, tough, structure

the same as that of P. acerifolium; weight 36 to 40ID. It is very tough and
is used for building, carts, gunslocks, and other purposes {Gumblc).

Domestic.—-The flowers, like those of the preceding species, render
water gelatinous.

Ptychotis Ajowan, DC, ; also P. coptica, DC,, see Carum copti-

cum, Bcnth,; UMDELLlFERiE ; Vol, II, y igS,

MEDICINE.
Flower.

1398

TIMBER.
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Z4OO

P. Roxburg^hiana^ DC., see Camm Rozburghianum, Benth. ; Vol, IT,,

[^o/.

PUERARIA, DC.; Gen. PL, /., 337,

{412 ; I.EGUMINOSiE.

Pueraria tuberosa, ,* Fl. Br. Ind., //., Wight
,

Ic., /.

Syn.

—

Hhdysakum TunFRosoM, Roxh,
Vem.

—

Tirra^ patal kohnda, hedari hand, xtali, haddr, hilU. pona, Itlai-

kandy sural. Hind.; Shtmia batraji, H^NO. ; Tirra, patal kohnda.jnnfi
tirra, Santal ; Birah kund, Nepal ; Dfbrelara, Paiiari\ ; Sural, sardr,

sarwdlti, surdlf, stall, baddr, N.-W. V.-, Bilaukuitd, bill, birdUpaniva,
httdli'p&ua, Kumaon; Sxdli, baddr, \oloha, saUrr, surdl, ('I unER=»)
lilai hand, buidrl kand, Ph.; Corah el,JdK}. \ Dan, Bc>mb. ; Karwintai,
<iiJ 7 . ;

Ddriy gumodi, dart gummadi, 'IVl.

References.

—

Roxb,, Fl, Did,, Hd, C.U.C,, gflo; Brandis, For, FL, 141 ;

Dale, is" G tin,. Bomb, FL,67; Stewart, Pb, Pi., 75; Rev. A. Cauiphell,

Rept. on Rc, PL, Chutta Naf^pur, Nos. 8444, Q2^i ; Str W. Elhot, FL
Andhr.,46

,

0'Shaughnes\y, Beng, Dispens.,3tf> ; Dvmock, Mat. Med, W.
Did., 2nd P.d., 284 ; Dvmoik, Warden Iloopci, Pliannarof^. Ind., /.,

422 ; Baden Powell, Bb. Pr., 2t*o ; Atktnson, IDnt. Di^t , ,^(>0, 74S • hcon.
Prod,, N.‘W. P., Pt V., 9/, 94: Drnrv, U, PL, ,if>o

,
Li.bon, V. PL

Bomb., 151 ; Cat. Col. Ind. Exhtb., Raw Produtts, No. 143 ; Gaeeltecrs ;

—

iV.-IP. P., IV., Ixxi. ; lioshtarpuT, 11 ; Ind. Forester, /., 84 ,
XII., App.,

7 / / Agri.-Horti, Sor., Ind., journals {Old Series), /., ^96 / XIII., 31j.

Habitat.—A twining shrub found in the Western 'Iropical Himalaya
ascending to 4,000 feet in Kumaon; also met with in the hills of South-
ern India and in Orissa.

Gum.—The tuber, when wounded, exudes a bitter acrid gum of an
opalescent colour {Dymock).

Medicine.—'] he pounded tuber, made into a poultice, is applied to

reduce inflammatory swellings of joints {Roxburgh). Stewart states that

it is “ officinal ” in the plains of the Panjdb as a cooling medicine, while

Dr. Gimlette, Residency Surgeon, Nepdl, informs us in the Col. ^ Ind.
Exhib. Cat., that it is employed in that country as an emetic and tonic, and
is also ^lieved to be lactagogue. It is given as a tonic in doses up to two
mashas w'ith milk ; a larger quantity has an emetic effect. According to

Cleghorn it is exported from the North-West Himalaya to the plains.

Dymock conjectures that it may be the shurava of Sanskrit writers.

Chemical Composition.—

A

recent analysis by the authors of the
Pharma-'ographia Indica shows that the tuber cont.ains saccharine matter,
a principle probably allied to inulinyd* bitter principle, an easily oxidizable
resin, and a resin acid.

Food.—The yam-like tuber is said to be emplo)cd in the Panjdb
as an article of food (Stewart).
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The Pulses of India.

PULICARlAi Gcerin,; Gtn^, //*, jjji

Pulicaria crispa, Benth> ,* Fl. Br. Ind,y III., ogg ; Composite*
Syn.

—

Fkanc(euriacri8pa, Coff. ; Inula quadrifida, /fam. ; Duchbs«
NtA CK 1SPA> CtiUCf.

Vem.

—

Burhna, Hind. ; Btii, jgfidi, suiei, phaimer, Pb.
References.— Pb. PL, 126; Ga»etteet :-N.-W.P.,l., 82:1V.,

Ixxiii. ; ind. PoreUtt, XIt., App., 1$.

Habitot.—A stout, shrubby plant, found in the Panjdb, the Upper Gan-
getic plain, and eastwards to Behar ; distributed to Arabia and Africa.

Medicine.—** In the Salt Range, the dried plant is bruised and applied
as a vulnerary to bruises, &c., of bullocks ** {Stevfart).

P. foliolosa, DC.; Fl. Br. Ind., 111., 2^.
Syn.—Bi.umea sbnecionidba, Edgen.; Conyza foliolosa. Ham.
Vem. - Arambu, Pushtu.
References -^Aitchhon, Hot. Afgh. Del. Cm., 75 ; Notes by Mr. Dutkie*s

Trans-lndus Collector, No. 3i ; GaMetteer ‘-^N.-IV. P., /., 82,- IV.,
Ixxtii.

Habitat.—Found in the Upper and l.ower Gangetic plains, Central
India, Banda, and the Konkan ; distributed to the North-West Frontier,
AfghanistAn, and Persia.

Fodder. -The plant is used in the Trans-Indus territory as fodder for
camels {Mr. Duthie's Collector).

PULSES.
Pulses. Dr. Watt gives the following account of these edible seeds in the

(Colonial & Indian Exhibition Catalogue (the figures of trade only being
altered):

—

They may be briefly defined as leguminous seeds which are boiled and
eaten as an article of diet. Amongst the most curious and interesting

features of an Indian bazAr, are the baskets of whole and split pulses, peas,

beans, and lentils of all colouis— white, black, brown, green, grey, red,

&c.—.shown by the dealers.

There are probably not more than two or three kinds of pulses exported
from India, but as the quotations of sea-borne trade are g^ven collectively,

the relative amounts of each kind cannot be accurately expressed. In the
trade returns also gram is treated separately instead of being included
with the other pulses. It may be staled of the pulses as a whole, that they
form an excc^ingly important article of internal trade, and including

gram the exports are by no means inconsiderable. During the five years,

1884-S5 to 1889-90, the exports averaged ;—gram, 315,229 cwt., valued at

R 10,20,1 01 ; other pulses, 631,480 cwt., valued at R 1 7,90,098. The exports
of gram are very regular and fluctuate little; those of other pulses exhibit

marked irregularities. Thus the average would have been only about
400,000 cwt., but for a remarkably large export, in 1887-88, of 1,426,058
cwt. The imports arc small, and the total foreign trade in these pulses

may approximately therefore be put down at £210,
000 , but this sum must

bear but a small relation to the internal trade. The total area under
pulses is about 48,000,000 of acres, but as the crop is chiefly grown in the
cold season the same land yields in addition some other prc^uct such as
wheat or rice.

Cajanus indicus, Spreng.; Lbguminosjb.
The Pigbon-pea ; .dr/we Hind. 8: Beng.
This is apparently a native of equatorial Africa. Cultivated in most

parts of India, constituting an important article of food.

There are two chief varieties: C. flavus, DC, the plain yellow pea
known in the vernacular as thon and C. bicolor, DC., the pea veined with
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purple, known as arhar. The latter is the one most commonly cultivated

in the North-West Provinces and Oudh, while in the Central Provinces
and the Deccan thor takes the place of arhar. It is ^rown mostly as a
subordinate crop with juar, bajra, and cotton, sunn, jute, &c., and to a
smaller extent by itself.

The leaves are considered an excellent fodder ; the stalks are used for

roofing, basket-making, and the tubular wicker-work fascines {bira or ajar)
for lining wells to prevent the earth from falling in.

Cicer arietinum, Zt'aif.; Lbguminosa. Z4Z2
The Common Gram, or Chicken-pea ; Chena or Chola, Hind. &
Beng.

This plant appears to be a native of the countries to the south of the
Caucasus and to the north of Persia. It was probably carried into India

by the Western Aryans at an early date, and prior to the time of its culti-

vation in Europe. There seems some probability that the plant may have
also been indigenous in Greece.

Gram is cultivated throughout India in any soil, giving, however, the

largest return in heavy soils. There are two sorts—one, a large reddish

grain ; the other, a small light-brown one,

Dolichos biflorus, Linn.% Leguminosje.
The Hoksb-gram; Kurti-kalai, Beng.; Kulthi gahat. Hind. 14*3
There are two very distinct varieties of this pulse - the one an erect

annual {var. uniflora), the other a twining herb {var. biflora), met with

chiefly cultivated as a pulse crop on the Tropical and sub-Tropical Himd-
laya, to Burma and Ceylon. It is sown either singly or along with other

grains j it seems to succeed best near the coast. The sowing is made in

October and November, generally in dry, light, rich soils; and the crop
is reaped in February.

The grain is eaten by the poorer classes of Natives, and is also given to

horses and cattle. The poets are flat and curved like a sickle ; they are

given to cattle. The straw is a useful fodder.

D. Lablab, Linn. I414
The Indian Bean; Sim, makham-sim, Beng.; Sim, Hind.
Wild and cultivated throughout India ; ascends to 6,000 to 7,000 feet

on the Himalaya.
There are several varieties of this bean. Roxburgh describes thirteen

cultivated. Most of the forms are eaten cooked in curry by the Natives as
a vegetable or bean, not as a pulse. When young and tender, the pods
constitute a good substitute for the common French beans.

Glycine hispida, Maxim.; Leguminosa.
The Soya Bean; Gari-kulay, Beng.; Bhat,bhatix>an, Hind. ^4^5

This plant, densely clothed with fine ferruginous hairs, is sub-erect. It

is met with in the tropical regions and the outer Himalaya, from Kumdon
to Sikkim, and the Khdsia and the Naga Hills to Upper Burma. Dr.
Stewart mentions a field of bhat having been observed in Bisahir in the
Panjdb, at an altitude of 6,000 feet Dr. Roxburgh first saw it grown
from seed received from the Moluccas in 1798.

DeOandolle considers Soya, and apparently correctly, as a native of
Cochin China, Japan, and java. But he remarks that **it is of modem
introduction into India.” *• There are no common Indian names” for it.

This seems to be a mistake; the plant is well known in India under the
names given above. In Manipur and the Naga Hills it is one of the most
abundant of pulses. In the Naga Hills it is known as I'su dea, a name
not unlike Saja, but at the same time it may be related to the old Chinese
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name Shu, The Soya most likely reached India from China, passing by
way of the mountain tracts of Assam. The importance of these hills in

settling questions of the nativity of cultivated Indian and Chinese plants
has not been fully appreciated, and we might fairly anticipate that many
statements at present accepted as facts will be considerably modified witn
an extended knowledge of the wild and cultivated plants of the Assam and
Chinese frontier. Soya is an important article of food in Tibet. It is made
in India into a sauce called “Soy.** The advisability of extending its

cultivation on the Himalayan tracts was pressed on the Government of

India in 1882 by Professor Kinch, and the attention of local Governments
also was called to it, but it does not appear to have made much progress.

Lathyrus sativus, Linn,\ Leguminos^.
The J\rosse or Gessb; Khesari, Beno.

This pulse is common in the Northern Provinces of India, from the
plains of Bengal to Kum.-ion, where it reaches 4,000 feet in altitude. It is

generally cult'.v.ated, but in some places grows wild. When cultivated, it

IS sown about the close of the rains (October) in heavy clav soils and on
land hardened through submersion, and occasionally in rice-fields before
the rice is cut. Its culiivation in the North-West Provinces and Oudh is

more common in the eastern districts and in parts of Allahabad and
Aziingarh. It is also extensively grown in Bengal and other parts of
I ndia.

It is chiefly used as a green fodder for cattle, and seems to spring up
as a weed among other crops. The seeds are very irregular in form,
generally wedge-shaped, gray, and minutely spotted with a dark line.

They have in Europe the reputation of causing paralysis of the lower
extremities. In the Proceedings of the Government of the North-West
Provinces for iSOft, pp. 265 to 295, Dr. Irving gives an interesting account
of the prevalence of a form of palsy in the Barrah and also in the Khyra-
garh divisions of the Allahabad district. He attributes the disease to 'the

habit of eating, as an article of daily food, the khesari vetch. He bases
his opinion on the fact that the peculiar disease is met with only in dis-

tricts where this pulse is eaten as a regular article of food. The disease
appears suddenly, having none of the premonitory symptoms of paralysis.
'1 he sufferer having shown no previous disease which could be supposed
to give origin to palsy, suddenly becomes paralysed. There is no pain,

and the affected part, instead of becoming deformed, continues to grow.
The disease is confined to the louder limbs, and is much more prevalent
amongst men than women, but boys are often found quite lame. The
symptoms and history are entirely in favour of the disea^^e being of a
p.'irai>tic nature and not rheumatic, such as might result from exposure to
wet and cold.

The split pea is largely used to adulterate ddl, from which It can
scarcely be distinguished wfien sold in the split form. It is used, in fact,

by the poorer classes as an occasional substitute for other pulses, but is

h.'ird and indigestible. It is, however, only injurious when eaten continu-

ously .as a regular .article of food. The troops under General Elphtn-‘
stone in the first expedition to Kabul suffered much from having to mix
this pulse with their f»>od. Pigs fed on the khesari are said to lose the use
of their limbs, but to fatten well.

Lens esculenta, Ma'nch ,- Leguminos.£.
The Lentil; J/awVi, Hind.

This plant appears to be a native of Western Asia, Greece, and Italy.

The lentil was introduced into Egvpt as a cultivated plant at an early

date, and from this centre it spread east and west, reaching India about
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2,000 years ago. The meal from this pulse is sold in Europe as a food for

invalids under the name of evalenta or revalenta.
In India it is largely grown as a winter crop, and it is universally eaten,

both by Natives and Europeans. In the Panjdb, excluding perhaps the

more arid tracts, it is grown everyw'here in the plains and hifls, up to an
altitude of 11,000 feet in the Himalaya. It is also common in the North-
West Provinces, the Central Provinces, and in Bengal.

Pfaaseolus aconitifoliuS} Jacq.j Leouminos^.
Moth or Mothi^HiVTi.

^ Found from the North-West Himalaya to Ceylon, ascending to 4,000
feet in altitude ; cultivated as a hot-weather or fharif crop in the plains,

in dry, light, sandy soil. In many parts of India it is quite as much culti-

vatedf as ifrd. In the North-West Provinces and Oudh it is grown both
alone and among millets.

The grain is used as food by the Natives, but is not considered whole-
some. ft is also used as cattle-food, and is regarded as fattening. The
leaves and stalks are also given to cattle.

P. Mungo, Linn,
and Var. glaber, Roxh.
Mung or Mu

This is sometimes spoken of as * green gram.' It is a native of India,

but has been cultivated for at least 3,000 years. It is met with throughout
the plains, and ascends to 6,000 feet in the outer ranges of the North-West
Himalaya. It requires a strong, rich dry soil and is generally grown as a
subordinate crop in fields of millet or cotton.

The ripe grain is wholesome and nutritious, much esteemed, and com-
mands a comparatively high price* The crushed stalks and leaves are
prized as fodder for cattle.

Var. radiatus, Linn.
Mas/i-l’olai. Bbng ; [/rd nrash, HiHO,

This variety differs from P. Mungo proper in having longer and more
trailing stems,* in the plant being much more hairy, in the seeds being
fewer, larger and longer, and usually of a dark colour.

It has two distinct sub-varietics-'one with large black seeds, ripening
in August and September, and the other with smaller green seeds, ripen-

ing in October and November. Both arc, how'ever, sown at the com-
mencement of the rains. Heavy soils suit the crop best. It is (;/jltivated

in most parts of the plains as a subordinate crop with millet or cotton.

P. triiobus, Ait.

Mugani. Beng.
Common throughout India, both wild and cultivated ; it ascends in the

North-West to 7,000 feet in altitude. Seeds are gathered and eaten by
the poor. The plant is regarded as good fodder.

P. vulgaris, Linn,
The Kidney or French Bean, or Haricot.

Cultivated, for the sake of its young pods, in all parts of India, chiefly

in gardens, 'i'hc green pods are cut up into slices, boiled, and eaten by
Europeans; they are sc.'ircely, if ever, used by the Natives.

Pisum anrense, Linn , ; Legumino.s>e.
The Grey or Fih.d Pea; Desi Maitar, Hind. & Beng.

This is supposed to be originally .a native of Greece and of the Levant,
and is probably the parent of P. sativum. It is cultivated in many parts
of India during the cold weather.
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It produces small, round, compressed, gfreenish, and marbled peas. It

bears some resemblance, in appearance of grain and in mode of cultivation,
to Lathvrus sativus, the latter being frequently mixed with it.

Pisum sativum, Linn.
The Common Pbaj Mattar, Got Mattar, N.-W. P.
An annual plant, climbing by means of tendrils. A native of southern:

Europe Cultivated in many parts of India during the cold weather, and
extensively so by Europeans. It includes the white pea, known as Kabuli
and Patnai, according as they are large or small. It is one of the oldest
and most valuable of cultivated legumes. P. sativum is more valuable
and prolific than P. arveiise.

Vigna Catiang, E'liif/. ; Leouminosa.
Chovili, Hind. ; Barbati, Bkng. ; Urohi Afahorpat, Ass.

Universally cultivated in the tropical zone of India on account of the
^ain, which forms one of the summer crops raised along with the millets
it ripens in October and November.

The pfxi is sometimes as much as two feet in length, and contains a
number of seeds. These constitute a considerable article of food, but the
crop is not much valued, the seed being difficult of digestion. In Bengal,
the young green entire pods are cook^ in curry. The leaves and stem»
are us^ as cattle-fodder.

This plant is said to afford a green dye.

Pumpkin, see Cnenrhita Pepo, DC., Cucurbitacb;b ; Vol. 11 ., 641.

Puneeria coagulans, Stocks, see Withania coagulans, Dunal

;

Sola^
NACE.S.

PUNICA, Linn.; Gen, PL, I,, *184,

[ /. p7 / Lythracss.
Punica Granatum, Linn. ; FI. Br. ind., II., s8/ / if^igkt, lit,,

Thk Pomkgranaie; Gkanades, Fr.; Granats, Germ,
Syn.—P. NANA, Linn,

Wtin.’—Andr~kd-per, dhalim, dkarimh, FLOWERS=gN/»rtr, julndr, ddfiiH

pushp, VKVUT^andr, ddram, r/amW, H IN D. ; Ddlim^gdiMi, FLOWERS^
gul-andr, unnum, FRUiT«»a»«r, dalim, ddrim, darmi, RlND=-ana>-Aa-

chiika, SERi^"'hab$tI^ktlkils, Bkng. ; Dalim, dalimba, Uriya ; Dalim,
Assam : Andr-kd-j ar, fi.owrrs.^j'w/f andr, FkUiT—anor, Dkc. ;

Madala, Michi ; Tree & FRUlT»a««<>, ddrim, uxuo^ndspdl, kushi-

dla, pai,t~andr, N.-W. P. ; Tree & FRUlT»d«ri», darjinf, dand,
dddn, jaman, ddran, andr, K:.owER5=jp'«/-fl««>, darim pashk, RIND"*
tidspdl, chdhandr, seeds— Pb. ; Tree & fruit— andr,
nargoi,h, gkar nangot, Pu.*»htu ; Tree & fruit—omir, dhalim, dharimb,
darkd, BhRR”"dari~jO‘kul, SEEDS— R\UTi,’>^khashiala"ckodi,

Sind ;
Anara, dalitniba, Bomb ; Dalimbarjhdda, FRUIT— dti/i'mAa, Mar.;

Dddam-nu'jhd.ia, flowers—gaV-^nar, fruit—daram, dadur, dddam,
Guz. ;

Mtidalai, madalam, rnaplan, FLOWERS—^M-modo/af, FRUIT—
mddalaip-pauham, Tam ; Danxmma, dadima, ddlimba, flowers—
puerri'dammma, rwJVt^dadima-pandu, dalimhapandu, danimma-
pandu, iKL. ; Ddlimbe-gidd, flowers—hushi-ddlimbe, fruit—dalimbe-
kdvi, Kan.; Matalam, flowers—pu~mddalam, fruit—mdtalam-por
mham, Malay. ; SaU^bin, tali-bin, thaie, fruit—sal/si, ialv-si, Burm. ;

Dtlun^gakd, flowers— mal-delun, fruit—d^/wn, dellun. Sing. ; Z?a-

dima-vrikshaha, FRUXT—dddima-phalam, Sans. ; Skajratur rummdn,
FRUli—rumman, rdnd, Arab.; Darakhtt-ndr, FLOWERS—gulnar,
fruit—aNiir, nar, Pers.

Rcferencea.

—

Roxh., FI. Ind,, Ed, C.B,C.,402: Voigt, Hart. Sub, Cal.,

SO ; Brandis, For. FI., 241 ; Kuru, For. FI. Bur$n,, /., 52^ ; Beddome,
FI. Sylv., 1. 119 ; Gamble, Man, Timb,, 20$ ; Dalo, & Gibs,, Bomb. FI.,

Suppt, S4; Stewart, Pb. PI., 94 i DC,, Orig, Cult. PL, 23?; Mason,
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The Pomegranate. (y. Murray.)
PUNICA
Granatum.

Burma & Us People, 453; Sir W, Elliot, FI. Andhr., 4S> I59» '6^/
Late, Quetta Plants ; Pharm, Ind., 03, 447 ; Fluck. <&* Hanb., Pharma-
cog., 2/tg, 290 ; Fleming, Med PI. & Drugs {Asiatic Resear., XI.), I7S i

Ainshe, Mat. Ind., /., 322; II., tys : O'Shaughnes^y, Beng. Dispens.,

33S ; Irvine, Mat. Med. Patna, 38, 76, gj, I2i ; Medical Tnpog., Ajmtr,

J2S ; Moodeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm. Ir^., 30Q; U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med.
Hind., rfi6 ; Sakharam Arjun, Cat. Bomb. Drugs, Sb ; Murray, PI. &
Drugs, Sind, igt ; Pent, df Trim., Med. PI, t. ii3 1 Dymock, Mat.
Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 3og ; Cat. Barotia Durbar, Col. Ind. Exhb.,
No. 157 s Trans., Med. Phys. Soc., Bomb. {Nerv Series), No. 4, 15^ !

1 174 ; Birdwood, Bomb. Prod., 36, 154, igA, 3i2 ; Baden Powell, Pb.

Pr , 349» 45^, Sgt ; Drury, U. PI. Ind., 360; Atkinson, Him. Dist.

N.-W. P. Gao.), 3to, 715, ^48, 777 ; tUseful PI. Bomb. {kXV.,
Bomb. Gao.), 80, 136, 246, 257, 2sg, 3Sg ; Econ Prod., N.-W. Prov., Pt.

III. {Dyes 6f Tans), 34; Pt. V. ( Vegetables, Spices, Fruit't), 44, 74 ;

Ec. PI., Baluchistan, No. t7 ; Rovle, III. Him. Bot., 2u8 ; Crookes,

Hand-book, Dyeing, &c., 512 ; Liotard, Byes, ji ; McCann, Dyes &
Tans., Beng., 66, 85, 144-145, tgt ; H. Z. Darrah, Note on Cotton in As-
sam, 3t ; Madden, Note on Kumdon, 280; Wardle, Dye Rep., 6, ii, 54 ;

Stocks, Rep. on Sind ; Christy, New Com. PI., V., 24, 41, 7t : VI., too ;

Ayeen Akbary, Gladwin*s Trans., /., 81-821 II., 180; Note on the Con-
dition of the People of Assam ; Man., Madras Adm., II., 52; Nichol-

son, Man. Coimbatore, 24T ; Boswell, Man,, Nellore, 122 ; Gribhle,

Man., Cuddapah, 199 ; Man., Rev. Accts., Bomb., I02 ; Settlement
Reports :—Paiiidb, Delhi, 27 ; Kohdt, 29, 3o ; Lahore, 12 ; Haedra, gA ,

Gujrdt, 135 ; Simla, Atp. ii. {M's, xliit,; Peshawar, i3 ; N.-W. P..

Allahabad.^ ; Central l^rovinees, Chanda, 82 ,* Nimdr, 200 ; Port Blair,

Ib70 71, 33 : Gamettei>rs — Bombay, V , 25 ; VIL, 39 ; VJII., 184 ; XV.,
it., 21 ; XVIII., 45 ; Panjdb, Shahbur, 69; Bannu, 23 ; Rawalpindi, ij,

15 ; Peshawar, 27 ; Dera Ismail Khan, tg • N.-W. P,, I,, 81 ; II., $06;
111., 33, 238; IV, Ixxii. : Orissa, II., 27, 159, 182; Mysore d* Coorg,

53, 61 ; Agri-Horti. Sac., Ind. :
— Trans., /., 66 ; II., App., 307;

111., 67 ; IV., it»5, 141, 150; VI., Pro,, 55 / VII., 60, 62, Pro., 95 ; VIII,,

Pro., ^79 ; Journal (Old Sertes), IV., 202; VI., 37 , IX„ 424 ; XI., Pro,
{t86o), 25 ; XII., 34S ; XIII., 389, Sel., 61 ; XIV., 15 ; {New Sertes), V.,

Pro., 2; Agri-Horti. Soe., Panjdb, Select papers to t862, 46 f Ind.
Forester, V,, 184 ,

XII., App., 28 ; Smith, Ec. Diet., ija.

Habitat.—A small tree or large shrub, wild in stony ground in Persia,

Kurdistdn, Afghanistan, and Baluchistan, cultivated, or spontaneous,
throughout India.

Dye & Tan,—The flowers are used in various parts of India to

impart a light red colour, said to be fleeting, to cloth. The astringent

RiNO of the fruit is a valuable tan, and is also frequently employed as an
auxiliary to other colouring agents (generally turmeric or indigo 1 in dyeing.
Alone. It imparts to cloth the greenish colour known in the North-West
Provinces as kakregi. When used for this purpose the rind is boiled in

water till three-fourths of the latter has evaporatea and the cloth then dipped
in the concentrated infusion.

The BAKU is similarly used as a dyeing auxiliary, but its chief value is

as a tan and dye for leather. It is largely employed in preparing the
Morocco leather of Tanglers. I.arge quantities are said to be exported
from the forest divisions of the North-West Provinces. Its price is said

to vary from per rupee in Meerut to 82lb per rupee in Garhwil
{Sir E. C. Buck).

Samples of the rind examined by Mr. Wardle were found to contain

a moderate amount of yellow colouring matter, readily given up to boiling

water, which gave colours varying from a dull-yellowish green to a bright

reddish-drab with tussur and corah silk, and cotton. Mr. Wardle appears
to think little of its value for this purpose, but remarks, “It is remarkable,
however, for its large quantity of tannic acid (25*8 per cent.), and with
salts of iron may be made to pi^uce an almost black dye on wool.”

Medicine.—The pomegranate has been highly prixed both as a fru't
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Medidnal uaeo of

and for its medicinal qualities from the remotest antiquity* as is shown by
the reference to it in the Old Testament, and by the numerous representa-

tions of the fruit in the sculptures of Persepolis and Assyria, and on the
ancient monuments of Egypt {Pharmacogt aphia)* In India it is frequently
referred to by Sanskrit writers. The fresh juice is used as an ingredient
of cooling and refrigerant mixtures, and of some medicines for dyspepsia.
The RIND is valued as an astringent in cases of diarrhoea and dysentery.

The ROOT-BARK, though known to Dioscorides and Pliny, appears not to
have attracted attention ; according to U. O. Dutt, it is not noticed in any
Sanskrit work. AinsUe, however, informs us that Muhammadan physi-
cians, besides using the flowers and rind in a variety of ways on account
of their astringency, recommended the root-bark as the most astringent
part of the plant, and, moreover, considered it a perfect specific in cases of

tape-worm. The seeds were believed to be stomachic ; the pulp cardiacal
and stomachic; the flowers and buds, styptic and cicatrizing. At the
oresent time all the parts above enumerated are largely employed by
Natives. The seeds also are considered refrigerant and astringent. Dy*
nnock remarks that the Arabs apparently derived their knowledge of the
medicinal qualities of the plant from the Greeks, with whom similar beliefs

obtained.

The value of the root-bark as an anthelmintic was first brought to the
notice of European medicine by Dr. Buchanan of Calcutta about 1B05, in

the Edinburgh Medical Churutgical Journal^ IX., 22. It was after-

wards highly recommended by Ainslie, Fleming, and others, and is now
officinal in the Pharmacopoeias of India, Great Britain, and many other
European countries. It is recommended to be taken in decoction, with the
addition of cloves or other aromatics, preceded and followed by a purgative.
Ainslie prescribed as much as two ounces of the bark in this form, a
wine-glassful being taken every half hour till the whole was finished. “ This
auantity,” he remarks, ** occasionally sickens the stomach a little, but sel-

aom fails to destroy the worm, which is soon after passed."
The root-bark is also employed as an astringent application for re-

laxed Bore-lhroat, and as a wash in cases of uterine disease. Dr. Kirkpa-
tric is quoted in the Pharmacopoeia of India as stating that a decoction of

the rind with cloves was the best remedy he knew for the chronic forms of

dysentery from which the native poor of India so often suffer. Waring
adds his testimony in its favour, stating that he had long used it with
the best effect. Both the rind and root-bark are now almost obsolete
in European medicine, though chained in the Pharmacopoeias The former
is easily replaced by other more easily obtainable and active astringents,

while the latter appears to lose a g^reat part of its virtue when not
quite fresh, and has given way in favour of Male Fern. Both are, however,
admittedly efficacious while in the fresh state, and are daily employed with
benefit.

Chemical CoMPosiriON.^The chief constituent of the rind is tannin.

It al.so contains sugar and a little gum, and yields at ico'C. S'O per cent,

of ash. The root-bark yields over 22 per rent, of tannin, of which the
greater proportion consists of a peculiar variety called punico-tannic acid

(C|a H)e 0 |.). When boiled with dilute sulphuric acid this is resolved into

ellagic acid (C14 and sugar. A considerable amount of mannite,
probably the puniett: or granatin of earlier observers, is also present.

The tsenicide power, according toTanret, 5 due to pelUtierine ( Cg H .g NO),
a colourless dextog)Te alkaloid, boiling at i 8u” to iSs^’C. This substance
has a somewhat aromatic odour, and is readily soluble in water, alcohol, or
chloroform. It may be ex racted in the proportion of | per cent., or 2 per

cent, of crystallized sulphate* (Fluchiger Hanbury), Dr. Warder
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states that this alkaloid has been successfully employed in the expulsion of MEOICUfE.
tape-worm, and has sometimes succeeded when extract cf Male Fern had
failed.

“Special Opinions.—§“ The roo<-bark an undoubted anthelmintic.

The powdered rind is an excellent vegetable astringent in chronic dy-
sentery and diarrhoea** {Civil Surgeon S. M. Shiicore, Mun^hdnbad).
A decoction of the root-bark is also given in cases of uterine inertia

**

{Surgeon W F. ‘J humns, M. N, Mn**galoiey “ The decoction
of the root-bark is a common remedy for round-worm in Bengal ** (Assist-

ant Surgeon N, L. Ghose^ Bankifur), “ No other remedy so certainly

cures tape-worm as the root-baric of pomegranate, but it should not be
given as usually directed. My plan of giving it is this Two or three
ounces of the bark are macerated in cold water for 24 hours, then strained,

and the strained liquor reduced by evaporation to a p nt. Of this one-
third is taken every two hours, beginning in the morning on an empty
stomach Thus given it acts safely, quickly, and pleasantly, without sick-

ening the stomach or causing any other disturbance. I have never failed

to cure tape-worm with the remedy thus given in manv cases when other
remedies had been fruitlessly tried for years. The worm is generally expell-

ed head and all, so that tlere is no relapse** igade^mgeon C. Joynt^
M,D.^ Po'^na\. “The alkaloid of this drug has been lately introduced

and IS said to l)e effectual in the treatment of Taenia a* d Bothricephalus-
latus **

{ Brtgode-Surgeon, Cr A \\ atson. Allahabad), “The decoction of

the root -bark is the most valuable anthelmintic for tape-worm. It should
be prepared as directed, taken on an empty stomach, and followed by
castor oil

*’
< Assistant Surgeon Nehal Stag. Saharunpore), ** The express-

ed juice of ihe leaves and the youn^ fruit is used in dysentery, also the
decoction of the bark. Th^ latter is useful as an anthelmintic in tape-

worm** {Civil Surgeon J, H. Thornton^ B A.^ M Monghyr), “In a
few cases of epistaxis, I Have successfully used the juice of the red flower,

drooped or snuffed into the nostril** {Civil Su gton D. Basu, Furtdpur,
Bengal). “ For dysentery boil 2 ounces of the rind of the fruit in milk (2

pints) down to onc-half and strain** {Surgeon^Major G. Y. Hunter^
Civil Surgeon, K irac li). “ 4 nar-dana is the technical trade term for the
small fruits of the wild shrub exported from Kashmir for dyeing purposes **

(Surgeon^Mafor 7 - ^ T. Aitchison, Simla). “ Seeds cooling and useful

in fevers. The rind of the fruit forms a valuable astringent decoction in

diarrhoea. 'I'he root-bark is a specific in tape-worm ** {AsUstant Surgeon
S, C. Hhuttacharji. Chanda) “ Dried wild fruit rind is used as a mor-
dant in wool-dyeing. The flowers are useful in decoction for dysentery**
{Civil Surgeon 'G. C, Boss, Delhi, Punjab). *' First-rate anthelmintic for tape-
warm ** {Surgeon^Major Beech, Coconada). “Snuffing the juice expressed
from the leaves and flowers stops bleeding from the nose ** ^Suigon A. C.

Mookerji, Noakhallv). “ Have used the decoction of the root-bark in tape-
w'arm, and the decoction of the rind in chronic dysentery and diarrhoea, with
p^ood effect ** {Surgeon D. Ptcachy, Purneah). “ The flower-buds powdered
in doses of 4 to 5 grains are useful in bronchitis. They are also much
used by Natives in dysentery and diarrhoea*' Misser, Hoshan^
abad). “ I have known eating the fruit to arrest traumatic hoemorrhage of the

tongue in a h.*emaphilic child. The bleeding had gone for some weeks
and had resisted every styptic, mechanical and chemical, that I could think
of** iBrigad' Suigeon Jovn^, M. D., Poona City).

Food.— The Pki/iT, usually about as large as a full-sized apple, has FOW
a hard rind of a brownish red colour, com'>osed of two whorls of carpels,

tz'It
one placed above the other ; the lower whorl consists of three or four,

1

the upper of from five to ten segments. This double calyx contains nu-

'
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PUTRANJIVA
Roxburghii.

The Putrsnjiya Fruit.

POOD.

TIMBER.

1432

mercms yellowish seeds, imbedded in a pellucid reddish pulp. It is univers-

ally eaten and much esteemed. 'I he quality varies in different localities

;

in the Lower Provinces and Bengal it is infenor to the pomegranate of the
North-West and hilly regions The best kinds, indeed, are produced still

farther west, in Afghanistan and Persia, whence large quantities are im-
ported into India. It keeps very well, remaining moist, palatable, and
fresh for a long time.

A pleasant cooling sherbet, made from the pulp, is h'ghly esteemed by
Natives, and is justlv appreciated by all who have tasted it.

Structure of the Wood —Light yellow, with a small dark-coloured, irre-

gularly-shaped heartwood, compact and close-grained ; weight 52 to 631b

per cubic foot. It is not used for anv particular purpose, but might be
tried as a substitute for box-wood {Gamble),

[ 217 -

Purging Cassia, see Cassia Fistula, Linn,; Legumirosx; Vol. 11.,

Z433

OIL.
Seeds.

MB^^B.
Leaves.
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FO^bL
Leaves.
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PUTRANJIVA, Wall, ; Gen. PL, III,, 277.

[ /. 1876 ; Euphorbiackje.

Putraniiva Roxburghii W,il\ ; FI, Br, Ind,, V., jj6 Wi>h/, Ic.,

SyO.—P. SPHi«:R<JCA«PA & AMBLYOCARPA, / NaCFIA PUTRAN-
JIVA, Knxh,

Vem. ^Jtnputa, joti, )ufi, pitr patji. jivputrak, P^tinin^ Hind.
;

Vutranitvn.jtdputn, Bkno. ; Vttoj. S\NTAL ; Tuti. joti, jl**'PHtn,pitra.

jvoa, N.-W. Patji. Oudh ; PaUian. jiyaputrtt. SR^m^Jinpota %

LKAVES=eii^rrt;ivrtl, Pb ; Puta-^an. euira-^iv.jiv^putrak. jeroan-putr.

Bomb.; JeTonn-putr, Mar.; KarnpaU. 'I am.; Kadrajuvi. kudrajinie,
mahtiputra jivi putrajivi, ydrala. kuduru Juvtr, Tbl. ; Pongalam,
Malay. ; Toukyap. toukvat. Burn. ; Putranjtva, Sans.

References. Ruxh., FI. Ind.. Ed, C B.C , 71^ ; Voigt,. Hart, Sub, Cal,.

206’ Bratuih. Vor. FI,. 4^1. t. S3 ; Kure. For. FI. Burm.. II,.

Beddome, FI. Svlv., t. 275 : Gamble. Man. Timb.. 3s3 ; Dale. & Gibs.,

Bomb, FI . 23^ ; Stewart. Pb, PL. 196: Rev. A. Campbell, Rept. Econ.

PL. Ckutia Nagpur. No. 8202; Sir W. Elliot. FI. Andhr,, too. lOr,

no, Ido, Id I, 194 ;
0*Shaugknes^v. Beng. Dtspens.. 6n ; U, C. Dutt,

Mat, Med. Hind,. 314 ; Irvine. Mat. Med. Patna, 89 ; Birdwood. Bomb.

Pr.. 3 <6 : Baden Powell. Pb. Pr.. Sfb. 391 / Atkinson, Him. Dist.. 317,

7^ • Drury. U. PL. 3fit ; Lisboa. U, PL Bomb.. 117. aSd ; Royle, III. Him.
Bot[.347.t 83 ; Cooke, Oils & Oilseeds. 67: Gaaetterrs:—Bombay.
X V.. 7S ; N.-W, P.. IV.. Ixxvii . ; Gurdaspur, 5J ; Hoskiarpur, if ; Ind.

Forester. IV., 389 ; VIII..402 ; K., 325 ; Agri.-Horti. Soc„Ind., journals

(Old Series). IV.. 217 ; VI.. 4^.

Habiut.—A moderate-sized evergreen tree with pendant branches, met

1
with, wild and cultivated, throughout Tropical India from the Lower Himd-
laya'in Kiimaon eastwards and southwards, to Pegu and Ceylon.

^
Oil. - The sEsns yield a rather turbi 1 oil of an ohve^brown colour, which

on standing soon deposits the more solid portion. It is u^d for burning.

Medicine.—The leaves and the stones of the fruit are officinal in

some parts of the Panjdb Dr. Stewart). They are given in decoction

in colds and levers.

Fodder.—The leavfs are lopped for fodder.

Structure of the Wood.—Grey, shining, moderately hard, close-gfrain-

ed ; eight 36'6 to 4Qlt> per cubic foot It is sometimes used for making

tools, for turning, and in South India for house-building and making

agricultural implements.

Domeitic.-The stones of the fruit are strung together to form rosa-

ries by Hindu fakirs. Brahmans, and by parents to put round the necks of

their children. The.se are supposed to preserve the wearer from harm,

hence the vernacular names, which signify ” the life of the child.*'
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The Moimtaiii Ash. (y Murraw) PYRUS
Aucuparia,

Putu Mang^.—The Tamil name of a fungus, which see under its scientific

name Sclerotium stipitatum.

PYGEUM, Garin.; Gen. PI., /., 6 to.

[ 1 , 20.7 / RoSACFiE.

Pygeum ceylanicum, Gartn.; FI. Br. Ind., 11., 321 ; ^Vtght, ill.,

Syn.— P. Walkrrii, Blume ; Polyodontia Walkkkii, Wight.
Vtm.—Galmorre, galmora, Beng. ; Gal‘inora-ga^s,S\KQ,
Rcfereuce.—77iir*?*7«, En. Cey. PL, 102.

Habitat.—A large tree of South India and Ceylon.
Structure of the Wood.— Close-grained, yellow, resembles Eriobot^a

in .structure; weight, 651b per cubic foot. It makes a good fuel for burning
bricks or hme.

P. Gardner!, Hook.f. ; FI. hr. Ind., 11., 321 ; Ic., t. gg3.
Syn. - P. ? ACUMINATUM, Wight ; P. ZhYLANICUM, Data. & Gibs., Bomb.

Ft., excl. syn.. not of G/ntn.
Vem. Dacca, kaula. Bomb.
References.— & Gibs., Bomb. FL,89; Lisboa, U. PL Bomb., 72;

Ind. Forester. X., 33,

Habitat.—A large tree on the Nilghiri Hills and Bombay Ghats.
Structure of the Wood.—“ Sapwood dark red; heaitwood whitish,

coarse-grained ; used, I am informed, for making boxes, planks, rafters,

and beams” {Lisbna).

Pyrethrum indicum, ; see Chr3rsanthemum indicum, Lmn.: Com*
POSIIJE. Vol II. 272.

PYRULARIA, Ifftck.; Gen. PL, 111
, 223.

[ 233 ; Sant/ilacfje.

Pyrularia edulis, A. DC ; FI. Br. Ind., V., 230; W'lghi, Ic

,

/.

Syn.—Shh^rocarya koui.is, Wall,

;

S. vestita. Wall.

Vem. - Amphi, Nepal j Safhvi. Lepcha.
Reference - Gamble, Man. Timb., 320.

Habitat.—A small or moderate-sized thorny tree of the Central and
Eastern Tropical Himalaya fnim 4,000 to 5,000 feet ; also met W'lth in the

Khdsia Hills at the same altitude.

Food —'1 he vruit is eaten by Natives.

Structure of the Wood.— White, moderately bard, close-grained;!

weight 47 to 5oIb per cub e foot. It is used by the Bhiitias for making
dairy utensils.

PYRUS, Finn.; Gen. PL. 626.

Pyrus Aucuparia, Gartn. ; FI. Br. Ind., 11., Rosxckae.

The Rowan Tree, or Mountain Ash.
Syn.— P. UKSINA, Herb., Strach, & Wmt. ; Sokbus Aucuparia, Linn.
Vem B dial, rdnthAL wompd lUsi, rangrek, Pb.

References.— Pb. PL, 84} Smith, Diet., 27 ; Jnd. Forester, X.,

; XL, 3 .

Habitat. - A small tree occurring in India in the V^'estern Temperate
Himalaya, from Kashmir to Kumdon, at altitudes from ii,«;oo to r.7,000
feet ; distributed widely, on the west through Turkistan and the Caucasus
to the Atlantic, and north-eastward to N China, Japan, and Siberia.

Food. -The red fruit, which resembles in size and flavour that of the
same tree in Europe, is not eaten in India In certain parts of Europe it is

emploxcd to make a jelly, and in the preparation of a liqueur or cordial.
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PYRUS
communis.

X449

rruii..

1450
TIMBER.
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FOOD.
Fruit.

1453
Svirlt.

X454

The Pear.

Pjrrus baccata, Linn. / FL Br. Ind.^ II., J7J.
The Siberian Crab.

Syn.

—

P. BACCATA, vat. himalaica, Maxim, ; Mai.v8 baccata, Desf.
Vern —Ban mehal, gwdlatn. Hind. ; Ban-mehal, grodla -mehal, rutripuH,
KumaON ; Lid, liwdt, Ihijo, litsi, baror, choda, Pb.

References.— .0rand», For. FI., 20s ; Gambit, Man. Timh., 168 ; Strwart,
Ph. PI., 84 ; Aitchuon, Lahoul, Jnur. Linn. Soc., X,, 75 / Irvine,
Mat. Med, Patna, 8g ; Baden Poroell, Pb. Pr,, §9^ i Atkinson, Him.
Di&t.,30Q, 713 i Peon. Prod., N.-W. P., Pt. V., 44, Jf ; Gaoetteer,
Rawalpindi, !£ ; Settle. Rep., Simla, App. II. {H), xlitt. ; Ind. Forester,
Xi ,, 5.

Habitat.—A small tree of the temperate Him.-ilaya. from the Indus to

Bhutiin, between 6,uoo and 11,000 feet, and of the Khdsia Hills at an
altitude of 6,000 feet.

Food.— It produces a small, very sour fruit, of a red or scarlet colour,

with the true apple flavour, which ripens towards the end of the rains and
is eaten by the Natives of the tracts where it grows.

Structure of the Wood.—White, with pale-brown heartwood ; struc-

ture similar to that of P. Pashia, but medullary rays slightly broader

;

weight 53ib per cubic foot. It is hard, tough, and useful for a variety of
purposes, though it is said to warp easily.

P, communis, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., II.,

The Common Pear.

» Vtxn Ndshpdii, Hind.; Naspati, nak, N.-W. P. ; Kishta bahira,
naspdtt, taiyg, batang, batank, amrdd, Kashmir ; Tang, tangi, batavg,
baiank, ndk, ndshpdti, naspdti, charkeint, sunkeint,li, Pb. ; Amrdd,
nak, amrucha, Afghan. ; Amritaphala, Sans. 5 Amrdd, Arab, j
pdti, PSRS.

References -^Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 406 ; Brandis, For, FI,, 203 ;
Gamble, Man. Timb., 168; Stewart, Pb, Pt., 84; DC., Origin Cult,
PI., 229 ; Aitchison, Bot. Afgh. Del. Com,, 63 / U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med.
Hind., 29f / Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 547, 592 ; Atkinson, Him. Dist,%

7t3 : Econ. Prod., N,-W. P., Pt. V., 44,70; Dollard, Med. Top.
Kalee Kumaon Gf Shore Valley, 32 ; Kew Bulletin, /55p, 25 /
bmith. Die., 316 ; Kew Off. Guide to the Mus. of Ec. Bot,, 61 ;

Rep. Horti. Gar., Lucknow, March, 1884, 2 ; r88s, / / Ind. Gar.,
2ji 72 ; Ayeen Akhary, Gladwin*s Trans., I., 82, 83; Gametteers
Mysore & Coorg, I., 68 ; Sialkot, n ; Ind. Forester. XI., $1 ; XIV.,
420 ; Settle. Repts. —Haodra, 4 ; Simla, App. II. (H), xlii. ; Agri,-
Horti. Soc. Ind., Transactions, I., 64 ; II., App., 298 ; III,, 103 ; IV.,
io6, 149 ; VII.. Pro., 44, tot, ISO, 184 ; Journals {Old Series), VIII.,
S41 / XIII., Sel., 6i.

Habitat.—A small, thorny tree, believed to be w'ild in Kashmir,
cultivated in the North-West Himalaya, altitude 2,000 to 8,000 feet, in

Western Tibet to an altitude of 10,000’feet, and occasionally in the plains.

It is also found wild and cultivate over the whole of temparate Europe
and Western Asia. Of recent years most of the Ruro^ian cultivated

races have been introduced with success in Kulu, Kashmir, and in the
neighbourhood of the larger Himdlayan hill stations. The tree flowers

in spring and ripens its fruit during the rains.

Food.—The fruit of the ordinary neglected hill-pear tree is generally

hard and flavourless, and, though eaten to a considerable extent by the
Natives, is little used by Europeans except for cooking purposes. Accord-
ing to Irvine a spirit is manufacturea from the fruit in Kashmir. In
Afghdnistin the fruit of the wild tree is dned, ground into flour, and
mixed with ordinary wheaten flour to increase its bulk (Aitehisofi)* Of
late years the quality of fruit obtained from introduced European races

P. 1454
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The Petr. {J, Murray,

\

PYRUS
lanata.

in Kulu has very greatly improved ; indeed, large yellow, soft, lucious
pears are now to be obtained which compare favourably with anything
produced in Europe.

Structure of the Wood.—Hard, close and compact-grained, valued in TIMBER*
Europe for engraving purposes, turning, and for making mathematical ^455
instruments. According to Brandis it is not esteemed in India, being
used only for ordinary purposes, but Baden Powell mentions it as valued
for carving.

Pyrus Cydoniai Linn,^ see Cydonit vulgaris, Pen. ; Vol. II., 676.

P. foUolosa, Wall / FI, Br, Ind„ II., 37^*
Syn.—P. uRSiNA, Wall,; Sorbus ursina, and poliolosa, Dtnr. ; S*

URSINA, Wenaig,
y/(m.^Kharsani, Nbpal ; Wampu liisi, Lbpcha i HAliva, sHiyot mar-

till, Kumaon j Sulia, hulia, Pb.
References.—Brandis, For. Fl,t 206, 20'j ; Gamble, Man, Timb,, i6g ;

Atkinson, Him, Dist,, gog ; ind. Forester, XI., s.

Habitat.—A small tree of the Himalaya, from the Indus to Sikkim
between 6,000 and j 2,000 feet.

Structure of the Wood —White, with small, darker-coloured heart-
wood j weight 45ft per cubic foot. It is hard, and close-grained, but like
the timber of other trees of the section Pyrus proper, its utilitj is lessened
by the readiness with which it warps.

P, kumaoni, Dene. ; FI, Br. Ind., II., 3^4.
Vem.—Z)oda, chitana, mahaul, bun-pain, gun-palos, Pb.

References.— Econ. Prod., H.-W. P., Pt. V„ 71 ; Gaeriteer,
Simla, g.

Habitat.— Confined to the western regions of the Himalaya, from Kash-
mir to Kumdon.

Food.—This species produces a small fruit of very indifferent taste,
which is generally eaten half-rotten by the poorer Natives.

P. lanata, Don. ; FI. Br. Ind., II., 3^3.
Syn,—P. KUMAONENSfS, Wall. ; P. Aria, Hook. f. & Thoms, ; P. Aria,

var. KUMAONENSis, Moxim, ; Sorbus lanata, Wengig.
Vem.

—

Gallon, mduli, paltu, ban palti. Hind. ; Gallon, mehali, paltu,
ban-halti, Kumaon ; Doda, chola, ckilana, maila, paltu, ban-pdla,
maul, kanghi, thdnki, morphal, marpof, chota, chitana, mail Ung,
mill, mahaul, litsi, chdtta, kandlu, polk, bisir, Pb. ; Gkn polos.

Rtferences.— For. FI., 206 ; Gamble, Man. Timb., i6g ,• Stewart,
PI.. fl4 ; Baden Powell, Pb, Pr,, sg2 ; Atkinson, Him. Dist., fid /^on. Prod,, N.-W. P.,Pt. V.,44, 7i, 72; Gagetteer, Gurddspur, SS :

* ^Xri.-Horti. Soc, Ind., Journals
{Old Series), IV., Sel„ 239.

Habitat—A moderate-sized deciduous tree, met with on the Himdlaya
from Kashmir to Kumaon, between altitudes of 5,000 and 10,000 feet.

Food.— It produces a large fruit W'hich ripens about October, and is

eaten by the Natives when naif rotten. Like the fruit of the preceding
specif and that of P. Pashia, it is quite uneatable till it softens and loses
Its acidity by over-ripeness.

Structure of the W<^ —White, moderately hard, close and even-
gained, sea^ns well ; weight 40 to 471b per cubic foot. It might be useful
for making boxes and other similar pur^ses for which a close and even-
grained wood is required {Gamble).

1456

TIMBER.
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FOOD.
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PYRUS
Malus.

1463

FOOD.

1464

The Apple.

Pyrus Malus, Linn, ; FL Br, ltd., II,, j7j.
The Apple.
Sjil—Malus communis, De^,
Vera.

—

Seb, seo, sev. Hind. ; Seb, Ring. ; K4skA, Lad. ; Seo, seb, skeo,
SCO, N.-W. P. ; Sher, isint (amri), sAn, ehung, senu, kashA, khajA, cho,
li, chunt, pdlu, chAi, Pb. ; Manta, mdna, Pushtu ; Seb, shewa, N.>E.
Akgh. ; SAf, Sind ; Sevu, Kan. ; Seba, seva. Sans. ; Tuffah, Arab. ;

Sib, sib, sij, Pers.
Reference!.— FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 406 / Brandis, For. FI.,m /

Siewart, Pb. PL, #5 ; DC., Origin Cult. PL, 2J3 / Aitchison, Boi. A/gn-
Del. Com., 6j; Dvmock, Mat. Med. IV. /nd.,317 ; Baden Ponell, Pb. Pt.,

S92 ; Atkinson, Him. Dist., Jog, 713 : Econ. Prod., N.^W, P., Pt. V., 44,
7/ ; Lisboa, U. PL Bomb., tSS ; Birawood, Bomb. Pr,, igo / Stocks, Kept,
on Stnd ; Smith, Die., 18 ; Ind. Gar., 267^270 / Rep. Horti. Gar,, Luck^
now, March 1884, 4; Ayeen Akbary, Gladwin's Trans., I., 82, 83, 88; II,,

13s : Gaaetteers i—‘Mysore 6f Coorg, I., S3, 68 ; Bannu, 23 ; Dera Ismail
Khan, 19 ; Simla, 11 ; Settle. Repts.

:

—Kokdt, 3o ; Simla, A^, II. {H);
xlti. ; Ajni.-HorH. Sot., Ind., 7'ransactions, I., 63, 64 ; II., App,, 298,
310; IV., 10$, to6, 141, 148,149; V., 20,21, 69, Pro., 69; VI., 38-40,

234, 24; , Pro., 40, $0, 55, 60, 1 12 : VII., Pro., I2, lOl, 150, 160, 184 ;
journals (Old Series), VI., SeL, Ii2 ; VIII., Sel., 109 ; XIII., 385,
Set., 61 (New Series), VI., Pro,, 2.

Habitat.—The apple grows wild throughout Europe, except in the
northern p.*!!!. in Anatolia, the south of the Caucasus, and in the Persian
province of Ghilan. In the mountains of the north-west of India, accord-
ing to Sir Joseph Hooker, Stewart, Brandis, and others, it is apparently
wild. DeOandolle sums up a long and interesting review of the evidence
obtainable as to its earliest home as follows:— * From all these facts, I

consider the apple to have existed in Europe, both wild and cultivate,
from prehistoric times. The lack of communication with Asia, before the
Aryan invasion, makes it probable that the tree was indigenous in Europe
as in Anatolia, the south of the Caucasus and Northern Russia, and that
its cultivation began early everywhere.”

In India, at tne present day, it is described as “apparently wild” in

the Nonh-West Himalaya, ascending to 9,000 feet, and to 1 1400 feet in

Tibet. Dr. Watt is, however, disinclined to admit any of the apples as
indigenous ; the tree nowhere occurs in the wild profusion of, for example,
the wild pear, and may certainly in most cases be no more than spon-

j

taneous trom early cultivation. It is largely cultivated, however, in the
1 Himdlaya, the PanjAb, Sind, North-Western Provinces, Central India, and
1 the |)ekkan. The fruit from Indian stock is very indifferent in the plains,

but improves in the Himdlaya, and with a certain amount of cultivation
' is by no means unpalatable. In Tibet and Afghdnistdn really good

apples are produced, and large quantities are imported from the latter
country into India.

Of recent years finer races have been largely introduced from England
into Kulu, Kumaqn, Ikc., and the vicinity of the larger Himdlayan hill

stations. The fruit now obtainable from the large orchards in Kulu and
also near Simla, is almost equal to the best produced in Europe. The

1
Kumaon fruit is finding ready sale in Calcutta. The credit of having

I developed this new fruit-growing industry is largely, if not entirely, due to
Sir E. O. Buck.

Food.—See Fruits, Vol III., 450. In addition to the remarks there
made on the different qualities cif Indian apples, it may be noticed
that some years ago the Mahdraja of Kashmir made an attempt to
start the manufacture of cider in his territ(»r>\ He obtained the services
of a European for the purpose, but the experiment appears to have been
unsuccessful.
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The Pear. {J Murray,)
PYRUS
estita.

Strncture of the Wood —Hard and close-grained, good for making
cog-wheels and gun-stocks, though inferior to pear-wood.

TIMBER,

1465

Pyrus Pashia, Ham.; FI. Br, Ind,, //., 3J4,
Syn.—p. VARIOLOSA, Wall, ; P. VBRRUCULOSA. Beriol. ; P. NBPALENSISf
Ham,

Vem.

—

Mehal, mol. Hind. ; Passi, Nepal; Li, Lepcha ; Mehal, mol,
Kumaon ; Tang, hatangi, shindar, shegul, shegal, tdngi, ku, katdri,
hxthd, kiat, keint, kent, katnth, sanjad, s o^td, gddkuji, ktttha, mehal,
Pb.

References.—Brandis, For FI., 204, 575; Kura, For. FI. Burm., /., 44t ;
Gamble, Man. Tttnh., ; Stemarf, P6, PL, A5 ; Baden Powell, Pb, Pr.,

S(f2 t Alkimon, Him. Dist., 3og, 7 i3 ; Uton, Prod., N.~W. P.,Pt. V.,

44, 70, 72 ; Gaoeiteets :—Homdra, ij ; Gurddobur, 55 ; Rawalpindi, 15 ;

Simla, 9, li ; Kdngra, 31 ; Jnd. Forester, VIIJ., 406, 412 ; XJV,, 420 ;

Settle. Rebts :—Kavgra, 22 : Simla, j^p. 11., {H), xlit. ; Agri.-Horti,
Soc., Ina., Transactions IV., tog ; youinals lOld Sertes), IV., tog,

Sel., 22Q f XI! I., ; XIV., 2t.

Habitat —A moderate-sized deciduous tree of the temperate Hima-
laya, from the Indus to Bhotdn, between 2,500 and 8.000 feet, also met
with in the Khasia mountains, at an altitude of 5,000 feet, and in Burma.
According to Brandis it is occasionally cultivatfd. The flow'ers appear
in spring and the fruit ripens in September-Oecember.

Food.—The pruit, which is dark yellowish-brown, scurfy, and covered
with raised w'hite spots, is eatable when over-ripe. Natives use it as an
article of food in this state and when half rotten. Sir E. C. Buck has suc-

ceeded in Simla to graft on to this hardy tiee ti.e better class forms of the
pear.

Structure of the Wood.—Heartwood light reddish-brown, hard, close,

and even-grained ; w-eight 478) per cubic foot. It tracks and warps re;idi-

ly but is tolerably strong, and is used for making walking-stick.s, combs,
tobacco pipes, and for various other purposes.

FOOD.
Fruit.

1467

TIMBER.
14^

P. vestita, W’tf //, / F/. Br. Ind., II., 3/3.
yn.— p. CRHNATA, Ltndl.

yitm.-^Mayhell, gdhor, Nepal; Stngka, Bhutia.

Reference.— A/iFmron, Econ, Prod., N.^W. P., Ft. V., 72.

Habitat.—A deciduous tree of the Eastern Himdla}a, from Garhwal .

to Sikkim, between 0,000 and 10.000 feet.

Food.—The fruit is edible \Gtimble). !

1469

FOOD.
Fruit.
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QUARTZ.

X

FOOD.
2

DOMESTIC.

3

Qtiailt; Qnartz.

{W. R. Clark.)

QUAILS.
Quails, Eumg Afarshall, Game Birds of India, II., 10^-202.

The Quails of British India are commonly arranged under the genera
—PerdicuU (or Bush (Quails, Ophrysia (or Mountain Quails), Microperdix
(or Painted Quails), Cotumix (or True Quails), Excalfactoria (or Blue-
breasted Quails), and Tnmix (or Bustara Quails).

Mr. Gould, in his Birds of Asia, describes the common quail of Asia as
distinct from the European species ; but both Jerdon and Hume &
Marshall and other Indian authors are agreed in stating that both are of

one species—Coturaix commuais, Ltnn.
Food.—Numbers of the different species are netted or shot through-

out India in the various regions where they oa*ur but the Common or
Grey Quail may be said to be not only the most plentiful but the one
which alone is sold in the chief markets. They are much valued as
articles of food.

Domestic.—The male birds of the common grey quail are very pugna-
cious and are kept for fighting purposes by Muhammadans in most parts of

India.

Quamoclit, see Ipomaea Qiuunoclit ;
CoNvoLvuLACEJC ; Vol. IV., 491.

Quarries, see Stooes, Vol. VI., Pt. II.

4

QUARTZ.
Quartz, Ball, in Man. Geol. of India, III, $02.

References.— in Man. Geol. of India, IV., 62, 78 f Encyclop. Brit.,

XVI., 38gi XX., 160 ; Balfour, Cyclop. Ind., III., 325,

This name is applied to one of the most prevalent of minerals; it includes

nearly .all the native forms of silica. It thus embraces a great number of

different minerals, several of which are cut as ornamental stones or used in

the arts. In its purest form, as rock crystals which are found crystallised

in six-sided prisms with pyramidal ends, (belongii^ to the hexagonal
series), ciuartz consists entirely of silicic anhydride (5 ,

0 ,). Slightly impure
forms, which owe their value to the tints produced by the presence of small

quantities of foreign minerals, are “ amethyst, rose quartz, false tonaz or

citrine, smoky quartz, milky quartz, prase and aventurine quartz ”(5<7//,

Economic Geology).
Common quartz, crystallised or massive and of a great variety of colours,

is a frequent constituent of many rocks, and some impure varieties are
properly rocks. Such are ferruginous quartz, often associated with iron

ores, jasper, lydian stone or flinty slate, hornstone or chut.

Other silicious minerals, such as flint, chalcedony, and chrysoprase

seem to be intimate mixtures of quartz and opal.

Quartz crystals arc found most abundantly among the older acidic crys-

talline rocks, but they also occur in basic traps and basalts, and to some
extent in sedimentary formations {Ball, Economic Geology).

For a description of the quartz crystals and other inferior gems of the

quartzose group, the reader is referred to Vol. II., 167-176, of this work.

Quartz rocks have been found the richest in niinerals of all the Indian

rocks. Thus lead and silver ores were formerly mined in the quartz rocks of

the Kadapah and Karnul districts of Madras, in the Raipur district of

the Central Provinces, and in Hazara in the Panjdb. None of these lead

mines, however, are now worked in India. Copper ores have been found in
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The Oak. ( W. R, Clark.)
QUERCUS

Brandisiana-

a quartz vein at Somadapilly and Nellore in Madras, at Hazaribagh in

Bengal, and in various parts of Nepal. Micaceous iron ore is a very com-
mon product of this rock, and gold occurs in it in many parts of 'India.

For an account of the use of quartz in the manufacture of Glass, see

Vol. III., 50

V

Flint. —True flints are of rare occurrence in India, but the allied

hornstones and agates have been largely employed from prehistoric times
for the manufacture of knives and arrowheads.

In the Trichinopoli district (Madras) flints almost indistinguishable

from English chalk flints exist, it is believed, in a continuous bed and not
in detached nodules as in the cretaceous formations. In the Oharwar
district (Bombay) flint pits exist, fn)m which it is said Haider and Tippu
obtained the gun flints for their troops. In Afghanistan also, near the

Kurram river, there are large flint beds, whence the supply used by the

Afghan tribes for their flintlocks was formerly obtained.

Quassia, see Piensma quassioides, Benn; Simaruba ; Vol. VI., 227.

QUERCUS, Linn^ / Gen. PI., III., 40J.

Quercus acuminatai Roxh.; FI. Br. Ind., V., 607; Wiffht, h., t.

6-g; CuPULIFER-aE.

Syn.— Q. FRNFSTRATA, Roxh., VOT. ACUMINATA. Wenxig.

Vem.—.Sanuarkaula^ Nbpai ; Kanta gola hatana, CHITTAGONG.
References.^ Roxh., PI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C,, 672 ; DC. Prod , XVI., it,, go f

Kurx, For. FI. Br. Burnt., //., 4^.^ / Camhle, Man. Timh., j86j king.
Annals of Bot. Card. Calc,, II, (tShg), 41, PI, 42H, ; Ind, Forester,
Vin., 404-

Habitat.—An evergreen tree, met with in the Eastern Himdlaya, Khasia
Hills, and down to Chittagong, ascending to 6,000 feet.

In a note by Dr. King in the Annals of the Calcutta Botanical Gardens
[I.C.), it is stated that this specimen was first collected by Roxburgh, hut
after him was never seen till 1885, when specimens were sent to the Calcutta
Herbarium by a private collector. “ The species,” Dr. King continues, is

a very distinct one, and does not much resemble Q. fenestrata, Roxh,'*

Structure of the Wood.— Light red and very hard, weight about 55ft

per cubic foot.

Domestic.—“ The tree coppices well and is very good for firewood”

{Kure .

[ Gard. Calc., 11. {t88g), 40, PI, 32A.
Q. Amherstiana, Wall f FI. Br. Ind., V., 60^ / Ann, Bol.

References.— DC., XVI., it., S3 ; Kurx, For. FI. Burnt., II., 4S4.

Habitat —A large evergreen tree, which seems to be confined to the
Upper Tenasserim lh*ovince of Burma.

Structure of the Wood.—Seems of inferior quality, but is said by Kurz
to be used for boat-building.

. (rSSo), 3,, PI. siA
Q. Brandisiana, Rurz; FI. Br. Ind., V., 604; King, Ann. Bot.

References.—gMTA, in Journ. As. Soc, Bengal {1S73), 11., w9 ; For. Fl. Br.
Burnt., II., 488 ; Ind. Forester, VIII., 416.

Habitat.—An evergreen tree, 35-40 feet high, found in the dry forests
of Martaban at altitudes up to 4,000 feet, and distributed to the Shan
Hills in Burma.

Structure of the Wood.—Kurz remarks that the sapwood is whitish.

Q. 12
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QUERCUS Tljg Himalayan Green Oak.
fenestrata.

13

.
TIMBER.

14

FODDER.
Leaves.

15

Shoots

16
DOMESTIC.

17

Z8

DYE.
Bark.

19

[Card. Calc. II. {^t88g)^ 23, PI. i$B.
Quercus dilatata, Lindl.; FI. Br. Ind., V., 602 ; King, Ann. BoL

The Green Oak of the HimAlaya.
Vem.— MorUt tilanga, kiionj, Monj, timsha, N.-W. P. ; Tilonj^ kilonj,

ramshingt Kuma>in; KuU ring, chora, parmngi, ban, banjx, hanckar,
ha^achar, Bardin, hunni, mdri, maur, mord, margkang, karsh, Pb.;
Zdth, Kafikistan.

References. -—Brandts, For. FI., 4ff2i Gamble, Man. Ttmb., 3/13 ; Stewart,
Pb. PL, ii)9; Atkin on. Him. Dist.. 3i7 : Rovle. III. Him. Bot., 346, t. /i4,

f.2 ; Agri.’Hort. Soc. Ind. Journ. , XUI., 384; G^aetteerx: ^ Rawal-
pindi, h2 ; Haaara, 14; Simla, 10 ; Gurdaspur,s^ ; Ind. Forester, VIII,,

114, 123, 127, 406, 407, 4oH, 4t)>j; IX., 126, ig7 ; XL, 5, 2S4; XIII.,
fiu, 66, 124, XIV., 320; Settle. Rept^., Simla, App, II. H., xliti.

;

Haeara, ti.

Habitat. gregarious, evergreen tree, sometimes attaining a height
of 80 feet. It is met with in Afghanistan, the Sulaiman range, and the

North-West Himalaya, at altitudes between 7,exx) and 9,000 feet. Near
Simla, at Mahasu, and on the east side of the ridge between Theog and
Matiyana, almost pure forests of this tree occur.

Structure of the Wood.—The heartwood is reddish gfrey with da-'ker

streaks, very hard, and seasons well. It is very elastic, easily worked, and
w'arps and splits less than any other species of oak in the North-West
Himalaya. Weight 61 lb per cubic foot.

Fodder.—The leaves and shoots of this tree are extensively lof^d
as fodder for sheep and goats. Unlopped forests are indeed rare. The

I j-limalayan cultivator’s idea of rich pasture lands for cattle might be
defined as a profits on of stunted and distorted oak trees.

Domestic Uses.—The wood is used in building, and for agrici Itural

implements and jampan poles. On the Sutlej the timber of the species
is prised more than that of the other Oaks. It has been recommended for

,
use in cask-making, and e.xperiments are said to have been made in Jaun-

I sir to test its suitability for this purpose, but the results do not yet appear
I to have been made known {Ind. For ). 'l*he tree coppices well. In the Simla
!

district the wood is extensively used in the manufacture of charcoal.

Q. fenestrata, Roxb. ; FI. Br, ind., V., 608 ; Wight, Ic., /. 2tg.

Vem.—KaLt chakma, Beng. ; Kuhi, Assam and Manipur^ Patld, katds*
N^p^L ; Kashunding, Lepcha ; Dingjing, Kha^'IA; Thitkya, Burm.

Reference*.— Ft. ind., Fd. C.B.C.. 671 ; Kure, For. FI. Burma,
II., 4/*3 ; Gamble, Mon. limb.. 3fiS ; Maxon, Burma & Its People,

397 1 77^ ; R*ng, Ann. Bot. Lord Calc., II. (ibA'gf, 44^/ PL 3g ; Aew
Off. Guide to the Mus^.of F.c. dot., 128; Agrt.-Hori. Soc., Ind. ^our-

1

nal, V., J86 ; Ind. Forester, I., ii2: VIII., 40$ i Trotter, Report on
I Manipur dyes {i883) ; Oarrah. Report on Cotton in Assam, 32.

I

Habitat. —A large evergreen tree of the Kaslcrn Himalaya, met with

I

at altitudes between ^,000 and 8,000 fec-t It occurs also on the Khdsia
Hills, in Eastern Benga.!, Martaban, and Upper Tenasserim

Dye.--A decoction of the bark is used bv the Manipuris for chan^ng
the blue dye of the rum (Strobilanthe* flacetdifolius) into a black. T^e
Manipuri process has been thus described by the late Major Trotter in h s

report on Manipur d\es;—“Add or 10 tolas of kumhang to the pot
containing the blue dye ; stir up thoroughly, and then mix 4. tolas of shell

lime with it. Take a cloth that has recently been dyed blue, and steep

it in two pints of kuhi water < prepared by filling a pot with the bark of

the kuhi tree, and adding enough water to submerge it, letting it stand
for 24 houis and then pouring off the water), press, and squeze the cloth

in it for about 8 or 10 minutes, then wring out and dry in tne sun. W hen
dry, steep thoroughly in the pot containing the blue dye, wring out and

Q. 19
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The Holm Oak. \W. R. Clark)
QUERCUS

Ilex.

dry in the sun. When drj', a^ain steep it in two pints of kuki water, dry

in the sun, and again steep it in the blue dye and dry in the sun. keep on
repeating this process until the cloth has taken the proper colour then

wash with clear fresh water and finally dry in the sun.** 'I he acorns as

well as the bark are said by Major Trotter to be used in Manipur for

dyeing.
Structure of the Wood.—Heartwood red, very hard. Weight about

56fik per cubic foot.

Domestic Uses.^ In the Khasia Hills the wood is used for building

and farm purposes.

DTE.

Aeorns.

20

TIMBER.
21

DOMESTIC.
22

Quercus glauca, Thunhat FL Br. Inda^ V.t 604: King, Ann, Bot.

[Gard, Calc , II., ( iSSgi), 2g, PI. 23.

The Green Oak of Lower Altitudes of the HimAlaya.
S3rn.--Q. ANNULATA. Smith ; Q. Pmullata, Ham.i Q. dbntosa, Lindl. ;

Q. LAXIFLORA, Liftdl.

Vem.—Phalnt, Nepal; Siri, Lepcha; Phnronj, pkandt, phnliant, inai,
N.'W. P.j Brdn, brdn, barin. banni, imbri, intiri, bankau, Pd.

References. - Brandis, h'or. Fl.t 48^. i. 6< ; Gamble^ Man, Timh.^SSj •

Stewart, Pb, PL. 198; Atkinson, Him. Disi,. 3iJ ; Kew Off, Guide to
the Mus. of Ec. Bot,. 128’ Ind. Forester, V., • VJJj,, 404. 406;
X/., S; Agri.-Horf. Sot., Ind., Trans.. VIII., 3S9; fout. XIV., 36;
Gaaetteersi-Haonra. i3 ; Rawalpindi, ts ; Settle. Rept., Hna ira, 15,

Habitat.—A large evergrei n tree, found in the valleys of the Outer
Himalaya, from Kashmir to lihutan, between altitudes of 2,non and 5,000
feet. It is met with also on the Khasia Hills, and is distributed to |apan.

Structure of the Wood.— Tough, close-grained, very hard, grey or
greyish brown in colour. Handscjmely mottled and polishes well, but is

apt to warp and crack. It Is, however, fairly durable if not much exposed
to wet. Average weight, 6olb per cubic foot.

Domestic Uses — It i.sused m the construction of bridges, and of houses,
for door-posts, window-frames, rafters, &c., but the wood is not so much
esteemed for these purposes as that of Q. Ismellosa.

Q. Grifiithii, Hook.f. & Thoms.; FI. Br. Ind., V., 602 ; King, Ann.
\Bot. Gard. Calc., II. {i88g), 24, PI. i8>

Vem.—Dingim, Khasia.
Gamble, Man. Timb., 32r.

Habitat.~A large deciduous tree, found in the Eastern HimAlaya, in

Sikkim and Bhutan, at an altitude of 3,500 feet. It also occurs on the
KhAsia Hills, between 3,500 and 5,000 feet in Manipur, and, according
to Brandis, in Burma.

Structure of the Wood.— Brown, \ery hard, and closely resembling
in appearance that of the English oak.

Domestic Uses.— It is much used in the Kh4sia Hills for building and
agricultural purposes.

Q. Ilex, Linn.; hi, Br. Ind., V., 602 ; King, Ann. Bot. Gard. Calc.,

The Holm Oak. \II. {i88g), 24, Pi, tj.
Syn.—Q. Balloot, Griff. ; Q. Balloota, Desf.

Vera.—Spercherei, Pnrgdi, kharanja, chur, keharsu, khareu, frri, yuru,
' ban, h ru, br£, brekche, yirA, khareo, kathun ban, Pb.; Khdrpata, cherai,

Pushtu ;
Charrei, serei, balit, shdh balAt. Ato.

References.—Brandis, For. FL, 480 ; Gamble, Man. Timb., 383 ; Stewart,
Pb. PL, 199 ; Atkinson, Him. Dht., 3f? ; Christy, Com. PI. 6fDrugs, V.,

^ : Gaaetteers t^Gurdaspur, 55/ Bannu, 23 ; Dera hmail Khan, 19;
Simla, 10 ; Ind. Forester, V., 182, i83

, 184, 185 ; VI.. / 1J ; VIII., 406 ;

X., 3o3 ; XIII.,70, 246, 2SU 542; Agri.-Hort. Soc., Ind., Journals (Old
Series), Xlil., 383 ; XIV., 79-

23

TIMBER.

DOMESTIC.

25

26

TIMBER.

DOH^TIC.
28

29

Q. 29
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QUERCUS
incana.

TAN.
Bark.

30
FOOD a
FODDER.
LaaveB.

.
3*

Aooms.

Tn^ETber.

DOI^TIC.

Branehes.

34

35

DYE a TAN.
Bark.

36
Galls.

37
HBDICINB.
Aooms.
38

FOOD a
FODDER.
Aeorns.

.
39

Uavos.

40

The Grey Oak,

Habitat.—An evei^gfreen shrub or small tree, found on the Western
Temperate Himalaya. It occurs usually on the drier ranges from Ku-
maon westward, at altitudes between 3,000 and 8,500 feet, but was dis-
covered by Dr. Walt as far east as Manipur. It is distributed to Afgha-
nistan and from Syria westwards to the Atlantic.

Tan.— It is probable that some of the galls of the Panjab are got
from this species. The bark is used in many parts of France for tanning
purpc)ses.

Food & Fodder.—The leaves when not spinose are used as winter
fodder, for which purpose they are stored. In France, the acorns are
eaten.

Structure of the Wood.— Heartwood red or reddish-brown, very hard
and durable. It warps and twists, but when well seasoned, works admir-
ably and takes a fine polish. Weight generally between do and 70& per
cubic foot.

Domestic Uses.— It is largely used for tool handles, and pieces are
jsrought from the Sulaiman range for that purpose. Agricultural
implements are made of it. It yields good fuel and charcoal. The
BRANCHES, with Strongly spinose leaves, are used for fencing.

Quercus incana, Roxh.; FI. Br. Ind., V., 603; King, Ann. Bot.
Thk Grkv Oak. \_Gard. Calc. II. {iS8g), PI. 20.
Sjm.—Q. DEALRATA, Wall.; Q. LANATA, Smith ; Q. lanata, Don, var,

INC.ANA,

Vem.

—

Banj, ban or bdn, Kvuaoh ; Sila supdrif Kashmir; Ban, Ban,
tin. rinj, vari, banj, mdru, hkatihu, skimiar, kharpata serei, daghun*
ban, Pb.

References.—Roth*, Fl,Inda, Ed. C.B.C,, 6^4 f Brandis, Far, FI., 4821 ;

Gamble, Man. I'inb., 3S4 • Stewart, Pb. PI., igg ; Baden Powell, Pb.

PI., ;
Atkinson, Him. DUt., 3i7, 74^ / Wardle Rep. on Dyes, Sect.

r7 : Agri-Hofta Soc., Ind. Journals {Old Ser%ot'), V., i86, VI., 167 {t‘ro.)

104 ; XIII, 483; XIV., 35* ; Ind, Forester ‘I., 19,306 / III.,46. 81 / VIII.,

10 f, 114, fi7. 182, 924, 30J, 406, 4017, 408, j38 / JX., 14, 197 / X., 515, 61 ;

XIII, S9» *0, 69, 70 ; XIV., 21, 320; Catetteers '.—Rawalpindi, 9$ f

Haoara, 93 ; Bannu, 23 ; Gurdaspur, 55 » Ismail Khan, 19 ; Simla,

90 ; Settle. Repts, i^Hawra, 92 ; Simla, App. II. H. ; Kangra, 2r.

Habitat.—A large, gregarious, evergreen tree, found on the temperate

Himalaya from the Indus to Nepal, generally between altitudes of 3,000

and 8,ooo1leet. It is associated with tne Deodar, the tree Rhododendron,

and the long-leaved pine. It can be grown also on the Pan]Ah plains

and is dustributed to the Shan States of Upper Burma. In spring it be-

comes of a purplisu colour, owing to the appearance of a fresh burst of

softly tomentose leaves.

tSyes & Tans.
—

'I'he bark yields a small quantity of a reddish fawn
colouring matter, whuh can be used in d\eing silk and cotton {Wordle),

'I he OALUS of this and other species, ch'efly imported from the west, are

us^ in the Panidb for dyeing the hair (Aeiiar/). The bark is exten-

siwly employed for tanning purposes.

Medicine. '1 he acorns form the medicine known in the Panj^b bazars

as balut. They are given as a diuretic and in gonorrhcEa, and also as an
astringent in indigestion, diarrhoea, especially of children, and in asthma.
Before being administered, they are usually buried in the earth to remove
their bitter principle, then wash^ and lastly ground ; dose 3 tnashns.

Food ft Fodder.—The acorns are greedily eaten by monkeys and bears,

which may to some extent account for the spaise natural reproduction of

the tree in spite of profuse seeding {Gntnble), The leaves are extensively

lopped for fodder.

Q. 40
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The Gall or Dyers* Oak. (W, R. Clark.) QUERCUS
infectoria.

Stmctore of the Wood.—Heartwood very hard, reddish brown, very
liable to warp and split. It is a very difficult wood to season. Weight
641b per cubic foot.

Domestic Uses.—The wood is employed forbuildin<r and for agricultural
imdements suih as plough-handles and beams. Much of the fuel .sed

at Himalayan stations consists of this wood ; it is also made into charcoal
(Stevart).

TIMBER.
4X

DOMESTIC.

42

Quercus infectoria, Oliver,

The Gall or Dyers’ Oak.
VWi,—Majuphult ma0iphaUmaMu,miphal,, Hino.

; MAjuphal, Bkno. ;

Afdyd, tnawa, Sind.; Maifhal, tndja, Bomu. ; Manpul, maBUtXyv^C. ;

Machakniytnashik‘kai, T\m. • Majakani, Malay; Pyintugar-ne-ihi,
Burm. ; Majuphul, Sans. ; Uffex^ Arab. ; Magu, Pkrs.

'

References.— Dymock, Mat. Med. IV. /nd., 2nd JSd., 7^9 ; S. Ariun,
Bomb. Drug^t i Murray, PI. & Drugt. Sind. ; Ajm. Med. Top.,

147 ; Irvine, Mat. Med. Patna, ; Birdwood, Bomb. Pr., 83 ; Christy,

Com. VI. & Drugs, V., 3^, 40, 43 ; Buck, Dyes isf Tans,, N.-W. P.,Sect.

16 f Liotard. Dyes, m {App. II) Smith Die., 2p5 ; Kew Off. Guide
to Bot. Gardens & Arboretum, 128 ; Ind. Porester, XI, 55.

Habitat.—A middle-sized tree or shrub, native of Greece, Bosnia, Asia

Minor, and Syria, extending east to the confines of Persia. It produces

cylindrical acorns, and has the leaves grey underneath. It yields the galls

(us^ in medicine and dyeing), which are imported into Europe from the

Levant and the Persian Gulf Bombay.
Dye.—“The real gall or dyer’s oak is not indigenous to India, but is

found in Greece, Asia Minor, and Syria. It is believed, however, that

some of the gall-nuts employed in India are obtained from Oak-trees

found in the Kumaon, Ciai hwdl, and Bijnor forests. The best gall-nuts,

used by the dyers of India, are mainly obtained from Calcutta.

“In dyeing, the galls are boiled in water in the proportion of 2 oz. of the

former to a quart of the latter, till three-fourths of the water is evaporated.

The cloth is then dipped in the decoction” {Buck, Dyes isf Tans, N,^W.
Provinces).

Chemistry.—“ Thorough taste of galls is due to their chief constituent,

tannic or gallo-tannic acid. Tannic matter was long supposed to be of

one kind, namely, that found in the oak gall, but in 1843 it was pointed

out by Stenhouse that the tannin of oak-galls diflers from that contained

in oak-bark, hence the name of gallo-tannic, and to distinguish ihe former
kind which is principally derived from galls. It has, however, been since

shown that the tannic acid found in the leaves of Rbus coriaria is identical

with that of oak-galls. Gallic acid to about 3 per cent, exists in galls.

Free sugar, resin and protein sub-stances have also been found ** {Flucki^

ger Iff Hanbury, Pharmacographia).
Medicine.— It seems probable that a large proportion of the galls

imported into India are obtained from this Oak. Galls are the most
powerful of vegetable astringents, and are recommended as an antidote

in poisoning with vegetable alkaloids Tincture of galls, diluted with

water, is a very usetul astringent gargle and wash. The ointment of

galls, either alone or in combination with opium, forms a valuable ap-
plication to haemorrhoids {Bentley tff Trimen) In the Pharmacopoeia
of India, galls are described as astringent, tonic, and antiperirxlic. They
are prescribed by the native practitioners in dysentery and diarrhoea and
are also given as tonics in intermittent fever; the powder, moistened
with a little water, is applied to chapped nipples, and, m^e into a
soft ointment, it is a useful application to blina piles lAinslie). “Two
varieties of galls are sold in the bazars of India, the black and the white.

43

DYE.
Gall-nuts.

44

Chemistry.

45

KEOICINB.
GiUl..
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Q. 46
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QUERCUS
lanuginosa.

The Common Daijiling Oak.

MEDICINE
Bark

and Acorns.

49
TIMBER.

50
DOMESTIC.

51

DOMESTIC.

54

They are used indiscriminately as astringents in the bowel complaints
of children (Arjun),

Special Opinions.— § "A powerful astringent useful in passive
hemorrhages, diarrhoea, and dysentery. The best antidote in poisoning by
tartar emtic’* (Civil Surgeon C. Af, Russ’l, Suron), "Valuable astrin-

gent and styptic” {Assisfant Surgeon S. C. Bhattncherji, Chandiy Central
Provinces). " Astringent locally, in leucorrhoea, gonorrhoea, and hemor-
rhoids” {Assisfnnt Surgeon Ne'^al Sing^ Sakarunpore), " Powerful astrin-

gents. Decoction used as gargle. Powder used with opium as gall-oint-

ment” (Civil Surgeon S, M, S'lircore, Afoorshidabud).

QuercuS lamellosai Smith ; FL Br. Jnd,, V., 6o6 ; Kin Ann, Boh
[ ('ard. Calc., IF, {i88g ', 36, PI. 30

Syn.— Q. iMBRfCATA, Ham; Q. lamellata, Roxb.; Q. paucilamel-
10.SA. DC.

Vern.

—

Shalshi, pharat-stnghalit hudgrat, Nepal; Bkk, LbpcHA.
References.— FI. Ind., Kd. C.B.C.,673; Brandis, For. FI., ^8 ;

GawMc, Man. Ttmb., SSj ; Few Off. Guide to the Mus. a/ Kc. Bat.,
tWf : Agri.-Hort. Soe., Jnd. Trans., V., 126 ; 'Journals, V, iSo, 192 ; VI.,
(Pro. I, 12a; Ind. Forester, 1., 94; 111., 46; V., /j/ft , Vlll., 404; XL,

^
jSS. \

Habitat.— A very large evergreen tree of the Eastern Himdiava, from
Nepal to Hhutan, which occurs at altitudes between 5,000 and 8,000 feet.

It is also found in the N*aga and Duphla Hills and in Manipur. It is by
far the commonest of the oaks in the Darjiling Forests, where it often attains

a height of io«» to 120 feet and a girth of from 20 to 30 feet, but old trees

arc very frequently hollow.

Tan —In Darjiling, the bark is used for tanning.
Medicine —'I'hc bark and acorns are employed in medicine.
Structure of the Wood.—Heartwood greyish brown, showing a beautiful

silver grain on a radial section. " In appearance the wood is very much
like that of the English oak, but has the medullary rays exceedingly deve-
loped. When well worked it takes on a good polish” i/nd. For.). It is

durable if not much exposed to wet, and does not warp to the same extent

as do the timliers of Q« incana and Q. annulata. Weight sgft per cubic foot.

Domestic Uses.—" The wcK)d is used for beams and posts in the con-
struction of houses and bridges” (Gamble).

[ Gard. Calc., II. ( i88g), 79, PI. 7^.

Q. lancesefolia, Roxb. ; Fl. Br. Ind., V., 616 ; King, Ann. Bot.
Syn—Castanopsis lance/pfolia, Kutm ; C.astanea tribuloides

Wall ;Q. GLOMFRATA, Wall, (non Roxb ).

Wtrn "“^Shtnj^ra, chauko, Garo; Buckloi, Assam. ; Dingsning, Khasia ;

Cachar; Vatle katns, Nepal; 5ir», Lepcha.
References — Roxb., Fl. Ind , Rd. C.B C., 671 ; Gamble, Man. Ttmb.i

3SS; Mri.-Hart. Soc., Ind. Jour. V., 186; Ind. Fjrester, III., 47!

Habitat—A small evergreen tree, met with in the Sub Him;ilayan
tracts of Sikkim and Bhutan, up to an altitude of ?,ooo feet. It occurs
also in Assam, Manipur, Chittagong, and Upper Burma.

Structure of the Wood.—Greyish white, hard ; weight 42lb per cubic
foot.

Domestic Uses —The wood is used in Assam for building.

[ Gard. Calc., 11. ( i88g), 23, PI. tg,

Q. lanuginosa, Don ; Fl. Br, Ind., V., 603 ; King, Ann. Bot.

Syn.—Q. LANATA, Smith ; also Wall.; Q. Banga, Ham. mss,

Banga, Nipal 5 Ranj, rianj, rai banj, Kumaon.

Q 55
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The Brown Oak. (W. R. Clark.)
QUERCUS

semecarpifolia.

References.*— For. FI.. 4S1 ; Gamble, Man. Timh.. 884 ; Atkin-
son. Him. Dist.. 317 : Agri.-Hart. Soc. Ind. Jour. {Old Senes), IV.,

23g / Ind. Forei^ter, III.. ^ ; VIII., 40^ ; XI., 5.

Habitat —A large evergreen tree of the Temperate Him^layaf from

Kumion to Bhutan ; found at altitudes between o,uou and 7,500 leet. It is

gregarious or associated with Q. incana.

Fodder.—The lfaves and young twigs are loppe.l for fodder.

Structure of the Wood.— (jlreyii»h brown in colour, very hard, but apt

to warp and split. “ it is very iinbie to the attacks of a small black

hvmenopterous in.sect which olten riddles it completely in a few years

{Atkinson). Weight 55tb per cubic foot.

Domestic Uses. - It is used as fuel.

[ Bot. Gard. Calc
, II. ( i8S()) 41, PI. jj.

Quercus lappacea, Roxh.; Fl, Br. Ind,, V„ 6c^ ; Ring, Ann.
Syn.—Q. HiKsuTA, Lmdl.; Q. Mackianx, Hook.

Vem.— Ulu chnkma. Bkng. ; Thitcha, Burm.
References.— Roxh., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B C., 672 ,* Brandt'i, For. FI., 4^9 ;

t\trz. hor. Rl, Burm., II., 484 : Gamble, Man. Ttinb., 386; Dala. &
Gibs,, Bomb,, FI. 484, Agn.-Hort. Sot., Ind. Jour., V. 18^.

Habitat —An evergreen tree of Eastern Bengal, the Khasia Hills, and
Tennasscrim, ascending to altitudes of 4,000 feet. It is distributed to the

Malayan Peninsula.

Structure of the Wood — Sapwood light brown or yellow Heart-

wood very hard, reddish in colour. Weight alx>ut 50ll> per cubic fool.

Domestic Uses.— It has been .suggested that this might be a valuable
wood for cabinet work. {Jour. Agti.-IIori Stc hid)

[
Gard. Calc., II. (tSSg), Pi. j8.

Q. pachyphylla, Kurz ; FI. Br. Ind., K, 608 ; Ring, Ann. Bot.
Vern. —Bara kotus, Nkpal; Hlostrt, I.mm.iia.

References -Gntnhle, Man. Itmh., Jsi), Ind. Forci,(er, V., 196; VI.,

I4h ; I III., 40^. IX., 322 f XI.. J55.

Habitat. — An evei green tree or shrub found in the Sikkim-Himdlaya,
|

between altitudes of 6,ooi) and 10,000 feet, and in Manipur between 7,000

and q,ooo. Dr. King, in his Annals of th? Calcutta Botannal Gardens,

remarks, “In Sikkim this forms a magnificent tall tree, but on the Eastern

Manipur frontier. Dr. Watt found it only as a bush, a singular variation

in habit, within limits so narrow and under climatic conditions so similar.**

Dyes & Tans.—The bark, and acorns are said to be used in Mani-

pur for dyeing and tanning. “If this be so,” says Dr. Watt, “the Naga
Hills might afford an unlimited supply, since the higher forests of Mani-
pur are covered with miles upon miles of this species of oak, mixed with

Q. dealbata, Q lamellosa, and Q Ilex.”

Medicine.— In Sikkim the bark and acorns are used medicinally as

astringents.

Structure of the Wood.— Grey in colour, seasons w'ell. does not warp
or split, and is much more durable under exposure to damp than that of

Q. lamellosa or of Q. annulata. Weight solb per cubic foot.

Domestic Uses.- It is largely employed in Darjiling for planks,

palings, shingles, and other purposes {Gamble).
[Bot. Gard. Calc., II. {i88gs, 2t, PI. rj.4 .

Q. semecarpifolia, Smith; Ft. Br. Ind., V, 601 ; Ring, Ann
|

The Common Brown Oak of the HimAlaya.
Syn.—Q. obtusifolia 8l cassura, Don.
Vem.— GAcrt, kasru, Nepal; Kharen, karshu, Kumvon; Banrhor,

^

jangal ka paringi, kreu, khareu, krAi, karshtt, kar^Ai, sani, kargu, '

kkareo, kharshu, khuriu, I*b.
|

Q. 70
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QUERCUS
serrata.

The Oak.

FODDER.

Leaves.
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POMBSTIC.
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TIMBER.
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78

TIMBER.

79
OMESnC.
80

References.

—

Brandis^ For. FI., 4jg ; Gamble, Man. Titnh,, 38a ; Stt’wari,

Ph. PI., 200; Atkimon, Him. DUt., 3 17 ; Agri.-Hort. Soc., Ind. Jour,,
I., Sg, io3 ; XIII,, 384; Gaaetteers :

—GurdasPur, 55; Simla,VII.,
JO; Ind. Forester HI., 47, 82 ; V., i83, 185; VIII., 38, toi, J14,

123, J24t 127, 400, 404, 40f>, 407, 408, 40g, 412 / IX., go, 126, jg6, Jg8,

302 ; X., 316; XI., 2H4; XIII., 6s, 68, 6g, 3^8, 320 ; Settle. Bepts
Kangra, 2i ; Simla, App. II. H,, xliii.

Habitat.—A small or large, sub-evergreen gregarious tree, which

occurs on the temperate Himdlaya from Afghanistan to Bhutan, at eleva-

tions between 6.000 and 12,000 feet. Specimens of it were collected also

on the Naga-Burma frontier by Dr. Watt at an elevation of 10,000 feet.

“It is usually rather a small tree with gnarled tortuous branches, but

occasionally attains a height of 80 to 100 feet, and then has a fine clear

stem** {King, I c.). It coppices well, reproduces readily from seed, and
often forms considerable extents of almost pure forests.

F^der.—The leaves are used as fodder and are stored in winter

for that purpose.

Structure of the Wood.— Heartwood g^ey, often with a reddish tinge.

It is said to warp on exposure and to be liable to the attacks of insects.

Weight 53 and 54ft per cubic foot.

Domestic Uses —Though probably better than that of the other

Himiiiayan oaks, the wood, on account of its great weight and the remote

localities where it grows, is little exported, but on the spot is used in house-

building and for door-frames, bed-steads, carrying poles, and ploughs. It

is a good firewood and an excellent source of charcoal.

[ Bot. Card. Calc,, 11. (iSSg, 28), PL 22,

Quercus semi^serrata, Boxb.; FL Br. Ind., V, 604; King, Ann,
Syn.—Q. Hoksfieldii, Miq.

Vera.'^Thitkya, Burm.
References.

—

Brandts, For. FI., 488 ; Kura, For. FI. Br. Burm.,11., 488 ;
Agri.^Hori. So., Ind. Jour., V., 186 ; Ind. Forester, VIII., 40$.

Habitat.—An evergreen tree, 40 to 50 feet high, found on the plains of

Assam and Cachar and on the Garo and Khasia Hills, up to an elevation of

3,000 feet. It occurs also in Burma from Pegu to Tennasserim, and is

distributed to Sumatra and Banka.
Structure of the Wood.—Weight 48ft per cubic foot.

Domestic Uses.—The wood of this tree is used for the plugs or pins to

join together the three pieces that compose a Burmese cart-wheel {Kura).

[ Calc., II. (j88g), 22, PI. 16.

Q. serrata, Thmih.; Fl. Br. Ind,, V., 601 ; King, Ann., Bot, Gard,
Syn. —Q. poLVANiHA, Ldl; Q. Roxburghii, Endl.
Vem.

—

Dingnttiang, Assam.
References.— For. FL, 486; Gamble, Man. Timb., 884 ; Ind.

Forester, VI., 2$; Kill., 52, 74.

Habitat.—A moderate-sized, deciduous tree of the Eastern temperate
Himalaya, extending from Nepal to Bhutan, at altitudes between 5,000
and 6,oc)0 feet. It is found in Manipur and on the Khisia Hills at altitudes

between 3,000 and 5,500 feet, and is distributed to the Shan Hills, China,
and Japan.

tiye.—With the addition of sulphate of iron, the Japanese produce a
black dye from the g.'ills ol this species.

Structure of the Wood.—Brown, very' hard ; much resembles that of
Q. Griffithii in structure {Conf. with Silk).

Domestic Uses.—The timWr is used in Assam for building. In Japan
the “ Vamamai ” silkworm is raised on its leaves.

Q. 80
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The Coik Oak. ( W. R, Clark.)
QUINOA
Seed.

f Gard. Calc., II. PI. 41 , 42, 43 .

Quercus spicata. Smith
\ Fl . Br, 2nd., V., 6og ;

King
,
Ann . Bot.

Syn,— Q. Arcaula, Ham.iQ. elkgans, Blume; Q. grandifoi.ia, Don;
Q. PVRiFOLiA, Blume

;

Q. racemosa. Jack; Q. sgUAMATA, Roxb.
Vera.—5ar« ckakma. Bbno. ; Sahu hingori, Assam ; Dingjing. Khasia;

Dantoa singali, phaco singali, arkaula, Nepal; Kaching, Lepcha;
Thitcha, Burm.

References.— Fl. Ind., Ed. C.B.C.. 673 ; Brandis, For. Fl..

Kura, For. Fl. Burm., It.. 4S6 ; Gamble. Man. Timb.. 38s; Kew Off.
Guide to the Mus. of Ec. Bot.. 12S ; Jnd. Forester. lit , ^pfi. 47 ; VIIt..

^

404. 40s.

Habitat.—A large or small evergreen tree, found on the Tropical
Himalaya from Nepal eastwards, between altitudes of a.ooo and 4,000 feet.

It occurs also from Assam and Manipur to Teunasserim and the Malay
Peninsula. It is distributed to the MaW Archipelago. It is often almost
gregarious, or mixed with chestnut. Being very widely distributed, it

presents a number of different forms.
Structure of the Wood.—Red, very hard. It is very durable and does

not warp. Weight 58ft per cubic foot.

Domestic Uses.—The timber is used for building in Assam and for

charcoal in Darjiling.

Q. Suber, Zinn . ; Brandis
,
lor, II., 48$.

The Cork Oak
;
Ch£;ne li^ge, hr. ;

Sovero, sughero, It,

References.—Atkinson. Him. Dist.. 884 ; Agri ~Hort. Soc., tnd. Trans.t
tit., 40.41 ; Journ.. Vtl. {Pro.). 87; X. (Pro.), go; tnd. Forester. X.,
3o3 ; Xltl.. ZS3 ; XtV.. S8. 430; Smith, Econ. Diet.. 133.

Habitat.-A stout, middle-sized tree of the Oak family, native of

South Europe and North Africa. ** At various times, seeds of the Italian

and Spanish cork oak have been planted in Dehra Dun, and have germi-
nated freely. Tiie young trees thrive well,.and may, hereafter,, prove of

value, but the success of the experiment has yet to be seen ” (Atktnson).

[ Calc., 11. { i88g). jj .
PI , 6gA .

Q. Thomsoni, Afig / II . Br. Ind., V . 615 ; King
.
Ann , Bot. Gard,

Syn.— Q. leuco-carpa, Hook. f. & Thoms,; Q. iurbinata, Roxb.

Vem.—Bansua batona. Chittagong.
References.— Fl, tnd., Ed. C.B.C.. 672; Kurz, For. Fl. Br. Burma*

tt.. 4h6.
I

Habitat.—A large tree, often attaining a height of 80 to 100 feet, found 1

in ^Ihet and the iftdsia Hills up to altitudes of 5,000 feet. It occurs also

in Chittagong and Burma.
Domestic Uses.—The timber is used for fuel only.

Quicklime, see Carbonate of Lime, Vol. II., 14?.

Quicksilver, see Mercury, Vol. V., 232.

QUILLS.
Quills.—The strong outer-wing feathers of the various species of geese

and swans used for writing, and, in India, for various forms of ornamental
w'ork (see Ducks, Teals, Geese and Swans, Vol. 111 ., 196). For porcupine
quills the reader is referred to Porcupines, p 328.

Quince, see Cydonia ulgaris, Pers.-, Rosace.s; Vol. II.. 676.

Quinia or Quinine, see Cinchona, Linn.: Rubiac£.s

;

Vol. II., 289.

Quinoa seed, see Chenopodiom Quinoa ; CHEMropooiAce.«; Vol. II., 268.

*5* Q. 87
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QUISQUALIS ^ Anthelmintic Medicine,
indica.

88

MEDICINE.
Seeds.

.
^

Leaves.

90

QUISQUALIS, Zinn.; Gen. PL, 68g.

COMBRETACEM,
Quisqualis indica, Linn.; Fl. Br. Ind., II., Wight, Ill.,L

Vcrn.— Rangiin-ki-heL Hind.; Vilayatt chamhpli. Bomb.; Rang£n-ki*bil,
Ukccan ; Jrangun-malli, ‘1 am. ; OaTvehtnaing, Bukm.

References.—
, FL Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 3^/7 ; Brandis, For. FL, 220;

Kura, For. FL Burnt., 1., 467; Gamble, Man. Ttmb., lyfi ; Mason,
Burma & Jts People, 421, 7j3 ; Pharm. Ind., go ; Dymo k. Mat. Med. W.
Ind , 2nd Ed., 324 ; S. Arjun, Bomb. Drugs, 2it ; Gazetteers—Mysore
ft* Coorg, I ,ftO ; Bombay, XV., 434.

Habitat.—A scandenl shrub, indigenous to the Malay Archipelago.
Cultivated in gardens throughout India up to altitudes of 1,000 feet.

Medicine.- In the Moluccas, the si- tDs have for long been considered

anthelmintic. Rumphius in his Ambovon Flotii states, that in Ambova
the seeds were, even in his time, used as anthelmintics for children and the
LEAVES given in a compound decoction for flatulent distension of the abdo-
men, and that in China the ripe seeds were roasted and given in diarrhoea

and fever. In 1883, Dr. Oxiey and Mr. Gordon of Singapore rt commended
the use, in cases of lumbnei of children, of four or five of these seeds, bruised

and given in an electuary with honey or ]am. Bouton, in his Plants of
Mauritius, states that, if beyond four or five of these seeds are given, they
are apt in some cases to cause colic ( Waring, Pharm. Ind.).

Q. 90
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A Vaiuable Emetic. j /?.

{W. R. Clark.)

RACONDA.
Raconda russellianat Pay; see Fish. Vol. III., 392.

Radish, see Raphanus aativus, Linn.: Crucipeka; p. 393.

Rafters, Timbers used for, see Vol. IV , 300.

Rags, see Paper Materials, Vol. VI., 106-109.

Raisins, see Vitis vinifera, Linn. ; AMPELiDBjB ; Vol. VI., Pt. II.

Raji or rdgf, see Eleusine Coracana, G(prtn. \ Gramine^R; VoL 111 ., 237 .

RANDIA, Ltnn.; Gen. PL, II.,

[ i. 5<yo-5<yj / Rubiacfje.

Randia dumetorum, iMmk.; FL Sr. Ind., III., tio; Wight, Ic

,

Syn.— R'Nuia nutans, longispina, and floribunda, Z>C. ; R. Rott-
LKRI, W. 67* A.j R malabakica. Wall.; Gakuknia pi.okibunda,
LONGiitPINA. NUTANS, Koxb. ‘ G. DUMkTORUM, Reta. PoSOQURklA
DUMKIORUM, Willd.

Vern.

—

Mainphal, manyul, karhar, main, arar^ mainhiri, manneal.
Hind. ; Menphal, madan, Brng. ; Curol, I<ajb\nshi ; I*atwa, Ukiva:
Pato, portoho, Kol.; t.o/o, hot htndi, SaN ' ai ; Gurol, Assxm ; Maidal.
amuH, maida phut, NbPAL ; Panft. Lepciia ; Gundrow, Miciii ;

Knay, katal, GoND ; Matnphal, ntdny&l, karhar, mam, maim, N.-W.
P. ;

Mainphal, many til, karhar, Kumaon ; Mindhal. mutdla, mnnd’.

kolla, arara, i Gheta (Melgat), Ml•Rw^RA; Juua-xdmiamdal,
SiNi'. }

Bhtta, Kukku i Ghela, ^elaphal, fulaphata, fcchrla, B(;MK.
;

Cera, ^alay, grlapliala, \[ah. ; Mrdhola, mthdkul, mf’dhala, (iuz, j

OeUela, piar-aU, i)Ec.; Marnk-kallan-kay, madu-karray, makaruuf!'
kai, 1am.; Mandd, Tel. ; hare. k\N. ;

Sethanhaya, hsay'

than-pava, \^V]nn, ; Walt’-kukuru-man, SiNQ. ;
Madana, Sass. ; ^oaa-

ul-ko ul, Arab. ; fte-ul-kueh, Peks.

References.— FL Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 239-2.^2 ; Voifit, IJort. Sub.

Cal., 3ao , Brandis, For. FL, 273, Kara, For. FI. Butm., II,, 45,
Beddome, FI. Sylv., t. i32 ,* Gamble, Man. limb., 2?7 ; I)ah. •T"' (.tbs.,

Bomb. FI., ny ; Stewart, t'b. PI., ii6 • A'p7», A. Camphcll, Kept. Hem.
j

PL, Lhuiia Nagpur, Nn\. 7.S0/,. 9279 ; Sir W. klliot, hi. Andhr., // / ;
j

Pharm. Ind., 1 13 ,
O'Shauyhnes'.y, Ben^. Dispens., 3fj9 ; I '. C. /7utt, I

Mat. Med. llind., 177, 3o3 ; S. Ariun, Cat. 8onii>. Druy^, 7r ; Murray, .

PI. & Drugs, Stnd, 194 ; Dymock,Mat. Med. W. Ind., ind hd., jo6-iOA
,

Baden Powell, Lb. Pr., 3S4, ! Druiy, U PI Ind., %63 , Atkinson,

Him. Dtst ( Vol. X., y.- W. P. Gaa.), 3n, 748 ; Useful PI. Bomb. (Vol.

X\ V., Bomb. Gaa.), 8$. 162, ?S2, 2S^, 272, 278 ; Lwtard, Dve>, & Ians,
App., tv ; For. Ad. Rep., Ch. Nagpur, iti-s. o2 : Home Dept. Cor., 2/6,

2J9, 2iiJ ; Gazetteers .
—Bonibav, V., 2Ss ; XJll., 24 ; A V., 3$, 75 /

XVIII., 45 ; N.-W. P., 81 ; tv., Ixxn. ,
X., 411. ; Mysore and Cunrg

/., 70 ; Ag'i.’Horti. Soc. :-~Ind., Journ. (Old Serus), X., rj ; XL,
143-14^ ; XIII., 313; lad. Forester, VIII., 101, 417 ; AT., ; XII., App.

IS ; XIII.. 121 ; XIV., ti2 { Balfour, Cyclop. Ind., III., ^>3.
.

Habitat —A deciduous thorny shrub or small tree, found thronphoiit

Indii, or which may be said tv* extend in the North-West, outer Himalaya,
as far as the Beas.and thence southwards to Chittaponp, Pegu, Martaban,

the Western Peninsula, and Ce>lon. In Sikkim it occurs up to altitudes of

4 ,oito feet. It is di.stributcd to java, Sumatra, South China, and Eastern

Tropical Africa.

Dye.—The FRUITS are used as a colour iniensilier, in calico-printing
|

{Buck, Liotard), Thev are said to be used in China to produce a yellow

{^gri.-Horti. Soc Journ, I c.).
. . rr.

Medicine.—The bark, rind, and pruit are all used medicinally. The
first IS given internally and is also applied externally when the bc;nes ache
during fever (Rev. A. Canphell). Mixed with cow dung it is applied to

1
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RANDIA
dumetorum.

MBDICINE

Pulp.

A Useful Substitute for Ipecacuanha.

bruises to relieve pain {Stewari)* It is also said to be astringent, and is

given by native practitioners in diarrhoea and dysentery. The rind and
pu LP of the fruit are used as an emetic ; but with regard to the former of these

the late Dr. Moodeen Sheriff, in his Supplement to the Pharmacopoeia of
IndtOt says that the shell or rind of the fruit has no emetic properties, but,

if anything, is slightly irritant. He, therefore, considers that the pulp only,

separated from the hard rind and the seeds, ought to be administered. He
continues his remarks as follows :

“ The contents of two or three nuts are
generally a sufficient dose; they should be bruised, macerated for ten or

fifteen minutes in three or four ounces of water, rubbed and strained

through cloth. The draught is now ready for use and produces nausea
and vomiting in about ten minutes ; emesis should be promoted by the
administration of warm w'ater.**

“ The pulp of R. dumetorum is certainly a very valuable emetic, and
also the cheapest one in India, one pie worth of it being sufficient for a
dose. Its action is very safe, certain, and regular, and it is equal, if not

Mipenor, to Ipecacuanha in every respect except its dose, which is larger

than that of the latter. In smaller doses the pulp is nauseant, expec-
torant, and diaphoretic; in.fact it possesses all the medicinal properties of

Ipecacuanha.” “
'I'he pulp is very useful m all the diseases in which

Ipecacuanha is indic.ited, and it should be used in the same manner and
form. It possesses a great beneficial influence over the mucous membrane
of the alimentary canal, through its combined action as an emetic, de-
pressant, nauseant, and diaphoretic Like Ipecacuanha, of course, the pulp
of R. dumetorum alone is not always sufficient to effect or complete a cure
in dysentery, but often requires the assistance of other medicines, parti-

cularly the preparations of opium.”
“ pREPAKATioNS.—Simple powder is the best and most convenient

form for keeping the pulp ready for use. This powder is prepared as
follows ; - After removing the rind the interior should be well bruised and
passed through an ordinary sieve or thin cloth , by which means all the

seeds will be separated. The coarse powder thus obtained should be pow-
dered well and passed again through a fine sieve or cloth. It is now fit

for use and may be kept in corked or stoppered bottles,”
“ Doses. — Of the powder 15-4.0 grains as an emetic, 15-30 grains or

more in dysentery, 5-10 grains as a nauseant, expectorant, and diapho-
retic.”

The pulp of the fruit is believed by many native practitioners to have
also anthelmintic properties, and is said to be used sometimes as an aborte-
facient. Ground into a coarse powder and applied thus to the tongue
and palate it is highly esteemed as a domestic remedy for the fevers and
incidental ailments which children are subject to while teething {Murray).
Lxternall} it is applied to rheumatic swellings, abcesses, acne, and other
cutaneous affections. In colic, the fruit is rubbed into a paste with rice

water, and applied over the navel to relieve, the pain. In a recent article

in the Lancet Sir James Sawyer of Dublin says that his attention having
been drawn to this drug by Mr. D. Hooper, he has used it as “ a nervine
calmative and antispasmodic in cases in which the vegetable antispasmo-
dics, such as X'alcrian and Asafoetida, appear to be indicated. I now
desire to invite my brethren to examine this drug for themselves.” Sir
James adds that he has had four tinctures prepared of the drug, via., with
ether, rectified spirits of wine, aromatic spirits of ammonia, and proof
spirits, respectively, of the strength of one part of the drug in five parts of

the tincture. When any one of the.se is diluted with water and acidu-
lated with acetic acid, the odour of Valerian is very apparent, especially in

the first one, which is the tincture Sir James has selected for therapeutic

R. 6
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A Useful Astring^eot. (IF. R. Clark,)
RANDIA
uliginosa.

use. The dose of the Ethereal Tincture given by Sir James is xv. to lx.

M, with water.

Food.—The fresh, ripe fruit is roasted and eaten by the natives in

many parts of the country.

Structure of the Wood.—White or light-brown, compact, hard.

Weight 55Bb per cubic foot.

Domestic and Sacred.—'! he wood is used for agricultural implements,

fences, and fuel. It is not much valued. The bruised root, as also the

FRUIT, before it is ripe, are thrown into ponds to poison fish. By the hill

people in many parts of the Himalaya, the fruit is used instead, of soap,

but is said to destroy the clothes. In the Konkan it is mixed with grain

to preserve it from the attacks of insects (Dymock).
Among the Hindus this plant is considered sacred to the god Siva,

and at the marriage ceremonies of the Vaisya caste the fruit is, together with

that of Helicteres Isora, tied upon the wrists of both bride and bridegroom. '

Randia tetrasperma, Bth, Hook,f; FL Br. Tnd„ III., log.
|

Syn.—Gardenia DKNSA, Wall,; G. tetrasperma and densa, DC.,
G. longispina. Wall,

Vem,—Bara garri, batva gingaru, KuMAON.
References.—

Z

7C, Prod., IV., 3^t, 38a; Roxh,, FL Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 238;
Brandis, For. FI., 2*J2 ; Gamble, Man, Ttmh,, 227 ; For. Ad, Rep., Ch.
Nagpur, iS8s, 32 ; Gazetteers, N.-W. P., IV., Ixxtiu ; X., 3n ; Journ.
Agr-i.'Horti. Soc., Ind. {Old Sertes), XIV,, 37.

Habitat.—A small shrub of the Salt Range and sub-tropical Himalaya,
from Kashm'r eastward, found up to altitudes of 6,000 f(‘ct m Kumaon, and
of 7,000 feet in Sikkim and Bhutan. It occurs also in Assam.

Structure of the Wood.— White, very hard. Weight 561b per cubic
|

foot. In structure it resembles that of R. uliginosa.

R. uliginosa, DC,; FL Br. Ini., III., IJO; Wight, Ic., f. ,907.

Syn.— Gardenia uliginosa, Refz, ( 0 / Cr* pomikeka. Wall.; Poso-
QUERJA ULIGI^OSA, Roxh.

^tm.— Pinddlu, panar, paniah, katul, pindar, bharani, kalul,\\\HTi.\

Ptralo* BenG.; Pendra, Hriya; Kumkam, pindar, Koi. ; Ptnde,

Sant al j Maidal, Nepal ; Kaftl, pendcr, Gond ; Banpindulu, (Bijnok),

Panar, (Oudh), Faniya, (Gorakpuk), N.-W. P
,
Pindaru, Kumaon ;

Putputd, Mflghat; Gangrii, gangdru, KURku ; Knurio, Pancii '

MehALS ; Pendari, telphetru, pindra, pana^, katul, Uomm.; Tapktl,

Bhil; Paneha, cindra, telphetru, ptietra. Mar.; Wagala, '1am.;

Nalatka, devdtd-malle, nalla kdkasi, g&uku, Tn.. ; Kard, pcndii,

panttri, Kan.; Mhamhen mhan^hpyoo, ny-an-gyee, Burm.j Hmanbyu,
Shan.

References.— FI, Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 289; Voigt, Hart. Sub. Cal., ^8/ ,

Brandis, For. FL, 273 ; Kurz, For. FI. Burm., ll., 44; Dnlz. & Gtb%.,

Bomh. FL, 119 ;Sir W. Elliot, FL Andhr., 4t>, 63, la^i, UQ ; Dymotk, Mat.
Med. W. Ind., 2nd Kd., 40ft

; Atkinson, Him. Dist. {Vol X., N.-W. P.

Gaz.), 311 ; Useful PI. Bomb. { Vol. XXV., Bomb. Gaz ), 8t;, 162 ; For.

Ad. Rep., Ch. Nagour, 32; G zetteers —Bombay, A V , 38; N.~W.
P., IV., Ixxiit. ; Agrt.-Horti,Soc., Ind —Tran^., JV., io3 ; Jnurnah,
IX.,SeL, 57 ; XI11.,814; Ind. Forester, III., 208; VIII., 402, IX., 238;

X. , 325 ; XIII., 121 ; Balfour, Cyclop. Ind., HI., 363.

Habitat.—A small, deciduous tree of Eastern, Central, and Southern

India, but not commonly found in the more northern parts of the Penin-

sula. It is distributed to Burma, where it occurs very commonly in the low

forests of Martaban and Tenassenm.
Dye. —The fruit, which closely resembles that of R. dumetonim, is

similarly used in dyeing as a colour intensifier t Agri.’Hortt. Soc.
*

7ouin.).
Memdne.—The fruit is astingent, and is used as a remedy in diarrheea

and dysentery, e«ipecially in the case of pregnant women. For this purpose
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ranunculus"
sceleratus

The Water Celery.

MEDICINE.
Root.

FODDER.
Fruit. i

20
Leavoi.
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(

it IS cooked in wood-ashes, but the pulp alone is employed. The root,
boiled \x\ ghi, is, however, sometimes given in similar cases.

Food & Fodder.—The fruit, boiled or roasted, is often eaten by the
Natives as a vegetable either alone or more frequently in curries. “The
LEA vFs are boiled and eaten as greens** {Atkinson). They also serve as
fodder for cattle.

Structure of the Wood.— Whitish grey, close-grained, hard, no heart-

wood Weight 4Klh per cubic foot. It is not used for any special purpose.
Domestic.—The unripe fruit of this species, like that of R. dumetorum,

is employed for poisoning fish.

RANUNCULUS, Linn.; Gm. PL, /., J.

Ranunculus aquatilis, Lmn. ; FL Br. Ind., i6 ; Ranunculacea.
The W \ter Crowfoot.

References. — N.-W. P., IV., Ixxii. ; X.,so4 1 Agri.‘HorH,

Soc., InU., Journ. {^Old Series), XIV., 3g ; Aitchhon, Rep. of Afgh.
Del. Com., ; Smith, he. Diet., 4J4.

Habitat.— An aquatic plant found on the West Himdlaya from Ku-
m.ion to the Indus. It is also met with in the plains of the Paniab as

far .soul has Delhi and Saharunpore. It is distributed to the temperate
regitins of the North and South hemispheres

Food & Fodder —This is tme of the few wholesome members of the

fauiil), hut in India no domestic use appears to be made of the plant In

some parts of Kngland cows are fed on it during the winter, and in the

Indian hillr, where it occurs abundantly, it might with advantage be used
for that purpose.

R. arvensis, Linn.; FL Br. Ind., /., 20.

Vern.— Cbamhul, Pb.

References.

—

Rovle, III. Hint, Bot., ss: Stewart, P^PL, St Attchistntf

Ref. Afgh. Del. Com., 3o ,
Gnaetteers, N.~W. P., IV., Ixvii. ; X., ^04.

Habitat—An erect herb of the Western Himalaya from Kashmir to

Kuiu.'ion, which is found also in the plains of the North-West Panjab.

It IS distributed to Afghanistan, Western Sibeiia, Asia Minor, and Europe.

Fodder. - Stewart slates that it is eaten greedily by sheep and goats,

but fn'quently produces in them symptoms of irritant poisoning.

R. sceleratus, Lmn.; FL Br. Ind., /., /p.

The Water Cf.lkry.

Syn.—R, I MUCUS, Roxh.

Vem.— Arab. ; Kahikaj, Pers.

References. Roxb., FI. I-td., kd. C.B.C., 4S^ ; Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal.,

3: Rovle, III. him. Dot.. 0, j3, 46,53. ^i3; Murray, PI. & Drugs,

\

; Dymock. Wor.ien & Hooper, Pharmaiog. Ind., /., 38 ; Watt,
I h on. Prod., V., 236; VI., is3 ; Smith, Die., ^4; Don, Prod., 795;

Gaaetterr^, h -W. P, I . 7*' ; IV.,lxvi%.i X,3o4, Agri.-Horti. soe.

Ini., Trans., V., tig, VII., 44, lourn {Old Series), VIIL,Sel , 154.

Habitat.—An erect annual, 1-3 feet high, met with on the river banks

in Bengal and Northern India, in the marshes of Peshawar and in the

warm valleys of the Himdlaya, It appears in India during the cold

weather and remains up till the rains. In distribution it extends through-

out the w’hole of the Northern Temperate Zone.

Medicine.— The fresh plant is poisonous, and produces violent effects if

taken internally. Draughts of tepid water constitute the best remedy in

cases of poisoning by these plants by diluting the acrid juices on which

their effects chiefly depend. The brui^ leaves form an application to raise

Misters, and may also be used to keep open, sores caused by ^vesication, or

R. 29
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The Radish. {IV, R. Clark) RAPHANUS
sativus.

by other means {Murray), It was formerly used in Europe by professional
beggars to produce or maintain blisters or open sores intended to excite
sympathy. Roxburgh remarks that it has no native name, and that its

properties are apparently unknown. It certainly possesses a very powerful
principle, and one would expect to find it taking a place in tl'e practice of
herbalism. Water distilled from a decoction retains its acrid character,
and if this be allowed to slowly evaporate it leaves behind a quantity of
highly insoluble crystals of a very inflammable character.

Food.—The inhabitants of Wallachia use it as a vegetable when boiled,
a remarkable fact when it is remembered that it is poisonous, and a power-
ful vesicant when uncooked.

Rape, see Brassica campestris, hnn.

;

Crucifer^; VoI. I., 522.

RAPHANUS, Ltfin,; Gen. Pl.^ ioi,

Raphanus sativas, Lmn / Fl, Hr, Iml.^ 166

;

Crucifkra.
The Raoish.
Vem.

—

Muli, murot Hind.; Mula, Bkng. ; Mula unkit Nfpal; MhU,
N.-W. P. ; Tara ntira, ntiili, mungra, Pb ; Muri^ SiND; Mula^ mu*o.
Bomb.; Murit y.ulat Mak.; Afala, mnra, Guz.; MuLlt^ Dhc. ; Magunt-
gaddetM\so)^fi Mullangit mulutgkte. T'M.; Mitllangit Ti* i..

;

mullangxyanne^ mxdlangi. Kan.; Lohuk^ Maiav ; Mduld, mone~lah~
mun^~lat Bukm.; Rahu, SiNO. ; MAlaka. Sans.; Fugil, fioyl, bokelf
Arab. ; PtRS. ; Fidjel, Mgypt.

References.—koxb,^ FL Ind,, Rd, C ILC.. s^o : VoieL flort Sub, Cal,. f2 f

Stewart. Th. FL. fS t OC,, Ortg, Cult. FL. 29 : Mason. Burma and Jfs

People. 469, 7vp, Sir W, hVhot. FL Andhr,. nii
,
O' 'shuughn^ssv, Bettg.

Dispens.. 19! : Irvine. Mat. Med. Fatna, 70 ; Moodeen Sheriff. Supp.
Fharm. Ind.. 212; Mat. Med. S. hid. On MSS.), 2$ ; U. C. Dutt. Mat,
Med. Hind.. 3io; S. Arjun. Cot, Bomb. Drugs. 2ii; Dymoik,
Mat. Med. W. Ind. 2nd Ed . rio ; Dymoik. Warden Of Hooheri Phar-

iaaiog. hid.. I., 1 29 ; Year-Book Pharm.. 187$, 262 ; Med. "I op. AJm,.
147 i Birdwrod, Bomb. Trod,, iJA

,
Baden Powell. Fh. / r,, 327

;

Atkinson. Hun Ihst. {Vol. X . N.-W. F. Oae.), 702. 74^^; Vseful FL
Bomb. (Vol. XXV. B>mh. Gag). 14< ; Linsrhoten. .see Note under
Cucumh sativus ; Bombay Man. Rev. Ants., lui , Settlement Reports :

—

Pan.db (Hagara Dist.). yJ
.
(Kangra Dist.), 2^. 28 ; {Montgomery hist.),

tog : (Simla Dist ), xlt, App. it.. H. ; Central Fravinies. Aj ; Ann,
Rep. Settlement.. Fort Blair {1S70-71 . 41 ; Gngetteers Bombay. VJl .,

40 ; VII1.. f83 ; XJI.. 171 ; XV//., 276 ; N.-W. P.. /.. 79f/V . Ixvii / X..

3uS. 702 ; Mysore and Loorg, /., 55, 57, W. W. Hunhr, Orissa, //., rbo ;

App. VI.; Agri.-H>rtt. ^oc:—/nd.. Trans.. /. {App ), 244 ; //., 12 {App.),

3(A ; I/I . 10. 69. 198; IV.. 103. 13s, t4S: V‘, ^4i F/., 2.^4; VI/ . 6g; 1

Journ. (Old iserie.), IV.. 203. Sel.. 21 r, 2t3 ; /X.. 404, Sel., $8 ; X . 91 ; \

X/ , Pro,. 4^ ; ^ HI., SeL. 54 ; (New Series), IV.. 06 ; V,, 35, 44, Sel.. 5 ;

Reports of the Agn. Dept, and the Experimental Farms of Bengal. tb6'6,

App. //., XXV 1. Ixxx.; Smith. Kion Diet.. 344-

Habitat — An annual herb of the cabbage family, unknown in its wild

state, but cultivated throughout the plains of India ai<d in the Hirndlaya up
to i6,oou feet. It is a cold-wealher crop in the plains, and grows nearly

all the year round in the hills There are several varieties cultivated in

India— the large long pale-pink, the small longish pale-pink, and the small

round bright led. The last is generalU raised in gardens from selected

seeds intended for consumption by the Europeans in India.

History —There seems to be some difierence of op.nion as to the origin

of the radish. Bentham thinks it may possibly hav'e nime Irom the

British wild plant, R. Raphanistrum, Zinn . and DeCandolfe is of the
same opinion. The latter author, in support of this, addiucs a series of

experiments made by Oarriese, the head gardener of ihe Nurseries of the
Natural H .story Museum in Pans, who sowed the seeds of the Raphanis-
trum in rich well-manured ground, with the result that in the fourth gene-
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RAPHANUS The Radish,
sativus.
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ration he obtained fleshy radishes of varied colour and form, and having
the pungent taste of the" ordinary European garden radish. R. Raphanis-
trum, however, is a European plant, which does not exist in Asia, and
is not likely, therefore, to be the species that has furnished the inhabitants
of India, China, and Japan with the radishes which they have cultivated for

centuries. It would .seem the most natural explanation that the European
radish may have been derived from R Raphanistrum, but that the Indian
form, from an Indian and Chinese indigenous wild plant, now apparently
lost. In part support of this view it may be pointed out that the Indian
radish is almost tropical in its habit instead of temperate. It is often
transplanted from one field to another, yielding its seed in the second year.
'1 he root grows to an enormous size, somt times as large as a man*s leg,

and rises partly above the ground like a stem.

Oil. - The ROOT and seed yield oils apparently similar to those ob-
tained from other cruciferous plants. They have a most disagreeable odour,
but they are said to he sometimes used for burning and for culinary pur-
p«)sos Radish ‘-ced oil is colourless, heavier than water in which it dissolves

pretty freely, and contains a considerable quantity of sulphur. With per-

chloride of mercury it forms a white precipitate, with bichloride of plati-

num a vellow one iPleiss in Gmelin*s Htmd-Bookt lo, 56).
Medicine.— In India the seeds are considei-ed diuretic, laxative, and

Hthontriptic. In the Panjdb, they are also believed to have emmenagogic
properties. The RooT.sare used in native medicine for urinary and syphi-
litic diseases In Bombay, the juice of the fresh leaves is used medicinally
for the same purposes as the seeds.

Special Opinions — § “The root of Raphanus sativus (the radish) is

stimulant, diuretic, stomachic, and antilithic, and the s»eds demulcent and
diuretic In full and repeated doses, the seeds produce vomiting some-
times, but this is so rare that they cannot be considered as an emetic. The
juice of the radish is useful in Sysuria and strangury, and also in some
slight cases of ischuria and calculus in the bladder. Eaten before a meal the
radish improves appetite, and increases the digestive power. The dry
seeds of the radish are also useful in some slight cases of ^suiia and
strangury, but their action is r.ithor uncertain and irregular. The juice of

the radish is to be pressed out through a cloth by bruising it without
w'atcr. The seeds are used in the form of a draught by bruising and rub-
bing them with water and straining the liqu’d through a cloth. The dose of

the luice is from one ounce and a half to three oumes repeated frequently
till the de.sired effect is produced ; of the seeds from one to two drachms **

[Himorary Stirge< n Moodecn Sheriff, Khan Bahadur^ G M.Af.C.t Tr^pL^
cane, Mn Iras), “ The seeds in doses of one drachm are useful in gonorr-
hoea” {Satain Misser, Kathe Bacar Di'pensary, Hosha ngabady Central
Provinces). * The root is a reputed medicine for piles and gastrodynx
pain” {Assistant Surfreon T. N. OhosCy Me- rut).

Food. - The radi.sh is cultivated in India not only for the sake of the root,
but also for the young .seed-pods and the leaves, all of w'hich are eaten.

The root is eaten both raw and boiled as an ordinary vegetable ; it is also

occasionally pickled and consumed in that form. The unripe seed-pods
are boiled in water and eaten with yhi or cooked in curries. They also are
used for pickling alone or with other vegetables, and are regarded as a fair

substitute for capers. The leaves are uccasionaly employed as a pot-

herb.

Raphanus sativuSy^^'^^*. zn/r. candatus, Linn. ; FI, Br, Ind.y /., /66.

The Rat-tail Radish.

Vem.—Mugray Hind.; Mungray Pb.; Mogri^ Bomb.
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The Rat-tail Radish. (IK /?. Clark,) RATS.

References.

—

StemarU Pb. PL, ts .* Baden Pim^lL Pb, Pr., 260; Bird-wood,
Bomb. Pr., i38 ; Smith, Econ. Diet., 344 ; Gazetteer, Bomb , i 111., 184,

Habitat.—This variety of R. sativus, said to be a native of India
and China, is commonly cultivated in Western India and the Panjdb.
It is highly prized on account of its succulent pods which under cultiva-

tion attain a length of two or three feet. Mr. Baden Powell, in his Punjab
Products, states that “ the natives have an idea that this plant is only the
ordinary radish, subjected to a peculiar treatment, vie , by being taken up
and having all its roots cut close round and then replanted.** There
seems little doubt of the origin of this plant from the same stock as the
ordinary Indian radish, and the habit of removing the tap-root as a vege-
table and replanting the stock for the production of seed is quite common
with the poorer classes. The Rat-tail radish is, however, so peculiar as a
cultivated plant and possesses even certain botanical characteristics as

would almost justify the suggestion made above that it and the ordinary
field radish of India may have been derived from an independent source
from that of the Kuropean radish, if this idea be confirmed by future

investigators, it would then be desirable to assign them a distinctive name.
The information on this subject is at present too imperfect to justify more
than the suggestion that the Indian plants may not be forms of R sativus.

Food.—The elongated pods are eaten by the natives of the Panjdb
either cooked as a pot-herb or in the form of a salad. They are also

PICKLED.

RASPBERRY.
The Raspberry of England (Rubus Idoeus) is not a native of India,

but it is now being experimentally cultivated at several hill stations, paiti-

cularly Simla. Many other species, however, of the .same genus are found
abundantly, some of which are even used for the same purposes as the or-

dinary Raspberry, although none of them are cultivated. For further

information on the subject .sec Rubus.

RATS, MICE, MARMOTS, SQUIRRELS, & MOLES.
Under this heading, the writer proposes to deal not only with the vari-

ous species of Rodentia not treated of under Hares & Porcupines, but
with the insectivorous animals popularly known as R.ats, but which should
be designated Shrews, and also with other allied species of in.sei tivorous

animals, the economic U'-.es of which are so slight that it h.'is not bten con-
sidered necessary to treat of them separately. The brief enumeration here

given is, however, simply an abstract of the information cont.iined in

Jerdon*s work on the Mammalia of India, together with a small amount
of information obtained from other sources as to the economic uses of the

|

different members of the series. 1

RODENTIA.
I

The Indian rodents are sub-divided into four families— Sciuridae or
Squirrels ; Muride or Rats ; Hystricidac or Porcupines, and Leporidae or

Hares.
I.-SCIURIN/E.

Characters.—The Squirrels form a well-marked group of animals, which
have mostly arboreal habits. They are widely distributed both in the Old
and New Worlds. In India there are some 10 or 12 well-marked spee'es of
Sciurus. Of these the following may be specially mentioned ; S. malabari-
cus— The Malabar Squirrel; S. maximus.—The Central Indian Red
Squirrel ; S. elphiostonei—The Bombay Red Squirrel ; S. macrouroides—
The Black Hill Squirrel ; S. macrounis—The Grizzled Hill Squirrel; S.
lokrioides—The Hoary Grey Squirrel; S. palmarum—The Common
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ladiati Rodentia.

Stnpc'd Squirrel *, S. tnstriatus —The Junirle Striped Squirrel; S. layardi —
The I'f .ivancore Striped Squirrel; S sublineatus—The Niltjhiri Strip-

ped .Sijuirrel
; and S mcclellandi —The Small Himala\an Squirrel. Two

sm dler j^enera embrace the HKing Squirrels, v/jp., Pteromys and Sciurop-
terus. IJndei the formir ihire are tliree spefies: P. petaurista — The
Brow n Msint' Sqiiiri 1 1 , P. inornatus

—
'1 he White Bellied Pl^in^ Squir-

rel ; and P magmficus —The Ktd Bt Hied h'hintj Squirrel Under the latter

there aie fiv< sp tie*., liz.^ S. camceps— The (»rc\ H<adtd KlNinj' Sqnir-
11 1, S fimbnatus -

'1 he Urey Fl)in.{ Sijuirrel ; S. albomg^er—The Black
and White I'Kin^ .Squirn 1 ; S. villosus 'I he Hair\ hooUd FKing
S(juirrel

; and S. fusco-capillus —The Sm ill 'Ir.ivancore FlM'n.i .Squiriel

One i^roiip nnl\ is quite lerresin.-il, vir., tin* mannuts (Arctomydmsi.
Uses -'I he l uksof man\ of tlie .Mutnals of this family eapeci.dly are

mmh \aliied as.iniihsof commen»*. 'J hi \ arerhitflv exported to hurope
whin till V an* used b\ funurs. I*or infnrm.it on .is to the speiies and
MTii.KiiI.ir names of ih(»se thull\ emplo\ ( d for that purpose, se Furs,
\^)l 111 4^S 1 he Hi'sh of M»me spe les of squirrels and marmots is

e.iteii b) mam of the ab<»riijmal tribts of India.

II.

rills jLjronp com prices .dl the h m.'iinini^^ roebnts which h.ive tolerably
peril (t il.iMtiis and snbqii.idr.ite lowei jaws 'I'hex are divided into fne
siib-f.imilies, nnlv two of winch have represent.'itiv es in India, vis, tit*

Munnae and Arvicolmae. I he Muri\.« compiises the true rats and mice.
I IK’ fl< sh of several of these is eaten l)\ the rural inhalutants of India.

The Arvicolmae or Volks .ire mostly Pal.'rai rlic, but one or tw’o species
tKiuronllu* lIimal.iNa 'I'lev aieol no economic value. The following
m.iv be speci.ill> mmtioncd as the bettei known species of MurinjI:. ;

—

l Cjl-KlilLLUS INMUa'S
I HI (ji Kill I I h-K T or |i Rttov ol some wpteis

Veru — llurmt 'tnh, IliNO. , Jlu'uku indur^ Hh NO. ; Billa t/c;, Kan.
Habitat —A lommon tuldr.it met with in Africa and Asm It is plen-

tiful all o\cT India except on the western side and in 'smd where its pl.jce

IS t.iUen In .>n .dhed species G hurrianae. I'his l.a ter fre(|mnts the more
des< M samlx ir.icts ol the country, and in that resptct resembles the Jerboa
ol l‘a\pt.

Food - Inmost p.iitsof Iniliathe rural inh.ibitants dig one or other
spci les of jerbo.a out ol lluir burrows and e.'it them.

l. l.sOKl \ i\im A

I Ml Imh xn Moi i -r\t.

Veru ~ A.it, K \s , (fol ittu k.>ku, Iii.

Habitat. — houiul ihioughout India up to altitudes of 7,000 feet and also

in ( ex Ion,

Food. —“ The raie of people Unowm b\ the n.amc of Wurldiirs or t.ank-

d'ggiis i .ipli. re ties .mini.d m i»r<..»t numlu rs .is an .'iriicle of food and
duriUi; till h.u\e>.t plunder their e ir. hs \su Mil the gram stored up for Ihtir

winter v oiisimiption. which in f.iMuir.ibh loc.ihl.is lhe\ find in such quan-
tities .is to siiljv.ist .ilniosi I ntirelv up 'U it during th.it season of the vear.

A single buirow wiH sonutimis vielci .i*- much as half a si er of grain, con-

taining i\i.n whole ears ot jowaree t^orghum vulgare)" \Jenlon).

3. Ml’s b \M)1C ooi \

1 II I 11 \M U 0'» I-R \ I .

Veru. — lii.Mi
,
iKrii^ tkiiriJt Hkno.

; K^.S’.; Pandkoku,
1 hL.

Habitat. - Found throughi ut liuli.i. .aFo in Cex on and in Malaya.

Food.— in manv p.irts ol India its Hish is eaten by the natives.
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Indian Insectivora. *
( li'. R. Clark.)

Besides the species here mentioned there are •^ome 20 otherspccies of

Rats and Mice met with in Ind'a These arc, however, more destructive
than economic and need scarcely be here separately dealt with.

4 Lbggad\ LiriDA.
Thk Small Spiny Mouse. l

Vern.— Clntta burkaui, rhtfvrlka, chttla ^atjdn^ Tel.
Habitat. - Most parts of Southern India 1

Domestic Uses.—The n.itiws of Southern India very cfenerally use
|

tliis animal as a bait m their attempts to catch the Indian Jay with bird-
lime

5. RhiZOMY.S B\D11JS,
'I HF H\\ hAMHOO-RAT.

Habitat.— General thiongliout the Kastern llimdla\a, Assam, Burma,
]

and the Mala\an Peninsula.

Food.—Some vanttii s of this species attain the size of a small rabbit. '

The} bed exclusuely on \eg< t<ible ma'ter and mainly on the shoots of the ;

bamboo. The) live in burrows under the roots of these plants whence
thi} are dug out by the hid people w'ho esteem their flesh as a great

'

delicacN,

Domestic Uses.—Their fur is much valued as an article of commerce,
see Furs, Vol. HI., 458.

INSECTIVORA.
Few animals of the insectivorous order arc of much economic value.

,

'I hey are usually of small size and some of them Miperficially resemble’
certain of the Rodents above destribt'd The members of the order are

chiefly confined to the Old World. They may be divided into Talpidae
,

or Moles ; Sorecids or .Shrews ; Erinaceidae or 1

1

edge hogs ; and Tupauadae
,

or Tree Shrews, all which have representatives in India,

I —TAI.PINvl!:.

The animals of this f.imilv are better known in Kiirope th.an in Indi..,

wherethev are mainlv represented on the Kastern 1

1

imdl.iya and the Kh.isia

Hills. The only one of any economic value is the short-tailed mole

1. TaLI’A Mlf’KURA.
Vern.

—

I'nrtmu, 1 KPC UA j /iivii-kanfyrnif Biioi. '

Habitat '1 he ]‘.ast< rn Himrilava.

Domestic Uses.— 1 he skins .ue used as Furs, Vol. III., 461. i

II.—SOHECINil^:

Manx of th<* arim.ils of this family are from their size, shape and noc-

turnal habits lonfounded with rats and mice, as is the case with the com-
mon Indian shrew vxhich is frequently known as the Musk-rat.

2. boKIA (JEKVLlSitSS.
Imh Mi’sk-rat.
Vem - ( hatlnnidnr, lliNO,

,
Sondrli, Kan

Habitat - A common animal throughout India frequenting hous«*s at

right and hunting round ri>oms for cockroaches cjr any other insects It !

oc< asiorially utti rs a shrill sharp cry . When alarmed it emits a musky
odour, wl uh is supposed bv natives to be naiisc lus to snakes As in;

Kng and the common shrew,' so in India the musk-rat is trediud l»y popu '

Lir superstition with most injurious qualitn s, and it is believed that if a
musk-rat nin« ov'er any part of an animal, it will cause a sore to break out !

in tlu place over whicfi it has passed.
Perfumery.— The ducts of the musk-rat are not used in perfumery
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RAUWOLFIA
serpentina.

A Valuable Antidote for Snake-poison.

55
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IIl.-ERINACEINi«.
Several species of hedge-hog exist in India, but they are of no economic

value. The flesh of some of them are said in the Panjdb to be pounded
up w]lh ghi into an ointment for application to long-standing ulcers. 'I'heir

auiLLS are burned in an open fire, and persons sufferin^j from hcemorrhoids
are locally fumigated in the smoke. The fat of hedge-hogs is made into

an oil which is externally applied to rheumatic swellings.

IV.-TUPAIAN^.
None of the members of this family are of economic value.

RattAns, see Calamus Rotang, Linn,; Palma ; Vol. II., 22 ; also CaneSi
[Vol. II., 98.

RAUWOLFIA, Linn.; Gen. PL, IL, 697.

[ /. 849 ; Apocynacea.

Rauwolfia serpentina, Benth.; FI. Br. Ind., III., 632; Wight, Ic.,

S}jrn.—Ofhioxylon sbkpbntinum, Linn.; O. trifolia ium, Gartn.-,
'1 ABBRNiCMONTANA CYLlNDKACItA, Wall.; RAUWOLFIA URNSIFLOKA,
Benth.

Vem.—Chota-chdnd, Hind.; Chandrd, chota^chdrd, Bfno. ; Chandra,
chota (hand, karavi, harkai, tsjavanna amelpoiit (Malabar Coast),
Bomb.; Harkaya, Mak.

; Vdtala gandht.patdla garuda, Ibl. ; Chu-
vanna^avtlpon, Malay.; Bongmaiea, Atka-watreya, Sing.;
Sarpagandhd, ckundrika. Sans.

References /?7. Jnd., Ed. C.B.C., 233; Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal.,

S32; Kurt, For. FI. Burnt., Jl., 17 r ; Gamble, Man. Ttmb., 262; Data. &
Gibi>., Bomb. FI., 143 ; Mason, Burma and Its People, Soo ; .Str W. Elltoi,

FI. Andhr., 146; Str W. Jones, Treat. PI. Ind., V., 156 ; Rheede, Hort.
Mai., VI., 4J ; Kumphtus, Amh., VII., 27, f, i6 ; Atnslte, Mat. Ind., II.,

441 ; O'Shaughnessv, Beng. Disbens., 447 ; U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med.
Htnd., 317 ; Dvmock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 505/ Useful PI.
Bomb. {Vol. XXV., Bomb. Cat.), 274; GaBetleers '.--Bombav, XV., 438

;

N.-W.P.. IV., Ixxiv ; X,, 3i3
; Journal, Agrt.-Hortt. Soc.,Ind. {Old

Senes), VI., 14; Ind. Forester, IX., 25$.

Habitat.—A large, climbing or twining shrub, found in the tropical

Himalaya and plains near the foot of the hills from Sirhind and Morad-
abad to Sikkim. It occurs also in Assam. Pegu, Tennasserim (at altitudes

up to 4,000 feel), and in the Deccan Peninsula along the Ghats to Travan-
core and Ceylon. It is distributed to the Malay Peninsula and Java.

bSedicine.—In India and the Malayan Peninsulathe root of this plant

has been, from ancient times, much valued as an antidote for the bites of

poisonous reptiles and the stings of insects, also as a febrifuge, and as a
remedy for dysentery and other painful affections of the inttslinal canal.

I

In Sanskrit works it is mentioned under the name of Sarpaganda.

I

Rumphius speaks of it under the name of Radix musteloe, and says

I

that in his time it was widely used in India and Java as an antidote
I against every’ sort of poison. It was administered both internally in the
i form of a decoction of the root and externally by making a plaster of the

!
roots and fresh leaves and applying them to the soles of the feet. For
snake poisons, he continues, it was esteemed as specially valuable and the

poisonous effects of even the Cobra’s bile were viewed as rendered harmless

by the administration of this wonderful root. It is said by him to have
been universally employed as an internal remedy against fevers, cholera,

and dysentery, and Ine juice of the leaves was instilled into the eyes as a
remedy for the removal of opacities of the cornea. He states also that this

is the plant to which the mongoose is believed to have recourse when bitten

by poisonous snakes. {Conf. with Ophiorrhisa Mungos, Vol. V., 488.)

Sir W. Jones gives a similar account of the supposed medicinal virtues of
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Hypericum-like Reaumuria. {W, R. Clark.)

the plant, but expresses a doubt as to whether it really is the so-called Ich-
neumon plant. Roxburgh states that it is used by the “ Telinga physicians,
first, in substance, inwardly, as a febrifuge ; %econdly, in the same manner,
after the bite of poisonous animals; and fhiidly, it is administered, in

substance, to promote delivery in tedious cases ” Horsfield remarks that
the root yields a strong bitter infusion and that its sensible properties
indicate considerable activity.

Altogether the popular beliefs with regard to this plant and the testi-

mony of medical men in India who have practically tried it as a remedy for

fevers, seem to indicate that it possesses strong and well-marked proper-
ties; it might, therefore, be advantageous to have a more complete ana-
lysis of its composition and more careful determinations of its actions.

Special Opinion.-- §
** Used in dysentery and diarrhcEa by the labour-

ers in the Koncan ** {W. Dymock, Bombay).

RHALGAR, Mallet, Manual of Geology of Ind., IV., 12.

Realgar, Native Sulphuret of Arsenic, Disulphide of Ar-
senic, ‘Red Arsenic, Red Orpiment, Asg Sg.

Vem.

—

Mansil, naushddar kdni. Hind. & Pb. ; Manahsila, Sans.

References

—

Tharm. Ind.^ 346; U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind., 45; Jr^

vine. Mat. Med. Patna, 3? ; hall, in Man. Geol. Ind., HI., 162 ; Watt,
Cal. Kxh. Cat., V., 237 ; Baden-Poroell, Pb. Pr., 102 ; Baljour, Cyclop.,

HI., 37S-
Occurrence and Characters.—Realgar is said to occur native in Yunan,

Kwei-chaw, and Kansut. Specimens of orpiment containing some realgar

and also a lump of pure massive realgar weighing over a pound are in-

cluded in the collections of the Indian Museum, Calcutta, and are said to

have been obtained from Munsiari in Kumdon. Orpiment mixed witli

some realgar was found in Chitral, north-west of Kashmir, by Dr. Giles,

naturalist to the Gilgit Mission (Mallet). When native it occurs in the

form of ruby -red prismatic cystals.

It may be prepared artificially by heating together 198 parts of arseni-

ous anhydride with 112 parts of sulphur. When heated in a closed vessel,

realgar melts and at a higher temperature it sublimes without decomposi-
tion. The sublimed mass is hard, brittle, transparent and of a beautiful

red colour {Miller),

Medicine .
—** Realgar is purified for medicinal purposes by being rub-

bed with the juice of lemons or of ginger. It is used internally in fever,

skin diseases, cough, asthma, &c.. and externally in skin diseases. In
fever it is generally used in combination with mercury, orpiment, &c.**

(£/. C. Dutt).
Domestic Uses.— It is employed in soldering gold and for the manu-

facture of ornamental vessels and medicine cups {Balfour).

Reana luxurians, see Euchlsna luxurUms, Asekeron; Graminea!:;
[Vol. HI., 282.

REAUMURIA, Ltfin. / Gen. PL, /., 76/.

Reaumuria hypericoides, Wtlld. ; Boiss., FI. Orient., /., y6r ;

Hypericum-like Rkau»iuria. [ TamariscinejE.

Vem.—Lanisah , SiND.
References —Murray, PI. and Drugs. Sind, 70 ; Aitch., Ajgh. Del. Com.,

42, Balfour. Cyclop., III. ,376. j j- . -u . j ^

Habitat.—A small shrubby plant, found in Sind and distributed to

Afghanistan, Baluchistdn, Persia. Arabia, Syria, the Mediterranean coast

and the milder parts of North Asia.

Medicine. - It is used in Sind in the treatment of porrigo and itch, the
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bruised le;ives being applied externally, and a decoction of 2^ to 3 of the
juice of the leaves diluted and internally administered (Murray)*

Rectified Spirit, see Spirits, Vol. V., 332-334.

Red Lead, see Pigments, Vol. VI., 232 ; also Lead, Vol. IV., 603.

Red wood, see Pterocaipus santalinus, Linn.f; LeguminosjE
;
Vol VI.,

359*362.
[ Pt. Ill

Redwood, see Soymlda febrifuga, Adt\ /uss. / Meliaceje; Vol. VJ.,
((f Watt,)

REH.
Reh is the vernacular name in India for effl(}re.scent salts which

accumulate m the soil and sub-soil waters of large tracts of India. When
this takes place to a serious extent, the land is rendered sterile. In the
Upper PaniAb efflorescence is known as kallar, and in Oudh and other
parts of India the affected lands arc called usar.

Numerous reports and papers on this subject have appeared both in
the oflicial proceedings or Committees held to consider the subject and in
tne Records of the Geological Survey. • (Cow/, with' Man Geol., Ind

,

Vol. /., 413-415.) Space cannot be afforded in this work to deal with the
subject in the detail which its importance to the people of India de-
mands. The reader should, therefore, consult the works alluded to in this
brief review of the arguments advanced and the mam facts which have
been brought to light regarding the origin of the efflorescence Ball
(Economic (Jcolofiy, ///., 6g6

'

gives a brief sketch of the subject, and his article
may, therefore, be quoted here as an introduction. He writes : “ As affect-
iiig I he general prosperity and revenues of the country, the subject of how
to mitigate or diminish the evil has naturally attract- d a good deal of at-
tcMition, and numerous reports and papers have been published which con-
tain more or l(*ss trustw orihy information, and more or less of practical sug-
gestion.’* ** Primarily the saline matters are derived from the decomposi-
tion of rocks, and, taking the case of Northern India, the rivers descending
from tlie Himalayas carry down in solution proportions of salt which varv
w’ilh the character of the strata traversed The salts so carried in solu-
tion consist principally of calcium and magnesium carbonates, and sodium
sulphate and chloride. In addition, of course, the alluvium or .silt wh’ch
IS brought down, consisting of finely comminuted minerals, includes mate-
rials w'liich, on decomposition, arc capable of supplying bases for the
ultimate formation of the s;ime salts under suitable conditions In a
region of intense evaporation, and where there is not a free drainage
outlet of water, these salts, by long continued concentration, accumulate in
the soil or in the sub soil waters, and over and above this rain water charged
with carbonic acid tailing on a porous soil, has the effect of decomposing its

mineral constituents and of carrying down the salts so formed in soliSion
either to the region of sub soil w'ater, or else for only a lew inches or feet
below the surface.’ When the surface of the ground again becomes dry,
this saline water rises bv capillary attraction and evaporates, and a salt
efflorescence remains, which at length so permeates the superficial lajer
of soil that cultivation becomes impossible. With free underground
drainage, which would admit of the rain passing through and washing
the soil, this would not occur, especially where the surface was well protect

! ed from evaporation by vegetation ’*

I

“Irrigation by canal water, w’hen not accompanied by deep drainage,

i
has had the effect of increasing the amount of reh deposit, and large tracts’

have been in consequence thrown out of cultivation. The indirect action
which has produced this result has been fully explained by Mr. Medlicott
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{Selectionsfrom the Records of the Government of India, No. XLIL, 32,

i86f). In this case, the direct increase in the amount of saline matter is

inconsiderable owing to the comparative purity of canal water ; but the
so-called table of sub-soil saline water has, by the addition of irrigation

water, without an increase in the drainage, had its level raised to an extent

which has rendered capillary attraction operative, and so these saline

waters, which were previously to a great extent innocuous, have been
brought into injurious contiguity with the superficial layers of soil. Thus
is explained the apparently par^oxical fact that irrigation, by compara-
tively pure canal water, has been followed by an increase of salts in the
superheial soils.

** A very exhaustive paper on the subject of reh by Dr. Center {Records

of the Geological Survey, Vol.XIIL, 233) gives an interesting account of

the methods which are adopted by farmers in the salt-lake regions of

America to cure lands which are similarly affected as are the sterile tracts

of India. Among these, thorough washing of the superficial soil, and the

removal of the salt by solution, heavy manuring, and protection of the sur-

face from evaporation, have been tried with good results, and sterile land

has been brought under cultivation.

Properties & Uses.—“ The uses to which reh may be put have been
enumerated by Dr. Center. Sodium sulphate ft>r medicinal purposes
can be easily obtained from it, and when it is abundant it might be used to

manufacture into carbonate for glass or soap manufacture The natural
average mixture of sodium sulphate and sodium chloride is similar to that

produced by the manufacturers of sodium carbonate, who add sulphuric

acid to common salt. By evaporation a salt cake of sodium sulphate might
be obtained free from sodium chloride, and, with the aid of charcoal and
kankar, the rest of the proce‘5S might be performed. Sodium carbonate
itself, as already stated, occurs in some abundance in certain of these s(»ils.

In former times an impure salt for comestible purposes was largely manu-
factured from reh. but it was naturally very much mixed.

“ It has been proposed by Dr. Brown to cure the soil by the applica-

tion of lime nitrate, which may easily be obtained by mixing pounded
kankar with manure ; by double decomposition, it would produce alkaline

nitrate and calcium sulphate, the sodium carbonate would also be neutral-

ised, but the sodium chloride would remain unaltered.”
While the above brief statement of the perplexing subject of Reh

touches on its chief features, vie,, the origin of tne salts as derived from the

decomposition of the rocks, washed in the higher courses of the rivers ; the

long continued concentration of these salts in the soil and sub-soil of the

plains ; the action on these and on the soil, of the heavy periodic falls of

rain charged with carbonic acid ; and the effect of the severe di ought
which follows, in sucking again to the surface these salts and thus forming
an efflorescence over tracts where the drainage is either naturally imperJect

or has been interfered with by any operation, such as clearing of forests,

levelling of lands for cultivation, formation of canal and railway embank-
ments, &c., it by no means conveys a clear conception of the various argu-
ments that have been advanced or refuted by the writers who have dealt

with the subject. Indeed, it is impossible to convey a definite idea of the

extensive controversy that for some years past has occupied the attention

of the public and of Government without reprinting a voluminous corre-

spondence. Mr. Baden-Powell devotes mcinv pages of his admirable

Panjdb Products to the views held pr.or to the date of publication of that

work (1868) in which he reviews in some detail the opinions which had
then been advanced by Mr. Medlicott and Dr. Brown. The reader
should consult Mr. Baden-Powell’s work, but for the purpose of the

present article it seems desirable to give here the subsequent facts brought
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the appearance of reh as a white crust on the surface, and that its cot-

centration there is the efficient cause of ruined vegetation. Evaporation
being thus the immediate developer of reh, and water in the soil the neces-

sary vehicle for its operation, the conditions of the water circulation on, in,

and under the soil became a main feature of the whole question.
" 4. It has been proved by facts, Mr. Buck observes (•paragraph 5), that

a rise in the level ot a main body of water underlying the surface is fre-

quently accompanied by a greater development of rcii at the surface, and
often in new places. These results may possibly be ascribed as wc*ll to an
increase in the evaporating process due to the approach of the main body
of water to the surface, as to a change in the gec^aphical distribution of

under-ground accumulations, which with every change in level may find

new centres of rest. Mr. Medlicott points out that, though the greatest

amount of evaporation takes place at a surface supplied from a shallow
water-table, similar results may occur at any elevation wherever the water
soaked during the rains is withdrawn again by evaporation. The ap-
parently capricious distribution of reh 1 a great obstruction to a right com-
prehension of Its mode of production ) over a uniform surface does not

imply a greater amount of reh in the ground under that surface originally,

but only that more evaporation has taken place there owing to a freer sup-
ply of soaking,—this condition being determined by original diflcrence of

texture in these old alluvial deposits ; a very little more or less of clay

quite inappreciable to the eye in diiTcrent layeis, or in different parts of

the same bed, would quite account for the very irregular appearances of

the efflorescent reh and the peculiar aspect of a usar plain. On the same
even surface, le\el, or sloping with no visible difference in the soil, reh
often shows itself most irregularly—bald patches in the midst of cultiva-

tion, or cultivated patches surrounded by reh ; someiimcs the efflorescence

is the strongest in the slight depressions, sometimes in the slightly raised

area. But, however great the peculiarities above described which shake
all preconceived theories, there can be no doubt that when reh exists in th^*

soil, it is more largely developed on a surface where the water-level is

nearer at the surface, and that reh will developc in places in which il was
formerly unknown if the water-level is raised by whatever cause.

** 5. Besides the primary conditions at work which have been considered
in the preceding paragraphs, there are, what Mr. Medlicott styles, ‘ second-
ary influences,* which, though insignificant when comjparcd with the

primary conditions, must yet be taken into account. These secondary
influences are—

PROPBglES^

Influence of
evaporation.

(rt) Local obstruction of surface drainage.

\b) The possible spread of reh by rain-wash and wind-drift

“6. Local obstruction of surface drainage must result in raising the
water-level within the area the natural drainage channels of which have
been obstructed. The effect of the rise in the water-level in developing reh
has been explained fully above. On this point there can hardly be two
opinions. But Mr Buck and I differ with Mr. Medlicott and Mr.
I bbetson in oui* estimate of the influence of rain-wash and wind-drift on
the spread of reh. Mr. Ibbetson writes—*I do not believe that re/; is

spread over uncultivated land by wind or surface washing.* Mr. Medlicott
states that it has been shown experimentally that mere surface drainage
is ineffectual for the removal of the salts of w'hich reh is formed, although
they are accumulated at the very surface as the first drops of rains dissolve,
and carry them into the top soil, where they are untouched by the w^er
draining off the surface. Mr. Buck, on the other hand, contends that
some part of the early rainfall, which has the opportunity of taking up reh

R. 69
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in solution, is not absorbed into the soil, but spreads over surrounding land
or finds its wav along drainage lines; and also that where efflorescent teh
is collected in large quantities, and is placed at the disposal as it were of

the strong winds of the hot weather, reh must be largely dispersed. I have
seen frequent instances of the effect of water carried across a tisar plain

impregnated with reh, injuring that portion of the field into which it flows.

Last February 1 was riding back to camp after inspecting a r^A-infested

tract. A strong west wind was blowing and the whole atmosphere was
filled with reh particles. This was immediately after I had seen an accu*
mulation of reh in the western border of fields lying to the east of usar
land white with reh, the villagers informing me that the reh had been
blown thither by the west wind. I can also bear Mr. Buck out when he
speaks of land which formerly grew stunted grass, and which is now white

with reh, Zamindars have often complained to me that land of this

description was formerly of some value on account of the pasturage it

afforded, and is now good for nothing. This is a very seritius matter, for

extension of cultivation has very largely diminished the area of the pasture
lands, especially of canal-irrigated estates. Mr. Wright in his report on
his inspection of the re/i-affccted villages of Sikandra Rao (letter* No. K.,

dated 22nd March 1878, states (paragraph ii) that the severest loss is

that of grazing land, which it is almost impossible to estimate.
**

7. 1 now pniceed to consider how far tne conditions under which re/i is

developed .arc influenced by the introductir)n of canal irrigation, taking up
serial/w the qiicstions noted in paragraph 17* of the Committee's
Preliminary Report (page iii).

** 8. First with regard to the extension of reh.

‘M.— Is the introduction of canal irrigation believed to be a principal

cau.se of reh extension ? Mr. Medlicott points out that where great canals

have been led over the face of the country, they have not only altered in a
very marked way the level of water in the upper strata, but have also un-
questionably introduced an independent and an inexhaustible source of reh.

The more immediate and startling effects have been indirectly raising the

water-level over an immense area, and so bringing the under-^ound reh
water more within reach of rapid evaporation ; but it is also evident that

where the conditions of reh formation are set up, i.c., where the removal of

soaknge water takes place almost exclusively by evaporation, irrigation by
canal must end in a destructive crop of reh, where the indigenous resources

of the ground in that w'ay were comparatively harmles.s. The process,

Mr. Medlicott adds, may oc slow according to circumstances, but that it is

certain no man in his senses will deny. Mr. Ibbetson states that the
Western Jumna Canal w;is opened in 1820. An irrigation far more exten-
sive than nad prcvumslj existed was established in 1838, and swamp and
reh were the immediate results

“ Mr. Buck assuming with Mr. Medlicott that an almost permanent con-
dition of reh distribution had been reached in the north of India, observes
that on the sudden introduction of a canal s>stem over the face of the
country, the underground level is disturbed, the relative positions of reh
and water are changed, equilibrium is upset, and a fre^ activity sets in.

The supply of a large body of water brought into close proximity of the

surface adds fuel to the evaporating machinery, which is thus enabled to

raise larger as well as more exclusive crops of the deva.stating substance.

Mr. Forrest points out that the physical side of the question'- that intro-

ducing a large body of water into a country, and not drawing on the sub-
terraneous resources as before, will make a change -has been long recog-

nized. He considers that canal w’ater carries reh in solution,* and also

c.'uries it along the surface of the ground, washing it out of its place of

formation into good land. (This statement hardly fits in with his assertion
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in another part of his note, that the canal has never produced reh where it

did not exist before, or to his reply to question A*.) Oaptain Howard
is of opinion that the rise of spring-level ‘ in recent years has been caused
by obstruction of drainage and by percolation of land water partly from
the fields over which it is spread and partly direct from the carrying chan-
nels. Any cause which accelerates the rise of the spring-level tends to
increase the area of reh.* There are, I w'ould observe in parts of the
North-Western Provinces, Oudh, and Panjdb, tracts of country in which
reh abounds in immense quantities. But there the reh lands do not in-

crease year by year. We do not hear of their encroaching largely on the
cultivated area. 'I he complaints which reach us of reh extension do not
come from countries irrigated by wells, but chiefly, if not solely, from canal-
irrigated districts. Does not this ver>' fact justify the belief that canal
irrigation is a principal cause of the spread of rehf

**
9. B.—How far is the extension supposed to be due to sub-soil percola-

tion of the water ? Mr. Ibbetson holds that percolation from the canal
does to a considerable extent take place. He reads the word percolation

as 1 do, vtB,, ‘ percolation under the surface from the canal and its distri-

butaries, as opposed to saturation caused by actual irrigation, through
water on the surface of the soil.* Mr. Buck treats of percolation of canal
water in connection with evaporation rather than with raising the water-
level. Mr. Ibbetson doubts whether the percolation can be great when
the canal is in soil. None of the members of the committee lay any stress

on the effect of percolation under pressure, which condemned in the eyes
of Colonels R< Strachey, Baird-Smith and Turnbull, canals in embank-
ment which carried water above the level of the country. Captain Howard
attributes tlie rise of spring-level to the percolation of canal water partly

from the fields over which it is spread and partly direct from carrying
channels. Mr. Forrest does net attribute the extension of reh to sub-soil

percolation. The sub-soil movements must be slow. That percolation

from canal affects the land in the neighbourhood of the canal, in the form
erf raising the water-level, is a fact that can hardly be gainsaid. How far

it affects the land by bringing with the water particles of reh is a more
doubtful question.

“ 10. C'.—How far is the extension of reh due to irrigating with canal

water? Mr. Ibbetson considers that canal irrigation as practised does
more injury than percolation, and that it is the chief cause of the high
water-level in canal-irrigated tracts. This fact Mr. Medlicott appears to

doubt. He contends that if the water did penetrate so easily from the sur-

face, the reh scourge would hardly be what it is, as the non-penetration of

water is a general accepted condition of reh production. Mr. Buck thinks

that reh is frequently introduced by canal irrigation, as the canal water is

brought over soil in which reh is deposited, and that canal water adds to

reh deposit by bringing with it a fresh supply of reh from the canal itself.

Analysis, he says, may be able to give actual proof of the facts, which it

indicates by a scientific examination of the soil of adjacent fields irrigated

for a series of years, in one case by well water and in the other by canal

water. But analysis will not show whether the presence of reh is due to

super-saturation or to percolation, or to reh having been brought to the

land by canal water, unless care is taken to see that the canal-irrigatcd land

is not over-irrigated. Mr. Forrest thinks that canal water may help to

distribute reh by super-saturation, the water remaining stagnant in the soil

and drawing up the reh from below the surface by capillary attraction, I

doubt whether reh is largely conv^ed in canal water, but have no doubt
whatever that irrigation, especially flush, is so carried on as to inundate
the land rather than irrigate it. There are no means available for drain-

ing off the superfluous water, which sinks into the soil, and thus adds to
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the sub-soil water, which is the vehicle for the operation of the evaporative
forces which bring the reh to the surface.

” II. How far is the extension of reh supposed to be due to the in-

terruption of drainage by canals or distribution channels? Mr. Medlicott
regards local obstruction of surface drainage as a secondary influence, and
insignificant when compared with the primary conditions at work. Mr.
Ibbetson attributes the high water-level in canal-irrigated tracts to the in-

terference with the natural drainage. In Karnal every drainage line in the
country is crossed at intervals by nigh banks. The stoppage of the natural

channels by which the surface water should be carried off aids most mate-
rially in water-log^ng the country. Mr. Buck is of opinion that much
.secondary mischief is caused by water-logging and interference with drain-
age, which prevents the escape of re/i-infected water. Mr. Forrest thinks
that such obstructions w'ould have an injurious effect if it led to super-
saturation. I have frequently seen that even where canals have been care-
fully aligned, the rajbuhns (distributaries) have been taken across the
natural drainage of the country. The obstruction of channels, by which the
country is drained off its superfluous water, must result in water-logging
the soil and raising the water-level, and thus bringing the sub-soil water
within the influence of capillary attraction.

“12. What relation (if any) does the extension of reh bear to the
pmximity of a canal or a canal watercourse ? This subj'ect has not been
taken up by the members in detail. It was decided in committee as to
the question—‘ Has the increase of reh been greater near the canal or at a
distance from it,* that it was difficult to give a precise answer to this ques-
tion without discussing the conditions of tracts other than that inspected,
and that at present it was sufficient to say that no instance is known to any
of the committee of serious extension of reh at a distance from a canal
system. After the committee had broken up, I marched along the Cawn-

P
ore Branch of the Ganges Canal in its course through the Mainpuri,
arukhabad and Cawnpore districts, .and rode over much of the adjacent

country. The development of reh was far greater in the vicinity of the
can.il and of its distributaries than at a distance. Such was the rule to
which, indeed, I saw exceptions. But even in the latter cases it might
happen that the land nearer the main canal was less irrigated than that
lying alongside a distant distributary, from which water was largely
dispenscnU

“
1 V there any relation between the extension of reh and the sur-

face level of land affected ? 1 would refer for an answer to this question to
the 7lh and 8lh paragraphs of Mr. Medlicott’s first note • (pages ix-x).

“ 14. 'Fhe questions relating to the prevention of reh extension will now
be considered.

“ Firstly, (j.-^ls any improvement of drainage desirable? Mr, Michel
considers that the one alternative to remodelling the entire canal system is

deep drainage ; to take and keep down the water to some fixed level ; to
straighten the natural water drainage channels of the country ; to provide
embankments with the necessary culverts, and thus relieve water-logging.
Mr. Medlicott holds that the one measure that is of obvious necessity

under any aspect of the case, and which may be put in hand at once, is

deep drainage, the original cause of the accumulation of reh, whether at or
below ihe surface, being the stoppage or the obstruction of the percolation
of the atmospheric water from the surface. If the irrigation water is only
disposed of oy evaporation, it is certain that a crop of teh will be the
ultimate result of irrigation by canal water, whether by lift or flush is only
a matter of time. /?#/i-chargcd water beinjj simply the accumulated
drainings of reh w'ater from the surface, which under proper (natural)
surface conditions, for the distribution or the atmospheric water from the
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ground, would not have become so lodged ; this present most abundant
source of teh might be completely removed by the proper management of

drainage cuts. Mr. Ibbetson attaches great importance to keeping the
natural drainage of the country open. No dams or cultivation should be
allowed in them. The more water we can get to flow away from canal
tracts the better, while any re/t it may carry away in solution is so far a
gain. But this evil can always be met by proper alignment of the chan-
nels, and by scrupulously keeping the drainage lines open under the Canal
Act. The drainages should of course be cleared/row the bottom, and not
from the upper end, as has been done in several instances to the great
injury of the people.

PROPBRnSS.
UbBS.

Improved
drunece.

“ Mr. Buck is in favour of immediate action for draining such areas as
are^ manifestly swamped by interference with surface drainage, and in

which injury is due to this immediately local cause. He looks on a system
of very deep drainage as almost impossible. The drainage system must
be accessible to the very shallow surface drainage of the earliest rainfall,

wherever there is an accumulation of teh in the surface. Mr. Forrest
thinks that improvement of drainage is always desirable. It is very much
to be regretted that the subject of drainage did not receive in the earlier

days of canal construction the attention which it now commands. It was
the wish and intention of Colonel Cauttey, the able projector of the

Ganges Canal, that measures for drainage and for irrigation by canal
should proceed pari passu. Had this been done, the evils which the Gov-
ernment must now cure at any cost w'ould have been prevented. It is

sufficient to say that the Canal Department is now fully alive to the evils

resulting from the obstruction of natural drainage channels, and that canals

and distnbutaries are now aligned with great care. In Cawnpore the

rajbuhas have been re-aligned. It seems to be quite superfluous to insist

on the absolute necessity of taking immediate measures for lowering the

water-level in canal-irrigated tracts, in which it has been raised to such a
height as to bring the sub-soil water within the grasp of the evaporating
forces, the action of which is graphically described by Mr, Buck in the 2nd
paragraph of this note.

“ 15. H,— Is any alteration of the canal system desirable P

“ Mr. Michel considers the remodelling of the whole canal system is the

only thing that would ensure its being made remunerative beyond any
comparison with existing arrangements, while the country might benefit to

the extent of double, if not treble. Mr. Medlicott bolds that the project

of lowering the can^, so as to carry the water everywhere deep in soil, is

a move in the wrong direction for a radical cure, inasmuch as the very

fact complained of, vis , that the high level canal forces the re/i-charged

water to the surface, causes the extreme production of reh by this very
means [see remarks on drainage (G*)J. Mr, Ibbetson would distribute

water from the canal as at present, i.e., at a high level, and would give

enhanced powers to canal officers. He would charge different rates for

fields irrigated as a whole and by kidris, and would charge progressive

rates for consecutive seasons of canal irrigation. (Mr. Ibbetson is speak-
ing rather of the ‘system of canal management' than ‘the canal sys-

tem.*) Mr. Buck doubts \ihether lowering the canal a few feet would
sufficiently curtail the evaporating process. But if he is wrong, he would
certainly advocate construction of canals below, and not above the surface.

(This is with especial reference to flu.sh irrigation noticed further on.) Mr.
Forrest says llie main line cannot be changed. The alignment of distri-

butaries is being improved. 1 do n{>t consider any alteration (that is,

remodelling) of the canal system desirable, for I hold it to be virtually

impossible. Even if the idea that swamping and reh are mainly caused

Remodelled
eanal system.
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by percolation under pressure, #.s., that such evils are greater where the

canal is in embankment than where it is in soil, were correct, it would be

far easier to remedy those evils by efficient drainage than re-align a main
line of canal. The last measure appears to me to be simply an impossi-

bility, except at a most enormous and prohibitive cost.

“ i6. 3^—Is the substitution of lift for flush irrigation, or any other

measure of controlling the surface supply of canal water, recommended ?

** Mr. Medlicott treats this subject with the preceding one —* Is any
alteration of the canal system desirable.* He apparently disapproves of

the proposal (see paragraph 15, p. xii*) on the score of the mechanical
waste of efficiency. Mr. Ibbetson, on the other hand, lays very CTeat

stress on the advantages which would result from the substitution of lift for

flush irrigation. He would make the people lift every drop of water they
use, water being distributed as before at a high level, but into a small re-

servoir. from which it would be raised for the irrigation of the field. He
observes that such apparently wanton waste of power is of course revolting

to the soul of an engineer, but contends that under the flush system eco-

nomy in the use of canal water is out of question, and that it is the fact

that water is lifted up by scoop, the fields are terraced, channels kept in

f
ood order, and the severest economy is practised. He further contends

y placing a hxed charge per scoop, bucket, or wheel for crop rates per
acre (the amount of water that would be irrigated from a single scoop, etc.,

being practiailly a constant quantity) : that necessity for half-yearly canal
measurements with their tittendant annoyances would be avoided. Mr.
Buck considers it absolutely necessary to do anything possible to put an
end to the vicious .system of swamping fields for irrigation purposes, which
is the result of the accessibility of flush water. No check is so certain as that
of making every cultivator lift his own irri^^ating water. Mr. Forrest
thinks it would be a great economic error; it would throw away a great
part of the advantage of the canals. The true remedy is the greater eco-
nomy in the distribution of the water. The rates of flush irrigation should
be raised. Mr. Forrest says very truly that the true rem^v is greater
economy in the distribution of the water, but this remedy the Canal De-
partment have not yet provided, and, I believe, admit that they are unable
to provide. In the absence of the best remedy we must be content w'ith an
inferior one. By substituting lift for flush irrigation you substitute perhaps
waste of labour for waste of water, and at the same time you diminish the
canal revenue, as the flush water rates are much higher than the lift. But of
the two evils waste of water is by far the more serious. It means swamp-
ing and inundation in place of irrigation, re.sulting in deterioration both
of the soil and of the health of the people, and eventually in diminution of
the income of the people and the reduction of the land revenue, resulting
in a loss immeasurably greater than the loss in canal revenue which the
substitution of lift for flush irrigation might email. Waste of power is a
far lesser evil. The additional power (that is, labour) which would be re-

quired would be supplied from power (labour) now lying idle. The sum
representing the difference between the dearer flow rate and the cheaper
water rale would purchase that additional power. It cannot be denied that
the lavish expenditure (amountingto* wicked waste’) of canal water which
the flow system encourages causes excessive saturation of the soil, which is

one of the mo.st common and most powerful causes of reh extension. Until

the Canal Department succeeds in securing economy of distribution by
giving out their w'ater by mea.sure, the uneducated agriculturist will lay as
much water as he can on his Held, whenever he can do so without trouble.

1 think with Mr. Forrest that flow rates should be raised, on the ground
that the Government are not getting the proper price for the water. As a
remedy against the evils resulting from lavish waste of water under the
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flow system, enhancing the flow rates will be of no avail. The choice will

not be (as far as the people are concerned) between taking water by lift at

a cheaper rate or water by flow at a dearer rate, but between taking water

by flush or getting no water at all. In short, until canal water is dispensed

by quantity, lift irrigation should be substituted wherever it is possible for

flow, even if this can be effected only in the mode suggested by Mr.

ibbetson.
“ 17. Before proceeding to discuss the question (lettered K*)—‘What

experiments or enquiries (if any) should be undertaken with view of ascer-

taining the possibility of eradicating *eh from the reA-affected land/^I

would invite the attention of the Lieutenant-Governor to Mr. Michel's

interesting account of the experimenis made by him with very great care

and under favourable conditions for cleansing and reclamation of certain

rf/i-infected land on his estate. Mr. Michel brought his large farming

experiences to bear on the experiment, which he carried out at no small

cost. For his modus operandi, 1 must refer to his letter of the 14th

February last (page iv,* etc., of the printed "papers). It will be sufticient

to state in this place that the result of his experiments was the conviction

that surface drainage is not a guarantee against reh infection, and that

reh once fairly developed can never be cured under existing conditions of

water-level. Mr. Medlicott takes the same view. He writes: ‘Mere
surface drainage is ineffectual for the removal of the highly soluble salts of

which reh is formed, though they are accumulated at the very surface the

first few drops of rain dis.solving and carrying the top soil, where they are

untouched by the water draining off the surface, i he attempt to make
any permanent impression on rcA ground by any system of manuring or

of special crops seems to be hopeless.*
“ 18. In regard to the proposals made by the sub-committee, Messrs.

Medlicott, Buck, and Forrest, to whom the question of the experiments

or enquiries which should be undertaken with the view of ascertaining the

possibility of eradicating leh was referred, 1 have only to recommend their

adoption. The attention of His Honour is particularly requested to Mr.
Medlicott’s letter No. 121, dated 6th May (page xlii* of the printed

papers).
“ Mr. Wright's letter of the 22nd March (page xli*) is of interest as

describing the actual condition of reh infected tracts. Mr. Wright’s local

and personal enquiries have proved beyond the possibility of doubt that the
water level has been raised very considerably in the r^/i-infected country
he inspected.

'* In conclusion, I must express my regret that the committee did not
meet and inspect the reh tract in the Mainpuri and Farukhabad districts,

through which the Ganges Canal runs, under the able guidance of that

most excellent officer, Captain Harrison, R.E., to whom my best thanks
are due for the assistance he gave me. Mr. Forrest would not then have
had reason to notice the small extent of the area affected by reh, I

saw more reh in one day from Bhawant and Dharos in the Mainpuri and
Baghosi and Aima in the Farukhabad district than I should have seen in

ten days in that part of the Aligarh district which was visited by the com-
mittee.”

It need scarcely be here stated that the ” Reh Committee,” embracing
as it did members with an intimate acquaintance with the conditions of the
country and the people, with the geological problems of India and with engi-

neering enterprise, were highly qualified for the accomplishment of the task

PROPERTIES,
USES.

Result of
Experiments,

• 1 he references to letters and other documents parenthetically alluded to above
are to papers which the reader will find in the detailed report. 'I he'se references have
been left since they exhibit the detailed nature of the information which was collect-

ed by the Reh Committee.
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entrusted to them, and consequently their detailed report embraces all

that has been definitely learned on the subject. Subsequent to its appear-
ance, the Director of Land Records and Agriculture in the North-West
Provinces has continued to devote a considerable portion of his time to the
consideration of the problem of the reclamation of iSfrar lands by the
cultivation of trees and shrubs found suitable for the ^riculturally sterile
tracts and to the utilisation of the salts found in the efflorescence in glass-
making, etc. The following passages in the Annual Reports of his
Department may be specially consulted :—Report of 1881, pp. 6-7, App.

29-32; 1882, pp. 13-155 i 834,App. l.,pp. ifl to 8«; 1887, p. o;
1888, 6; 1889, pp. 3-4, App. C.

The report furnish^ by Dr. Center approaches the subject, however,
from a distinct and very instructive point of view, ®i£r., the chemical.
Having analysed the waters of springs, wells, tanks, and rivers, over an
extensive area of the Panidb, Dr. Center arrived at certain very definite
conclusions. His remarks regarding the fact that wells in the vicinity
of canals manifested no greater percentage of alkaline salts than those
remote from an\ source of artificial or local percolation are peculiarly
interesting in the light of the contention that the evil is largely due to
canals. Hut, indeed. Dr. Center’s statement of the Reh question is through-
out so able that it would be unwise to single out any feature of it as more
valuable than another ; an abridgement of his report would at the same
time mar its utility. It may, therefore, be here given in its entirety, the
more so since it is not easily accessible

NOTE ON REH OR ALKALI SOILS AND SALINE WELL
WATERS.

** A reference was made to this Office {Chemia^l Examiner to the
Panjdb) by Government regarding the treatment of reh or saline soils by
chemical manures. My predecessor, Dr. Brown, had written a report
regarding the use of nitrate of lime as a remedy, and a copy of this was
asked for. It could not be found in the records of the office, but 1

afterwards found that it had been published in the Selections from the
Records of the office of the Financial Commissioner, and the gist of it was
embodied in Baden Powell’s book on Panjdb Products. As I had made
numerous analyses of such efflorescences, and studied their connection
with saline well waters, samples of which I had analysed from all parts
of the Panjab, and as I had an opportunity of observing and learn-
ing something of similar soils known as alkali soils in the Utah Basin
and other parts of America, and of the methods used to reclaim them, I

beg to submit a few notes on my observations. I am indebted to Captain
Ottley, of the Irrigation Department, and Mr. Miller, Secretary to the
Financial Commissioner, for access to the literature on the subject in the
form of reports to Government. In the valuable report of the Aligarh
Committee on the action of canals and irrigation in producing or extend-
ing reh, Medlicott gives a masterly exposition of the subject from a geo-
logical point of view, and most valuable information is contributed by
Messrs. Buck, Ibbetson, and others who had studied the matter more from
a practical point of view. I propose considering more especially the che-
mistry of the production of those s;ilts and the conditions of their accumu-
lation in soils and in the underground water,—‘points intimately connected
with each other, and equally important in the agricultural and sanitary

aspects. The efflorescences consist chiefly of sodium chloride and sul-

phate in varying proportions. In addition there is sometimes carbonate
of soda, and 1 have usually found some magnesian sulphate. In certain

hK'alities the last-named Scali is in very considerable proportion. In other

cases nitrate of lime or alkali is present.
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" Various theories have been started regarding the origin of these efflor-

Marine theory. escences, the oldest being probabl> the marine theory.

According to this the Indo-Gangetic depression

was considered to be an old sea bai, the soil of which became impreg-
nated with salts from the existence of shallow *rans' and lagoons in a
former geological age. In favour of this it might be mentioned that there

is certain geological evidence that an Eocene sea covered the Panjiib

plain, its shore coinciding with some part of the outer slope of the Hima-
laya, with a gulf or gulfs penetrating the mountains as far as the valley of the

Upper Indus. On the other hand, to the east of Kumdon and to the

north of the Gangetic valley the situation of this shore line is obscured till

the Assam region is reached. The theory of recent marine impregnation
is now entirely to be abandoned. It is proved beyond doubt that the

whole of the materials of the Indo-Gangetic basin are fresh water alluvia

to an unknown depth, and consist in fact of the debris of the Himalayas
carried down by its drainage and deposited in this immense depres-

sion. There are no deep natural sections in w'hich to observe the structure,

but in the Umballa boring of 701 feet, the Calcutta boring of 481 feet,

and that near Rajanpur of 464 feet, nothing but fresh water alluvia

were met. We do not speak here of the Salt Range region, in which are

accumulations of salt as old as the Silurian period.

“The true origin of reh or alkali efflorescence is the decomposition of

_ , . the elements of rocks and soils which is continually
True origin of rch.

going on under the action of air and water. The
accumulation of the resulting salts in superficial soils or in subsoil waters

depends on various conditions of chemical constitutions and permeability

of soils, and on the nature of the surface and subsoil drainage, which will

REH.

MARINE
THEORY.

be considered in detail.

“ If the rain water that runs olT the surface of the hills be examined, it

. ^ „ is found to have washed out appreciable amounts
soluble salts, chiefly carbonate of lime and al-

kaline chloride and sulphate. If such water runs

off crystalline or schistose rocks the amount of salts washed out may be

extremely small,—even 2 grains per gallon as at Ualhousie. If it runs off

a loose decomposing rock the quantity may be considerable.—for example,

8 gprains near Murree. '1 he rain-fall that percolates the debris of the de-

composed rock which covers the surface of the hill-sides and fills up the

channels of ravines issues in springs at lower levels, and is found to con-

tain much greater proportions of the same salts. This water not only

comes in contact with a larger quantity of degraded rock, and washes out

its soluble salts, but it lakes up more carbonic acid from the air in the

pores of the ground, which is rich in this gas, and this dissolves more lime

and magnesian carbonate. From 10 to 25 grains per gallon are found in

springs in clean soils in various hill stations. In the hill stations them-

selves, where the porous subsoil becomes loaded with sewage impurity

from human habitation, the dissolved salts and organic impurity may be

very great. For example, in the baz5r well at Murree I found 35 grains

per gallon in which were 12 grains of common salt. This last is, however,

a sanitary fact, and I wish at present to speak generally of the saline in-

gredients washed out of such oils not contaminated by hum.an occupation.

The soluble substances produced by rock decomposition and dissolv^

by water are remarkably uniform in their nature, though varying in

amounts, both relative and total, according to the nature of the decom-

posing rock or soil. It may be generally stated that the earth water shews

a fugitive acidity from the presence of free carbonic acid and a slight pw-
manent alkalinity from the presence of alkaline carbonate, but that the
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DECOMPOSI-
TION IN HILL
REGIONS.

main ingredients are carbonates of alkaline earths, chiefly of lime, and
alkaline chlorides and sulphates, chiefly of soda. Other ingredients are
generally in smaller amount, such as lime and magnesian chlorides or sul-
phates forming the permanent hardness, also suica, traces of iron, etc.

Of course in special formations it may be highly charged with peculiar salts,

and may even form what are called mineral springs ; but we are speaking
generally of the body of water that filters from the hill-sides and either
sinks into the underground strata of the plains or finds its way into the
streams and rivers, and thence into the sea, the great natural reservoir of
the soluble salts washed out of the earth. The waters of the Panjab rivers

which I have examined, the Ravi, Jhelum and Indus, contain from 8 to 15
grains per gallon, varying according to the floods. The amount of so-
luble salt capable of efflorescence varies from about 2 to 4^ grains. The
river waters are most concentrated when they are at the lowest. At that
time they are supplied by the water that has filtered through the soil and
sub-soil of the higher regions, and has thus taken up more salts. In the
hut weather, when the glacial water comes down, ana in the rain floods at
the end of the hot season, the dilution is at its highest. Other glacial

rivers and those subject to annual floods shew the same thing, b or ex-
ample. the total solids in Nile water vary from qI to 14^ grains per gallon.

** To explain the ultimate origin of these salts we have to consider the

action of the oxygen and carbonic acid in rain
^uuimate origin of reh ^^ter On the rock elements. With the exception

of the limestone strata which consist of carbonate
of lime, often with carbonate of magnesia, all great rock formations are
composed of silica and silicates, chiefly of alumina, lime, magnesia, soda
and potash, with smaller amounts of iron and other metals. Such is the
constitution of the granites, gneisses, slates, traps, etc. The old sediment-
ary rocks are similar in composition, being formed by the disintegration

of these. The recent alluvia of the plains consist of nnely-divided debris

of the limestone and silicious groups, and in them the chemical decompo-
sition going on under the influence of air and water is much intensified,

owing to the state of fine division which favours chemical action, and be-

cause the constituents of the soil are further advanced in the path of

degradation.
“ In order to understand the slow chemistry going on in the ground, we

have to conceive the outer shell of the earth gene-
covered with mere nr less vegetable mould,

and permeated to its greatest known depth by
meteoric water. There is no rock, however compact, and there is no depth
to which man has penetrated, in which water is not found to have per-

meated by pores, cracks or fissures. The great agent of change is the

carbonic acid of the air. This is dissolved in rain water, which also dis-

solves more from the decaying ve^table mould and from the air in the

pores of the gfround, which'is rich in this gas. It has two great functions,

ft attacks the silicates of the alkalis and lime, forming carbonates. It

further dissol\*es the carbonate of lime and enables it tobe transported by
w'ater, and on its evaporation it deposits it. From the limestone rocks the

water takes up carbonate of lime and magnesia which dissolve in its free

corbonic acid, and in such formations it becomes very hard. The amount
of carlxinate of magnesia dissolved is always much less than that of lime.

In the silicious rocks the felspathic family of minerals d^omposes most

readily. These consist of silicates of alumina and alkali, with generally

small quantities of lime and magnesia. The white or soda felspar, which

contains more soda than potash, is a common ingredient of the Himalayan

rocks, and the decomposition of this in soils may possibly to some extent
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account for the very great excess of soda over potash salts. The chief

reason, however, depends on the fact which has been experimentally veri-

fied, that in a silicate containing both potash and soda the latter is dissolved
out with greater facility ai^ in much larger quantity than the former.
The process of decomposition consists in removal of the alkali by the
action of carbonic acid, while water is taken up, leaving hydrous silicate of
alumina or clay. The presence of alkaline water also assists in promoting
the breaking up by dissolving some silica. Another group, the lime »li-
cates, is also readily decomposed by the action of carbonic acid or alka-
line carbonate, and forms an additional source of carbonate of lime. On
the other hand, the talcose rocks, which contain magnesian silicate, are
hardly attacked at all. This magnesian metamorphosis of rock, which is

veiw extensive and very ancient, is also the most permanent, and appar^
cntly a final one. We nave thus accounted for the alkaline carbonate and
carbonate of lime. The earth water is almost always slightly alkaline, and
this plays a most important part in the decomposition of the silicious rocks
and their metamorphosis. The alkaline carbonate rarely, however, appears
in large amount, because it partly expends itself in decomposing silicate of
lime, thus forming carbonate of lime, and if free carbonic acid is present
this will be dissolved and carried away by the water. If magnesian or
lime sulphate be present, the carbonate of soda with these will produce
lime or magnesian carbonate j while sulphate of soda will be found in

the solution. It thus happens that the waters of the rivers contain
apparently no alkaline carbonate, but shew a permanent neutral reac-
tion. All the river waters, in addition to carbonate of lime, which is their
chief ingredient, contain also lime and magnesian sulphates which there
has not been enough alkaline carbonate to decompose

“The circulation of the sulphur that occurs in the earth is very interest-

Or.,in of .Olphot... '"8; ‘he sulphates in the earth
water appears to be derived from the sulphurets,

especially of iron, which are so universally diffused in rocks, and from the
gypsum rocks, which, however, form an insignificant portion of the .sliata.

The sulphate of lime being moderately soluble may be readily taken up
by water The sulphurets become oxidi.sed by the oxygen in air or water
leaving red iron oxide, which gives the yellow or red colour to soils and
clays ; while the sulphuric acid attacks the silicates and unites w-th soda
or lime. In the strata of the earth are found deposits of sulphates of lime,
but these appear to have been deposited from solution by infiltration or by
evaporation, as in the Salt Range. Their ultimate origin is probably the
same as that just indicated. The presence of sulphate of lime in soils loads
to the production of sulphate of soda. The former salt is slightly soluble,
and as the earth water contains alkaline carbonate, mutual decomposition
leads to the formation of carbonate of lime and sulphate of soda. This
partly accounts for the excessive proportions of sulphate of soda often
found in reh. The sulphates may be again reduced to sulphides by
organic matter from the vegetable mould or other sources, which accounts
for the presence of sulphuretted hydrogen in dirty well waters rich in
sulphates.

“As regards the chlorine of the alkaline chlorides, there is more diffi-

Origin of chlorides.
^ulty. Chlorine is not an important chemical con-

,
stituent of any common minerals forming rocks, but

there is no rock that on being powdered and washed with distilled water
does not shew its presence. The only explanation known of its appear-
ance lies in the fact that, though generally in minute quantities, it is the
most universally diffused substance we know. Even in air a chemically
clean platinum wire cannot be exposed for some lime without shewing the
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Surface prod ul lion
BOlttf.

sodium lime in the spectroscope due to sodium chloride which can be
extracted from the air dust.

“ There is next to be considered the chemistry going on in the decom-

f

tosition of the debris of the rocks forming the plain,

t is in a more finely-divided state, and is therefore
****'“*'

in a condition more favourable for chemical action,
and besides the constituents are in a further advanced state of decom-
position than in the fresh rocks. The action that has been described is

therefore intensified. It has been proved by experiment that it is from
the most finely-divided clay (felspathic) particles of soils that most of the
soluble substances can be extracted. These particles are so extremely fine
that under the microscope they are seen only as minute dots. The other
sm.ill particles which are of measureable dimensions are silicious, and
yield to acids only a slight amount of soluble matter.

“ There are three points to be considered,—the action that takes place
on the surface, that which takes place in the strata permeated by the
underground water, and also the relations between the two.

•‘On the surface undoubtedly the greatest amount of decomposition
goes on from the united action of air, moisture,
neat and light. This produces the perennial supply
of soluble s.alt necessary for the growth of plants,

and in cultivation it is assisted by turning up and pulverising the soil and
acting on it by water. In countries with goi>d surface and underground
drainage there is a constant escape of these salts, and the difficulty may
be how to get enough of them. In many parts of our plains circum-
stances f.'ivour their accumulation, and the question is howto get rid of the
excess. I have frequently taken samples of soil and sub-soil from plates
where there were efflorescences and where there were none, and on washing
out the Soluble substances with boiled distilled water found that they
were similar, but different in amounts. They always consisted chiefly of
alkaline chlorides and sulphate, with often small quantities of alkaline

carbt>nate, and frequently larger amounts of soluble magnesian salt, sul-

ph<ite or chloride. Another experiment was to take a sample of reh soil

and wash it repeatedly till no trace of soluble salts could be found. It

was then driea .and thoroughly mixed and a portion tested again to see
that no soluble salt was present. It was then placed on a filter and cover-
ed with porous filter paper so as to exclude dust but alkiw evaporation,
and the bottom of the glass filter was corked It was frequently watered
with distilled w.ater charged with carbonic acid and exposed to the heat
and light of the sun in the hot weather for nearly three months At the

end of th.at time it showed no efflorescence, but on bt ing washed with dis-

tilled water the solution shcw'ed the presence of considerable quantities of

alkaline chlorides and sulphates. This experiment proved that in that

species of soil a sensible production of reh salt may take place in a few

months. A similar .sample irrigated with ordinary well water rapidly

developed an efflorescence ow'ing to the presence of salts in the water.

This is nothing particularly novel in these results. Experiments have often

been made of grinding down the .solid rock from the debris of which the

adjoining country was formed. On w'ashing out the powdered rock the

solutions were found to contain the salts of the water of the district

;

indeed it is always possible to account for the composition and propor-

tions of the in^edients in a w'ater draining any area if the structure and
composition of the rocks are known.

“ To estimate approximately the decomposibility of a soil, the simplest

Approximate e.iimaic method is to dry and weigh a sample and wash out

Of dcLomptibition in soils, from it the soluble salt already present. On drying
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and weighing the residue and deducting its weight from the original there ESTIMATE OP
will be found the soluble salt (along with some organic matter). This is

the result of decomposition already accomplished. The solution may be SOIU.
tested in the usual way by evaporation to find the total dissolved mat-
ter and by ignition to find organic matter. The washed residue of earth is

then i^ited to expel all remaining organic matter and treated with hy-
drochloric acid, which will decompose and dissolve the materials, which
are in an easily decomposable state. The solution will contain lime,
magnesia, alumina and iron, and also the alkaline basis capable of
efflorescing. On deducting the undissolved residue from the former, a
figure \\ ill be found which will be an approximate index of the facility of
decompositon of the soil. The hydrocnloric acid solution can be ex-
amined in the usual way if reauired by first precipitating the iron,
alumina, and phosphates of the alkaline earths, then the lime, and after-

wards separating the magnesian and alkaline bases. The last will shew
the salt capable of efflorescing. A more correct way is to perform an ex-
periment similar to what I have described before with the glass funnel. A
zinc box is made open at the top and closed at the bottom, with a false
bottom of perforated zinc half way down. The section is usually i square
foot. Earth is placed above the perforated zinc and the whole is exposed
to the varying conditions of the season and climate, as rainfall, heat, mois-
ture, etc. All water that falls sinks through the perforated bottom and is

collected or evaporates. After some months or a season the solution in

the bottom of the box and the earth are examined in the usual way to fi nd
the results of decomposition. Such an instrument is called a Lysimeter,
and has the advantage of demonstrating the changes that take place, not
by the action of acids, but by the ordinary operations of nature.

** Another source of generation and accumulation of these salts takes

Underground produc-
place ir Strata moistened by the underground

tion of salts. water. This is partly derived from percolation of
rainfall from the surface where it is sufficiently

porous. In its passage downwards it w'ashes out any soluble salts it meets
and carries them down till it reaches the impermoablc stratum. In the
second place the air contained in the vegetable mould and porous ground
is rich in carbonic acid, and this is absorbed by the water and enables it

to dissolve more lime and magnesian carbonate, which accounts for the
much greater hardness of sub-soil waters. In the third place the alkaline
water charged with carbonic acid not only promotes the decomposition of
the strata through which it filters, but by a constant soakage action on
that which it moistens produces still more. The amount produced would
be in a great measure proportional to the time the w'atcr remains in con-
tact with the stratum. In stagnant underground waters in the middle of
the plains, as at Chunga Manga and Wanradaram, the dissolved salts
amount to 400 grains per gallon. Another feeder of the underground
water is the percolation of hill water that sinks into the porous fringe at
the base of the hills. This, however, affects particularly the plain near
the base of the hills. The solution formed from the debris on the hillside
is much less saline than that from the finely-divided and more degraded
materials of the plain. The hill percolation, therefore, affects the under-
ground water near the hills in two ways It raises its level by hydro-
static pressure and it makes it less saline by dilution. There is still another
source of underground waters in the percolation from rivers, streams, and
canals. The neighbourhood of rivers affects the water level, and very
sensibly influences the quality of the sub-soil water. Analyses of waters
taken from wells near them shew that they closely approximate to the
river waters, being little more than those filtered. For example, the well
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water near the Ravi was found to contain from 8 to 15 grains per gallon,

that near the Jumna 9*8 to 14 grains. Advantage is now being taken of

this in supplying water from such wells to some large cities in the PanjAb.
The influence on the quality of the sub-soil water, however, only exists in

the khadar land or low nver valley. In the bhangar or bar land, the
upland that lies between neighbouring rivers, even at short distances from
the valley, the water may be highly saline. In the case of canals, as far

as my observation goes, there is very little percolation in the districts 1

have seen irrigated by the Bari Doab Canal on account both of the im-
permeability of the soil and the disposition of the strata. If, however, a
canal were made on a natural line of drainage, as I have heard the
Western Jumna Canal is, it might influence the adjoining ground in the
way 1 have mentioned in the case of rivers, both as to the water level and
quality of percolating water.

^

** When rain water sinks into a soil containing soluble salts it dissolves

, u I ..
them and carries them down till it reaches an im-

vjnefie”
^ *** ^ permeable stratum. Medlicott has pointed out the

action of the first rain drops in carrying efflorescent

salts down, so as to be in a great measure out of the reach of the surface

scour of the succeeding rainfall. If the soil is porous it may gravitate

down to the water stratum, which then becomes a reservoir of the surface

salts. If it is only slightly porous, as in alluvial soils containing much clay,

the soakage is only superficial to one or more feet in depth, and generally
in such cases the surface soil is more or less porous from atmospheric expo-
sure, and below it lies a more compact clay sub-soil. As rain water contains

free carbonic acid, it dissolves also carbonate of lime and magnesia if these

be present in the soil. When evaporation succeeds it draws up the mois-
ture in the more porous surface soil by capillary action. As the water and
carbonic acid pass oil, the solution becomes more concentrated and car-

bonate of lime IS re-deposited. This last action takes place first, and as

the concentrated solution is drawn up to the surface, it finally deposits its

most soluble salts on drying as an efflorescence on the surface. An essen-

tial condition is the dryness of the climate. In more temperate but dry
regions, as in the Utah Basin and the elevated parks or plateaus of the

rocky mountains, efflorescences appear as well as in the scorching plains

of India. The action, however, is intensified by heat, which increases

evaporation. By similar capillary action the moisture will creep up the
sides of oWeets lying on the ground, such as pieces of brick, and deposit a
copious efflorescence. At first it appears in glittering crystals, but as the

sodium sulphate gradually loses its water of crystallization it breaks up
into a copious white powder of anhydrous salt, and it is then that it is

most apparent. The carbonate of soda behaves similarly, but the sodium
chloride di>es not, having no water of crystallization. Nitrate of soda
and lime deliquesce in damp air. During the hot months the salts, if

brought up by ram, melt in their water of crystallization. By the word
efflorescence we do not mean here what is known as such in chemical
language, that is, the breaking up of a crystallized salt into a powder from
loss of w’ater of crystallization. What is meant is efflorescence in the
physical sense, or the appearance on the surface of the ground of soluble

salts brought up by capillary evaporation. It is true that sulphate and
carbonate of soda efflorescence in the chemical sense, but chlorides and
nitrates do not. From what has been explained regarding the origin of

the salts dissolved out of the earth, it can be understood how the solutions

can naturally be divided into two groups, whether they be river and canal

waters, or well waters, or solutions formed when rain water soaks a saline

soil. There are first the neutral solutions from which carbonate of soda
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has almost or entirely disappeared, having been used up in decomposing
any soluble lime or magnesian sulphate or chloride and precipitating their

carbonates* To this belong the river and canal waters, the chief ingredi-

ent of which is carbonate of lime with less amounts of magnesian carbon-
ate held in solution by free carbonic acid. There is present probably next
in amount soluble salt of lime and magnesia, sulphate or chloride— the
magnesia in smaller amount. The alkaline chloride, though the most
constant ingredient in all waters, is in small amount, from ^ grain to 2

grains, and the alkaline sulphate in about equal or larger quantity. In
the majority of well waters in the plains in my experience there is high
permanent hardness, indicating lime or magnesian sulphate or chloride,

and sodium carbonate is deficient. The total dissolved salts is in fresh

well waters about double that in rivers and canals, and may rise in saline

wells from 10 to 40 times the amounts, the increase being chiefly in cai>

bonateoflime and alkaline chlorides and sulphates. Inough we speak
usually of individual salts existing in a solution, this is not, strictly speak-
ing, scientifically correct. If, for example, sodium chloride and lime sul-

phate be made into a solution, it will really contain quantities also of sodi-

um sulphate and lime chloride, and the amounts of the four salts will

depend on the masses of the first two, temperature, concentration, ^c.
Properly speaking, in recording an analysis, the total amounts of acids

and bases should be separately recorded. By a conventional rule, how>
ever, it is customary to arrange the salts hypothetically. The second
group of waters or solutions is that containing carbonate of soda. In

these there is generally little permanent hardness, or soluble lime or mag-
nesian salt. If these two groups on evaporating produce efflorescence, in

the first we may have sodium chloride and sulphate, and any magnesian
sulphate, il present ; in the second we may have sodium carbonate with

sodium sulphate and chloride, tut no lime or magnesian salt. During the

process of drying, which leads to the efflorescence, the first thing that

ticcurs is the deposition of lime and magnesian carbonate, as the free car-

bonic acid disappears. Subsequently, sulphate of lime being only little

soluble would deposit and the highly soluble sails including sodium car-

bonate, chloride and sulphate, magnesium and calcium chloride and
nitrate and magnesium sulphate would be capable of efflorescence. These
salts, however, are not deposited, as they exist in solution as new laws
come into play. The chief of these is that during evaporation the least

soluble salt that can be formed is First deposited; but this is modified by
two other laws, the tendency of certain compounds to form double salts,

and the tendency of substances with the same crystalline form to crystal-

lize out together. The efflorescences thus pr^uced consist of three
groups : rsty the neutral, which contain no carbonate of soda (these con-
sist chiefly of sodium chloride and sulphate, and frequently magnesium
sulphate); 2nd, the alkaline, which contain carbonate of soda, and alka-
line chlondes and sulphates, but no lime or magnesian salt ; jrd, the
nitrous efflorescences. These generally contain no alkaline carbonate and
consist chiefly of nitrate of lime and alkaline chlorides. Others contain
alkaline nitrate, chloride and sulphate. They are developed where the
soil has become loaded with organic nitrogenous matter. In several

places about Lahore there is a good deal of magnesian sulphate, and I

have observed on twigs offarash trees a saline coating of this salt. Reh
is thus not a special salt or mixture of salts, but a very variable compound.
It is really the most easily soluble salt in the earth-water, remaining in

solution after the deposition of carbonate of lime, &c., on evaporation.
The ingredients and their relative proportions are found to vary m differ-

ent places, exactly as the well waters at different spots differ in saline
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contents, and in the same area there is a close relation between the two.

The relative proportion cf common salt to sodium sulphate was found by
Mediicott to vary from 4 to 24 per cent.

"
'I'he re-deposit of carbonate of lime gives rise to those nodules known

p u as kankar. It takes place at the upper margin of
ormation o kan ar.

impermeable sub-soil. They are not formed by
the lime depositing round a nucleus and pushing the other elements of the
soil aside. A portion of rather porous soil, consisting of a mixture of

lime, sand, and cl£^, is infiltrated with water retained in it by an imper-
meable bottom. The carbonate of lime is deposited throughout this

porous mass and cements its particles together till it becomes of a stony
nardness. Deposit no doubt also takes place along the outer surface, ^
each former minute crystal deposited acts as a nucleus for further deposit.

The formation is often seen in an incomplete slate, nodules of soil having
become only partially hardened. The process is essentially one of segre-

gation froth the soil itself. Such nodular formations, which are very
common with other minerals, as iron oxide, silica, &c., are an example of

the simplest kind of metamorphosis going on in rocks and soils. It is not

necessarily connected with efflorescences on the surface. The essential

condition of its existence is the presence of carbonate of lime or its ready
production b> ordinary decomposition in the soil. In soils and sub-soils

which supply little lime there m;iy be efflorescences without formation of

kankar as in those consisting of clay and silicioiis sand. On the other

hand, in marly soils, in which there" may be little production of alkaline

salt, kankar may form without any efflorescence. The analysis of kankar
very well illustrates their mode of formation. They show from 20 to 50
per cent, of carbonate of lime, the rest consisting of the mixture of clay

and sand of which the soil is composed.
“ To estimate practically the amount of injurious reh in any soil, it

Estimation of reh in should bc washed with boiled distilled water and the
HciUs and water. solution evaporated, then burned to expel organic
matter, and finally weighed. In the case of the waters of rivers, canals,
and wells, they should bc evaporated, ignited, re-carbonated, and weighed.
Tlic easily soluble salts should then be washed out with a little distilled

water, and the residue weighed. The portion undissolved consists of lime
and magnesian carbonates and some sulphate of lime with small amounts
of silica, &c. The dillerence between the two weights is the amount of
salt capable of efflorescing. If one have a record of the analysis of any
water, a rough approximation is got by deducting from the total solids

the volatile matter (almost all organic), also the removable hardness con-
sisting of carbonate of lime. In addition two grains per gallon of car-
bonate of lime should be further deducted as in boiling, in order to re-

move carbonate of lime ; tw'O grains per gallon still remain dissolved.
A .still further deduction w'ould require to be made for silica, iron, &c.,
but these arc in small amount. 1 mention these methods of approximate
estimation because they are readily applied and are useful for all practical
purposes.

“In considering the conditions that lead to accumulation of salts on the
Cause* cf accumulation surface or in the underground water, it is to be
^ borne in mind that all soils exposed to moisture, air

and heat arc continually generating them, and that in some in which the
felspathic elements arc undergoing rapid decay the production may be
profuse. Also all water, river, canal or underground, that has washed
over or filtered through the ground, contains similar salts and promotes
their further production.
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** The simplest case of accumulation is that of a closed basin like the

. , ,
Utah Basin. The surface water washing* the salts

ccumu a on n as ns, ^ound has no escape to the sea and forms
an inland salt lake. The soil in such cases is very saline, except in places
where there is slope to allow thorough surface washing by rainfall, or
permeability to allow the surface salt to be washed down to a deep ground
water. In the centre of the depression both the surface and sub-soil

and the sub-soil water are loaded with salt. The efflorescences in Utah
closely resemble those in the Panjdb, the main common ingredients being
sulphate of soda, common salt, and often sulphate of magnesia. In some
places there is a large amount of carbonate of soda, in others borax is

present In the Ca^ian Basin the main ingredients are sulphate of soda
and common salt. The very opposite case is a hilly or undulating country
with sufficient rainfall and good natural surface drainage, the strata of

which are also inclined, thus allowing of natural sub-soil drainage till the
underground water finds an outlet at the outcrops of the strata or where
they are laid open by natural sections of the country. Here the salts

continually formed are either washed off the surface or are carried down
to the sub-soil water which drains them off.

“ In examining the state of things in the Indo-Gangetic plain, it is

. , , . .
necessary to consider the structure of the country,

ccumu a ion n p ams. The H imalayan axes Stretching along the north of

the plain are elcyated cores of granitic gneiss fiar^ed by metamorphic
and limestone rocks. To the south of this is the Siwalik fringe with its

duns consisting of clajs, sandstones and conglomerates. These are fresh

water deposits formed by river and torrent action in the tertiary period,

and haying suffered displacement by the Himalayan elevation, they are
seen to pass with great undulations and numerous fractures under the
strata of the plain. This formation conducts water under the plain. There
succeeds to this the recent gravel deposits from the outer hills, brought
down by river and torrent action, similar to that which caused the Upper
Siwaliks, and known as the Bhabar. This is extremely porous, ana a
great part of the water of the stre.ims p.assing over it sinks into the ground
and issues in springs at a lower level in the adjoining part of the plain,

which IS known as the 'I'erai. Fait also sinks beneath the plain and
raises the ground-water level. 1 he great alluvial plain itself is composed
of horizontal strata. Near the hills arc gravel deposits, but further off

the soil and sub-soil to an unknown depth .'ire composed of deposits of

clay, sand and mixtures of the two in various proportions, according
to the stream or lake action that deposited them. Diffused through these

are found mica and small quantities of carbonate of lime, which makes
soils more or less m.irly, and iron oxide which gives them a yellow or red

colour, and minuter amounts of sulphate of fime and other salts. PVom
numerous well sections it is seen that these tallernating permeable and un-

permeablc beds of sand and clay are not continuous, but that they thin

out and are replaced horizontally by others. This is observed even at

short distances. Possibly many of the sheets of clay may have more or

less of a basin form. The important points for us to remark in consider-

ing the surface and sub-soil drainage are that this immense pl«*iin has an
average breadth of about 200 miles, that practically the Gangetic and
Pan]& plains are one, the watershed between the two being only percep-

tible by accurate scientific measurements, and that its length is about

1,200 miles. There are also no deep natural sections exposing outcrops
of the deep strata so as to allow of escape of underground water to the
sea In consequence of the very small surface slope, and on account of

the horizontal disposition of the strata over such an enormous area, the
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conditions as regards drainage approach to those of a basin. The surface
drainage is weak, but ultimately finds its way by the rivers to the sea, but
the underground drainage is usually imperceptible. As regards the pro-

duction of efflorescences, we have further to consider that in the PanjAb
there are three belts of plain. That adjoining the hills, the sub-montane
tract has a plentiful rainfall and moister air ; south of this is a sub-desert
tract with small rainfall, and still further south is the desert country with

deficient rainfall. In the sub-montane belt the rainfall is sufficient to scour
the surface, and as it is more permeable from the presence of gravel and
sand, and has greater slope, the surface and sub-soil drainage are more
efficient. In the other two tracts the working of these agencies is defec-

tive. In the hills themselves the annual rainfall of a series of years is as
follows: Murree, 56*8 inches; Dharmsala, 123*2 inches; Simla, 68*6

inches. This does not include snowfall however. In the sub-montane
belt we would have—Rawalpindi, 32 inches; Sialkot, 39*3 inches;
Gurdaspur, 33*1 inches ; Hoshiarpur, 36*5. Of the less watered^ region
there is Lahore with 19*3 inches ; Shahpur, i4’5 inches ; Sirsa, 14*5 inches ;

while about Mooltan the rainfall is 6*9 and at Dera Ismail Khan 8*2.

The simplest case to consider is that which occurs in the mure desert

country in which the rainfall is only enough to moisten the surface and
promote decomposition. If the soil is sandy the dissolved salt is carried

down to the underground water and the accumulation takes place there.

If the ground is not porous, as where clay predominates, only the upper
portion is soaked, and on drying the soluble salts are brought to the
surface. I nstances of both these cases are found everywhere along the
southern portion of the Panjrib plain. In the middle portion of the plain,

where the rainfall may go up to 20 inches, similar actions take place. The
first drops of rainfall dissolve any efflorescence and sink into the ground,
carrying it out of the reach of surface scour, which, on account of the flat-

ness of the plains and small rainfall, is slight. In the more porous portions

the salt is carried down to the underground water ; in the more imper-
meable it is brought to the surface bv evaporaiion. It thus happens that in

certiin pla.es there is a scum of efflortscence on the surface while general-

ly the ground water is saline. These remarks apply to the Doab or

bhangar land, the more elevated part of the plain Iving between adjacent
rivers. In this the water lies at a considerable depth from 30 to 100 or
more feet, and is more or less saline ; in many places on digging deeper to

another stratum, fresher water is found. In the other great plains of the
earth where the climate is dry and like conditions of soil prevail, similar

efflorescences are developed*. In the dry pampas of South America they
consist chiefly of sodium sulphate with some common salt ; in the Siberian
steppes, ()f sulphate of magnesia along with sulphate of soda and common
salt. 'I'hey are likewise found in the Russian steppes and the Thibetan
plateaus. The Khadar or low-lying river valley, cut out by recent erosion
trom the old alluvial plain, usually shews little or no saline accumulation on
the surface and none in the underground water. Here the circumstances
are all different. In fact the river occupies the line of natural drainage
of the country and its deposits are parallel to the line of slope. Accord-
ingly the water percolating from the river forms a subterranean stream,
OTavitating down the river course and accompanying the main stream.
Its extent depends on the permeability and arrangement of the strata

and the resistance of the porous beds afong which it moves. In the beds
of dry nullahs this gravitating >\ater may be met on digging in the dry
channels. If the undergfround water were stagnant, remaining long in

soakage contact with the water bed, it would become more or less saline,

whereas it is fourd to resemble the river water filtered, though of course
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it has taken up some ingredients from the earth, chiefly more carbonate
of lime. In two cases in which I examined the water in beds of dry
nullahs, I found it much less saline than that of the surrounding plain.

In the Khadar land the water lies near the surface, and may be within
the reach of capillary evaporation, which would produce efflorescences* as
it often does to some extent. But in consequence of the occasional wash-
ing by floods, and of the underground circulation I have described, there
is no permanent accumulation either on the surface or in the ground
water.

*' One of the most interesting and important cases is that in which the

Accumulation by c^apo^a- ground water lies dose to the surface within the
tion from a shallow water reach of capillary evaporation, thus furnishing an
****^®* unlimited supply of efflorescence. The enquiry
made by the Aligarh Committee chiefly referred to this instance. It was
considered that the ground-water level had been raised by percolation
from the canal assisted by hydrostatic pressure in consequence of the canal
being above the level of the country. Other causes assigned for the rise

were the obstruction to surface drainage by canal and railway embank-
ments acting as bunds, and the practice of profuse irrigation in flooding.

All these would lead to an increased boay of water sinking into the
ground, carrying earth salts in solution to be again brought up by capil-

lary evaporation from the shallow water table. It is very important to be
able to estimate how much is due to each of these agencies, as on the
decision of this point would depend the remedial measures to be applied,
such as the lowering the level 01 the canals, their realignment on the high
Bhangar land instead of on the lower ground, the restnetion of profuse
irrigation, the relieving of the surface drainage, and the establishment of
artificial sub-soil drainage. I am unable to enter into the merits of these
most interesting points, because 1 have never had an opportunity of mak-
ing observations on an area where this mode of generation of reh was go-
ing on to a serious extent. The only portions of country I have seen in

which the ground water lies very near the surface are the plains adjoining
the hills and the Khadar lands or river valleys. In the former the rainfall

IS more plentiful, the slope of the surface and deep strata are better, there
IS more moisture in the air, and therefore less evaporation. All these tend
to prevent accumulation of salt below and efflorescence above. In the
latter the washing of the surface by the floods and belter siibtcrianean

drainage m^ account for the want of accumulation. In the parts of the
Bari Doab Canal which 1 have seen, the ground water lies at a depth that
is totality out of the range of capillary action, and the strata consisting of

alternating clays and sands are so impenetrable that percolation can have
little elTect on the water level. Captain Ottley informs me that on the
Bari Doab and Upper Sutlej Inundation Canals the curves of the rise and
fall of the well waters markedly follow those of the rainfall and do not
appear to be affected by irrigation. I did not find any marked difference

in the water levels of the wells near and at a distance from the canal about
Lahore. A still better proof was that the salinity of the wells was not
altered by proximity to the canal. If percolation to any extent existed,

the wells close to the canal ought to be fresher than those at a distance.

In the part of Lahore occupied by the railway station and barracks the

ground water is salt. At the end of the hot weather I found that a well a
few yards from the canal contained as much salt as others far off. After
the rains the same well waters were found to be so diluted as to contain

less than one-half of the former amounts. The depth from which capillary

evaporation can take place is also a question that ought to be investigated

by observation and experiment. Much of course depends on the porosity
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of the soil, but in the most favourable cases one would fancy, from the
known laws of capillary force, that the action would only be through a few
feet, unless assisted by hydrostatic pressure. At the village of Baoli, on
the Western Jumna Canal, where the reh action is very pronounced, the
depth from the surface of the ground to the water table (as shewn by
measurements of an unused well) is 8 feet. It is said that, before the West-
ern Jumna Canal was re-opened in 1819, the water in wells about the part
lav at a depth of 60 to 70 cubits, and this tradition appears to be confirm-
ea by inspeciion of the records of other wells which had been sunk to as
much as 116 feet, and in which now there are 62 feet of water. On the
banks of water-courses and canals about Lahore in salt soils one often

observes two lines of efflorescence, one a few feet above the water level at

the upper limit of Ccapillary soakage, and another some distance from the
surface, at the base of the surface percolation. As regards the rise in the
well water levels said to be caused by canals, it would be necessary to

have accurate information as to what those levels were before the canals
were made. Probably no accurate record was made before the earlier

canals were started, as attention was not directed to the point.
“ There are last to be noticed some other modes of distribution and ac-

Other modes of accumiiia- cumulation of alkali salts. Irrigation by flooding

and allowing the water to dry on the soil, unless

it is very permeable, of necessity leads to production of salt. Not only
does the irrigating water contain salt which it deposits as an efflorescence,

but it also promotes further decomposition in the soil. The amount of reh
in ordinary canal water might be from 2 to 6 grains per gallon. If well

water is used the accumulation is much greater, because it contains much
more salt. In places where the water is sweet, the reh may be about 6 to

15 grains per gallon; where it is salt, it may amount to more than 200
grains per gallon, as at various places on the Kailway Line between
Lahore and Mooltan. An extraordinary instance is mentioned in the
Aligarh Report of a reh soil tried by the most energetic measures without
clTecl. An analysis of this soil would probably have proved that the ele-

ments of the soil itself were in such a state of decomposition that most of

the measures employed assisted the process. Again, water running off a
saline Held must necessarily dissolve a portion of its salt, and if it be allow-
ed to run into another ana dry, that salt will be deposited. The agency
of wind appears to be a slight and very variable one. There is no doubt
that wind blowing over a saline country and raising dust transports saline

particles. Travellers over the alkali plateaus of the Rocky Mountains are
familiar with the irritation caused to the eyes by this mode of transport.
All these, however, are of secondary importance. The main points to bear
in mind are that there are several factors causing production and accumu-
lation, and others Icsding to the removal of earth salts. Of the former
there is first the soil itself. This is always generating them, and in certain
cases its materials so readily undergo decon^osition that perhaps even
artificial means may fail to cure the evil. The next chief factor is the
water used in irrigation. 1 his always contains reh salts,—the river and
canal water in small amount, but the well water often in enormous quan-
tities. In addition, the irrigation water may not only deposit its s^t in

the soil, but it causn further production in the soil itself. Another cause
is the special condition in which the sub-soil water lies within the reach of

capillary action from the surface, which may give rise to an inexhaustible

supply.' The factors concerned in the removal are, first, permeability of

the soil, which may allow tlie salts to be washed down to the underground
water. If this have a ready outlet, they are removed ; if not, there will be
a saline ground water; but the surface may shew no accumulation if the
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water table Is deep. If, however, the ground w'atcr is a veir short dis-

tance from the surface, there may be a profuse efflorescence. The second
great cause of removal is surface scour. If the rainfall is copious it may
thoroughly wash off excess of salts, and for this reason in rainy regions
alkali is rare. If it is slight and only moistens the soil without scouring
it, there will be a continuous production and accumulation on the surface,

except when the soil is porous and allows it to be carried dowm to the
ground water. The third means of removal is by vcget.ition, which an-
nually takes up its necessary portion of salts and assimilates them. It is

frequently observed that in cultivated spots the reh is kept under ; while
the uncultivated ground around may be covered with it. In connection
with this it is to be remarked that for land plants potash salts are necessary,
but it is doubted whether soda salts are essential, except in the case of
Salsolse, &c., which grow in soda soils. This.may have something to say
to the barrenness of our soda reh soils. Another factor to be noticed is the
effect of shade produced bv vegetation, which prevents the excessive
evaporation which brings the salt to the surface. It thus remains more
diffused through the moisture in the soil. Lastly, plants also induce
capillary currents towards themselves. The absorbing parts are the root-

lets and myriads of hairs surrounding each. These, by the act of absorp-
tion, set up capillary currents in the moisture of the soil towards themselves,
which compete with capillary evaporation at the surface and tend to the

diffu.sion of the moisture and its salts through the soil as far as the roots

extend. It is to be noted that if a soil remain damp, so tliat the salts are
diffused through it, they may do no harm. It is their concentration as a
scum on the surface that poisons crops. The moisture round the rootlets

forms a solution so saline, that the osmose currents by ^^hlch the plants arc
nourished are interfered with and they perish.

“ I conclude this paper w’^h some practical remarks regarding the mc-

,
thods of dealing with saline efflorescence .ugri-

c 0*0 cure.
culturally ; but these I wish to be considered sug-

gestive more than anything else, .as 1 cannot pretend to any experience in

that line. When visiting Utah I was very much struck on hndmg that the
saline efflorescences of Ih.it basin were similar in nature to those 1 had seen
and studied in India. I made enquiries into the ideas current on the

subject and the methods of reclaiming the soils. Brigham Young's notions

of natural philosophy were both extremely simple and at the same time
shrewd, as would be expected from an uneducated but practical and
successful man. He said ; * There is salt in everything. Water has salt,

plants have salt, and earth has salt ; and the Bible tells us that if the earth
nave lost its salt it is useless. A certain quantity of salt is necessary for

vegetation ; in our country we have too much of it, and we get rid of part

of it.* He referred me to Mr. Woodruffl, who was Secretary to the Agri-
cultural Society , and to some of the best farmers, to see what was done.

_ , j The plans adopted were the following : A salt
By..u.cmga.d.mgaUon.

fi^ld was ploughed and small runlets of fresh

water were sent down the field, at short distances apart, washing the soil

and running off into the drainage of the country. Another method was
to plough up a field and make a terrace round it and then flood it. 'The

water was allowed to soak for some time till it had dissolved the salt and
was then run off. Anf)ther plan was to terrace a ploughed field and dig a
deep trench round it. The neld w'as flooded, and, the unpioughed^ sub-sotl

being less permeable, the water holding the salt in solution filtered into the
trench. I observed similar processes carried out on the salt marshes round
the Bay of San Francisco. This is gradually silting up, and surrounding
it are miles of low flats impregnated with sea salt and gr >wing only saline
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BFPKCTS OF plants. Through these pass shallow delta channels, scoured by the rise
MANURB. and fall of the tide. To reclaim this soil, low earth embankments are raised

round the farms. These are fitted with floodgates closed by the rise of the
tide and opening on its fall. The salt in the soil is washed out by the
fresh water of the streams falling into the bay by a process of sluicing such
as 1 have described, and is run off as the tide falls. In the depression be>
tween the coast range and the second range of hills artesian wells can be
made, and these were used where none of the mountain streams were
available. An English Company was working on a salt marsh by the aid
of artesian water only ; but it was generally considered that it would not be
a success, as the amount of artesian water was after all only trifling com-
pared with the area to be reclaimed. The universal opinion in Utah was
that if they once succeeded in covering an alkali field with a crop of any kind
the victory was won. After the land was half cured, they generally covered

1

it with a hardy grass, the most approved being red-top American grass

I

Beetroot was also said to grow well as an early crop ; after that Indian
corn and other crops by degrees. Tuberous crops grow well in the coun-

, , ,

*
try, and the potatoes are said to be the best in the

:
B, »n.i

last method I shall mention was that

i
employed by Brother Fenton, an energetic Devonshire farmer. It happen-

;

ed to be impossible for him to get fresh water to wash the salt out of his

I

fields, and he tried large quantities of manure,~2o to 50 tons per acre.

I

Barn-yard manure was considered the best, and, as his great object was to

keep the surface from the sun, which drew up the salt, he also used litter

! to cover it. The first crops he covered the ground with were the red-top

I
grass and oats, and he sowed his crops in September, so that the ground

1 should be covered with vegetation when the alkali would be appearing.

I

As soon as by this means he got his first crop of red Timothy grass he
1

found he had succeeded. Mr. Fenton complained that after partly curing
one field he ruined it by trenching and bringing up a saline sub-soil. His

i idea was that the salt was a sort of perspiration of the earth, and, therefore,

! mostly on the surface, and that by turning up the sub-soil he would get a
I better soil. In India it is certainly the case tnat a short distance below the

;

surface less reh is found. It may be different in a closed basin like that of

Utah, where the sub-soil also may become saturated with salt. Utah city

! is partly situated on a bench at the base of the Wasatch hills adjoining the
plain, and at first the farms surrounding it were made on the ground that
was not saline. About one-fourth of the land under cultivation was salt,

and three-fourths of this had been cured by sheer cultivation, much in the
way 1 have described in the case of Mr. Fenton’s farm. For the other
fourth sluicing and irrigation had been available. The cultivation of saline

I soils is also carried out in other settlements. In most old-settled countries,

and especially in India, agriculturists are very conservative in following the
practices of tncir foref.ithers. In America, where the population is com-

I
posed of emigrants from all countries, every man brings the methods used

j

in his own, and all sorts of trials are made and the fittest survives These
' are made in a new country under new circumstances, and people are not

[
bound by traditional customs, but are anxious to try whatever succeeds in

the hands of others, and also make experiments according to their own
I ideas. These may be crude, but still a vast number of experiments are

I
made,—not isolate ones by a Government, but everywhere generally by

j

the people themselves —and anything that is successful is hailed as a dis-

covery. Some of the methods I have described as used in America may
not always be practicable in the plains of India. To run off the saline

water requires a slope and lines of natural drainage that may not be avail-

able. It might be possible to run |off the salt-impregnated water into
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and Saline Well Waters. (G. JVatQ

absorption wells, thus returning the salt to its natural destination, the under-
ground water. It is a law that a well will absorb as much water without
raising its level as it would give out w*ithout sensibly lowering it. This

D I 1.
means has been used in some cases to get rid of

y ar r cu ure.
liquid sewage, but was found to poison the wells.

The plantation of trees is also proved to be a very efficient means of cure.

The kikar is well known as capable of flourishing in such soils. They not
only assist in moderating excessive evaporation by shade, but they also

absorb and remove a certain amount of salt from the soil. As the alkali

exists chietfly in the surface soil and in much less amount at a small depth,
trees may grow readily where annual crops could not. The latter have
their rootles only in the surface soil, and are poisoned by the excess of salt

;

while the roots of trees extend deeper into less saline ground ; also plants
not only consume portion of the salt, but they prevent its concentration on
the surface. A most conclusive experiment made near the Western Jumna
Canal by the Irrigation Department is reported by Colonel Fulton. A
piece of utterly useless reh land, for which revenue was remitted, was taken
up by the Department and planted with kik«ar trees. These flourished and
a very fine crop of doab grass, two fe'it high, came annually up under the
trees, and the efflorescence disappeared. The villagers, seeing that the land
was improved and fearing it would be alienated by the new settlement, ap-
plied for the restoration of both trees and land, and carried their point in

the courts of law. A few days after the restoration the wood was sold to a
wood merchant and every tree cut down. At present the doab grass is all

gone, and the soil is encrusted with salt Such an experiment madeamong
American farmers would have excited the keenest interest and given rise

to numerous trials of the same.
“ The method of cure by nitrate of lime as a manure, suggested by Dr.

^ Brown, would act in two ways. It would partly
emica manure.

serve as a manure favouring" vegetation, and in

addition it would act on the alkaline and magnesian sulphate by double
decomposition, producing nitrate of alkali and sulphate of lime, which last

is a slightly soluble salt which is not hurtful to vegetation and would not

form an effloresc ence. Carbonate of soda would be similarly neutralised,

but the sodium chloride would remain unaltered. The natives arc well

acquainted with this use of nitrous efflorescences, which can be distinguish-

ed from the sulphate of soda by its moistness due to deliquescence and l>y

the brown colour and by not efflorescing in fine powder. It consists mainly
of common salt .and nitrates of lime and soda. This production of nitrate

IS due to the decomposition of nitrogenous animal or vegetable matter,

first producing ammonia which is afterwards oxidised to nitric acid. An
essential condition of the nitrific.ation process is the presence of alkaline

carbonate or carbonate of lime to fix the nitric acid. For example, ordi-

nary dung-heaps may produce plentiful supplies of ammonia, but no nitric

acid. Indeed, nitric acid, if present, is changed by the reducing action of the
decomposing organic matter to ammonia. If wood-ashes containing car-

bonate of potash or lime be mixed with the heap, the acid becomes fixed

Artificial nitre beds, called nitricres or nitre plantations were first intro-

duced by the chemists of France to supply nitre for gunpowder during the

wars of the Revolution, when the ports of France were blockaded by the

English and imports prevented. Anim<a1 manure is mixed with carbon-
ate of lime and wood-ashes and frequently watered with urine, which pro-

duces much ammonia. This is cultivated for two or three years. In
tropical countries the production of nitrates is more plentiful and rapid.

A manure of a valuable quality could probably be made by municipalities

or b> the zamindars themselves by mixing pounded kankar, or even marly
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Uses.

soil with manure and moistening it frequently during one or two hot sea-

sons. If it were moistened with liquid sewage, which would tend to pro-
duce more ammonia, the production would be increased. This artificial

production is an exact imitation of what takes place natur.illy in soils in

which nitre is produced. In the Panjdb nitrates effloresce near villages

where the soil becomes impregnated with animal sewage, which under-
goes nitrification in presence of the carbonate of lime and alkaline carbon-
ate in the soil. The most plentiful supply is in the soil on the mounds
that indicate the sites of old villages. This is the main source of the
manufacture of saltpetre in the Paniab. Similarly near buffalo ponds and
watering-places for cattle, where dung is trodden into the soil, nitrates

effloresce and are swept up by the zamindars as manure. A similar

process no doubt takes place when a field is well manured with animal
refuse. The conditions of the production of nitrate of lime in the soil are
present, and this may account to some extent for the reclamation of alkali

soils by manuring alone. For this purpose animal manures would be far

superior to vegetable. In plants there is comparatively little nitrogenous
matter, which alone can generate nitrates or ammonia. ’ In Utah a favour-
ite manure is the refuse of slaughter-houses, which would be capable of

supplying large amounts of ammonia and nitrates
*• As regards the uses to which the alkali efflorescence might be put,

sulphate of soda can easily be separated by evaporation and Forms a use-

ful purgative. It might be pos<^ible to utilize those more rich in alkaline

sulphate for the manufacture of carbonate of soda for glass or soap work.
The average mixture of sodium chloride and sodium sulphate nsembles the
product of the first step of manufacture of this carbonate, which is done by
the addition of sulphuric acid to common salt. By evaporation the sulphate
which crystallizes out first can be freed from most of the common salt, and
this w'ould resemble the salt cake. The materials for the further reduc-
tion, charcoal and lime, would be readily available, the latter from the kan-
kar beds Certain soils contain carbonate of soda in such quantities that it

can readily be separated by the crystallization process. At one time an
enquiry was made as to w'hether the nitre manufacturers defrauded the
revenue to any extent by disposing of the alimentary salt left in the refuse

saltpetre earth after extracting the nitre. Samples nave from time to time
been forwarded to this office, and these were found to contain from 35 to

70 per cent of common salt. It would certainly be possible, and not very
difficult, to obtain a rather impure alimentary salt by rough crystallization

processes not only from the saltpetre earth but also from suitable kinds of

reh.”
A writer in the Englishm-tn new'spaper recently attempted to show

that an important discovery had been made by Mr. Cockburn that ** Eeh
was essentially produced by the solution of kankar, which subsequently
combines with salt to form caustic soda.” The argument advanced
seemed to hinge on the observation that usar lands were not confined to
the vicinity of canals, and that, therefore, some other explanation would
have to be ^ught, though, it was admitted, canal water, like the rain and
carbonic acid of the air, would tend to produce the necessary decomposition
of the kankar, and perhaps more rapidfly so than would be the case in the
absence of canal flooding. But even were it possible to establish the ac-

curacy of the statement that kankar is, so to speak, a resting stage for the
lime of reht the explanation, and still more so the prevention, of the rek
devastation of soils is as far off as ever. The source of the formation of

the kankar itself would be the primary source of the evil, acted on by some
interruption to the drainage, natural or artifici.al, w hich allowed of the salts

on percolation through the soil with the rain or canal inundation to return
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and Saline Well Watera. (W. R. Clark-) RENNET.

again to the surface by capillary attraction. Though much has been writ-

ten for and ag'ainst the injurious effects of canal embankments as inter-
rupting the drainage and thus tending to cause reh efflorescence, all writers
seem agreed on the chief features of the explanation that interruption to the
natur^ drainage of the country is an all-important factor in the accu-
mulation in the soil of the salts of disintegration which by the summers
drought are brought to the surface of the soil (Com/, with Barilla, Vol. I.,

394-396; also Beads, 426).

(W. R. Clark.)

REINWARDTIA, Dum. ; Cen. PL^ 7., 24^.
[//OO; LiNEA.

Reinwardtia trigyna, Planch., FL Br. Ind., 412 ; Bot. Mag., t.

Sy&.<—

L

inum TRIGYNUM, Roxb. ; L. REPENS, Don.
Vera.— Gulathruf, karkun, kaur, gudbatal, basant, bdl-btUani, Pb.
References.— FL Ind., Ed. C. B. C., 277/ Votgt, HorL Sub. Cal.,

too,- Stewart, Pb. PL, 20; Wall. Cat., 1505 i W. & A., Prodr., 134 {
Don, Prodr., 2/7; Watt, Cal. Ex. Cat., V., 237 ; Gasetieers:—N.’-W.P,
(Agra Div.), IV., Ixtx ; (Him. DisL), X., 306; Mysore and Coorg,
/., S8 ; Agri.-Norti. Soc., Jnd., Trans., V., 122 ; VII., 80 : Jour., IV.,
206 ; VI., 40 ; XIV., 14 / Ind. Forester, VI., 240.

Habitat.—A tufted, glabrous undershrub, 2-3 feet high, met with in the
hilly parts of India from the Panjdb eastward to Sikkim, ascending to 6,000
feet j also in Behar, Assam, and Chittagong, and southward from the
Bombay ghats to the Nilgiri hills.

Medicine.— It is said to be used as a medicine for “ founder ** in cattle
(Stewart),

Remija, see Cinchona, Vol. II., 315.

RENNET and RENNET SUBSTITUTES.
Vera.—Pa«»V maya. Hind., Guz., Pb., Pers.; Wfeheh, mayashutr, Arab.
References. in Atnslte, Mat. Ind., 1., 334; Baden^Ptmell, Ph.

Trod., Its ; Forbes Watson, Indust. Surv. Ind., II., 330 ; Rennet Sub-
stitutes tn Stewart, Pb. PL, 64, 164, 168; Murray, PL & Drugs of
Stnd,iJ2, 157; Report (1881), 36; Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind.,

64S ; Drury, U. PL, 44^ ^

Chemic^ Composition.— Bj^ rennet, in ordinary English, is meant
an aqueous infusion of the dried stomach of a calf which is used to

coagulate the casein of milk, preparatory to the manufacture of cheese. It

appears to contain a soluble ferment which acts directly on the milk. In

India, the stomach of the calf is not used for making rennet, but that of

the kid is substituted, while medicinally the dried stomachs of the camel,

horse, hare, male kid, and ewe, imported from Arabia, are much valued

for various purposes, among the Muhammadans of India.

M^cinai Uses.— In Arabian works of medicine rennet is described as
possessing “deobstruent attenuant and aphrodisiac" qualities, and the

Muhammadans of India have long been in the habit of regarding it as of

value for such purposes.
Domestic Uses.—A knowled|[^e of the method of preparing cheese by

means of rennet seems to be entirely confined to the higher classes of Mu-
hammadans in India and they employ as a source of their rennet the dried

and preserved stomachs of kids, not those of calves.

Rennet substitutes.—Among the Hindus cheese-making is a branch of

agricultural industrv unknown, since the use of ordinary rennet in cheese-

makine is altogether contrary to the tenets of their religion. Cheese to be
saleabfe among the Hindus would have to be made with .some vegetable
rennet. Many such substitutes have been suggested, but as yet no progress
has been made in the making or sale of cheese among the Hindus of India.
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Perhaps the best known and most valued substitute for rennet is a plant,

known in the Panjdb and Sind as panir-bund (cheese-maker, Withania
coag^lans). This has been used from very earl^ times by the Beluchis
and Afjjhans as a substitute for the more expensive animal rennet. The
value of this plant as a coagulant for milk was tested at Kew in i8Si, and
it was reported on, as follows :

—

“ A quantity of the dried capsules of this plant was obtained and part
of it tried here and found to be most suitable for the purpose. Being a
member of the poisonous nightshade family, its safety was in the first

p'acc caiefully and gradually tested. It has been ascertained that an
oumc of the pounded tapsules in a quart of water is a very suitable

strength for use ; a tablespoon ful of this decoction coagiil.ites a gallon of

warm milk in about half an hour.** On analysis of the capsules of With-
ania coagulans they were found to contain a ferment closely resembling
animal rennet. Attempts have been made, but as yet with only partial

success, to separate and preserve this ferment by means of sugar and so

render available to the people of India a purely vegetable rennet. For
further information on the subject, the reader is referred to Withania coagu-
lans, Duntd ; Vol. VI.

Stewart {Panidb PlanU) also mentions Crotolaria Burhia, Hamilt.
(Vol. 11 , 595), and Leucas cephaiotes. Spreiig. (Vol. IV. 633), as possessing

the power of coagulating milk, and Dr. Stocks in the yourual of the Asia-

tic Society of liombiiy speaks of Rhazya stricta as being in univcrs/il use
for tins purpose throughout Sind, but no further information with regard to

this pniperty seems to be available concerning these plants. The milk-

coagulating properties of the berries of Streblus asper, /.ear., ha\e been
made the subject c»f an interesting series of experiments at the M.idras
hxperimental Farm (see Streblus asper, Vol. VI., Part 11.)

(G. Watt.)

REPTILES: Boulenffcr, Reptilta^ in Fauna of British India.
Reptiles may be briefly defined as vertebrate animals that breathe

throughout their existence by means of lungs, and have the body covered
with horny or bony plates (sc.ales or scutes). Their respiratory movements
are slow and irregular, hence Reptiles are cold-blooded animals. A basi-

occipital bone is present in the skull, w'hich articulates with the vertebr.al

cobmin almost invariably bv means of a single convex condyle. All Rep-
tiles are oviparous t)r oviviviparous.

'J'hc class— Reptilia— is dixided into mimernus orders, most of which
however, embrace only extinct species. Indian recent reptiles belong to

three orders, viz.

:

—
I.—Emydosauria, or Crocodiidse, Crocodiles.
II.—Chelonia, Tortoises and Turtles.
III.— Squamata, Lizards, and Snakes,

The last is more commonly broken up by naturalists into two distinct

orders—the Lacertilia and Ophidia ; but the arrangement follow'ed in the
present article will be that of Boulenger in the text-book above quoted,
who treats these as sub-orders of Squamata.

RefCTMCes.— /-'rtyrer, Thanat ph. Jnd.f Gi>nthcr, Reptiles of Brifnh
India , Murray^ Vertebrate Zool. of Sind.^ 333 ,

hioart, Pononous Snakes
of India, Aitchi\on, y.O\dos;\ of Afc[h. Del. Corn.t g4; Tennent, Nat.
Bist. Ceylon, 271 ; Ainshc, Mai. Ind., II. y

Z7<5, 29/ , Irvine, Mat.
Med., Patna, 99, r. C, Duff, Mat. Med. Hindus, ?7S

, Baden Powell,
Pb. Pr., is3 ; Useful PI. Bomb. (Vol. A’A'K., Bomb. Gao.), 276, 277 ;
Forbes Watson, Induct. Survey Ind., 345, 3y2 ; Home Dept. off. corre-

spondence and statements of destruction to hitman life caused by reptiles ;

Ca»ettee*s, Bombay, V.,362. VIII., 10$; Eneycl. Brit., XX., 432 ; Bal^
four, Cytlop. Ind., III., ffia.
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The Reptiles of India. {G, Wiitt ) REPTILES*

Distribution in India. —The chief characteristic of the Reptilian Fauna
of the Indian region is the great variety of the generic types and number of

species of its Snakes. The latter amounts to no fewer than 450, which is

nearly one-third of the total number of species known in the ^^orld. They
are referable to about 100 geneia, of which the majority do not range
beyond the limits of India.

The lizards are numerous and highly specialised, but unlike the snakes
not one of the families is peculiar to the Indian continent The crocodiles are
represented by two, and the gavials by one, species. Aligators are alto-

;

gether absent. The Chelonians comprise altogether 4| species, of which 43 \

belong to the sub-order Thecophora. The Athecse are represented by a sin-
1

gle species (Dermochelys coriacea, the leathery turtle' which is only an
occasional visitor on the coasts of India. {‘Jour, As. Bentr.^ 1862^ p 367.)

As might be expected, in so immense an area as that of the Indian con-
tinent, the Reptilian fauna is immensely diversified; it vanes accordinjj to

the ph\sical characters of the different districts, or their proximity to neigh-
bouring regions. With reference to the distribution of Reptiles in India,

Gunther divides the country into seven provinces, each of which is charac-
terised by certain leading types which are seldom found out of the‘;e areas.

The first of these includes Mysore, the Carnatic, Malabar, and Travancorc,
together with the Island of Ceylon. The leading type in that area is the Uro-
peltids or “ Ejirth snakes ’* which are found nowhere else, and of which only
one or two species extend into the 1 )eccan. The «iecond province is that of the
Deccan, which contains a large number of forms peculiar to itself. The Rep-
tilian fauna of the plains formed by the Ganges and the Indus, present fea-

tures entirely different from one another, although both arc inhabited by a
small number of such species as arc characteristic of the Indian region gen-
erally. An Indo-Afric.'in character is assumed by the fauna of .Sind, which
extends for some distance ‘•oulhward along the c(inst of the Koncan. In
Bengal, the Reptilian fauna is chiefly composed of the common species which
range over a greater or lesser part of the other provinces. The H imdlay a is

characterised by the appearance of a large number of new or peculiar spe-

cies, and by the disappearance of such forms ;is are abundant in Bengal
This change commences to be very marked from an altitude of 4,f»oo feel

j

above the sea. The last province described by Gtinther is that which ex- I

tends from the east coast of the Bay of Bengal round to the Malayan
|

Peninsula and Siam. This belt of land is dislingiiished by a Reptilian
,

fauna which assumes more and more the archipelagic character, the nearer 1

we approach to the Malay Peninsula where more than half the reptiles arc
|

species found also in the Islands of the Archipelago {Gunther, Kept. Br,
hid ).

Food.—Although the members of the class Reptilia arc by no means
so important a source of food to the natives of India, as are the Fishes,

still many of them arc largely used as such chiefly by men of the lower
castes and by aboriginal tribes. Thus the Nagas and Kukis capture and
eat the snakes and lizards found in their territory The low caste men and
aboriginal tribes of Southern Imlia and Ceylon regularly hunt for and kiil

as food many of the large lizards \shich are there numerous. .Several

species of turtle, besides th^e true edible one (Chelone mydas, Schweif^g are

rctiularly exposed for sale in the markets of many coast-tou ns, while the
eggs of a still greater number of species are much sought after for culinary

purposes by the inhabitants of the coasts which these animals frequent for

breeding purposes.
The maiket for those articles of food is, how'ever, almost purely a local

one, although the flesh of the Iguana of .Southern India and Burma is
|

sometimes eaten by Europeans, and that of the edible turtle is much relished
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by all classes. India is not, however, the source of the edible turtle used in

Europe: that is chiefly imported from the West Indies, but it is the same
or a closely allied species to the edible turtle of the Indian seas.

Medicine.—The ^lbsh of several species of lizards is recommended by
Native practitioners as a medicine, and is in common use as a domestic reme-
dy among the people. It is credited with tonic, stimulant and alterant pro-
perties, and is thought particularly useful in cases of syphilis. An oil,
extracted from several species of lizard, is supposed to be a powerful aphro-
disiac. Serpent poison is occasionally used in Hindu medicine. It is col-

lected by making the snake bite on a piece of wood, the poison being receiv-

ed on a plantain-leaf. The liquid poison is then allowed to dry in a cup,
or is ruboed up with a fourth part of mustard oil and spread out to dry on
a piece of plantain-leaf. It is used in fever in combination with other
remedies.

Snake bite.—The annual loss of life in India occasioned by the bites

of poisonous snakes is, as might be expected, very considerable. In 1889,
22480 persons lost their lives by snakes, and 3,793 herd of cattle were
similarly destroyed. The average number of persons killed by snakes,
during the past ten years, may be given at 20,000. The deaths occur
almost entirely among Natives; comparatively few instances are recorded
of Europeans having been killed by the bites of poisonous reptiles. The
accidents seem to occur chiefly at night when tne animal, having been
surprised or trodden on, inflicts the wound in self-defence. The fact that

the dwellings of Natives are not usually raised above the surface of the
ground, together with the universal custom of the people in taking off the
shoes when in their houses, renders them particularly liable to the attacks
of these animals. The death-rate is in fact higher or lower more in relat-

tion to the habits of the people than to the prevalence of poisonous snakes.
Symptoms.—The local symptoms of snake-poisoning are a stinging sen-

sation of the part penetrated which is soon followed by pain, at first dull and
aching, subsequently lancinating and piercing in character. The ultimate

effect is numbness, terminating in local paralysis of sensation. There may,
or may not, be slight swelling of the part. The marks or points where the
two fangs have entered are usually to be found in bites from terrestrial

snakes. In the bites of salt-water snakes these are more difficult to dis-

tinguish, since the fangs are not much larger than the fish-like teeth, im-
mwiately behind them. Very soon afteran effertive bite, general symptoms
make their appearance. The patient becomes restless and excited. Nervous
depression, languor and muscular exhaustion then occur. The face becomes
pallid and bathed in perspiration, the pupils are dilated, the pulse is quick-
ened, there is loss of appetite, with nausea or vomiting. General muscular
paralysis supervenes, there is lethargy and drow'siness, ending in unconscious-
ness. Involuntary evacuations usually occur, which are sometimes tinged
w'ith blood. The breathing becomes slow, laboured, shallow and eventually
ceases. The pulse remains full, quick and compressible, and beats for a
few minutes (from three to four), after all breathing has ceased. The pupils
arc widely dilated. Heath is ushered in by convulsions or convulsive twitch

-

ings of the muscles of the extremities and face. Recovery from the general
symptoms may take place w'here a person has been bitten by an exhausted
snake or by one whose aggregate supply of poison is small or by a vigorous
cobra, from which only a minute quantity of poison has been injected, or
where a person has been greatly protected against the absorption of the
poison by the early application of the ligature. In such cases the above
symptoms are present, but are modified in severity.

Treatment.—Immediately on infliction of the bite, a ligature should
‘ be applied very tightly about tne limb at a short distance above the W'ourd
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and several other ligatures at suitable distances further up. The flesh MEDICINE,

around the marks should be excised freely, the surface of the wound should

be scarified, washed and squeezed and bleeding should be encouraged.
The amount to be excised around the fang-marks must depend upon the

looseness or denseness of the surrounding tissues, and their consequent ten-

dency to allow the poison to diffuse freely or not. The actual cautery may be
applied to the deeper portions of the wound, where the poison may not have
been removed by the excision. Stimulants, such as alcohol or liquor am-
monia in 15-drop doses in an ounce of water, may be given, but over-stimu-

lation should be avoided, and during the administration of stimulants, liquid

nourishment should also be exhibited. If depression be marked, mustard
plasters may be applied over the heart, on the pit of the stomach, or on the
nape of the neck. The patient should be allowed to rest in a well-ventilated

room, protected from the sun. In cases where the prostration is extreme,

methods of artificial respiration and galvanism may have to be employed.
Amputation should at once be had recourse to in cases when the snake is

known to have been one of a markedly poisonous character, and the bite

is in one of the fingers or toes. In wounds of the larger members or of the

trunk where free excision is possible, amputation may not be necessary.

The intravenous injection of ammonia or of liquor potassae do not apparent-

ly do much good, but they may be injected freely into the poisoned part.

The local application of permanganate of potash is strongly recommended
by some authorities.

Various methods of treatment, all more or less founded on superstition, are
employed by the natives of India, and every now and then alleged specifics

for the poison of snake-bite have been vaunted, but as yet no antidote is

known which is capable of neutralising the action of the poison. The so-

called “snake-stones” can have no other effect than at best to act as local

absorbents. They are for the most part merely pieces of charred bone which
by absorbing from the wound the poison-charged blood may be of use in

slight cases of snake-bite.

Domestic and Industrial.—The .skins of some species of crocodiles and DOMESTIC,
lizards have been for long utilised by the Natives of many parts of India Skins,

in the manufacture of leather, and of late years these have been exported for 87
a similar purpose to Europe where they are used for hand-bags, cigar-cases,

and other small articles.

The imbricated epidermic plates chiefly from the hawk-bill turtle _
(Chelone imbricata) form the tortoise-.shell of commerce. The plates

consist of homy matter, but are harder, more brittle, and less fibrous than 33
ordinary horn. Their value in European commerce depends on the rich mot-
tl^ colours they display—a warm translucent yellow dashed and spotted
with rich brown tints and on the high polish they take and retain. In
China, on the other hand, shells which have white and black spots that
touch each other and are as much as possible similar on both sides of the
blade are most valued. The finest tortoise shell is obtained from the East-
ern Archipelago, but it is also exported from the southern coasts of the
Indian continent, from Ceylon, and from the West Indian Islands and
Brazil. The epidermic scales are deUched from the turtle either by actual
force after the animal is killed or by suspending the living animal over a
fire till heat makes the scales start or by immersing the dead animal in boil-

ing water. The last is the most usual method. If taken from the animal
after death and decomposition, the shell becomes clouded and milky.

From very ancient times tortoise-shell has been a prized ornamental
material. It was brought from the East to ancient Rome by way of Egypt,
and was used by the wealthy Romans as a veneer for their furniture.

In modern times it has been employed in Europe for the characteristic

R. 88
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inlaying work known as buhl furniture. It is also usedlas a veneer for small
boxes and frames, it is moulded into snuff-boxes and cigar-cases, formed
into knife and razor handles or cut into combs. This last use is its most
important method of employment in the East, where in Ceylon, especially,
tortoise-shell combs are largely worn by both men and women.

Sacred.—Throughout India the serpent, in some form or other, is wor-
shipped by many Hindus as an incarnation of the deity, and ordinarily no
Hindu will kill a snake, but will rather turn aside from its path on seeing it.

At the time of Asoka, B C. 255, Buddhism appears as a system of pure ab-
stract morality, but about the beginning of the Christian Era, a Naga or
Turanian revelation became incorporated with it, and still later, about 700
A.D., Buddha was represented as an object of worship with the serpent as his
co^ual. At the present day, the naga or cobra-di-capello is revered bv all

H inaus, and H indu women resort for worship to the white-ants* nests wliere
the cobra generally takes up his home. If a cobra be killed by the Hindus
of rural districts, they give it a funeral as if it were a human being. Their
gods and deified warriors are figured, as shadowed with the outspread hoods

3i 5» 7» 9» and 11 cobras. In their mythological language, the snake
is the emblem of immortality, its endless figure w'ith the tail inserted into the
mouth, and the repeated renewal of its skin affords symbols of continued
youth and eternity. A large number of temples in India are dedicated to
snakes, and Hindus resort thither to worship both the sculptured form and
the living animal. Many legends relating to snakes are told by the people.
H idden treasures are believed always to have a serpent guardian. Leprosy,
ophthalmia, and barrenness in women are supposed by Hindus to be a
punishment to those who in a former or in the present life may have killed
a snake, and the curse is thought to be removed only by serpent worship.

Various species of snakes are tamed by professional charmers, but the
cobra (Noia tripudians) and the Hamadeyad (Noia bungonis) are perhaps
the favourites for this purpose, since, in addition to their size, formidable
appearance and w'ell known venomous properties, they are the most docile
and easily trained of this class of reptiles.

For the following list of Reptiles the writer is chiefly indebted to
Boulenger^'s ReptHitt in the Faum^ of British India and to QiJnther’s
Reptilia of British India. The remarks on their economic uses are for
the most part derived fiom the latter work :

—

1.—EMYDOSAURIA, Boulenger, Reptilia Fauna, Br, Ind., /.

[ Gunther, Rept. Br. Ind., 61.
X. Crocodiloa palustris, Lesson: BouUnger, Rept., in Fauna Br. Ind., 5;

Thk Crocodile.
Habitat.—The common Crocodile of India is found in rivers, marshes,

and ponds throughout the countn*. its area being extended westward to
Baluchistan, it is distributed to Ceylon, Burma, the Malay Peninsula and
Archipelago.

Food.— In Siam the flesh of this and other species of crocodiles is sold
for food in the markets and bazArs.

Domestic.—The large teeth of this species are sometimes mounted by
the natives of Southern India and Ceylon with silver lids and used as boxes
to carry the powdered chunam, which they chew with the betel-leaf. For
further information see the account Crocodile, Vol. 11 ., 591.

II.-CHELONIA ; Boulenger 1. c., 6.

[ Gunther, Rept. Br. Ind., jy.
2. Batognr bosko, Gray: Boulenger, Rept., in Fauna Br. Ind.,

The Bataour.
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Habitat.—A water tortoise, the shell of which attains a len^h of 20
inches; found in the rivers of Bengal, Burma, and the Malay Peninsula.

Food.—Mr. Blyth says it abounds at the mouth of the Hughli, and that

great numbers are brought up to Calcutta, where they are eaten by parti-

cular castes of Hindus, and are even kept for sale in tanks.

[ ther^ RepU Br, Ind., $4.
3. Chelone imbricsta, Boulenger, Rept., iu Fauna Br, Ind„ 40 2 Gun^

The Hawk-bill Turtle or Indian Caret.
Vem.

—

(Tortoise-shell«) Kachakra, Hind., Guz.; Alungu-thad^, Travan-
CORB; Ammah, Malyal.; Sisik~kurakura, sisik~panu, Mal.

Habitat.-A marine turtle, found in tropical and sub-tropical seas.

Although it occurs throughout the East Indian Archipelago, it is plentiful

only in certain localities, for instance, on parts of the coasts of Ceylon, of the
Maldives and the Celebes. As, however, turtles always resort to the local-

ity where they were born or where they have been us^ to propagate their

kind, and as their capture is very profitable, they become scarcer and
scarcer at places where they are known formerly to have been abundant
{Gunther).

Industrial.— This species is the most prevalent source of the tortoise-
SHELLof commerce, and Kelaart {Rept. CeyL^p. j8i) says that some sped,

mens sell for as much as ^4, the price depending on the cjuality of the shell.

Food.—The natives cat the flesh of this turtle, but it is unpalatable to

Europeans ; the eggs, however, are regarded as equal to those of the other

turtles. I Br. Ind., 52.

4. C. mydas, Boulenger, Rept., in Fauna Br. Ind.^ 482 Ctinther, Rept.

The Green or Edible Turtle.
Vtxn.-^Leik-pyen-wonf leik^hyee, Burm.

Habitat.—The Green Turtle is found in tropical and sub-tropical seas.

It occurs plentifully on all the coasts of the East Indies, but is rather rare

in the Bay of Bengal.

Food.— In habit it is herbivorous, and its flesh forms an important article

of food. The turtle of Indian seas rivals in size the Atlantic turtle, and in

flavour it is not inferior. The eggs are very rich and have a taste some-
what like that of marrow; they will keep for weeks although exposed to the

air. At certain seasons, the flesh of this species becomes poisonous, and
deaths have been ascribed to Us use. [ Fauna Br. Ind., /y.

5. Emyda gnuioso, Gunther, Rept. Br, Ltd., 4$ 2 Boulenger, Rept., in
Tm£ Bungoma.

Habitat.—A river turtle, found in the Indus and Ganges, and in rivers

and canals throughout India.

Food.— It grows to a length of ten inches, and its flesh is relished as

food by certain castes of Hindus. \,Rept. Br. Ind., ag.

6. Nicoria trijuga, Boulenger, Rept., in Fauna Br. Ind., 27 ; Gunther,
The Common Cinohalese Pond Tortoise.

Habitat.—A common pond tortoise in the Peninsula of India and in

Ceylon.
Domestic.—It is thoroughly aquatic and carnivorous in its habits, and

is put by the natives of Southern India and Ceylon into wells and tanks to

keep them clear of impurities.

[ Gunther, Rept. Br. Ind,

7. Testudo elegans, Schaepff.2 Boulenger, Rept., in Fauna Br. Ind., 21 •

Habitat.—A land tortoise, found all over India except in Lower Bengal.

This, or a closely allied species (T. platynota), is distributed also to Ceylon
and Burma.

Food.— Its flesh is eaten by the natives of some parts of the country,

and in Burma especially it is esteemed a great delicacy.
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III.—SQUAMATA, Boulenger, 1. c. 52.

Sub-order, Lacertilia.

8. Gecko verticillatus, Laur. j Boulen^er, Rept, in Fauna Br. Ind., 102 /

The Common Gecko. [Gunther, Kept. Br, Ind., 102.

‘Vtra»—Ckipkuli, Hind.; Taillie, Tam.; Bullie, Tel.; Chc^kali, l>KC.i

Touktai, eing-hmyoung, Rurm.; Mus-ali, sarata. Sans.; Chilpdsah,
Pers.

Habitat.—Found on trees as well as in houses, throu^out the greater

p.'irt of British India, Burma, Siam, Cochin China, and Southern China.

Medicine.—“ The bruised body of this animal, made into electuaries in

conjunction with certain aromatics, the Hindu doctors think, possesses vir-

tues in leprous affections ” {Atnslte).

[ Ind., 86: Gunther, Rept. Br. Ind , 107.

9. Hemidactylus gleadovii, Murray: Boulenger, Rept., tn Fauna Br.
The House Gecko.

Habitat.—The most common house gecko in India, Ceylon, Burma, and
Southern China.

Medicine.— Its bruised body is thought to have the same properties

as that of the preceding.

xo. Mabuia carinata, Boulenger, Rept , in Fauna Br. Ind., j88 : Gunther,
The Common Indian Skink. [

Rept. Br. Ind., yg,
Vern -—Reg-mahi, Pb.

Habitat.—This is one of the most common and widely-spread lizard.s

of the East Indies. It is found in almost evei^ part of the continent as
well as of the Archipelago from Afghanistan to China and to the Philippine
Islands. It does not occur above an altitude of 8,000 feet. It is found
both on trees and in houses, but more particularly in loose rocky soils or
tumbled-down walls; in its higher areas it chooses sunny exposed spots.

Medicine.—An oil made from this and other allied species is supposed
to have restorative, stimulant, aphrodisiac, and anti-syphilitic properties.

11. Varanus bengalensis, Boulenger, Rept., in Fauna Br. Ind. ; Gunther,
Thk Iguana.

[ Rept. Br. Ind., 65.
Vern.

—

Gho^samp, Hind., Brng. & Dec.; Gho-samp, Pb.; Udumu, Tam.;
Udumbu, Tel.; Biyawak, manawak, Mal. ; Talla-eoyd, Sing.; Ghoda-
}>nla, gandhera. Sans. ; Zih, Arab. 1 lie young of this and other pecics of

Varanus are often known in Northern India by the name of bis~cobra and
arc regal ded .as venomous, proliably t»n account of their long forked tongues.

Habitat.— riiis is a most common species of Varanus ; occurs over the
whole of India, Ceylon, and Burma. It is terrestrial in its habits and lives

in holes in dry places.

Medicine.—The dried bod^ of the Iguana, made into an electuary with
ghi, is recommended by the V'ytians as a strengthening medicine in con-
sumptive complaints. The head, tail, and feet are not, however, employed
in medicine. The tongue, if plucked from the living animal and swallowed
whole, is lielieved by the Singhalese to be a specific for consumption.

Food — Its FLESH is relished by the Muhammadan inhabitants of South-
ern I ndia, and is supposed to be very strengthening. The skin of the Iguana
is made by the Singhalese into shoes. It is often badly infested with a lick

or parasitic insect which assumes the exact shape and colour of the scales.

[ Gunther, Rept. Br. Ind., 67,
12, V. salvator, Cantor; Boulenger, Rept., Fauna Br, Ind,, 166:

\ItmL,—Kahara-gnyd, Si.ng.^

Habitat.—A still larger species than the preceding ; is found in marshy
localities and on trees overhanging rivers in Bengal, Ce>lon, and Burma ; it

is distributed to the Malay Peninsula and Archipelago, and to South China.
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Medicme.—The Singhalese believe that the fat of this species if exter-

nally applied is a cure for cutaneous disorders, but that taken internally it is

poisonous. The froth from the lips of this iguana is supposed to be one
of the ingredients of the celebrateci Singhalese poison, Kabara~tel.

Sub-order

t

Ophidia, Boulenger 1. c. 232.

13. Naia tripudians, Merr.: Boulenger, Kept., Fauna Sr. Jnd., 391 ;
The Cobra or Naga. [ Gunther, Rept. Br. Ind., 339.
Vern.

—

Nag, nag samp, kala samp, gokurrah (the spectacled) kcautiah,
(with only one ocellus*), Hind. ; Kcute sap, Bkng.

Habitat.--The Cobra or Naga is the best known and most deadly
snake of India; it is found all over that country and in Ceylon, Burma,
the Andamans, Southern China, Indo-China, the Malay Peninsula and
Archipelago. On the Himalaya it occurs up to altitudes of 8,000 feet, and to

the west it is distributed to Afghdnistdn, North-Eastern Persia, and South-
ern Turkistan, as far as the eastern coast of the Caspian Sea.

Medicine.—As before mentioned, the poison is used as a medicine.
Sacred.—The cobra is perhaps the one most frequently trained by snake

charrners, and both the sculptured form and the living animal are revered

by Hindu serpent worshippers throughout India.

[ Ophiophagus elaps, in Gunther, Rept. Br. Ind
, 341.

14. N. bungarus, Schleg. : Boulenger, Rept., in Fauna Br. Ind», 392 ;

The Hamadryad, often called the Black Cobra.
Vern.

—

Sunkerchor, Benq. ; Airaj, Uriya; Gnan-pok, BusM.
Habitat.—This snake, from its larger size and fiercer habits, is still

more dangerous than the Cobra, fortunately, although it has a rather

large geographical range, it is comparatively rare. It is a native of

Southern India, Orissa, Bengal, Assam, Burma, the Andamans, Siam, the

Malay Peninsula, Java, Borneo, Sumatra, and the Philippines. It is found
in hollow trees and is sometimes found resting on the branches, and lives on
other snakes.

Sacred.— It is a favourite snake with charmers and is particularly docile,

and easily trained when in captivity.

[ Gunther, Rept. Br. Ind, 330.

15. Python reticulatus. Gray ; Boulenger, Rept., Fauna Br. Ind., 246 ;

Vern.

—

Saba-gyee, Rukm. ; Ular, sana, Mai.

Habitat. - The Hock snake of Burma, the Nicobar Islands, the Malay
Peninsula and Archipelago.

Medicine. —The GALL-BLADDER of the Python is much sought after by
the natives of Burma on account of its supposed medicinal virtues. 1

Food.— Its FLESH is eaten by the Karens who capture them with a slip
'

noose at the end of a long bamboo.
|

REPTONIA, A. DC. / Gen. PL, II., 648.
|

Reptonia buxifolia, A. DC.,- Fl. Br. Ind., III., 534; Myrsinf.ae.

Syn.

—

Edgewarthia buxifolia. Pale.; Monotheca mu.scatbnsis,

A. DC.
^txn.'—Curgiira, garar, Pb. ; Garar, Aro. ; Gurgura, Pushtu,
References.—DC., Prod.. VIII., is3; Boiss., PL Orient., IV.,32 : Brandts,

For. FL, 287, L 34; Gamble, Man. lxmh.,24i; Stewart, PL PL, 135

,

Murray, PL & Drugs, bind., 169 : Watt, ( al. Ex. Cat., VI., tS4t VII.,

212; Baden-Powell, Pb. Pr., 594; Settlement Report ’—Panjah, Peshawar
Dist., t3 , Kohat Dxst., 29 ; Gaeetteers —Punjab, Peshawar (18^3-84), 27 ,

Dera Ismail Khan (1883-84), 19 : Pannu, 23 ,
Rawalpindi, 83 1 Indian

Forester, V., 179; Baljottr, Lyi lop. Ind., 111, 398.
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Habitat.—A lar^ evergreen shrub or small tree, common in the Trans-
Indus Hills, at altitudes between 2,000 and 3,000 feet, and occasionally

met with in the western part of the Salt Range. It is distributed to Af-
ghdnistdn and Muscat.

Food.—The fruit which is globose and fleshy is collected in April and
eaten by the Natives. By European taste, it is regarded as insipid, but
it is much esteemed by the Afghans.

Structure of the wood.—Light brown, with iireg^lar purplish-brown

heart-wood, very hard, heavy, dose and even grainra. Weight 71ft per
cubic foot.

Domestic and Sacred.—The wood is used in the parts of the Panjib
where it occurs, as fuel and for other domestic purposes. The seeds are

strung together and used as rosaries.

R£S£DA| Linn, ; Gen, Pl.^ /., 112,

Only two members of this genus are indigenous to the Indian Peninsula,

via., R. Aucheii and R. pniinosa, neither of which are of economic value

but several others are found cultivated, principally for ornamental purposes.

Reseda luteola, Linn, ; FI, Br, Ind,, /., 181

;

RESEDACEa.
The Weld.
References.—Bcnss , FI, Ortenf,, 434; Aitch,, Afg. Del, Com., 38; Voigt,

Hot. Sub. Calc., 1S; Gametteer, Mysore and Coorg,!,, 6g ; Crookes,
Dyeing, &c.y 408 ; Agri,^Hort, Soc,, Ind, Trans,, V,, 121 ; Vll., 7//
Smith, Diet., 437*

Habitot.—A native of Western Europe, but distributed thence east-

ward to Afghinistin, where it is a common field weed. In India it has
been found, as an escape from cultivation, at many localities such as
Simla, Calcutta, &c., and it is mentioned as cultivated in the Bangalore
Gardens. It is said to occur wild in China,

—It was at one time cultivated in England, and in several parts of

France, Germany, Austria and Hungary it is so at the present day, on
account of the colouring matter it yields, which, according to the different

mordants employed, gives green, yellow or blue results. The colour known
as Dutch pink is also chiefly obtained from this material.

R. odorata, Linn. ; FI, Br, Ind., I., i8i.

Mignonette.
References.—Casetteer, Mysore and Coorg, /., 6g ; Agri.’Hort. Soc., Ind.

Trans., Vll,, yt ; Smith, Diet., 272.

Habitat.—A plant of doubtful habitat ; but commonly cultivated during
the cold weather in most European and many Native gardens in India ;

it is often seen especially in the temperate tracts as a perennial.

Domestic.—Among the Romans, this plant was applied as a charm to
allay the irritation of wounds. It is now universally cultivated on account
of its sweet odour.

R£SINS AND GUMS.
A detailed list of the Resins and Resin-yieldino plants as also

those that afford the Gums of India will be found in the writer’s Calcutta
International Exhibition Catalogue, Vol. I.

It may suffice here to explain that by a " Resin ” is meant a hard
friable natural plant substance, externally resembling a Gum, but in-

soluble in water, although soluble in ether and alcohol. Resins are rich in

carbon, poor in oxygen, devoid of nitrogen, and burn with a smoky flame.
No resin is a definite chemical compound, but is rather a complicated mix-
ture. The essential ingredients ot every resin are the resin acids, volatile
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oils, gums and often cinnamic and benzoic acid as well as the ordinary
con^onents of plant tissues, viz., cellulose, tannin, &c.

The classification of Resins, which has been adopted in this work, is that

given by Dr. M. O. Cooke in his Report on Indian Gums and Resins.
Omitting the g^ms, which have been already dealt with (Vol. IV., 188),

the resins may be divided into three groups as follow :
—

I. Gum Resins, or those which contain a gum soluable in water, asso-
ciated with a resin and a volatile oil, soluble in alcohol.

II. Oleo-Resins, or natural compounds composed of a resin and an
essential oil.

III . True Resins which may be hard or soft.

I.—GUM RESINS.
(A.)

—

Emollient gum resins.

1. Garcinia Cambogia, Dtsr,: Guttiper^b, Vol. 111 ., 464.
2. G. Cowa, Roxh.: Vol. 111,465.
3. G. Mangostana, Linn.: Vol. 111 ., 470.
4. G. Morelia, Best.; Vol. III., 472.

5. G. pedunculate, Roxh,; Voi. 111 ., 476.
6. G. travancorica, Bedd.; Vol. 111 ., 478.
7. G. Xanthochymus, Hook.; Vol. Ill , 478.

(B,)—Fetid gum resins.

8. Dorema Ammoniacum, Don.: Umbbllifer;b, Vol. Ill , 191.
9. Ferula alliacea, Bois,: Umbeleiper.®, Vol. III., 333.

10. F. fcetida, Regel. : Vol. 111 ., 335.
zx. F. galbaxiiflua, ; Vol. 111 ., 338.
Z2. Gardenia gummifera, Linn.; Rubiace®, Vol. III., 480.
13. G. lucida, Roxb.; Vol. III., 482.

(C.)— Fragrant gum resins

(«) Bdellium kind,

Z4. Balsamodendron Mukul, Hook.

;

Bursrrace®, Vol. I., 366.

15 B. Myrrha, Nees.

;

Vol. I., 367.
z6. B. Roxburghii, Arn.

;

Voi. I., 369
17. Mangifera indica, Linn.; Anacardiace®, Vol. V., 146.

(/3 )
Benzoin kind.

18. Styraz Benzoin, Dryand; Styrace®, Vol. VI., Pt. II.

(y) Oltbanum.

19. Bosmellia Bhan-Dajiana, Bird.; Bur^erace®, Vol. I, 512.
ao. B. Carteri, Bird.; Vol. 1 , 512.
21. B. serrata, Roxb.

;

Vol. I., 515.
j

(§) Di agon's Blood,

22. Calamus Draco, Willd.; Palm®, Vol. II., 17.

23. Dracoena Draco, Linn.; Liliace®, Vol. 111 ., 193.
24. Pterocaipus indicns, Willd.; Lkguminos®, Vol. VI., 355.
2^ P. Marsupium, Roxb.

;

Vol. VI., 357.
26. P. santalinns, Linn,

;

Vol. VI., 359.

II.—OLEO RESINS.
(A.)—Balsams.

27. Altingia ezcelsa, Noronha ; Hamamelidb®, Vol. I., 202.
28. Balsamodendron Berryi, • ; Bursbracb®,Vo1. 1 ., 366.
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39. Chlorokylon Swiotenie, DC.: Meliacba, Vol. II, 270.

30. Dipterocerpue eletne, Roxh,; Diptbrocaepejb, Vol. III., 157.
31. D. incenns, Ro*b.; Vol. 111., 158.

32. D. tuberculetoe, Rooh.; Vol. Ill , i6o.

33. D. torbinetiiSt Garin; Vol III., 161.

34. DryetMUenops Cemphore, Caleb.: Dipterocarpeae, Vol. III., 196.

3S Hardwickie pinnete, Roxb.; Leguminos^, Vol. IV., 201.

36. Meleleuce Leucedendron, Linn.; Myrtaceae, Vol. V., 204.

37. Meene ferree, Linn.; Guttifera, Vol. V., 236.

(B.)

—

Natural varnishes.

38. Bnchenenie letifolie, Roxb. ; Leguminosje, Vol., I., 544.
39. Holigeme Araottiei^ Hooh.f

:

Anacardiacba, Vol. iV., 259.
40. Meleaorrhoee usitete, Wall.: Anacaediacea, Vol. V., 208.

41. Odine Wodier, Roxb.; Anacardiacba, Vol. V., 445.
42. Rhus succedenee, Linn.; Anacardiace.«, Vol. VI., Pt 1.

43. Semeceipua Anecerdium, Linn.: Anacardiacba, Vol. VI., Pt. II.

44. S. trevencorice, Bedd.

:

Ditto.

(C.)—Turpentine and Tar.

45. Cednis Libani, Barrel: Conifer as, Vol. 11., 235.

46. EiythrosEylon monogynum, Roxb.; LineA, Vol. III., 270.

47. Picee Morinde, Ltnk; Coniferae, Vol. 1., 3; VI., 227.

48 Pious ezcelse, Wall. :CosirERJE, Vol. Vi., 238.

49. P. Gererdiene, Wall.: Vol. VI., 240.

P. khesye, Royle; Vol. VI., 241.

51. P. longifolie, Roxb.

;

Vol. VI., 243.
52. Tectone grendts, Linn ; Vbrbbnaceab, Vol. VI., Pt. 11.

IIL-^TRUE RESINS.

(A.)—Copalline resins.

53. Ceneritim bengalense, Roxb.: Burseracea, Vol. II, 94.

54. C. strictum, Roxb : Vol. II., 96.

5^ Demmere orientelis, Lamb.: Coniferas, Vol. Ill, 18.

56* Hopee micrenthe, Hook. : Dipterocaepeas, Vol. IV., 271.

57. H. odorete, Roxb.

:

Ditto.

58. H. penrtflora, Bedd.

;

Ditto.

59. Shoree robuste, Garin.: Dipterocarpe/e, Vol. VI , Pt. II.

60. S. aericee, Dyer.

:

Ditto.

61. S. Tumbuggaie, Roxb.: Ditto.

62. Veterie indice, Linn.; Ditto.

63. V. ecuminete, Heyne: Ditto.

64. Vetice lencecfolie, Blume : Ditto.

65. V. Rozburghiene, Ditto.

(B.)—Klemi or soft resins.

66. Ailenthus meleberice, DC.; Simarube^, Vol. 1., 148.

67. Celophyllnm inophyllum, Ltnn,: Guttiferab, s^ol. II., 291,

68. Cenennm commune, Linn.: Bursbracba, Vol. II., 94.
69. Ceisie euriculete, Linn.

;

Leouminosas, Vol. II., 2x5.

Trede.—It has been found impossible to furnish an exact statement
of the traffic in Resins as distinct from Gums. The abovee numeration
gives the chief resin-yielding plants of India, and the gums will be found
Mparately dealt with in Vol. IV., 188. Taking the trade returns con-
jointly, it may be said that a considerable Export takes place from India
in Gums and Resins which may be divided into Exports of Indian Produce
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and Re-exports of Foreign Produce. The extent of the trade under these

nections may be shown by the following tables

I.-^Exports Indian Producefor the year t8Hg-qo.

Gum, Arabic ........
Benjamin
Olibanum
Rosin
Other sorts .........

Total

Quantity. Value.

Cwt,

5»aS9
I.I2S

20,516
1,067
i» 45<5

R
2,06,291

37.477
4,39.508

5.946
46.884

29.423 7.36,106

The United Kingdom was the principal importing country, having
taken 22,634 cwt. valued at ^6,38,381 ; the rest went in small amounts to

China, Arabia, Persia, Austria, and other European, Asiatic, and African
countries.

//.—Foreign Produce re-exported from Lidia in i88g-go.

Gum, Arabic
Benjamin
Rosin ..........
Other soits

Total

Quantity. Value.

Cwt.
37.246

228
10

1.421

R
12,99,146

2,521
100

13.856

38.905 13. 15.623

The United Kingdom took 31,138 cwt. valued at 810,64,570, and other
countries received only very small shares in these re-exports. The gums
and resins registered under this section usually come from the Unit^
Kingdom, Arabia, and the Straits Settlements. Thus, in 1889-90 India
Imported from the countries shown in the follow'ing table the supply from
which its re-exports were mainly made :

—

III.—Imports of Foreign Produce,

COUNTKIES. Cwt. R

United Kingdom
France
East Coast Africa—Zanzibar
Aden .... ......
Arabia .........
Persia ...... ...
Straits ^ttlements
Turkey in Asia
Other Countries .

Total

36,519
*56

1.053

9,148
23.027

4,564
13.795

243
90

1,85,313
10,670
48,050

I 61,749
3,15,078
54,171

4 ,45.395
4,598
1,326

88,595 12,26,350

Of the total Imports of Foreign Gums and Resins Bombay took 56,368
cwt. and Bengal 24,688 cwt.

It will be seen from the comparison of the tables given of exports and
re-exports that India is itself a large consuming country for Foreign gums
and resins. The imports from Arabia, Persia, Aden, Zanzibar, and the
Straits, afford the materials for the re-export traffic. The imports from the
United Kingdom are mainly used up in this country.
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The internal trade in Gums and Resins is not very extensive, so far as
the registration of transactions by coastwise are concerned. The most
important exporting province appears to be Sind which annually consigns
large quantities to Bombay. The total quantity of gums and resins ex-
ported from province to province was in 1889 QO, 31,354 cwt., of which
Sind consigned nearly halt to Bombay. That amount was largely drawn
from countries across the land frontier.

The internal trade in Gums and Resins shown by trade returns is, how-
ever, but a very small portion of what is known to take place. The dyers
and calico-printers of India use up large quantities and many gums such
as that of Acacia arabica are extensively eaten. Many featuies of the
local transactions, therefore, escape registration, and little or nothing can
be said of the actual total consumption in India. Certain of the resinous
substances, included in the above classification (such as asafeetida,
camphor, myrrh, &c.), appear in the trade returns of India under the
heading of “ Medicines ” and are not, therefore, embraced by the figures
of the trade given above.

Excluding from consideration the trade under asafeetida, the following
were the chief imports into and exports from British India, of Gums and
Resins during the last three years, by trans-frontier routes

—Trans-frontier Imports into British India.

Countries from which
IMPORTED.

Lus Bela
Sewestan
Kabul
Kashmir •

Nepal
Bhutan
N. Shan States
S. Shan States
Karennee
Trans-frontier byf S. P. Ry.

Total

1887-88.
1

i 888>89. 1889-90.

Quan-
tity.

Value.
Quan-
tity.

Value.
Quan-
tity.

Value.

Cwt. R Cwt. R Cwt. R
270 1.748 8,773 22,421 4,366 28,107
146 *,999 84 1,283 100 2,816
8 297 38 756 17 519
2 75; 55 2,66q

4,465 9o,9S2 5,839 *,i3,-88 7,110 1,21,128

4 60; 1 5 ... ...

*
•

!

365 1,498
... ... ... 41 276
34 827! 28 540
157 4,o47| ... ...

5,oS6 ‘,00,035 8,729 1,37,593! 1 8,082 1,57,544

V.'^Tra t/sfrontt er Exportsfrom BriUsh India.

Countries to which
exported.

Sewestan
Kashmir
Nepal ....
Western China
N. Shan States .

S. Shan States
Trans-frontier by S. P. Ry.

1887-88. 1888-89. 1S89-90.

Quan-
tity.

Value.
Quan-
tity.

Value.
Quan-
tity.

Value.

Cwt. R Cwt. R Cwt. R
9
*3

336
4«3 79 1,224 '7 535

59 780 6 96
... 7 200

12 3*7

1 19 1 38
2 84

8a 1,538 > 80 1,262 44 1,182

It will thus be seen that the chief imports are obtained from Nepal and11 will inus be seen that the chief imports are
the major portion of the exports go to Kashmir.
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A pigment and dye. ( IV. R. Clark.)
RHAMNUS
davuricus.

W. R. Clark )

Revalenta arabica, see Lens esculents, Mtench j Vol. IV., 621;

[
Leguminosa.

RHAMNUS, Linn,; Gen. PL, J77.

Rhamnus davuricus, Lawson in FL Br, Ind,, /., djp ; Rhamneje.

Syn.—With regaid to the.synonomy of this species, Messrs. Forbes &
Hemsley in their Enumeration of the plants of China {Journal Linn. Soc.t

XXIII.. 12^), say Authentically named K. davuricus is quite like UTiLis,

but that It IS preferable to retain davuricus as a species than to unite it

with Catharticus. Under the name R. dahuricus. Lawson (in Hook.
FI. Brit. Ind.y /., p. 63g) unites R. OLOBOSUS, Bunge.

;

R. virohIUS,
Roxh.; and several other forms, which certainly differ from each other as

much, or even more than some of the species retained. On the other hand,
it IS difficult to define satisfactorily the limits of the Eastern Asiatic species

of Rhamnus.
Vem.—Chato, chedroala. chadua. Hind.; Tsdpo, mail, Tibet; Spiti*

Kumaon; Fhtpai, ddddr, tadru, seta, pajja, kanji, mamral, shomfoU
reteon, gogsa, sindrol, mutnt, nior, chatr, romusk, thalot, chetain, Fb. ;

Wurak, FubHTU.
References. Trod., II., 25; Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 2o3

;

Brandts, For. FI., 92 f Gamble, Man. Timh.,gt; Stewart, Pb. PI., 42;
Baden-Powell, Pb.Pr., S94i Gazetteers:—Bombav, VII., 40 ; Panjdb,
Bannu Disirv-t, 23 ; Rawalpindi, JSf Dera Ismail Khan, ig • N.-W.
P., IV , Ixx : X., 3o7 ; Atfru-Horti. Soc., Ind , XIV., 3i ; Indian
Forester, XIII., 6^/ XIV. 267, 3gt.

Habitat.—A deciduous tree or shrub found in the Panjdb and the Tern*
Derate Himdlaya at altitudes between 4,000 and 9,000 feet, from the

Jammu to Bhutan. It occurs also on the Ghats of the Western Himalaya,
and is distributed to China and Japan.

Dye.— Several species of Rhamnus are, in Europe, and more especially

in China, much valued for the dyes and pigments obtained from them.
Thus, in Europe, the juice of the ripe berries of R. catharticus is used in the
preparation of the pigment called “ sap green,” while the bark of this, and
of R. infectorius and R. Frangula is the source of a yellow dye, much used
by calico printers. The most important dye, however, yielded by the
members of this genus is the “ ’* of China which imparts beautiful
shades of green to silk fabrics, and is extensively imported into England
and France in the form of cakes called ** Chinese Green Indigo.”

According to Messrs. Forbes & Hemsley the sources of Lokao**
are three species of Rhamnus, viz , R. davuricus (dahuricus, Lawson in
part) R. tinctorius and R. sp.

No information seems to be obtainable as to whether any of the Indian
species of Rhamnus yield dyes, but Dr. Prain, in an i nteresting paper
on the Chinese green dye, published in the "Journal Agri •Hort. Soc. {New
Series), Vol. VIII., Part II., p. 278, suggests that it would be interesting to
ascertain whether any such dye could be extracted. The process by which
the Green Indigo of China is obtained is described both by Dr. Prain {loc

cit) and by Fortune {journal Agri.-Hort. Soc. Ind. {Old Series),

IX., 274). A risume of the information contained in these articles may be
given here. The barks of two kinds of Rhamnus, one wild and one
cultivated (both apparently varieties of R. davuricus), are used to obtain the
dye. Both are stripped of their leaves, chopped up into convenient
lengths and boiled thoroughly. The residuum is left undisturbed for
several days, after which it is placed in large earthen-ware vessels, and
cotton cloth prepared with lime is immersed several times in it, till the
colouring matter is taken up. After five or six emersions, the colouring
matter is washed from the cloth with water and placed in iron pans to be
again boiled. Lastly, it is taken up in cotton yarn, washra off and
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RHAMNUS
Wisrhtii.

The Buckthorn.

MEDICINE.
Fruit.

154

TIMBER.

DOMlyric.
156

157

FOOD.
Fruit.

158
159

MEDICINE.
Fruit.

x6o
TIMBER.
x6i

162

TIMBER.

163

X64

sprinkled on thin paper, which is pasted on light screeas and exposed to

the sun till it is thoroughly dry. i'he reader will find a detailed review of
the subject of Green Indigo in Vol. IV., 451 to 455.

Me^cine.—The fruit, which is bitter even when ripe, has emetic and
purgative properties and is given (Trans-Indus) in affections of the spleen.

SpRCUL (JpiNiON.—§ Fruit employed as a purgative by the Af-
ghans” {Surgeon^Major E. T. Atichtson^ Simla).

Structure of the Wood. —Sapwood whitish, heartwood reddish-brown,
very hard and close-grained. Weight 55 to 57Q> per cubic foot.

Domestic Uses.—The wood is used as fuel. Baden-Powell remarks
that, although small, it is valued in the Panjib for ornamental purposes.

Rhamnus persicus, Boiss. ; FL Br. Ind., /.,

Buckthorn.
Vem.— jalidar, kichni, mMk, nikki, hander, Ps.j Sherawane,

wurakt Afg.
References.—BoUs., FI. Orient,, //., ly ; Brandis, For. FL. g3 ; Sievart,

Ph. PI., 41 1 Attch., Afgh. Del, Com., 46; Agri.-Horti, Soc., Ind.,
XIV. . S : {Nero Series), /., ^4 / Indian Forester, KlV., 267.

Habitat —A shrub or small tree, common in the Sulaiman and Salt

Ranges and found also in the Temperate Himalaya from the Jhelum east-

ward to Garhwal, at altitudes between 2,000 and 5,000 feet. It f)ccurs in

Western Tibet between 9,000 and 14,000 feet, and is distributed to Afghdn-
istdn and Baluchistin.

Food.—The small black fruit is said to be sweet, but to affect the head
when eaten in excess {Stewart),

R. purpureus, Edgar. ; FI. Br. Ind., I., 639.
Vem.

—

Bat sinf'al, tunani manani, tandra, tundki, mimarari, kunji,
chaierni, kdrn, kari, rdri, tadru, Pb.

References -—Brandts, For, FL, gif Gamble, Man. Timb,, 92; Stewart,
Pb, PL, 42; Baden^Ptmell, Pb, Pr

, $941 GoMetteers, N.-W. P., X,,
3o7 ; Indian Forester, XIII., 68 f XIV., 267,

Habitat.—A deciduous, unarmed, large shrub or small tree, found on
the Western Himalaya, fron Marri to Kumaon, at altitudes between

4,500 and 1,000 feet.

Medicine.—In Hazara, the fruit is used as a purgative {Stewart),

Structure of the Wood.—Brownish grey, close-gp*ained, weight 41 9b

per cubic foot.

R. triqueter, Lawson, FL Br. Ind., /., 639.
Syn —Under this name, R. triQubtrus, Wall,, appears in the Flora of

British India,

Vem.—Gogs ',ghant, N.-W. P. ; Gudlei,fagora, gardhan, phnlla, Pb.

References.— For, Ft., 92 ; Gamble. Man. Timb., 92 f Garnet*

teers, N.*W. P., X., Scry ; Indian Forester, XIV., 267.

Habitat.—A deciduous shrub or small tree, of the North-West Himd-
la>a from the Jhelum to Nepal, between 3,000 and 6,000 feet. It occurs

also in the Salt Ran^e.
Structure oftheWood.—Yellowish white, moderately hard, close grmned.

R. Wightii, W. esf A.; FL Br. Ind., /., 639; Wight, Ic., t. 1^9.
Dyn.—Ceanothus Wightiana, Wall
Vtm.-*-Fakta*rohida, rugt-rorar. Bomb.
References.—Beddome,FL Sylv.,lxx.;Dalm.& Gibs-, Bomb., ft., SOf

Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed,, i8t ; S. Arjun, Bomb, Drugs,
3j ; Bifdwood, Bomb. Pr., 18,

Habitat.—A large glabrous shrub, found in the Western Peninsula

;

from the highest hills of the Konkan southward to the Nilgiris; also met
with in Ceylon, in the elevate! parts of the Central Provinces.
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Medidne.->The bark is highly esteemed in the Western Peninsula for

its “tonic, astringent, and deobstruent properties” (Dj^mock),

Rhatany, see Kramena triandra, /?uijg. et Pad.

:

Voi. IV., 568 ; Poly-
[OONACJSA.

RHAZYA, Dene. ; Gen. PI,, II., ^03,

Rhazya stricta, Dene, ,* FI, Br, Ind,, III,, 640 ; Apocynacejk.

Vem.—Sunwar, Hind.; Vena, gandera, Pb. ; Wargalion, vargalum,
Pushtu; Isknarg, Musreb; Seivar, sihar, isktaarg, SiND; Tswarg,
Pers.

References.-—DC., Prod., VIII., ^6 ; Boise., FI. Orient., IV,, 46 ; Bran-
dis. For. FI., 322; Gamble, Man, Timb., 261; Stewart, Pb. PL, 143;
Aitchison, Bot. A fgh. Del. Com., 87 ; Pharm. Ind., tjg ; Murray, PI. &
Drugs, Sind, t49; Dymock, Mai, Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 4^, 407 ;

Baden-Powell, Pb. Pr., 36 1 ; Drury, 17. PI. Ind., Notes by Mr, J. F.
Duthie's Trans-Indus Collector; Gametteers '—Panjdb, Rawal Pindi,

€3; Sind, 589; Agri.-HorH. Soc., Ind., XIV., 4; Journal, Bombay,
As. Soc., Jan., 1849 ; Balfour, Cyclop, Ind., III., 40?.

Habitat.—A small, glabrous, erect shrub, common in the Trans-Indus
territory, and found also in the Salt Range and at Peshawar. It is distri-

buted to Afghanistan, Baluchistin, and Arabia.
Medicine.—The juice of the leaves is given with milk to children for

eruptions, and an infusion of them is said to be useful in the treatment of

sore throats, low fevers, and general debility {Stewart), The dried leaves

and twigs are sold in the bazars of Sind, where the Natives are in the
habit of using them in the preparation of cooling bitter infusions. Dr.
Stocks describes the infusion as a good and peculiar bitter tonic, and
recommends it for trial {Pharm. Ind.).

** The FRUIT and upper le/ ves were sent as officinal to the Panjdb Ex-
hibition in 1863, being considered efficacious in cases of boils and erup-
tions ” {Stewart). In Afghanistan, the roots, stem, leaves, and flowers are
dried and used in infusion for the treatment of syphilis, in all its stages,

and of chronic rheumatism, old joint affections, and pains of every kind
{A note by Mr. J. F. Duthie*s Trans-Indus Botanical Collector).

Food & Fodder.—The leaves are very bitter to the taste ; but after be-

ing steeped in water for some days, they are given as fodder to goats
(Stewart). The dried leaves and igs are employed by the natives of

Sind in the preparation of cooling drinks during the hot weather.
Domestic.—The wood is used as fuel. The dried fruit is in universal

use throughout Baluchistdn, for coagulating milk in the process of cheese
manufacture (Stocks tn Jour. Bomb As. Soc.) (see Rennet, 427).

{G. Watt.)

RHEA AND CHINA-GRASS.
The fibres obtained from two forms of Bcehmeria are sometimes se-

parately distinguished by the names Rhea (Ramie) and China-grass at

others; these names are vit'^ed as synonymous and are indifferently

applied to both fibres or the rough ribbons of bark (whether obtained from
India or China) are comn'‘*rcially designated rhea and the cleaned fibre,

China grass. It would, however, appear that whether distinct species,

recognisable varieties, or only cultivated races from a common species, the
iwo forms are widely distinct from each other by two features of the
greatest importance commercially. I'he former Rhea is a tropical plant

which yields a considerably inferior fibre to the latter, a temperate species.

Nearly two years ago the writer, under instructions from the Govern-
ment of India, drew up a pricis of the official correspondence and reports

that existed, in the Proceedings of the Revenue and Agricultural Depart-

RHEA.

MEDICINE.
Bark.

i6s

166

MEDICINE.
Juice.
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Leaves.
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ment, on the subject of Rhea. The facts there brought together were
printed in the volume of Selectionsfrom the Records of the Government of
India issued in 1 888-S9. That volume appeared before the part of Hooker’s
Flora of British India, which contains Boehmeria, had reached India, and
prior also to the receipt of the Kevo Bulletin for 1888 and for 1889. The
last mentioned publication contains, in the volumes quoted, a series of most
valuable papers which chiefly deal with the appliances and methods ex-
perimented with in Europe to extract the fibre. The admission is, however,
made both in the Flora of British India and in the Bulletin that the Rhea
of India may be recognised as a geo^aphical variety for which the name
B. tenadssima may be retained. This admission will thus be seen to up-
hold the chief contention advanced by the writer in the pricis (above
alluded to), and it only remains to ascertain whether the further statement
made by him be also correct, namely, that it is a more tropical loving form
than the type of the species—the true B. nivea. If this be confirmed
then there would seem little room for doubt but that the major portion of
the experiments hitherto made in India involved an error which made
failure almost a necessity. The temperate plant of China was cultivated
in tropical tn-icts of India and found to yield little or no separable fibre,

owing to its growth being arrested with the return of the hot dry season.
That success may be possible with the China plant in the temperate tracts
of this country, and with the Indian in the moister tropical portions would,
from the correspondence and reports quoted below, appear highly probable.

In preparing the material, at the writer’s disposal, for the present article,

the effort has been made to bring the facts given in the Selections up to

date and to arrange these in the customary form pursued in this work.
The present article may, therefore, be accepted as a more practical and
commercial account than the scientific and botanical statement that will

be found under Boehmeria in Vol. I. (461 to 484) of this work.

Rhea and China-grass.
References.— FI. Br. Ind., V., S7^ f Selections from the Records of

the Government ofIndia, Revenue and Agricultural Department, i888~8g,

28j~j22 ; Roxh., FI, Ind,, Ed. C.B.C,, 656; Benth., FI, Hong^Kong,
3jr ; DC., Ortg. Cult. J*l,, 146; Rumphius, Amh,, t. 79t f. h P* 2iS

;

Growth and Preparation of Rhea Fibre by the People of India, by Bur-
rows, Thomson, and Milne, i88t ; Royle in Journal Society of Arts,
June 1882 : Dr. Forbes Watson, Journal Society of Arts, December i8S3 ;
Sansone, on China Grass or Rhea Fibre in Soc.\Chem. Indust., 1886 ; Kew
Bulletin, 1888, 145-149; 274-280; 297-298; 1889, 268-278; Lmschoten,
Voyage to East Indies {Ed. Burnell, Tiele and Yule), Vol. /., 9^ {under
the name of Herbe of Bengalen) ; Marsden, Sumatra, 57/ Opuscule
sur le Traitement Industriel de la Ramie, et de la Ketmie, par A. V. de
Bethounie (1^76) ; La Ramie, Utilisation Industrielle, Culture et Re-
cotte Prix de Revient, par E. Royer {1888); A Propos du Concours de
la Ramie du 2Sth Septemhre 1888, par E. Royer et N. de Landtsheer

;

Ramie, Its Cultivation and Preparation—the Problem solved ; Gazetteers,
N.-W. P., Saharanpur, 173 , Ind. Agr., July 21, 1888; Jan. isth, tS89;
Ind. Foreder, X., 83. Note.^Thv above references are intended to sup-
plement only those given in Vol. I., 46S, of this work.

Habitat and Regions of Cultivation.— According to Sir J. D. Hooker,
Boehmeria nivea, Book. & Am., is a native of the Malay Islands, China,
and Japan, but is cultivated in the warmer parts of India, especially

Assam and Bengal.

The peculiar form of the plant met with, however, in Bengal, Assam,
Burma, &c., is that more particularly characteristic of the Malay, vim., the

variety known as B. tenadssima, which chiefly differs from the type condi-

tion of the species (a native of China) by having the under-surface of the

leaves green with whitish veins, and borne on longer petioles than is the
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Rhea (Ramie) and China-Grass. (C?. Wait ) RHEA.

case with the type form where the leaves are silvery below. It would also ap- REGIONS OP
pear that the so-called Assam plant , though culti rated over a wide area, has
not been observed in a truly wtld condition in India or Burma. There is still,

however, some confusion on this point, as it has by no means been de6nitely
settled what is meant by han-rhea i^iwWd-rhea). It is, indeed, just possible
that bon-rhca may be a truly wild form of B. tenadssima, and that the cul-

tivated plant of North-Eastern Bengal and Assam may be one of the numer-
ous cultivated races of the true B. nivea. As opposed to this suggestion we
have^ Bu:hanan-Hamilton*s statement that the plant grown at Rungpore
was identical with Roxburgh’s imported Malayan species which he named
B. tenadssima, and the further consideration also that ban-rhea appears
likely to prove a species of Villebrunea. From the Rhea plant not having
been seen in a'wild condition in India, it has been assumed that it must have
been early introduced. But it is probable that B. nivea itself may also

have existed in India prior to the efforts which, from the beginning of the
century to the present day, have been continuously maintained with the
object of establishing Rhea and China-grass as agricultural crops in

India. In China it would appear the plant grown in the colder tracts is

B. nivea; but that towards the south and south-west the Malay form
(B. tenacissima) takes its place. An interesting series of specimens, re-

cently received by the Government of India from Her Majesty’s Consul at
Wenchow, prove, as was to be expected, the true B. nivea. So far it is

satisfactory, however, to have obtained authentic botanical specimens of the
China-g^ass plant of Wenchow. But if the enquiry into ihe question of
the form best suited to the various provinces of India is to be prosecuted
with energy, it will be necessary to institute athorough investigation in India
itself as well as in China. Specimens of the Boehmeria plants, therefore,

which are grown in each of the Chinese producing districts, accompanied
with details of methods of cultivation, would afford a valuable clue to the
likely adaptability of these to certain tracts of India. But we arc at
present absolutely ignorant of the forms of Bcehmeria grown in India
Itself. In the experiments hitherto made it would appear effort was entirely

confined to attempting the cultivation of B. nivea, without having taken
any steps to ascertain whether the Indian indigenous or long-acclimatized
stock was or was not better suited for the purpose.

The pricis of official correspondence (above alluded to, as having ap-
peared in the Selections from the Records of ihe Government of India)
was thought of such merit as to render its submission to Her Majesty’s
Secretary of State for India desirable, with the view of obtaining the opi-
nion of the Director of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, on the issues
raised, namely, the probability that the superior price obtained for the
Chinese fibre was due to the inherent greater value of that fibre as com-
pared with the Indian. Again that the writer had contended that up to
the date of the publication of the pricis, the opinion (advanced originally
by Sir. W. Hooker) seemed to prevail amongst botanists, namely, that the
Indian plant was identically the same as the Chinese. Several facts ad-
duced in the precis seemed to justify the suspicion that this early opinion
was probably a mistaken one ; but chiefly the report that European and
American cultivators had found the green-leaved plant to succeed better
in tropical than in temperate climates. This fact would not appear to have
been recognised during the period that might be viewed as that of India’s
greatest interest in the subject, and hence on a review of the official re-
ports that had been published regarding the experiments made, the con-
viction matured that the form of Boehmeria least suited to the regions of
experimental cultivation had in all probability been alone tried. It is,

therefore, satisfactory to learn from the reply furnished to Her Majesty’s
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Secretary of State that this view of the case was apparently also held
W Mr. W. T. Thiselton Dyer, Director of the Royal Botanic Gardens.
The subjc(t of Rhea may thus be regarded as having assumed a new and,
perhaps, more hopeful turn, so that planters interested in the subject are
likely to regard Mr. Dyer’s remarks as of peculiar interest He writes :

—

“ i he point raised by Dr. Watt from the Botanical point of view has been
dealt with by Sir Joseph Hooker in the Flora of British India, part
XF,, S76 $77‘ 'I'he further distinction in adaptability to climatic condi-
tions which chiefly concerns planters has been observed in nearly even^ part
of the world where Ihes'e plants are grown for fibre purposes. The Ramie
or Rhea, properly so-called, may be looked upon as the tropical repre-

sentative of the China-grass (Boehmeria nivea), and it is on tnat account
pi'fjbably better ^apted for cultivation in hot and moist countries.

Under such conditions it is a very robust plant and }ields valuable fibre.

Whether this fibre at its best is really as good as the best China-grass
is a point that appears not to have been definitely settled. It may turn
out to be simply a question of soil or climate. At Kew we find that we
cannot successfully grow B. tenacissima in the open, whereas B. nivea it-

self remains in the ground all the winter, and furnishes in the summer a
large crop of vigorous stems. The China-grass may, therefore, give a
larger and better supply of fibre under cool conditions, whereas the Ramie
or Rhea may do equally well under essentially tropical conditions. The

Q
uestion as regards India may be settled by cultivating under various con-
itions of climate and soil authentic specimens of each plant and by insti-

tuting, as suggested by Dr. Watt, a careful chemical and microscopic ana-
lysis of the fibres yielded by Indian-grown plants of what are known to
be the true Boehmeria nivea and the true Boehmeria tenacissima.”
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It will thus be seen that a point of great importance, upon the full

appreciation of which depends the future possible expansion of Rhea as
an agricultural crop in India, is the question of the form of Rhea suited to
the region where cultivation is to be attempted. Doubt has been thrown
on the identification of the Rhea or Ramie of India being the Grass-cloth
of China. This position has been maintained by practical men ; botanists
regard the two as at most cultivated forms of one species. From an
economic standard it is of little conseouence whether the differences
amount to specific distinctions, or justify the formation of varieties under
one species, or can alone be admitted as establishing cultivated races.

The point of importance, from the view it is here desired to uphold, is

therefore—whetlier or not there are superior and inferior qualities of fibre
obtained from plants all designated Rhea, China-grass or Boehmeria
nivea, or any other collective appellation. Further, whether these plants
can or cannot be all cultivated under the same conditions of soil and
climate ; in other words, whether a form exists that would give in India
better results than have hitherto been obtained with the so-called Rhea of
the m.'ijor portion of past experiments. The writer became aware of the pos-
sibility of a mistake in the identification of Rhea while preparing (in 1883)
the account of Boehmeria nivea as given in this work, see Vol. I., 461-484.
The opening sentence or tw’o of that article may be here reproduced :

—

“ Kurz regards the ban-rhea of Assam as the China-grass-cloth which
w'ould thus be ^uite distinct from the Rhea fibre proper. If this be correct
we have in India been trying to produce from the wrong plant a fibre to
compete with the Chinese grass-cl th. This might account for the fact

that the samples of Indian Rhea fibre exported to Europe have uniformly
been pronounced inferior to the China fibre. It seems highly desirable
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that the grass*cloth of China should be carefully looked into with the ob-
ject of confirming the opinion which generally prevails that it is obtained
from the ^me species as the Rhea fibre of India.” Then again Dr. Rox-
burgh, without apparently being aware of the existence of Rhea in Assam
and parts of Bengal, and of the fact that it was being cultivated and usedW the natives there, procured from Sumatra in 1803 four plants of the
Caloce (or Caluse) and planted these in the Botanic Gardens, Calcutta.
He gave the plant thus obtained the name of Urtica tenadssima. His
stock grew and multiplied so rapidly that shortly after he had several
thousand plants. About this time the discovery was made by Dr. Bucha-
nan-Hamilton (in 1810) that the konkura or of Rungpore and
Dinagepore was identical with the plants Dr. Roxburgh was cultivating.

In the Journal of the Agri ^Horti. Society of India [Vol. VI. (Old Series),

p. 30] will be found a description by Dr. Oampbell of the method of culti-

vation as practised in Rungpore.
The account given by Roxburgh of his Urtica tenaciisima was most

probably taken, however, from the imported Malay stock and not from the
Indian plant. In this connection Roxburgh’s report to the Board of

Trade (1809), on the introduction of the Calue into India may be read
with interest. It is reproduced in the Jour, Agri.-Hort. Sue. Ind, [Vol.
VI (Old Series), p. 181]. In that paper will also be found a reference to
Major Jenkins’ discovery of the plant in Cachar in the year 1833 and to
Colonel Burney’s discovery of it in the Shan provinces of Pevela and
Youkzouk, which are distant from Ava seven or eight days’ journey.
Major Maefarquhar wrote (1836) that it was cultivated by the Shans,
Siamese, and the Chinese, ** the latter, with whom I have spoken on the
subject, are loud in its praise for its fineness of texture and durability
both as cloth and cordcage ” Major Hannay and Major Jenkins lay
stress on the fact that Rhea is cultivated and ban^fhta a wild plant, and
neither of these early observers seems to have seen Rhea except under cul- I

tivation. But to continue the quotations from the Dictionary (Vol I.) “ A
|

few specimens from Assam were sent to the Agji.* Horticultural .Society of
Calcutta, and from cuttings thus obtained plants were grown in the
Society’s garden. From this date (1840) the Society received contribu-
tions from several writers, from time to time, giving new facts regarding
the growth^ and preparation of the fibre in Northern India. Dr McGowan
furnished information and samples from China, and Dr, Falconer and
afterwards Sir William Hooker identified Rhea as the same plant from
which the Chinese grass-cloth is prepared.”

It is worth recollecting in this connection that from Roxburgh’s Malay
stock, the introduced plant was being rapidly distributed all over India,
and this being so, doubt may be admitted as justifiable as to whether the
introduced^ or the indigenous plant was sent to Europe for determination.
Inde^, it is just possible that the true China-grass plant may have, long
anterior even to Roxburgh’s day, been introduced into India. At ail
events, in his account of U. tenacissima, Roxburgh maintains that it is a
perfectly distinct plant from U. aivea as described by Louriero. The
word “ Rhea,” though used in Assam, is questionably of Indian origin.
One of the dominant races on the eastern frontier of India and in the
valley of the Brahmaputra, by successive waves of conquest, came from
Siam. May not these people have brought the Rhea and its name to the
country of their adoption r In part support of this suggestion it may be
added that although species of Boehmeria are met with all over India,
it is among the invaders of Ass'm that the fibre is mainly used for textile

That B nivea and B. tenacissima are both found in certain parts
of India, at the present day, goes without saying, and therefore the
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Indian samples identified by the early botanists may have been China,
grass and not Rhea. Ind^d, M. A. deCandolle {Origin Cultiv, Pl.^P.

146) goes so far as to doubt the existence of B. tenadssima as a truly

wild plant in India, and the last number of the Flora of British India
treats it as an introduced plant. Speaking of the writings of authors on
Rhea and China-grass M. deCandolle says : We must not trust the

vague expressions of most authors. ” nor put faith in “ the labels attached

to the specimens in herbaria, since frequently no distinction has been made
between cultivated, naturalized, or truly wild plants, and the two varieties

of Boehmeria nivea (Urtica nivea, Linn., and B tenacissima, Gaud., or

B. candicans, Kussk.) have been confounded together ; forms which appear
to be varieties of the same species, because transitions between them have
been observed by botanists. There is also a sub-variety, with leaves

green on both sid«‘s, cultivated ^ Americans and by M. demalartic

in the south of France. ’* M. deCandolle then proceeds to show that,

according to Linnaus, B. nivea is most probably only a cultivated plant

in China, but that according to many authors it is an abundant wild plant

in Cochin-China, in Hong-Kong, in the Philippine Islands, and in the

Malay Archipelago. He then adds :
“ '1 he other varieties have nowhere

been found wild, which supports the theory that they are only the result of

cultivatifm. ** The wild rnea of Assam may therefore not be Rhea at all

{Conf. with Villcbrunca, Vol. VI,Pt. II.)

In the account given in Vol. 1 . of this work stress has been laid on the

fact that Indian Rhea always fetches a lower price in the market than

China-grass. “ It is remarkable that the Chinese grass-cloth should be
much finer than Rhea ; that on being boiled it should lose only 0*89, while

Rhea under the same treatment parts with 1*51 of its weight. These and
other facts, in addition to the pronounced superior quality of, and there-

fore higher price paid for, Cnina-grass-cloth as compared with Rhea,

would seem to confirm the suspicion that these two fibres may after all be

obtained from different plants. This remark is made purely as a sugges-

tion, but it seems highly desirable that we should thoroughly examine all

the plants met with in India which afford Rhea-like fibres, as well as re-

examine the plant from w-hich the Chinese grass-cloth is obtained, before

much more money be spent on experiments with new machineiy ” (p, 481).

There would be nothing remarkable in assuming that in the vast area

of China, possessing like India every gfradation in climate and soil, tropic

and temperate, upland and plain, there should exist many forms of the

Asiatic genus, Boehmeria. Forty years ago, M. Decaisne (the most dis-

tinguished French botanist of his day) cultivated in Pans the China-grass

brought from the Celestial Empire by M. Leclancher, and having care-

fully examined the living plants came to the conclusion that they re-

presented two readily distinguishable species. These he designated Urtica

nivea and U. utiUa,-“lhe latter was the U. tenacissima of Roxburgh,
a tropical plant, while U. nivea is temperate. The subject of Rhea or

China-grass for s('me time after the date of M. Decaisne^s report laggest

in popular favour, and when it was reawakened the two plants were tread

ed as one and the same. To this day the utmost that botanists have

consented to, is to assign U. (Bcehmeria) tenacissima the rank of a variety

under B. nivea. Structurally the differences do not appear to be very

great, but the temperate plant (B. nivea) is generally viewed popularly

as recongnisable from the tropical (B. tenacissima) by having silvery

w'hite under-surfaces to its leaves instead of being green with white veins.*

* Hooker says: Weddell dwtmjruishes as B candicans the form underthus

name, *' (B. niveal, •< and that of tenacissima. by the more robust habit, larger,

longcr-petioled concolorous leaves” {FI. Br Ind., V., 5?7)*
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If these be the only differences, it must be admitted the botanical position

is unassailable, but from a practical point of view it would be fatal to

force the cultivation of a tropical form of a species in a temperate region or

of a temperate in a tropical. It is true, however, that both these plants

have shown a sufficient power of adaptation to at fiist sight permit of this

bdng disregarded, at least to some extent. But the experience of Euro-
pean cultivators is to assign B. nhrea to the more northern and colder

areas and B. tenadisima to the more southern and warmer tracts of the
Continent of Europe. According to most writers B. nivca has also been
found best suited to America. In India, it would appear that we have
disregarded these eminently practical considerations, and it is, therefore,

probably safe to say that some share of our failure is attributable to our
negligence in not experimentally discovering which form or forms of Rhea
or China-grass were suitable to each area b^ore extensive cultivation was
undertaken. But even had the distinction between the above commercial
forms of Bcehmeria been observed we should, in India, have still erred,

since there can be little room for doubt that there exist in this country witA
numerous other plants generically treated as Rhea, the claims of which to Debrei^^stAt
independent recognition have never been considered. Vol, JIJ., 5a—

Different Systems of Cultivation and different Conditions of Climate and 54 ; VUUbru-
Soil necessary for the two Commercial Forms.—Among the records of the
Government of India there occurs a correspondence accompanied with
a copy of M. Favier's Textile Nettles* A passage from that useful

publication may be here given, since it records the results of the French
efforts to cultivate the two commercial forms of Bcahmotia

** Yield.'^-l'he textile nettles cultivated in France must not be expected to grow
with the same strength of vegetation which they possess in tropical countries, under

the double influence of heat and moisture. These plants, therefore, only give two
crops in our country, the first towards the 15th of July and the second towar^ the

end of October or the beginning of November. In order to obtain fibre of uniform

quality from lK>th crops it is necessary that the stems of the two crops should come to

exactly the same degree of maturity. It is well therefore to hasten the growth of ti>e

first crop by means of liquid manures, especially if the spring has been cold, so that

it may be gathered about the middle of July ; this will give time to obtain the second
crop in satisfactory condition.

According to the calculations of Mr. Hardy, ex-Director of the Botanical

Gardens near Alters, a field of textile nettles over a year old, whose stems had reach-

ed a height of about six feet, would produce 48,oooib per acre of green stems with
their leaves. In that weight there would be ao,4oo]b ot leaves, and a7,6oolh of stems,
which would be reduced to 4>9oolb in drying, and would give 1,400ft of fibrous

thongs. Mr. Hardy admits that two such crops may be had in Algeria, which
would raise the yield of an acre to 9,800ft of dry stems and 3,800ft of useful fibres.

Under these circumstances the cultivation of textile nettles would be extremely
remunerative.

** We must acknowledge that in France such great cr^ have not generally been
obtained. We find, in a very interesting pamphlet on the lUmia, published in 1877 by
Monsieur Qoncet de Mas, exact statements of the results which he obtained in

his tri^ erf the culture of this plant. Monsieur Qoncet de Mas grows the
Ramia in the neighbourhood of Padua, in similar conditions of climate to those of
the south of France, and the figures which be gives seem to correspond with the
results to be expect^ from the cultivation of textile nettles in our southern depart-
ments.

**The first year, according to his own report, he obtained 14,400ft of green stems
per acre in two crops, of which weight one half was composed of leaves. The 7,aooft
of green stems without leaves yielded 1,440ft of dry stems and 330ft of filament.

The second year he gathered 53,600ft of stems including leaves, vis., 36,3001b
of green stems without leaves, 5,360ft of dry stems, and 944ft of filament.

** The third year, the field being in its definite state, and the plants thrM feet
apart in both directions, but joined by their shoots and roots, he gathered in two
crops 6^,73oft of green stems with their leaves (which correspond to 33,3601b of
stems without leaves), 6,400ft of dry stems, and 1,380ft of filament.
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** Other agricuIturistH have obtained in the south of France as higrh as i»6ooft of
filament per acre. It may therefore be admitted that the Ramia, in conditions which
may be considered normal in our country, will^eld from 1,380 to 1,600ft of filament
in two crops per annum, so that each cutting will yield more filameDt than t^ best
annual crop of hemp or flax.

** The figures which we have just quoted refer to the Urtica otilis or Ramia,
Monsieur Qoncet de Mas thinks that the Urtica niveaor Chinese White
Netde would yield about a third less. This being the case, the cultivation of this

nettle would still be very remunerative in the regions where it is not possible to grow
the Ramia.

“ As to the price which mi^ be obtained for the filament of the textile Nettles,

this must evidently vary according to its quality and condition, but we think it must
at least be equal to that of Marl in the ume conditions of preparation and quality.

The present value in London of the China-grass filament, imported from India and
China is from iC45 £sop^r ton.

**A point to which we must call the attention of agriralturists is that the textile

Nettles do not bring forth their full product until the third year of their cultivation.

It is only when lul the subsoil of the field is permeated with their roots that these
plants throw out numerous shoots and yield the quantity of stems above stated.”

The best form of B. nivea, according to many writers, is that known
as sanguinea, a name given by Hasskarl, owing to the red colour of the
mature stems. There are doubtless, however, many forms both of nivea
and tenaciasimay and the intending planter would do well to procure and
experiment on a small scale first, with as many forms as can possibly be
obtained, in order to discover which yields the maxiinum of superior fibre

under the conditions of soil and climate peculiar to his estate. Indeed, the
Saharanpur failures would point to the by no means improbable result of
such experiments proving that in that district at least no form of Rhea or
China-^ass is ever likely to become a commercial success.

Relative Merita of Chinapgrw and Rhea.—Dr. Forbes Watson’s
figures of loss of weight on boiling these two fibres under a high pressure
have already been quoted. The markedly different hydrolysis of the two
fibres points to their being distinct,* but this has been established more con-
clusively by Muspratt {Theoretische un Peaktische Chemie, t88o) in his

comparative chemical analysis of a sample of the Chinese and the Indian
fibre.

Chinese
Nettle. Ramia.

Ashes . . • •

Water ....
Matters soluble in water
Wax and fatty matter .

Cellulose •

Intercellular substance .

3'87

9'o5
6-47
0*21

78*07
6*10

5*63
10*15
10*31

0*59
66*33

12*70

Thus, according to this result, the two fibres must the viewed as entirely
different, the Chinese white nettle being ever so much superior to the
Indian Rhea or Ramie. In connection with the Colonial and Indian Exhi-
bition a special effort was made to procure as extensive a series Rhea
and allied Rhea fibres as possible. This failed signally owing to few if

any of the samples of fibre, contributed by local officers, having been
accompanied with dried botanical specimens of the plants from whidi they
were prepared. It was thus impossible to tell which was which and all

were staM to be Rhea or Pot, The Glen Rock Company, Limit^, of

• Noth.—Mr. Montgomery’s results in this light are highly instructive. He
regards China-grass and Rhea as distinct. (See under Panjab below, pp. 471.)
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Wynaad, exhibited admirable samples of Rhea, as also did Messrs. Rein-
hold Bros, of Calcutta, and a French firm showed Rhea manufactures, the
fibre having been prepared by the Favier process. These special mercantile
exhibits were over and above the very extensive collections made by Gov-
ernment agencies. Samples of all the Rhea fibres, in the Exhibition, were
given to Messrs. Gross, Bevan & King for the purpose of examination,
in connection with their report, but as they publish but one analysis, it

is imposible to discover to which it refers. The presumption is, however,
that it was a saniple of B. nivea, and to contrast with Muspratt’s result i

Messrs. Gross & Bevan’s analysis may be here reproduced.

Moisture o‘o
Ash * .... 3*9

Hydrolysis (a) (5 minutBs* boiling in 1 p.c.) . . .13*0
(6) (1 hour ditto ditto). . . . 34*0

Cellulose 80*3

Mercersing (i hour in solution of Na|0 of 33 p c.) . . . 1 i‘o

Nitration 135*0
Acid purification 6*5

CHEH18TRT
of the

Thus in moisture, ash, and cellulose, this agrees very closely with
Muspratt's analysis. In several of the preceding descriptions of fibres it

has been contend^ that the percentage of cellulose present in a fibre is the
best criterion of its industrisu value, and, accepting Muspratt’s analysis of
Ramie, we are driven to the conclusion that it is a very inferior fibre to the
Chinese nettle. A sample of Poi-rhea (Maoutia Puya) was examined by
Messrs. Gross & Bevan, which gave only ^27 per cent, of cellulose, and
Wthe(6) Hydrolysis lost 62*7 per cent, of its weight. Messrs. Gross &
Bevan explain, however, that according to Mr. King’s microscopic exa-
mination, the particular .sample of pot given them bore evidence of
haying been badly prepared. They, therefore, in their report, set aside
their analysis, and placed th^£»i fibre near Rhea as one of the fitx-es

belonging to the first class. The possibility, however, of their analysis
being even approximately a correct indication of the relative value of pot
to B. nivea, justifies, in the strongest possible terms, the line of argument
the writer has adopted, namely, to urge that all the Rhea and allied Rhea
fibres should be thoroughly investigated. The people of Darjiling and
perhaps also of Assam prepare a by no means inconsiderable quantity
of pot, where^ they might just as well grow the Rhea or even the China-
grass. The injury to a future Indian Rhea trade by a fibre of a distinctly
inferior quality finding its way to Europe under tne name of Hhea mav
well be imagined.

.

Rhea Pa^ts.—Since the writer published the brief account of Rhea
fibre given in the first volume of this work very little of a new nature has
been brought to light. The development of this fibre has progressed slowly
and ste^ily more than been the subject of any violent evolution. At the
same time a comparison of the present position of the Rhea industry with
that attained twenty years ago or even half or quarter that period will
reveal how wonderfully the public attention has been directed to the subject
The annals of the Patent Offices of Great Britain, France, the United
States, and of India have been crowded \iith the registration of processes
and appliances, each improving, or claiming to have improved, the methods
formerly in use for separating, cleaning, and utilising the fibre. Appli-
ances and machines have been invented to («) decorticate the twigs into
ribbons of bark containing the fibre; {b) to separate the fibre from the
ribbons of dry bark ; (r) to clean and de-gum the fibre; and {d) to spin
and weave it into yarns, ropes, and textiles. By some of these patents k is

contended that good results can be obtained only with the green twigs, by
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others that the dr^ twigs are equally utilisable. The increased freight,

however, in carrying to a distant manufacturing centre the contained use-
less wood of the twigs, has brought into existence special decorticating
appliances to be used locally. In some patents, retting has been recom-
mended, in others condemn^ ; and both chemical and mechanical methods
of decortication have each been stoutly defended. Dried ribbons of bark
have been prepared in the neighbourhood of cultivation and shipped to the
manufacturer to undergo the rarther treatment^separation and purification

of the fibre. Perhaps, however, the best modern advance has been the
combination of decortication and cleaning in one and the same operation.
The justification of this rests on the economy effected, and on the theory
that the inner layers of fibre are finer and hence more easily injured by
chemical reagents, that they also contain less gum than the outer, and hence
the treatment of ribbons or thongs of bark would be accompanied by inju-

nous effects on certain proportions of the fibre. On the other hand, the
chemical and miscroscopic examinations accomplished by some of the
French experts might be viewed as throwing a degree of doubt on the
statement that a heavier deposit of gum exists on the outer than the inner
layers of fibre.

Resting satisfied with this brief review as indicating some of the chief

features of the keen competition in Rhea patents, it may be said that, by
whatever means the fibre is separated, Rhea has now practically attained
a recognised commercial position. The supposed insurmountable diffi-

culties, which all early writers dwelt on, have virtually disappeared, and it is

customary to have thrust into one*s hands, as proof of the merits of this

process and that, samples of a beautiful silvery-white rhea fibre, of yarns
spun from it, and of table-cloths, curtains, and other such textiles woven
of this admirable fibre. The wnter has had the pleasure to examine
several such samples, in the files of correspondence conducted by the
Revenue and A^icultural Department. But in preparing the present
article from the Selections from the Records of the Government of India,

he has beef compelled to issue an abstract only, of a few of the more not-

able papers, drawn from the voluminous materials placed at his disposal.

Since the date at which the above remarks regarding patents first ap-
peared the Kew Bulletin has published Mr. D. Morris* Report of the ex-

periments he witnessed at Paris in October 1888, in connection with the

separation and cleansing of Ramie fibre. Four machines were exhibited,

three of which were worked. These were the Dblandtshrer Machine,
the Barbibr Machine, and a Machine op the American Fibre Com-
pany. These appear to have been more or lets similar to the Death &
Ellwood machine noticed in the article BcBhmeriA nivea, Vol. 1 ., 481.
of this work. The Royer Chemical Process was also shown, but the
nature of the chemicals used was not explained. Commenting on these
methods of extraction of the fibre Mr. Morris says :

—
** These are briefly stated, the results of the Paris trials on Ramie.

That the results are unsatisfactory and disappointing and fall far short of

the estimates of the inventors there can be no matter of doubt. It is pro-
bable that a fresh series of trials will be inaugurated next year in connec-
tion with the Paris Exhibition of 1889; and it the value of the prizes is in-

creased there will doubtless appear a larger and better representation of
machines and processes.**

The Favier System.
** It will be noticed that there was no trial this year of the Favier system

which is in operation in Spain, and is described in the K*w Bulletin for

June 1888, pp. 14S‘M9* I^^cre a trial of the Death machine
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(constructed by Death and Ellwood of Leicester) which has been used

experimentally in many parts of the world. The Favier process is being
worked privately, and is therefore not available to the public. The fibre

hitherto product has been exclusively used in France, but the quantity so

available has not been sufficient to base an opinion as to the permanency
of the enterprise. M. Favier, who has long taken a deep interest in the

Ramie fibre, was a member of the jury at the Paris trials, and the articles

which he has contributed on the subject to the Journal I*Industrie Pro~
grissive of October 7 et seq., may be looked upon as embodying the views

of one of the best informed of French experts on the present position of the

Ramie question.’*

The Treatment op Dry as against Green Ramie Stems.
“ Amongst the French there is attached an importance l^yond their

value, to machines for cleaning Ramie in the dry state. This has ari^n
partly, no doubt, from the fact that, the Favier system, the only one which

nitherto has obtained a measure of success, requires the stems to he dried

before they are treated. An idea was also prevalent in France that in some
parts of the country it might be possible tor the farmers to grow one or two
crops of Ramie, and cut and harvest the stems in summer ; and work them
off at their leisure during the winter. If a machine were devised to treat

Ramie successfully, it is improbable that France could compete with tro-

pical and subtropical countries, where three or four CTops of stems could be

reaped in the year. This conclusion is now being gradually adopted

in France, and the future exploitation of Ramie is treated as a question

which more nearly concerns Algiers and the French tropical Colonies.

** As regards India and our own Colonies, it is essential that Ramie
machines should work upon the green stems, not upon the dry. In the

rainy season, when the air is impregnated with moisture, to ary Ramie

stems in the open air after cutting would be an impossibility. To attempt

to dry by artificial means the enormous cjuantity of stems yielded even by

a few acres would entail so much labour in handling, and so much expense

for buildings and fuel that it would be altogether a hopeless task.

“ The percentage of crude fibre yielded by Ramie stems is estimated at

about 10 per cent. If the stems must be first dried before they are treated

it would be necessary to handle, to cart in and cart out again from drying

sheds 100 tons of stems for every 10 tons of fibre produced. It might be

suggested that harvesting the stems should take place in the dry ^ason

when the conditions would be most favourable to drying them in the

open air.

“ This unfortunately would not be practicable. The stems grow best

during the rainy season, and when once ripe they must be cut at once. Be-

sides, it is evident the sooner one crop is removed the better will be the

prospects of the next. During the dry season the stems grow very slowly,

and It has been noticed that such stems have short intemodes, are very

woody, and offer relatively greater resistance to the process of decorti-

cation.”
Other Processes and Machines.

” Of processes and machines not already mentioned, it is desirable to

refer to one or two for the information of persons who may not othe^ise

become aware of them. In June of last year Mr. O. Maries of Dur-

bhunga, Bengal, forwarded a series of specimens of Ramie fibre in different

states of preparation to Kew and askra for an opinion upon them. It

appeared that he had invented a machine worked by two men in the ^ld»

capable of operating upon two or three hundred stems pw how. This

machine simply separated the fibrous bark from the wood. The bark was
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then operated upon by other processes and eventually it was deprived of
gum and mucilage and workea into a tolerable fair fibre suitable for mani-

S
ulation by textile manufacturers. This fibre was reported by Messrs. Ide
I. Ohristie as ‘ long, fairly cleaned Ramie fibre, worth £28 per ton.’

The particulars of Mr. Maries’ methods have not been made public ; but
we understand that a well-known firm of merchants in Calcutta has
acquired the patent connected with them, and the system is now in course
of being practically tested on a large scale. In the columns of the Times
there recently appeared an account of a machine invented by Mr. John
Orr Wallace, and placed on view at the Irish Exhibition. This was termed
‘patent scutching machine for cleaning Ramie, flax, hemp, &c.’ The
apparatus is about 6 feet high by 4 feet long. It consists of an upper
feed table 36 inches wide, on wnich the stems are fed to three pairs

of fluted rollers, which deliver the stems downwards between five pairs of
pinning tools alternating with six pairs of guide rollers. The pinning tools

somewhat resemble hand-hackles, and may be popularly described as very
coarse wire brushes. They are attached to two vertical frames to which a
horizontal to-and-fro motion is imparted, and the pins interlace as the
two sides approach. The fibrous material is drawn downwards by rollers

which have an intermittent motion, and at each momentary pause, the
pricking pins enter the material and are rapidly withdrawn from it. By
degrees this fibrous, descending curtain is delivered on to a sloping receiv-

ing table at the bottom of the machine, over which table the woody sub-
stance has previously passed, to a receiver in a crushed and semi-pulverized
condition, and perfectly free from fibre. This machine, it may be mentioned,
was not constructed for the special treatment of Ramie. In spite of this,

however, it has cleaned Ramie in a fairly satisfactory manner, and the in-

ventor claims that with a few necessary alterations in detail he will be able
to treat the stems either g^een or dry and produce clean fibre at the rate of

I cwt. per hour. The machine can be driven by a two-horse power engine,
and it requires two persons to feed and tend it.

“ Small quantities of Ramie stems grown at Kew have been success-
fully passed through the machine. It is proposed by the inventor, when
he has completed the alterations, to submit this machine to a public test

similar to that adopted at the Paris trials. For this purpose he states that
a large supply of Ramie stems will be obtained from France.

“There are some special advantages connected with this machine which
deserve to be mentioned. In the first place, the feed table is so large that
at least 40 stems can be fed to the rollers at once. When the stems have
been fully grasped by the rollers, the operator need not retain his hold
upon them any longer. They pass on uninterruptedly through the machine,
and they can Jbe followed immediately by a fresh lot without the return
action, which is an essential part of the treatment by the Death and the
Delandtsheer machines. There is here a considerable saving in time, and
there is also a complete absence of the rough usage to which the fibre is

subjected in nearly all the purely mechanical processes which have hitherto
come under my notice.

“ Personally, 1 am unable to express an opinion upon the Wallace
machine. To aay that it is more promising than any machine exhibited at
the Paris trials is merely to affirm that it is not altogether a failure. When
the machine is fairly tested on its merits, and it is worked continuously on
large quantities of ' Ramie stems, the results will speak for themselves.
Until t^t is done it is obviously undesirable to do more than draw atten-
tion to a machine which possesses merit, and inhich, aith further improve-
ments, may be rendered of service in the production of fair marketable
fibre.”
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General Conclusions.
" An eminent firm of brokers recently informed me :

* There is no doubt

that Ramie is exciting g^eat interest in many parts of the world, and many
people are experimenting with various processes for extracting the fibre

cheaply and quickly. We cannot say that any results submitted to us

up to the present time are quite satisfactory. The fibre is either imper-

fectly fre^ from gummy matter, or the process breaks down in the

matter of cost or owing to the local conditions under which it must be
carried on. We consider that no system of preparation which cannot pro-

duce the clean, unbleached fibre under £30 per ton is likely to succeed in

establishing this article firmly in the estimation of English textile manu-
factures.’ I'his opinion expresses very briefly and clearly the conclusion

at which I have arrived in connection with the preparation of Ramie fibre.

It is quite possible that some machine or process will eventually solve the

problem, but at present the exploitation of Ramie, in spite of yctirs of

labour and the expenditure of large sums of money upon it, cannot be said

to have yet emerged from the experimental stage**^ {Kew Bulletin).

As announced by Mr. Morris an interesting series of experiments were
actually held at Pans during the Exhibition of 1889. Mr. Morris was again

deputed to attend these on behalf of the India Office and his report appeared
in the Kew Bulletin. It may in general terms be said that the mat hines,

&c., shown manifested a vast improvement, so that Mr. Morris was in-

duced to take a more hopeful view of the future prospects of the Ramie
question. The following review of Mr. Morris* report gives the main
facts and expresses at the same time the opinion held by the Editor of the

Indian Agriculturist
** Barhter Machine .—The first machine dealt with was that of M.

Armand, constructed by Barbier ; it is designed to be worked by hand or

steam power, and the result of the trial is thus summed up :
‘ Taking into

consideration the cost of this machine, and the power necessary to dnve it,

the outturn of ribbons is too small to prove remunerative, and the machine
in its present form is useless. Better results than these have been obtained

by decorticating Ramie by hand.’
** Favier Machine,—This machine is driven by J-horse power, and con-

sists of a feeding trough, and a somewhat complicated system of rollers

and beaters In the trial the ribbons caught once or twice in the rollers

and the machine had to be stopped. The mean of two trials of 4i-minutc8

and 18 minutes gave a result equivalent to about 360ft of dry fibre in the

day of 10 hours. There appeared to be no waste. Mr. Morris says :

—

' These results i regard on the whole as satisfactory.’
“ The somewhat intricate character of the various parts of the machine

would be against its general use by planters in the Colonies, but there can

be but little doubt it is a great advance on most other Ramie machines
now available. It might, however, be adapted for use In central factories

or usines, where skilled labour would be obtainable and for this and simi-

lar purposes the Favier machine may be recommended.
** Michotte Machine,—Oi this machine a description is given, but Mr.

Morris says:—‘This machine in its present state possesses no merits

whatever. It is difficult to realise under what circumstances it could have
been entered for trial.*

De Landtsheer Machines.— were two machines exhibited, but

the larger appears to be more likely to succeed than the other ; it is driven

by two*horse power, and appears to consist of an arrangement of rollers and
b^ers. A trial of two and a half minutes was given, and in which the

results were held as equivalent to 1768) of dry ribbons per day of 10 hours.
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The second trial was for ii| minutes, and the results are held to have been
equal to 57^1b of dry ribbons per day of 10 hours.

Mr. Morris remarks : * It is not at all improbable that M. de Landt-
sheer will be able to effect some further improvement in this machine. In
any case the machine is worthy the attention of planters, who, with a single

instrument, could work off about 50 tons of the green stems per week.
This is an exceptionally good result, and serves to show what process has
now been made in perfecting machines for treating the Ramie plant on a
commercial scale.*

“ h'Uury^Moticeau process.—. . . . * This was singularly simple,

and consisted of steeping the fresh (or dry) stems for a short period in

boiling water and removing the rib^ns by hand. An open galvanised
tank, about six feet long, two feet wide, and about four feet deep, filled with
water was raised on bricks (or stones) about eighteen inches from the
ground over an open fire. When the water had reached boiling point, a
crate, containing 50 or too fresh stems, was lowered into it (and depending
on their age and character) left in it for 5 or 15 minutes. At the end of

that time the crate was lifted out. the stems left to drain, i^hile another lot

was put in. The stems already steeped were then taken up by a couple of

workmen and quickly and effectually cleaned by hand. The action of the
boiling water had apparently thoroughly loosened the attachment of the
cortex to the wood, and ribbons were produced perfectly clean and regular,

and ^parentlv without any loss of fibre.*
•* The results obtained were equal to i66ft of dry fibre per day of 10

hours : the trial lasted 46 minutes. ** Summing up the conclusions arrived

at of the [trials of 1889, Mr.Morris says:— . . . 'Thetrialsof 1889 have
proved much more favour able than those of 1888, and the subject is evi-

dently ripening for solution in many directions not thought of before It

will be noticed that the best results in 1888 were at the rate of 120 pounds
of dry ribbons per day of 10 hours. This was the de Landtsheer small
machine. In 1889 this machine, with improvements, produced at the rate

of 387 pound of dry ribbons (more than double the quantity) for the same
period. With the large machine (making due allowance for the pith and
wood lightly adhering to the wet ribbons) the return of dry ribbons would
be at the rate of over half a ton per day.’

“ Mr. Morris concludes his report with a* review of a few of the machines
and processes not represented at Paris, which have recently come into

notice in this country and elsewhere.’
“ The following remarks are of great importance, and deserve the most

careful consideration of all who are interested in the subject of the produc-
tion of Rhea fibre :—* With regard to what is known in commerce as * China
Grass,’ this is hand cleaned fibre shipped usually from Chinese ports. It

arrives in this country in small parcels, the yearly importation being only
about 100 tons. It is nearly all taken up by Continental buyers. Rhea is

the term applied to machine-cleaned fibre, generally in the form of ribbons
or half cleared stuff. The price is much less than China Grass, and in

case of large shipments, would probably not exceed 7/. or 8/. per ton.

It is important, therefore, for Ramie planters to aim at the production of

ribbons at a cost not exceeding 4/. or 5/. at the port of shipment. Import-
ant elements in such production would be to plant Ramie only in places

where the soil and climate will allow of 3 or 4 crops to be reaped per
annum, where labour is very cheap and abundant, ana where good facilities

exist for transport and shipment ’ (D. Morris).
** Should Mr. Morris be right in his forecast (and there is no one in

better position than himself to make such a forecast) it would be question-

able whether the cultivation of Rhea will pay better than say Jute or other
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crops alread}^ grown in India. The price quoted is equivalent to say R6-8
per nmund in London, and even if three cuttings can be made from the
plant in Bengal—a doubtful matter— the total weig& of fibre per acre would
hardly excera (in Bengal), one crop of jute, the habit of the two plants and
the amount of fibre on each being taken into consideration. Jute, again,
is a one fast crop, and a second crop of another kind can therefore be
taken oft the land in the same year” (/«d. Agriculturist, Dec, i4ih,
iSSg.)

Since the appearance of Mr. Morris* report on the experiments held
at Paris, a further series of similar trials were made at Gennevilliers, a
suburb of Paris, where the plant had been grown. The Concours ”

took place on the 27th to 30th September iSgt, when a number of new
apparatus and machinery were experimented with. The opinion seems to
have been arrived at that a great advance had been effected by M.
Faure's Decorticator. This may be described as a simple machine
adapted for field use without necessitating skilled labour.

But although progp-ess has been accomplished in the matter of machinery
to separate and clean rhea fibre, the writer by no means holds the opinion
advanced by the IndianAgriculturist as to the prospects of a future large
Indian cultivation of rhea. At the same time it is probable that an invention
calculated to deal with the dried or partially driea stems would prove more
successful in India than any invention or contrivance however simple in

which the preparation of ribbons devolved on the cultivator. This view, it

will be seen, is at variance with that advanced by Mr. Morris who holds
that inventors are rightly directii^ attention to simple appliances or pro-
cesses to treat the gp'een stems. ^ the stems, procured over a wide area,
finding a market at some not veir distant factory, where they could be decor-
ticated, the chief difficulty in inducing the Indian cultivator to embark in

this new crop would be overcome. The poverty of the I ndian rayat is

such that the iron tank in which to boil the^ stems, recommended in the
Fleury^Moriceau process would be beyond his means. If he cannot pro-
fitably separate the bark by hand labour or by a system that costs nothing
more than labour, or at least does not involve the purchase of any Euro-
pean-made machinery or chemicals, then decortication must be effected at
factories for the purpose. Were it possible to enforce cultivation within
a restricted radius around such factories, the machinery might be designed
to deal with green stems. But it seems likely that past experience in Indigo
manufacture would retard capitalists from embarking in an enterprise
that might be confronted with the total loss of supply of material. To be
safe, therefore, the stems would have to be drawn from an extensive area,
and to lessen freight (were there no other considerations) they would have
to be sold in a dry state. Kvei^thing points to this Indian view of the case
being the natural one, if it be intended to, in time, see rhea classed with
the other numerous crops which are open to the cultivators* choice.
It might be quite otherwise were planters to take the matter into their own
hands and gp-ow rhea on estates of their own, as in the case of tea and coffee.

In other wms, it will take some centuries before the Indian cultivators see
the advantages of purchasing special appliances for a new crop. They have
not even at the present day aiscovered the economy of time, and hence
money value, of the commoner appliances of European agriculture. They
continue, as their fathers did, to reap their crops with a small prunning
hook, to tread out the corn by the feet of the patient bullock and to look to

the breezes that blow to winnow in handfuls their grain. With such a
backward state of agp-iculture the profits from rhea cultivation would have
to be demonstrated as far greater than they are ever likely to be, before the
rayat could be induced to spend mo*'e than a very fow rupees in the pur-
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chase of necessary apparatus. Were it possible to liberate the fibre by
boiling the steins in an earth-pot, such as the village potter might supply,
the Indian cultivator would probably look at the question more favourably,
but, as matters stand, he is likely only to be induced to cultivate rhea
if his crop can be sold in the field or after it has been cut and stacked for

a short time.

European Uses and Recognised Prophet of Rhea— The inherent
physical properties of the fibre place it in a preeminent position. In
strength it is second to no vegetable fibre and in some trials it has proved
to be more than twice as strong as Russian hemp (Cannabis sativa). It

also presents unusual resistance to the effects of moisture and other climatic

conditions, to judge by the slight action of high pressure steam upon it.

Samples of the fibre, exposed for two hours to steam at about two atmos-
pheric pressures, boiled in water for three hours, and again steamed for

four hours, lost only o-Sg-i'Si per cent.; vhile flax lost 3*50 per cent.;

Manilla hemp, 6*07 ; New Zealand flax, 6*14; hemp, 6*18^-8*44; and jute,

21*39 per cent. At the same time, the fineness of the fibre places it ordinari-

ly before flax, though, according to the method of cultivation, it varies from
an extreme degree of attenuation, equalled only by the pine-apple fibre.

While in strength, resistance, and fineness it equals or surpasses the best
known fibres, it possesses a silky lustre, shared only by jute, which is by
far its inferior in strength and durabilitv. On the other hand, must be
mentioned the peculiar hairiness of the fibre, which, while enabling it to
combine readily with wool, renders it difficult to spin, on account of its

stiffness and brittleness interfering with the twist, and rendering the yarn
rough, despite the silky smoothness of the individual filaments.

The combination of qualities exhibited by the fibre endow it with
affinities to other fibres, ^Ih animal and vegetable, which favour a wide
range of application. During the cotton famine, it was tried as a sub-
stitute or for mixing purposes, being first cut into lengths of two inches,

and treated with alkalies and oil. Furies made with equal proportions
of the fibre and Egyptian and Indian cotton gained in strength and gloss,

and offered no difficulty in spinning and weaving ; they also took dyes
as well as Egyptian and American cotton, and better than Indian cotton,

a little modification of the mordant, and of the strength of the vat, being
necessary with a few colours.

”

“As a rival to the finest varieties of flax, it has perhaps a better

prospect. Technical difficulties, however, arise in spinning the fibre on
flax machinery, and owing to the stiffness of the fibre, the yarn produced
is often very rou^. A number of processes have been devised and
patented by J. H. Dickson (Godaiming), by Marshall (Leeds), Moorman
(Ghenti, Bonsor (Wakefield), &c , for working up the fibre on flax

machinery; but the real conditions of success, where it is attained, are
kept jealously secret. In comparing the two fibres, account must be
taken, not only of their relative market values, but also of the fact that
the commercial Boehmeria fibre still contains much of its natural gum,
involving the cost of labour and chemicals for its removal, and consequent
loss in weight, before it is ready for combing and spinning. The loss in

weight amounts to 23-38 per cent., generally 30-34 per cent., so that

the price of the available fibre is increased by 33-50 per cent., without
including the cost of treatment. With the finest descriptions of flax,

it might compete in price, but the demand for such is limited ; that it will

ever supplant ordinary flax, appears doubtful.
** The hairy nature and len^h of the fibre point it out as likely to

compete successfully with woof, especially long-shaped kinds, the market
values of which are very high in comparison. Several manufacturers.
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e.g.. Lister, Eangster, Wade & Sons, Whitaker (Bradford), Ohina-grass
Oo. (Wakefield), have energetically followed up this promising outlet, nuEA*

though not always with success. The fibre is subjected to a chemical
treatment, which causes the cells to separate, the longest varying from
4-9 inches. The loss by chemical treatment generally amounts to \ the
weight of the imported fibre; combining leaves about equal proportions of

long fibre, and tow, or ‘ noils. * Thus prepared, the fibre has oeen spun
on worsted machinery, and used like mohair, for glossy goods ; as a rule,

the warp was cotton, and the weft was Boehmeria yarn of comparatively
little twist. The success of the experiment was foiled by the ease with
which the fabric took and rct^in^ creases; this evil has since been
remedied by using very thick cotton warps or by mixing with wool. A
new effect in woollen ^oods is now obtained by mixing 10-20 per cent,

of Boehmeria fibre with 90-to per cent, of wool, combining before spin-

ning, say, on the carding-engine or willow, and taking the former a little

longer than the latter. The yarn is used for both warp and weft ; the
wool employed may be either carded or combed ; and the cloth can be
raised, milled, ana woven as usual. In dyeing the fabric, the advantage
arises that the two fibres do not take the same dye. Moreover, the noils

has been found very suitable for admixture with coarse wools, for blankets,

shoddy, and other rough purposes.
“ Many experiments have been made in applying the fibre as a sub-

stitute for, or in admixture with, silk ; but the cost of the fibre, and the
difficulties encountered in its preparation, preclude it from competition
with jute for this purpose. At the same time, it must be remembered
that the study of the industrial applications of this beautiful fibre is yet
in its infancy, and the inherent virtues of the fibre must ensure its extend-
ed use in textile fabrics, when the cultivation of the plant, and the extrac-

tion and preparation of the fibre, have received higher development.
Even now, new uses are cropping up : Baker, Hill & oons (Nottingham)
are en^loying it extensively for ladies* scarves; and the Yorkshire
Fibre Oo. (Wakefield) are converting it into handkerchiefs, umbrella and
parasol covers, &c.

**The combined strength and lightness of the fibre, and its great
durability and resistance to water, »vour its application to the manu-
facture of ropes, cordage, and nets. In all respects, save price, it is

much superior to ordinary hemp, and even In the matter of price it does Or>M.

not compare so very unfavourably, as the cost and loss in preparing J93
hemp is very considerable. Its competitors on this ground will prob-
ably be Manilla hemp (Musa textilis), Phonniiim tenax, and the Agaves.
For canvas and sailcloth its superiority over flax seems undoubted. To
the paper-maker its price is prohibitive ; but an admixture of a propor-
tion of noils will impart strength and cohesion to very inferior materials.

The average weight sustained by slips of sized paper, each weighing 39
gr. made of this fibre, was 60ft, as against Bank of England note pulp,
47lb, and *raw * Agave smericana fibre, Bpib.

“The market values and supplies of this fibre have hitherto been
subject to the greatest fluctuation. The former will depend upon the

degrees of success with which the fibre may be made to replace others

as already indicated ; and an important condition i^essary to the wel-

fare of tne industry will be the possibility of obtaining constant supplies,

of uniform quality or qualities, ana at a figure not excising 40/. a ton **

{Spans' EncycL, gjr).
The attempt made in this paper to establish the fact that there are

superior and inferior qualities of fibre regularly sold as Rhea may, there-

fo^ be fitly concluded by the statement that we possess no authentic
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For information regarding methods of cultivation and climates suited for
Rhea and for China^^ass the reader is referred to the account given in
Vol. 1. of this work. Since the publication of that volume very little of a
practical nature has come to light that calls for special modification of the
opinions there given. Indeed, the one point of importance has already
been indicated, namely, that we have still to discover whether or not the
two forms of Rhea have b^n separately investigated in India ; and if not,
whether there are areas in India peculiarly suited to the one or to the
other. In general terms, it may, however, be stated that past experience
would seem to point to the inference that while many si^ies of Boeh-
meria are indigenous to India and can be freely enough g^own,—some
being even cultivated for their fibre,—the climate of the greater part of
India is apparently not suited to Rhea as a fibre crop. The plant is a
perennial, and is not therefore, like Jute or Sunn-hemp, capable of being
restricted in its growth to the months of the year suitable to it. The
marked transitions from the hot damp rainy season to the dry hot season
are unfavourable to the formation of Rhea fibre. During the former, long
succulent stems are formed highly suitable for fibre purposes, but during
the latter, growth is slow or suspended and the sappy stems of the formei
are dried up. 'fhe final result of this is that long and short joints are
formed with numerous knots which oppose g^at cfifficulties to mechanical
appliances for decortication. On the other hand, such chemical means
as M. Favier’s would probably be workable even with freely jointed stems,
since the formation of fibre is continuous and not necessarily interrupted
by joints. The exp^iments hitherto conducted in India, and which have
bran universally admitted to have been failures, were all directed towards
the discovery of a machine that would cheaply and conveniently decorti-
cate.

In the face of these failures, however, interested parties have continued
to prosecute the enquiry; and numerous communications accompanied
with admirable samples of fibre are yearly produced. In Assam, where
Rhea is fairly extensively cultivated, it has been contended that land for

tea pulses is so valuable and labour so expensive that it is highly pro-
bable Rhea would not pay as a European industry. On the other hand,
there are large portions of Eastern Bengal where these objections would
have less weight and in which it seems probable some of the forms of Rhea
or China-grass might be profitably cultivated. This would also apply to a
large part of Madras and along the western coast to the high-lands of
Bombay. It is being successfully grown in the Wynaad and in Mysore,
and apparently also in Tirhut. Perhaps certain parts of Burma, now that
vast tracts, particularly in the upper territories, have been thrown open,
would be found highly suitable, though of course the labour question would
be serious. It is, however, impossible to hazard an opinion as to a future
extended cultivation in India until systematic ezpenments have been per-
formed with all the better fibre-yielding plants allied to the so-called

Chinese grass-cloth.

Notes from the Proceedings of the Government of India on
THE SUBJECT OF RhEA.

Having indicated the spirit of some of the numerous communications
received by the Government of India, a few extracts from the more import-
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ant papers may be here given, arranged as far as possible under the name
of the province to which they refer.

For commercial purposes it is perhaps not necessary to trace the
history of Rhea further back than to the time (1869) when that enlight-

ened statesman, the late Lord Mayo, took an active personal interest in the
subject. His Excellency was induced to offer a reward of 5,000 for the
best machine which would decorticate and clean the fibre from the green
stems ; and do so cheaply and conveniently. The first exhibition of

machines and appliances was held in 1872, and the result having proved a
failure, the reward was a second time offered. In 1879 a trial of some ten
machines was made, but again, while some of the inventors received re-

j

wards, none of the machines were pronounced to have fulfilled the condi-
tions desired by Government. At the same time the opinions briefly indi-

cated above regarding the unsuitability of a great part of India for Rhea,
became currently accepted, and accordingly the Governor General in

Council felt called upon to withdraw the reward which had been twice un-
successfully compete for. These trials had, however, a world-wide in-

fluence. inventors in every country turned their attention to the subject,

and as the result, numerous contrivances and processes have been patent-

ed. The outcome of this awakened interest has been the creation for Rhea
of a much more promising position than it ever enjoyed before. The
demand for the fibre is steadily increasing, and even India can boast of at

least one Company—the Glen Rock Fibre Company of Wynaad—that is

devoting its attention largely to Rhea.* Thus in the face of the disap-
pointing features that have been recorded above India still bids fair to
hold its own among the Rhea-producing countries of the w*orld.

Before the Report of the Commissioners appointed by Government to

adjudge the merits of the Rhea machines, shown at Saharanpur, had
found Its way into the hands of commercial authorities, several applications

for waste land had been received by the Government of India. The fact

that many species of Bcehmeria were natives of India, suggested that
country as a hopeful field for Rhea and China-grass cultivation. It is

needless to publish these letters or the replies g^ven by Government. The
fact had to be made known that the information posswsed by Government
would not justify sanguine hopes of a rapidly successful future for Rhea
cultivators. This, it is fear^, had the effect of diverting capitalists to
other tropical countries. The following official note issued by the Revenue
and Agricultural Department gives a complete summary of the opinions
arrived at by Government ;

—

“ There appears to be a very general impression prevailing in England,
and to some extent in India, that this country is on the whole well suited

for the extensive cultivation of the Rhea plant. This is not the ca.se,

and as many enquiries have been recently received from various sources
asking for information, and in some cases for grants of land and other
assistance from Government, it seems desirable that the existing evidence
on the subject should be made generally known. The fact is that the
greater part of India is unsuited for the profitable cultivation of Rhea as
a commercial product, although it may be quite true that the plant will

grow anywhere in India.
“ Rhea was cultivated for some nine or ten years in and near the Saha-

ranpur Botanical Gardens in connection with the prize offered by Lord
Mayo’s Government for a successful fibre machine. It was then proved
that the Rhea stalk of Saharanpur was usually quite unfit for conversion

into fibre. The cause was allegea by a Dutch planter of great experience

* It is r^rted that a second Company has been established in Bombay—tho
Bcehmeria Company.
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Assam, a European could make Rhea cultivation on a large scale pay.
Three years ago, the Director of Agriculture in Assam collected some
statistics about Rhea fibre in view of the large prices offered for it in

England by manufacturers who combine it with silk and other materials
for hangings and similar fabrics The English prices appeared at first

sight to promise a large profit, but on working the calculation out with
reference to the actual price of Rhea fibre in its coarsest shape on the spot.
It appeared that there would be scarcely any margin left even to pay the
cost of carriage.”

Report by Gustav Mann, Esq., Conservator of Forests, on the Cultivation

of the Rhea plant in Assam.

“The Rhea plant (Bcshmeria nivea) is cultivated everywhere in the
Brahmaputra valley districts, but grows much better in Upper than in

Lower Assam on account of the greater moisture and heavier rain. No
more congenial climate than Assam exist, probably in India, for the culti-

vation of this plant, for it grows to the greatest perfection possible where it

receives the requisite care and cultivation.

2. It is at present only grown by the fishermen in this province, on
account of the superiority of its fibre for the manufacture of nets and not
for sale, since, even at the present high price, varying from Ri to R2 per
seer, nobody would consider the cultivation of Rhea worth the trouble, as
it only grows well where it receives a very great deal of attention in the
way of loosening of the surface soil, plenty of manure, and careful fencing.

3. Soil open and friable, slightly loamy, and not too sandy, is best
suited for its growth. The locality where it is planted must be high, so
that there is no risk of inundations, since, even if the water remained only
a short time on the land, the plants would be ruined.

4. The cultivation has been described by Major Hannay and others
correctly, so that there is nothing for me to add on this subject. The
plant is propagated by parting the roots, and improves in the same degree
as the soil is worked or loosened, kept clear of weeds, and manured. It

is cut from three to five times annually, and reaches a height of from 4 to

5 feet.

5. The outturn per acre, according to the statements of the dooms, or

fishermen, in the different districts where I made inquiries, is only from
200 to 30olb of clean fibre an acre per annum ; but their statements are
very unreliable.

6. The main question at issue is, whether the Rhea plant can be culti-

vated sufficiently cheaply in this province so as to allow the fibre to be
used to a greater extent in the manufacture of cheap articles, produced in

large quantity, so that it may become a great staple and develop into a
large trade, as is pointed out by Dr. Watson, in paragfraph 45 of this

report. If its extensive introduction into the home markets depends on its

being supplied at an average price of to ^40 per ton of rough fibre,

as stated by Dr. Watson in paragraph 46 of his report, this province will

not be a source of supply, since it cannot be produced here at even double
that rate at present, or in future either as far as can be judged now, for its

production requires as much time and labour as tea does, whilst the latter

plant produces on an average 280ft per acre, and fetches on an average one
shilling and eight pence per pound in Calcutta.

7. In fact, at the above low value of Rhea fibre, as quoted by Dr.

Watson, it would only give a return about equal to rice, whilst its cultiva-

tion requires double am treble the time and attention. For this reason, I

do not even see a likelihood of its being ^own in the Sylhet district, where
there is a greater population, and labour is comparatively cheap.
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8. From the above remarks it will be seen that Rhea fibre has no
chance in this province, since the success of tea cultivation will, as far as
can be judged at present, always prevent European capital being employed
on Rhea cultivation, and it is far too laborious for natives of this province
to take to, as they have done in Bengal to jute cultivation, for the sake of
gain, as long as the fibre has to be produced at £j^o per ton.

While Hhea cultivation is referred to in many official publications
subsequent to the above Selections from the Records of the Government
of India, very little information of a definite nature has been brought to
light regarding the yield of fibre per acre. The following passage from
the Agricultural Report of Assam for the year 1885-86 will, however, be
read with interest. It confirms in general terms the reports published by
the jails regarding their experiments in Rhea cultivation.

“ A small quantity of Rhea was grown in the Nowgong Jail during
the year under report. The object of the experiment was double. Details
as to the cost of producing the fibre were required, and a comparison
jjetween the crop as grown in shade and as grown in the sun was wanted.
The second object was quickly gained. The plants put down in the shade
refused to grow' at all and were a total failure. The patch grown in the
sun, on the other hand, did well. An area 71' X 74' (= I k. 3 1 .) was
planted in the jail garden in the middle of April.

“ The first cutting yielded 3 seers of dried fibre in July. The second
cutting yielded 10 seers, 9 chittacks in September. The third cutting
yielded 7 seers, 4 chittacks in October. Total yield in six months = 20
seers, 13 chittacks= value (@ Ri per seer) R20-13. The total cost of
planting, cutting, and extracting the fibre was R13; consequently, on an
expenditure of R 13 there was in six months a profit of R7-13. When
I saw the crop in the middle of December it was nearly fit to cut, and
might safely nave been estimated to yield one more crop before the fol-

low ing April. Therefore, five crops might be calculated on from the above
data in one period of twelve months. But the produce from three crops
was 20 seers, 13 chittacks ; therefore the produce from five crops w'ould
be 3i seers, 11 chittacks. (I have allowca for slow'er CTowth in the cold
weather by only taking one crop between December and April ) But the
cost of cutting and extracting fibre from one crop was R2. Thercfoie,
the cost of the tw'o additional crops would be R4. Therefore, t he total

expenditure in tw'elvc months would be R17. Therefore, the net profits in

twelve months would be R 17-11, or, roughly, 100 per cent per annum.
Working out the figures for the acre w'e see that the weight of fibre obtain-
able would be giilb, and the cost R222 per annum.

“ The above calculation of course applies only to a very small area, and
it IS exceedingly dangerous to argue from such limited data that profits
W'ill necessarily accrue if the undertaking were conducted on a commercial
scale. Still what evidence there is goes to show that Rhea is a profitable
crop, and there is no doubt that the climate of the province suits it admi-
rably.”
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BENGAL.
In the official papers, which the writer has been able to consult, nothing

of any importance occurs regarding the rhea of the Lower Provinces.
It is necessary, in fact, to turn for information to the accounts given by
Buchanan-Hamilton, Oampbell, and other such authors who wrote of the
rhea cultivation of Rungpore and Dinagepore half a century ago. Dr.
Campbell’s description of the former district is, perhaps, the best account
which has as yet appeared. He writes:—**In the Eastern Star of the
26th ultimo, there is a very interesting article on the plant supposed to
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yield that fine fabric—the China grass-cloth. The authority of Buchanan
IS quoted in support of the supposition that the plant is also a native of
Dinagepore and Rungpore, where it is known and cultivated under the
name of hankhura. As the Star is anxious to obtain further informa-
tion on this plant, I beg leave to offer the little I know about it, and to
tell you where and how you can procure additional and valuable parti-

culars.

“In the month of January last, when I was returning from the Bhutin
Frontier, through the district of Run^pore, my attention was attracted by
patches of a small green, crop, cultivated with much care, close to the
villages along the banks of the Teesta River. 1 had never seen the plant
before, and as winter crops are rare in that part of the country, it was an
object of additional interest.

“ It turned out to be the kankhura, and is considered by the people
to be a species of hemp, it is sown at the end of the rains, and cut and
pulled in February and March. It is of a dark gfreen colour, gfrows to 3
or 4 feet high, and does not particularly resemble any of the nettles 1 am
familiar with (the grass-cloth plant is supposed to be a nettle). The leaf

is not unlike that of the black currant. It is cultivated with much care,

principally by fishermen and others along the river banks, and exclusively

tor making fishing nets, for which purpose it is considered unequalled by
any other kind of hemp. The fibre is wonderfully strong and stands wet-
ting for a long time without injury. It is not used, I believe, in making
any description of cloth or for ropes. The preparation of thread is similar
to that of hemp.

“ When at the Durwany sugar-works about the same time, I learnt that

Mr. Henley of Calcutta was very anxious to procure a large quantity of

the kankhura for use in the factory, and that efforts were made to pur-
chase a supply, but without success, as the people who had grown it for

their own use would not sell it ; and previously there was no extraneous

demand for it, The fibre of the kankhura is extraordinarily tough,
and would be highly valuable in rope works or the purposes proposed by
Mr. Horsfall of Leeds, in the manufacture of cloth. 1 would suggest that

samples of the Rungpore kankhura be procured through the manager of

the uurwany sugar-works, Mr. Ahmuty, and submitted to the valuation of

a competent person, and the price it is worth in Calcutta and Eng-
land made known in the districts in which it is cultivated, with a view of

producing a quantity of it for the English market. If the requisite informa-

tion as to price can Be obtained, I shall be glad to assist in communicating
it to the people in the portions of Rungpore along the Bhutin Frontier.

In addition to the remarks by Dr. Oampbell on the Rungpore kan-
khura hemp, the following memorandum contains the results of Mr. T. F.

Henley’s enquiries on the subject :—“ Feeling convinced of the excel-

lence of the description of fibre in question, I endeavoured, when in

Rungpore, to collect a quantity, and succeeded in procuring a moder-
ate-sized bale of it, which has been forwarded to a house in London,
requesting a report of some of the large hemp and flax spinners of

Lancashire. This information may shortly be expected. It is difficult

in the present state of the enquiry to ascertain the price at which it might
be procured eventually, if the stimulus of advances of funds for its

cultivation were made. It is now only procurable at very high and
variable rates in small parcels from the fishermen. Under any circum-

stances it appears to me that it must necessarily be a much more expensive

article than either sunn or jute, inasmuch as a labourer can prepare one-

and a-half to two maunds oijute per day’s \iork, whilst of the kankhura^
he cannot manufacture more than as many seers. Thejute and sunn fibres
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are separated from the woody stems by the process called water-retting, in
a similar manner to that employed in the preparation of the true hemp
and flax ; a process by which the removal of tne fibre from the stem is ren-
dered of easy ^complishment. The above nettle, on the contrary, requires
a tedious manipulation. The bark or epidermis of each individual stem
must be carefully scraped off the fresh-cut plant, a most tedious and deli-
cate operation. The natives declare that the fibre cannot be separated by
the water-steeping process, and they are doubtless correct on that point.
The scraped stems are then spread out in the sun and dried to a certain
point, after which they are beaten carefully one by one in order to facili-

tate the separation of the fibrous coat which is now removed by being

E
ulled off e^h plant, still operating one by one on the plants, and not in
undies as is the case when operating on other fibres. The fibres now re-

quire to be carefully washed, in order to separate the remaining impurities.
This sketch will serve to show whence it arises that a labourer employed in

the manufacture of the nettle hemp can only prepare about one-fortieth
part of what he could have accomplished with /wfc fibre. The plant itself

is perhaps of easier cultivation, and more prociuctive from a given surface
than sufiKt as it will yield several cuttings from one planting. It requires,
however, a rich, free soil, and plenty of manure. The second and third cut-
tings produce a much weaker but a finer fibre, and it is not improbable but
that the Chinese in their grass-cloth manufacture select the after-crops for
their purpose. Some experiments made by bleaching and heckling a por-
tion of first crop kankhura did not produce so fine and silky a material
as that of the China grass-cloth, but as my experiment was hastily and
imperfectly made, it is by no means conclusive. As I have noticed above
also, it is probable that a very different result would arise from the em-
ployment of the after-crop fibres, or by the selection of the young and
delicate shoots, which actually do produce a much more flax-like material.
It is possible the Chinese by adopting these means may produce textile

materials of very different qualities. The large stems, near the lower part
of the plant, yield a very tough but coarse product, admirably adapted,
however, from their immense strength for many purposes.

** Some comparative experiments were made with European hemp com-
pared with the Rungpore kankhura by loading small bundles (four-picked
fibres loosely twisted) of each kind to the breaking point, and taking the
average of several trials. These experiments showed that the nettle fibre

possesses about three times the strength of Russia hemp. The latter

being of an excellent quality, imported into Calcutta for special purposes.
“ 1 had the kankhura also employed for packings of steam engines on

which it proved quite efficient, the ordinary country fibres, such as sunn
urA jutet being totally useless for that purpose” {Journ. Agri -Horti, Soc.,

Ind, {Old Serfes), VoU VI.,
f. 30).

In Volume I. of this work, page 473, will be found a notice of the com-
paratively r^ent experiments which were made by the Rajah of Dinage-
pore to cultivate rhea, also a brief mention of certain efforts in Shahabad.
In a report submitted by Dr. King in January 1878, the results (un-
favourable on the whole) of the experiments conducted by him to cultivate

"Rhea” at the Rungbee cinchona plantations were made known to Gov-
ernment. It is not stated whether the India, i.e., true rhea plant was
grown or the China form. The endeavour to grow it seems, however, to
have for some years been abandoned as no mention of any importance

|

occurs of further experiments. At the same time it may be said that fre-

quent allusion is made in the Indian newspapers to private experiments in
Tirhut, Dhurbungah, and other localities, but it is not known how far these
could at present be regarded as of commercial importance. Indeed, we
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know nothing for certain as to the extent or value of the Bengal cultivation

nor the form of the plant grown.

BURMA.
The admission of imperfect knowledge, already made regarding Bengal,

has to be re'peated in connection with Burma. No further information has
come to light than will be found in tne early volumes of the Journal of the

ri,•Horticultural Society ff IndiatQ\\\d\y from the pens ofColonel Bur-
ney and Major Macfarquhar. The following brief note from Royle’s Fib-
rous Plants of India may be furnished as containing practically the chief

facts “ It IS known in Siam and at Singapore; the string made of it is

called tali raw*, and the fishing nets manufactured with it are conspicuous
fur their elegance and strength. Colonel Burney, in 1B36, obtained it

from Pivela and Youkyouk, in the Shan province of Ava, where it is called

pan^ and where Mr. Landers afterwards found it. Plants sent by the
Colonel to Moulmein and to Tavoy succeeded well, but required much
water. ** The remarks in Mason’s Burma and Its People are to the same
effect. It will thus be seen that we know very little indeed of a definite

nature as to the extent of rhea cultivation in Assam, Bengal, and Burma—
the three most hopeful of all provinces for the enterprise—and absolutely

nothing as to the nature of the plant that is actually grown in these pro-
vinces. As will be seen from the extensive correspondence below, the
bulk of the Indian literature on rhea is connected with the North-West
Provinces and Oudh, and that in these Provinces as also in the PanjSb, the
freshly-imported Chinese plant had alone been experimented with.

MADRAS.
That Rhea can and is being successfully cultivated, however, in India,

may be judged of from the following communication received from the
Manager of the Glen Rock Company, Limited, W)jnaad

Mr. W. Gollam, Superintendent of the Botanical Gardens at Saha-
ranpur, has kindly given me some information as to his past experience

in the cultivation of Rhea, but tells me that the cultivation of Rhea has
been discontinued since 1880, and that he cannot now recall many facts

with which he was then familiar. He advises me to write to you and beg
for copies of all the official reports on Rhea, and thinks if you have spare
copies you may be able to help me.

“This Company has now 250 acres of land planted with Rhea in 1885,
and a further 250 acres will be planted this year. 1 am most anxious to

get information as to past experience in this cultivation. What I have
hitherto learnt of the past is from experience obtained on very small areas
of land and under exceptional circumstances.

“ 1 want to know what has been the actual weight of green stems per
acre for cutting from an\ considerable extent, and what the percentage of
clean fibre or Filasse obtained from the green stems by any mode of
treatment.

“ 1 have the pleasure to send you a sample of the Filasse as treated here.

The result and cost of the treatment is considered satisfactory, but the
percentage of Filasse to the green stems cut is disappointing in comparison
with statements given as to results elsewhere obtained, and the weight of
green stems per cutting per acre, which varies here considerably according
to the lay and circumstances of the ground, is generally less than was
anticiMted.

“ The information given me by Mr. Qollam of his recollection of average
results agrees much more nearly’ w-ith my experience here than the figures

given in French and other books published on the subject, or with the
estimates in Dr. Forbes Watson’s Report of 1875.”
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The question asked by the Company as to yield of fibre cannot, it is

feared, be satisfactorily answered in India. All the reports and publica-

tions in the possession of Government deal only with experimental cultiv.i-

tion on a very small scale. In Vol. I., page 4.70 of this uork,the various
opinions hitherto published have been briefly reviewed with this one only
certain conclusion, that so far as India is concerned, the results do not
confirm those published by continental authorities. Either these are over-
stated, or the plant in India is by no means so productive of fibre as in

Europe and China.

PANJAB.
From the reports and correspondence regarding the experiments con-

ducted in this province, it would appear that the greatest degree of success
hitherto recorded regarding the true China-grass has 1 een attained. It

appears that the authorities in Kan^a early recognised that the tropical

plant of India was not suited to their climatic conditions. Accordin^K
seed was imported from China of Beshmeria nivea and its cultivation

prosecuted with remarkable results as w'ill be seen from the follow'ing

correspondence ;

—

Fiom J. G. CORDERY, Esq., Deptity Commissioner, Kangra, to the Commissioner and
Superintendent, Jullundur Division,—No. 106—228, dated 15th March 1876.

With regard to your No. 2314, dated 25th October last, in forwarding
to you a copy of the report which has been furnished to me by Mr. Mont-
gomery’, the conductor of the experiments w'hich have been made in the
cultivation of Rhea-grass in this valley, I confine my own remarks to the
p()ints on which the results coincide with, or differ from, those shown in

Dr. Forbes Watson’s printed report.

2. It will be noted at once that the plant with which Mr. Montgomery
has been concerned, and w'hich a’one has bwn growm in this valley, is the

China variety of the species, and not that indigenous to India. This fad
will, perhaps, serve to explain the variation in the results as compared w'ith

those detailed in other reports.

% On the question of the propagation, actual cultivation, and reaping
of the plant, which is treated at some length by Mr. Montgomery, and in

detail, which is rendered of much value by an experience of twelve years,

the printed report does not touch, and the paragraphs in which these sub-

jects are dwelt upon may probabjy be held to have added a good deal to

our information as to the best method of introducing the Chinese variety

into this country.

4. With regard to the very important point of the outturn per acre, it

will be seen that longer experience has induced Mr. Montgomery to en-

hance his former estimates. If an acre, as he argues, can hold 3,000
plants, each of w’hich is allowed to grow to a height of six feet, and each
of W'hich- yields six stems, and if out of every 1,000 plants the average
yield of clean fibre is rSIb, the total result is, as he expresses it,

crop, X ,«»> ^ About the

height to W'hich the plant should be permitted to grow he appears to differ

from some of the authorities quoted by Dr. Watson. But he is careful

to explain that he has been led to his own conclusion by finding on his

own account that, when he grew smaller stems, though the return of peel

was longer, the return of fibre was smaller. He goes further, and seems
to imply that larger stems, from seven to eight feet, will yield more fibre,

though not in the same proportion to the loss of the weight in peel. It is

remarkable, however, that his whole view as regards the height to which
the stems should reach, is opposi^ to that maintained in the 6 1st para-
graph of Dr. Watson’s report, where the plants of from three to four feet
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are declared to yield the fibre of the most uniform, finest and most valuable
quality.

5. This estimate per acre exceeds by 200ft that which Mr. Mont-
gomery gave in 1876, and which is the highest quoted by Dr. Watson.
But it will of course be borne in mind that the fibre, thus extracted and
cleaned by the hand, has to undergo a further chemical process in which
it loses a portion of its weight before it can be subjected to machinery.
Mr. Montgomery gives this loss at nine per cent, in fibre prepared by
himself, but Dp. Watson estimates it as 25 to 30 per cent. The former
ascribes this difference to the steps taken by him in its previous prepara-
tion in this country, as compared with those ordinarily taken in the pre-

paration of the purely indigenous species.

6. Mr. Montgomery is sanguine concerning the invention of machi-
nery for the separation of the fibre, even from the green stem, in a state
fit at once for the operation of machinery* His reasons are given in para-
graphs 21-23 of his report, and though stated in this form they do not
afloid grounds for any confident expectation, yet they make it a matter
of regret that he is unable, from want of funds, to make any attempt at

experiment in this direction. But it will be observed, in Dr. Watson’s
report, that the general concourse of opinion is in favour of operation on
the dried stems, and not upon the green. And the reasons gpven for this
1 n the 58th paragraph of the report appear to me, with due deference to
Mr. Montgomery’s practical experience, to outweigh those urged by him.
The description of the working 01 Mr. Qreig’s machine, which was tested
at Calcutta by Oolonel Hyde, serves to show that, up to the present time,
no successful machinery for the required purpose has been devised.

7. How essential such an invention is to any success in the cultivation
of the plant is seen clearly when we turn to the all-important point of the
cost of production. The lowest estimate at which Mr. Montgomery can
rate the cost of turning out one ton of the fibre at Kdngra is R369. The
fibre so turned out has not only to be carried to England, but, tefore it

can be manufactured, has to be subjected to a cViemicalf process, apparent-
ly involving a further expenditure of 50 per cent, on the original cost, and
certainly causing a loss in the weight of the fibre which is variously calcu-
lated at from 9 to 30m cent. 'Ais 'calculation will make its total cost,

before it can be applied to manufacture, ^54 or 55 pet ton at the very
lowest computation. And when this figure is compared with the con-
siderations contained in paragraph 46 of Dr. Watsons report, the chance
of successful competition witb flax, hemp, and the Cbina-nown Rhea
already in possession of the market, cannot but appear to be somewhat
dubious. Nor, as a matter of fact, has there been any return whatever
for the capital which has been sunk in this speculation at Kingra during
the past twelve years.

8. On the other hand, out of the R369, which is the present cost of the
fibre at Kdngra per ton, not less than R247> or 67 per cent., are expended
on the process of extracting the fibre by hand la^ur. Unless, therefore,

machinery can be substituted for this method, the hopes of any profitable
cultivation of Rhea far from being increased, will be diminished every
year, for it is not likely that the wagps in the valley will remain. Long sta-

tionary at their present rates. But the invention of such machinery is

surely possible at any moment.
9. The final result of the experiment made at Kangra may be said to

show that both the climate and the soil of the valley are admirably adapt-
ed to the production of the Chinese variety of the plant reared at a slight

expense, and yielding a fibre of a quality inferior to none. But the stems
will not bear the plan of retting which can be successfully applied to jute,
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flax OT hemp j and the fibre can therefore only be extracted by a slow*

laborious and difficult process, which, however remunerative it may be in

China, has been proved to be too expensive here for the foundation of a
profitable trade. Only let a more expeditious and cheaper method be dis-

covered for this process, and there would be every reason to hope for

s uccess in the introduction of a new and most valuable product and trade.

lo. The specimen of fibre promised in the concluding paragraph of

Mr. Montgomery’s report has now been received and accompanies this

letter.

Report op China-orass cultivation and preparation
FOR export.

In submitting, for the information of the Government, the results of my
experience in the cultivation of this valuable plant, I wish pointedly to

note that my remarks refer solely to that variety of the plant cultivated

and known in China under the appellation “Tchow Ma.’* My stock of

plants has been derived from seed procured with great difficulty from that

country in 1863.

2. Whether the variety of the plant known in Assam as “ Rhea,” or
that known as “ Rami ” in the eastern islands, is identical with the Chinese
plant, I do not venture to offer an opinion. The Government of India
nave apparently adopted the former appellation, “ Rhea,” in designating
the fibre; the American Government have adopted the latter, “ Rami.” 1
have not had an opportunity for comparing growing plants of each variety

with mine, but 1 have had many specimens of fibre from each supplied to

me, and there appear to me well-marked distinctions between the three, in

colour and texture of the fibre.

3. At the time 1 succeeded in establishing the growth of the plant here,

(1863-64.) the tea plantation at Holta was the property of Government, and
several Chinese were then employed there. These men recognised my
plants with much surprise, and showed me the Chinese method of separ-

ating the fibre.

4.

By stfei.—This course must be adopted in some cases, when the

germ of the plant has to be carried over great distances ; but probably
much disappointment will attend the result. To obtain the seed ^eat care
is requisite, and a favourable atmospheric season. For this purpose young
^ring shoots should be carefully reserved in a well-sheltered position.

These plants should receive special care and be well manured. During
the rainy season they must be kept thoroughly drained, and after that has
passed, the ground should be carefully loosened round the plants. If the

rains cease early in October, a fair amount of seed may be obtained ; but
as far as 1 can judge no amount of care can ensure success, so much de-
pending on the season—a dry one being most favourable for the full deve-
lopment of the seed. The only method of sowing which I found success-

ful was on a gentle hot-bed, under glass, in March and April ; the seed

scattered over the surface, covered very thinly with sifted earth, and care-

fully shaded from the sun, until the plants were about three inches high

,

when sunlight may be gradually admitted. When sufficiently strong they

should be planted out a foot apart every way.

5.

By cuttings of the stems,—The stems should be spring-grown ones

allowed to ripen wefi and not cut until duly ripe. Then divide the ripened

portion of the stem where the cuticle has turned fully brown into short

lengths, each including three eyes or buds. Cut a quarter of an inch below
the bottom bud and as much above the top one, and plant with the centre
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bud level with the surface. If the weather be damp and cloudy, they will

readily strike root, otherwise they will r^uire shaaing for a week or ten
days, the soil being kept moist. As aith seedlings, 1 find a foot apart
every way the most advantageous distance, as very few shoots are thrown
up the first year.

6. Bv division of the roots.—This is by far the most advantageous and
profitable method. The plants for this purpose should be three or four
years old. After gathering the spring crop, dig up each plant carefully
and remove the earth from the roots. 1 generally put the mass of roots
into running water for a short time ; this cleanses them thoroughly, and
enables the gardener to see his work clearly. The tuberous portions of

the roots will be found to show a large number of eyes similar to those on
a potato, h'rom these carefully separate portions, each containing five or
six eyes, let the cuts be clean and reject all fibrous and decayea matter.
Expose these sets to the sun for a couple of hours to dry the surface of
the wounds, and then plant six inches deep, and at the full distance of four
feet apart every way. In this way two good crops will be obtained from
them the first year.

7. Soil and situation for plantation.—

A

rich loam suits the plants
best, but they will grow in any kind ot soil, provided a full supply of
moisture be available, combined with thorough drainage The latter is

emergently required, particularly during the rainy season, as should the
land be retentive and become swampy the plants W'ill wholly decay in a
very short period. If the land be poor, a liberal supply of manure is re-

quisite, otherwise the stems will be short and weak, yielding scarcely any
nbre. In no part of Upper India can the plant be successfully cultivated
unless water for irrigation be available during the dry season. The faci-

lities for obtaining an ample supply of w'ater, combined with the moderate
temperature at all seasons, renders this district particularly favourable to

the plant.

8. Should the land have been stocked with seedlings or

cuttings (paragraphs 4 and 5), then in the following spring, after having
reaped the first crop of available shoots, every other plant should be trans-

ferred to fresh ground, and put dowm at two feet apart. The follow'ing

year the same course should be pursued, taking up each alternate root and
replanting at four feet apart. After this the plants may well remain undis-
turbed for four years, hoeing w'ell between after each crop, clearing away
weeds, irrigating moderately during the dry season, and supplying manure
where necessary. 'I he only manure I had at command has been vege-
table, consisting mainly of the leaves and wood portion of the plant itself,

and of tree and vegetable leaves .stored up for the purpose, with which 1

mix a considerable amount of wood-ashes. With the aid of this only I

have kept plants growing in the same spot for upwards of six years ; but
consequent on the then very crowded state of the ground, the stems were
short and very weak. I would therefore recommend a thorough removal
after four years, the land to be then well ploughed, cleaned and manured.

9.

Gathering the crop.—The periods of reaping will vary slightly accord-
ing to difference of season. I find that in this district three g^d crops can
be relied on each year the first during the latter half of April, the second
about the commencement of August, and the third about the end of Nov-
ember. It will be found of much advantage to postpone reaping the
second and particularly the third, as long as the condition of the (Hants
will admit. If the third crop be cut in the middle of November, the wea-
ther here during the remainder of that month is not sufficiently cold to
keep back the new grow'th ; and should the young shoots appear above
ground early in Januar>. the frosts which are usual at that peri(^ seriously
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Injure them and lessen the spring crop. My own experience indicates

that the stems should be gathered so soon as the cuticle shows a clear

brown colour for about one-third of the length. At this stage, if the soil

be good and the plant healthy, the stems will be clean from butt to point,

the leaves of a rich dark green above, and pearly white below, and the
branch-buds at the axil of each leaf-stalk just showing. If gathered ear-
lier than this I find the connection of the fibres very weak, and that a consi-
derable portion separates in the operation of scraping the peel. If allow-
ed a further growth, the axillai y branches will have been thrown out, which
w'ill cause breakages at every point both in peeling and cleaning.

10. The average height of stems grown here has been six feet, after
cutting off the soft portion at the top In gathering I supply each coolie
with a sharp pruning knife. With this they cut the ripe stems close to the
butt ; these are removed in bundles by boys to the nearest manure pit.

Here the boys cut off nine inches of the top and pass one hand with a
gentle pressure from top to butt j this removes every leaf. The stems are
then placed in clean water from whence the peelers remove them and sepa-
rate the peel, which is again thrown into water, from which it is withdrawn
as wanted by the men w'ho clean it. These lay three or four strips of peel
on a flat board, scrape it a few times on the inner side from butt to point,

then turn it over and repeat the scraping, which removes the cuticle ; it is

then hung up or thrown on clean grass to dry.

11. Taking the distance of four feet apart for fully bearing plants, an
acre will contain (allowing for paths and water-channels) 3,000 plants

:

more than this I find to be too crowded and to increase labour while lc.s-

sening the actual yield during a four years* period. Thus planted the
yield will be a steadily increasing one, and the plants will not show any de-
terioration.

12. From repeated experimental weighings, I have deduced the follow-
ing average proceeds from 1,000 freshly cut 6-fect stems :

—

CULTIVATION
' In the

Pai\}ab.

lb

VVuight as cut
Do. when dtied

'>»•

C fresh \NO(xl

t dry wood
Do. clean dry fibre

Do. water

. 286

• 77
'5"*27 per cent.

• 83 «=29 „
• z«'5- 7’5

. 203 «7i

. 18 7« O's „
208-5-73

'COft/, with

t>.449.)

13.

If large stems, from seven to eight feet, be taken, the average is less

in the weight of peel, but in the outturn of clean fibre it is slightly greater.
With small stems from three to four feet, the percentage of peel is

markedly greater, but the return of fibre is barely 35 per cent. Moreover,
the extra labour in cutting, peeling, and cleaning these small stems is an
important consideration. The crop cut during the rainy season will always
contain a larger percentage of water, and that of clean fibre l)e found
rather less, the fibre being also softer than at the other periods of cutting.

This 1 consider due to the fact that at this period the resinous matter in

the plant is in a more diluted state, and consequently a greater portion of
it is removed during the process of washing and scraping the peel.

14.. I have already expressed my opinion against the use of either im-
mature or small stems as likely to give a result inferior both in quality and
quantity; yet 1 am fully satisfied as to the advisability of not only sorting
the crop, as cut, according to length of stem when necessary, but I would
further recommend that the peel from all stems of five feet and upwards
should be divided into two, and the fibre from the upper and lower por-
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tions kept distinct. If cultivated as I suggest, the difference in length of
the stems at each cutting will be found very small, the monsoon crop
always giving the longest stems

Faking the above as a basis for calculation, and knowing that each
plant established as I recommend will give at least an average of six stems

3,000 planta x Ostemi x 3crop« x iSlfa

^ y2ftduring the first year, I assume:

per acre per annum.
In earlier estimates, calculating on closely-planted crops and stems four

to five feet, I was cautious to restrict my estimate to 750ft per acre, but
five years* additional experience has shown me that with proper open
cultivation i,oooft per acre may be fairly assured.

16.

1 would now allude to the cost of growing and separating the fibre

into a state fit for export. After a careful review of actual ouday, 1 esti-

mate this as under ;

—

Land rent per acre per annum
Cultivation i man per acre ® R5 per mensem .

Cutting and training stems, two men for three
months @ R4 per mensem each

Peeling and scraping, seven men ® R5 per
mensem each

Native supervision @ Rio per mensem, for 50
acres, say .

Cost of 950O) of fibre . . . . .

Ji a. P-

10 0 0
IS 0 0

24 0 0

los 0 0

2 8 0
*56 8 —R369 per too.

of which R247*5, ^7 P®** cent, has accrued in the preparation only of
the fibre 1 his outturn has been obtained under the strictest supervision,

and 1 do not think more could be obtained by native hand labour when
doing daily work.

17. 'I he best means of reducing the excessive cost of production have
been, and are now being, earnestly sought for, and the result is anxiously
awaited. Many anticipate that the separation of the fibre may be effected

by mechanical means, others that the object may be obtainea by chemi-
cal processes. Hitherto 1 think we have been led astray by our know-
ledge of the Chinese method of preparing the fibre. But, so far as I am
informed, the Chinese do not use the fibre in a sfun state, but that of

divided filaments united into threads by manipulation peculiar to them-
selves. This process would be eouallv unsuitable and expensive in Europe
as that of the first separation of the fibre has been shown to be. We want
the fibre in a state in which it can be at once operated upon by machinery
and reduced to yarn, and I am deeply impressed by the conviction that
this may be accomplished without the aid of any expensive machinery and
of the mechanical power requisite to work it.

18. The plan of retting as applied to flax, hemp, sunn, jute, &c., is

stated to have been in some localities successfully employed with China-

g
rass. I have tried it in every manner at my command on the green and
ried stem, as well as on the green and dried peel in running water and in

stagnant, both cold and heated. The results have been uniformly unsuc-
cessful. From the peel retted in still water, frequently changed, the fibre

was cleanly separated and looked well ; but after rinsing and drying was
worthless, being weak, dull and discoloured. In all other attempts the
fibre itself decomposed equally w'ith the resinous matter. I may add that
1 have succeeded in growing and retting flax here which has b^n valued
in England at £6-5-0 per ton, so that my management in retting could not
have been so very inaccurate as to have solely caused my failures in these
attempts.

19.

When proceeding to England in 1871, I took with me from the
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produce of this estate, dried stems, dried peel, and hand-cleaned fibre. All
these I succeeded in getting experimentea upon by manufacturers who had
been accustomed to working the fibre. 1 may here remark that Dr.
Watson refers to the fibre having been worked up by the aid of machinery
used for the preparation of flax and wool. Mine was prepared by the
machinery^u^ for the utilising waste silk, and China-grass, in the state
in which it is usually imported, goes through precisely the same process,
stage by stage. The result of these operations showed clearly that both
dried stem and peel could be operated upon, each giving a good clean
fibre. My cleans fibre suffered a loss of barely 9 per cent, in preparing
it for the operation of the machines. Dr. Watson estimates the loss at 25
to 30 per cent. 1 can fully understand this after examining the specimens of
Rhea and Rami 1 obtained in England. These 1 doubt not were roughly
prepared in the manner describe in that gentleman’s report (page 37,
column 2) where a bunch of the peel is tied by one end to a hook and a
scrape on each side of each strip is supposed to finish the work. In this

procedure a large amount of evaporation must have taken place before
each strip of peel had been operated upon. In my procedure there was
no opportunity for evaporation until the clean fibre was exposed to the
air ; and the repeated scrapings on both sides of the ribband of peel, water
being frequently applied during the process, must naturally have removed
a much larger portion of the gum and resinous matter than the rude pro-
cedure stated.

20. With the knowledge atpresent attained it is evident that, however
cleanly prepared, the fibre of China-grass has to undergo a manipulatory
chemical process prior to machinery acting upon it. This process involves
the use of heat, cheap chemicals, and appliances of small cost compared
with machinery. I have already endeavoured to show that operating on
the plant in its fresh state must be most profitable, inasmuch as under the

present system the cost of carriage is reduced to far less than it would be
by transport of the produce in any other form not yet known.

21. As this chemical process is the first step enforced on the manufac-
turer, and by it the fibre loses a portion of its weight, it would evidently be
most desirable that the process should be carried out by the cultivator, or

in his immediate vicinity, who would thus save 10 to 30 per cent, in cost of

transport, besides obtaining a better price for his produce. The results

of the experiments made for me in England, showing that clean fibre could

be extracted from the dritd peel, without the aid of machinery, naturally

forced upon me the conviction that a similar process would be equally

effective on the fresh peel ; and as in the latter case the gum and resin

would be in a liquid state, they would be far more readily acted upon
than after they had been dried and concentrated ; therefore that weaker
and consequently less expensive solutions would produce the desired effect.

1 have not had means at my command to procure appliances properly

constructed for the purpose, but 1 have fully satisfied myself of the feasibi-

lity of my idea of procedure, and that it will dispense with all costly

machinery in the preparation of the fibre in this country, unless it be
desired to convert it into yarn, and then weave it, in which case a factory

properly fitted must be established.

22. Many years back I recollect reading an account of an instrument

or small machine which had been invented in America fop the use of

basket-makers, by the aid of which one man could peel as many osiers

in a day as would formerly have employed a score. One or more instru-

ments of this kind, accordii^ to the size of the plantation, would meet
our first want, as peeling the China-grass stems even by an expert hand
is a slow process. A properly constructed and fitted boiler in which to
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subject the peel to the action of the chemicals is the next requirement

;

ana some suitable vessels in which to thoroughly wash the cleaned fibre

would complete the necessary plant for the factory. The interest on the
outlay for these, added to cost of chemicals used, would, I firmly believe,

not amount to one-fourth of that of hand labour as at present, and be a
small sum compared with the cost of machinery and engine-power to
drive it.

2“^. I fear the above expression of my ideas will be considered very
startling, and I should not have ventured at present to promulgate them
had not this report been asked for by Government. I have now given my
(jpinions, and, with due deference to those of the many clever men whose
attention has been devoted to this subject, 1 believe they will be found
worthy of consideration. 1 have spent twelve years and utterly exhausted
my means in the persistent effort to firmly establish China-grass as an
important product of this district, and I still trust that some other indivi-
dual will benefit by my losses and succeed where I have failed from want
of means to protract the struggle.

24. It was my earnest wish to have forwarded a specimen of my fibre

prepared in the manner stated, but I have not been able to obtain the
necessary materials. Should I do so shortly, a specimen shall be sent.

The Ram Bagh, James Montgomery.
Kangra

;

The 24th February 1876.

CULTIVATION
In the
North-
Western
Provinces.

2Z1

NORTH-WEST PROVINCES.

The correspondence and reports published in connection with the ex-
periments to test the value of the apparatus and appliances submitted in
competition for the Government reward of 5,000 constitute the most valu-
able papers that have hitherto appeared on the subject of Indian rhea.
Space cannot, of course, be afforded to reprint the whole of these papers,
but as the experiments were conducted at Saharanpur, the following selec-
tion of reports may be here given under the heading of the North-West
Provinces. It will bt* understotxi, however, that as in the PanjAb so in

these provinces the cultivation of the plant is purely an exotic industry and
nowhere followed except under the fostering hand of European influ-
ence

Report by J. F, Duthie, Esq., Superintendent^ Botanical Gardens, Saha*
ranpur, on the Cultivation of Rhea from June 1877 to November 1878.

A short account of the histor> of Rhea cultivation at Saharunpur, from
its commencement in 1870 up to June 1877, already been given by the
Director of Agriculture and Commerce, North-Western Provinces and
Oudh, in a note No. 155 T. A., dated 27th June 1877.

'I'he present report will, therefore, relate to the operations which have
taken place since then, including certain experiments which 1 have under-
taken in accordance with some suggestions of Dr. Forbes Watson’s in his
report published in 1875. The total nominal area in June 1877 was 32 acres,
but a good deal of this land had got into very bad order, owing partly to
irregular demand in previous years for supplies of stems, and mainly by
reason of insufficient funds to keep up a large area in a high state of culti-
vation. In a letter No. 690 L. A., dated 13th May 1878, instructions were
received from the Director of Agriculture and Commerce, North-Western
Provinces and Oudh, to get ready 20 acres of land for the supply of Rhea
stems in the autumn of 1879, to the competitors for the prize of R50,000
offered by the Government of India for the best fibre-cleaning machine.
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For this purpose it was considered advisable, in order to secure a good
uniform crop, to plough up those portions of land which had got out of con-
dition, and to replant afresh during the succeeding rains. It was proposed,
in the meantime, to make use of the ground by raising a crop, the pro-
fits from which it was hoped woula help to defray the cost of removing
and replanting the Rhea. In December last, the ground was, accordingly,
sown with various kinds of melons, the fruit of which was sold by auction.

Very unseasonable weather, however, occurred just at the time when the
fruit was ripening, and the greater portion of the melon crops in this district

were destroyed, so that the sum realized fell far short of what was expected.
After this (27th May} the land was again well ploughed and prepared
for Rhea, and the roots were put in during the following rains.

The method of planting was as follows : The land after

being well ploughed and thoroughly cleaned was divided into the usual
longitudinal beds for irrigation purposes. Holes were dug 2^ feel apart,

ana these w’cre filled in w'ith manure composed of a mixture of hoise-dung
or of city manure, and the ashes of burnt Rhea leaves in the proportion of

about 7ilb of the former and i^lb of the latter, and the whole thoroughly
mixed with a small quantity of the ordinary soil of the ground. Into this

some healthy roots were planted, 6 to 10, according to their size. The
beds were then kept constantly irrigated and carefully weeded, until the

plants became high enough to prevent any further growth of w'ceds.

Cutting.—At Saharanpur it has been the practice to take only two
crops during the year, one in June and the other in October or November.
By this arrangement the stems arc allowed to grow to their maximum
degree of ripeness, any further delay causing injury, at the former period

by the growth of lateral branches, and at the latter by the production of

flowers. It is more than probable, however, that a much finer quality of

fibre can be obtained from crops cut more frequently than twice during
the year, and this I hope to be able to show from the results of experiments
undertaken to ascertain this point. The first crop of this year was cut to-

W'ards the end of June. From thencwly-planted portion of grrmnd, no
stems were ready 10 be cut at this time The second crop was cut

during the latter half of October ; this included about an acre and a
half of the newly-planted ground, A few’ more cuttings can still be made
from the more recently planted portions.

Great care has been taken in the preparation of the newly-planted
ground, especially with regard to a uniform system of manuring and
planting, so as to secure a good even crop at the time required, hxperi-
ments have been undertaken during the present year with the object of

ascertaining the effects on the quality of the fibre of different methods
of cultivation.

These relate chiefly to— (i) Monthly cuttings. (2) Spacing of plants.

(3) Manuring.
Samples of fibre have also been prepared from stems from certain

pieces of ground w'here the conditions of soil and former treatment were
sufficiently marked to lead me to expect a corresponding variation in the

condition of the fibre.

For the preparation of the various samples of fibre, I am entirely in-

debted to a gentleman at Agra, w'ho has been good enough also to give

me his opinion on the quality of each. The fibre was extracted in the

majority of cases from dried stems, and all appear to have received the

same treatment in the process.
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A short account by J. F. Duthib, Esq., Superintendent, Botanical Gardens,
Saharantur, of each sample offibre extracted from the stems enumera^
ted in the preceding Statement.

** No. J.—The stems are smooth and free from knots. The boon is

brittle and easily broken. The harl is dry, tough, and tenacious, and
does not break much when breaking out the boon. The outer bark sepa-

rates freely from the fibre and the fibre is fine and soft, and of a uniform
colour of whity-brown. It is slightly glossy.

“ No. 2.—These stems are about the same length and thickness as No.
1 . A sort of dry rot appears to have set in among them, and the boon
crumbles on the breaking of it. The harl is not so tenacious as that of

No. I, and breaks very readily in passing through the machine. This
causes an excess of boon waste. The fibre is not so fine or soft as No. i,

or even so tenacious. The colour is a sort of dirty whity brown. The
crumbling of the boon renders its separation from the harl an easy task,

but the agent that works the boon into this crumbling state works also on
the harl and takes away its toughness, renders it more brittle, and easily

broken. As a consequence, the fibre produced is shorter and there is

more waste.

No. J.—These stems are not quite so thick as Nos. i and 2. They
have something of the appearance of stem No. i. The boon is brittle

and breaks readily. It separates freely from the harl. The harl is not so

brittle as No. 2, but resembles it a g^reat deal. The fibre appears want-

ing in tenacity ; it is stiff and rough to the touch. It is much the same
colour as No, 2.

** No. These are nice clean-looking stems, and such as take the eye

;

they are not quite so thick as No. i, but more uniform. 1 hey are light-

er in colour than Nos. i, 2, and 3. The boon is more solid than that of

either Nos. 1, 2, and 3, and yet Just as brittle, if not more so. It separates
1

easily from the harl. The harl is tougher than either Nos. i, 2. or 3, and
is more tenacious and not so ready to break. There is not much boon
waste. The adhesion between the bark and fibre is rather stronger, but
separate readily notwithstanding. The fibre obtained is fine and soft, and
almost full length. It has a nice soft feel and a glossy appearance, but
has a slightly greenish tinge.

** Nos. 5, 6, and 7*—These steips are hard and knotty, and not easy tp

work, are very irregular in thickness, and are of a very dark colour and
thick-skinned. The fibre obtained from them is rough and hard, and
they produce a good deal of waste on account of their hardness and being
full of knots. The harl breaks off at every knot.

** No. 8.—These stems are much more slender than any of the previous
numbers, are clean and smooth. A little darker in colour than No. 4, but
not so dark as Nos. i, 2, and 3 The boon is brittle and breaks easily,

and IS easily separated from the harl. The harl is very tender and breaks
with much less force than any of the other monthly cuttings. It requires
to be very carefully operated upon until the bark is freed from it and it

gets a working up. This working up increases the tenacity of the fibre

considerably. The fibre is very fine and soft, has not that stid, rough
feel which characterises some of the other samples. Its colour is greenish,

more so than No. 4, which may be owing to the freshness of the stems.
" No. 9.—These stems are regular in thickness, have a nice clean appear-

ance, are smooth and of a light colour, much lighter than No. 4. The
skin or bark is not so thick as on any of the other stems, but in this parti-

cular Nos. I and 8 approach very near. They are very easy stems to
work up. The boon is brittle and the harl tough ; it comes from the
machine without being much broken, and with scarcely any waste. The
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bark separates very easily from the fibre. The fibre is very smooth and
soft, and has not that stiff rough feel referred to as possess^ by the other
specimen. It is of a lighter colour.

“ No. 70.—These stems do not appear to be so uniform in thickness as
No. II. They work up better than No. 11. The boon is solid and brittle,

and the harl is more tenacious than No. 1 1. The bark separates readily
from the fibre The fibre .s hard and rough, and appears to be stained
by the juice of the stem in irregular drying.

“ No. //.—The stems are fairly regular, but inclined to be knotty. The
boon crumbles in the breaking, and the same agent appears to have been
at work here as described in No. 2. The harl is also affected. It is brittle

and breaks across very readily, and more waste is produced. It is not
difficult to remove the bark. The fibre is much shorter in comparison with
the length of the stems than any of the samples, and is hard and rough.
It is also of a darker colour. 'Ihe stems are attacked by some kind of

insert which bores a small round hole into the boon, causing a break in

the fibres. 'I he whole of the fibres which are cut by this insect tears off into

waste in breaking up the stems and working the fibre out.

*'No. 7 2.—These stems are very thin and are awkward to work up
through being so short. The bark separates freely from the fibre, but the

adhesion between the woody portion and the harl is rather strong. The
fi bre produced is soft and fine, and of a light colour, and separates readily

into finer filaments.
** No, /j.—The woody portion of these stems was very soft and tough,

the core of the woody-portion quite green and full of juice. The harl

separates from the woody portion better than in No. 12. I'he bark sepa-
rates very readily indeed from the fibre. The fibre obtained is soft and
fine, but not so fine as No. 12. It is of a light colour, slightly greenish.

** No, The woody portion of these stems is hard, but not very brittle,

yet not so tough as No. 13, and the core is more or less dry. There is

more dryness between the harl and boon, and more adhesions of the one
to the other, the juice having dried to a great extent and fixed the fibre to

the boon or wooay portion, w'hich is still in a fresh juicy state. The bark
does not separate readily from the fibre. The fibre is not so soft as either

No. 12 or 13 ; it is more stiff, hard, and brittle; it is just as fine as
No. 13.

“ 1 will now state briefly some conefusions which may be drawn from the

above experiments. It is clear from the habit of growth of the Rhea plant

that whatever distance apart the roots or plants are originally put in, they
will, unless purposely prevented, gradually approach each other and fill up
the interspaces, i have observed that in proportion as these conditions

are allowed to act the better and more uniform does the crop become, and,
what is of more importance, the quality of the fibre is al.so improved.

“ It is again evident from observation that the greater the spaces are
between the plants the more room there is for the growth of w-eeds, w'hich

spring up with great rapidity in a soil which has to be so liberally supplied
with water and manure. In those pieces of ground where the plants have
had time to spread over the w'hole ground, few weeds can exist. Another
advantage in a compact crop, and especially in a dry climate, is the shade
afforded by the leaves over the entire ground. During the hot weather a
certain number of leaves are continually falling, and these also contribute

to moisten and manure the ground—conditions which are particularly

favourable to a shade-loving plant like the Rhea.
“ 1 believe, therefore, that in planting out Rhea, good crops will be more

quickly obtained and with greatereconomy by putting in the roots or plants

as close as possible in lines, as far apart only as is necessary for weeding
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Rhea in Ondh. {G, Watt) RHEA.

and hoeing purposes, until the plants have strength enough to maintain

their own grouM.”
OUDH.

[CULTIVATION
InOudh.

2X2

The following extracts from the Proceedings of the Government of India

give the main tacts v'hich have been learned up to date regarding rhea
cultivation in this province

Report hy the Officiating Inspector General of Prisons^ Oudh, on the Cul-
tivation of Rhea (Bcehmeria nivea) in the fails of Oudh,

In paragraphs 4 and 5 of letter No. 57, the Secretary of State for India
calls for information on the following points :

—
(A) The measures which seem best adapted for the purpose of con-

ducting experiments on Rhea fibre.

(B) The cultivation of the Rhea plant, precise information being
required on—

>

(1) The variations in quantity and quality due to difference in

—

(n) Season. 1 (1/) Soil.

(i) Growth. I (e) System of cultivation.

(c) Age.
I (/) &c., &c.

(2) The most economical system of cultivation generally.

2. The Rhea plant has been cultivated to a small extent in nearly all

the Oudh Jails for some years past,— in one or two for a period of eight

or nine years; and, with the view of obtaining such information as might
be procurable from the officers in charge of jails, a series of questions was
submitted to them by Dr. Sutherland, to which categorical replies were
required.

These questions embraced the following points bearing on the cultiva-

tion of the plant, the outturn, and the methods actually employed in the

Jails to separate the fibre :

—

I.—(a) The soil, and (6) the manure best suited to the plant, and
(r) the number of years during which the plants will produce
freely.

II.—The amount of irrigation required in hot weather.
III.—The effect of frost, whether oestructive or not.

IV.—The best interval to be left between the plants to ensure straight

growth.
V.— (a) The number of crops 4 feet high to be obtained each year

after abundant irrigation and manuring.
(h) The seasons for cutting the crops.

The yield per acre.

VI.—(a) The time, and (h) the method of separating the bark from
the fibre and the fibre from the wood (i) in the fresh green,
and (2) in the dried state.

VII.—The (fll object and (6) duration of the retting process if employ-
ed ; whether it is used with (c) green or (d) dried stems ; (e)

whether it can be carried out in the rains, and {f) whether
chemicals are required.

VIII.—Method of removing gum if not steeped.

IX.—Specimens and description of fibre as it can be best produced,

and the rate at which it can be offered per maund at the jail.

3. These questions by no means embrace the whole points on which
information is sought, as they leave out of sight tho.se embodied in it as

being beyond the experience of Superintendents of Jails, and do not touch
at all on many of the most important in connection with relations of quality

and quantity to season, soil, age of plant, &c.
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Exact information ^uld scarcely be looked for from jail establish**

ments, as the cultivation has in no case been in any way extensive, the
largest area placed under Rhea cultivation in anv one jail probably not ex-
ceeding i| to 2 acres, and no experiments have been systematically made
on the influence of soil, amount of irrigation, &c., on the quality and quan-
tity of the outturn of fibre.

4. The conclusion to be derived from the reports submitted is that
attention has not been directed to those points, the plants having been
planted and cared for in a way, no very great attention having been paid
to the cultivation, at any rate in most instances, as the fibre, when ex-
tricated, with the rude methods at command, would never be remunerative
even when the day’s ws^ of a prisoner was placed at so miserable, a sum
as 6 pie.

5. The information obtained from the Superintendents of the different

jails, such as it is, is embodied in the following paragraphs.
Replies to the circular have been obtained from all the Jail Superin-

tendents, the last being received on nth March 1876.

6. (aj 'The information on this point is virtually nil, as regards
its relation to ouaniity and quality, Dr. McReddie only mentioning that

the autumn produce after the cessation of the rains is the most abundant,
the stems then growing to a much greater height.

The number of crops that can be obtained in a year with free irriga-

tion and manuring is three after the rains, in early spring and in June; but
on this point there is no agreement between the various reporters.

Three crops are obtained^

In Partabgarti

.

„ Pyzabad

Two crops^

In Lucknow .

„ Hardoi •

,, Gonda •

February, June, and October.
March, June, and October.

June and October.
February and September.
April and October.

One crop—

i

In Bahraich . . . November.

„ Sultanporc . . • September.

In the other two jails and e\en in the two last it is cut irregularly and
when required.

The only information submitted on the total outturn relates to the whole
year’s prepuce, and is mentioned in but three reports.

The yield per acre per annum in these is given below : —
Green stem. Rough uncarded fibre.

Lucknow . .160 maunds 8 maunds.
Partabgarh . . ... 1 maund.
Hardoi . . 10 maunds

The difference in these estimates is certainly remarkable, and I am
inclined to place no reliance at all on those of Partabgarii or Hardoi. In

the absence of reliable information as to soil, manuring, &c., it is im-
possible to guess even at the cause of this discrepancy.

7. (^) The relation of quantity and quality to the period of growth
must remain unanswered. Or. McReddie states that the fibre is much
finer and more delicate when obtained from the young stem.

8. (c) As regards age, the only information given is that the first plants,

planted some eight or nine years ago, still produce freely ; but there is no
evidence as to i^ether the older plants are deteriorating or not.
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ExperimentAl Cultivation of Rhea in Ondh.

The total outturn also would be very small, as Dr. McReddie con-
siders that half a ton per annum would be fully as much as he could pro-
duce. Other estimates of the cost per maund nave been given, but being
little more than mere guesses, need not be quoted.

Other questions raised with reference to the preparation of the Rhea
fibre is the need of retting for the removal of gum and the use of chemicals.

'I'he fullest description of the process comes from the Lucknow jail.

Dr. McReddie, who seems to have paid attention to the subject, expresses
his opinion that the process should commence immediately after the stems
are cut, as any delay increases the amount of g^m found in the fibrous

layer and the difficulty of separation and clearing the fibre.
^

He considers
that it should not be left one night even. If this precaution is attended to,

the amount of gum in the fibre is small and easily removed during the
subsequent retting process.

The first step is to clean oil the outer epidermal layer by scraping with
sharp-edged pieces of bamboo and by rubbing with gn^nny, and then to

remove the fibre in strips with the fingers. This process is never under-
taken in the dry state.

The next state is that of retting, by which fibres are separated, and any
remaining gum removed.

A solution of impure carbonate of soda {sajjt) is prepared, two ounces
being added to a gallon of water and boiled down till two-thirds remain.
The clear portion after standing is decanted off, and about five seers of

the raw fibre are placed in it, sufficient water being added to cover the
fibre completely.

It is allowed to remain thus from 7 to 20 days according to season, and
the fibre is then removed from the water, well washed, and dried. The
washing is continued until the fibre is perfectly clean and bleached.

For spinning, the fine fibre is prepared from this by combing or by
hand-picking.

In some jails the stem is allowed to partially or wholly dry, and then
retted, sajji or alum being used to assist in the removal of impurities.

15. In conclusion, I must express my regret at the absence of clear and
definite information on the points in question, w'hich arises wholly from
the fact, I presume, that the attention of those superintending the cultiva-

tion of Rhea has not been directed to them, at any rate, in a constant and
prominent manner. Jail Superintendents as such are naturally liable tp
tre:it any employment of prisoners that is not remunerative with callous-

ness. Should a further series of experiments be considered advisable in

jails, I would suggest that they should be confined to three or four jails,

and be carried out in them on a more extended scale and in a systematic
manner.”

'I'here would thus appear to be no spontaneous rhea cultivation in

Oudh. In one or two w'orks on India, published in Europe, it is stated,

that rhea is grown in the Tarai and in NepAl. It is believed the plant
there alluded to is Poi-rhea (Maoutia Pnya, which see) and not a form of
Bcehmeria.

{W, R. Clark,)

RHEUM, Linn,; Gen, Pl„ III,, 100,

A genus of stout herbs, with large woody roots, comprising about twenty
species, .til of them indigenous to Central Asia and the Him&laya. In the

Flora of British India, Sir J. D. Hooker describes seven spwies as natives

of the H imAlayan region, all of which are used medicinally in the districts

where they occur, but it is very doubtful if any of those that occur in British

India or its tributary states are the source of the true Turkey, Russian or Chinese

Rhubarb of commerce. This latter is said to be the dried root stock of Rhemn
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The Rhubarb of Commerce. (G. Watt,)
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emodi.

offidnale, Baillofty R. palmatum, Linn,, and probably of several other

species indigenous to South Eastern 1 ibet and Western and North-Western
China. With reference to the origin of the Rhubarb of commert-e FlUckiger
& Hanbury write as follows :

—“ No competent observer, as far as we know,

has ever ascertained, as an eye witness, the species of Rheum, which affords

the comm^cial rhubarb. Rheum officinale, from which it appeais at least

partly derived, is the only species yielding a root stock, which agrees with the
drug.*’ *'The plant was discovered in S^th-Eastern Tibet, where it is said to

to often cultivated for the sake of its medicinal root, but it is supposed to^ow
in various parts of Western and North-Western China whence tne supplies of
rhubarb are derived. It was obtained by the French Missionaries aliout the year
1867 for Dabry, French Consul at Hankon, who transmitted specimens to Dr.
8onbeiran of Paris. From one of these, which flowered at Montmorency in

1871, a botanical description was drawn up by Baillon. To what extent the
rhubarb of commerce is derived from this plant is unknown. But that the
latter may be a true source of the drug is supported by the fact that there is

at least no important discrepancy between it and the accounts and figures,

scanty and imperfect though they are, ^ven by Chinese authors and by the
old Jesuit Missionaries, and still more by the agreement in structure which
exists between its root and the Asiatic rhubarb of commerce.” **R. paima-
tum, Linn., a species known as long as 1750, has always been supposed to

yield rhubarb also and this has again been asserted by the Russian Oolonel
Przelvalski, who observed, in 1872 and 1873, that plant in the Alpine parts

of Tangat, round the lake Kuku-nor, in the Chinese province of Kansu in 36**-

38° North Lat. Rheum palmatum has been frequently cultivated in Russian

Asia, and in many parts of Europe since the last century, but without produc-
ing a root agieeing with Chinese rhubarb. Specimens of the root were largely

brought to St. Petersburgh by Przelvalski, but Dragendorff expressly

points out in his Jahresbericht for 1877 (p. 78) that it is dissimilar to true

rhubarb.”

In England, at the village 01 Budicott near B.'inbury, R. Rhaponticum
is now extensively cultivated, and is the source of the *' Hanbury” rhubarb of

commerce. When well prepared this is of similar appearance and size to

China rhubarb It is less bitter, but more mucilaginous and astringent, and
the root is of a more spongy, soft and brittle texture and is chiefly sold fur

exportation in the state of'powder.

None of the Himfilayan rhubarbs are of much commercial importance, the

rhubarb sold in Indian bazirs being usually imported from London. It is

principally derived from English gro»n rhul^rb, which, on account of its low
price, IS most in demand in India. ** None of the commercial rhubarb known
as Chinese or East Indian is imported into Bombay unless specially ordered

from China, but it often passes through the port on l>oard the P. and O. Com-
pany’s steamers” (Dymork).

Rheum emodi, Wall. / FI. Br. Ind., V., j6

;

PoLYGONACEit.

Syn.—R. EMOOIUM, Wall.; R. australe, Don.; ” Don considered R.
emodi, Wall. (R. australe, Don.), a Himalayan and Central Asiatic

species to be the chief source of the rhubarb of commerce. It is grown for

Rhubarb in Silesia and is a very distinct species ’* {Bentley & Trimen).
In India this species, together with R. Moorcroftiannm, R. spiciforme,

and R. WebbiauMm are the chief sources of Himalayan rhubarb. All

appear to be used medicinally by the natives of the regions where they
occur, and the different species seem to be very insufficiently distin-

guished, both in their vernacular names and in the literature on the sub-
ject of Rhubarb.

Vern —Hindi-r^vand chini, dolu. Hind. ; Bangld-r/van-chini, Brno.
;

Padam-chal, Nepal; ArcAw, Garhwal; Lachd, Lad\k & Spin
; ChuU-

M, chotidl, chdchi, chdkri, khabiin, kanddul, lachu, pambath. dtsi,
\

artso. artt ; (Stalks —) ribas, (Root —) revand chini, Pb. ; Bawdsk,
chdkri, Afg. ; Ladaki^dvanda-chini. Bomb.; Mulkd-cha-revalchtnni,

\

Mak.; Gamnt^rdvanchini, Guz. ; Ndtiu-irdval-^hinni, ndttu^manjat-
china!>kishangu. Tan.; Ndt~ki~rdvanchin'i. Deccan; Ndttu-reval

215
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218
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219

220

chinni, nittu-pasupu-china-gaddaf Tbl.; Nai^i^A-^kinnif Kan.;
vantie^indi, Arab. ; R^ande^kindi, Prrs.

Except in the districts where indigenous plants occur, it will be obserred that
all the vernacular names for Indian rhubarb are merely modifications of
revand or revand^hini, the name of the imported article.

References —5^noar/, Ph, Pl.^ iS6; Pkarm. Jnd,, 18^; O'Shaughnes^,
Beng. Dispens., 5/^/ Moodeen Sheriffs Supp. Pharm, Jnd,t2i3; Fleming,
Med PI. and Drugs, as in At. Res., Vol, XL, 188; Flkck. & Hanb.,
Pharmacog., S02; Bent. & Trim , Med. PI., Ill , 2ts ; S. Arjun, Bomb.
Drugs, 114; Year-Book Pkarm., 1874, p5; i8j6, 243 f Baden-Ponell, Pb.
Pr., 371: Atkinson, Him. Disi., 748 ; Royle, III. Him. Bat,, 3ts, 3t7

;

Watt, Be. Prods., II., S2f V., aW ; VI., ISS : Pereira, Mat, Med., II.,

^S; Ganetteer:—N,-W. P. (Himalayan Districts), X., 3i6f Ind.
Forester, XIV., J70.

Habitat.—An herb with very stout stem, 5-6 feet high, found in the
Sub-Alpineand Alpine Himalaya of Nepdl and Sikkim at altitudes between
11,000 and 12,000 feet. This species was described by Edgeworth as
occurring on the Ch6r, a mountain near Simla, although his figure has
the larger flowers of R. Webbianiun but the habit and glabrous panicle of

R. emodi. It is described by Aitchison as indigenous to L.ahoul.

Dye. — Moorcroft states that the Bhutias of Garhwal use the root of
this species with madder and potash for dyeing red. “ The colour would
probably be derived from the madder and the rhubarb is most likely only
an auxiliary ” (

Watt).
Medicine.—The roots of this species constitute, according to the Phnr*

macopeia of India, the “large” variety of Indian or Himdlayan Rhubarb.
“ It occurs in twisted or cylindrical pieces of various sizes and shapes,
furrowed; cut obliquely at the extremities, about 4 inches long and an inch
and a half in diameter ; of a dark brown colour, feeble rhubarb odour, and
bitter astringent taste; texture radiated rather spongy, not presenting on
fracture the marbled texture characteristic of ordinary rhubarb

;
pulverized

with difficulty
;
powder of a dull brownish-yellow colour.

Himalayan rhubarb is used as a purgative and astringent tonic in place
of the imported article. It is less active, and has often been pronounced
worthless Dr. Oleghorn (Madras, Quart l^ed. Jonrn , 464)
states, however, that only an inferior variety reaches the plains of Hindus-
tan, and that he tested the action of the fresh root and found it to resemble
that of Russian rhubarb. He, therefore, suggested that if the plant were
cultivated with due care, a good serviceable drug equal to Chinese or
Turkish rhubarb might ^obtained from the Himalayan species Pharm.
Ind.). Dr. Aitchison in h's Hora of Lahoul states that “ the Natives of that

region recognize no medicinal quality in this plant, but frequently eat the
stems raw which are agreeably acrid to the taste and refreshing when one is

tired,” Although not recognised by the natives as a purgative, the young
leaves and stalks, when used by Europeans as a salad, had distinctly puiga-
tive effects.

Food.—The STALKS are eaten by the Natives either boiled or in their

natural state pounded and mixed with salt ai^ pepper ; they are also dried

stored, and eaten with other food and sometimes are made into preserves

Dr. Watt cooked and ate the stems of the wild plant in Lahoul, but he
records that he found them to act as a powerful purgative.

Trade.—The average annual export of R. emodi from the Kumion
forest division is said to be about i,oooft (Atkinson).

Rheum Moorcroftianuin, Royle; Fl.Br.Ind., V.,j6
Syn.—Sir J. D. Hooker, with reference to this species, writes:—**I am

uncertain about this plant, which differs from R. qndforme in the .very

much larger pubescent peduncles and racemes which together are two feet

long, and in the torm of the fruit. The only specimens ar Wallich’s
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The Medicinal Rhaberb. {iV. R, Clark,)
RHEUM

spiciforme.

are very bad, and have neither locality nor collector's name. They are
ticketed * large broad-leaved, small stalked rhubarb, the root more pui^ative
than the long stalked.’ Another sheet has attached to it a ticlmt in the

same handwriting ’narrow round4eaved, long-stalked rhubarb.’ R.
Moorcroftianuin is written in pencil on the sheets, 1 think, by Royle
(certainly not by Wallich). Hence they are no doubt the plants men-
tkmed by Royle (III, Him, Boi,, 315) as brought by Moorcroft from
Niti, altitude 12,000 feet in Kurodon, and of which Royla says that Major
Hearsay, Moorcroft’s companion, has described two kinds to me, one
round-leaved and short-etalked, and the other short-stalked, but large and
broad-leaved. (R. Moorcroftiaoinn, Nob,) with the root more purgative

than that of the former.’ From this it appears that Royle, not Wallich,
as hitherto supposed, is the author of R. Moorcroftianum» and that

Meissner is Either in error, in describing it as everywhere glabrous ”

{FI, Bf, IfuL)

Vera.

—

For vernacular names, see R* eixiodi* No distinction appears to be
made by the natives between the two species.

References. ///., J/5, 3i8 f Stewart, Pb, Pi,, t86; BadewPowell,
Pb, Pr,, 369, 37 f i Liotard, Rep, on Ind, Dyes, 96,

Habitat.'-This species is said to occur on the Western Himalaya, prin-
cipally about Kumdon.

Dye.—” The roots of R. Moorcroftianiiin known in Sialkote as remand,
are powdered and steeped in cold water for two days. The decoction is

then boiled and woollen stuff immersed in it, while still boiling. The result

is a fleeting yellow, which can be deepened by the addition of turmeric to
the dye (Ltotard),

Medicine.—Same properties as R. cmodi.

Rheum nobilei Hoolf, and Thoms, ; FI, Br, Ind,, V,, 57.
VtstL-^Tchuka, Sikkim.

References.— Him, Journals, II., sff; Hooker f, & Thoms,, III,
Him, Pl„ t, 19 f DC,, Prod,, XIV., r, i36.

DYE.
Roots.

221

MBDICIIIB.

222
223

Habitat.—A handsome herbaceous plant, with stem .V4 feet high, and
as thick as the wrist below, found in the inner ranges of the Sikkim Hima-
laya, at altitudes between n,cK)o and 15,000 feet.

Medicine.—The root resembles that of medicinal rhubarb, but is spongy
and inert (Hooker).

Food.—The acid stems are eaten both raw and boiled.
Domestic Use.—The dried leaves afford a substitute for tobacco ; a

smaller kind of rhubarb is, however, more commonly used in Tibet, for this
purpose ; it is called chula,

R. spiciforme, Boyle; Fl.Br Ind., F., jj.
Syn.— R. Moobcroftianum, Meissn. not of Royle,

Vera.

—

For vernacular names and medicinal properties, see Rheum emodL
References.— DC,, Prod,, XIV,, r, 36 ; Stewart, Pb. PI., 186; O'Shaugh-

messy, Beng. Dispens,, 5/9/ Royle, III. Him. Bot., 3i8, t. 78.

Habitat.—This species is found on the drier ranges of the Western
Himalaya from Kumion (altitude 14,000 to 16,000 feet) to Western Thibet
(altitude 9,000 to 14,000 feet) and is distributed to Afghdnistdn.

Food.—”In Afghdnistin, the plant is always wild, and appears to
grow abundantly in many parts. When green, the leaf-stalks are r,:mash,
and when blanched by hoping up stones and gravel round them, they are^Im chuM ; when fresh (in which state they are sometimes brought to
P^^^war in spring) they are eaten either raw or cooked. They are also
dried for use, to be eaten with other food, and are sometimes made into
a preserve ” (Stemart),

HEDICINB-
Root.

224
FOOD.
Stems.

225
EimDOM! C.

226
227

POOD.
228

R. 228
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RHINACANTHUS
communis.

Tong-pangf-choiig, a cure for Ringworm.

229 Rheum Webbianum, RoyU ; FI, Br. Ind., F., 57.

Vom.—For the vernacular names of this species, see thos^ ^ R. omodi.

Reference!.— ///. Sof., 3ie, t. 17a; Pharm. Ind., 1877
Bent. & Trim,, Med, PL, 21$.

Habitat.—This plant, which is very difficult to distinguish from R.
emodi, occurs on the Central and Western Alpine Himalaya from Nepdl
to Kashm'r, at attitudes between 10,000 and 14,000 feet.

MEDICINE. Medicine.-—This constitutes, according to the Pharmacopceia of India,

230 the small variety of Himalayan Rhubarb which “consists of short trans-
verse segments of the root-branches ; of a dark brownish colour, odourless
or nearly so with a very bitter astringent taste.*'
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RHINACANTHUS, Nees.; Gen. PL, II., tii2.

Rhinacanthus communiSi Nees,; Fl. Br. Ind., IV., S4i ; Wtght,

[///., i64f, his., fig. g Ic,, t, 464 ; Acanthacbl*:.

Tong-pang-chong.

Sy»*—R. Rottlerianus, Nees,; Justicia nasuta, Linn.; J. Rotti.eri-
ANA, Wall.

Vcm -^Palihriuhia. palak'juhi. yui^pani. Hind. ; J&i^pana, Bbno.; PuU
colli, PuMhuk-kolli, pu\hpa~kedal, nagamallich-rhett, Mal. (S.P.); Gach-
iaran. Bomb.*; Gajaharni, Mar.; Kabstar-ka-jhdr. Dec.; Nagoy^mcdli,
Tam.; Nargamollay, ndga malle, Tel.; Ndga-mallige, Kan,; Anitia,
Bukm.; Yuthika-purni, Sans.

References.— Prod,, XI„ 442; Roxb., Fl, Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 40;
Dais, dr Gibs., Bomb. Fl , tgs ; Grab , Cat. Bomb. PL, 164 ; Sir W.
Elliot, FL Andh , 122; Rheede, Hort. MaL, IX.. t3s, t. 69; O^Shaugh-
nessy, Beng. Dupens,. 481 ; S. Arjun. Cat, Bomb. Drugs, 107 ; Dymock,
Mat. Med. W. Ind,, 2nd Ed., 5^8, $89; Year-Book Pharm., t88i, 107;
Drury, V, PL Ind,, J63 ; Royle, III, Him. Bot., 298 ; New Com. PL dr
Drugs, IV., 46; V., 7S; VI., 102 ; VII , 73; Gasetterrs Bombay, VJ„
IS: XV,, 440 ; Mysore and Coorg, /,, $4; Ind. Forester, XI., 231;
Lancet {i88i), 887 ; {1882), 78; Balfour, Cyclop. Ind,, III., ^5; Smith,
Ec. Diet., 284.

Habitat.—A shrub 4-5 feet high, met with in a state of cultivation
throughout India, and doubtfully wild in the Deccan Peninsula and Ceylon.
It is cultivated in the Straits Settlements, Java, and Madagascar.

Medicine.—Used for various medicinal purposes by the natives of
India. Milk, in which the root has been boiled, is considered aphrodisiac

;

the fresh root and leaves, bruised and mixed with lime juice and pepper,
are employed as an ext^nal application in eczema and ringworm, especi-
ally in cases of the variety of that disease known in India as “ Dhooie’s
Itch ” {Tinea circinata tropica). The roots are believed in some parts of
India to be an antidote to the bites of poisonous snakes, hence the name
nat^amulli (cobra root ). Of late, under the name of “ Tong-pang-chong,” it

seems to have attracted considerable attention in Europe, on account of its

reputed value in the treatment of ringworm, but the results obtained by
its use are very contradictory, some practitioners asserting that it is utterly
useless, while ethers declar^ that it is most efficacious. It seems, however,
to be universally used wiih good results in cases of Tinea circinata tropica,
although its utility in ordinary ringw’orm {Tinea tonsurans) seems very
doubtful. Dr. Liborius analysed the root in his laboratory at Dorpaat,
and found that it contained a substance which he called rhinacanthin, and
which resembled chrpsophanic and frangulic acids in its antiseptic and
antiparasitic properties.
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The Rhinoceros. (John Watt.')
RHINOCEROS
unicornis.

(John Watt.)

RHINOCEROS, Linn,; Jerdon, Mam, Ind,^ 2J2, .

lliis mammalian belongs to the great order Ungulata (or hoofed

animals), in the sub-order of Perisso&ctyla, Family Khinocerotida.
The horse and tapir are its nearest allies.

Characters—The most striking peculiarity of this animal is the horn

or horns on the nose (pivoxepcos\. It is terrestrial in its habits* and feeds

on vegetables. Its limbs are adapted for progression and not for pre-

hension. It has no collar-bones, and the dibits on each foot are three in

number and each terminates in a small hoof-like nail. The third or mid-
dle digit is much more developed than the others, and has its two sides

similarly formed. The thigh bone bears a third trochanter. The molar
and premolar teeth are similar and form a continuous series. The bones
of the foreleg are well developed and remain distinct. The head is large,

the eyes small, and the ears moderate. The horns grow throughout the

life of the animal, but are reproduced if lost. The skin is thick, and
thrown into deep folds in certain places ; it is also thinly clad with hair.

The Rhinoceros is, as a rule, a quiet inoffensive animal.

The classification adopted here, for the various species, is that given by
Mr. W. T. Blanford in the recently published volume of Fauna of British

India. The species of Rhinooeros are grouped into two main sect’ons,

vis. one-horned, and two-horned. The former is represented in ladia by
two, the latter by one, species. In Geological formations, how ever, a

larger number of forms are represented than at the present time.

Rhinoceros sondaicus, Cuv.; Fauna, Brit. Jnd,, /., 474.

The Smaller Oke-horved Rhinoceros.
Syn.—-R, javnicus, Cuv.; R. inkriiis, Lessow.

;

R. nasalis, Cray.

Vem.— Bbng.; Gainda, Hind.; Kuvda, kedi, kvaeda, NagA;
Kajeng, kyjanthheng, Bukm. ; Bdddk, MALAY.

References -~Blyth, Mam. Burm.. so; Sterndale, Mam. Jnd., 410.; Mason,
Burma and Its People, 166, 669; Balfour, Cyclop. Ind., III., 406;
Encytl. Brit., xx., 522.

Habitat.—The Lesser Rhinoceros is found in the Sunderbands and parts

of Eastern Bengal. It occurs also abundantly in Burma and thence

throughout the Malay Peninsula to Java and Borneo. Kinloch shot it

also in Sikkim Tarai. It is distinguished by the fold in front of the shoul-

der, being continued over the back of the neck ; the skin of the sides is

also divided into small polygonal scales.

R. sumatrensis, Cuv. ; Flora, Brit. Ind., /., 4*^6.

The Asiatic Two-horned Rhinoceros.
Syn.—Rhinoceros sumatkanus. Raffles; R. crossei. Gray; R. lasio

T is, Sclater.

;

Ckratorhinus crossei and C. sumatcensis, Blyth
C. sumatkanus, C. NIGER, C. CROSSEI, and C. BLYTHII, Gray.

Vem.—Kyaw, kyaro>sha'ei, Burm. ; Bdddk, Malay.
References. Mam. Burma, S2; Sterndale, Mam. Ind., 412;

Mason, Burma and Its People, 167, 669; Balfour, Cyclop, Ind., III.,

406 ; Encycl. Brit., XX., 522 -

Habitat.—This species is rare in Assam ; but from that province it

ranges to Siam, the Malay Peninsula, Sumatra, and Borneo.

R. unicornis. ZiVin./ Fauna Brit. Ind., /., 479.
The Great One-horned Rhinoceros.
Syn.—R. INDICUS, Cuv.: R. stenocephalus, Gray.
Vem.—Gainda, gargadan. Hind.; Karkadan, Pers.; Gonda, Beno. ;

Got, Assam ; Kyan-hsen, Burm. ; Khadga, kadgin, gandaka. Sans.
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RHINOCEROS
unicornis.

The Rhinoceroe.

MEDICINE
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Referencet.—Blyih, Mam, Burma, si ; Stemdale, Mam. Ind., 407;
Smith, Chinese Mat. Med., rSs ; BuchananrHamilion, Acc, ofKingdom
of Nepal, 63 ; Ayeen Akhery {Gladwin's transl.), II,, gd ; Balfour, Cyclop,
lnd.,JII.,406sEncyel„BHt„XX„S22. * ^

HabitAt.—This species at the present day is almost restricted to the
Assam Valley. Formerly it was extensively distributed in the Indian
Peninsula. It is chiefly cnaracterized by the fold in front of the shoulders
not being continued over the back of the neck, and by the skin of the
sides bearing tubercles.

From an economic point of view the various species of Rhinoceros
scarcely need to be separately considered. The following facts may, there-
fore, be given of all three species collectively :

—

ICedidne.—In Indian medicine, the Rhinoceros was formerly much
esteemed, and even now we find cups of Rhinoceros horn valued in many
parts of the country as tests for poisons. In Linschoten’s Voyage to the
East Indies, published in Holland in 1590, there occurs the following
account of the medicinal uses of the Rhinoceros:—" Their homes are much
esteemed, and u«ed against all venime, poyson, and many other diseases

;

likewise his teeth, clawes, flesh, skin and blood and his very dung, and
water and all whatsoever is about him, is much esteemed in India, and used
for the curing of many diseases and sicknesses, which is very good and
most true, as I my selfe by experience have found ; but it is to & under-
stood, that all Rhinocerotes are not alike good, for there are some whose
homes are sold for one, two or three hunored Pardavtes the peece, and
there are others of the same colour and greatnes that are sold but for three
or fours Pafdawes, which the Indians knowe and can disceme. The cause
is that some Rhinocerotes which are found in certame places in the countrie

of Bengala have this virtue, by reason of the hearbes which that place only
yeddeth and bringeih forth which in other places is not so and this estima-
tion is not onely held of the home, but of all other thinges in his whole
bodey, as I saide before."

The same belief in the medicinal value of the various parts of the Rhi-
noceros seems to have held good in India even in later aays than those of

Linschoten, for in the Taleef (translated by Playfair in 1833) we
find the use of Rhinoceros* I'LBSH recommended in " disorders of the wind "

and for the purpose of " decreasing the urine and faeces,” the smoke from the
burning horn is pronounced excellent for the cure of piles and for producing
easy labour, and drinking from a cup made of the norn there stated to be
efficacious for the cure of piles. Dr. Hamilton also, in his manuscripts
written in Berar and quoted by Ainslie {Mat. Ind., //., 4^0) states that

the Hindu physicians, even of his time, considered the flesh of the Rhino-
ceros medicinal, and ordered it boiled and in combination with ghixn the

last stages of typhus fever.

The horns of the Rhinoceros imported from India, Siam, Cochin China,

and Sumatra, are much sought after in China for their supposed medicinal

virtues They receive the names st-koh, st-niu-koh, and are credited with

tonic, alterative, and many other medicinal properties. The black and
pointed horns are thought to be the best. Cups ailso are made of the horns

which are believed to have the valuable property, alluded to above,

detecting poisonous draughts placed in them. Rhinoc^os* hidrs also are

exported to China where they are made into a kind of jelly which is used
medicinally.

Domestic Use. ^Rhinoceros, hide is, in India, made into shields, sword
handles, and ramrods which are much prized by the native grandees of the

regions where the animal occurs.
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The Mangroye. {W. R, Clark.)
RHIZOPHORA
mucroii' ta.

{W, R, Clark.)

RHIZOPHORA, Linn.; Gen. PL, I., 6’j8.

Two species of Rhizophora are indi^nous to India. The one here described
in detail and the other—R. conjugata, Lmn.—a small tree nearly related to

it and frequently associated with it, but which, being of no special economic value,
need not be further mentioned.

Rhizophora mucronata, Lamk. ; FI, Br. Ind., II., 43$; Wight, Ic.,

The Mangrove. [/. ; III., I., 209/ Rhizophorea.

Syn.—R. MACRORRHIZA, Griff, ; R. CANDELARIA, W. & A.; R. MaNGLR*
Linn.

Veni.•“Kamo, bhora, AAofo, Beno. j Rdi, UriyA; Kamo, kunro, Sind;
Upu-poma, adavi ponna, Tel.; Byu, pyu, byuma. Burn.; Bairada,
jttmuda, Andaman ; Kadol, Sing.

References.— Prod., 111., 32 ; Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., gSg;
Votet, Hart. Sub. Cal., 4^ ; Kura, For. FI. Burnt., /., 447 ; Beddotiiet
FI, Sylv., i. XIIJ, -fig. 4 ; Gamble, Man. Tim., 176 ; DoIm. & Gibs., Bomb*
FI., 95 ; Graham. Ca^. Bomb. PI., 63 ; Sir ]V. Elliot, FI. Andht., n, 186;
Rhe^e, Hort. Mai., VI., t. 34 ; Rumphius, Amb., Ill, t.71 : Murray, Pj.& Drugs, Sind, ; Drury. U. Pt. Ind., 272 ; Us^ul PI. Bomb. IVol.
XXV„ Bomb. Gao.) 72; Watt, Ec. Pr.,II.,s3 ; VI., isSi VII., 213;
Strettell, Nar. of Journey in search of Ficus elasHca, 5 ; Gaaetteers
Bomlmy, V., 25; (Kanara) XV , 434 / Burma, 14? i Orissa, II., 173,
Appendix 6; Tropital Agriculturist, IV., $03 ; Ind. Forester, XI. 4go ;
Smith, Diet. Econ. PL, 264; Balfour, Cyclop. Ind., III., 407.

Habitat—A small evergreen tree, found on tidal, muddy shores through-
out India, Burma, and the Andaman Islands.

Dye and Tan.—The bark is said to be used to give a chocolate dye;
it is used also in tanning. This tan Christy recommends to be used as a
preliminary preparation for cheap leathers. It is recommended that the
leather should be about half prepared in India and exported to Europe
in that condition, to be redone and have the colour improved by myra-
bolans or other tanning materials. Mangrove bark has been exported
to Europe, but leather prepared with it solely is always inferior in colour
and quality. Except, therefore, as a preliminary tan, or in the preparation
of cheap leathers, it is not likely to become an article of European trade.

Instead of the bark, which is bulky, Strettell suggests ihat an extract
should be prepared for the purpos'^ of exportation. He further states that
this extract would perform its office in half the time of oak>bark. It wtiuld,

however, have to be made in an earthen vessel, since any contact with
iron would make the leather piepared by the extract, brittle and dis-

coloured.

Medicine.—Rheede states that the bark mixed with dried ginger or long
pepper and rose water is said to be a cure for diabetes. No other writer
appears to have made this observation ; indeed, O’Shaughnessy expressly
states that none of the mangroves are reputed to have any medicinal virtue.

Food —The fruit is reported to be sweet and edible, and the juice to

be made into a kind of light-wine. Salt is extracted from the aerial roots.
Structure of the WocSl.— Sapwood light red, heartwood dark red, ex-

tremely hard, but warps and splits in seasoning ; it is very durable. Weight
70*5]b per cubic foot.

Domestic Uses.—The wood, although good, is rarely used in India.

Rumphius, speaking of the uses of the wood, states that in Amboyna it

was a much valued fuel, and that the Chinese employed it to make charcoal
for use in their workshops. He also adds that the larger aerial roots were
used as anchors for small boats, and remarks that in the Moluccas a
curious custom, and one at variance with European ideas, prevails in that,
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RHODODENDRON Xl,e Riiododeiidjoa.
arboreum.
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while the anchors are made of wood, the boats are constructed of a light
stone thrown up by the volcanoes in these islands.

Rhizophora caseolariSi see Sojmemtia acida, Linn.f.j Ltthrace^ ;

[Vol. VI.
RHODODENDRON, Linn. / Gen. PL, //., 599.

[ Royle, 111 , 260, t, 64, fig. 2; Ericaceje.

Rhododendron Anthopogon, D. Don.; FL Br. Ind., III., 4>j2

;

Syn.—R. AROMATICUM, Wall.; AzaLEA LAPPONICA, Pall.; OSMOTHAM-
NUS FRAGRANS and PALLIDUS, DC.

Vtm.^Palu, Bhutea; Tanak-tsun, Kashmir; Nichni, raiiankdi, neraf
kai gabdn, morua, talisa, talisri, (Bazdr name for leaves) talisfar. Pb.

References.—i)C., Prod., VU., 715, 7^5; Brandis, For. FI., 2fi2 ; Stewart,
Pb. PL, t33; Watt, Cal. Exkb. Cat., V., 23o ; Ga»etteer:-^N.-W. P.,
X., 3 i2; Ind. Forester, V., 1^3; Sir J. D. Hooker in Agri.-Hort. Soc.,
Ind., Joum., {JSel.), VIII., 47, SS, 63, 81 , 83.

Habitat.—A small shrub, with very aromatic, strongly-scented leaves,

common at altitudes between 11,000 and 16,000 feet on the Alpine Hima-
laya, from Kashmir to Bhutdn, and distributed to Central and Northern
Asia.

Medicine.—The leaves of this plant and of R. lepidotnm, are aromatic,

and their smoke is considered by the Natives to be useful in some diseases.

They are supposed to have stimulant properties, and are collected and ex-
ported to the plains, where they are officinal

(
Watt). This is one of the

species which is thought by the Bhutias to excite the headache and nausea
which attends ascents to the high elevations of the Eastern Himalaya (.S'lV

y. D. Hooker).

R. arboreum, Sm. / Fl. Br. Ind., III., 46$.
Syn.— K. puNicsuM, R. cinnamombum, Wall.; R. Campbelli iB.

Hook.f.
Vem —Bhordns, gurds, ghonds, taggi, lalgurds, Nepal ; Etok, Lepcha &

Bhutia; Brus qx bras, Kumaon* Ardawal, mandal, chid, dri, brds,
hrod, chatheon, Ph.; Trikhganaere

,

Tkans-Indus; Billi, pumaram,
NiLQHiRiS; Ma^atmal, Sing.

Reference!.— Z)C., Prod., VII., 720; Roxb., Fl. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 373;
Voigt, Hart. Sub. Cal., 333; Brandis, For. FL, 281 ; Kura, For. FL
Burnt., II., g3 ; Beddttme, FL Sylv., t. 228 ; Gamble, Man. Timb., 236;
Cat., Tree<!, Shrubs, &c., Darjiling, 5// Stewart. Pb. PL, i33 ; Mason,
Burma and Its People, 40J, 781 ; Med. Top. Ajmir, 142, tgi ; Baden
Powell, Pb. Pr., $94! Drury, U. PL Ind., 364; Guide to Bot.
Gardens and Arboretum, t22, 124 ; Settlem^ Report:—Simla Dts-
trict, Panjdb, App. II., H., xliii; Gaaetteers:—Panjdb {Rawed Pindi),
i3, 1$ ; Simla, 10; Gurdaspore, 55; H.^W. P., Himdlayan Districts, X.,
312; Agri.’Horti. Soc. Ind.:—Tran^., VI., 23$ ; Journ. II., Sel , 38$ ;

IV., Sel., 264 ; VI., 167 ; VIII., SeL, 38, 43 , 44, $t, $2, $8, 59, 81, 83 ;

XIII., 384 ; Ind. Fitrester, I., 97 / II.. 2$ ; IV., 198; VIII., 26, 404, 407,
409, 412; SeL, 41, $3, $8 ; X., 3$ ; XL, 4 ; XIV., 247.

Habitat.—A tree, which often attains a height of 25 feet; common on
the temperate Himalaya from the Indus to Bhutdn, at altitudes between
5,000 and 10,000 feet. It is frequent on the Khdsia hills, between 4,000
and 6,000 feet, and occurs also on the hills of Southern India and Ceylon,
very abundant in Manipur, and on the Kareen hills in Burma.

Medicine.—“ Madden states that the young lewes of this species are

poisonous. It is also stated that they are medicinal, and on the Bias are

applied to the forehead for headache " (Stewart). The honey of wild bee
is said in Sikkim to be poisonous at the flowering time of this species.

Food.—The flowers have a sweet, sour taste, and are said to make a
good sub-acid jelly. They are, in some parts of the Himilaya, eaten by
Uie Natives, who, according to Madden, ^t intoxicated if they consume a
large quantity.
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The Rhododendroii. (IK R. Clark,)
RHODODENDRON
cinnabarinum.

Stroctuie of the Wood.—Soft, reddish, white or reddish-brown, close and
even-grained, apt to warp and shrink. Weight per cubic foot.

Domestic and Sacred.->-The wood is chiefly used for fuel and charcoal,

but is also sometimes employed for building and for making dishes. In

Sikkim for nukri handles, boxes, and other small articles, and on the

Nilgfiris for gun-stocks and posts {Gamble). HoflFmelster mentions that

a SNUFF made from the bark of the tree is excellent. He also notes that in

Nepdl the flowers are used for offerings at temples.

Rhododendron barbatum, WalK; FL Br. Ind., III., 468.
Syn.—R. NOBILE, Wall, partly; R. lancifolium, Hook.f.
Vem.—Gurds, chimalt Nepal; Kemu, Bhotia.
References.—Z)C., Prod., VII., 72t ; Gamble, Man. Timh., 237 ; Ga»et~

teeri-‘N.-W. Prov. fHimdlayan Dist.), X., 3i2 ; Jnd. Forester, 97;
VIII., 409 ; Agri.-Hort. Soc. Ind. Jour., VIII., Sel. 40, 41, 43, $2, $3,

55.
Habitat.—A tree, 30 to 40 feet hi^h, met with in the Temperate Hima-

laya from Kumdon to Bhutdn, at altitudes between 8,000 and 12,000 feet.

Structure of the Wood.—Pinkish-red, shining, of slow growth. Weight
39fl^ per cubic foot.

R. campanulatum, Don. ; Fl. Br. Ind., III., 466.
Syn.—R. .bruginosum, Hook.f. ; R. nobilb. Wall, (chiefly) R. Edoarii,

Gamble.
Vem.

—

Cherailu, Hind.; Cheraidhu, cheriala, teotosa, Nepal; ChimuU
N.-W. P. ; Gaggar yurmi, Kashmir; Sarngar, shinwala, Jiargar,
simrung (Himalayan Hill names), Fb.; (Bazir, leaves*"tamdkd hulas
or pattikashmin) ; Bargi, Ti bet.

References.—DC., Prod , VII., 721 ; Brandis, For. Fl., 281 ; Gamble,
Man. Timb., 287 ; Darjiling Lhi, 52 ; Sten)arf, Pb. PI., 134 ; 0*Shatigh’-
nessy, Beng. Dtspens., 48 ; Baden Ptmell, Pb. Pr., 3S9, SQdf Atkinson,
Him. Did., 749 ; Bird-mood, Bomb. Pr., 5/ / Watt, Cal. Rxhb. Cat., V.,

289; VII., 214 { GaBeiteers

:

—N.^W. P , X ,3i2 ; Simla Dtst,, I2; Ind.
Forester, IX., 198 ; XIII., 65, 80; Agrt.’-Horti. Soc. Ind., Journ., VIII.,
Sel. 36, 38, 4^$ 44* 39* 83.

j

Habitat.- A large shrub found in the inner Himdlaya from Kashmir to

Bhutdn at altitudes between 9,<kx> and I4,ock) feet. It occurs also on the
outer ranges of the Char and Kedarkanta, and is very abundant in Sikkim.

Medicine.—The leaves are exported to the plains, where they are ground
up with tobacco and used as a snuff, which is said to be useful in cold, and
hemicrania. They are also said by Baden Powell to be used in chronic

rheumatism, syphilis, and sciatica. The dried twigs and wood are used in

Nepdl, as a medicine in phthisis and chronic fevers.

Structure of the Wood.—Light pinkish-red, moderately hard. Weight
39!b per cubic foot.

Domestic Use.—The wood is small aUd crooked, but makes excellent

fuel, the smoke of which is, however, very acrid and irritant.

R. cinnabarinum, Hook.f.; Fl. Br. Ind., III., 4^4.
Syn.

—

R. RoYLEI, Hook, f.; R. BLANDFORDIiEFLORUM, Hook. ; R. SP.,

Griff.

Vmn.

—

Buld, Nepal ; Kema, kechung, Lepcha.
References.—Gamble, Man, Timb., 5/ ; Darjiling List, gr ; Watt, Cal.

Exhb, Cat., VII., 215; Agri.-Horti. Soc., Ind. Journ., VIII., Sel., 36, 41,

45, 61, 8t.

Habitat.—A shrub, 4 to 8 feet high ; met with on the Eastern Himalaya,
in Sikkim and Bhutdn, at altitudes between 10,000 and 12,000 feet.

Me'licine.—The leaves are universally considered poisonous to cattle

and goats. If employed as fuel, the smoke causes the eyes to inflame and
the face to swell {Hooker, Him. Journ.),
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RHODODENDRON
lepidotum.

The Rhododendron.
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Stmctnre of the Wood.—Grey, moderately hard, even-grained« is apt
to warp. Weight 42lb per cubic foot.

Rhododendron Falconeri, Hook./,: FI. Br, Ind., III., ^6$.
Syn.— R. EXIMIUM & VENOSUM, Nutt.
Vom.—KurUHga, Nepal; KegUt kalma.iBHXJTiK.
RtitrOlCtM.^Gamble, Man. Timb., 237 ; fCew Off. Guide to Bot. Gardens
and Arboretum^ r24r2Sj Watt, Cal Exhb. Cat., VII., 21$; Ind. Forester^

97 ; VIII,, 409 / Xlll., 14$; Agri.‘ Horti. Soc. Journ., VIII., Sel., 42,
57, 5F9 et»

Habitat.—A moderate-sized tree or frequently a gr^arious shrub,
abundant on the Eastern Himalaya from East Nepil to Bhutin, at alti-

tudes between 9,000 and 13,000 feet.

Structure of the Wood.—Reddish-white, shining with a satiny lustre,

takes a beautiful polish, is hard and does not warp. Weight 391b per cubic
foot.

Domeatic Uses.—“ As it is easily worked, and not apt to rolit, it is ad-
mirably adapted for use in the parched and arid climate of Tibet, and the
Bhutias make from it cups, spoons, ladles, and the saddles by means of

which loads are slung upon the yak The leaves are employed as platters,

and serve for lining the baskets, which contain the mashed pulp of Arisaema
root (a kind of colocass). The customary present of butter or curd is

always enclosed in this glossy foliage” {ilooker in Journ. Agri-Horti,
Soc., Ind.).
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R. fulgenSi Hook.f. Fl. Br. Ind., III., 466.
Syn --R. NOBILE, Wall., in part.

Vern —Ckimal, Nepal.
Rcfercncei.— W'aW, Cal. Exhb. Cat., VII., 21$ ; Sir J.p. Hooker in Journ .

Agri.^Harti. Soc., Ind., VIII., 44, 59.
Habitat.—A small tree or large shrub of the Nepdl and Sikkim Hima-

laya, found at altitudes of from 10,000 to 14,000 feet.

Structure of the Wood.—Grey, darker in the centre, moderately hard,
even-grained. Weight 3681 per cubic foot.

R, grande, Wight ; Ft. Br. Ind., III., 464 ; Wight, Ic., t. 1202.
Syn.- R. AROENTEUM, Hook.f.
Vtxn.— Kali gurus, putlinga, Nepal; Etok-amal, Lepcha.
References.— Man. Timb., 236 ; Watt, Cal. Exhb. Cat., VII.,

214; Km> Off. Guide to Bot. Gardim'. and Arboretum, 124, 12$ ; Journ.
Agri.-Horti. Soc., Ind. {Old Series), VIII. xSel.), 41, 42, $t, 59, St, 83, 84.

Habitot.—A tree frequent in the Sikkim and Bhutdn Himdlaya, at al-

titudes between 7,000 ami 11,000 feet.

Structure of the Wood.—Yellowish with darker heartwood, shining,

soft, close and even-grained. Warps less than that of R. arboreum.
Weight 398) per cubic foot.

R. lepidotum, Wall. / Fl. Br. Ind., III., 4^1.
Syn.—R. salignum, ELaEAGNOinss, & obovatum, Hook.f.

Vtm.’—Tsaluma, tsuma, Bhutia; Talisfur, Northern India; Taliori
Simla.

The vemaculer names of this species and of R* Anthopogon seem in many
districts of the Panjib to be in common.

Referencee.—Z7C., Prod.. VII., 724; Brandis, For. Fl., 2S2; Gamble,
Man. Timb., 236 ; Darjding List, $2; Royle, III. Him. Bat., 260, t. 64,

fig. I ; Pymock, Mat. Mea. W. Ind., 7$g; Birdwood, Bomb. Pr., $t:
Wait, Cal. Exhb, Cat., V,, 240 ; Gaaetteers :’^imla Disi., 12; N.^W.
P., HimdlMan Dist., X,, 312 ; Ind. Forester, V., t84; Agri.~Horti.
Soc., Ind. Journ., VIII., Sel., 38, 46, $8, 62, 63̂
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The Simdi tree of Europe. ( W. R. C.arh,)

Habitat.—-A shrub found on the Temperate and Alpine Himdlaya,
from Kashmir to Bhutdn, at altitudes between 8,000 and 15,000 feet.

Medicine.—The medicinal properties of this species and of R. Anthopo-
gon iq.v.) are similar.

Rhododendron setosum, Don; FI. Br. Ind., 111., 4^2.
Syii.-R. AnthOPOgon, Wall., partly.

Vem.— TsoZ/m, Bhutia & Tibetan.
Referencea.

—

DC., Ptod^ VII., 724; Sf. D. Hooktr in youmal Agri-
HorH. Soc., Ind. (Old Series), VIII., (Sel.) 46, 64.

Habitat.—A small and elegant shrub found in Sikkim and Nepdl at

altitudes between 13,000 and 16,000 feet.

Medicine.— ** The Sikkim Bhutias and Tibetans attribute the oppres-
sion and headaches attending the crossing of the loftiest passes to the

strongly resinous odour of this and R. Anthopogon (q.v.) A useful volatile

OIL oi no less marked character than that of the American Gaultheria
might probably be obtained from the foliage by distillation ** {Hooher}.

RHODOMYRTUS, DC. . Gm. PL, 7/j.

Rhodomyrtus tomentosa, Wights FL Br. Ind., II., 46^; Wight,

[ III., II., ta, t. g'j,f. 3, Ic., gaa ; MKRTACKit.

Hill Gooseberry.
Syn.—Mvrtus tomentosa, Ait. / M. canbscbns, J our.

Vtxn.’^Thamtay (»*The jam), Niloiris.

HtitttniOtn.-~^Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 402; Voigt, Hott, Suh. Cal.

40 ; DC., Prod., III., 240 ; Beddome, FI. Sylv,, civ., Anal. Gen., t. xiv ;

Gamble, Man. Timb., 187, 1S8 : Drury, U. PI., 3^4 i Extractfrom Madras
Manual of Administration, 814; Extractfrom Trickinopoly Manua

?

f Administration, 16; Rt.p. Govt. Bot. Gar., Saharanpur and Mussoori
^884), S ; ind. Forester i-^II., 25; VJII.,26; Agri.-Horti. Soc., Ind.
'rans., VII., 60.

Habitat—A shrub much resembling the common myrtle; found in the

higher mountains of South India, and distributed to Malacca, Singapore,

Penang, and Ceylon.

Food.—The fruit, which is about the size of a cherry, of a dark purple

colour and with a fleshy sweet and aromatic pulp, is very palatable It is

eaten raw, or made into a jam or jelly, which is very similar in flavour to

apple jelly.

Structure of the Wood.—White with a pink heart, close-gprained, but

easily worked, apt to ^lit in seasoning.

Domestic Uses.—The wood is much employed in turnery, and many
small articles are made from it.

Rhubarbs see Rheum emodi, Wall,; p. 486*; PoLYOovkCEM,

RHUS| Linn.f Gen. PI., /., 418.

A genus of trees and shrubs, indigenous chiefly to the warmer temperate

regions of both hemispheres. They are nearly all poisonous, and have most of

them a very acrid juice; all are highly astringent and are used for tanning.

Twelve spemes are natives of the East Indies, most of which are of economic

value. The true Sumach Tree of Europe, although not known to be a native

of India proper, is found both wild and cultivated in the adjacent countnes of

Afghanis&Ln and Persia, and as its leaves and fruit are extensively imported

thence into India for industrial and medicinal purposes; it has therefore been

thought proper to give it a place in this work.

Rhus Coriaria, Linn. ; Baits., FI. Orient,, II,, 4 s ANACARDiACEa.

The Sumach Tree of Europe.
Vm.^ratrak, mutchli. Hind.; Sumok, Bbng.; Samdkk, sumakk, samagk
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RHUS
Cotinus.

The Elm-leaved Snmach.

or sumagkt Apo. ; Sumdk^ Bomb.; Sumik, HM, iumtum, Arab.; Sumak,
mahi, PerS.

Referencet.—Aitchison^ Kept, PI Coll. Afgh, Del. Com.t 4J ; also Pro-
ducts of Western Ajghan Gf N.-R. Persia, 1^4; DC., Orig. Cult. PL,
*33; O'Shaugknessy, Beng. Disperts., 2S0 ; Irvine, Mat. Med. Patna,
107 ; S. Arjun, Cat. Bomb. Drugs, 33 ; Dymoch, Mat. Med. W, Ind., 2nd
Ed., ig2‘i94 ; Dymoch, Ward^ & Hooper, Pharmacog. Ind., Vol. 1.,

372; Journal of the Soe. ofArts {Feb. 2^h, 1882),^ ; Watt, Cal. Exhb.
Cat., V., 240 ; Bird-mood, Bomb. Prod., fQ, jto ; Bc^en-Pomell, Pb. Pr.,
33g ; Kew Off. Guide to Mus. of Ec. Bot,, 20 ; Christy, Com. PI. and
Hrugs, V., 28, 40, 43; Agri.-Horii. Soc.:—Ind., Trans., III., 41 ;

Journ. {New Series), VII , bo ; Proc , xcij Ind. Forester XL, SS

;

XIV., 364, 3^6 ; Smith, Die. Econ. PL, ip7 ; Spons, Encycl., 1988.

DTE.
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Habitat.—A small tree, extensively cultivated in Spain, Italv, and Sicily,

for the youn^ shoots and leaves, which are dried and made into a powder
used in tanning. It grows wild in the Canaries and Madeira, in the Medit-
erranean region, around the Black Sea, in the Trans-Caucasian Provinces,
and in Persia and Afghanistan. Aitchison records it as cultivated in

orchards in Khorasan and Western Afghdnistdn.

Dye.—The leaves contain colouring matter and are employed by the
Afghans and Persians for dyeing purposes. The dried leaves are sold in

the bazdrs of Afghanistan under tne name of borg^a^sumaghk.
Tan. —The leaves and twigs are largely used in Europe for tanning.

They are employed locally in Persia and Afghdnistin for this purpose, and
are imported into India usually from Sicily for use in the large European
tanneries. They do not appear to be much employed in native tanning,
as effectual and low-priced substitutes are found in several of the other
species of this genus.

Medicine. —The fruit is a small, flattened, drupe of a red colour, con-
taining one lenticular polished brown seed ; it is acid and very astringent.

It is imported in considerable Quantities into India from Persia for medi-
cinal purposes. It is not used among the Hindus; but Muhammadan
medical writers universally recommend it as an astringent and tonic.

Thus in the Makean~el~Aawt ya it is said by Mir Mahomed Husain to

check bilious vomiting and diarrhoea, haemoptysis, haematemsis, diuresis,

and leucorrhoea. It is used to strengthen the gums, and as an astringent

in ophthalmia. To sores it is applied in the form of a poultice either alone
or mixed with charcoal. A Hc^id extract obtained from the leaves and
fruit is used as an astringent. The leaves are made into a poultice which
is applied to the abdomen in the case of children suffering from diarrhoea
or dysentery {Dymoch). In the Panjdb it is much used among the
Muhammadans, as an astringent and tonic, in cases of cholera, dysentery,
diarrhoea, and indigestion.

Rhus Cotinus, Linn.,- FI. Br. Ind, II., g.

The £lm-leaveu Sumach.
Syn.—R. VBLUTlNA & LAEVIS, Walt.

yitm.^TMnga, tung, chanidt, timi, N.-W. P. ; Pddn, phdn, hhdn. bana,
bauru, largd, mani, ting, tittri, Pb. ; Darengri, Kashmiri; Erandi,
Mahr.

References.— Boiss., FI. Orient , 11., 4 ; Brandis, Far. FI., n8 ; Gamble,
Man. Timb., 104; Stewart, Pb. PL, 4g ; Batien Powell, Ph. Pr. 438

;

Christy, Com. PL and Drugs, V., 40 ; Hummd, toeing of textile fabrits,

364 ; Watt, Cal. Exhb, Cat., II., S3 ; VII., 215 ; Kew Off. Guide to the
Mus. of Ec. Bot., 3b : Gawetteers z—Shahpur DisL, 70 ; Rawalpindi, is ;

N.^W. P.,X,, 308 ; Journ., Agri,mHort%, Soc. Ind.

:

— VII., 160 ; XIV.,
IS ; Ind. Forester iS^^IIL, 57.

Habitat.—A shrub or small trC^of the Western Sub-Tropical Hima-

R. 293
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The Elm-leaved Sumach. {W. R. Clark.)
RHUS

mysorensis.

laya, from Marri to Kumdon ; found up to altitudes of 5,000 feet. It is

distributed westwards through Afghanistan and Persia to France.
Dje.—Throughout the area of its indigenous habitat, the leaves, bark,

and WOOD seem all more or less to be locally employed in dyeing. Thus
Dr. Aitchison, in the Flora of the Kuram Valley^ says

“

I was informed

that the old wood of R. Cotinua is used as a dye for wool-stuffs, chiefly to

produce an orange red colour in felts. Baden Powell, speaking of the

use of this plant in Kashmir, states that ** the astringent leaves are used

in dyeing with kahi to prepuce black and grey ^ades.” Under the

name of “ Young Fustic,” the wood is used in Europe, principally for the

purpose of prodfucing orange or scarlet tints in woollen fabrics. It was
formerly much employed in dyeing brown colours on silk, the yarn being

mordant^ with alum and afterwards dyed with Young Fustic, Peachwood
and Logwood. The colours produced by this dye stuff are, however, of a

fugitive character, two or three months* exposure to light being sufficient

to oleach them entirely {Hummel).
Tan.—The bark and leaves are much used locally by Native tanners

in various parts of India; but there seems as yet to be no general de-

mand for the article by European tanners in India, although it is exactly

the same plant that is known in Eu'-ope as Venetian Sumach and is much
valued in the Tyrol for tanning purposes. An unlimited supply exists on

the Lower Himalaya, and if desired large tracts of useless country might

soon be covered with it—the only care necessary being the initial one of

planting the bushes. The subject of the utilization of this tanning material

seems worthy of the consideration of the Indian importers of Sumach.
Structure of the Wood.—Moderately hard, sapwood small, heartwood

mottled, of a rich, dark-yellow colour.

Domestic Uses.—In South Europe the wood is used for inlaid and

cabinetwork. In the Himdlaya the twigs are employed for basket mak-

ing.

Rhus insignis, Hook. f. ; FI. Br. Ind., //., it.

Vem.—Kagphulai, Nepal ; Serh, Lepcha.
'RtS.tseaQtA.^..Gamble, Man.Timh., WS: Darjiling List, 24 ; Watt, CaL

Exhh. Cat., Vll., 215.
.

Habitat.—A tree of moderate size; found in the interior valleys of the

Sikkim Himalaya at altitudes of from 3,000 to 6,000 feet, and in the Khasia

hills at an altitude of 4,cx)o feet.

Oils and Oil-seeds.—The fruit is a drupe, composed of a very thin epi-

carp, which encloses a globose white mass of wax, containing a very

small flattened stone. The wax is probably used or may be used for

similar purposes to that obtained from R. semi-alata and succedanea.

Memcine.—The juice of this species is a powerful vesicant {Gamble).

Structure of the Wood.—Grey, soft; heartwood yellowish-brown.

Weight about 261b per cubic foot.

R. kakrasingee, see Pistaciaintegerrima, Stewart; Vol. VI., 268,

R. mysorensis, Heyne; FI. Br. Ind., II., 9.

Vem.—Dosurui, AjmeRE ; Dasan, davan, dasni, Merwara.
References.— w. & A.. Prodr., 172; Brandis, For. FU, ng ; Beddome,

FI. Sylv., 78, t. xi., f. 3; Gamble, Mbn. Timb., W4t
and Coorg, /., 71 ; Bombay, V., 24 f Jnd. Forester VII., 261 , VIII.,

4i8;XI.,4fiS.4^7;XII.,33,App.2,W. ^ ^ ^ ^ ...
Habitat.—A small shrub, met with on the Sulaiman range, at altitudes

between 2,500 and 5,000 feet, and on the plains of Sind, the ranjab,

Rdjputana, and the Deccan. ^
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RHUS
semi-alata.
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Tan.—Mr. E. A. Fraser, Assistant Agent to the Governor General in

Rdjputana, reports that there “ the bark of this shrub is very largely used

by native tanners, and gives a splendid buff or brown colour to leather.”

Stmctnre of the Wood.—Hard, pinkish yellow, close-grained, heavy.

Domestic.—The wood is employed only for fuel.

Rhus pankulata, Wall. / Fl, JBr. Ind., IL, to.

References.—KutM, For, Fl,, Burnt,, 3rg; Report on the Shan States by

Mr, Aplin ; Mason, Burma and Its People, S4t>» 774*

Habitat.—A tree not uncommon in the dry forests of Prome and Ava
{Kure), and found also in Bhotdn {Griffith).

Domestic.—Mason speaks of this as a useful timber tree but gives no
information with regard to the uses made of it.

31I
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R. parviflora, Roxb.; Fl. Br. Ind., II., g.

Vem.—Tung, railing, Hmra, Hind. & Pb.; TAnga, tAngla, dungla, rdi

tdng,tumra,raunel,li.-yN.^.i Tungla, (Baxar, seed tantarik, tdng)

,

Pb.; Samdk, Kashmiri.
References.— Fl. Ind., Sd. C.B.C,, 274; DC., Prodr., II., 70;

Brandh, For. FL, ttg; Dale. & Gibs., Bomb, Fl. Suppl., ig ; Stewart,
Pb. PL, 49; Baden Powell, Pb. Pr ., 339, S9S: Gaaetteers:—N.-W, P.,

X., 3o8f Panjdb, Simla, li; Ind. Forester, XI., 232; Agri.-Hort. Soc.
Ind., XIII., 38s.

Habitat.—An unarmed shrub of the Western Himalaya, found from
Kumdon to Nepdl, at altitudes between 2,500 and 5,000 feet. It also
occurs in Central India on the Pachmarhi hills {Brandis).

Medicine.— taniank^ of the bazirs appears, in the Panjdb* to

be the fruit of this plant. It is used in Hindu medicine, and, mixed with
salt, is said to act like tamarinds ” {Stewart).

Structure of the Wood.—Hard and yellow.

Domestic Uses.—The wood is small, but excellent for turning {Baden
Powell). The leaves of this shrub arc reported, says Mr. J. F. Duthie, to
be used in Tirhn Garhwdl instead of tobacco.

R. punjabensis, Stewart; Fl. Br. Ind., //., to.

Vem.— Titari, tetar, arhhar, palai, choklu, hangar, kakkrein, dor, rashtu,
Pd.

References.—Brandis, For. Fl,, 120 ; Gamble, Man. Timb., los s Gaaet-
leer of the Gurdaspur Dht., 55; Ind. Forester, VIII., 3s; IX., 20, 68,29r.

Habitat.--A fairly sized tree, 35 feet high, which occurs in the mixed
forests of the North-West Himdlaya, at altitudes between 2,500 and 8,500
feel.

Structure of the Wood.— It consists of alternate layers of soft, porous
spring wood and hard autumn wood. The heartwood is yellowish grey,
with dark longitudinal streaks, moderately hard. Weight 34ft per cubic
foot.

318 R. semi-alata, Murray; II. Br. Ind., II., to; Wight, Ic., i. $61.
Syn.—R. aucKiAMBLA, Roxb.; R. javanica, Linn.

;

R. Ahela, Don.
Vtm.—ArUiar, tatri, tUri, tetar, thiesa, knttri, arkol, didla kakhari,

kakkeran, chechar, vrdsh, wdnsh, kd^in, hulashing, wdsho, huldg,
rashtu, Pb. ; Dakhmila, ddswila, N.-W. P. j Bakkiamela, bhagm ui, •
Nepal; TVi^AnV, Lepcha.

References.— Fl. Ind.. Ed. C.B.C., 273f Voigt, Hart. Sub. Cal.,
gfd; DC., Prodr., II„ 67 ; Brandis, For. FL, ng; Xura, For. Fl., Burm.,
Ir, 319 i Gamble, Man. Timb., 105,• Stewart, Pb. PL, 48; Baden Powell,
Pb. Pr., Sgst Gasetteers z^N.'W. P., X., 3o8 ; Simla Dist., iij Gurdas^
pur Dist., 55 s Rawalpindi, 75; Ind. Forester, VI., 24; XIII., 57/
Agri.^Hort. Soc. Ind., Xlil., 385.

R. 318
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The Japan Varnish & Wax. {W, R. Clark).
RHUS

succedanes.

Habitat.'*—A small tree, met with on the outer Himalaya, from the
Indus to Assam, up to altitudes of 6.000 feet, and on the Khdsia mountains,
at altitudes between 3,000 and 5,000 feet.

times imported into England and used in the manufacture of candles and
tught lights.

Medicine.—The fruit is given by the hill tribes of the Himalaya as a
remedy for colic.

Food.—The berries have a sharp acid taste, and are sometimes eaten
by the Nepalese and Lepchas.

Structure of the Wood.—Soft, shining, grey in colour with darker
streaks. Weight about 27ft per cubic foot. It is valueless except as fuel
{Stewart).

Rhus succedanea, Linn. ,* Fl. Br. Ind., II., 12; Wight, Ic., t. s6o.
Syn.—R. ACUMINATA, DC.

Kakrasingi, kakarsing. Hind.; Ktikrdsringi, Raniwalai,
Nepal; Serhnyok, Lbpcha; Dingkain, KhasiA; Arkhar, arkhol. chnklu,
kola, halai, holashi, hulashing, kakkrin^ lakhar, rikhul, iatri, titar,
titri, (Bazar, fruits) habat ul khigra, (the galls in Kangra*-) kakur^
singhi, Pb.; TThe galls») kakadashingi. Bomb.; (The galls ->) hdkara-
singi, Dec.; (The galls>«) kakada-shmgi, Mak. ; (The galls—) kakkata-
shingi, Tam. ; Karkatasringi. Sans.

References.—/?C., Prorfr., II., 68; Roxh., Ft. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 273/
Brandis, For. FL, tit ; Gamble, Man. Timb., f06 : Darjiling List, 24;
Stewart, Pb. PL, 49; Pharm. Ind, S9 f OrShau^hnessy, Beng.
Dtspens., 2S2 ; Irvtne, Mat. Med. Patna, 4s ; Med. Top, Ajm., 141;
U. C. Dutt, Mat, Med. Mtnd., 140, 3o,i, 319; S. Arjun, Cat. Bomb,
Drugs, 33: Murray, PL &f Drugs, Sind, 86; Year-Book Pharm,, 1873,

Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 594; Kew Off. Guide to the Mus. of Be.
Bat., 20 ; Watt., Cal. JSxhib. Cat,:-—!., §6; IV., 59/ V,, 240; VII,, 2f6;
Report of Bot. Gar. Gonesh Khind, Poona, 1882^3, 3; Gagetteers
Panjdb, Shahpur Dht., 70 ; Simla Dist., n ; P,, X., 3o8 ; Agm.-
Hort. Soc. Ind,

:

—Journ, VII., 172 ; XIII,, 314, 384, Proc,, 3 / Ind.
Forester II., 2go; IX., S16, S7ti ; XIII., 57 ; Smith, Boon. Die., 437

Habitat.—A tree, about 30 feet high, found on the Temperate Himdlaya,
from Kashmir to Sikkim and Bhotdn, at altitudes between 3,000 and
8.000 feet. It also occurs on the Khdsia mountains between 3,000 and
6.000 feet, and is distributed to Japan.

Resin.—Koempfer calls this the Wild Varnish Tree, and says that in

Japan, the stem of this as well as that of R. vemicifera is incised, and the
exudation collected, for the manufacture of the varnish used in Japanese
lacquer-work. Stewart states that in Bombay a varnish is said to be
yielded by this species ; but as no further information can be obtained with
regard to this, it seems probable that, in India at any rate, the use of this

varnish is very inconsiderable. Dr. Dymock does not allude to this plant
in his Materia Medica of Western India, so that the statement regaraing
the use of the varnish in Bombay is probably incorrect.

Oils and Oil-seeds.—In Japan, the fruits are crushed, boiled, mixed
with the fruit of another tree [Sindan, Melia Asedarach?), and pressed
while hot. A wax, analogous to bees* wax, is thus produced which is made
into candles, and is sometimes sent to Europe under the commercial name
of ** Japan Wax.** It is said that in Sikkim and Nepdl this plant is uti-

lised as a source of the wax known as omlu, but this method of employ-
ing it appears to be quite local and uniroportont.

Medicine.—The milky juice of the tree is very acrid and is said to

possess vesicant properties ( Vigne). The fruit is considered officinal and
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RHUS
ernicifera.

The Japan VarnMi Tree.
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is used in Kashmir in the treatment of phthisis. The hom-like bxcrs-
SCENCES caused by insects on the branches are commonly confused with
those on Pistada integerriffla (the true karkaia^sringi of Sanskrit medical
writers), and are ^ven medicinally in place of the latter. For an account
of their action anduses in Hindu and Muhammadan medicine, see Piatada
integerrima, Stewart, Anacardiacba ; Vol. VI., 268.

Food.—The bear is said to eat the fruit {Stewart).
Structure of the Wood.—White, shining, soft, with small darker

coloured heartwood. Weight 32ft per cubic foot. It is not used.

Rhus vernicifera, Z?C., Prodr., II., 68.

References.—Thunh. FI. Jap., 121 ; Linn. Soc. Joum., XX., 412 ; Report
ofAgric, Dept. & Experim. Farms, Madras {iS84^S)» 7* 34 ; N,-W.
P. 12 ; Bombay Admn. Rept. {1871-^72), 36g, 394; Report of Nil-
ghiri Bot. Gardens Rehoriof Govt. Bot. Gardens, SakaranPur
(1885), i3 ; it886), 12; (/888), !£ ; (r88fi), tS; Gaeetteersz—Panjdh, Hos-
hiarjpur Disi., 116; Lahore Dtsi., loij N.-W. P., V., 727 ; Ind.
Forester:—I, 362 ; II., tStj.VI., 24; IX., £76-579 ; XIII., £7; Smith,
Econ. Diet., 426 ; Strettell, Ficus Elasttca, 22, 23.

Habitat.— The Japanese Varnish tree grows all over the main Island of
Japan, and also in smaller quantities in Kinshin and Shikoku ; but it is from
I'okio northwards that it principally flourishes, and it grows Freely in the
colder regions on the mountains as well as on the plains.

Cultivation.

Attempts to cultivate this species in India are now being made.
In consequence of recommendations from Sir J. D. Hooker elaborate en-
quiries were made bv the Secretary of State for India with regard to the
lacquer industry in Japan, and reports on it were received from the British
Con.sul at Hakodate, one of the principal centres of the trade. These reports
gave full details as to the cultivation of the tree, and may therefore be in part
reproduced here :—“The tree can be propagat^ by seed sown at the end of

i
anuary or the beginning of February. The first year the seedlings reach a
eight of from 10 inches to i foot. The following spring, the young trees are

transplanted about 6 feet apart, and in ten years an average tree should be
10 feet high, the diameter of its trunk 2 J to 3 inches, and its yield of lac quer
sufficient to fill a 3-ounce bottle. Another and more speedy method of pro-
pagating is, however, generally adopted. The roots of a vigorous young tree
are taken, and pieces six inches long and the thickness of a finger are
planted out in a slanting direction a few inches apart, one inch being left

exposed above the ground. This takes place in the end of February and
through March, according to the climate of the locality. These cuttings
throw a strong shtx)t of from 18 to 20 inches the first year, and are likew^
planted out the following spring. Under equally favourable circumstances,
these trees would in ten years be nearly 25 per cent, larger in girth, some
a or 3 feet higher, and would yield nearly half as much more sap than
the trees raisra from seed.”

In his account of the Japanese lacquer industry Dr. Dresser gives the
following details as to the method adopted for the extraction of the sap
used in the prepanation of the Japan varnish :

—“ The tree is dioecious, and
wax IS extracted from its seeds as well as from those of Rhus succediuieR.
The lactifwous vessels, unlike the w’ax, are found in both the stamniferous
and pistilliferous trees. The equality of the lacquer depends in some degree
on the nature of the soil in which the tree grow’s. Incisions are made in the
stem, the punctures being repeated every &urth day at successively higher
parts of the tree. The juice which oozes out is scraped off with a flat iron
tool. When the tree has been thus tapped to the topmost branches it is
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Japan Lacquer Industry. {W, R. Clark,)

felled. The log is cut into lengths, which are tied into faggots and
steeped in water for ten to twenty days, after which the bark is pierced
and the oozing lacquer is collected in the same way as from the stem.

The juice thus collected, is a tenacious fluid of a greyish brown colour.
It is allowed to stand and settle when first obtained. A kind of skin forms
over the surface ; the better quality rises to the t(m, and the impurities
sink to the bottom. It is thus easy to separate the finest from the inferior

qualities, and the former are strained through cotton or porous paper. By
stimng in the open air the lacquer partially dries, absorbs oxygen, and
gains a brilliant oark colour. In the fluid state it is highly corrosive, and if

a drop falls upon the skin it will produce a bad sore.

India ,—In 1884 some seed of Rhus veraicifera was sent out by Sir
Joseph Hooker for experimental cultivation in Madras and Saharanpur,
and the Revenue and Agricultural Department also obtained a supply
direct from Her Majesty’s Consul at Kanagawa, which was made over to
the Superintendents of the Botanical Gardens at Calcutta and Saharanpur.
The omy details as to the results of the cultivation of the tree, yet available,

are from Mr. J. F. Duthie, who, in 1885, reported that, **the plants of this

valuable tree are in as healthy a condition as could be desired, but they are
growing slowly. Unless the rate of growth increases as they ^come older.

It will take many years before they are sufficiently large for tapping pur-
poses. Another supply of seed was received from Dr. Q. King, Calcutta,
in August last, and sown as soon as received. A number of these germi-
nated shortly after being sown, and several others have since appeared and
are still appearing above ground. The stock at present numbers 35

{

ilants.” In the report for the year 1886 it is stated that “ the young seek-

ings of this species have at last started into growth and are now shooting

up fast. There is now no reason to doubt that this useful tree will thrive

in this climate. A small plantation will be made next rainy season, and it

will then be a question of time as to when the plants will be ready for

tapping.” Subsequent reports, however, throw some doubt on the success

of the experiment, and in 1889 the plants are said to “require more than
ordinary care,” and it is remarked that the only chance of their doing any
good in Saharanpur is under high garden cultivation. It seems, therefore,

very doubtful if the high expectations which were at first formed of estab-

lishing a lacquer industry in India, similar to the Japanese one, will ever
be fulfilled, unless some of the indigenous species are found to serve the

same purpose.

CULTI-
VATION.

Japan,

India.

333

Japan Lacquer Industry.

The following account of the industry in Japan is reproduced from
Dr. Dresser’s account

“ The lacquer-workers kneel on the usual matted floors, and the chief

care taken, is to keep the apartments clean and free from dust. The
lacquer is spread on the substratum employed, which is almost invariably

wood in coats of successively increasing fineness; the first coat being
usually mixed with powdered earth. Each coat when dry is rubbed down
with a cutting stone. In an object intended to be of excellent quality as
many as eleven coats are thus laid on “before the decoction is com-
menced. After the application of the last coat the surface is ground down
with lumps of hard charcoal, which are kept wet, and the final polish is

given by the ashes of deer’s horns.”
“The pattern to be borne by the object is sketched in outline in lacquer

upon fibrous elastic paper; the paper is warmed and fitted to the surface

to be decorated, and the pressure of the hand is enough to transfer the <

pattern, after which the paper is removed. If the pattern is to be in gold, I
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RHYNCHOCARPA
foetida.

The Japan Varnish Tree.
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the outline is then followed by a fine hair pencil, dipped in lacquer which
is intended to act as a size. When this has so far dried as to be sticky,

fine gold dust is shaken on it from a spoon. The ^old dust looks grey
at first, but its yellow colour is brought out by burnishing.’*

Thus the lacquer industry of Japan will be seen to be entirely different to
that of India, both in the materials used and the workmen employed. In
India it is accomplished by the application of a stick of hard shellac, like
scaling wax, to a rapidly revolving surface which, by means of the friction,

develops sufficient heat to make the shellac adhere irregularly, whereas
in Japan the method consists in la^ng on with a brush successive coats
of a purely vegetable varnish. The Indian craftsman has plenty of
patience, but does not possess that passion for finish that distinguishes the

^
apanese, and it is doubtful if anything so perfect, as some of the best

.
apanese work, could ever be wrought by an Indian hand, even if the
apanese varnish tree were found ultimately to flourish in India ( J,

Kipling) » It would thus seem desirable that the loc^work of India and
the lacquer^work of Japan be regarded as perfectly distinct.

Rhus Wallichii, Hook.f,; M, Br. Ind^yll., it.

Syn.—For some years this species was regarded as at most the Indian form
of R. vemicifera, the Japanese Varnish Tree, but Brandis, in his Forest
Flora and latterly Sir J. D. Hooker, in the Flora of British India,
have pointed out that the latter is a distinct species, having sessile flowers
and laxcs, longer panicles. The Himilayan tree is not known to yield any
Varnish.

Vtxn.-~~-Bkdlaio, ckosiy Nepal ; Ahoria, kaunki, bhalidn, kaunui, N,-W,
P. ; Kamhaly gaidmbal, arkhar, arkol, harkd rikhali, lohdsa, urkdr,
kuldsa, rikhdl, Pb.

References. Prodr,, //., 68; Brandis, For. FI., t20; Gamble, Mon^
Titnb., to6 ; Stewart, Pb. PI,, 49; Watt., Cal, Exhb, Cat,, IV,, §9 i V.>
241; VII., 2t6; Boyle, III, Him, Bot„ 775/ Gaeetteers :-^Panjdh>
Gurdaspur, §5 i B,~W. P,, X,,308: Agri.~Hort, Soc., Ind , XIV,, 57;
Indian Forester, IX., Sl6»S79 f XIII., 57.

Habitat.—A tree of the Temperate Himalaya from Garhwdl to Nepal,
occurring at altitudes between 6,000 and 7,000 feet.

Oil and Oil-seed.—The seeds are said to yield a wax, similar to
Japan wax.

Medicine,—Vesicating properties are in some places attributed to the
JUICE.

Structure of the Wood.—Sapwood white, soft; heart-wood reddish
brown, yellow when dir {Brandis),

Domestic Uses.—The wood is used in the Sutlej valley for saw frames
and axe h.indles. The juice of the leaves is in some places rubbed on
thread to strengthen it {Stenuirt).

RHYNCHOCARPA, Sekrad.; Gen. PL, I„ Sjr.

[ CUCURBITACUE.
Rhynchocarpa foetida, Schrad.; FI. Br, Ind., //., 62^/

Syn.

—

R. ROSTRATA, A’wrjl/ iECHMANDRA ROSTRATA, Am.; BrYONIA
PILOSA, Boxb. ; B. FILICAULIS, Wall.; B. ROSTRATA, Bottler,; B. PeROT-
TiANA, Seringe; Mblothria fcbtida, Lamk,

Vem.—Cucumadunda, Tel. ; (The root-*) Appakovay keUung, Tam.
References—DC. Prodr., III., 804; Boxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., fo3;

Dale. Gibs., Bomb. Ft., too ; Ainslie, Mat. Ind., II., 2i ; Dymock,
Mat, Med. W. Ind., 2Hd Ed., 355; Useful PL Bomb. (Vol. XXV., Bomb.
Gae.), 200.

Habitat.—A climbing herb found in Bombay, Gujarat, the Deccan
Peninsula, and in Ava. it is distributed to Tropical Africa and Natal.
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The Gooseberry rarely cultivated in India. ( W, R. Clark,)

Medicine.—Speakmg of this plant Ainslie says

“

The root, as it

appears in the medicine bazdrs, is about the size of a finger and of a light

gwy colour ; it has no particular smell, but a slightly sweetish and mucila-
ginous taste : It is prescribed internally, in electuary, in cases of piles ; in
powder it is sometimes ordered as a demulcent in humoral asthma ; dose
of the electuary two teaspoonfuls thrice daily.**

Food.—The fruit and leaves are said by Lisboa to be eaten.

RHYNCHOSIA, Lour,; Gen, Pl„ L,

A eenus of twintn^f or erect herbs or shrubs, belon^ng- to the 'Natural
Order LEGUiiiNOSiK, and comprisin$f about eighty species, which are distributed
everywhere in the tropics of both hemispheres, and some of which reach the
Cape and the United Mates. Twenty-two species arc described in the Flora
of British Indian as found in the^ Indian Peninsula \ but of these only one is

mentioned as being of any economic value.

Rhyochosia minima^ DC,; FI, Br, Ind,, //., 223; Lkouminosjc.
Syn.—R. MEDICAGINBA, DC. f R. RHOMBIFOLIA, DC. ; R. PROSTRATA,

Grah,; R. iiiCROPHYLLA, Wall,; R. nuda, DC,; Glycine rhombi-
POLIA, Wind.; DoLICHOS MINIMUS, ilmn. ; D. MEDICAGINBUS,

'Mtxtx,-~‘Gadi chikkudu kdya^ nila alumu^ Tel.; Ghattavaret Kan.
References.—/)C., Prodr., //., 38s • Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., $64;

Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal., 228; Dala. dr Gibs., Bomb. FL, 74; Sir w»
Elluit, FI. Andhr., 5d, /Jo ; Thesaurus, Zey., 188, t. 84,/, 2 ; Gaaetteers ;

--Bombay, V., 25 ; N.-1V. P., Bundelkhand, /., 80 f Iv., Ixxi ; X., Sog ;
Mysore and Coorg, /., 55 ; Ind. Fttrestcr, XII., Ahp. 2, n.

Habitat.—A twining or wide trailing annual, with very slender stems;
found throughout the plains of India, from the Himalaya, where it ascends
to an altitude of 3,000 feet, to Ceylon and Burma. It is cosmopolitan in

distribution, occurs everywhere in the tropics, and is distributed to the Cape
and the United States.

Fodder.—Roxburgh, writing of D. acarabaeoides, says “ Cattle eat

this sort ! I know of no other use it is put to.”

RHYNCHOSPERMUM, Beinw,; Gen, PI., II„ 263,

[ 248 ; COMPOSITJK.

Rhynchospertnum verticillatum, Rcinw.; FI. Br. Ind., III.,

Syn.—Lavinia kigida, Wall. ; Cakpesium racbmosum. Wall.

\txn.—Hukmandde, Pb.

References.—Z7C., Prodr., V., 280; Stewart, Pb. PI., i23.

Habitat—A slender, puberulous herb, with long spreading branches,
found in the Temperate Himalaya, from Kashmir (altitude 5,000 feet) to

Sikkim (6,000 feet) and Bhutdn. It occurs also on the Khdsia mountains
at an altitude of 5,000 feet, and in Burma. It is distributed to the Islands

of the Malayan Archipelago and to Japan.
Medicine.—Stewart remarks that Honlgberger states it is used medi-

cinally in Kashmir, but neither of these writers mention for what diseases it

is a reputed cure.

RIBES| Linn.; ixeu. PI,, I., ^$4*

A genus of prickly or unarmed shrubs, belonging to the Natural Order
Saxifraoacea, and comprising about fifty-six species, natives of Temperate
Europe, Asia, North America, and the Andes. It is a remarkable fact that
while the Gooseberry and the Black and Red Currant occur wild on the North-
West Himilaya, the European introduced fruits are but very larely seen in cul-

tivation, at the hill stations, nor have the indigenous forms been cultivated by
the hill tribes (Watt).
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RISES
Grossularia.

The Rongh or Hairy Gooieberry.
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I

Ribes glaciale, WalLt El- Br. Ind,, IL, 410

;

S/kxiPRAGACKa.
Sjm.—R. acuminatum, Wall,

Vem. —Kukuliya, kala hdliya^ mangle (wthe red variety), durbui, dongole
(-the black) (Atkinson), Him. Names ; Robhay, Bhutia.

References. FI., 214; Gamble, Man. Timb.,i73; Wall.,
Cat.,m3 : Atkinson, R.- W. P., V. (Foods), 44, 72, 73 ; Wait, Cal. Exhb.
Cat.:— VI., 756 ; VIJ., 217; Gazetteers:—^mla Dist., ti ; N.-W. P.,
X., 3 10, 714; Agri.-Mort. Soc. Ind. Journ., Kill., 38$.

Habitat.—A small shrub of the Temperate and Alpine Himdlaya, from
Bhotdn to Kashmir, occurring at altitudes between 7,000 and 12,000 feet.

Atkinson describes two varieties—the red, occurring rarely, and the black,
which is common above xo,ooo feet, the latter of which he says is the R.
acuminatum of Wallich.

Food.—The fruit of R. glaciale is a round, smooth, red (or black ?)

berry, as large as a common red currant but very sour and unpalatable.
Strachey found it near Nabhi in Bydns, where it is very aburaant and
yields a fruit described by him as small and.insipid. The flowers appear

j

in May and the fruit ripens in September-October (Atkinson).

j

Structure of the Wood.—White, compact, moderately hard. Weight

I

about 631b per cubic foot.

I R. Grossularia^ Linn. ; Pi. Br. Ind., II., 410.
The Rough or Hairy Gooseberry,
Sym—R. himalensis, Rcyle; R. ai pestre. Dene.
Vem.— Galdam, lepcha, nrkuchi, baikunti (Byans), KumAON; Sirgochi,

luHARj Amldnch, kdnsi, piUa, teila, sir-ka~chdp (UPPER Chenab 8l
LAHOUL), Pb.

References. FI. Orient., II., 8ts ; Brandis, For. FI., 2i3 ; Gam-
ble, Man. Timb., i73 ; Stewart, Pb. PI,, 102; Kuram Valley Rept,,
i3, 17, 24, 57 / DC., Orig. Cult. PI , 276 ; Atkinson, Him. Dtst, (Vol. X.,
jV.-lV. P. Gam.), 3io, 714; also Econ. Prod., N.-W. P., V., 72 ; Rcyle, HI.
Il^ni. Bot., 225; Watt, Cal. Exhb. Cat., VI., /57; Gazetteer, Simla
Dt:st., n ; Ind Forester, XI., 3 ; Agri.-Hort. Soc. Ind., Trans., VI., 23s ;
Journ., VI. (Pro.), 58; VII. (Pro.), 34; XIII., 386.

Habitat.— In India the Gooseberry is found wild in the Western Alpine
Himdlaya, from Kumdun to Kashmir, at altitudes between 9,000 and
12,000 feet. In its wild state it is distributed to North and Alpine Europe,
the Atlas, and the mountain ranges of Greece and the Caucasus.

Attempts at Cultivation.—Many attempts have been made by
Europeans in India in the plains and on the hills both to cultivate introduced
EurojDean varieties and to improve the indigenous stock, but hitherto all

have proved unsuccessful. Thus Fipmmger, speaking of the cultivation of
introduced varieties in the plains, says ;

** The climate is so utterly unsuited
to it that it cannot even exist here ” On the hills of India, where one would
think it might have a better chance of growing, no introduced variety has
been recorded to have thriven or borne fruit fully. Royle suggests that
the reason for this may be the shortness of time that elapses between the
season of their flow'ering and the outbreak of the rains. [ It seems probable
greats success would be attained than hitherto by grafting European stock
on to indigenous roots. There are, however, large tracts of the Himdlaya,
such as in Kulu, where the Gooseberry should thrive and fruit well. In
Pangi the wild bush is very plentiful, and, though the fruits are not good,
the plant bears profusely.— Diet. Eeon. Prod. ]

Food..—The wild gooseberry of the Himdlaya produces a small, hairy,
very sour fruit, which is most unpalatable, and is hardly ever eaten even
by natives.

Domestic.—** In one or two villages of the Hariab District it isemploy-
!

ed as a hedge plant ” (Aitchison).
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The Black and Red Currant. (W. R. Clark.)

Ribes nigrum, Linn. / II. Br. Ind., II., 41 1.

The Black Currant.
Vem.— Kumaon; Murddh, ndbar, kadash niangna mandrl,

hddar^ ikli, shdktekas, Pb.; Askuta. Lahoul.
References.— FI. Orient.. 11., Sts : Brandis. For. FI., 21S ; Gamble,

Man. Timb., ijS ; Atkinson. Eron. Prod , N.-^W. P., V., 1% ; Firminger,
Man, Gard. Ind.. 267 ; Stewart. Pb. PL. t02; DC.. Orig. of Cult. PL,
27S ; Watt, Cal. hxkb. Cat., VI.. ts7 ; Smith. Econ. Diet., 14$ j Falconer.
Com. Farms, 2f7 ; Gazetteer, N.~W. P.. X., 3to, 714,

Habitat.—An erect unarmed shrub, which occurs on the Temperate
Western Himalaya, from Kanawar to Kashmir, at altitudes between 7,000

and 12,000 feet. In distribution the black currant extends to North Asia
and North Europe.

Attempts at Cultivation.—With regard to the cultivation of the

currant on the plains of India, Firminger writes : “ Plants have often

been raised from seed, as well as on one or two occasions been imported in

ships that have brought ice from America. There does not seem the least

f
robability of the plant ever being brought to succeed in any part of India,

n Lower Bengal more particularly, it has been found quite impossible to

keep it alive during the not and rainy seasons. On the Nilgherries, cur-

rant trees manage to live, but do not thrive even there, and their cultiva-

tion is attended with very unsuccessful results. At Ferozepore, I raised a
plant of the black currant from seed in the cold season and managed to

preserve it during the heat and rains until the following cold season. But
ft perish^ then, as often happens with delicate plants upon the effort to

start into growth at the approach of a season more congenial to them.”
Food.—The fruit of the wild variety is said by Dr. Stewart and Major

Garstin to be very like that of the cultivated black currant, and quite as

large and very palatable. The flowers appear in July and the fruit ripens

in August-September.

R. orientale, Poir.; II. Br. Ind.. II., 410.

Syn.—R. leptostachyum. Dene.; R. villosum. Wall.; R. glutinosum,
Jacq.

Vem.— Gwdldakh, kaghdk (Kaohan), N.-W. P. ; Nangke, nydi pkuldnck
(the UM\t™nyangha) (Chenab), Pd. ; AskAta. askAtar, Ladak ; Yange,
Spiti ; (The fruit—) Aksiswerat, Afgh.

References.— ffows., FL Orient., II.. 817 ; Brandis, For. FL, 214 ; Gamble,
Man. Ttmb., 17S ; Stewart. Pb. PL. 102 ; Aitchtson, FL Kuram Valley.

57 / Journ. Agri.-Hort. Soc. Ind., XIV.. S2.

Habitat.—A shrub which grows to a height of 6 feet and is found in

Kashmir and Baltislan, at aliitudes between 8,000 and 12,000 feet. It is

distributed to Cabul, Persia, Armenia, Asia Minor, and lireece.

Medicine.—The frui 1 ripens in Oclober,and has a mawkish sweet taste.

Aitchison states that the shrub is a very common one in the Hariab Dis-
trict, and that the berries, taken one or two at a time, are considered by
the natives an excellent purgative.

R. nibrUTi, Linn,; FI. Br, Ind., II., 411.

The Red Currant.
Syn.—R. HIMALAYENSB, Dcne. {not of Royle).

Vem —Ddk. kagh ddk, rdde, dns. phuldnch, nangke hddar. kkddri, mu^
rddh. ndbar, ndbre, Pb. ; Gwaldakh, Khagan ; Wara wane, Trans-
Indus.

References.—Z7C., Prodr., III., 481 : Orig. Cult. PL, 277 ; Boiss., FL
Orient., II., 816; Brandis, For. FL, 2!$; Gamble, Man. Timb., 173 •

Stewart, Pb. PL. 102 ; Aitchison, FI , Kuram Valley, i3 ; Atkinson, N.-
W. P. Gaz., X., 3io, 7/5/ Fcon. Prod., N.-W. P., Part V.. 73; Gazet-
teers—Dera Ismail Khan, 19; Bannu,23; Ind, Gardener, 303
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RICINUS
communis.

The Castor Oil Plant.

Habitat.—An erect unarmed shrub of the Western Himilaya, from
Kumdon to Kashmir, occurring at altitudes between 8,000 and 12,000 feet.

It is distributed to Alpine Europe, the Caucasus, and Altai.

FOOD. Food.—Brandis notices that in Lahoul the berries are yellow when
unripe, but become black, although with the taste of red currants when ripe.

300 Atkinson says the fruit is small and more acid than is agreeable.

Fruit. .

Cultivated red currants have been introduced from England, and by
Sir E. C. Buck have been made to fruit freely near Simla.

Rice, see Oiyza sativa, Linn*: Vol. V., 498-654.

{G* Watt.)

3(38 RICINUS, Linn.; Gen. Pl.y III., 321.

A pfenus of EuPHORBiACEi® which possesses but one species, though under
that there are numerous forms, whidi have been designatea varieties and even
species by some writers, although they would seem to possess no higher claim
Inan that of cultivated races, many of which may, perhaps, be only sports from
garden cultivation, perpetuated because ul their beauty of foliage. In India
there are two primary races— perennial bushy state with large seeds and an
annual condition with small seeds. The former yields in considerable quantity
an inferior oil, employed for illumination and lubrication, and the latter a supe-
rior oil, the qualities of which constitute the medicinal oil of commerce.

[ 22og ; Euphorbiace.®.

369 Ricinus communis, Linn.; FI. Br. Jnd., V., Bot. Mag. No.

Castor Oil Plant, Palma Christi
; Huile de Castor, Ricin de

Palma-Christi, Fr.; Ricinus samknol, Germ. Often called

in Indian books of travel, &c., Lamp Oil.
Syn.—Ricinus ini kmis, Jaeq. ; R. lividus, yac^.; R. speciosus. Burnt, f

R. bi’ELTABiLis, Bluinv

;

R. viKiuis, Willd., Croton spinosus, Linn.
Vern.- Arand, arend, erand or crend, rand, ind (these and other names in

Hindustan are generally made to terminate in “ < ” when the seeds are de-
noted), Hind. ; Bherenda, Beng. ; Eradom, Santal; Rri, Assam; Areta,
alha, arer, NtPAL; Rakdop, I^fpcha ; Rvnr, lent, anrar, anda (a planta-
tion Behar; Gab, Uriya ; Grundi, C. P. ; Nerinda, Gond ;

Arand, rendi, rcri, hhatrcri, N.-W.-P. ; Ind-rendt, Kumaon ; Anerd,
harnauli, arand or artml, hedanjir, Pb. ; Arhand, PuSHTU ; Bae-anjir,
buz-an/ir, Ah&.; Edia, arend, Raj.; Ayrun-kukri, htrdn, SiND ; Erund,
ind, rund, yarand. Dfccan; Ercndt, Bomb.; Erandi, yarandicha.
Mar.; Diveliffo, ilivrli, Gv7.; Amanakkant, sitfamunuk, Tam.; Kottei,
muttu. Coimbatore; Amadam, amdi, i>ittaniindt, ayendal {dmudapu,
chiftiiniudapu fsinall-sccded medicinal form), cramudapu, Tel. ; Haralu,
harlu, Kan.; Tonda, Malasak; Avanakku, Malay.; Kycksu, krsu,

Burm.; Endaru,S\KG.; Eranda,ruvuka,vdtdri (“anti-rheumatic), rakta
e'ru'iKifa, Sans.; AT/tirva (DeCandolle mentions, see historic chapter kerrua,
krrroa, & charua as Aiabic names, but they do not appear to be so),

Arab.; Bcddnjtr or bedaujir, Pers. ; P*t-ma, Chinese; Jarak, Su-
matra; Camtri, Amboyana; Kiki, Egyptian; Kiki and Kponay,
Ancient Greek.

References.—Z?C, Prodr., XV., 1017; Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C.,
6qa

, Brandns. For. FI., 44s : Kurz, For. FI. Burnt., II., 400 ; Gamble,
Man. Tirnh,, 363 ; Dalz. Cibi,., Bomb. FI. Suppl., 78 ; Stewart, Pb. PL
107 ; Rt'pt. PI. Coll. Afgh. Del. Com , 108; DC., Orig. Cult. PL, 422-251
Rt'v. A. Campbell, Rept. Eton. PL, Chutia Nagpur, No. 3221 ; Graham,
Cat. Bomb. PL, iS3 ; Mason, Burma and Its People, 492, 762 ; Sir W.
Elliot, FL Andhr., 14, 44, 51, 151 ; Sir W. Jones, Treat. PL Ind., V., 57;
R/u’ede, Hort. Mai. {Aiuinacu and Pandt-avanacu), II., t. 32, ^ &
60 ; Rumphius, Amb., IV., 92-97, t. 41 ; Burmann, FL Ind., 3o7, t. 63,

f. 2 : The5auru.s, Zey., 205-206 ; Lourctro, FL Cochin-China, II., 584 ;

Stocks, Sind; Forskahl, Egypt, 75; Pharm. Ind,, 20i, 462; British
Pkarm., 291; Fleck. & Hanb,, Pharmacog., 567 ; U. S. Dispens., t5th

Bd„ 1031-36; Fleming, Med, PL Drugs {Astatu Reser*, XI,), 176;
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The Castor Oil Plant. {G. Watt.) RICINUS
communis.

Ainslie, Mat. Ind., /., 2S4; II., 472 ; 0*Skaughiies^y, Bcng. Dispens.,

556; Irvine, Mat. Med. Pahta^ 34, 90 ; Pereira^ Mat. Med.^ IT., 416 ; Ed.
B. & R., s3i ; Moodeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm. Ind., 214-16 ; U. C. Dutt,
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Habitat.—Modern botanical writers seem agreed that Ricinus is not a
native of India, and that the cultivation of the plant very probably spread
from Africa, the country which can alone be said to possess it in a truly

wild condition. Sir J. D. Hooker {Flora British India) says on this

subject that R. communis is cultivated throughout India and naturalised
near habitations ; distributed throughout the Tropics generally, but probably
indigenous to Africa. M. DeCandolle also holds that existing evidence
is in favour of an African origin. Fluckiger & Hanbury [Pharmaco-
graphy, 567) affirm, on the other hand, that it is a native of India, and
they apparently hold that opinion chiefly on account of the undoubted
antiquity of the knowledge of the drug, as denoted by Sanskrit literature.

Bentley & Trimen {Medicinal Plants) say that it is believed to be a
native of India.

The writer has seen the plant growing in the scrubby jungles of the
outer Himalaya at considerable distance from human influence, and in

association with Citrus medica var. acida—the sour lime—and Moringa
pterygosperma—the horse-radish tree The two last mentioned plants are
accepted as truly wild in these localities, although neither have very pro-
bably ever been seen to possess a stronger claim to that position bota-
nically than their frequent associate—Ricinus communis. In the Sut-
lej valley north of Simla, there are many such groves, and in the valleys
south-west of Simla, towards Kasauli, extensive jungles, approaching
almost to forests, exist, in which the prevailing trees are the plants named.

Conf, with p9
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with, in addition, ^s^le Marmel08 *^the^ bael tree—and Feronia elephan-
tum—the elephant apple. Intermixed with these occur ma^ undoubtedly
indigenous trees and shrubs such as Mallotus philippinenais, euphorbia Roy-
leana* and Cassia Fistula, &c , but others of no less certain exotic nature,
such as Excsecaria sebifen^ Opnntia Dillenil, Nicandra, &c., are equally
abundant. The extent to which such situations are, in fact, being permeat^
with American weeds is rapidly becoming one of the striking features of
the vegetation of the outer Himdlaya. It is therefore extremely difficult

to form any opinion as to whether Citrus medics, Moringa pterygosperma,
.£gle Marmelos, Feroniaelephantum, and Ricinns communis are wild in such
localities, or are only escapes from cultivation. None of these plants have,
as far as the writer is aware, been recorded in any part of India as in-

habiting primeval forests (or such as might be called so) in association
with indigenous plants only. In the plains of India the castor oil plant is

frequent on rubbish heaps and waste lands near human dwellings, but in

the vast expanse of India it nowhere manifests a stronger claim to being
accepted as indigenous than has been denoted in the above brief de-
scription of its occurrence in the outer Himalaya.

Resin — Kurz says that this plant yields a white resin. No other writer

alludes to this subject, and the substance may, therefore, be said to be
quite unknown.

Dye and Tan.—Castor oil is frequently employed by the Indian dyers
as an auxiliary in certain dye preparations as, for example, in dyeing with
Morinda -which sec; also consult Llotard’s Memorandum on Dyes,

7J 75, &c., &c. Its uses are well known to the Calico-printers of India
and Europe. The oil has also the reputation of being one of the best for

dressing tanned hides and skins. In Spons* Encycl^eedia (^. 1382) it is

stated that “ The common kinds are largely used by leather-dressers, prin-
cipally, perhaps, for Morocco leather, but with equal success on all descrip-

tions ; moreover, it repels rats and other vermine, and does not interfere with
subsequent polishing.” In India cod oil is largely used for this purpose.
Us value as a preservative is well known. On this account it is employed
by the Natives of India in preserving their water buckets and agricultural

appliances, harness, &c., made of leather. Hence, in all probabiliW, the
high caste Hindu prejudice, against it, the chumar of oils. {Con/, with
the articles on Leader, also Tans and Tanning.)

Fibre. —While Ricinus communis does not itself yield fibre, it is largely

cultivated in Assam to feed the eri silk-worm. For an account of this sub-

{

'ect the reader is referred to the article Silk. An excellent paper-pulp is,

lowever, said to be made from the stems with their bark, the latter con-
taining a fibre though not of sufficient value to justify its separation. As
some 500 maunds of stems are obtained from an acre of land, it seems pro-
bable that where gfrown in the viJnity of paper mills it would be more
profitable to dispose of the stems to the paper-maker than to use them
as fuel or thatching as is the present custom.

Oil.— It is scarcely necessan^ to say that the seeds of this plant yield

the Castor-Oil of Commerce. The chapter below on that subject deals with
the chief features of interest both agriculturally and commercially, and it

need only be added, therefore, that there are two primary forms of the plant,

namely, the large and the small-seeded. The former yields the “ lamp oil
”

of Madras and other parts of India, and the latter affords the more valuable

oil, specially pure samples of which constitute the medicinal castor-oil.

The following account of the uses of castor-oil is from the pen of Mr.
O. N. Bryce. As it gives some facts of a practical nature in addition to

those alluded to above under Dye and Tan, it may be here gpven as an
introduedon to the more detailed account which will be found below t—

>
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** The uses of the castor plant are many; the oil is the only eligible one
for lubricating all sorts of machinery, clocks, watches, &c. ; it is the best

lamp oil we have in India, and gives an excellent white light, far superior

to that of mineral oils, petroleum, rapeseed, mustard, linseed, and all

other oils, whether vegetable, animal, or mineral. This I state after com-
parison. The slowness with which the oil burns effects a saving of con-
sumption ranging from ^ to Its freedom from danger as lamp oil is

another recommendation. Alt Railways in India bum castor-oil. It eives

out very little soot, almost imperceptible, which quality no other lamp
oils possess. This is a great recommendation ; most important of all, it is

the cheapest lamp oil in existence, while it is the cheapest and best for

the manufacture of all kinds of soaps, candles, pomatums, and perfumed
oils. All the great perfumers of London and Paris use castor-oil for

the manufacture of Golden oil, and its beneficial effects arc due to the

demulcent quality of the castor-oil, which keeps the head cool and the

pores of the skin and roots of the hair soft and open. It is a medi-
cinal oil, and the most largely used as a mild demulcent laxative. The
use of cold-drawn oil gives a splendid light : no other oil can vie with this

light, it being almost electrical in its brilliancy. When boiled it does not

give such a splendid light : the reason for this is, in the boiling or sweat-

11^, or both processes, the electric light-giving portion of the oil gets

dissipated to a certain extent. The shelling of seea and filtering processes

are comparatively very costly. The oil drawn from unhcated shelled seeds
without boiling {cold filtration being substituted for boiling) is of the best

quality. If cold-drawn oil can be manufactured sufficiently cheap to be
within reach of all as lamp oil, it would be used by many. At present,

however, it is selling at prices ranging from R40 to 50 per maund in

India. The reason for this is that castor seed has first to be exported to

Europe, then it is bought by the manufacturers from the traders in castor

seed, and after manufacture of the oil, it is bottled, labelled, corked, cap-
suled, packed, and shipped to India. If manufactured here it could be
sold with profit at Rio per maund. ” “The oil, ** continues Mr. Bryce in

another part of his paper, “dissolves completely in alcohol, and this, incor-

porated with a solution of copal, the resinous exudation of the well known
tree Vateria indica in alcohol, can be formed into a varoish which will

be found on trial very useful in polishing all kinds of high class furni-

ture, carriages, saloon cabins of ships, picture frames, oil-paintings, parch-
ment, vellum, maps, and drawings, cloths and canvasses, and leathers of

all kinds, &c., &c., &c. ” According to Hawkes the Railways of India use

for lubrication a preparation of castor-oil agitated with nitric acid until

it forms what he calls “ a kind of palmine. ”

Castor-oil Cake.—Though of very considerable value as a manure, the

cake, obtained after expression of the oil, is regarded by the European
cattle-breeders as highly injurious to cattle. One of the chief subjects for

which the agricultural chemist’s opinion is desired is, therefore, the freedom
or otherwise of a sample of oil-cake from adulteration with castor. It is

somewhat singular, however, that in many parts of India this opinion does
not prevail. Thus Dr. Buchanan-Hamilton says of Mysore (a statement
repeated in the Gazetteer of that Province) that a decoction prepared

from the cake is given to buffaloes from an opinion that, like the leaves of

the plant, it has the power of increasing the flow of milk Since, however,

a strong prejudice exists in Europe against the cake, it would seem desir-

able that the mixture of this cake with others should be discouraged, where
such admixture intentionally or otherwise takes place. But while this is

so, the cake has a distinct claim to consideration. It is highly valued as

a manure, and, according to Mr. O. N. Bryce, a new use for it has
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been discovered of much value. Mr. Bryce says:—“The oil-cake has
also found an excellent use, in addition to its being one of the most
valuable manures we have, as a material for making gas which gives
a superior light. At the Allahabad East Indian Railway station the
gas lamps are lighted with the gas obtained from the castor-oil cake,
which has hitherto been regarded either as manure or as a mate-
rial of no use. The East Indian Railway Company obtain their supply
of castor-oil cake from their castor-oil mills. ’* For some years past the
public have been familiar with the fact that the palace, public offices, and
streets of Jeypore are lighted with gas prepared chiefly from a crude and
cheap form of castor-oil grown for the purpose. But that the Railway
Companies have it within their power to prepare from the by-product
(castor-oil-cake), obtained from their oil presses, a gas by which the plat-

forms of their larger stations could be lighted, is a fact of considerable in-

terest. To non-residents in India this may not seem so interesting until

they are reminded that in only a few of the larger cities of India is coal

gas available by which railway stations could be lighted. In an article

which appeared in the Chemist and Drugnst, the following particulars are
given regarding the yield of gas from this oil. “ When castor-oil is not
available other seed oils are used for making the gas. The price of the

former is about 22s. per maund of 82lb, and of the other seed oils 20s»

From I maund of castor-oil the gas manager obtains 1,2 so cubic feet of

candle gas. The cost of manufacture (exclusive of the oil) is about 8s. 6d.

per 1,000 cubic feet. ” In connection with the account below of Panjdb
castor-oil cultivation, it will be found that it is stated the cake is sold as fuel

for stationary engines.

I n the Annual Reports of the Agricultural Department of Bengal will

be found frequent mention of the experiments conducted with castor-oil cake
as a Manure, In the report for 1888-89, P* '9» stated that “ castor-cake

and bone-meal mixed together form a better fertilizer for sugarcane than
either of these manures alone.” In the same report it is said that for the

soil of the Seebporc farm castor-cake proved a better manure than salt-

petre for wheal. Its merits as a manure for potatoes have been shown by
frequent tabular statements. For example, an acre of land manured witti

i,92ofb of the cake gave 9,966fc of potatoes, whereas an acre manured
with 960ft cake and 480ft bone-meal gave 7,752ft of potatoes ; cowdung
gave a return of 5,22o!b, and an acre not m.mured at all only 5,100ft of

potatoes. On the other hand, while many writers say that castor-oil cake
IS used as a manure for betel— —in the Director's report for 1886, App.
Ivii., il is remarked that the cake u«!ed for that purpose is mustard-cake
“ castor-cake destroys the plants. ” Many writers affirm that the value of

castor-cake, as a manure, is in consequence of the high amount of phosphates

which it contains. This would appear to be an incorrect explanation. All

oil-cakes are richer in phosphates than most other vegetable manures, but

castor-oil cake contains considerably less phosphates (according to Pro-
fessor Anderson, Elements of Agricultural Chemistry

^
p. tg6) than mus-

tard and rape-cake, and inflnitely less than poppy-cake. In Morton's
Cyclopeedia if Agriculture rape-seed cake is shown to contain 4*34 per

cent, of phosphates; linseed-cake 3*83 percent.; and hemp-cake i *08 per

cent. According to Anderson rape-seed cake possesses 3*87 per cent,

of phosphates ;
poppy<ake 6-93 per cent. ; cotton-seed cake 2*19 per cent.

;

and castor-se^ cake a*8i per cent. (Con/, with Oil-carb under Oils in

this work# Vol. V., 476.)
Medidne.>-One of the earliest Anglo-Indian Medical authorities to

deal with the subject of castor oil was Dr. John Fleming, who, in the

Asiatick Researches^ Vol. XI. (1810), gave the following account
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** This plant is cultivated, for both economical and medicinal purposes,
over all Hindostan. The expressed oil of the seeds, so well known in

Europe, under the name of castor oil, is more generally used, as a pur-
gative, than any other medicine ; and perhaps there is no other on which
we may, with so much confidence, rely as a safe, and, at the same time,

an active cathartic. It may be ^ven, with propriety, in every casein
which that class of remedies is required (unless when the most drastic are
necessary) and to patients of every age and constitution ; for though it

'

seldom rails to pr^uce the effect intended, it operates without heat or
irritation.

** The oil should be expressed, in the manner directed by the London
College, from the decorticated seeds, and without the assistance of heat.

That which is obtained by boiling the seeds in water is injured both in smell
and taste, and becomes sooner rancid than the oil procured by expression.”
Dr. Fleming’s contemporary, and in some respects his prraecessor, Dr.
Ainslie, wrote of it : The oil is highly prized as a purgative medicine by the
Native practitioners of India, who conceive it to be particularly indicated
in cases of costivencss, from it operating freely and without irritating ; it

is usually given daily, in small quantities, to new born children, for diree

weeks together ; and is also considered as an invaluable medicine as an
external application in various cutaneous affections.

” “ The bark of the
root of the trees, ” says Ainslie, **

is a powerful purgative, and when made
into a ball about the size of a lime, in conjunction with chillies and tobacco
leaves, is an excellent remedy for gripes in horses. In the Mysore country,
where the castor-oil plant is much cultivated, two varieties are distinguished;

our present article, which is the Ricinus communis, fructus minor, and
which is in Canaresc chicra hdrdltt ; and the larger sort, which is the Rici-
NUS COMMUNIS, FRUCTUS MAJOR, and which in Canarese is dddii hdrdln, ”

The distinction into these two forms will be found below in the chapter
on Cultivation of Castor-oil, and especially in the passages from Dr.
Buchanan-Hamilton’s account of his Journey through Mysore, &c. But
long before any of these early explorers in the field of Indian Economic
Prc^ucts, the distinction had been made into the large and the small-fruited

forms of castor-oil. Rheede, the Dutch Governor of MalaKar in 1636-

1691, distinguished these two forms, and he w«as followed in this opinion
by Rumphius, the Dutch Governor of Amboina (1627-1702), who gave
a detailed account of the action of the oil, the leaves, and the root-
bark. It is thus somewhat remarkable that the early trade in castor-oil

to Europe should have taken place from the West instead of the East
Indies. This subject will be returned to again in the chapter below
on the History of Castor-oil ; suffice it to add here (hat Rumphius
deals fully with the medicinal properties of the plant which the sub-
sequent writers—Fleming, Ainslie, Buchanan-Hamilton,and Roxburgh-
only elaborated. Speaking of the uses of the leaves, for example, he says
that by the Indians they are employed to arrest the secretion of milk in

puerperal women. For this purpose, he tells us, they are reduced to a pulp
and applied to the breasts, when in three days the flow of milk is interrupt-

ed {con/, with the remarks below on this subject). Rumphius also refers

to the use of the oil, in external application and as a purgative inter-

nally. Dr. U. O. Outt {Hindu Mat. Med. of Sanskrit Writers) tells us

that ** the root of Ridniis commimis and the oil obtained from the s^ds
have been used in medicine by the Hindus from a very remote period.

They are mentioned by Busruta. ” It thus follows that (he use of castor-

oil was known and the plant very probably titivated in India many cen-

turies before the Christian era. The two varieties of that plant are, at all

events, referred to in the Susruta Ayurveda, under their common names as
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the “ red ” and the ** white. “ Their properties are said to be identical.

Castor-oil is regarded as purg^ative ana useful in costiveness, tympanitis,
fever, inflammation, &c. It is much praised for its efficacy in chronic
rheumatic affections, in which it is used in various combinations. One of
its synonyms is vdidri or anti-rheumatic. The root of the plant is also
said to be particularly useful in the local varieties of rheumatism, such as
lumbago, pleurodynia, and sciatica. As a purgative, castor-oil is recom-
mended to be taken with cow’s urine, or an infusion of ginger or a decoc-
tion of the combination called Da$amula, ” Thus, according to the above
abstract of .Sanskrit medical opinions, all that we now know of the drug
was known to the Hindus from a period so ancient that it is difficult to be-
lieve the plant was not then extensively cultivated, if indeed it was not a
native of the country.

'I’he following passage from Dr. Dymock’s Materia Medico of Western
India deals mainly with the views held regarding this drug by the Muham-
madan doctors “ Mohametan writers describe two kinds, red and white;
the red is said to be the most active. They consider the oil a powerful
resolvent and purgative of cold humors, and prescribe it in palsy, asthma,
colds, colic, flatulence, rheumatism, dropsy, and amenorrheea; of the seeds,
ten kernels rubbed down with honey are sufficient as a purge. A poultice

of the crushed seeds is used to reduce gouty and rheumatic swellings and
inflammation of the breasts of women durim? lactation. The leaves have
similar properties but in a less degree. The fresh juice is used as an
emetic in poisoning by opium and other narcotics ; made into a poultice
with barley meal it is applied to inflammatory affections of the eye. The
root-bark is used as a purgative and alterative in chronic enlargements
and skin diseases ; it is also applied externally. In the Bombay Lying-in
Hospital the leaves are applied to the breasts of women to stop the secre-
tion of milk. In the Konkan the oil is applied to eruptions of the skin
supposed to be due to heat ofblood ” {Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., p. ^04).

Many writers draw attention to the action of the seeds when eaten.
Thus Quy & Ferrier iferfiViwtf) say that the seeds “act on the
stomach and intestines with a violence quite disproportionod to the action
of the oil which they would yield on compression. Two or three seeds act
as a drastic purgative; three seeds have destroyed the life of an adult
male in 46 hours and twenty seeds that of a young lady in five days, with
symptoms of violent irritation of the stomach and bowels, and an appear-
ance as of one affected with malignant cholera.” {Con/, with paragraph
on Chemistry, 516-517.)

Dr. Shorn says that “the juice of the leaves is given internally to
increase the flow of milk. Cattle are fed with the leaves with the same
object ; most cows eat the leaves freely and readily. Externally the leaves
are applied to wounds and bruises, when it acts as a detergent,” It will be
found that in the paragraph below, under the heading of Special Opinions,
a similar statement is made In fact, while most writers hold that a
poultice of the leaves will arrest the flow of milk, others, like Shortt, make
the opposite statement. For example, Drury says ; “ The leaves heated
and applied to the breasts, and kept on for twelve or more hours, will not fail

to bring milk after child-birth. The same applied to the abdomen will

promote the menstrual discharge.” Most writers affirm, however, that,
applied externally to the breasts, a poultice of the leaves arrests the flow of

milk. Bellew says that the flowers are often used as a laxative medi-
cine. In several of the Bombay Gazetteers it is stated that the fresh leaves
are applied in guinea-worm in'the form of a poultice. The dry root is also
mentioned as being regarded ns a febrifuge. Dr. Buchanan-Hamilton
says that the oil, in addition to being taken internally as a purgative by the
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people of Mxsore, is used by the Sudras and lower castes to anoint the head
when they labour under any complaint which they attribute to heat in the
system.

Special Opinions.- ^ The following opinions reg[arding local uses
of castor-oil in the provinces of India have been obligingly furnished for

this work by medical officers in correspondence with the Editor :
—“ The leaf

applied as a poultice to the breast will bring on copious discharge of milk’*

{SurjreoffMitjor Lionel Becih^ Coconada.) “Useful where it is desirable to

give purgatives in connection with diseases of the pelvic organs ** (Brigade^
Surgeon G, A. Wnison, Alluhabod). “ The heated leaves appli^ to the
breast acts as a lactagc^e” {Honorary Vutgeon E. A. Mot ris). “ The leaves

are used in painful joints” {Assistant Suigeon T. N. Chose, Meerut).
“In cases of abrasion of the conjunctiva, common castor-oil dropped into

the eye is an efficient means of removing irritation. Its efficiency in the

diarrnoea of childhood is too well known to call for any special remark ”

{Surgeon S. H. Browne, M.D., Hoshangabad, Central Provinces).

Therapeutics.— It is unnecessary in a work like the present to deal

with the medicinal properties and methods of administration recognised and
followed in Europe with a drug so well known as castor-oil. 1 he objects

of the present article are more to exhibit the historic facts, the properties

that have a bearing on manufacture, the local and special uses of the drug
known to the people of India, and the agricultural and commercial facts

that may be of value to those interested in the trade m the seed and oil.

The reader is, therefore, referred to the Pharmacopoeia of India and
Great Britain, to the Pharmacographia of Flucklger & Hanbury, and
other such works for the purely medical aspects of the subject.

The following account by an American writer of the preparation and
general properties of the medicinal oil may, however, be given, as it reviews

in an able manner all the literature that exists on the subject;—

Extraction of the Medicinal Oil.—“This may be extracted from
the seeds in three ways : i by decoction ; 2, by expi cssion ; and 3, by
the agency of alcohol or other solvent.

“ The process by decoction, which has been practised in the Ea«l and
West Indies, consists in bruising the seeds, previously deprived of their

husk, and then boiling them in water. The oil, rising to the surface, is

skimmed or .strained off, ard afterwards again boiled with a small quan-
tity of water to dissipate the acrid principle. To increase the product it

is said that the seeds are sometimes roasted. The oil is thus rendered
brownish and acrid ; and the same result takes place in the second
boiling, if care is not taken to suspend the process s(x)n after the water
has been evaporated. Hence it happens that the West India oil has
generally a brownish colour, an acrid taste, and irritating properties.

“ The oil is obtained in this country by expression. The follow’ing, a»'.

we have been informed, are the outlines of the process usually employed
by those who prepare it on a large scale; The seeds, having been
thoroughly cleansed from the dust and fragments of the capsule with
which they are mixed, are conveyed into a shallow iron reservoir, where
they are submitted to a gentle heat, insufficient to scorch or decompose
them, and not greater than can be readily borne by the hand. The object

of this step is to render the oil sufficiently liquid for ea.sy expression. The
seeds are then introduced into a powerful hydraulic press. A whitish oily

liquid is thus obtained, which is transferred to clean iron boilers, supplied
with a considerable quantity of w'ater. The mixture is boiled for some
time, and, the impurities being skimmed off as they rise to the surface, a
clear oil is at length left at the top of the water, the mucilage and starch
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having been dissolved by this liquid, and the albumen coagulated by the
heat The latter ingredient forms a whitish layer between the oil and
water. The clear oil is now carefully removed ; and the process is com-
pleted by boiling with a minute proportion of water, and continuing the ap-
plication of heat till aqu^us vapour ceases to rise, and till a small portion
of the liquid, taken out in a vial, continues perfectly transparent when it

cools. The effect of this last operation is to clarify the oil, and to render
it less irritating by driving off the acrid volatile matter. But much care
is requisite not to push the heat too far ; as the oil then acouires a brown
hue, and an acrid peppery taste. After the completion of the process, the
oil is put into barrels, and sent into the market. There is reason, however,
to believe that much of the American oil is prepared by merely allowing
it to stand some time after expression, and then drawing off the superna-
tant liquid. One bushel of good seeds yields five or six quarts, or about
25 per cent., of the best oil. If not carefully prepared, it is apt to deposit
a sediment upon standing; and the apothecary may find it necessary to
filter it through coarse paper before dispensing it. Perhaps this may be
owing to the plan just alluded to of purifying the oil by rest and decanta-
tion. We have been told that the oil in barrels usually deposits in cold
weather a copious whitish sediment, which is redissolved when the temper-
ature rises. A large proportion of the drug consumed in the eastern sec-
tion of the Union has been derived, by way of New Orleans, from Illinois

and the neighbouring States, where it has been at times so abundant that it

has been used for burning in lamps, and for lubricating machinery. Ac-
cording to the census reports there were manufactured in the Unitedi States
in the year 1 880, 893,802 gallons of castor-oil, valued at $790,74.1. The
process for obtaining castor-oil by means of alcohol has been practised in

France ; but the product is said to become rancid more speedily than that
procured in the ordinary mode. Such a preparation has been employed
in Italy, and is asserted to be less disag^-eeable to the taste, and more effec-
tive, than the common oil obtained by expression. According to M.
Parola, an ethero-alcoholic extract and an ethereal or alcoholic tincture of
the seeds operate in much smaller doses than the oil, and with less disposi-
tion to irritate the bowels or to cause vomiting.” (See Am, ^ourn of Med,

Chemical and other Propeities of the Oil.—“ Pure castor-oil is a thick,
viscid, colourless liquid, with little or no odour, and a mild though some-
what nauseous taste, followed by a slight sense of acrim<my. As found in
the shops it is often tinged with yellow, and has an unpleasant smell, and
parcels are sometimes, though rarely, met with of a brownish colour and
hot acrid taste. It does not readily congeal by cold. When exposed to
the air it slowly thickens, w’ithout becoming opaque.” “ When cooled it

becomes thicker, generally depositing white ^anules, and at about— 18*

C. (o'4*’F.) it congeals to a yellowish mass.” It is heavier than most
of the other fixed oils ; its sp. gr. having been stated to be 0*969 at 55®F. or
0*950 to 0*970. It differs also from other fixed oils in being soluble
in all proportions in cold absolute alcohol. Weaker alcohol, of the sp.
gr. 0*8425, takes up about three-fifths of its weight. It has been sup-
posed that adulterations with other fixed oils might thus be detected,
as the latter are much less soluble in that fluid j but Pereira has shown
that castor-oil has the property of rendering a portion of other fixed oils
soluble in alcohol ; so that the test cannot be relied on. [P, J. Tr., IX^
pf8.) Such adulterations, however, are seldom practised in this county.
Castor-qil is soluble also in ether, and in its weight of glacial acetic acid.
Its proximate composition has been repeatedly investigated. By saponifi-
cation it )*ields several fatty acids, one of which appears to be palmitic
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acid Cis but the prevailing acid is rianoleic acid, Cjh MEDICINE,
which is solid below 0°Cm does not solidify in contact with the air bv
absorption of oxygen, and is not homologous with oleic or linoleic acicT,

neither of which is found in castor-oil. Castor-oil is thickened if warmed
with one part of starch and five parts of nitric acid (sp. gr. 1*25), ricine^
laidin being formed. From this ricinelaidic acid may be obtained in

brilliant crystals. Ricinoleic acid is converted by caustic potassa into
caprylic alcohol and sebacic acid, with disengagement of hydrop^en ; and
the same products are obtained by the reaction of potassa with the oil

itself. {See Journ, de Pharm., Aout, 1855, p, 113,) Its purgative pro-
perty is supposed by M.M. Bussy and Lecanu to belong essentially to

the oil, and not to any distinct principle which it may hold in solution.

According to M. O. Popp, castor-oil differs from all other fixed oils in

turning the plane of polarized light to the right (^. ^,P.,Ang, 1871, p.

^54 - j^om Arch, de Phnrm., 1871 ). Various substances containing colour-
ing principles which they yield to castor-oil produce beautiful fluores-

cence in that fluid when heated with it; such as logwood, turmeric,
camwood, &c. {Charles Horner, P. J, Tr., Oct. 1874, p. 2^2). “Castor-
oil, which is acrid to the taste, may sometimes be rendered mild by
boiling it with a small proportion of water. If turbid, it should be clari-

fied by filtration through coarse paper. On exposure to the air, it is

apt to become rancid, and is then unfit for use” {U, S. Dispens., pp,
1033-^1033).

Chemical Composition.— It is of importance that a fairly complete CHEMISTRY,
statement of the chemistry of the subject be placed before the reader, and 3^1
for this purpose the following passages from the learned authors of the
Pharmaco^aphia niay be given. It will be seen that in some respects the
information here supplied repeats what is contained in the above quotation
from the United States Dispensatory. The account from the Pharmaco-
graphia is in some respects, however, a more recent statement, and it,

' moreover, is of a more directly chemical nature. The former passages
exhibit the bearing of the chemical properties of the drug on the pro-

cess of extraction of the oil. “ The most important constituent of the
seed is the fixed oil, called castor oil, of which the peeled kernels afford at

most half of their w'eight.
“ The oil, if most carefully prepared from peeled and winnowed seeds

by pressure without heat, has but a slightly acrid taste, and contains only
a very small proportion of the still unknown drastic constituent of the seeds.

Hence the se^s themselves, or an emulsion prepared with them, act much
more strongly than a corresponding quantity of oil. Castor-oil extracted

by absolute alaihoi or by bisulphide of carbon, likewise purges much more
vehemently than the pressed oil The castor.oil of commerce has a sp.

gr. of 0*90, usually a pale yellow tint, a viscid consistence, and very slight

yet rather mawkish odour and taste. Exposed to cold it does not in general
entirely solidify until the temperature reaches i8®C. In thin layers it dries

up to a varnish-like film. Castor-oil is distinguished by its power of

mixing in all proportions with glacial acetic acid or absolute alcohol. It

is even sduble in four parts of spirit of wine (’838) at 15® C., and mixes
without turbidity with an equal weight of the same solvent at 25® C. The
commercial varieties of the oil, however, differ considerably in these as well

as in some other respects.”
“ The optical properties of the oil demand further investigation, as we

have found that some sairmles deviate the ray of polarized light to the right

and others to the left. By saponification castor-oil yields several fatfy

acids, one of which appears to be palmitic acid The prevailing acid
,

(peculiar to the oil) is ricinoleic acid, C|« Og ; it is solid below 0®C., !
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does not solidify in contsict with the air by absorption of oxygen, and is

not homologous with oleic or linoleic acid, neither of which is found in
castor-oil Castor-oil is, nevertheless, thickened if six parts of it are
wanned with one part of starch and five of nitric acid (sp. gr. 1*25), rici*
nelaidin being thus formed. From this ricinelaidic acid may be easily
obtained in brilliant crystals.**

“ As to the albuminoid matter of the seed, Feleury (1865) obtained
3*23 per cent, of nitrogen, which would answer to abiwt 20 per cent, of
such substances. The same chemist further extracted 46*6 per cent, of
fixed oil, 2*2 of sugar and mucilage, besides 18 per cent, of cellulose.
Tuson, in 1 864, by exhausting castor>oil seeds with boiling water, ob-
Uined from them an alkaloid which he named Wci at ne. He states that
it crystallizes in rectangular prisms and tables, which, when heated, fuse, and,
upon cooling, solidify as a crystalline mass ; the crystals may even be sub-
limed. Ricinine dissolves readily in water or alcohol, less freely in ether or

I

benzol. With mercuric chloride, it combines to form tufts of silky crys-
1 tals soluble in water or alcohol. Werner (1S69) on repeating Tuson^s pro-

cess with 30% of Italian castor-oil seed, also obtained a crop of crystals.
I which in appearance and solubility had many of the characteristics ascribed

to ricintne^ but differed in the essential point that when incinerated they
left a residuum of magnesia. Werner regarded them as a magnesium
salt of a new arid Tuson repudiates the suspicion that ricinine may he
identical with Werner’s magnesium compound. E. 8. Wayne of Cincinnati
(1874) found in the leaves of Ricinus a substance apparently identical with
Tuson’s ricinine ; but he considers that it has no claim to be called an

I alkaloid. The testa of castor-oil seeds afforded us 107 per cent, of ash,

I

one-tenth of which we found to consist of silica. The ash of the kernel,

!
previously dried at 100® C., amounts to only 3 5 per cent ** {Fliickiger &

I Hanhury^ Pharmatog., pp, 569-570).
Food.—Repiiated mention occurs in works on this subject of a ** sweet **

I
form of R. communis, the sbrds of which are edible. This statement is, how-

^ 3
I

ever, as often contradicted as made. Thus Rumphius, when commenting

I

on the account of this plant as given by Dapperus (in his work on Persia),
says that that author gives it the followingvernacular names :—Arabic, kikcf
jon, simtjonej a Iknran and kerva : Persian, kunteut. His brief description

I

of the plant, continues Rumphius, while it agrees on the whole with the
facts known regarding the Indian and Amboyan plant, differs in an import-
ant respect tin which Dapperus was probably deceived), in that he says
that a special form of the plant yields a sweet and pleasant oil which is

employed for culinary purposes. Rumphius doubts the existence of any
form of Ricinus ) ielding edible seeds. At the same time this very opinion
which Rumphius discredits is frequently upheld both by Indian, Chinese, and
Afncan writers. Thus, for example. Smith {Contr, Mai. Med. China) says
“ a species or variety of Ricinus is said to have a smooth fruit, and to be
innocuous It must have been from some such Euphorbiaccous plant that
a castor-oil is said to be obtained by the Chinese and used in cooking
food. ” It is commonly reported that a kind of castor-oil is largely used
by the Africans for culinary purposes, and by the Negroes of the West
Indies. Bellew states that a form of castor-oil is used for that purpose also
at Ghuzin. Altdhison remarks that the seeds are, at Jhelum, put into cur-
ries.

^

The writer has no personal acquaintance with a non-purgative form
of Ricinus. but he has been assured on the very best authority that, as the
oil escapes from the cold presses used at the Eiast Indian Railway works,
it is always for a short time quite inert, and that it acquires its characteristic
odour and purgative property only after being kept. There would, how-
ever, be little matter for surprise in the discovery of a form of Ricinus
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which did not possess the purgative property, or which possessed it in so
I

slight an extent that habit and use rendered it possible to eat the seeds or
|

the oil without any after-effects, just as many cultivated states of Cucurbi- ;

taceous fruits which, in their wild form, are highly purgative, have been
|

made inert by cultivation. Aitchison says that in the Hari-rud valley and
j

Khorasan the use of the oil as a purgative is quite unknown, the oil being
used purely for illumination purposes.

F^der. —According to most writers cows are fond of the leaves, and
the natives of Madras regard them as tending to increase the flow of

milk {Conf* with Vol. Itl., 418). The cake, after ihe expression of the oil,

it has already been remarked, is in Europe regarded as highly injurious to

cattle. Stocks and other Indian writers say, however, that it is regularly

given to Indian cattle, especially buffaloes, and no mention is made of its

being injurious. {jConf, with concluding paragraph regarding Orissa

518.)

Domestic Uses.—The dried stems and husks after the extraction of the

seeds constitute a highly combustible fuel which is largely used in boiling

sugar-cane juice. The timber is one of the poorest in India, an ordinary

storm destroying the branches freely ; but on being cut these dry and harden,

and thus attain a considerable degree of strength. In that state they are
largely used in the construction of the rafters for thatching, and as wattle

in me walls of mud huts. The chief recommendation, it is said, for this pur-

pose is the reputed immunity of these stems and twigs from the attacks of

white ants and other insects. Or. Shortt, however, remarks that the living

plant is more subject to the attacks of white ants than almost any other

agricultural crop. The interior of the stem, he .says, is often entirely

destroyed by these insects, and filled up with mud in the construction of

their covered passages. Tiiis apparent contradiction is somewhat like the

statement that, taken internally, the leaves increase the flow of milk, while

applied externally they arrest it. These two statements would seem to

call for further and more careful investigation. Bees are said to be fond of

the castor-oil plant, and in this fact Mr. Bryce sees another recommenda-
tion in favour of castor-oil cultivation, since apiculture might be combined
with castor-oil plantations, thus yielding an abundant supply of wax and
honey. Except in certain very restricted regions, however, the natives of

India have shown no desire to cultivate bees, and it is probable it will take
a good many centuries before they can be made to advance so far as to call

in the aid of the bee in supplementing their daily wants. Indeed, in the

plains of India generally, bees could scarcely thrive, since honcy-yielding-
plants do not exist at the very season wHen climatically these insects

should be most active.

The OIL-CAKE is a highly valued manure and a useful fuel. These facts

have been repeatedly alluded to : but it may be added that in Mysore and
other parts of India a special fuel is prepared which consists of a certain

proportion of the oil-cake or boiled seed mixed with cow dung.

FOOD.

FODDER.
Leaves.
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Stems.
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CASTOR SEED AND OIL.
The information on the subject of Indian Castor*oil and -seed, hither-

to placed at the disposal of the public, having been of the most imper-
fect nature, a special effort has been made to bring together in this arti-

cle the chief facts and figures contained in the official correspondence of

the Revenue and Agricultural Department of the Government of India.

The writer ventures to think that, while it has been found the better

course to reproduce the material placed at his disposal, to a large extent

in its original form, instead of the issue of a compilation from ml sources

in the shape of a separate account for each province, that, never-the-

CASTOR
SEED ft OIL.
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pp, 550-^5*^
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less much new and interesting information will be found in the follow-

ing brief notices of the castor- oil and seed industry of the chief Prov-
inces of India. The editor would here beg to apologise to the authors
of the several reports and correspondence consults by him for the liberty

he has, in some instances, taken in arranging their paragraphs in accord-
ance with the system of dealing with amcultural subjects pursued in this

work. He trusts that this action will oe found to have in no case dis-

torted or injured the value of the original papers. Indeed, in some
cases, so valuable are these papers that it is much to be revetted that
information (such as has been discovered in the Proceedings of %e Govern-
ment of India) under Madras, Bengal, and the Panjdb was not available
for the other Provinces. Fortunately for the North-West Provinces and
Oudh, an excellent account exists in Messrs. Duthie & Fuller’s Field and
Garden Crops^ which, for the convenience of persons specially interested

in this crop, has been reproduced almost in its entirety. In the case of

Bombay a brief note by tne Director of Agriculture (found in an official

letter of instructions regarding the cultivation recommended in connection
with seeds supplied to Europe) has been given as an introduction to a series

of quotations from the Gazetteers. These, it is believed, convey the chief fea-

tures of the castor-oil cultivation and manufacture of Western India. In
concluding these introductory remarks it may be added that, while a sepa-
rate section of the present article has been set apart for an account of the
Expression of the Oil, under that heading will beg^ven only such papers
as more directly deal with that subject. It was, however, found undesirable
to break up the provincial information to such an extent as would allow of
the complete relegation of the facts given to separate paragraph headings.
The reader who may desire information on the various methods of prepara-
tion and purification of the oil will, therefore, have to glance over the facts

given below provincially before he reads the separate articles on the subject
in which he is more particularly interested. And this may also be said
of the paragraphs headed Habitat, History, and Races or Varieties. Cer-
tain information has been unavoidably repeated, and the facts in the
various paragraphs overlap each other, but the authenticity of the sources
of information have thereby been preserved, a feature of this work on which
the editor places considerable stress.

HISTORY OF CASTOR-OIL.
The brief remarks made above, under the paragraphs Habitat, as

also Medicine, will have conveyed the impression that the writer is by
no means satisfied that it has b»n proved that the castor-oil plant may
not have been a native of India as well as of Africa. It has been repeatedly
pointed out (in this work) that M. DeOandolle has adopted a triple system
of determining whether or not a plant can be regarded as a native of a
certain tract of country, v/s., the historic facts that bear on the question, the
concurrence of the names given to it being ancient in the language or lan-
guages of the region in question, and the still further confirmation obtained
from botanical science, in the plant belonging to a family or genus that pos-
sesses uncultivated wild representatives. Everything points to the fact that,

in most tropical countries, castor-oil has been cultivate from a remote anti-

quity, and if M. DeOandolle’s mode of determining nativity be applied to

India as well as to Africa, it seems probable the claim u ill, in the aggp^gate
of evidence, be made out in as strong terms for the one country as for the
other. It is true that no botanist has distinctly said that he has seen Ridaus
in India under such circumstances as to justify the affirmation that it is a
native. It is the sole representative of the genus to which it has been
assigned, so that the evidence that might be adduced from the existence
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of Other wild members is not available. The Natural Order to which Rici- HISTORY.
(Euphorbiace/b) is, however, by no means imperfectly repre

sented in this country
^

Out of a total of 197 Genera, India possesses mem-
bCTsof 77, and the Indian species number 623, out of a grand total for ^ . ... .

.

the whole world of 3,000. As already shown, the castor-oil plant has b^n
observed in the valleys of the outer Himilaya under circumstances that, in

'

the case of Citrus medica, £gle Marmelos, etc., have been accepted as
sufficient to establish these trees as indigenous to India, though the castor-
oil has been refused that position. While, therefore, botanical evidence is of
a more or less negative character, the facts afforded by philology and his-
tory are considerably stronger than is generally supposed. One of the
earliest Sanskrit medical works (the Susruta A*yurveda) possesses unmis-
takable reference to castor-oil, and speaks of the uses of the fresh parts of the
plant in such terms as to preclude the possibility of an imported dri^ being
alluded to. The names given to it by most of the subsequent ^nskrit
wri ters denote Its pi operties, and its oldest name eranda\\&s passed into the
most diversified languages and dialects of India with a persistency seen with
almost no other economic plant. If, therefore, a wide-spread diffusion of a
name indicates dispersion of the plant from the region where the original
form of that name took its birth, the castor-oil plant must have either been
made known, throughout the length and breadth of India, by the Aryan
invaders, or those enlightened people found the plant in Indui on their
amval, and Sanskritiz^ its aboriginal name. Whichever view be taken
historic and philological evidence prove an ancient existence or cultivation,
and afford no proof of a derivation from Africa, since the names given to
the plant in this country are quite unconnected with those of Africa,
Arabia, Egypt, or of ancient Greece and Rome, Indeed, even to the pre-
sent day,’ the medicinal virtue of the oil is not known or at least not appre-
ciated in the tract of country through which the plant would have had to be
conveyed if it reached the frontier or shores of India through Afncan or
Arabian influence. Aitchison {Notes on the Products of Western Afgudnis-
tan and North Eastern Persia) says imported “ cold drawn’* castor oil is

well known as a medicine and so are the seeds of a croton, but neither the
local oil nor the seeds of this plant are employed as medicine. Indeed, the
people would never admit that the oil could be of use as a drug except at
Hosenabad Household tapers, maluk^ are made by crushing the seeds along
with raw cotton wool until the oil is expressed, and then rolling the cotton
laden with oil into the form of “ tapers.** It may also be added, as having
a certain significance, that the Muhammadans of India do not now (or at
all events only rarely) give the plant or its medicinal products names de-
rived from the Persian or Arabic. That the plant is not and never
could have been a native of the supposed home of the Arjan race goes
without saying. It is essentially a tropic-loving species, and on the Himd-
laya is rarely seen in cultivation (except as an annual in the gardens of
European settlers on the temperate tracts), above 6,000 feet in altitude. It

is more than likely, therefore, that Ricinus communis was a native of South-
ern Asia as well as of Africa, though it may have disappeared from its

Asiatic w ild habitat before the arrival, on the shores of India, of the earliest

European writers. Whether native to India or not it must have been cul-
tivate in this country before the date of the earliest Sanskrit medical
works, since the Aryans were not likely to have learned so accurate a know-
ledge of its properties prior to their invasion of India ; but it is very gene-
rally accepte that the Sanskrit Medical works of the Hindus were penned
in India. It is of less importance, therefore, to the present issue whether
or not the early Aryans knew of it (before their arrival in this country),
than that it was known to, and probably cultivated by, the people of India
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HISTOBT. at the time Susmta wrote his great medical work. That fact fixes the Indian

acquaintance with castor-oil many centuries before the Christian era. But
there is nothing to disprove the suggestion that their knowled^ce of the plant

and its medicinal virtues may not have a still greater antiquity, prior even
to the Aryan invasion, or. say, 4,000 years ago. If this view be not accepted

the difficulty exists in accounting for Sanskrit and other Indian names
which are in no way traceable to external languages. M. DeOandolie
(in his Origin of Cultivated Plants) gives much interestin|f information

as to the historic and botanic facts whicn throw light on the origin of castor-

oil cultivation in other parts of the world. As the information he has col-

lected in certain respe^s has a direct bearing on the question of Indian
cultivation, it may not be out of place to g^ve here his views :

“ In no
country, *’ he says, “has the species been found wild with such certainty as

in Abyssinia, Sennaar, and the Kordofan The expressions of authors and
collectors are distinct on this head. The castor-oil plant is common in

rocky places in the valley of Chire, near Goiimalo, says Quartin Dillon ; it

is wild in those parts of Upper Sennaar which are flooded during the rains,

says Hartmann. 1 have a specimen from Kotschy, No. 24*^ gathered on
the northern slope of Mount Kohn, in the Kordofan. The indications of

travellers in Mozambique and on the coast of Guinea are not so clear, but
it is possible that the natural area of the species covers a great part of tro-

pical Africa. As it is a useful species, and one very conspicuous and
easily propagated, the Negroes must have early diffuse it. However, as
we draw near the Meditaranean, it is no longer said to be indigenous. In
Egypt, Schweinfurth and Aacherson say the species is only cultivated

arid naturalized Probably in Algeria, Sardinia, and Morocco, and even in

the Canaries, where it is principally found in the sand on the sea-shore, it

has been naturalized for centuries. 1 believe this to be the case with speci-

mens brought from Djedda, in Arabia, by Schimper, which were gathered
near a cistern. Yet F orskal gathered the castor-oil plant in the moun-
tains of Arabia Felix, which may signify a wild station. Boissierjndi-
cates it in Beluchistiin and the south of Persia, but as * sub-spontaneous,*
as in Syria, Anatolia, and Greece.’*

“ Rheede speaks of the plant as cultivated in Malabar and growing in

the sand, but modem Anglo-Indian authors do not allow that it is wild.

Some make no mention of the species. A few speak of the facility with

I

which the species becomes naturalized from cultivation Loureiro had
;

seen it in Cochin-China, and in China * cultivated and uncultivated,’
which perhaps means escaped from cultivation. Lastly, for the $unda

I

Islands, Rumphiua is as usual one of the most interesting authorities. The
i

castor-oil plant, he says, grows especially in Java where it forms immense

I

fields and produces a great quantity of oil. At Amboyna, it is planted

I

here and there, near dwellings and in Reids, rather for medicinal purposes.
The wild species grows in deserted gardens fin desertis hortis) ; it is

' doubtless sprung from the cultivated plant {sine duhio deceneratio domes^
I tica). In japan the castor-oil plant grows among shrubs and on the

j
slopes of Mount Wuntzen, but Franchet & Savatier add, probably intro-

I

duced. Lastly, Dr. Bretschnaider mentions the species in his work of 1870,
p. 20 ; but what he savs here, and in a letter of 1881, does not argue an
ancient cultivation in China.”

“The species is cultivated in tropical America. It becomes easily
naturalized in clearings, on rubbish-heaps, etc., but no botanist has found
it in the conditions of a really indig[enous plant. Its introduction must
have taken place soon after the discovery of America, for a common
name, lamourou, exists in the West India Islands; and Piso gives another
in Brazil, nkambuguacu, ftguero inferno in Portuguese. 1 have received
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the largest number of specimens from Bahia ; none are accompanied by
the assertion that it is really indigenous.”

“In Egypt and Western Asia the culture of the species dates from so
remote an epoch that it has given rise to mistakes as to its origin. The
ancient Egyptians practised it extensively, according to Herodotus,
Pliny, Diodorus, &c. There can be no mistake as to the species, as its

seeds have been found in the tombs. The Egyptian name was kiki
Theophtastus, and Dioscorides mention it, and it is retained in modern
Greek, while the Arabs have a totally different name, kerrua, kerroa^
charua. Roxburgh and Piddington quote a Sanskrit name, crand.t, etunda,
which has left descendants in the modem languages of India. Botanists
do not say from ^hat epoch of Sanskrit this name dates ; as the species be-
longs to hot climates, tne Aryans cannot have known it before their arri-

val in India, that is, at a less ancient epoch than the Egyptian monu-
ments. The extreme rapidity of the growth of the castor-oil plant has
su^ested different names in Asiatic languages, and that of IVunderbaum
in German. The same circumstances and the analogy with the Egyptian
name kiki have caused it to be supposed that the kiknjon of the Old
Testament, the growth, it is said, of a single night, was this plant.

•*
1 pass a number of common names more or less absurd as paltna

Christi^HrasoUt in some parts of Italy, etc ,but it is worth while to note the
origin ofthe name castor-oil, as a proof of the English habit of accepting
names without examination, and sometimes of distorting them It appears
that in the last century this plant was largely cultivated in Jamaica, where it

was once called agno casio by the Portuguese and the Spaniards, being con-

founded with ViTEX AGNUS CASTUS a totally different plant. From casto

the English planters and London traders made castor,** {DeCandolle,
Origin of Cultivated PlantSt p. 422.)

The writer has in more than one place in this work urged that the

mere existence of a Sanskrit name for a plant is not by itself proof

of vast antiquity nor of the knowledge having been possessed by the

Aryan people prior to their invasion of India. In the case of plants alluded
to in the Sanskrit medical w'orks it should not be forgotten that the

authors wrote in and of India. Where the names given by these writers

do not occur in earlier Sanskrit works or are not derived from roots in that

language of an earlier date, they may be Sanskritized forms of the aborigi-

nal names for the plants. This idea is confirmed when, as in the case of

Ricinus, these names cannot be traced to other countries, and when also

the plant is itself a tropical species which was not likely to have existed in

the supposed home of the Aryan race. While holding this view the writer

IS disposed to think that DeCandolle, in the above passage, has placed an
unduly small reliance on the evidence obtained from the Sanskrit records

cf Ricinus, more especially in the light of the remarkable prevalence in

India of forms of the Sanskrit name in almost every language and dialect

of this vast empire.
The history of the modern introduction of castor-oil into European

medical practice is instructive and may be here given in the words of the

Pharmacegraphia :
—“ '1 he castor oil plant was cultivated by Albertus

Magnus, Bishop of Ratisbon, in the middle of the thirteenth century. It

was well known as a garden plant in the time of Turner (1568), who
mentions the oil as Oleum cicinum vel ricininum. Gerarde, at the end
of the same century, was familiar with it under the name of or

Kik, The oil, he says, is called Oleum cicinum or Oleum de Cherua, and
used externally in skin diseases. After this period the oil seems to have
fallen into complete neglect and is not even noticed in the comprehensive

and acewaie P/tarmacologia oi Dale(i()93). In the time of Kill (1751)
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and Lewis (1761) Palma Christi seeds were rarely found in the shops
and the oil from them was scarcely known. In 1764 Peter Oanvane,
a physician who had practised many years in the West Indies, published a
Dissertation on the Oleum Palma Christi, sive Oleum Rictni ; or {as

it is commonly called) Castor Oil, in which he strongly recommended
its use as a gentle purgative. This essay, which pass^ through two
editions, and was translated into French, was followed by several others,

thus thoroughly drawing attention to the value of the oil. Accordingly
we find that the seeds of Ridnns were admitted to the London Pharma-
copoeia of 1 788, and directions were then given for preparing oil from
them. Woodvil le, in his Medical Botany ( 1 790), speaks of the oil as having
* lately come into frequent use. * At this perioa, and for several years
subsequently, the small supplies of the seeds and oil required for Euro-
pean medicine were obtained from Jamaica. This oil was gradually dis-

placed in the market by that produced in the East Indies : the rapidity

with which the consumption increased may be inferred from the following

figures, representing the value of the castor-oil shipped to Great Britain

from Bengal in three several years, namely, 1813-14, £610 ; 1815-16,

£1,269; 1819-20, £7,102.
'*

The facts connected with the growth and present position of the Indian
castor-oil trade will be found dealt with in considerable detail in the section

of this article (below) devoted to Trade {p. S54)t as als«) in the concluding
remarks in the provincial section under Madras (p. $28).

CULTIVATION.
Some short time ago the editor received from a commercial firm the

following scries of questions regarding castor-oil:

—

What is the cost of picking or collecting the seeds per bushel ?

2«d—What percentage of oil will one bushel of seed yield ? {con/, with
various passages below, especially that of N.-W. P., p. 541) •

jrrf— What is the average yield of seed per acre ? (4 to 6 cwt. average
good crop - conf. with para, on the subject below, $31, 534, 340, 542, 544),

^fA —What is the average number of plants per acre?
5fA—What is your present market value of seed per bushel ?

—What is the name of the best castor-oil producing plant, and
where can the seed be obtained P

7/A—How often will the plant bear seed each year in your climate?
8th—What is the average weight of one bushel of castor-oil seed ?

gth— Is there any use for the oil-cake obtained from the seed after press-

ing? {conf. w'ith remarks under Oil in paragraph above at p. 5/0),
If to these questions he added one or two more, such as on the area in

each province under the crop, the total production, amount used locally,

and surplus available for export, &c , &c., the category of unanswerable
questions would be complete. At the present moment the literature of the
subject is so imperfect that all that can be done is to bring together a
few of the more important passages from the publications and correspond-
ence which the writer has been enabled to consult. It may be hoped
that this admission, together with the list of questions quoted above, may,
however, call forth more precise particulars, so that a revision of the
present compilation may, at some early date, be possible. The answers to
many of the questions may, how’ever, be learned by a perusal of the present
compilation.

CULTIVATED RACES AND VARIETIES.

Before proceeding to give the series of quotations that exhibit the main
facts known regarding the cultivation of the plant and the production in
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India of seed and oil, it may, in this place, serve a useful purpose to review CULTIVATION

the botanical facts that exist regarding the cultivated forms of the species. Madvas*
Fluckiger, DeOandolle, and most other writers on this subject allude ^
to the existence of a remarkable multiplicity of forms as a proof of ancient

varieties,

cultivation. Some of these forms (as, for example, the Indian agricultural

conditions) are purely races, while others are not even entitled botanically

to so important a position, but are at most only sports produc^ by the

gardener’s art, which have greatly added of late years to the existing stock

of ornamental foliage plants. A third class of forms, however, are of a

considerably higher value, some of which, by various botanists, have been

assigned positions as species, but by others have been reduced to varieties

of one species - Ricinus communis. This latter view is that taken by Dr.

J. Muller, the botanist, who has hitherto perhaps devoted the greatest

attention to the subject. In DeOandolle’s Prodromus {XV., Pt. 2, pp.

foi6»2i) he has assigned all the forms met with in the world to sixteen

varieties which he has demonstrated can have no higher claim, since their

characteristics are scarcely hereditary, while the forms pass one into the

other by numerous transitions, and thus prove that they constitute a group

which are hardly more than cultivated states of one species.

From the earliest European, and even still more so from the ancient

Sanskrit works down to the present day, all I ndian writers are, however,

agreed that there are two chief forms met with, but that under each m
these there are numerous modifications in colour and shape of leaves and

presence or absence of spinous appendages on the fruits. These two

great types have received various names which denote, on the one hand,

the size of the seed ; on the other, the colour of the stems, petioles, and

leaves, or perchance the stature and persistence of the plants. The one

form is a tall bush or almost tree, a perennial grown as a hedge plant or

to afford shade around fields in which more delicate crops are being

cultivated. This yields a larger seed and abundance of an inferior oil

which is generally expressed by a different process from that adopted

with the other form. The second race is an annual plant, sometimes

grow'n as a pure crop, though more frequently in rows or lines through a

mixed field containing other crops. It yields a small seed, the better

qualities of which, by an expensive and careful process, yielda the

nor qualities of the oil of commerce and of pharmacy. The oil ob-

tainea from the first race is largely used in India for illumination pur-

poses and is hence often called “ Lamp oil,” but it also finds a place as a

lubricating oil, and for many of the industries of Europe where the more

expensive article would prove a superfluous extravagance. It is com-

monly stated that the bushy form of the species not only affords an

oil which, through the method of preparation, possesses far less of the

purgative property than that of tne annual plant ; but that apart from

changes emseted by the system of expression, the oil is naturally less pur-

gative. Whether or not this be actually the case the writer cannot defi-

nitely say, but if it be so there would be little difficulty in believing that a

development of that property might have resulted in the production of a i

form of Ricinus that afforded edible seeds and a sweet oil such as is

frequently mentioned by writers on the subject.

I.->MADRAS.
Mr. J. F. Price, Acting Director of Revenue Settlements ^d Agri.

culture, Madras, furnished the following valuable statement of the castor-

seed and oil industry of that Presidency ;— ....
Varibties.—There are two chief and distinct varirties m the castor-oil

plant. These are known as the “ Large ” and “ Small * kinds, and, though
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called by different names in various parts of the country, are everywhere
distinctly the same. Besides these, however, there are the following : The
** Pyra *’ peculiar to the Kistna District, and remarkable from having no
lateral branches. This is always g^own as a mixed crop. The **

kottai** which is a variety found in the Coimbatore District. It is of small
size and the capsules are smooth instead of being prickly. The Godavari
and Kistna seeds are very much alike, being small and grey in colour.

They find much favour in the Calcutta market owing to the quantity of oil

which they yield. Salem is the largest in point of size and is red in colour.

It is much esteemed in this Presidency. The Bellary seed is of medium
size and is also red. The large-seeded form is distinguished both by the
size of the plant and the se^s. It is always grown as a separate crop,

and it is from this that lamp oil is principally obtained. The other variety,

which is small, both as regards size and seeds, is almost always cultivate
as a mixed crop, with millet and Bengal-gram, and the oil procured from
it is used, chiefly, for medicinal purposes.

I.—Large form of Castor-oil plant.

Method of Cultivation.—The method of cultivation appears to be
pretty much the same everywhere, though it varies in slight particulars in

different districts. The annexed account is one taken from a paper drawn
up by the Deputy Director of Revenue Settlement, South Arcot District,

giving an account of the mode of cultivation of castor-oil in North
Arcot, and this may be taken as typical for the whole Presidency.

Soil: Season of Sowing, &c.~The best ground for the cultivation of

the castor-oil plant is red loam, that at the foot of hills being in most
request. It also grows well on alluvial earths. The land is ploughed, in

May or June, thrice with the ordinary native plough. A large flock of

sheep is, if procurable, picketted on the field, for a few nights ; if these

cannot be obtained, 24 cart-loads of manure, equivalent to about 7 or 8

tons, are applied to each acre. After the manuring has taken place, the

ground is ploughed again twice. In July or August and after the first

showers have fallen, the sowing takes place' One plough forms a furrow.

The man sowing follows and drops a seed into this at intervals of about a
foot. A second plough follows the sower, covering the seed in. From 16

to 241b of seed are said to be reouired for one acre of land. This, however,
seems too much ; 12 to 141b would probably be nearer the mark.

In the Godavari District, there is some difference in the mode of cul-

tivation. There is no special manuring, the reason of this, apparently,

being that much of the land upon which the castor-oil plant, which is said

to be so exhausting that it is never put down for two successive years on
the same ground, is grown, is rich deltaic soil.

Methods of Sowing. —The modes of sowing are threefold, vtv.,—

jst—Dibbling holes, with a heavy pointed stick, some i or 1} yards
apart, and putting into each two seeds, on which a little water is poured,
the hole being then filled up. This is considered the best method.

and—A though is driven along the field which has previously been
well turned up. Behind this follows another plough to the pole of which
a hollow bamboo tube, with a perforated cocoanut shell fixed to the top of
it, is attached. A man walking alongside this drops, at every yard, two
seeds into the shell, which fall through the tube to the bottom of the
furrow cut by the first plough and are then covered by the sowing plough.
This is the course usually follow^ with the large variety.

jrd—Is a method identical with that adopt^ in North Arcot and al-

ready described. The quantity of seed employed when sowing according
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to the first mode is about sib, with the other two 7 or 8fl). This is much
less wasteful ihan the system holding in North Arcot.

Irrigation : Weeding.—The castor-oil crop is never irrigated, and it

depends entirely upon what rain may fall. The seeds germinate in about
a week, and a month after this, the land is ploughed twice or thrice to

clear it of weeds and thin the crop. At this stage, the plant is not in-

frequently subject to the attacks of caterpillars. The remedies employed
are sprinkling with ashes and removing the insects by hand.

Nothing more in the way of cultivation is subsequently done to the

crop.

After-Treatment.—

I

n the fourth or fifth month after sowing, the

flowering begins, and in the sixth the capsules are formed. The picking is

taken in hand in the seventh month and terminates with the ninth, when
the cattle eat off what leaves remain and the stems are cut as fuel.

Mode of Harvesting.—The seed-pods are gathered by hand and are

stacked in the corner of a house and covered with straw. A weight is

then placed on ihe heap in view to excluding the air. After a period of

six days, the capsules become soft and the envelopes rotten. They are

then expt)sed to tne sun for two days and, when thus dried, are beaten

with a heavy wooden mallet about 2 feet long and ij broad. This re-

moves about half the seed.

The remaining capsules are again dried and the beating process is

repeated, which results in the husking of the balance of the seMs. The
whole is then cleaned and is ready for the next process— that of extracting

the oil. The refuse obtained in shelling the beans is either put into the

manure heap, or else is mixed with cowdung, beaten into cakes, dried

and used as fuel.

I!.—Small form of Castor-oil Plant.

Method of Cultivation.—'Ihe foregoing account relates to the

cultivation of the large variety. 1'he small species is usually growm with

dry crops, being sown by driving a plough at pretty wide intervals over

the field directly after the other crops have been put dow-n. The seeds

are .sown about a yard apart. The plant continues bearing as long as five

years, but the outturn is less than that of the large description, though its

value is said to be 50 per cent, higher. The oil of the small kind only is,

as a rule, used for medicinal purposes.

Yield and Cost of Cultivation.—It has been very difficult to obtain
anything approaching accurate information as regards cost of cultivation,

outturn, and value of the produce per acre This has partly arisen from
carelessness and want of interest on the part of many of those from whom
enquiries had to be made. 1 have, however, done the best that I could. It

is highly probable that the outturn is understated and that the estimate of

cost of cultivation is over the mark. It must be borne in mind, as regards
the latter, that a large portion of the charges shown are the estimated value
of work performed by the ryot himself and his family. The calculations

are all based upon the assumption that the cultivator does nothing and
that everything is carried out by means of hired labour. 'J his of course
is not the case In the cost of cultivation is included the assessment
paid to Government. No allowance has, in any instance, been made by
the Revenue officers, for the value of the leaves used as fodder or of the

stalks cut for fuel, 'fhese items cannot be very large and still they
would amount to something.

Yield.—The average estimated outturn per acre is 473® of cleaned
seed, the highest 884® which is the outturn, when OTown as a single

erop, and the lowest 232® which is for castor grown with other crops.
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Value.—The average estimated value of the outturn per acre is

R 15-8-5, the higlie t is R28 and the lowest R5-t3-4.
Cost.—The average estimate of cost of cultivation is Rio per acre, the

highest is R 15-8-0 ana the lowest R4-15-6.
Profit.—The average estimated profit per acre is R5-8-5, the highest

is R 17-10-6 and the lowest R0-13.10.
1 am inclined to think that gfrowing the castor-oil plant is a more profit-

able pursuit than would appear, from the figures now given, to be the
case.

Extraction op Oil.—

T

here are three processes by which the oil is

extracted

I.— I'he seed is roasted in a pot, pounded in a mortar and placed in

four times its volume of water, wnich is kept boiling. The mixture is then
frequently stirred with a wooden spoon. After a time the pot is removed
from the fire and the oil skimmed off. The residue is then allowed to cool
and, next day, is again boiled and skimmed. The oil thus procured is

superior to that first obtained and is kept separate.

II.—The seed is first boiled and then dried in the sun for two or three
days. It is then pounded and the further process is as in No. I. The oil

thus manufacturea is of superior quality and is used only for lamps and
greasing cart wheels.

III.—The seed is soaked fora night in water and, next morning, gfround
up in the ordinary native oil-mill. The oil is removed by putting a piece
ot cloth into the pulp and then squeezing it into a pot. This oil is used
for lamps and dyeing purposes.

The cake appears to be used only for fuel.

Experiments TO test Yield op Oil.— Experiments were made at

the Government Farm at Saidapct in view to ascertaining the relative

merits of the various methods of expressing castor-oil. The quantity of

beans operated upon, in each case, was looSb. In experiment No. I, the
oil was cold drawn, the seed being crushed in a screwpress with horizontal

rollers and the resulting pulp pui into gunnies and pressed. In experi-

ment No. II, which was divided into A and B, extraction was effected by
the ordinary native process of roasting and pounding the seed and boiling

the result in water, the oil being, as it rose, skimmed off. The difference

in results between A and B was chiefly the result of the over-roasting

of the beans in the former case. In experiment No. Ill, the ordinary
native mill was employed and theoil, after the pulp had been well pressed!,

was boiled. The oil obtained in No. 1 experiment is stated to have been
very pure ; in the others it was dirty.

The annexed statement exhibits the outturn in each experiment.

No. I. No. II. No. 111.

1i A B
Oil per cent. 1b , , • 3<»’5

'

27*0 38* 30*43
Cake 36-8

11

> Not deter- / 43*48
Husk and Wastage . • • • 277 1

1 ) mined. i 29*09

100* lOO*

It will be observed that the yield of oil obtained by cold drawing was
considerably larger than by the other processes. The general native esti-

mate of the jyield of castor-cnl is 25 per cent, on the quantity of beans
used. This is probably pretty neany the real figure. The experiments
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at the Government Farm were conducted under European super\'ision I

and were carefully carried out: this would account for the increase in

yield.

Trade in Madras Castor-seed and Oil. TBADB.
oil.

Oil.— Nearly all the oil manufactured in this Presidency (I believe my- 4^
self correct in saying) is consumed locally, the main reason being that it

is very difficult to get ships to carry oils and that none will do this with
other g(H)ds. The trade of extf acting the oil is a profitable one. It is to

be regretted that it cannot be carried on in this country to a greater extent,

as the cake which is a very excellent manure is lost to us when the seed is

exported. Through the courtesy of a mercantile friend, upon whose
statement I can place reliance, 1 am in a position to afford information
which, though your department may be in possession of the major por-
tion of it, may be of interest to mercantile men not connected with Madras.

The Trade in Castor-seed is one which has increased of late years
in a very marked degree. In 1875-76, 22,737 cwts. went to foreign

countries ; in 1883-84 the figures were 446,029. The coast expt>rts which
are chiefly to Bengal and which have not increased in the same degree,

were, in 1875-76, 468,791 cwts. ; and in 1883-84, 586,481 cwts. The bulk
of the export to foreign countries goes to Marseilles and Venice. There
are also shipments for Sebastopol, Odessa, and Lisbon. During the
last two years from 70,000 to 120,000 cwts. were shipped to London,
partly for consumption in England and partly for re-shipment to the
Continent and America. Coconada is the port from which there are the

largest exports. The month in which the seed is available is July,
Masulipatam and Kotapatam arc also ports whence heavy shipments arc
made. Salem and Belhary furnish the major portion of w^hat goes from
Madras.

The remarkably rapid manner in which the use of kerosine ml is

superseding that of the vegetable oils for lighting purposes i.s, so my
friend is of opinion and, 1 think, with some reason, one of the causes of

the great increase in the export of castor-seed. He writes :
“

'J he seed is

exported only when there is a large excess over the internal requirements
of the country, but in consequence of the great fall in the value of kero-

sine oil that excess is likely for the future to be large and more regular.”

The above account of the Castor-oil of Southern India embraces the

chief facts brought out in the official records, consulted by the Editor, but
many of the district notices are instructive. For example, Mr. H. R. fuddapah.
Farmer, Sub-Collector, Cuddapah, says that “In this part of the country Varieties,

there are three kinds of Castor-seed 4^1
(i) Chittamudalu : (ii) Chennamidalu : and (iii) Peddaamidalu.
“The first is a small seed rarely cultivated. The second is medium

sized and chiefly cultivated in dry lands, and the third is the large seed
usually grown in betel and sugarcane gardens. It is generally cultivated Method of
w’ith other crops but sometimes alone. The plant flourishes in stjft loamy Cultivation,

soil and requires ordinary ploughing and manuring. After a fall of rain \12
in July or August, the land is first ploughed and the seeds handsowm in

parallel rows. The rows and the seeds are at a distance of one foot from
each other. The shoots spring up in 10 days, and the land is turned

up with the plough after 20 days. This is believed to secure a better

harvest. The plant begfins to bear berries in about 4 months. These
berries are collected with the hand as often as they are ripe at about the

end of January. They are heaped up for a couple of days and then
dried in the sun and the seeds are separated from the outer shell. An acre

of land takes from 4 to 6 Cuddapah measures of seed.
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“ The average outturn is stated to be about f putti or nearly 4}* cwt
per acre t Twelve measures of seeds (27tb) produce by the process of
home manufacture 3 measures (7tb) of oil. A measure of oil generally
weighs 141 tolaht or 3|fb. Thus 27ft of seeds produced (3X3}) iiifi) of
oil. 'I he percentage can, therefore, be stated to be nearly 41. The oil

is used for lamps and as an unguent. It is, of course, a well-known
purgative. Alter extracting the oil what remains of the berries are
used as manure for betel and sugarcane g^dens/’

The information published by Dr. ohortt (Ifan. of Indian Agri-
culture) IS to a large extent a reprint of Lieutenant Hawkes* report in

castor-oil, a publication which appeared in 18S3 (see the reprint in full

below, p 5^7). In some passages Dr. Shortt would appear to be even
incorrect as, for example, when he says (p 243) that the small-seeded
variety grows into a large umbrageous tree 30 to 40 feet in height.” He
adds that he had on his estate trees that measured four feet in girth, one foot

above the soil. “ It is a handsome tree, and seeds freely, yeilding isfc of
seed per tree per annum.” Of the large-seeded form Dr. 8hortt simply
remarks that it yields the lamp oil of the bazdrs “ so expressively termed
veluku yennie,” but he does not inform us to what height it grows. His
remarks regarding percentage, yield of oil, and production per acre being
apparently based on personal experiments may oe here quoted -

** From my own personal experiments, one pound of oil is obtained
from three pounds of oil seed. The process consists in first scorching the

seeds in an earthern pan over a fire, and pounding them in a mortar to

reduce them to flour. Two bottles of water are boiled, and into the boiling

water, the pounded castor seeds are thrown and the mixture is w^ell and
constantly stirred with a wooden ladle for a time till the oil gradually rises

to the surface, and is skimmed off. A fresh supply of boiling water is

added to the mass in the vessel, and it is boiled for the second time to

remove any remnants of oil it may contain. The w'hole of the oil obtained
is now boiled to evaporate any water it may contain and the oil is then

ready to ^ bottled for use. Care must be taken to see that the oil does
not get burned in boiling.

The average outturn per acre of seed is about 5 cwt., and 12 measures
of seeds equal to 27% produce 3 measures or ytb of oil. A measure of oil

weighs 144 tolahs or 3|lh, thus 27lb of seeds produce of oil and the

percentage may be reckoned at 40 to 45 per cent.”

MYSORE ft COORG.

Dr. Buchanan-HamMton in his most instructive report of his journey
through these provinces (published 1807) gives the main facts which have
•since been simply republished by most subsequent writers. The following

two passages out of some seven or eight gpves the chief ideas regarding the
forms grown, methods of cultivation and yield. The process of preparing
the oil narrated by Dr. Buchanan-Hamilton will be found in the para-
graph below on that subject :

—

** haralu is the Ridnus palma-chriati of Linnaeus. In the Ashta
gram tw'O varieties of it are common ; the chica, or WxtXe harulut cultivated

in gardens ; and the doda, or great harulut that is cultivated in the fields

and the plant of which 1 am now to give an account. In the spring

plough five times before the 8th of May, With the first good rain that

nappens afterwards, draw furrows all over the field at a cubit’s distance,

• Th« MadonoPalUputti contains 320 Cuddapah measures,

t One measure (holding *3* tolahs of second sort rice) of castor-secds weighs 88
tt>lahs and 38I tolahs are taken as equal to iVb.
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and, having put the seeds into the^ at a similar distance, cover them by CULTIVATION
drawing furrows close to the former. When the plants are eight inches Myiors-
high, hoe the intervals by drawing the cuniay first longitudinally, and
then transversely. When the plants are a cubit and a half high, give the
intervals a double ploughing. The plant requires no manure, and in

eight months begins to produce ripe fruit. A bunch is known to be ripe
by one or two of the capsules bursting; and then all those which
are ripe are collected by breaking them off with the hand. They are
afterwards put into a heap or large basket ; and the bunches, as they ripen,

are collected once a week, till the commencement of the next rainy season,
when the plant dies. Once in three weeks or a month, when the heap
collected is sufficiently large, the capsules are for three or four days
spread out to the sun, and then beaten with a stick to make them burst. The
seed is then picked out from the husks, and either made by the family into

oil for domestic use, or sold to the oil makers.** ** It is cultivated on the two
best qualities of land, and on the better kinds of Marulu, When the same
piece of ground is reserved always for the cultivation of this plant, the
succeeding crops are better than the first ; when cultivated alternately

with ragy^ it seems neither to improve nor injure the soil for that grain.**

Then again, he adds, further particulars of interest :—“ Harulu is

cultivated on a particular soil, which is reserved for the purpose, and
consists of ash-coloured clay mixed with sand. There are here in common
use three kinds of harulu j the phola or field ; and the dtuia and ehitiu^

which are cultivated in gardens. A red kind is also to be seen in gardens,
where it is raised as an ornament. The chitt'-harulu produces the best

oil. Next to it is the phola that is cultivated in the fields. In the course
of a few days, any time in the three months following the vernal ci^juinox,

plough three times. With the next rain that happens, plough again, and
at the same time drop the seeds in one furrow at the distance of one
cubit and a half, and then cover them with the next furrow. A month
afterwards hoe with the cuniay, so as to kill the weeds, and to throw the

earth in ridges towards the roots of the plant. It ripens without further

trouble. At the time the harulu is planted, seeds of the pulses called

avaray and tovaray are commonly scatter^ throughout tne field. In

four months after this, the harulu begins to produce fruit, and for three

months continues in full crop. For two months more it produces small
quantities.’*

II»—BENGAL. BENGAL.
In answer to a circular letter, issued by the Government of India in the 4*7

Department of Revenue and Apiculture, calling for information regarding
the cultivation of the Castor-oil Plant in Bengal, the following particulars Conf. with
were elicited from Divisional and District officers pp. 549-55/-

X. Rajihahye and Cooch Beliar Division. Rajshahys.
Cultivation.—Lord H. Ulick Brown reported as follows ;

—“ The 4*8
plant is not much cultivated in this division. In Runoporb no castor seed
IS cultivated ; but the plants are sometimes found cowing wild in the fields

and jungles, no notice being taken of them by the cultivators. It is cul-

tivate in the northern part of the Hurrypore estate in Dinagepore for

the purpose of manufacturing end{ cloth from silk obtained from co-

coons fed on its leaves, and the oil is used for dyeing a cloth called /oias
worn by the women of the lower classes in that district. Two sorts of

castor plant are g^wn. The leaves of one are of a purple tinge, and of

the other green. The soil upon which the plant is cultivated is of sand
and clay mixed. The land requires constant ploughing and the seed is

dropped into the furrows by a man following the plough.
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Ben^. are first roasted in a pan, then husked and crushed, next placed
in an earthen vessel and boiled in water mix^ with alkali ; the oil then
rises on the surface and is taken out and put into a separate vessel. The
oil thus obtained is again boiled and purified.”

Chota
Naffpore.

419

2. Chota Nagpore Division.

The castor-oil plant is not regularly cultivated in any part of this

division. It is grown to a small extent by agriculturists and others, chiefly

on the borders of their hari or homestead lands. Oil is extracted from the
seeds according to the usual native crude process. It is used for burning
in lamps and for medicinal purposes.

Chittagong.

420

Patna.
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3. Chittagong*Division.

The cultivation of castor«seed is very rare in this division.

4. Patna Division.

Mr. F. M. Halliday, Commissioner of Behar, furnished the following
information regarding the cultivation of Castor-oil in that Division :

—

CuLTi VATioN.— “ Three sorts of plants are grown in the Patna District—
the bhadott also called bugrarah 2 the basanti or popularly called saluk
reori or goliumi 2 and the chanaki.

“ 1 he bhadoi or bugrarah^ so called from its being grown along with
other bhadoi crops, is sown in Aiay and begins to ripen in January and Feb-
ruary. The seeds of this sort are larger than those of the basanti and
chanakit but contain a larger quantity of shell. The basanti or gohumi,
or saluk reorit is sown in the beginning of September and in the latter end
of August, and begins to ripen in March and April. This sort is largely

sown in dofasli (double cropped) lands, and the seeds fetch a good price in

the market on account of their containing a larger quantity of oil tnan the
bhadoi. The third or chanaki is cultivated to a comparatively small
extent, and is so called from the seed bein^ thrown to a distance from the

plants when the fruits ripen. Its quantity is good, but the bursting of the
pods causes loss.

“ In the District of Patna, the plants grow to a height of from 2 to 16
feet. Castor seed, more or less, is sown throughout the district, but as a
rule only in the dcarahs. On these river banks the yield is larger, and
very little trouble is necessary for the cultivation. It is sown in panka
(moist land of dearahs) and sand} loam fields left uncultivated,and ploughed
throughout the year, yield a much larger quantity of castor seed than those
in which it is grown with other crops. The seeds are never soaked in

water, but are sown on dry land at a distance of 2 to 2^ feet apart in

furrows made by the plough or irregularly. When the seeds spring up
and grow to a height of about i| feet, the fields are ploughed again, and
the process is repeated at an interval of 15 to 20 days. No irrigation is

necessary where the soil is very dry. From 3 to 4 seers of seeds are
required for the sowing of one bigha of land=2 7,225 square feet. The
seeds are sown in May, Au^st, and September, and harvested in January,
February, March, and April.

Yield.—“ The yield varies according to the nature and quality of the
soil from 4 to 12 maunds per bigha. A portion of the produce is retained
for local consumption, ana the rest purchased by merchants and exported
to Calcutta.

Expression of Oil.—“ All the home processes described in the ' Note ’

issued by the Government of India {see (p 549-55/) are resorted to in the
Patna District. The oil thus obtained is very impure and is used in burn-
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in? m native lamps. It is very coarse and thick, and of a deep brownish
cdour. The general rate at which it is locally sold is 4 annas per seer.

The refuse is used as manure for fields; 2^ seers of hasanti and 3 seers of

hhadoi seeds give a seer of oil by this process. The kernel is not separated
from the outer shell in the extraction of oil. Hydraulic presses are not

used at all, but screws manufactured by Jessop & Oo., and by Madhub
Bysack are used in the Dinapore Sub-Division, and the ordinary oil mill is

also employed in the Behar Sub-division.”
** In the Shahabad District the seed is not widely cultivated. It is

chiefly sown to fill up spaces in sugarcane or rakar fields, and. rarely, to

form a protective hedge to other crops. In the southern part of this district

the plant mowing on sandy soil yields seeds of smaller size, and to obtain

large seeds irrigation is necessary once or twice. The outturn per acre,

when gp'own with other crops, is estimated at about 3^ to 4^ cwt. The
seed is not soaked in water before it is sown. Bursting of the seed is the
sign of its maturity, and as soon as one or two of the pods have burst, the
cluster is plucked off by the hand, placed under the shade for a few days,
and then exposed to the sun for the separation of the outer husk.”

** There are two different modes of extraction of oil observed in this

district ;

—

'* (i) The seed is roasted in an earthen pot and then put into a mortar
and pounded. The shell is then separated and the kernel boiled

in water, and the oil on coming to the surface is skimmed off.

” (2) The seed is neither broken nor husked, but crushed entire and
pounded by an apparatus called dhenki / water is added when-
ever required.

" The yield of the oil varies from 25 to 30 per cent, of the seed.
“ Of the sub-divisions of the Mozufperpore District, that of Haieepore

grows the largest area of castor-oil. Here the plant is of two kinds—one
grown in high lands and cultivated with other crops, and the other on the

sandy soils of the dearah lands, and cultivated alone. The following" is a
description of the castor oil plant cultivated on high lands with other

crops
“ Height 8 to 12 feet. In well-moistened fields the plants throw out

the stems from their very roots and yield fruit in each of these stems ; each
bunch of fruit contains 50 to too shells. The colour of the seeds is shin-

ing black, dotted with red. The seeds are sown twice a year. In the

month of Asarh (June and July), they are sown in spare lands along
with makai, rahar, and cotton, and in the month of /Cnrffcfc (October) with
potatoes. No special preparation of the land is made, nor is any process
of manuring the soil used. The seeds are sown dry, at a distance of a yard
apart from one another. Ordinarily five seers of se^s arc sown in a bigha
of land. Those sown in the month of Asarh requwe no irrigation, that
being the rainy season; but those sown in Kartick require watering, which
is done for the benefit of potatoes, and consequently serves the double
purpose of irrigating both the crops. The fruit of both the sowings begins
to ripen at one time in the month of Chait (March), and extends to the
middle of Jeth (May). The time of plucking the bunches is uncertain.

The cultivator’s children keep a sharp eye on tl^ bunches, and when they
find a shell out of a bunch burst, ana the seeds likely to fall out, they
pluck off the cluster and keep it carefully in the shade inside the house.
They do the same with other bunches till the plant becomes fruitless. The
fruits are then placed inside a ditch prepared for the purpose. A little

water, mixed with cowdung, is sprinkled over them, and they are then
covered over with a mat or piece of gunny. They are kept so for three
days, and then taken out and put in the sun, when the shells leave the
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seeds. They are then crushed, and the oil extracted. Seeds which are

preserved for sowing are cleaned in a different way. The bunches are

Kept exposed to the sun for two or three days, and when thoroughly dry
they are well thrashed on a plank which causes the shells to separate

from the seeds. The cost of cultivation is not much, as only secondary
attention is paid by the cultivators to it. Five seers of seeds at the present
time cost about eight annas. The sowing of the seeds and the plucking
of the fruits are generally done by the wives and the children of the

cultivators. In large cultivations labourers are employed and are
generally paid in kind with a handful of grain. In some parts of the sub-
division they are paid in cash at the rate of one anna each for the labour
of the whole day. No attention is paid to the plants after the fruits have
been plucked, and they are generally broken down for fuel.

** The large-seeded form only is cultivated in this sub-division. The
one sown in the month of Asarh is called the *banghi,* and the other

sown in Kartick, the pashtaht or jethna. The outturn is from five to six

maunds per btgha. Sixteen seers of oil extracted from a maund of

seeds. The seeds sell at two to four rupees per maund, and are generally
purchased by merchants and traders from the cultivators direct. The sale

of oil depends on the outturn of the produce $ when it is above the average,
it sells at five or six seers for the rupee, otherwise four to five seers. Petty
cultivators extract oil for their own use for burning in lamps.

'*The plants growing on dearah lands are called *dearah rendis*
height 5 to 6 feet, colour white, kernel small, and contains less oil than
that of the highland plants. These are cultivated alone in fields like

other crops and the fields are prepared similarly as those of rabi fields.

A hole is made in the ground, and two seeds are sown together with heads
down. Each hole is made 4 feet apart from the next hole. The sowings
begin in the month of Assin. A bigha of land takes five or six seers of
seras, and in a field well-looked after and occasionally dug up gives an
outturn of four to five maunds. The weeding and clearing of the fields

begin in Aghran, or as soon as the seeds germinate and continue so till

the plants grow to a height of three to four feet. When the plants are
growing the intermediate earth is well dug up. Labour is paid at the rate
of one anna each with food, the cultivation lasting about tour days. At
the beginning of digging, or tumnying in native phraseology, the plants
are made to head down by the operation of cutting off the small scattered
^its, leaving the principal or central root to nourish the plants. The head-
ing down o? the plants produces several branches, each one coming out
from the different junctions of the stems, and each branch brings forth three
to five clusters containing 25 to 30 fruits each. Should the plants be
allowed to grow straight they will have one bunch only. The other parti-
culars are almost the same as reported above.

** In the Sitamarhi Sub-division the plant can be grown almost on any
kind of soil. The best land suited for it is sandy clay—sandy about 6
to 8 inches, and then good clay below for 4 to 5 feet deep. It grows
luxuriantly and gives an abundant outturn in new lands either just cleared
from forests, or which had the advantage of being overflooded during the
rains. The dearah lands are the best swted for it, where the 3neld is at
least x6 maunds an acre. Here it is grown in almost all sorts of soil, and
is sown twice during the year—once in Magh (January) and then in
Asarh (July). The field is first well prepared, much like a field for
wheat sowings. It requires ploughing up six times at a cost of Ki-8.
In this part the seeds are not soaked in water, but sown in lines with hand
one yaid apart ; 13 to 141b of seeds are requir^ if it is sown alone, and its

cost is 8 annas. It requires no watering, but the fields are manured before
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they are ploughed up. When the plants grow about one hand high, the CDLOTAHON
field is weeded at a cost of R1-4, and they ^ow up almost about waist Bengal,
high ; the top of the plant is torn off to make the plant give a number of
branches and off-shoots. The more branches there are the more is the Shahabad.

yield. The field at this stage is again ploughed to serve double purposes

:

firstly, to weed out any grass or other undergrowth ; and, secondly, to give
busnes on the tree to bring out more off-shoots. The ploughs generally
knock the plants down a little, and it is usually the case that the plants
bring out off-shoots at every such bend or inclination. This costs here
about 8 annas per acre. After this it requires no further care. It is to be
noted that the seeds are sown with their mouth portion below and the other
sides upwards The total cost for cultivation is R3-J2 per acre.

** The outturn in this part is about 10 maunds per acre, if there be no
accidents to the plants. Frosts, lightning, and hailstones are very injuri-

ous to the crop. These make the ear of the corn dry, and the pr^uce in

conseouence thereof is very meagre. The outturn ranges from 6 to 12
maunas per acre, and this is in accordance with the quantity and nature
of the soil.”

5 . Dacca Division.

From Mr. N. 8. Alexander, the Officiating Commissioner of the Divi-
sion, the following facts were obtained :>~In the Dacca and Bacrer-
GUNOB districts there is no regular cultivation of castor seed. In the
Kishoregunge Sub-division of the Mymrnsikgh District, besides the
use of ^e seeds for oil, the leaves to some extent are used to feed silk-

worms. The plant, it is stated, is grown here chiefly to form a lence round
other crops. The sowinj^ season extends in Kishoregunge and Jamalpore
from April to July, and in Netrokonah from September to October; the
seeds are pounded and boiled and the oil skimmed off and used mostly
for lighting, the whole process being most rude and unsophisticated.

The District Superintendent of Police, Backergungb District, re-

ported to Mr. Alexander as follows

Methods and Seasons op Cultivation.—“ It docs not appear that

castor seed is, in any part of the district, grown to any great extent, or for

sale, and the oil is manufactured for lighting purposes only, except occa-

sionally for rubbing on the body for rheumatism. There .are two kinds
cultivated, the * pumhi' or small and * boro’ or big seeds. There are

two seasons for sowing, via., from August to November, according to the

locality during the rains, and in March and April. The seed is not soak-

ed before sowing, and it is sown at intervals of about 3 feet. If sown
alone, about 2 seers are required for one bigha of land. When sown with

other crops, such as sugarcane, cotton, and pulse, less seed is of course

used. The seed sown in March and April begins to ripen in January, and
that sown in the rains to be ready for plucking from March to the end of

May. The plants of the larger variety are allowed to remain up to the

third year ; but the quality and quantity of the crops deteriorate as the

plants get older. The plants of the smaller kind are cut down early. The
fruit of both kinds bursts, and the seeds are thrown to a distance; so it is

the custom to pluck them before they burst. They are then covered over

for six or seven days, after which they arc exposed to the sun for three or

four days, and then separated from the shell.

Yield.—"The yield, when sown alone, is said to amount to about 10

maunds per bigha, and when sown with other crops to about one and a
half to two maunds. The former estimate appears to be high. It is

generally cultivated on new lands thrown up round tanks and ditches when
sown alone.

Daeea.
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Extraction OP Oil.—‘“The pfc>cess for extracting the oil is as fol-

lows The seeds are first partially roasted and then crushed in a
*dhenki* or sometimes pounaed by hand. They are then boiled,

and the oil, as it rises to the surface, is skimmed off. Another process

is to boil the seeds first, then to expose to the sun till dry, and crush and
boil again, and skim as above. After the first boiling the oil is again
boiled to cleanse it of impurities, and is then stored for use. The propor-
tion of oil to seed is said to be about 25 per cent.*’

Of the non-official gentlemen whom Mr. Alexander consulted, Nawab
Ahsanoollah, of Dacca, was the only one who afforded any information.

He reported as follows ;—'• In portions of Dacca and Mymensingh, spe-
cially on higher grounds, castor seed is generally seen grown with turmeric.

It is sown between June and July. The land requires deep ploughing and
thorough weeding. The seed is sown in rows a little elevated from the
general level of the field and a yard apart from each other. The elevated

rows are made with earth dug from the sides to serve as ditches for rain

water to flow through. This system of elevated rows brings to the surface
earth from below which aids the plants to grow luxuriantly. The seed wants
soaking for about 12 hours. If the land is very low and exposed to inunda-
tion, even after the seeds have germinated, the plants generally die away.
The soil preferable for it is sandy loam. The above method brings the best

outturn, yielding from 10 to 12 seers per each plant.
^
The cost of cultivating

and preparing a field to receive castor seed is about Rio a bigha.
This amount generally covers the cost of growing and tending* the plants
till the fruits are ripe. The fruits are generally plucked when the plants
are standing, which gives time for younger fruits to g^row and ripen.

The fruits are thus gathered for three or four months together from Nov-
ember. When gathered they are dried in the sun when they burst of

themselves and give the seeds. The labour of collecting the seeds is

about R2 per each bt^a. The plants, when dry, serve for fuel.

“In portions of 1 ipperah, where castor seed cultivation is very rare,

the foregoing method is not in vogue. There they sow the seeds broad-
cast, though considerably apart from each other, and the plants therefore

are not at all luxuriant. They generally select the riversides, which are
occasionally inundated during the rains. The rivers overflowing leave
alluvial deposits, w'hich make excellent soil when dry. The cost of cultiva-

tion, &c., here is about two-thirds that in Dacca, and the outturn is pro-
portionately low. The seed also is of a smaller size.”

Presidency.

429
6. Presidency Division.

From the reports sent in to Mr. A. Smith, Officiating Commissioner
of the Division, it appears that anything like a re^lar cultivation of castor
se^s on an extensive scale is unknown in any of the districts under his
charge. He was therefore unable to furnish a detailed report on the sub-
ject ; but communicated the following general facts :

—" From the reports
It appears that there are two varieties of the plant, white and red. The
seeds of the former are sown w'ith other rabi crops, while the latter kind
grows spontaneously in the wet season. The Collector of Jessor states

Uiat the varieties which grow in his district are two, vis,, the khudi and
baghat i.e., small and large. The former ctows spontaneously in the
jungle, and no care is taken of its growth. The latter is grown by culti-

vators around their fields so as to form a hedge to protect the crops from
cattle. The mode of cultivation, &c., is almost the same in the several

districts of this division. I therefore give below, the Commissioner states,

an extract from the Nuddea report which is somewhat detailed. The
seeds are generally sow n along with chilli and turmeric in July ; sandy
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loam is said to be the best suited for the cultivation, of these plants*
which do not require any special care beyond what is needed for chilli and
turmeric with which it is cultivated. When the fruits are ripe, they burst
of themselves or with little pressure, and give out the seeds of which there
are three in each. The process of extracting oil from the seeds is thus
described : the seeds are first boiled in water and dried up in the sun.
When dry they are crushed under a dhenki. The powdered seeds are
placed in an earthen handi containing water and boiled again ; the oil floats

on the surface, when it is taken out by a spoon and placed in a separate
vessel and again boiled for the purpose of purification. A bigha of land,
it is estimated, can yield 6 maunds of seed, from which about 3 maunds
of oil can be extracted. The net profit per btgha is estimated at R20.**

7. Burdwan Division.

In the districts of BurdWAN, BankoORA, and Bkrrbhoom the castor
plant is not cultivated. Of the other districts, Mr. J. Beames, the Com-
missioner of the Burdwan Division, wrote as follows :

—

“ In Mion\pore this crop is extensively grown in pergunnahs Naya-
basan, Cheara, and Khelar, which are situated on the rivers Subunrakha
and Dolang. Sandy loam soil is most congenial to its growth, so the chur
lands on the sides of these two rivers are specially suited to the cultivation

of this crop. It is sown in September and beginning of October, and
R a. p. reaped in February and March. Before sow-

. . . "/ 'S P'°%'hed thrice in the course

Stirring for one time ot a month, and w'hen the plants put out two
only . . . o 6 o or three sets of leaves, the soil is slightly

^fM“lowing* on O Stirred up with kodalis, after which nothing
Rent for land on which further is required, except gathering it. No
the crop is grown . > 4 o irrigation whatever is needed. The average

Total . 380 cost of cultivation per bigha is shown on the

margin.
“ The outturn of the crop on a bigha of land is on an average 3

maunds, worth about R7-8. The ryats therefore get a profit of about
R4 per bigha. The ryats always keep as much of the seed as is required for

their home use, and the surplus is sold to the mahajans, who come for this

purpose. They seldom prepare oil for sale. The process they adopt in

making oil for their home use is as follows;—The seeds are slightly fried,

and then crushed in dhenkis, and* afterwards put in a handi w'ith a suffi-

cient quantity of water. It is then boiled, and when the oil floats on the

surface of the water, they take it out and put it in an earthen pot.
“ In Hooohly the plant is not cultivated as a rej^lar crop. It grows

wild on waste lands in almost every village in the district, and is jplantcd

only to form hedges around fields. It grows best on sandy soil. The
seeds are sown along the line of the hedge; they germinate during the
latter part of the rains, and grow well. In some villages the seed is col-

lected and sold ; in others it is collected when required for medicinal pur-
poses. Each plant yields eight ounces of seed on an average.

“ In Howrah the plant is grown to a very limited extent within the

jurisdiction of thana Doomjoor for demarcating the boundaries of fields,

its produce is pounded in a mortar, and a small quantity of crude oil thus

obtained is used for lighting purposes, but it is never sold or exported. *’

8. Bhagnlpore Division and Santal Pergunnahs.

With the exception of the r^rt from Mr. W. B. Oldham, Deputy
Commissioner of the Sonthal Pergunnahs, Mr, Q. N. Barlow, 0.8.1.

,

the Commissioner of the Division, was unable to furnish any useful informa-

tion from the district reports ; but added the following (acts, apparently
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from his own experience and observation “ The mode of cultivation fol-

lowed in the several districts of this division is almost the same. In
Monghyr the field is repeatedly ploughed some eight or nine times, and the
clods broken up. The cultivators, following tnie plough, dr(^ the seeds,

one by one, into the furrows. As soon as this is completed, a flat piece of

wood IS dragged over the jground till the field is levelled. When the plants
are big enough not to be injured by weeding, they are weeded two to four

times. Alluvial dearah soil, intermixed with a small quantity of sand, is

well adapted for its growth, but stiff clay is unsuitable.
“In Bhaoulporb, too, the seed is best sown by dropping them in fur-

rows about a cubit and half apart, and the seed to be about a cubit apart

;

this crop is weeded twice generally :—ist, when the plants are one foot

high : and, when they are two feet high.

“The suitable soil selected for cultivation is the high land called

*chdsra* or ashy coloured soil on the dearah, and the * ehuksia * or light

soil having sand on the surface and strong soil underneath.
** In PuRNBAH the seeds are sown by hand, and they germinate in

about nine days. On low lands the seeds are sown after once ploughing
without manuring the land, but on high lands they are sown after four or

five ploughings and the lands are also manured with cowdung. When
the plants are about three feet high they are weeded once for all. High
sandy land is selected for the cultivation.

“ In Maldah the seeds are put into the ground generally on the top of

mounds raised in a row round mulberry fields or other small crops at a
distance of about a foot. High lands are generally selected for the cul-

tivation.
“ The annexed statement will show the cost of cultivation, average out-

turn per acre, and net profit

Name of

District.

Cost of
Cultivation

and
Collection
of Crops.

Average

out-

turn.

Net
profit,

j

Remarks.

J? a. p. Mds. ft a. p.

Monghyr . 18 00 30 40 0 0 It will be seen that the cost of cultivation

*at Monghyr and Maldah is much greater
than in onagulpore and Purneah. The
outturn per acre in these two districts is

Bhagulpore 3 14 0 8* 0 0

Purneah 5 10 0 13 16 00 also proportionately large. This is owing
to the greater care taken for the cultiva-

Maldah ao 0 0 30 37 00! tion, such as ploughing several times,
manuring, watering, &c., &c.

“ The varieties of castor seed that grow in the districts of Monohtr,
PoRNBAH, and Maloah are two in number, vis., one big and the other
small ; but in Bhaoulporb five varieties are cultivated, via., (1) ghawria,
or moothia, (2) jhokia, (3) chanaki, (a) gohumah, (5) bhadaiah. The
first four species are sown in October ara November and the crops gather-
ed from March to May. The bhadaiah is sown in May and June with
other bhadai crops, and the seed is gathered from November to January.
The times for sowing and gathering the different species of crops are
almost the same in every district.

Extraction of Oil.—** As regards the extraction of oil there is

nothing exceptional in the methods practised anywhere in this division.**
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Mr. Oldham’s report is as follows
Forms grown.—“There are three varieties of castor seed in the sub-

division. Their names are as follows :

—

1st, Chunaki (small in size) : 2nd, Gohuma (middle-sized) : and
3rdf or Ruksa (bi^ in size).

“There is also a sub-variety of jagia called khaguria, but it is not
cultivated in this part of the district. Chunaki and jagia are sown in

June or July, and gohuma in November or December.
Methods of Cultivation.—" The method of sowing chunaki

castor seed is very simple, and no preparation of the lands for this seed
is necessary. Holes are made in the g^und about two inches deep and
three inches in diameter, one seed being put into each hole, the holes being
three to four feet apart. The seeds germinate and the young plants ap-
pear after a week. The crop does not require any further care. The cost
of cultivation of chunaki is not more than an anna a cottah* including
the value of seed, which is sown at the rate of 2 seers a standard bigha.

It is sown on small plots of land attached to the houses of the cultivators.

Its stems serve as living supports for creeping vegetable plants The poor
classes of people use the stems, which range from 10 to 12 feet in height,

for thatching, and the leaves and oil are medicinally employed. The oil

is used as a remedy for rheumatic pains, and the rubbing of oil on the
affected part of a patient, and the application of the leaves, give immediate
relief. The plants of chunaki are allowed to stand for two or three years,

and the old plants produce fruits earlier, but their seeds are inferior to
those of the new plants. The fruits of the chunaki begin to ripen in Nov-
ember or December, and continue till March. When ripe they burst, thi ow-
ing the seeds to some distance. The bunches of fruits are plucked and
placed, mixed with water or liquid dung, in small trenches or tubes.
They are allowed to rot for two or three days, after which period they are
taken out and put in the sun, and when dry the fruits are crushed by
hand or flat wo^en mallets, and the seeds cleaned by winnowing. The
outturn of chunaki when the crop is good, is 10 seers a cottah or 5
maunds a bigha. The seeds are bright black, dotted with grey, and have
a hard shell

“ Jagia is sown in 6art lands, i^enerally along with Indian-com or rahar,
in June or July, before the rains set in. The lands are ploughed two or
three times, and the seeds scattered by a man or woman, who drops them
one by one, 3 feet apart, in the furrow's made by a plough. When the

sowing is finished, the fields are made even by the appHcation of a wooden
flat timber, called chowki. By this process all seeds are covered with
earth, and the soil of the field retains moisture. The plants of jagia are
similar to those of chunaki^ but they are not so strong as the latter.

The crop does not require any care until the fruits begin to ripen in Feb-
ruary or March, when they are collected and seeds prepared by the same
process as followed in case of chunaki seeds. The cost of cultivation of

this variety is R3 per bigha, and the yield 4 maunds. Six to seven seers

are required for a standard bigha of land, but as it is generally sown
along with other crops, the quantity does not exce^ 3 seers per bigha.

Seeds of jagia are of red colour and a little flat, while those of khajuria
are a little round, resembling dates, from which it takes its name.

“ The third or the best variety is gohuma. It is extensively cultivated

in this sub-division, and resembles somewhat wheat in colour, and hence it

is called gohuma. It is sown in hari lands, but thrives best in loamy soil.

The fields are well prepared and seeds sown at the distance of one or two
spans in furrows. Gohuma plants are watered once or twice when the

soil becomes hard and when there is a means of irrigation, but the outturn
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of the fields which have natural moisture is gfreater than that obtained
from irrigated land. The banks of streams and rivers yield a good
gohuma crop« superior to the produce of other lands both in quality and
quantity.

Cost.—“The cost of cultivation of the gohuma is R3-4 to R3-8 per
btgha^ including the labour of plucking the fruits and husking the seeas

;

and the outturn when the crop is good is 6 maunds to 6^ maunds per
bigha. Five seers of seed is required for a standard btgha of land, if

sown alone. The stem of this variety does not exceed 6 feet at the out-
side and is about an inch in diameter. Gohuma is sown in November
and its fruits begin to ripen in March and continue till April. It is har-
vested in the same manner as chunaki and jagia.

Expression of Oil.—“Oil of all castor seeds is extracted in this

part of the country by a very simple process : seeds are partially roasted
in a pan and pounded in a mortar without being husked. The stuff so
prepared is mixed with water and placed in an ear^en pot or jar over a fire,

the quantity of water used being two or three inches above the level of the
pounded seed. As the water evaporates the oil rises to the surface, when
It is poured in a vessel. The jar is then taken down and the mixture
allowed to cool, after which some cold water is added to the mixture, and
the jar is then placed in the sun. The quantity of oil absorbed in the
mixture then appears at the top and is removed by the hand. The oil thus
obtained is boiled again in a separate pan, by which process any moisture
and all other extraneous matter are got rid of. The oil becomes purified

and fit for consumption in burning lamps. There is another process for

the extraction of oil from castor seeds followed by the people of this sub-
division. It differs from that already explained very slightly. In this

process the seeds are boiled with water before being pounds. When
they become soft they are placed in the sun, and pounded afterwards when
they are dry.

“ Chnnakt seed gives oil 35 per cent.
;
gohuma 37*5 per cent ; and

jVigirt 31 per fcent.”

In addition to the above, Mr, Oldham furnished the following brief

report prepared by Mr. E. B. Harris, Sub-divisional Ofii^r, Rajmanal, on
the cultivation and manufacture of castor oil in his sub-division :

—

Cultivation.—“Very little castor is cultivated in this sub*division.

The total quantity of land sown will be about 75 highas. The cost of

cultivating each btgha is from R6 to R9, and the production of each
btgha is from 4 to 5 maunds, the price of which is from R16 to R20.

“ The land is ploughed two or three times, and the seed generally

sown in September. About 10 seers of seed is necessary to sow one bigha
of land.

“Varieties.—Big fruits are sown and produced in this sub-division.
“ P^xtraction of Oil.— Cultivators here generally extract oil at

home for burning in lamps in the following manner ist. Seeds roasted

on heated sand put in a pan over a fire, which coa^lates the albumen
and liquifies the oil ; 2nd, Slightly crushed and husk^ : 3rd, Pounded in

mortar ; 4th, Boiled in water: 5th, As the water evaporates the oil rises to

the surface when it is taken out by a cup. The oil is again put on fire

in a separate pot to soak the w^atery portion of the oil. The yield of the

oil is about one-third of the fruit. The castor oil is sold by the poorer

class of people for burning purposes only.”

9. Orissa Dhdsioii.

The cultivation of castor seed is not very extensively cam^ on in any
of the districts of this division, except in Cuttack, where it is grown to
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some extent. The following report furnished by Mr. W. R. Larminie,
Commissioner, will show the method of cultivation pursued, the cost uf

produce, and the general outturn of the crops in this division :

—

Variety.—“ There are two principal varieties of castor seed 7*1r<?-—

one large and the other small. The former is called burra (big) gaba
or boda jura and the latter chuni (small) or kuji gaba, Burra gaba has
two sub-varieties, called fata jara and kala jara, and the smaller kind
has also two, called chum proper and jahuri. The large sort grows to

the height of about 8 to 14 feet, and has purple leaves, with red veins and
stems; while the smaller attains a height of from 3 to 6 feet, having green
leaves and stems. Bara jara is generally grown along with other crops,

such as arhar^ turmeric, cotton, &c., on homestead and highlands, which
produce two crops and have a light and sandy soil. The time of sow-
ing extends from May to July, and that of reaping from January to

March. The plants fast for two or three years, if properly looked after.

The Sana or kuji gaba thrives best in sandy alluvial formations along
the banks of rivers. The cultivation is also carried on on light soils, which
yield two crops, on which early rice (baili) or other miscellaneous crops
are raised ; also on land newly cleared. The seed is sown from November
to December, and the gathering of the crops extends from March to April.

Pumpkins and melons are often grown with this variety.

Mode of Cultivation.— The land is ploughed, harrowed, and
manured with cowdung several times before it is ready to receive the seed,

which is sown either broadcast or in drills, the latter process being con-
sidered the better of the two. After the sowing is over, the land is once
more harrowed. Prior to the sowing, the seeds are in some places soaked
in water for six or seven days, the water being changed daily to facilitate

germination ; and where this is not done, and the land is dry, it has to

irrigated before the sowing commences. It is said that the crop is never
a full one if the watering before sowing is omitted. When the plants
grow up, the soil is freouenlly loosened w'ith a spade, and also irrigated

when necessary. Eeyona this nothing more is required in the way of
cultivation. Plants grown with other crops are treated in the same way as
those with which they are mixed.”

Harvesting.—“When the cap.sules are ripe, they are plucked by the
hand, and left in a heap for three to five day.s, a mixture of cowdung and
water being daily sprinkled over them. They are then exposed to dry in

the sun. Most of the capsules burst themselves, and those that do not are
opened by means of a mallet or stick.

Cost of Cultivation, Outturn, &c.—“The cost of cultivation and
the yield per acre, when the crop is grown separately, have been e.stimated

to vary from R6 to Rq, and 3 to 6^ maunds, according to the nature of
land on which the crop is grown. The average value of produce varies
from R7*8 to R31, and the profit accruing to the cultivator is put at R? to

R16. As the cultivators themselves do the ploughing, sowing, &c., and
find their own ploughs and bullocks, the cost is nominal, and the crop,
where it is grown, may be said to be permanent.

Extraction of Oil.—“There are two processes for extracting^oil

from castor seeds—one is ^ boiling and the other by pressing. The
first process is as follows The seed is partially roasted or boiled and
dried in the sun, and then crushed into a pulpy consistent mass. This
pounded stuff is then mixed with water and boiled immediately, or, after
being stowed away for two or three days, until the oil rises to the surface,

when it is scooped out or poured into another vessel. The oil thus obtained
is again heated to drive off the watery particles by evaporation. The boil-

ing of the pounded stuff is repeated for five or six times until the whole of
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the oil is extracted, and the refuse emits a stench which is perceived from
a distance. No oil-cake is obtained by this process The ordinary pro-
cess, however, is to press the seeds in an oil mill or ghana. By this pro-
cess, although less oil is obtained, the refuse is saved for oil-cakes, and it

is also less laborious and letter suited for manufacture. The other pro-
cess is adopted for extracting small quantities of oil only for home con-
sumption, and the oil thus obtained is considered to be of superior quality.

The average cost of fuel, labour, &c., in the first process is about
annas 9-4, and that of extracting oil by the second process about annas
7-6 per maund of seed. The average yield of oil per maund by the two
processes is about I2f seers (varying from 17 seers to seers) and iif
seers (varying from 12^ to 10 seers) respectively.

“The poorer classes, such as peasants, bauris, &c., use the oil for

cookin^r purposes and for anointing their bodies. It is also employed as a
purgative and for various other medicinal purposes; also for lighting.

The oil-cake is a good manure for different kinds of vegetables, and also

serves for fodder.”
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IIl.-NORTH-WEST PROVINCES AND OUDH.

Varieties.—“Two varieties are reported to be grown in the Azam-
garh District, known respectively as rert and hhaireri. 'I'he former is the
taller of the two, and is said to be invariably cut down after the first year,
whilst bhatreri trees are allowed to remain for two or three years. The
seeds of the bhatrerx variety are reported to be richer in oil than those of

the other variety.

Distribution.—“ Castor is grown to a greater or less extent in every
district of the Provinces, but usually as a field border, and very rarely as
a sole crop. The only division, indeed, in which the area it covers is large
enough to deserve mention is Allahabad, where it is reported to be grown
alone on between 1,200 and 1,300 acres, situated principally along the
margin of the river Jumna. It is, on the other hand, a very common
bordering to cotton and sugar-cane fields, and is not uncommonly grown
on isolated patches of a few square yards in the neighbourhood of dwell-
ing-houses, and used as a support for the creeping bean known as sim
(Dolichos Lablab). It thrives on a rich soil, but curiously enough succeeds
exceedingly well when sowm along the top of the high mud-banks which
commonly surround orchards and vegetable gardens. In this situation

the young plants are protected from flooding, and their roots rapidly strike

deep enough to acquire sufficient moisture.

Season.—“ It is sown at the commencement of the monsoon or in the
hot weather just before the rains break. The seeds are either sown behind
the plough, being dropped at intervals of about 18 inches in every alternate
furrow, or they arc planted by hand. In the latter case, a little manure is

commonly buried with them. The young plants are occasionally earthed
up to prevent the accumulation of water round the bottom of the stem.
The seeds ripen in March and April.

Harvesting.—" When ripe the seed pods are picked, and are either

dried in the sun and broken by rolling ( Azamgarh), or are buried in the

g
round and allowed to rot. The latter is the common practice in DoAb
istricts.

Method of extracting the Oil.—“The oil is extraaed by boiling,

and the operation is not performed by the professional oil-pressers (or Ulxi)

but by the gram-parchers {bhurjis). The seeds are first slightly roasted,

then crushed in a mortar, and then boiled in water over a quick fire, when
the oil rises to the surface and is skimmed off. As a rule, the seeds yield
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a quarter of their weight of oil, but seeds of the hhatreri variety are said

to yield as much as one-third of their weight.
Othbr Uses.—“Young castor leaves are relished by cattle, and the

dried stalks are utilised for thatching. Castor trees are commonly cut

down after their first year, but it has been alreadv mentioned that the

bhatreri variety of Azamgarh is commonly allowed to stand for three or

four years, when it yields a crop of seed each spring, and is finally cut

down, not because its bearing powers are exhausted, but because it is a
breeding ground for a hairy brown caterpillar which is supposed to bring

ill-luck.

Yield of Seed.—** A well-gfrown castor plant will yield as much as

lO seers (sszoft) of seed in a season, but the plants which are grown round
fields rarely give more than from | seer to i J seer apiece. The yield of

individual plants grown together as a single crop in a field is much less

than this, since flowering is hindered by a loss of light and air, when the

plants are not separated from each other by a considerable space.
“ The castor is popularly ranked as the chamdr amongst plants, and

men of this caste are particularly afraid of a blow from the stalk of a
castor plant” {Fuller & Duthie's Field and Garden Crops, Part //., pp*

3^-39)-
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IV.-BOMBAY.
The Director of Land Records and Agriculture, in a correspondence on

the subject of castor-oil, furnished the following brief note :

—

Cultivation.— “ There are two varieties—the large and the small
seeded. The former is arboreous and perennial. It is grown cither with
irrigation or without, but, in the absence of irrigation, requires a deep
loamy soil. This variety is very generally grown as a protective border
around plots of sugar-cane, betel-vine, and other garden crops. It is sown
at various times of the year. The oil extracted from the seea of this variety

is darker and thicker than that obtained from the small-seeded kind. It

is used for burning and dressing leather and similar purposes, but not as a
medicine.

“ The latter is an annual, grown without irrigation or manure as a rain

crop sown at the commencement of the monsoon. It is sown at the rate of

about lolb per acre. It is selected in parts of GujarAt as the first crop
taken after a long fallow on light uplanas. It is always grown in a dis-

tinct area. If grown in alluvial or garden land, it develops into a tice, like

the large-seeded variety and shows a tendency to become perennial Such
land is, however, avoided, as in a deep soil it exhibits a strong tendency to

fruit prematurely. A light shallow soil is therefore preferred. The medi-
cinal oil is obtained from this variety. The percentage of oil is slightly

larger, though the market price of both kinds is practically the same.
“ The residue of the seed after extraction of the oil—castor-oil cake—is a

valuable manure** {Records of the Government of India, Revenue and
Agricultural Department, B, July i886. Nos. 36-37).

In amplification of the above the following passages may be here given
from the Gazetteers of Bombay

Surat.— ** I’he castor-oil plant, divelo, is very extensively cultivated in

the southern parts of the district. In 1874-75, 39,200 acres were under
castor-oil, or 9-^ per cent of the total area under cultivation. The oil ex-
tracted from this plant is of the greatest purity, and is used for burning.
It IS also, even without refinement, adapted for medicinal purposes. As a
rule, the castor-oil plant is not sown by itself, but with pulse **

( Vol II., 63*64).

CuTCH AND Mahi Kantha.—“ Castor-oil scm, erandia, an early

crop, is generally sown in the same field as cotton. 1 n parts of Abdasa and
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Ydgad it is in a very few cases sown by itsdf. When sown toeether the
proportion of castor seed to cotton seed varies from one-tenth to one-
fifteenth” {Vol, K., to6),

KAthiAwAr.—** Castor seed, erandi, is a crop of small unportance
found in all parts of KAthidwAr. It grows in black soil and is both a hot
weather and a rainy season crop. 1 he hot weather castor-plant is sown in
March or April and reaped in November and December ; the rainy weather
castor plant is sown in June and reaped in October. The oil is locally used
for lamps ” {Vol VIJL, 183, 425).

KhAndrsh.^** Castor-plant, an early crop sown in June and
reaped between the middle of September and October, has in most parts
of KhAndesh two varieties, one annual and small seeded, the other peren-
nial and tree-like with large seeds. Of the castor tree there are many
sorts, which, wanting much water, are commonly planted on the bounda-
ries and along the leading water channels of sugar-cane plantations. The
castor plant is grown as an ordinary cold weather field crop. To extract
the oil, the seeds are roasted, ground in a handmill, and boiled over a slow
fire, the oil being carefully skimmed as it rises to the surface. The refuse
forms an excellent manure for plantain trees, and the stems are useful in
thatching roofs ” ( VoL XII., 752-5^?).

KAnara.—“ Of the castor-plant, vudla or harlu^ two varieties, chiti
or spotted and dodda harlu or large, are grown to a very small extent.
From the large or dodda species medicinal castor oil is made ; the spotted
seed yields a greater quantity of oil which is commonly used as lamp-oil.
The oil is extracted either by boiling or in a mill ” [Vol. XV,, pt. II., /p).

Ahmadnaoar.—“ Castor seed, erandi, is sown either in June or Novem-
ber, in black soil, sometimes round other crops and oftener in patches by
itself. It grows without water or manure, and is harvested in November
or February. The stem and flowers are red. It is not much grown and
the oil is more used as a lamp-oil than as a medicine. The oil is extracted
by husbandmen for home use by boiling the bruised bean and skimming
the oil that rises to the surface. By this process four shers of seed yield
one sher of oil. The leaf is used as an application for guinea-worm and
the dried root as a fever-scarer. A larger variety with green stem and
flowers, but otherwise the same as the smaller variety, is grown in gardens
round other crops. Both varieties are perennial and g^ow to a consider-
able size. They are rarely allowed to remain on the ground for a second
year”(FoI. XVII., 270).

SatAra.—** Castor seed, erandi, is grown in'black soil without water or
manure. It is sown either in June or November, and is harvested in Nov-
ember or February. It is sometimes grown round other crops, and more
often in patches by itself. It is not much grown, and is more used as a
lamp-oil than as a medicine The people extract the oil for home use by
boiling the bruised bean and skimming the oil as it rises to the surface.
By this process 4ft) of the seed yield ift of oil. The leaf is used
as an application for guinea-worm, and the dried root as a febrifuge.
A large variety of the castor plant, probably Ricinus viridis, is grow n in
gardens round other crops. Except tnat the stem and flowers of the large
variety are green and those of the small variety are red, the two plants do
not differ from each other. Both varieties are perennial and would grow
to a considerable size if they were allow'ed to remain on the gfround for a
second year” {Vol. XIX., 765).

KolhApur.—" Erandi, with an area of 1,986 acres, is either grown by
itself or with late juari and maize in red, black, and alluvial soils, and
harvested in January. There are three varieties, chiikya or small-seeded,
dholkya or large-sosded, and ghadsrandi. The first tw'O varieties are
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grown as ordinary field crops, and the third, as it requires much water, is

planted either near the leading channel of a sugar-cane field or around
the field. The oil, which is more used for burning than as a medicine, is

drawn by boiling the bruised beans and skimming from the surface. To
raise the oil to the surface, cold water is poured on. The refuse is an
excellent manure for plantain trees and the stems are used as fuel or
thatch. The average acre outturn is 5308) ” (KoZ. XXI V.^ /70-7/).
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V.~PANJAB.
In reply to the enquiry addressed W the Government of I ndia to the

Panjdb Government on the subject of Castor-seed and oil production, the
late Colonel E. G. Wace, Commissioner of Settlements and Agriculture, re-

plied that he had instituted an investigation in Karnal, Hoshiarpur, Mul-
tan, Amritsar, and Delhi districts on the subject, and had also invited the
co-operation of the Sind, PanjAb and Delhi Railway Company (who
manufacture for their own use a large quantity of the oil), but the replies

from the district officers were mostly to the effect that the plant was not

grown or if grown not for the purpose of the manufacture of the oil. The
reply obtained from the Agent of the Railway Company forwarded, how-
ever, a report drawn up by Mr. Scrofton, the Company’s Oil-mill Super-
intendent, which Colonel Wace submitted for the information of the Gov-
ernment of India. The report being thus the only statement available that

furnishes facts with a more or less bearing on the PanjAb, is published in

this place, though its great merit lies in the piactical experience (thus

made public) in the extraction of the oil which should cause it to be rather

assigned a place in the section of this article which deals with that subject.

Castor-oil is doubtless grown in the PanjAb to but a limited extent and
nowhere as a field crop. The plant is, however, a nearly always constant
associate of village sites, specially on the lower hills and outer ranges of

the HimAlaya. It seems highly likely, however, that in these situations it is

rarely if ever grown with any care, being more spontaneous than cultivated,

and, as suggested by Colonel Wace, it is not viewed as an oil-yielding

plant. In the villages around Simla its leaves are viewed as valuable food
for cattle and useful as a domestic medicine for external application.

These facts would thus seem to lend some degrcje of support to the con-
tention that in the scrubby jungles that occur in the unculturable glades
on these hills the plant may possibly be indigenous {Conf. with the
remarks under Habitat, p. 507).

The follow'ing is Mr. ScroRon’s report ;

—

Cultivation.—** In the PanjAb where irrigation is available, and it

is intended to raise crops by this method, the seed should be sown in

March and April, otherwise after the first good fall of rain about the end
of June, after the seed germinates, the plant grows very rapidly, and re-

quires no special care except watering till it is about two feet high. The
yield is best where the plant is grown in a sandy soil.

Damage from Frost.—**The castor plant is liable to serious damage
if the frost is at all severe, and young plants in particular are totally de-

stroyed.

Quality of Seed.—'* The seed grown in the North-West Prov-
inces and PanjAb are about the same size, but the seed grown in the

PanjAb is much heavier and yields a better percentage of oil ; the plants,

after they are cut down, do not yield so good a crop.

Outturn.—** The yield of a good crop is from 30 to 35 maunds of

seed per acre. [This is very probably a high estimate.—Ad., Diet. Econ.
Prod. ]
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From one maund of Hathras seed the outturn of oil is . • 13

„ » Shahjahanpur « » . . isl

„ .» Panjib „ „ • . 17

Oil, Manufacture op, for Lubricating and Lighting.—**The
seed taken over is ready cleaned from stones and dust 1 it is first placed
between two rollers in the upper storey and slightly crushed, and in falling

down the husks separate from the kernel and are blown by a fan down a
shoot into a bin, and the kernels fall straight down into another bin. The
seed is then placed in a kettle and heated by steam ; during the time it is

heating, the seed is mixed up b)^ a revolving stirrer fixed at bottom of the
kettle and driven from the snafting : the seed is then taken out and wrap-
ped in pieces of canvas or goats’ hair blanketing, and then placed in either

hair or woollen envelopes, which fit in to the trays in the hydraulic press ;

it is then pressed up to li tons, the cake that comes out is mixed with a
small quantity of se^, and ground up under two heavy stone edge runners,
it is then heated in another kettle, and placed in stronger presses and
pressed up to 2^ tons.

Oil-cake as Fuel.—“The cake that comes out after the second
pressing has the oil edges pared off and stacked ; a portion of cake is mix-
ed with the husks, and burnt as fuel, and the surplus is sold to private
firms as fuel for stationary boilers.

Oil, Clarifying of.—“The oil, after being pressed out, is conveyed by
iron pipes from the hydraulic presses into iron tanks sunk level with the
floor, from which it is pumped into kettles made of copper or cast iron

(these hold about 5 maunds of oil each), after adding 3 seers of water to

each maund of oil. It is then boiled by steam ; the scum rising to the sur-

face is skimmed off with a ladle, and the skimmings placed in a bucket;
after boiling about 2^ hours the water evaporates, Hie steam-cock from the

boiler is then shut off, and the blow-off cock under the kettle opened, and
the steam let out ; the oil is allowed to cool down ; it is then ladled into

zinc buckets, and carried to the filtering tank, and filtered through can-
vas into the tank ; the sediment remaining at the bottom of the kettle, is

placed with the skimming, and the oil drained out of it.

Oil, Storing ok.—“ The filtering and storage tanks are connected by
pipes, through which the oil is pump^ from filtering tanks to the storage

tanks. The oil for lighting purposes is stored at least twelve months before

using ; it is then equal to any class of vegetable oil for burning and giving

a brilliant white light, and no offensive smell comes from it. Castor oil is

the only vegetable oil used by this Company all the year round for train

lighting, signals, &c.” {Records of the Government ofIndta^ Revenue and
Agricultural Department, B Proceedings, March 1884, Nos% 16-28),

PESTS WHICH ATTACK THE CASTOR OIL PLANT.
An extensive correspondence has taken place on this subject, chiefly

in connection with Assam and Madras, where the most serious insect pest

seems to have attained its most alarming proportions, vie., a noctine moth,
Achoea melicerte, Drury. For a briefnotice of this moth see the article

Pests, Vol. VI , p. 144, also Indian Museum Notes on Economic Entomo-
logy, i88q, p. 104, and in Balfour’s Agricultural Pests of India, p. 100.

The following is a translation of a report by a native gentleman of

Madras on this subject, which was communicate to the Government of

India by the Director of Revenue Settlements and Agriculture :
-

**The insects (called in Canarese Thondala Hula) damaging castor-

oil plants near Nundibahoor are like caterpillars, but there are no hairs on
the body, lliese insects when grown fat are 3 inches in length and i
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inch in diameter. It is not known by what name they are called in Telagu
and English. These insects lay at first small eggs of the sixe of poppy
seeds behind the leaves of castor-oil plants in Ma^a Karthy. The eggs
crack in a few days and form insects of a hair thickness, which gradually
grow large in four or five days, and eat anvay all the leaves, leaving only the

stems. These insects, after they have become lar^e, cat away the leaves and
flowers of castor-oil plants on 2 or 3 acres of land in one tfight and leave bare
branches. The plants very rarely revive afterwards and yield any pro-

duce ; if they revive at all, they will not yield one-fourth of the produce.
The rayats smoke the plants to rid them of the insects as soon as they
appear, but they will not leave the plants. As it is impossible to smoke all

the plants when seeds are sown on an extensive area, the rnyats give up
all hopes of this crop” {Records of the Government <f India, Revenue and
Agricultural Department, B, December 1886, No. /).

In the above papers mention is also made of an opinion held by the

rayats that a few good showers of rain drive away the pest.

Mr. J. Wood-Mason, Superintendent of the Indian Museum, commu*
nicated the following description of the caterpillar which may prove of ser-

vice in the identification of the insect ;— The caterpillar is greatly

elongated, especially in the two legless regions of the body, is slender,

and tapers slightly to either extremity. Its first pair of aMominal legs,

though greatly reduced in size, yet still retains much of its locomotor
function, as is evidenced bv the indifferent copies of the excellent native

(Ceylon) drawings quoted above, and by the persistence, of the minute
terminal retentive hooks with which it, like its successors, is provided

:

the caterpillar is, in fact, only a commencing semi-loopcr. Its coloura-

tion is striking : the head is black, symmetrically marked with sharply-

deflned yellow spots and stripes, as follows : A large oval .spot on each
side between eyes and occiput; another only about one-third the size

of the first on each side of the vertex ; a third pair right in front and
less than half the size of these ; and in front of, and internal to, these,

again a fourth pair, mere dots, separated from one another and from th(

middle line only by a very narrow linear space of the black ground colour

;

a club-shaped stripe parallel to each of the arms of the epicranial suture ;

and between this and the anterior end of the lateral spot on each side a
second stripe of similar shape, but only half the length ; and a third pair

of stripes converging posteriorly on the space included between the arms
of the epicranial suture : the clypeus is also yellow. The dorsal region of

the body is marked with three dark-brown longitudinal bands of equal width,

one dorsal and two lateral. The dorsal band is marked along the middle
with a dull red chain-like pattern coinciding with the outlines of the cham-
bers of the subjacent heart, and it is separated from the dark lateral band
of each side by a more or less distinct ochreous subdorsal band of some-
what less width. The two ochreous subdorsal bands are always paler
and often even bright yellow at their two edges where they come into

relation with the dorsal and lateral bands (their upper yellow line being
in the latter case expanded or intensified at the anterior end of the fifth

ring of the body into a yellow spot forming with a median dorsal spot,

at the same level a transverse series otf three yellow spots [ in light-

coloured specimens ], and they bear on each boay-ring a round black
spot. The two dark lateral bands extend on to, and consequently have
an irrqjfular outline at, the leg bases, on each of which they bear a
yellow spot, and th^ are ornamented nearer to their upper than to their

lower margin by a continuous or discontinuous dull red line, which
passes iust below the spiracles. The two short conical dorsal horns of the I

eleventh ring are red like the dorsal chain-like marking, the thoracic legs,
|
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and the infra-spiiacular line. Belov, the animal is ochreous-brown with a
median dark line expanded, between the legs into long oval spots and with

a yellow line on each side concolorous with the outsides of the abdominal

legs, the retentive hooks of which are dark brown. All the markings cw

the body are made up of a variously aggregated and a variously coloured

speckling; and, it is probable, were suffused with a bluish tinge in the

living insect. ....
“ This caterpillar varies greatly in the depth of colour and in the dis-

tinctness and the continuity of thebicxlv-markings ; light-coloured s^imens
with the bands and other markings all very distinct and completely conti-

nuous and daric-coloured specimens with the bands and markings all (with

the exertion of those of the head, which never vary) very indistinct and
very discontinuous, occurring with almost all conccnvable means between

these two extremes of colouring, and indicating, it is probable, a high

degree of protective adaptation to surroundings.
“ The caterpillar pupates w»thin the livingleaf of its food-plant (the castor-

oil plant, Ricinus communis), to which it has lately proved a destructive

pest in the Bella^ District, Madras*’ (7. Wood^Maun, Esq., Curator,

Indian Museum^ Calcutta, in the Records of the Government of Indi<i^

EXPRESSION OF OIL.
In many of the passages quoted above reference has been ma^ to this

subject, notably the report furnished by Mr. J. F. Price, regasding the

castor-seed ana oil industry of Madras, and Mr. 8crofton*s account of

the preparation of the oil used by the North-Western State Railways of the

Panjdb and Sind. In the Madras report will be found the results of special

expmments conducted with the object of ascertaining the yield of oil.

The earliest, and in some respects the best, statement hitherto published on

this subject was that given by Lieutenant (now Colonel) Hawkes as the

Madras Exhibition jury Report of 1853. Three years later Hawkes
brought out, in pamphlet form, his Report upon the Oils <f South /ndia-^
an improved issue of the Jury Reports. It may safely be said that the

majority of subsequent writers nave satisfied themselves by repeating

Hawkes* account of Castor-oil (and in some cases without any acknowledg-

ment), but have not attempted to give more recent facts or figures. Inde^,
the extent to which this has been carried has retarded rather than advanced

the Castor-oil trade of India. The statements thus originally made 35
years ago have been republished as the results of recCTt experiments.

It has therefore been thought desirable to give here in its entirety (since

not readily accessible) Hawkes’ report oncastor-oil, so that comparisons

may be possible between his statements and those which it is believ^ are

for the first time made public in this work. It would seem highly desirable

that this republication of Hawkes* report may be accepted as a record,

from which progression may be made, oy future writ^ giving only fresh

results and additional facts. The editor has before him perhaps a dozen

books and reports in which Hawkes’ facts and figures, and H^kes
facts and figures only, are given, as an account of the castor-oil indu^y
of India in various periods from 1853 to 1890. {Conf. with Cookes (his

and OU^seedsj Drury*s Useful Plants of India; Sponf
^

Eneyeh, p. 1300 s

Balfour*s Cydopadia, Rtcinus,42i sShortfs Man* Indian Agri., etc*, etc*)

Extraction of Oil in Madras.

In discussing the subject of Indian castor-oil Hawkes divides his

account into ist, the large-seeded, and and, the small-seeded forms

ist^The Large^eeded Form.

“ The oil, obtained from the laige-seeded variety of the Ridont coin-
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rnnnia has obtained the above name from the fact of its being used almost

solely for burning in the commonest lamps and for feeding torches.

For this purpose the seeds are sometimes partially roasted, to c<»gu-

late the alDumen and liquify the oil, and then press^ in the ordinary

mill, or boiled with water, or the roasting process is omitted ; in either case

the colouring matter of the husks of the seeds and other impurities give

the oil a <Eirk colour, and if the roasting process is carried tw *

slightly empyreumatic odour is communicatea. By carefully shelling the
^..A »ii o clear oil for medi*

— variety. The price - . .

country from Ri-io to Rvi3“6 per maund of 25ft. The average of n*.*'®*

teen large stations in .all parts of the Presidency for the quarter ending

31st October 1854, was R2-8-6 per maund. It is chiefly used for burn-

ing in lamps, and from its viscidity and drying qualiti^ only in those of

the simplest description. The average export of this oil for the last six

years has been 97,561 gallons per annum. Lamp-oil made into a kind

of pahnine by agitation with nitric acid, is largely used as a lubricating

agent for Railway locomotives in India.*’

2nd—The SmalUseeded Form,
“ The small-seeded variety of the Ridnns communis is supposed to

yield the best product, and is therefore universally employed in preparing

the oil exported to Europe for medicinal purposes.
“ The fresh seeds, after having been sifted and cleaned from dust,

stones, and all extraneous matters are slightly crushed between two

freed by hand from husks and coloured grains and enclosed in cleaned

gunny. The packets of seed then receive a slight pressure in an oblonp

mould which gives a uniform shape and density to them. The * Bricks ,

as they are technically called, are then placed altern^ly with plates of

sheet iron in the ordinary screw or hydraulic press. On the application

of a gradually increasing pressure, the oil exudes through the pores ol the

gunny and is received in clean tin pans. Water in fhe proportion of

a pint to a gallon of oil being added the whole is boiled until the watCT

has evaporated ; the mucilage will be found to have subsided and encrustM

the bottom of the pan, whilst the albumen solidified by h^t forms a thin

layer between the oil and the water. Great care must be tak^ to re-

move the pan from the fire the instant the whole of the water has ev^
porated, which may be known by the bubbles having ceased, for, if allowed

to remain longer, the oil, which has hitherto been of the temperature of

boiling water or 2I2®F., suddenly rises to that of oil or nearly 000 r.,

thereby heightening the colour and communicating an empyreumatic taste

and odour. The oil is then filtered through blanket, flannel, or American

drill and put into cans for exportation. It is^ usually of a light s^w
colour, sometimes approaching to a greenish tinge, fhe cloned seeds

yield from 47 to 50 per cent, of oil. The following is the result of experi-

ments made at Madras and Calcutta to ascertain the percentage of oil in

castor-oil seed (January 27th, 1853)
“ Calcutta i,4ooflk of seed yielded kernels and raw oil as follows :

Kernels. Oil.

lb lb

ist sort 632
3J4

and 184 87*

31’d 76^

making a total of 980ft of kernels and 4881b of raw oil from 1,400ft of

seed.
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“ Madras I4oolb of seed yielded raw oil as follows !—

i9t sort

and „
3rd „

making a total of 4801b of oil from i^oofly of seed.

“ The cost of the Madras oil is as follows

1^0 Ok of seed at R3-3 per bag of 164% •

Husking and selecting kernels and coolie hire
Crushing, moulding, pressing, boiling
Filtering and sundries ....
Overseer’s pay, godown rent
300 empty quart txAtles, corks, etc.

Cleaning and packing charges • • •

Total

A
• 318
. 88
m 74

R a,p.
. 27 3 4
. 3 119
. 2 7 1

. 2 8 0
1 6 2

• 34 4 8
. 4 8 0

. 76 I 0

ANUFAC-
TURE.

Hysopo.

4^

Deducting the price of the bottles this gives an average of 1 anna
pies per quart first, second, and third sort oil. This oil is chiefly

used as a mild purgative, and, by Natives, for anointing the head. Soap
of good quality may be made from it, but the cost, and disagreeable
smdl which it communicates, preclude its general use. The average
export from the year 1849-50 to 1852-53 was 11*325 gallons p^ annuni.

** The method of extracting this oil by the boning process is thus given
by AinsHe The seeds are boiled fer two hours in water, dried for three
days in the sun, husked and pounded. They are then boiled in fresh

water until the whole of the oil nas risen to the surface. Castor oil, being
entirely soluble in alcohol of sp. gr. *825, any adulteration of it with
other fixed oils may be ascertained by dissolving a sample in eight times
its weight of spirit ; the fixed oil is not dissolvra but floats on the surface.

This, however, is not an infallible test.”

Mahufacturb op Oil in Mysore and Cooro.
** Tht haralu, or castor oil, is made indifferently from either the large

or small varieties of the Ridnos. It is the common lamp oil of the
country, and is also used in medicine. What is made by boiling, as de-
scribed below, is for family use ; all that is made for sale is expressed
in the mill. To form the cake seventy seers of the seed rec^piire only five

seers, kacheha measure (i'39 ale quarts) of water, and give 60 seers

(4*17 ale gallons) of oil ; which after being taken out of the mill, must be
boiled for half an hour, and then strained through a cloth. The cake is

used as fuel.

The following is the process for making castor oil for domestic use.

The seed is parchra in pots containing about a seer, which is somewhat
more than a quart. It is then beaten in a mortar, by which process balls

of it are formed. Of these, from four to sixteen seers are put into an
earthen ^t, with an equal quantity of boiling water, and boiled for five

hours ; during which care must be taken, by frequent stirring, to prevent
the decoction from burning. The oil now floats on the surface, and is de-
canted of! in another pot, in which it is boiled by itself for a quarter of an
hour. It is then fit for use, and by the last boiling it is prevented from
becoming rancid.” The above passage has been taken from the Mywry
and Coorg Garetteer since its existence there conveys the idea that it is

applicable to the present day. It is, however, almost word for word a
reprint of Dr. Buchanan-Hamilton*s account published in 1807.
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Extraction of Oit in Shahabao, Bengal.
" The castor^il plant has two or three marked varieties and is largely

cultivat^ principally for home use ; but a considerable quantity for the
castor-oil factories of Dinapm. The native process only succeeds in

making a very impure oil, which is so offensive for its smoky qualities in

burning that it is not sought after by them for that purpose ; but only for

anointing leathern well ropes, shoes, etc., and being a cheap oil is largely

used for the latter purpose. It is thick and viscid, and, extracted under
the native process, soon turns rancid : —while bv the European process it

is next to cocoanut-oil one of the purest and best burning oils known.
The plant r^uires scarcely any cultivation s—and in south Shahabad is

oftener sown in the borders of a valuable field as an hedge than for any
other purposes. It lovesi however, a sandy loam, and will not grow in the

clays. Its yield under the native process is about 33 per cent, of the
impure oil above described and I believe a larger quantity, and I know
a purer oil is extraefed by the European process. Newly cleared jungle
lands grow the castor plant abundantly, and its extended cultivation is

only bounded by the demands in the market, as long as the rates are
remunerative :—for although the sowing and tendence of the plant costs

little trouble
;
yet the picking of the sera is a troublesome process, and it

requires a much larger amount of room to come to perfection. The nadves
sow and uproot the plant yearly. I do not know why this should be, as

it grows and yields abundantly the second and third years in hedges or

other open places. When cultivated by itself the natives always sow the

seed too close, and con^uently the plant is comparatively small:— for

attaining its full perfection, no place is better for it than a hedge or a
bank’’ {R. W. Bingham, Esq., Agri.-Horti. Soc. fnd. Journ. XII., 34 r).

Lieutenant Hawkes* account and that given above from the Agri.-

Horticultural Society’s Journal are the earnest articles on this subject

and those from which most writers have compiled. Though in some
respects disconnected, the following passages may be here given as exhibit-

ing the more recent facts that have been brought to light. 'I'hc editor ii

fully conscious that he has failed to produce an original essay on the

subject of castor-oil and has furnished in.stead mainly a series of quotations.

He has been forced to adopt this course from the incomplete nature of

available information. Haa he attempted anything else nc could have
given the cost of production in one province not in another ; the yield in

some not in others ; the value of tne oil produced in certain districts but

not in the majority : and the method of expression of oil in many but not

in all districts. It therefore seemed the preferable course to allow the ori-

ginal writers to speak for themselves, ana while the reader may have to

work through many pages, instead of being furnished with definite para-

graphs treating of aistinct sections of the subject, if he takes the trouble to

do so he will, it is hoped, discover information on the particular features

of the castor-oil industry in which he is interested. Of no part of this

article is an admission of imperfect treatment more necessary than in the

present. To obt£un a knowledge of the methods of extraction and yield of

oil, the reader must consult all the foregoing pages as well as those under
this chapter.

Manufacture op Oil in Calcutta.

In order to obtain this much-to-be-desired information, the Government
of India issued, to Local Governments and Agricultural Societies ii^uly
1883, A bloU on -which had b^n drawn upbyMr. TIn.

EXTRACTION

(m.

1883, A lioU on -which had been drawn up by I

Mukharji. In their forwarding letter (accompanying the Note) the admis-
sion was made by the Government of India that the *' Note ’* was obviously I

^
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incomplete as regards the methods and cost of cultivation, outturn and value

of the crop, and the invitation was accordingly made for supplementary in-

formation. A lar|;e portion of the new material here published was, as the

result of that enquiry, furnished by the local authorities, but it need not be
repeated that even now the available particulars are in many respects still in-

complete. The “ Note ” in its opening paragraphs gives some of the main
facts of castor cultivation compiled chiefly from Hawkes and Drury, and it

concludes by giving Hawkes* experiments in the yield of oil, etc., from
1,400ft of Calcutta and a like quantity of Madras seed. Mr. Mukharji,
however, contributed in addition the results of a personal enquiry. He tells

us that ** at the Calcutta market the big variety comes from Upper Bengal
and the North-West Provinces, while tne smaller seeds come chiefly from
the Madras Presidency.*’ This same fact has been commented on by other

writers. “ Most of the Indian oil,** says Spons* Encyclopadia, “ is extract-

ed in and exported from Calcutta, the crushed se^ from
Madras for the purpose—an inexplicable proceeding.” The commercial
writer quoted by Mr. Price (see paragraph above under the heading
Madras) alludes to this subject also. But Mr. Mukharji in dealing with
the Calcutta trade gives perhaps the best account which has as yet ap-
peared of the methods of expressing the oil in Bengal. He writes

^
** Extraction of oil, process. — Cultivators generally extract oil at

home for burning in lamps. The process is as follows :

—

(1) Seeds partially roasted on heated sand put in a pan over a Are
which coagulates the albumen and liquifies the oil.

(2) Slightly crushed by hand-mill and husked.

(3) Pounded in a mortar.

(4) Boiled in water, 2 quarts of water being added to 5ft of pounded
seed.

(5) As the water evaporates, the oil rises to the surface, when it is taken
out with a spoon and put in a separate vessel.

(6) The oil thus obtained is boiled again, by which process the sediment,
the remaining moisture, and all other extraneous matter is burnt up or pre-
cipitated, and the oil becomes more purified.

“ The oil thus obtained is, however, still very impure, thick and viscid,

and offensively smokes when burnt in lamps. It is also used to anoint
shoes, water-bags used for raising water from wells, and other agricultural

appliances made of leather. The yield of oil is 33 per cent, of seed.
** Scientific process. — Vhe d\\ extracted with the aid of scientific appli-

ances, hand-mill or a hydraulic press is of a superior quality.
" Messrs. Khettra Mohan Bysack, one of the leading castor-oil manu-

facturers in Calcutta, whose oils, marked KBi, KB2, and KB3 are largely
exported to Europe and Australia, and who have won a first class
order of merit at the Melbourne E.\hibilion, have furnished the following
information on the subject ;—They generally use the big Bengal and
the small Madras seed. The price at Calcutta for both is about 6s. per
cwt. The proportion of oil yielded is about 40 per cent, by the former
and 37 per cent, by the latter, but the latter is said to yield the best
kind suitable for medicinal purposes, while the oil from the former is

chiefly used for burning in lamps and for other purposes. They manu-
facture four kinds of oil distinguished according to the degree of refine-

ment :

—

I.—Cold-drawn, the best kind, only used in medicine.
II.—Cold-drawn, No. i, used marts and manufacture.

III.—Cold-drawn, No. 2, less refined, used as above and also for burn-
ing in lamps.

I V.—Cold-d^awn, No. 3, unrefined, used for burning and in machines.
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“ Hydraulic press is not used, as its unsuitability has been found by ex-
perience to lie in the difficulty to adjust the amount of power to be be-
stowed in the different stages of pressing. A hand-mill is used, which is

said to have b^n invented by Messrs. Jessop & Co. at the early stage of
Indian castor-oil trade with foreign countries. This machine has not been
patented. The process followed by this firm is described below :

—

** /•-—The seeds are first cleaned with the hand ; women are em-
ployed in this work. They place a quantity of seed on a smooth board, to
which they give one or two strokes with a flat wooden mallet w'hich break
the seeds to two or three pieces, thus rendering the separation of the husk
easy. The broken seeds are then winnowed with a common basket win-
nower, which removes the husk from the kernel. The kernels are then dried
in the sun and afterwards broken by a crushing machine. They are then
put Within small canvas or gunny Dags and pressed in the hand machine,
the oil falling into a pan placed underneath. The oil is collected in large
galvanized iron vats and bleached by exposure to the sun, which also
causes the sediment to precipitate. It is next boiled in order to evaporate
any remaining moisture. Vegetable charcoal is added to it, and the
oil is then thrice filtered through flannel or blotting paper. The oil thus
obtained is of the purest quality, only used in medicine, and manufactured
to order. No fire is applied during the pressing, and hence no irritating

part of the seed finds its way to the oil. The yield is, however, lo per cent,

less than No. II.

" //.—The seeds are husked, crushed and pressed as before. At the

time of pressing fire is put underneath the machine, the heat from which
liquifies the oil and increases the yield, with which, however, a certain portion

of the irritating or injurious part of the seeds is mixed, w'hich is avoided
by process No. I. It is then bleached and boiled as before, and filtered with

the addition of animal and vegetable charcoal. This kind of oil is a^so

not ordinarily manufactured.
** ///.—Process as above but not filtered. Largely manufactured and

exported, price 30s. per cwt.
“ /F.—The seed is not husked by the hand, but by machine, and is

therefore not quite free of husk, and the oil is accordingly not so clean.

Other processes are as in No. III. The oil is not filtered. Price 255. per

cwt.”

Manufacture of Oil in Bengal Jmls.

The following memorandum on the manufacture of Castor-oil, as carried

on in the Rajshahye Central Jail (Bengal) by E. O. Bensley, Superinten-

dent, may be given as an example of the process of oil manufacture fol-

lowed at the Jails of India :—
“ 1 can give no information regarding the cultivation of the castor

plant, as the plant is not grown in this district for marketable purposes.

A few plants are grown by villagers in the immediate vicinity of their

homesteads, and the oil is extract^ from the seed in the rudest fashion for

domestic purposes. The Central Jail in this district has, however, for its

special industry, the manufacture of castor-oil. Between 700 and 800
maunds are turned out monthly. Castor-seed for the purpose is boated

down here from Bhagulpore, Patna, and Revelgunge, chiefly from the two
latter markets.

“ As the process of manufacture in this jail differs somewhat from that

employed by the seed-crushers in Calcutta, I propose giving a detailed

description of it under the following heads :

—

(1) Cleaning and grading of the seed :

(2) Splitting of the seed

:

MANUFAC-
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(3) Sunning the seed and winnowing it, so as to separate the shell

from the kernel

:

(4) Cnishinj^ the kernel

:

(5) Putting into canvas bags and pressing in the screw-presses

:

(6) Boiling : and
(7) Straining.

“ First, —The cleaning and grading of the seed are done by the female
prisoners, who first remove from the seed all extraneous matter, such as
dust, pd)bles. other seeds, etc., and who then by means of sieves with differ-

ent size meshes ^ade the seed into four sizes. The need for grading will be
apparent when the next stage is described.

** Second,—The.splitting of the shell is done with a machine which con-
sists of two smooth iron rollers placed parallel to one another and working
towardsone another. It is worked by hand by a simple arrangement of
cogged-wheels. One of the cylinders or rollers is fixea, the other is mov-
able by a screw adjustment By means of the latter contrivance the space
between the cylinders can be reflated to the required distance. The
space is increased or diminished according to the size of the seed about
to be split. The great point is to g^ve the seed a sufficient squeeze so as
to split the shell without crushing any of the oily matter out of the kernel.
It will now be understood why it is necessary to grade the seed, and ex-
perience has taught us that castor-seed can be placed in four grades accord-
ing to size. A wooden box is placed above the cylinders to hold about
four or five seers of seed at a time. This keeps the cylinders constantly
supplied. The cylinders are each about two feet long, so the process of
splitting goes on very rapidly. Seed-crushers in Calcutta use a mallet and
board the purpose of splitting the seed ; but apart from this being a
slow process, entailing a lar^e employment of hand-labour, it has the dis-
advantage of frequently bruising the kernel and extracting the oil which
is conse<^uently lost.

“ y7i»rd.-—The seed is passed on to the winnowers, who separate the
husk from the kernel on large masonry platforms. Sunning is a very ne-
cessary step in castor-oil manufacture, not only to dry any moisture that
there may be in the kernel, but to liquify and facilitate the exit of the oily
matter.

“ Fourth,—The kernel is now taken to the crushing machine, which is

similar to the splitting machine, excepting that the two cylinders work close
togethw and are both immovable. In this the kernel is crushed.

" W/k.—The crushed kernel is now put into pieces of canvas about 15
inches by 12 inches, the sides of which are folded over so as to prevent
escape of the kernel. These canvas bags are placed altematety with iron
plates into the screw-press, the pressure from which is applied horizontally
by means of two powerful screws. Each screw has a wheel fixed to it, in
which are sockets for the insertion of lever-bars. Four men are generally
employed in w<rking the screws by means of lever-bars. As pressure is

applied to the canvas bags, the oil oozes out of them into a trough placed
below. At the back of the press a fire is kept up to facilitate the exuda-
tion of oil. Each canvas bag holds about half a seer of crushed kernel,
and each feed of the press requires from 130 to 150 such canvas bags full.

“ SixfA.—The thick slimy oil thus obtained is passed into the hands of
the boilers, who, mixing it with water in the proportion of 40 parts of oil

to 5 or to 8 parts of water, boil it in large copper pans. The boiling of the
oil is perhaps the most delicate stage of tW wnole process of the manu-
facture. To know exactly when to stop the boiling is a point of knowledge
acquired only by great experience. Thermometers were used at one time,
but the results were not satisfactory. Now the experienced boiler is glided
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by bis eye, and by his sense of touch ; directly he sees that the bubbling
of the oil is about ceasing, and directly he finds that the sediment that lies

in grains at the bottom of the pan has acquired a certain colour and certain

crisp consistence, he knows the oil is sufficiently boiled, and he quickly
extinguishes the fire.

** Seventh.—The oil is removed fg)m the pans and passed through a
bed of charcoal, and through six or eight folds of calico. It is now ready
for use.

** The quality of oil made in this jail holds a position intermediate be-

tween the qualities known as No. 2 and No. 3 of the oil market. It is

used exclusively for lubricatingand burning purposes, and supplied to all

Government Departments in Calcutta, including State and Cmaranteed
Kailw.iys. Its price varies from Rio to Rio-4-0 permaund of 821b avoir-

dupois. Some cold-drawn medicinal oil is also made here and supplied to

the Calcutta Medical Dep6t. The process of manufacture is the same
as described in the note on Castor-seed. The yield of oil from Bha-
gulpore seed varies from 36 to 37^ per cent., while that from Patna and
Revelgunge hardly ever yields more than 34 to 34^ per cent. This per-

centage is taken not on crushed and clean seed, but o" seed that comes
straight from storing godowms with all extraneous matter still in it. The
husk of the seed is usra in the jail for boiling the oil and for keeping up the

fires at the back of the oil-presses, and is also issued to the cooks as fuel

for cooking the prisoners* food” {Extract from the Records of the Gov
erament of Jnata Revenue and Agricultural Department, B, September
1884, Nos. 27^8),

TRADE IN CASTOR SEED AND OIL.

1. Foreign.—In the chapter above which deals with H istorv of castor-

oil reference has been made to the fact that England and most continental

countries drew their supplies at first from the West Indies. The trade

consisted almost entirely in the supply of the expressed oil for medicinal
purposes. About the beginning of the present century attention was directed

to India as a producing country, and the discovery that it possessed two
kinds of the oil, one an inferior and much cheaper article than the other,

rapidly led to the development of the industrial purposes for which the
cheaper article w’as suitable. A new interest was thereby given to the sub-
ject which soon nanifested itself in the demand for the seed to be expressed
at oil mills in Europe. This was doubtless a natural result of increased de-
mands which could not be satisfied through the heavy freight charges on the
transport of oil. It is significant that neither the first (1S13) nor the second

11825) edition of Milburn's Otien*al Commerce makes any allusion to the
export of castor-seed for India though the oil is dealt with. The passages
and table of trade returns quoted below, however, occur in that work

** The following are the quantities of castor-oil imported, and sold at the
East India sales, in the years, 1804 to 1808 inclusive, with sale amount, and
the average price per tb

Year. Match Sale. Septctiiber bale. Total.
Average
per lb.

lb £ lb £ 1b £ £> <*.

1804 . 20,207 2.309 20,207 2.309 023
1805 . 4.603 258 15,627 1.944 20,230 2,202 0 2 5
1806 . ... ... 1.352 27 1,352 27 0 0 5

*!°z
• • • 4.727 774 8,200 1,302 12.927 2,o;6 033

1808 ... 3.5Q3 49 659 4,162 56 003
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Trade in Castor

" 16 cwt. of castor-oil are allowed to a ton. The permanent duty is ck/.

perib and the temporary or war duty 3^., making the whole is. per fib.*'

The returns publisned by H. H. Wilson [Review cf the External Coni’-

meice of Bengal for 1813 to 1828) have already been quoted (see Chapter
on History ) ; but it may be sa’d that they manifest a less capricious state

of the trade than the above. The imports into Great Britain had attained
in 1819-20 the value of £7,102. In the account of castor-oil given by
Hawkes (re-printed above), the figures of the trade during 1850-55 are
dealt with. The average exports of the oil for the past six years, says
Hawkes, have been 97,561 gallons. He makes no mention of the exports of

castor-seed, they being then too unimportant. The exports of the oil had
thus expanded, it may be said, in 50 years from 2,000 to 100,000 gallons.

Passing over a gap of some 30 years more the earliest detailed information
available regarding castor-oil occurs in the trade returns for 1876-77.
Previous to that year the figures of the trade were included under the head-
ing “ all other kinds** since they were too unimportant to necessitate separate
treatment. Indeed the trade in castor-seed was not separately returned
until the year 1877-78. In that year the exports in castor-oil were
1,411,216 gallons valued at Ri9,26,427 and of castor-seed 4,521 cwt. valued
at K27,412. Ihe largest quantity of the oil went to the United Kingdom
from Beng.al, next in importance being Australia with 429,268 gallons. Of
the seed, ltal> took the largest quantity, being followed by the United States

;

these two countries in fact took between them 95 per cent, of the total

exports. The chief exporting province in 1877-78 was Bengal with nearly

ffc of the entire quantity. Thus it may not incorrectly be said that from
1850 to 1880 the exports in castor-oil expanded from too,ooo to nearly

3 million gallons, ana that a new trade had at the same time started in the
export of the seed to be pressed in Europe for the oil. These facts give some
conception of the magnitude of the increased uses discovered for the oil.

From the year above detailed (1877-78) it maybe desirable to review the

Foreign trade in the two chief sections, vie.^ Exports of Indian produce,
and Imports of Foreign produce.

Exports af Indian Produce,—The following table exhibits the exports

of Indian Castor-oil and Castor-seed from 1878-79 to 1889-90 ;

—

Years. Castor-oil. Castor-seed.

Gallons. R Cwt. R
1878-79 .... 2. »» 9.757 3 «,53,969 74.314 5,00,056
1879-80 .... 2,651,889 32,10,703 237,601 11,80,768
1880-81 .... 2,890,803 31.04,701 76,461 4,33,858
1881-82 .... 3,009,288 29,77,122 250,696 11,77,090
18S2-S3 .... 2.571,588 25.42,347 222,156 10,02,517
18S3-84 .... 3,102,063 31,29,704 512,444 24,00,48s

1884-85 .... 3.207,045 30,84,602 476,396 21,03.379
1885-86 .... 2,190,888 31,86,228 670.537 29.89.514

1886-87 .... 2,676,012 27,18,370 610,893 28,86,183

1887-88 .... 2,677,005 26,42,816 720,951 31,94,388
1888-89 .... 2,092.913 20.3 1,467 585,769 31,28,741

1889-90 .... 2,664,990 32,83,163 894,631 60,74,290

It will thus be seen that while the exports in castor-oil from India have been

stationary during the past ten years, if indeed they could not rather be said

to h.ave declined, the exports in the se^ have expanded within that period

from an average of the three years previous to 1881-82 of 130,000 cwt. to

894,631 cwt., and in value from an average for the three previous years of
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some 7 lakhs of rupees to 6o lakhs. While, therefore, it is customary to find TRADE,
writers pointing to the stationary nature of the Indian export trade in Foreign.
castor*oil, as a proof of the effect produced by the modern use of mineral
oils as lubricants, it would seem that in any such contention the trade in

castor-seed should be taken into account as well as of castor-<ul. Assum-
ing that a gallon of castor-oil weighs the exports of castor-seed from
India in 1889-90 would have afforded over 3,500,000 gallons of oil. It

would thus appear that in that year, India actually furni'<hed the world
>^ith a little over six million gallons. The more natural explanation of the
stationary nature of the Indian export trade in the oil would thus seem to

be the advantages of the oil expressed in Europe by more profitable me-
thods, having its usual effect on a manufacture in which the gains of a
small and impecunious dealer are largely, though temporarily supplemented
by a sh3rt-sighted policy of adulteration. It may be said that the history
of Indian jute manufacture establishes the value of this contention. So long
as Native manufacturers were the only competitors against the new industry
started in Scotland, in the production of jute bags, etc., India went to the
wall. But no sooner had jute mills been opened out in India it.sclf under
European management and governed by European skill and capital, than
Dundee felt that it had no longer a monopoly. There seems no doubt
that the facilities for adulteration have more to say to India’s backward-
ness in oil production than all other considerations. Most oils find a mar-
ket on account of some definite property. If adulterated they are rendered
useless, and since they cannot be aga>fi purified by any cheap process, the
insecurity of possible adulteration must operate against the growth of a
large trade in Native-made Indian oils. That castor-oil has felt the

effect of the mcKlern use of mineral oils as lubricants, there seems no doubt,
but that the demand for the oil in the aggregate has not been seriously

diminished, is equally true. The ultimate utilization of the large Indian
supply is a matter of considerable speculation and doubt, but that new uses

are being yearly found for it seems undeniable.
Area and Outturn. -It has been admitted, in the foregoing chapters,

that statistics are not available to show the area in India annually' under
this crop. Indeed from its being largely grown as a hedge plant or in

strips through fields ot other crops the difficulty is very considerable in

arriving at anything like a safe estimate. Some idea may, however, be
formed from a calculation of the area necessary to produce I he quanti-

ties shown in trade statistics. For example, if we assume that an acre of

land devoted to ca.stor-oil yields 5 cwt. of seed, and that the production of

oil is 30 per cent, on the weight of seed (and those are low esti mates since

by European methods of expression the yield is often over 40 per cent.) the

amounts of oil and seed exported from India in iSSq-fjo would have
alone required roughly an acreage of 330,000 for their production. But
the Indian consumption of the oil is very great so that .as a haphazard
g^ess it may be assumed that the total area in India devoted to the crop in

1S89-90 was not far short of half .a million .acres. If this suggestion be for

the present accepted as approxim.ately correct, the total production of seed

w'oufd have been 2,500,000 cwt. (at five cw't. to the acre,) or of 8,4<)o,ooo

gallons of oil (at 30 percent.) The Indian consumption of castor-oil by
this calculation would in the year in question have been a little under tw'o

million gallons. The writer does not advance this estimate as anything
more than an example of one way by which an idea of the acreage and
production of oil may be arrived at. The data employed in the calculation

may be corrected as found necessary, and the results stated anew. 'The

most serious errors involved, are in the acceptance of any averages as trust-

worthy, and in the assumption of the area required to produce the amount

'
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consumed in India. That figure has been arrived at after careful consi-

deration of numerous scattered commercial and agricultural returns^ but it

is offered only as a suggestion that may approximate to the truth.

Having now attempted to give some idea of the possible production,
attention may be turn^ to a feature of the castor*oil trade regarding which,
we fortunately pos^s more precise information, namely, the destination of

the Indian supply in the foreign markets. Taking every third year since

1877-78 it may be said of the oil that the supply to the United Kingdom
has steadily declined, while that to Australia has correspondingly increased.

After these two countries the balance of the Indian production goes to the
Straits Settlements, Hong-kong, Mauritius, and Ceylon, in quantities
ranging from 80,000 to 250,000 gallons, the order of importance being that

given. The trade with the United Kingdom is striking. In 1880-81 it

received out of the total exports of oil 1,775,074 gallons ; in 1883*84,

It578,670 gallons; in 1887 88, 1,066,102 gallons; and in 1889-90, 782,550
gallons out of the totals shown in the table at page 554. Australia, on the
other hand, took in 1880-81,679,391 gallons, in 1883-84, 823.8^1 gallons
in 1887-88, 892,940 gallons; and in 1889-90, 1,005,780 gallons. The sup-
plying provinces during these periods have also exhibited certain important
changes ; the trade from Calcutta has fallen off and that from Madras
greatly improved. Thus Bengal exported in 1880-Si, 2,721,233 gallons;
in 1883-84, 2,681,847 ; in 188 7-88, 2,079,856 gallons; and in 1889-90,
a.148,171. Madras, on the other hand, exported in 1880-81, 107,520
gallons ; in 1883-84, 311,529 gaUons; in 1887-88, 569,293 gallons, and in

188(7-90, 510,302 gallons.
^

The trade from Bombay is now almost insigni-

ficant, though in 1880-81 it exported considerably more than Madras.
'1 he trade in the seed manifests an almost opposite condition. France

is by far the most iinportant receiving country followed by the United
Kingdom, Italy, Russia, and Belgium. The amounts sent to Egypt appear
to go there in order to await their final destination to Mediterranean ports.

The following table exhibits the exports in castor-seed for the periods
dealt with above

Indian Export Trade in Castor seed in Cwts.

Receiving Countries. 1880-Si. 1883-84. 1887-88. i889-9aw

Italy ..... 47.760 106,747 91,448 81,867

United Kingdom . 22,023 7»,597 104,724 237,388
France .... 5,763 323,4‘>6 433.626 450.301

E‘r\pt ... 61.995 ...

Russia .... ... ... 62,958
Belgium .... ... ... ... 43.785

Indian Export Trade in Castor-seed in Cwts.

Exporting Provinces. i88o-8i. 1883-84. 1887-88. 1889-90.

Bombay .... 59,691 63.34* 247,974 565.764

Mad. as .... *6,257 446,029 472,806 325.741

Bengal .... 5*3 3,074 171 3.124

Impo fj'. Foreign Produce —The imports are unimportant. During the

year 1889-90, India received 625 gallons of oil chiefly from Ceylon, the
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entire supply going to Madras. In seed the traflRc is even less important
in 1886.87 : India received 1,317 cwt.,in 1887-88, 443 cwt., in 1888-89,

1

cwt., and in 1889-90, 4 cwt.

II. Coastwise TRADE.^Madras is the chief exporting province having
in lf^9-90 furnished toother provinces and Native States 313,063 gallons
of oil and 98,860 cwt. of seed. The bulk of the oil went to Burma
(164,840 gallons), and to Bombay (141,122 gallons) and of the seed to

Bengal (97,696 cwt.). The next most important province in meeting the
coastwise traffic is Bombay. In 1889-90, it exported 16,183 gallons of oil

mainly to Kattywar, and of seed 3,099 cwt. chiefly to Baroda. Bengal
naturally follows as the next important province, ft exported 7,319 gal-

lons to Burma and Bombay, and of seed none to other provinces, though
a small exchange took place between ports within the province.

III. Internal Trade by Road, River and Rail.—Calcutta generally

heads the list of exporting centres in oil. It furnished 24,094 maunds in

1888-89 to Bengal Province (i 7,676 maunds)and to Assam (6,198 maunds).
Bombay Province stands as next important, and gave for the year in ques-
tion 15446 maunds, chiefly to the port town (10,720 maunds), and to

Rdjputana and Central India (4,072 maunds). The exports from the

North-West Provinces in oil are unimportant and go chiefly to the Cen-
tral Provinces (1,628 maunds), Rdiputana and Central India (1,446
maunds), the Panjdb (1,174 maunefs), and to Bengal (1,133 maunds).
Bombay port town furnished to Rijputana and Central India (1,828

maunds), to Berar (1,341 maunds), and to the Central Provinces (1,078
maunds). The transactions in castor-seed may now be dealt with. Bengal
is the chief exporting province, having furnished in 1888-89. 2,23,740
maunds chiefly to Calcutta. The Nizam's Territory is next important, hav-

ing given 2,22,739 maunds mainly to Bombay town. The North-West
Provinces and Oudh stand next in the list, having exported 1,82,720

maunds to Calcutta. Bombay province furnished 142,823 maunds chiefly

to Bombay port.

The above review exhibits the chief provincial exchanges. 'l*he por'

towns drain from the provinces to meet the foreign trade, but in the case

of Calcutta the demand for seed is largely to supply the necessities of loail

mills, since Calcutta is the chief exporting town for oil. The drain into

the Central Provinces, Kajputana, and the Panjab manifests the fact al-

ready alluded to that these tracts cultivate the plant to a small extent only

and insufficient for local demand.

TRADE.

Coastwise.

4*5

Internal.
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{W. R. Clark)

Riedleia COrchorifoliAi DC,; see Melochia corchorifolia, Linn.: Vol.

V., 225; Sterculiacr.£.

Rinderpest, see Oxen, Bnfikloea, and altied species of Boviiue, Vol.

V.. 673.

RIVEA, fhois. ; Cen. PL, //., S6S.

Rivea hypocrateriformi% Chois,; FL Br.Jnd,, IV., 184; Convol-
The Midnapork Clove-scented Creeper. [vulaceae.

Syn.

—

Rivea bona-nox, Roxb, ; R. fragrans, Nimmo

;

R. ornata,
Aitrh. ; Convolvulus hypocrateriformis, Lamk. C. candicans.
Wall.; LbTTSOMIA UNIFLORA, ^04^6. ; L. oona-nox, Roxb.; Argyreia
UNiFLORA and bona-nox, Svteei .

Kulmi luta, Beng.; Phanja, Bomb.; Budtki kiray, Tam.; Bod
dikura, niru boddi, boddi, Tbl.

References.—Z?C., Prod., IX., 326; Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 166;
Voigt, Hort, Sub. Cal., 3$/ ; Brandis, For. FL, 342; Data. & Gibs.,
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by the Inspector General, ‘which will be oifered to the local Government
for distribution through the Panjdb." The utilization of the Simla gardens
as a nursery from which a large stock of seedlings could be distributed

seems likely to prove highly beneficial to the Simla district.

[ Liliacea.
RocambolCj see Allium scoftdosprasmum, Linn.

:

Vol. U 174

;

Roccella, see Lichens, Vol. IV., 636.

Rock Crystals, see Quartz, Vol. VI.. 378; also Camelian, Vol. II., 167.

Rodents, see Pars, Vol. 1 II.,458 j Hares, Vol. IV., 2025 Rats, Mice, Mar-

mot., etc., Vol. VI .

;

also Skills, Vol. VI., Pt. 11 .

RODETIA, Moq. , Gen. PI., III., 25. 494.

A genus of Amarantacb^, described in the Genera Plantarum as very

nearly allied to Bosia, to which latter Sir J. D. Hooker has, subse-

quently, in the Flora of British India^ reduced it As the only Indian si>ccies

has, however, been leit undescribed under Bosia, it is necessary to deal with

it under its former name—Rodetia Amherstiana.

Rodetia Amherstiana, Moq. ; FI. Br. Ind., IV., *fi6 / Amarantaceac.
Syn.—Deeringia Amherstiana, Wall. / see Bosia Amherstiana, Hook. f.Vm.’^Btlga, Koti, Pb.

References. Prod,, XlIJ,, 2, 323 ; Gamble, Man. Timh,, 3o2 ; Wat/,
Cal. hxhib. tat., VI„ IS3 , VIL, 217 ; Gaaetteer, N.-W. P., X., 3 16.

Habitat.'—A large straggling shrub of the Western Temperate Ihmd-
laya from Kashmir to Kumdon at altitudes between 4,000 and 7,00c feet.

Dye.—A black dye is obtained from the leaves (Gamble).

Food.—The young shoots are fried in g/ii and eaten. The Natives

also eat the bright crimson berries.
Structure of the Wood.—Grey and soft. Weight 4ilb per cubic foot

Rohan, see Soymida febrifuga, Juss.; Vol. VI.
;
Mkliacea!:.

Rohu, a common fresh-water fish 5 see Vol, 111 ., 384. 1

Rondeletia tinctoria, Roxh.; see Wendlandia tinctoria» DC.;

Ropes, see Cordage, Vol. II., 566. [Rubiackje.
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ROSA, Linn. ; Gen. PL, 62^.

A genus of erect or climbing shrubs belonging to the Natural Order
RoSACKiC, and comprising about thirty distinct species with very numerous
cultivated sub-species ahd varieties. Nine species are described in the Flora of
British India as occurring wild in India, but a very much larger number of
cultivated forms also occur, the economic uses of which are muen more import-
ant than those of the indigenous species. It is not within the scope of the present
work to give a complete list of all the roses cultivated in India for ornamental
purposes, but a description of the chief groups may be found in Brandis’
Fwest Flora, \gg,MA\n\hfi Flora of British India, II., 363 . The writer of
this article has, therefore, thought it best to give merely, in alphabetiral order,
as detailed an account as possible of the wild and cultivated roses of India,
which are employed for economic purposes.

Rosa alba, Linn. / Fl. Br, Ind., II., 364; Rosacea.
Syn.—R. glandulifera, Rnxb.

;

nearly allied to K. canina, Linn.

,

the
common English Dog-rose (Brandis).

Vern.— Hind.; Swet, sheuti gulab, Beng.; Gulseoti, PB.; Gul,
Bomb.

References.— /?/. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 417 ; U. C. Dult, Mat. Med.
Hind., 320; Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 347; Gaaettcer, Mysore & Coorg,
L, 60, etc., etc.
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Habitat.—** A tall spreading shrub, Indigenons probably in the Cauca-
sian regfion, and possibly wild in A^hdnis^n and North-Western India
{Brandu). Roxburgh suggests a Chinese orighr for this species^ since he
knew it had been brought thence to the Botanic Gardens at Calcutta

;

but all later writers have agfreed in describing it as indig^enous to the
Caucasus. It is found in gardens throughout India, and culuvated partly

for ornament, but also as an article of economic value.

OU.— The ^eatest possible confusion exists as to the species of roses

which are used in the preparation of aitir. Probably R. am is employed^
but as it is not so to any extent, compared with several other species, the

description of this manufacture will be reserved till the species are de-
scribed which are known to be most used for that purpose.

Medicine.— 1 he flowbrs are employed as a cooling medicine in fevers*

and also in palpitation of the heart. Dose 6 tndsfuts {Boden Powell).

Rosa centU'oliai Linn, ; fl, Br. lnd„ //., 364.
The Hundred-leaved or Cabbage Rose.

yttm.-^Culdb, gulab^Murdi, Hind.; Goldp, BeNg.; Guldb, ^l-i-surkh,
(stem— ) kubjakt gul-khand, Pb. ; Troja^ Tam. ; Roja^ 1 KL. ;

Guldbit Kan.; Paninitt mawar, Malay.; Nesi poen hnin^st,B\}Vt.u.f
Vardt Guli surkh, gul,

These vernacular names seem, in most cases, to be applied indiscriminately to
other speciesand varieties of roses ; indeed, no definite names for the various
species exist, but all are known by the name guldb, with various prefixes-

which indicate the colour of the flower.

References.— Fl, Ind., Ed, CB.C., 407 f Brandis^ For. Fl.^zoo;
Stewart, Pb. PI., 8$: Aitchison, Cat. Po. & Sind PI., S7 i Pharm.
Ind., 82; Moodeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm. Jnd., 2t6; Atnslie, Mat. Jnd.,

1.,34S; O^Shaughnessy, Beng. Dispens.,326 ; S.Arjun, Bomb. Drugs,
$2 ; Murray, PI. & Drugs, Sind, 142 ; Mys. Cat. (Cal. Exhib.), 2t ;

Butler, Top, & Stats., Oudh and Sultanpore, 36 ; Watt, Cal. Exhib.
Cat., V., 242; Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 346 ; Lisboa, U, PI. Bomb., 3go ;
Birdwood, Bomb, Pr., 33, 192, 193 ; Piesse, Perfumery, 190, 198 ; Kew
Off. Guide to the Mus, of Ec. Bot,, 61 ; Kew Off, Guide ia Bot. Gar’
dJw and Arboretum, 141 ; Ganetteers i - Mysore & Coorg, /., 60/
W. W, Hunter, Orissa. II., 178, App. VI. / Bombay, VII., 40.

Habitat.—A native of the Caucasus and Assyria ; cultivated in India.

This, with R. damascena and R. gallica, constitutes the group of cultivated

roses known as the Gallicex. That g^oup is most likely to be confused
with the Caninm the species of which are R. indica, R. albky and R. micro-
phylla.

Oil.—According to Alnslie this is the rose chiefly employed in Persia

for the manufacture of attar and rose-water, but later wnters are' agreed
in saying that, in India at any rate, the damask rose (R. damascena) is the
one most used. In Bulgaria R. centifolia is, according to FIfickiger &
Hanbury, the species chiefly employed for that purpose.

Medicine.—The petals of this species are ofncinal in the Pharmacopoeia
of India. They possess a sweetish bitter, faintly astringent taste and a
roseate odour. They are mildly laxative and are used in combination with
senna, cassia pulp, and chebulic myrobalan. The confection is much em-
ployed as a vehicle for potent metallic preparations (5. Arjun), They are

gpven in the form of a syrup as a laxative to infants.

R. damascenai Mill, j Fl. Br. Ind., II., 364.
The Damask, Bussora, or Persian Rose.
Vem.

—

Guldb, sudburg,H\HO. & Bomb.; Guldppd, irojdppd, Tam.; (the

flower buds— ) GuldLakali, Guz. & Mar. ; Gulil, g^, guldb, Apoh.
For otlwr vernacular names which are applied to thb and the preceding

species, see under R. centifolia and R. —the other members of

this group.
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References.— Hort. Sub. Cal., m; Brandis, For. FI., 200; Kur*.
For, FI, Burnt, f 44^ t & Gibs., Bomb, FI,, 3i {SuppL) ; Straarl*
Pb, PI,, 8g f Aitchison, Cat, Pb. and Sind PI., S7 j’^A/j^k, Del, Com. 9

62, 63,‘^Kuram Valley^ Flora, 9, S4 i“^rod,. Western Ajehan, and N.'
E, Persia, 176 ; Firminger, Man. of Gardening for India, 469 ; Wall,
Cat,, 684. Pharm. Ind,, 82 ; (fShaughnessy, Beng, Dispens., 327 ; By-
mock, ifo^. Med, W, Ind,, 298--3or ; Dymock, Warden, & Hooper, Phar-
macog., /., ^4-S78 / Murray, PI, & Drugs, Sind, 142 ; Butler, Top,
and Stats,, Oudh and Sultanhore, 36: Dr, Jackson in Joum, Asiat, Soc.,
Beng, Kt839) i Watt, Cal, Exhib, Cat,, V., 242 ; Drury, U, Pl„367

;

Biramood, Bomb. Pr., 192; Royle, III, Him. Bot., 2o3 ; Piesse, Perfu-
^ittnry, 198; Balfour, Cyclop., III., ^9, 440 ; Spans* EncycL, Vol, Jl., 1427;
Kew Off, Guide to the Mus, of Ec. Bot., 61 ; Kew Off. Guide to Bot,
Gardens and Arboretum, 141 ; Ga»ettecrs\,—Mysore & Coorg, I., 60 ;

H.-W, P. {Bundelkhand),!., 81 ;{Agra Dist.),lV.,lxxi. ; Ind,Porester,
XIV,, 368,

Habitat.—Although this is the commonest Indian garden rose, its native

country is absolutely unknown. At Patna, Ghazipore, Amritsar, Lahore,
and several other places in India, large areas of ^und have been con-
verted into rose gardens, in which this species is the one chiefly cultivated

for the manufacture of attar and rose-water from its flowers.

Histofy.—The preparation of attar of roses and rose-water seems to

have been entirely unknown to the ancients ; indeed, it is not till the close of

the thirteenth century that we find any mention of the latter, while the first

authentic description of an essential oil only occurs in a work by Geronimo
Rossi of Ravenna, who wrote about the end of the sixteenth century. In
India, attar of roses is said to have been first discovered by Nur-i-Jehan
Begum, A.D. 1612, on the occasion of her marriage with the Emperor
Tehanghir. A canal in the palace garden was filled with rose-water in

honour of the event, and the princess, observing a scum on the surface

caused it to be collected, and found it to be of admirable fragrance, on
which account it received the name of Atar-Jehanghiri, i.e,, the perfume
of Jehanghir. In English commerce attar of roses only began to be re-

cognised in the beginning of this century. Aitchison says that “ in Persia

the rose is the flower of all flowers in beauty and scent, it, however, lasts

too short a time, owing to the hotwinds, as they at once put an end to all

its beauty. Wherever it is grown, or in however small quantity, the

flowers are daily collected by the owners of each garden, and handed over
to the distiller, who manufactures from them rose-water, gu Idb. Rose-
water is a luxury which the very poorest of the Persian ladies and dandies
cannot do without; in almost the smallest village it is to be procured.”

Oil.—The essential oil or otto {attar) of roses, obtained by distil-

lation of the FLOWERS, in many parts of India, and also importra from
Persia and Turkey, is much valuM by the natives both medicinally and as
a perfume.

Manufacture.—The attar of roses imported to Great Britain is chiefly

produced in a small tract of country on the southern side of the Balkan
Mountains, but smaller quantities, which are almost entirely consumed
locally, are manufactured about Cannes and Nice in the south of France,

at Mrainet Fayum, south-west of Cairo, and in Tunis. The whole of the

attar and rose-water manufactured in India is consumed in the country.

In Bulgaria R. centifolia is the species used for making the otto, or attar,

but the damask rose is also employed to a certain extent. These shrubs are
cultivated by peasants in gardens and open fields, in which they are planted

in rows as hedges 3 or 4 feet high. The best localities are those occupying
southern or south-eastern slopes. Plantations in high mountainous regions

generally yield less, and the oil is of a ouality that easily congeals. The
flowers attain perfection in April and May, and arc gathered before sun

-
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rise; those not wanted for immediate use are spread out in cellars, but are
always used for distilling the same day. The apparatus is a copper still

of the simplest description, connected with a straight tin tube, cooled by
being passed through a tub fed by a stream of water. The charge for a
still IS 25 to 5o1b of roses, from which the calices are not removed. The
Brst runnings are returned to the still ; the second portion, which is re-

ceived in glass flasks, is kept at a temperature not lower than x^^C. for

a day or two, by which time most of the oil, bright and fluid, will have
risen to the surface. From this, it is skimmed ofl by means of a small
tin funnel having a fine oriBce, and provided with a long handle. There
are usually several stills together. The produce is extremely variable.

According to Baur, it may be said to average 0*04 per cent. Another
authority estimates the average yield as 0*037 cent. {^Pharmacogra--
phia^ 264).

In India the rose principally cultivated for the manufacture of atiiir

and rose-water, is the R. damaacemu An interesdng account of the me-
thods by which rose-water and the otto are 'manufactured in Ghazipore,
the principal seat of the industry in India, is given by Dr. Jackson in

the journal of iha static Society of Bengal, and is reproduced in

0*8haughnes8y*8 Bengal Dispensatory, The following abstract has been
taken from the latter work About 300 bighas or 150 acres of land
around the station of Ghazipore are laid out in small detached fields as
rose gardens. These gardens are annually let out by the zamindars who
own them at about R5 per btgka for the land and R25 per higha for the
rose bushes of which there are 1,000 in each higha. The expense of

cultivation amounts to about R8-8. If the season is good t,ooo rose bushes
should yield one lakh of roses, and these are sold to distillers at a price

varying from R4.0 to R70 per lakh. The cultivators themselves very
rarely manufacture. The rose bushes come into flower at the bep^nning
of March and continue throughout April. In the early morning the
flowers are plucked and conveyed in large bags to the distillers.

The apparatus for distilling is of the simplest description : it consists of

a large copper or iron boiler well tinned, capable of holding from 8 to 12

gallons, with a large body, a rather narrow neck, and a mouth about 8
inches in diameter, on the top of which is flxed the head of the still. This
is merely an old dekcht with a hole in the bottom to receive the tube or
water which is well luted in with flour and water. This tube is com-
posed of two pieces of bamboo fastened together at an acute angle and
covered in their whole length with a coating of string, over which mud is

luted to prevent the vapour from escaping. The lower end of the tube is

carried down into a long-necked vessel or receiver, called a bhubka. This is

kept in a handi of water which, as it gets hot, is changed. The end of
the tute in the bhubka is padded with cloth to keep in the vapour. The
boiler is lc;t into an earthen furnace, and after being charged with the roses
and a sufficient quantity of water distillation is slowly proceeded with. A
boiler of the size described will hold from eight to twelve thousand roses,

on these from ten to eleven seers of water will be poured, and eight seers
of rose-water is distilled. This after distillation is placed in a glass
carboy and exposed to the sun for several days to become ripe, after which
the mouth is stopped with cotton over which a covering of moist clay is put
to prevent the scent from escaping.

To procure the attar, after the rose-water has been distilled, it is placed
in a large metal basin, which is covered with wetted muslin to prevent
dust and insects from getting in ; this vessel is then let into the g^und
which has been previou^y wetted with water and allowed to remain thus
during the whole night. During the cool a little film of attar forms on the
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surface of the rose-water which is removed in the morning by means of a
feather and placed in a small phial, and day after day, as the collection is

made, it is placed for a short time in the sun, and after a sufficient quantity
has been procured it is poured off clear into small phials. The first few
days’ distillation does not produce suchfineaf^ar as is obtained afterwards,
since it is mixed with dust and particles of dirt from the still. From one
lakh of roses, it is calculated that 180 grains or one tolah of is produc-
ed ; more may be obtained if the roses are full sized and the nights cool to
allow of the congelation. The natives never remove the caTices of the
roses, but place the « hole in the still, as it comes from the gardens.

The rose-water should always be twice distilled, the water procured
from the first distillation being used to pour over the roses for the second.

Description & Chemical Pit»pertiea.—Otto of roses, when recently
extracted, has a pale greenish hue, afterwards it becomes light yellow in

colour. The colour of the attar obtained varies much in different years,
even in roses grown on the same ground. Emerald-green, bright yellow,
and even reddish attars are often seen. Its specific gravity is 0*87 to 0*89.

It solidifies at 11 to i8°C. (varying in proportion to the amount of

stearoptene it contains), and its boiling point is 228*8'*. Rose oil is made
up of a liquid constituent containing oxygen, to which it owes its perfume,
and the solid hydrocarbon, stearoptene, above mentioned, which is entirely

odourless. This latter is very variable in amount, being present in largest

q^uantity in the oil produced in a cold northern climate like that of Great
Britain. The liquid portion of the rose oil has not yet been obtained entirely

free 'rom stearoptene, but when most of the hydrocarbon is removed the oil

is perfectly liquid at o®C., although the presence of stearoptene in small
amount is shown by its solidifying into a gelatinous mass when placed

in a cooling mixture. The oil thus purified is said to have a very fine and
powerful odour, and when dissolved in spirit does not give rise to any
crystalline separation (Flick. & Hank., Pharmacographia ; Pharmaco-
graphia Indica),

Uses.^Otto of roses is of no medicinal value, but is sometimes used
as a scBNT for ointments. Rose-water is sometimes made with it, but is

not so good as that obtained by distillation. Its principal utilisation is in

perfumery and the manufacture of snuff fsi* Hanb., Pkarm.). In India
rose-water and the attar are much used by the natives at their festivals

and weddings. They are distributed to the guests as they arrive and
sprinkled with profusion in the apartments. The water is also used as a

medicine or as a vehicle for other mixtures.

Adulteration.—Much of the rose-water in India is ^ulterated with

water before being sold. Pure otto is hardly to be obtained ; it is adul-

terated before being shipped for India, and on arrival is mixed with sand-
al-wood oil. In India an adulterated otto of roses is largely prepared by
the addition of sandal-wood chips to the flowers before they are distilled.

The writers of the Pharmatographia Indica say they have been unable to

ascertain that rose oil is in Inaia ever adulterated with Rusa grass oil

(the Geranium oil of English commerce), and that the dealers in that

article do not appear to know anything of its use for this purpose in

Turkey.

M^cme.^The flowers of R. datnasceoa are also used medicinally.

For this purpose the buds are preferred, as they are “ more astringent than

the expanded flowers ; they areconstdei^ to be cold and dry, cephalic, car-

diac, tonic, and aperient, removing bile and cold humours ; externally applied

the PETALS are used as an astringent. The stamens are thought to be
hot, dry, and astringent ” (Dymock),
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Special Opinions. *§ “Mild, laxative** {Assistant Surgeon Nehal
•SiNFi Saharunport). “ The Tukm<~gul or ‘ Ro» seeds * of the shops are
reafly the stamens** {W, Dymock, Bombay).

'

“The scented water
^elcied on distillation is much us^ as a vehicle for other medicines,
it seems to enhance the action of dilute sulphuric acid in summer diarrhoea.
The following lotion is a useful cooling application to the head in fever :

—

Vinegar 1 part, rose-water i part, water 10 parts. A mixture containing

1 part of rose-water to 2 parts of water drunk ad libitum causes free run-
ning from the nose, it is therefore said to have a cooling effect, to allay
thirst, and to relieve head symptoms in fevers. Much used in astringent
gargles and injections, and collyria ** {Assistant Surgeon Jaswant Rait
Afoolian),

Trade.—FltfckigerA Handury (Pharmacog., Ed. 1874) state that “the
commme to India (in rose-water and aitir of roses), though much declin-
ing, still exists; and in the year 1872-73, 20,100 gallons of rose-water,
valued at K35,i78 (£3,517), were imported into Bombay from the Persian
Gulf.** This information had been, it is stated, derived from The Statement of
the Trade and Navif^ation o fthe Presidency of Bombayfor i872^7j. The
authors of the Pharmacographia Indica say :

“ The Induan market is sup-
plied with dry roses from all parts of the table-land ; both buds and expand-
ed flowers arrive together, and are valued at R4I per Surat maund of 37ift.
The buds are separated and sold for R7 per maund. The expanded
flowers are worth only R3 per maund, and are purchased for the prepara-
tion of gulkand. Rose-water, to the extent of 20,000 to 30,000 gallons
annually, is imported into Bombay fn>m the Persian Gulf; two qualities
are met mth^yuk-atishi (once distilled) and du^atishi (twice distilled),

value R4 to R4’| per carboy of 2ofl>.**

“ Otto of Roses is imTOited from Persia and Turkey, and a small
quantity is made in India.”

In the Trade and Navigation returns for British India there are two,
places under which, one or both of the above substances, might appear, via.,
“ Es^ntial Oils ** and “ Perfumery.** Of the former the imports have
(during the past five years) been 2,954 gallons for 1885-86, 2,622 gallons
for 1886-87, 2,683 gallons for 1887-88, 2,826 gallons for 1888-89, and 2.756
gallons for 1889-90. The declared values of these imports were, for the years
named, R44,8o3,R32.88i, R44,847, R46,994, and R52,886. Of the fatter

(Perfumery) the quantities are not shown, but the value of the imports is

S
ven as having been in 1885-86 R5,57,iii, 1886-87 R5,58,74*» 1887-88
3,07,407, 1888-89 R2,6o. 184, and 1889-90 R3,03,675. The exports

from these foreign imports to foreign countries are not very important.
During the past five years the average value of the essential oils sent
away from this country came to only R 1,700 and of the perfumery R64,500«
Of the essential oile about two-thirds came from the Straits Settlements and
China, and a little less than a third from the United Kingdom. It is pro-
bable, therefore, that these imports, of essential oils, do not include the
of roses, and that that substance is entirely classed as a perfume. An
examination of the sources from which the perfumes are derived reveals
the fact that of the total imports in 1889-^ (R3»03,675 worth), China
furnished R 1,84,1 33, Persia R69,557, the United "Kingdom R 16,548,
Turkey in Asia R 13,071, and the Glance from Aden, Arabia. Ceylon,
etc. Of these imports Bombay took R2,24,665 worth, Bengal R 39,8 17,
Burma R23,598, Madras R8,27i, and Sind R7,324. While it would be
difficult to obtain the details of the total imports of perfumery into India,
it is possible to give a statement of that section of the trade that took
place with Bombay. But since it may almost be said that the imports
into Bombay of rose-water constitute so large a proportion of the total for
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The reader will be able to judge of the impo^nce of this trade from
the table above, which exhibits the Bombay section. It will, for example,
be seen that the trade has by no means manifested any tendency to decline,

and that, instead of ao,ooo to 30,000 gallons (stated by the authors of the
Pharmaeographia Indica) being the annual imports of rose-water into

Bombay, the average of the past three years comes to 59,155 gallons.

But there is, besides, a venr considerable trade in importing dry roses
which must be used up by tne Indian drug-sellers and chiefly in the manu-
facture of rose-water. India has, in fact, a very considerable traffic in rose-

water and attar of roses, and a certain amount of the produce of this local

industry is known to be exported. The exact share has not, however,
been recorded, so that the only particulars that can be learned of the trade
are obtained from the study of the exports of Indian-made essential oils and
perfumes (excluding Musk, for which see Vols. 111 ., 58, and V., 307). The
following table exhibits these exports during the past five years :—

Exports of Indian Produce and Manufacture,

Years.

Essential Oils. Pbbfumbs.

Gallons. R Gallons. R

1885*86

1886-

87

1887-

88 • a • • • .

1

888-

89 ..•••*
188(^90

8.533
12.533
15,622

15^370
12,128

1*80,157
1,82,129
2,23,660

*.<>7.797

3,02,773

Not
recorded.

31.94*
43,539
60,^
48,44*
42.410
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About R30,ocio worth of the exports of essential oils go annually to the
United Kingdom, the same amount to Egypt, and also to Arabia; and
about R2o,ooc) worth to France, to Turkey in Europe, and to China. It

may also be said that {[ths of these exports go from Bombay. Of the
perfumes France, Zanzibar, the Straits Settlements, and Aden take the
major portion, but the exports are chiefly made from Bengal not from
Bombay. It has already been said that it is difficult to assign the share of
these exports that should be regarded as attar of roses and rose-water.
The other substance of importance included in these returns is Kusa oil

;

see Vol. I., 250-252.—[A'd., Die, Econ, Prod,']

Rosa Eglanteria, Linn, ; Fl, Br, Ind,, //., 366.
The Yellow Persian Rose.
Syn.—R, LUTKA, Mill,

References.—DC., Prodr., IJ., 6oft ; Boiss,, Fl. Orient., II., 67 r ; Brandis,
For. Fl., 201 ; Gamble, Man. Timb., 166 ; Aitchison, Kuram Valley
Flora, g, iSt 54 f Stevart, Pb. PI., S6 ; Baden Powell, Pb. Pr,, S9S,

Habitat.—A shrub occurring in the drier parts of the inner Himalaya
from Kishtwar westward, and in Western Tibet, at altitudes between 8,000
and 11,000 feet. It is distributed to Afghanistan, thence westward to
Asia Minor, and northward to Siberia. N^ever apparently cultivated in

India, except perhaps in Kashmir and Chumba near villages.

Domestic.—Aitchison mentions that it is used as a hedge plant in
the Hariab district.

R. gallica, Fl. Br. Ind., II.,364.
The French or Red Rose.
This may be taken as the characteristic species of the group to which the
Cabbage rose, Moss rose, Province rose, and Damask rose, etc., belong.

R. S26
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The Menipnr WUd Tea Rote. {W. R. Clark.)
iny^ucAlta

Rtferences.—Brandis, For. Fl.j 200 { Phttfm, Jnd,, 8i ; O'Shaughntssy^
Diverts,, 326; Wait, Cal. Exhib. Cai., V.,242; Kew Off. Guicte

to Sot. Gardens and Arboretum^ 141 ; Gaaetieer, Mysore & Coorg, 60.

Habitat—A native of South and Central Europe and Asia Minor.
Cultivated in India.

Medicine.—The dried petals are officinal in the Pharmacopoeias both of MEDICINE.
Etvope and of India. They are slightl}^ tonic and astringent, but are
chiefly employed, in the form of an acid infusion, a confection, or syrup, 52/
as vehicles for other medicines.

Rosa fi^ig^tea, Collett; Linn.y Soc. Jour. ^ xxviii. {i8go\ jj.
The Manipur Wild Tea Rose.

Syn.—R. xanthocarpa, Watt^ MSS.
Habitat.—A profuse climber, found in Manipur and the Shan States,

at altitudes of 4,000 to 5,000 feet. In Dr. Watt’s herbarium there are many
specimens of this elegant plant, regarding which various notes are given
as to its properties and uses. It would appear to have very large yellow

flowers (often 4 to 5 inches in diameter) which have the rich perfume of the

Tea-scented Roses. Dr. Watt remarks, “ This seems nearly allied to, but

quite distinct from, R indica, Linn.

:

and as it is unquestionably wild, may
t^is not be the ancestral form from which the Tea Roses have been derived P

It was nowhere seen near villages, but was found to frequent the forests

;

it perfumed the air with its rich fragrance during the month of April.”

Food.—The large yellow fruits, which in some respects resemble small

apples, both in external appearance and flavour, are regularly collected

and eaten, and are even offered for sale on the fruit-sellers* baskets

in the capital of Manipur, to which town they are conveyed from the

forests on the Burma-Manipur frontier. It was this peculiarity of the fniit

that suggested the name given to the plant by Dr. Watt, and under which

his specimens No. 6320 were issued (in 1882) to the Herbaria of India

and Europe.
Domestic.—The stout stems are largely employed by the Nagas for

walking sticks and spear-shafts.

R. indica, Linn.; FI. Br. Ind., //., 364,
The Indian Roses of this ^oup are strongly scented. The chief forms arc

the Tea Roses and the Hybrid Perpetuals.

Syn—R. cHiNBNSis, yocy. / R. sinica, Lmn.,* R. pracrans, Reduute;

R. lemperflorens, Bot. Mag., t. 2S4.

Vem.—Kania, kat-guUb, Beng. ; Sadd guUh, Pa.

References.—/?ax6., Ff. Ind., C.B.C., 407; Brandis, For. FI., 200;
Firminger, Man. Card. Ind., 417 ; Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 847 ; Agri.^
Horti.Soc. Ind. Journ. (New Series), fV., Sec. /., i6q ; Gazetteers :

—

Mysore df Coorg, I., 60 ; N.-W. P. {Agra Div.), IV., Ixxi.

Habitat.—A native of China, but early introduced into India, where it

has found a congenial home, and is much cultivated for 01 namcntal pur-

poses. The roses of this series are not, however, supposed to be so deli-

cately perfumed as are those of the Gallicse. They nave, however, the

advantage of flowering throughout the year.

R. involucrata, Rexh.; FI. Br. Ind., II., 36s.
Syn.—R. LYELLII, Lindl.

;

R. PALUSTRIS, Buck.
References.—FtfxA., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 407 g Don. Prodr. Nepal, 23$

;

Wight, Ic,, t. 234; Kurz, For. FI. Burm., /., 440 ; Lindl., Mono. Roses,

12, t. r.

Habitat.—By the sides of streams in the Gangeiic plain ; along the

lower Himalaya from Kumdon eastwards ; and from Rijputana to My-
sore and Burma. The wild rose of tropied tracts of India.

R. 532
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POOD.
Ppults.
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DOMESTIC.
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ROSA
seiicea.

bThe Mask Rose.

533 Rosa macrophylla, LiniUs Fl, Br, Ind,, //., 366,

Sjn.

—

R. HOPFlIBlSTERt & GULELLMI WaLDEMARII, KlotMSCh; R. Hoo-
keriana, BertoL

Vern.

—

Guldb, banrguUb, Hind.; Jikjik, akhidri, breri, shingdri, ban*
guldb, bankdjrd,yal, trind, idmhi, Pb.

RtStttaCtB,~^Brandis, Pot. PL, 2o3: Gamble, Man. Timb., 167 ; Stewart,
Ph. PL, 86 ; Don, Prodr., 23$ : Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., S9S / Gaaetteers ;

—

Mysore & Coorg, I., 60 ; N.-W. P. {Agra Div.), IV., Ixxi. ; Him.
DtsL, X., 3og ; Ind. Forester

:

—IV., 91 ; iX., 197 i XI., 3.

FOOD.
Fruit.

TllS^R.

DOli^^lC.
Hedge Plant

PeiS^e.

TIMBER.

DOl^i^IC.
Wood.

540
541

TIMBER.

542

Habitat.^A thorny, pink-flowered shrub, common on the Temperate
Himalaya, from the Indus to Sikkim, at altitudes of between 8,000 and
10,000 feet. The more alpine forms are more spinose, but have larger and
more sweetly-scented flowers than those of lower altitudes. They are also
attacked by different sp^ies of fungi.

Food.—“ Its FRUIT is ssdd to be eaten, and is stated by Madden to
become very sweet when black and rotten ” {Stewart).

Structure of the Wood.—Hard, compact, of slow growth. Weight
57ft per cubic foot.

Domestic.—This rose is grown as a hedge plant in some parts of the
Himdiaya. In Kanawar, a perfume is said to be extracted from the
flowers for export to the plains {Stewart).

R. moschata. Mill. ; FI. Br. Ind., II., 36^.

The Musk Rose; The Noisette Rose is a hybrid between
this and R. indica.

Syn.—R. RECURVA, Roxb.; R. brunonii, Lindt.; R. Lindleyi, Herb.
Wall.; R. PUBBSCBNS, Roxb. ; R. OLANDULIPBRA, Herb. Roxb.

Vera.*—TiTu/f, kujai, barer, kwia, kwiala. Hind. ; Pkulwari, chal, KashmIr ;

Karir, kajei, biyo, gdngdri, kid, kahi guldb ghure, Pushtu ; Gul-masta*
ran, gul^nastran, Apgh.

References.—Gam6/p, Man. Timb., i66 ; Stewart, Pb. PL, 8$ ; Aitchison,
FI. Kuram Valley, 10, $4; Botany, Afgh. Del. Com., 63 ; Eton. Prod., W.
I^gh. & N.’-E Persia, 177 / U. c. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind., 3o6, 3i7 ;

Gaaetteers—Mysore & Coorg, /., 6o ; N.-W. P. {Him. Dist^, X,, 309 ;

Kew Of. Guide to Bot. Gardens and Arboretum, 141 ; Journ. Agri.-
IJorti. Soc., 1871-74; IV., f, 171 ; Ind. Forester i—IV., 91 ; IX., 197 ;
XIII., S2, 57 ; XIV., 368.

Habitat.—A large, thorny, climbing shrub, found in the North-West
Himcilaya, from Afghdnistdn to Nepdl, ascending to 11,000 feet. The
most elegant as it is the most abundant of North-West Himdlayan Roses.
The neighbourhood of Simla is, in spring, literally perfumed with the
odour of this elegant and copiously flowering rose.

Structure of the Wood.—Moaerately hard, porous, of slow g^rowth.

Domestic.—The wood is used on the Himdiaya for making walking

[ 208, /. 42,/. 1.

R. sericea, Lindl.; FI. Br. Ind., II., 36^; Boyle, III. Him. Bot.,

Syn—R. tetrapetala, Royle; R. Wallichii, Trattin.

Vem.

—

Chapala, KumXon.
References.

—

Brandis, For. FL, 202; Gamble, Man. Timb., 167; Don,
Prodr., 236; Ind. Forester, lanuary 1885, XI., 3; Gaaetteer, H.^W.
P. {Him. Dtsl.), X., 309.

Habitat.—A thorny shrub found on the Temperate Himalaya, from the

Sutlej to Bhotdn and Manipur, at altitudes between 9,000 and 14,000 feet.

Distributed to China. The Himdlayan white rose with four petals, the

lowers being borne on short lateral twigs all along the branches.
Structure of the Wood<—Very hard, darkening on exposure.

R. 542
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The Roeemuy. (W. R. Clark.) ROTHIA
trifoliata.

* [ 208, /. 42^ 2,

Rosa Webbiana, Wall,: FL Br. Ind., IL, 366; Royle, TIL Him.
Nearly allied is the Scotch or Burnet Rose, R. spinosissima.
Syn.—R. UNGUICULARIS, BertoL; R. PIMPiNELLIFOLIA, Hook, /. & T.
Veni.—KhdnHdn, shingdri, Hazara; CAifa, Lahoul; Sia, sea, Ladak
& SpiTi ; Sikanda, manyar, shdwali ringydl, kugina, Pu.

References—aBrandis, For. FL, 202 / Gamble, Man. Timb., i66 ; Stewart,
Pb. PL, 86; Watt, Cal. Exhib. Cat., VI., 158 ; Gaeetteer, N.-W. P.
(Him. Dist.), X., 309.

Habitat.--An erect pink-flowered shrub of the dry inner Himalaya
from Kashmir to Kumaon and Western Tibet, occurring at altitudes
between 3,000 and 13,500 feet.

Food.—-The fruit is eaten by Natives.
Domestic.—In Spiti the stems and branches are piled up on the roofs

of the houses and used as fuel.

Rosaries, see Beads, Vol. 1., 426.
Rose Bay, see Nerium odomm, Soland.

;

Vol. V., 348 ;
Apocynace;e.

Rose, Christmas, see Helleborus niger, Linn. ; Vol. IV., 216 ;

[ Ranuncitlaceje.

Rose of Sharon, see Narcissus Tazetta, Linn.; Vol. V., 317 ;

[ Amaryllidacea.
ROSMARINUS, Linn.; Gen. PL, II., 1197.

[ Labiat-«.

Rosmarinus officinalis, Linn. ; Boiss., FL Orient., IV., 636 ;

Rosemary.
Vemu—Rusmari, HiND«; Vkleel-uUjilbul, hasalban~achsif, Arab,
References.—/’Aorm. ^nd., 167 ; O'Shaugkncssy, Beng. Dhpens., 4^8;

Year-Book Pharm. (187$), 259; (1879), 467 ; Watt, Cal. Kxhtb. Cat.,

V., 242 ; VI., 158 ; Atkinson, Rcon. Prod., N.~W. P., V., 41 ; BirdwtHtd,

Bomb. Prod., 66, 226; Smith, Diet. Kcon. PI., 3s6 ; Ind. ForvsUr, XII.,

59; Agri.-Horti. Soe. Ind. Trans., III., 198.

Habitat.—A densely leafy shrub, 3 to 4 feet high, indigenous to Ihi

South of Europe, Asia Minor, and Northern Africa, and cultivated in India
chiefly in the gardens of Europccans.

Perfumery.—Rosemary is employed as an adjunct in many perfumes,
e.g., Hungary water and Eau-de-Cologne. A conserve and a lihueur
are also made from it.

Medicine.—The oil and a spirit prepared from it are officinal in the
Indian and British Pharmacopoeias. They have carminative properties, but
arc rarely exhibited internally. The preparations of Rosemary are chiefly

employed externally as ingredients of stimulating liniments U)r baldness.

Rosemary was held in high esteem by the ancients as a powerful stimulant
to the nervous system.

Food.—It is enumerated by Birdwood in his List of Condiments and
Spices.

Rostellularia procumbens, Nees; see Justicia procumbens, Linn.;
[Vol. IV., 557; Acanthace.®.

ROTHIA, Pers.; Gen. PL, I., 477. [
Leguminos.®.

Rothia tnfoliata, Pers.; FL Br. Ind., 11. , 63; Wight, Ic., t. 199;
Syn.—Lotus indicus, A>5r. ,• Trigonella indica, Linn.; Dillwvnia
TRiFOLiATA, Both. ; Glycine leptocarpa, and Hosackia indica, Grah.

yitxn.-—Nurreypttten keeray, Tam. ; Nucka kura, Tel.
References.— Prodr., II., 382; Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 588; Us.

PI. Bomb., ro7 ; Gauetteersi—N.-W. P., IV., Ixx.; Bundelkhand, /.,
80 ; Mysore & Coorg, I,, 59; Ind. Forester, III., 23y.

543

FOOD.
Fruit.

DOMESTIC.',
Stems.

Bri^^QS.
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547

PERFUMERY.
CoDsepve.

548
Liqueur.

Oil.
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FOOD.
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RUBIA
cordifolia.

The Indian Madder.

FOOD.
Leaves*

Pods.

555

Habitat.--A copiously branched diffuse annual found on the tropical
plains of India, from Bundelkhand to Ceylon; distributed to Australia.

Food.—The leaves and pods are boiled and eaten as a vegetable by
the Natives, especially in times of famine.

Roug^e, see Carthamus tinctorius, Linn.; Vol. II., 193 ; Composite.

ROUREA9 AuhU; Gen. PL, I., 432.

556

FOOD.
Aril.

557

Rourea commutatay Planch.; Fl. Br. Ind., II., 4^ ; CoNNARACEiC.
Syn.—Cnestis monadelphia, Roxb., FL Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 388 .

With reference to this species Sir J. D. Hooker {FL Br. Ind.) remarks
that it is so similar in most respects to R. santaloides, that he scarcely

doubts its being an Eastern form of that plant, distinguished by the nerva-

tion of the leaflets which are more usually acute at the base. He further

says he has seen some Tavoy specimens which are almost intermediate.

Vem.

—

Sukurtothi, Sylhet; Kowatothl, Chittagong Hill Tracts.
Reference.—ATwr*, For. FL Burnt., /., 32$.

Habitat.—A large scandent evergreen shrub, found in Assam, Sylhet,
Chittagong, and Burma, and distributed to China.

Food.—The Natives of Assam and Chittagong eat the fresh aril of the
ripe seeds {Roxb.).

558 R. santaloidesy W. & A.; Fl. Br. Ind., II., 47.
Syn.—CoNNARus santaloides, VahL; C. bionocarpus, W. & A. (not

of Linn.).

Mtm.’^Vardtird, Bomb., Mahr. ; Kerindi-wel, ClNGH.
References.—/?c., Prodr., II., 8$; Beddome, FL Sylv. Anal. Gen., Ixxxi

;

Gamble, Man. Ttmb., 114; Dale. & Gibs., Bomb. FL, $3 ; Burntan,
Thes. Z(^lan., igg, t.89; Dvmock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 208 ; S. Arjun,
Bitmb. Drugs, 36 ; Watt, Cal. Exhib. Cat., V., 243 ; Gaaetteer, Bomb.,

MEDICINE.
Root.

J559Stem,

560

Habitat.—A climbing shrub, found in the Western Peninsula from the
Koncan to Travancore and in Ceylon.

Medicine.— The root and stem are employed as a bitter tonic and
prescribed in rheumatism, scurvy, diabetes, and pulmonary complaints.
“ Many fanciful virtues are attributed to it by the Natives. It is believed to

promote the growth o\ 3.f<£tus in utero, the development of which has been
arrested ” {S. Arjt4n).

561

MEDICINE.
Leaves.

562

TIMBER.
5<'3

564

ROYLEA, Wall.; Gen. PL, JI., 1212.

Roylea elegans, Wall.; Fl. Br. Ind., IV., 6yg; Labiat*.
Syn.—PiiLOMis CALYCINA, Roxb., Fl. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 4i2; Ballota

CINEKEA, Don.
Vem.-/’a/Aarrw, Hind.; Tit-patti, kauri, Kumaon ; Kaur, kauri, Pb.
References.— Prodr., XII., 516 ; Gamble, Man. Ttmb., 3oi ; Stewart,

Pb. PI , 172 ; Watt, Cal. hxhtb. Cat,, V., 243 ; VII., 218 ; Baden Powell,
Pb. Pr., 595 ; Atkinson, Him. Dist., 31$, 749.

Habitat.—A tall hoar>’ undershrub, found in the sub-tropical Western
Himdiaya from Kashmir to Kumdon, at altitudes between 2,000 and 5,000
feet.

Medicine.—An infusion of the leaves is drunk for contusions produced
by blows, and about Kumdon the same preparation is used as a bitter

tonic and febrifuge {Stewart).

Structure of the Wood.—White and hard. Weight 52ft per cubic.foot.

RUBIA| Linn. ; Gen. PL, II., i4g.

[128, his./. I.; also Ic,, t. 187

;

Rubiacejd.

Rubia cordifolia, Linn. ; Fl, Br, Ind., ///., 202 ; Wight, III,^ /.

The Indian Madder.

R. 564
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TIm Indian Madder. {W. R. Clark.)
RUBIA

cordifolia.

Syn.—R, Muhtista, Roxb.; R. Muitoisth, Desv.t R. javana, DC.;
R. ALATA, Wall.

;

R. purpurea. Dene.

;

R. scandens, Zoll. & Morr. ;

R. CHINENSIS, Regl. & Maack.; R. mitis, Miq.

manjith^ majiikt Hind.; Manjisikat majitk, manjlt*
Beno.; Majaihit ASSAM; Enhu. chenhuy Naoa; Khasia
Hills; Manipur; S6tht Bhutia; Vhyem, Lepcha; Btsod,
Thibetan; ManjisHt manjisthd, Uriva; Majeihi^ manjit, KumAon;
Dandu^faharghaSy Kashmir; Kdkarphali, HAruy maniUy khnri, sheniy
runoy miiA, munaaty runangy Pr ; Manjit

y

Deccan ; Manjit,
madar. Bomb.; Manj^shta, lAKR.iManjitti,6hevelliy'YAU.’, Tdmra-
valli. manjishtige, manjishtay tige, chiranyiy Tel.j Manjushta, manjus-
tha, Kan.

}
Man-chetii, Malay. : Manjista, velmadata. Sing.; Manjis-

thoy manjtshthd, kdla-mdskikdy Sans.; F6wak, Arad. ; Riinds, Pers.

References*—DC., Prodr., IV., 588 ; Roxh., FI. Ind.y Ed. C.B.C.,i2Sy

416 ; Voigt, Hori. Sub. Cal., 399 : Kurs, For. FI. Burm , 11., 5

;

Gamble, Man.Ttmb., 219; Cat, Trees, Shrubs, etc., Darjiling, dg ;

Dale. & Gibs.» Bomb. FI., J2j ; Stewart, Ph. PI., us ; Kuram Valley

Rept.y Pt. /., Os ; Graham, Cat. Bomb. PL, g3 ; Mason, Burma and Its

People, SI2, j87 ; Sir W. Elliot, FI. Andh., 41, ti2, /jj; Pharm. Jnd.,

Ji8 ; Fleming, Med. PI. & Drugs {Astatic Resear , XL), 777 ; Ainslie,

Mai. Ind.y L, 202; II., 182; O'Shavghnessy, Bcng. Dispetis., 3;S

;

Irvine, Mat. Med. Patna, 07; Medical Topog., Ajmir, ; Moodeen
Sheriff, Supp. Pharm. Ind., 218; U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hindus, 178,

309 i Sakharam Arjun, Cat. Bomb. Drugs, yt ; Murray, PI. & Drugs,
Sind, igs ; Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed,, 41s; Dymock,
Warden & Hooper, Pharmacog. Jnd., Pt. III., 23t ; Year-Book

Pharm., 1874, tgS

;

1A79, 214; Watts* Diet. Chemistry, III., toOi ;

Birdwoody Bomb. Prod., 2gg ; Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 3H* 44^ : Drury,
V. PI. Ind.y 30g ; Atktnson, Him. Dist. {X., N^W, P. Gao.), 749, 77^;
Useful PI. Bomb. {XXV., Bomb, Gae.), 24O ; Forbes Watson, Indian
Print, 124; Kcon. Prod. N.^W. Ptov., Pt. HI, {Dyes and Tans), tg ;

Lxotard, Dyes, S4. SS, ^9, 95; Wardie. Dye Report, 36, 55 / M, Cann,
Dyes and Tans, Bcng., 45-50; Mr. H.Z. Darrak, Note on Cotton in

Assam, 26; Kew Off. Guide to the Mus. of F.i . Bot.,82 ; Kev Off.

Guide to Bot. Gardens and Arboretum, 72 ; Milburn, Oriental Com-
merce {t8i3), Il.y 218; {1825), 2g3f Man. Madras Adm., /., 36o

;

The Report of the Land Revenue Settlement Report of Mandlah
Dist.,88 ;Gazeitccrs\>—BombayyVIII., m83 ; KY.,436 ;N.-W.P.,X.y3u ;

Orissa, II., ifio, i79 ; Mysore & Coorg, /., 6r, 486; Agri. Horii. Soc.

Ind. Trans. VI. {Pro.), 60 ; ^Journals, 11., Sel., 2pS ; HI., Pro., 50, 6$, 66,

71, 72; IV., Sel., 207-2og; V., 2j-^6 ; VJIJ., i83-t8s. Pro.,
,
IX .,

296: X.y 151-157. Sel. 22, 23; XJ., S16-324 ; Pro.y7 1 {Pro. for. 1860)20,

2! ; XII., 397 ; XIII., 390 ; New Series, /., 77 / VI ., 193-197 ; VII., 36i;

Ind. Forester, /., 97 ; XIV., 894; Spans*. Encycl.y863; hmyclop. Brit.,

XV,, 176; Balfour, Cyclop. Ind., HI., 447 ; Ure, Dut. Inds. Arts &
Man., HI., 3.

Habitat.—A herbaceous creeper with perennial roots, which is met with

throughout the hilly districts of India from the North-West Himalaya
eastwards, and southwards to Ceylon. On the Himdiaya, it occurs up to

an altitude of 8,000 feet. It is distributed throughout North-Eastern Asia

from Dahuria to Java and Japan, and is found also in Tropical Africa.

It is a very variable plant, but Dr.VIa.\\{Calc.Exkib. Cat., Pt. II., 5^)
remarks There are two easily recognised primary forms, met with in

India.** These he distinguishes as var. /, cordifolia proper, \.\\9 diagnostic

characters of which are that the leaves are five costale, rankly three, the

veins are impressed and the surface of the leaf rough or hispid. “ This,”

Dr. Watt continues, **is the form chiefly met with on the Himdiaya,

appearing near the Chenab and extenaing eastward to Sikkim and
BholAn, to the Khasia and Naga Hills, Burma, South India, and Ceylon.

It seems nowhere to be cultivated, but is largely collected as a wild dye-

stuff and carried to the plains to be sold. The root and lower or ground

twigs arc the dye-yielding portions. This form I regard as inferior in
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RUBIA
cordtfolia.

Cultivation of the Indian

DYE.
Root.

565

dye-property to the next, although it is the one generally used in India and
sold as Madder.” The other form which Dr. Watt distinguishes he calls

var, a, khasiana, and says its diagnostic marks are, leaves three, rarely
five costate, often almost with a solitary midrib; the surface of these leaves
smooth, not hispid, and the veins not impressed. “ This form,” Dr. Watt
continues, ” is the richest in Madder dye-principle. It is occasionally
met with in Sikkim, but attains its gp'eatest development eastward in

the Khdsia and Naga Hills. It seems nowhere to be met with to the
west of Sikkim. I repeatedly collected this form and compared it with the
true R. cordifolia, thinking that it would probably be found to possess
characters sufficient to justifv its entire separation from that species
if not its identification with ft. Maujista, Roxb. But while arriving at
the conclusion that it was probably only a variety of R. cordifolia, 1

satisfied myself as to its superior dye-yielding property. I had b^n
struck with the perfection of the red dye with which the Nagas colour the
hair decorations of their spears, etc., and I at first concluded that this was
the plant from which they obtained it. 1 was soon after convinced, how-
ever, that neither of these supplied the favourite red, but a third plant
which I was shewn, namely, R. sikkimensis, Kura. Before proceeding
to discuss this interesting discovery, I venture to repeat my conviction that

vnr. khasiana is a far richer dye-yielding plant than the ordinary R. cordi-

folia. 1 am inclined to suspect that the experiments, which 'were once
made with the view to discover whether R. cordifolia in a cultivated form
could compete with the European Madder, may have failed because the
inferior variety was experimentally cultivated, if it happened that a con-
signment of vt^r. khasiana reached Europe, it is likely that its richness in

dye-property suggested the idea that the cultivation of R. cordifolia would
be as profitable as that of R. tinctonim, and that disappointment followed
from experimenting w'ith the ordinary North-West Himalayan form.”

It may be here added in conclusion that Sir J. D. Hooker, in the
Flora of British India, describes three forms of this species, one, appa-
rently the khasiana dealt with above, the second from the Western Pen-
insula (cordifolia of Dr. Watts’ classification), and the third collected

by Griffiths on the Western Himalaya ; but Sir Joseph considers none
of them sufficiently constant or marked to be worthy of the name of

varieties. This observation is doubtless correct from the botanical stand-
point, but the superiority in dye property is an economic feature of great
importance. In the Herbarium khasiana may at once be recognise by
the fact that it stains the paper of several sheets above and below it, while

cordifolia rarely does so.

Dye.— ManJIT root or East Indian Madder, obtained for the most
part from this species, is much employed by the Natives of India in dyeing
coarse cotton fabrics or the thread which is woven into such fabrics, various
shades of scarlet, coffee brown or mauve. The colour obtained from
wanjit is brighter though more fleeting than that of European Madder.
Few attempts appear to have been made to introduce the cultivation of the
latter article into India. The East Indian Madder of commerce “ con-
sists of a short stalk from which numerous cylindrical roots about the size

of a quill duxirge ; these are covered by a thin brownish suber, which

f

ieels off in flakes, disclosing a red brown bark, marked by longitudinal

urrows. The taste is sweetish at first, afterwards acrid and bitter ” {Mat.
Med. W. Ind., 416 ).

CULTIVATION
566

Cultivation.

Rubia cordifolia does not now at any rate appear to be cultivated in

India. Stewart, indeed, mentions that he was told distinctly that it was
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sometimes cultivated in Kashmir, but says he thinks that reference was
made to the cultivation of R. ^ctonim. In a letter, however, from
Dr. Oampbell to the Agfri -Horticultural Society of India, published in

Volume V. (1844) of their Journal, he says that the long tendrils of R.
cordifolia are near Darjiling cut into pieces of about a foot long, laid in the
ground, which is partially delved, while the tree stumps are allowed to
remain. The plant grows over the stumps, sending out shoots from every
joint. In a further communication, he informs the^ociety that it is grown
from seed also which is sown broadcast, and when the land is not thickly
studded with tree stumps, that poles are put in, for the plant to twine
around. The only other reference to the cultivation of this species occurs
in McOann’s Dyes and Tans of Bengal, where that writer says he was
informed by the Deputy Commissioner of Darjfling that R. cordifolia used
to be extensively cultivated in that district. It appears from the above
that, although the Manjit was cultivated in Dr. Oampbell's time, the wild
plant only is now used for dyeing purposes.

Chemical Composition.—The Chemistry of Manjit was first thoroughly
investigated by Dr. Stenhouse who published a paper on the subject in

the Proceedings of the Royal Society of London. He found that the
colouring matters in Manjit were not identical with those of the common
madder since it contained no alizarin (see under R. tinctorum), and its

colouring matter was a mixture of purpurin and an orange dye which he
called munjistin. This has a formula (CgHgOj,) and is thus nearly related
in composition io purpurin (CyHflO^) and lo alizarin (CmH^Og).
The tinctorial power of Manjit was first examined in 1835 by Professor

Runge, who stated that it contained twice as much colouring matter as
ordinary madder. Subsequent experiments, however, have proved that
this result was incorrect, and that actually the colouring power of manjit
is considerably less than that of the madder obtained from R. tinctorum, and
the experiments of Mr. John Thom, a Lancashire Cotton Printer, conclu-
sively proved that the garancine (a commercial preparation of madder)
from manjit has only about half the tinctorial power of that made fiom the
best madder, viz., Naples roots. " These, however,'* he says, ** yield only

30 to 33 per cent, of garancin, whereas manjit yields 52 to 53 per cent.'*
“ The inferiority of manjit as a dye stuff results from its containing the com-
paratively feeble colouring matters and munjistin, of the latter of
which only a small part is available, wnilc its presence in large quantity ap-

'

pears to be positively injurious; so much so indeed that manjit, garancin,

!

freed by boiling water from the greater part of the munjistin which it

contains, yields much richer shades with alumina mordants than before."

Methods of Dyeing.—Dyeing with Manjit seems to be practised in

much the same manner all over India, the colour being produced by steep-

ing the cloth in an infusion of the wood or roots of the plant and afterwards
being mordanted with a solution of alum. Various slight modifications of

this method are, however, adopted in the different parts of the country.

Bernal.—The stem of the plant is preferred to tne root, although both are
used. The wood is first dried, then crushed and pounded, and thereafter gen-
erally boiled with water, but sometimes merely left to steep for two or three

hours in cold water. Alum seems to be usually employed as a mordant. The
following district reports, taken from McOann's Dyes and Tans of Bengal,
will serve to show tne various modifications of the process in the different

parts of the province. In Cuttack the method employed is “ The Manjistha
IS bruised and boiled with water ; on cooling it is strained and the tincture

mixed with a little alum. The cloth is steeped in this, squeezed well, and
then taken out and dried. This is repeated three or four times, until the re-

quired colour is attained. To dye 60 yards of cloth a yard wide in this
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way requires li seers of Manjistha and 1 chittack of alum.” In Midna-
pur “ Madder is cut into very small chips, which are carefully washed and
boiled in water for six hours : the water has then become very red. The
silk or cloth to be dyed red, is boiled for 10 minutes in water made alkaline

by the addition of some ash, generall3|r that of burnt plantain leaves, and
is then steeped in a solution of alum in water, and then drenched several

times in the red dye, above obtained.** In the Maldah district the method
is as follows Six seers of iron dross (jhama) are placed in a vessel into

which is poured the liquor resulting from boiling four seers of rice water
(kanji) with i seer of parched Indian corn (maAaOi water is added and
the vessel is left out in the sun daily until its contents acquire a sweetish
taste which takes place in about fifteen days. In another vessel one seer of

powdered Manjistha wood is boiled in 9 seers of water, and the dye is ready
when the water has been boiled down to one^third of its original quantity.

In this one chittack of alum is boiled before its use. In a third vessel

tori water is prepared by boiling the fruit of the tori plant** (Caesalpinia

Sappan) “ in water. The material to be dyed is first wetted in the tori water,
which acts as a mordant, and then dried in the sun. It is then dipped in

the Manjistha dye and afterwards in the decoction first mentionea, upon
which it becomes purple.” “ In the Darjeeling District, no mordant seems
to be used. Dr. Schlich remarks :

—
‘ To prepare the dye, the plant is well

dried, then pounded and boiled j as a rule, especially among the Lepchas,
it is mixed with lac. The cloth to be dyed is then steeped in it. Else-

where, hoviever, it is stated that hana and bahera (myrabolans) are used
.as mordants in dyeing with the articles to be dyed being steeped
in a solut on obtained by pounding and boiling these before using the
Mania* **{McCannt DyesandTans of Bengal),

The process usually followed is to dye the thread which is

afterwards to be woven into cloth. It is described as follows :
—*' The dye

itself is made by cutting a few dried sticks of MajetU into pieces, and steep-

ing them in cold water for some hours, a red infusion results. The thread
or cloth to be dyed is first boiled in water containing the pounded bark of

the yam tree (Eugenia Jamboiana), and afterwards dried in the sun. It is

then steeped in the dye, to which is added a mixture of goat’s milk,
lime, and kolkhar (a potash extracted from plantain ashes) in equal quanti-
ty ; afterwards the whole is boiled gently for about 15 minutes. The cloth

or thread is then removed and dried in the shade.”
North-West Provinces.^Bir E. C. Buck, in his Dyes and Tans of the

North-West Provinces, describes the method pursued in dyeing with
Manjit as follows is too expensive a dye to be much used ;

dying with it is almost confined to the towns of Faruckhabad and Bareillv.

Tbe roots are mixed with a little sweet oil and powdered ; afterwards
ground in a hand-mill and strained with water. The cloth to be dyed is

lK>iled with the powder until of the shade required, the colour being fixed
with alum. Occasionally cloth seems to be dyed by being steeped in a
cold infusion of the powdered roots in water.*^* *' Manjit is also used
in calico-printing.” Elsewhere the same writer says that the mordants
used are alum and the red earth called gitfru, which is chemically an impure
oxide of iron, that the alkalies are employed to brighten the colour, while a
preliminary washing in tannic astringents is sometimes practised as well.

Panjdb.’^fAr, Baden Powell, in his Panjdb Products, says that the
greater part of the madder used in the Panjdb is that imported by the Lohani
Afghans from the hills of North Baluchistdn, Kabul, and Khorassan, and is

brought in large quantities to Multan by the Shikarpore and South Afghdn
Povindahs, and to Peshawar through the Kaibar and northern passes by
Kabul merchants, so that in all probability much of the madder used in
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the Panjiib is madder proper (the product of R. tinctonim which is said to

abound in those countries) and not Manjii. The process of dyeing, as prac-
tised by native dyers in the Panjab, is “ The fabrics to be dyed are first

steeped in a decoction of mdint the galls of the tamarisk and then submitted
to the madder solution h<it. It is fixed by alum as a mordant, the

galls seem to impart to the cloth a facility for taking the colour.” This is

a deep, full red, which is quite permanent, but is not brilliant, and cannot
be called a scarlet. Mr. Baden Powell continues :

—“ It is most remark-
able, however, that the beautiful and permanent dye known as * Turkey red *

and which d<»s deserve the name of scarlet, is a dye of Indian origin, but
notwithstanding the fact that this process originated in India, it does not

now appear to be either remembered or practised, at all events in Hindus-
tan and Upper India.”

Rdjputana-^irx Ajmere a similar process is practised to that followed in

the Panjdb. No details from other parts of Rajputana are available
Bombay.—Manjit dyeing is practised more or less all over the Bombay

Presidency, but one of the principal seats of the industry is at Diu in

Gujerat. The process there pursued is fully described in Narayan Daji’s

Art of Dyeing in Western Indian from which the following abstract has
been made. The fabric to be dyed undergoes a preliminary so.aking for

about twelve hours in a solution of carbonate of soda, after which it is

taken out and dried. It is then steeped and worked up in a mixture
containing goat’s dung, sweet oil (from Sesamum indicum), and carbonate
of soda, made into an emulsion with water. This process is repeated four

times a day for three days, after which, for .about six days more, the fabric

is alternately steeped in pure water and dried. The cloth by this process

acquires a peculiar whiteness and silk-likc softness, and much of the future

success depends on its proper treatment at this stage. The mature and
immature fruits of Terminaha Chebula, the leaves, flowers, and bark of Cris-

sia Tamala,the galls of Quercus infectoria, and some coarse sugar, are next

finely powdered and stirred up with cold water. In this the prepared fabric

is steeped, and then taken out and dried. The cloth is next alumeJ. An
infusion of the bark of Symplocos racemosais made, alum is dissolved in u,

and the fcabric steeped in the mixture, taken out, and .again dried. It is

next steeped in cold water, squeezed and beaten about in all directions.

The washing may be done in sea water at first ; but must be finished in

fresh water. The colour is next imparted. The madder dye-beck consists

of a large copper vessel which is fitted over a fire-place. W.ater is put

into the vessel and made to boil, upon which a powder, made of manjit
root, the flowers of Woodfordia floribunda, and tamarisk galls, is added,
and the whole is boiled up together. The fabric is next added to and
boiled in the mixture for three hours. During the process, the de-

coction becomes almost colourless in appearance, while the red colour

is imparted to the cloth. That is afterwards well worked up, squeezed,
then washed in clean water, and dried. The dyed fabric is finished and
made fit for packing by first steeping it in a watery solution of goat’s dung
and leaving it to soak tor one night. On the following morning it is spread
out on the ground, its upper surface is sprinkled over with water, and it is left

to dry in the sun 'I'his process is repeated the nextday on the other side of the

fabric. Lastly, it is again washed in clean water, dried in the sun, and packed.
The compound permanent tints produced from madder are usually four,

and are known at Diu as {i)** Guldbi'* or Pink, (2)
“ ” o*" pur-

ple, (3) “ Kalo ” or Rust black, (4)
“ Achhokalo ” or Rob ” (the Portuguese

name) light black. To produce the first of these the fabric is treated as

in ordinary madder-dyeing, but to impart the colour one seer of alum and
ludhra (Symplocos racemosa) solution is taken, and to it one seer of water
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and seers of sugar are added, and the cloth is steeped in this and then
dried before being dipped in the madder. The darker shades are imparted
by treatment with a black dye, made of impure oxide of iron, before the
material is boiled in the manjit.

M'tdras.—Xry this province also manjit is used for dyeing purposes, but
only locally, and that not to any great extent, as dyeing with the chay^root
(Oldenlandia umbellata) almost entirely supersedes the use of madder in the
production of various shades of red. No separate accounts of the methods
of dyeing with manjit, as practised by the Natives of Madras, seem to be
available.

Medicine.— In Muhammadan works on medicine, Manjit is described
as having deobstruent properties, and is prescribed for use in paralysis,

jaundice, obstructions in the urinary passages, and in amenorrhoea. The
fruit is said to be useful in hepatic obstructions, and a paste, made by rub-

bing up the roots with honey, is mentioned as a valuable application for

the removal of freckles ana other discolorations of the skin. The whole
plant is said to be alexipharmic, and it is frequently hung up in houses to

avert the evil eye or tiea to the necks of animals with the same object

{Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind.). In Hindu medicine it is used chiefly as a
colouring agent, and all medicated oils are first prepared for use by
being boiled with the root. It is also regarded as astringent and a valu-

able external application in external inflannmations, ulcers, and skin
diseases. A preparation of manjit and liquorice root rubbed into a paste,

with the sour liquid produced by the acetous fermentation of pad^, is

applied over fractures to reduce swelling and inflammation (£/. C. Dutt,
Mat. Med. Htnd.). Ainslie observes tnat *Uhe hakims are in the habit
of prescribing an infusion of it as a grateful and deobstruent drink in

cases of scanty lochial discharge after lying-in " (A/a/. Ind., IT., 182).

The Pharmacopoeia of India remarks that Dr. George Playfair, in a
note appended to his Telif Sker^, siates that if taken in doses of about
three drachms several times daily, it powerfully affects the nervous system,
inducing temporary delirium with a powerful determination to the uterine

system. In reality, manjit has probably little, if any, medicinal virtues,

but as no thorough investigation has been made of the action of the
small amount of acrid and resinous material it contains, it ie impossible
definitely to declare it valueless as a therapeutic agent.

Trade.
Till within the last few years a considerable import trade in manjit

and madder existed, but the substitution of artificially-prepared ali-

zarine and other aniline dyes has caused it to decline greatly. In 1885-86,

R2,02,o38 worth of madacr and manjit was imported into India, while in

the year iSScj-go the value of the total import of these substances was only
R29,488. The value of the annual imports of alizarine and aniline cW
has, on the other hand, almost quadrupled itself during that period. The
principal exporting country is Persia, and Bombay is the only importing
town. The exports of manjit and madder are comparatively small. In
1889-90 they amounted in value to R6,987 in all. Of this Bombay exported

321 cwt., valued at R3,407, Sind 310 cwt., value R3,i98, and Madras 22
cwt., valued at R382. The last mentioned was probably not madder at all

but chay^root, which is sometimes called Indian Madder. The countries to
which the manjit and madder were sent were the East Coast of Africa,
Persia, and Turkey in Asia. Madder from Sind, which is in all proba-
bility the true madder (Rubia tinctonun) and is imported into Sind from
Baluchistan and Afghdnistdn, fetches R17 a cwt., aoout double the price

of Indian and Persian Madder.
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sikkimensis.

Rubia sikkimensis, Kurz; FU £r. Ind., Ill,, 203.
Vem.—Moyum, Manipur.

References.— /jTttrjr, in Joum. As. Soc., 1S74, //., J8S; Watt, Cal. Exhih.
Cat., 11., 5?; Major Trotter, Report on Manipur Dyes \iS83) ; Ind.
Forester, XIV., 394 .

Habitat.—A stout, handsome creeper, found on the Eastern Himalaya,
in Sikkim and Bhot^n, at an altitude of from 2,000 to 5.000 feet, in the
Mishmi Mountains of Upper Assam, and in Manipur and the Naga Hills

Dye.—According to Dr. Watt this and not the preceding species is the
principal source of the brilliant red dye used by the hill tribes of Naga Hills
and Manipur. In the Calcutta Exhioition Catalogue, he gives a long ac-
count of the method of dyeing practised by these people, which, since it is

the account of an eyc-\\itness of the process ana throw s an entirely new
light on the question of the origin ot part at least of the Indian Alanjit,
seems to the writer w'orthy of being republished here. Dr. Walt write' :

—

“Apparently, the Lepchas of Sikkim do not know' that this plant
yields Madder dye; but I suspect that the thick heav\ roots (many
times thicker than the roots and twigs of R. cordlfolia) w'hich arc sold 111

the bazars, belong largely to this species, though probably used as ;iii

adulterant. This opinion seems to be strengthened by the fact that until

1874 the plant here dealt with was not named or even knowm to exist.

Specimens had of course been collected, but they escaped attention, ha\-
ing remained for many years in the larger Herbaria unpuhlished In the

Naga Hills and in Manipur this species alone supplies the brilliant red

dye used by the hill tribes to colour their cloths, hair aecorations fur spe.ii s,

shields and earring*-, rings, etc., as well as to colour their cancand b.'imh(M)

plaited w'ork.

“The process of extracting the dye is curious. It was show’n to me aft« 1

considerable trouble. A woman came one morning to the ResiclencN,

Manipur, bringing with her—/s/, Two or three bundles of the root .iml

stem of R sikkimensis, Kurz ; 2nd, a slab of the bark of Quercus fenes- I

trata, Roxb.j ,?;</, a bundle of tw'ij^sand leaves of Symplocos raceiiiosa,
|

Roj^b.; 4th, a packet of seed and a specimen of the plant yielding these
,

seeds, w'hich 1 identihed as Leucas cephalotes, Spr’Njr.,— a Labiate pl.mt !

common in fields throughout India, more especially Beng.il. I have been I

told that the seed yields'an oil w'hich is used for illuminating purposes, but I
|

can find no mention of this fact in works on Indian Kconoinic Ik)t.iny— ; I

Sth, two skeins of cotton thread, one of which was of a yellow cohmr and 1

had been prepared beforehand by a process which I was to see ajiplied
|

to the second one,— it had been steeped in some mordant or metallic s.ilt ; 1

6th, two earthen vessels ; and yth, a small basket. I

“1 was told that it w’as necessary first to prepare the second skein of

cotton, so as to give it time to dry in order that it also might, if possible,

be d}ed. The woman sat down and set fire to the bundle of twigs

and leaves of Symplocos racemosa. When completely burned to ashes

these were carefully collected and placed in the corner of the basket and
a little water sprinkled over and allowed to soak for a few m'nutcs, then

more w-aler was sprinkled, until ultimately a yellowish liquid bcg.in to

strain through and trickle into one of the ejirthen vessels. This liquid

tasted bitter and no doubt contained some alkali salt which 1 have niit as

yet had time to identify chemically. When enough liquid had thus been

obtained the second or unprepared skein of cotton was placed in the

vessel and boiled for some time; after which it was removed, wrung out,

and hung up to dry.
“ The second process w'as then proceeded with. The woman and her

assistants commenced to pound the chips ol Rubia, using about equal
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proportions of root and stem. When this had been done the powder was
mixed with a handful of the seeds of Leucas and intimately combined and
rubbed together by the hand on a stone. This mixture was then placed
in the oth^ earthen vessel and boiled with about three proportions of

water to one of the mixed powder. When boiling, the prepared skein of
cotton was plunged into the solution, which was now ofa deep red colour.

It was turned round and round in the boiling liquid upon the extremity of
a small twie held in the hand, and when dyed to the required depth it

was removed and allowed to strain off the surplus liquid. Thereafter it

was washed several times and hung out to dry.
** 1 asked what was the use of the Oak-bark, and was told that it was for

deepening the colour from red to brown of the darkest possible shade. A
few pieces were thrown in, and the skein of cotton prepared in my pre-
sence was treated as before, when a beautiful red-brown colour was the
result.

**
I have gone into detail on the process of dyeing from R. sikkimensis,

because 1 am assured by many distinguished authorities that it has been
reported as not yielding Madder dye, and because the process described
seems to be known to the hill tribes of Assam and the Naga Hills only.

1 trust that this preliminary account may suggest the lines upon which a
more thorough investigation should be instituted by the authorities in

Assam.
** 1 suspect that the bulk of the Madder plant of Assam will be found to

be derived from R. sUddmenais, instead of from R. cordifolia, and that a con-
siderable proportion of the Madder exported from Sikkim may be derived
from this plant also.

Since writing the above I have had the pleasure to receive from my
friend Major Trotter, Political Agent, Manipur, a most interesting account
of the dyes and process of dyeing in practice in that State. I wrote speci-

ally asking that he should investigate the subject of the beautiful madder
red in order to confirm my own observations. Greatly to my delight 1

received a most interesting series of specimens, amongst which were some
30 good specimens of Rubia sikkimensis, putting an end to any doubt as to

this plant being the source of the Naga r^ instead of the equally abundant
R. cordifolia. Instead of l^eucascqihalotes, however. Major Trotter sends
me the seeds of Perilla ocimoides, Linn,, another of the Labiat^e as the

dye-auxiliaiT. Perhaps both plants are used, the action being similar to

the use of oils in the extraction of other dyes.
”

580 Rubia tinctorum, Linn.f FI. Br. lnd,II., 203.

The European Madder ; Aliz\ri, garance, Fr. ; Farberothe,
Germ. ; Mek, Dutch ; Mariona, Rue. ; Robbia, It,

Vem.

—

BachOf Pb.; Manvunfhy Sind. ; Rodanff, rodan, Akgh. & Pkrs.
References.—

Z

7C. Prodr,, JV., $^9: Boiss., FI. Orient., III., 17 ; Stewart^
Pb. PL, 117 • DC,, Origin Cult. PL, 4t ; Aitekison, Cat. Pb. Cf Sind PL,
71 ; Botany Afg, Del. Com., 73; Notes on the Prod, of West Afghan and
N.~E. Persia, 177 ; 0*Shaughnessy, Beng. Di^ens., ^8 ; Dymock, Mat.
Med. W. Jnd., 41$ ; Dymock, Warden ,& Hooper Pharmaco^, 23i ; Year-
Book Pharm., 1874. 193 ; Watts, Diet, of Chem., III., 74^ ; ^Davies, Trade
and Resources N.-W. Frontier, ccclxxvi., 40; Watt, Cal. Exhib. Cat., II.,^ ;

VI., 158 ; Crookes, Dyeing, 228 ; Hummel, Dyeing, Textfab,, 844; Smith,
Die.. 254; EncycL Brit., kV., 176; Ure, Die. Indus., Arts and Manu., Ill

,

I; Rep. Inland Trade. Br. Burma, 1884-85, Ap.II.; Agri.-Hort. Soc,

Ind.i—Transactions, II., 269-^70; III., i3 ; Pro,, 242; IV., 170 ; Jour.,
II., SeL, 295; IV., 239* 240; SeL45, 57-64, 154; Pro., xxvii., xxxii.,

xc.; V., 27; SeL, 27, 33 ; X., 151-157 i Pro. /7^/ XL, Pro., 77 1 {Pro.

for 1S60), 20, 2t, 70, iro, tti, 114, 115; XII., Pro. {for 1862), 27 s XIII,,

rs^f tS9; {Pro.for t863), 5'> 5^
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Habitat.—A climbing herb with penenni il root, cultivated in Kashmir,
Smd, and throughout Afghdniatdn ; distributed westward from Persia to
Spain, both cultivated and semi*cultivated, or wild. With reference to the
indigenous habitat of the true madder of commerce, DaOandoMe writes
“ The madder is certainly wild in Italy* Greece, the Crimea, Asia Minor,
Syria, Persia, Armenia, and near Lenkoran. As we advance westward in

the south of Europe, the wild indigenous nature of the plant becomes
more and more doubtful. There is uncertainty even in France. In the
north and east, the plant appears to be ‘ naturalised in hedges and on
walls’ or * sub-spontaneous,’ escaped from former cultivation. In Prov-
ence and Langpiedoc, it is more spontaneous or wild, but here also it may
have spread from a somewhat extensive cultivation. In the Iberian penin-
sula it is mentioned as ‘ sub-spontaneous.* It is the same in the north of

Africa. Evidently the natural, ancient, and undoubted habitation is

western temperate Asia, and the south-east of Eurcme. It does not appear
that the plant has been found beyond the Caspian Sea in the land formerly
occupied by the Indo-Europeans, but this region is still little known. The
species only exists in India as a cultivated plant and has no Sanskrit
names ** {Origin of Cult. PL).

Dye.—The dri^ and ground roots of Rnbia tinctorum was formerly
one of the most valued ana most largely employed dye-stuffs both in Eu-
rope and Asia. It has, however, now been almost entirely replaced in Eu-
ropean countries by the coal-tar derivatives—Alixarin and allied colouring
matters.

Histoiy.—Madder cultivation has been carried on from a very remote
era, and the plant was known to the Greeks and Romans under the names
of Erythrodanon and Rubia. Its cultivation in India does not, however,
appear to date from a very early period, as no Sanskrit names for the true

madder seem to exist, nor are there any records in the works of Sanskrit
authors of its cultivation or use, although several references occur to the
employment of R. cordifolia both in medicine and in the arts.

Cultivation.—In Europe madder is chiefly cultivated in marshy lanH
and given very careful tillage. The land is deeply ploughed and w'ell

manured with rich well-rotted horse-dung or farm-yard manure. In Avig-
non the seed is sown in March and the young plants are carefully tended
and kept free from weeds. Experience having shown that the older the root

the richer it is in colouring matters, the plant is left in the soil for at least

eighteen months, but oftener for a longer time, care being taken to promote
the development of the root by covering the portions above ground with soil.

The plant blooms injuly and the seed is collected in August. The plant is

cut down with sickles, the stem and leaves being used as fodder for cattle.

In November, after having been in the ground eighteen or thirty months, the
root is dug out by means of a specially constructed plough. In Holland
madder is not grown from seed, but shoots are planted in the month of

May, and put in well-tilled ground in rows about two feet or more apart.

The roots are dug up with long, narrow-bladed spades. In India the culti-

vation of the true madder plant is carried on chiefly in Kashmir and in some
parts of Sind. Few references exist as to the method in which the cultiva-

tion is carried on, but in Kanawar it is said to be propagated by buds or

sets from the rhizome, and that the roots are occasionally dug up after two
years, but are usually allowed to remain in the ground for five or six seasons.

Aitchison, in his latest work on the Products of Western Afghanistan and
North-Eastern Persia, states that it is “cultivated throughout that ermntry
in orchards under the shade of trees, and where irrigation is plentiful j the
plant takes three years before it can yield the proper size of roots to be con-
sidered a good marketable commodity. The cultivation of the plant in
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orchards is said rather to improve the bearing of the tr^ than cause them
injury ; the fact is, to get a good crop of madder, the soil rec^ires to be well

manured and most liberally irrigated, thus the fruit trees benefit as well

as the madder. The finest is said to be cultivated at Anar-dara, Koin, and
Yezd, from whence the roots are imported in immense quantities to Herat.

At Herat a good deal is also produced, Iwt not of such a fine quality.

From Herat It is re-export€»i in all directions, a great deal to Afghan
proper and India, besides in some bulk to Turkistan.” In the earlier

volumes of the Proceedings of the Agri.-Horticultural Society of India

considerable interest seems to have been evinced in the cultivation of

Madder in India; French Madder seed was obtained from Avignon and
was distributed, together with full directions as to its cultivation, to various

members of the Society in Upper India. The seeds were said to have
germinated, but no further report as to their ultimate successful cultivation

or the reverse seems to have been made, and the artificial production of

alizarine from coal-tar seems to have effectually blighted the hopes, at first

entertained, that the cultivation of the true madder in India might ulti-

mately prove a successful industry and oust the supplies of French and
Dutch Madder from the English market.

Chemical Composition.—Of the substances that exist in ordinary
madder, the most imporUint are those called alizarin and purpurin, which
are in fact the essential red-colouring matter of the dye stuff. Alizarin

may be extracted from ordinary madder by the action of solvents, and
obtained in crystals without sublimation, hence its existence preformed may
be inferred. Its exact chemical composition is not definitely establishcdf,

but Wolf & Strecker’s formula (C,„ Hg Ojl is most in accordance with its

relations to chloronaphthalic acid (C,,, Hr C,o Hr Cl OJ, both these com-
pounds being conyerted by the action of nitric acid into phthalic acid.

Alizarin is yery liitle soluble in water, more soluble in alcohol, but nearly
insoluble in aluminium salts. Its alkaline solutions have a beautiful violet

or purple colour, and it forms lakes of various colours with the earthy
and heavy metallic oxides.

Purpurin is extracted from madder by the same processes as alizarin,

and separated from it by its superior solubility in alum liquor. It has been
regarded by some chemists as not distinct from the former, but may be
distingpiished by its easy solubility in alum liquor, with which it forms a
solution of a beautiful pink colour with yellow fluorescence ; secondly, by the
colour of its alkaline solutions, which are cherry red or bright red, whereas
alizarin forms violet solutions with alkalis. Its optical properties are also
di.stmct. From Schunck’s experiments it appe,Hrs that the final result of
dyeing with madder and its preparations is simply the combination of
alizarin with the various mordants employed. Purpurin almost entirely

disappears from all madder colours w^hich have been subjected to a long
course of after-treatment. Madder root also contains certain yellow colour-
ing materials, but these are useless, if not positively injurious, in the process
of dyeing. Resinous matters, extractives, and sugar, probably glucose, are
the other organic constituents of madder root {Watts' Piet, of Chemistry).

Methods of Dyeing.—The methods of Madder dyeing pursued in

Europe do not come within the scope of the present work, while the Indian
methods employed with the roots of R. tinctorum do not differ in any parti-

cular from those used with the indigenous plant R. cordifolia*

Food.—In I ndia as in Europe the flant is used as a fodder for cattl^ and
in Sind camels especially are said to be fond of it. The bones of animals
fed on it become red, as also do the claws and beaks of birds, probably on
account of the affinity of the colouring matter for phosphate of lime.

R. 586
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— — " RUBUS
The Blatkbeny or Bramhte. {W. R. Clark. ) fniiticosus*

RUBUS, Linn,/ Gen, PL, /., 6/6.

A dfenus of creeping herbs or erect or sarmentose shrubs belonging to the
Natural Order Ros\ce.e. Some of the species are so difficult of discrimination
that no fewer th n 500 have been described, of which only i«)0 are allowed in the
Genera Plantarum and Flora of BKthsh India, Of these 41 species, with
numerous sub-species and varieties, are described in the latter work, as indigen-
ous to India. Many of these yield a fruit, which is eaten locally bv the
Natives, and is in some cases collected and brought to the bazaars of hill sta-

tions for sale to the Kuropean residents. Except as an article of food, the

difFeient species of Rubus are of little economic value.

Rabus biflorus, Ham.; FI. Br, Ind., //., 3^

;

Rosaceje.
Vern.—Chjnckt kantanch^ /r/rnr/rtVa, Kashmir ; Akhrcri, karer, ankren,

bumhal, insra,hdtanf;y kalkalin (dher, near Simla), Pb.
References. Prodr., IL, t Brandis, For. FI., igft ,• Gamble, Man.

Txmb., 16s : Stewart, Pb. PL, fib ; Atkinson, N.~W. P. Food^, 6H ; Garnet-

teer, N.-W. P. {Him. Dist.), X., 3o9 ; Ind. Forester, IX., igy ; Balfour,
Cyclop., III., ; Kew Of. Guide to Bot. Gardens and Arboretum, S3.

Habitat.—A strong, rambling shrub, with its stem covered by a white
pulverulent epidermal layer; found on the Temperate Himdlaya from
Sirmore to Sikkim and Bhutdn, at altitudes between 7,000 and 9,000 feet.

Food.—Its FRUIT is drooping, sub-globose, in colour red or deep orange,
sweet to taste. It is eaten by Natives.

R. ellipticus, Smi/A; FI. Br. Ind, //, 336; Wight, Ic., i. 230.
Syn —R. RoTUNDiFOLius, Wall, f R. Gowry phul fand Gowrbbpmui.),

Poxh, f R. FLAWS, Ham.

;

R. SESSIFOLIUS, Mtg. Var. 1st, hirta-»
R. HIRTUS, Roxb.; R. Wallichianus, W. dr Arn ; R. affinis.
Madden, Far. 2nr/, denudata-*R. ROTUNDIFOLIU.S, Wall.

Vem.— Tolu aselu, escalu, cesi, Nepal ; Kashycm, Lepciia ; Esar, kish
afu, htsalu, jngtya-hiMu, KuMAON & Garhwal; GaurLphul, hisdra
Kashmir; Akhi, ankri, kundchi, gurdcha, pukdna, Pb.

References.—Z)C., Prodr., II., ^63; Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 40R

;

Brandis, For. FI., igj ; Kure, For. FI. Burm., I., dSfi • Gambli Man.
Tunh., i6s, 166; Darjiling List, 3$ ; Stewart, Pb. rl., fO, fij f Baden
Powell, Pb. Pr., 5<j6 ; Atkinson, Rcon. Prod., N.-W. P., Fwids, tfa.bb'f

Ind. Firresteri—ll., 2^/ IV., igR ; VIII., 26, 404. tX., 197 ; X///.,

57 ; Madras Man. Admtnh., /., 3t4 ; R^ort of the Shan States, hy Mr.
Aplin, ib'fijSS : Agri-Horti. Soc. Ind. • —Trann., IV., lOg, 141 , VI., 247 ;

your., XIJI , 3b6
. Balfour, Cyclop., HI., 4Jt ; Gauetteers .—Simla Dn-

trut, 12; N.-W. P.,X.,3o9.
Habitat.—A tall, sub-erect bush, met with in the temperate and sub-

tropical Himdlaya, from the Indus to Sikkim and BhotSn, a* altitudes be-

tween 4,000 and 7,000 feet. It is found also on the Khasia Hills, Manipur,
and Burma, also in the Western Peninsula of India, from Kanara south-

wards, and in the central parts of Ceylon.
Food.—The fruit is yellow and has the flavour of a raspberry ; in the

Himdlaya it is commonly eaten either raw or made into a preserve, and is

certainly one of the best wild fruits of Ind'm ' Gamble). It is offered for

sale at most hill stations, such as at Simla, and is regularly shown at the

Horticultural Society’s shows of that station.

Structure of the Wood.— Moderately hard, light brown, with very

broad medullary rays.

R. fruticosus, Lmn. i var. discolor ; FI. Br, Ind., II
, 337.

The Blackberry or Bramble.
Syn.—R. DISCOLOR, Weihe & Nees.
Mtra.—Alisk, shdlidag gdnch, akhi, kanachi, chench, pakhdna, Pb.

Karwdrei, I'rans- Indus.
References.— DC., Prodr., II., s6o Brandis, For. FI., 197 ,

Gamble, Man.
Timh., i6s ; Stewart, Pb. PL, fty ; Boiss., FI. Orient., II., O9S ; Baden
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RUBUS
lasiocarpus.

The Raspbeny.

Powellf Pb, Pr.f 5g6 ; Gasteiteetj N4-W. P. Hint. Dist., X., 3og ; Agri.^
Horti. Soc. Ind.^ XIV., 5// ; Ind. Forester, XIII., 68 ; Smith, Die., 60.

Habitat.—A large shrub, which occurs on the western temperate Hima-
laya, from Marri to Jamu, .at altitudes between 3,000 and 7tOoo feet. It is

distributed to Afghanistan and westward to the Atlantic.
POOD. Food.—Produces pink flowers, and many small, black, more or less

hemispherical fleshy fruits, which are edible.

595 Rubus ideeus, Linn.; DC., Prodr., II.,

The Raspberry.
References.— Man. Gard. Ind., 249; 0*Shaughnessy, Beng.

Dtspens., J25 ; Year-Book Pharm. {i8y3), 442; Balfour, Cyclop. Ind.,
II., 449; Smith, Diet., 346; Agri.-Horti. Soc. Ind. Trans., VIi. {Pro.),

9/.

Habitat.—A deciduous shrub, with perennial creeping roots and bien-

nial stems, technically termed canes ; it is found wild in Europe as far

north as 70® Lat , and southward ; appears to have been abundant on
Mount Ida in Asia Minor. The true raspberry of Europe has never
been introduced to any great extent into India, an omission one can
scarcely understand, since there seems little doubt but that it would
succeed well in the Himalaya, and might even pass into a semi-wild state.

It would certainly prove an invaluable addition to the very few fruits of an
indigenous or even introduced nature met with at hill stations.

596 R. lanatus, Wall; FI. Br. Ind., II., 331.
Syn.—R. TiLiACEUS, Herb,, Str., & Wmterh.
Vem.

—

Hisalu, Kumaon.
Atkinson, N.-W. P. Foods, 44, 66.

Habitat.—A rambling creeper, which occurs wild in the Central and
FOOD. Western Himdlaya, from Kumaon to Nepdl, at altitudes between 5,000 and
Fruit. 8,000 feet.

597 Food.— It yields in the spring an insipid edible fruit.

5^ R. lasiocarpus, Smi/h ; FI. Br. Ind., II., 339 ; Wight, Ic., t. 232.

Syn.— R, DISTANS, Don.; R. Horsfieldii, M%q. • R. albescens and R.
ROSJEFLOKUS, Roxb.

;

R. ROTUNDiFOLios, Royle

;

R. MYSORENSIS and
INDICUS, Herne; R. PARVIFOUUS, Moon; R. FURFURACEUS, Wall;
R. Focke.

A large number of varieties of this species are described^ in the Flora of British
India, all of which are apparently very constant in their characters, but
difficult of definition. The truit of jRubaS lasiocaxpus constitutes almost
invariably the so-called blackberiy, which is sold in the bazaars of most of

the hill stations, and not that oi K. frnticosus.
V9m,—Kala ase/N, Nepal; Kajuialam, Lepcha; Kaleri-kisdlu, N.-W.

P.; Kdlawar, kala-htsali^ Kumaon; Kandidri, kharmuch, surganch,
iulanch, ache, Kashmir; Gunneha, paginal, pakdna, pakdnt, gurdcha,
kafuitdra, kharmack, Pb.

; Surganch, niu, kalliachi, klenchu, galka,
kalga, Pushtu ; Mannakhta, Trans-Indus ; Gunacha, pukana, Hazara.

Rrferences.—flC. Prodr.. II., 55#. FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 409;
Brandts, For. FI., ig8 ; Kura, For. FI. Burm., I., 439; Gamble, Man.
Ttmb., t66 ; Cat., Trees, Shrubs, &c., Darjiling, 36; Dale. & Gibs.,
Bomb, FI., 89 ; Stewart, Pb. Pi., fty ; Graham, Cat. Bomb. PL, 64 ; Rum-
phius, Amb.,V., 88 f, Firminger, Man. Gard. Ind., 249: Watt,
Cal. Exlnb.Cat.,yi., 759; VII., 218; Birdwood, Bomb. Prod., 15/;
Baden-Pgwell, Pb. Pr., §96; Atkinson, N.-W. P. Foods, 44, 67, 68;
KrSiful PI. Bomb. (XXV., Bomb. Gam.), /§§ ; Report on the Shar
States by Mr. Aplin, 1887^8; Gaoetteersi^N.-W. P. (Him. Dist.), X.,

3^ : Mysore & Coorg, /., §6 ; III., 17 ; Agri.-Horti. Soc., Ind. jour.
Xiy.,4s,6i; Ind. Forester, II., 2S; VIII.,26; Balfour, Cyclop. Ind,
MI., 449.

Habitat.—A large, rambling, very variable plant, met with in the Tem-
perate Himilaya, from Kashmir to Sikkim, at altitudes between 5,000 and
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Indian Wild Raspberries. ( W. R. Clark.)

10,000 feet, also on the Khdsia Hills, in the Western Peninsula, on the high-
er Ghits from Kanara southwards, in Burma, and in Ceylon. It is distri-

buted to Java.

Food.—The fruit, which is red, orange, or of a glaucous blue black
colour, is somewhat dr^', but very palatable; large quantities of it are im-
ported into the bazdrs of hill stations for sale to Europeans, Firminger
describes it as similar in flavour to the common English Blackberry, but
vastly superior, and says that by judicious cultivation it might be rendered
very proauctive (Man. Card. Ind ).

Domestic.—Balfour recommends the use of this species as a hedge
PLANT.

Rubus lineatus, Reinw. ; FI. Br. Ind., IT., 333.
Syn—R. PULCHERRIMUS, Hook.
Vern.—Gempe aselu. Nepal.
References.— Gamble, Man. Timh., 166; Darjiling Lisl, 36 ; Watt, Cal-

Exhib. Cat., VI., tS9: VII., 21ft.

Habitat.—A strong, sub-erect herb, found in the Sikkim Himalaya, at

altitudes between 6,000 and 9,000 feet, and distributed to Java.
Food.—

F

ruit red, edible.

Stmetnre of the Wood.—Yellowish brown, resembling that of R. ellip-

tiens.

Domestic.—

S

tems used to make fences (Gamble).

R. moluccanus, Ltnn. ; FI. Br. Ind., //., 330 ; Wight, Ic., t. .223.

Sjrn.— R. RUOOSUS, Smith; R. ALCEiHFOI.IUS, Poir.; R. micropptalus,
MACKOCARPIJS, and Fairholmianus. Card.; K. coRDii-oi.ius. Don.,
R. RCFLEXUS, Ker

,

R. Hamiltonianus, Seringr,

Vern. —Bipem-kanta, Nepal; Sufokji, Lppcha; Kai^ol, Kumaon.
References.— Ft. Ind., Kd. C.B.C., DC. Prodr.. II.. ^66:

Brandis, For. FL, igy ; Kurts, For. FI. Burnt., /., 437 : Gamble. Man-
Timh., 165 ; Darjihng Li\i, 55 ; Dale. & Gih^,, Bomb. FL, Hg

, Graham*
Bomb. FL. ('>4

, Atkinson. Ft on. Prod., N -W. P.. Part V.. Foods, .f4, M,
63 ; Indian ForesUr —IP* 2^: HI.* ijS ; IV., 241 ; VI., 23y

;

Jo^ ,

Gaecttecr, Mysore and Coi*rg, III., 17.

Habitat.—A large, scrambling shrub, common in many parts of the

Central and Eastern Tropical and Temperate Himalaya, from Kitm.-ion to

Sikkim, at altitude-* between 3,000 and 7,000 feet. It occurs also in Assam
and on the Khdsia Hills at altitudes between 3,<»oo and b’^t. It is

found also in the Eastern Peninsul:^ in the Western Peninsula, on the

Gbits from Bombay southward, and in Ceylon and Burma. It is distri-

buted to the islands of the Malayan Archipelago.

Medicine.—Although no mention is maae in the works of modern Indian

writers, of any medicinal virtues supposed to be possessed by this plant,

Rumphius states that, in his time, it was largely used as a medicine by
the Malayans, who considered the fruit a valuable remedy for the nociurnal

micturition of children, and the leaves a powerful emenagogue and
abortefacient.

Food.—The fruit is red and edible. It makes very fair jam (A(-

kinson)*

R. niyeus. Wall; Fl. Br. Ind., II.,
,7,75 .

Syn.— R. GRACILIS, Roxb.

With reference to the synonymy of this species Sir J. D. Hooker says,

he finds it impossible to arrange satisfactorily the forms of this most
puzzling plant," and gives a numerous list of varieties to which the reader

IS referrea ( V. S., l.c.).

Vern.—/>i7a hisnlu, N.-W P ;
Kalga, Pb.
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The Rubies of India.

References.—Roxb.^Fl. Jnd.^Ed, C.B.C., 409; Gamble Man. Timb., t6s ;

Watt, Cal. Bxhib. Cat., VI., 160 { Atkinson, N.^W, P. Foods, 44, 67,

68 ; Gazetteer, N -W. P. (Htm. Dist.), X., Sog.

Habitat —A large, rambling shrub, met with on the Temperate Himd-
I laya, from Kashmir to Bhutan, at altitudes between 6,000 and 10,000 feet
' on the west and 5,oo<i to 1 1 ,500 feet on the east.

; Food.—Atkinson states that this species yields a very succulent, plea-

santly-tasted reddish or yellowish brown fruit.

I

Rubus nutans, Wall. ,* Fi. Br Ind., II., 334.
MWDL.—~Sinjang, (the berries®=) sinjang-lho, Bhutia.
References.— TVflwv. Linn. Soc.,XX., 45; Watt, Cal. Exhib. Cat., VI.,

160 ; Atkinson, Econ. Prod., N.~W. P., Part V.,^, 68 ; Ind. For., XI., 3 .

Habitat.—An unarmed shrub, met with in the Temperate Himalaya,
from Garhwal to Kumdon, at altitudes between 8,000 and 10,000 feet.

I
Food.— Its FRUIT consists of scarlet drupes, which are edible, and

I

have a pleasant sub-acid flavour.

R. paniculatus, Smtlh ; FI. Br. Ind., II., 32g,
1

Syn.—R. TiLiACEUS, Smith.
Vern — A'aVfl Afs/z/w, Kumaon ; Anchu, patharola, Garhwal, Kdla^akhi^

pdlla, Pn.; Naming rtk, Lkpcha.

j
Braniits, For. FI., 196: Gamble, Man. Timh., i6s, xix: Dar-

jiling List, 36 : Stewart, Pb. Pl.,87 , Atkinson, Econ. Prod., N.-W. P.,

1
Part y., 44, 66 ; Gazetteer, N.-W. P., X., 3og ; Stewart in yourn. Agri.~
Horti. Sac. Ind., XIV., tg.

Habitat.—A very rambling climber, which has all the parts, except the
upper surface of the leaves, covered with a dense tomentum ; found on the
'I'emperate Himalaya from Hazara to Sikkim, at altitudes between 3,000
and 8,000 feet, and in the Khasia mountains between 4,oo'> and 5,000 feet.

Food.—The fruit consists of numerous large round black drupes. It

is edible but insipid in flavour.

Structure of the Wood. —Soft and porous with very large medullary
rays.

R. rosaefolius, Smith ; FI. Br. Ind., I/., 341 ; Hooker, Ic. PI., t. 34^
Syn.

—

R. pinnatos, Willd.

;

R. asper, Don.

;

R. sikkimensis, O. Kunze ;
R. PANICULATUS, Clarke.

References. FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 400; Brandis, For. FI., ig8

;

Karz, For. Fl. Burnt., I., 489; Gamble, Man. Timh., 165 : Darjiling
List, 36 ; Ftrntxngcr, Man. Gard Ind., 249, 48$; Atkinson, Econ. Prod.,
N.-W. P., Pt. V,68: Gazetteer, N.-W. P., X., 309; Ind. For., IX., 197 ;
Kew Bulletin {1889), 24.

Habitat.—A small shrub, found on the Temperate Himalaya, from
Kumdon to Sikkim, at altitudes between 3,000 and 7,000 feet. It occurs
also in the Khdsia Hills on the hills of Ava and Martaban, and is distri-

buted to Java. It is naturalised and cultivated in the tropics and warm
temperate regions, and in cultivation has often double flowers.

Food — I lie FRUIT is large, red, and edible, and is frequently collected

and sold in the Darjiling bazdr.

RUBY.
This name is applied by lapidaries and iewellars to two distinct minerals—

the true or oriental Ruby and the Spinel-ruby. The former may be called a red
vanity of Corundum and distinguished from the different forms of the latter,

by its composition, hardness, and crystalline form. In composition, the true
ruby is merely the clear, red-coloured, crystalline form of alumina or aluminic
oxide ( Alj Os), in which the colour is due to the presence of metallic oxides, chiefly

those of chromium or of iron or of both. The spinel-ruby, on the other hancf,

IS an aluminate of magnesium, and may be expressed in chemical formula as
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Countries ia which Rubies are found. ( \V. R. Chn k

)

1̂? S* * hardness, the ruby is inferior only to the diamond, a tact
which affords the simplest test, to determine whether a s*one is a true ruby
or a spinel; the sharp edgre of a corundum rr\stal will siTatch either a
spinel garnet, but has no effect on a ruby. The oriental ruby crystallises
in the rhombohedral system, whereas the ciystallinc form of the spinel and
garn^ belong to the cubical series. This fact can, however, only larely be
traced, as the oriental ruby usually occurs in small pebbles or rounded frag-
ments in which the crystalline form may be altogether lost. When a true ruby
IS, however, viewed through the dichroiscope, the colour is seen to lie resolved
into a carmine and an aurora-red or red slightly itu lining to orange, whereas
cubical crystals such as those of the spinel are not dichruidal, and do not, there-
foiC, exmbit a similar breaking up of their colours. Ihe Ruby lereives the
name “ Oriental” from the fact of the finest r d and violet vaneties being

Ava and other parts of the Hast. (Kncycl. Brit.

;

WattSt Chemistry).

Ruby, Ball, in Man. Geol. Ind., TIL, 42';, 622.
Vern.•—Lai., yd jut. surkhi. Hind. ; Manak (the true rubv), Idhri (the

[

spinel), tambra (the garnet), Pb. ; Kemhu^ kallu, mutvkknm, T\m ;

Kempu raif Tel. ; Yakut rumdnt (a first class oriental ruby), Inbn
(the garnet), kyouk-nei"i batlamva (applied both to the tiue and the
spinel-ruby), Hukm. j Mnmkya, Sans. ; Ratakshy yaqut. Arab.

, References.

—

Masotiy Burma and lit People. S73y 577 ‘.^ 7 P. 732;
Irvine, Mat- Med. Patna. 6t ; Watts. Diet. Chemistry. II.. Hh

;

V. i32, 400. Manual. Geolafjy of India. Pt. II.. 7o3 ; IV. \Mallet

Mineralogy. 42. Si t Baden Pmoetl. Pb. Pr.. 48 ; Pb. Maiiuf.. 2iU

;

Forbes Watson. Indust. Smvey Ind.. 418 ; Am-i-Akbari (IHoi fimnnn\
7rons.\. I.. 414; Linschoten. Voyage to hast Indus {hd. Jiuniell, 7 irle

& Yule). I.. 80. 97 ; II . 140, 156 ; Ml/burn. Oriental Commeice {18

207. f Davies. Trade and Resources. N ~W. Boundorv. India,
\

clxx.xi
,
Marco Polo. Travels ( Yule\ Transl ), I.. 149. 152 , Taver-

nier. Travels in India {BalTs Transl.). /„ : II.. loo, 102.

i(>3. 123. 127, IJ8. 12 . 449. 46^, 472 ; Yule. Mission to Ava. ,<47 ; Man.
Madras Adm.. II.. S2 ; Sotllement Report. Central Provinces. Chanda
Dist.. 4 ; Admin. Rept. Burma Ob'74-7 *i). 92; {ibSj-S'3). i,6

, Tropual
Agriculiurist {May isi. 18S8). 747 • (June 18,\y). 84^ , (July t8Arj). 2.

40 f Ind. Agr%''ulturist. July loth. 188O ; Oit. ^th. i88<) ; Journ*
Astat Sor. Bengal. I.. 3S3 ; II., 7 ‘>f

VIII., 372, Indian Krohomis,.

V.. 14 ; Madras Journ. of Lit. and Science. IX.. i2i
,
hncyclop, Brit.*

XXI.. 47 : Balfour. Cyclop, Ind.. III.. 449.

Soi'RC E.S

(/) Southern India.—According to Balfour, fine rubies h.ivc, from 1

lime to time, been discovered in m.iny of the corundum localities in Soulh-

ern India, p.arlicularly in the gneiss at Virahmodos and Sholasigamany

They occur also, though rarely, in the Trichingodc taluk, and at Matta-
pollaye.

{2) Ceylon.—Rubies arc occasionally found in Ceylon, chiefly at

Badulla and Saffragani, and also, it is said, at Matura. They usually

occur with sapphires, but are rarer than these gems, and are not usually of

good colour.

(.?) Afghanistan ,—Rubies have been brought from Jagdalak or Gan-
dam'ak in AfghAnistdn ; indeed, Mr. Streeter mentions having possessed a
ruby of loj carats from the latter locabty, Dut most of the stones reputed

to be Afghan rubies are merely spinels.

{4) Badakhshan .—The delicate rose pink variety of spinel known as

halos ruby was worked for centuries in Badakhshan. Tne mines were

situated on the river Shighnan, a tributary of the Oxus. In the time

of Marco Polo these mines were the chief source of the spinel-ruby,

and were wholly in the hands of the King of Balkh, who kept up the

value of the stones by permitting only a limited number to be exported.

When Murad Beg of Kunduz conquered Badakhshan, he found the out*
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turn of the mines so poor that he abandoned working them. In 1866, the
reigning Mir had one of them re-opened, but without much result {Ball),
A short account of the workings was gfiven in 1837 by a traveller in those
regions who attempted to visit the mines, but was hindered by the author-
ities from doin^ so. The matrix, he states, is a red sandstone» or a lime-
stone, largely impregnated with magnesia ; most probably it is the latter,

since that appears to be the usual matrix. The galleries are numerous
and easily cut, but the frequent influx of water caused much trouble when
the mines were worked.

(5) Upper Burma .—The chief sources, however, both of the oriental

and of the spinel-ruby are the mines of Upper Burma. Mr. Ball in an
appendix to his edition of Tavernier's Travels, gives a long and interesting
account of these mines, which, as it contains ^acticalljr all that is known
on the subject, m.ay be reproduced here. “The principal ruby mines of
Burma arc situated in three valleys which are known by the names of their

chief villages respectively, namely, Mogok (or Mogout), Kath6 and Kyat-
pyen. The elevated tract including these valleys is situated at a distance
of about 90 miles north-north-west from Mandalay, and is at elevations of
from 4,000 to 5,500 feet above the sea. The ruby tract, as now defined by
the most recent scientific examination, occupies an area of 66 square milfes,

but mining is at present limited to an area of about 45 square miles. A
totally distinct ruby tract is situated in the marble hills at Sagryin, which
is only 16 miles from Mandalay. So far as is known, it is of compara-
tively little importance, the rubies and other gems which are found there
being of inferior quality. Other localities, about 15 miles to the north and
north-east of Sagyin, are reported to produce rubies, but nothing certain

is known about them.

History,

“The ruby mines of Burma were first made known by European
travellers towards the end of the fifteenth century. In the sixteenth

century there are more definite references by Portuguese travellers, but
they are not of much practical importance. Tavernier gives an account
of the mines and their produce from hearsay, from which it would appear
that the reputation they then bore was not very high, or he woulci pro-
bably have made an eflort to visit them. The yield, he says, did not
exceed 100,ocx) i^.iis (say £22,500 per annum), and he found it profitable

to carry rubies from Europe to A.sia for sale. The principal authorities

of the present century previous to the conquest of Upper Burma are Mr.
Crawford, the Pere Quisseppe d’ Amato, who visited the mines about
1833, and Dr. Oldham, who visited Ava and collected information about
the year 1855, when with Sir Arthur Phayre’s Mission, Mr. Bredmeyer,
who was in the service of the King and visited the mines in the year 1868,
and Mr. Spears and Captain Strover of the British Burma Commission,
both of whom have placed on record their observations. From these

authorities we learn that the rubies which were found were generally small,

not averaging more than a quarter of a rati, and that the large stones
were generalW smuggled away, but few of them reaching the King. It

was supposed that the Chinese and Tartar merchants who visited Mogok
and Kyat-pyen conveved most of them out of Burma. The large rubies

were generally flawea, and Mr. Spears states that he never saw one
exceeding halt a rupee in weight, i.e., about 22 carats. The King’s reve-

nue derivable from the monopoly was variously stated by these authorities

at from £12,500 to £15,000. The more recent information now available

confirms these estimates. The figures stated on official authority are

RgOfOoo to R 1,00,000, the highest sum being R 1,50,000, paid in one year.
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Ruby Mines of Burma
. 1 VT. /?. Clark.)

Besides which, however, was the reservation of stones above a certain size,

but it seems to be generally admitted that few large stones were found,
and of these a proportion, in spite of severe punishments for concealment,
never reached the King; there is no basis then for an estimate of the
total revenue which he received from the mines.

“If one may judge from the appearance of the rubies forming part of
the treasure taken at Mandalay, and which are now exhibited at the
South Kensington Museum, valuable stones were rare, as, except a few of
the smaller ones, none seems to be perfect. As is well known, recent
accounts by experts have represented the prospects of the mines in a
much nriore favourable light, and the true value will probably be ere long
ascertained by the energetic operations of a Company conducted on scicn>
tific principle.s.”

Besides rubies, various other varieties of corundum have been found,
such as sapphires, oriental emeralds, oriental amethyst, oriental topaz and
white sapphires. Spinels of various colours are also abundantly met with.

Mode of Occurrence and Source or the Gems.—Mr. Ball con-

tinues :
“ Although it has, for some time, been known that the rubies of Sag-

yin were derived from crystalline limestones or marble, the source of the gems
m the principal region at Mogok, Kyatpyen, and Kath6 was not actually

ascertained till lately when these localities were visited by Mr. Barrington
Brown. It was known that they were for the most part actually obtained

in derivative gravels, and it had been inferred that the so-called clefts and
lodes of a report which appeared before this examination were really fis-

sures in limestones, where the stones had accumulated as the result of the

solution of the limestone and by gravitation into these recesses. Mr.
Brown has shown that the geological formation consists of recent deposits

of hill wash and alluvium, and old crystalline limestones, schists, pigroatitc,

and other metamorphic rocks. In order to explain the relationship which
exists between these formations and the rubies, it will be convenient to de-

scribe the various systems of mining by which the mode of occurrence will

be made apparent. The mines as worked by the natives may be divided

into four classes as follows :

—

l.^Tvtinlones, or pits sunk in the alluvium of the valle^s.

II.—^(8wdwtM5, or open cuttings in the hill washover which water is led.

III.—Loodwins, or workings in caves and fissures.

IV.—Quarries in a bed of coarse calcspar in the limestone, which
appears to be the true original matrix of the gems.

The twinlones a.re square pits, which arc sunk in the alluvium f)f the valleys

down to the gem-bearing gravels, which occur at varying depths. These
pits have to be timbered to support the .sides, and, as far as possible, ex-

clude water, which, hoivever, finds access, and the first operation every day l

is to bale out the water which has accumulated during the night. The
gravel is hoisted out in baskets by means of bamboo poles similar to those
which are used in India for raising water from wells. The gravel is then
washed in shallow baskets made of closeIy-\voven bamboo, a’^rl the rubies

as they are picked out are placed in a barnboo tube full of water and arc
sorted at the close of the day's work. The larger pits are generally cleared

out in about ten days, and the smaller in half the time ; when working in

one is finished the timber is removed .and another pit is started.

Mewdwins.—These are open cuttings on the slopes of the hills to

which water is conducted, often from a considerable distance, and dis-

charged with as great a head as possible on the ruby clay and s;ind, which
is shovelled under it by the miners. The lighter portions are carried down
by the stream, the boulders removed by hand, and the residue placi^ in

the sluices and washed, where it is caught by rifflest from whence it is
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removed and washed in baskets as in the preceding process. The circum-
•^lances appear to be such as would suit a more scientific application of
hydraulic methods than are known to the Natives.

Zoarftn'ws,—These are natural caves and fissures in the limestone rock,
in the floors and crevices of which the rubies have accumulated in conse-

,

quence of the solution by water of the limestone matrix. In the ordinary

;

sense of the term these are not mines, 1 the miners do not excavate the
rock, but merely scramble through the natural passages and tunnels
to the spots where the loam containing the rubies is found—this they
cither carry to the surface in baskets, or it is hoisted up by means of balance
poles—and it is then washed at the surface at the nearest water-
course. From such caves the finest rubies ever found have been obtained,
and from one in the Pingu Hill, near Kyatpyen, Mr. Brown states that, after

the detritus had been passed, of every basketful of the ruby clay which
was raised half consisted of rubies.

A certain Royal mine of this character is said to have produced a ruby
as large as a walnut, and in another the rubies were found in associa-
tion with the bones of some extinct animal of very large size. This
description opens up a somewhat wide vista of speculation, and one
can hardly resist the temptation of prophesying as to the w'onderful

discoveries which may be made when adits and shafts are driven to afford

access to these natural caves and fissures in the mass of the marble hills.

In such safe receptacles it is not unreasonable to suppose that stones which
have suffered but little from attrition and fracture may be found, and that
there the greatest prizes will be obtained.

Quarries.—To the north of Mogok village, at a distance of about three

quarters of a mile, a bed of calcspar in the limestone, which is 20 feet wide,

produces rubies, but in order to obtain them the use of powder has to be
employed as well as a hammer, and when chipped out the gems are more
or less fractured; but good stones have been obtained. Whether any
mrlhf»d can be devised of avoiding the injury resulting from the use of

explosives is at present doubtful. It is not easy to suggest how a firm

rock, such as this calcspar, could be mined without recourse being had to

violent methods of some kind.

The rose pink rubellite (a variety of tourmaline) is obtained on the
i margin of the Mobychoung river, 15 miles south of Mogok and 3 miles

I

from Mamlong. The mines in the alluvium are worked by arude hydraulic

1 sy‘'tcm, and the produce is sent to China, large pieces obtaining a good

!

price.
' Under the arrangements which have been made with the New Burma
I Ruby Mine Company, the rights and interests of the miners have appa-
' rently been very fully safeguarded, but whether the miners on their part

!
will refrain from smuggling and comply with the regulations, and disclose

j

their more valuable finds and submit them to taxation, remains to be seen.

The total production of rubies in 1887, when the country was disturbed,

I amounted to only R42,486 w'orth. but in the first tw’O months of 1888

I R 2 1,883 worth had been obtained. Stones of from 5 to 20 carats* weight

!
w'cre sold during this period, and the highest price obtained for one w'as

I

R500.

j

The mode of occurrence of the rubies in calcspar is, 1 believe, somewhat

I

unusual, though spinel is known to be found in calcareous rocks. It is

I

generally the case that the corundum minerals are found in mica schists

;

‘ such is stated to be the case in Zanskar in the Himiilayas, and also in

I

Ceylon.”

I Domestic.—According to the ideas of native jewellers, nibbles come
i next in value to diamonds. They must be hard and transparent (shafef),
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Trade in Rubies. \ IV. R. Clai k.)

The most esteemed kind is the yakui rumdni ** whose colour is like Itic

seed of a pomegfranate,” Like most other jewels, rubies have, in the East,

seme fancied talismanic or medicinal virtues attached to them. Thus, a

ruby worn on the finger is supposed to protect the wearer from the night-

mare in his sleep and from evil dreams, and in many parts of India a
bracelet formed of nine gems, of which the ruby is one, is supposed to

protect the wearer from the evil eye {Baden Powell)
The largest true ruby knou n in Europe is said to be one of the size of ,

a small hen’s egg, which was presented by Gustavus 111 . of Sweden to the
[

Empress of Russia when he visited St. Petersburg. Rubies, however, of
j

larger size have been described by Tavernier and other oriental travel-
|

lers, but it is probable that in many instances spinels have been mistaken <

for real rubies. There seems little doubt that the great historic rubv set in *

the Maltese cross in front of the State crowm of England is a spinel (Encycl !

Brit.). In Europe, the oriental ruby has long been regarded as of higher
[

value than any other precious stone. Mr. Streeter, in his Precious Stones
j

and Gems^ states that a ruby of perfect colour weighing 5 carats, is worth,

at the present day, ten times as much as a diamond of equal weight, and,
,

as the weight of the stone increases, its value rises rapidly, so th.il rubies
j

of exceptional size command enormous prices. There is consequently
|

much temptation to replace the true stone by spinel, garnet, or even paste
j

An excellent imitation of the colouring of the true rub} is obtained b\ oxide I

of chromium, and the paste made up of silicate of alumina is almost as
I

hard as rock crystal, so that it is often very difficult to distinguish the

spurious from the genuine article.

Trade. trape.
For an account of the production of, and trade in, rubies in British 629

Burma previous to the year i88g, the reader is referred to Mr. V. Ball’s

statements briefly reviewed above. According to a statement rcceilly
'

published b> the Revenue and Agricultural Department, which shows
j

the quantities and values of gems produced in each Bniish hVovin-'j and
j

Native State of India during the calendar year 1880, amounted to 65,628
|

carats of rubies valued at ^35,848 and 4,49b caiats f>f ‘^pinel vilued at
1

R259 produced in the Ruby Mines District of British Burma. There is 1

no record of their production in any other Province or Stale. It is under- '

stood, however, that the Company that ttxik up the concession to work
|

these mines is by no means satisfied with the results they have attained.

Rue, see Ruta graveolens, Ztnn.; p. 594; Rutace^.

RUELLIA, Linn.; Gen. Pl.yJl.y loyy.

A {jrenus of Acanthaceous plants, comprisin;' 150 species, found in the

tropics and warm temperate refrions of both hcmispheies Nine spenrs an:

described in the Flora of British India as bclonf'inf' to this ^'cnus, but many
others, formerly regarded as Ruellias, and some of them of economic value,

have been reduced to other genera. Few of the species now left in this genus
are of much use.

Ruellia indig^Otica, Fortune
^ see Strobilanthes flaeddifolius, Nees ; Voi.

[VI., Pt. II ; also Indigo, Vol. I V , 451 ; Acanthacejis.

R. longifolia, T. Anders.; Fl. Br. Ind., IV,. 412.
Syn.— DlPTERACANTHUS LONGIKOLIUS, Stocks.

Vern.—SnratOt C. P.

References—Botss., Fl. Orient., IV., 519, Settlement Rep,, Chanda Dist ,

C.P..APP VI.

Habitat.—Found on the plains in Sind, the Central Provinces, and dis-

tributed to Baluchistan.
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Fenneat nted by SaaUls. {IV. R. Clark.)

Food.—The leaves are said to be eaten as a vegetable in the Central
Provinces.

\Ind. Or.f /. 2S2.

Ruellia prostrata) Zamk. / JFl. Br. Ind., IV., ; Beddomt^ Ic. PI.
Syn.—R. WlOHTIANA, Wall. / R. RBPENS« ^<ry«l#;DlPTBRACAflTHUS PROS-

TRATUS, Nees.

Var. dcjecta^RuBLLiA ri norms, Roxb.f R. rbpens. Wall, chiefly;

R. DBCCANBNSIS, CrfaA.;DlPTBRACANTHUS DEJECTUS, NeeS; D. PMOSTRA-
TOS, Griff.

VenL— Upu-dali, Malyal.; NUpuruk, CiNo.

References.—PC., X/., 124; Roxb.,Fl. Ind., Bd. C.B.C.,
Grok; Cat. Bomb. PL, 162, iSs ; Ainslte, Mai. Ind., II., 4S2.

Habitat.—A perennial herb of the Deccan Peninsula, which is dis-

tributed to north Behar. The variety dejecta is, however, much more pre-

valent, being found throughout India from the Panidb to Assam and Ceylon.
M^dne.—The juice of the leaves, boiled with a little salt, is supposed

on the Malabar coast to correct a depraved state of the humours (Rheede).

“They are sometimes given with pundum or liquid copal as a remedy for

gonorrhoea
**

R. suffruticosa, Xoxi. . FI. Br. Ind., IV., 413.
Syn.— R. RBPENs, Wall.; Dipteracanthus Sibua, Rees.

Wtxn.’^Chaulia, Santal.
References.— F/. /»<£., Rd. C.B.C., M; DC., Prodr., XL, t2t

;

Rend. A. Campbell, Econ. PL, ChuHa Nagpur, No. 8422; Gaaetteer,
N.-W. P. (Agra DisL), IV., Ixxvi.

Habitat.—A small, erect undershrub, found in Lower Bengal (through-
out Chutia Nagpur), and in the upper Gangetic plain.

Medicine.—Revd. A. Oampbell states that the root is used medicinally

by the Santals in gonorrhoea, syphilis, and renal affections generally.

Domestic.—The root is employ^ to cause fermentation in the grain
from which the Santals make their haudi or beer.

Rum, see Spirits, under the article Narcotics, Vol. V., 332 ; also the article

Sugar.

RUMEX, Linn. ; Gen. PL, TIL, 100.

A genus of perennial herbs or annuals, rarely shrubby, belongi^ to the
Natural Order Polygonaceae. About 100 species are described, but Sir J. D.
Hooker, in the Flora of British India, states that the genus wants revision

and a great reduction of species, and that most of the Indian ones may be refer-

red to European. Besides being used for the purposes hereafter described,

several species of Rumez are eaten by the Natives of India as pot-herbs, and
Aitchison, in his work on the economic products of AfghinistAn, says that

the stem of a species of Rumez is used by the natives of that country as a
tinder.

Rumex dentatus, Linn. ; Fl. Br. Ind., V., jg ; Polygonaceje.
Syn.—R. Roxburghianus, Wall, partim ; R. Klotzschianus, Meissn-;

R. OBTU8IF0LIUS, Herb. Ham. Sir J. D. Hooker remarks that except
for its shorter pedicels it would pass for R. obtusifolius, Linn.

RixferenceB.

—

Boiss., FL Orient., IV., lOiZ ; Aitchison, Bot. AJgh. Del.
Com , 106 ; Murray, PL & Drugs of Sind. pff.

Habitat.—An annual herb, found on the plains of India from Assam
and Sylhet to the Indus; it ascends the Himalaya to an altitude of 1,000

feet. It occurs also in Sind and the Koncan.
Dye.—Murray, speaking of R. obtnaifolius, Linn , but probably refer-

ring to this plant, sa>s that in Sind the roots are used as a dye by the

Natives.
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A Sulwtitntc for Rhubarb. ( W. R. Clark.) RUMEX
1 nepalensiE.

Medicine.—-The root is said to be used as an astringent application in

cutaneous disorders.

Rumex hastatus, Don ; FI. Br. Ind , F., 6o.

Vem.—

K

umaon j Khattimal^ katambal, dmi, malori-gkd, amla,
amlora, Pb.

References.—Z)C., Prodr., XIV.^ /, 72; Gamble, Man, Timb., 3031
Stewart, Pb. PL, ift-j / Ga»etieers:-^Panjdh, Simla Dist., 12 ; N.-]V, P.,
X,, 316 ; Stewart, in Journ Agru-HorH. Soc, Ind., XIV., 9.

Habitat.—An undershrub of the North-West Himalaya, which occurs
chiefly on dry hill-sides from Kumion to Kashmir, at altitudes between
1,000 and 8,000 feet, and distributed to Afghinistdn. Through its excep-
tional abundance it has originated the name Almora for a North-West
Himdlayan hill station. When abundant and in fruit, many parts of the
outer Himalaya are often made to take the tints of the moors of Scotland.

Food.—The leaves have a pleasant acid taste, and are eaten raw by
the Natives {Stewart).

Structure of the Wood.—Light red, moderately hard, with broad me-
dullary rays.

R. maritimus, Linn.; FI. Br. Ind., V., S9‘
Syn.

—

R. pALUSTRis, 5'm. / R. VI KhLWHti, Meissn.

;

R. Wali.iciiianus
Meissn. ; R. acutus, Roxb.f R. Roxburgh!anus, Wall.i K. comosus &
SETACEUS, Ham.

Wtm.-^JdLpalum, Hind.; Bunpalung, Bkno.; Jungli-palak, huld
ob&l, aag&keit khattikan, (Bazar seed—) bij band, Pb.

References,—DC, Prodr., XIV., t, sg; Boiss., FI. Orient., IV., 1014:
Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 3o9; Stewart, Pb, PL, tHy f Dymock, Mat.
Med. W. Ind., 661 \ Gaeetteers .•W, P„ I., 84; IV., Ixxvii ; X., 3i6,

749-

Habitat.—An annual plant, common in marshes in Assam, Silhel,

Cachar, and Bengal, and in the plains of Northern India. In the Panjdb
Himalaya it is found in similar localities up to 12,000 feet in altitude. It

is distributed to Europe, Asia, North Africa, and North and South
Amtrica.
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Medicine.—The plant has cooling properties and is often eaten by
Natives as a pot-herb especially in the warm weather. The lbavbs are
applied to burns, and the seeds are, according to Atkinson, the bij band of

the bazdrs, or are, in Stewart’s opinion, often sold as such, although not
the genuine article (see Sida cor^olia, Linn,), They are^ used in native
medicine as an aphrodisiac.

MEDICINE.
Plant.

646
Leaves A
Seeds.
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R. nepalensis, Spreng.,* FI. Br. Ind., V., 60; Wight, Ic., t. 1810.
Syn.—R. Roxburohianus, Schultes f. (non Wall.) ; R. ramulosus>

Meissn.; R. HAMATUS, Trevir.; K. TUBBROSUS, Roxb.

References —DC, Prodr , 1'., /, 55; FI. Orient., IV., tot/;
Aitchison, FI. Kuram Valley, 91 / Irvine, Mat. Med. Patna, gr ; Caeet-
teer, N.^W.P,, X., 316; Stewart, in Journ. Agri.'Horti. Soc. Ind.,
XI V., g.

Habitat.—A tall, branched perennial found on the Temperate Himdlaya
from Bhutdn to Kashmir, at altitudes between 4,000 and q,ooo feet. It

occurs also on the Ghdts of the Western Peninsula from the Koncan to the
Nilghiris, and is distributed westward to Asia Minor and South Africa
and eastward to Java.

Medicine.—The tuberous roots are said to be sold in the bazdrs of

Bengal under the name of Rewund ckini as a substitute for rhubarb. They
arc given in constipation in doses of 10 gr. to 120 gr. (Irvine),

643
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RUNGIA
parviflora.

The Sorrel.

650 Rumex vesicarius, Linn.; FL Br. InL, V., 61 ,

Sorrel, Bladder Dock.
Vem.

—

Chiika, ambari, chukekd sdkfWx'KTi.i Chdka, chuka-pdlang, chaky
chuk, Beng. ;Sdkhasagt Assam ; Amhut chAka, C.P. ; CkAka, ckAka-pdlak,
chuka-palangf N.-W. P.; Triwakka, khatbiri, khattitany katia mitkay
salAniy Pb.; Chdky ckoka, taluni, Pushtu ; Chuka, Sind; Ambari, chAk-
kay Dkccan; Chukuy Bomb.; Shakkdn-kiraiy Tam. ; Chukka kura, Tel.;
Knla-khen-houn-y BuRM.; Suri, Sing ; Ckukra, afnlavetasa, shutavedkif
Sans. : Humhijity hamdet humarbostaniy Arab. ; Turshahy tursaky
iurshumuky Pers.

References —
, Prodr., XlV.y r, 70 ; Poxb.y FI. Ind.y Ed. C.B.C.y 3o9 :

Voigt. Hori. Sub. Cal.y 3^ ; Stewart. Pb. Pl.y 187 ; Aitchisony Cat, Pb.
and Sind Pl.y 12^; Graham. Cat. Bomb. PI., 172; Mason, Burma and
Its People, 780 ; Sir W. Elliot, FI. Andhr., 4S;Atnslte, Mat.Ind.y I.y
J&iV; Irvtne. Mat. Med. Patna, 2t, 24; Medical Topog. Ajmir, t3o, r32;
Moodeen Sheriff. Supp. Pharm. Ind., 218 ; V. C. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hin-
dus. 2og, 2QS ; Sakharam Arjun, Cat. Bomb. Drugs, 114 .Murray, PI.& Drugs, Stnd, gg ; Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 658, 659;
Birdwood, Bomb. Prod., 174; Baden Powell, Pb. Pr.,372 ; Atkinson,
Him. Dist. {X., N.'W. P. Gae.), 3t6, 70S ; Econ. Prod. N.^W. P.,
Pari V., 37, 42 : Useful PI. Bomb. {XXV , Bomb. Gae.), 170 ; Settlement
Bep(trt, Central Provinces. Chanda Dist., 82; Gazetteers:—N.~W. P.,
Iv., Ixxvti ; Mysore and Coorg, I.,6$ ; Agri.-Horti. Soc. Ind., XIV., 6 /
Ind. Card., igg ; Balfour, Cyclop. Ind., III., 454.

MEDICINE.
Juice.
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Habitat.—An annual moncccious species, 6 to 12 inches high; indi-

genous to the Western Panjdb, the Salt Range and Trans-Indus Hills.

Found in most other parts of India cither in a state of cultivation or as a
garden-escape.

Medicine.—The juice of the plant is considered by natives to be cool-

ing, aperient, and, to a certain extent, diuretic {Ainslie). It is used to allay

the pain of toothache, and from its astringent properties it is supposed to

check nausea. The whole herb is given internally to allay burning at the
pit of the stomach and to improve the appetite. Externally a pulp com-

C
osed of the bruised leaves is applied to the skin to allay the pain of the
ites of reptiles and the stings of scorpions. The seeds are said to have

similar properties, and arc, besides, prescribed roasted in dysentery. The
ROOT also is medicinal {Dymock).

Food.—The plant is cultivated as a vegetable almost throughout India,

and is used by the natives both in the raw and cooked state. It is usually

grown in patches near wells, and may be procured almost all the year round.

656

^RUNGIA, Nees; Gen. PI, II., J120.

Rungia parviflora, Necs, var. pectinata; FI. Br. Ind., IV., jjd,-

[Wight, Ic., I. iSd7 : Acanthackac.
Syu.—R, PARVii-LORJ*, Nees; R roi.ycoNoiDFS, iVerA ; lusTiciA pecti-

NATA, Linn. ; J. PARVIFLORA, BetZ. ; J. INKRACTA, Vahl.

Vern.— TavashA murunghie, pAnakapundu, Tam.; Pindi kAnda, Tkl. ;

Bir hpong arak\ Santal; Pindi, b»ANS. The names Pttpdprd, pittapd.

padd. although more properly applied to Fumitory (Fumaiia officinalis),

arc also used in the bazars of Bombay as the names for this and the fol-

loi^ing species, both of which arc used as substitutes for that drug.
References.— FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C.. 45 ; Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal.,

4gt ; Graham, Cat. Bomb. PI., 16$; Dalz. & Gibs., Bomb. FI., igs

;

Aiichtsou, Cat. Panjdh & Sind PL, 113 ; Ainslte, Mat. Ind., II.. 412;
Dymock. Mat. Med. W. Ind., 504 ;S. Arjun, Bomb, Drugs, luS ; Gazet-
teers, N.-W. P.y IV., Ixxvi., X., 31s.

Habitat.—The variety pectinata, occurs universally throughout India,

from the Hirndlaya to Ceylon and Pegu. The other forms occur in the
Deccan and Burma.
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Garden Rue. {IV. R. Clark.) RUTA
graveolens*

Medicine.— Besides being employed as an adulterant of Fumitory, this

species has itself distinct medicinal uses among the Natives of India. The
JUICE of the small and somewhat fleshy leaves is considered cooling and
aperient and is prescribed for children suffering from small-pox in doses
of a tablespoonful or two twice daily. The bruised leaves are applied to

contusions to relieve pain and diminish swelling {AinUie). Among the
Santals the root is given as a medicine in fevers {Rev. A. Campbell).

Rungia repens^ FL Br. Ind.y IV., s49/ ic., t. 46$.
Syn.—JusTiciA rspens, Linn. ; Dicliptbra repbns, Rcem.
Vem.—Kodaga saleh, Tam. ; Satundyi, Cing.
References.—Roxb./Fl. Ind.. Ed. C.B.C.tjUg Graham, Cat. Bomb. Pl.^

#^5/ Dais. & Gibs., Bomb. FI., Ainslte, Mat. Ind., II., iSp' i Drury,
U. Pi, Ind., 36g; S. Arjun, Bomb. Drugs, tog; Burm., Thes. Zeylan., y.

Habitat—A procumbent, rooting, ramous weed, common throughout

India, from the Panjdb and Bengal to Ceylon.

Medicine.—The leaves resemble both in smell and taste those of thyme

;

while fresh they are bruised, mixed with castor-oil, and applied to the scalp

in cases of tinea capitis {Ainslte). The whole plant, dried and pulverised,

is given in doses of from 4 to 12 drachms in fevers and coughs, and is also

considered a vermifuge {Drury).

Rusa oil| see Andropogon Schcenanthus, Linn.

;

Vol. I., 24Q ;

[ Graminea.
RUTA^ Linn. / Gen. PL, /., 2^6.

\_4Sy; Rutace-s.

Ruta graveolens, Linn., var. angustifolia ;
FI. Br, Ind., /.,

Garden Rue.
Syn.—R. ANGUSTIFOLIA, / R. chalepensis. Wall.

yitm.'—Saddh, ptiimarum, satari. Hind. ; hpund, ermul, Bfng. ; Mar&ya,
Uriya; Sudah, kattnal, Pb. ; Sadd/, pt:,marum, satan, \1vcc\n i Sat ftp

Bomb.; Salfipa, M\k Arvada, I'am.; Saddpa, arudu, Tki,.,

Ndgadah-sappu, Kan.; Aruda, •, Sadtipaha, somalat^ , Sans. ;

Aruda.fr'jan, Arab. ; Suddb, Pers.

References.— FI. Ind.. Ed. C.B.C., 362 ; Voigt. IIart. Sub. Cal.,
ifi2 ; Dale. 6^ Gib^., Bomb. Fl., ty ; Stevoart, Pb. PL, 33 ; Graham, Cat.
Bomb. PL, 36 ; Sir W. Elliot, FL Andkr., 16, i6s ; W. & A., Prodr., /jrt

:

Folkard, Plant l^e and Legends, 104, gJi ; Pharm, Iml., Jg, 40 ; British

Pharm., 2g2 ; U. S. Dispens., iSth Ed., jo33 ; Ainshe, Mat. Ind., I ,

55/ ; O'Shaughm'ssy, Beng. Dispens , 260 ; Irvine, Mat. Med. Patna,
40 ; Moodeen Sheriff, Subp. Pharm. Ind., 21N • Mat. Med S. Ind. {in

MSS.), y4 ; Sakharam Ar/un, Cat. Bomb. Drugs, 29, Murray, PL Of

Drugs, Sind, 3g • Bent. Of Trim., Med. PL. /., PL 44; Dymot k. Mat
Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 122-24; Dymoek, Warden Of Hooper, Pharma-
cog. Ind., /., 24g ; Year-Book Pharm, iby4, j63, 6j3 , iHys, j6<> ,

ib'yg,

46y • Birdvjmd, Bomb. Prod., ly ; Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 335; Man.
Cuddapah Dist., Madra'i, igg ; Ga»et:eer, Mysore and ( oorg, /., 5^,
Hunter, Orissa, II., App. VI., t3i , Balfour, Cyclop. Ind., III., 4gs

,

Smith, Diet., 3sy.

Habitat.—A small, branching undcr-shr«ib, 2 or 3 feet high, cultivated

in Indian gardens for the medicinal properties of its leaves and seeds;

distributed westward to the Canaries.

Oil.—By distillation with water the fresh herb yields a small quantil>

of volatile OIL. This has a pale yellow colour when fresh, but becomes

brown by keeping. Its odour is strong and disagreeable, and it has an

acrid and nauseous taste. It has a specific gravity of 0-837 i8°C., b<Jils

at 2i8®—23o°C., and solidifies between -f i® and 2® into shining crystalline

lamime. Oil of Rue is chiefly a mixture of a hydrocarbon with an aldehyde

R. 664
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RYB. {W, R. Clark.)
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or ketone belonging to the series C. H|.0 {Bentley fat Trimens V. S. Diem
pensatory).

Medicine.—Rue was held in high estimation by the ancient Greeks
and Romans, who considered it a valuable resolvent, diuretic, and emmena-
eogue, and attributed to it also many fanciful virtues. Thus Aristotle, in his

History of Animals, states that weasels, before fighting with serpen^ rub
themselves against this plant as a protection against venom, and MHh-
ridates is said to have used rue as one of the ingredients of his famous
antidote against poisons. During the middle ages the plant was hung
round the neck as a charm against vertigo and epilepsy ; it was considered
emblematic of good luck, ancfa protection against sorcery. Muhammadan
medical writers, both Arabian and Indian, class the drug among “attenu-
ants, vesicants, and stimulanta.*^ Its properties are said to be hot and dry
in the third degree ; it strengthens the mental powers, acts as a tonic and
digestive, and increases the urinary and menstrual excretions. It is de-
scnbed as a powerful antaphrodisiac and an abortefacient in pregnant women.
The Hindus recrived the drug from the West, and with its cultivation

brpught all the superstitions regarding it. They use the dried lsavbs as a
fumigatory for children sufiering from catarrh

;
powdered and in combination

with aromatics, they give them as a remedy for dyspepsia, and with the
fresh ones they make a dncture which they use asan external remedy in the
first stages of paralysis. They consider rue in all its forms injunous to

pregnant women. In the Panjab the leaves are taken by the Natives as a
remedy for rheumatic pains. The herb and the oil act as stimulants
chiefly of the uterine and nervous systems. Rue has also been regarded
as an anthelmintic. In large doses it is an acro-narcotic poison, ^^en
fresh its topical action is acrid, and if much handled it produces rednessip

swelling, and even vesication.

It may be given internally in hysteria, amenorrhaea, epilqpsy, flatulent

colic, etc., and externally may be used as a rubefacient. The oil is the

best form for administration, but rue tea is a popular remedy. The dose of

the powdered leaves is 10 grs to 5i» of the oil one to four minims (Dymock s

Murray: Bentley & Trimen),
Domestic.—U was formerly employed in Europe as a condiment, and

in the East is sometimes placM in beds to keep off insects.

Ruta tuberculata, Forth. i Fl. Br. Ind., In 485.

Rtfoenees.—

£

mm, Fl. Orient., 939 ; Unm^, PI. erOrugt ofSind, Sg.

Habitat.—Common on the hills of Sind, and extending thence westward
to Egypt and Algeria. It is used for the same purposes as R. graveolent.

Rye» see Secale cereale, Linn,; Vol. VI.; Gramimea.
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